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'CHURCH SONGS' AND THE SALVATION ARMY.
Prom the " Church Times," December 19, 1884.
Sib, —I have received the following letter from a rector, who,
however, does not wish bis name to be given. It is so interest
ing, and contains such a capital suggestion, that I venture to
send it to yon :—
"It may interest and encourage yourself and your co-editor
of ' Church Songs ' to learn the use which they have been to us
in this out-of-the-way spot. I have no educated parishioners to
help me in my poor country parish. Matters were going down,
congregations diminishing, and ten months ago we were invaded
by the Salvation Army, who made the nights hideous with their
veilings and drummings.
The more zealous of my choir
organised an opposition, which only made the noise and tumult
greater. Last May my daughter noticed an advertisement of
your ' Church Songs ; ' she liked the idea, and thought that with
their aid she might check the disturbance that annoyed us every
Sunday evening.
"She asked my permission to throw our grounds open every
Sunday evening, when we have no service. She taught your
' Church Songs ' to our choir, and in ten days gave notice that
our grounds would be opened on Sunday evenings, and that the
choir would sing occasionally. The first occasion we had an
audience of 50, the Salvation Army of 5 ; the next Sunday we
had 150, the Army 3 ; the third Sunday we had 200, the Army
not one, but sundry of their soldiers appeared on our grounds in
their uniform. Since then we have been free from the Army;
and we have learnt that our people do not know what to do with
themselves on Sunday evenings, and have been wont to go any
where for distraction. So when the days grew short and the
orenings cold, we removed our singings to the old National
school-room, 21ft. by 14ft., and in that narrow compass we have
had an audience of 50 to listen to a choir of 30 for many weeks
past ; and this out of a scattered population of about 500.
During these six months my congregation has increased 50 per
cent.; and it appears that we are satisfying a long felt want.

Our choir has increased in popularity and in numbers. We have
become more particular as to the behaviour and attendance, and
yet our choir is larger than ever, especially in young men.
During the Summer evenings your ' Church Songs ' were heard
two or three miles away, and many of the choruses were wellknown before we began singing them in public. Those are still
favourites in the neighbourhood. "
The young lady, the rector's daughter, adds : "As many people
come to the school now as did two months ago, and the mothers
of the boys and young men tell me that they are very glad that
their lads are spending the evening so well, and not loafing
about the roads, getting into mischief. Since we have used the
Songs we seem to have drawn closer to our parishioners. I
often hear the songs whistled and sung about the roads. In the
Summer people walked five and six miles to sit in the garden and
listen to the choir. People in the village, close to us, who
could not leave their houses and little ones, sat in their doorways
listening."
I may add that I have found the Songs useful in another way.
We have used them in my own church in the place of anthems.
The anthem is, to a certain extent, unmeaning. It is a mere
performance of the choir, and the congregation has no part in
it. But with a Song it is otherwise. Tbe choir sing the verse,
either in solo or as a quartet, sometimes, treble, alto, and tenor
voices taking alternate verses, and the entire choir, with the con
gregation, unite in the chorus. Whether for right or wrong, I
cannot say, but we differentiate the song from the hymn by sit
ting down for the former, and standing for the latter. We used
"The Ladder of Gold " at Michaelmas, "Sing the Song" and
" Stars on Stars " at All Saints, " Soon will my days be spent "
on tbe occasion of a funeral, and so we find we can mark seasons
with them, and they are distinctly popular.
S. BARING-GOULD.
Lew Trenchard, Devon, December 11, 1884.
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gelical principles— its conductors have had the satisfaction of
presenting to their readers from time to time many papers of
conspicuous value and ability on subjects of supreme interest,
which, but for their publication in the British and Foreign
Evangelical Review, would have remained unknown and un
noticed in this country. In this respect the conductors claim
for their work that it has done essential service, and that a
distinct advantage has been gained, by enabling readers to
form an accurate opinion of the tone and character of Ameri
can and Continental scholarship and theology, and to appre
ciate the power which the writers have brought to bear in
the defence and confirmation of Christian verities, against
the ever-shifting theories, perplexing contradictions, confused
uncertainties, and premature deductions of the so-called
"higher criticism."
For some years past the conductors have found it desirable
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and there has been no cause to regret this departure from the
original aim of the Review. Its articles have been uniformly
distinguished by their ability and varied learning, keen criti
cal insight, and sound scholarship. The Review has won for
itself a prominent and well-defined position amongst the lite
rary powers of the day, and it will be the object of the con
ductors in the future, while giving an intelligent and dis
criminating consideration to the manifold activities in the
world of letters, in philosophy, moral, physical and social
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enhance its reputation as a vigorous and unflinching advocate
of Evangelical Truth.
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Pressure in (Elementary ^cboois.
Experience is ever proving the difficulty, if not impos
sibility, of sustaining disinterested care or action for
others, where the religious motive is absent. Personal
regard in some form is certain to creep in where this
highest motive is wanting, and to lead to results very
different from those first intended.
This has certainly been the case with elementary educa
tion. It was actively commenced, or rather re-commenced,
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to train up the rising generation to habits of religion,
which their parents were casting aside, and in principles
of loyalty and obedience to authority -which threatened
to become obsolete. It was pious Churchmen and devout
members of other religious bodies who undertook the

THE LITERARY CHURCHMAN
■work ; and however they might differ about the manner
in which this was to be performed, all were agreed that
children must be educated religiously if they were to live
virtuously.
When the State was made to feel the importance of
taking a part in the education of the poorer children of
the country, it was content for a time to work on the
line3 which it found existing. Success on any other was
then deemed impossible. The intellect was to be instructed,
but the great aim was to make good Christians and good
citizens. There was a certain amount of jealousy when
it was thought that the Church was being favoured at the
expense of the sects, or still more frequently when the
sects appeared to enjoy advantages denied to the Church.
Whatever differences arose were based on religious grounds,
and the charge was unheard of, that in any schools the
iuterests of the children were sacrificed to further any
personal, private or party ends. The cry was then raised
by those who had little care for the religious character of
our elementary schools that the State was paying more
than it ought for educating the youth of the country ;
that it did not secure an adequate return for value given,
and that the fair thing to do was to declare explicitly
■what the State wanted, and to pay according to the
quantity and quality of the work done. As it was con
sidered desirable that children should have some schooling,
aud be taught to behave in an orderly manner, there was
to be a small payment for each child in avex-age attend
ance, provided the school discipline was good ; and beside
this it was thought requisite that every child should be
able to read, write and do the simple sums needed in the
ordinary affairs of daily life ; and so each child was to be
examined in these three subjects, and a small payment
was to be allotted to the school for such of them as were
able to satisfy Her Majesty's Inspector when examined
in them;
By degrees the direction of the education given slipped
out of the hands of the School Managers, in 'whom at first
it had chiefly rested, into those of the Education Depart
ment ; and it was perhaps almost unavoidably influenced by
public opinion, as expounded by newspapers and members
of Parliament, of whom it is no libel to say that few had
practical knowledge of the subject : educational doctri
naires lifted up their voices to complain that the children
iu our elementary schools were not taught this or that
which they deemed essential, and the Department not unfrequently listened to their voices. By these means a most
ambitious educational code was constructed, which might
flatter the poorer classes that their children would
receive an education equal to that of the gentlemen of
the country, but it could dojittle more. The Education
Act of 1870 gave new powers to the Government authori
ties ; it enabled them to force rival schools upon parishes
•where existing schools did not satisfy the requirements of
the Department. It could cause rates to be levied to an
indefinite amount when ite demands were not complied
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with ; and so it placed at the absolute disposal of the
Education Minister of the day the arrangement of the
curriculum of all the assisted elementary schools in the
country, and the very existence of a great number of
them. The only way to obtain help for carrying on a
school was by complying with the ordinances laid down
by the Department ; and as the difficulty of maintaining
schools where religion could be definitely taught had been
greatly increased by the imposition of an education rate
over a large portion of the country, very few places indeed
hesitated about yielding implicit obedience to the ukases
which proceeded from Downiug-street. There was, more
over, a new element introduced which was certain to work
injuriously for the children. Voluntary schools and Board
schools were pitted against each other as rivals. The
results of the examinations in the two were industriously
tabulated and compared ; the Board schools were eager
to prove that they were vastly superior to their competi
tors in order to justify the enormously greater cost at
which they were carried on in most places ; whilst the
Voluntary schools were not less eager to prove that the
intellectual training they imparted was not one whit in
ferior of that of their rivals.
The Education Department having thus obtained the
entire control of the elementary education of the country,
successive Ministers were anxious to show their skill in
raising the education given in the schools. To do this all
that was required from them was to issue a new code by
which the teaching in the schools was to be regulated.
And so it has happened that when there has been a change
in the head of the Education Department we have gene
rally had a new code issued, which was of course " in
every respect a great improvement upon that which it was
to supersede." The effect of this has been, that new con
siderations have been brought into play ; a new object at
which to aim has been proclaimed. Instead of the oldfashioned idea that the primary object of our elementary
schools is to train good Christians and good citizens, and
the secondary, though very important one, to cultivate
their intelligence and develope their talents, we hear but
little of the former of these objects, whilst a great deal
is said about the competition in trade between ourselves
and our foreign rivals; the studies imposed upon children
in the various Continental countries, aud especially iu
different parts of Germany, and the contrast between them
and those required from our own children ; and we are
assured that unless our standard of education equals, if
it does not excel theirs, we shall certainly lose our position
as the great manufacturing country of the world.
And so in these various ways the demands made upon
the children in our elementary schools have gone ou in
creasing. On the one hand they have been stimulated by
the ambition to raise to a higher level the intellectual
standard of our schools ; and to effect this successive VicePresidents of the Education Department have signalised
their tenure of office by issuing new codes and revised
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codes and still newer codes, with annual changes and
improvements, -which are to elevate the curriculum in our
elementary schools, so that it may equal if not surpass
similar schemes in use elsewhere ; and on the other hand
there has been the rivalry of the two sets of schools, coupled
with great anxiety on the part of managers and teachers,
to obtain as large a grant as possible from Government to
prove the excellence of their establishments and to enable
them to carry on their operations. Under the influence
of these combined motives there has been great danger of
the children under instruction being regarded as pawns in
the game, whose only business it is to move, and by the
manner in which they pass examinations to prove the
wisdom of those who have arranged the subjects of their
examinations, and to demonstrate the ever-increasing effi
ciency of the elementary schools of the country. Besides
this, they have been expected by their success to help the
managers and teachers of the schools in which they are
being taught to sustain the heavy cost thrust upon them
by the requirements of the Department.
Of course what has been said does not prove that there
has been over-pressure, but it show s what great provoca
tion there has been to push on children to the uttermost,
and it creates a strong suspicion that undue demands may
have been made at all events on some of them. The
anticipation thus raised is much strengthened by the
manner in which schools are tested and the results of
their teaching measured. There is one rule for all ;
one standard by which all the children are judged, one
and the same requirement made upon all. It matters not
whether the children are well-fed or ill-fed ; live in houses
with ample accommodation for all its inmates, or are
herded with many others in a small single room by night
and by day ; whether their parents can afford to pay ninepence a week for their schooling, and can readily supply
them with whatever books they may need, or have to
squeeze out a penny school-fee by diminishing their already
too slender supply of food ; whether the children are
clever or dull ; have been previously well taught or not
taught at all. Such considerations as these go for nothing
at all ; the thought of them does not penetrate the clouds
by which Olympus is separated from the schools over
who-se destinies it presides. But to those who live among
the dull realities of this lower world, and who have daily
practical experience of elementary schools and the children
who attend them, it makes it quite clear that whilst the
required standard of attainment will be lower than that
which the more favoured children might reach, it will be
much higher than a considerable number of the lessfavoured ones can struggle up to.
Pereons unfamiliar with our elementary schools may
imagine what the effect of such a system must be by
picturing to themselves what would be the result if every
boy in our great public schools was required to reach the
t>p form of his school in a prescribed number of years.
It is notorious that the great majority of them could never

accomplish it. Teachers not unnaturally complain that
most boys are fonder of sports limn of study ; that they
will not apply their minds to their tasks ; that they seem
to lack the power to grasp the meaning of the lessons
which the cleverer boys in their class master without an
effort. But experience shows that it is well not to push
these duller boys overmuch ; many of them develops
practical ability in after life which would never have been
exhibited if their brain had been prematurely worked ;
whilst those who are induced to make efforts beyond their
intellectual capacity may succeed in school and college
examinations, but it is at the expense of their never doing
anything afterwards.
It may be urged in answer to this that the standard by
which boys climb from form to form in public schools is
adapted to the wants of the cleverer ones by the necessary
force of circumstances, and involves a rivalry which may
largely add to the amount of requirement, whilst that
applied to the children in our elementary schools is a fixed
quantity, without the chance of rivalry being introduced,
and that it is adapted to the average child, so that no more
shall be required than a boy or girl of ordinary ability
ought readily to master. There is no doubt truth in this ;
but then the very words average child, and ordinary
ability, suggest the idea that there are children below the
average, and who are not endowed with ordinary ability
—children who from being ill-fed, badly-trained, mentally
uncultivated by their surroundings have less capacity for
learning. It is upon these that the present system presses
heavily ; and I think there are few persons who have had
much practical experience in our elementary schools who
have not been aware, long before the present outcry was
raised, that there was a considerable amount of over
pressure. Managers and teachers alike have felt them
selves unable to amend what they felt to be objectionable.
They have witnessed the undue efforts used to make dull
or backward children pass, and they have felt that they
could not interfere. The Education Department insisted
upon the full tale of bricks whether there was straw
wherewith to make it or not ; and so efforts had to be
made to secure it, or the teacher would forfeit his cha
racter for efficiency and the school be deprived of funds
which were essential for its very existence.
I have no doubt that if the real welfare of the children
is the object to be aimed at, if the development of tho
talents with which they are endowed and the training them
to the thorough mastering of the subjects which they are
taught, so as to foster habits of thought and reflection, is
the end really desired, some other system than our present
one must be sought. It fails to give the abler children the
best opportunity for improvement, whilst it crushes the
duller ones under a load of requirement beyond what
they are able to bear. It Beems to me that we have been,
and that we are, proceeding upon the wrong lines, and
that the time has arrived when there should be a thorough
sifting of the results of the system of elementary educa
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tion on which we have been proceeding. In Dr Crichton
Browne's able and thoughtful report we have one aspect of
the case brought before us ; in the resolutions passed by
numbers of teachers in our elementary schools we have
the assurance that they agree with much that he says ;
whilst the other aspect of the case is naturally pressed
upon our attention by those connected with the Education
Department. That it will be found impossible to burk
the question by such an inquiry as that set on foot by the
London School Board, and apparently approved by the
Vice-President of the Education Department, we cannot
doubt. It is not one class of persons, but many classes
who are interested in the subject. Parents, not less than
teachers and managers, are alive to the facts of the case,
and will not rest until something has been done. Partial
reports from interested persons can therefore only irritate
the feeling which has been excited, they cannot allay it.
I therefore hope that a Royal Commission really com
petent to deal with the question, and made up of men
whose names would carry weight with the country, will
be appointed ; and that they will be entrusted with the
delicate and difficult task of really examining how far our
present system is profitably educating the children of the
country, and in what respects it admits of modification or
demands reconstruction.
ROBKRT GREGORY.
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practical matters. There was a fear when Dr Words
worth was transplanted from his study in Westminster to
his palace at Lincoln—a fear which he himself shared—
that he would find himself wanting in the qualities which
his greater position demanded. This, however, has not
been realised. He has proved himself as student, school
master, canon, and prelate, to be a man " good all round."
Of his literary labours, in which his name is illustrious,
we agree with a writer in the Guardian who places first
as " his greatest literary work " the four volumes of ' The
History of the Church' to a.d. 451. His colossal under
taking —' The Commentary on the Bible '— is a marvellous
witness to his learning, capacity for work, and zeal for
the Anglican position, and is, perhaps, as good a work as
could possibly be produced by one hand. We prefer the
treatment of the Old Testament to that of the New. In
the latter, in some respects, Alford, Lightfoot and Ellicott
are, to our mind, superior commentators. But Bishop
Wordsworth alone is the modern Cornelius a Lapide,
taking the Bible, as a whole, or nearly so, for his subject.
There are three events which bear witness to the energy
which Dr Wordsworth has exhibited in his office as Bishop
of Lincoln, which in history will stand out from the rest.
He was the first to constitute a Diocesan Synod in the Mins
ter and Chapter-House of Lincoln since the Reformation,
which was held in 1871 ; he raised the Theological College
at his own cost ; and through his instrumentality in great
measure the formation of the new See of Southwell was
achieved.
The line which Dr Wordsworth has always taken in
Church matters is too well known to need comment. We
have usually found ourselves in accord with him, with, we
believe, but two or three exceptions. Like Dr Newman
in early days, he seems to regard antagonism to Rome as
a necessity, and the media via between Protestantism and
Romanism as an invulnerable position. Perhaps the allu
sions to the Roman controversy are sometimes a little
out of place and overdone in his comments on Holy
Scripture, and his judgment warped by prejudice, but
his transparent sincerity and largeness of charity atone
for these faults. Bishop Wordsworth will carry with him
into retirement the good wishes and deep respect not only
of those who belong to his Diocese, but of his country
men generally.

The resignation of the Bishop of Lincoln is an event
which has long been impending. His lordship evidently
takes the step, or rather announces that he is about to take
it ," at or before Lady Day," with great reluctance, and
after the discovery that respite for four months from
episcopal duty had not the resuscitative effect which he
had anticipated.
There are few Churchmen, we think, who will not
receive this announcement with deep regret.
Bishop
Wordsworth is in his seventy-eighth year, and is in a
very frail condition of health. His career at Cambridge,
as Head -master of Harrow, as a member of the Chapter
of Westminster, and as Bishop of Lincoln—an appoint
ment for which we owe a debt of gratitude to the late
The election of Lord Plunket to the Archbishopric of
Lord Beaconsfield — has been marked throughout by
ability, great powers of administration, and laborious zeal. Dublin is an event upon which we can hardly congratulate
The Times, in an article which is neither too generous the Irish Church. The best that we can say for it is that
in tone nor appreciative in substance, admits that Chris a worse choice might have been made. This is the first
topher Wordsworth was entitled "to the highest reward election to the post of Archbishop since the disestablish
ment of the Church of Ireland. Of the popularity of
it is in the power of the nation to confer." But the lead
ing journal does not rate highly those who are not pre the Bishop of Meath there can be no question, and popu
pared to truckle to the fluctuating opinions of the day. larity goes a long way. The total number of votes which
Bishop Wordsworth is not only a scholar but a fine were recorded in his favour at the Synod were 219 clerical
character. The mind which is capable of entering into and 199 lay. The joint Synods of Dublin, Glendalough,
the niceties of language is sometimes feeble in the grasp and Kildare number 262 clergy and 480 laymen. Of
of great principles, and altogether lacking in dealing with these 219>clergy and 333 laity were present on this ruo
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mentous occasion. The final poll showed 199 clerical and
271 lay votes in favour of Lord Plunket's election, whilst
the Bishop of Ossory had only 20 clerical and 62 lay
supporters. Lord Plunket in the throne of Richard
Cheuevix Trench, what a bathos ! The Times very aptly
remarks upon this appointment, that "an unlearned
bench of bishops—nay, a bench wanting in literary culture
or in breadth of sympathy and knowledge would be a serious
downfall and a positive danger." Something more is re
quired in a bishop than "physical fitness " and quickness in
"catching trains." To be "able-bodied, healthy and active"
are good things in their way, but they are not regarded by
S. Paul in his first Epistle to Timothy as the primary
qualifications for the office of a bishop.
It is a bad
compliment to the late Archbishop to elect by a majority
of more than two-thirds of the Synod one opposed to his
views, and in some ways so little fitted to catch up the
torch which he has laid down. Moreover, there were
Dames suggested which in capacity and attainment were
far superior to that of Lord Plunket, though, perhaps, not
possessing his powers as a leader of men. But for one to
be elevated to so high a position as that of Archbishop of
Dublin, a combination of capacities, spiritual, intellectual,
as well as moral and social, is required, a combination
which, whatever may be said for Lord Plunket, can by no
amount of flattery be ascribed to him. He has, however,
something which the Irish Church stands sorely in need
of, and which, though the weapons of our warfare may be
spiritual, cannot be done without. Moreover, the grace
of the Episcopate may elevate and transform. We will,
therefore, try to be hopeful for the Church of Ireland,
though we confess that under the circumstances it is rather
difficult Those who wish " to transfer to the Church the
duty of electing its own pastors " may take a lesson from
the Synod of Dublin, Glendalough, and Kildare.
It is high time that something should be done by those
in authority to protect the Blessed Sacrament from the
fanaticism of Teetotallers. Our attention has been called
to a passage in a speech delivered by Canon Basil Wilberforce at Torquay, in which in reply to the question, " how
would he deal with one who refused to communicate be
cause he would not break the pledge i " he said " he
wished things were different, and that the powerful
alcoholic wine placed on the Loud's Table were banished
from it. And if ever it came to the question whether
alcohol or the Christian was to be banished from the Table>
he knew which he would banish." He further asserted
that it was his own practice to use unfermented wine.
Unfortunately there is no such thing, for unfermented juice
of the grape is not wine. Now, unless wine is used, there
is no consecration, and thus the people are deprived of
the grace of their communion. We are told that something
very much like raspberry vinegar is now used by these
extreme Teetotallers. When will the Bishops move in the
matter 1
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Colignp anU tbe huguenots.
1.
CoLiQNY ; the Earlier Life of the Great Huguenot. By
Eugene Bersier. Translated by Annie H. Holmdkn.
London : Hodder and Stoughton. 1884.
Coligny, the noblest and most remarkable victim of the
Massacre of S. Bartholomew, has been taken in hand by
several biographers, of whom the most recent is that
by Walter Besant, and the best is that by the Count
Delaborde, 'Gaspard de Coligny, Amiral de France,' in
three volumes. This contains much original research. M.
Bersier's life does not pretend to this ; it is a rechauffe of
materials collected by others— an account of the times and
of the Admiral from a Calvinistic and partisan point of
view. The best account of that period that we have in
English is ' The Massacre of S. Bartholomew,' by Henry
White, published by John Murray in 1868. This is fairly
impartial ; it does not blink the fact that the Huguenots
gave great provocation, nor does it make out the massacre
to have been a purely religious one.
We must remember what the state of France was in
the middle of the sixteenth century. It was in name a
monarchy, but, unless the king were a man of resolute
will, he became a mere pageant in the State. The nobility
inherited much of the turbulent spirit of their Frank
ancestors, and looked on the king merely as the first
among peers, respecting him as their nominal superior,
but resisting him when they pleased. When Montluc
summoned the Huguenot nobles of the south to return to
their allegiance and obey the king, they exclaimed, " What
king J We are the king. The one you speak of is a baby
king. We will whip him, and teach him to earn his bread
like other folk."
On the death of Henry II., his sou Francis came to the
throne, aged sixteen. Francis was married to Mary Stuart.
Henry left seven children by Catherine de Medieis,
Francis, who succeeded him ; Charles, afterwards Charles
IX. ; Henry of Valois, first King of Poland, afterwards
Henry III. ; and Hercules of Alencon. His daughters
were Elizabeth, afterwards married to Philip II. of Spain ;
Claudia, married to the Duke of Lorraine ; and Margaret,
of whom more presently.
On the accession of young Francis, the Lorraine, or
Guise faction, gained complete ascendancy. This consisted
of the Duke of Guise and his brother, the Cardinal of
Lorraine. The opposed faction was that of the Bourbons,
composed of Anthony, King of Navarre, first prince of
the blood ; Louis, Prince of Conde, and the Admiral
Coligny. The king was young, and complete power was
in the hands of those who surrounded him. The Bourbon
was also the Huguenot party. Finding that the Guises
were masters of the situation, the Huguenots applied to
the Swiss and German reformers to authorise their raising
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the standard of civil war, and the German reformers gave
their sanction. This was within a month of the death of
Henry II. La Eenaudie, a Calviuist gentleman, formed
a conspiracy, along with six other Huguenot gentlemen,
to take and kill the Duke of Guise. It was discovered,
and led to reprisals. La Renaudie insisted that Coligny
was privy to and approved of the scheme.

She also issued letters patent forbidding men to revile each
other with the odious appellation of Papist and Huguenot,
or to make domiciliary visits under pretence of discover
ing religious practices contrary to the Jaw. The edict was
ordered to be read in all churches. Again, in July of the
same year an edict was issued granting a general amnesty,
and insisting on what had already been declared.

France was divided into hostile camps. Who should
govern the king and the State, and enrich their own party,
was the main question, and religion was secondary. The
Huguenots broke into churches, wrecked them, trampled
on and spat upon the Host, defaced images, and took the
gold and silver ornaments to themselves. They treated
priests, monks and nuns with horrible barbarity, and, as a
matter of course, the Catholics repaid them in their own
coin. " At Rheims the Lutherans ate meat publicly in
Lent, broke the lanterns before the image of the Virgin
over the great door of the cathedral, and prowled about
at night defacing crosses and pictures. One Gillet, a
lawyer, drove a priest from a chapel, seized the alms in
the poor box, and gave the sacerdotal robes to his wife,
who made caps out of them. At Rouen, when a Catholic
priest spoke of purgatory in a sermon, the Huguenots
called him ' a fool,' and the children, who had been trained
for the purpose, imitated the amorous noises of cats."
— (White, p. 94.)
Catherine de Medicis, the Queen-mother, had a bad
time of it with Mary Stuart, who behaved to her with all
the insolence of youth and beauty, and publicly spoke of
her as a Florentine shopkeeper's daughter.
Catherine
feared the Guises, and inclined towards the reformers.
The instructions given to the French prelates at the Coun
cil of Trent were signed by her and the king, desiring that
the sacraments should be administered in the vulgar
tongue, that the cup should be restored to the laity, that
vernacular psalms should be sung in church, and that
nothing but the Word of God should be read and preached
to the people.
Francis died on December 5, 1560, and was succeeded
by Charles IX., aged ten, whereupon his mother was ap
pointed regent. Immediately she recalled the Constable
of Montmorency, and released Condd from prison.
Anthony of Navarre was made lieutenant-general of
France, and, though the Guises remained, they felt that
their supremacy was menaced. On March 25, 1561, the
bailiff of Blois sent to the Queen-mother a long account of
the profanity of the Huguenots—how they had broken
open churches, shattered crucifixes, and carried off with
them thirteen young women from a convent. Even in
Paris they broke the images in the streets, and in some of
the churches. However, the Queen- mother was bent on
pacifying the country by insisting on mutual forbearance,
and she issued a general pardon, liberating all persons who
had been imprisoned for their religion, and threatening
with the penalty of death those who, under the pretence
of the interests of religion, disturbed the public peace.

One reason of Catherine's fear of the Guise faction was
that Philip II. was intriguing with them to marry his son,
Don Carlos, to the widowed Mary Stuart. By this marriage
Philip would become master of Scotland and paralyse
England ; it would make the influence of the Guises para
mount iu France. All this Catherine saw, and, to check
mate Spain, she drew nearer to England, and only three
years later actually proposed a marriage between Charles
IX. and Elizabeth. She showed favour to the Huguenots ;
the halls of S. Germain and Fontaiuebleau were thrown
open to their ministers, and Condo and Coligny were in
high favour.
Chattonnay, the Spanish ambassador,
scarcely wrote a letter to his royal master in which he did
not complain of the toleration shown to heretics, and of
the gathering influence of the Admiral. Even Beza was
allowed to preach in the royal palace. Henry of Valors,
afterwards Henry III., was bitten with the reformed
ideas, and took from his sister Margaret her Prayer-book,
and threw it in the fire, and gavo her Calvinist hymns
instead. Catherine wrote in August, 1561, to the Pope,
" The number of those professing the reformed religion
is so great, and their party is so powerful, that they are
no longer to be put down by severe laws or force of arnisr
They are neither anabaptists nor libertine ; they believe
all the articles of the Apostles' Creed, and therefore mauy
are of opinion that they ought not to be cut off from
communion with the Church. What danger can there be
in removing the images from the churches, and doing
away with certain useless forms in the administration of
the sacraments! It would, further, be advantageous to
allow all persons the communion under both kinds, and to
permit divine worship to be celebrated in the vulgar
tongue." At the colloquy of Poissy, held in the same
year, she acted with great straightforwardness, rebuking
the bishops when they urged on her the necessity of insist
ing on the Huguenots renouncing their errors. She urged
them, on the contrary, to present an address to the king,
praying him to move the Pope to allow the marriage of
priests and the communion in both kinds. They did so,
and Pius IV. replied that he had always held these
changes to be right, but that he could do nothing without
the consent of the cardinals.
During the colloquy a synod of Huguenot pastors was
held, in which they insolently demanded " the exclusion
of women from the government of the State," which
greatly incensed the Queen-mother, who favoured them.
At the same time they asked that the sword might be used
against " infidels, libertines and atheists."
Catherine became more unpopular every day among the
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people, because of her leaning to the Huguenot side. and consent of Coligny, and indeed Coligny's words, in a
Philip II. rebuked her, and many of the nobility remon letter to the queen, leave no doubt that he assented, if he
strated. In January, 1562, au edict was drawn up, did not consent to the crime.
authorising the Huguenots to assemble outside the towns
(To be continued.)
to preach, pray, and perform other religious exercises. By
this means it was hoped to avoid collision with the Catho
lics. The Huguenots were ordered to restore the churches
they had seized on, and the Catholic preachers were en
joined to abstain from invectives. But the various Parlia
ments refused to register the edict at first, without which Biblical Thesaurus ; or, a Literal Translation and Criti
cal Analysis of Every Word in the Original Languages
it could not become law.
of the Old Testament, with Explanatory Notes in
Appendices. By the Bight Bev. J. Hellmuth, D.D.,
" The Bornish party," says Mr White, " who undoubt
D.C.L. Genesis. London : Hodder and Stoughton,
edly formed the great majority of the nation, and the
27 Paternoster-row. 1884. Pp. 376.
most ignorant portion of it, were greatly disgusted with
We gave a brief notice of the first part of this work
this Edict of Pacification, and began to range themselves
in opposition to the Crown." The Guises would have no when it appeared in May last, and now the first volume —
a goodly quarto of nearly four hundred pages—is before
share in it, and they withdrew from the Privy Council.
us. The author has followed out with commendable
At this time Anthony, King of Navarre, changed his
patience and assiduity the plan he had set before himself,
religion, coming over to the Catholic side, and his defec
and has no doubt produced the very easiest manual for
tion greatly weakened the Huguenot party. The Guises,
the help of the beginner in Hebrew that we know of any
alarmed at the influence gained by Conde and Coligny
where. Not only is every word fully parsed, but the
over the Queen-mother and the king, made a plot to seize
syntax of every word is explained, and even (at first) each
the person of the young king. The Marshal of S. Andre1
Hebrew word is transliterated in English ; and it may be
proposed to throw her into the Seine. Catherine, hearing
safely said that a learner who cannot, with such an amount
rumours of the plot, fled to Melun with Charles. She
of help as is given here, acquire the Hebrew language,
appealed to Conde to protect them "from the greatest
cannot do so at all. Indeed, the annotations upon each
enemy France has, who is your enemy as well." Then
verse are just such as a professor would give to a class of
Coligny and other heads of the Huguenots formed a beginners, and it would not surprise us to learn that the
counterplot to get possession of the king's person, and work has had some such substratum as abegiuning. What
carry him off to Orleans. But the Guises were beforehand we should fear is that the help is given in a form really
with them, and by a coup de main took them at Melun
too elaborate and expensive to be within the reach of those
and carried them to Paris.
tyros in Hebrew who are the only persons who would
The journey was a sad one. Catherine would not speak require it. We are not sure what is the price of the
to the escort during the three days it occupied, and the volume, but it can hardly be less than a guinea, and this
boy king, who imagined they were taking him to prison, would be too much to pay for a work of the kind, which
wept. The mutual jealousy of the three men now at the would be of only temporary use to the student. Then we
head of affairs, the schemers of this plot, saved Catherine. should doubt the advisability, if no consideration of cost
Each intrigued against the other, and hoped to make use were in question, of continuing this elaborate system of
of her for hia own private ends. Each was aware that if parsing, &c. The learner, if he makes any progress at
she were removed his own position would be imperilled by all, ought to outgrow the need of such crutches. Therefore
the rival ambitions of his colleagues.
we should think that it can hardly be seriously intended
The capture of the king and Queen-mother by the to treat all the rest of the Old Testament in the same way,
Guises was the signal of the break out of civil war. The which would take many and costly volumes, though
Huguenots under Conde' and Coligny flew to arms. Bouen Bishop Hellmuth's remark in his preface to his sending
was in their hands, they pillaged and gutted the cathe forth the "first volume " renders us doubtful even of this.
dral and thirty- six parish churches. The Catholic army On the difficult and, as it seems to us, barbarous system
besieged it, and during the siege Anthony of Navarre of transliteration adopted, we have already commented,
died, leaving his titular crown to Henry of Beam, his son, and our objections to it are as strong as ever, though we
then in the South of France with his mother, Jeanne are aware that Dr Hellmuth may plead the authority of
d'Albret, being instructed in Calvinism. On December Dr Georg Von Ewald, and other scholars.
We should not omit to add that the " notes " given in an
10th, 156% the battle of Dreux was fought between the
contending armies, and the Guises were victorious, but the appendix are full of curious learning, Babbinical and also
exultation of the victors was damped by the assassination modem, and form a commentary on the Book of Genesis
of the Duke of Guise by a Huguenot gentleman, Poltrot, of much suggestiveness and value, and, indeed, much
who murdered him, as he declared, with the full knowledge ■ better worth the attention of the Biblical student than
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the earlier part of the book. We could make several
quotations from these which would interest our readers,
but must be satisfied with the following on vi. 15 as a
specimen, which we select on account of its brevity :
" Peter Jansen, a Dutchman, built in the year 1G04 a ship of
the same size and after the plan of Noah's ark, and proved that
the latter fully answered its purpose, not exactly as a vessel
which was to sail into distant parts of the earth, but rather as a
floating house for the reception of men and beasts, and their
protection from the waters of the flood. "
If we complain of the too great easiness of Bishop
Hellmuth's work we certainly have no such fault to find
with the other work before us.
The Englishman's Bible ; Designed to Give as Far as
Practicable the Accuracy, Precision, and Certainty of
the Original Hebrew and Greek Scriptures on the Page
of the Authorised Version.
Adapted both for the
Biblical Student and for the Ordinary English Reader.
By Thomas Newberry. Large Print Edition. Same
Publishers. 1884. Pp. 268.
It is a well-meant and praiseworthy endeavour to express
on the page of the English translation of the Bible all that
a scholar would gain from a knowledge of the Hebrew,
which is an end in its nature unattainable. In the pages
before us the attempt is made to enable the student to
" read between the lines " of the English by means of a
system of signs, about twenty in number, which are
written before or after the words referred to. The mean
ings of these, few of the ordinary sort of readers would be
able even to understand, and fewer still would take the
trouble or make the mental effort necessary to remember,
while for the Hebrew scholar much of this careful anno
tation is unnecessary. The author's theory of the Hebrew
tenses is simple and striking. He lays down that while
" the Short Tense corresponds with the Past, the Inter
mediate (shown by the absence of verbal tense, or by other
means, as by the participle, infinitive mood, Ac), with the
Present, and the Long Tense with the Future, both the
short and the long tenses may be used in the past, the pre
sent, or the future ; the unvarying character of the short
tense is completeness, decision, or certainty, and of the
long tense, continuation or permanency. With this his
ingenious theory of the use of Vau ("\) partially har
monises, though he is himself obliged to introduce an ex
ception. ("The Vau is not conversive of Time"). It is
too long to quote as a whole, and a fragment would not do
it justice. But the entire Introduction upon Hebrew
Grammar is commendable for its clear and original treat
ment of the difficulties of the language, and this may be
found useful by beginners. It is pleasant to find a lay
man devoting so much time and labour to the elucidation
of the language of the Old Testament Scriptures ; but we
fear, as we have already said, that the mere English reader
will be rather puzzled than edified.
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The Altai: Hymnal. London : Griffith and Farran. 1884.
The increasing frequency and grander ceremonial with which
Holy Communion is now celebrated among us has naturally led
to a demand for a fuller store of eucharistic by mns ; and we shall
best ascertain the value of the book before us by a comparison
with previous attempts in a similar direction. How early in the
Catholic Cburch, hymns in their modern sense were introduced
at the Divine Liturgy is a moot point ; at present, it is sufficient
to mention the well-known " Sancti, venite, Corpus Christi
sumite," as in use in the early Irish Church, in the seventh
century, but it is, of course, to tbe eucharistic developments
of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries that we owe our
chief stores of Latin hymns for Holy Communion ; sequences
of a much earlier date are, however, not uncommon. All
Latin hymns, however, shared a general fate at the Reforma
tion of tbe English Church, and were ruthlessly swept away ;
the questions, therefore, at once arise : Are hymns lawful at
the time of the Holy Communion? If so, when? What
hymns shall we use? The lawyers to whom the E.C.TJ. sub
mitted a case some years back, decided unanimously that
hymns during the service were illegal, though one or two
allowed them at the beginning or end of the office. The evi
dence then submitted was not altogether complete ; Eliza
bethan forms of prayer will give examples of hymns at the
commencement or close. George Wither, in his 'Hymns and
Songs of the Church,' 1623, gives a hymn of 200 lines to be
sung during the communion of the people : (some light is
thrown on this from the fact that the distribution of the
elements at Westminster, temp. Charles I., took, on one occa
sion, five hours, although several clergy were engaged in it),
while in 1668, in a "Method of Private Devotion," mention
is made of the old version of the Psalms, being then sung by
those not actually communicating; which is expressly said to
be "allowed," not "imposed."
In the ' Supplement to the
New Version,' 1700, three hymns for the Communion Service
are added j and J. and C. Wesley's * Hymns on the Lord's
Supper,' 1745, bear still the same witness. Hymnals at the
close of the eighteenth century frequently appointed the
proper psalms for the day (chanting was unknown except in
cathedrals), for use at this service, and one compiler prefixed
the list of introit psalms from the 1549 Liturgy as a guide to
a suitable selection.
Practically, however, except for the sequences given in the
'Hymnal Noted,' 1851-1858, little was done in the way of trans
lations till the publication of 'Lyra Eucharistica' in 1863.
Mr Orby Shipley thenceforward made it impossible to ignore
the older hymns, though his book, like that before us, is only
suitable for those prepared to accept the teaching of the 1540
Liturgy on such points as Prayers for the Dead, the Invoca
tion of the Holy Ghost on the elements ; and on kindred sub
jects. Greater prominence therefore to eucharistic hymns
was given in the ' People's Hymnal,' 1867, the 'Hymnary,'
1871, the S. P. C. K. ' Church Hymns,' 1872, and the Re
vised edition of ' Hymns Ancient and Modern,' 1874. A.
little book of ' Altar Songs,' 1868, by Mr Chatterton Dix,
and the ' Eucharistic Hymnal,' 1877, will complete the list.
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Now to examine the work before us : there can be no doubt
that to educated congregations or for communities the bonk
will be of high value, but it appears to be too involved for
ordinary use. For example, from p. 177, we quote :
April 4. S. Ambrose, Abp. Conf. Doct.
* Iutroit >, Gradual 2, Offertory 1, Communion 2, as in the Common
0! Confessors (page 145). If in Lent, Tract, as in the Common of
Apoitlss (page 140). If In Eastertide, the 1st Alleluia will be 2 in the
Common of Confessors, and the second of the Resurrection (Bee p. 81).
Sequence as in the Common, if in Eastertide."
Imagine a village congregation trying to puzzle this out ; the
result in nine cases out of ten would be irritation or indiffer
ence. The wiser plan surely would have been to have printed
the introits in fnll ; given sequences in all cases, and not merely
where they were found in the Sarum rite ; and left out the
gradnals, tracts, offertories, and communions altogether.
Those, of course, who wish to use them would do so in private,
but we fail to see any advantage in reviving such an offertory
as that for the 21st Sunday after Trinity :

1 1

From the particular school with which the compilers are
identified, we miss, and greatly miss, the following : Miss SelIon's "Father of Love, who didst not spare ;" and an anony
mous hymn, "Drawn to the Cross which Thou hast blest,"
from " Corpus Christi."
A few eucharistic hymns for
children conclude the volume. As a whole, we recommend
it, and trust its compilers will find their work generally ac.
ceptable ; we do not, however, think that more than introits
and hymns will be generally revived. For, other things apart,
some of the statements once accepted by the faithful, in an
uncritical age, would he seriously questioned now, and un
reality in the mouths of congregations is sternly to be depre
cated.
If, therefore, those who adopt the book do not use it,
entirely, as it stands, and the preface of the venerated Rev. T.
T. Carter suggests this, we think it will be— like the first
edition of the ' Hymnal Noted,' and of ' Hymns Ancient and
Modern '— a step forward, bringing us nearer to a really higher
and perfect eucharistic hymnal.
We cannot close without noting the extraordinary number
of new and good hymns here collected for the first time.
Dr Littledale has given most valuable help, and his
hymn for private thanksgiving after communion is of such
exquisite beauty, that it will immediately win, not popularity
merely, but a place in the hearts of all English churchmen.
Next in value we should place Mrs Mitchell's "Lamb most
holy, King most lowly," which is best described as Van Eyck's
triptych, "The Adoration of the Lamb," translated into flow
ing and musical English verse. These are single and signal
successes, but for general use, Mrs Hernaman in her hymns
and litany for children, and in Nos. 11 and 131, must bear
away the palm. A few misprints will doubtless be speedily
corrected, and we shall look forward
to Mr A. II.
Brown's edition of the music. Our criticism will have been
of little avail, unless it sends our readers to their booksellers
for copies of a book of considerable interest and value, alike
for private devotion and, with a little modification, for public
worship.

" There was a man in the land of Ui," down to " smote his flesh with
tore boils."
There is no eucharistic teaching in this, and its effect on
choir and congregation would hardly be edifying.
To turn to the hymns, the processionals are very good,
though why the Parisian sequence " Sponsa Christi " should
be appointed as a processional for All Saints, we fail to see,
though we have heard it so used. Neale's well-known
" Christ's own Martyrs, valiant cohort,"
would have done much better, or Lieutenant Turton's
(some of whose hymns we are glad to find included), and the
sequence, hymnologically speaking, would then follow in its
proper place ; the sequences are the weakest part of the
book, specially those for Saints' Days, eg., for S. John the
Erangelist to insert the Paris Vesper hymn,
" Sit qui rite canat te modo vlrginetn,"
with Eeble's noble sequence
" Word supreme, before creation,"
before them, or, if the sequence must be of ancient origin,
with Dayman's translation of "Verbum Dei, Deo Natum,"
- worse than a blunder; while for the Holy Innocents, as
English Churchmen, we should prefer the Venerable Bede's
" Hymnum canamus Martyrum,"
Out of a pile of these waiting for review, we take first
as translated by Neale, to the not unpleasing new version
there given, and room might have been found for the Amiens Sermons and Lectures for Sundays and Holy Days.
sequence "Verbum, lumen delumine," so finely translated by By the Rev. James Currie, M.A., Rector of West Lavington.
Selected by his Widow. (London : J. Masters and Co.) This
Mr Baring-Gould. For Easter, we miss Neale's
is a volume, posthumously published, of such sermons as, we
" The foe behind, the deep before,"
take leave to think, are very characteristic of the clergy of
and Adam of S. Victor's
" Zyma, vetus expurgctur."
the English Church. They follow scrupulously the order of
Adam, the writer of the noblest sequences we have, is here the Ecclesiastical Year, providing one, two, sometimes three
merely represented by a few paltry fragments, and by one or four discourses for each Sunday. They are as far removed
complete sequence.
as possible from anything like brilliancy, and they show
The offertory hymns, however, are much better, and all but little or no signs of the author's reading. Yet they furnish
completely satisfactory ; many are new and valuable contri able and edifying counsel and warning, which conforms
butions, and the sixteen hymns given for use after consecra closely to the traditions and tone of the Church, and which
tion are good, but selected from one school only. We should we cannot doubt was found soothing and exalting by con
have liked them better had a hymn or two of Watts, Dod gregations.
The standard, too, is generally good. It is, in
dridge's "My God, and is Thy table spread? " and Conder's short, a volume of excellent and valuable sermons.
As a
"Bread of heaven, on Thee we feed," been added; or, to specimen, we may adduce the following ' Apology for Daily
come to more modern days, Bickersteth's
Service,' from page 5 :
" Till He come I O let the words,"
" There was, I said, another point which may be thought to require
or some of Bonar's and Mrs Charles's.
some explanation. I mean the daily service : of course, this could
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only be In so far ai it is a new and unusual thing in our own imme
diate neighbourhood, or in so far as it might be thought unnecessary
in a place like this, where a large attendance at daily prayer could not
be expected. It could not, of course, require explanation in itself, for
it is certainly as natural that the Church in a body should pray daily,
as that individual men should do so ; and all the reasons which can be
given why you, dear brethren, should say your daily prayers morning
and cveuing, will apply with still greater force to the Church itself.
What would be strange and unnatural would be that it should not do
this,—it is, in truth, one of the strangest and saddest of sights that the
church doors should be closed from Sunday to Sunday, that no sound
of prayer should be heard for six days out of the seven within its walls;
certainly it is not according to the order and decency which has tver
been observed in the Church of CnmsT that, as wc just said, the poor
should be despised, or shut out from her Offices and Sacraments, but
much less is it right that all her members should, day by day, find her
doors closed against them."
Another and really remarkable volume is Sermons. By the
Rev. John Service, CD., Minister of Hyndland Established
Church, Glasgow.
With Prefatory Notice and Portrait
(London: Macmillan and Co.)
Dr Service, whose death
occurred during the course of this year, was a man who had
occupied prominent pastorates both in his native country of
Scotland and in Tasmania ; and in each he had been recog
nised as an original thinker, and a man of broad human
sympathies, from whom any listener would havo something
to learn. Professor Nichol puts it that he was " preaching a
new, or rather reviving an old, Christianity." We may con
ventionally call him, therefore, a Broad Churchman ; and
more accurately, he should be described as one who trusted
his own intuitions more than he did Catechism or Presbytery,
and who preached them in consequence fearlessly. A Minis
try, composed entirely of such preachers, would resemble
"Chaos come again," for probably no two of them would
agree ; but a Bingle one here and there diversifies, perhaps,
agreeably the dead level of thought. We can, therefore,
freely acknowledge the penetrating thought and wide reading
—and more than all, the truly spiritual mind—which these
sermons display, whilst regretting that the accomplished
preacher had suffered himself to be drifted so far from the
accustomed positions of belief. The volume is accompanied
by a portrait of Dr Service, in which the humour so apparent
in his sermons does not fail to show itself.
The Conquest of Canaan. Lectures on the First Twelve
Chapters of the Book of Joshua. By A. B. Mackay, Mon
treal.
(London : Hodder and Stoughton), consists of a
series of sermons founded on the Book of Joshua, and giving
much help to the general reader in its elucidation. Mr
Mackay has availed himself of poetry, and scholarship, and
travellers' narratives, where it was possible. But he has not
smothered his text (like some writers who have treated of
this period), under a web of elaborate rhetoric ; nor again,
has he subtilised it away by dwelling exclusively upon the
typical or spiritual aspects of it. In fact, the lectures will
be liked by readers, and be found of use. We append a few
lines as a specimen :
"Many who profess and call themselves Christians, are content
with the barest minimum of Divine knowledge. They have little
desire for instruction and less for meditation. Of all dismal occu
pation, the worst would be to meditate 011 God's law day and
night. Even when they read they declare they can make nothing of
it. It is to them an utterly protltless task. Perhaps you try to keep
your ears and eyes open through one sermon a week, and sometimes
even this is a hard task, especially if it exceeds ten minutes in the
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delivery. You never profess to go twice to the church on the Lord's
day, and for the weekly meeting that is utterly out of the question. Ah.
friend, I see where you are. Shall I tell you plainly? What would
you have me do ? Pat you on the back, and polish up some pretty
excuse for you, or shall I tell yon the truth ? Here it is. Tou are In
the Church's hospital. Poor soul, you are invalided and unfit for
active service."—(Page 50.)
The Profitableness of the Old Testament Scriptures.
By W. A. Bartlett, M.A., Wadham College, Oxford, Vicar
of Wisborough, Sussex. (London : Rivington), is a treatise
founded on 2 Tim., iii. 16, 17, or we should rather call it, an
anthology of the important modern writers who have illus.
trated the subject. It is scarcely possible to say anything new
upon the subject of the value of Holy Scripture, after it has
engaged the attention of so many deep thinkers for so manyages.
But Mr Bartlett's compilations and comments are
always valuable as suggesting important subjects of con
sideration, and a method of looking at Holy Scripture which
modern critical science too much tends to obscure ; its peculiar
character, that is to say, as a Revelation from God. We can,
therefore, recommend the book especially to students of theo
logy. In discussing (in his Preface) the meaning of SiW/mAfa,
Mr Bartlett hardly seems to have sufficiently considered that
the two opposing! renderings are, after all, very nearly
allied, the one referring to the teaching itself, the other its
subject, i.e., doctrine.
Lastly, we have a word to say respecting The Reality of
Faith. By Newman Smyth. Authorised Copyright Edition.
(London: T. Fisher TJnwin, 26 Pateruoster-square. 1885),
which, though not of our school of theology, has many
merits, and is notable for its prominent and luminous pre
sentment of such truths as are selected in it for treatment.
Many preachers would find in it suggestions well expressed
and worth haviug. For example, take the following which
we cull quite at random from page 67:
" Unbelief saves itself from practical contempt by really living on
more faith than it allows. It is said that as Christlaus we do not live
up to our own faith, and we do not. It would be a happier world if
we did."
The Holt and Profane States. By Thomas Fcllbr.
With some Account of the Author and His Writings.
W.
Swan Sonnenschein and Co.
It is a remarkable proof of the popularity of old Fuller
that, in addition to the three biographies published of recent
years, from time to time portions of his writings are reprinted.
We are glad to welcome the ' Holy and Profane States,'
although "judicious "editing has probably been carried a stage
too far. These " Characters," as they may be called, by Fuller
are like so much of La Bruyere from the Christian point of
view. We think the "preliminary" life might have been
decidedly improved. We are glad, however, to welcome this
and all other attempts to promote the study of the English
religious classics.
A Grammar of Socialism. By Thomas Wodeiiouse, Curate
of the Savoy. London : John Hodges. Second Edition
Price 2d. 1884.
Many are puzzled to know what Socialism mean?. This
little book may help those who do not want to pore over the
pages of Mr Rae's recent volume in order to find an answer.
Of the three maxims of Socialism, the first, "All should work
who can," is one which we heartily accept ; of the second>
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" none should consume more than his due share of the Rifts of
earth and heaven," we are amongst those who think that the
word "due " is an elastic one ; and of the third maxim, " each
should prudently distribute the remainder," we entirely agree
that it is liable to be much misunderstood. Riches and poverty
often are respectively the results of industry and vice, and the
inequality of wealth is not to be accounted for simply by " a
predominance in man of the acquisitive over the distributive
propensity." The answer to the question, has any manual been
published on Socialism? will be a surprise to many. It is
" Yes
Cruden's Concordance ! "
The Temple. Sacred Poems and Private Ejaculations. By
George Herbert. A New Edition. London and Oxford :
Parker and Co. Pp. 248. Price 2s. 6d. 1884.
This new edition of the 'Temple' is an exact copy of the
First Edition, which is said to have been issued in 1632 or
1633. Tbe spelling, however, has been modernised, and the
punctuation somewhat altered. A fifteenth edition of this
work appeared in London in 1805, and since that day it has
been again and again republished. As long as spirituality
of mind and devotion to pistoral duties exist in our Church,
George Herbert will continue to be a favourite author. His
works have also an historic value, as showing the faith and
reTerence which were to be found in England in the early
part of the seventeeth century. He died at Bemerton, of
which place he was rector, in 1632. The book is well-printed
with red-lined borders and edges—altogether suitably got-up.
We also call] the attention of our readers to a shilling
edition of ' The Temple," which the same publishers have
just issued. It is a marvel of cheapness.
Bramble Cloisters. By John Watkins Pitchford.
don : Elliot Stock. 1884. Pp.121.

Lon

A square volume of sweet and thoughtful verse, set in such
dainty binding as doubles its charm, by tempting the delighted
eye to linger. The paper is rough, unglazed, and of a cream
grey tint very restful to the eye ; the type is, of course,
antique; and the headlines and vignettes are bold and telling.
The volume is bound in parchment paper, and is a masterpiece
of elegant typography. It will be sure to delight all bookloTers.
Nor is the verse unworthy to be so sumptuously enshrined ;
bat is thoughtful and musical and shows much true insight
into the mystical significance of nature and life. Take the
following, from a poem on "The Music of the Bain," as a
specimen :
" There I? a music ia the tinkling fall.
Soft patter on the leaves and liquid hush ;
Whlapering beneficence, as if some power,
Impatient of these leafy covertures,
Would search their sweet withdrawing secrecies,
To find the lurking flowers and hiding roots.
Sing on, O summer showers, your passion spent ;
The gentle rustle of the grateful leaves
That drink of your beneficence, and cool
Their parching reini in your freah copious streams,
Tells your blest minihtry, your bounty large.
All drink at your pure fount ; the straight red pines,
Rising amid the moist green light of ferns,
Kank above rank until at length they hold
Their windy output ; quivering willow* grey ;
The tace- like foliage cf the silver birch ;
The foxglove's cupola of scarlet bells
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Poised In the dusky glade ; or gold -green moss,
Where bright drops glisten on the ashen bolee ;
A noise of waters fills the cooler air,
A fresh moist odour all the grateful world."— (I'. 93.)
Origin of Cultivated Plants.
By Alphonse de Caudollb. London : Kegan Paul, Trench and Co. 1884.
An excellent work, full of interest. We are given in it the
original home of all our principal cultivated plants. Unfor
tunately M. Caudolle does not extend his notices to flowers.
Among "plants cultivated for their flowers," he gives only
the clove, the hop, the carthamine and the saffron. We
should have liked to have the history of the rose, the lily,
the pink, the passion-flower, the gilly-flower, and other old
garden favourites. The hop is indigenous in Europe, but it
was not used in beer till late. The first mention of hop
gardens occurs in an act of donation made by Pepin, father
of Charlemagne, in 768. In the fourteenth century it was
an important object of culture in Germany, but it began in
England only under Henry VIII.
The book is strictly scientific, and is reliable, which is more
than can be said for the notices of the origin of cultivated
plants in some of the manuals. We wish it had been better
translated. In the account of the plants themselves this does
not matter much, as the meaning is intelligible, but in the
preliminary chapters on the process of arriving at conclusions
as to the early history and derivation of the cultivated plants
one is sometimes obliged mentally to turn the queer English
of the translator back into French and retranslate it to find
the meaning of the author. This only affects the general
remarks ; the meaning is clear enough afterwards, though the
language is never very smooth.
Practical Taxidermy. By M. Browne, F.Z.S., &c. Second
Edition. London : Upcott Gill. 1884.
Another of the many capital manuals that come from the
publisher of the Bazaar. This guide to the amateur in col
lecting, preserving, and setting-up of natural history speci
mens is very well done, the letterpress and illustrations leave
nothing to be desired.
Foursquare; or, The City of our King. London: Nisbet
and Co., 21 Berners-street. Pp.118. 1884.
Honest truth forces us to say that this is but a weak pro
duction. On reading it we ask ourselves the oft put question,
" Why in the world was this book put out?" The one thing
in it, from cover to cover, at which one would care to look
twice is "Babylon." In this there are some fine lines. For
the rest, weakness, "writ large," must be put up everywhere.
Bulbs and Bulb Culture.
By D. T. Fish.
London :
Upcott Gill. 1884.
We have already noticed this admirable book as it was
issued in small volumes, the first on the crocus, hyacinth,
anemone, and lily ; the second on the gladiolus, the iris, and the
dahlia. The book is now completed, bound in one volume, and
contains as well the gloxinia, tuberose, alstroemeria, pajonis,
oxalis, amarjlis, arum, &c. The term bulb is rather freely
interpreted, for comics such as possessed by the crocus, and
tubers as those of the peony and the anemone, are not proper
bulbs. However, we do not grumble. Mr Fish has given us
more than his title promises. Wc have used his treatises for
some time, being ourselves lily and other bulb-growers, and
we think his books quite unsurpassed by any other on the
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subject. They are well illustrated, like all Mr Upcott Gill's
publications. We wish we could induce some of our readers
to grow lilies. They take very little trouble, the varieties are
numerous, and the pleasure they give is great. Most of them
do admirably in the open air, better than in pots. We have
had quite a blaze of some of the hardier grown in quantities
this summer on old limestone quarry rubble mixed with leafmould. The rapid drainage suited them excellently. Earlier,
the same banks were white with the lovely Anthericum
liliastrum (S. Bruno's Lily), which, if anyone has seen
flowering in alpine meadows, he will never forget, and which
deserves more general culture here.
The Mutiny of the "Albatros." By F. Frankfort
Moore. London: S. P. C. K. 1884.
This also is a capital book of adventure for boys. The hero
sails to Calcutta in the " Grace Darling," encounters a cyclone,
picks up two ladies on a derelict, and goes on to Melbourne
in the " Albatros," taking on the ladies with him ; from this
point the sensationalism begins. The " Albatros " is manned
by Lascars. Here are all the elements of an exciting nautical
story, and they are well worked out.
LurLE Arthur's History of France. From the Earliest
Times to the Fall of the Second Empire. On the Flan of
'Little Arthur's England.' With Map and Illustrations.
London : John Murray, Albemarle-street. 1881. Pp. 291.
What English child of the better classes does not know
' Little Arthur's History of England ' —the most favourite
book in the nursery, be the next what it may ? It has the
high merit of having hit the exact level of the childish mind,
and of having thrown the narrative into a form which the
average English child can understand and become interested
in—a fact which, we imagine, accounts for its enormous
popularity.
This is a History of France, then, after the pattern of ' Little
Arthur's England.' The story is, certainly, more gay, romantic,
picturesque, varied, more full of incidents, as the history of so
gay and vivacious a race would surely be ; and it is perfectly
true also, as the author observes in the brief Preface, that as
far as mere narrative is concerned " French history is likely
to be more popular with English children than even that of
their own country, for us a rule it is more romantic and far
more personal, and the French kings frequently play a part
never sustained by any English sovereigns, except by those of
the House of Tudor."
It is perhaps hardly necessary to add that the plan so justly
described as the writing of a history " which without being
too childish in itself, may yet interest a child," has been car
ried out with admirable judgment and taste ; and that the
volume is a decided acquisition to our educational literature.
The description of " Indulgences " on page 132 is far from
being accurate.
Little Posy's Dream. By Luiot. London : J. Masters and
Co. Pp. 24. 1884.
' Posy's Dream ' is " a very true dream," and one which will
not only interest but do good to little children, and supply
them with good resolutions for the New Year. Posy was very
sorry when she was told that her faults were going on to
eternity, but the angels comforted her by telling her that her
sorrow " goes on to eternity, too."
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IRecent Sermons anti IPampfcletg.
A fitting memorial of The Seabury Centenary (Edin
burgh : S. Giles' Printing Company) will be found in a sermon
preached on that occasion in S. Mary's Cathedral by the
Bishop of Albany, U.S.A. Containing, as it does, among
other subjects excellently well handled, a sketch of the history
of the first consecration of a Bishop for America, it is worthy
of perusal and preservation.
We may also recommend, as pleading for the claims of poor
scholars, a sermon on The Benefaction of To- Day (Cam
bridge : Deighton, Bell and Co.), by the Rev. J. J. Lias. The
rage for competition has in most cases superseded the inten
tion of the original founders of educational endowments, and
though there is little chance of any change in this matter, it is
well that attention should be called to the defects of that
modern system which confers the prizes on those who can best
pay for preceding cram. —The C. E. Working Men's Society
is adding to its many good works the publication of some
plain and effective papers on subjects of the day, called rather
ambitiously New Tracts for the Times (C. E. W. M. S.,
3Tavistock-street,W.C). One on the marriage with a deceased
wife's sister is very satisfactory. We are sorry to hear that
the society is badly off for funds. In these days it is a grievous
mistake to let such a valuable institution languish for lack of
the material means required to carry on its operations success
fully. —On the subject of Yocno Men's Associations (Lon
don: Griffith andFarran), Dr J. King Kerr has published an
address which he delivered at Leytonstone. It is a wise and
plain-spoken lecture, showing the use and abuse of such insti
tutions, and offering some suggestions which are sensible and
practical. —Another physician, Dr C. W. C. M. Medlicott, has
written a letter to his patients On Attendance at Celebra
tions of the Holy Communion (Masters and Co.). The doc
trine of the Holy Eucharist is stated, attendance without com
municating discouraged for those who are very weakly, and the
benefits of partaking plainly enunciated. The advice is sound
and good, and, coming from a layman, may make an impression
where priestly words might fail. But we think that when Dr
Medlicott regards the expressions in S. John vi. as carrying
conviction of the Catholic doctrine to every mind, he forgets
that the plainest terms are explained away by Protestants, and
that what to us seems simple and self-evident is by them regar
ded as indefinite and metaphorical. —We must confess that we
do not know what to make of Bane and Antidote Too ether,
&c.(London : Remington and Co.), by an " Octogenarian Advo
cate of Inspiration." It appears to be a letter to the Archbishop
of Canterbury on the rendering of Heb. i. 1 in the Revised Ver
sion compared with that of I Gil and the original. The Greek
is so full of misprints that we must deem the author's eye
sight is impaired by age. Must we not also attribute the same
defect to the brain which could indite the following incompre
hensible sentence : "Do not his (Emmanuel's) 7, his 13, his
33, his 34, his 37, his 40, his 43, his 46, and his 49, and so on
ad infinitum, teem at once through all time and through all
space, so as unquestionably to identify grace and gravitation
with one another to all but that ' brute unconscious gaze?' "—
Some Mission Leaflets (London : Eagles and Egan), by the
Rev. A. W. Cribb, seem well adapted for their purpose, and
many of them would be suitable at all times.—A card of
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Ritles for TnosE Who Have Been Confirmed, with no
publisher's inline, but dated from Woolsthorpe Rectory, Grant
ham, is very nice, and ought to be widely used. —The Rev.
W. F. Shaw has issned Part v. of his Bible-Class Notes on S.
Matthew (London : Palmer), which completes chap, xviii.
He explains 'this rock,' inch. xvi. 18, of Christ Himself.
The present issue is on a par with those that have preceded,
which we strongly commended. —We do not here enter into
the controversy on the Land Question, but we note that Ttie
Peer and the PKoniET (London : Reeves) gives the argu
ments on both sides in a convenient form, being a reprint of
articles in The Nineteenth Century from the pens of the
logical Duke of Argyll and the exuberant Mr Henry George.
The latter is supposed to have the best of the argument in
proving that the ownership of land is a crime of the deepest
lire, and the pamphlet is published in the interest of his prin
ciple?. —Messrs T. and T. Clark, of Edinburgh, have com
menced a publication called " A Philosophic Series," of which
we have before us the first part, viz., Criteria of Divers
Kisds or Truth, by Dr J. McCosh. The well-known author,
in this treatise, attacks Agnosticism indirectly by showing the
rsal basis of knowledge, the criteria of first principles and of
individual facts, and how truth is to be found by the searcher.
It is, indeed, as the writer calls it, a treatise on applied logic,
and might profitably be made a text-book for teaching the
axioms of reasoning and the discrimination between different
kinds of truth.
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and a monograph by A. Mary F. Robinson, on the imaginative
American painter Elihu Vedder (how strange the juxtaposi
tion !) and a full-page engraving of his remarkable drawing
"The Pleiades."
The freedom, spirit, and harmony of
composition in this drawing are undeniable ; but the engrav
ing is certainly very faulty in parts. The foot, for instance,
of the figure farthest to the left is misshapen and distorted to
the degree of being hideous. We cannot think the artist left
it like that.
Longman begins a new story, "White Heather," by Mr
William Black, which is as vigorous as ever, but of course is
redolent of the Highlands. The author is wisely conscious
where his strength lies, but his reader will without doubt
thank him for his choice. " Madam " is concluded; and we
cannot express regret. We have always felt that there was
something forced and feverish about the very conception of it,
and though whatever Mrs Oliphant writes is sure to have
many merits of detail (as has this story), still we cannot but
feel that as a study of character it is wanting in vraisemblance,
and in fact incredible ; and because incredible, therefore unpleasing. Mr R. A. Proctor continues his interesting articles
on the physiography of the solar system, in " Two Sunlike
Planets," i.e., Jupiter and Saturn.
We have not noticed of late that able American Review,
Bibliotheoa Sacra. We may mention now an unusually
important article in the current number on the " Unity and
Genuineness of Deuteronomy," by Professor Bissell, of Hart
ford. It is the most powerful and convincing defence of both
that we have ever read. Dr Samuel Ives Curtiss continues
his "Sketches of Pentateuch Criticism."
Good Words makes a vigorous start for the year with a
new story, " The Luck of the Darrells," by Mr James Payn ;
an account of Mountain Climbing in the Himalayas, by Mr
W. W. Graham ; a Story by Miss Katherine Saunders ; and
many other attractive articles.
The English Illustrated Magazine is emphatically a
pleasant number. Three stories, or portions of stories, must
satisfy the most exigeant lover of fiction ; and there are few
readers we should imagine who would not find the picturesque
opening article on " Calvados " at least as pleasant as a story.
The frontispiece, " A Normandy Milkmaid," is beautifully
engraved, as is always the case with this exceedingly artistic
periodical, and in every way a success.
The first nnmberof The Season for the new year promises
well, each issue is to contain three large costume engravings,
besides endless designs for dress and needlework, copyright
patterns, aud many other features both useful and interesting
to ladies.
Blackwood, Cornhill, Book, Lore Leisure Hour,
and Sunday at Home, the perennial magazines of the Reli
gious Tract Society, we wish we could notice them all ; but
space fails us for the present.

With the January number of the Portfolio comes the
usual announcement of "Arrangements " for 1885 ; consisting
of etchings and engravings already executed or promised for
the magazine during the year, and which will add in no small
degree to the rich store of artistic wealth which the pages of
this Magazine have afforded in the past. Of course a maga
zine like the Fori/alio cannot be expected, or even wished,
to change materially the artistic line it has taken, that would
be to abdicate its place ; and its novelty must be looked for
rather in the character of the plates it gives rather than in
their variety of class. The present number begins with an
essay on George Morland, and a beautiful plate by Mr C. O.
Murray, of "The Inside of a Stable," after that unhappy
genius, forms the frontispiece. A profusely illustrated article
oo "Windsor," by the Rev. W. J. Loftie, and another on
"The Blenheim Pictures," may also be mentioned for their
merit.
The Magazine of Art gives this month a reproduction of
» pretty espiegh head of " Lady Maria Waldegrave," from a
drawing by J. Downman, a little-known portrait painter of a
hundred years ago. The place of honour is given to a descrip
tion of Mr Pettie's house at Hampstead, freely illustrated ;
and very pleasant are both drawings and descriptions. We
imagine this " Artists' Homes " series is very helpful in rais
The Christmas number of The Pictorial World is a
ing the standard of taste in domestic interiors. Other notice
varied and attractive one. This paper appears to be under
able articles are "Pompeii in Black and White," an account energetic and able management.
'i the strange paem " Euphorion," recently published
by Dr F. Gregorovius; "A Round in France," consist
Messrs Davidson Bros., of Jewin-strcet, have just published
ing of views and descriptions of the scenery of Normandy ; a series of "Reliefs " for children. They consist of a series
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of brilliant-coloured pictures in which the figures are cut
out sharply in relief, and they illustrate various nursery
rhymes, such as Cinderella, Old Mother Hubbard, Simple
Simon, &c. Being bright and attractive, they will no doubt
be welcome in the nursery, and they would do capitally for
children's scrap-books.

W^'M^^mfMiM
Cbe jfteto) gJear.
S. Luke xiii., part of verse 8.
"Lord, let it alone this year also."
How very few of us, my brethren, ever stop to think
of the great mercy and long-suffering of our God, who
spares our lives from Jay to day, and year to year.
During the year that has just closed many have been
cut off in a moment of time and without a word of warn
ing—withered and blighted suddenly like flowers that
die beneath some burning ray of a summer's sun. As we
look at the lack of spiritual life and love around us, and
then turn our gaze inwardly upon our own souls and see
there the unholy thoughts that but too often bear the evil
fruit of wilful deeds and godless words, may we not
sometimes wonder that some of us are not cut off in the
midst of our days—struck down by the hand of Justice
because we will not listen to the voice of Love. There is
a reason why God is slow to anger and of great kindness ;
there is a reason why we are spared and invitation after
invitation pressed upon our unwilling ears; it is because
the sweet incense of a priceless sacrifice is ever before the
throne of the just and righteous God ; the sufferings of
our blessed Redeemer still plead in tones of love ;
" Thoso dear tokens of His Passion
Still his dazzling Body bears,"
as the great High Priest intercedes for us ; the dresser of
the vineyard asks for mercy for the fruitless tree, " Lord,
let it alone this year also."
With us, who are men and women, many years have
rolled over our heads —passed away never to return. What
would not some of us give now could we but call back
again from their graves some of those days whereon we
have sinned and which are continually casting their
shadows on our way, mixing something bitter in our
cup of joy, casting some gloomy cloud upon the light.
They never can return but in shadows ; we can never live
them again but in memory. Many voices are hushed,
many hands are still and cold, and our eyes are often
blinded with tears ; but that sorrow is the hardest to bear
which mourns over a wasted life ; that heart most diffi
cult to comfort which weeps over the slighted mercies of
God and thinks upon the happier things that might have
been.
It is very meet and right that we should be sorry for
our past sins and mourn over our wandering footsteps ;
but it is not right to think too much or too long upon
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that which is gone for ever ; to stay too long among the
dead which can never live again on earth. Be the burden
heavy or light, take it and lay it down at the foot of the
Cross : let us follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth, and
we shall ever find a strong arm ready and willing to give
us help ; there is One who can still the tempest of sorrow
and say with power unto all trouble and care, " Peace, be
still."
The words of the text are taken from our Lord's parable
of the barren fig-tree. Christ had been speaking to the
people concerning the judgments which men, by their own
wilful sins, bring down upon their heads. Those who
heard Him were quite ready to apply His teaching to the
case of other men ; doubtless they could call to mind many
cases in which some neighbour had been struck down in
the pride of manhood, and in such a judgment they were
perfectly willing to see the avenging hand of a righteous
Judge. I can fancy I hear them say, " Yes, we quite agree
with you ; men do bring down upon their own heads the
judgments of the Almighty ; indeed, we can call to mind a
startling instance of such a punishment from God in the
case of those Galileans whose blood Pilate mingled with
their sacrifices. So great was the anger of God against
them, that even as they offered the appointed victim before
the altar, Jehovah made use of the wicked Pilate as an
instrument of His vengeance."
Our Lord would teach us that we have no right what
ever to consider other people more wicked than ourselves
because the hand of God is more visibly upon them.
Christ answers these uncharitable Jews : " Suppose ye
that these Galileans were sinners above all the Galileans
because they suffered such things ? " He doeB not for one
moment deny that they were sinners, but He does deny
that they were worse than other men, their brothers of
Galilee ; and bidding them take their eyes off other men
with that charity which covers a multitude of sins, He
answers His own question : " I tell you nay ; but except
ye repent ye shall all likewise perish." As if He had said,
"You too, self-righteous and uncharitable men, are stand
ing on the brink of a precipice your own sins have made.
You too, with all your burnt-offerings and sacrifices
smoking upon the altar, might even now be mingling your
blood with that of your slain victims, were it not that the
voice of the dresser of the vineyard is heard pleading for
mercy for the fruitless tree, ' Lord, let it alone this year
also.' " Then having graciously drawn the same warning
from the case of " thoso eighteen upon whom the tower
of Siloam fell, and slew them," and given the same exhor
tation, He delivers the parable of the barren fig-tree —a
parable which speaks to us now as forcibly as to the Jews
of old, and bids us be ready with the fruit of good works
and holy lives, as an acceptable offering to the Everlasting
Father.
Now, standing on the threshold of another year, while
the air is still ringing with the sweet songs of the Herald
Angels announcing the birth of Him who ever liveth to
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make intercession for us, and gratefully acknowledging had to pass the weary hours of a dark night close to a
that that intercession has hitherto mercifully prevailed, wounded tiger. He dared not move a limb, for even
k>t us resolve, as we stretch forth our hands into the hidden when the leaves were stirred by the passing breeze he
future, let us resolve to bring forth more holy fruit than heard the hoarse growl of his fearful enemy. "Hours
we have done in the years now for ever gone. Tf some of rolled on, and his powers of endurance were well-nigh
us are called upon to suffer during this year, as will most exhausted ; when at length the welcome streaks of light
certainly be the case, let us resolve to imitate His holy shot up from the eastern horizon. When the day dawned
patience. Behold ITim, even now, as the glory of His the tiger stalked away to a distant thicket, aud the stiff
birth is still gladdening our hearts, suffering for us in and weary watcher felt that he was safe." Thus it is
luwly obedience, shedding for us the first drops of that with the beleaguered soul ; it is only in the light given by
holy Blood in the rite of Circumcision, which afterwards the Sun of Righteousness that our enemies can be put to
flowed in streams for our cleansing. Yes, even in His flight.
infant days Hb suffered for us, as our Representative, to
As we start on a fresh year let us pray for this mighty
teach 11s the Spiritual Circumcision, by which the carnal gift. Some of us may have to feel bitterly the darkness that
nature might be robbed of its power to kill the soul.
enshrouds the soul when it is wounded and bruised by an
At this season, the stirring summons and the beautiful unexpected fall ; we shall sorely need the help of One
promise of 8. Paul to the Ephesians should be ringing who was, in all points, tempted like as we are : we shall
in our ears and touching our hearts : " Awake thou that need the light by which to walk straight to the Cross in
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give penitence and plead for pardon.
Some of us may have to feel the darkness that falls
thee light." Did we not resolve as the old year was
dving to let everything that was unworthy die with it, as upon the heart when one we love, a child, a friend, is
we ourselves arose and came away. Yes ! Let them die, taken away from earth, and the bitterness of bereave
all the old enmities, the little jealousies, the wandering ment cannot be sweetened by human power ; then shall
thoughts, the bitter words, they are not worthy to live. we need the light which shone around the cottage at
Sins and shortcomings of all kinds, especially those which Bethany when the mourning sisters were comforted.
And some may themselves have to hear the call, to lie
through the power of the flesh would kill the spirit,
must be left dead in the darkness of the past as we arise down and die, and feel the darkness that hangs around the
and come towards the light. I know thousands will say hour of death. Nothing then can help us but the light
that, even when we have manfully resolved to let all that of Him who died that we might live, who is the Resurrec
is unworthy die, it is not easy ; nay, it is very hard. But tion and the Life.
Whatever may be the nature of the darkness that is
remember, God shows us how to do it.
As in the
natural world there is no poison without an antidote, so sure to come ; the darkness of sin, of temptation, of be
in the spiritual world there is a GoD-sent antidote for the reavement, of sickness, of poverty, of death itself ; there
poison of sin. I have read somewhere that in the West is but one light wherein we shall have hope, and that is
Indies there is a tree which bears beautiful golden apples ; the light that Jesos gives.
This light, in answer to prayer, shines on the path
they are enticing beyond measure to look at, but to eat
they are deadly poison. When the natives used to go to way of childhood, and decks its innocent joys with
war they would dip their arrows into the juice that their golden rays, and sheds brightness even on its troubles :
foes might meet with certain death. Now, wherever this it comes with peace and beauty to grown men and
tree is found there is always another close by, the juice of to grown women, and shows them the path of honesty
which, if used in time, is a certain cure. Sin is the poison and purity aud hearty worship wherein to walk ; it is
which is death to the soul ; the Cross of Christ is the the joy and solace of old age when things of earth
certain cure. Kneel in penitence before the Cross, and the have less and less the power to please, and it turns the
holy man's grey hairs into a crown of glory. When
blood of the holy victim cleanseth us from all sin.
And He who has the power to cleanse us from the sins the life that is wholly illumined by the light of
of the past is the same Holy Friend who gives the light CnRlST comes to an end on earth, the separation of the
to walk by in the present and the future. " Christ shall soul and body is not like the cutting down at last of a
five thee light." And we know full well by experience fruitless tree which has been spared many years, only
how sorely we shall need this light as the days and hours through the intercession of the dresser of the vineyard ;
fly by. There are many enemies of the soul hidden as it but it is the going home after a pilgrimage through the
*«re in the dark, but nevertheless striving to lead us night, to the land where the light is still the light of
into nDclean paths, far, far away from all that is holy. Christ and the glory the glory of the Lamb.
There is that one great adversary, the Devil ; and it is
W. E. COGHLAN.
only by the power of the light which Christ gives that
Tlie Next Number, January 16, will contain a Plain
w* can detect his many devices to destroy our peace.
There is a story told of a hunter in a far-off land who Sermon.
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Current jFacts anD Bom.

*

*

We regret that the illness of Dean Church deprived the con
gregation of S. Paul's on Christmas morning of his presonce in
the pulpit.
The throat-diaorder from which he suffers has
been worse than in previous winters.

*

•

•

Cardinal Manning urged upon the Roman Catholic congrega
tions in Westminster, on the Sunday before Christmas, the impor
tance of keeping "tho Truce of the Cross," that is, to abstain
from all intoxicating drinks on Christmas Eve, Christmas Day,
and Bank Holiday. The "Truce of the Cross" was instituted
some years ago by tho Cardinal.

*

*

•

#

*

The project for the restoration »f the Parish Church of
Stratford-on-Avon is at present occupying considerable attention.
Messrs Bodley and Garner have prepared a report thereon. The
sentimental objection, that if a restoration is carried out the
church will be different from that on which the poet used to gaze,
is one with which we have no sympathy. In the hands of
Messrs Bodley there is no fear that tho restoration will be " of
the iconoclastic order. "

•

*

•

The decoration of the Dome of S. Paul's is another subject of
controversy, occupying a considerable space at this season in the
columns of the Timet; one writer, signing himself "Artist,"
seems to think that art must not borrow from the past, but
simply express the thought and taste of the present day.

•

*

•

Old Oxford men, and others too, will be glad to know that
Cardinal Newman was able to preach this year at Edgbaston on
Christmas Day, which he has not been strong enough to do for
a long time. He spoke of one of the innocent joys of Christ
mas in family meetings, and enlarged on the importance of pro
tecting family life "against tho most dreadful and cruel theories
advocated in the present day;" no doubt marriage with a
Deceased Wife's Sister being one of them.

*

•

An extraordinary case was heard by the magistrates at
Chester last woek, in which Thomas Adam Stevens and Thomas
Pugh were charged with performing a mock marriage and con
spiring to deceive a servant. They were both committed for
trial at the Assizes.

*

*

*

A new weekly newspaper is to be published in February next,
under the title of The Lady ; A Journal for Gentlewomen. It
is to be essentially English in its character, and will represent
an attempt to treat fashions and all other matters in which
ladies are concerned from an English point of view.

h^^otv^^^mctjm^
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The usual bright and solemn services were held on Christmas
Day in the leading churches of the Metropolis. Wo hoar that
thcro was an increase in the use of Eucharistie Vestments. The
midnight celebration, however, appears to be no longer adopted
in many churches.

*

#

Tho Globe says the Salvation Army is "hard up." The in
come, which is over 70,000/. a year, is quite exhausted. But the
General is a man of business, and has various ways of " raising
the wind." The sale of watches "designed to remind the soldier
of his God and of his duty," of tea too, and other household
articles which have no very direct bearing on salvation, but
which answer the purpose of raising funds, has been resorted to
with financial success.

*
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S. Albans

to join in subscribing to the Fund. There is a "Fire Fund"
at Messrs Coutts's, and already it has reached about 400/.

•

■
Oxf.
Climb.
Durh. as
Dub. & H 0
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#

*

With regard to Bishop Anson's Fire, a " London Nonconfor
mist Minister" has written to the leading journal a letter in
which he speaks highly of tho "admirable" Bishop, and wishes

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —With reference to the rubrio after the Collect for S.
Stephen's Day, I find that oven in a Prayer-Book which I have
of the dato 1704, the words "continually unto New Tear's
Eve " occur.
In the Latin Prayer-Book of Messrs Bright and Medd the
rubric is translated thus : "Deinde sequatur Oratio de Nativitate, qua1 quotidie dicenda est usque ad primus Vesperus Circumcisionis.''
I believe the above translation is made from the "Sealed
Book " (1661), and if so, tho words New Year's Eve mnst have
been substituted for the words "Eve of the Circumcision"
between the years 1661 and 1704.
Perhaps some correspondent of yours may be able to give a
nearer date for this alteration, and also the authority on which
it has been made.
In the prayer for Parliament the alteration of the word
" kingdoms " to " dominions " was made, Mr Blunt (' Annotated
Book of Common Prayer ') tells us, by the authority of an
Order in Council, January 1, 1801.
II. B. D. Marshall.
Norton Canon Vicarage, Herefordshire,
December 29, 1884.
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Well-read Theologian ; striking and acceptable preacher.
Address, D. C. L., Messrs SKEFFINGTON, 181 Piccadilly.

M HUMPHREY'S1 IRON

CHURCHES

CHAPELS««o schools
• MISSION AND CLUB ROOMS
i
50 On Snow
ft ALBERT GATE HVI1F PARK S '..
S N.B.B^Jder of HiWUs s il'^M E

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICK, separately, Is. 6d. per doz.

OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
"Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymn-Book. "— Bishop of London.
'•Strang:? impressed with the care bestowed ; 1 shall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disappointed."— Htshop of Durham.
'• Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
"I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Churoh of England."—Bishop of
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."— Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe. Bishop of Western New York.
" 1 know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
tuupirltual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press— as favourable—
previously advertised.

GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

By the Rev. F. E. WINSLOW.
THE BEST CHRISTMAS, NEW YEAR'S, OR BIRTHDAY CIFT-BOOK, SCHOOL PRIZE,
ETC., FOR CHILDREN.
Small 4to, very elegant, specially designed cloth, profusely illustrated.
5th Thousand. Price 7s. 6d., by post 8s. 4d.

THE CHILDREN'S FAIRY GEOGRAPHY;
OR, A MERRY TRIP ROUND EUROPE.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
1 11 airman—The Very Kef . the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Depdty-Ciiairiian— ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician— Dr STONE.
Actuary— STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1ST JUNE, 1884 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
...
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus

£3,148,1(56
343.271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £i 58. 9d. per rent, o! the total revenue.
Koran ot Proposal, Prospectuses, &o., may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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At the commencement of the NEW YEAR, Mr W. E. SKEFFINGTON invites special
attention to this Wine. Among nearly 5,000 CATHEDRALS, CHURCHES, &c,
where it is used may be mentioned—
ELY

Cathedral
LICHFIELD
11
SALISBUEY
PETERBORO'
11
WOROESTEB
11
WELLS
n
EOOHESTEE
OHESTEB
n
BANGOB
11
BLOEMFONTEIN j>

St PAUL'S, Calcutta, Cathedral
All Saints', Margaret Street
St Peter's, Eaton Square
St Matthias, Stoke Newington
House of Mercy, Olewer
Keble College, Oxford
St Albans, Manchester
St Peter's, Bournemouth
Hook Memorial 'Church, Lees
Christ Church, Lanoaster Gate

St Augustine's College, Canterbury
St Michael's, Coventry
St Mary Magdalene, Paddingtoa
All Saints', Scarboro'
St Andrew's, Wells-street
St Paul's, Knightsbridge
St Alban's, Birmingham
St Peter's, Dublin
Charterhouse School
St Barnabas', Kensington

TlNTA FRANCISCA. V&SL*
[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen Half
Bottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., F.O.S., F.I.O., etc., Professor of Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society,
and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes : " I have tested the constituents of the TINTA FRANCISCA, and fail
to detect the slightest evidence of the presence of anything that has not been derived from the juice of the grape,
"I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from the FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUIOE
and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
163 Piccadilly, London, IF.

MESSRS SKEFFINGTON beg to call the attention of the Clergy,
Executors and others, to the peculiar advantages of their arrangements for the

$utrf)a0e of derjjgmen'e £ibwtit&.
^fU^CSStS J§§ffeCffin0tOn will either go themselves, or will send a thoroughly
competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town or Country. Should they
■purchase the Books there will be no charge ; and, if not, only the actual expenses of the
journey will be charged.
N.B.—1. THE HIGHEST MARKETABLE VALUE, IN IMMEDIATE CASH, IS ALWAYS GIVEN.
2. ALL DELAY, RISK, UNCERTAINTY, AND EXPENSE IN REALIZATION, SO ATTENDANT
UPON OTHER METHODS OF DISPOSAL, ARE ENTIRELY AVOIDED.
3. THE PACKING AND REMOVAL OF BOOKS EFFECTED QUIETLY, EXPEDITIOUSLY, AND
WITHOUT ANY TEOUBLE OR INCONVENIENCE TO THE VENDORS.

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
Printed for the Proprietor by Reyhell b. Co. Limited, 16 Little Pnlteney-etreet, In the PnriBh of B. James, Westminster, and
Published by W. SKEFnnoTOH and Son, 163 Piccadilly, W.
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HODDER AND STOUGHTON'S LIST,
Price Is. Monthly, or 12s. per annum, post-free,

SECOND EDITION FOR JANUARY, Now Ready.
Cokiehis. -Recent Results of New Testament Research. By Right Rev. J. B. LIGHTFOOT, D.D., D.C L. Lord BUhop
of Durham.—The Epistle to the Colossians. 1. The Writer and the Readers. By Rev. ALEX. MACLAREN, D.D.
-Dives and Lazarus! By Rev. MARCUS DODS, D.D.-The Contribution of Science to Chnstmnity. By Professor
HENRY DRUMMOND.—Bishop Martensen. By EDMUND GOSSE.- -Survey of Recent Foreign Literature on the
Old Testament By Professor HERMANN L. STRACK, of Berlin.

Bishop Harteaeen."
CANON RAWLINSON'S NEW WORK. Crown 8vo, 9s.
EGYPT and BABYLON. From Scripture and Profane Sources. By the Rev. GEORGE RAWLLNSON, M.A.,
Canon of Canterbury ; Camden Professor of Ancient History, Oxford.
The DIVINE ORIGIN of CHRISTIANITY, Indicated by its Historical Effects. By RICHARD S. STORKS,
D.D..LL.D. Eoyal 8vo, 16s.
The WORLD Of PROVERB and PARABLE. With Illustrations from History, Biography, and the Anec
dotal Table Talk of All Ages. By FAX TON HOOD, Author of * The World of Anecdote,' &c Eoyal 8vo, 12s.
THE THIRTY-FOURTH THOUSAND IS NOW BEADY OF

PROFESSOR DRUMMOND'S NATURAL LAW in the SPIRITUAL WORLD. 7s. 6d.
COLIGNY : The Earlier Life of the Great Huguenot. By EUGENE BERSIER, D.D., of Paris. 7s. 6d.
" A very graphic and discriminating study of the career of the Admiral down to the outbreak of the Religious Wars. Dr Bersier depicts
eloquently the political and religious conditions of France in the sixteenth century."—Scotsman.
RELIGION in ENGLAND during the First Half of the Present Century. A History, with a Postscript on Sub
sequent Events. By JOHN STOUGHTON, D.D. In 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 15s.
NEW EDITION OF THE BAMPTON LECTUBES ON
The DOCTRINE of RETRIBUTION : Philosophically considered. By Rev. WILLIAM JACKSON, MA,
F.S.A. Third and cheaper edition, 8vo,5s.
The PROPHETS of CHRISTENDOM. By the Right Rev. W. BOYD CARPENTER, D.D., Lord Bishop of
Klpon. New Edition. 3s. 6d.
• Graphic, cultured, and appreciative sketches of great preachers."— Church TimeB.
The JOY of the MINISTRY. An Endeavour to Increase the Efficiency and Deepen the Happiness of Pastoral
n ork. By Rev. Canon F. R. WYNNE, M.A., ol Dublin. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
"Canon Wynne speaks from the experience of a most popular and successful ministry respecting the best methods of increasing the effi
ciency of the Christian Pastorate. His work is full of matter, and is bright with sparkling suggestion upon every branch of his important
•abject. The style of the book is admirable."—Northern Whig.
CANON WYNNE'S MEMOIR OF THE LATE DEAN DADNT.
SPENT in the SERVICE. A Memoir of the Very Rev. ACHILLES DAUNT, D.D., Dean of Cork. With
Selections from his Letters, Diaries, and Sermons. Cheaper Edition, with Portrait, 5s.
"We feel grateful to Mr Wynne for giving us so lifelike a sketch of a very beautiful character."— Literary Churchman.
THE CLERICAL LIBRARY.— NEW VOL.

EXPOSITORY SERMONS and OUTLINES on the OLD TESTAMENT. Crown 8vo, 6s.
LONDON : HODDER AND STOUGHTON, 27 PATERNOSTER ROW.
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J. NISBET AND CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

A HISTORY of the CHURCH.
From the Edict
ol Milan. a.d 313, to the Council of Chalcedon, a.d. 4M. By
WILLIAM BKIUHT. D.D., Kegius Professor of Ecclesiastical
History, anil Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. Second Edition.
Post Svo, 10b. Sd.

Now Ready, Price 3s. 6d.,

THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN
EVANGELICAL REVIEW

SERMONS and ESSAYS on the APOSTOLI
CAL AGE. By the late AHTHUK PENRHYN STANLEY,
11 l> . I'cKii of Westminster. Third Edition, Revised. Post 8to,
cloth, ~». 6d.
The AGE of the MARTYRS: or, the First Three
Ceuiurit-s of the Work of the Church of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. By the late JOHN DAVID JEN KINS, B.D., Fellow
of Jesus College, Oxford ; Canon of Pieter Marltzburg. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3s. fid.
ST PAUL in BRITAIN : or, the Origin of BritiBh as
Opposed to Papal Christianity. By the Rev. R W. MORGAN,
Author of 'Verities of the Church ' 'The Chun-lies of England
nnd Rome.' ' Christianity and Infidelity Intellectually Contrasted,'
&c. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, 2s. 6d.

The
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY of the
FIRST THREE CENTURIES. From the Crucifixion of Jesus
Christ to the year 31!. By the late Ucv. Dr BURTON. Fourth
Edition. Svo cloth, 12s

EIGHTEEN CENTURIES of the CHURCH
in ENGLAND. Hy the Ucv. A. H. MORE, M.A., Trinity College,
Oxford. 712pp., dctny Svo, cloth, 15s.

yon o"-A.:r>r"u-_A_:R."Z", isss.
Contents :
1. Luther's Reformed Order of Public Worship.
2. The Fall No Advantage.
8. The Ultramontane Struggle for Supremacy in French
Canada.
4. Human Sacrifices in the Old Testament.
5. Analysis of Rabbinical Judaism.
6. A Walk through Ancient Babylon.
7. Some Recent Apocryphal Gospels.
8. Some Desultory Thoughts on Man in Nature.
9. Reforming our English.
10. Current Literature.

A BRIEF HISTORY of the CHRISTIAN The TEACHING of the TWELVE APOSTLES: a
CHU RCH. From the First Century to the Reformation. By the
Page of First Century Christian We, with Translation. Notes,
and Dissertations. By Canon SPENCE, M.A„ Vicar o( St Pancraa.
Crowu Svo, 6a.

Rev. J. S. BARTLKTT. Fcsp. 8vo, cloth, 2a. Cd.

HISTORY of the so-called JANSENIST
CHURCH of HOLLAND; with a Sketch of Its Earlier Annals
and some Account ol the Brothers of the Common Life. By the
late Rev. J. M. NLWLK, Warden of Sackville College. 8vo,
ploth, 6a.

BEDE'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.

A
New Translation by the Rev. L. GIDLEY, M.A., Chaplain of St
Nicholas', Salisbury. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6a.

THE PRAYER-BOOK.
The FIRST PRAYER-BOOK of EDWARD VI.
Compared wiih the successive Revisions of the Hook of Common
Prayer, with a e oncordance to the Kubricks in the several Edi lions.
By JAMES PARKER. Hon. M.A. Oxon. New Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth, »82pp., 12s.

An INTRODUCTION to the HISTORY of
the SUCCESSIVE REVISIONS of the BOOK ot COMMON
PRAYER, n, JAMES PARKKR. Hon. M.A. Oxon. Crown
8vo, cloth, 12».
Also, now ready, a Cheap Edition of
The FIRST PRAYER-BOOK, as Issued by the
Authority of the Parliament of the Second Year of Kini; Edward
VI. Fifth Thousand. 14mo, limp cloth. Is.

SECOND PRAYER-BOOK of EDWARD VI.
Jsiued 1552. Third Thousand. iMmo.limp oloth, la.

The CATHOLIC DOCTRINE of the SACRI* IOK and PARTICIPATION of the HOLY EUCHARIST. By
GEORGE TREVOR, M.A., D.D., Canon of York, Rector of
Betford. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown Svo,
cloth, 10s. 6d.

A

TRANSLATION of the OLD
from the Original Hebrew.
10a. 8d.

TESTAMENT

By H. SPURRELL. Demy Svo,

THE JERUSALEM BISHOPRICK.
SAMUEL GOBAT, Bishop of Jerusalem; His Life
and Work. A Biographical Sketch, drawn chiefly from bis
own Journals. Translated aud Edited by Mrs PEUE1UA. With
Portrait and Illustrations. Crowu Svo, 7s. 6d.
" Those who wish to read a record of vigorous missionary work, prose
cuted under many difficulties, will And much to interest them iu this
book."—Court Circular.
The GOSPEL and the CHILD. A Contribution to
Christian Sociology. By A. 8. LAMB, Barlster-at-Law. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6d.
" A carefully written book on an important subject."—Record.

The CHRISTIAN'S JEWELS.

Readings from the

Fathers on Faith, Hope, and Charity. By the Rev. J. LKAHY,
D.C.L. luwo, Is. tid.
" Juat the book to He ready to the hand of busy people, for on every
page they will find a gem ready to furnish them with materials for
thought and prayer."— Word aud Work.
MOMENTS on the MOUNT : A Series of Devotional
Meditations. By the Rev. GKORGR MATHJBSON, D.D.. Antbor
of ' The Natural Elements o( Revealed Theology,' *o. Crown 8vo,
" This little volume Is not one to be read through at a sitting', and
then laid aside. Rather each meditation is to be pondered over and
enjoyed singly and separately, and to be dwelt upon till it becomes a
permanent possession."—Scotsman.

and PERFECT ; or, God's Three Revelations.
The PRINCIPLES of DIVINE SERVICE : or, ALIKE
By the Rev. C. A. WILLIAMS. Crown Svo, 3s. «d.
an Inquiry concerning the True Manner of Understanding and
Lsintr the Order for Morning nnd Evening Prayer, and for the
Administration of the Holy Communion in the English Church.
By the late Ven. PHILIP FREEMAN, M.A.
Iwo Vols , 8vo,
cloth, 16u.

CA^^HEl.TI9,AL LESSONS on the BOOK of
COMMO.N PRAYER.
Illustrating the Pra> or- Book from lta
lltle-page to the end of the Collects, Epistles and Gospels. By the
Rev. Dr FRANCIS UESSEY. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 8a.
PARKER and CO., Oxford ; and 6 Southampton-street, Strand,
London.

" The central truth of the harmony that exists between God's works
in Creation and In the region of His Word and in Providence is one of
peal importance from an evidential point of view, and it is here
brought with much clearness and force."—Congregational 1st.
SONGS in MANY KEYS. By the Rev. Canon Bell,
D.D., Author of ' Voices from the Lake,' Ice. Crown 8vo, 5s.
" As we turn over the pages, the eye rests on many a gem In which
beautiful aud stirring thoughts aie put forth In an exquisite setting."—
Rock.
^^
London : JAMES NISBET aud CO., 21 Berners-street, W.
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N.B.-ALL THOSE to whom this No.
of the L. C. is sent REMAIN on our
LIST of SUBSCRIBERS for THE
CURRENT YEAR, 1885, and as all
Subscriptions are PAYABLE in ADVANCE, the
Publishers will be much obliged by a P. 0. Order
for the current year, 9 s, 6d., payable to W, Skeffington and Son, at the " Burlington House " Office.

PAOK
LEADING ARTICLES :—
- 23
The Death of the Bishop of Londox
- 25
Confirmation
.....
CURRENT TOPICS
27
REVIEWS :—
We have much pleasure in announcing that the
Glimpses in the Twilight ----- 29
cougjjt and the hugcenots —ii.
- 30 following important Papers will appear in the Literary
NOTICES :—
Churchman, between November 7. 1884, and the end
Profewor Reuse' History of the Sacred Scriptures of the

jRotice to ^utaibers.

New Testament
......--- 31
Mr K. Husband's Good Days to Come, and other Sermons - 32 of 1885.
Scenes from the Life of Jesus 33
A Word to the-Wisc ; or, Common Errors In the Use of
THE REVS.
English
33
Mr B. li. Ambler's Eddies and Ebbs
33 Canon Blackley
Mr G. A. Rogers's The Star-lit Crown
83
Dr R, W. Dale's Laws of Christ for Common Life
- 33 C.^-r^m rjr^r,.^
anon Butler The Vicar of Wakefield
34
Mr Nortbeote's Lesson Notes for Sunday School Teachers - 34
The Eighth Volume of the Expositor
34
Mr C. R. Conder's Primer of Bible Geography
- 34 Canon Carter
Gerald Robinson. A Boy who was Educated at Home
- 34
The Changed Cross
34 Charles Gore
Messrs Blackwood's Birthday-Book
34
Messrs Griffith and Farran's Australasian Birthday-Book - 34 CANON GREGORY
Messrs Marcus Ward's Angel Whispers to the Little Ones - 34
Alma* acks for 1885
--..-.--34

SERMON
CURRENT FACTS and NOTES
CORRESPONDENCE
NOTES and QUERIES

....

35 W. E. Heygate •
37
37 W. H. HUTCHINGS
37

- " &*&•"
("On Visitina the Sick."
• {«Abntgivi£«
" Lay House of Convo
cation."
"Authority of General
Councils."
"Pressure in Elementary
Schools."
( " Ember Thoughts."

— X"Advent."
■•■

R. W. Randall
CLOTH OASES for binding the 1884 Vol. may be had,
price Is. 6d., by post Is. 9d.

DEAN OF LICHFIELD
HON. C. L. WOOD

•"pHE Literary Churchman is published
every alternate FRIDAY.
The Subscription for one year, includ
ing Postage, is 9s. 6d.
Subscribers' names, with remittance,
received by W. Skeffington and Son,
163 Piccadilly, W.
N.B.—All Subscriptions are payable
in advance.

" Observance of Saints'
Days."

" OaueM*ing."
•••

" The Parochial System."
"Retreats."

Together with Papers by the Rev. S. Baring-Gould,
and others not yet arranged.
Tht Writers will of course be responsible for the opinions expressed
in their respective Papers.

Deatb of tbe H5isf)op of HonDon.

In our article on the Bishop of London's Charge, in
November last, we remarked upon the pathetic utterances
with which he closed his address : " O Brethren ! when
the shades of closing years are falling, the mind is
forced back on a retrospect where there is mostly an
N.B.—Temporary alterations of Address must array of errors and imperfections, opportunities missed,
reach the Publishers on the DAY BEFORE resolves broken, mistakes made ; " and then glancing
dubiously at the future, Dr Jackson continued, " it would
Publication.
be to me a source of unspeakable comfort if, when
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS. the burden is to be laid aside and the work over, I
e. s. d.
might be permitted to believe that, at least, I had left
Fire I .inn
0 3 0
my Diocese in unity and peace." This concluding sen
Each additional Line
0 0 6
Column
2 0 0
tence, read in the light of the announcement which
Half Page across
2 2 0
Page
3 10 0
startled
Churchmen in London in the early morning on
Displayed Advertisements will be charged according to the ipace
occupied.
the Feast of the EniDhanv. has something prophetic
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absut it. They were the Bishop's parting words to his passed over, and Dr Jackson had been many years out of
the run of London life, and was considered to have reached
Diocese, now accentuated by his sudden decease :
his climax of ecclesiastical preferment. Moreover, ha
" For death gives life's last word a power to live,
was in no sense a showy man, or one whose brilliant talents
And, like the Btone-cut epitaph, remain
marked him out for such a position as that which the
After the vanished voice, and speak to men."
There is little to relate as to the circumstances of the Ecclesiastical Ruler " of the imperial city " is expected to
late Bishop's end. It seemed to be in harmony with the take, either in the Church or in society. Dr Jackson,
quiet unobtrusiveness of his life and character. On moreover, was no orator. His sermons were addressed to
Sunday morning Dr Jackson complained of a pain in his the reason and conscience of his hearers, and he had little
side, but it did not hinder him from the discharge of his power of exciting the imagination or kiudling the affec
sacred duties. He assisted at the Celebration of the tions. What he was in the pulpit, he was at other times,
Blessed Sacrament in the morning at All Saints', Fulham, a man of piety, prudence, and sound sense, but of some
what cold exterior. A cold hand is said to be a mark of a
and preached at S. Paul's Cathedral at Dight. On Mon
day, at half-past four in the morning, he had a spasm of warm heart, and perhaps a frigid manner may conceal a
There are differences of temperament.
the heart, from which he rallied. The medical man, who fire of love.
was sent for, apprehended no immediate danger, but that Neither can the phlegmatic become sanguine, nor the cold
attack was a note of warning, for on Tuesday morning choleric. But Dr Jackson possessed solid qualities, and
the venerable prelate breathed his last, on the same day it was a discerning eye which roamed so far as Lincoln, to
find a successor to Tait and Blomfield.
on which his wife died, now eleven years ago.
The Right Honourable and Bight Kevereud John
Jackson, D.D., Bishop of London, was born in Feb
ruary, 1811, being the son of Mr Henry Jackson, a
merchant in London. Thus, in another month, he would
have completed his fourth year beyond " the three
score years and ten."
He was educated under Dr
Valpy, at Reading, and graduated at Oxford in 1833,
taking a First Class in Lit. Hum., and obtaining the
Ellerton Theological Prize, the subject of the Essay
being "the Sanctifying Influence of the Holy Ghost is
indispensable to human Salvation." He was ordained
deacon by Bishop Bagot, of Oxford, and priest by Bishop
Blomfield, of London. He was first, Curate of Henley ;
in 1836 he became Head Master of the Islington Pro
prietory School, Curate and then Incumbent of S. James's,
Muswell-hill, a district church ; in 1846 he was promoted
to the Rectory of the important benefice of S. James's,
Westminster, having been in the previous year Select
Preacher at Oxford, an honour which was thrice conferred
upon him afterwards, besides that of Boyle Lecturer in
London in 1853 ; in 1847 he was made one of the Queen's
Chaplains in Ordinary, and in 1853 Canon of Bristol.
In the same year he was raised to the episcopate as Bishop
of Lincoln. The Times repeats the old story, how when
Lord Aberdeen consulted Mr Jackson, the energetic
Rector of 8. James's, Piccadilly, as to the qualifications of
a bishop, he propounded to the Premier his ideas so clearly
as to the kind of prelate the See of Lincoln needed to
revive it after the feeble rule of Bishop Kaye in his old
age, that Lord Aberdeen turned abruptly to Mr Jackson
and said, " Thou art the man." Dr Jackson remained
Bishop of Lincoln until 1869, when, on the elevation of
Dr Tait to the Primacy, he was translated to London.
Dr Jackson has therefore held the great position of Bishop
of the metropolis for nearly sixteen years.
His appointment to the See of London created some
surprise. Another and an illustrious name had been

His natural temperament as well as early associa
tions disqualified Dr Jackson at first from taking a
fair estimate of the Ritual movement.
There was a
time when it was thought by those who from lack
of sympathy with its principles under-rated its strength,
that Ritualism could be " stamped out." The late Arch
bishop and the late Bishop of London at first were not
far from entertaining this opinion. We remember a
saying of Dr Tait's which showed how little he was at
that time cognisant of the depth and extent of this
movement. AVhen he was told by a relative of the en
thusiasm with which a Festival had been kept, as an
instance of the growing popularity of Bitual, he replied,
" This is all in a nutshell." The Bishop of Loudon soon
became convinced—for he was a sincere man, open to con
viction— that " fair play all round " was the only way of
working the Diocese of London. It is true, this modifica
tion of mind and posture was some time in acquirement.
But as far back as 1873, Dr Jackson appointed Mr
Berdmore Compton to the living of All Saints', Margaretstreet, where Eucharistic Vestments are worn, and candles
lighted during the Celebration.
His little love for
polemics, and desire to be at peace with all men, rather
than any appreciation of symbolism or sympathy with deep
sacramental views, aided him in making that change of
front which he had the acuteness to see the times required.
In some respects, his conduct was marked by an excess
of prudence, as, for instance, in the remarkable tardiness
which he manifested in following the all but universal
establishment of Diocesan Conferences. But the Globe is
wrong in saying Diocesan Conferences " had been an in
stitution in every diocese but London ; " Worcester is still
without one. Perhaps Dr Jackson's retiring habits had
something to do with the matter, which also may explaiu
his marked avoidance of Church Congresses.
But iu
these cases, as in others, he at last "accepted the in
evitable."
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The way in which the late Bishop of Loudon carried out
the dying request of Archbishop Tait, and 80 checkmated
the ungenerous designs of the Church Association, would
hare been enough in itself to hide a multitude of offences
against the High Church School, if such there had been in
the earlier part of Dr Jackson's episcopate. We honour
the man who, setting aside his own personal predilections,
can thus rise to the occasion, and act for the benefit and
peace of the Church ; such a man is fitted to occupy " an
Episcopal chair of the first rank." A narrower policy at
6iieh a moment would have been disastrous to the Church
of England, and there are not wanting bishops who would
ii.-ive adopted it. London, above all Sees, needs a man who
lias the sense to copy S. Paul's example, and become all
things to all men ; and this Dr Jackson of late years
has set himself to do, and he has accomplished the task
with dignity and without any sacrifice of principle.
During his episcopate Dr Jackson has zealously espoused
the cause of " the Bishop of London's Fund," which was
started by his predecessor, and in his last Charge attributed
to its agency much that had been accomplished towards
supplying the spiritual wants of the Diocese. He had a
keen sense of the value of lay-help, and expressed it by
his devotion to "the Lay Helpers' Association," which he
rated highly amongst " spiritual agencies " in the over
crowded parishes of the metropolis ; being careful, how
ever, to note that the services conducted by laymen,
were to be held " in schoolrooms and other unconse
nted buildings." Two events will especially mark
the period over which Dr Jackson has borne eccle
siastical rule in London. One is, the division of the
Diocese. London is now restricted to the metropolis
north of the Thames and to that which is west of
the Lea, but though its area has been reduced, the popu
lation has increased during the last tWeuty-four years
from 2,290,000 to over three millions. The other event to
which we refer is the appointment of a Suffragan Bishop,
which Dr Jackson alluded to in these touching terms in
his Charge of last November : " Among the many un
deserved blessings which have been vouchsafed to me
during my episcopate, you will not be surprised if I rank
amongst the greatest the brotherly co-operation of the
Bishop of Bedford."
Prophecies are of course prolific as to Dr Jackson's
successor. We will not attempt to add to them, nor does
it seem to us the fittest moment to be forming conjectures
about the future, or to be comparing the relative merits
nr "chances" of various bishops and deans. It is no
enviable lot to be called to the chief pastorate of
three million souls, and at a time, too, when it is impos
sible to augur what the future may unfold. Possibly great
changes both in Church and State may be in store, when
a clear head and firm hand will be needed to guide
tiie destinies of the Church in the metropolis of this
country. Our best employment will be to pray that the
Premier may be directed to a right choice. Mr Gladstone
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has made some excellent appointments and shown his
discernment of character and fitness. To mention 110
others, we may point to the selection of Dr Benson for the
Primacy, and to Mr Wilkinson, of 8. Peter's, Eatonsquare, for the See of Truro. May his judgment be
equally good in nominating a successor to Dr Jackson !
The late Bishop of London has not been a voluminous
writer, yet he is the author of several volumes of sermons
and separate discourses, besides charges and pamphlets.
His lordship was also a contributor to the ' Speaker's
Commentary.' The best-known and widest-circulated of
Dr Jackson's writings is his useful volume on ' The
Sinfulness of Little Sins.' To the publishers of this
Paper, who have also been his lordship's publishers for
very many years, his death will be an especial loss, for
their personal and business relations with Dr Jackson
date back to the time when he was head-master of Islington
Grammar School, a period of some five-and-forty years,
during the whole of which they have enjoyed his un
broken friendship and confidence.

Confirmation.
AS IT WAS, AS IT IS, AND AS IT MIGHT BE.
In writing of Confirmation as it was, I do not hesitate to
express my regret at the changes brought about at the Refor
mation—the omission of the signing with the Cross, the disuse
of the Chrism, the leaving off the asking each candidate his
or her Christian name, the prominence given to the ratification
of the baptismal vow, as though it were of the essence of the
ordinance instead of being as it is the qualification for it. But
it is not of Reformation or Pro-reformation times that it is in
tended to speak, but of those within the memory of living
persons. My own recollection recalls the days when Arch
bishop Vernon Harcourt occupied the Northern Primacy. He
was a prelate who, to say the least, kept up the dignity of his
position, and the hospitality of his palace at Bishopthorpc.
Clergymen and churchwardens who went to consult his Grace
were entertained at luncheon, eating off silver plates, and
drinking good ale out of silver bowls. The impressions thus
made on bucolic minds were not soon effaced. I heard a rural
churchwarden testify at a parish meeting, " His Grace received
us with the utmost urbanity ; " it was the highest praise the
worthy farmer could think of.
I do not think that Archbishop Vernon Harcourt ever
delivered a Charge ; but he made his progresses through his
extensive diocese in a chariot and four, with out-riders,
attended by his chaplains, and when he visited his family
seat in Oxfordshire, or his mansion in London, with a
retinue of purple-liveried servants. The Yorkshire people
were very proud of their Archbishop, proud of his family posi
tion, proud of his stately presence, proud of his courtly manners.
He seemed an appropriate representative of their ancient city
and unrivalled minster. Something, too, of the ignotum pro
mugnifico must have attached to him. His Confirmations were
held but once in seven years, at the great towns, iuto which
the villages for miles round poured their contingents of young
men and maidens. There were no railways then, so the
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churchwardens generally lent their waggons for these occa
sions, if not in harvest time. The young folks might have
been seen about five or six in the morning, dressed in their
Sunday clothes, running to meet the waggons at the village
inn, carrying their dinners in baskets, unless, as with true
Yorkshire hospitality, the Squire, the Parson and the church
wardens, of whom the Squire was generally one, provided the
fare. For often the entertainment was given "for the good of
tie house " at the inn where the waggons were put up. The
clergy met their flocks on their arrival, took them through the
town, preceding them in their gowns and bands. But after the
service they saw little or nothing more of them till they got
home, although sometimes they remained with the church
wardens, and presided at the entertainment.
In our
village the curate was non-resident, so the two carriers
took the candidates in their covered carts a distance
of eleven miles each way, the girls in one cart, the boys in
another. But on the way back this separation did not Inst
over the first two or three miles; for the lads and lasses
obligingly got out of the carts to walk up the hills, and soon
an indiscriminate scramble was made for places. It may be
supposed that little control was exercised. Youthful spirits
became exuberant if not boisterous ; as the East Riding is
not noted for Psalmody, when singing enlivened the tedium
of the way it was not " Psalms and Hymns and Spiritual
songs."
The " Order " was no doubt administered with due solemnity,
for the great churches of Yorkshire are unrivalled for size and
magnificence. The Archbishop robed, attended by his chap
lains, his mace-bearer, and other officials, was usually met at
the west door by the clergy, churchwardens and sidesmen
with their staves of office. Certainly, if a majestic appear
ance and fine voice could add impressiveness, nothing was
wanting, but not one word of exhortation was given ; the
churchwardens fetched up each row of candidates as they
sat, girls first, boys next, and after each railful had been
dismissed, they went back to their seats to gaze with amaze
ment at the Archbishop in his lawn sleeves and episcopal
wig.
So much for the service, what of the preparation ? Often
of the scantiest. Most clergymen were content with the
letter of the Catechism, though some did work up one or
other of the S.P.C.K. manuals. It is, however, but justice
to add that those who did the most in preparation were socalled Evangelicals, for that school really represented the reli
gious earnestness of the day. Our good old clergyman heard
the children say their Catechism on Sunday afternoons during
Lent ; but he did not attempt to explain it. When one of my
brothers went to be examined, he said, " I am sure from what I
know of your good mother, she will have taught you your
Catechism ; I shall not, therefore, ask you any questions ; here
is your ticket." I was myself prepared by a town curate, who
was both a scholar and a divine ; he heard me through the
Catechism, explained one or two seeming difficulties, told me
never to forget that I was in the presence of God ; to watch
against temptation ; never to pass a day without saying my
prayers ; that I never should regret the time spent over the
Bible. In the next parish the clergyman was a former fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge, a great scholar and a great
politician. He was the last divine I ever saw who wore
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the old-fashioned shovel-hat, clerical wig, and breeches, and
buckles. He lived to be upwards of ninety, and used to quote
Aristotle in his sermons, of course not in Greek, although
some people said that he knew more of philosophy than of
Christianity. He likewise heard the candidates their Cate
chism once through, and that was all.
Such was Confirmation in the past, what of the present !
First as to increased opportunities : this necessity seems to have
struck everyone, for it was made the strongest argument for
a division of dioceses, and was so used in both Houses of Par
liament. In process of time the seven years' interval was re
duced to three, till it has since become the rule for Confirmations
to be held annually. Moreover the railways facilitated commu
nication, so that except in the mountain fastnesses of Wales,
the remote districts of the Lakes, or of the Wolds, there is
little difficulty in reaching the centres where they are held.
The clergy now accompany their flocks, provide or see that
they are provided with refreshments, and take care that they
are brought safely back to their own doors.
As to the mode of confirming, the Bishops are doing their
best to make it as impressive as its meagre character admits.
Many who have been confirmed by Bishop Wilberforce speak
with tears in their eyes of their reminiscences of his manner,
his voice and his addresses. The same testimony has been
borne to Bishops Hamilton and Forbes, and no doubt to others,
and thus many a lesson of holy truth has been treasured up
through life. Then the slovenly custom of confirming railfuls
at a time is fast disappearing, or has entirely disappeared, and
the more impressive one of having the candidates presented
one by one to the Bishop seated in his episcopal chair is now
being generally adopted. The Bishop of Hereford, too, and
probably others have reintroduced the ancient custom of
asking and confirming each person by name. Hymns are also
introduced ; and, in accordance with the spirit of the Ordina
tion Service, "Veni Creator Spiritus " is sung immediately
before the imposition of hands.
So much for Confirmation as it is : what it might be made
may be learnt from a comparison of the present Order with the
Sarum Use, or King Edward's First Prayer-Book.
Why
should not the Chrism be restored ? What objection can be
made to the signing with the Cross ? Surely if it be right at
Baptism it cannot be wrong at Confirmation. Let the two
offices be compared, and there can be little doubt of the ver
dict.
First Prayer-Book.
Minister. Sign them, O Lord, and mark them to be Thine
for ever by the virtue of Thy Holy Cross and Passion,
and confirm and strengthen them with the inward unc
tion of Thy Holy (iho.it mercifully unto everlasting
life. Amen.
Then the Bishop shall cross them on the forehead,
and lay his hand upon their head, saying, " I sign
thee with the sign of the Cross, and lay my hand upon
thee in the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost Amen."
And thus shall he do to every child, one after another.
And when he hath laid his hand upon every child, then
he shall say, " The peace of the Lord abide with thee
for ever.
Answer. And with thy Spirit.
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The restoration of the ancient vestments would follow. The
Bishop of Lincoln confirms vested in his cope. To hold the
pastoral staff in the left hand, whilst confirming with the
right, wonld be in accordance with the rubric, "Then shall
he lay his hand (not his hands) upon the head of every one
severally. "
Most clergymen now regard preparation for Confirmation as
one of their most responsible duties, and the Confirmation
itself as the qualification for Holy Communion and pledge of
Church membership.
Classes, however, should never supersede the necessity for
seeing each candidate separately. They should be arranged
according to age, sex, and circumstances. Great caution is
needed in bringing out young men and girls late in the evening,
and especially if they come from distant homes in dark country
lanes or across fields. No doubt there is a difficulty in getting
young people together ; but few masters or mistresses are un
willing to let them off earlier if the clergyman himself asks
them to do so. But let the curate himself be punctual, and
let him see that the candidates do go home when the class
breaks up. Nothing is more perilous than for young girls to be
loitering about waiting for the class to begin.
The selection of Confirmation and Communion Manuals
mast be left to each clergyman, and must be adapted to the
intelligence and education of those for whom they are designed.
I have myself always compiled my questions from other
available sources. But for the sake of those who might think
the suggestion worth taking, I would divide the wants of the
candidates into three standards. For the least educated, or
Standard 1, I would strongly recommend the penny manual,
'What Every Christian Must Know and Do,' and 'Plain
Teaching on Church Principles,' published by Mr Hodges ; in
Standard 2, ' Confirmation Questions for the Use of the
t'ergy,' by John A. Lloyd, M.A. (Skeffiugtons) ; and for
Standard 3, Dr Hessey's series of Questions, by the same pub
lishers ; and, above all, Prebendary Sadler's ' Church Doctrine
Bible Truth,' one of the most helpful and valuable books that
can be named. Messrs Griffith and Farran's ' Altar Manual '
and ' Communicant's Guide ' are admirable.
Of course the Church supplies her own "authorised" in
structions to be learnt by every person before he be brought
to be confirmed by the Bishop, and I am inclined to agree with
Archdeacon Denison, who, when asked what religious know
ledge should be taught children, replied, " The Catechism. "
What next ? The Catechism. And what next ? Still the Cate
chism. The Catechism thoroughly understood is at once a
comprehensive system both of dogmatic and moral theology.
But can the pastor evade, or may he shrink from alluding
to the question of purity ? Surely not, though it must be met
by wise counsels of prudence. In dealing with girls he may
well take the mothers into confidence, and if his wife, his
•Uters, or his daughters are true Christian women, they may
and will help him. His knowledge of human nature, his selfknowledge, his retrospect of his own youth will be his best
guide in treating with boys. I have generally been able to
bring out what I wish to say by the use of a simple metaphor,
"My children, if you are drinking from a vessel filled with
fresh and pure water, what is the result ! " Answer, ' ' We
shall be refreshed and our thirst quenched." " Right; but
*hat if some wicked person throws poison in ? " Answer,
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" We shall drink the poison with the water, and so die. " " True;
the vessel of pure water is your heart, as God's Spirit makes
it—pure thoughts, pure words, pure deeds. But the poison
is some evil suggestion, which Satan and his emissaries put
into your minds ; then, if you retain it, come forth impure
thoughts, impure words, impure deeds, and, alas, if you do
not repent, the death of your souls. My children, pray that
God will cleanse the thoughts of your hearts by the inspira
tion of His Holy Spirit, &c."
In taking leave of the subject, I will add that no part of
my pastoral or ministerial work has been so productive of
good as the preparation for the Laying on of hands. Many
of the be3t members of the Church with whom I have been
brought into contact attribute their most lasting impressions
to their Confirmation and first Communion. Disappointments
of course there are and must be, lapses many and grievous,
but, on the whole, the faithful minister of Christ will regard
Confirmation, whether in the past, the present, or the future,
as a blessed and holy means of grace tojindividual souls, and
of " adding to the Church daily those who are being saved."
GEO. HUNTINGTON.

MIS^^
The scene in the churchyard of Fulhara on Saturday
last when the funeral of the Bishop of London took place is
one not soon likely to be forgotten. There was a simplicity
about the arrangements, and a solemnity in the ceremo
nial. The Primate conducted the Service, in which the
Bishop of Bedford took part, the choir-boys of the Chapel
Royal assisting the choir of the parish in the singing.
Amongst those who were present to show a last mark of
respect to the late Bishop were the Bishops of Win
chester, Rochester, Lichfield, Colchester, Bishop Tozer,
Bishop Titcomb, &c. ; the Deans of Westminster and
Windsor, besides a large assemblage of clergy and laity.
At the head of the grave was a cross adorned with
beautiful lilies. There was a massive cross on the top of
the polished oak coffin, with the inscription "John,
Bishop of LoDdon ; born 22nd February, 1811 ; died
Feast of the Epiphany, 1885." The burial-yard at Fulham
contains the remains of many other prelates of the diocese ;
the grave in which all that is mortal of the late Bishop
now lies is that in which Mrs Jackson was interred, and
is within a few feet of the last resting-place of Bishop
Blomfield.
The Archbishop of Canterbury made a feeliDg allusion
whilst preaching at S. Matthew's, Brixton, on Sunday, to
the services which the late Bishop of London had with
much unobtrusive zeal and devotion rendered to the metro
polis, and generally to the Church and country, during
his episcopate ; and commented upon the virtues of which
the Bishop, both in public and private life, had given a
bright example.
The point of time at which an Old Year ends and a
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New Year begins is one which Dissenters, especially
Wesleyans, have always kept with much solemnity. It
is the " watch-night," It seems difficult to account for
the introduction of " New Year's Eve " into the PrayerBook, still there it is ; and Churchmen in observing
this time are not borrowing or stealing from their
neighbour's vineyard.
If we take up any old book
of " Condones," e.g., Matthew Faber's, you will find on
the Festival of Circumcision the teaching of the mystery,
blended with thoughts appropriate for New Year's Day.
Thus, the first sermon in the aforesaid work is on
" Quft ratione Christianis novum annum inchoare conveniat ? " and the second is on " Quid Christiano in
novi anni auspicio cogitandum?" And then the author
proceeds to point out in another discourse how our
different members are to be circumcised ; he names
twelve of them,— so that we may attain to newness of
life. It is affectation to ignore that about which every
sober-minded person is thinking. Nor is it the way to
get people to regard the end of the Church's year, and
the beginning of a new one. The point of time, more
over, ia not so clearly marked in the ecclesiastical as in
the civil year. It may be all very true that the par
ticular day is, to some extent, an arbitrary one, and that
up to 1752 we counted by the Julian Calendar, and that
when we had got eleven days wrong we had to make a
change and follow the Gregorian Calendar. Yet, what
ever way you count, there is a point of time where you
pass from one year to another, and so turn another corner
on the road of life, and not to observe it is certainly, to
say the least, to miss an opportunity, and by no means
to exalt thereby the observance of the Church's year, or
the Festival of the Circumcision. Keble touchingly
unites them both :
" The yoar begins with Thee,
And Thou bcgin'st with woe."
We are glad to see that of late years this solemn
time has been utilised by a special service in some
London Churches, which, if it does not hinder people
from attending at the early Eucharist on the Feast
of the Circumcision, we doubt not has a religious
effect. Of course, it would be to sacrifice duty to senti
ment ; to wait for the clock to strike twelve, and
make good resolutions for the coming year, and then not
to rise in time to offer them before the Altar in the
morning. But many can do both, and some can attend a
late Service, whose work, unless the Celebration be very
early, would hinder them from coming in the morning.
We see, from the Guardian, that Mr Charles Mackeson,
editor of the Guide, Church Congress Handbook, &c,
delivered an address at a working-men's meeting in South
Hampstead, on New Year's Eve, and Mr Charles Powell,
Secretary of the C. E. W. M. S., did likewise in a room
in Whitechapel, where the influence of the Kilburn
Sisters has been successfully brought to bear. We
wonder whether Mr Powell and a strong contingent of
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his Society could manage to lead off something more
directly religious than " Auld Lang Syne," when the vast
crowd round S. Paul's greet the New Year as the clock
strikes out twelve. The "old-hundredth" would he the
best for the attempt. " Auld Lang Syne " is very appro
priate, but something religious would surely be more
suitable, especially as the observance is connected with
the Cathedral of the metropolis.
It must not be forgotten that there are poor parishes as
well as rich included in the West London Mission, and
that the former will require help from their wealthy
neighbours to meet the necessary expenses of the forth
coming Mission. In a letter which the Bishops of London
and Bedford have issued on the subject, they say " the
richer parishes will be able to bear all these expenses for
themselves." We think they should be well able to do
more, and that one offertory on the First Sunday of the
Mission might be given to the parishes which need assist
ance. We have heard so much of late of the poverty
and wretchedness of the denizens of East London, that
there is a danger of concluding that there is no poverty
and squalor in the West. It would not be difficult to
dispel this error. Poverty and distress are never more
terrible than when they are so close to scenes of luxury
and self-indulgence as to form a grim contrast with them.
There are parts of Westminster which are in as miserable
a condition as any in Whitechapel cr Bethnal-green.
As in the late London Mission, plans are being made for
"Rescue Work," a more difficult process in the West-end
of the metropolis than in the East. Those who, it may
be hoped, will be induced to forego "their miserable
trade " will be, at least many of them, if such an expression
may be used, of a higher class, and perhaps will not
have tasted to the same degree the cup of bitterness. It
is worthy of notice how few of this class are received
into penitentiaries. It is to be hoped that this Mission
may be successful in overcoming strongholds of evil, which
have hitherto been well-nigh impregnable. We are glad
to see that offertories have already been promised in some
of the leading West-end churches.
We have received a Report of the work which is being
carried on by the Community of " the Nursing Sisters of
S. John the Divine," who have been long known to the
public by their labours in King's College Hospital and
Charing-cross Hospital. The nursing in the former In
stitution was under their care from 1856 to 1883, and in
the latter from 1866 to 1883. Their connection with S.
John's House, Norfolk-street, Strand, was severed, as our
readers will remember, in the autumn of 1883, since which
time the Community has taken a more definitely religious
shape. It would be sufficient to mention that the Rev. R.
Rhodes-Bristow, of S. Stephen's, Lewisham, has become
their chaplain in proof of this. The account of their
different Works shows that as far as labour's of love are
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concerned they are in a very thriving condition. Finan
cially, however, they are appealing for help, and from the
number of donations ■which are given in the Report it

Dr Lee, like the late Dr Neale, is evidently a profound
believer in ghosts and supernatural and, if we may use
such a word, subter-natural communications.

appears that their appeal has not been in vain. The
names of donors, the sums given, and the particular work
for which it is intended are all specified in the paper
before us, after the manner of " Our Work," which has
evidently been a prosperous periodical for another Com
munity. Donations and subscriptions will be thankfully
received by Caroline Lloyd, 68 Drayton-gardens, or at the
" New Hospital, Morden-hill, Lewisham, S.E.," for which
fands are particularly needed.

Antecedently, there seems to be no reason why departed
spirits should not revisit their old haunts. But the record
of such events is not usually such as to inspire us with
much confidence in its trustworthiness; Moreover, the
object of these ghostly appearances seems often to be
meaningless. They do not, as a rule, return, as Dives
prayed that Lazarus might be sent to his father's house,
with a moral motive, but to annoy and disturb. Moreover,
the general behaviour of ghosts is not like that of messen
gers from the unseen world, coming with a serious purpose.
They do not appear to be sent from the dead to warn others
lest they also come into the place of torment, or to create
faith in the sceptic or infidel. Their conduct is not digni
fied. Their purpose seems rather to frighten those whom
they are said to appear to, and with whom they have often
not the slightest connection. Let us take " the Ghost of
the Nut-walk " as an example of the couduct of ghosts
in general, for the account of his movements stands first
in Dr Lee's book. The narrative runs thus :

m&^MzM%w@:<m$^l
<SIimp0es in ttje Ctoilig&t.

Glimpses in the Twilight.
By the Kev. Frederick
George Lee, D.D. London : W. Blackwood and Sons.
Pp.456. 1885.
Of all stories that are told, " ghost stories " have ever
had a singular attractiveness. There is in the human soul
a love of the wonderful, even when the wonderful excites
" 'On returning thither,' that is, to an old farm-house near
fear and terror. If any one wishes to indulge that craving, Wendover, in Buckinghamshire, ' late at night from a hard day's
Dr Lee's ' Glimpses ' of the supernatural will provide shooting, in the month of November, a friend who had driven
them with all that is needed. He has gathered together, me in his gig, and was driving to his own home, put me down—
evidently with great labour, " various notes, records, and not at the chief gate of the place, which lay in another direc
examples " of apparitions, &c, and provides his readers tion, but at a spot from whicb, as he directed me, if I had
in this volume with the same, written in a clear and walked through a narrow plantation, and then over a stile into
another banked-up walk, hedged in on both sides with filbertforcible style.
trees, I should reach the kitchen and fruit-garden of the house
The Introduction, which covers thirty-one pages, is not
by a near cut, and save myself and him a considerable detour.
wanting in that pungency of expression of which Dr Lee
" It was a fine night. The moon was up; but there were
is bo accomplished a master. Amongst other allusions, the some heavy clouds in the sky towards the eastern horizon. On
author criticises Canon Liddon's reference to Darwin in reaching the stile I vaulted over it, holding my gun in my left
his sermon at S. Paul's, preached just after the death of hand. No sooner had I reached the nut-walk, the trees of
that eminent naturalist. At Dr Lee's tribunal Darwin is which had been arched together and made to grow bo as to form
condemned as an atheist ; Dr Liddon ou the other hand a continuous bower, than I distinctly saw what I thought was an
is desirous to give him the benefit of the doubt. In a old man, with his back towards me, stooping in bis gait, about
note we are informed that " the body of Dr Liddon's eight or ten feet before me. He did not seem to walk, but to
sermon contains a denial of the Catholic doctrine of the glide, with a curious smooth action, and to be about a foot off
Holy Eucharist," that is, we suppose, of Transubstantia- the ground. I called out ' Holloa ! Who's there ? ' but he took
tion, for it is only this mode of explaining Christ's no notice, and glided on. I myself promptly followed. In an
Presence in the Sacrament which Dr Liddon in this instant I seemed to realise the undoubted fact that the form was
shadowy, strange, and Bupernatural. I then stopped for a fewdiscourse takes objection to.
Either therefore Dr
minutes. The weird form, which emitted a curious kind of
Lee regards Transubstantiation as " the Catholic doc
light, as I then noticed, stopped too. I went on ; it went on.
trine of the Holy Eucharist," or his statement about
Then it sighed several times, with a deep, long-drawn, un
Canon Liddon's sermon is, to say the least, unwarranted. earthly sigh, which terrified me considerably j and at once
Further, we agree with Dr Liddon that if the Darwinian turning round— its features being vague and indistinct—it gave
hypothesis were ever established, the mystery of creation a piercing shriek, and suddenly vanished close before my eyes.
would still remain untouched, and consequently belief in At that moment a sound as of mocking, jeering voices with
» Creator.
laughter, rose on every side. This seemed to come from a large
IVIsraeli, in his ' Curiosities of Literature,' inquires, multitude of invisible persons quite near. The laughter was
" who does not believe in the existence of ghosts ? for, as then repeated, as by voices up in the air, but fainter and fainter ;
Dr More forcibly says, ' that there should be so universal and I must say I was exceedingly terrified."
a fame and fear of that which never was, nor is, nor can
This is the record of an appearance, we are told, of
ever be iu the world, is to me the greatest miracle of all.' " " old Squire Theed," who seems to have had a partiality
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for a stroll at night in the nut-walks, with no other effect
save that of alarming passers-by, and of creating evident
amusement in higher spheres by his escapades. Not like
Hamlet's ghost, charged with a message of revenge, and
politely slipping back into the folds of the inner world
when he had delivered it.
After dealing with other apparitions and " haunted
localities," Dr Lee proceeds to record various mysterious
warnings of approaching death, and disturbances amongst
the dead, who Beem, we regret to say, capable of perpetu
ating their lifelong quarrels after they are dead, at least
if the story of the tomb in Lincolnshire be a specimen of
what takes place in other sepulchres. It appears that the
Squire's brother in a certain parish had a great antipathy
for the Squire's wife, and in anything but measured
terms protested against being buried in the same vault
with this defunct lady. However, the protest was dis
regarded, and the result was the antipathy of life was
continued in the grave, for " doleful shrieks and piercing
cries" proceeded from the family vault, which on being
opened is said to have presented the following inexplicable
scene—
"The coffins of the Squire's lady and daughter were lying in
a far-corner of the vault, the young girl's coffin across her
mother's, as if to protect it. Close to them, standing, not as
deposited, but erect and menacing, was the coffin of the Squire's
brother, so recently and decorously placed upon black trestles.'A battle between coffined combatants is, to say the
least, a peculiar and cumbrous mode of warfare, and one
likely to be accompanied with considerable noise and
commotion.
The chapter on " Remarkable Dreams " is a very interest
ing part of Dr Lee's work. We have not space to follow
him in the succeeding chapters, wherein Witchcraft, Necro
mancy, Mesmerism, Clairvoyance, Spiritualism, Oriental
Magic, Jugglery, Miraculous Cures, &c, are all discussed.
The author believes that witchcraft is not a mere delusion,
though he admits that there have been many impostors in
that line ; still some things can only be accounted for by
the belief that there are real dealings with the devil. Dr
Leje very properly denounces spiritualism. On the other
hand he seems to admit the truth of miraculous cures,
said to have been wrought by the waters drawn from the
grotto of Lourdes, and connected with reported appear
ances of the Blessed "Virgin in our own day, an admission
which our readers will assuredly regard as the mark of a
credulous mind.
We cannot conceive that ' Glimpses in the Twilight' is
a book likely to advance a belief in the Supernatural, using
that term in reference to that body of divine truth which
God has revealed by the Scriptures and by His Church ;
but on the contrary to weight it with ideas and records,
which have, some of them, a certain grotesqueness about
them, and which to our mind are by no means likely to
smooth the way towards an acceptance of the Catholic
Faith. It is difficult enough, as Dr Lke laments, to main
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tain a belief in the Supernatural in our age, and therefore
it appears to us advisable not to encumber it with any
questionable material, however potent the evidence for
the truth of the same may be to any individual writer's
mind.
We can, however, recommend Dr Lee's book as one full
of interest, excellently well written, and easy for reference
for it is furnished with a good index. At the same time
in many respects we cannot share his convictions, nor
should we advise any one with weak nerves to read these
" Glimpses " in the twilight, for their perusal may not
be conducive to " the sweetest sleep, the fairest-boding
dreams."

Colignp anD trje huguenots. ■
11.
Coligny : the Earlier Life of the Great Huguenot. By
Eugene Bersier. Translated by Annie H. Holmdes.
London : Hodder and Stoughtoh. 1884.
The exhaustion of the country led to the Pacification of
Amboise, forbidding the assembling of Huguenots for
worship, but allowing every man to exercise his own reli
gion freely within his own house. The pacification paci
fied nothing. The Queen-mother writhed in the chains
wherein she was held, and secretly encouraged the Hugue
not party to resistance. The whole of France became a
scene of violence, in which neither party was merciful.
On the side of the Guises was Montluc, a cruel butcher,
ravaging the country, killing Huguenots ; on the side of
the Queen-mother and Cond6 and Coligny was the Baron
des Adrets, murdering Catholics. Des Adrets was a Pro
testant, "a mere agent of the Queen-mother," says Mr
White, "against the Lorraine party. He would amuse
himself by making his prisoners leap from the top of a
tower on the pikes of his soldiers stationed below." In
Montbrison he massacred over eight hundred Catholic
men, women, and children ; the streets were strewn with
corpses, and "the gutters looked as if it had rained blood,"
says a contemporary. A Huguenot soldier made a chain
of the ears of priests he had mutilated. Many priests had
their noses cut off and eyes dug out. One priest had his
stomach slit open and filled with oats, and the Reformed
made their horses eat their oats out of this quivering and
bleeding trough. At Piat, six leagues from Orleans, the
Huguenots drove twenty-five Catholics into a tower, then
piled wood round it and fired it. The unfortunate people
within, having their children with them, cast them down,
hoping the Evangelical Reformers would at least spare
them, but the Huguenots flung the children back into the
flames. In Angouleme in two years a hundred and twenty
persons of both sexes and all ages were put to death by
the Huguenots. These are but a very few instances of
the atrocities committed by the Reformed. We are gene
rally supped full of horrors committed by the other party.
It is forgotten that the Huguenots were quite as bad,
and gave provocation. In 1567 Cond6, Coligny, and the
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other leaders of the Huguenot party formed a plot to
carry off the King and the Queen-mother, in much the
same way as they had been captured by the Guises five
years before. It failed, because the Guises had surrounded
the King with six thousand Swiss mercenaries. This
attempt led to a battle fought at S. Denis, in which the
Guises were again victorious. Then came the Michelade
of Nismes, when the Protestants fell on the Catholic in
habitants and butchered them, old and young, men, and
women.
In 1569, in the battle of Jarnac, Conde was killed.
Henry of Anjou, aged 15, the King's brother, was .the
nominal commander of the Royal arms. Coligny now
succeeded to the head of the Huguenot party, which was
also the party of rebellion. This party now proceeded
to ask assistance of the Protestant princes in Germany,
and considerable numbers of mercenaries came to their aid,
who were paid out of the spoils of churches. At Montcontoar they were defeated ; but they were successful in
the battle of Arnay, and marched upon Paris. The treaty
of S. Germain established peace—outward peace, but
both parties were at war in their hearts, awaiting the
moment when they could master and exterminate the
other.
In 1569 occurred the massacre of Orthez by the
Reforrned, " when," says Mr White, " so many of the
Catholics were put to death, without distinction of age or
sex, that the river Gave was dammed up by the number
of bodies thrown into it. The monasteries and nunneries
were burnt, not one inmate escaping—the total slaughter
being estimated at 3,000. "When the citadel was taken,
every ecclesiastic who was proved to have borne arms—
and the proof was none of the strictest—was bound hand
and foot, and tossed over the bridge into the river."
In hopes of allaying the troubles, Charles and his
nother resolved to marry Margaret, his sister, to Henry,
. ^e young King of Navarre. The proposal was greatly
disliked by the Catholics, as he was a Calvinist, but it
commended itself to the young King and Catherine, and
the marriage took place on August 18, 1572, with great
splendour. This brought Charles much into the society
of Coligny, and he greatly liked him. Charles had also
taken a great fancy to Henry of Navarre.
It was then that the Guise party resolved on the murder
of Coligny as a revenge for the murder of the Duke of
Guise, which they believed to have been done under his
orders. Henry of Anjou, the King's brother, a boy still,
the Duchess of Nemours, widow of the murdered duke,
and the young Duke were in the plot. It failed. The
shot wounded Coligny, but did not kill him. The assassin
was caught. The King was furious, and there was no
doubt that when the assassin was brought to confession
the name of Anjou would come out. To prevent this, to
complete the unsuccessful murder, the massacre of S.
Bartholomew was devised. It was entirely unpremedi
tated—it was a device hit on at the moment when there
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was danger threatening Anjou and the young Duke of
Guise. Religion had little to do with it. A good deal of
effort has been made to prove that Charles and Catherine
had acted with dissimulation throughout, designing the
massacre when they had got the Huguenots together, but
the evidence is all the other way. Catherine was a perfectly
unscrupulous woman who cared only for her own supre
macy. She had favoured the Huguenots, and not the
Catholics, till the Guise party was represented by a young
Duke, and the Huguenot was become too formidable for
her. She does not seem to have been privy to the first
attempt on Coligny —Henry of Anjou was her favourite
son, and she went into the second plot partly to save him.
The King was finally frightened into giving the fatal
orders by false reports that the Huguenots were medita
ting the capture of his person ; and that they had invited
German legions to cross into France to their aid.
Two years after the massacre he died, and the symptoms
point strongly to poison, alternate doses of hemlock and
arsenic ; very possibly his mother was privy to this also,
and the object was the one object of her ambition, the
continuance of her power, which would last when her
third and favourite and feeble son Henry of Anjou
became King.

^v^^o frcEjsfJm^M
HlSTOBT OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURES OF THE NEW TESTA
MENT. By Eduard (Wimielm Euoen) Reuss, Professor
Ordinarius in the Evangelical Theological Faculty of
the Emperor William's University in Strasburg, Germany.
Translated from the Fifth Revised and Enlarged German
Edition, with numerous Bibliographical Additions. By
Edward A Houghton, A.M. Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark.
1884. Pp. 639. Price 15s.
This is a work of no little pretension ; it may be gathered
from the fact that it is now in a sixth edition, that it is a
work likewise of very considerable performance. Though
we are as far as possible from coinciding in the results arrived
at by Professor Reuss, yet we are glad to recognise the in
dustry with which he has collected materials, the skill and
patience with which he has laboured to shape them to a result
satisfactory to himself. Much, however, of the really re
markable compilation of lists of works in almost all the
European languages, bearing upon every branch of the sub
ject, is peculiar to the present edition, and is due to the care
and learning of the present translator.
The work consists first, of a preliminary history of the
period in which the Apostolic literature may be believed to
have originated ; second, of a history of the formation of the
Canon, and of the successive attitudes which the public
opinion of the Church has in various ages adopted towards
the Scriptures. This falls into two great divisions, the first
entitled, in the quasi-scientific phraseology of the critical
school, the period when the " Liturgico- traditional principle "
was dominant ; that is, broadly speaking, up to the time of
the Reformation, and the second the period of the " dogmatico
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critical principle" prevalent since the beginning of the
sixteenth century.
Then follows a history of the text and preservation of the
New Testament writings, first in the period of MS8., after
wards as it survived in many successive printed editions.
This overflows into a "history of the versions," and finally
we have a sketch of the " history of exegesis," which brings
together into a convenient though brief form many of the
facts necessary for the student, and appears to us calculated
to be of much use.
Of these subjects, the first or critical division strikes us
far from favourably. It is an example of a process of criti
cism at once arbitrary and subjective in its methods, while
cloudy and indeterminate in its results, with which we have
no sympathy. Without entering on the general qnestion of
the value to be attached to results reached by nothing more
than a process of divination or groping in the dark, which
has been often treated in these columns, we may simply take
note of the positions in which Professor Reuss rests provi
sionally, for he quite scouts the idea of anything like finality
in such matters. Thus, for example, with regard to the
Apostle S. Paul, though he allows that Paul himself called his
conversion "miraculous," yet he regards it as being "not an
absolute miracle after the old theological pattern " (whatever
that may be !), but only " a most remarkable psychological
problem." The growth of doctrine in his mind, according to
Professor Reubs, appears as a purely intellectual process,
owing nothing to Revelation, or what the Church knows as
inspiration. His " Christology " is " speculative ;" he works
"his way on to more and more comprehensive views" in it.
When he discusses the question whether, as some, he observes,
have endeavoured to show, S. Paul "raised Christianity
into a sphere for which its Founder did not originally design
it, and consequently made it something wholly different from
what it was intended to be, and from what, without him, it
would have become " (p. 53), he more than half avows his
agreement with this opinion, remarking, "we very much
doubt whether this view, in its full rigour, can be established
and carried through, at least as respects the place of Jesus
himself in it."
His treatment of the Epistles of S. Paul is altogether dis
appointing. Those which he accepts as authentic he muti
lates, as, e.g., the conclusion of that to the Romans (pp. 103,
104). He allows that the charges made against the first
Epistle to Timothy are " well founded to a certain extent "
(P. 84). He criticises severely the First Epistle to the Corin
thians,* terming the "evangelical mystical view of the moral
law " " defective," as regards its proof ; the author's division
of the instincts " inadmissible ;" and the judgment passed
upon various sins "unsafe and equivocal." We are surprised
to find him adopting the difficult and improbable theory of
Meyer with regard to the Epistles to the Ephesians and to
Philemon, "provided," he says, in his usual ambiguous man
ner, " they be acknowledged as genuine," viz., that they were
written, not at Rome, according to the received opinion, but
at Coosarea. The Epistle to the Colossians, we are glad to
observe, he defends heartily, and with no appearance of
arriere pense'e. He is far less respectful to the Epistle of S.
* This name he regards as a " misnomer," nnd thinks that another
letter preceded it, so that it should properly be called the Second.
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James, which he assigns to the head of the Church at Jeru
salem, remarking that "there is apparently little connection
or order of thonght" in it, and that " the essential thing in it,
and that which from the beginning almost to the end gives its
key-note," is identical with " the fundamental idea of genuine
Ebionism" (p. 141).
The "so-called Epistle to the Hebrews,'' he says, "is older
than the Gospel of John," and therefore "the first systematic
treatise on Christian theology." He assigns it, not to S. Paul,
or even to S. Luke, but probably to Apollos or Barnabas.
Similarly, he will not have it that S. John was the author of
the Apocalypse. ' ' The impossibility that the two books should
have come from one source, seems to be becoming more and
more plain," he says, "with increasing knowledge of the
Apostolic theology. " He styles the exile of the Apostle John
to Patmos, " only a fable derived from a false interpretation of
i. U, in which very passage nap/ripiw is not martyrdom, but
preaching." We see, however, no object in giviug further
details of these altogether arbitrary and subjective conjec
tures ; but we must not omit to note that with regard to the
four Gospels and the Acts, Professor Reuss' discussions are
altogether puzzling and unsatisfactory. On the subject of
the relation to each other of the Three Synoptic Gospels, he
commences by negativing one after another all the hypotheses
formed by preceding writers, and that in which he himself is
apparently disposed to rest is that of an original document in
Hebrew, or "Gospel of the Hebrews," the original of our
present First Gospel ; a " very similar one in Greek, which
was called by those who used it the Gospel of Peter," being
that which we now know as that of S. Mark. The Gospel
of S. Luke he assigns to "the unknown author of our Third
Gospel;" to whom, however, he ascribes the authorship of
the Acts of the Apostles.
We pass from all this section of the work, which, as we
have said, gives us altogether an unfavourable impression, to
remark that the later sections, which form about the second
half of the book, are not open to the objections which we
have made to the earlier. Here the writer's anti-dogmatic
prepossessions do not so much occupy the field of his mind,
and his industry and acuteness are able to display themselves
without at the same time coming into conflict with the esta
blished and well-founded traditions long held by the Church,
and the result is a series of sections which we can recommend
with far greater confidence than the earlier ones. Upon the
whole, while the scholar who will read with care and discri
mination may profit much by the multifarious learning poured
forth upon these pages, and cannot but admire the clear and
trenchant intellect of the writer, yet a work which unsettles
almost every received opinion respecting the Canon of the New
Testament can hardly be thought adapted to put into the
hands of youth.
Good Days to Come, and other Mission Sermon?. Bv the
Kev. Edwakd Hlsuand, Incumbent of S Michael's, Folke
stone. London: Skeffington and Son. Pp. 147. 1881.
These sermons are written in a graphic style and teach
many practical lessons. The author says in the preface that
he has striven to "drive away some of those dark theological
clouds that hide the sunshine of the Gospel." We do not pre
tend to know what these obsenring vapours are, but Mr Hus
band has at any rate succeeded in keeping clear of them.
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There is brightness in his discourses, and plenty of it. The
subjects treated are "Good Days to Come," " Bad Behaviour
in Church," "Bad Behaviour Towards the Church," "Bad
Behaviour out of Church," "The Value of Frequent Ser
vices," "The Greatness of the Sacrament of Love," &c. We
may, perhaps, not go quite so far as to say, as the author does,
on "Sunday Recreations," that "Sunday rest " was intended
"pre-eminently for the mind and body." The claims of the
soul must have priority, as Mr Husband acknowledges on the
next page. Whether the rest of mind and body is likely to
be furthered by the adoption of " Sunday Recreations " is a,
difficult question ; they may lead to much hard work. Nor
can we share Mr Husband's delight in a Continental Sunday,
though we may be tempted to prefer it to a Sunday north of
the Tweed.
There is a poetic vein in Mr Husband, which gives him the
power of portraying Divine Mysteries in an attractive form.
Thus, on the Blessed Sacrament, he says :
" It realizes tor me that grandest noblest Life of Love the world bas
ever seen, when Christ moved about amongst us for three-aod-thirty
years, and by that Love saved the world. Every time I receive Holy
Communion I see that solitary Figure, that embodiment of perfect
Love, seeking poverty that we might become rich. For love of us con
tent to be contradicted by sinners, misrepresented, Ac. As I kneel at
the foot of tbe Altar to receive Holy Communion, I look up, and fancy
I see the stars of Bethlehem shining above me, as I was kneeling right
beside the manger-bed on the first great Christmas morn. Or I look
up, and fancy I see the great Gethsemane olive trees, with their sombre
o'mpreadlng branches, right over my head. Or I look down at the
step on which I am kneeling and fancy, for a moment, it is the rock of
Calrary, and that before me is the Cross, and the Saviour dying upon
it, for love of me."
This extract is at once a specimen of Mr Husband's pic
turesque style and sacramental teaching. If ' Good Days to
Come' is not marked by depth of thought, it possesses what
is always popular—brilliancy.
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the Preface that ' A Word to the Wise' (and the" title implies
the same) is not intended for ignorant persons, but for those
who are careless nnd inaccurate. But where is the line to be
drawn? Who but an ignorant person would refer to a ladyfriend as "Emmar," "Lonisar,"or " Juliar" ; yet at page 88
a warning is given against the employment of the superfluous
"r." We are further informed that persons who And study
irksome —and they are legion —would " do well to rely impli
citly on the authority of the present volume;" and this advice
on the whole may be safely followed, but the author is not in
fallible. We do not admit, for instance, that the pronuncia
tion of Derbyshire, Berkshire, and Berkeley as Darbyshire,
Barkshire, and Barkeley is now an affectation, and that the
" e " is " recovering its legitimate functions " in these words.
Perhaps there is something in a book of this kind which
tompts a reviewer to be hypercritical. We will, therefore, only
add that the errors which are pointed out are far from un
common amongst educated persons, and that in almost all
cases ' A Word to the Wise ' will be enough to rectify them.
There is a little danger of confusing the minds of the un
educated by cramming them with grammatical distinctions,
The old story of the footman—who had been poring over the
pages of Lindley Murray, that his language might be correct—
who had to introduce Mrs Tooth and her danghters, and who
announced the young ladies as " the Misses Teeth," is a case
in point. But this work is intended for the use of those who
have been already taught grammar, and need only to be re
minded in order to correct inaccuracies of expression, and it
fulfils its purpose.
Eddies and Ebbs. By Benjamin George Ambler. Fart
III. London : Elliot Stock, Paternoster-row. 1884. Pp.
20. Price Is. Cd.
There is a very faint echo of the rhythm and passion of
Tennyson's "Maud" in these 'Eddies.' They are as mys
tical, vehement, and unhappy as the lovers of the " new
style " in poetry could wish. The sonnet "In the Abbey"
is very pleasing, and to our thinking far above the average
platform of sonnets in these latter days.

ScESES FROM THE LlFE OF Jesus. Lectures by E. LEHMANN,
Director of the Union for the Inner Mission at Leipsic.
Translated by Sophia Taylor. Edinburgh : T. and T.
Clark, 33 George street. 1885. Pp. 229. Price 2s. 6d.
These lectures are thoughtful, pious, and at times eloquent.
The writer is evidently full of a sincere and reverent sympathy The Star-lit Crown ; a Short Sketch of the Last Illness of
the Rev. G. Albert Rogers, M. A., late Vicar of Christ
with the life of our Lord upon earth, —with his ministry in
Church, Dover. By Mrs G. Albert Rooers. London :
Palestine, —and many a beautiful and edifying thought may be
Nisbet and Co. Pp. 122.
gathered from his pages. We take the following as a
The Rev. G. A. Rogers was a well-known member of the
specimen from the section entitled " Golgotha " :
decidedly Evangelical School. He was at one time Vicar of
" One of the Fathers, being one day asked what book he most studied,
replied that be read daily In a book which had three pages, one red, Leominster, where his opposition to the annual races brought
one white, and one black. On the red page he contemplated the blood- upon him such persecution from publicans and roughs that
red sufferings of Christ, on the white page he read of the eternal he narrowly escaped with his life. He seems to have been a
happiness of the elect, and upon the black he beheld the eternal misery man of wonderful personal influence, earnestness and energy.
of the lost. Certainly a salutary daily contemplation. Let us to-day There is much that is both interesting and touching in the
read trom the red page, how Christ our Saviour suffered on the Cross,
and l»ld down His Life for us. The sufferings of Christ are the daintily-bound little volume.
foandatlon and essence of all Christianity."—(Page 103.)
Laws of Christ for Common Life. By R. W. Dale,
LL.D. London: Hodder and Stoughton.
1884. Pp.
A Word to The Wise on Common Errors in the Use of
804.
English. Bv "Parry Gvvynne." Griffith and Farran.
Pp. 94. 1884.
This book excellently well bears out its title. It shows
We may not, perhaps, go so far as to endorse the statement how a man may carry Christ with him in all his day's work,
in tbe advertisement to the Second Edition of this book, that and practise the high morality of the Gospel in all his deal
"it is the only manual of the kind extant." ' A Ploa for the ings with his fellows and in all his own occupations. The
Queen's English,' written by the late Dean Alford, of which author gives wise and manly counsel about the rights of pro
some ten thousand copies were sold, is a kindred work, though in perty, about forgiveness of injuries, about justice, and our
was respects covering wider ground. The writer tells us in judgment of others ; he is rightly severe against those who
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practically teach that drunkenness is the only form of sin A Primer of Bible Geography, Founded on the Latest Ex
plorations. By C. R. Condkr, RE. London: Sunday
against temperance ; but he strongly dislikes asceticism, deems
School Union, 56 Old Bailey. Pp. 182.
the mediaeval saint a mistaken enthusiast, and sees in Luther
Here is a work which ought to supersede wholly or partly
one who re-discovered the lost Gospel. On such points Dr
Dale's views will not meet with the assent of Churchmen. all other manuals of teaching upon the subject which it treats.
But putting these aside, our readers will find much profit in Captain Conder has the rare distinction of knowing more about
these pages, and will learn many a lesson for the guidance of the geography of Palestine and the surrounding lands by
life in most of the circumstances wherein they may be placed. actual personal exploration than any other person living. It
was a great advantage that the survey parties of the Pales
Tub Vicar op Wakefield. By Oliver Goldsmith. tine Exploration Fund should have been commanded by a
Adapted for Use in Schools. London and Edinburgh : W.
man of such remarkable powers, and that for a period of no
Blackwood and Sons. Pp. 160.
less than ten years, between 1872 and 1882. The result is that
This hand edition of our old favourite, 'The Vicar of
he is able to write in the preface to this manual, that " the
Wakefield,' forms part of Messrs Blackwood's Educational
places described in the Holy Land itself have all been visited by
Series, which is to include a collection of works of Standard
the author." The accounts here given are taken from notes
Authors. The work is a little curtailed, e.g., the Vicar's ex
and diaries taken on the spot, aud we need hardly point out
hortation in prison is omitted, but nothing of importance will
how great a value thus attaches to them. The manual is
be found missing. There are a few notes at the end, chiefly
clear, accurate, orderly, and comprehensive, and is in every
in a glossarial form, though one cannot always see why some
way a book worth buying and keeping.
words are selected for explanation and others equally difficult
are pas3ed over secco pede. The information is sometimes in Gerald Robinson. A Boy who was Educated at Home.
London : Dean and Son, Fleet-street. 1884. Pp. 68.
correct and inadequate. The festival of S. Valentine is not
peculiar to the Roman Catholic calendar. As there were two
This little book is full of humour, and is plainly written to
Gregories "born in Cappadocia," it would have been better show the immeasurable advantage which those boys enjoy who
to say to which of the two reference in the text is made. But are not " educated at home." Poor Gerald evidently suffered
on the whole the notes are useful.
severely from want of having " the nonsense knocked out of
him " in the " rough and tumble" of a Public School. Gerald
Lesson Notes for Sunday School Teachers. Second Series.
By Stafford C. Northcote. London: Griffith, Farran, was a prig from brains to boots.
and Co. 1884. Pp. 123.
Messrs Masters have just issued a tastefully-illuminated
In this new series of his excellent ' Notes ' Mr Northcote has
taken the Collects as the chief basis of his instructions, and edition of 'The Changed Cross.' It is well printed in black
has produced a manual which is plain, orthodox, and sugges letters and elegantly bound.
tive. Used as its author intends, and carefully studied before
Of the making of Birthday- Books there really seems to be
hand, it will give definiteness to the teaching of Sunday no end ; two more now lie before us. The first, published by
schools, and make the lessons, which are too commonly Messrs Blackwood, has its extracts taken from the writings
wearying and unprofitable, both interesting and in the highest of the late Rev. J. Llewelwyn Davies, and is very nicely got
degree useful.
np. The second, published by Messrs Griffith and Farran, is
compiled from the works of Colonial Poets by Mtra Marbron.
Expositor. Vol. VIII.
It is entitled 'The Australasian Birthday-Book,' and
We notice the eighth volume of The Expositor (to several of each day has separate columns for ladies and gentlemen.
the component numbers of which we have from time to time
From Messrs Marcus Ward we have two pretty little square
already referred), to observe the important announcement
books in a case, entitled Angel Whispers to the Little
made in the Preface, that a new series to be commenced with
Ones. One volume is for Morning, the other for Evening. It
the New Year will he "under a new Editor."
would make a pretty little gift for a young child.
We gather from the explanation given by Dr Cox that the
proprietors of the magazine object to " the loose views of in
Biblical Thesaurus. —We are requested to state that this
spiration " involved in certain critical theories admitted, ap work is published by Messrs Hodder and Stoughton, at the
parently, to its pages ; and secondly, to views held by the
moderate sum of 15s.
editor himself on the subject of the ultimate salvation of all
men. He retires with regret, which will be shared by many who
sympathise with him, nor, though in the specific reasons adduced
These are many and various, and calculated to meet the
our views would be, we suspect, rather similar to those of the
publishers than of Dr Cox, would wc be slow to recognise that wants of every section of society. Besides several already
energy, judgment, and literary power with which he has for noticed, we may mention A Kalendar of the English
many years conducted the magazine. We have certainly often Church and Ecclesiastical Almanack (Church Printing
felt the indefiniteneas in a doctrinal point of view of many of Co.), which is an old favourite, and particularly rich in ritual
the contributions. But unfortunately, when the lines of the and liturgical lore; The Ecclesiastical Almanack (same
Church are once overpast, an enterprise is always liable to this Publishers), which consists of simply the Kalendar part of
very indefiniteness ; and we can imagine that it must be very the former publication with the Lessons, &c, and is intended
difficult to avoid it, even if yon wish to do so. And this, we for the vestry or the prayer-desk in church, rather than the
study table ; and the Church Almanac (New York : James
suppose, is not always the case.

almanacks for 1885.
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Pott and Co.), which includes a " Clergy List " of the American
Church, and will be found invaluable by anyone requiring
ull and exact information about our sister Church in the
United States.
Of sheet almanacks, too, we have to mention The Commer
cial Almanack (Bemrose and Sons, London and Derby),
with an effective border in red and black ; Almanack of the
Scottish Episcopal Church (Edinburgh : S. Giles' Printing
Co.), in which the Kalendar portion strikes us as looking
somewhat bare and unfurnished ; The- Fireside Almanack
('Fireside' Office, 7 Paternoster-square, E.C.), containing a
text of Scripture in the Kalendar for every day in the year ;
Thb CmiBcn of England Temperance Society's Almanack
(C. E. T. S. Publication Depot, Bridge-street, Westminster),
substantially the same Almanack, and this Society are appa
rently ihe publishers; and lastly An Almanack of the
English CnCRCH (Church Printing Co.), which is, as most
of our readers well know, somewhat and appropriately antique
in its get-up. It has this year an engraving of the Altar at
S. Alphege, Southwark, of which the severe and stately archi
tecture renders it very fit for this purpose.

WM^^^^MM
Joshua i. 8.
" This book of the law shall not depart out of thy mouth,
but thou shalt meditate therein day and night that thou mayest
observe to do according to all that is written therein ; for then
■halt thou make thy way prosperous, and then tliou shalt have
good success. "
"The greatest men, in every age, have always been
the greatest thinkers," is an universally admitted saying.
For it is the power of thought, amongst other things,
which raises man above the level of other animals ; and
it is the power of thought, in a greater or a less degree,
that makes the difference between man and man in
regard to earthly greatness. They say knowledge is
power. Bat what is knowledge, save a mass of facts
which you have gained in order to think about them,
and work them out in the mind for your own instruction
and that of others ? And what knowledge ever was
made useful without thought? For if knowledge is the
food of the mind, thought is the digestion of that food ;
thought works knowledge up into useful and profitable
forms ; thought stamps and fixes it on the memory.
Thus, you cannot say a much more severe thing of a
man than to say he does not think. He who reads with
out thought may amuse himself, but cannot improve.
He who talks without thought is dangerous ; he who acts
without thought more dangerous still.
In a word, thought is the key to the whole life of the
man. He is not our master who can hold the body in chains,
imprison, or kill it, but he who can enter our minds, gain and
keep our attention, and carry our thoughts where he will.
That is one reason why, alas, Satan is called the Prince of this
world, because he controls and influences the thoughts of
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so many of its inhabitants. That, again, is David's mark
of the ungodly man ; he says not only that he does wrong
and commits actual sin, not even does he notice his words,
but goes to the root of the matter saying, " God is not
in all his thoughts." And our Loud, the Master and
Reader of hearts and thoughts, traces out all good and
evil to this source—" the good man out of the good
treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is good ;
the evil man that which is evil." " Out of the abund
ance of heart the mouth speakcth." " How could the
Pharisees, being evil (in thought), speak good things ? "
Why so many parables ? Miracles ? Why the oftrepeated" Verily, verily, I say unto you?" Why the taking
His disciples apart from the multitude ? Why the solemn
words, " Let these sayings sink down into your ears."
" Take heed what ye hear ? " save to warn men against
the universal thoughtlessness and forgetfulness in regard
to heavenly truth ; to catch the stray thoughts of mankind,
hold them, fix them, if it might so be, on Himself.
For this was the very first thing needful. This must
come before repentance, or faith, or love, or prayer, or
obedience—deep serious thought. If then, in all the
other affairs of life the thinker wins—if the greatest
thinker be the greatest man (and when we read the lives
of great men, we find that superior power of thought,
either more quick, or deep, or clear, or wide than other
men, is the mark of all) —surely the same thing applies
to our holy calling as Christians.
You will see then, beloved, that the duty at which I
am pointing is that of taking time for serious calm
thought concerning God and all that belongs to Him,
specially His holy will. In one word, " meditation."
In vain do we read our Bible—nay, our prayers, and
all our services lose much of their value without this;
and with the holy season of Lent not far distant, I
would earnestly press on the mind of every earnest
Christian this duty of meditation.
Take, e.g., the reading of Holy Scripture. Of what use
is it to take a chapter, or any portion of that holy book,
ease our conscience by reading it with more or less atten
tion, and then put away the book, and put away all
thought of holy things. Were it not far, far better to
take a text, a parable, a few verses of a psalm, and mark,
learn if you will, but certainly allow time to digest in
wardly, that which you have read. Such a method gives
a double interest in God's word, it helps one to make
His thoughts our own. As we dwell and ponder on the
holy Word, we see some fresh force and meaning ; new
light falls on it, and if difficulties arise—as perchance
they may—are there not good and learned books, and
holy men to whom we may apply for help ?
Nor is it to the steady quiet consideration of Holy
Scripture alone that this applies. A man may meditate
who cannot read. Every man knows some form of sound
words. There are the collects of our Church, the daily
prayers, hymns, perhaps, learnt in childhood, or last, and
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beat of all, the Belief or the Lord's Prayer, which all
It gives new life and interest to our prayers. Without
know by heart. How many of us, though we have meditation we may say our prayers. But with it we en
repeated the words hundreds of times, have taken these joy them. They are a real pleasure to us. Without it ws
forms as it were to pieces, and worked out a clear mean may read the Bible, with it, it becomes the most interest
ing for the words in their own minds so as to see how ing book in the world. Without meditation we may
they apply ?
believe in God ; with it we learn to fear and love Him as
Consider, my brethren, if a working-man has some we ought. So that meditation has been truly called the
tool or instrument given him which he has not seen parent of devotion.
before, does he not think, ponder, handle, examine, look
Let us then set this down as one of our duties. Let us
with curious eye how the various parts fit in, and why it make it a rule to practise it. Let us reckon it as au act of
is so framed ? Many, nay, I may say all of us, have pro devotion, a sacrifice of time and thought that is acceptable
bably done so with a feeling of respect and admiration to God ; a special means of grace which we cannot neglect
for the maker of so good and useful an instrument. without danger to our soul's health. Resolve then, hence
Well, prayer is an instrument for the soul's use. The forth, not to be content with a certain time spent on your
tool, as it were, or rather one of the most important knees, or a certain number of words uttered to God, or
ones, in working out our salvation.
with running the eye over a devout book. Shut your
Think, my brother, how will you meet your Saviour in book, close your eyes if you will, choose your subject, turn
the great day, and say to Him, Lord, thou gavest me a your thoughts steadily on it, and learn by God's grace to
perfect, and short, and beautiful prayer. I said it many think. Do not let the mind stray through a multitude of
thousand times. I took (that is) this valuable imple rambling thoughts, but keep the attention fixed on that
ment in my hand, but I cannot say I ever studied it one thing, and that holy subject.
seriously, or was in the habit of meditating upon it. I
Thus the fountaiu is cleansed. Pure, devout, holy
did not really understand it, nor ever on my knees beg of thoughts are kept alive—vain, foolish, useless ones are
Thee to be shown how to use the prayer that Thou madest pushed away steadily as soon as they arise. Thus we
for us and gavest to us.
shake off the dust and turmoil of daily care. A quiet
To meditate on the Lord's Prayer is to take the words peace overspreads the mind, we become calm in temper,
to pieces, examine them sentence by sentence, and set our we lean on the will of God ; and whether our plans
selves to find out the distinct meaning of each, the reason succeed or fail, we are content to do our duty and leave
why those words are used and not other words ; why it events to Him.
Thus we know what we have believed ; we are able to
begins in a certain way ; what affections we ought to excite
in using each phrase, so that we may attach some clear render a reason of our faith. We can give a good account
plain idea to the words when we utter them. Without to any one who asks us concerning our hopes of eternal lif*
this, it cannot be our prayer. We may recite it as a Thus the sacred words of our Prayer-Book do not float
child repeats his task; but it will not flow from the idly past our ear, but they come home in full force and
heart as if our own ; we shall know but little of its meaning to the heart, because we have well weighed their
meaning long ago, and when in reading and meditating on
exceeding use and beauty.
our
Prayer-Book and Bible, difficulties have occurred which
So, too, of all sacred things. Take the strange myste
rious subject of death. There is a subject to meditate on. we could not explain, we have carried these difticulties
Or, the life beyond the grave. That one amazing thought, wisely to God's appointed messengers, we have asked
" eternity." Or, the Cross and sufferings of our Lord, Christ's ambassador to help us in understanding the
taken one by one, the shame, the thorns, the violence of words of our great King. Thus no wasted Sunday even
the people, the unjust sentence, the distress of mind, His ings, no hours of vain useless thought, no dull negligence
words on the Cross, His last prayer. Or, the presence of of God's blessed truth lie heavy on our consciences. We
the Holy Spirit in the souls of Christians. How He works may say (0 be this your lot !) with the Psalmist, " Behold
in us.how Hb sanctifies us. Or again, the commandments of my delight is in Thy commandments," " Thy words have I
God ; their spiritual meaning, how they apply to the tongue, hid within my heart," " Lord what Jove have I unto Thy
the temper, the secret thoughts, the inmost heart. There law, all the day long is my study in it." " I love Thy com
are surely many most interesting, most valuable things mandments above gold and precious stone." Thus then,
which all know, and all would find it a blessed thing to finally, may we fearlessly open the door of our inmost
meditate and ponder in our hearts more than we do. All spirit to our God, and say, in full sincerity, " Let the words
have time. The morning and evening walk to our place of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be alway ac
of work ; the hours spent in pacing over field with plough ceptable in Thy sight O Lord our strength and our
or hoe ; the wakeful night, the day of illness, the times of Redeemer."
arising and going to rest, or of travelling ; all these are
J. 1-QURNAY PARSONS;
sanctified by the devout mind, and made useful for this
The Next Number, January 30, will contain a Plain
Christian duty of meditation.
Sermon for Qninquagesima, by Rev. G. Huntimgton.
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Current lact0 anti jRotes.
We are pleased to note the appointment of the Rev. J. E.
Vernon, one of the contributors of 'Plain Sermons' to our
columns, to the important benefice of Olveston, vacant
through the death of Canon Girdlcstone. "The rev. gentleman
was presented to tho living by tho Dean and Chapter of
Bristol.

•

*

*

A largely-attended meeting was held at the Mansion-house on
Friday last, the Lord Mayor in the chair, on " the Dwellings of
the People." A vast amount of literature in tho shapo of hand
bills and circulars seems to have been disseminated on sanitary
subjects during the past year. Cardinal Manning, the Bishop of
Bedford, Sir J. Qoldsmid, Mr Burdett-Coutts, &c, addressed the
meeting. According to the Report, Sanitary Acta are not ao
much to blame as tho neglect in carrying them out. Twelve
points for amendment were suggested, which, if practically acted
upon, may do much towards the prevention of the spread of
infectious diseases. After the experiences of the past year in
the South of Franco and Italy, and, we may add, present tokens
that the cholera is still lingering in some parts, this subject is
one of palmary importance.

*

*

•

If a Low Churchman must be appointed to succeed Dean
Law at Gloucester, no better person could have been selected
than the Rev. E. H. Bickersteth. He boars an honoured name,
and has laboured zealously at Christ Church, Hampstead, for
thirty years. ' The Hymnal Companion to the Book of Common
Prayer,' 'Yesterday, To-day, and for Ever,' and some other
pious effusions, bear witness to Mr Bickersteth's industry, and
to a certain vein of poetry which has made his works popular.

•

*

•

The Bishop of Lichfield's New Year's Pastoral contains a
vindication of his recent limitations to the preaching of deacons.
Ho believes the Ordination Service justifies the lino which he
has taken, and that be is acting in accordance with true Church
principles as well as, to the advantage of deacons themselves,
*ho, his lordship finds, are often called on immediately after
Ordination to preach three or four sermons a week.

•

#

#

We regret to hear that the venerable Bishop of Lincoln is in
a condition of health which gives increasing anxiety to his
friends. He is at present staying with hia daughter at Harewood, near Leeds.

•

*

*

The Tines informs us that the Temple Church is now, by
permission of the Benchers, open from 10 to 1 and 2 to 4 daily,
except on Saturdays. Some part of the structure dates from
1185, when it was consecrated by Heraclius, Patriarch of Jeru
salem, who came to bring the cause of the Knights Templars
:a Palestine before Henry II. In 1815 the roof was decorated,
and the whole church has been restored at a cost of 70,0002.
It is one, and that the largest, of the four round churches
remaining in England.
D
*.
*
Some one thas
let the cat out*of the bag respecting
the affairs
of S. Raphael's, Bristol. It appears that the Guardian has re
ceived tho report of the last meeting of the Commissioners
which " no person had a right to show. " Why, however, such
a document should be kept a dead secret it would be difficult to
surmise, unless there is something to be ashamed of in it. The
Bishop of the Diocese repudiated the Report, and is said to
claim the patronage of S. Raphael's. The " scandal of a church
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closed by a Bishop " will evidently remain, until the Bishop takes
his departure.

•

•

»

We learn from Mr Howe's classified Directory of London
Charities, that thcro are 1,013 institutions of the kind in the
metropolis. Of these 17 are general Hospitals, and 73 special
Hospitals, with an incomo altogether of 001,433/., bosidos a
large number of Dispensaries and Convalescent Homes. There
are 6 Church and Chapel Building Kunds, amounting to 31,483/.,
and 46 charities for blind, deaf and dumb, incurables, idiots, &c.,
which have an incomo of 100,451/. a year. There are 18 Bible
and book societies, maintained at a cost of 288,981/., and 92
Homo and Foreign Missions, with a revenue of 1,572,599/.
These, together with many institutions for the aged, and reforma
tory and educational establishments, make up a sum not far
short of four and a-half millions expended annually on chari
table objects in London.

i!^^^S?P5SSW^ft^S^^
NOTICE. —The columns of the Literary Churchmak are a
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sib, —Neither in Blunt nor in any other of the numerous
works on the P. B. which my library possesses can I find any
reference to the cause of the introduction of the words " New
Year's Eve " into the Rubric after the Collect for S. Stephen.
In the P. B. of 1549, the Rubric is simply " then shall follow a
Collect of the Nativity."
In 1552 "then shall follow a Collect of the Nativity, which
Bhall be said continually unto New Year's Day."
In 1559 the same, excepting "the" instead of "a" Colleot.
In 10 4 the same.
In 1G02 the same, but " New Year's Eve " instead of " New
Year's Day."
And yet the stylo was only altered by Gregory in 1577, and
not adopted in England till 1752, though adopted in Scotland in
1599.
The P. B. revisers therefore must have made the change,
but why ?
G. Osborne Browne.
Shireoaks Vicarage.
NEW YEAR'S DAY PRIOR TO a.d. 1753.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, — In a translation of the P. B., published in 1720, by Rev.
Thos. Parsell, the Rubric referred to by " H. W.," and Mr
H. B. D. Marshall, is given thus :
Turn sequetur Collecta Nutivitatis, qua nunquam intermit tctur
usque ad J'igiliam Circumcisionis.
I should like to ask how the Rubric annum Domini incipere
25(o meneis Martii was understood. E.g., in 1478 (ordinary
computation), Easter fell on Mar. 22, and therefore, according to
this rubric, in the ecclesiastical year 1477. But this last had
already had its E. D. on April 6. How was the apparent
anomaly avoided? It would occur, from 1231 to 1706, both in
cluded, exactly twenty times.
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No doubt we still have something analogous ; though it has
reference to a festival of very minor importance, as compared
with Easter. Whenever Advent Sunday shifts (or, I should
rather say, is about to shift), from November to December,
S. Andrew's Day falls twice in a given year. It last so hap
pened in the year (ecclesiastical) 1881-82; and tho compensa
tory year, in which there has been no S. Andrew's Day, is that
the expiration of which, on Nov. 29, we have recently witnessed.
It occurs, in fact, whenever Advent Sunday is on the point of
migrating from December to November.
In the Easter case, it is a fixed date that ousts the moveable
feast. In the other, matters are reversed ; and the moveable
date displaces the fixed solemnity.
Yours obediently,
Lacy H. Rumsey.
Llanstadwell Vicarage.
TEACHING OF THE TWELVE APOSTLES.

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —I have just met with a passage in S. Macarius of Egypt,
which seems to be a quotation or reminiscence of one in "The
Teaching," Ch. iii. : tA trunBaivovri aoi impyfinara in aya6h
jrpos5e'{r), itSws Sti trtp Otov ovSii> yivtTat. The editors refer to
Ecclus. ii. 4. ; but this could not have been the source of
Macarius' words, which are these, tA ixuptp6/i€vi trot dt ayaOa
irptJiStfai iiSiis &Vi arep 0»o5 o&SJp 7iWrai. De Libert. Mont. 13,
p. 213.
Tour obedient servant,
Ashen, Dec. 30, 1884.
William J. Deake.
CANON FARRAR: JOHANN BUGENHAGEN.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir,—Archdeacon Farrar attributes to Johann Bugenhagen,
the Reformer, the motto :
" Si Christum discis nihil est si coetera nescis ;
Si Christum nescis nihil est si coetera discis."—
('Early Days of Christianity,' popular edition, p. 545.)
This no doubt is so, but may I mention an earlier source from
which the sentiment is derived? Ludolphus of Saxony intro
duces it in this way :
" Et ideo bene per quemdam sapientem dicitnr :
' Hoc est nescire, sine Christo plurima scire ;
Si Christum bene scis, satis est ; si cetera nescis.'"
('Vita Jesu Christi,' prooem, §9, vol. I, p. 7. Par. et Rom.
1870.)
Ludolphus flourished, according to Cave (' Hist. Lit.') e. a.d.
1330, and the lines are apparently earlier.
Sandford S. Martin, Jan. 8.
Ed. Marshall, F.S.A.
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To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —May I add in further reference to H. W.'s query in your
paper of Dec. 19, as to the date at which the words New Tears
Eve first formed part of the Rubric after the Collect for S.
Stephen's Day, that in the First Prayer-Book of Edward VI.
(1549) the Rubric is simply this— "Then shall follow a Collect
of the Nativity."
In the Second Book of King Edward VI. (1552), the Rubric is—
"Then shall follow a Collect of the Nativity, which shall be said
continually unto New Year's Bay." In a "Books of Common
Prayer," printed in London by Robert Barker, Printer to the
King's most Excellent Majesty, 1632, 1 find the Rubric thus
given :
" Then shall follow the Collect of the Natiuitie which shall bo
sayd continually unto New Yeeres day."
A correspondent kindly writes to me that the Rubric was in
serted in its present form (with the words " New Year's Eve")
at the time of the last Revision— this may be seen by referring
to Master's Reprint of the Sealed Copy in the Tower.
H. B. D. Marshall.
Norton Canon Vicarage, Herefordshire.

jBotes anD dueries.
Will any subscriber to the Literary Churchman forward
his copy after he baa done with it to the Rev. T. Fraser Draper,
LouiBburg, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia ? I already send mine to
another Missionary, who has interceded for his friend.
MosBley Vicarage, Congleton.

W. G. G. M. Bull.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
A Book of Thoughts
-.
Alltn.—The Question of Queitione
Australian Birthday Bouk
Bouverie.—An Order of Service for Children ...
Brereton.- Musings In Faith
Cobb. - Off to California
Common Prayer
Good Stories
Henderson.— Palestine
Loraine.—The Sceptic's Creed
Man's Departure
i'anton.- Listen
Perry. — Twelve Years among the Colored
People
Scottish Episcopal Church Directory, 18S5
...
The Changed Cross
The Preacher's Analyst. Vol. VIII
Verities in Vernes
Wakeman— History of Religion in England ...
Westcott.—Some Thoughts from the Ordinal ...
Wiis.elt Mythology

Blackwood.
Unwln.
Griffith and Farran.
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CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Open to the Clergy and suoh of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Deputy-Chairman—ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr STONE.
Actdary—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1884 :Total Fnnds
Total Annual Income
—
Amount of Fronts divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus ...
...
...

~

£3,148,166
343.271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £i 5s. 9d. per cent of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac., may be bad on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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New Edition. Just Published.
THE CHANGED CROSS. With Illuminated Borders
from Original Designs, with new and elegant Design on cover.
Words by L. P. W. Illuminations by K. K. 16mo, cloth. 6s.
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MURRAY'S STUDENTS' MANUALS.
A Series of Historical Works, from the Creation of the
World to the present time.

THE LONDON MISSION, 1885.
MISSION TRACTS.
By the Bey. Canon Bodt.
)d. each, or 2«. 6d. per 100.
1. ■ Torn unto the Lord your God.
5. Confession. Part II.
2. Prayer for Mercy.
6. Jesus our Peace.
3. Self-Exunination.
7. Salvation by Faith.
1 CoDiesgion. Part 1.
8. Praise.

BOYNE HILL TRACTS.

By the late Rev. W.

GEESLEY. In Wrapper, complete, 6d., or separate. Id. each.
1. 11 hat must I do to be saved ?
4. The Church the Pillar of
the Truth.
I Cooreriion.
5. Prayer and Preaching.
1 The Bible and the Prayer Book.
6. The Christian Priesthood.

MISSION SERMONS.

Third Seriee. Plain Sermons
preached in London and Country Churches and Missions. By the
Ber. J. B. WILKINSON, U.A., Priest of the Church of the
Ascension, Lavender H1U. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, Os.

The LITANY APPENDIX, containing a Mission
Service, Metrical Litanies and Hymns, &c. Cloth, 2d. Wrapper,
Id.

The LITANY APPENDIX and SEQUEL. 2d.
MISERERE. Psalm li, as sung in the Commination
Service. The Musical Notation by K. REDHEAD. 24.

"The Series of Students' Manuals, Ancient and Modern, edited by
Dr William Smith, possess several distinctive features which render
them singularly valuable as Educational Works. We know no better
or more trustworthy summaries, even for the general reader, than are
contained in these volumes."—The Museum.
With 7 Coloured Maps and 70 Woodcuts (830pp.) Crown 8vo, 7s. Od.

The Students' Hume : A History of England from the
earliest Times to the Revolution in 1683. Based ou the History of
I>AV1D HL'ME. Incorporating the Corrections nnd Researches
of recent Historians. Revised Edition, continued to the Treaty of
Berlin, 1878. By J. S. BREWER, M.A., late of the Record Office,
and Professor of History and Literature, King's College, London.
The work may also be obtained In Three Divisions, price 2s. 6d. each.
Part I.-FROM the EARLIEST PERIOD to the DEATH of
RICHARD III. B.C. 55-1485.
Part II.-FROM the ACCESSION of HENRY VII. to the REVOLU
TION of 1688. AD. 1486-1688.
Partlll.-FROM the REVOLUTION of 1688 to the TREATY ol
BERLIN. 187a
Also the following Volumes, 7s. 6d. each.

Students' History of Europe during the Middle
AGES. By HENRY HALLAM.

Students' Constitutional History of England.
Henry VII-George II.

London: J. MASTERS and CO., 78 New Bond-street.

By HENRY HALLAM.

Students' Old Testament History.

By Philip

SMITH. Willi Maps aud Woodcuts.

NEW VOLUME OF EWALD'S HISTORY OF ISRAEL
Now ready, in 8vo, price 21s., cloth,

Students' New Testament History.

By Philip

SMITH. With Slaps and Woodcuts.

EWALD'S HISTORY of ISRAEL, Vol. VII. ' The Students' Ancient History. To the Conquests of
Apostolic Age.'
KIL'K SX1TH.

Translated from the German by J. FREDE-

Alexander the Great. By PHILIP SMITH. With Woodcuts.

Students' Ecclesiastical History. 2 Vols. : I. a.d.
EWALD'S HISTORY of ISRAEL from the Earliest
Hebrew Record* to the Time of Christ. Translated from the
(imnio by J. >.. CARPENTER, M.A., with Prelace by R. MARTLVEAC, M.A. 5 vols.,8vo, 63s. Vol. VI. -The Life and Times of
Uriel.' Translated by J. FREDERICK SMITH. 8vo, 18s.

301003. II. 1003-1614 (Just out). By PHILIP SMITH.
Woodcuts.

With

Students' English Church History. 2 Vols. : 1.
596-1509. II.

1609-1717. By Canon PERRY.

London : LONGMANS and CO.

Students' History of Greece. To the Roman Con
quest. By Dr WM. SMITH. With Coloured Maps and Woodcuts.
MESSES SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
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With Maps.
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*M« Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Rev. SAMUEL J EALES, M.A., D.C.L.
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" In country places these artistic periodicals must be invaluable to people of taste."—Saturday Review.
" Readers of the ' Portfolio ' are very certain to find in the illustrations of each number something to arrest and strike
the eye, and give food for thought."—Literary Churchman.

Monthly, 2s. 6d.,

THE PORTFOLIO,
AN ARTISTIC PERIODICAL.
Edited by P. O. HAMERTON.
*.* A LARGE PAPER EDITION, with Two Impression* of each Plate (one being an Artist's ProofJ, price 101. per annum.
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trations. The EngravingB will be of an unusually varied character, including examples in Line, Etching, and Mezzotint
ILLUSTRATIONS.
The SHRIMP GIRL. By Hogarth. Etched by C. Waltner.
PORTRAIT of J. C. HOOK, R.A. By J. F. Millais, R.A.
A STREET in ROUEN. Etching by M. Lalanne.
A LINE ENGRAVING. By Ltjmb Stocks, R.A.
SALISBURY CATHEDRAL. By Constable. Etched in
Line by E. P. Brandard.
BLIGH SAND, SHEERNESS. By Tubnbb. In Mezzotint
by A. Brunet Desbaines.
The FARMER'S STABLE. By Morland. Etched by CO.
Murray.
The STRAWBERRY GIRL. By Sir Joshua Retholds.
In Mezzotint.
The BAGPIPER. By Sir D. Wilkie. Etched by Mr Penstone.
LANDSCAPE. Original Etching by F. Slooombe.
HIGH TIDE in the CHANNEL. By Haoborg. Etched
by A. Masse.
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL. By J. Pennell.
PORCH of S. MARY-THE-VIRGIN, OXFORD. By J.
P FWFI T

ARTICLES.
WINDSOR. By the Rev. W. J. Lottie. A Series of
Articles, with many Illustrations on Copper and Vignettes.
The GREEK DRAMA in its RELATION to the OTHER
ARTS. By W. Watxiss Llotd.
HANS MAKART.

By Mrs Schuyler van Rensselaer.

The CHURCH of S. MARIA DEL POPOLO in ROME.
By J. Henry Middleton.
MODERN DRESS in its RELATION to ART.
Armstrong.
SOME WORKS of TURNER.

By Cosmo Monkhouse.

OLD ENGLISH FRUIT TRENCHERS.
A. H. Chuboh.
CANTERBURY.

By Professor

By Miss Julia Cabtwmght.

GREEK PORTRAIT SCULPTURE.

PAUL'S WHARF. By J. Pennell.
The CHANTRY of the BLACK PRINCE at CANTER
BURY. By H. Railton.

By Waltee

By Dr Waldstein.

SOME REMAINS of OLD LONDON.
Hales.

By Professor J. W.

Just published,

The POKTFOLIO VOLUME for 1884.

Containing Thirty-six Copper-

plateB, and about One Hundred and Fifty minor Illustrations. Price 85s., cloth, gilt edges ; or 42s. in half morocco.
"It is still to the 'Portfolio' that we look for the more characteristic exercise of the art of etching."—Saturday
Review.
8EELEY and CO., 46, 47, and 49 Essex-street, Strand (late of 54 Fleet-street).

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICK, separately, 1«. 6d. perdoz.
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" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."—Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my beat to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."—Bishop of
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
•* Your choice and admirable work."— bishop Cleveland Coxe, bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnarr which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unspiritual oant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions Of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES,
LONDON : W. SKEPPINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
Printed for the Proprietor by Retnell & Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-street, in the Parish of S. James, Westminster, and
Published by W. SKEFriNOTOH and Son, 163 Plocadllly, W.
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FOR CONFIRMATION.
CONDENSED CONFIRMATION ADDRESSES.
By the Kct. W. G. WR1QHTSON, M.A.
Formerly Vicar o( S. Paul's, licckenham. 16mo, cloth, Is.
THOUGHTS ON
By A. L. M.
THOUGHTS ON
By A. L. M.

CONFIRMATION.
7th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, So.
THE HOLY COMMUNION.
17th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, Id.

THE CHOICE. Five Lectures on Confirmation.
By the Rev. Sir EMILIUS BAYLEY.
Third Edition, 18mo, cloth, Is.

BY FIDELIS.
HOLT COMMUNION. Invitation and Simple Preparation.
13th Edition. 16mo, sewed, 2d. ; cloth, id.
Better Edition, cloth, gilt edges, 9d.
QUIT YOU LIKE MEN. ._,,,for Young Men alter their Confirmation.
Price Id. ; lOd. per dozen.
THINE FOR EVER.
>'or Girl's alter their Confirmation.
Price id. ; lOd. per dozen.

FOR LENT.
1 TEMPTATION : its Nature and Limits.
By the Rev. DANIEL MOORE. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.
" A valuable little work, full of thoughts which will go home to the
heart of every Christian who reads it. —Rock.
" Plain and thoughtful."—John Bull.
« An edifying little book."—Christian,
2. THOUGHTS FOR LENT.
, „
„
, '
By Bishop OXENDEN. 8th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, Is. 6d.
3. A WORD OR TWO ABOUT LENT.
22nd Thousand. Price Id., 25 for Is. 4d.
THOUGHTS ON PREACHING.
, „ ,
Specially in relation to the Requirements of the Age.
By the Kev. DANIEL MOORE.
Cheap Edition, corrected and enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d.
« The most valuable manual we have on the subject."- Review.
'• We should like to put this volume Into the hands of all candidates
for the ministry, ol nil young clergymen, and of many old ones too. —
Review.

By the Rev. Sir EMILIUS BAYLEY.
1 Tjpvp TTNTO DEEP
Being an Inquiry into some of the Deeper Experiences ot the
Christian Life.
Second Edition, crown 8vo, 420 pages cloth, price 6s.
BY BISHOP OXENBES.
"A practical, searching, and devotional Inquiry. For the afflicted
CONFIRMATION ; Or, Are You Ready to Serve Christ?
especially the work will indeed be of inestimable value. —English
SWth Thousand. 18mo, cloth, 6d. ; sewed, 3d. ; or 2s. 6d. per dozen.
Churchman.
COUNSELS TO THE CONFIRMED ;
2 ™?n?°ana2tempt to show the Value of THOROUGHNESS in
or. Now is the Time to Serve Christ ?
13th Thousand. 18mo, limp cloth, Is.
several Departments of CHRISTIAN Lit E.
Third Edition, revised. Small crown 8vo, cloth, 420 pp., 6s.
THE EARNEST COMMUNICANT.
Ked Rubric Edition. Cloth, 2s. s roan, 3s. ; mor. or call, 4s. to 21s.
" A practical volume which will be read with pleasure by those to
Com. Edition. 508th Thous. 32mo, Is. ; roan, 2s. i mor. or call, 3s. whom
it is addressed, whilst the sincerity which marks ""V page and
the thought which it suggests will make that reading profitable to both
THE LORD'S SUPPER SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
Isth Thous. IBino, large type, cloth. Is ; cheap edition, paper, 6d. young and old! and we a're glad to recommend it to our readers. "-John
THE LORDS SUPPER ; Or, Who are the Welcome Guests ?
Bull.
19th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, sewed Id. ; 25 for Is. 4d., post free.
FAMILY AND PRIVATE PRAYERS.
BAPTISM ; Or. What is the Good ol being Christened?
12th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, sewed. Id. ; 25 for Is. 4d., post free.
1. FAMILY PRAYERS FOR FOUR WEEKS.
By Bishop OX E.N DEN and Kev. C. B. KAMSDEN.
BAPTISM SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
First Series. 130th Thousand 1 Koap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d. ; roan,
18th Thousand. Large, type, cloth. Is. , cheap edition, paper, 6d.
Second Series. 27th Thousand I 4s. 6d. ; morocco^s each
BAPTISM OF ADULTS.
Two volumes bound In one, roan, 7s. 6d, ; morocco, 109. colsmo, sewed, price Id.
Very larce type Edition. Complete Eight Weeks.
THE DOCTRINE OF THE LORD'S SUPPER.
Square crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. ; roan, 9s. ; morocoo, 12s.
As taught by the Church of England.
By Canon UO A HE. Fcap. 8vo, sewed, 6d.
2. PRAYERS FOR PRIVATE USE.
CONFIRMATION ; or, Thoughts for a Solemn Hour.
Sth Th°oui£dNX cloth. It i roan,2s. ; calf or morocco. 3s.
• TheOld. Old 6tory ' (By the Author of).-14th Edition, 48mo, Id
1 FAMILY PRAYERS FOR FOUR WEEKS.
3- ChSfl,'on fbl model of the Prayers of Holy Scripture.
BY THE REV. G. S. WH1TL0CK, M.A.
By the Rev. W. N1VEN, B.D. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

GUIDE TO THE HOLY COMMUNION ;
Or, The Communion Office considered Historically and Devotionally. With Questions and a Glossary.
16mo, cloth, Is. Od. ; paper cover, Is.

4Fufth"feRIlENUY THORNTON, Esq., M.P. Fiftieth Edilion.
12mo, cloth, 38. ; morocco, 7s. 6d.
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Just published, lOmo, cloth, ('«.,
THE CHANGED CROSS.
With Illuminated
Borders from Original Designs; with new and elegant Design
on Cover.
Words by L. P. W. Illumination by K. K.

J. NISBET AND CO.'S
PUBLICATIONS.
Now Eeady.

MY CHURCH and I. A Popular Tract advocating
Free and Open Churches. By the Key. J. VICAES FOOT,
Price Id., or "s. per 100.
NOTES on the ANGELS. Based on the Teaching
of St Thomas Aquinas. Compiled for Schools, and Edited by a
PRIEST. 18mo,oloth, Is. 6d.
*
London: J. MASTERS and CO., 78 New Bond-street.
THE CLEBGY are invited to apply for Messrs SKEFFINGTON'S
New Catalogue of SECOND-HANI) THEOLOGICAL BOOKS
and SECOND-HAND VOLS, of SEEMONS. The books, by the
very best Authors. Ancient and Modern, are offered at ALTO
GETUEE UNUSUALLY CHEAP PEICES.
SERMONS FOR 1885.
By the Eev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON, M.A.,

A YEAR'S PLAIN SERMONS on the

Price One Shilling.

THE HOMILETIC MAGAZINE,
FOR FEBRUARY.
i»Sw««Ei?vS'l~ «"i? L1berty7of~HeIrt and Will. By Eev. K. de
M fifi^'nffl Inability. By Bev. W1CKHAM
T-. ,,t,.^-Fal'u,?nd, Unbelief in Apposition. By Eev. PHILIP T.
lABb.ER.-A Moral Resurrection. By Eev. J. GILL.-Divinely
Approved. By Bev. D. MACAULAY, M.A.-A Look through the
ToaupnnltTf Slp- v\ »'or»1"PP« Questioned. Zoar.-By Re,.
JO&K.PH OGLfc.— Benhadad; Boastful Beginnings and Bitter Eml1nn^,?y.UeT; FHE1)K- HASTINGS. -The foundations of the
Belief in the Immortality of Man. By Rev. Principal J. CAIENS.
aDTPoflnF f.r,0I» Ueath. By Bev. J. J. LIAS, M.A.-The Perfect
and Spiritual Kingdom. By Rev. W. LINDSAY ALEXANDER
D. D -Anxious to Tie Bight. By S. T.-The Second Epistle of Peter
By Key.PATON J. GLOAG, D.D.-Handfuls from Harvest-fields.
Editorial.— "The House left Desolate."—The Village Pulpit Re,
WnvBAU»R^ErT'M;A-.-M1"i8terial Alienee. By lev. HORATIUS
BONAR, D.D.— Reviews.

GOSPELS or EPISTLES, for all the Sundays and some of the Chief
Holy-days. This new set of Sermons will be Issued in Four Quarterly BOOKS SUITABLE for USE at MISSION SERVICESHalf-Crown Parts, the whole of which will be sent (as they appear), ADDRESSES DELIVERED at the EARLY
post free to Subscribers only, on receipt of 8a. 6d., payable in ad
CELEBRATION of HOLY COMMUNION throughout a
vance. Part II. containing 17 Sermons from ASH WEDNESDAY
• Mission held at various places. By the Eev. Dr PIGOU, J1.A,
to WH1TSUN DAY, ready next week. Separately, price 2s. 6d.,
Vicar of Halifax. Small crown 8vo. 2s.
by post, 2s. 8d. Subscribers' Names, with remittance, 8s. 6d can
be received at once.
ADDRESSES to DISTRICT VISITORS and
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS. By the Bev £ PIGOU,
NEW WOEK for LENT. By the Eev. S. BAEING-GOULD.
Jr/.T.ur.dViu aoPre.t,C0 by tne R1&ht EeT- the Bishop of
Next week, 2s. (id., by post, 2s. 8d.,
BOCH ESTER, Small crown 8vo. 2s.
The PASSION of JESUS. Seven New Sermons for
LENT, being a Companion Vol. to the same Author's ' Sermons on A NEW VOLUME of ADDRESSES By the
Rev. Dr PIGOU M.A. Crown 8vo. Ss. ad.
the Seven Last Words.'
Contests—1. Addresses on the Discouragements and Encourage
NEW WOEK for LENT. By the Eev. Canon J. H. LESTEB, M.A., ments in Connection with the Christian Ministry.—2. Woman's Work
lUissioner for the Diocese of Lichfield.,
in the Church.-3 The Call to the Ministry ; Its Nature and Keeds.The Responsibilities of the Ministry. — 5. Clergymen's Wi,es,
The REVELATION of the SEVEN WORDS 4.bisters.
Daughters, how they may Hinder, and bow they may Help t
from the CKOSS ; a New Series of Lenten Meditations. Beady
Clergyman's work.—8.—The Devotional use of Hymns.—7. Preachioj.
in about a fortnight. Price Is. 6d., by post, is. 8d.
and
its
Results,
Why not Greater—8. Unity.—9. Revival Movements.
BY THE EEV. S. BAEING-GOULD,
A SET of PLAIN SERMONS on ' The SEVEN By the Bev. GEORGE EVEBARD, M.A., Vicar of Christ Church,
LAST WOBDS,' for the Sundays In Lent, for the Days in Holy
Dover.
Week, or for Good Friday. Cloth, price 2s. fid., by post, 2s. 8d.
DAY by DAY : or, Counsels to Christians on the Details
of Everyday Life. Large Type Edition, small crown 8vo, 3s. ciolh.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.
Also a Cheaper Edition, IBmo, Is. Od.
STEPS
ACROSS ; or, Guidance and Help to the Anxious
MESSRS SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
and Doubtful. A Companion Volume to ' Day by Day." Small
will shortly publish, an entirely new Collection of Sermons by
crown 8vo, 3s., cloth boards.
Various Authors, suitable for HABVEST FESTIVALS, THANKS
STRONG and FREE. A Book for Youug Men. With
GIVINGS, &c, entitled ' HABVEST PEEACHING.'
a Recommendatory Letter from the Earl of SHAFTESBUR1".
Messrs SKEFFINTON have also in the Press an entirely new Volume
16mo, cloth limp, is. ; extra gilt boards, is. 6d.
of Short Stories for Young Children, by various eminent and
BRIGHT and PAIR.
A 'Book for Young Ladies.
popular Authors, entitled " Please Tell Me a Tale."
IBmo, cloth, Is. j or bound in leather, 2s. 6d.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piocadllly, W.
FOLLOW the LEADER, and other Papers. Counsels
on the Christian Life. IBmo, is. 6d., cloth.
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16pp., fcap. 8vo. la per dozen. Tenth Edition
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IPastojcal letters.
The Pastoral Letters of the Bishop of Lichfield and
the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol are worthy of notice,
though on different grounds. The latter takes as usual a
prophetic tone. From his watch-tower he can see afar
off, and then to ordinary mortals he generously vouchsafes
intimations of what is going on, or what is coming to pass.
Aquinas divides prophecy into three species, that of pre
destination, prescience, and commination. Dr Ellicott's
predictions are of the third kind. He is a prophet of
woe. In his Pastoral Letter he is able to give a fair
account of the state of his Diocese. He finds the laity
content with exercising their " gift " in unconsecrated
buildings, for which with the Bishop of Gloucester we are
thankful. His ordinations are nearly up to the average ;
the Gloucester Theological College is making head ; the
Churches and Societies are fairly prospering ; the contribu
tions to Missions are much larger than before ; Church
Building and Kestorations are going on vigorously ; but
—prophets are not like other men, they have causes for
sorrow, whilst less-gifted persons rejoice because they are
not far-sighted.
Seers are not to be deceived by a
lull in the storm, and thus, in the midst of all this
seeming prosperity and calm, Dr Ellicott breaks down and
wrings—metaphorically—hi3 hands whilst he warns us not
to trust to appearances, for he sees in spirit men " digging
the grave of the Establishment ! " The Guardian, with
a cruelty which is really appalling, instead of endeavour
ing to console the prelate who is " greatly troubled " by
this mortuary vision, informs him that if these prepara
tions are going on, it is his own fault, and that he is
oue of the principal grave-diggers. These are the words
of our contemporary—" If it is so, it is mainly the result
of causes for the existence of which the Bishop, amongst
others, is in a great degree to blame." It may be a question,
of course, whether " the extreme practices " which we
suppose, from Dr Ellicott's lamentations, are going on in
his Diocese, are calculated to hasten the obsequies of
the Church of England more than the closing of a
church for many years, which had been a centre
of good works amongst the poor in Bristol.
It may
be a question, whether Dr Ellicott might not have
rendered more service to the Church if he had con
tinued Dean of Exeter, and devoted himself without in
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terruption to the examination of Greek accents and par
ticles, and had not been elevated to a position for which
width of mind and strength of character are essen
tials.
It may be a question whether if, instead of
attempting to enforce, where possible, obedience to a
Privy Council Judgment which was founded on an
historical fallacy, a more generous policy had been
adopted, the evils which the Bishop of Gloucester
deplores would not have beeu avoided ; whether " lights
and vestments," which are " innocence itself " compared
witli " the extreme practices " which are now, if Dr
Ellicott's statements are accurate, rife in the Church of
England, would not have satisfied High Churchmen, and
" peace with honour " have been the result.
But Dr Ellicott is suffering from acute disappointment
from more causes than one, and we will not imitate the
obduracy of our contemporary, and pile up his agony. If
High Churchmen had accepted the leadership of Dr
Ellicott, he would doubtless have placed his oracular
powers at their disposal, and things would have been
very different from what they are now. There was a
time, too, when Dr Ellicott, if we mistake not, thought
the P. W. R. Act would be a panacea for all evils, and the
Church of England thereby preserved from an untimely
grave. When that ill-fated measure was being hatched,
it was currently reported in London that it was the Bishop
of Gloucester who, by a little volubility of speech, let out
the fact that the process of incubation was going on, and
predicted that the result would work deliverance for the
Establishment. The Act proved an utter failure. What
can be more painful to the heart of a prophet than for his
predictions to be unverified by events ? The great school
man we have already quoted makes the accomplishment
of a prediction essential as a testimony to the prophetic
gift. The reverse, therefore, must be a witness to its
absence. Our belief is that, instead of the dismal pro
spect which Dr Ellicott pathetically describes as " diggiug
the grave of the Establishment," the future of our Church
is one full of life and promise.
We have as little sympathy as the Bishop of Gloucester
with any practices which involve a clear violation of the
Rubrics of the Book of Common Prayer. If such exist,
we believe them to be the result of a policy of intolerance,
which from its tendency to provoke has often been a cause
of licence and irregularity. We venture to think that
Dr Ellicott is vexed, not merely by the existence of occa
sional excesses, but by the steady growth of a Ritual
which is covered by the " Ornaments Rubric," and which
U now in force in hundreds of churches.
The " Pastoral Letter " of Dr Maclagan is of another
stamp. He is earnest, hopeful, practical. " We have,"
says he, " the grandest work on earth committed 'to us, and
all we need is grace to do it aright. Faithfulness, dili
gence, humility, patient continuance in well-doing."
There are three subjects, apart from Diocesan Statistics,
to which the Bishop of Lichfield refers : the importance
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of Confirmation, the need of Enthusiasm, and the pro
posed restrictions on the preaching of Deacons. With
regard to the first of these subjects, which is one at
this time of the year especially prominent, the pre
paration for Confirmation, he says, " Whatever we may
be able to do in the way of evangelising the toiling men
and women who are standing aloof from the services of
the Church and from all religious influences, it is after all
to the young that we must look as the most hopeful objects
of our loving car*. If only we can lay hold of them for
Christ, we shall secure, at least, the spiritual elevation of
those who will be the fathers and mothers of the coming
generation. . . . But if this is to be done it needs
more than ever that we should bestow the utmost care
and diligence in the preparation of those who are to be
Confirmed."
The Bishop goes on to say that " What we should
aim at and desire," in those about to be Confirmed,
" is nothing less than their true conversion ; the sur
render of their hearts to God, &c." We should be
inclined to take exception to the term "conversion,"
used in this connection. We are aware that it is some
times employed with a latitude of signification ; but
in the ordinary sense, children who are Baptised do
not need conversion, unless they have after Baptism
fallen into deadly sin.
Doubtless, Dr Maclagan
employs the term in its wider sense, yet we think
it questionable, as lending countenance to the error that
conversion is necessary whether baptismal grace has
been forfeited or not. What Dr Maclagan says on en
thusiasm is excellent. Although the Church is not dying,
as it was once said to be, of respectability, it is certainly
true that enthusiasm is not "in any special sense" its " cha
racteristic as a whole." If there were more bishops like the
Bishop of Lichfield, there would be hope that fervour might
become a less rare quality. Talleyrand's advice, " Surtout
point da zete," has been acted upon long enough . The
" Church Mission"in the Diocese of Lichfield seems, through
evil report and good report, to have been successful, and Mis
sions are both results and causes of enthusiasm. But en
thusiasm needs a firm dogmatic basis, or it will run into
unwonted and irregular channels. We have already
alluded to the Bishop of Lichfield's scheme for protecting
deacons from an undue amount of preaching, aud for
protecting congregations from the iufliction which would
naturally follow from an excessive demand upon the
mental resources of a neophyte. We pity, however, both
the Bishop and his Chaplains who have undertaken the
labour of correcting the sermons which deacons forward
to them. The criticisms of the Bishop aud Examining
Chaplains must naturally be a great help to the deacons,
but to the former a great tax upon their time and powers.
Dr Maclagan says this is " the only drawback to the
arrangement." We would suggest, that as Canon Missioners
have been appointed in several dioceses for the express
purpose of the organisation and oversight of Missions } so
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a Canon should be nominated, when a vacancy arises, some
one versed in dogmatic theology and in the other require
ments of the preacher, whose special work it should be to
overlook the sermons of deacons and any other clergy who
may desire his assistance, and generally to elevate the
preaching power of the Diocese.
The Bishop of Lichfield's plan not only includes the
supervision of sermons which are written by deacons, but
also a suggestion as to the best way to turn to account
the labours of others. This part of the scheme has also
its advantages. " The requirement," says Dr Maclagan,
" that " the deacons " should write out for themselves, and
preach some of the sermons which I recommended for
this purpose —sermons composed by men of experience
and power, the fruit of much thought and prayer," brings
with it much benefit, for " in the very transcribing and
delivering of them, the younger clergy may learn most
valuable lessons to guide them in the unfolding and en
forcing of the messages of God's Word." "We trust the
arrangement will prove successful, but for this the co
operation of the Incumbents of the Diocese is necessary,
and upon this Dr Maclagan thinks he can reckon.
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Each rule, however, arose from the need that made itself
felt. At first every kindly lady who would undertake to
"look after " the young girls in her neighbourhood.or to sub
scribe to the funds, was admitted as an associate, provided
she was a Church woman ; but it was soon found that while
some did too little, others did too much, and by want of dis
cretion harassed the girls and affronted tho mistresses. There
fore, " Working Associates " had to be told off, and regularly
appointed, with their duties and the limits of their powers
definitely laid down, all visiting or inviting of the girl being
made entirely subject to the consent of her employer.
Want of discrimination in the admission of members was
another difficulty—nay, still is. The watchword and charter
of the whole is Purity, binding the maidenhood of the country
together in one great network, and endeavouring to enforce
those habits of modesty and refinement which are the chief
safeguards. It proved, however, that in places where a low
standard of morality prevailed, it was unsafe to admit a young
woman without full knowledge of her antecedents. Great
difficulties arose in some—though not in all—places, both
agricultural and manufacturing, in deciding what was to be
done where there was an actual striving for better things,
but where there had been previous disqualifying transgressions.
The absolute rule could not be surrendered without relinquish
ing the primary attempt to raise the universal standard of
morality, by drawing a hard and fast line between the fallen
and unfallen. On the other hand, it would have been
cruel and impossible to abandon those who needed a helping
band to raise them out of the miro, and the consequence has
been that—-so to speak—a swarm has been thrown out, be
coming entirely detached, as the Young Women's Help
Society, doing much the same work as the G. F. S., but with
out requiring more than present good character.

Some nine or ten years ago a lady was considering the pro
blem of securing care and assistance in case of need for her
village school-girls when launched on the world in service.
Maid-servants, beginning as mere children, have a Bevere ap
prenticeship to serve, between the paternal cottage and their
appearance as the neat white-capped, white-aproned parlour
or housemaid. The course of most is through inferior places,
with over- worked, worried, and ignorant mistresses, regarding
It is to the numerous young women engaged either in handi
"the gal" as a necessary evil, and unscrupulously, because crafts or in waiting in shops that the G. F. S. has proved
thoughtlessly, dealing with her.
especially valuable. The temptations to such girls are very
To obtain a protector near at hand in case of sudden dis great. In some establishments they are quite unguarded, and
missal, or other adversity, was the first idea. Counsel was the dulness and the monotony of the life of a good girl who
taken with two other ladies, of whom Mrs Tait was one, and shrinks from popular amusements have been most depressing.
the result was the establishment of a Society, which has far The providing recreation -rooms, with a piano, books, maga
outrun the original conception, numbers workers by thousands, zines, and occasional classes, has proved an immense boon to
these young persons, most of whom belong to the farmer or
members by tens of thousands, has become a diocesan in
stitution, and has royalty itself at its head. It has a complex tradesman classes, many having come up from the country on
organisation, a number of officials, and a literature of its the faith of an advertisement, and having no friends at hand.
own. Moreover, it takes cognizance of classes not thought A good deal is done in the way of entertainment for these
of at first, operatives and business girls, and others who live "young persons," and one of the early causes of complaint
a more unprotected and more desolate life than do servants.
was when there was no separation of classes in the G. F. S. ,
Such a rapid development could hardly take place without and the servants in situations were excited by hearing
mistakes being made in the course of it, and in many quarters of pleasures for which of course they could not be spared.
these have excited a strong prejudice against the Society.
Many of the clergy give unwilling toleration to it, because it
U enforced by episcopal recommendation, but view it as a
feminine engine of gossip, if not as a separate and counter
influence, and numerous heads of families imagine it a means
of intermeddling in their households, and have amazing
stories (generally by hearsay) of troublesome associates, and
Jiert little maids. Moreover, the number of regulations, and
the complexity of officials, has a formidable aspect, and is
sometimes attributed to love of red tape.

In large towns, especially watering-places or sea-ports, and
where lodging-houses abound with fluctuating inhabitants,
maid-servants are liable to be suddenly turned adrift. A
" lodge " is kept up in these places, serving as a safe resort on
the "Sunday Out," and with bed and board at a cheap rate
for a member out of place, and a somewhat advanced amount
for a respectable non-member. The benefit of these lodges is
unspeakable. The police say, "Now we know where to send
a respectable woman in want of a lodging for the night."
Maids sent to meet children coming from the colonies, and
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having to wait till the steamer comes in, are often in need of
such accommodation. A matron is there with lady-visitors,
who attend to the welfare and accommodation of the young
women.
If their health fails, and they have no home, or only one
unable to afford comfort for them, there are Homes of Rest,
where they may sojourn for a longer or shorter period at a small
weekly sum. That these are appreciated is shown by the
number of small voluntary subscriptions to them continually
sent in from girls in service. Each diocesan branch has a lady
specially appointed to be communicated with on behalf of sick
members, so as to procure hospital tickets, or in cases of need
small pecuniary grants, and in some dioceses another associate
becomes the medium of sending cards, books, letters or flowers
as little alleviations to chronic invalids connected with the
Society. Touching testimonies may easily be found of the
pleasure thus given. It is in contemplation to establish a
Home for such incurable members as would have no other
refuge save the workhouse.
Branches are also provided for guarding, receiving, and
disposing of emigrating girls, and another at Paris for receiv
ing and protecting young Englishwomen who have gone thither
in search of employment, and maid-servants who—incredible
as it would seem—are nevertheless sometimes taken abroad,
discharged, and left to shift for themselves. In short, when
a young girl has once been admitted to the G. F. S. , she has
become a member of a vast organisation, which is pledged
never to drop her, except by her own fault, throughout her
maiden life, but to watch over her and assist her in illness, or
lack of employment, to cheer and brighten her life, and save
her as far as possible from the temptations caused by neglect.
The religious element is also kept before them. In many
branches a short form of prayer is used on the girl's admission.
In almost all religious counsels are read ; a short prayer is
enjoined on members and associates ; and though with the
former, it is not compulsory to be communicants, many
have become such, and others have been brought to Confir
mation and even Baptism, through their connection. There
is not likely to be any severance of the religious and secular
elements.
Such a huge body of such recent and rapid growth, where
the mass of the members are very young, and where the asso
ciates have had to learn by experience, has necessarily made
its mistakes and has still its weak points. One over-busy
associate has often alienated a whole neighbourhood, and left
stories that have grown by repetition ; and young ladies who
cannot believe their pets to be capable of doing wrong have
recommended hastily, and vindicated their favourite blindly.
These errors have been guarded against by enactments respect
ing the choice of working associates. Moreover, mistresses
need not permit any connection with the associate at hand,
since if desired the maid can transact all her affairs by letter
with her original home lady.
It is this dislike and distrust on the part'of lady-mistresses
that really is the chief difficulty, since the sight of "No
G. F. S. need apply " makes girls naturally unwilling to enter,
or ready to drop the connection as soon as their first troubles
are over, and they have attained the object of their ambition,
entering "a gentleman's family," and thus it is liable to be
viewed as only fit for the very young and untrained. It is a
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pity, since the many contingent benefits of the Society thus
become lost to them in case of need, and the links are broken
which are intended to unite all together, and make the seven
years' membership card given in some dioceses an honourable
distinction and pledge of high character. Moreover, small aa
is the member's payment, only threepence quarterly, these
small sums go to maintain the important undertakings above
mentioned, which are often the means of saving young women
from distress, or worse.
The literature of the G. F. S. has not hitherto been its
strong point. It is timid and unwilling to give offence to any
variety of Church-folk, and caution is apt to result in dulness.
But after all, the two organs, " Friendly Work " and " Friendly
Leaves," seem to suit the readers for whom they are designed,
while the "Associate's Journal" ventilates suggestions and
attacks blunders in auseful manner. There are besides numerous
brochures for the various needs of a Society which, in spite
of some failures and mistakes, is certainly a wonder to those
who have marked its growth ; and has succeeded in greatly
raising the tone of morality and religion among the younger
women of our lower classes, and in ameliorating their con
dition in the inferior walks of domestic service.

^^^)(^^M-:-::;®^p:ic:S:;^
Departed greatness or goodness is not likely to be for
gotten in the present day. It is an age of memorials. It
appears to us that the practice of raising them has become
so general, that it has lost half its significancy. However,
for the late Bishop of London to be left without some
thing to perpetuate his memory would neither be fitting
or just. We are glad, therefore, to chronicle the meeting
which was held last Friday in the Chapter- house of S.
Paul's. The names of those who attended and took part
in the proceedings were representative of various sections
of Churchmen. The Dean of S. Paul's presided and was
supported by the Archdeacons, Canons Gregory, Liddon,
Cadman, Sir W. Farquhar, the Principal of King's
College, the President of Zion College, the Master of
Charterhouse, and Prebendary Kempe.
Dr Church, Sir W. Farquhar, General Sir E. Wilbraham,
Canon Cadman, &c, addressed the meeting. It was pro
posed that a monument to the memory of Bishop Jackson
be placed in S. Paul's Cathedral. The cost will be about
3,0001. A committee was appointed to carry the resolu
tion into effect. Cheques are to be made payable to the
" Bishop Jackson Memorial Fund " at Messrs Coutts',
59 Strand, W.C. The Dean of S. Paul's has subscribed
1001. and Canon Liddon bOl. A more fitting tribute to
Dr Jackson's memory could hardly have been conceived.
The Bishop's last words from the pulpit were uttered iu S.
Paul's Cathedral, and his title to have his name and form
perpetuated within its walls none can dispute.
The consecration of the new Church of S. Agnes, erected
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through the munificence of Mr H. Douglas Horsfall, in
memory of his father, in Sefton Park, will probably mark
a new commencement in the Church's life in Liverpool.
Noble work has already been done in that great city, but
no one except those who are acquainted with it can know
amid what difficulties it has been achieved. When we
say the event of last week will probably be looked back
upon as an epoch, we mean in these respects, in the
countenance which the Bishop of Liverpool has given to
the Catholic party, and the snub he has deservedly ad
ministered to a few intolerant incumbents who protested
against the consecration of S. Agnes, and against some of
the clergymen who had been announced to preach on the
occasion. They are now wincing under the lash of their
diocesan, which we trust will have a remedial effect
upon them. We thank them, however, for having called
out from Dr Ryle a very different spirit from that which
he has hitherto manifested in his episcopal rule, the spirit
of toleration. The people in Sefton Park may be grateful
to Dr Ryle for having this handsome church in their
midst, for it would have been built in another part of
Liverpool, had not the Bishop hindered it by refusing to
give an Anglican Sisterhood permission to labour amongst
the poor in that district—a condition which Mr Douglas
Horsfall, out of respect to his father's regard for that
Community, had made an inseparable part of that
scheme.
The present church is erected on a site given by the
Earl of Sefton, and the cost, 28,000?., has been entirely
contributed by Mr Douglas Horsfall. Mr Pearson, R.A.,
is the architect. The church holds eight hundred, and
is a fine specimen of Gothic. The Bishop of Liverpool
preached an excellent sermon on the morning of the
consecration, which even satisfied Archdeacon Denison's
standard of orthodoxy. Archdeacon Sir Lovelace Stamer,
Archdeacon Bardsley, Canons A. Stewart, Livingstone,
M'Neile, J. Stewart, Warr, Eyre, Penrhyn, Chancellor
Espin, and about fifty other clergymen were present, and
a large congregation.
After the service, at the luncheon, at which Mr H.
Douglas Horsfall presided, Archdeacon Denison, Rev. C.
C. Elcuro, the Incumbent of S. Agnes, Hon. C. L. Wood,
and Bishop Stalcy, were amongst the speakers. Mr
Horsfall, in remarking upon the help which he had received
during the long course of difficulty and the manifold
hindrances which had beset him in his endeavour to build
a church in Liverpool, referred to the Hon. C. L. Wood
as " the acknowledged and zealous leader of that type of
Churchmanship with which he, Mr Horsfall, was in full
sympathy," and thanked him for the assistance which he
and Dr Phillimore had rendered him. He further stated
that he had given the Bishop, neither directly or indirectly,
any pledge in regard to the ceremonial of S. Agnes Church,
but that only " a moderate ritual " would be adopted. In
this we think Mr Horsfall wise. We believe there is a
great future for the Church life of Liverpool. Tracing it
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back to the early days of Mr Cecil Wray's ministrations,
we can mark the advancing tide of feeling and opinion,
to which the Bishop himself has at last to some degree
surrendered. Mr Horsfall is not a man to " rest and be
thankful," but rather to be thankful and to push on, and
in his speech he gives a hint that his liberality will be
one day repeated, whilst other projects for leavening Liver
pool with Church doctrine, and for bringing home to the
masses the blessings of true religion, may yet be in store.
Let us hope that Dr Ryle will have the courage to become
the Bishop of all parties, whilst the best punishment for
the twenty-three clergymen who wanted to dictate to him
as if he neither knew his own mind or duty, would be to
institute an inquiry into their mode of conducting Divine
Service, in order to find out how many rubrics tbey
habitually disregard. They would probably then mind
their own business for the future.
The Bishop of Bedford is learning a lesson which must
be a difficult one for him, viz., that it is possible to be
too kind. During the late London Mission, a gentleman
who had married his wife's sister bethought him that
such a time was a favourable opportunity for obtaining
from Dr Walsham How his opinion on such a union, and
of eliciting from him permission to receive Holy Com
munion. In his reply, Dr How, of course, expressed it
as his conviction that such a marriage as this gentleman
had contracted involved a violation of the existing laws
both of Church and State. The Bishop of Bedford,
however, proceeded further to say, that he had " deep
sympathy with those who conscientiously believe they
have contracted such unions lawfully and righteously,"
and that he, the Bishop, " did not judge any one,"&c. All
this delicacy of feeling has been turned to account by
some advocate of the Incest Bill, and thus in the Papers
we are told that the Bishop of Bedford has " changed
his mind," and has "thrown in his allegiance with the
advocates of marriage with a deceased wife's sister,'
which is, we need hardly say, perfectly untrue. It is
evidently a dangerous thing to express sympathy with
those who have broken the marriage laws, whatever their
own convictions about the act may be, and " the morality
which has twisted the Bishop's expressions of sympathy "
into such unfounded assertions as those which have been
publicly made, will teach him for the future that it is
possible to be too kind. There is a danger of being mis
understood when we express ourselves, as though bound
by law to do what, if left to our own convictions, we
would gladly avoid doing ; and thus the Bishop of Bed
ford's letter has been, we doubt not wilfully, misunder
stood.
The Hon. C. L. Wood, in a letter which he has
addressed to the officers of the E. C. U., after noticing
the fact that the Church now has rest after " a long and
anxious struggle," amongst other things makes a suggestion,
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which we think an admirable one. He says, " I cannot
but think that if the members of the Union in their
several branches" would "organise themselves into asso
ciations for the promotion of active works of mercy
among the poor, on the model of the Society"of St Vincent
de Paul, they would be inaugurating a work, the import
ance of' which it would be quite impossible to exaggerate."
We trust that the time has come when Eitual matters may
be left to take care of themselves. The English Church
Union would, we believe, rapidly extend its boundaries,
if its members were to follow the President's advice.
The C. E. W. M. S. has already acted upon a similar
policy. Mr Powell, at a recent meeting, said that if they
had 10,000 members they would not be able to meet all
the applications for help which were constantly coming
in. There is nothing like real work, Mission work
amongst the masses, for convincing the gainsayer.
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Footprints of the Son of Man, as traced by Saint
Mark. By Hbrbert Mortimer Luckock, D.D., Canon
of Ely, Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Ely,
Principal of the Theological College, &c. With an
Introduction by the Lord Bishop of Ely. London :
Rivingtons. Two Volumes. Pp. 308, pp. 350. 1885.
This Work consists of Eighty Portions, each of which
is what would be termed in France a petite instruction on
some points in S. Mark's Gospel. These Addresses, for
such they were, were delivered in substance in S. Cathe
rine's Chapel in Ely Cathedral at the early service. They
are published now, at the instance of the Bishop, " because
they seemed likely to be useful in the private study of
Holy Scripture, and to be especially fitted for family read
ing in households consisting of thoughtful and educated
persons." Their publication has, however, a wider purpose
to which Dr Woodford in his Preface calls especial atten
tion, and which we will give in his own words :
"There ii probably," says the Bishop of Ely, " no Branch of
the Catholio Church in which more Sermons are preached than
in tho Anglican Communion ; there is perhaps no Branch of it
in which there ia less didactic exposition of the sacred text ;
less explanatory teaching as to the Constitution and Ordinance!
of tho Church. The result is that tho majority of ordinary
Church-people, when called upon to defend their own system,
know lesa about it than the members of any other religions
body. The sermons preached in our congregations are almost
exclusively hortatory. It may be questioned whether the con
stant listening to addresses whose sole object is to awaken the
conscience and move the affections, does not tend in some degree
to dofent its own object. At any rate this kind of preaching re
quires, I am persuaded, to bo supplemented by careful and
regular expository teaching. . . These addresses now pub
lished may, it is hoped, lead to a more general adoption of this
practice of Scripture Exposition in chnrch."
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The importance of the point upon which the Bishop
insists it would be difficult to exaggerate. Not only is
there a lack of continuous exposition of Holy Scripture
in our pulpits, but the text itself often is not expounded.
We are not forgettingthat there are two kinds of Sermons—
those on subjects, and thoss on texts ; but in the latter
there is not rarely an absence of explanatory comment.
It has been said that it is the duty of the preacher—"to
teach clearly, to convince successfully, and to persuade
cogently ; " and the first of these, according to the Bishop
of Ely, is commonly neglected. To meet this defect, Dr
Woodford suggests to his clergy that these " portions " on
the Gospel of S. Mark should be read verbatim to their
congregations, or " expanded and modified " according to
circumstances. We fully agree with the Bishop's recom
mendations. Canon Luckock is a writer who appears to
hit the mean between what is merely popular and super
ficial, and what is profound and abstruse. We say again,
as we affirmed of another of his works, that he has written
one of the most readable books. His illustrations, some
of them drawn from the Talmud and Mishnah, show that
he possesses some acquaintance with Hebrew literature
as well as with the writings of Fathers, and this gives his
comments a special value.
In the opening chapter on the " Characteristics of 9.
Mark's Gospel," Canon Luckock appropriates " the Man "
amongst the four living creatures to S. Mark, and charges
S. Jerome with " a singular want of discernment for con
necting that emblem with S. Matthew." But the Church
has commonly followed S. Jerome's view and not S.
Augustine's, which Canon Luckock, to our mind, too
strongly espouses. The Evangelist who records in the
first chapter of his Gospel the human birth and lineage
of Christ, and in the second chapter preserves for us some
of the scenes of His Infancy and Childhood, seems to have
a greater claim to the emblem of " the Man " than S.
Mark, who is silent about our Lord's Conception, Nativity
and Boyhood, and begins his Gospel at once with the
words, " The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Ciirist,
the Son of God." The four living creatures, however,
really apply to the Four Mysteries of the Life of Christ,
for He was "Homo de Virgin e natus, vitulus in immolatione, leo in resurrectione, aquila in ascensione."
The "portions" are about six pages in length, and
printed in clear type. The whole or a part of one might
be read at Family Prayer, or form the basis of a medita
tion. But we think, as the devotional and hortatory
elements are advisedly omitted, the chief use of these
' Footprints of the Son of Man ' will be to the younger
clergy in the preparation of sermons. To the reader it
would have been an advantage to have had the Notes at
the foot of the page, instead of at the end of each chapter ;
for, in turning over the pages to find the note, the place is
liable to be lost. We will give an extract as a specimen
of Canon Luckock's method and style.
It is from the
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thirty-ninth chapter, on " Bearing the Cross," S. Mark
viii. 34-38 :
"The connection of Cubist's glory with his abasement,
which was brought ont so strikingly when the confession of His
Godhead was followed by the prediction of His Passion, has
been Tory beautifully illustrated in the pioture of a great Chris
tian artist. The scene is the Carpenter's shop at Nazareth, the
toil of the day is over, the door is open towards the west, when
the wearied Son of Man stretches out His arms for a momentary
relief. The snn is just setting, and throws His shadow upon
the wall —the shadow of a cross. At that instant His Blessed
Mother, who is kneeling at a casket containing the gifts of the
Wise Men, takes in her hand the crown which they had presented
to Him as King, and which she fondly hoped to see Him wear;
she lifts up her eyes, and they light upon the dark shadow cast
upon the wall.
" Now there can hardly be a doubt that in her heart the future
of her Son was thus overclouded. It had been so clearly prodieted to her when 6he took the Babe into the Tomple, that the
anticipation of the predestined sword must have pierced her sonl
again and again. But probably the disciples were troubled by
no snch forebodings till the unreserved declaration of what
await oil Him in Jerusalem gave a rude shock to their hopes.
The severe rebuke to S. Peter for doubting the certainty of His
prediction must have satis&cd them that there was no escape,
*c."
At the close of this " portion," Canon Luckock makes
a comment in which he seems to us to misconceive the
meaning of one of our Lord's sayings, or we misunder
stand his words. The author says " the intimation that all
would not survive to witness the coming of His Kingdom
with power is the clearest proof that ' Christ ' looked
beyond the Transfiguration." And in a note on this
passage Canon Luckock observes :
"The assurance would be weak indeed if it referred to an
event about to happen six days after. Yet this interpretation
has satisfied not a few of the Fathers and others—Origen, SS.
Hilary, Chrysostom, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, and Theophylad."
But surely the Fathers are right, and Canon Luckock
wrong. It is evident that the event to which our Lord
referred was the Transfiguration, whatever other fulfil
ments may be included. To " see the Son of Man coming
in His Kingdom " was to see Him in His Transfigured
State. S. Peter, in his Second Epistle, looks back upon
that Vision when he says " we made known unto you the
power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ " having
been " eye-witnesses of His Majesty." In S. Mark's
Gospel, the prophecy and the fulfilment are closely con
nected in the arrangement of the chapters. The point of
the prophecy was, that they, "some" of them, should see
that sight " the Kingdom of God coming with Power,"
without having tasted of death.
They did not see it
because they lived longer than the rest, but because they
were chosen to go up into the Mount with our Lord. All
men ordinarily have to die before they can see the King in
His Beanty, but those three who went up into the Mount
had the peculiar privilege of seeing the Son of Man in His
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Glory before they had " tasted of death," i.e., when they
were still in a state of mortality. Of old it was said by
the Lord " Thou canst not see my face, for there shall no
man see me, and live." Now Christ promises to " some,"
to three of His disciples a vision of Divine Radiance, the
image of His Glory Hereafter, and that to mortal eyes.
The " portions " of this work on the " Parables " and
" Miracles," and " that on the Sacrificial Aspect of the Holy
Eucharist" may be mentioned as especially good. The
doctrine of the Holy Eucharist as " a Memorial before
God " is clearly stated. In the chapters on the Passion,
here and there practical teaching finds a place. There are
a dozen portions on the different features of that Mystery.
Canon Luckock is content to set forth the history of it
without entering into its theological aspects.
Altogether this is a book which we can thoroughly re
commend, and a debt of gratitude is due to its author for
having called attention to a defect in sermons, and also for
having so successfully attempted to provide the materials
for obviating it.

S^ilitarp sgemotris.
Passages in the Earlt Military Life of General
Sir Georoe T. Napier, K.C.B. Written by Himself.
Edited by his Son, General W. C. E. Napier. London :
Murray.
The Personal Adventures and Experiences of a
Magistrate during the Bise, Progress, and Suppression
of the Indian Mutiny. By Mark Thornhill. Lon
don : Murray.
We venture to bracket these works together as military
memoirs, because, though the second of them is written by
a magistrate in the Indian Civil Service, the author, Mr
Thornhill, did good military work in the time of the
Mutiny, and was conversant with siege and battle. Sir
George Napier's Autobiography, written for his children,
without any thought of publication, is intensely interest
ing. It is a book that may entice boys into the army,
just as Captain Marryat's novels have enticed them into
the navy. George Napier was one of the great Napier
stock, brother of Sir William and Sir Charles, true sons
of Zeruiah all of them. Sir George's references to clerical
subjects are extremely limited. He begins his book by
saying :
"I was at first determined to be a sailor, and was entered on
the books of the ' Invincible,' Captain Thomas Packenham ; but
as the sea disagreed with me I did not join the ship. I then
thought I would be a clergyman (and a good clergyman, let me
observe, is the most respectable of men ; and if he has the will,
has the power to do more real good to his fellow creatures, and
particularly to the poor, than almost any other member of
society ; there is no situation in which one can, by a scrupulous
discharge of one's duty, prove more useful to mankind in this
life, or more sure of being acceptable to God in the next), as my
uncle, Mr Conolly, had a living in Bedfordshire which he would
have given mo when fit for it."
We regret to say that Sir George's only other refer
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ence to the Church is : "I must proceed with my narra
tive, or you will think me as dull and tedious as our parish
parson." But his narrative, simple, honest, and straight
forward, always frankly acknowledging his own defects, and
inculcating lessons of manliness and goodnessonhischildren,
may be said to have a directly ethical and religious value.
His regiment was the famous 52nd, which served under
Sir John Moore in Sicily and the Peninsula. We have in
these pages an extremely interesting and vivid account of
Sir John Moore. Moore had taken General Desnouettes
prisoner, and inviting him to dinner, and seeing that he
had lost his sword, " with all the high feeling of a soldier
and grace of a perfect gentleman, unbuckled his own
sword from his Ride, and presented it to his prisoner."
Desnouettes broke his parole and escaped, but afterwards
came to no good. General Napier thus moralises :
" If ever any of yon, my boys, should, by the fortune of war,
be made prisoner, and be on your parole, and should so horribly
disgrace yourself by breaking that parole, I would never see you
again ; indeed, I should use every endeavour to have you sent
back to the nation whose army made you a prisoner. A man's
word once given is sacred, and nothing should induce him to
break it. If he does his hononr is gone, and he forfeits all
claim to the character of a gentleman, and should never be
treated as one. "
The General frequently gives pieces of advice. He
owns that when a mere lad, while six months in the
Dragoons, he knew what it was to be tipsy, but his editor
tells us that he became the most abstemious of men,
" There is another thing you must never do, and that is
drink one drop of wine or any strong liquor while on
duty. If you do, and it takes the least effect upon you,
you are lost for ever. Nothing can bring your character
as an officer up again ; you are lost for the remainder of
your life." Again : "Nothing like good and joyous
spirits in a soldier. They will carry you a long day's
march, for he that is gay and lively never flags." " Eecollect, my boys, that an officer should always be first in
advancing against the enemy, and last in retreating from
him." " And now, boys, whenever you see a poor lame
soldier, never, as you value my love and affection, pass
him coldly by. You never saw a soldier sent from my
door without inquiry into his case, and never shall if I
know it." The work is full of consideration and brotherly
feeling for the private, such as was not too common in
the author's day. Like all the best soldiers, he detests wars.
There is a vivid account of the battle of Corunna and
the death of Sir John Moore. His great hero after this
is, of course, the Duke of Wellington. He gives an
account of his adventures while following the Duke
through the Peninsular War, referring his sons to their
uncle William's immortal history for a regular account of
the campaign. Some of these adventures remind us of
Harry Lorrequer's, stories such as French and English
mingling in drinking at a stream, entertaining each other
at supper in bivouac, helping each others' wounded, and
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showing kindness and hospitality to prisoners, and
other circumstances that might form the groundwork of a
novel. Of the Duke of Wellington he had the highest
admiration. When heading a forlorn hope his highest
stimulus was that he should receive the Duke's approba
tion. He says that the Duke was never known to own
himself in the wrong. He mentions several instances of
the Duke's generosity and affection :
"The moment he heard of Alava's misfortune, and that be
had made his escape and was at Gibraltar, he wrote to him to
say that as long as he lived he should provide for him ; that he
should have apartments in his house in London, and never feel
the loss of property in a pecuniary point of view ; he also gave
him a small house in the park of Strathfieldsaye."
We must give one more anecdote of the Duke :
" I must hero mention an anecdote that was told me by the
best authority—one of the persons concerned. Lord March was
conveyed to the town of Ortbez, to a quarter there, as it was
made the hospital for the wounded. The next night after be was
wonnded he was in so dangerous a state that Dr Hare, of the
43rd, who attended him, had given positive orders that no noise
should be made, and that as he should himself remain np all
night with Lord March, if anyone wanted to come into the room
they should not speak, but be as quiet as possible. About the
middle of the night, as Dr Hare was sitting dozing in a chair
opposite Lord March's bed, who had fallen asleep, the door of
t ho room gently opened and a figure in a white cloak and military
hat walked up to the bed, drew the curtain quietly aside, looked
steadily for a few seconds on the pale countenance before him,
then leaned over, stooped his head, and pressed his lips on the
forehead of Lord March, heaved a deep sigh, and turned to leave
the room, when the doctor, who had anxiously watched every
movement, beheld the countenance of Wellington I his cheeki
wet with tears. He had ridden many a mile that night alone,
to see his favourite young soldier, the son of his dearest friend.
He then returned to his head-quarters, having first made every
inquiry respecting the sick and wounded and given such orders
as were necessary. Does this betray a want of feeling in the
Duke ? It needs no comment ; the fact speaks for itself."
Mr Thoknhill'b narrative is at times somewhat prolix,
but it possesses a real value among memoires pour servir &
Vhietoire. He was magistrate at the sacred city of Muttra,
on the Jumna, in Upper India. He lived in state and
opulence, and life seemed one long picnic in the groves.
One day four little coarse cakes were found on his office
table, of which no account could be given, but it was after
wards recollected that a distribution of similar cakes
preceded the Madras Mutiny in the last century. Then
came the news that Delhi was taken and the whole country
in flames. Mr Thornhill was immensely surprised that
the peasant proprietors who had chiefly benefited by our
rule should have risen against us :
"Had I not myself witnessed it I should have deemed It
incredible, but it is positively true that this class voluntarily
returned to that condition of semi-Berfdom from which it was
the especial boast of our Government that it bad freed them. At
the same time there was re-established Suttee, domestic slavery,
and all those other barbarous customs the abolition of which we
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bid justly regarded u tho chief glory of our rule, and as our
best title to the gratitude of the people. It van evident that, in
its moat human and philanthropic efforts, our Government had
sot been in harmony with the sentiments of the country."
The only natives on whom we could really rely were
the Christiana, and these were generally treated with con
tempt by Europeans. The Government actually disarmed
a volunteer corps of Christians, and proposed to disarm
the entire Christian population. At the same time the
natives looked at our attempts at education and promoting
Western civilisation as a design to force the Christian
religion upon them, and this was one of the great reasons
for the Mutiny. There is a very interesting account of
the Seth family at Muttra, who are popularly supposed
to have fourteen millions of our money, an estimate
which Mr Thornhill does not think much exaggerated.
The chapters entitled " A Midnight Eide " are, we think,
the most interesting in the volume, giving an account of
a ride through a storm, right through the rebel lines, from
llattra to Agra. Life in the Fort of Agra, and researches
into the secret passages of the old Palace, are vividly
described. There is a terrible account of the ferocity and
plundering habits of the Sikhs. Mr Thornhill's narra
tive is striking, and leaves lessons which may profitably
be pondered on at the present time. Without being
alarmists, we may remember that history has a tendency
to repeat itself, and that causes may now be at work
fraught with disastrous consequences. We subjoin Mr
Thoeshill's conclusion :
"Daring the disturbances certain facts were apparent which
sre worthy of consideration—
" First : that the classes whom our role had specially bene
fited, namely, the low castes and the cultivators of the soil, were
tbow who displayed the most marked hostility to it.
" Secondly : that the great pensioners and fundholders, those
whose interests appeared to be identified with ours, almost
iarariably turned against us ; as also with hardly an exception
did those natives who bad received an English education or
adopted English habits.
"Thirdly : that the only class on whose fidelity it was found we
could rely was the one whom our policy had discountenanced, and
whose increase it had prevented, namely, the native Christians.
"One more remark and I have done. It is never to be forgotten
that the Mutiny came upon us without sign or warning. The
country was never so prosperous, the people were never more
apparently contented, than when thoy burst into insurrection.
It wis from a cloudless sky that that thunderbolt descended."

^WQ^rim^Mmm
Mission Addresses. Delivered in the Trophy Room, S. Paul's
('athedral, in Preparation for the London Mission, 1884-85.
London : 8. P. C. K. Pp. 99.
These Addresses were delivered before " Members of the
London Lay-Helpers' Association," but they appear to us
oore suite! to the clergy than laity. The book contains five
addresses by Canon Mason, Canon Body, the Bishop of Bed
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ford, Canon Curteis, and Rev. E. H. Bickerstcth. In the
first, Canon Mason deals with " The Mission : its Objects and
its Bangers." He takes the object of a Mission to be "to
convert the largest number of souls possible," whilst the
deepening of the spiritual life, the pervasive influence of the
Mission, the impression it makes on the neighbourhood, are
subsidiary results to the main purpose. Canon Body speaks on
"Self-preparation for the Mission." We thoroughly agree
with him when he says— "One great need of the Church to
day for the true guidance of evangelistic zeal is a true and
accurate evangelistic theology." The making the turning of
the heart to God inseparable from the consciousness of that
act; the seeking for personal experience as the ratification of
pardon, rather than turning for it to the ordinances of the
Gospel as the channels of grace ; the teaching that conversion is
a necessity for all, are errors which a firmer grasp of the dogmas
of the Chnrch, especially her teaching on Repentance, would
make at least less common. The Bishop of Bedford's address
is a most searching one. He has a way of turning the glass
round, and thus reflecting the state of the soul of the
Missioner. There is not very much Sacramental doctrine in
this little volume. We observe, however, that the Deanelect of Gloucester suggests as the result of a Mission, " more
celebrations of the Holy Communion."
The addresses are helpful, because they are the utterances
of fervent zeal, and mostly of those who speak from experience
—which ever renders what is said valuable. We recommend
a perusal of them to the clergy who are preparing to take part
in the West London Mission, and laity as well, but more to
the former.
The Key op Doctrine and Practice. By Rev. H. R.
Haweis, M.A., Incumbent of S. James's, Marylebone,
London. Pp. 224. 1884.
This book contains summaries of extempore sermons, if
they may be so termed, delivered in S. James's, Marylebone.
Mr Haweis seems desirous of providing his congregation, and
the world at large—for these addresses, we are informed in the
Preface, " have been already reported and widely-circulated
by the London and Provincial Press "—with an outline of
what are " the first principles of Broad Churchism." We do
not know how far "the Liberal clergy" will thank him for
becoming the exponent of their views, or cry in the depth of
their ingratitude, "Save me from my friends." Our readers,
perhaps, will be contented with a few specimens from " the
Key of Doctrine and Practice." In the chapter on " the
Trinity," we are told that " the Chnrch doctrine " on the sub
ject was "caricatured in the so-called Atbanasian Creed."
But Article viii. says this Creed " ought thoroughly to be re
ceived and believed," and maybe "proved by most certain
warrants of Holy Scripture." Again, on "the Devil," Mr
Haweis says, " I cannot see my way to identifying the King
Devil with the serpent who tempted Eve." But in the book of
the Revelation the " Devil, and Satan " is identified with " that
old serpent." "Heaven and Hell," we are taught by the In
cumbent of S. James's, Marylebone, are resolved by Christ
"into states of the spirit." But Christ says, "Fear Him
which is able to destroy both soul and body in Hell." Once
more, on "the Bible," "Say not," says the Author, "the
Bible is the word of God." Lastly, " of the Gospels," we are
informed that there are " inaccuracies, mistakes, miscon
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ceptions, &c.," to be cleared np in them, &c. And then for
onr consolation, Mr Ilaweis prophesies, that "the future of
the National Church belongs to the Broad and Liberal
Clergy." We have more confidence, however, in the faith
and intelligence of onr people than in Mr Haweis's prophecy.
The "Key" is useful, however, in showing the future of Broad
Chnrchism.
Golden Horseshoes. A Tale of Chivalry for. Young and
Old. By Elizabeth Harcourt Mitchell. London : J.
Masters and Co. Pp. 327. 1885.
This tale carries us back to the times of Edward the Third,
and the author seems to us to have succeeded in keeping true
to her historical standpoint. The picture of Belmont Castle, the
figure of Matilda D'Arcy with her pointed head-dress, bearing
about her a dignity which poverty could not deprive her of
and sorrow only heightened; her three children, Alfred the
chivalrous, Oswy the unimaginative, and Maud, pious and
sensitive, are well portrayed. Mrs Mitchell always inserts like
a golden thread which gleams throughout her stories, religious
teaching of the genuine Catholic type. In this tale she depicts
the victory of grace over nature : showing how pride can be
conquered by lowliness, covetousness by detachment, self-in
dulgence by self-restraint ; but above all, and hardest of all,
the author vividly portrays the conquest of the passion of
revenge. There is a certain love for the Blessed Sacrament
which peeps out in an unexpected manner, when Alfred offers
the golden horseshoe with its rubies and sapphires to be made
into a chalice and paten "for the poor little chapel."
We will allow Mrs Mitchell herself to describe how the
flower of charity, forgiveness of enemies, bloomed where the
thorn of vindictiveness had at last been uprooted. Alfred had
sworn at his father's tomb, at the instance of his mother, that
he would revenge his murder and never rest until he had slain
the assassin. At last, Sir James D'Egville, the murderer, is
found wounded in the Shepherd's Valley, falls into Alfred's
hands, and is brought into the Castle.
" They reached the top of the hill. The gate was open, and the
torches were flashing under the archway. The palmer was there, and
Father Dunstan and little Maud, and old Madge, and two doctors, and
most astonishing of all. Lady D'Arcy herself. She turned pale and
shuddered as they laid her wounded enemy helpless and bleeding down
before her.
" ' Mother,' said Alfred, ' you made mo swear a solemn oath that I
would track this man fur ever, that I would seek to slay him In fair
and open fight, that I would never stop the search for vengeance until
ycu said ' Forbear.'
"'My son,' said Lady D'Arcy In clear and ringing accents, ' For
bear 1 ' ' Forbear 1 '
" ' And dear lady,' said the palmer, guiding his hand to the wounded
man's fort-head, ' can you say, placing your hand upon the head of your
enemy, ' In the Name of the Father, Hnd of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost, I forgive as I hope to be forgiven 1 '
" ' I can ' said ihe stern, grave lady of the castle as she touched the
clammy brow of hira who had done her such deadly wronp,' ■ Ac.
We think 'Golden Horseshoes' surpasses in conception and
treatment Mrs Mitchell's previous efforts. It is described by
the author as "a tale for young and old." It appears to us
to be rather above the level of young children.
The Preacher's Analyst. Vol. VIII. Price 5s. London:
Elliot Stock.
This meritorious little magazine is defective in much doctrinally, according to our Church of England standard. But
it is ably and industriously conducted, gives many excellent
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discourses and sermon sketches in the course of the year, and
cannot fail to be of use—np to a certain point— to all who
preach.
We refer to it now for the purpose of mentioning that, with
the New Year, its size has been increased from twenty-eight to
thirty-six pages, the pages being also made larger, and that
the price is raised from fovrpenee to tixpence. We wish it a
good success in its new form.
Old Ransom ; or, Light after Darkness. By Charles H.
Bahstow. London : F. Warne and Co. Pp. 86.
A pretty little tale of a blind man who used his gift of song
to teach and cheer the toil-worn people of Manchester. Poor
himself, he made others rich, and lightened heavy loads. The
little book is likely to be popular, and we recommend it for
Parochial Libraries. It is very prettily got up.
Hand-Book fob Needlework Prize Associations. Lon
don: Griffith, Farran and Co. Pp.56.
We are not, like H.M.'s Inspectors, omniscient, and there
fore cannot say whether to cut out and make "one flannel
petticoat with two tucks" is worth a prize of 1/. ; but we can
safely recommend this little book to school managers who
are interested in the improvement of plain needlework, as it
is the result of long and wide experience, and its suggestions
and schemes may be easily adopted and tried.
Old S. Margaret's. By Stackpoole E. O'Dell, Phrenolo
gist. In Three Volumes. London : J. and R. Maxwell,
14 Shoe-lane, Fleet-street.
The author of this singular story has apparently no very
great power of writing fiction, and has adopted this method
of publication in order to draw attention to his views upon
various theological and social matters. It is, in fact, "a
novel with a purpose," and the purpose is to protest against
the doctrine (or what the author supposes to be the doctrine)
of eternal punishment, which he does not the least un
derstand ; and furthermore to inculcate total abstinence
and a rapprochement between the Church and the work
ing classes.
Some of these views, it will bo seen, are
very right, while others are very much the reverse;
but all alike are urged in a manner that does honour to
the writer, however much we may disagree with his views.
ne is, it is evident, practically acquainted with the life of
great cities, both with London itself and the North, and the
characteristics of this, generally painful, sometimes terrible,
he depicts with a simplicity and plainness of speech which
constitutes a high degree of graphic power. On the whole,
we should call this, not indeed a pleasant novel, but certainly
one that will repay perusal and make a thoughtful reader
acquainted with facts in the world's life which he ought not
to remain altogether ignorant of.
Scndat School Class Register. National Society.
This is the most useful form for a Class Register that we
have seen. It contains prayers for opening and closing the
Sunday School on n liturgical model, tables for entering names
and particulars of scholars, and a register of attendance from
Advent to Advent, including the great Holy days, except As
cension Day, which is unhappily omitted.
We can cordially recommend a broadsheet containing Rlt.es
for Holy Living (Kendal : Wilson). They might well find a
place on the walls of every household.
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Liobt in Lands of Darkness.
By Robust Young.
Second Edition. London: T. Fisher Unwin. 1884. Pp.
xvi. 428.
A record of missionary operations has in it an element of
romance which makes it acceptable even if it relates to un
promising quarters. Mr Young has well and graphically told
his tale of work in Greenland, Patagonia, Persia, and other
countries. Unhappily, it is work carried on by agents who
own no allegiance to the Catholic Church, — Moravians and
Protectants of all denominations. And the efforts made to
effect a schism in the Oriental Churches meet with the author's
strongest sympathy. His view of Church order and acquaint
ance with modern polemics may be gauged by the following
extract: "The Mission in Central Turkey was disturbed about
this time by efforts under the auspices of Bishop Gobat, of
Jerusalem, and the Ritualists of England, to introduce English
episcopacy into the field."
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English Navy as its "first line of defence " to the honour and
safety of England. It bristles with tremendous—with almost
incredible—facts, of which the English public ought to know
and judge. We will give a quotation from the article :

" One of eur beat Admirals, In the discussion on Sir K. Reed's paper,
paid he had not come there prepared to apeak—' but (he spirit moved
him,' and to good pnrpoae, as was evinced by the enthusiasm with
which the truth, he so boldly stated, was received— In point of [act he
was glTing utterance to the opinion of 99 Naval officers out of 100.
' I have lately come from the Channel Squadron. None of our squad
rons -ire properly organized, or constituted. What would a military
commander think if he was given half-a-dozen batteries of artillery,
and told he commanded an army ? He would cay, No ! I want Infantry,
cavalry, and fifty other things you have not given me. We have big
ahipa knocking about—but where are our frigates ? Where are the eyes
of the squadron? Where are your torpedo boats? Where are your
coaling vessels ? Where are your electric light veaaele ? Where are the
uumerous vessels you require to constitute a fleet ? When the fleet la
constituted, will it not modify our tactics ? Will it not alter the whole
of our evolutions ? Are we aware what fleet manoeuvres wc should
The Mas with the Knapsack. By J. Jackson Wrat. have to perform at sea In the face of an enemy with a fleet properly
London : Nisbet and Co. 1884. Pp. 96. Price Is.
constituted? I say we are not. We have lived on Trafalgar, and Just
This story is written with all the strength and brightness of in the same way as the French fleet Is organized to the very last gasp,
which Mr Wray is master, but like his other books its inte because It failed at the beginning of the century, so we have let things
He fallow, very much as the French army was allowed to rest on its
rest centres in the successful establishment of a "church of laurels
until the German army overwhelmed it '—as the l'j us-ians had
believers " in the midst of a dry desert of Episcopacy. Mr been overwhelmed at Jena In 1806 by the French, because its army
Wraj(a Congregational ministerwebelieve)evidently imagines rested on the war of Frederick the Great."— (Page 210.)
that the Church is still asleep as in the days of Wesley, and
Then comes the "Redistribution of Seats," in which the
this idea colours his writings and renders them, with all their
Reviewer approves the Ministerial-Opposition Bill which
charm and power, unsuitable for general use.
stands for discussion, with two significant exceptions—the
increase
of the numbers of the House by twelve, and apparent
The Hoxet Bee. By W. H. Harris. London : Religious
partiality shown to Liberal interests in sparing so many
Tract Society. 1885.
A capital treatise on Bee-keeping, and on the natnral history (mostly Liberal) boroughs between 30,006 and 50,000 popula
of the bees, very well illustrated. We wonder at the country tion. Then finally we have the "Isolation of England," an
clergy not being more of bee-keepers. Bees require little indictment of the Ministry, bitter perhaps, but too certainly
trouble, their habits are most interesting, and the annual profits well founded. There are two reviews of biographies, those of
roar be put down at twenty shillings a hive. To those who Dean Mansel and Thomas Carlyle ; aud the paper on " Samuel
can be induced to become apiculturists, we recommend Johnson and his Age " may perhaps be considered a third.
most heartily this admirable treatise.
In California beefarming has became a business carried on on a large scale,
and bringing in handsome profits.

Wot duartetliefc
The experienced reader looks to the Quarterly Review
•a sure to provide him with a series of essays upon most of
the chief subjects of the day, added to others upon matters
of historical and similar subjects of permanent interest.
These essays are constantly marked by great ability, calm
judgment, and frequently very wide information ; and the
Mr number for January does no discredit in these respects
to its long line of predecessors. There are nine articles in it :
two are thoroughgoing defences of interests threatened by the
innovating spirit of our day, " The London Livery Com
panies," and " The Highlanders and their Landlords," the
latter summing-up strongly against the case of the Highland
'* Crofters. " Next to these are to be noticed another and a
v*ry powerful political group : "The Congo and the Berlin
Omference," which we hope all British statesmen will read,
to inform themselves of the facts. " The Navy and the
Empire " is just as weighty, and just as important to every
Englishman who properly estimates the importance of tho

The Church Quarterly Review for January is as usual
thoughtful and learned, but perhaps we may call it a little
wanting in variety. It begins with a review of Bishop Ryle's
"Principles for Churchmen," and handles Dr Ryle severely,
though not too severely. " Home Reunion " dwells almost
wholly on the difficulties in the way of any such drawing
together of the separated bodies. But it is to be remembered
that such technical obstacles as are here adduced would prove
mere packthread in the face of a real desire among Noncon
formists for reunion with the Church. And until there shall
be such a desire, no one on this side would desire definitely to
propose it. ' ' The Seabury Centenary " is full of interest.
It is amusing to find the writer remarking on page 432, a propos
of present controversies— " Mr Chamberlain and Mr Bright
boast of their ' Puritan forefathers ; ' but Calvin would have
burned Mr Chamberlain, and the Pilgrim Fathers, if they
spared his life, would have marred Mr Bright's eloquence by
boring his tongue with a red-hot iron." Another able article,
which will well repay careful perusal and study, is that on
"The Church in Ireland." The author is almost too lachrymose
in his confessions of wrong done towards Ireland on the part
of the English Church and nation. He is applying the higher
moral standard of the present age to the actions of a former
one, which is anything but fail-. But there is much to ponder,
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nevertheless, in the facts that he has gathered. He says, with
no less accuracy than beauty, on page 468: "The Church
revival of these latter times should not be regarded as the
contradiction of anything which the Evangelical revival
gained, but as the friendly shelter and protection of a Divine
outward system built round the soul, which desires to keep
its Lord within."

^B^^^mmM
£Xuinquagesima ^untiap.
1 Cor. xiii. 4, 5, 6.
" Charity suffereth long and is kind ; charity envieth not ;
charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not behave
itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked,
thinketh no evil Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in
the truth. Beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all
things, endureth all things."
To-day let us speak of that most excellent way of
charity which is set before us in the Epistle. And first,
why is this discourse on charity read to us on the Sunday
immediately before Lent ? No doubt, for these three
reasons, first, to remind us that no Lenten observances, no
additional services, no public or private prayers, no read
ing of the Bible or good books will do us any real good
if we are without charity ; secondly, to give us a test
by which we may try the reality of our profession ;
thirdly, that the design of Lent is to teach us charity,
especially with respect to our Easter Communion. But
what is charity in S. Paul's sense t It is not easy to find
one word which exactly defines this great Christian grace,
because the expressions which answer to it have been so
used as to have got some very imperfect meaning. Thus
charity has become identified with almsgiving ; love with
a particular form of human sentiment or affection ; phi
lanthropy with a mere general regard for our fellow
creatures.
Of course, I need not remind you that the word here
translated charity is elsewhere rendered love ;* but then
it is not love in its merely human aspect, for that is
expressed by a different word ; but love in its divinelyinspired or religious character. Perhaps one would not
be wrong to define it to be love to one another arising
out of love to God, and as sown in the heart by the Holy
Spirit.
It is impossible, of course, to go into all S. Paul's
details in the space of a single sermon ; but one thing is
plain, that charity transcends all Datural gifts and all
supernatural endowments ; nay, that it is so essential a
grace that without it all natural gifts and all super
natural endowments are worthless in the sight of God.
As in S. Paul's days the Pentecostal gifts of speaking
with tongues, or uttering prophecies, the understanding
of mysteries, or the working of miracles, the giving away
* Unhappily «o rendered in Kevised Version.
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of all one's goods in careful distribution to the poor, nay,
martyrdom itself, would not have profited the possessor
without charity, so now, the greatest fluency of utter
ance, the clearest apprehension of Gospel truth, the most
persuasive or convincing faculty of recommending truth
to others, the performance of all the corporal works of
mercy, nay, a life laid down for the faith, would not avail
when this grace is absent.
True Christian charity shows itself in the thoughts, for
" it thinketh no evil ; " in the words, for when no evil is
thought no evil can be said ; in deeds, for it teaches selfrestraint, forbearance, consideration for others.
True Christian charity includes patience, for if'suffereth
long and is kind;" generosity, for "it envieth not;"
humility, for " it vaunteth not itself ; " dignified demeanour,
for " it doth not behave itself unseemly ; " good temper,
for "it is not easily provoked ; " unsuspiciousness, for " it
thinketh no evil ; " love of realities, for " it rejoiceth in
the truth."—(Robertson.)
To take one or two of its characteristics. " Whatever
evil," said John Wesley, "the lover of mankind feels,
hears, or knows of anyone, he mentions it to none ; it never
goes out of his lips, unless when absolute duty constrains
to speak. Believeth all things. Puts the most favourable
interpretation on everything, and is ever ready to believe
whatever may tend to the advantage of anyone's charac
ter. And when it can no longer believe well, it hopes
whatever may excuse or extenuate the fault which cannot
be denied. Where it cannot even excuse, it hopes God will
at length give repentance unto life; meantime it endureth
all things, whatever the injustice, the malice, the cruelty
of man can inflict. He can not only do, but suffer all
things through Christ who strengthens him."
It might almost seem impossible that such gifts as
those which S. Paul names could exist without charity,
and yet I fear that Christian charity is the last and most
difficult of all graces to attain. Is not want of charity
only a too common characteristic of religious professors ?
How much zeal, how much earnest work is made profit
less in the sight of God by the absence of this grace !
Think of the unwillingness, too often shown, to acknow
ledge any good if it is not done in our own way or by our
own party. What charity can co-exist with misrepre
sentation of facts, imputing wrong motives, exaggerating
and making the most of any hasty or unadvised expression
which might have a perfectly innocent meaning in the
intention of the person who uses it ?
Where is the
charity which thinketh no evil, which rejoiceth not in
iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth, which beareth all
things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things, in the way religious controversies are carried
on ? Where is the law of charity in the way we comment
on the conduct of our neighbours t Truly in proportion
to the excellency of the grace of charity seems to be
the difficulty to attain and practise it.
And yet without charity, all our profession, all our
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working for Christ, all our visiting of the sick and poor,
all our teaching of His little ones, all our careful relief of
the suffering will profit us nothing. Observe S. Paul
does not say profiteth nothing, but profiteth me nothing.
Such deeds may benefit those who receive, but they avail
nothing to the giver.
And this, indeed, is the chief difficulty in the matter,
that we are often quite unaware that we are acting un
charitably. Party spirit hides itself under the plausible
name of zeal for the truth. Like the Pharisees of old, we
thini that " we are doing God service " when we are
speaking or writing hard things of those who differ from
us. We are not conscious of the wrong we are doing,
far more to ourselves than to others, when we are cir
culating evil reports of our neighbours. It is so easy to
say, " Have you heard so and so V that people do not think
that they have incurred any responsibility unless they are
taken to task about what they have said, or, as the saying
is, "brought to book" about it. And further, how the
grace of really good actions is marred by the jealousy of
others ! how few are content to do good as it were by
stealth, and to care not who is praised if only the good is
done. What a trial it is to the jealous mind even to
hear others praised ! f
Then again, how we forget that Christian charity is
the real foundation of true courtesy ! " The Apostle,"
said the late Frederick Robertson, "here describes a
Christian gentleman. The Spirit of Christ does really
what high breeding only does outwardly. A high-bred man
never forgets himself, controls his temper, does nothing
in excess, is urbane, dignified, and that even to persons
whom he is inwardly cursing in his heart, or wishing far
away. But a Christian is what the world teems to be. Love
gives him a delicate tact which never offends, because it
is full of sympathy. It discerns far off what would hurt
fastidious feelings, feels with others, and is ever on the
watch to anticipate their thoughts. And hence the only
true refinement—that which lies not on the surface, but
goes deep down into the character, comes from Christian
love." Mr Robertson goes on to show what is meant " by
elevating and refining the poorer classes, that Christianity
desires to make them all gentlemen ; and that if Christian
charity were universal, a rude clown or unmannered pea
sant, or coarse-minded workman could not be found."
All this, indeed, is most true ; and yet Robertson of
the nineteenth century is but repeating what was said
by Chaucer of the fourteenth century :
" To do the gentil deeds that he can
Take him for the greatest gentilman.
From Christ we claim our gentilesse,
Not of our ' elders ' or their old richesse.
From our ancestors we nothing claim,
But temporal things that heal and maim ;
t Ai a KempU fays : " He that hath true and perfect charily
Mtketti bimaelf lo nothing, but only deaireth in all things that the
tf«7 of God abonld be exalted."
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But gentilness comes from God alone.
And he is geutil that doth gentil deeds. "
Again,
" 'Tis villainy that makes a villain,
And by his deeds a churl is seen ;
But I understand that I iu ten d
To deem no man in any age,
Gentil for hia lineage.
Though he he not highly born,
He is gentil if he doth
As longeth to a gentilman."
In conclusion, what are the practical lessons to learn from
to-day'8 Epistle 1
First, let us learn that this great grace is not a plant of
natural growth, not indigenous to the soil of the human
heart. "It can come only," says S. Thomas Aquinas,
" from One, and it must be given by the highest Good."
And this our Prayer-Book teaches : for we are taught to
pray to God that " He will send the Holy Ghost to pour
into our hearts that most excellent gift of charity." But
then, as the same saint says, " it belongs only to the
Good." So that before we can be true possessors of this
grace, our hearts must be right with God ; and, again,
" the soul without charity being separated from God
dies."
Secondly, let us test all our actions by the rule of charity.
And in whom shall we see its perfect exhibition but in
Him Whose sufferings and Whose sorrows we are now
about specially to commemorate.
In our thoughts of others, in our words, in our works,
let us ask ourselves how would He have acted, how would
He act whose name we bear ? I know that it is thought
manly to resent the slight ; to requite the insult or the in
jury ; I know that it is thought a fine thing to pass by the
man who has offended you as if you did not know him.
But the question is, what would Christ have us to do 1 I
know that half the zest of conversation would be gone if
we were to cease to spread little scandals, but the question
again is, what would Christ have us to do ?
Then let our charity be active. If the love of God is
shed abroad in our hearts, I can hardly see how it can be
otherwise. Freely having received, how can we help
freely giving 1 If we are really striving to be like Him,
Who " though He was rich, yet for our sakes became poor
that we through His poverty might be rich," how can we
spend all we have on ourselves, our pleasures, our luxuries,
our extravagances ?
If we are true disciples of Him who " emptied Him
self and made Himself of no reputation and took upon
Him the form of a servant, and being found in fashion
as a man became obedient unto death, even the death of
the Cross," how can we help denying ourselves that we
may give to the support of His church, and minister to
the wanta of His poor !
Our Christianity cannot but be active, and if it be
genuine it will be as surely practical as that the fire if
truly lit gives out heat and warmth.
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But more than thia, it will teach us to analyse our will be printed in a different type, in order that they may It used
motives, to rule our spirits, to gaiu the mind that is in for the less educated candidates.
(3.) Some of the questions are intended to convey information, to
Christ Jesds.
be "leading" or suggestive questions, giving, of course in the
With such thoughts as these I commend to you your
very briefest form, a germ of doctrine or fact to be dictlt upon ami
Lenten duties ; with such endeavours they will not be developed by the teacher.
wasted in mere sentiment. It will not be a mere read
(4.) The iwc of the Collect and (verse of) some Hymn appro
ing of good books, a mere thinking iu a sickly sentimental priate to the general sufjject of the Paper, supplies the devotional
way of the details of the Passion, a mere giving up of one element to the preparation at home, and should be carefully bnwjhl
kind of food for another, but it will be a thorough heart- to the notice of Candidates.
searching work, a work all the more difficult because, as
we have seen, in proportion to its very excellency, charity
PAPER No. 1.
is the hardest of all graces to attain, the hardest of all
fflan in fjta i&atural State.
graces to practise.
1. Who created you ? [Exod. xx. 11 j Ps. cii. 25 ;
GEO. HUNTINGTON.

Isa. xlv. 18.]
What are the names of the first human beings
The Next Numher, Februiry 13, will contain a Plain
created by God P
Sermon for Lent.

NOTICE.
Any of oar Subscribe™ are at liberty to oopy out, to select
from, or to reprint these Papers of Confirmation Questions for
nse in their own Parish, not of coarse for sale elsewhere.

Simple iDucstions
to form a part of the preparation of
candidates
for confirmation and first communion.
In Nine Papers.

In what relation do they stand to us ? [1 Cor. xv. 22, 47,
49.] In what condition spiritually were they at their
creation? [Eccles. vii. 29.]
2. We are told in Scripture that man was created in the
"image," that is, the likeness of God. [Gen. l 27.]
Is that likeness in our soul, or in our body ?
[In our soul. Art 1.]
What is the " soul " of man ?
[His immortal and invisible part, which knows, feels, and
chooses between right and wrong. ]

What is man's " body " ?

[His visible part, which was made at first out of the dust
of the earth, and is now nourished by its fruits for a
time until it dies, because it is mortal. Heb. ix. '-'•]
^rtfatorg $ott.
In what consists the likeness of God in our soul ?
In presenting an entirely new and original Set of Confirmation
[In this : that our soul has, in a degree, reason, memory,
Papers, designed to lighten the labours of over-worked Parochial
knowledge, and a moral nature, i. e. , one that under
Clergy, tlte author thinks it not needful to preface them with
lengthy remarks upon the subject of a Hitc about which many able
stands the difference between good and evil. Gen. iii. 22]
tongues have often spoken, till little that is al once new and
3. What is meant by Sin ?
valuable, it is probable, remains to be said.
[Anything which is contrary to God's Will or command.]
He will but observe that the preparation which the children of
Who were the first sinners ?
the Church receive at the hands of their Parish Priest, for their
What was the nature of their sin ?
First Communion, and for Confirmation as prefatory t» it, is the
[An act of disobedience.]
uniqite and priceless opportunity for instilling into th-eir minds in
What were the consequences of their sin ? [Rom. v.12-14.]
jyersonul intercourse, the Doctrines and the Practice of the Chris
4. Everyone now born into the world is called a "child of
tian faith. They come for that once into personal communica
wrath." (Church Catechism ; repeat the passage )
tion with the Clergy who have them in spiritual charge; it is
nowaday most sadly possible, especially in our over-grown town
What does that mean ? [Eph. ii. 8 ; Coloss. ii. 12, 13 J
parishes, that they may never do so at any other time.
Rom. v. 17.]
It is, therefore, an opportunity to be used faithfully and to the
5. What has man lost by the fall into sin of his first parents,
uttermost, to impress upon young minds (1.) Clear and definite
Adam and Eve ?
views of Doctrine; (2.) Sound and edifying rules for personal
[The gift of original righteousness and the power to lead
Conduct ; (3.) Just and loyal principles about the Church, and
a holy life, both of which were possessed, by them.
their duties as tier numbers, so needful in these days of religious
Job xiv. 4; xv. 14; Ps. Ii. 5; Rom. vii. 19.]
doubt and division.
6. Why have we and all men been sent into the
It is, of course, not possible to present more than a mere outline
or scheme of such a preparation, within the limits prescribed to us world ?
here by circumstances. But the author will aim at as much com
[That we might learn to know God ; to love Him, worship
pleteness as may be possible ; and particularly his endeavour will
and serve Him. (See "Duty towards God " in Ch.
be to indicate by the subsidiary questions which follow that put first
Catec.) S. John iii. 5; S. James ii. 14, 23, 26 ; Eph.
under each number, as al30 by the short answers given in a few
iv. 1.]
cases, the line of thought suggested to be followed in teaching
7. What state of existence is it that follows after
viva voce.

(2.) In each Paper, a certain number of very simple questions Death ; (a) for the righteous ? [S. John v. 28, 29 ;
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Ps. cxl. 13 ; Matt. xiii. 43 ; xxv. 46.]
(6) for the
wicked ? [S. John iii. 16 ; S. Mark viii. 36, 37 ; ix.

and dogmas go to the wall. But perhaps Mr Wallace and his
scheme may go to the wall first.

44; Rev. sir. 11.]
8. Refer to passages of Scripture showing that man in and
by himself is unable to fulfil the law of righteousness,
or to be worthy of heaven.
9. What is told us in Scripture about the happiness of
Heaven, (a) Its nature (Is. vi. 3; Dan. vii. 9, 10;
Rev. v. 11 ; vii. 11). (6) Its source (1 Thess. iv. 17 ;
S. Matt xviii. 10; Rev. xxii. 7; Ps. lxxiii. 25). (c)
Its length of continuance? (1 Thess. iv. 17.)
10. Write out the solemn warnings given hy our
Lord Jesus Christ about the terrible doom reserved
for finally impenitent souls ? [S. Matt. xxv. 41, 46 ;
S. Mark ix. 43, 45 ; S. Luke xii. 5 ; S. John v. 29.]

The exciting meeting of the S. P. G. in reference to "Special
Funds " leaves the policy of 1882 untouched. An onslaught,
however, was made on the Secretary concerning his Paper which
was read at the Carlisle Church Congress, Canon Furse making
extracts from it.

#

*

*

#

*

*

We note with pleasure the appointment of Rov. T. C. Edghill to the post of Chaplain-General. His experience, eloquence,
and power of organisation all qualify him for this great and
responsible position.

*

*

*

In the Annual Directory of the English Church Union, it is
Btated that nine new branches have been recently formod, and
1,091 new members enrolled. But, from death and other causes,
no less than 1,001 names have been removed from the list.

11. Find a passage in the Revelation of S. John (chap, xx.)
*
#
*
in which the Final Judgment is described ; and after
The Pall Mall Gazette has printed a very useful list of Bishops,
reading it, explain 1st, Who is the Judge ; 2nd, Who
are those that shall be judged ; 3rd, For what shall they their ages, Dates of Consecration, Salaries, Amount of Patronage
be judged ; 4th, How long shall the reward and the and Politics. We did not, howover, know that the Bishop of
punishment, then declared, endure? [S. Matt. xxv. 46.] Gloucester and Bristol was now a Liberal. We havo not seen
any repudiation of the announcement.

Collect to fie usfo ©ails.
" 0 God, forasmuch as without Thee we are not able to please
Thee; mercifully grant that Thy Holy Spirit may in all things
direct and rule our hearts : through our Loan Jesus Curist."
[Or that for 2nd Sunday in Lent, or for 9th Sunday after
Trinity.]

"Etna to fit Uatntb ant ofttn repeateb.

•

*
" In darkest shades of night toe lay,
Without a beam to guide our way,
Or hope of aught beyond the grave ;
But He hath brought us life and light,
And opened Heaven to our sight,
And lives for ever strong to save."
S. J. E.

Current jFacts ano Botes.
Allusions were made in many of the pulpits in London on
Sunday but to tbo atrocious crimes which had been perpetrated
on the previous day. Neither human life, nor historic buildings,
cor national property, nor treasures of art, have any value in
tbo eyes of "the dynamite fiend;" nor do the precautions
which hare been taken seem of much avail to hinder the
murderous designs of these men. The over-ruling Providonce
'[ Ood has, however, been conspicuous in protecting human
lift tod in minimising the destructive effects of tbo explosives
»hich were employed with the view of wrecking the Houses of
Pirliament and the Tower of London.
•
*
4
Cbnrchmcn generally will bo relieved to find that Mr Alfred
!>• WaUace, who has been airing his ideas in the Daily News,
thinks " that there is something in our National Church worth
preserving." We breathe freely. Had he thought otherwise,
*hu would hive become of the Establishment ! However, our
•pints sink, when we find that after all he would only retain
"the time-honoured name of rectors," the buildings, and the
c*»h ; bat all these may be used for secular purposos, and creeds

*

*

Ladies who are desirous of assisting in the West London
Mission should communicate by letter to Mr Spottiswoode, 3
Cadogan-square. Mr Spottiswoode, at the request of Miss
Jackson (whose bereavement has hindered her from writing
herself), has ttirough the Times called attention to the great
necessity for Buch assistance in the forthcoming Mission.

*

*

Dr Malan, so well known as an Oriental scholar and translator
of liturgical works, is, we understand, about to resign the bene
fice of Broadwindsor, which he has held for forty years.

•

*

#

Cardinal Manning, in his address to tho Roman Catholics of
Birmingham, said that there was a new form of Liberalism
springing up in this country " borrowed from theorists and con
stitution mongers in France in its worst period, a policy founded
not on the desires and needs of the people, but upon abstract
theorios and political ideas of pagan Republics. "

U^<^orrTF^onteuce x&A
NOTICE.—The columns of the LiTEBABr Churchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE 18 LIMITED WE MUST BEQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
DEAN GOULBURN ON THE COLLECTS:
Collect for Second Sunday after the Epiphany.
To the Editor of the L. O.
Sir, —Every one who studies the English Collects is indebted
to Dean Goulburn's Commentary, cela va sans dire. But may I
offer a slight correction for tho next edition in the chapter on the
Second Sunday after the Epiphany, Vol. I., p. 203, 1883?
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The familiar saying, "After me the delnge," is attributed by
Dean Goulbum to "the French King." It has been often so
stated, but the expression is in reality to be assigned to the
Marchioness of Pompadour, the companion of Louis XV., in the
height of her influence with the King. This was shown in an
article on the Crystal Palace, in the Times of April 10, 1851,
and is, I believe, universally allowed to be the case. See Q.
Biiohmann, 'Gefliigelte Worte,' p. 353, Berl., 1879. The ex
pression, however, is but the modern reproduction of the senti
ment in the Greek Iambic, to which the Emperor Nero gave a
fresh turn.
Ed. Marshall, F.S.A.
Sandford S. Martin, January 16.
NEW YEAR'S DAY PKIOR TO a.d. 1753.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —It is clear, from the Rubrics quoted by Mr Osborne
Browne and Mr H. W. D. Marshall, that, notwithstanding the
Rubric quoted by myself as to the commencement of the year,
the ordinary computation was observed, for some purposes, even
by the Church, as early as the second English P. B., in 1552.
Moreover, the Calendar with the daily Lessons is there to prove
it ; though the proper Lessons, like our own, follow the order of
the Christian year—to use the term stereotyped by the saintly
Keble,— the annie liturginue of our neighbours. In what sense,
then, was the March commencement of the year understood ; and
how was it, in practice, observed ? Or, was it a mere theoretical
commencement, contrived for the purpose of keeping green the
memory of the supposed day of the Creation ? In the old Sarum
Calendar, March 23 is given as the anniversary of the creation
of Adam ; but, in the early English P. B., the Rubric runs as
follows :
" Note, that the Supputation of the year of our Lord in the
Church of England beginneth the xxv. day of March, the same
day supposed to be the first day upon which the world was created,
and the day when Christ was conceived in the womb of the
Virgin Mary." [1604. From Keeling's Lit. Brit.J
Maskell (Mod. Rit. Eccles. Angl.) gives two English Calen
dars, " of the use of Sarum," of which he says that he believes
them to be, by at least a century, earlier than any previously
printed. Against Jan. 1, is given, in the one, Newe $mis dag;
in the other, Newe yeris day. The Circumcision is not men
tioned in either. A fixed date (Mar. 27) is given, in both, for the
"up rising," or " A5enrysing," of "oure Lord;" obviously
referring to an old opinion that our Lord suffered on Mar. 25.
This, however, is evidently a mere historical memorandum ; and
in no way derogatory to the liturgical and moveable celebra
tion of the Easter solemnity.
I am, Sir, yours obediently,
Llanstadwell Vicarage.
Lacy H. Rumset.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, — Mr Huntington, in his most interesting paper on Con
firmation, speaks favourably of the ancient custom of "asking
and confirming each person by name. " Permit me , as one who
has had experience of its results in country churches, to say a
word on the subject. Theoretically, this plan is admirable.
Practically, as many clergy know, it defeats the very object it
is intended to attain ; it operates against the attention and de
votion of the candidates, except when a very small number only
are confirmed.
1. It is difficult to make absolutely certain of seating 80 or
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100 candidates in the exact order of the names as given to the
Bishop. Hence mistakes arise, and three or four answer to
gether to the name John or Mary, and then giggle or blush at
the mistake ; the addition of the surname is not an infallible
remedy.
2. The alternation of gruff and squeaky voices, the occasional
mistakes, the dropping down one after another on their knees
for private prayer after answering, all have a grotesque effect.
3. The idea suggested to young rustics is inevitably that of
the calling of the School Registers. The anxiety to answer
rightly, the watching for the coming of each one's own name,
the shyness in answering aloud at all before a large congregation,
and the curiosity of some to see what will be the names of some
of the unknown girls and boys around them, all divert the
attention from tho solemn purport of the question and answer.
Indeed, after some twenty or thirty names have been called, it
is not so easy to realise that " I do " is not an answer to the
name called, but to the question asked by the Bishop. Now the
plan of all answering together is really very effective indeed, if
the Bishop before putting the question fixes the candidates' atten
tion on its meaning, and on that of the answer they are to give.
It is no exaggeration to say that every single candidate must and
does take homo to himself the question, and does answer with a
full comprehension of what his answer means ; what matter if
one or two do not answer "audibly," on which so much stress is
often laid ? Better an inaudible answer that is inwardly felt
than an articulate reply that is not. A hearty simultaneous " I
do " is deeply impressive to the candidates themselves ; it gener
ates a sense of unity and sympathy among them ; and last, but not
least, when all kneel at once for silent prayer, a devotional feel
ing is far more easily aroused and sustained than whilst a long
list of names is being called, and the candidates are kneeling down
one by one in succession for five or ten minutes. My opinion
on this matter is, I have found, that of almost all the country
clergy with whom I have discussed it.
January 26, 1885.
Yours,
D. P.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Received with thanks, W. E. E. M. B.
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SEELEY'S CHEAP SCHOOL BOOKS.
CONDUCTED BY

The Rev. A. J. CHURCH, M.A.,
Professor of Latin at University College, London.
Each volume contains sufficient matter for the work of one Term, with Notes by a Competent Editor of practical
experience in tuition ; and is well printed on toned paper, and strongly bound in cloth.
New Volume.

THE STORIES of THE ILIAD and THE JENEID.
By the Rev. A. J. CHURCH, M.A. Price Is.
*,• The object of the book is to help young scholars just set to work on Homer or Virgil, by giving them a
feneral and interesting account of the book which they are beginning to read ; and to give to those who may not
ave the opportunity of reading even a part of the original some glimpse of two of the greatest poems in the world.
Volumes previously published : —

Ovid: Elegiac Verse. 8d.
Ovid: Metamorphoses. 8d.
Horace: Select Odes. 8d.
Virgil: .ffilneid, Book VI. 8d.
Caesar: Selections. 8d.
Cicero : Select Passages, lod.
Livy: Select Passages. 84
Phsedrus. Select Fables. 8d.
Cornelius Nepos: Select Lives. 8d.
A Latin Delectus. 8d.
Easy Latin Reading Book. 8<L
A Latin Exercise Book. Part I. 8d.
A Latin Exercise Book. Part IL 8d.
Latin Prose through English Idiom.
First Latin Grammar, is.

First Latin Dictionary, la. 6d.
Xenophon : Anabasis, Book IV. is.
Milton: Comus, &c. 8d.
Milton: Samson Agonistes. is.
Cowper : Two Books of the Task. 8d.
Goldsmith: The Traveller, &c. 8d.
English Verse for Repetition. Part I. Is.
English Verse for Repetition. Part II. Is.
Literary Selections for Practice in Spelling.
Is.

2s. 6<L

Algebra, is.
Enclid. Is.
French Verse, is. fld.
French Grammar, is. 6d.

LONDON : SEELKY AND CO., ESSEX STREET, STRAND.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, separately, Is. 6<l per doz.

OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
"Shoold be sorry to change It for any other Hymn-Book."—Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with the care bestowed ; I Bhall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope It will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop of
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, aa far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe. Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unollon, more free from what one may call
un<pirltual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE-! and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Uev. the Dean 01 WESTMINSTER,.
Deputy-Chairman—ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Putsician—Dr STONE.
Actuary—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1ST JUNE, 1881 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
...
Amount ol Front! divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus

,

£3,148,1M
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £i 6s. 9d. per cent, of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, 4c., may be had on application to toe Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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BOOKS FOR LENT.
By the Author of ' Charles Lowder."
MEDITATIONS FOR THE FORTY DAYS OF LENT. With a Prefa
tory Notice by the Archbishop of DUBLIN. 18mo, cloth, 2a. 6d.
BY THE BISHOP OF NEWCASTLE.
THE AWAKING SOUL. As Sketohed in the 130th Psalm. Addresses
delivered nt St Peter's, Eaton-square. on the Tuesdays in Lent,
1877. Published by request. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, A 8a.
BY THE LATE JOHN KEBLE.M.A.
OUTLINES OF MEDITATIONS OR INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
CHURCH'S SEASONS. Edited with a Preface, by R. *. WIL
SON, M.A. Crown 8vo, toned paper, cloth, 6s.

OXFORD LENT SERMONS.
ON REPENTANCE. Thirteen Sermons. By Bishops WORDSWORTH,
JACKSON WILBERFORCE.HAMILTON.MOBERLY, Deans
GOULBU RN and HOOK, Dr PUSEY, fcc 8to, cloth, 5s.
REPENTANCE. Exemplified by Old Testament Characters. Twenty
Sermons. Principally by the same Authors. 8vo, cloth, 5s.
ON SIN Thirteen Sermons. By the late Bishop WILBERFORCB,
Canon LIDDON, Bishop WOODFORD, fcc. 8vo, cloth, 6s. •

O
KNOWLEDGE.
The Committee are prepared to receive APPLICATIONS from the
Parochial Clergy of the Poorer Parishes for FREE GRANTS of the
following Tracts :—
FOR ASH WEDNESDAY.
No. 2026. ASH WEDNESDAY.
By the Eev. Canon
BURROWS. 12pp.
No. 2009. ASH WEDNESDAY. A Placard for Church
Doors.
No. 1960. ASH WEDNESDAY. By the Rev. J. Eu.seTON. 4pp.
No. 1934. ASH WEDNESDAY.
By the Bight Rev.
Bishop of BEDFORD. 4pp.
No. 1821. TURNING to GOD. A Plain Tract for Ash
Wednesday. By the Rev. Canon J ELF. 4pp.
No. 1796. On ASH WEDNESDAY. By the Rev. T. P.
UARN1ER. 8pp.
No. 1722. ASH WEDNESDAY, the First Day of Lent By
the Rev. J. H. COOPER. 4pp.
No. 1683. ASH WEDNESDAY and LENT. 4pp.
No. 1561. ASH WEDNESDAY. By the Dean of Exeter,
4pp.
No. 1556. ASH WEDNESDAY ; or, How Shall I Keep It !
With a Short Account of the Service. 16pp.
No
18. The GOSPEL YEAR. For Ash Wednesday. By
the Rev. GORDON CALTHROP. 4pp.

CHRIST Six Sermons preached during the Season of Lent, 1860, In
nvfo'rd Bt Bishop WILBERFORCE, Canon LIDDON, Bishop
WOODFORD 1lev's. H. W. BURROWS. J. F. MACKARNESS
(3 Bishop of Oxford). Dr ALFORD.Iate Deau of Canterbury.
FOR LENT.
8vo, cloth, 0s.
THE MINISTRATION OF THE SPIRIT. Twelve Sermons. By Dr No 1962. A FEW WORDS ABOUT KEEPING LENT.
By the Rev. JOHN ELLERTON. 8pp.
PUSEY, Bishop WOODFORD, the late Dean MANSELL, &e.
No. 1961. LENT. By the Rev. J. ELLERTON. 4pp.
8vo, cloth, 5s.
THE ENDURING CONFLICT OF CHRIST WITH THE SIN THAT No. 1936. LENT. By the Right Rev. Bishop of Bedford.
is TN THE WORLD. Fifteen Sermons. By the late Bishop WIL
4pp.
BERFORCE!, Dr PUSEY, Canon LIDDON, Bishop WOOD No. 1883. PLAIN TRACTS for CHURCH SEASONS.
FORD, &o. 8vo, cloth, 5s.
No. 5. LENT. 4pp.
THE CONFLICT OF CHRIST IN HIS CHURCH WITH SPIRITUAL No. 1816. LENT. A Handbill.
WICKEDNESS IN HIGH PLACES. Twelve Sermons. By the
late mshop WILBERFORCB. Dr PUSEY the late Dean MAN- No. 1797. LENT. Four Pages.
No. 1795. WHY SHOULD I KEEP LENT? By the late
SELL, Bishop WOODFORD, &c 8vo, cloth, 5S.
Kev. Canon MILLER, D.D., Vicar of Urwamtoa.
THE VICTOR IN THE CONFLICT. Eleven Sermons by the late
8pp.
Bishop WILBERFORCE, Dr PUSEY. Bishop WOODFORD,
No. 1721. LENT. By the Dean of Exeter. 4pp.
Canon LIDDON, Mr SADLER, to. 8vo, cloth, 5s.
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY OF MAN. Nine Sermons. By the No. 1380. MAKE USE of the SEASON of LENT. 12pp.
late Hi-hop WILBERFORCE, Dr PUSEY, Archbishop of YORK, Nos 19 to 24. GOSPEL YEAR For the Six Sundays in
Lent. By the Rev. GORDON UALTUROP. *■««
T. T. CARTER, &c 8vo, cloth, 5s.
4pp.
THE PROPHETS OF THE LORD ; their Message to their own Ago
In consequence of the large demand for grants of Tracts for the
.,,,,1 nnrs
Twelve Sermons. By the late Bishop WILBER
FORCE Dr PUSEY Canon LIDDON. Bishop WOODFORD. seasons, the Society expresses Its hope that only the Clergy 01 me
poorer parUha will apply for gratuitous grants.
Dr 1 RONS, fcc. 8vo, cloth, 5s.
THE TYPICAL PERSONS OF THE PENTATEUCH ; their Message
For other parishes these Trac's will be furnished, on the applies"™
to the Church in all Ages-MAN in the PRESENCE of GOD. of the parochial Clergy, at half-price.
Nine Sermons
By the late Bishop WILBERFORCE, Dean
Forms of Application, whether for gratuitous grants1 or for graat»
C HURCI™ Archdeacon BICKKltsrETH. Dr LIDDON, Dr
at half-price, may be obtained from the Secretaries S.P.CK , Aori. >PUSEY, and the late Dr MONSKLL, to. 8vo, cloth, 5s.
umberlaud-avenue, W.C. Communicationa respecting 1this offfi-nouia
HISTORICAL AND PRACTICAL SERMONS ON THE SUFFERINGS be sent separately Irom letters on other business, and should be miriea
and RESURRECTION of OUR LORD.
By the Rev. E. on the outside of the envelope " Application for Tracts.
MONRO. Two Vols., leap. 8vo, cloth, 10s.
THE MAN OF SORROWS. Five Sermons on the Mental Sufferings
COCLETY FOE PEOMOTING OHEISTIAN
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ during His Passion. By W
O
KNOWLEDGE.
It. MANT. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
EMBER SEASON ADDRESSES.
(For the use of the
HOW TO KEEP LENT. Id. ; 18 in a Packet for la.
Clergy). A Series of Discourses delivered In Brighton dorwi
A TRACT FOR HOLY WEEK. 2d. ; 9 in a Packet for Is.
Trinity Ember season, 1879. With a Preface by the Ven. Arcu
THE EVENTS OF HOLY WEEK. The Closing Days of Christ's
deacon H ANNAH. Fcap. 8vo, paper cover. 3d.
Ministry 011 Earth. 2d.
The EMBER DAYS at the FOUR SEASONS. (For th*
A TRACT FOR GOOD FRIDAY. Id. ; 18 In a Packet for la.
use of the Laity). By the Kev. E. J. BOYCE. M.A., Author 0!
GOOD FRIDAY.-OUR BLESSED LORD'S PASSION. Good Friday,
' Manual for scholars,' Ac Fcap. 8vo, paper covers, 3d.
Harmonised from the Four Uoepels. 32mo, sewed, 2d.
THE PASSION OF OUR LORD, HIS DEATH AND BURIAL. Id. ; SPECIAL FORM of SERVICE for EMBER SEASONS.
Sanctioned by the Lord Bishops of London, Winchester, sou
25 In a Packet for Is.
Rochester, lHmo, stitched, Id.
HOW TO KEEP EASTER. Id. ; 25 in a Packet for Is.
PARKER and CO., Oxford; and 6 Southampton-street, Strand,
London.

London: Northumberland-avenue, Charfag-cross, W.C 1 43 Qoeri
Victoria-street, B.C. ; 20 St Georges-place, S. W. ; and 135 Northstrw
lt'i_'hton.

Printed for the Proprietor by Rbtnei-l & Co. Limited, 16 Little FulUney-jtreet In the Parish of S. James. Westminster, and
rnu
Published by W. Skeffingtoh and Son, 183 Piccadilly, W.
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BOOKS FOR LENT.
MEDITATIONS for the FORTY DAYS of LENT. By the Author of ' Charles Lowder.' With
a Prefatory Notice by tbe Archbishop of DUBLIN. 18mo, cloth, it. M.
" Here we have a little book of large merit ; it is :i perfect treasure of gems."— Literary Churchman.
BY THE BISHOP OK NEWCASTLE.
The AWAKING SOUL. As Sketched in the 130th Psalm. Addresses delivered at St Peter's, Eaton -square, on
the Tuesdays in Lent, 1877. Published by request. Crown 8ro, limp cloth, 2s. 6d.
BY THE LATE JOHN KEBLE, M.A.

OUTLINES of MEDITATIONS or INSTRUCTIONS for the CHURCH'S SEASONS. Edited,
wii'n a Preface, by K. F. WILSON, M.A. Crown svo, toned paper, cloth, 5s.

OXFORD LENT SERMONS.
On REPENTANCE. Thirteen Sermons. By Bishops WORDSWORTH, MOBERLY, the late Bishops JACK
SON. WILBERFORCE, HAMILTON ; Deans GOULBURN and HOOK ; the late Dr PUSK V. fcc. Svo, cloth, 5s.
REPENTANCE EXEMPLIFIED by OLD TESTAMENT CHARACTERS.
Twenty Sermons.
Principally by the same Authors. Svo, cloth, 5s.
On SIN. Thirteen Sermons. By the late.Bishop WILBERFORCE, Canon LIDDON", Bishop WOODFORD, Ac 8vo,
cloih, 5s.
CHRIST. Six Sermons By the late Bishop WILBERFORCE, Canon LIDDON, Bishop WOODFORD, Revs. H. W.
BURBOWS, J. F. MACKAENKSS (now Bishop ol Oxford), Dr ALKORD, late Dean of Canterbury. 8vo, cloth, 6s.
The MINISTRATION Of the" SPIRIT. Twelve Sermons. By the late Dr PUSEY, Bishop WOODFORD,
the late Dean MANSKLL, Ac. 8vo, cloth, 5s.
The ENDURING CONFLICT of CHRIST with the SIN that is in the WORLD. Fifteen Sermons.
By the late Bishop WILBERFORCE. tic- Ute Dr PUSEY, Canon LIDDON, Bishop WOODFORD, &c. Svo, cloth, 5s.

The CONFLICT of CHRIST in His CHURCH with SPIRITUAL WICKEDNESS in HIGH
PLACES. Twelve Sermons by the late Bishop WILBERFORCE, tbe late Dr PUSEY, the late Dean MANSELL, Bishop
WOODFORD, *c. 8vo, cloth. 5s.
The VICTOR in the CONFLICT. Eleven Sermons by the late Bishop WILBERFORCE, the late Dr PUSEY,
Bishop WOODFORD, Canon LIDDON, Mr SADLER, &o. svo, cloth, 5s.
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY Of MAN. Nine Sermons, By the late Bishop WILBERFORCE, the late
Dr FUSE Y, Archbishop of YORK, T.T.CARTER, Ac. Svo, cloth, 5s.

The PROPHETS of the LORD : their Message to their own Age and ours. Twelve Sermons. By
the late Bishop WILBERFORCE. the late Dr PUSEY, Canon LIDDON, Bishop WOODFORD, tbe late Dr IRONS, Ac. svo. cloth, 5s.

The TYPICAL PERSONS of the PENTATEUCH : their Message to the Church in all Ages
-MAN in the PRESENCE of GOD. Nine Sermons. By the late Bishop WILBERFORCE, Dean CHURCH, Archdeacon
HU'Ck'DfiTt'TN Dr
h.lLIDDON.the
TDIWIY tt.u I-*.,
n. PUSEY,
Dllut'V the
« I. .. late
t
i ,_ MONSKLL,
vt / . v t: i. 1 t L_
u....
B1CKERSTETH.
late Dr
Dr
Svo. -i„.i.
cloth, K.
5s.

HISTORICAL and PRACTICAL SERMONS on the SUFFERINGS and RESURRECTION
of Our LORD. By the Rev. E. MONRO. Two Vols., leap. Svo, cloth, 10s.
The MAN Of SORROWS. Sermons on the Mental Sufferings of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ during His
Passion. By W. B. MANT. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
HOW tO KEEP LENT. Id. ; 18 in a Packet for Is.
A TRACT for HOLY WEEK. 2d. ; 9 in a Packet for Is.
The EVENTS of HOLY WEEK. The Closing Days of Christ's Ministry on Earth. 2d.
A TRACT for GOOD FRIDAY. Id. ; 18 in a Packet for Is.
GOOD FRIDAY— Our BLESSED LORD'S PASSION.
Good Friday, Harmonised from the Four
Ooapela. 32mo, sewed, 2d.
The PASSION of Our LORD, His DEATH and BURIAL, id.; 25 in a Packet for is.
HOW to KEEP EASTER Id. ; 25 in a Packet for Is.
PARKER and CO., Oxford ; and 6 Southampton-street, Strand, London.
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J. NISBET AND CO.'S LIST.

BOOKS FOR LENT.
By the Rev. Dr PIGOU, Vicar of Halifax.

DELIVERED at the EARLY
SERMONS
PREACHED in SACKVILLE ADDRESSES
CELEBRATION of HOLY COMMUNION throughout a
COLLEGE CHAPEL. By the Kev. J. M. NEALE, D.D., late
Warden of the College. Four Vols. Crown 8vo, cloth.
The Third Volume contains Three Series of Lent Sermons
teen Sermons on the Passion and Resurrection of our Lord.
The First Volume contains Twenty-five Sermons for Lent.
LENT LECTURES.
By the Rev. T. T.
MA. 8vo, cloth, 6s.
Tlie IMITATION of our LORD. 2a. 6d.

" Mission " held at various places. Third Edition. Crown Svo, 2«.
and Slx7s. 6d.
7a. fid.
Carter,

SIX PLAIN SERMONS on PENITENCE. By
the Itev. W. H. CLEAVER, M.A. 1'cap. Svo, Is.
The EXEMPLAR of PENITENCE. Meditations
on the Fifty-first Psalm, for the Sundays In Lent, and other Times.
liytlieRev. F. C. WOODHOUSE, M.A., Hector of St Mary's,
Htilme. Crown 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.
LENT LECTURES. By the Rev. W. H. Hutchinos,
M.A., Sub-Warden of the House of Mercy, Clewer.
1. The LIFE of PRAYER. A Course of Lectures delivered
in All Saints' Church, Margaret-street. Crown 8to, Second Edition.
4s. (id.
2. The PERSON and WORK of the HOLY GHOST. Crown
Kvo, Second Edition. 48. 6d.
3. SOME ASPECTS of the CROSS. Second Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth, 4s.

ADDRESSES to DISTRICT VISITORS and
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHE US. With a Preface by the Right
Rev. the Lord Bishop of ROCHESTER. Crown 8vo, 2s.
A VOLUME of ADDRESSES. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6<L
Contents.— 1. Addresses on the Discouragements and Encourage
ments in Connection with the Christian Ministry.—:;. Woman's Work
In the Church —3 The Call to the Ministry : Its Nature and Needs.—
4 The Responsibilities of the Ministry. —5. Clergymen's Wives,
Sisters, 1 >aut: liters : How they may Hinder, and How they may Help a
Clergyman'B Work.—e.—The Devotional L'ae of Hymns —7. Preaching
and its Results, Why not Greater?—8. Unity.—9, Revival Movements.
By the Rev. GEORGE EVERARD, M.A., Vicar of Christ Church,
Dover.
DAY by DAY ; or, Counsels to Christians on the Details
of Everyday Life. Large Type Edition, small crown 8vo, 3s.
Also a Cheaper Edition, Itimo, Is. Od.
STEPS ACROSS ; or, Guidance and Help to the Anxious
and Doubtful. A Companion Volume to ' Day by Day.' Small
crown .svo, 3s.

THIRTEEN SERMONS from the QUARE8IUALK of QIJIRICO ROSSI. Translated from the Italian.
Edited by the Rev. J. M. ASHLEY. B.C.L. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.
The WORDS from the CROSS, as applied to our
own Deathbeds. A Series of Lent Lectures. l(y the Itev. GEO RGE
MJG 1;E, M.A. Second Edition. 2a. 6d.
ARE YOU BEING CONVERTED P Sermons on
Serious Subjects. By the late Bishop of BRECHIN. Third
Edition. Fcap. 8vo. is.

FOLLOW the LEADER, and other Papers.
on the Christian Life, ltiiuo, is. oil.

Counsels

STRONG and FREE. A Book for Young Men. With
a Recommendatory Letter from the Earl of SHAFTESBURY.
lomo, cloth limp, Is. ; extra gilt boards, Is. 6d.
BRIGHT and FAIR.
A Book for Young Ladies.
16mo, cloth, Is. ; or bound in leather, 2s. fid.

SERMONS on AMENDMENT of LIFE. By
the late liishop of BREC1I IN. Second Edition. Fcap. 6ro, 2b.
The HOLY COMMUNION. A Course of Lent
Sermons. By the Kev. J. P. F. DAVIDSON, Chaplain of the
House of Mercy, Fulham. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth,
is. ej.

DEVOTIONAL BOOKS.
The CHURCHMAN'S GUIDE to FAITH and
PIETY. A Manual of Instruction and Devotion. Compiled by
ROBERT BRETT. Fourth Edition, Revised. In One Vol.,
cloth, 3s. 6rt. In Two Vols., cloth, 4s.
1'Ue Second Volume (gold separately, price 2s.), contains full direc
tions and devotions for Lent and 1'assiontide.
COMPANION for LENT: gathered from Eastern
Fathers and Divines. By the Rev. S. C. M ALAN, M.A. In small
size for the pocket. Is. 3d.

SAFE and HAPPY. Words of Help and Encourage
ment to Young Women. With Prayers for Daily Use. Is.

FOR CONFIRMATION CLASSES.
By the Rev. GEORGE EVERARD. M.A.
MY CONFIRMATION. Before and After. Contents.
—Why should I be Confirmed?—Baptismal Privileges, *c Paper
cover, 3d. ; cloth, fid.
CONFIRMATION.
What does it Profit? A Plain
Address to those about to be Confirmed, la. per dozen.
NOT YOUR OWN; or, Counsels to Young Christiana.
Especially designed for the Season of Confirmation, or First Com
munion. lOtno, Is. cloth limp.

A FEW DEVOTIONAL HELPS for the AFTER CONFIRMATION. How Shall I Live ? An
CHURCH SEASONS. Edited by Two Clergymen. Two Vols.,
cloth, 5s. (Id.; lis. calf.
For LENT and PASSIONTIDE.

Address after Confirmation, la per dozen.

COUNSELS to COMMUNICANTS.

6d.

SHORT DEVOTIONS for the SEASONS. By
F. H. M. Cloth, Uu. For LENT, id., or 2s. od. per 100.

A FEW WORDS to CHILDREN about LENT.
3d.
LENT LEGENDS. Stories for Children from Church
History. By the late Rev. J. M. NEALE, D.D. 2s.
READY and DESIROUS; or, a Lent's Lessons. By
C.A.JONES. 6d.
MISERERE MEI, DEUS. Psalm li. as sung in the
Comminatiou Service. The Musical Notation by R. REDHEAD.
2d.
The STORY of the CROSS.
Words by the Rev.
K. MONRO. The Music by ALFRED REDHEAD. Seventh
Edition, prite 3d. The Word* only, 2s. per 100. (Postage 2Jd.)
Just publitlud, fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s.,

OLD CRUMPET, the SHOEMAKER.

A Few

Questions to be thought over alone with God, previous to Confir
mation. Is. 6d. per 100.
A FEW WORDS to PARENTS who have brought
their Children to be Baptized. 2s. per 100.
An INVITATION to the HOLY COMMUNION. Addressed to Members of a Congregation. 2s. per 100.
The HOLY TABLE : A Guide to the Lord's Supper.
With Prayers and Hymns. 32mo, 4d. sewed ; Od. cloth.
The SALT Of LIFE.
Thoughts for Candidates for
Confirmation. By the Rev. N. A. GARLAND. M.A., Vicar of St
Matthew's, Brixton. Paper cover, 3d. ; cloth, 6d.

CHRISTIAN INSTRUCTION FOUNDED on
A Tale

of Two Milium. By V. A. JONES. With Preface by the Rev.
W. J. KNOX-LITTLE, Canon of Worcester,
London : J, MASTERS and CO., 78 New Horn! -street, W.

the CATECHISM of the CHURCH of ENGLAND. In Three
Successive Steps. By the late Rev. W. DALTON, B.D. Crown
8vo,2s.
JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners-street, W.
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0otitt to i^ufogtrifcra*
The Publishers beg very respectfully to call the atten
tion of those Subscribers who have not yet paid their
Subscriptions for the current year to the fact that Sub

^3

FItIDA^' FEB- 137l88B-

\X2ri
scriptions to " The Literary Churchman " (as in the case
of other papers), are PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

LEADING ARTICLES :—
The Ministry op tiie Keys
Ember Thoughts -

PAGE

-

G3
05

The trouble and expense of making repeated individual
applications during the year will be obvious, and it is
a matter of very real convenience to the Publishers that

CL'RRENT TOPICS

66

the above rule should kindly be complied with.
REVIEWS :—
ASCHDEACON FaRRAR'8 MESSAGES OP TIIE BOOKS
Mahomet akd Islam

------

XOTICES :—
Mr A. H. Powell'a Our Eternal Life Here ...
Mr W. G. Writihlaon's Condensed Confirmation Addresses Mr A. S. Lamb's The Gospel and the Child
Mr C. Poynder'a The Lord's Body
KxpoMtory SermonB and Outlint'Bon the Old Testament
Mr R. L." A. Lambert's Notes on Ingersoll
Mr G. Everard'a Every Eye : Practical Addresses for AdTent. &c, ..-_--.--Mr Wilfred Ward's The Wish to Beliere
H. n ink Conscience's Tales
.-----First Lessons abont God, and about our Duty to Him Mr F. R. Wynne's The Joy of the Ministry Mr J. Stalker's The Life of Jesus Christ
Dr GayafB Creation ; or. The Biblical Cosmogony in the
Li«ht of Modern Science
Mr Alex. Boddy's To Kairwan the Holy
...
Bicest Sermons and Pamphlets
Mr T. E. Long's The Hopeful Cry of Outcast London
The Chichester Diocesan Calendar for 1885 .
The Manchester Diocesan Directory and Churchman's
Almanack for 1885 --------Magazines or the Month
SERMON

67
69

They would therefore be

greatly obliged if those

Subscribers who have not already paid for 18C5 would
kindly forward a remittance (9s, 6d.), payable to W.

70
70
70
71

Skeffington and Son, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
Price 8d., by post, 7d.,

CHILDREN AT CALVARY.
A set of five simple Instructions for School Children,
ON

72
72
73

The Five Sacred Wounds of Jesus.
By S. THEODORE WOOD, M. A.,
Curate of S. Mary Magdalene, Paddington.
London: \V. SKEFKINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

Cbe s@inistrp of tfje Eeg0.
75

CONFIRMATION QUESTIONS
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It is a consolation to reflect that our agreement about
the most fundamental doctrines of our Creed—the Trinity
and the Incarnation—guarantees our agreement sooner or
later, when the unity and harmony of Revealed Truth is
at length apprehended, as regards all the rest. The fear
is lest we should unconsciously acquiesce in a fragmentary
Creed ; and the safeguard is systematic meditation no less
than theological study. Many people habitually neglect
that first department of theology which falls under the
heading " De Deo," and the almost inevitable consequence
is that their whole conception of spiritual things is dis
torted. This is, I am persuaded, the cause of many mis
conceptions as regards the Sacraments.
The " Wells of Salvation " are not seen to be fed by
that River which flows from underneath the Throne of
Intercession that is "high and lifted up." As we are
prepared by the adoring contemplation of those " Immu
table Necessities" of the Divine Life—the Generation of
the Son, and the Procession of the Spirit—for an intelligent
apprehension of the two Missions of these Divine Persons ;
so by considering the ministerial activities of the Incarnate
Life of Jesus Christ are we prepared for a right under
standing of His abiding sacramental ministry in the Spiritbearing Church. The Incarnation is God's method of
self-manifestation ; the Evangelical Sacraments which are,
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as Hooker says, its " extension," declare His self-mani
festation to be self-eommuuication.
To apply this to the subject under consideration, we
find that our Lord's miracles all had a typical sig
nificance and a spiritual character. When He raised the
dead He prophesied of baptism. When He fed the mul
titudes and made the water wine He prophesied of the
Eucharist. And in like manner when He healed the
sick, and especially when He cleansed the leper, His
actions foretold the ministry of absolution. Iii each case
the same Divine Power was exercised ; the mode of its
exercise being determined by the necessities of the case.
So there is a sense in which these three sacramental
ministries may be regarded as one ministry. " I believe
in one baptism for the remission of sins "—really covers
the whole sacramental system, and baptism is really a
first absolution and a first communion ; for it imparts to
the regenerate soul the vital and spiritual energy, in the
exercise of which it is capable of making a real act of
contrition and of spiritual communion, upon which,
according to Catholic theology, the grace of penance and
the Eucharist waits. It is the first grand exercise of
what is known in theological science as the " Power of
the Keys."
The exercise of this Power is, in truth, a divine response
to that desire of every sincere and generous soul to be
judged.
The Christian conscience is, no doubt, the
anointed priest of the Most High God, empowered to
exercise judicial functions in the sanctuary of the soul ;
but it is not infallible, it needs to be informed, enlight
ened, guided, controlled, possibly corrected ; and to this
end the Ministry of the Keys has been provided,—a
voice from without sanctioning and enforcing the voice
from within, and in return wituessed to by it. It is
God's way of meeting with the remedial succours of
divine grace the endeavour of the converted soul to be
real, sincere, true to its true self and to God. It discovers
the true character of salvation as being deliverance, not
from the penalty but, from the power and pollution of
sin. It declares the judgments of God to be saving judg
ments, since the binding no less than the loosing is for the
salvation of the soul. And so in manifold ways it makes
a grace of sorrow for sin, and transfigures the servile fear
of the guilty, conscience-stricken sinner, into the filial
fear of the rejoicing penitent. It may help us, perhaps,
to understand it better if we glance for a moment at the
exercise of the self-same power in the case of adult
baptism. In such a case no one hesitates to put into
practice the doctrine of the Keys. If an adult applies to
us for baptism we do not at once without inquiry proceed
to administer the sacrament. We feel bound to question
such a person, and to obtain reasonable satisfaction as to
his faith and repentance. The Church will never consent
to the profanation of a sacrament, administering it as
though it were a magical charm. There must be in all
sacramental ministries the co-operation of man with the
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Grace of God, the response in loving, intelligent submis
sion and obedience of the creature-will to the Creator-will.
The baptism of infants may seem to be an exception, but
the Church's mind is plainly declared by the answers of
the sponsors. The sacramental system asserts the freedom
and vindicates the honour of humanity, at the same time
that it discovers the liberalities of Grace and the Charity
of God.
The solemn words of Institution recorded in S. John
xx. 21-23, and enshrined in our Service for the Ordination
of Priests, speak for themselves. Any one, I think, who
recalls the occasion and all the solemnities of that first
Easter Day, when they were spoken by the Risen Lord
as His first gift and salutation to His Church, will find
it difficult to attach any other meaning to them than that
which, as it is the most obvious and the most ancient, is
also the most consoling to the heart and conscience of
humanity. This " Spirit-word " (as Stier calls it), spoken
from the other side of death, amply justifies the rejoicings
of eighteen Christian centuries, because " God has given
such power unto men," because He has so fully redeemed
His promise—" The works that I do shall ye do also."
It is that story of our Lord's dealings with the man for
whom his friends made a way to the Absolver through
the roof of the house where He was teaching that, per
haps, more than any other has made known to the Church
the mind of Christ in this matter. The miracle is re
corded by the first three Evangelists ; they tell how the
objection was raised, " Who can forgive sins but God
alone 1 " and answered, " The Son of Man hath power on
earth to forgive sins."
A word from those lips once spoken is never recalled,—
never ceases to be true,—never ceases to be operative.
Here was a new truth revealed —one which the world
needed then—which it needs now, and which, now as then,
needs for its acceptance some considerable measure of
spiritual intelligence. The true son of man can always
remit sins ; he is an anointed one, a christ, and in the
power of that enabling unction can do the works of the
Eternal Son, which are always the Father's works.
Sin has disabled, unmanned us, and so we stumble at
these words and are tempted to explain them away. The
Church insists, however, with a sublime energy of faithGoo? has given such power unto men. She maintains the
recovered honour—the restored capacity of humanity,
recreated in Christ. The absolution she dispenses is her
protest in the name of the Divine Absolver, the God of
truth and love, against the unrighteous judgments of the
world. Society, selfishly bent on self-preservation, crushes
the sinner if his sin be deemed dangerous ; whereas the
Church, like her Lord, wages war upon the sin, restoring
the siuner. And she goes to the root of the matter. Out
of the heart proceed evil things ; it is with the heart and
conscience that she deals in the tribunal of penance and
of mercy. That is the only tribunal on earth where
honest, manly self-accusation and self-condemnation is not
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the exception but the rule. Nothing, perhaps, brings out whole quietly and intelligibly. The Imitatio says, " Nou sis
more clearly what we may call the genius of Christianity in celebrando minis prolixus aut festinus. . . Non debus
aliis generare molostiam et ta>dium, sed communcm servaro
than the doctrine and ministry of Absolution.
Let me address a few words in conclusion to those who, viani secundum majorum institutionem, et potius aliorum
persuaded of the truth of the doctrine for which I am servire utilitati quatu propria) devotioni vel affectui."—
contending, hesitate nevertheless to reduce theory to (Lib. iv. ex.)
Some men are afraid to look at their people when they
practice and to invite their people to have recourse to the
preach, and some are not afraid to look about when they are
tribunal of penance, because of the dangers which are
praying, to see who is iu church and the like. Such things
supposed to accompany the practice of confession. I
are not unnoticed nor uninterpreted.
would ask them to consider whether it is reasonable to
Unpunctuality vexes people more than many have any idea
acknowledge the existence of a Power —the Power of the of; especially unpunctuality in Divine Service. In fact, many
Keys—as belonging to the economy of Grace and Truth, people have not time to attend any ferial office or an early
and yet allow no place for its legitimate and salutary celebration unless they can rely on getting away at an exact
exercise i
time. No doubt in the country, where clocks differ, it is not
To make confession part of one's working system is easy to be punctual ; but our people soon know whether our
almost certainly to ensure unpopularity and to forfeit errors in time are accidental or habitual.
Neglecting to answer letters gives great offence, and reason
promotion. It brings with it the most arduous and perilous
toil ; it is like work in a fever hospital, aud many lives are ably. Nothing can justify it but necessity.
Late rising has a bad effect. Schoolmasters arc very severe
shortened by it. The priest, however, looking back in the
hour of death upon a ministerial life closing, will, I think, on clergy who are in bed when they are ringing the school
recall no hours with deeper gratitude than those spent in bell. Well, this would not happen so often if the church
bell had beeu ringing, or was being rung at the same time for
this fruitful ministry of reconciliation ; and he will have
service.
his compensation iu the thought that the Divine Lover and
Must it bo added here that schoolmasters are often hurt by
Friend of sinners commends what the world condemns, the curt and distant manners of the clergy. Should we not
aii'i that one of the sweetest of His beatitudes has a special always shake hands with the teachers on entering the school,
application to those who are faithful and diligent iu the and greet the children, before we attempt to do anything else ?
discharge of this ministry,—" Blessed are the merciful,
Alas ! a curt manner is not observed in the schoolroom only.
for they shall obtain mercy."
Are we proud ? Or have we no time to be courteous. What
is it?
ALFRED GURNET.
Akin to this fault is hastiness in entering a house, and
haste in leaving it. A visit often has to be short, but a
hurried manner is fatal to its being a happy or useful visit.
It would be better to wait to another day when we might
OUR SMALLER FAULTS.
have time to enter into the feelings of our people, and so
[Ad Clebum.]
Why not say our little faults? But is any fault little in a converse with them as that they shall feel that it is a pleasure
to us. Only in this way will our visits ever be a pleasure to
mirror ? in a lens ?
We are but men after all, and have our faults, and also we them or a profit.
Are we not often too much preoccupied to attend to what
ire impatient when others notice them. We are conscious of
trying to do our best on the whole, and we say, " Why do our people say to us, iu fact to sympathise with them ? Does
Ben expect perfection iu us ? It is unreasonable. Is the not this show itself in our sermons ? We are following out
• |"iire perfect ? The farmer perfect ? The merchant perfect ? certain lines of study, reading certain books, and we arc so
No—far from it, and yet they expect a perfect priest." True, taken up with them, that if we do not adopt a quaint and
it ia unreasonable, and we may be sure, if that is any comfort, hard style, as I have known to be done, at least we enun
that rath exacting demands and unwise expectations are sure ciate stiff and hard thoughts, beyond our ]>eople ; so that we
t' U disappointed. But is this any consolation ? Is this the and they belong practically to a different country, so to
* »Jf to look at things ? Does not the love which would eat speak, and are strangers to each other ? This is what is now
i' meat whilst the world standeth lest a brother should popularly called " losing the touch " of our fellow-men.
Gamble lead m to regard our faults at least as severely as
We are considered autocratic. What truth is there in tho
the world does, and to do all wc can to remove every—even criticism? No doubt we have well considered many subjects
t*»ery least —obstacle to our usefulness f
which our people have not. No doubt we are their authorisedLet us take a few examples of faults which may be ours, teachers, and they, generally speaking, should respectfully
listen and receive our teaching ; but we are cautioned against
» may not We shall see.
One priest i3 very rapid in the service, giving an impression "lording it over the flock." Do we make sufficient allow
'sat he wishes it well over, or that he is a formalist ; at any ances ? Exercise sufficient patience? Are we as kindly and
rcfe, learing all old people and half- educated people, and slow gentle in our ways as we might be ?
Theu there is over-sensitiveness. Our people see that, if
""inkers far behind him. Perhaps this same man makes the
*riKe aa long by his private interpolations, in which the we are not absolutely offended, yet we are aggrieved at any
P°tfe eannot join, as it would have been if he had said tho friendly opjwsition or criticism ; and so they forbear iu their
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charity. Yet they are not satisfied, and their hearts are not
as open to us as they might have been. There is a want of
mutual confidence.
Are we not too anxious to get people to come to church, and
to make them communicants ? The world thinks so ; thinks
that partly from an unconscious vanity, and partly from an
over- value of the externals of religion, we are too ready to make
converts without sufficient regard to their spiritual condition.
No doubt we cannot rest satisfied when a man will not wor
ship God publicly, and we have reason to hope that his doing
so will lead on by degrees to religious earnestness. No doubt
that a non-communicant is an anomalous Christian, to say the
best of him. Still I have my misgivings as to this criticism
of the world. Would it not be well for us not to rely upon
a full church, and a large communicant roll ; to conceal
this even from ourselves ; and to labour more at what a late
eminent divine called "underground work?" There is a
danger to us as well as to David in numbering the people.
Better to do it in the way of humiliation for deficiency, than
in congratulation for our small successes.
Cliquism ? Favouritism ? We disown it ; but wo are
charged with it. Nor is it easy to avoid ; nor right to avoid
something which appears like it to many. It is clearly right
to pay special attention to those who are helping us, our
teachers, missionary collectors, those foremost in every good
work. They are our fellow-labourers who chiefly help us.
S. Paul had a special interest in such, sent them special
messages. Indeed they have a right to be led on by us to
perfection, and to be made a radiating source of good to
the parish. On the other band, it may be that the church
may thus come to bo an esoteric little party, which can be
counted upon the fingers ; and all outside this circle may be
a sort of heathendom, feeling itself abandoned as hopeless.
This is worth thinking over. There is a real danger here,
and one which may and ought to be avoided.
It is certain that our families and households are jealously
watched. May I add that perhaps they—as well as ourselves
—are fairly open to criticism. It will make us very angry to
hear unkind remarks on this subject. We are apt to call them
impertinent and unchristian ; but may they not bo worth
attending to, and, if so, ought they not to bo attended to ?
Perhaps these hints may seem less presumptuous, if the
writer confesses that they are derived very much from
his own experience, and that he is painfully conscious that,
whilst he is pouibly mentioning the faults of others, he is
certainly acknowledging his own. Deus miscreatur.
W. E. HEYGATE.

l#@uWn^ Topics £&
The London Mission at the West-end began on Satur
day last. Bishop Temple took the opportunity of intro
ducing himself to his new diocese, by giving an address
to the Missioners and workers in Westminster Abbey.
His remarks were of a practical nature. He warned the
Missioners, that the work must be self-applied, and alluded
to the humility and " unfailing uprightness " of his pre
decessor as a model to be copied by all who undertake
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work for God. If there was nothing particularly elo
quent or stirring in Bishop Temple's words, they were at
least to the point, and evidently the utterances of one who
was deeply in sympathy with the objects of the Mission.
The Services on the whole are being well attended. The
churches have been filled with the poor at the late sermon
and instruction or " after meeting " at night ; but at the
services during the day the question must have suggested
itself in many places " where are the men ? " The
working-man of course cannot attend, but where are
the men who do little or no work ? There are hundreds
and thousands in the West-end who have time at their
disposal, but who were oftentimes " conspicuous for
their absence." Such need the Mission as much as
the poor, need to be reminded of their responsibili
ties, which are the greater because of their wealth
and position, but they are to be found at the clubs
rather than at the churches. The Mission, as we write,
is now going on in about 300 churches. We shall be
able, perhaps, to judge moro clearly of its effectiveness
when it is finished and seen in the light of its results.
The " Rescue Movement " is especially vigorous. " Pro
cessions " have been employed in several with good effect,
and treated on the whole with respect in the streets
through which they passed.
It is a rare event for three bishoprics to be vacant at the
same time. The number of mitres at Mr Gladstone's
disposal gave him an opportunity which he has not missed,
of dividing them equally amongst what are termed the
three schools of thought iu the Church. The great posi
tion of Bishop of London has been bestowed upon Dr
Temple, Bishop of Exeter. When we remember what a
storm the appointment of Frederick Temple to the See of
Exeter called forth, and compare the result with that
which the announcement of his translation to the See of
the Metropolis has produced, we are led to inquire what
is the cause of this change. The selection of the Bishop
of Exeter as the successor of Bishop Jackson is far from
an unpopular one. Even the Rock is more than content
with it. Indeed, on the whole, it has been well received.
Is the reason for this alteration of feeling to be traced
to a change in Dr Temple, or to a change in public
ecclesiastical opinion ? We think that it is due to both
causes. Dr Temple is a Broad Churchman, but those who
know him best admit that he is a man of clear and genuine
faith, and that his convictions have deepened with age and
experience. A burnt child dreads the fire. And Dr
Temple once burnt his fingers by contributing one of the
essays to " Essays and Reviews," and so forgot the Apos
tolic admonition—" be ye not unequally yoked together
with unbelievers." It used to be said of Low Churchmen,
who in later life were drawn into the sweep of the Tractarian Movement, that they became " Rectified Evangeli
cals." Perhaps, from various influences this process of
rectification has wrought up Dr Temple into a highei
Churchman than at any rate he had the credit of beinc
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when he accepted the See of Exeter. But public feeling
has also undergone a change. The Church of England has
determined to see what a spirit of toleration will do
towards healing her difficulties. The motto "live and
let live " must especially be that of the Bishop of London.
It is more than probable that the Bishop of Manchester
would have been thought of for the vacant mitre, had he
displayed a greater liberality of opinion in his present posi
tion. His rule has been narrow, rigid and unsympathetic.
The rule of the prelate who is to be the "administrative
chief " in London must be wide, elastic, and full of warmth.
His sympathies must not be chilled by the sight of a
black gown or an Eucharist ic Vestment. He must recognise
good work wherever it is done, and this, the Premier well
knows, Dr Temple is prepared to do. If Bishop Temple
was not chosen with an eye to his " effectiveness in
Parliament," or to the possession of that dubious gift, an
"ornamental presence in society," he has endowments much
more important, and virtues which are far from inseparable
from those more brilliant qualifications. S. Paul brought
neither gifts of speech nor of bodily presence to his
work. But genuine piety and a life of prayer will make
themselves felt, without adventitious aid, and strength of
character, which undoubtedly the Bishop of Exeter
possesses, is of more importance than tone of voice or
outward bearing.
It has been said that if Bishop Jackson had been still
with us, he would have selected Dr Temple to follow him.
Dr Wordsworth is still alive, and has the joy of seeing
his mitre transferred to so worthy a successor as Canon
King. The one comfort which Dr Liddon had when he
looked towards Oxford, since Pusey's death, was derived
from the presence and influence of the Professor of Pastoral
Theology in the University, and that now will be gone.
Perhaps the active work which is going on at the "Memorial
House " will in some degree soften the blow which Dr
King's departure from Oxford must be to all who have at
heart the interests of the University. But the Church is
larger than the University, and the higher position to
which Mr Gladstone has raised Dr King will enable him to
make trial of his great personal gifts in another and a more
important sphere. In some respects, Dr King forms a con
trast with his predecessor. Bishop Wordsworth is a man of
letters and high literary attainments ; Dr King has singular
gifts of sympathy, and what may be called " winningness."
He is more, perhaps, of the type of the late Bishop
Hamilton. His elevation to the episcopate is a distinct
recognition of the importance and value of spirituality
in the Church of England. Perhaps no appointment has
been so far removed in point of qualification from that of
the old-Greek-Play Bishop, as this of Dr King. High
Churchmen everywhere will hail with delight his nomina
tion to the See of Lincoln.
Low Churchmen have no cause to grumble, for they are
not forgotten. Dean Bickersteth, of Gloucester, is to be
Bishop of Exeter. The deanery into which Mr Bicker
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steth was a few days since solemnly installed has served for
a stepping-stone to higher preferment, and that in a rapid
manner. The reason for this sudden promotion we are at
a loss to know. We were pleased to note Mr Bickersteth's
appointment as Dean Law's successor, but we should have
thought the See of Exeter demanded the energy of a
stronger man. Exeter will now have had a High, Broad,
and Low Chinch Bishop in succession ; but the diocese,
nevertheless, preserves its own character. We think this
" triad of Bishops " on the whole gives satisfaction to all
parties ; but those who knew Henry Phillpotts, and who
know Mr Bickersteth, will find it difficult to repress a
smile at the contrast.
Sir Stafford Northcote, in his speech at Exeter before
the " Working Men's Conservative Union," referred to the
importance of taking a distinct side and sticking to it,
in the question which must come to the front sooner or
later, the connection between Church and State. He said,
he hoped all Conservatives were agreed upon maintaining
that union. The Times, commenting upon Sir Stafford
Northcote's remarks, says it is a conservative maxim " to
let sleeping dogs lie." But the dogs are not asleep, and
Sir Stafford's observations are well-timed. The Times is
as desirous, so the leader in question says, as Sir Stafford
Northcote, that things should remain as they are, but
thinks the question is not within the range of practical
politics. It is something more, however, than an " acade
mical opinion " upon which Sir Stafford Northcote
commented. And at a crisis in the history of our country
such as that which is before us, it is well to have clearly
marked lines of policy, or rather of principle. Whether
a question is " within range of practical politics " depends
not only on the will of a nation, but on a certain
manifested predisposition on the part of a government to
entertain it. It is well, therefore, for those in office, and
for the leader of the Opposition in the House of Commons,
to put down the foot firmly and say at once, they are not
prepared to deal with such a revolutionary measure as
that for the severance of Church and State, and to state
their conviction that the principle of an established reli
gion is a right one, and its existence an integral part of
our Constitution.

i >u* ^reviews m&Ac i
atcfcDeacon jTatrat's messages
of tbe 15ooRs.
The Messages of tiie Books : Being Discourses and
Notes on the Books of the New Testament. By F. W.
Farrar, D.D., F.R.S. ; late Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge ; Archdeacon anil Canon of Westminster ;
and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen. London :
Macmillan and Co. 1884. Pp. 532.
It would be very desirable, as Archdeacon Farrar
begins the first of the discourses in this volume by observ
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ing, that " out of the many thousands of sermons
which are weekly and sometimes even daily delivered
in England
some should he devoted to the
scope and meaning of the books of Scripture rather than
to its separate texts." Such a course would be helpful
towards enabling the ordinary hearer to understand the
circumstances under which, and the persons by means of
whom, each separate unit of the Holy Scriptures was
" written for our learning." Such a mode of regarding
Scripture has undoubtedly important uses, and is in
every way to be encouraged. At the same time it is
rather a preliminary to the study of Scripture than the
study itself, in the devotional point of view, and regarded
as the means of edification. It is altogether a mistaken
thing to object, as Dr Farrar objects in the Preface
before us, that " it has always been too much the
tendency of Christians to construct their theology and
support their spiritual life by means of isolated texts."
We have known him make much the same objection
oftentimes before, and, as it seems to us, very un
reasonably ; for it is just as needful, in order to learn any
thing from a book, to break it up and take its messages
seriatim, i.e., in " isolated texts," as it is to cut a loaf of
bread into slices, and divide these into morsels, instead of
making one's meal by swallowing the loaf whole. A book
of Scripture, or any other book, can no more be swal
lowed whole than a loaf. Whatsoever meaning it may
have, whatever messages for teaching, for warning, for
the " support of spiritual life," is contained not in the
book considered as a whole, but in those very " isolated
texts" to the quotation of which Archdeacon Farrar so
greatly objects, not for the first time. The practice there
fore is inevitable, and Dr Farrar is ill-advised in making
a set against it ; though of course it is a different matter
if any text is quoted wrongly, or its meaning wrested to
support a conclusion which it does not warrant. We
have no intention of defending the mis-quotation of
Scripture, though we would show that the usual and
common practice of dealing separately with distinct
verses, "favourite verses" if Dr Farrar chooses to
call them so, is the only practical means of using it at
all. We are far, however, from denying that he has done
very useful work in giving to the reader in these pages a
series of clear, brief, and connected accounts of why, when,
and by whom, each of the books of the New Testament
was penned ; and we think that on the whole he has done
it in a very satisfactory manner.
The book may be
recommended as almost the only one of its kind, and as
giving in a very taking and interestiug manner a mass of
information about the purposes and contents of the several
books which the student could only obtain elsewhere by
searching through many volumes, in which also he would
even then find it in a far more technical and difficult form.
The critical part of exposition is of course expressed in a
popular manner, but still with sufficiency for the immediate
purpose. The reader will be doubtless prepared to hear
*"it the critical judgmeuts expressed have a leaning
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throughout to the destructive school, though not, it is
fair to add, an excessive one. He expresses himself
uncertainly as to the Second Epistle of S. Peter, and the
Epistle to the Hebrews he continues to contribute to
Apollos, indeed the case as against the Pauline authorship
is here expressed with a persuasiveness and force greater
than we have ever seen elsewhere. At the same time, a
stronger case, to our mind, can be made out for S. Paul's
authorship than for any other. We have before advised
our readers to consult Mr Forster's monograph on this
vexed question. Moreover, the almost unbroken tradi
tion of the Church is against Dr Farrar's view. We
may mention as specimens of particularly happy treatment,
the discourse on the Second Epistle to the Corinthians,
that on the Revelation of S. John, which is well worth
study by all for its special value, and particularly that on
II. Timothy, which is one of the most pathetic eulogies of
the Apostle we have ever read. Here is a noble passage
from it :
"What is it that a life of ceaseless ungrudging labour has
left to Paul ? What earthly possessions has he gained aa the
sum-total of services to the world, unparalleled in intensity, un
paralleled in self-denial ? Perhaps he wants to leave aome amall
memento behind him, some trifling legacy by which some true
heart may remember him, ere the rippled sea of life flo « .smooth once more over his nameless grave. Just as the hermit
S. Anthony loft to the groat Bishop S. Athanasiu9 his sole
possession, his sheepskin cloke, so Paul would like to leave to
the kind and faithful Luke, or the true and gentle Timothy, the
cloke, the books, the parchments. But how small a result «f
earth's labours, if earth were everything ! Worth far leas tb«u
a dancer gets for a figure in a theatre, or an acrobat for a fling
on the trapeze. The heavenly work and the earthly reward are
not in the same material; it is not for such rewards that the
best and purest work of the world is done."—(P. 394.)
Still dealing with the same subject " the cloke that I
left at Troas with Carpus, when thou comest bring with
thee, and the books, but especially the parchments,'' he
adduces the following singular historical parallel from our
own English Reformation :
" Who, as he reads this last message, can help recalling the
touching letter written from his prison in the damp celU of
Vilvoarde by our own noble martyr, William Tyndale, one of the
greatest of our translators of the English Bible ? ' I entreat your
lordship,' he writes, 'and that by the Loan Jesus, that if I must
remain here for the winter, you would beg the Commissary to be
bo kind as to send me, from the things of mine which he has »
warmer cap. ... I feel the cold painfully in my head
Also a warmer cloke, for the one I have is very thin. Also some
cloth to patch my leggings. My overcoat is worn out, my
shirts even are worn out. He has a woollen shirt of mine, if
he will send it. But most of all I entreat and implore your
kindness to do your best with the Commissary to be so good >s
to send me my Hebrew Bible, grammar, and vocabulary, that I
may spend my time in that pursuit. —William Tyndale.' The
noble martyr was not thinking of S. Paul, but history repeat?
itself, and what is this over again but ' The cloke that I left »t
Troas with Carpus bring with thee, and the books, but especially
the parchment* ?'"—(P. 392.)
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a^atjomet anD 31$lam.
Mahomet and Islam. A Sketch of the Prophet's Life
from Original Sources. By Sir Wh. Muir, K.C.S.I.
Religious Tract Society. 1885.
This is a really admirable and scholarly work, such as
we might have expected from the pen of Sir W. Mum.
We are so accustomed to consider Mahomet as a sincere
fanatic, a man overpowered with the sense of the divine
unity, and to some extent inspired to force that great
truth on the world in place of idolatry, that we are
startled to find that he was much of an impostor and
hypocrite. Yet this comes out very clearly in Sir W.
Mcib's narrative. He was a coarse sensualist, and to suit
his purposes he deliberately invented revelations and
messages from God. It is worth while following him in
his conduct on one or two of these occasions.
His first wife was the widow Khadija, a rich woman,
a great deal older than himself; indeed he was twenty-five
when he married her, and she was forty. She died at the
age of fifty-one. Mahomet was sincerely attached to her.
He next looked out for another well-to-do widow, and
married Sauda, also a widow ; but at the same time, when
aged fifty-one, betrothed to himself the child Ayesha,
aged six or seven, and he married her three or four years
after, and she became his favourite wife. Hut these were
by no means all his wives and concubines. " Thenceforth
the affections of Mahomet were to be shared by a
plurality of wives, and his company passed on alternate
days in their several houses, for he never had a separate
apartment for himself. On the present occasion, he
humoured the juvenile tastes of his bride, at the time a
child not more than ten or eleven years of age. Her
playthings were brought to the new abode and Mahomet
joined in her infantile games." When aged fifty-six he
married Haphsa, and in the next year he took two more
wives, Zeinab and Ommsalma.
" Mahomet was now
going on to three score years ; but weakness for the sex
seemed only to grow with age, and the attractions of his
incieasing harem were insufficient to prevent his passion
from wandering beyond its ample limits. Happening one
day to visit the dwelling of his adopted son Zeid, he found
him absent. As he knocked, Zeinab, wife of Zeid, started
up in confusion to receive him." His susceptible heart
was smitten with her charms. "Even in Arabia to marry
the wife of an adopted son was a thing unheard-of, and
he foresaw the scandal it would create. But the flame
would not be stifled. And so, casting his scruples to the
winds, he resolved at last to have her. Sitting by Ayesha,
the prophetic ecstasy seemed to come upon him. As he
recovered, smiling he said, ' Who will run and tell Zeinab
that the Lord hath joined her to me in marriage 1 '
Mahomet made no delay. He celebrated the nuptials by
a feast in the court of the mosque, and forthwith took
Zeinab to be his wife. The marriage caused no small
obloquy, and to save his reputation Mahomet fell back
npon his oracle. A passage was promulgated which pur
ports on the part of the Almighty not only to sanction
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the union, but even reprehended the prophet for hesitating
to communicate it, from the fear of men."
His partiality for the childish Ayesha remaining, the
rest of his wives grew jealous. To pacify them, and to
sanction his partiality, he received another message from
Heaven, which is embodied in the 33rd Sura.
" This verse, as well as the revelation chiding him be
cause he did not marry Zeinab, and the other passages re
ferring to the prophet's relations to his household, are all
incorporated in the Coran, and to this day are gravely
recited in due course, as a part of the word of God,
in every mosque throughout Islam ! "
Next year he married a captive damsel of rare beauty,
named Joweiria. About the same time some scandal at
tached to Ayesha, and she and Mahomet were estranged
for awhile, but it did not comport with his dignity to
have it supposed that one of his wives had been unfaith
ful, so he fabricated another message from on High,
declaring her innocence, and ordering her calumniators to
be whipped. After the siege of the Beni-Cqreitza, a
Jewish colony, he took them and massacred all the menOne beautiful Jewish girl, Riliano, he took to himself
as concubine, as she refused to embrace Islam, and so
could not become his wife. When he was sixty he took
as his concubine Mary, a Coptic Christian captive, and also
Safia, the bride of Kinana, whom he killed. Safia was
aged fifteen, Safia he made his wife ; he also took Meinuna,
sister-in-law of his uncle Abbas. When he was 61, his
captive concubine Mary bore him a son, and she became
so greatly his favourite thereby as to excite furious jealousy
among his wives. Moreover a scandal got about, in which
Mahomet was implicated, and caused much comment
and ridicule. Mahomet thereupon promulgated another
divine revelation and command, to shut the mouths of the
cavillers, and this also is in the Coran. " There is surely
no grotesquer utterance by way of a revelation in the
' Sacred Books of the East ' than this strange passage, and
yet it has been gravely read all these ages, and is still
read by the Moslem as a part of the divine (and, as most
part hold it to be, the ' eternal ') Coran."
The question presents itself to us, What is the power of
Islam 1 What the secret of its strength ? We believe it to be
this. It is religion apart from morality. Those who em
brace it account themselves the Elect of God, and yet have
no restraints laid upon their passions. And indeed, we can
not hide our eyes to the fact that, at least with thebulk of the
people, this also was the secret of the success of Luther.
He preached a very similar doctrine, Free Justification
through Faith, without obligation to observe the moral
law. It was the same with Calvin, his gospel was one of
Election, and the Elect could not sin whatever their lives
might be. We very much fear that this is the great
charm and force of coarser Methodism, as it appeals to the
lowest classes,— they are assured of salvation if only they
are converted, but conversion is quite independent of a
moral life and self-restraint.
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By the Eev. Arthur H.
Our Eternal Life Here.
Powell, M.A., Curate of S. Jaines-the-Less, Westminster. T. Vickers Wood.
This little volume evidently consists either of sermons re
duced to essays, or essays that have been expanded into
sermons. It is impossible not to read it without a certain
measure of sympathy and appreciation. Mr Powell shows
some of the generous faults of youthful authorship. He is
earnest, eloquent, impetuous, and his book is full of the Chris
tian hope. It is our ungracious duty to add that he is crude,
inaccurate, extravagant, and he will have to study moderation
of thought and expression if he is to become, as there is no
reason why he should not, a really good writer and preacher.
Mr Powell is apparently a disciple of Archdeacon Farrar, to
whom he dedicates his work. He does not, however, so much
dwell on Dr Farrar's view, as he developes a view of his own,
which he seems to consider original, and in so doing ex
hibits much confusion of thought, as it is uothing else than
a constant, abiding, and most precious truth of the Gospel.
His argument, constantly reiterated, is that Eternal Life
commences now. "Now in the time of this mortal life." It
is a truth that deserves constant iteration. It is again and
again set forth in revelation, and there must be very few
clergymen indeed who have not again and again dwelt on it
in their teaching. Every mourner is reminded in the burial
service that " whoso believeth in Me shall never die." " He
hath passed from death unto life." " This is life eternal to
know Thee," etc. It will hardly be credited that Mr Powell
strongly puts forward the present realisation of Eternal Life
as a truth forgotten, or not put forward by his brethren. In
his introduction Mr Powell gives us a kind of sketch of the
history of Christian opinion :

Mr Powell has a great contempt for those whom he stig
matises as "the theologians." He talks somewhere of not
accepting something "if ten millions of theologians" held it
—of which there is not much chance. He repeatedly speaks
of " the Ancient Fathers who excommunicated Galileo."
It would be interesting to know what his notion of the
"Ancient Fathers" may happen to be. Again, he says that
" Education has hitherto been supposed to consist in forcing
down into the human throat certain pills of doctrines, little
pellets, in which are wrapped up the teacher's axioms." Who
ever supposed such an absurdity ? Who ever supposed that
classics, mathematics, science were little pellet3 crammed
down the throat? It is unnecessary, however, to note such
crudities any further, and indeed Mr Powell has much better
things to say.
He exclaims, with a manifest touch of
Carlylism,
" O my fellow blunderers In the immensity of space, my fellow
gropers after an unknown land, are we not just a little too precipitate!
Have we the very smallest reason for thus quietly postponing the com
mencement of our career in eternity ? Who told us that men'i Eternal
Life will only begin when we die? GODneverdid. Season does not.
Probability and analogy do not. Common sense does not. What then
does cause us to be so sure of this ? "
Now we humbly conceive there are answers to these inter
rogatories. We do not consider that we are blundering and
groping. Blessed be God, Christian people are brought into
the clear light and true knowledge of His truth. And Chris
tian people do not "make sure " of the manifold errors which
our author charges against them, or ignore, as he supposes,
the eternal life within them. Mr Powell does great injustice
to the Church, and we feci sure that he also does great injus
tice to himself.
Condensed Confirmation Addresses. By Rev. W. G.
Wrioht80n, M.A., formerly Vicar of S. Pauls, Bcckenham.
London : Hatchards. Pp. 83. 1884.
Although these "Confirmation Addresses " do not come up
to the Sacramental level which we should desiderate, we can
recommend them as pithy and likely to be helpful, both for
catechetical purposes and as the basis of addresses. The
argument in favour of Infant Baptism and against the necesu!-/
of immersion is tersely stated. The book is far above the
average.

" A century ago, you told us that we might expect Eternal Life to
be a happy comer iu heaven, with our owu souls packed up and safe.
You told us that we might expect a certain amount of enjoyment from
the view of other soul?, damned souls, writhing in torture below in
Tartarus. Yes, and we believed you, and we tried to stifle our
GoD-glven revulsion against this teaching. We went to church and
heard you condemn three-fourths of the human race to the flames,
and yet we went home afterwards and dined. God forgive us I How
could we ? "
The Gospel and the Child. By Andrew Simon Lamb.
London : Nisbet and Co. 1884. Pp. 265.
It is difficult to see how Mr Powell could have heard all
these dreadful things and then have gone home to dinner "a
The author of this book makes a distinction between Chris
century ago." But seriously, does he suppose that this is a tian education and "Gospel upbringing." He writes sensibly
fair account of Anglican teaching in the eighteenth century. and forcibly concerning the evils of much that is culled
It was the teaching of Jonathan Edwards, and was re-echoed religious education ; but his remedy is worse than inadequate .
in this country by some extreme Calvinistic "divines;" but it is most erroneous. Instead of starting from the graces
it is not fair to the "last century," which Mr Powell describes given in Holy Baptism, and thus training the child in holy
as "high and stranded upon the beach of a cinder-covered ways, Mr Lamb would utterly ignore the divine gift already
shore, a shore of dead ashes of a deader religion, whose tenets imparted, and use every effort to induce the belief in the
were darkness rather than light." We are afraid that Mr Lutheran doctrine of justification by faith. In Lis view the
Powell has given too exclusive study to the more rhetorical guileless, simple, loving child needs conversion as much as
passages of his great master, Dr Farrar. Mr Powell is so un- " the sin-begrimed and wrinkled convict." If this be a " Gospel
historical as to state that the doctrine of Conditional Immor education," the Church's system is a grievous error, and the
tality was the next phase in the development of the Church, prayer that the baptised infant " may lead the rest of its life
a doctrine which has never found any real entrance into its according to this beginning" something worse than a mistake.
pulpits. We are now, he says, "emerging into the calmer Mr Lamb's teaching on this point is strongly to be con
waters of a less catastrophic ocean."
demned.
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The Lord's Body. By Clement Poynder, Rector of Wyck
Risington. Second Edition. London : Simpkin, Marshall
and Co. 1884. Pp. 172.
An attempt to reconcile opposing schools on the great sub
ject of the Holy Eucharist, if undertaken without compromise
of truth, must be regarded with interest. Mr Poynder would
maintain as the chief, if not the sole, object of the institution
of that sacrament, the "real union and positive oneness of
our human spirits with Christ's human spirit ; " and all ex
pressions that imply the local presence of Chbist or the feed
ing on His body are, in his view, the language of analogy and
metaphor. The opinion is carefully worked out ; but we do
not see how its acceptance could ever be expected at the hands
of High Churchmen. And indeed, to our minds the whole
work is a kindly endeavour to use Catholic phraseology to
convey Protestant teachings ; though we are far from classing
the writer with mere ignorant Protestants, and quite hope
that he will rise superior to bis school, and learn to realise
the high doctrine of the language which he nses.
Expository Sermons and Outlines on the Old Testa
ment. London : Hodder and Stoughton, 27 Paternosterrow. 1885. Pp. 305. Price 6s.
This is a volume of sermons of very unusual merit, and
requiring therefore from us emphatic praise. The goodness
of the sermons is ensured by the very simple process of admit
ting only the writings of those who have already proved
themselves to be of the first rank as preachers ; and of the
thirty-six sermons which compose the volume there is not one,
we may boldly say, without high merit, though we find some
better than others.
There is a brief and very enigmatical
"prefatory note," informing the reader that the sermons " are
»11 gathered from fngitive or unpublished sources," and what
that means we do not profess to explain. We may pick out
for special praise Mr Knox-Little's sermon on "The Cry of
the Creatures," and Dr Liddon's (xxxiv.) "The Vision of the
Dry Bones." The account in Dr C. Stanford's sermon
(xxxvi.) of the Martyrdom of Pancratius is wonderful in its
vividness and power. Lastly, we will transcribe as a specimen
a paragraph from a sermon our readers are not very likely to
hare heard or read, one, namely, from Dr Parker's " Josiah "
(IX Chronicles xxxv. 21), a very powerful sermon all through.
This is how he describes the presumption of those anti-Chris
tian writers who, having grown up in the midst of Christian
teaching and shared in the innumerable spiritual benefits which
it has wrought, ascribe the degree of moral elevation which
they possess to their own inherent excellence, and in no decree
to the atmosphere of religious teaching which is around
them:
" When a man has been born in a Christian land, has been reared in
■ Christian atmosphere, and has had all the advantages of a Christian
example and Christian training, It is impossible for that man to know
exactly what he would have been and what he would have done but
fur those facts. Travelling the other day, I Baw something which
HltMtnted this graphically. I was standing in the railway station,
and in there came a carriage, all by itself—no steam engine, just a
carriage and nothing more. And the carriage said, ' There is a notion
abroad, an old fashioned but mistaken and sometimes mischievous
notion, that it Is needful to have a steam engine in order to draw a
carriage. Gentlemen,' said the carriage, looking to the few persons on
the platform, ' if you seek an argument to disprove that fallacy, ci'rouwpfec, look around.' And we all looked around, and we all saw it,
«ad we all said, ' Carriage, this Is very wonderful : you brought your•elf lata this station apparently, now take yourself out of it.' And
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the carriage is standing there still, and will sftnd there till it rots,— it
cannot turn a wheel. It was a detached carriage ; the great engine
that brought it along with mighty sweep went on, and this was left
behind to spend its momentum, and it just came into the station bo
nicely and thought it had brought itself in. And there be many human
detached carriages. They have had fathers, mothers, ministers, schools,
lectures, books ; they have been brought up under Christian culture,
taken so far along the line ; by some means or other became detachedasked to be detached, and in spending their dying momentum, they
think they are using an original force."— (Page 153.)
Notes on Inqersoll. By B. L. A. Lambert.
Seventh
Edition. London : Burns and Oates.
We see without surprise that this little work is in its seventh
edition. A more keen, incisive, telling series of criticisms we
have never read : and we quite recommend the pamphlet (it is
about 203 pages). It may be found of use against infidels of
the Bradlaugh school.
Every Eye : Practical Addresses for Advent and for the Old
and New Year. By the Rev. Georqe Everakd, M. A.
London : James Nisbet and Co., 21 Berners-strect. 1884.
Pp. 166.
This book should have come to us before. Our notice of
it must now necessarily be out of date. But our readers may
like to hear of it nevertheless. It has all the good qualities
usually noticeable in Mr Everard's little books : a clear and
forcible style, plain lessons inculcated without fear of itera
tion, and plenty of illustration.
The Wish to Believe : A Discussion Concerning the Temper
of Mind in which a Reasonable Man should undertake
Religious Enquiry. By Wilfrid Ward. London : Kegan
Paul, Trench and Co., 1 Paternoster-square. 1885. Pp.
225.
This little book is professedly a discussion of the question
whether the wish to believe particular religious dogmas is a
help, or whether it is a hindrance, to arriving at the truth.
The one disputant urges that such a wish quickens the in
tellect to appreciate the force of evidence ; the other rejoins
that it renders the person an interested party in the dispute,
and robs him of judicial impartiality. It is obvious that each
is right, or may be so ; and that the two positions are not the
contradictories of each other.
But beyond this, the purpose of the dialogues is contro
versial. They belong to that curious class of literature in
which all the characters are represented either as having be
longed to the Roman obedience originully, as having " come
over " in the past, or, at the least, as being thinking seriously
of doing so : a state of things ludicrously unlike that which
obtains in real life.
The only good thing we can see in it to praise is that the
doubting person of the story— one Mr Darlington—is left
apparently in statu quo in the end of the book —and not—as
we had quite expected — made to lay down his arms and become
a convert to Rome.
Hendrik. Conscience's Tales.*
Hendrik Conscience is brought before us by the story
"adapted" by Mr Cobb, to which we refer in afoot-note.
Hendrik Conscience is, in his way, as notable a man as Hans
Christian Andersen, perhaps, even more so, for Conscience is
of more literary importance to Flanders than was Andersen
• Off to California ; a Tale of the Gold Country. Adapted from
the Flemish of Hendrik Conscience. By J. V. Cobb. London :
Wells Gardner, Darton and Co. 188S.
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to Denmark. He may be said to be the creator of a romantic
literature in his native tongue. He was born at Antwerp in
1812. When aged twenty-five he wrote his first novel, 'In
het Wonderjaer,' a story of the struggles of his country for
freedom under the tyranny of the Spanish subjugation. It
gave so great offence at home, through its liberal tone, that
he was obliged to leave his father's house. He was introduced
to the king by the poet Wappers, and given a small subven
tion. His novel, 'The Lion of Flanders,' published in 1838,
established his fame. It was a story of the struggles of the
Flemings against the French in the beginning of the four
teenth century. The story has been translated into English
and published by Messrs Burns and Oates. He was given an
office in the Academy of Arts at Antwerp, and in 1847 made
teacher of Flemish to the Crown Prince. In 1857 he was
made Commissary of Courtrai, and in 1SG8 Conservator of the
Muse" Wiertz at Brussels. His prolific pen poured forth a
succession of stories in Flemish, which were rapidly translated
into French and German, and became popular far and wide
outside of his own land. His stories are simple, fresh, and
always healthy in tone ; he writes with a moral before him,
and his view of life is kindly. Perhaps he is a little disposed
to exaggeration of the vulgarities of those whom he desires to
hold up to ridicule, but his village tales are perfectly free
from exaggeration ; they are exquisite pictures of Flemish
country life. Many of them have been translated into Eng
lish, as 'Ricketicketack,' 'The Demon of Gold,'
'The
Plague of the Village,' ' Veva,' and published by Messrs
Burns and Oates, but perhaps the very best stories of per
fectly exquisite pathos and idylic beauty, ' The Poor Noble
man,' 'Blind Rosa,' and 'The Recruit,' were published by
Messrs Constable, at Edinburgh, in 1855. If our readers do
not know this little collection we piiy them, or—shall we not
say—we envy them the pleasure of making their acquaintance.
If this edition be not procurable, that by Messrs Burns and
Oates is, but the translation is very inferior to the other. Their
edition, moreover, is not quite the same, the Recruit is given
with Ricketicketack in 'The Miser and other Tales.' Another
good story, ' Siska van Rosmael ' was published some years ago
by Mr Hodges in 'The Banner.' We have found Conscience's
tales most popular in village libraries. The French transla
tion 'Scenes de la vie Flamande,' contains " What a Mother
can Suffer," a pathetic tale, "The Recruit," "The Poor
Nobleman," "Blind Rosa," "The Miser," and "Mynheer
Gansendonck." AH Conscience's novels can he had very cheap
in French, published by Michel Le'vy for one franc a volume,
in twenty-eight volumes, excellent reading for young people
learning French, and desiring wholesome French stories. All
his works have been translated into German, and issued in
fifty-eight volumes (Miinster, 1816-74). We prefer them much
in their German to their French form.
The story 'Off to California,' just adapted by Mr Cobb, and
published by Wells Gardner, Durton and Co., is a new aeparture, it is a tale of adventure in America, one that is likely
to amuse boy--, but it has not that sweet local atmosphere and
charm that belongs to his tales of life in Flanders. It con
tains plenty of adventure, but lacks the pathos and tenderness
which characterise such tales as, ' The Two Young Factoryhands,' and those already mentioned.
To our minds it is the very poorest of all Concience's tales.
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It belongs to the Class of the thousand and one boys' books
such as Mayne Reade and Ballantyne wrote. Still, as boys
like this sort of stuff, and it is unobjectionable, let them
have it.
First Lessons abotjt God and about ocr Duty to Him.
For Use in Elementary Schools. Edinburgh and London :
William Blackwood and Sons. 1884. Pp. 55. Price 4rf.
These lessons, designed for the use of teachers in Board
Schools, consist of three short divisions : (a) a simple state
ment of Biblical facts ; (6) a Hymn ; (c) texts of Scripture.
The children are led on by easy progressive steps, while
frequent recapitulation keeps the memory of past lessons
clear and distinct. The booklet should prove helpful to
teachers.
The Jot of the Miwistrt. By the Rev. F. R. Wynne,
MA. London: Hodder and Stoughton. 1884. Pp. ix.
202.
Canon Wynne, who is an Irish clergyman, tells us that he en
deavours in this book " to increase the efficiency and deepen the
joy of pastoral work." He writes in a pleasant, cheery style, and
though, as might be expected, his view of the work of the Chris
tian priesthood fails in giving an adequate representation of
some of its parts and duties, yet there is very much that is
both wise and telling, which could have proceeded only from
one who was deeply affected by the dignity and responsibility
of his calling, and laboured heartily as to the Lord. The
remarks on various departments of parish work, on the manner
of preaching, and on study, are to be recommended, as is also
the chapter on reaching young hearts. But the treatment of
the visitation of the sick and dying is insufficient in that it
makes no point of confession and absolution.
The Life of Jesus Christ. By Rev. James Stalker,
M.A. New Edition. Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 33
George-street. 1885. Price 3s. 6d.
This work has achieved a signal success in its cheaper form,
being, we notice, now in its fifteenth thousand. The present
edition has been issued at a higher price for the general reader,
with the omission of those " marks of a handbook " which are
adapted only for teaching purposes. We hope it may be as
successful in the new form as in the old.
Creation ; or, the Biblical Cosmogony in the Ligh t of Modern
Science. By Arnold Guyot, LL. D. Edinburgh : T. and
T. Clark, 38 George-street. Pp. 136. Price 5s. Cd.
Here is a little book to which we should like to give a length
ened review, did space permit. It is an attempted accommodement of the narrative in Genesis and the views into which
scientific belief seems to have settled, concerning the steps and
successive gradations by which the universe at length assumed
its present form. This has been often attempted before, but
never satisfactorily accomplished. Dr Guyot has come to his
task with a breadth of scientific culture and a philosophic
spirit which render him an unexceptionable witness on the side
of science; while his work shows him to be none the less a
devout believer in Creation. The book is one in an unusual
degree able and suggestive ; and we have peculiar pleasure in
recommending it to our readers.
To Kairwan the Holy. By Alex. A. Boddv. London :
Kegan Paul, Trench and Co. 1885.
A pleasant account of a holiday excursion by a clergyman
to the N. coast of Africa, with a visit to Kairwan, opened to
visitors by the French in 1881, when they entered Tunis and
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aunmed the protectorate. The book is excellently illustrated
by.M. Jacassey. Indeed we think the illustrations altogether
admirable, and should much like to have seen them on the
wood before they were cut. There is nothing very new in
Mr Boddy's book ; it is chatty, and flushed with Arabic
words and quotations, very pretentious of scholarship, which
doubtless is superficial ; but it is agreeably written, and
is graphic and sprightly. His account of Hippo, with the
reminiscences of S. Augustine hanging still about it, is interest
ing. "The ruins of the Roman town of Hippo Regius (the
Carthaginian Ubba) lie a couple of miles to the south-cast
of Bone. Hither (we should have written Thither) we drove
in the blazing sun, but shaded by the huge white umbrella of
our smart caliche. The white bard road passes between lofty
hedges of prickly pear, aloes, and acanthus, and is often
shaded (we should have written at interoali, the olive never
casts its leaf) by veteran olive trees with gnarled branches and
dark leaves. Our acher (why not driver ?) drew rein at the
foot of the hill upon which Ubba once stood, and said that
bis steeds would not venture further on that broiling day.
Jacassey and I, however, were not deterred, and, following the
of Augustine, and climbing further to the very summit of the
winding road upwards, we arrived at last at the bronze statue
Ubban hill, we stood and gazed at one of those glorious pano
ramic views which owe so much to a clear atmosphere and
tbe rich colouring of a southern clime. The sun was at its
meridian, and it poured its scorching strength upon us and
upon the distant red roofs of Bonah below us in the great bay,
which stretches round in a long sweep, its two piers running
out far into the dark blue sea. Behind us a long valley
opened towards the interior, a white road passing along it
towards Souk Ahras. Massive hills rose on either (we should
have written each) side of the level ground in this valley, where
cultivation is carried on as if in France. As we sat on some
stones, the remnants of Hippo Regius— the ants ran wildly
hither and thither, and a hum of insect life pervaded the air.
A chameleon, who was startled by the intrusion of two wan
derers, dodged up a tree and peeped down at us blushingly.
The whole soil here is formed of stones and concretes, marble
and white plaster, bnt the only substantial relics to be seen of
Hippo Regius were its huge cisterns on the hillside, the great
reservoirs some seventy or eighty feet deep. At one time
thesewere massively arched over, like the Carthaginian cisterns,
in order to exclude the African sun, but here and there the
roof has fallen in. Their depths are now inhabited by some
Bedouins, and no longer contain the dark cool water. We
found our way into the cisterns from the hillside, and here
obtained an idea of their stupendous massiveness. The scene
was very picturesque as we looked upwards. Great masses
of prickly pear hung down in heavy festoons from above,
and foliage and verdure spread itself everywhere (we should
omit Use// as ungrammatical) among the ruins. The Bedouin
children watching us timidly, and not heeding the warning
scolding voice (voices) of their dark-eyed mothers, added
colour and life to the already romantic scene. Just above
the cisterns has been raised in modern times a bronze statue
of El Roumi '1 Kebir (as the Moors call Augustine), encireled by iron railings. It is not handsome, being less than
life-size, and neither worthy of the place nor of him whom it
is supposed (intended) to represent.''
The above extract will give a good idea of the graphic but
•tip-shod style of the writer.
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Eecent Sermons ant) IPampblets.
Our readers are probably weary of the Wyclif Commemora
tion, whereof the Report of the Proceedings is before us
(Sbaw and Co.). The Sermon preached by Bishop Ryle on the
occasion, and entitled John Wyclif : a Remembrance and
an Inspiration, ia worthy of the preacher and the subject
Most students have learned, however, by this time that the
gold of this so-called Reformer is but " nummus plumbeus."
—To turn to more useful matters ; let us recommend a new
series of Tracts for the Church's Seasons (Edinburgh : S.
Giles' Printing Co. London : Masters and Co. ), which are
well calculated to explain the meaning and connection of the
various Christian days and seasons. They are plain, reverent,
and sound, and we wish them a wide circulation. —We can
also express tbe same desire in tbe case of the Prize Tract on
Public Worship, the Duty of All, which, after proving its
thesis, cleverly shows that appropriation of seats makes
public worship impossible to many, and goes on to uphold
the tenets of the Free and Open Church Association. —A
very elementary Sermon by Rev. W. C. Moulsey on The
Temple of TnE Church (Kendal : Atkinson), may be
useful for distribution where the claims of the Church
are unknown or ignored. — In polemics we have the first
number of 'The Anti-infidel Library (Boston, Mass.:
Hastings), on The Inspiration of the Bibi.k, which,
while it is certainly keen and telling, in endeavouring
to be popular sometimes sinks into vulgarity. — Of a higher
stamp is Dean Bickersteth's Sermon on Christian Evidences
and Modern Infidelity (London : Rivingtons), which is a
plain statement of the proofs of the inspiration of the Bible,
taking Butler's ground that "one single degree of probability
in the system of Christianity is fatal to the whole system of
the sceptic." —The unbeliever is allowed but little rest. Dr
James MeCosh, in the second number of the ' Philosophic
Series ' (Edinburgh : T. and T. Clark), deals with Energy,
Efficient and Final Cause, in which he luminously
developes the nature of Cause, and our belief therein, viewed
by the light of modern science. It is a deeply interesting
treatise, and though men may differ from some of its author's
conclusions, no one can hesitate to allow that it is well
reasoned and of great value. —Assize Sermons are usually of
one type, and that not of the most inviting character ; but
Rev. Aubrey L. Moore, in his Theology and Law (Parker
and Co.), has given us a discourse far above the average, and
in calling attention to the points of agreement and resemblance
in the two systems he has indicated a much forgotten fact,
that Conscience lies at the root of both, and gives them a
certain unity. —The Second Annual Report of the Associa
tion for providing Public Gardens and Playgrounds in the
Metropolis shows much good work effected, and much more
planned and attempted. Every one who knows the moral
and physical results of fresh air and wholesome recreation
must commend the labours of this Society, and ought to do
something to forward its objects. —The vain endeavour to get
the Northern Convocation to take notice of Bishop Kyle's
schismatic conduct in Scotland has led Rev. James Christie to
write a pamphlet 011 The Scottish Church and its English
Critics (London : Church Printing Co.). The "critics "are
the Record newspaper and its supporters, and Mr Christie has
taken the trouble to refute their statements historically and
logically.
Unhappily, on such pachydermatous opponents
the best ammunition is wasted. " Oleum et operant perdidisti."
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The Hopeful Cry of Outcast London. By Rev. T.
Edmond Lono, Curate-in-charge of Clare Market Mission,
W.C. London: Skefflngton and Son. Pp. 113. Price Is.
1884.
This book contains a graphic account of one of the poorest
parts of central London, and of the Mission which is going on
there. The scenes which are described are not imaginary, but
"taken from life." Those who calmly come to the conclusion
that the horrors and sufferings of which we have heard so
much lately are exaggerated will do well to read this book.
Many people are like the old lady who, feeling nipped by the
cold whilst out of doors, determined to send coals to the poor,
but on returning to her house and comfortably ensconcing
herself by the warm fireside, she came to the conclusion that
the weather had changed, and so rescinded her philanthropic
resolution. "It is easy," according to the cynical proverb,
"to bear the sufferings of others," and it is still easier to
forget them. We trust " the Hopeful Cry of Outcast Lon
don " will make itself heard, and that the result may take the
tangible form of support for the Clare Market Mission, —support
not merely in the way of alms, but of co-operation in every
form with the good work which is being done.
The Chichester Diocesan Calendar for 1885. Lon
don : W. Clowes and Sons (Limited), 13 Charin^-cross.
Two more Diocesan Calendars lie before us : that just
named, and the Manchester Diocesan Directory and
Churchman's Almanack for 1885 (Manchester: S. P. C. K.,
40 John Daltonstreet. London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co.
Price Is. 6d., cloth, 2s.) All these directories are now con
structed on the same general plan ; each of these is clearly
printed, and they give diocesan statistics with a fulness and pre
cision which leaves nothing to be desired. In the Diocese of
Manchester, we observe, 12,508 persons were confirmed during
the year 1884 ; a vast number, showing at least great diligence
on the part of its bishop, in the discharge of his episcopal
duties.
This Manchester Directory would be improved and rendered
more usable by a good index.

s^aga^ines of tfje Q@ontf).
We have a vigorous number this month of the English
Illustrated Magazine ; and the number is a conspicuous
example of how much value and interest can be imparted to a
magazine by well-chosen subjects, able writing, and beautiful
and plentiful illustrations, even without that which so many
people consider indispensable, viz. , fiction. To be sure, some
unbelieving people persist in saying that history is merely
fiction ; and the majority of these articles have an historical cast.
But the history which we have here is told in a chatty, con
versational way, which is exceedingly attractive. No one can
help liking the articles on " Shakspeare's Country," and the
illustrated account of ' ' Naworth Castle, " the splendid fortified
seat first of the Dacre family and afterwards of the Howards,
has an interest which is no less evident. "The Dramatic
Outlook " will, no doubt, appeal to lovers of the drama ; and
" In a South Italian Taverna" is a really charming study of
character and manners in a South Italian village. The two
stories do not impress us altogether favourably. " The Girl
at the Gate " is improbable and almost repulsive ; and it
strikes us that " A Family Affair " rather hangs fire.
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Longmans Magazine is varied and pleasant, as usual, this
month. Mr Black's novel continues, rather than makes pro
gress ; Mr B. A. Proctor discourses learnedly about the game
of Whist ; and Mr J. G. Wood gives in a monograph upon
"The Whale "a vast deal of information about that littleunderstood mammal, in a pleasant way. The four remaining
articles are sufficiently good pour passer le temps ; and that is
all one can say for them.
Blackwood begins with an article on "The Life and
Letters of George Eliot," which is not, to our thinking, plea
sant or satisfactory ; as the writer narrates the abandonment
by the subject of the memoir, of her earlier faith in the Chris
tian religion, as the passage ' ' from the receptive to the critical
stage of religion," or, if we like this better, the throwing off
" what had hitherto been the gloomy influence dominating
her life and conduct." Such euphemisms can, however, blind
no one ; nor are we in the least surprised when we get a similar
tone adopted in speaking, without a word of disapproval or
blame, of what the writer calls "her union with Lewes."
We doubt whether it will eventually be found that the world
has gained much in the writings of this no doubt highly-gifted
woman ; which, indeed, able as they are to the last degree,
we have always felt to leave (as it were) a bad taste in the
mouth : a feeling of disillusion and disbelief and disgust with
the world and with all men. The political articles in this
magazine this month (three in number) are particularly valu
able and worthy of perusal.
We mention Good Words (which is nevertheless 3, good
number all through) to refer our readers to Professor Fleemiug
Jenkiu's account of a novel application of electricity to drive
trains of not exceeding a ton weight on a series of iron rods
suspended from wooden posts. He calls it " Telpherage," not
a pretty name ; but it certainly seems to bo simple, effective,
and above all, cheap. We should think it would have a great
future in the carriage of goods. The writer's own recom
mendation of it runs thus :
" The aerial Telpher line described seems suitable to half-settled
couutricB, where roads, railways and canals are not as yet constructed,
and where the traffic is not sufficient to warrant their construction. It
will climb steep hills and go round sharp curves, and is therefore suited
for broken, hilly ground. It may also liud an application wherever it
is important not to interfere with agriculture, and where it is necessary
to remove the conductors from possible interference by men or beasts.
The automatic character of the arrangements will allow these lines to
be run out to sea for a considerable distance to load and unload ships ;
and the fact that machinery cau be driven in the neighbourhood of
these Hues by the use of a couple of flexible conductors. . . . may
lead hereafter to the establishment of a network of these ropes, not
only to act as roads, but also to supply the power to dig, reap, and
thrash on farms."
What an adjunct it would be to tho Parcels-Post I
The Contemporary has quite a galaxy of noticeable
articles. Mr Justin McCarthy's article on "Dublin Castle"
is far from fair in attributing the corruption, or even the
crime, of a single British official in Ireland to the whole British
administration ; but at all events it helps us to understand
that embittered temper towards everything English which
helps to produce dynamite outrages. Professor Fairbairn's com
ments on the Oxford Movement and its great leader, John
Henry Newman, in " Catholicism and Apologetics" are acute
and brilliant (we do not say that they are wholly accurate),
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and we should have liked to have quoted from them had we of all. It was a call to that care for the poor which
space. Mr Arthur Arnold in a solid essay upon " The In was so marked a provision of the Mosaic law. If faithfully
debtedness of the Landed Gentry " estimates it at not less carried out they should secure the favour of Jehovah,
than 400,000,000/., and adds that there are many landlords who they should have renewed access to His presence, they
have " not so much as a third of their rental free for their should have restored to them all the covenanted blessings.
own expenditure. There are many who had not so much ;
And what was true of Israel of old is true in a higher
there are others who had nothing, and who have lived in conLenten preachers are now
tinned and in deepening insolvency. "—(Page 228. ) Our space sense of Christians now.
doing
what
the
ancient
prophets
did. Their call is to
is however exhausted ; and we must hero stop for this
repentance, to amendment of life, and to acts of mercy
month.
and restitution.
The call of the Church is to individual repentance,
and to national reformation. Each one is to be reminded
that he helps to make up the character of his country
for good or for evil.
How many are longing to be
loosed from the bands of those evil habits by which
Isaiah Iviii. 6-7.
they have been long fast bound and tied ! How many
"Is not this the fast that I have chosen ? to loose the bands are yearning to be freed from the slavery of sin ! It
of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the is the work of the Church to set them free. Christ is
^pressed go free, and that ye break every yoke ? Is it not the true Liberator, Christ is the true Consoler. In Him
to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor
alone is the true Socialism, the true " liberty, equality,
that are cast out to thy house ? when thou seest the naked,
and fraternity." He only can " loose the bands of wicked
that thou cover him ; and that thou hide not thyself from thine
ness, undo the heavy burdens, and let the oppressed go
own flesh ! Then shall thy light break forth as the morning,
and thine health shall spring forth speedily ; and thy righteous free." It is the Gospel of Christ which has taught us as
ness shall go before thee ; the glory of the Lord shall be thy a part of our daily life " to deal our bread to the hungry,
to bring the poor that are cast out to our house, to cover
rereward. "
the
naked, and not to hide ourselves from our own flesh."
There is no need to enter into a defence of the keeping

4- #€Rmor? 4Lent.

of Lent. It is observed by the Universal Church, and
enjoined by our own Church. In large towns, in scat
tered country villages, churches are open and special
services held. In stately cathedrals and humble missionchapels voices are heard calling men to repentance.
How many sinners owe their conversion, how many
thoughtless persons are brought to seriousness, how many
lukewarm professors are moved to love and good works
by sermons preached during Lent, will never be known
till the secrets of all hearts are disclosed. Many a man
of business may have gone back to his counting-house
reflecting on the great truth, " What shall it profit a man
if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul, or what
shall a man give in exchange for his soul ? " because of
the warnings of Lent ! Many a young man disposed " to
rejoice in the days of his youth, and to let his heart cheer
him in the days of his youth," may have been reminded
by Lenten thoughts of the too-often forgotten truth " that
for all these things God will bring him into judgment."
The Prophet teaches the true meaning of seasons and
acts of penitence. Not outward and formal or vain
glorious observances.
The motives were to be sincere,
the penitence real. They were a call to amendment of
life, to acts of mercy, to restitution. What the acts
mentioned in this special fast are it is not very easy
to say. Most likely the liberation of slaves, and the freeing
of any one from oppression and wrong. It was an appeal
to masters and employers, to the rich and wealthy as to
the treatment of servants and dependents, to consider the
cause of their suffering, to relieve the wants and necessities

People look on the crowds who seem to be outside the
pale of the Church. They hear of a " bitter cry from
Outcast London," they are told of squalor and misery
in sharp contrast with splendour and magnificence, they
read with dismay of wide-spreading vice and crime, and
they are tempted to despair. Is the Gospel, after all, the
power of God unto salvation ? What bands of wicked
ness are being unloosed ? What heavy burdens are being
undone ? Who is letting the oppressed go free ? Whose
yoke of sin and misery is being broken off ! What light
is breaking on the darkness ? Thank God, good men are
doing their best. A Royal Commission, under the highest
personages of the realm, to consider the state of the
dwellings of the poor is a healthy sign of the times.
Think of the various Missions all over the country.
Think of the Associations of clergy and laity, who are
doing all in their power to bring the knowledge of a cru
cified Saviour to the hearts and homes of the outcasts.
Think of the agencies brought to bear upon every phase
of human misery. The world has had other Masters
besides Christ ; did ever one of them teach care for the
lost 1 Why it was a reproach cast upon the Church that
her earliest converts were taken from the dregs of
society. Why 1 Because of her care for them. Whoever
thought of them till Christ came into the world 1 Who
cared for the suffering ? Who dreamt of reforming the
vicious ?
Surely enactments for the shortening of the time of
labour, for the benefit of the employed ; Associations for
the promotion of purity amongst men, for the protection
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of young girls, for the removal of vice, translated into
Bible language, mean nothing else than " to loose the bands
of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, to let the
oppressed go free, and to break every yoke."
But all this has not been the work of Reformers,
but of Christian men and women, it is but a proof of
the spread of Christian principles.
The bitter cry from Outcast London made no new
discovery. The state of the homes of the poor was well
known to the clergy, to medical men, Sisters of Mercy,
City missionaries. It was only new in the response that
cry has met with. The frightful contrast between Dives
in his purple, and Lazarus at his gate, often enforced in
sermons, has only been brought more prominently before
the reading and thinking public.
When one reads of
the visit of the Prince of Wales to these abodes of
wi-etchedness, one thinks of the Arabian story of the
good Caliph leaving his palace to hear the appeals of
his subjects. Yet England had its Alfred a thousand
years ago. In Northern Italy, in the sixteenth century,
a good Archbishop might have been seen leaving his
palace to minister to the plague-stricken people of Milan.
In the nineteenth century, the late Primate of all England
might have been found kneeling and praying in the
small-pox hospitals of Lambeth. One of the first acts of
the present Archbishop was to visit the streets and alleys
around his stately palace.
Surely in ministering to the wants of the wretched, in
seeking to know them better, in teaching them decency,
above all in bringing them into the fold of their loving
Saviour, in feeding them with the bread of life, in cloth
ing them with the robe of righteousness, we are carrying
out the counsel of the prophet.
And the blessing is no less significant, " then shall thy
light break forth as the morning," the light which shines on
us is the light of God's countenance, the light shining on
the path of the just. " Thy righteousness shall go before
thee," in all holiness and goodness, in the clear knowledge
of His will, in the absence of doubt, in the testimony of
conscience, in the looking forward to that day when the
very least act of mercy done in His name will meet with
its reward.
And what is true of the individual is true of the
nation. The light of God's favour shall rise on the nation
which fears Him, bright as the morning dawn. The
health of that nation shall spring forth speedily in the
lives and practice of its sons and daughters, its righteous
ness shall be seen, in justice, judgment, and equity, and
the glory of the Lord in the witness of His Church, in
the manifestation of His truth, and the realisation of
His presence.
It is related of Coleridge that one day, when some one
was enlarging on the tendency of some scheme for
improving the world, he threw a particle of thistle
down into the air, and said, " The tendency of this
thistle-down is towards China, but I know it will never
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get there ; nay, it is probable that after sundry eddyings
up and down, backwards aud forwards, it will be found
somewhere iu the place where it grew. Such is the
history of the great schemes for bettering mankind apart
from divine power." Coleridge was right.
GEO. HUNTINGTON.
The Next Number, February 27, will contain a Plain
Sermon, " A Lenten Meditation," by Rev. E. J.
Hardy.
NOTICE.
Any of our Subscribers are at liberty to copy out, to select
from, or to reprint these Papers of Confirmation Questions for
use in their own Parish, not of course for sale 1 lsewhere.
For Prefatory Note to these Questions, see Liteeabt
Churchman, Jan. 30, 1885.

Confirmation Papers,
II. Man Redeemed : Qod's Plan of Salvation.
1. What is the condition of every baptised Chris
tian ?
[He is a redeemed person. Ch. Catec, S. John L 29 ;
Uohn ii. 1, 2; Rev. v. 9.]
2. From what is he redeemed ? [Gal. iii. 13.]
3. By whom has he been redeemed ? [1 S. John

iv. 14]
4. What is meant by the word redeem ? [S. Matt. i. 21.]
5. How did our Redeemer obtain our salvation P
[By dying for us on the Cross. 1 S. Peter iv. 1 ; Bom.
iv. 24 ; Eph. i. 7.]
6. Explain what is meant by the Incarnation of Christ.
[S. Luke ii 11 ; 1 S. John iv. 9; a John vi. 6J.]
7. Give a short account of the earthly life of
Jesus, gathered from the Gospels.
8. Quote some Old Testament prophecies which foretold
the coming of Jesus as Messiah. [Gen. iii. 15, xlix.
10 ; Deut. xviii. 15 ; P. xl. 7, 8, ex. 4; Is. vii. 14, liii.
3 ; Mic. v. 2. : Dan. ix. 26.]
9. By what means are we made partakers of the
benefits of Christ's Incarnation and Atonement ?
[By the Sacraments, received with Repentance and
Faith. Acts ii. 38, xxii. 16 ; 2 Thess. ii. 13 ; Rom. vi.
4. ; Titus iii. 5, 6.]
10. We are then made sharers of the Life of Jesus,
"members of Christ" by Holy Baptism.
[Ch.
Catech.] How is this Life from above nourished and
strengthened in our souls ?
11. What help is given to all the Baptised, to enable them
to live a Holy Life and thereby to please God ?
[The help of the Holy Spirit Bom. viii. 15, 16, xv. 16 ;
1 S. Peter i. 2 ; Rom. viii. 18 ; 2 Thess. ii. 13.]

Califct to bt ustto Bai'lg.
" Almighty God, Who through Thy only begotten Son, Jesus
Christ, hast overcome death and opened unto us the gate of ever-
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lusting life ; We humbly beseech Thee that as by Thy special
Collect.
prace preventing us, Thou dost put into our minds good
" 0 Almighty God, who hast knit together Thine elect in one com
desires, so by Thy continual help we may bring the same to munion and fellowship, in the Mystical Body of Thy Son Christ
good effect; through Jestts Christ Our Lokd, who liveth our Lord ; Grant us grace so to follow Thy blessed Saints in
and reigneth with Thee and the Holy Ghost, ever one God, all virtuous and godly living, that we may come to those un
world without end."
speakable joys, which Thou hast prepared for tliem that un[Or for VI. aft. Epiph., or for Sun. next before Easter.]
feignedly love Thee, through Jescs Christ our Lord."

5Hetsr.
" There lei us kneel, and 'match and pray,7
Before that dark and awful day,
When Thou upon the Cross didst give
Thy Life, that all the world might live.
Iffor one moment sin seem slight,
Our own offences few or light,
Thfy'U take their properform when we
Kneel by Thee in Gethsemane. "

How can it be! the Precioun Dloid
Once shed for man doth never fail,
But flows a Sacramental flood
That contrite sinners should avail ;
We know not how ;
We only bow
And say, Ameu.

8. J. E.

III. The Church and ihe Sacraments.

Current jTacts ano jftotes.

1. What is the Church Catholic ?
[Nicene
Creed ; Art. jrix. ; Heb. xii. 22, 23 ; Eph. v. 27 ;
Rev. v. 9.]
2. By what names is the Church spoken of in the Scrip
ture? [The Kingdom of Heaven, S. Matt. xiii. 24 j
The House or Temple of God, 1 Tim. iii. 15; The
Pillar and Ground of the Truth, 1 Tim. iii. 15 ; The
Household of God, Eph. ii. 19 ; The Mystical Body
of Christ, Col. i. 18, 24.]
3. What is the purpose for which the Church
was founded by Cheist ? [To be the means of
training up souls in holiness, and fitting them for
Heaven.]
4 When was the Church actually founded ?
[Acts ii. 41.] By means of whom ? [Acts ii. 42.]
5. What are the marks or " notes " of the Church ?
[That the Church is One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic]
Prove these from Scripture.
6. Name the three orders of ministers in the
Church.
[Bishops, Titus i. 5, 7 ; Priests or Presbyters, Acts n.
17; Deacons, Acts vi. 6.]
7. What are the two great ordinances of the
Church, which are ' generally ' necessary, that is, for
all persons ? [Church Catech.]
8. What is the purpose of a Sacrament ?
[To be the means of applying to individual souls the
benefits of the Incarnation of Christ ; and so to
bring them back to holiness. 1 Thess v. 23.]
9. Why are baptised persons said to bo ' re
generate!' [S. John iii. 5.]
Explain the word.
Bapt. Office ; the Thanksgiving.]

The Archbishop of York, in presenting tho rewards given by
the Liverpool Council of Education, made some important remarks
on the position which Latin and Greek held in our educational
system. His Grace thought French and Science should have a
prominent place, and deprecated as " monstrous " tho cultivation
of Latin and Greek to the neglect of the English language.

10. What is " the inward part or thing signified "
in the Holy Communion ? [S. Matt. xxvi. 26-28.]

*

*

*

The Bishop of Ely has just stated, in reference to the question
whether a cemetery should be consecrated or dedicated, that
since the Burial Act of 1880 consecration "has become a
nullity," and that dedication as distinguished from consecration
seems to be a ceremony " wholly unknown to the Church, and to
carry with it no legal effects." So Dr Woodford is neither pre
pared to consecrate or dedicate cemeteries.

*

*

#

The ceremony of re-dedicating the Parish Church of S. Marylebone, which has been renovated at a very large cost was
performed by the Bishop of Bedford last week, in tho presenco
of a vast congregation. The sum of 26,000/. has been expended
on the restoration.

*

*

*

We are informed that the Bishop-elect of London is a staunch
supporter of the teetotalers, and also of tho Society for the Pre
vention of Cruelty to Animals. At a meeting of tho latter Society
he expressed his grief at leaving Devonshire, and his expectation
that at his time of life he could not but regard with apprehension
the heavier work to which he was called, and that he could
hardly again expect to gather round him such friends as he had
gained at Exeter.

*

*

*

The Bishop of Bedford held a " Quiet Day " in Westminster
Abbey on Tuesday before the London Mission, for clergy and
others who were about to take part in the work. There was not
a large number of clergy present, one reason being that tte
M 8si( ners are many of them from the country, and tho day
arranged was too early for them to take the advantage of it.
But the Bisbop-elect of London delivered an address in tho
Abbey on Saturday afternoon, which was largely attended.

*

•

*

11. Through it communicants are united spiritually with
For some reason it has been more difficult to get accurate
Christ. [S. John vi. 56.] Give the meaning of this knowledge of the arrangements of the present London Mission,
in your own words.
than of those of the East London Mission. The Guardian has
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published a list of the Missioners, but we have found that in
some instances it is not a correct one, besides being defective.

#

*

*

Tho disastrous news of the fall of Khartoum and of the
capture of General Gordon caused the voice of thanksgiving
which was only waiting to burst forth, to change into that of
lamentation and of supplication. Special prayers were offered
in the churches in London and elsewhere for the soldiers, and
for tho preservation or deliverance of that brave and self-sacri
ficing man. At present his fate still appears doubtful, at leant,
there has been no official confirmation of the report of his
death.

#

*

*

It may interest many of our readers to know that, just before
leaving for the Soudan, General Gordon sat for his portrait at
tho studio of Messrs Adams and Scanlan, High-street, Southamp
ton, where copies of the photograph may be had.

#

*

*

The Rock, in a laudatory article on tho new Bishop of London ,
says of the Palace of Exeter, which it must bo remombered Dr
Phillpotts did not reside in, that Dr Temple "found" a part of
the Palace which had been used as a wine-cellar, and " restored it
to tho Cathedral," and that " where he found a billiard-room, he
left a domestic chapel."

#

*

*

The Convocation of Canterbury met on Tuesday last in the
Jerusalem Chamber, and, after a Celebration of the Holy Com
munion in Henry VII's Chapol, began their sittings in Queen
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Perhaps some of your " West-end " correspondents will favour
me with their experience.
Geo. Huntington.
Tenby Rectory, Feb. 2, 1885.

ACTS IL 9.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir,—I have lately seen in an unlikely place for Biblical criti
cism a conjectural emendation of the juxtaposition of 'loutalaw
rt xa\ Kairiraooici'ai', in Acts ii. 9, which has been treated in
commentaries as requiring some explanation. I have not ob
served such a conjecture elsewhere. Has it been noticed by
any reader of the Literary Churchman ? It is put forward
as an original one in tho following terms :
" Sed iam nimis puto his nugis indulsimus lectorum abasi
tmtientia ; quos nt si fieri potest conciliemus una coniectura,
qua locum qui est in Actis Apostolorum ii. 9 sanari putamns,
prolata huic commentationi finem imponemus : etenim 'lovialav
Tf koI KairiaSofcfa* cum omnino ex usu p. rt—Kal Sana rations
explicari non potest, turn ex tota enuntiati conformatione qna
bina membra componuntnr corruptum esse arguitur ; sed ncc
' Ii/Stay uel 'iSou^aiov propter sententiam, nee BiBvvlav propter
litorarum formam scriptum fuisse uerisimile est: quare a Luca
profectum esse suBpicor AvSidn Tf koI KamraoWav : peritiores
diudicent."—' Philogelos, Hierocliset Philagrii Facetiae.' Edidit
Alfred Eberhard : Accedit Commentatio : Berol. 1869, p. 76.
Ed. Marshall, F.S.A.
Sandford S. Martin, January 29.

Anne's Bounty Office.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Abbott's Stock and Share Almanac for 1885. —
• „ _,
Ailken.-Around the Cross
J; F. Shaw and Co.
„,„„„.
f Kegan Paul, Trench
Burdett.— Helps to Health
j „nd Co.
Benson. -The Life beyond the Grave
S"yei\, ,
Congregational Hymns
Kl hot stock.
Crake.-Evanu8
J!ow£ray'
•'
The
Victor's
Laurel
Mowbray.
NOTICE.—The columns of the Literary Churchman are at
Instructions on Lent and Its
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and HlDwell.—Some
Duties
Hayes.
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the Jones.-oid Crumpet, the Shoemaker
J. Mooters and Co.
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does Official Year-Book of the Church of England.
1885
»• r- c- K: _
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
Nisbet and Co.
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not Life of Adolphe Monod
Macdonald. -Fletcher of M»deley
Hodrter AStoughton
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
Parker.-The People's Bible
Cla ike .
" alter Smith.
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR Pbillimore.— Parochial Sermons
Smith.-Hlstory of the Christian Church
... J'»rrlly, „.
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
mt »
j %•• ■
! Kegan Paul Trench
The London Mission
j a°d Co

■M^^otTirffftOttfrence j^|

SIR)

To the Editor of the L. C.
I beg to thank you for allowing correspondents to record

their experience on confirmation.
May I respectfully ask such of my clerical brethren as have
to prepare "young lady " candidates, how they meet the ques
tion of " coming out " as the phrase ia, or in other words the
introduction of these neophytes into what is called " society."
In many instances I have found nothing destroys the good
effects of a careful preparation so much as the persistency
with which even well-meaning parents will at once plunge their
young daughters into gaiety. Remonstrance is usually in vain ;
tho claims of society seem to bo inexorable, and the desire of
making a suitable match—suitable from a worldly point of view—
is too often tho paramount aim of fashionable mothers. More
over the lines of demarcation between what is expedient and in
expedient are almost obliterated in these days, when the Church
and the world are so closely allied. Ought the clergyman to lay
down some rule, and if so, is it likely that it would be re
garded ?

1VTESSRS SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
1V1 will shortly publish, an entirely new Collection of Sermons by
Various Authors, suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS, THANKS
GIVINGS, &c, entitled 'HARVEST PREACHING.'
Messrs SKEFFINTON have also in the Press an entirely new Volnme
of Short Stories for Young Children, by various eminent and
popular Authors, entitled " Please Tell Me a Tale."
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefnngton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,
Rev. SAMUEL J EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

AND CHURCH FORTNIGHTLY.

Feb. 13, 1885]

Swedenborg's

By the Rev. VERNON HUTTON, Canon of Lincoln.

HEAVEN and HELL ; also the Intermediate State,
or World of Spirits. A relation of Things heard and seen. With
a copious Index, and a Preface by the late Her. T. HARTLEY,
MA, Hector of Winwiok, Northamptonshire. Ss. 6d. Pocket
Ldillon, without Preface, 'is.
Heaven consists of a great multitude, which no man can number, of
all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, who love the Lord
supremely and their neighbour as themselves.
Hell consists of all those who In this world have rejected the Lord
and Hit Word and given themselves up to the love of self and the love
0/ the world
The World of Spirits,' or Hades, is an intermediate region into which
men enter at death, and, after a certain preparation, pass into heaven
or hell.
The World of Spirits mu«t not be confounded with the Purgatory of
the Romish Church. With regard to Purgatory, Swedenborg says, " I
can aver that it is a pure Babylonish fiction, invented for the sake of
gain, and that 00 such place does or can exist." It Is simply a state and
place in which the departed spirit 1» prepared for bisiinal home, whether
it be heaven or hell, this having already been determined and fixed in
tue natural world. " As the tree talis so it lies."
Swwienborg emphatically declares that the life whioh lends to heaven
is not a life of retirement from the world, but of action in the world.
A life of charity, which consists in acting sincerely and justly In every
situation, engagement, and work, in obedience to the Divine law, is not
K dificutt as some suppose. A life of piety alone is not a heavenly
Hie, lor the Lord's kingdom in heaven, as well as upon earth, is a kingdora of uses.
In heaven the Lord's commandments are obeyed from willing
obedience and love; in hell there is neither love nor willing obedience.
The Lord rales the hells as well as the heavens; but they are ruled
through the fear of punishment, evil and punishment being inseparably
conjoined, and the order which Is thus maintained is similar to that
maintained in our prisons, an order which can only be preserved by out
ward lorce.
Catalogues gratis.
SWEDENBORG SOCIETY,
London, W.C.
3G Bloomsbury-street,

HUMPHREY'S
iron r
CHAPELS and SCHOOLS
MISSION AND CLUB
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ROOMS

'VUE MIND of CHRIST, Outline Meditations on the
a- Temptation and Passion. Price 2s., by post 2s. lid. Second
Thousand.
" Exactly the Manual which many are seeking."— Guardian.
" Combining in a high degree food for thought and Instruction."—
Church Times.
"Specially useful to the clergy for homlletic purposes."-Llttrary
Churchman.

AIDS to COMMUNION with GOD.

A Manual for

Young Communicants Price 04, by post 6|d., bound with Epistles,
etc.. Is., by post Is. Id. ; cloth, bevelled boards, red edges, gilt, etc.
Is. 8d., by post Is. 7Jd. Twenty-fifth Thousand,
"Thank you for your excellent Manual for Holy Communion."—
Bishop of Lincoln.
London: E. LONGHURST, 188 Upper Kennington-lane:
and MOWBRAY.
New Issue, in One Volume. Price 6e.,by post 6s. 5d.,

BY REV. CHR. RIDLEY PEARSON, M.A.,
Rector of Combe Pyne, Devon (late Vicar of St James's, Tonbridge
Wells),

COUNSELS OF THE WISE KING,
Or, Proverbs of Solomon applied to
Daily Life.
OPINIONS OP THE PRESS.

" An excellent thought excellently carried out. Sir Pearson brings
both learning and piety to his task. —Church Quarterly.
" A very valuable book."— Literary Churchman.
" A storehouse for preachers."—Church Times.
"May be used with advantage at lamily worship, or for Bible clafses."
—Hastings and St Leonard '8 News.
" The work is full of interest and freshness."— Cburch Review.
" A mass of pithy, critical, and shrewd remarks."—Ecclesiastical
Gazette.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London.
Also to be had at
SOCIETY FOR PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE
Depositories, London.

THE CHURCH OF ENCLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, separately, la. 6d. per doz

OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
' should be sorry to ohange it for any other Hymn-Rook."— Bishop of London.
' hItr„on"')r Impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
'J .Yottf, p}Ka aPPe»™ to be the right one ; I hope It will be successful."- Bishop of Winchester.
I will do my best to make It known."- Bishop of Bath and Wells.
Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."—Bishop of
Lincoln.
r
- The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
.! f inr cbo|ce ""? admirable work."_Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unspiritual cant.-- Bishop Medley. Metropolitan of Canada.

Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION
LONDON : toW.theSKEFFINQTON
CLERGY on FIRST
ANDINTRODUCING
SON, 163 PICCADILLY,
IT in their W.
CHURCHES.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
r.
.v „, OFFICE-l and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
r.
pS!i .. e c,er8"7 and euoh of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean op WESTMINSTER.
Deputv-Chairman— ROBERT FEW, Esq.
PUTSICIAN-Dr STONE.
Actdarv-STKWART HELDER, Esq.
_, . , „
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1ST JUNE, 1884 :Total Funds
Total Annual Income
._
...
...
...
,.'.
'".
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus

Z

£3,148,168
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 5s. 9d. per cent, of the total revenue.
rorinj of Proposal, Prospectuses, 4c, may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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Messrs HATCHARD'S LIST. GEORGE BELL AND SONS' BOOKS,
BY MISS WORDSWORTH.
1. THIS WORK-A-DAY WORLD.
Or, Thoughts lor Busy People. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s. od.
" Written iu a most interesting fashion, full of anecdote and a propos
recollections. This book would make an admirable gift for servants
and young people of every class, and should be found useful for reading
aloud at Sunday-school and for home teaching. "—Review.
2. SHORT WORDS FOR LONG EVENINGS.
A Book [or Mothers' Meetings, Cottage Homes, 4c. 3th Thousand.
18mo, Is. Oil.
" Deep, poetical, and sometimes quaint thought, simply expressed,
which renders it in our eyes a remarkable book."—Guardian.
8. THOUGHTS FOR THE CHIMNEY CORNER.
For Cottage Homes, Mothers' Meetings, Ac. 7th Thousand.
18mo, Is. t'»l.
" One of the most delightful books we have come across."—John
Bull.

FOR LENT.
1. THOUGHTS FOR LENT.
By Bishop OXEN* DEN. 8th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, Is. od.
2- TEMPTATION : its Nature and Limits.
By the Rev. DANIEL MOORE. Square foap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.
" A valuable little work, full of thoughts whloh will go home to the
heart of every Christian who reads it."— Rock.
" Plain and thoughtful."—John Bull.
• An edifying little book."—Christian.

NOTES OD. SERMONS, arranged iu accordance
with tbe Church's Year. By the late Bishop STKKRE, D.D.
Edited by B. N. HEANLEY, B.A., Oxon. With Introduction by
the Bishop of LINCOLN. Crown svo, 7s. ad.
" There is a certain vigorous directness and sober logic about them
which entitle them to high praise."—Guardian.
" We are Inclined to think that many yenng preaohers will find great
assistance in the composition of their discourses by recourse to these
Notes.''— Church Times.
Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged, wide fcap. Svo, 6s.,
PAPERS OD. PREACHING. By the late Rev. G.
J. DAVIES, Rector of Kldon, Hants.
" A perfect museum of valuable observations and illustrations. It
ought to be studied by every Clergyman who desires to make the moot
of what is certainly one of the most effectual means ot usefulness that
lie within his reach."—Spectator.

A LIFE at ONE LIVING.

By Alfred Gattt,

D.D.. Vicar of Ecclesfleld and Sub-Dean ol York. Crown 8vo,
8s. 6d.
(Worksop : ROBERT WHITE.)
" Dr Gatty is well versed in men and thing's. His book Is full of
anecdotes ; some of which are oapitai. With a deep and kindly insight
into human nature, be has the gift of relating his experience in s
thoroughly enjoyable manner."—John Bull.

MISSION-ROOM ADDRESSES.

By Chables

MACKESON, Reader in the Parish of St Saviour, South Hampstead. Editor of the ' Guide to the Churches of London.' Price la ,
In cloth. In. fid.
" These Addresses have been highly praised in various quarters, and
they deserve every word that has oeen said in their favour. ....
short, pithy, and to the point."—Church Times.

The DEVOUT CHRISTIAN'S HELP to

FOR CONFIRMATION.
CONDENSED CONFIRMATION ADDRESSES.
By the Rev. W. G. WRIGHTSON, M. A.,
Formerly Vicar of St Paul's, Beckenbam. Just published. Is.

BY FIDELIS.
HOLY COMMUNION. Invitation and Simple Preparation.
13th Edition. 16mo, sewed, 2d. ; cloth, -til.
Better Kdition, cloth, gilt edges, 9d.
QUIT YOU LIKE MEN.
For Young Men alter their Confirmation.
Price Id. ; lOd. per dozen.
THINE FOR EVER.
For Girls after their Confirmation.
Price Id. ; lOd. per dozen.

BY BISHOP OXENDEN.

MEDITATION on the LIFE of our LORD JESUS CHRIST.
Containing Meditations and Prayers for every day iu the year.
Edited by the Rev. T. T. CARTER, Rector of Clewer. Two
Vols., fcap. 8vo, 12s. Or in Five Parts. Parts 1, 4, 5, 2s. Od. each ;
2, and 3, -'s. each.

DAILY
READINGS for a YEAR on the LIFE
of our LORD and SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST. By the Kev.
PETER YOUNG, M.A.. Prebendary of Lincoln. Sixth Edition,
Two VoIa.,8vo, ills.

DAILY
LESSONS on the LIFE of our LORD
on EARTH, being the Gospel Narrative in the Words of the
Evangelists. With a Short Exposition arranged for Dally Reading
in the Household. By tbe Rev. G. J. COWLKY-BROWN, In
cumbent of St John's, Edinburgh. Two Vols., demy Svo, 21s.
14 Mr Cowley-Brown has executed his task respectably and usefully,
and bis readtnga might well serve, if expanded a little, as sermons lor
general congregations. "—Church Times.
FAMILY PRAYERS, containing Psalms, Lessons, and
Prayers, for every Mornin? and Evening in the Week. By the
late Rev. ERNEST HAWKINS, B.D., Prebendary of St Pauls.
ISth Edition. Fcap. Svo. Is.
This little volume contains a short service for every morning and
evening of the week, occupying from five to ten minutes, and embrac
ing a Psalm, a short Lesson, and Prayers. There are also Additional
Prayers, and Prayers for particular Occasions and Thanksgivings.

CONFIRMATION ; Or, Are You Beady to Serve Christ ?
ADDRESSES and LESSONS.
997th Thousand. 18mo, cloth, Gil. ; sewed, 3d. ; or 2s. 6d. per dozen. PAROCHIAL
A Series ol Readings for such as are tried by Sickness, Infirmity.
and Age. By RICHARD JOHNSTONE, Assistant-Curate ol
COUNSELS TO THE CONFIRMED ;
Moreton Say . Fcap. 8vo, limp cloth, for the pocket. 3>.
Or, Now Is the Time to Serve Christ ?
" A very valuable and useful series of readings for invalids, tbe in
A Sequel to above.
firm, and the aged."—English Churchman.
13tb Thousand. 18mo. limp cloth, Is.
THE EARNEST COMMUNICANT.
Red Rubric Edition. Cloth 3s. ; roan, 4s. ; mor. or calf, 4s. to 21s. EDITED BY THE LATE VERY KEV. W. F. HOOK, D.D.,
Com. Edition. 508th Thous. 32mo, Is. ; roan, 2s. i mor. or call, 3s.
Dean of Chichester.
THE LORD'S SUPPER SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
SHORT MEDITATIONS for EVERY DAY in
78th Thous. 18ino, large type, cloth, la; cheap edition, paper, mi.
the Year. Two Vols., fcap. Svo, large type, 14s. Also, Two Vols.,
THE LORD'S SUPPER ; Or, Who are the Welcome Guests ?
32mo. cloth, 5s. ; calf, gilt edges, 9s.
69th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, sewed id. ; 25 for Is. 4d., pott free.
THE CHRISTIAN TAUGHT BY THE
BAPTISM : Or, What is the Good of being Christened ?
12th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, sowed, Id. ; 25 for Is. 4d., post free.
CII URCH'S SERVICES. One VoL, fcap. 8vo, large type. 6s. 6d.
Also, One Vol., royal 32mo, cloth, 2s. 6d. ; calf, gilt edges, 4s. Od.
BAPTISM SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
J8th Thousand. Large type, cloth. Is. i cheap edition, paper, 6d. HOLY THOUGHTS and PRAYERS, arranged
BAPTISM OF ADULTS.
for Dally Use on eaoh Day of the Week, according to the Stated
lsmo, sewed, price Id.
Hours of Prayer. Seventh Edition. 16mo, cloth, red edges, &. ;
Cheap Edition, 3d.
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BOOKS FOR LENT.
Ia Crown 8vo, Eighth Edition, Price 7s. Oil.,

Fo3tfree> ^ f& ST*

THE IMMORTALITY OP MAN.
The Rev. EDWARD WHITE contributes to the Symposium on the
" Foundations of Belief in the Immortality of Man ' in the
IIomiletic Magazine for March.

The SUFFERING SAVIOUR;
Or, MEDITATIONS on the LAST DAYS of the SUFFERINGS The Rev. EUGENIE BERSIER, D.D., contributes an Article to the
of CHRIST.
March number of the Ho.miletic Magazine, entitled,
By F. W. KRUMMACHER, D.D.
" CHRIST SERVING."
w " The yolume i •, In trath, a treasure. The meditations are tender
and beautiful. They have been well translated, and form a valuable
addition to our devotional literature."—Literary Churchman.
NOW READY. PRICE ONE SHILLING.
Just Published, in Crown 8vo, Price 3s. 6d.,

8CENES from the LIFE of JESUS.

THE

HOMILETIC MAGAZINE

By Pastor E. LEHMANN.
Translated from the German by Sophia Taylor.
FOB MABCH.
" There is in these lectures a tender eympathy, and a spiritual deContents : —
Tontntsa and simplicity, which gives to them a real charm."—Literary
Christ Serving. By Rev. Eugenie Bersier, D.D.
World.
Witnesses to God. By Rev. J. Radford Thomson, M.A.
Confidence in Prospect of Death. By 8. T.
In Crown 8vo, Price 8s.,
The Christlan;Year :—The Two Fears.— Without Doubt—Not far from
The INCARNATE SAVIOUR.
the Kingdom.—The Burial of Christ.—The Alabaster Box. By
A LIFE of JESU8 CHRIST.
Rev. W. F. Adeney, M.A.
By Rev. W. B. NICOLL, M.A.
The Three Crosses on Golgotha. By Rev. Dr Von Kapff.
''It commands my warm sympathy and admiration. I rejoice in the A Clerical Symposium : The Foundations of the Belief in the Immor
circulation of such a book, which I trust will be the widest possible." tality of Man. By Rev. Edward White.
Canon Llddon.
Omri : Cumulative Sin. By Rev. Fredk. Hastings.
The Doctrine of Christian Assurance. By Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A.
'
In Two Vols., Large Crown 8vo, Price 7s. 6d. each,
Baptized for the Dead. By Rev. R. Balgarnie, D.D.
The YEAR of SALVATION.
The Analogy of the Faith. By Rev. J. Macrae Slmcock.
WORDS of LIFE for EVERY DAY.
The Epistle to the Ephcstans. By Rev. A. F. Mulr, M.A.
By J. J. VAN OOSTERZEE, D.D.
Handfulsfrom HarvestFlclds.-Ornan's Threshing-Floor. Editorial.
" This charming and practical book of household devotion will be
welcomed on account of its rare Intrinsic value, as one of the most To-Day's Daniel. By Rev. J. H. Morley.
practical devotional books ever published."— Standard.
A President's Testimony to Christ
Reviews.
In Crown 8vo, Price 7s. 6d.,
JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners-street, W.
The FOOTSTEPS of CHRIST.
Translated from the German of A. CASPERS.
By the Rev. VERNON HUTTON, Canon of Lincoln.
In Crown 8vo, Price 6«..
rpHE MIND of CHRIST, Outline Meditations on the
J- Temptation and Passion. Price 2s., by post 2s. ljd. Second
8ERM0NS for the CHRISTIAN YEAR.
Thousand.
ADVENT— TRINITY.
" Exactly the Manual which many are seeking."—Guardian.
By Professor ROT HE.
" Combining in a high degree food for thought and instruction."—
' Rich in noble thoughts and wholesome lessons."—Watchman.
Church Times.
" Specially useful to the clergy for homiletic purposes."-Llterary
Edinburgh : T. and T. CLARK, 38 George street.
Churchman.
London : HAMILTON. ADAMS and CO.
AIDS to COMMUNION with GOD. A Manual for
Young Communicants. Price 6d., by post 6|d., bound with Epistles,
Sixth Edition, Revised.
etc Is by post Is. Id. ; cloth, bevelled boards, red edges, gilt, etc.
Is. 8d.. by post is. 7Jd. Twenty-fifth Thousand,
)LALN THOUGHTS on HOLY COMMUNION,
"Thank you for your excellent Manual for Holy Communion."—
with short forms of Preparation and Thanksgiving, and an In
duction by the Rev. W.J. BUTLER, M.A., Canon of Worcester. Bishop of Lincoln.
ny 16mo, stitched Zd. each, or 12s. per 100 ; cloth, -Id.
London : E. LONGHURST, 188 Upper Kennlngton-lane;
andMOWBRAV.
R1V1NGTONS, Waterloo-place, London.
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"BROTHERS TREAD THE HOLY PORTALS."
The New Processional Hymn for a Dedication Festival. Words by C. Streatfeild, Music by
Martin S. Skemngton, is now ready, Price One Penny, or 7s. per 100. The Beautiful
Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited and most effective tune.
LONDON : W. SKEPPINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, »nd Hymn, for the VISITATION OP THE SICE, s*paju.tm,y, 1*. 6cL per doi
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymu-Book."— Bishop of London.
'* Strong1? impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is diuppointed."— Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaeliiuf, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop of
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable.**—Bishop of Chichester.
*• Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary whioh contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unotion, more free from what one may call
unspiritual cant"— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions Of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.

GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED A.D. 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, B.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Dbputt-Cbajuus**—ROBERT FEW, Kso.
Phtiician—Dr STONE.
Actuary-—STEWART HELDER, Es<j.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1884 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
Amount of Fronts divided at the but Quinquennial Bonus

_.

£1,148,166
M3^271
43T.M7

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 5a. 9d. per cent of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac, may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
New Issue, in One Volume. Price 6s., by post 6s. fid.,

BY REV. CHR. RIDLEY PEARSON, M.A.,
Rector of Combe Pyne, Devon (late Vicar of St James's, Tonbrldge
Wells),

THE CLERGY are invited to apply for Messrs SKEFFINGTON'S
New Catalogue of SECOND-HAND THEOLOGICAL BOOKS
and SECOND-HAND VOLS, of SERMONS. The books, by the
very best Authors, Ancient and Modern, are offered at ALTO
GETHER UNUSUALLY CHEAP PRICKS.
.

COUNSELS OF THE WISE KING,

„ ^ _ SERMONS FOR 1885.
By the Rev. H.J. WILMOT BUXTON. M.A,

A YEAR'S PLAIN SERMONS on the

G08 PfcLS or KPISTLES, for all the Sundays and some of the Chief
Holy-days. This new set of Sermons will be Issued in Four Quarterly
Half-Crown -.Parts,
of which
sentI \(as
they ny^»'
appein.•■
•» — , the
bus; whole
nuuic w
n UUHi will
Will be
UC HCII
IS lUfJ
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ers and pilgrims" in the places which they occupied; and interpreted his words to them. So Christianity spread.
so this, their temporal condition, as citizens of the world, " Churches were built," says Bede, " in several places ;
found its higher meaning in their spiritual condition, as and money and lands were given to build monasteries."
" strangers aud pilgrims " on the earth, but with the pro Bede mentions incidentally, as examples of the gradual
spect of the full privileges of the "abiding city" in growth and development of the Church, the fact that
John, Bishop of York, was invited by a Saxon Earl named
heaven.
The idea of a " parish," in the later use of the word, Puch to consecrate a church which he had built for his
grew out of the organisation of the Roman Empire. dependents ; aud presently afterwards we find this same
Sometimes the district surrounding a great city was Bishop consecrating another church built on another
governed by the magistrates of that city ; and sometimes estate by its owner, Earl Addi. Thus the parochial
independent communities, having their own rulers and system grew and was strengthened. It received no doubt
their own territories, were formed in rural districts. Here, a powerful impulse under the energetic rule of Arch
then, was a foreshadowing of the mode of government of bishop Theodore, a.d. 669. He has, indeed, been regarded
the Christian Church. And so it came to pass that as as the traditional founder of the " parochial system " iu this
Christianity advanced and prevailed in the world, the country ; but it would be more correct to say that he
Ecclesiastical divisions followed the Civil divisions of the developed and extended what was already in the genu.
His comprehensive idea was that of the " pastoral system,"
Roman Empire.
In this country, as elsewhere, the Church was at first worked by an educated and devoted body of Clergy,
a mere collection of missions, unconnected and inde thoroughly supervised by a sufficient number of Bishops,
pendent. Separate parishes grew up slowly ; and they with Sees of manageable dimensions ; and the whole
were not infrequently created in this manner, namely, regulated by an annual Synod. And it is to him above
that the landed proprietor in any district having himself others that we are indebted for having carried out this
embraced Christianity, would build a church and endow idea. Bishops were planted everywhere, with parochial
it, perhaps with a grant of land, perhaps with the Clergy under them, and endowments provided for their
tithes of his estate. In -this latter case, the estate and support.
the parish would be co-extensive, the lord of the manor
Of these endowments we find "tithes" mentioned at an
becoming the patron of the church built upon his manor. early period in the history of our Church. It is said that
This often explains the variety in the sizes of different Augustine recommended them on his arrival at the close
parishes, and the fact of portions of parishes being some of the sixth century. At all events, they became an im
portant element of strength to the "parochial system" by
times included in other parishes.
In the seventh eentury, the century in which there the end of the seventh century. If it be asked why
flourished Paulinus and Aidan, and Wilfrid and Chad, " tithes " were not at once generally adopted in the Chris
and Theodore and Cuthbert, the parochial system received tian Church for the support of the Priesthood, it should
a great impulse. Christianity gradually assumed a more be remembered that as long as Judaism lasted tithes were
settled character in this island. It began to lay hold of paid to the Jewish Priests and Levites, by Divine appoint
the Saxon race. The mission of Augustine had been ment ; and so, during the interval between the passing
fruitful amongst the Jutes of Kent, and that of Birinus away of Judaism and the establishment of Christianity,
in Wessex ; and now the missionaries from the North extraordinary and exceptional means, such as " community
added great strength to the cause. Chad's labours seem of goods," were adopted for the maintenance of the Clergy
to have been purely missionary, although he must have and the poor of the infant Christian Church. To this it
had, besides his little establishment at Lichfield, oratories must be added that the general institution of tithes would
and smaller mission churches in the districts which he imply the adoption of Christianity by a whole State or
visited. But Christianity was gaining ground every Kingdom, as well as the protection of the Church by the
where. Paulinus builds a church at Lincoln, having first Civil power. This explains why in the first dawn of
converted the governor of that city and his whole family Christianity we find no evidence of the general adoption
to the faith of Christ. Bede tells us that he built this of tithes as an endowment for the Church.
church of stone and of beautiful workmanship. " EccleOn the other hand, there is no evidence of any Divine
siam opens egregii de lapide fecit." The church soon fell, direction that " tithes " were to cease under the Christian
probably through violence, in those troublous times ; but covenant. On the contrary, they are frequently mentioned
portions of it were still standing in Bede's time. Oswald with approval as embodying a great principle, and recom
becomes King of Northumbria a.d. 634 ; and he applies mending a great duty, namely, that of consecrating a
to the Scottish Church for a Bishop who might spread the liberal portion of our substance to God and His service.
Christian faith among the English people ; and they sent Origen in the third century mentions tithes as " a portion
him the eminent and saintly Aidan, who received as his of our income dedicated to God, which ought to be ex
See the Island of Lindisfaiu. The Bishop preached the ceeded by Christiana." The Apostolical Constitutions in
Gospel to the people iu his own tongue ; and King Oswald the fourth century refer to tithes, as given " ra accordance
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with the command of God ; " and S. Jerome speaks of
tithes as a part of "the rudimentary teaching of the
Jews ; " and as indicating " the least that Christians ought
to give, in proportion to their means." S. Augustine also
warns those who till the earth " not to defraud the Church
in the matter of tithes."
It will be seen from what has already been stated, that
'■ tithes " in this country are, in their origin and purpose,
freewill offerings, the voluntary contributions of their
original owners to the service of God ; not national
property, in the sense in which some would regard them ;
but property dedicated for ever by Christian proprietors
for sacred purposes. They existed long before Acts of
Parliament, although they are now protected and regulated
by Statute Law. King Offa (a.d. 794) legalized them
throughout Mercia ; and after him Ethelwolf (a.d. 837)
made them general throughout England. Thus for more
than 1,000 years the payment of tithes, originally insti
tuted by God Himself, and of which S. Jerome says, that
it was to be understood to continue in its full force in
the Christian Church, has been recognised by the laws of
the Church and Realm of England, as of moral and per
petual obligation.
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by a staff of Clergy working from one centre and under
one head, until circumstances point out when and where
new and independent districts may best be formed. Mean while mission-rooms and school-rooms, and mission-chapels
and chapels of ease, will be rising up, and the help of
earnest and devout Christian laymen will be gladly wel
comed for visiting the people, and addressing them, and
conducting services for them, under the direction of the
Incumbent, in unconsecrated buildings. The advantages
gf the parochial system cannot easily be over-rated. It
places the Parish Priest in charge not merely of a congre
gation but of a territorial district, with all its inhabitants
— all those at least who choose to accept his ministrations
—so that, in theory, there is not a single individual who
has not a right to the spiritual help of some duly authorised
Clergyman.
Now the constant and systematic visitation of the
people by their Clergyman, as it is amongst the most im
portant, so is it amongst the most difficult of a pastor's
duties. We have much reason to be thankful for the
general increase of spiritual life in our Church, and of
zeal and earnestness in our Clergy at the present time.
But it is possible that in some cases this zeal may ran out
somewhat too much in multiplied and elaborate services,
to the comparative neglect of those private and house-tohouse ministrations, on the part of the pastor, of which
it may emphatically be said that they must be done, while
the other is not to be left undone. Think for a moment
of the condition of many a parish. How many of those
included within the pastor's oare, by the terms of his
commission, never frequent public worship at all ; and
even of those who do attend, how many need, in addition
to our public ministrations, the word in season, addressed
privately to the conscience. If our sermons are to be
effectual, they must be followed up by a visit, to deepen
the impression. How many cases there are of those on
whom, in spite of their regularity of attendance on public
worship, the world has too strong a hold, and who need to
be warned against its enticements ! How many there are,
in trouble of mind or body or estate, whom God is thus
fitting for the message of comfort, and who, if they find a
comforter in their pastor, may at such a crisis be won,
and saved through Christ, for ever !
If happily, as I venture to think, it is no part of the
system of our reformed branch of the Church Catholic,
that her members should come periodically to their pastor
for private confession and absolution, there is all the
more reason why he should visit them as their friend and
spiritual adviser as to the things which concern their sal
vation. And such intercourse will re act with power upon
his own spiritual life. He will find that the help and
comfort which he administers will be iu proportion to that
with which he himself is helped and comforted of God.

Now the tithe of land for the support of Christ's
ministers throughout a whole community or kingdom
implies the acceptance of Christianity by that whole
community. And it is here that we recognise the value
of the union of Church and State in a well-ordered Chris
tian commonwealth. We also see how closely what we
call the " parochial system " is bound up with our institu
tions in Church and State. For thus the whole country
13 mapped out into parishes, each parish having its own
recognised spiritual instructor, whose income in the great
majority of cases, especially those of the more aucient
endowments, comes directly out of the produce of the
land. The endowments of the Church are therefore not
the property of the State, as some suppose, but the produce
of the free gifts of former ages to God and His Church,
those gifts being now regulated and protected by the Law.
Thus, in theory at least, every inhabitant of this country
bis a spiritnal pastor provided for him, at whose hands he
may claim the ministrations of religion. In thousands
of parishes throughout the land the humanising, civilising
effects of this system are manifest in the presence of men
of culture and refinement (sometimes the only men of
education near at hand), who by their high character and
Christian example save many a district from lapsing into
paganism.
But, alas, the vast increase, and irregular
distribution of our population have in many districts
almost swamped the " parochial system ;" and one of the
most important social and moral problems of the day is
bow to meet these difficulties, and by a wise extension of
tbe parochial system, in itself so excellent, to make it
The " parochial system," properly administered, requires
once more co-extensive with our needs and requirements.
Experience has taught us that our large and overgrown that the pastor's visits should be according to a definite
parishes are often best administered, at least for a time, plan. Every part of tbe parish should be visited in order.
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For this purpose a " speculum gregis " should be kept and
renewed periodically. The visits should be prepared for,
by calling to mind beforehand the circumstances and
characters of those to whom the visit is about to be made.
There should be a definite purpose in each visit ; and that
purpose should always be, either directly or indirectly, to
help onwards some soul in the way of life. Now all this
involves greater mental and moral effort than any amount
of public ministration. Of all the pastor's duties, the
house-to-house visiting, if it is to be effectual, is the most
anxious and arduous. But then at the same time it is the
most blessed in its results, not only to the flock but to the
pastor himself. It gives earnestness to his prayers and
reality to his sermons. It makes his whole ministry sym
pathetic and real and strong.
We hear much in these days of " missions to the masses,''
who apparently are without God in the world, and are at
present unreached by any ministry. These " missions " are
exceptional agencies, a necessity of the times, arising in
great measure from the cause already referred to,—viz.,
the vast increase of our population, and its irregular dis
tribution—which has caused a partial breakdown of the
parochial system. By means of these missions it is
hoped that "the masses" may be reached. But while
heartily wishing " God speed " to these and all other
agencies which may be employed in faith and humility to
bring the knowledge of Christ and His salvation home
to the hearts of men, it is well that we should remember
that they can never be accepted as in any sense substitutes
for the quiet and unobtrusive, but more fruitful labour
of the conscientious Parish Priest. What the " parochial
system " aims at is reaching the " individuals." You may
get the "masses" together by hundreds, or even thousands,
and much momentary enthusiasm may be kindled, and we
will hope and believe even more than this; but unless
these efforts are followed up by the faithful working of the
"parochial system" in dealing with individual souls, a
large amount of this energy will be wasted.
A correspondent of the Guardian of December 3, 1884,
page 1,842, writing on the subject of the recent East
London Mission, says : " If one conclusion more than
another might be drawn from what could be seen of
this Mission, it would be this :—That parochial work
is a continual mission,—that souls are to be gathered
in, one by one, and not wholesale ;—that the parish
in which the sick are regularly and carefully visited,
and no opportunity neglected of work with individuals,
will be the parish most benefited by the Missions ; and
that no parochial organisations can take the place of quiet
and steady parish work ; nor can any Mission make up
for any deficiency in this respect."
EDWARD BICKERSTETH, D.D.,
Dean of IAehfUld.
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^unOap EUcreations.
The institution of a Sabbath, or appointment of every
seventh day, as a day of holy rest, was not first made by
Christ and His Apostles, nor was it a day of Jewish origin
simply. The day was set apart by God Himself immediately
after the Creation. This we will prove, not by a quotation
from "a brilliant speech "on Sunday Recreations at the
Church Congress, but by a quotation from God's Word, the
Bible : " He rested on the seventh day from all His work
which He had made. And God blessed the seventh day, and
sanctified it ; because that in it He had rested from all His
work which God had created and made."—Gen. ii. 2, 3.
The frequency with which the Lord said to Moses respect
ing the manna, "On the sixth day they shall prepare that
which they bring in, and it shall be twice as much as they
gather daily," and " on the seventh day they found none.'1
—Ex. xvi. 5, 27.
The very language of the Moral Law regarding the Sab
bath implies a previous existence of the Sabbath. It is,
" Remember the Sabbath Day to keep it holy," as if it were
something already existing ; and the reason for its observance
points us at once to its first institution, at the time of the
Creation.
The moral nature of the Sabbath is an argument for its
early origin and universal obligation. It is a day of physical
repose ; a cessation from worldly care and business ; an
opportunity of preparation for that Sabbath which shall never
end.
All history shows that the non-observance of Sabbath, as a
day of holy rest, has always been attended by the extinguish
ment of all true religion.
Jesds, our Loud, having "all power in heaven and on
earth," as " Head overall things to the Church," changed the
day from the seventh to the first day of the week. He con
tinued the same division of time, still setting apart "the
seventh day," preserving the moral character of the institu
tion, but He changed the day itself from the seventh to the
first day, in commemoration of another and greater event
than the creation of a world at the first, namely, a new moral
creation, in virtue of His own life and death and resurrec
tion.
That the day was thus changed we find from John xx. 19 .
On the first day of the week, after our Lord's resurrection,
we find the disciples assembled together and Jesus with
them.
After eight days again the disciples were together, and
Jestjs came and stood in the midst of them. —John xx. 36.
Upon the first day of the week the Holy Ghost descended
on the Apostles, as " they wel-e all with one accord in one
place. "—Acts ii. 1.
Upon the first day of the week we find the disciples
assembling to receive the Lord's Supper, and St Paul preach
ing to them. —Acts xx. 7.
On the first day of the week St Paul exhorts the Corin
thians to lay aside their alms as God had prospered them.—
1 Cor. xvi. 2.
The day was known as the Lord's Day, and St John says,
" I was in the Spirit on the Lord's Day."—Rev. i. 10.
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The early Church religiously kept the first day of the week
as the Christian Sabbath.
Ignatius says, "No longer observing Sabbaths, but keeping
the Lord's Day, in which also our life is sprung by Him. "—
Ep. ad Mag., sec. 9. And, again, "Let every one that loves
Christ keep holy the Lord's Day, the queen of days, the
resurrection day, the highest of all days."
Irenaus, Bishop of Lyons, a.d. 1C7, says, " On the Lord's
Day all of us Christians keep the Law, Meditating on the
Law, and rejoicing in the works of God. "
Clement of Alexandria, a.d. 192, says, " A Christian, ac
cording to the command of the Gospel, observes the Lord's
Day, thereby glorifying the resurrection of the Lord. "
Dionysius says, ' ' This being the Lord's Day we keep it
holy."
And Justin Martyr declares, " On Sunday all Christians
in the city or tbe country meet together, because that is the
day of Our Lord's resurrection ; and then we read the
writings of the Prophets and Apostles ; this being done the
President makes an oration to the assembly to exhort them
to imitate and do the things they heard ; then we all join in
prayer, and after that we celebrate the Sacrament. "
K. SLADK.

^^uRR€rvr Topics r&A
The West London Mission is generally considered to have
been successful. As far as numbers are concerned, it was
likely that Services during the day would be better atten
ded in West than in East London, as so many at the
West-end have plenty of time at their disposal. It is,
however, quite impossible to form an adequate idea of all
that took place during the ten days from Feb. 6 to 16 in
the vast area of West London, nor do the " special re
porters" of the newspapers give anything but a fragmen
tary account of it. We expected that the Mission would
have been more general than it was. Two-fifths of the
Churches in West London for various reasons did not join
in the effort. Some Churches—for instance, All Saints,
Margaret-street, which used to be in the forefront of the
Catholic movement, were " conspicuous by their absence."
The time appointed for holding the Mission was most in
convenient. Its closeness upon Lent proved a great diffi
culty to the clergy who were missioners, and who had to
rush back to their parishes on Shrove Tuesday, when they
*ere exhausted by the arduous labours of Ten Days'
Mission Work in London. There was no reason what
ever why the Mission might not have commenced on
Sf-ptuagesima as so many desired, and a more suitable
day, viewed in relation to its teaching, it would have been
difficult to select.
The large congregations of poor, such as were to be seen
nightly in S. Mary Magdalen's, Faddington, S. Augus
tine's, Queen's-gate, S. Barnabas, Pimlico, &c, were enough
to convince the most sceptical that the West-end is not
composed simply of rich and well-to-do persons. The
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Eescue-work was most successful, and in several of the
receiving-houses there were from ten to twenty girls
taken in, and sent to Homes and Penitentiaries.
In some parishes, in order to render the fruits of the
Mission permanent, arrangements have been made to hold
services of a mission character once a week during Lent,
which will also have the effect of preparing some of
those who have been convinced of sin during the Mission,
and who have entered upon a course of penitence, for
their Easter Communion.
We regret to say that, in some few instances, teaching
was heard which certainly cannot be regarded as orthodox,
but which was doubtless dictated by earnestness and zeal,
though not a zeal according to knowledge. We refer to
that species of teaching which demands as a test of con
version, that the person shall be absolutely certain that he
or she is " saved," and be ready to say so, a demand which
the Church has never made upon the penitent, and which
is inconsistent with that humble hope which is not the
least attractive feature of the Christian character. How
ever, such teaching, we are thankful to say, was rare.
Unless the Missioner is well based in dogmatic theology,
the very earnestness of such a movement is likely to throw
him off his balance, and then his eagerness to benefit souls
will find vent in some extreme doctrine or demand.
We trust the Mission will make its mark manifest by the
increase of true penitence and devotion to the Passion at
this season, and in the number and fervour of Easter
Communicants.
Lent may deepen what the Mission
began.
The bishops had a very difficult question to deal with
at the recent meeting of the Convocation of Canterbury —
that of the Reservation of the Sacrament for the Sick.
We cannot say that they acquitted themselves of their deli
cate task with very much credit to themselves or advantage
to the Church. The question before them was this—not
whether the Prayer-Book sanctioned such a practice, but
whether they, knowing the difficulties of the parochial
clergy and how many sick who from lack of time for
arranging a Celebration, especially during an epidemic,
must die without receiving Holy Communion if the letter
of the Prayer-Book be adhered to, would, under certain
definite restrictions, permit exceptions to the rule. We
believe that the late Primate and the late Bishop of Lon
don both allowed the Sacrament to be reserved when
sickness was prevalent in a populous London parish. The
Bishop of Winchester argued that the primitive custom
of carrying the Holy Eucharist to the sick " was no reser
vation." We doubt it. The early mention of vessels in
which the Sacrament was kept, " the Mass of the presanctified," the practice of the Greek Church in Lent, the
annual reservation for the sick from Maunday Thursday,
and the testimony of Tertullian, Cyprian, and of S. Basil,
who says the monks in the desert kept the Sacrament and
communicated themselves, tell against Dr Harold Browne's
distinction. It is quite clear to every one who can read,
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that the rubric in the Book of Common Prayer, that if of it be left to another day. They must be mad tossy so.
"any remain of that which was consecrated, it shall not For Christ is not altered, neither will His sacred Body be
be carried out of the Church," but consumed at once, is changed ; but the efficacy of the blessing and life-giving
an obstacle to reservation for the sick ; but the twenty- grace is permanent in it." Ecclesiastical rulers must be
eighth Article, which was quoted in the Report, has nothing practical men, and try to meet the difficulties which the
to do with the matter. No one believes that the Sacrament parochial clergy feel. We hardly think " the Paternal
" by Christ's ordinance " was reserved, or asks now to Authority of the Bishop " will be " strengthened " by 1 lie
have it reserved for those purposes which the Article was Report of the Committee on this question.
intended to discountenance. It might as well be argued
that because the Article says the Sacrament may not " be
The opposition on the part of a few extreme men to
carried about," that therefore the priest violates its restric the holding of the Church Congress this year at Ports
tions every time he administers the Blessed Sacrament to mouth has called out such a general feeling of apprecia
the faithful, for he must carry about the Sacrament to do tion of that institution, that the meeting in October next
so. But the wording of the rubric at the end of the is likely to be a most enthusiastic one. Seven hundred
Communion Service is against reservation, although the ratepayers have expressed their readiness to heartily co
purpose of it was to protect the remains of the Sacrament operate with the Bishop, Clergy, and Corporation in making
from being irreverently handled. Tho insertion of the all the preparations which may be required for giving the
word " reverently " in the rubric implies as much as this. Church Congress " a right good welcome " at Portsmouth.
At any rate, it was within the power of the bishops to A general committee has been formed of 130 clergy and 89
take this view of the direction in question, and to allow laymen ; and money has been flowing in. The Hants and
reservation for the sick within limits which they might Isle of Wight Guarantee Fund amounts already to 1,8G0Z.,
have laid down, requiring of the parish clergy an account, and the West Surrey to 780?. A "Subjects" committee
say annually, of the number of times and the circum
has been formed, in which different sections of the Church,
stances under which reservation had been found neces
we understand, are united in fair proportions. " An aged
sary.
Protestant," whowasat Cambridge when the funeral of "the
Reservation was allowed in the First Prayer-Book of great and good Charles Simeon" took place, and who, there
Edward VI., and though the Bubric which provided for fore, we should have thought was old enough to know better
it was omitted in the Second Prayer-Book, the practice than to use uncharitable language, in a letter, a copy of
must have been continued, for in the Latin Prayer-Book which has been forwarded to us, objects to the Church
of Queen Elizabeth's time, the Rubric was again inserted. Congress, because " the three unclean spirits, like frogs,"
And the practice of reservation, it is well known, was are not excluded from taking part in the proceedings.
adopted by the Non-jurors, and is allowed in the Scottish He means " Romanists, Ritualists, and Rationalists."
Church. Blunt records that during the cholera in Leeds, This polite old man does a little croaking, however, on his
the Bishop of Ripon was appealed to on this subject, and own account, and utters a long jeremiad on the degeneracy
would not disallow the reservation of the Sacrament that of the times, witnessed to by the holding of the Church
the sick and dying might be communicated.
Congress in Portsmouth, and by the consecration by the
The bishops have now missed their opportunity of Bishop of Liverpool of S. Agpes' Church. He concludes
guiding and controlling a practice which needs episcopal a long tirade by denouncing Canon Hole, who, we hope,
supervision, and which without it may not be without its will not feel hurt by the conclusion of " an aged Pro
dangers. What the Bishop of Truro means by "a low, testant's " letter, in which he pathetically exclaims—" Oh !
a degrading, and a very material idea of the Presence of Canon Hole, what little wisdom you possess ! "
However, notwithstanding the senile efforts of our
our Blessed Lord in that Holy Sacrament " in connection
with reservation for the sick, we fail to understand ; as veteran, and of the ultra-protestant clique at Portsmouth,
the practice of retaining the consecrated elements for the preparations for the Church Congress are such as to
administration to the sick or for reception at home was insure that the twenty-fifth meeting shall be "a great
apparently not unusual in the primitive Church. If there success."
fore the connection which Dr Wilkinson appears to divine
between reservation and " material " views of the Sacra
ment be a true one, material views on the Sacrament must
also have been primitive. We suppose it is not doubted
but that the Sacrament retains its power when it is re
served, or regarded as " a low, and degrading " idea, that
John Wycliffe and his English Precursors. By
the Sacramentum and the res Sacramenti go together.
Professor Lkchlfr, D. 1). Translated from the Germau
The words of S. Cyril of Alexandria may be quoted in
by the late Professor Lorimer, D.l). A New Edition,
revised. London : R. T. S. Pp. 512.
connection with this subject—" I hear that some persons
say that the mystical Eucharist is inefficacious if a part John Wiclif : His Life, Times and Teaching. By the
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Rev. Arthdr Robert Pennington, M.A., Canon of |
Liucoln. London : S. P. C. K. Pp. 304. 1884.
Life of John Wtcliffb. By Frederic D. Matthew.
London : S. P. C. K. Pp. 48.
Wiclif and Hua. From the German of Dr Johann
Loserth, Professor of History at the University of
Czernowitz. Translated by the Rev. M. J. Evans,
B.A. London : Hodder and Stoughton. Pp. 366.
1884.
If the efforts which have been made to call out some
enthusiasm in connection with the Five Hundredth Anni
versary of Wiclif's death have had no other result, they
have at least been the cause of the issue of several readable
books. 'John Wycliffe and his English Precursors' was
at fiist published by Kegan Paul and Co., in two volumes,
but that edition has been some time out of print. The
book in its present form, as re-issued by the Religious Tract
Society, is a marvel of cheapness. It is published at the
low price of eight shillings. This biography has a special
value, from the fact that in a series of Notes which contain
passages from Wiclif's unpublished works, an attempt is
made to set forth " the great Reformer's opinions " in a
consecutive manner. These notes, in the present edition,
are placed at the foot of the page, which is a distinct ad
vantage over the former. The analytical Table of Contents
and the Side Notes will prove helpful to the student, but
the Alphabetical Index is to our mind a meagre production.
It must, however, be remembered that a German Professor
and an English Churchman will view the opinions of Wiclif
from very different standpoints. There are omissions also
to be noticed—the Latin Appendices have been left out and
the catalogue of Wiclifa Works condensed, whilst the
second volume of Lechler's original work, in which was
traced the influence of Wiclif after his death, is here sum
marised in a single chapter.
Lechler's statement, " it no longer admits of doubt that
Wycliffe was born at Spresswell, not far from Old Rich
mond," is one which only proves a want of acquaintance with
the locality, for neither of the places has ever been heard of
or known. In like manner, the author thinks the evidence
" entirely decisive " that Wiclif was Warden of Canter
bury Hall. Lbchler only gives one chapter to Wiclif's
" English Precursors." The rest of the volume is devoted
to the " Morning Star of the Reformation." His " youth,"
"student life," "public" life, conflicts with Rome, Wiclif
u "a preacher," "Bible Translator," "Thinker and
Writer," &c. Lechler is right in saying ' Dominion ' is
Wiclifs " central idea ; " but we desiderate a fuller work
ing out of that idea, not in its theological but in its
political bearings. Here is a passage over which a Liberationist would gloat :
"In the event of the Church falling into error, or of church
men persistently abusing tbe property of the Church, kings
tad temporal rulers are entitled, both legally and morally, to
withdraw from them, in a legal and moral manner, the temporal
properly."
What more revolutionary principle could be adopted !
And the Reformer proceeds further to affirm, that tithes
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need only be paid when the parson is worthy of them.
Everything, according to Wiclif, is to be determined by the
State, which has " a right and duty even in the internal
affairs of the Church." This last opinion, if accepted,
would set Lord Penzance on his legs again. But we are
criticising Wiclif's opinions, rather than Lechler's ex
hibition of them. We think this edition of Lechler's
work deserves especial commendation, and will serve for a
standard biography of Wiclif. It is adorned with a
portrait of the Reformer, taken from a Mezzotint which
is in the British Museum, and several engravings of Lutter
worth, and Wycliffe church. It deserves a place in the
library by the side of Kostlin's ' Life of Luther.'
Canon Penxingtos provides an account of the Reformer
in a concise form. His preface, however, is calculated to
excite suspicion. We are told of Dr Vaughan that some of
his statements about Wiclif have turned out to be " inaccu
rate." Of Le Bas, that his " Life " of Wiclif is " no longer
trustworthy." Dean Hook is said to have brought charges
against Wiclif " which a more careful examination of
his writings would have convinced him could not be
sustained." " Hs has erred," we are told, " in following
Milner, the Church historian." Of Chancellor Massiugberd
and Milman, that they both may " be criticised because
they want information." When an author has to make
way for his own views, by showing how those who have
traversed similar ground before him were all in the wrong ;
and when those others are such men as Hook, Milner,
Massingberd, and Milman, the question will arise in many
minds whether the line he takes may not be the mistaken
one. We have, in this instance, no hesitation in saying it
is. The fact that hitherto but an imperfect acquaintance
with Wiclifs writings has been made, may account for
too favourable impressions of their tendencies, but not
for the reverse. We thoroughly agree with Dean Milman
when he says " that from Wiclifism it would be difficult,
perhaps impossible, to prove articles like those of the
Church of England." How the author can think Wiclifs
opinions coincide with the doctrines of the Church of
England, we are at a loss to conceive. We will take two
or three pointa in which certainly English Churchmen
can have no sympathy with the Reformer's views. First,
as to Episcopacy. He held " that between priest and
bishop there is no difference arising from consecration."
Here we are face to face with a fundamental principle of
Church life, viz., that episcopacy marks a distinct order in
the Church, upon the existence of which depends the com
munication of certain divine gifts, which the clergy of
the second order cannot transmit. This the Church of
England teaches, by her history and Prayer-Book. It is
her ration d'etre as distinguishing her from Nonconformist
Bodies, and amongst other things, establishes her claim,
to be part of the Catholic Church. Take next Wiclif's
opinions on matrimony. We will quote Canon Penning
ton's words : " With regard to matrimony he expresses the
unnatural and unscriptural opinion that marriages within
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closest decrees of relationship are condemned only by
human maxims and institutions." Marriage, therefore,
with a deceased wife's sister would be a trifle in the eyes
of " the first of the Reformers." Again of Confirmation,
he says " the Holy Ghost is not given by all bishops in
this apostolical ordinance." We have italicised the word
all, because it is a. clue to a doctriue which, if Wiclif
never clearly taught it, he at least drew very dangerously
near to doing so, the doctrine which made God's ordinances
depend for their effect upon the goodness of the minister,
which is condemned by Article twenty-six. Canon Pen
nington asserts that Wiclif's doctrine about dominion
" in no degree affected the legal possession of property."
It is safe to say that, only because Wiclif's Utopian ideas
on the subject were never applied. His difficulty was how
to judge whether a man was in deadly sin or not, and so
whether or not he deserved to be fleeced of his possessions.
But with regard to the property of the Church, " Princes "
might settle whether the Church ought to be deprived of it
or not. If, however, on the other hand, the Church deprived
the State of its possessions for some cause, that iB called
" financial spoliation," " downright theft," and " robbery."
Canon Pennington's little volume is useful as reproducing
in a brief form the Reformer's Life and Times ; but for his
" Teaching," we should prefer to turn to Lechler's work.
The latter has not the same object in view, that of putting
Wiclifs opinions in such a light as to minimize their
discordance with the doctrines of the Church of Eng
land.
The ' Life of Wycliffe,' by Frederic D. Matthew, is
a brief compendium of the Reformer's acts and teaching,
and is on the whole fairly done. But Wyclif taught
that the Presence of Christ was " real " in the Eucharist.
Leciiler says, his view stood " nearer to the Lutheran
doctrine of the Supper than it does to the Zwinglian."
' Wiclif and Hus ' is a book to be read after Lech
ler's biography of Wiclif. Professor Loserth traces the
influence of the Reformer in Bohemia down to the time
when he was condemned by the Council of Constance ;
and further deals with the relations between Wiclif
and Huss. Wiclif was the master, Huss the disciple.
Wiclif propounded theories, Huss tried to carry them
out into practice. That Huss appropriated Wiclif's argu
ments is beyond dispute, on such questions as predestina
tion, the nature of sin, civil and ecclesiastical institutions,
and the like. Professor Loserth gives in parallel columns,
the teaching of Wiclif and Huss to prove their similarity
or identity. But there are important points of differ
ence between the doctrine of the two Reformers ; and
Huss on the Presence of our Lord in the Eucharist gives
two opposite views himself at different dates. Those who
would wish to read an interesting and impartial account
of Wiclif's connection with Huss and the Hussite move
ment, should purchase Dr Loserth's volume. It is sup
plied with an index and table of contents, and the
translation appears to us to have been well made.
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The Official Year-Book of the Church of England,
1885. London : S. P. C. K. Pp. 628.
The ' Official Year-Book ' is now in the third year of its
existence, and has become an indispensable book of refer
ence for all who are interested in the welfare of tlie
National Church. It has certainly succeeded — to use tlie
words of the Primate at the Diocesan Conference at Lam
beth in July last—" in representing the work of the
Church in its true and comprehensive light, and as enabling
those who have acquainted themselves with the facts of
the case to answer the misleading statements as to the
influence and work of the Church throughout the country."
Viewing the ' Official Year-Book ' as not only a guide for
those who are within the Church, but as a vindication of her
existence and continuance against the attacks of Liberationists and political Dissenters, an addition of great importance
has been made to this volume, in the shape of a tabulated
result after investigation of the number of buildings used
for the worshipof the Church of England besides Parish ami
District Churches. These statistics are valuable as showing
more completely the provision which the Church makes for
the spiritual needs of the people, and as a corrective to
returns which have been made of the relative strength of
the Church and Nonconformist Bodies founded on an in
adequate representation. There are two other additions
which have been made to the ' Year-Book ' for 1885, viz.,
an interesting account of Church extension in the Diocese
of Durham, from the pen of Archdeacon Watkins ; and
a "detailed report" of the working of the Public School
Missions.
Although these new features have been inserted in the
present work, yet it is eighty pages shorter than the
previous volume. This curtailment has been effected by
the omission of lengthy accounts of Societies and of the
Church Congress, all of which may be found in their
respective Reports. The reduction in these respects we
commend.
But the omission of the list of those
Ordained and of Preferments, and the Obituary, is to our
mind questionable. The personal element gives interest
and freshness to a volume which must necessarily be full
of statistics. The same may be said of the East London
Mission, the account of which is summed up in one page.
The names of the Missioners would have given life to a
record which without them can have but little value for
reference.
The Table which gives the numbers of
deacons who have been ordained during the last thirteen
years shows an increase from 582 in 1872, to 759 in 1884.
We wish the statistics of Confirmations were equally
favourable. The total in 1883 was 205,856 ; whilst in
1884, it is 193,230. To say, as our eye runs down these
pages, which are crowded with information upon nearly
every subject in which the Church of England is at work
or is interested, that we see no errors, is not to be expected.
Our surprise is that there are so few. The ' Year-Book '
of the Church is a kind of Ecclesiastical Bradshaxc, or
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rather spiritual Baedeker, for not content with register
ing all that is passing in the Church of England, it in
cludes accounts of the Church of Ireland, Scotland,
America, the Colonies, &c. Here and there we see a mis
take which might easily have been avoided, but mostly of
minor importance. Thus some "Quiet Days" are un
recorded, and Some changes by death omitted. In the list
of Sisterhoods, S. Raphael's Sisterhood is described as
working " in the Parish of S. Raphael." "We should have
thought that every one knew by this time that S.
Raphael's has no Parish or District, otherwise the Bishop
of Gloucester would not have been able to close the church
by withdrawing the licence from the chaplain.
However, the labour which must have been expended
in amassing and tabulating all the information which is
contained in these six hundred and more pages, must have
been enormous, and the task of looking out for errors
which may have crept into such a volume almost savours
of lack of gratitude and generosity. We commend the
' Year- Book,' as a necessity not only to every clergyman,
but to every zealous layman, and thank the Honorary
Secretary for the third issue of this importaut compendium
of the Church's work.

Cbe Spirits in IPcteon.
The Spirits ix Prison. By E. H. Plumptre, D.D.,
Bean of Wells. London : Wm. Isbister. Pp. 416.
1884.
This book consists of a reprint of a sermon preached by
Dr Pluxptre in S. Paul's Cathedral, on April 30, 1871, on
1 Peter iii. 19, accompanied by a number of " Short
Studies " on subjects bearing more or less on that text.
Some of these studies have been published before, whilst
others appear in their present shape now for the first
time. They are upon " The Old Testament in its bear
ings on the Life after Death," "The New Testament " on
the same, " The Descent into Hell," " The Eschatology of
the Early Church," "The Salvation of the Heathen,"
"The History of the Wider Hope," "Modern German
Thought," " Prayers for the Dead," " The Doctrine of
Purgatory," &c, &c. The work is dedicated to the
memory of "Frederick Denison Maurice," whom Dean
Plcicptre describes as " the proto-martyr of the Wider
Hope."
The " Wider Hope " may have a right or a wrong mean
ing. If by it is intended no more than that we repudiate
the dark limits with which Calvinism has circumscribed
the Divine Perfection of Mercy, and that the Church does
not permit us with certainty to say of any soul (with
perhaps one exception), that it is irretrievably lost, we most
cordially accept the term. But if, on the other hand, it
is a*ed as an elastic formula which will take in within its
range the doctrine of Universalism, we most decidedly
reject it.
Dr Plcmptre's work labours under the vice of indefiniteneas, perhaps he would say, the virtue. The book is marked
throughout by a tone of piety and by the evidences of real
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scholarship ; but it lacks the precision of the scientific
theologian, and the robustness of statement which is a
necessity for the parochial clergyman who has to teach the
doctrine of " The Four Last Things " to the masses. The
teaching of this or that Father on any subject is not
necessarily the teaching of the Church. The question
between pious opinion and dogma is not to be settled by
weighing in two scales what may be said for or against
the one or the other, as the Editor of the leading Journal
is said sometimes to do with the letters addressed to him,
and then to make his own the opinion which pre
ponderates. That alone is dogma which has upon it the
stamp of the " Quod semper, quod ubique, &c." or has
been enunciated by a General Council, or embodied in
Creed. Because a sentence may be found in some ancient
author, Gregory of Nyssa, Theodore of Mopsuestia, &c,
which favours Universalism, as there are assertions in
other writers which tell for Conditional Immortality and
Annihilation, it does not follow that Universalism is a
permitted form of speculation to members of the Catholic
Church. The " Damnatory Clauses," as they are termed,
of the Athanasian Creed supply a sufficient argument
against the tenability of Universalism, as the attempts to
get rid of them, and to tone them down or explain them
away bear witness. If the fate of man is not fixed at the
moment of death, what becomes of the belief in what is
called " the Particular Judgment " 1 It is difficult some
times to gather from these pages what Dean Plumptre's
own convictions are on the doctrine which he is handling.
His method is to say, in a sort of even-handed way, what
may be said for and against an opinion or doctrine, and
then to relegate the whole matter to the realm of the
insoluble. It occurred to us in reading, especially the
studies on " the Word ' Eternal,' " the " Damnatory
Clauses of the Athanasian Creed," and " the Wider Hope
in English Theology," what would be the effect of such
teaching, if it were adopted by the clergy who are about
to conduct the London Mission. They are rightly called
" studies," the quiet examination of religious questions by
an educated and pious mind, as one may investigate the
problems of science, and find out all that may be said
for or against this or that hypothesis.
But these
" studies " seem to us to suffuse with a haze of doubtful
ness the clear outline of Catholic Truth. Unless a man's
future is settled when he dies, much of the teachiug of a
Mission would fall powerless on the sinner. The solem
nity of death is gone, the appeal to the soul not to delay
repentance, &c, must lose its force. The infinity of the
issues which are before it, as it holds, so to speak, its
destiny in its hand is an exaggeration, as all may yet
come right in the end. Dr Plumptre, remember, does
not commit himself to Universalism. The drift of this
work is to leave the future an open question, but to admit
that there may be repentance after death. He says " the
Apostles lead us to the belief of a capacity for repent
ance, faith, love, &c," in those who have passed away.
According to this view, the period of probation is not
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confined to this life, but may be continued in another, and
that without limits. How souls may be put upon their
trial when the veil has been drawn aside, and when they
no longer, at any rate, can be tempted by the world and
the flesh—two out of the three sources of temptation — Dr
Plcmptbe does not enter into. He seems to us to mix up
guilt and penalty, " culpa" and " poena," as if they were
one and the same thing, and applies texts to the one which
belong only to the other. We fully admit, with Dr
Plcmptre, that souls as a ruleneed somegrowth, education,
purification, before they attain to the full presence of Gon ;
but this is altogether different from the belief that after
death disembodied spirits can pass across the great gulf
which is "fixed" and separates those who die in grace
from those who die in deadly sin. Nor again, will the
undoubted and universal practice of prayers for the dead
in the Primitive Church aid us in coining to such an
opinion. Dr Plumptre says of prayers for the dead, and
his testimony in their favour is certainly an unbiassed
one,—
" One witness, at least, to the truth of wider, happier thoughts
at to the state of the dead than hare recently prevailed among
as, was borne with no faltering voice, in no indistinct accents,
by tbe Church of the first ages. In every form, from the solemn
liturgies which embodied the belief of her profoundest thinkers
and truest worshippers, to the simple words of hope and love
which were traced over the graves of the poor, her voice went
up, without a doubt or misgiving, in prayers for the souls of the
departed. Those prayers were indeed part of an inheritance
which she had received from an older system. For more than
two centuries before the conqueror over Hades was revealed, they
had entered into the worship of all true Israelites, had been part
of tbe Services of Temple and synagogue."
Yes, doubtless, and so our Lord and His Apostles must
have joined in such prayers and given them their sanction ;
but this fact does not further the opinion that there is
repentance in the grave, for Dr Farrar himself admits in
his work on ' Mercy and Judgment ' " that these prayers
were considered by the majority, when they spoke with
precision, to affect the condition of none but the faithful
dead."
Dr Plcmptre appears to admit that the hardening of
the soul against God's grace in this life may be carried to
such an extent that it may wear out as it were its capacity
for repentance, and therefore, in such cases, after death
there can be no forgiveness ; but that a continued life of
sin, and not an unrepented deadly sin, alone excludes from
the presence of God. 'The Spirits in Prison' is, like all
Dean Plcmptrk's writings, well worth reading, and from
an historic point of view a useful book of reference ; but
the arrangement of the subjects is not at all clear, and
for the latter purpose an index is sadly needed. Whilst
we hail with delight every work which is calculated to
widen and brighten the hopes of humanity, we must at
the same time condemn every attempt, however wellmeant, to weaken or obscure the accepted eschatology of
the Catholic Church.
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Encvci.opjEdia of Tiieologt. By Dr J. F. Rabioer, Ordi
nary Professor of Evangelical Theology at the University
of Breslau. Translated, with Additions to the History
and Literature, bv the Rev. Jons Macpherson, M.A.,
Findhorn. Volume L Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 38
George-street. 18t4. Pp. 430.
A recent writer has observed, with considerable truth, that
in Germany Dogmatic has for a variety of reasons long since
past into Dngmen- Getchichte, and in this work we have one
out of many illustrations that might be given of the fact. It
is not what we in England are accustomed to understand by
an Encyclopedia of any science, i.e., a formal succession of
treatises upon the several heads or subjects which the science
comprises, showing the arrangement and distribution of the
several subjects, defining their range und scope, and stating
exactly the relation which each part bears to every other. In
contradistinction to this, various German Divines have adopted
what they call the material or historical method, which alone,
they argue, give9 scope for a scientific treatment of the sub
ject ; inasmuch as by it alone the idea, history, and functions of
each of the conceptions which go to make up theology can be
adequately treated, an assertion by the way the truth of which
we are very far from allowing. Such writers arc Hoffman,
Hagenbach, Dorner, and Rabiger, the works of each of which
severally are doubtless well known to theologians in England,
though none of them but the last has, go far as we are aware,
thought fit to style his work Encyclopxdie, but rather, and as
it seems to us more accurately, have spoken of them as a
Theologik or Dogmatik. To show, however, with what distin
guished success some German divines have carried into practice
that probably truer and certainly far more useful idea ol a
theological Encyclopaedia which we have referred to above,
we need only refer to the Real-Encyclopadie of Hersog, Plitt
and Hauck, lately translated and issued in English by Messrs
Clark.
We have then in the work before us the earlier divisions
of a treatise upon theology as a whole, which is the idea that
the writer proposes to himself, objecting to a more formil
treatment of his subject that such works as adopt it "lead only
to an understanding of the relationship in which the sevenl
theological branches stand to one another, but not to an un
derstanding of theology itself," "just asliturgic," he observes
on page 171, "is the science of divine worship, homiletic the
science of preaching, and apologetic the science of the method
of defence, so is encyclopadik the science of the organisatio* of
the encyclopaedia," an observation which is true enough,
though we can see no inconvenience in admitting it Into the
former method as well as the latter.
We suppose that it was by way of completeness that the
author occupied as much as ISP pages in discoursing upon the
history of his subject and commenting upon the various
writers who, from primitive until modern times, have en
deavoured with more or less success to treat theology in >
scientific manner. Generally, it seems to us, his comments
are too brief, ami as it were cursory, to give an adequate con
ception of the persons and the writings of whom he treat*.
That is one of the inconveniences of his method ; it aims at
being biography, history and doctrinal theology a!l in oae, and
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naturally does the work of each imperfectly. We may, how essentially only a subdivision of historical science " (page 316),
ever, give a somewhat long quotation as showing considerable and he looks to it to be " the pathfinder of the new religion."
insight into the position of modem lioroan theology, and on the In a curious passage upon page 321, Dr liabiger claims for his
other hand, as exhibiting the restricted limits of the author's own country " the pre-eminence of being in the possession of
sympathies, and indeed of his reading, which seems to a theological science which nourishes and defends its Christian
be confined to the Continent. Anglican theology, with all its life, which will protect it against unbelief and superstition."
rich treasures, he seems entirely unconscious of, nor has his "We do not yearn," he continues, "after the ecclesiastical
editor supplied his omissions at all adequately. For instance, institutions of England, which unprotected by a free theology
so extremely valuable a work as the series of Dictionaries part asunder into sectarian divisions." We have no wish to
issued by Mr Murray, under the editorship of Dr W. Smith exult over others, but certainly recent statements as to the
and other scholars, is entirely overlooked. The passage we mere fraction of the population of Berlin and other large
refer to will be found on page 156 :
cities in Germany which retains any religious practices what
" Id this uew acholasticUm of the Roman Catholic Church, trui h and soever, would not have led us to the conclusion that such views
fiction cross and intermingle with one another at all important points. as those stated by Dr Babigcr had preserved Germany at all
Subtle and penetrating investigations are undertaken in reference to events from unbelief. We cannot, however, give the book
the problems of religion, Christianity, Church and science ; and then further space at this time, but perhaps when following volumes
Christianity is identified with the Catholic doctrine, the Catholic
doctrine with the truth, the Kingdom of God with the Church, the appear we may return to it again.
Cburch with the hierarchical Church, Catholic theology with absolute
theology. Set forth by eminently gifted and spiritual men, this Some Instructions on Lent and its Duties. Edited by
the Rev. J. Hipwkll, M. A. London: J. T. Hayes.
IdealWm has unquestionably contributed, in the widest circles, to the
Pp. 77. 1888.
advancement of the Catholic consciousness and the Interests of the
This little book, which is so small that it may be easily
Catholic Church. Nevertheless, viewed by Romish eyes, the dangers
with which its undisturbed development threatened the hierarchical carried in the pocket, contains some useful teaching for the
Chinch wen unmistakable. If it is to be dragged into the spiritual present season, on Penitence, Fasting, Almsgiving, and
movement of Protestantism, there is much occasion for fear as to the Prayer. Notable duties for Lent. It is a compilation and
ultimate posltiou of the doctrine of an unchangeable Church. Jesultiim, on its restoration, has approved itself as the true curial watchman, translation of Bordaloue's teaching "pour le Careme," which
and bas shown itself determined to lead baok that idealism within its was addressed to French women in the seventeenth century,
own limits. The Iruit, indeed, of this idealism it has utilized for its but will be found suitable to English ladies in the nineteenth.
own purposes; for the tenacity and constancy, the overbearing and We can highly recommend the little volume, though a slight
blind determination, with which ultramontaniem fought for the Papal alteration in the phraseology might have been made with
Church, Is in large measure the work of that ideal theology. This,
however, has itself given to Jesuitism its death-blow, when it trans advantage in one or two places.
ferred the daman infallibilitaf from tiie Church to the i'ope and caused Plain Thoughts foe Mes. Eight Lectures, delivered in
the Papal Infallibility to be sanctioned as a dogma. While previously
Foresters' Hall, Clerkenwell. London : Kegan Paul,
a wide space was allowed to Catholic theology within the limits of the
Trench and Co. Pp. 170. Price Is. 1885.
hierarchical Church for free movement, it must now, under the autho
These Lectures were delivered during the East London
rity of an infallible vicegerent of God and Christ, as a corpus mortuum
Mission in 188*. Lord Nelson, in his Preface, says : " They
fill a prey to corruption."
are now given to the world, and will, we trust, be found of
The second of the great divisions contained in this volume
use for many mission-workers in future missions, and for
professes to treat of the nature of theology, and contains
those noble men, who in daily discussion of social questions
much repetition, going over as it does the same ground some
in their workshops may be glad of suitable arguments in proof
times three or four times in different relations. He dis
of the power of Christianity in raising their fellow-men to
tinguishes between " a confessional theology," i.e , the orthodox
nobler standpoints." We observe that Lord Nelson renders
or ecclesiastical theology contained in the Creeds, and " a
1 Tim. vi. 10, " The love of money is a rftot of all evil." He
Christian theology which," he lays down, " is throughout an end
italicises the indefinite article, which called our attention to
to itself," and " has no other end to pursue than the knowledge
the alteration of the rendering, We cannot agree that the
of Christianity according to its religious truth." He thinks
absence of the Greek article in the original justifies the
that theology meets with " no confessional church in which
change. S. Augustine and 8. Chrysostom show how riches
the full realisation of the Christian idea is set forth," and
"supply the matter" for the indulgence of the three great
furthermore it is even hostile to the ecclesiastical, idea "it
disorders of the soul: covetousness in acquiring, pride in
will turn by preference to that one which does not identify it
possessing, and sensuality in using them, and therefore are
self with the idea of the Church, and thereby not only
said to be the root of all evil. Earl Nelson's comments on
authorises theology to raise itself above the limits of the
the failures of other religions as an argument for Christianity
Cburch Confession, but even demands for its own furtherance
are excellent and to the point.
«nd maintenance the nurture of a free theological science." —
The first Lecture, on "Faith," by Bev. H. Wace, D.D.,
(Page 309.)
is a justification of the position of this virtue if religion, by
It follows, of course, that there is no finality in its positions ;
pointing out that it is required in all other departments of
it is always becoming and never settled or certain, and would
life. In the second Lecture, which is on "Money," by Bev.
ind tht limits of any authoritative Creed too strait for it.
J. de Soyres, there is a capital account of the co-operative
"Theology," he says in another place, quoting Lagard, with
system as applied by Leclaire. But whether a principle
whom, however, he does not himself personally agree, "is
which is acted on in two or three isolated instances, and
proves a great snecess, would be equally advantageous, if it
* Sic ; no doubt the author meant to write infallitntitatis.
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became unirersal, Mr de Soyres does not stay to inquire ;
and Leclaire was a very exceptional person. Mr J. Cropper,
M. P., lectures on "Temperance," and had an easy task in
showing the evils of drunkenness, which he faithfully fulfilled.
Rev. J. W. Horsley delivered the fourth Lecture, on
" Honesty," in wliich, as usual, he was not afraid to call a
spade a spade. We think, however, it would have been better
not to call up Councils and Fathers as condemning "even
the most simple interest " on money. He had plenty of solid
matter without trenching upon what would be regarded as
quixotic in its character. His lecture is full of that honesty of
which he was speaking, whilst in exposing its opposite, which
from his position he is likely to know much about, he cer
tainly did not mince matters. Rev. R. Eyton's Lecture on
" Recreation " was a good one ; but he does not, as we might
have expected, enlarge upon the blessing which religion
bestows on the working-man by the appointment of one day
in seven as a day of rest.
The other Lectures, that on "Purity," by Mr Stephen
Bourne, and on " the Family," by Canon Furse, make up a
volume which not only Missioners, but all who have to
address working-men, will find helpful, and suggestive for
framing addresses.
The World op Proverb and Parable ; with an Introduc
tory Essay on the Historic Unity of the Popular Proverb
and Tale in all Ages. By E. Paxton Hood. London :
Hodder and Stoughton. 1885.
This is a collection of lectures, or essays, on proverbs and
sayings and parables, The Wise Men of Gotham, Catspaws,
a Skeleton in Every House, Bees, Dead Lions, Tongues in
Trees, the School for Scandal, and such like. They all sadly
lack form and style, such as only early and thorough culture
can give, but they are amusing, and contain a good many
stories more or less good, and more or less badly told, a great
many vulgar slaps on the back to authors living and dead,
whom Mr Paxton Hood patronises, and a considerable number
of proverbs more or less pertinently illustrated. The Intro
ductory Essay is absolutely worthless as a contribution to the
science of folk-lore. It is the outcome of a perusal of the
Introduction of Mr Campbell's ' Legends and Traditions of
the Highlands,' which is in itself too excellent to be done over
again in an uncouth and ignorant way. Other men have done
as splendid work as Mr Campbell, but Mr Hood knows nothing
of Benfey's admirable study of the Pantschatantra, or of
Von Hahn's scholarly introduction to his collection of Greek
and Albanian Marchen, or of the volume of Notes by the
brothers Grimm to their Kinder-Marchen, to mention only
three of the best known. There is no distinction made
between the conjectures of old theorists, like Bryant and
Stukely, and the well-founded conclusions of modern anti
quaries.
We have all the old exploded rigmarole about
serpent-worship, why not also Arkite-worship? and Stonehenge as a Dracontium of Druidism.
Mr Paxton Hood makes some very comical blunders.
Drachenfels, according to him, is Dragon-yJeW/ We should
like to know what " department" of the Talmud is occupied
by traditions of Sodom.
On page 168 we have " Evening
Mass" in a Roman Catholic Church! Page 225 we come
across this amazing question, " Whoever heard a Romanist
speak, even in terms of common courtesy, of one not of his
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own faith ? " " Dum vivimus vivamus " he translates "While
you live, live." Page 349, " The chief topic of dispute among
Ritualists themselves (is) the worship from the north side of
the altar."
We can give Mr Hood a hint for his chapter on "The
Perfect Gentleman." Let him look at Brooke's 'Fool of
Quality ;' he will find in that old writer the most beautiful
description of a perfect gentleman that has ever been written;
he will also find, very near the beginning, an exquisite parable
concerning " The Little Silver Trout." The description of a
gentleman is in Vol. II , pp. 195 — 203, of the edition of 1767.
Mr Hood says, "We read a Church legend from one of
those dreamy old saints, Marina d'Escobar, &c," and he tells
one of her visions or dreams, which is no legend at all. Marina
d'Escobar is not a saint, she has not been even beatified. She
died in 1633. How Mr Hood could read a Church legend
from her is hard to say, her life was not published till thirtytwo years after her death. Elsewhere, Mr Hood turns the
German "Schwank" of Bruder Lustig into a mediaeval
religious tale. He heads an account of the Martyrdom of
S. Polycarp, "Polycarp and the Catacombs," and, in connec
tion with the death of the Saint, describes the Roman Cata
combs as though he were buried there ! S. Polycarp was
martyred at Smyrna, and his authentic acts say he was there
buried, and his tomb is shown there to this day.
Mr Paxton Hood's book may be dipped into when anecdotes,
illustration?, parables or proverbs are wanted. The parables
and anecdotes want condensation before they are told again,
and some of them are not worth telling. What can be the
good of perpetuating the irreverent story of the confusion
between Dore's picture of the Prsetorium and the Criterion?
The style is irritating because so bad, but the material used is
better than the style in which it is clumsily put together.
As we have found so much fault with Mr Hood, we will give
him a contribution or two for his chapter on Sundials, "I
Waite upon the Sun," "Omnes horas time propter unam,"
"Rede the Time," "Quotidie morior."
" Time flies, a moment may be wished
When worlds want wealth to buy."—(Newlyn).
"Ex hoc momento pendet ajtemitas."— (S. Budeaux).
At Lelant is a copper gnomon held in position by a figure of
Death with hourglass and arrow.
The Life of S. Paul. By Rev. James Stalker, M.A.
New Edition. Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 38 Georgestreet. 1885. Price 3s. 6d.
The first edition of this excellent little work was published
at eighteenpence, and it is now in its fifth thousand. Like
the 'Life of Jesus Christ,' by the same author, it has now
been published in a more ornamental form, at a higher price ;
and we doubt not will meet with a similar appreciation as a
book for the library to that which it has already had as a book
for the school.
The Antiquity and Genuineness of the Gospels. Being
a Handbook of the Confirmatory Arguments in Support
Thereof, with some Prefatory Remarks on the Remoter
Sources of Modern Unbelief. London : W. H. Allen and
Co., 13 Waterloo-place, S.W. 1884. Pp.106. Price 2s.
We do not think much of the " Prefatory Remarks," which
are somewhat trite, and abound in mere truisms ; but the
summary of evidences is shrewd and well put together, and
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shows the hand of a keen and original thinker. There is
much that is suggestive also in the way the arguments are put:
e.g., there is a tabular comparative statement of existing
testimonies to the authenticity of the works of some thirty
ancient authors which are received without question as genuine.
Thence emerges a very strong argument in support of the
claims of the Gospels to be held as authentic.
The little book is worth consulting.
The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges. Hosea.
With Notes and Introduction. By the Rev. T. K. Cheyne,
M.A..D.D. Cambridge: At the University Press. 1884.
This valuable series is rapidly becoming complete : and no
one of its volumes has more essential value than the one be
fore us. Mr Cheyne gives to students of the Prophecy of
Hosea not crude theories, or any mere excerpla from German
Commentators : but a sober, well-considered, and consistent
Tie* of this most interesting and very important prophecy.
The Notes are good ; and the " Introduction," as it seems to
as, all that possibly could be desired for the purpose indi
cated.
Palestine : its Historical Geography, with Topographical
Index and Maps. By Rev. A. Henderson, M.A. Edin
burgh : T. and T. Clark.
This is one of Messrs Clark's useful Hand-books, and can
be thoroughly recommended as accurate and most interesting.
The historical method has been chiefly followed in introducing
the places and districts mentioned in the Bible. This gets rid
of the dryness of a mere summary ; and as the latest informa
tion has been used, and the Maps of the Palestine Exploration
reports have been reproduced, the reader will peruse the book
with pleasure, and with the certainty that he is making him
self acquainted with the best results of modern investigation.
The excellent index makes the work available as a dictionary
of Palestinian geography.
Tub Ladt, a Journal for Gentlewomen, is the title of a
new illustrated periodical, of which the first number was issued
on the 19th inst. Its contents are very varied, and, though
there is a considerable amount of the " Society " element, there
is also a large admixture of other matter both useful and en
tertaining. The paper is likely to become popular, but
perhaps our readers cannot do better than obtain the first
number, from which they will be very well able to form their
own judgment. It is well and handsomely got np.

sgusic.
We have received from Herr Franke an elegant little Card
giving particulars of his musical enterprises for the coming
season. First among these comes the engagement of the
celebrated Heckmann Quartet, who appear for the first time
in London, giving Evening Concerts at S. James's Hall on
February 26, March 3 and March 10. The usual series of
nine Richter Concerts will be given from April 27 to June 22,
besides which one of these Concerts will be given at five of
our principal provincial towns.
We observe, too, with much interest that Herr Franke
contemplates a short season of German Opera, but can only
promise to carry this out if sufficient support is forthcoming.
We sincerely trust this may not be wanting, for the artistic
value of these performances ranks very high indeed.
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Any of our Subscribers are at liberty to copy out, to Belect
from, or to reprint these Papers of Confirmation Questions for
use in their own Parish, not of course for sale elsewhere.
For Prefatory Note, to these Questions, see Literary
Churchman, Jan. 30, 1885.

Confirmation papers.
Practice (Nob. iv.-vi.)
IV. The Christians Means of Grace.
Prayer. The Study of tue Holy Scriptures. Bap
tism. The Holy Eucharist. Repentance and Absolu
tion.
1. Show how God has provided (1st) for the training of the
faithful soul ; (2nd) for the restoration of the penitent
soul.
2. Write out some texts of Scripture (1st) which
assure us that God hears the prayers of His people.
[Ps. lxv. 2, lxxxvi. 5, exxxviii. 6 j Is. lvi. 7 ; S. Matt,
vi. 8, vii. 7 ; Phil. iv. 19 ; Heb. iv. 16.] (2nd) Some
instances from the Gospels of His having done so.
3. What part should Prayer have in a Christian's
daily life ; that is, How often, on what occasions,
and for what objects, should he pray ? [Ps. Iv. 17.]
Give some examples.
4. Show from the Holy Scriptures themselves,
that both under the Old Covenant, and after tho
Christian Church was founded, it has been held a
pious duty to read the Scriptures constantly for in
struction and edification. [Ps. cxix. 18 ; Neh. viii.
2-8 ; S. John v. 39, xx. 31 ; Rom. xv. 4.]
5. Quote from the Prayer-Book the directions of
the Church as to receiving the Holy Communion,
(1st) when we are in health ; (2nd) when in sick
ness.
6. What is the Priest directed to do when making
" Visitation of the Sick," and why ? and what means
of comfort and cleansing is it his duty to use ? [Office
for Visitation of the Sick.]
7. What do you mean by Repentance for Sin ?
How often is it necessary to repent? [Ps. li. 1;

Ps. iii. 19.]

t

8. Explain what is Faith, Hope, Charity ; and give a
passage of Scripture referring to each. [Heb. xi. 1, 2, 3 ;
1 Thess. ii. 16; 1 Cor. xiii. 4-8, 13.]

3ct of ft?ope ana Prarjtr ano purpose*
To be made frequently, kneeling.
" 0 Lord Jesus, in Thee is my hope.
I desire, and pray, and I purpose, to live for the future,
not wholly for the present.
I desire to look forward each day to the coming of Thy
Kingdom.
I desire to labour here, that I may rest hereafter in Paradise
and rise again with my body, when Thou shalt come again, and
dwell with Thee in heaven.
I desire that my best treasure may be in heaven, so that
* Founded on one in 'Armoury of Prayer.'
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my hopes and affections may constantly thither ascend, even
in this life.
I noPE now to advance in holiness, to put away those things
which I have renounced, to press forward to those degrees of
holiness which are above me and before.
0 Loud Jesus, I thank Thee for my hope. Confirm it,
strengthen it, realise it fully, because Thou hast redeemed me,
and Tarn Thine ! Amen, and Amen."
Second Part. Practice.
V. The Christian's Rule if Life.
THE Ten Commandments. The Precepts of Cukist.
Thk Directions oy the Cjuurch.
1 . When and to whom, were the Ten Command
ments given ? [Exod. xx. i.]
Name the subjects of them.
2. Give shortly the explanation in the Catechism,
of (a) what it means to love God ; (6) what it
means to love our neighbour.
3. In what parable has our Lord shown whom we
are to regard as " our neighbour ; " that is, as one
having claims upon our Christian kindness ? [S.
Luke x. 29-37.] Explain it.
4. Quote passages from Scripture in which our Lord upheld
and confirmed the Law of Moses; that is, the Ten
Commandments. [S. Matt. xv. 4-6 ; S. Mark vii. 9.]
5. In what one word are the whole of the Com
mandments summed up? [Rom. xiii. 8, 10], and
what has our Lord said with regard to this duty ?
[S. Matt. xxii. 37-40.]
6. Give some instances in which our Lord has ex
plained and added to the Old Law as to the Sixth
Commandment [S. Matt. >. 21-26] ; the Seventh
[S. Matt. v. 27, 28, 38-40] ; the Eighth [v. 28-30] ;
the Ninth [v. 33-37].
7. Quote our Lord's statement of the Law of Christian
Marriage. [S. Matt. v. 81, 32 ; S. Mark x. 7, 8]
What is the " New Commandment " given by Him ? [S.
John xiii. 34.]
8. What are the wholesome directions of the Church
(a) As to Public Worship.
(6) As to receiving the Holy Communion.
(e) As to Intercessory Prayer.
('/) As to lawful Marriage?

Prantt.
" *0 Heavenly Father, Who hast taught us how great things
were wrought through Faith in times of old ; give we beseech
Thee, to Thy servants a strong and living Faith ; that looking
not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are
not seen, we may win a like victory over the world, and
finally behold with our eyes the things in which we have be
lieved ; through our Lokd Jesus CuniST."

$nmn.
"tO let my life in ceaseless progress move,
On into deeper knowledge, Lord, of Thee,
The length, the breadth, the height, the depth of Love,
That first could care for, then did stoop to me.
8. J. E.
•From the ' Armoury of Prayer.'
tDf J. 8. B. Monaell.
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4* ®€*<jttoi£ 4*
a Lenten agitation.
Psalm six. 12.
"Who can understand his errors? cleanse- thou mo from
secret faults. "
Jesus Christ when on earth was sneered at and de
spised by persons who considered themselves highly respect
able and on the whole very good sort of people. It is so
now. As long as we are careless and well pleased with
ourselves, so long must His message of loving forgiveness
appear " foolishness " unto us. We canuot greatly desire
to have the burden of siu taken from us if we never have
felt it at all. It is only when we are forced to cry out " to
us belongeth confusion of face," that we are iuduced to
throw ourselves upon what follows—"To the Lord our
God belong mercies and forgivenesses." Confession must
go before absolution— David had to say unto Nathan, " I
have sinned against the Lord," before Nathan could assure
him that the Lord had put away his sin. The first thing
to be done in order to appreciate the message of for
giveness of sin, is to try and understand our errors.
Let us then at this solemn season of Lent resolutely
determine to undergo the pain of knowing ourselves in
order that the shame which we shall feel, if our
self-examination be at all honestly done may force us
to ask for mercy at the throne of Grace —Cleanse Thou
me O God from secret faults, for the sake of Thy dear
Son who came not to call the righteous but sinners to re
pentance !
But it may be asked, Do we not all understand our
errors? Do we not call ourselves "miserable offenders
in the Confession, and " miserable sinners " in the Litany 1
Yes, but such general acknowledgment of sin is very far
removed from knowledge and hatred of our particular
errors and secret faults. We too often mean no more when
we say that we are miserable sinners than this — that as no
man is perfectly good, so we are tainted with human im
perfection.
Now certainly it does not require much
humility to confess that we are offenders, if we mean no
more by the acknowledgment than what might be said of
S. John, of S. Paul, and of all God's best servants iu
every age. It is easy to say vaguely, "lama miserable
sinnner; " it is not quite so easy to say, " Last Monday I told
this or that lie, on Tuesday I was guilty of a certain mean
action, and neglected my duty on this or that occasion,"
and so on.
Those who feel most free from secret faults are just
those who have most of them. The best men are the
most humble and the most charitable towards the failings
of others ; for having a higher standard of excellence in
their minds than others have, and knowing themselves
better, they see the breadth and depth of their own
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We should take the different spheres of life and examine
our conduct as regards each of them. Let us judge our
selves that we be not judged of the Lord, in reference to
our business, our home, our pleasures.
What sort of
books do we read 1 Do we think before we speak, or are
we in the habit of saying things in society which anyone
present might reasonably wish to be unsaid ? Are we
guilty of secret sins in thought or deed ? Do we pray as
we ought ? Does our charity suffer long and is it kind, or
are we impatient and over-bearing towards others ? How
have we been getting on since last Lent, not in pocket but
in character ? Are we more manly or more womanly,
more true, more humble, more loving 1 Our duty to God
and our neighbour is so and so, how have we done it ?
Above all, do we think of Christ as our King and personal
Saviour, or is all we really know of Him the sound of His
name and the words about Him in the Creeds 1 These
are questions which it is painful for me to ask just because
they are suggested by my own shortcomings, and it would
be much more pleasant to talk of subtle points of doctrine
unconnected with practical every-day life, and to cheat
myself and you with soft pretty phrases, as though
Christianity were not intended to make us better men and
women.
Do any now ask, "Why should I trouble about my
errors, why should I seek to be cleansed from my secret
faults 1 There may be another world, and what preachers
say may be true, but as I am no worse than thousands of
others, why should I not let well enough alone 1 " I know
that many have such thoughts, for they often occur to
myself, so it may not be useless to briefly suggest three
strong reasons why we should endeavour to lay aside the
sin that doth so easily beset us. The first thought is, that
we have not to fight the battle alone. If we believe our
Saviour's words, " Lo I am with you always, even unto
the end," we believe that in all our struggles against evil
as in all our troubles, we have a very present nelp.
The same difficulty is felt in resisting our errors and Gerizim and Ebal, blessing and cursing, good and evil,
secret faults, but not to resist is fatal. A man is tempted light and darkness, life and death, may be struggling for
to lie, to steal, to wrong his neighbour, to indulge some the possession of our souls ; but if our heart be right with
bad passion, and resolves to do it only once, and thinks God, if we are humble aud faithful, if we watch and
that " just once " cannot matter. Oh, pause ! That one pray, we are safe now, and shall be for ever. Christ is
sin is the trickling rill which becomes the bounding neither dead nor absent. " Alas, my master ! how shall
torrent, the broad river, the waste, troubled, discoloured we do "i And he answered, Fear not : for they that be
Ma.. You drop a stone out of your hand : it is the law of with us are more than they that be with them."
gravitation that, if it falls twelve feet the first second, it
The next reason why we should struggle after self-im.
will fall forty -eight feet the next second, and 108 feet the provement is because " whatsoever a man soweth that
third second, and 300 feet the fifth second ; and that, if shall he also reap." In our business, in our recreations, in
it fall for ten seconds, in the last second it will rush everything we do, we are influencing our future destiny.
through 1,200 feet of air. Even with that rapidly The child is father to the man, aud the man goes to his
increasing momentum, even with that rushing swiftness, own place. What we are is what we have been, aud what
is the increase and multiplication of unchecked sin falling we shall be is what we are.
on and on, until it is dashed to shivers on the rock of
A light-hearted lad passes through a wood, and thought
death.
lessly strikes a young oak sapling. The scar heals over,

sinful nature, and are shocked and frightened at them
selves.
It is no easy matter to understand our errors, and to
know ourselves even as other men know us, much less as
God does. If we would discover how many faults we
hare of which we ourselves are ignorant, we should
reflect that we can clearly see the failings of others of
which they know nothing. As then we can see the sins of
others, so we ourselves must have many faults which are
secret to us now, but of which we would become aware
if some power would give us the gift of seeing ourselves
as others see us. Another way in which we may come to
a knowledge of our real character is to keep a steady eye
on the suspicious part of it. Suppose, then, a man fully
satisfied with himself, one who thinks he is a very respect
able, truly Christian person, one who considers that he is
"saved" without clearly understauding from what he is
saved. Well ! granting this opinion you have of yourself
to be a correct one, yet as everyone is liable to be mistaken,
consider what part of your character would an enemy
first fix on if he wished to abuse you, and what faults
would your neighbours be most ready to believe that you
were guilty of. Look, then, to this part of your character,
and you may find that all is not as well there as you now
fancy it is.
One cannot but be touched by that story which some
wise sanitary observer made known to the public.
He noticed how a young woman who had come up to
London from the country, and was living in some miser
able court or alley, made for a time great efforts to keep
that court or alley clean. But gradually, day by day, the
efforts of that poor woman were less and less vigorous,
until in a few weeks she became accustomed to, and con
tented with, the state of filth which surrounded her,
and made no further efforts to remove it. The atmosphere
she lived in was too strong for her.

Frequently during Lent we should ask ourselves what
tt the bad habits that are beginning to be formed in us ?

but when that tree is cut down a thousand years after
wards, that blow is written on its heart. As heedlessly he
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puts the first thought of impurity into the soul of another,
innocent up to that moment, and, owing to that thought
perhaps, that soul is lost. " I've seen pretty clearly," says
Adam Bede in George Eliot's story, " ever since I could
cast up a sum that you can never do what is wrong with
out breeding sin and trouble, more than you can ever see.
It's like a bit of bad workmanship ; you never see the end
of the mischief it will do." Do we suppose that we can
lead unloving, covetous, impure, dishonest lives here, and
then the moment the soul leaves the body be changed
into an opposite character, as fairy tales tell of beasts
changed into men ? If a beast can be changed into a
man, then death can change a sinner into a saint.
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the Church Association. A Mr Hakes appears as nominal com.
plainant against Mr Bell Cox, vicar of S. Margaret's, Liverpool,
under the Church Discipline Act of 1840. The question how1 faj
fa
a person can figure as "an aggrieved parishioner" when
enfW
church has no parish assigned to it, we cannot attempt to answer.
wer.
Since the decision in the Clewer case, the Bishop's consent is
necessary for the case to proceed. Dr Ryle, we trust, will not
be dictated to by an ungenerous clique who are bent upon making
him their too).

•

*

•

The Manchester Guardian states that the Bishop-designate of
Lincoln baa appointed Canon Bright and Rev. C. Gore to be hia
examining chaplains. We expect there will be a rush of can
didates for Ordination to the Diocese of Lincoln.

•

*

#

The third reason is because nothing worldly lasts. Too
Amongst the preachers who will deliver addresses in S. Paul's
many of us busy ourselves about everything except the Cathedral during Lent at the 1. 15 Service are some new names
Kingdom of God and its righteousness, but silently, surely this year, viz., Rev. H. L. Paget, Rev. P. G. Eliot, Rev. J. E.
day follows upon day, year upon year, youth upon Jelf and Rev. E. C. Gougb. Canons Hole, Knox-Litlle, and
childhood, old age upon youth, until that hour comes when, Mason complete the list.
even for the most worldly, the world passeth away and the
•
•
•
We are glad to see by a letter from Dr Vaughan to the Time*
lust thereof.
that a band of graduates, candidates for Holy Orders, is raising
" Then, O my Lord, prepare
a
fund " to form a nucleus " for a memorial to that brave hero
My soul for that great day ;
and martyr, General Gordon.
O wash me in Thy precious Blood,
•
*
*
And take my sins away."
We understand that Services in Liverpool, similar to those in
E. J. HARDY.
S. Paul's Cathedral, are to be held again this year daily through
out Lent, except on Saturdays, and that several of the usual
preachers
at S. Paul's have undertaken the Addresses. It was
The Next Number, March 13, will contain a Plain
intended to hold similar Services in Manchester Cathedral, but
Sermon for " Before Easter," by Rev. F. J. Middlecircumstances this year have prevented the plan from being
mist.
carried into effect.

Current jFacts anD Jftotes.
The appointment of Rev. H. M. Butler, D.D., Head Master of
Harrow, to the Deanery of Gloucester, scorns to excite little
interest. However, as Mr Bickersteth is nominated Bishop of
Exeter, and Dr Butler Dean of Gloucester, the next appoint
ment to preserve equilibrium must be that of a High Church
man.

U^<^otTf^ponbeucej>4^

NOTICE. —The columns of the Literary Churchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily ahare those opinions. The name and address
of
every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
#
«
*
That the chair occupied by Canon King should now be filled necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
by the Rev. Francis Paget, eon of Sir James Paget, will gratify
Churchmen. The position of Regius Professor of Pastoral CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
Theology at Oxford is a most important one, especially in the
To the Editor of the L. C.
present day. Mr Paget is a young man for such a post. At
Sir,— May I ask (for I have no English Dictionary, and but a
Clirist Church age and youth rapidly exchange places, as in the
very small Latin one) if there is any derivation for the word
caso of Dr Pusey and Mr Driver. Mr Paget has been only
travel otherwise than through travail (in French the same) ; the
eight years in Priest's Orders. His appointment will be a
lattor word coming, I presume, from trans and valeo, the root of
popular one with the younger members of the University. He
avail, prevail, &c ?
graduated in 1873 as 1st Class Lit : Hum: having obtained the
I have noted, in a Bible of 1639, thirteen instances of the use
Hertford Scholarship two years earlier.
of travel, or ttavell, in oases where we should now use travail;
*
*
*
The fnnd for erecting a memorial to Bishop Jackson, in S. and one of traveileth for travaileth. In the moro modern copies,
Paul's Cathedral, has reached 1,260/. : 3,000/. will be required for these instances are in almost every case corrected ; though in
the monument. The Dean of S. Paul's expresses a hope that some Bibles vel is retained, in Num. xx. 14. It is so, also, in
all but one of my own copies, in reference to Lam. iii. 5.
the full sum will not be long forthcoming.
Thus, to name the two N. T. instances, iu>x9or and m°X^*
•
*
#
We regret to hear that in all probability the peace of the are rendered, in the older Bible, by " travel," in 1 Thesa. ii. 9.
Church is again to be disturbed by a renewal of the tactics of and 2 Thess. iii. 8.
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In a Spanish Dictionary, I find, for " to travel, " ootonly viqjar,
but Irabojar ; and in an Italian, not only is " travail" rendered
by ifono, affatmo, liulori di parto, but by viagijlo.
Am I right in concluding that travel and travail are one and
the ume word ; though, in our modern spelling, the use of the
former word is confined to that form of work which is involved
in voyaging ?
I am, Sir, yours obediently,
Llanstadwell Vicarage.
Lacy H. Rumset.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sib,—Will you kindly allow a clergyman in South Africa to
express his best thanks for the Literary Churchman kindly
lent him by an unknown friend, who has also thoughtfully sent
the excess postage charged on it. I believe the name is " M.
I. Churoh."
I am, yours truly,
Robben Island, South Africa.
A. R. M. Wilsherk.
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By W. DALBYMPLE MAOLAGAN, D.D.,
Lord Bishop of Lichfield.

PAROCHIAL PAPERS.
No. 1.—Plain Instruction on the Holy Commu
nion, with Hymn. Price Id., or 7a per 100 ; by post, 7a 5d.

No. 2.—The Comfortable Words.
Price Id., or 7e. per 100 ; by post, 7s. 5d.
The Publishers beg to call attention to this Series of Tracts as
specially suitable for distribution to Candidates lor Confirmation, and
indeed all Members of a Congregation who need plain but definite
Instruction on tbe important subjects treated of.

By the Rev. S. J. EALES, M.A. Price 3d.
A PLAIN CATECHISM on some Chief Points
of Christian Doctrine.

By Bev. 0. J. ELDGWAY,
With Special Preface by Bp. WALSHAM HOW.

DE MORTTJIS ME NISI MALVM.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sib,—Your number of February 13 contains a statement
made by the Rock that Bishop Temple found a part of the
Palace at Exeter which had been used as a wine-cellar, and
"restored it to the Cathedral," and that "where he found a
billiard-room be left a domestic Chapel. "
Having seen the latter building shortly after Bishop Temple's
consecration, I can testify that it bad no traces of billiards about
it, and that it waa fitted up as a chapel and had every appear
ance of having been used as such.
The story about restoring the Palace wine-cellar to the
Cathedral presents some difficulties on the face of it ; but I
hare good authority for saying that it is as devoid of truth as the
other legend.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
Frederick Hockin.
Phillach Rectory, February 21, 1885.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
A Packet of Publications from Mowbray
Beet.—A Commentary on Qalatiana
Roy*.— Mv Lord's Honey
-;? LiM, 188*
td>rsheim —Prophecy and History
/Veemaotle.— The World
Gould's Passion of Jesus
Isaaiesoa.— Profound Problems
Lester.—Seven TTords
Lilly-Characteristics
Hultnghliu.— Borne. 2 Vols.
Mmton Marble.— Bible Characters
Roberts—The Pontifical Decrees „.
■StDdeau.— Lrirliers ...
Satile.—The Neanderthal Skull
Jssw'i Madagascar and France
SvlUL-Memoirs of Begg
What Set Him Mgtat

HOW to PREPARE for the HOLY COMMTJNION. This most useful little manual, printed In red and black,
on toned piper, Is warmly commended by Bishop Walsham How,
and Is calculated ts meet a very felt want. Price 3d., or 14s. per
100 ; 50 copies post free for 7a Od.
By the tame Author,

HOW to GIVE THANKS AFTER HOLY
CUM M U.N ION. Price 2d., or 14s. per 100.
Just out, crown 8ro, cloth, 2s. Oil., by post 2s. 8Jd.
Dedicated by permit-ion to the LOBD BISHOP OF LINCOLN.

The CHURCH HANDY DICTIONARY. Being
a thoroughly reliable Handy Book of Reference on all Church
matters. This new work will be found a most interesting, useful,
complete, and valuable manual. It supplies, at a trifling co-t, a
Dictionary much needed by ihe CLERGY, CANDIDATES FOK
HOLT ORDERS, THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS, LAY HELP
ERS, and indeed all who are in any way Interested in Churoh
work. Price 2s. fid.
LENT THOUGHTS. A Tract for all By the Author
of ' The Slnlsss Sufferer.' Price 2d., or 14s. per 100.
GOOD FRIDAY THOUGHTS. A Tract for all.
By the same Author. Price Id., or 7a per 100.

Hodder A Stougbton .
Bail
Longmans.
Hlvlngtons.
Skelllngtons.
Slmpkin.
Skerfingtons.
Burnt and Dates.
Elliot 8tock.
Putnam.
Parker.
Macmlllau.
Longmans.
B. T. S.
Gemmell.
lsbister.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.

W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 183 Piccadilly, London, W.

MESSES SKEFFINGT0N have in the Press, and
will shortly publish, an entirely new Collection of Sermons by
Various Authors, suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS THANKS
GIVINGS, Ac, entitled 'HARVEST PREACHING.'
Messrs SKEFFINGTON have also in the Press an entirely new
Volume of Short Stories for Young Children, by various eminent
and popular Authors, entitled " Please Tell Me a Tale."
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1«3 Piccadilly, W.
This day, price Is. New Work by the Rev. R. F. HESSEY, Author
of ' The 20,000 Clergy and the Present Crisis.'

DRIFTING INTO UNBELIEF!
An Appeal to Thinking Men.

A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sobs of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Term* and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefflngton and
Boa, IS) Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Rev. SAMUEL J EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.
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Mr W. E. SKEFFINGTON invites special attention to this Wine. Among nearly
5,000 CATHEDRALS, CHURCHES, &c, where it is nsed may he mentionedELY
Cathedral
LICHFIELD
SALISBUEY
PETERBORO'
WORCESTER
WELLS
ROCHESTER
CHESTER
BANGOR
BLOEMFONTEIN

St PAUL'S, Calcutta, Cathedral
All Saints', Margaret Street
St Peter's, Eaton Square
St Matthias, Stoke Newington
House of Mercy, Olewer
Eeble College, Oxford
St Alban's, Manchester
St Peter's, Bournemouth
Hook Memorial Church, Leeds
Christ Church, Lancaster Gate

St Augustine's College, Canterbury
St Michael's, Coventry
St Mary Magdalene, Paddington
All Saints', Scarboro'
St Andrew's, Wells-street
St Paul's, Knightsbridge
St Alban's, Birmingham
St Peter's, Dublin
Charterhouse School
St Barnabas', Kensington

Tinta Francisca. "iZSLSL*
[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen Half
Bottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., F.O.S., F.I.O., etc., Professor of Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society,
and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes : " I have tested the constituents of the TINTA FRANOI80A, and fail
to detect the slightest evidence of the presenoe of anything that has not been derived from the juice of the giif.
" I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from the FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE
and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
163 Piccadilly, London, 11'.

MESSRS SKEFFINGTON beg to call the attention of the Clerff,
Executors and others, to the peculiar advantages of their arrangements for the

ilutcf)*** of Clergymen's gibwtm.
£E& eftBtIBi Ji?feeffinfftOll will either go themselves, or will send a thorough
competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town cr Country. Should thq
purchase the Books there will be no charge ; and, if not, only the actual expenses of the
journey will be charged.
N.B.—L THE HIGHEST MARKETABLE VALUE, IN IMMEDIATE CASH, IS ALWAYS GIVEN.
2. ALL DELAY, RISK, UNCERTAINTY, AND EXPENSE IN REALIZATION, SO ATTENDANT
UPON OTHER METHODS OF DISPOSAL, ARE ENTIRELY AVOIDED.
3. THE PACKING AND REMOVAL OF BOOKS EFFECTED QUIETLY, EXPEDITIOUSLY, AM
WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE OR INCONVENIENCE TO THE VENDORS.

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
Printed for the Proprietor by Retnell * Co. Limited. 16 Little Polteney-Mreet, In the PnrUh of S. June*. Westminster, »nd
Published by W. Sixttihgton ud Sox, 1S3 Piccadilly, W.

LANDSCAPE,
BY

PHILIP GILBERT HAMERTON,
Author of 'Etchings and Etchers,' 'The Graphic Arts,' &c.
Columbier 8vo', with Fifty Illustrations, Five Guineas.
Large-paper Copies, with Proofs of the Engravings, Ten Guineas,
The Large-paper Edition is limited to 500 copies (of which 150 are taken for sale in America).

A few copies are

also printed for Presentation.
The Edition at Five Guineas is limited to 1,250 Copies (of which 250 are taken for sale in America.)
The Publishers reserve the right to raise the price after a certain number of copies have been sold.
The Large-paper Copies will be numbered, the last Thirty in each Hundred being allotted to the American
market Of those reserved for sale in England, all but Twenty -five Copies have already been subscribed for.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR,
The GRAPHIC ARTS : A Treatise on the Varieties PARIS in OLD and PRESENT TIMES; with
especial reference to ChangeB In Its Architecture and Topography.
ol Drawing, Painting, and Engraving. With 54 Illustrations.
With 12 Etchings and numerous Vignettes. Cloth, gilt edges,
"This massive and authoritative treatise on the technical part of
21s. ; large-paper copies vellum, £4 4s.
almost every branch ot tine art. . . . It is the masterpiece of Mr
*• Mr Hamerton writes of Pails as if he loved and admired it . . .
Hamerton ... a beautiful work of lasting value."— Saturday
There Is not a dull or tedious paragraph in the volume. The illustra
Keview.
tions are abundant, all of the best. "—Saturday Review.
' The SYLVAN YEAR: Leaves from the Note-book of ROUND MY HOUSE : Notes of Rural Life in France
Raoul Dubois. With 20 Etchings by the Author and other
in Peace and War. Third Edition, cloth, 5s.
Artiits. 8vo, 12a. «d.
" On laying down this book we feel that we know France as we
AUoa CHEAP EDITION. With Eight Etchings, Ss.
never knew her before."—Spectator.
■ Few men of similar tastea will read these pages without extreme MODERN FRENCHMEN : Five Biographies. Post
tttUfaction."
8vo, cloth, 7s. (id.
" The pretty and simple etchings are thoroughly in keeping, and do
I. Victor Jacquemont. | II. Henry Perreyve. | III. Francois Rude.
IV. Jean Jacques Ampere. | V. Henry Regnault.
credit to the skill of the draughtsmen."—Athenaeum.
" A book which deserves to be popular ; a book which it is pleasant
CHAPTERS on ANIMALS. With 20 Etchings by to read, and which, once read, is not likely to be forgotten."—Saturday
Review.
J. Veyrassat and Karl Bodmer. Post 8vo, cloth, 12s. «d.
Also a CHEAP EDITION. With 8 Etchings, 5a
HARRY BLOUNT : A Tale. With Frontispiece. Cloth,
5s.
" Among all the books that have come before us, there are few that
" Full of Adventure, and some hunting and yachting scenes are
ihow any better or mote original work than these twenty etchings. —
capital."—Times.
Saturday Review.

MONTHLY, price 2S. 6d.,

THE PORTFOLIO.
An Artistic Periodical.

Edited byY. G. Hamerton.

V A LARGE-PAPER EDITION, with Two Impressions of each Plate (one being an Artist's Proof), price 10?. per annumThis Edition is limited to Fifty Copies.

LONDON : SEELEY and CO., ESSEX STREET, STRAND,
And all Booksellers.
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Now ready, price 10s., post free,

MESSRS MACMILLAN AND CO/8

THE CLERGY LIST
FOR 1885.

LIST.
BISHOP TEMPLE S BAMPTOSt LECTTJHES.IS*!.

The RELATIONS between RELIGION and
WITS CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS UP TO TtiB
HOUR OF GOING TO PRESS.
This well-known Volume has been entirely reset in new
type, and the information has been carefully revised and
corrected to date.
In order to make the issue as perfect as possible, the
Editor has supplemented the usual official information by
postal communication with every clergyman in England
and Wales.
The changes during the last year have
necessitated between forty and fifty thousand entries.
THE CLERGY LIST is in constant use at Her
Majesty's Post-Offices, and the various other Government
Departments.
The Church Times says : " Has been carefully revised
to date, and no effort has been spared to make it the most
useful and accurate book of reference."
Church Belli sfiys : " We have tested its accuracy as to
many of the places which were within our personal know
ledge, and we have found that it stands the test remark
ably well. ... it is still the most exhaustive and
trustworthy book of Ecclesiastical reference."
No Clergyman should be without it.

SCIHNCE. Eight Lectures preached before the University ol Ox
ford in the rear 1884 on the Foundation1 of the late Iter. John
Hampton, HA. By the Right Her. FREDERICK. LORD
BISHOP-ELECr of LONDON. Second Edition, 8vo, 8a. 6a.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

SERMONS PREACHED in the CHAPEL of
KUGBY SCHOOL. 4s. 6d. Second Series, 6s. Third Series, f*.
BY THE LATE RECTOR OF LINCOLN COLLEGE.
MEMOIRS. By Mark Pattisox, late Rector of Lincoln
College, Oxford. Crown 8vo, 8s. (id.
" A more Interesting fragment of autobiography has rarely been
given to the world."—The Standard.

THE LATE GENERAL GORDON.
CHARLES GEORGE GORDON: A Sketch. By
RKUINALD H. UARNES. Vicar of Heavltree; and CHARLES
E. BROWN, Major R.A. With Facsimile Letter. Crown 8ro,li.
THE BOYLE LECTURES, 1884.
The SCIENTIFIC OBSTACLES to CHRIS
TIAN HKLIEK. Being the Boyle Lectures for 1884. ByUEOKGK
UKRBKRT CURTEIS. M.A., Canon Residentiary of Lichfield
Cathedral ; Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Lichfield; Pro
fessor of New Testament ExegesiB in King 8 College, London.
Crown 8ro, 6s.
MACMILlAN'S 4s. 6d. SERIES.—New Volume.
The LITTLE SCHOOLMASTER MARK. By
J. H. SHoRTHOUSE, Author of 'John Inglesanf Crown 8vo,
4a. Ad.

London: JOHN HALL, 291 Strand, W.C.,
And all Booksellers.

MACMILLAN and CO., London.

PUBLISHED BY J. MASTERS AND 00.

OOCIETY FOE PEOMOTING CHRISTIAN

Price 6d.,

SOME THOUGHTS for the LITTLE ONES
on the DAYS of HOLY WEEK. By ELLEN LIPSCOMB,
Author of * Some Thoughts lor Holy Week,' ' First Truths lor the
Little Ones,' Ate.
" Mlas Lipscomb has worked out a good idea in this book. Quite
small children would be interested in the narrative so toueliingly un
folded, if it were read aloud to them morning after morning before they
went to church or the schoolroom."— Guardian.
" Children who are privileged to have these chapters read to tbem on
the mornings ol Holy Week will assuredly in after life remember more
than one ol the scenes so simply and toueliingly described. The mystery
of the Suffe. lug could scarcely be placed before young minds In better
form."—Church Times.
BENEATH the CROSS. Readings for Children on
our Lord's Seven Sayings.
By FLORENCE WILF0RD.
Edited by CHARLOTTE SL YONGE. Seoond Edition. 18mo,
cloth, ls.6d. ; limp cloth. Is.
" We desire to draw particular attention to this book as novel In idea
and excellent in execution. While primarily intended for children,
the impression theae leadiugs make ou us is that they are nearly the
best una;, we have seen ai materials for Good Friday addresses to
rustic congregations. We recommend our readers to get It for Holy
Week."—Churoh Times.

The SHADOW of the HOLY WEEK. By the
Author of 'The Divine Master.' 18mo, cloth, Is.
" These short Meditations for each day in Holy Week, which are of
great beauty, will form a helpful companion for those who strive to
enter into the teaching of those sacred days."— Ecoleslastloal Gazette.
London: J. MASTERS and CO., New Bond-street

k»
KNOWLEDGE.
The Committee are prepared to receive APPLICATIONS from the
Parochial Clergy of the Poorer Parishes lor FREE GRANTS of
Tracts for—
GOOD FRIDAY AND EASTER.
In consequence of the large demand for grants of Tracts for the
seasons, the Society expresses Its nope that only the Clergy of the
poortr parishes will apply lor gratuitous grants.
For other parishes these Trac.s will be lurnished, on the application
of the parochial Clergy, at half-price.
Forms of Application, whether lor gratuitous grants or for granti
at half-price, with List of suitable Tracts, may be obtained from the
Secretaries, S.P.C.K., Northumberland-avenire, W.C. Communications
respecting this offer should be sent separately from letters on other
business, and should be marked on the outside of the envelope " Appli
cation for Tracts."
London : Northumberland-avenue, Charlng-crosa, W.C.
Second Edition, 8vo, price 12a. 6d.,

REVELATION and MODERN THEOLOGY
CONTRASTED: or, the Simplicity of the Apostolic Gospel
Demonstrated. By C. A. RO W, Ma., Prebendary of St Paul's.
By the same. Fourth Edition, 8vo, price 12s. r>d .,
CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES VIEWED in Re
lation to MODERN THOUGH I'.
" By far the most weighty volume on the Christian Evid ences which
we have read for some years."—Spectator.
Also, by the same, Third Edition, crown 8vo, 6s.,
The JESUS of the EVANGELISTS : An Examination of the Internal Evidence of our Lord's Dlnn«
Mission.
"The most complete example in our language of an exceedingly im
portant method of argument, whleh no other English apologist hai
grasped and stated so fully and so ably."—Literary Churchman.
Sro, price 158.,

Price la, by post, la 2d.,

GERMAN CULTURE and CHRISTIANITY.

pHUECHMAN HEAR 1 A FUETHEE BEMON8-

By JOSEPH GOSTW1CK.
" An instructive and most useful volume."—Literary Churchman.
"A laborious and able contribution to 'Christian Defence.'"—
Spectator.
London : F. NORGATE, 7 King-street, Covent-garden.

\J TRANCE AGAINST the RECITAL of the ATHANASlAN
CREED, being a REPLY to the CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW,
with Addenda. By a MEMBER of the CHURCH ol ENGLAND.
W. RIDGWAY, 169 Piccadilly, London, W.
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0otitt to dutotrifcers*
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The PnbUshers beg very respeotfully to call the atten
tion of those Subscribers who have not yet paid their
Subscriptions for the current year to the fact that Sub
scriptions to " The Literary Churchman " (as in the case

.©i^^orvTErvrs' t&rq
LEADING ARTICLE :—
Spiritual Needs of the Masses
CURRENT TOPICS

of other papers), are PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

The trouble and expense of making repeated individual
pack
... 103 applications during the year will be obvious, and it is
105 a matter of very real convenience to the Publishers that

- the above rule should kindly be complied with.
REVIEWS :—
Inspiration -------- 106
They would therefore be. greatly obliged if those
The Exodus
108
Subscribers who have not already paid for 1885 would
NOTICES:—
kindly
forward a remittance (9s. 6d.), payable to W.
Mr S. Baring-Gonld's The Pae«ion of Jesus
- 109
Mr J. H. Lester's The Kevelation of the Seven Words from
the Cross
110
Dr Steere's Notes of Sermons 1 10
The I'aetor'e Diary and Clerical Record ----- 110
Dr Llttledale's Plain Reasons against Joining the Church
of Romp
- 110
Tour Confirmation. A Few Words beforehand to a School
boy
Ill
Mr J. Kddowes' Conversion
-111
The Church of Kncland Sunday Service-Rook for 1885
- 111
Maxims from the Writings of the Rev. T.T.Carter, M. A. - 111
Messrs Mowbray's Publications ----- 111
The Numbered Prayer-Boole - 112
MaigTe Cookery --------- 112
The Clenry List for 1885
112
The Folk-Lore Journal. Vol. III. Part I. - 112
Magazines of the Month ------- ill

Skeffington and Son, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
Price 6d., by post, 7d.,

CHILDREN AT CALVARY.
A set of five simple Instructions for School Children,
ON

The Five Sacred Wounds of Jesus.
By S. THEODORE WOOD, M.A.,
Curate of S. Mary Magdalene, Paddington.

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 183 Piccadilly, W.
113
116
"■
- 115 Cfje Spiritual jSeedg of t&e s©a00eau
116
In the recent meeting of the Convocation of Canterbury
- 117
117 the Report of the Joint Committee on this momentous
118 subject was considered at some length. The debate was
one of peculiar interest—an interest accentuated by the
fact that the West London Mission was going on at the
OLOTH OASES for binding the 1884 Vol. may be had,
very time while the Upper House of Convocation was
price Is. 6d., by post Is. 9d.
employed in discussing the question. The Bishop of
Winchester moved the adoption of the Report, which
seems to have been drawn up with great care and labour.
The Bishop of Gloucester, in seconding the resolution,
'-pHE Literary Churchman is published
referred to two tracts which had been written by Preben
every alternate FRIDAY.
dary Wilson, of All Hallows', Tottenham, on " Parochial
Missions," and " Popular Services," who, from the extracts
The Subscription for one year, includ
which Dr Ellicott made from these leaflets, appears, tinlike
ing Postage, is 9s. 6d.
Balaam of old, to have cursed the movement which he was
Subscribers' names, with remittance,
invoked to bless. The Bishop of Gloucester finds in his
received by W. Skeffington and Son,
diocese that "apathy" or "indifference" marks the
163 Piccadilly, W.
condition of country parishes most frequently, whilst in
N.B.—All Subscriptions are payable
towns there is sometimes to be found a spirit of opposition
in advance.
to religion, or, as he termB it, " aversion." This distinction
I
of posture we are not inclined to dispute, though the
characteristic of rural populations is more patent and
N.B.—Temporary alterations of Address must general than that which is assigned to dwellers in
reach the Publishers on the DAY BEFORE cities. The dulness of country people with regard to
spiritual things is a remarkable fact. They are continually
Publication.

SERMON ORDINATIONS
CONFIRMATION QUESTIONS
AN IRISH LEGEND
CURRENT FACTS and NOTES
CORRESPONDENCE
NOTES add QUERIES
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in contact with one revelation of God, that in Nature.
"God made the couutry," the poet says, yet familiarity
■with the processes of growth and reproduction, and often
times residence amid natural surroundings full of beauty
and grandeur, seem to have little effect in elevating the
mind and heart, so that the worker in the fields rises up
from nature to nature's God. It has been said by one of
our most eloquent Mission-preachers, that of all the
missions which he had conducted, he only remembered
one in which no one came to consult him about their
spiritual state, and that mission was held in the country
and in a lovely spot.
It may be urged that this dulness and apathy are not
contined to religious subjects, but belong to the bucolic
mind, whatever maybe the matter upon which it is called to
exert itself. We doubt it. The intensest interest may be
excited in the remotest village by a Parliamentary division,
and a surprising amount of shrewdness and arithmetic dis
covered in the peasant in matters of commerce which
touch his pocket. It is when the attempt is made to lift
his gaze to higher regions, and to awaken in him some
earnestness about spiritual things, that his faculties seem
dulled and he becomes stolid. Yet the cultivation of the
earth was man'3 first occupation, and the earliest book of
Scripture is a record of revelations of God, to keepers of
sheep and tillers of the ground.
The way in which this "apathy" in the country or
" aversion " in towns is accounted for, the Bishop of Glou
cester is not prepared to endorse. It has been said that
Board Schools minister to it. His lordship has had no
such experience of their working, but we have no doubt
that in many instances such has been the case. If a
teacher excludes religion from the circle of his instructions,
and displays great zeal in imparting all secular knowledge,
it stands to reason that the school-children will consider
religion is not after all of much importance. Board
Schools are so differently conducted that it is difficult to
make a general estimate of their influence. Yet the prin
ciple which is at their base is certainly calculated to make
religion to be regarded as a matter of secondary import
ance. But as there are persons whose lives are superior
to their convictions, so there are doubtless Board Schools
which have proved "rather helpful to the spiritual state
of our people." These, however, we believe to be excep
tional cases.
Another reason for this indifference is said to be
the "final results of Nonconformity," the meaning
of which expression J)r Ellicott does not seem to un
derstand, and thereupon seizes the opportunity of
giving utterance to a little bit of clap-trap as to the
results of Nonconformity not being "adverse to the
spiritual interests of the people."
The idea of the
Committee, an explanation of which the Bishop of Win
chester vouchsafed for the enlightenment of the former
prelate, was that Nonconformity blurred the lines which
mark off truth from error, and thus people became in
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different, first as to whether they went to Church or Chapel ;
and secondly, as a further stage, whether they went to any
place of worship at all. Any one acquainted with places
where Nonconformity had been strong will have dis
covered that this very spirit of indifference exists in large
measure, a fact which the Report was seeking to account
for. A fragment of Christianity, when zealously applied,
may at first produce an awakening, but the lack of pro
portion of faith and of Divine authority sooner or later
leads to a reaction. To reach the indifferent and apathetic,
the Church must present herself with all her claims and
powers, and with all the treasures of grace and truth of
which she is the guardian and channel.
It is true, as the Report says, that the country clergy "can
only win souls by toil, self-sacrifice, unworldly living, con
tinual prayer for each and for all," but this, we presume,
may be as truly said with regard to the clergy who are
in towns.
But the root-cause of indifference is some
defect in faith, in the apprehension of the Unseen, in the
sense of its value, in the realisation of the Truths of
Revelation and of the existence of the Church as a Divine
Institution ; and such a spiritual condition is in great
measure owing to the fact that " the whole counsel of
God " has not been proclaimed to the people. Dogmatic
instruction, especially in early life, when the mind can take
in and assimilate religious truths in a way it cannot do
later, is the remedy for this state of things in regard to
the rising generation. Whether we need what the Arch
bishop of Canterbury calls " teaching Missions to instruct
grown-up people as well as awakening Missions," we will
not now inquire. Missions, when properly conducted,
have always " Instructions " as a part of their programme,
and on the whole we think it better for Missions to combine
both the instructive and the excitative elements—the one
balances the other ; but the Primate wisely said, what is
really needed both in country and in towns is steady " in
struction in the Commandments, the Creed, and the Lord's
Prayer, and in the doctrines of the Church."
One way of reaching the masses is by means of " popular
Services." Prebendary Wilson's remarks on these are
certainly somewhat " drastic." He compares them, in the
tract which Dr Ellicott called attention to, to a Jewish
precedent of an idolatrous nature. This called up the
Bishop of Truro and the Bishop of Lichfield, both of
whom defended " popular Services " from the imputation
which Prebendary Wilson seemed to cast upon them.
Evangelistic bishops and clergy have certainly " done for "
the old-fashioned idea,—that nothing could be used in
Church but what was within the four corners of the
Prayer-Book ; and those who not only talk about Missions
but have conducted them know that—to use Dr Maclagan's words—" something else is needed for this purpose
than the ordinary Services." However, it appears to he
a little doubtful as to what kind of " popular Services "
Mr Wilson was referring. Perhaps he was thinking of
the doings of the " Salvation Army." At any rate, he
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appears to have been guilty of writing either obscurely or
unguardedly on a matter of great moment.
We have said little or nothing about the "aversion" to
religion, or from it, to which Dr Ellicott alluded, nor was
the point taken up during the debate. On the whole, we
think aversion more easily dealt with than indifference.
It implies some sort of earnestness which needs to be re
directed. But apathy needs a creative rather than a
directive force. Perhaps this hatred of religion which is
said to be found amongst " small bodies " in large towns
where there is much poverty, misery, and degradation is
an expression of indignation against God's Providence
because He permits " the cruel wrongs of time," and does
not set " this wrong world right," and is therefore the
result of a mistaken view of human responsibility and the
Divine character. Bitter experiences of the effects of sin,
and ignorance of the Mystery of Bodemption, are calcu
lated to produce a posture of alienation, but the preaching
of the Cross can conquer this.
The debate of the Upper House of Convocation on the
" Spiritual Needs of the Masses " was a most important
one, but it was anything but exhaustive. The bishops who
took part in it were easily divisible into two classes—
those who spoke from personal acquaintance with Mission
ary efforts, and those who only approached the subject
from a theoretic standpoint. But "practical experiences
of these methods" gave weight to the utterances of the
Bishops of Lichfield and Truro, and with their views on
the subject His Grace of Canterbury was evidently in
warm sympathy.
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of the recipient. We think that circumstances must
control individual cases, and that it is a mistake for
Bishops to attempt to draw a line when the Church has
not drawn it. As "infants" are not now confirmed, it is
better that children should not be brought when, as it
were, they are on the margin-line between irresponsibility
and the use of reason, but we have not heard of any cases
where the clergy have attempted to bring them at such an
early age. It is a little dangerous to seem even to imitate
the example of the disciples who rebuked those who
brought young children to Ciirtst ; or to refuse to do to
them what Christ did, for Hr "put his hands on them and
blessed them." Perhaps the fewness of the confirmed in
relation to the whole population is to be accounted for
partly by this mistaken policy of delay.
The Rev. R. W. Randall, whose ' Suggestions and
Meditations' for Lent we have before noticed and recom
mended as full of earnest and practical advice for the
observance of this holy season, has issued a pastoral, in
which he further gives sixteen Rules or Hints of a devo
tional character. We cannot, of course, reproduce them,
but we may mention the chief points which are insisted
on. Increased attendance at Church," especially at Holy
Communion on week-days, also of the various means of
helping others, as e.g., by intercession, instruction, persua
sion, and the like. This latter we especially endorse.
Rel'gious people are sometimes selfish in religious matters,
and make Lent a time of intellectual indulgence in hearing
preachers whom they like to listen to, &c. Christianity
teaches true "altruism." Indeed, it makes selfishness the
worst policy ; for it teaches that each has grace which can
only be turned to account by being used for the " profit " of
others. Besides fasting, Mr Randall urges an " increase "
of alms. The two should go together " in Households."
Whatissaved by abstinence should be bestowed on the poor.
''Pasting and Alms" have been called "the Wings of
Prayer." Indeed, the three " notable duties " are the
antidotes of the flesh, the world, and the Devil, of those
passions which Scripture names the lust of the flesh,
the lust of the eye, and the pride of life. " Read your
Bible daily" is another rule which is well given, but read
it not as a task, but in order " to listen more intently to
the Voice of God." There is one lack in Mr Randall's
Paper, which is that the subjects of the Sermons are not
announced. He is such a master of the art of drawing up
"courses" that we the more lament that on this occasion
he has not enlightened us as to the line of thought which
has been no doubt laid down for the " Sermons " and
" Instructions " which are to be the spiritual pabulum of
the fortunate people who live within reach of All Saints',

The Bishop of Liverpool hits expressed a wish that
■andidatesbe not presented for Confirmation under the age
of fifteen, but " requests " that no candidate be brought to
him. before " the age of thirteen." The Archbishop of
York names " fourteen " for the limit. The effect of post
poning Confirmation in rural districts is oftentimes that
few are confirmed at all. Because, after " hiring-time,"
children go out to service, and rarely, as farm-labourers
We they the opportunity of being prepared for Confirma
tion. The clergy, we should think, who prepare the
mdidates, must be the best judges as to age and capacity,
whilst the Bishops may retain their power of veto, if any
indiscretion in some individual case is observable. The
order of the Prayer-Book, that the " child " be brought to
the Bishop " to toon at he can say the Creed, the Lord's
Prayer, and the Ten Commandments," and be further
"instructed in the Church Catechism," seems to point to
an earlier age than that which Bishops take upon them
Clifton.
selves to specify. We are not contending for too early
The prosecution of Mr Bell Cox is creating a great sen
Confirmations. The Greek Church confirms infants, and
* formerly in the Latin Church it was done, which bIiows sation in Liverpool. It is a significant fact that even in
that the grace may be received without the co-operation Dr Ryle's diocese nearly a third of the clergy has signed
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a memorial against the continuance of legal proceedings.
They feel, and rightly, that the matter is one in which the
Church of England as a whole is concerned, and not merely
the congregation of S. Margaret's, Prince's-road ; and that
any renewal of litigation must " cause deep injury * to the
Church at large. The prosecution will not affect the Ritual
movement, as it is called, one way or the other ; unless it
lead to the re-hearing of some of those points the decisions
upon which the Judicial Committee, in the light which
has been since cast upon them by history, may see fit to
modify. But the proceedings which Mr Hakes has started
will aid the Liberationists in their work of demolition.
Already in the columns of a contemporary "a Presbyter,"
we see, says he distinctly refuses " to organise in defence
of the Establishment," whilst the bishops allow " these
persecutions." The attack upon Mr Bell Cox is distinctly
an act of " persecution." Mr Hakes has no right what
ever to interfere with the worship at S. Margaret's, as he
is in no sense a parishioner. We can sympathise with
old-fashioned people, as they are termed, who in some
parish church where they have worshipped for years have
to bear the introduction of sudden changes, one way or
the other, in the mode of conducting Divine Service ; but
S. Margaret's is a new church and without a district,
therefore there is not the slightest ground for Mr Hakes'
proceedings. All who really care for the well-being of
our National Church, and who do not want to play into
the hands of her enemies, must deprecate this re-opening
of strife. The clergy of Liverpool rightly say that a suit
such as this will " stir up the bitterest party feeling and
hinder most seriously the spread of the Church's work."
The last time the Church Association resorted to the
" Clergy Discipline Act " to carry out their designs, they
burnt their fingers, for they were ultimately the means of
securing to the Bishop his power of veto. It may be,
that an attempt to use that piece of ecclesiastical legisla
tion again may end in something worse to those who have
had recourse to it. Even the Record deprecates what it
correctly terms " the persecution of individual Ritualists,"
and considers the present suit as " unjustifiable." We know
nothing about the man Hakes or his politics, but if he
desires to have a hand in bringing about Disestablishment,
he is acting wisely. It would, however, be a " disgrace
ful " way of furthering it, as Mr Gladstone's words declare
—" if Disestablishment came," says the Premier, " it
would be disgraceful, if it had to come from the dissensions
in the Church itself." We trust that this action will, at
any rate, lead to one change in the law, viz., that " the
party " who can commence a suit may be in the future
obliged to be a bond fide "aggrieved parishioner."
We have been asked to call attention to the following
facts, which may be of importance to some of our readers,
and of the truth of which the source from which we have
received them is a sufficient guarantee. It appears that
ir
*^[ow there is a chapel which is miscalled in Scot
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land—" Church of England." It may not be generally
known that there are two or three Churches in Scotland
which hold aloof from the Episcopal Church, and under
the title " Church of England," many persons on first
coming to reside in Scotland, and also summer tourists, are
misled as to their nature. After having been closed for
some time, one of these has, we understand, been re
opened, and a clergyman from England has accepted the
charge of it. S. Jude's, Glasgow, was built mainly with
subscriptions from the members of the Scottish Episcopal
Church, and its first incumbents were under the Scottish
Bishops. It seceded, and two other Churches seceded
again from it, yet each olaimed to be " the English Church *
in Glasgow. Bishop Beccles is in the Directories styled
" superintending Bishop of the Church of England in
Scotland," and comes there, we are told, to confirm, &c.,
usually at the same time when the Scotch Bishops are
holding their Confirmations.

inspiration.
Inspiration, a Clerical Symposium. London : James
Nisbet and Co. Pp. 242. 1884.
A contemporary has been somewhat shocked by a certain
incongruity in the title of this work. The subject he
deems too solemn to be associated with a term which in
its original meaning indicates a wine -party. However,
the presence of Archdeacon Farrar brings with it a
sufficient assurance that the word " Symposium " is osed
only in a metaphorical sense, and does not betoken any
free or exhilarating recourse to stimulants during the
debate on the serious question of " Inspiration." Words
lose their potency in time, and as treacle once signified, in
Greek, an antidote made of viper's flesh to a viper's bite,
but now stands only for the syrup of molasses, so " Sym
posium," which formerly had a very definite relation to
the cup which " biteth like a serpent," has now come to
mean a harmless discussion on a theological subject, e.g-,
as " The Lord's Supper," " the Atonement," or, as in the
book which is before us, on " Inspiration."
If diversity of opinion is calculated to give zest to a
debate, in the " Clerical Symposium " this quality is amply
supplied. Two Anglicans, one Roman Catholic Bishop, »
Presbyterian, a Wesleyan, a Baptist, an Independent, a
Unitarian, a Swedenborgian, and a Jew form the company.
The exact terms of the question which is proposed for
the consideration of this motley group are these— " In what
sense, and within what limits, is the Bible the word of
God."
Professor Radford Thomson opens the discussion, and
seems to us at the outset to deal with the Sacred Scrip
tures in too patronising a manner. It is useless to admit,
as he does, that " the Revelation from heaven is infallible *
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if those who committed it to writing were not preserved
from error. His argument that because humanum est
en-art, therefore " so human a volume as the Bible " would
lack " one mark of human origin if it had no errors," is
founded upon a false assumption, viz., that the origin of
tbe Bible is human.
The distinction between the
" Auctor " and " writer," so carefully preserved in Dr
Newman's recent article on this subject in the Nineteenth
Century, should have preserved the Professor from a
fallacy. We are not now contending as to the question
whether Holy Scripture has errors in it or not, but to
Professor Thomson's reason for expecting to find them.
When a writer makes a statement to the effect that there is
"perhaps not so much" inspiration needed for writing
one of the Canonical Books as for composing ' Pilgrim's
Progress,' or the ' Christian Year,' he either denies the
inspiration of Holy Scripture, or shows that he is un
acquainted with the theological use of the term. The
difference between the book of Ruth and ' Pilgrim's Pro
gress ' is that God is the author of one, Bunyan of the
other. Professor Stanley Loathes thinks, that to press
the word " containeth " in the Article " Holy Scripture
containeth all things necessary to salvation, &c," is to take
'' an unfair advantage " from an expression which is
merely accidental ; but Archdeacon Farrar contends that
the word was advisedly used, and grounds his view on
the fact that the word " containeth " occurs in the Homilies.
But Holy Scripture is expressly termed " God's Word ',
orer and over again in the Homily from which Dr Farrar
quotes. We certaiuly agree with Professor Leathes'
view of this matter, and further with the gist of his
article, which is that the Bible and the Word of God
are convertible terms ; but the " organic whole " argument
which he urges has against it the fact that both Catholics
and Protestants differ as to what makes up the whole. The
first title of the Bible in the fourth century was Bibliothtca Divina, which hardly strengthens the view as to its
absolute unity. We are not, remember, denying the fact,
but its evidential force. Mr Page Hopps, instead of find
ing this moral unity in Scripture, unfortunately discovers
in the Bible " varying standards of morality," and " dark
and cruel things " attributed to God. The Bible to him
is the Word of God in the same sense as " a rose is."
The fact that we see the one, but have to believe the
Truths of the other, might have, we should have thought,
suggested that there must be some grave difference between
them. But he who can regard the Incarnate Word as only
a man, can hardly be expected to be able to detect the divine
character of the Inspired Word. Mr W. Crosby Barlow
is, we believe, a Swedenborgian. He divides revelation
into three forms, " translucent," or " obscure," or " mixed."
His essay appears to us to assume the second of these,
though he says " within the clouds of the letter we may
see a bright light." The most interesting and the most
learned contribution to the discussion is that from the
pen of Professor Israel Abrahams. He described the
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estimate of the Jews, both ancient and modern, of the
Old Testament. Certain books of the Old Testament
were debated about in the Jewish. Schools, e.g., Ezekiel
and Ecclesiastes. The fact that amongst the Jews the
Oral Law was considered to be the Word of God as well
as the Written Law; and that "traditional interpreta
tion," as well as the original text of the Scriptures, was
regarded as inspired, are evidences that what Mr Edward
White calls contemptuously "authoritative Church
theories " were no inventions, but the fulfilment and ap
plication of older principles, recognised in the Jewish
Church. Archdeacon Farrar denies the Bible to be the
Word of God. He says :
"In the Bible we hear the voice of God ; in the Bible we
may read the words of God ; the Bible contains the messages of
God to man. There is, therefore, nothing wrong or unin
telligible in generally applying to the Bible, as a whole, that
which is its most essential feature. Such a mode of speaking
runs throughout the whole of our ordinary language. But
when the term 'the Word of God' is made co-extensive with
every chapter of the Bible, iind with all that it contains, the
majesty of the phrase is at once degraded."
But who is to settle what part of the Bible is the Word
of God, if the whole is not 1 You may believe just as
much or as little as you like of it !
If any book were designed to show that the Bible
was never intended to stand alone, but that a super
natural revelation must of necessity be committed
to a supernatural custodian, it could not have better
fulfilled its object than this ' Clerical (?) Symposium.'
You cannot separate the question of Inspiration
from that of Canonicity.
The Church settled what
Books were inspired and what were
not.
The
Bishop of Amycla refers to the Council of Hippo and
Carthage, as settling the Canon of Scripture ; and of the
latter Council Dr Westcott, in his ' History of the Canon,'
says it gave "the final Synodical decision " on the subject.
Dr Wordsworth also affirms that the Holy Scriptures are
received upon the authority of the primitive Church, and
S. Augustine's oft-quoted dictum, " I would not believe
the Gospel, if the Church did not move me thereto," is a
statement the force of which, unless, as Archdeacon
Farrar puts it, we believe the Bible to be a " homogeneous
whole which dropped down from heaven," every one who
knows the history of the Canon must admit.
As to " verbal inspiration," it is hardly necessary
now to repeat that no one by the Church is committed
to that theory of inspiration.
But there is one truth
which all who believe in the Church are bound to accept,
viz., that there is no error in the Holy Scriptures in what
pertains to Faith and Morals. H it be said that only
Roman Catholics are so bound to believe, because the
Tridentine and Vatican Councils lay down this doctrine,
we reply, that it is a doctrine which is "so strongly
supported by the Fathers, so continuous and universal, and
so cognate and connatural with the Church's teaching,
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that it is virtually or practically as dogmatic as if it were
a final judgment," iu other words, it comes under the
" quod semper, &c," principle.
We are surprised to find that any one with Archdeacon
Farrar's culture should suppose that the theory of verbal
inspiration implies that God approves of all the words
aud actions of personages who appear on the sacred page,
and is responsible for them. In those few cases where the
Natural Rule seems to have been in abeyance, theologians
who hold that morality is independent have found no
difficulty in reconciling this doctrine with the words and
events of Holy Scripture by the process which is called
" mutatio materia;." A little less eloquence and a little
more theology might have preserved Archdeacon Farrar
from confusion of thought, and a terrible impeachment of
the morality of the Bible.
We cannot say that this " Symposium " throws much
light on the extremely difficult subject of " Inspiration ; "
but the book is one which cannot fail to interest all who
want to know how many different views there are upon
the question, or who may be still in doubt, whether " the
" Bible, and the Bible only," is a principle likely to main
tain its ground.

Cbs (EjcoDus.
Egypt and Babtlon, from Scripture and Profane
Sources. By Rev. George Rawlinsost, M.A., Canon
of Canterbury.
London ; Hodder and Stoughton.
1885.
The vast amount of information that ha", been obtained
of late years from both Egypt and Babylon, relative to
their past history, much of which is to be found in
scattered communications in the transactions of the
Society of Biblical Archreology, and in foreign bulletins
of learned societies, renders such a summary as that of
Canon Rawlinson most valuable. We have in this book
a condensed account of all that is as yet known on his
torical topics connected with Egypt and Babylon, so far
as they affect the record in the Old Testament.
We propose in this paper to follow Canon Rawlinson
in his account of the Exodus.
Dr Smith, in his Dictionary of the Bible, says :
"The determination of the route by which the Israelites left
Egypt is one of the most difficult questions in biblical geography.
The following points must be settled, exactly or appropriately.
The situation of the land of Goshen ; the length of each day's
march ; and the position of the first station (Rameses) ; and the
direction of the journey."
Now, the point of departure is clearly stated in Exodus
xii. 37, and in Numbers xxxiii. 3, 5, to have been
Rameses. Menephthah, who is identified with the Pharaoh
of the Exodus, resided at Pa-Ramesu, a suburb of Tan is.
Moses and Aaron held communication with him during
the night, after the first-born were slain. They must,
therefore, have been in the town or in its immediate neigh
bourhood. They received permission to depart, and as j
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soon as morning broke, they set off with the other
Israelites of the neighbourhood. " It is," says Canon
Rawlinson :
" This start from the town of Rameses which the historian
has in his eye ; he needs a definite terminus a quo, from which
to begin his account of the journeying, and ho finds it in this
city, the seat of the court at the time. Rameses was in lat.
31 deg., long. 32 deg. nearly, towards the N.E. corner of
Egypt, about thirty milos almost due west of Polusium, from
which, however, it was separated by a great marshy tract, the
modern Lake Menzaleh, which in long. 32 deg. 20 niin. pene
trates deep into the country, and renders a march to the S.E.
necessary in order to reach the eastern frontier of Egyp!."
There must have been a rendezvous appointed at which
the scattered Israelites would collect.
This place is
termed Succoth in Exodus and Numbers, the name
signifies tents or booths.
The identification of this station of the Israelites is of
extreme importance.
Rameses was situated on the
Tanitic branch of the Nile ; it was the first station on
the high road to Palestine, and it was the chief town of
the district called the Tanitic nome. The eastern bounda
ries of this nome touch a district which on the hierogly
phic lists is called Tuku or Tukut, with a chief town
bearing the name of Pithom. The first Egyptian lettet
in the proper name Tukut is one which, as Dr Brugsch
has shown, corresponds with a Semitic s. Tukut has,
therefore, been identified with Succoth. Pithom in Tukut
was one of the treasure cities said in the Book of Exodus
to have been built by the Israelites.
In 1874, Dr Brugsch gave to the world his view of the
cause of the Exodus, having found Rameses, Succoth,
and Pithom. Having found Rameses, Pithom, and Suc
coth, Brugsch-Bey proceeded to identify Goshen, or Tcat/i,
as it is called in the Septuagint. The district called by
the Greeks the Arabian Nome was adjacent to the two
which have just been mentioned ; and the chief town of
it on the Egyptian lists is called Kesemet. The Egyptian
language being without medial letters, Kesemet is as close
a transcription as can be required of the Greek Geseni.
The final et is the usual feminine termination. The site
of Goshen thus fixed, corresponds to the locality called
Facus on modern maps. Purely Egyptian documents,
according to Dr Brugsch, enable us to determine the
positions of the first two stations of the Israelites, and
the direction of their journey due East. A letter in the
Anastasi papyri adds some further light to the subject.
The writer had pursued two runaway slaves who had lied
from Rameses. He went direct to Succoth. On reaching
the fort, he was told that the fugitives had passed the
"wall "north of the Migdol of King Seti Meuephthah,
Both the wall and the Migdol are well known from other
documents. They were on the high road to Palestine,
and that Migdol is the Magdolen of the Greeks. The
children of Israel were told to "turn and^e^amp before
Piahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, over against
Baal-Zephon." Now, if Dr Brugsch were righ^rthe sea
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here mentioned could not be the Arabian Gulf, but the Serbonis ; but there are no weeds in the Lake Serbonis,
Mediterranean, along the coast of which hitherto the and Suph, though it does mean weeds, applies to the Red
course of the Israelites had lain. Migdol is very far Sea, in which abundance of weeds do grow densely.
from Suez. Baal-Zephon is a Semitic name, and belongs
Dr Brugsch was unable to offer more than conjectures
clearly to a point on the Syrian frontier. The wilderness as to the situation of Pi-hahiroth and Baal-Zephon. Hia
of Shur, into which the Israelites passed, Brugsch con case rested on the identification of Pithom and Migdol.
sidered to be the desert between the Mediterranean and Nor is there any evidence yet accessible to fix these sites
the Gulf of Suez, and the bitter waters at which they on the coasts of the Red Sea. Still, it is possible that
arrived, according to him, would be the well-known Ajrud may be the former, and Jebel Ataka the latter.
" Bitter Lakes " through which the Suez Canal now runs. " We can only say that here, on the western coast of the
He places the disaster to Pharaoh's host in the Gulf of Suez, would be ample room for the encampment of
"Yam Suph," the Sirbonian Lake, and he makes the the entire Israelitish host ; that in this position it niight
Israelites to have passed along the narrow thread of sand well seem that the wilderness had shut them in, and that
which intervenes between the Sirbonian bog and the the host would be before a Migdol aud perhaps beside a
waves of the Mediterranean. Such is the very plausible Pi-hahiroth. The sea in front was but two or three miles
theory with which Dr Brugsch startled the world in 1874. across, and might easily have been passed in a night ; the
Cauon Rawlinson disputes this theory. He places Tukut bottom was such as would naturally clog the Egyptian
or Succoth north and north-west of Lake Timseh, a very chariot wheels, and the further shore was destitute of
convenient place for a general muster, and now that springs, a true wilderness where the Israelites may well
Pithom has been definitely fixed, not where Brugsch have gone three days without water."
It is somewhat amusing, after the complete breakdown
thought, but at Tel-El-Maskouteh, Brugsch's ingenious
argument goes to pieces altogether. This spot is about of the argument of Dr Brugsch, to read in a letter of Dr
thirty-five miles from Barneses (Tanis), and, therefore, Beke an account of his interview with Brugsch in Egypt
could not have been traversed in a single day. But (Athenceum, May, 1874) :
" The ooolness with which the erudite Professor expounded
nothing is said in Exodus with respect to the length of
time occupied by the journey between any two of the all these matters to me was quite refreshing. Repeatedly did
stations, except in one instance, where they are said to he assure mo that ho was not expressing any opinion of his own,
it was no matter of opinion ; the inscriptions speak for them
have taken three days over it. (Exodus xv. 22.)
selves."
The children of Israel we find by the important identi
Ten years after, Mr Petrie's discoveries at Tel El
fication of Pithom were not marching due East, as
Maskouteh made them worthless. Is not that a picture
Brugsch conjectured, but S.S.E. From Succoth they
of the self-assnrance of so many savants who will upset
advanced to Etham on the edge of the wilderness.
or explain away the Sacred Records, on data which are
Etlum is simply Khelam, the Egyptian for fortress, and
insufficient ?
was one of the fortified posts on the frontier, which were
connected by a wall. This Khetam may, perhaps, be
identified with the Bir Makdal of the maps, about ten
miles east of the Suez Canal, E. by N. of Ismailia. The
expectation must have been that on the morrow the
Tue Passion of Jesus. First Series. Seven Discourses for
people would quit Egypt for ever. But here God inter
Lent. By S. Baring-Gould, M.A. London: Skeflington
posed. Had they gone forward along that road, they
and Son. Pp. 99. 1885.
would have crossed the desert some way to the south of
These discourses are upon the historical circumstances of
Lake Serbonis, to the Wady El Arish, "the River of the Passion. It is not only interesting but important to be
Egypt," and thence along the coast of the Mediteranean. acquainted with the objects upon which our Lord's eyes rested
But we are distinctly told that God " led them not in the Holy Land, and to gain as much knowledge as we
through the way of the land of the Philistines, although can of that "world of men" in which Christ moved, —their
it was near." The whole caravan turned to Pi-hahiroth, habits and conditions. Mr Baring-Gould in this little volume
traces the events of the Passion from the Council of the
" between Migdol and the sea, over against Baal-Zephon."
Jews, which was held on Monday in Holy Week, to the be
This turn was from the east almost due south. Now Mig
trayal of our Lord by Judas. This book is only an instal
dol means a Watch-tower, and there were watch-towers as ment, for the author promises another next year, in which he
there were fortresses along the whole frontier. Magdolon will pursue the history from the Betrayal to the Crucifixion.
was one, near Pelusium, aud it is that on which Brugsch These two volumes, together with that which has beeii already
fixes. But about half-way between this and Suez is issued on the ' Seven Last Words,' will then form a connected
another, still called Bir Makdel, and a third, near Suez at series. The points which are chosen in these discourses for
-Maktala. Tbyi JJst may well have been the Migdol of treatment are "The Council," "The Thirty Pieces of Silver,"
Exodus. Dr Brugsch maintained that the Red Sea, Yam "The Passover," "The Last Discourse," "The Prayer and
Suph, was the Sea of Weeds, and applied to the swamp Hymn," "The Agony in the Garden," and "The Betraj-al,"
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in all of which Mr Baring-Gould displays a considerable
acquaintance with Jewish literature and customs ; but from the
nature of the subject we do not find that wealth of illustration
and anecdote which usually marks his writings. The author
disposes of the question as to the date of the Paschal Supper
in two pages of Preface, and thinks the solution of it to be,
that "Jesus anticipated the eating of the Paschal Supper,"
and that if this interpretation be adopted " every difficulty
disappears." The first three of the Evangelists, as is well
known, seem to be at variance with the fourth on this subject ;
and the controversy about it which has come down from early
days is hardly likely to be so easily settled. We do not see
that our Lord's eating of the Passover the day before the
proper time is any better mode of reconciling the Gospels than
S. Chrysostom's explanation that those who were absorbed in
the plot against Ciikist delayed eating it till the day after
the proper time.
Mr Baring-Gould has a quaint way of putting things. Thus,
he explains what is meant by the " Chief Priests and Elders,"
by saying " they were, m fact, the members of the Two
Houses of Convocation."
These discourses supply a want. We have books on the
Passion, which deal with its doctrinal significance or appeal
to the devotional instincts. But this is a book of explanation
of our Lord's surrounding during the early part of His
Passion, and provides clear comments upon terms with which
all are familiar, but the historical meaning of which many do
not know or understand. The Eucharistic teaching is especially
to be noticed.
The Revelation op the Seven Words from the Cross.
A Series of Short Addresses. By the Rev. J. H. Lester,
M.A., Prebendary of Lichfield and Diocesan Missioner.
London : Skeffington and Son. Pp.117. 1885.
The characteristic of these Addresses is that they represent
the Sayings from the Cross as "a Revelation," first of God,
secondly of humanity. The first Three Words, according to
Mr Lester, express the Divine motive in the work of Redemp
tion ; the last Four Words "the utterance of fallen humanity
in contact with the Atonement." This sentence seems to us
obscure and liable to be misunderstood. The addresses are
characterised by a spirit of earnestness and faith, and are
eminently suited either for a Lenten series, or for the "Three
Hours " on Good Friday. The Mystery of the Atonement,
rather than the moral or spiritual lessons which the Cross
teaches, is that which the author aims at setting forth ; not in
its doctrinal aspects, but as an appeal to the human heart.
The following story which he introduces will well illustrate his
standpoint. It is about a poor collier lad who was kneeling
in church :
" His hair was rough ; tils clothes were worn and ragged; his feet
were bare. His henda were clasped as in prayer—a sad, wistful look
was on his face. 1 kneeled by his side. ' 1 want to be good ' he said,
•1 want to belong to the Saviour; but I could treat Him, 11 only I
could be sure that He loves me.'
" His had been a hard life in the world, poor heart, how shall I con
vince him of the fact of the love of God? I spoke to him of friends
and playmates. Is there anyone you know, who would, if need be, die
for you? He was silent as I pressed the question, 'Is there anyone
you have ever known who, if you had to die, would be willing to die in
your stead to eave you ? ' A moment's silence : and then, with a sweet
smile, he looked up and said, ' I believe my mother would.'
" In that brief pau-e he had looked back on life, and measured a
mother's love. Ferhape there passed before his mind the vision of her
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toil late at night to mend his clothes, or earn to-morrow's bread, and
convinced of the reality of a mother's love, his heart told him it would
be strong unto death.
" ' Then see what Jesus has done,' and I spoke to him of the bleed
ing Hands and Feet of the Crucified
He said 'I can lore
Him back again and trust Him, too.' Thus was the victory of the
Crucified won in that young heart."
This is a good specimen of Mr Lester's style and teaching,
which is affectionate and appeals to the feelings.
Notes op Sermons.
By the late Bishop Steere, D.D.,
LL.D., Missionary Bishop in Central Africa. Edited by
R. M. Heanley, M.A., Rector of Wainfleet, Ac. London:
George Bell and Sons. Pp. 3G0. 1884.
These 'Notes of Sermons ' have a double value—that which
is intrinsic, and that with which the circumstances of their
composition invest them. Bishop Steere, at his death, left
amongst his papers some four hundred sketches of sermon-,
a hundred of which is contained in the present volume. Br
Steere as a Missionary Bishop was successful in his labours
at Zanzibar, and his success, under God, " was due," we are
told by the late Bishop of Lincoln, " to his mastery of the
philosophy and theology of Bishop Butler," whose works in
early life Dr Steere edited. Dr Wordsworth, in an "Intro
ductory Notice " to this volume, in which he speaks in terms of
the highest praise of Bishop Steere, thinks the time has come
when we may with advantage " review our principles and
practice in the work of Evangelisation." Other revelations
will have to be recognised besides the Revelation, and the
witness of God in conscience, in the moial government of
the world, in the course of history, and in the progress
of science, has to be correlated with the truths of the Bible
by the Missionary who would lay broad and deep the founda
tions of Christianity in heathen lands.
Bishop Steere's
" Notes " are arranged according to the Church's Year.
They are something more than "skeletons" of sermons.
There is muscle and sinew about them, which is more than
can be said of much of the flabby literature which finds its
way into the homiletic market. They would require, how
ever, a dash of a lighter material which the highly-coloured
illustrations of pulpit orators will be found to supply, to
shield them from the charge of dryness or heaviness.
The Pastor's Diart and Clerical Record. Noa-Dfnominational. 1885. Edinburgh: James Gemmell. 1885.
Excellently calculated, no doubt, for its special purpose.
What that is, the word "non-denominational" on the titlepage sufficiently explains.
Plain Reasons against Joining the Church op Romk.
By Richard Frederics: Littlkdalk, LL.D., D.C.L.
Thirty-fifth Thousand.
Carefully Revised and much
Enlarged. S. P. C. K.
This is one of that comparatively small number of books,
of which the value and the usefulness are so incontestably
evident, that it would be superfluous to praise them, and an
impertinence to blame. It is sufficient to say that it is incom
parably the best mannal of polemics which exists upon the
Roman controversy, and that to such as unhappily are required
as a matter of duty to acquaint themselves with that, the work
is altogether indispensable. It has been so carefully drawn
up and corrected, that we have been able to detect no inexact
ness in any of its statements. We heartily welcome this new
edition.
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Youa Confirmation. A Few Words Beforehand to a School
boy. Loudon: Rivingtons. Pp. 18. 1885.
A very sensible tract to put into the hands of Schoolboys —
brief, and clearly-written. It sets forth the necessity of going
to be confirmed " by your own choice," and not simply because
others wish you to. Confirmation-preparation in schools,
especially in days gone by, was anything but what it should be,
a preparation of the intellect without any attempt to cleanse
and make ready the heart. This tract at least demands ear
nestness in the candidate, and a determination henceforth "to
stand on the side of the right," which requires no common
courage in many schools.
Conversion. By the Bey. John Eddowes, M.A., Vicar of
S. Jude's, Bradford.
This book consists of six Lenten Sermons, which are upon
"the Call of God," "the Soul's anxious question," " Simple
Resting upon Jesus," " Self-Surrender," &c, illustrated by the
examples of S. Matthew, the jailor of Philippi, the dying thief,
S. Paul, ic. Earnest, plain and vigorous discourses, showing
forcibly that Conversion does not supersede the necessity of the
Sacraments. There is only one point where we cannot agree
with the author, and that is, in making conversion a necessity
for alL Surely to speak of those souls " who have responded
to God's grace from the moment of their heavenly birth iu
Holy Baptism " as needing conversion is at least a misleading
use of the term. Conversion is turning to God after a sinful
life, bat the man who has all along taken the right road will
not need to turn out of it.
The Church op England Sunday Service Book for 1885.
London: Henry Frowde. Pp. 817.
Tbe object of this book is to provide those who cannot " find
their places " with the Service of the Church of England in
t continuous form. It is arranged for the Sundays and greater
Festivals for morning and evening Service. We observe that
the "Te Deum " is inserted for use on the Sundays of Lent,
sbich is now at least unusual ; also, that the curtailment of
the Communion Service, or what is commonly called Table
Prayers, isprovided for, which is surely unnecessary as the entire
Communion Service is also given. No doubt, such a book will
have its use- We think, however, that when people are so
nnintelligent as to be unable to find out their places, they
probably will not be able to understand the Matins and Even
song of the Church. They will need the tuition of a MissionService. One objection to the book is, that it will have to be
purchased afresh every year, as the Sundays for instance after
Epiphany or Trinity and the days of the month will all be
wrong. The ' Sunday Service Book,' however, is very cheap
»nd well got-up, but the type is small. In cloth boards it is
S>i and for Is. 6d. the Morning Service, and for Is. the Evening
Service can be purchased separately. We admire the intention
»ith which this Annual Prayer-Book is compiled, and wish it
»11 success ; yet we scarcely expect a large sale for it.
Maxim from the Writings of tiie Rev. T. T. Carter,
M.A. Selected by C. M. S., with an Introduction by Kev.
M. F. Sadler, M.A., Rector of Honiton.
Prebendary Sadler in his brief Introduction shows great
discernment in his estimate of the characteristics of Canon
Carter's writings. We will quote his words— " The key-note
°! these extracts seems to be conformity of the innermost life
<•■! the soul to the mind and will of God, and to further this
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we have many ' gleanings and maxims ' about self-sacrifice
and mortification." Mr Sadler also detects a "more intellec
tual " tone, and "a deeper analysis of character" than he
discovered in the little books of extracts from the works of
Pusey and Keble. The selections seem to be well-made, and
are arranged for every day of the year. The spiritual touch
which marks all Canon Carter's writings is everywhere manifest.
But we note one feature of his works which seems to have
little place in this volume— their sacramental teaching.
Without this, there can be no complete representation of Mr
Carter's mind or writings.

#cssrs agotobrap's publications.
We have received a large packet of Messrs Mowbray's
Publications, some only of which we can single out for
notice, and some we have already commended. Helps to
Worship, which is compiled by Rev. C. Boyd and H. G.
Meara, is dedicated to the Bishop of Oxford, and has already
reached the Thirty-seventh Thousand—test enough of its
popularity. —A Plain Communion Book, by Rev. E. C.
Dermer, has twenty-six illustrations. It is a capital book, but
wants an act of Adoration after the Consecration to make it
complete. The same may be said of the Plain Commu
nion Book without the illustrations, which may be purchased
for sixpence. — "The XIV. Steps," commonly called " the
Stations," is an excellent form of devotion for children on
Good Friday, as at other times, and seems more suitable to
them than " the Three Hours ' " Service. —Three Meditations
for Good Friday, Easter Eve and Day, will find buyers, if for
nothing else, because they are written by the Bishop of
Bombay. The same may be said of Dr King's Meditations
on the Last Seven Words. The affectionate and simple
language of the Bishop-Designate of Lincoln constitutes the
charm of this book. The little white volume, with stars on
the covers, is quite an edition de luxe. —Before the Altar is a
book which draws largely and wisely from Dr Challoner. It
contains a compendium of teaching on Repentance, as well
as devotions for the Blessed Sacrament. Suitable for those
who no longer " have need of milk."—The Bread op Life,
compiled by Rev. A. D. Crake, is a complete manual for the
Holy Eucharist. The questions for self-examination are full
and searching. —The Communicant's Guide has the ad
vantage of having been compiled by a Bishop, Dr ChinueryHaldane, and is very good. We note that the book is well
supplied with Acts of Faith, Hope, Love. &c., without
which no Communion manual is complete. But we cannot
pass " Whit-Sunday " even when it has episcopal authority.
—Plain Prayers " bear out their name, are printed in clear
type, and are suitable for the poor and for those who have
but little time. —My Easter Gift-Book contains a capital
set of Bible pictures for children. It is a good shilling's
worth, for the illustrations are well drawn. —The Confirma
tion Praybr-Book, by a Priest of the Diocese of Oxford, is a
translation from the French, and fitted for educated persons.
—It is impossible to do more than recommend the following, all
of which the parochial clergy will find useful : Simple In
struction in Christian Doctrine, 2d., Baptismal and
Confirmation Memorial Cards, Cards with the Cruci
fixion,—one especially effective, with the figure on black
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ground ; Sheets on Holy Week, Good Friday, and the
Risen Life, A. B. C. Communicant's Mani:.u,. price Id., A
Plain Manual for Holy Communion, by Rev. R. Arrowsmith, Pkaykrs fob School Boys or Gibls, which wants a
brief form of self-examination, Questions for Self-Ex
amination, just what is needed in Preparing for Confirmation,
Story of the Cross, 2s. per 100, &c, &c.

age of Ecclesiastical Preferments, is given with an accuracy
which this Ecclesiastical Guide in former days could not boast
of. This essential feature of a Clerical Directory—accuracyhas been attained by postal communication with 25,000 clergy
men, and with the Editors of 'Diocesan Calendars,' and the
secretaries of Bishops and of Societies. We have examined the
book in many places, and have found the information which
it contains almost universally correct. By means of an ap
pendix the latest changes have been inserted, the appoint
The Numbered Prayer-Book. Prepared by Canon George
Venables, Vicar of Great Yarmouth. London: Uenry ments to the Sees of London, Lincoln and Exeter being in
cluded.
Frowde.
This is another attempt to make the use of the PrayerWhilst the rivals of the ' Clergy List ' may boast an attrac
Book easy for the uneducated. Canon Venables, who is to be tiveness which is their own, either from the amount of historic
in every way admired for his real and devotion to the poor, information which is supplied as to each cleric's past employ
we are informed has had 20,000 copies of this ' Numbered ment or literary distinctions, or from the presence of some
Prayer-Book ' printed at his own cost. It may be purchased, sign which indicates his doctrinal proclivities, the 'Clergy
bound in French morocco, for a shilling. The idea is this. List' preserves its characteristic as an official book of refer
By the side of every prayer, or whenever there is a change of ence, and in point of accuracy the issue for 1885 is beyond all
place, to put a number, which the clergyman is to announce its predecessors.
when he is about to say the prayer. Thus, suppose he was
The Folk-Lore Journal. Volume III. Part 1. 1885.
turning to the Collect for next Sunday, he would call out
This number contains two excellent articles,—one on the
"8G." In the account of this work and the way to use it, it
is asked— "Why should anyone find fault with announcing Science of Folk-lore by Mr Gomme, the other on the Origin
the number of a prayer to be used ? We do not hesitate to of the Robin Hood Epos by Mr Coote. Mr Coote supposes
announce the number of Hymn or Psalm ! " But are not the that the story of Robin Hood dates from a Communistic
two cases different? To stand and ''give out" a hymn is movement in England in the middle of the fourteenth century.
surely different from announcing a series of numbers when His arguments are not convincing, but he is suggestive. We
wish that the clergy would take more interest in folk-lore, in
kneeling, and we conclude the clergyman is not intended to
collecting local legends, folk-names, proverbs and the like,
rise from his knees every time he calls out 3, 7, 32G, 97, &c.
Moreover, those who are slow to find their places are soon which are fast disappearing.
puzzled by numbers ; even when a hymn is given out, it is a
common sight to see one person asking the next " what is the
number?" However, we shall be as thankful as Canon Venables
In the Portfolio this month.the finest plates coincide with
if the ' Numbered Prayer-Book ' helps the least intelligent, and
the most interesting letterpress, which is an ideal state of
draws them to a readier useof their Prayer-Book. But wc cannot
things. Mr W. J. Loftie's articles on '' Windsor " no reader
but think that the giving out of numbers would be confusing,
could rind dull or useless ; a very similar remark may be made
and not calculated to cherish the spirit of worship. If the
numbers were printed and put up in the Church or Mission- upon Miss Julia Cartwright's "Tomb and Chantry of the
Black Prince at Canterbury" (now sadly spoiled) ; and both
room, as is suggested, these drawbacks may be obviated.
are fully and admirably illustrated. The frontispiece is a
Maiure Cookery. Edited by 11. L. Sidney Lear. Lon spirited print from an etching by M. Auguste Masse' after a
painting by a Swedish artist, Augustus Hagborg.
don : Rivingtons. Pp. 96. 1881.
Mrs Sidney Lear has re-edited this little volume, and added
The Enqlish Illustrated Magazine will be found
to it a good many Italian recipes. It will be found useful for specially inviting by many this mouth, because it contains
maigrc seasons, such as the present, as also for invalids who extracts from the diary of the two sailor Princes, Edward and
need light food. Its contents embrace "Sauces," "Sonps,'' George of Wales, during their long cruise in the Australian
" Fish," "Omelettes" and all manner of devices with eggs, waters. In truth the young Princes not only show that they
" vegetables," "curry," etc., and prove incontestably that the can describe clearly, succinctly, and in excellent taste, the
accomplished writer in her long sojourns abroad has not only scenes and incidents of their sea life, but they have also no
acquainted herself with foreign literature but also with small faculty of picturesque and clever narrative. Our
Continental cookery.
readers will thank us for giving a specimen :
" It was now one of the most magnificent sights We ever gazed oil,
The Clerqy List for 1885. London: John Hull. Pp.
though we never wish to be iu simitar circumstances, or to see quite
434. Price 10s., cloth boards.
the like again. The moon above was breaking in lull glory eiery lew
The ' Clergy List ' for 1885 seems to have been prepared with minutes through the densest and blackest storm-clouds, which were here
the greatest care. It contains an alphabetical list of the and there riven by the blast; the sea beneath was literally one raas* of
Clergy in England and Wales, also of the Clergy in Ireland white foam boiling and hissing beneath the gale. For a few seconds,
and the Episcopal Church of Scotland. A list of Archbishops when the Bacchante first broached to. It was doubtful what would
happen, but the old Bhip came to the wind and lay to of Iter own accord.
and Bishops, Chaplains, Cathedral dignitaries, Benefices, In Having sone into the cabin under tlie poop juat before she broached to,
cumbents, Assistant Curates, the Post Town, Diocese, County, experienced a curious sensation of grinding beneath the screw-well
annual value, and population of each parish ; and the patron and counter and by the rudder chains. It might be compared to tut
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somewhat similar sensation felt when a boat's bottom touches rock or
■and and grinds over ttiem, and bumps for a few seconds. We knew
0/ course it could not be thus with us, but suspected it was caused by
the wrench the ruddiT then suffered. Owing to the strain there had
been on the upper deck wheel (which hud during the day several times
nearly taken charge, in spite of the dozen men that manned it), the
main deck steering sear had also been connected that evening, and
was being used at the time of the accident, iu addition to the upper
deck gear.
"As the ship refused to psy off, there was nothing for it but to let
ber remain as she was, lylng-to. it was then conjectured that some
thing had happened to the rudder, as with the helm put hard a star
board no appreciable difference was observed. It was not, however,
till the next morning that we realised our position of being practically
rudderless on the open sia."—(I'age 3H8.)
Unpretending, but well worth perusal, is the monograph on
"Primroses and Cowslips," by Grant Allen ; while the inter
esting account of "The Art of Casting in Bronze," by Mr
George Sitnonds, will be to most readers the resuscitation of
a practically lost branch of art A characteristic tale by Mr
Bret Harte follows ; and Mr Hugh Conway's story, "A Family
Affair," takes a development more strange and unexpected
than pleasant.
Longman is not specially notable this month. A pathetic
iketcb.entitled "Little Joe Gander," by Mr S. Baring-Gould;
Mr J. G. Wood's interesting monograph on the physiology of
"The Whale," and a notice of that too erratic star of the
Shaksperean drama, the late Gustavua V. Brooke, with the
stories, make up the number.
Blackwood, as we all know, is ever and above all things
political ; and this month it is at a white heat of excitement
agaiast the errors and terrors of the present Government.
Politics are not our business in these columns, but really we
cannot wonder at the almost despair expressed iu " Our
Egyptian Atrocities," and " A Russian Philosopher ou English
Politics," about the position into which we are drifting ; and
most patriotic Englishmen think the same thing. If there is
not an alteration soon, the last hour of England as a world
wide Empire has struck. " The Hero of Lepanto and his
Times " is a clever review of the late Sir William StirlingMaxwell's recent volume on ' Don John of Austria.'
Eastward Ho, of which the numbers for February and
March are before us, has given itself up to crusades against
all manner of social abuses ; by no means perhaps a super
fluous function in these days. Its " New Crusade by Peter
the Hermit " is not exactly an example of the graces of
composition ; but the writer has got hold of some very ugly
fada of the nature of abuses, and he lets in the light upon
them with evident deterniiuation. It would not be amiss for
those whom these allegations concern, to let the public know
what is to be said iu reply. The magazine is (one might say)
fall of crotchets ; but it is one with a purpose, and that
purpose is the good of the great masses of the people. We
heartily wish it success.
C.rnhill has, as usual, stories of marked and striking
idiosyncrasy. "The Two Carnegies " is at least novel— no
'mall thing to say. either ! and " Rainbow Gold " pursues an
erratic course which delies even an experienced novel reader
to predict the " line of country." We should have thought
that it had been dynamite now, that was foreshadowed in the
U* instalment. But nous verrotu.
Use Red Dragon is a magazine published at Cardiff, and
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devoted to the interests of Wales and Welsh literature ;
though we faucy we have heard that it is edited from Jesus
College, Oxford. Some of its contributors have a very finelydeveloped sense of the horrible in fiction.
"A Midnight
Mystery " is the most njfrevz story we have happened upon of

late.
Good Words more than keeps up its well-earned reputa
tion as the best of the sixpenny magazines. The serial stories
are specially good just now.
Both the Contemporary and the N,neteenth Century
have come in late ; and we have only space left to refer to Sir
Richard Temple's article in the former, on "The Mahdi and
British India," as most weighty and sensible, and to the(Aree
important papers on "Federation" in the latter, from the
pens of the Marquis of Lome, Lord Bury, and Mr W. E.
Forster, M. P. , which should be carefully read by all.
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TBcfore aEastcc:
A PALM SUNDAY MEDITATION.
Hebrews ii. 10.
" It became Him, for Whom are all things, and by Whom are
all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the
Captain of their salvation perfect through sufferings."
God Almighty suffering ! the Son of God iu pain !—
What strange mystery is this 1 There are many strange
things in the world around us. Stranger still are the
things belonging to the spiritual world ; " without contro
versy great is the mystery of godliness : God was manifest
in the flesh." But strangest of all surely are the things we
are called upon to contemplate this week —the Captaiu of
our salvation made " perfect through sufferings."
And why so strange ( Because of the Person—One who
had never done aught amiss either in thought, word or
deed ; and because, had He so willed it, He might have
ended those sufferings in a moment with a word or a
thought. We, it may be, endure pain or trouble patiently,
partly because we have no choice but to do so, but He at
any moment could have been free. My brethren, who
amongst us would willingly endure grievous bodily pain
a minute longer than necessary ? And why then did He ?
Because it was the Father's will, and because it was titling
— fitting for the grand purpose for which it all happened
— the salvation of mankind—the "bringing many sons
unto glory." There was a certain natural fitness that Ha
who was to lift up our fallen nature to His own level,
should first descend to ours, aye, to the very bottom of it ;
that He should experience to the full all the results of
siu ; that He should " taste death for every man " in all its
bitterness. Yes, Jesus Cubist's purpose was that nothing
should be left out which could help to make His Sacritiee
full and complete. This was His purpose, and from it He
never swerved even for an instant. He stooped as low as
it was possible to stoop. " He became obedient unto
death, even the death of the Cross."
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" Perfect through sufferings." We are not to suppose
that our Lord Jesus Christ was not otherwise perfect.
Personally His sufferings could add nothing to One who
was without sin, in Whom dwelt " all the fulness of the
GoDhead bodily." It was not as regarded Himself that
He was made perfect, but as regarded us. He was thus
qualified to be our Saviour. His Passion tells us that
" we have not an High Priest that cannot be touched with
the feeling of our infirmities, but was in all points tempted
like as we are "—tried by every kind of bodily and mental
pain, of insult and reproach that we can possibly imagine.
And so it is said of the Lord of all things that He " in
creased in wisdom and stature ; " it is said of Him Who
never knew what disobedience was, that He " learned
obedience by the thiugs which He suffered ; " it is said
of Him Who was perfect from all eternity, that He was
made " perfect through sufferings."
Oh, what a lesson have we here—we, who are so easily
satisfied with ourselves—we, who are so loth to press
forward. If Jesus must be made perfect, must not we,
or are we good enough?
If suffering was the way by
which He attained perfection, can we expect to reach it by
any other road ? No, the royal road of the Cross is the
only one we know of ; " if any man will come after Me,
let him deny himself, and take up his cross and follow
Me."
How far are we at present from the pattern set us by
Our Master ! Let us try to put ourselves in His place
during that terrible week of the Passion. What would
have been our feelings, had we known that one of our
nearest and dearest friends was plotting against us —we
who are so ready to harbour the merest suspicion of slight
or unkindness ? What would they have been, had we
been counted as of less consequence than a robber and a
murderer? "Not this Man, but Barabbas." Why, it is
hard to see any one put before us, and doubly hard when
it is some one inferior to us. What, then, must it have
been to Jesus, when the people rejected Him and chose
Barabbas ? How hard, again, it is to keep silence when
taunted with things we know to be untrue. Yet this is
what Jesus did. When hanging on the Cross He was
taunted with the failure of His work : " He saved others ;
Himself He cannot save." It was a lie, for He could
have saved Himself, and which of us iu His place would
not have done so ? But He was silent under the bitter
reproach. He would save us rather than avenge Himself.
And as for the countless insults that He received—why,
we pride ourselves on not enduring insult ; we think it
unmanly. Ah, Christian brother, try and imagine your
self in your Saviour's place, and think what would have
been your temper under it all. The very thought shames
us, but it helps us, too, to understand a little of the love,
the forbearance, the courage of the Saviour.
There is not time now to speak particularly of the
sufferings of our blessed Lord. But let us try to realise
them as we read the account of them or hear it read this
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week in the Holy Gospels. But above all, let us try to
gather some practical lessons from them. For this, we
may be quite sure, we were intended to do. It was not
for nothing that Jesus was made perfect, but that we
might go on to perfection, too. Every Passion-tide, aa it
comes round, may and should teach us some new lesson, or
at any rate leave the old lessons more deeply impressed
upon us. What is the lesson that wants deepening this
year ? Perhaps a lesson of moral courage. There is some
duty which is irksome to us, which at times we feel tempted
to shirk. Let us then look on Jesus Christ in His agony
in Gethsemane. The task before Him is almost too great,
even for His endurance and devotion. He could almost
wish it had not to be performed ; yet He conquers by
submission, and goes forth strengthened to suffer and to
die. Or, perhaps, we have yet to learn the lesson of true
humility. See, then, how meekly Jesus submits Himself
to the rude hands of the soldiers. Or is it the spirit of
forgiveness that we have yet to acquire? Hear, then, the
words of Jesus when He is betrayed by Judas : " Friend,
wherefore art thou come ? "—" Judas, betrayest thou the
Son of Man with a kiss ? "—and again, when He is being
nailed to the Cross : " Father, forgive them, for they know
not what they do." Or have we yet to learn patience !
We may learn it, then, in every step which our Saviour
took from the Upper-room to Calvary. How patient is
He with His friends and disciples, when they cannot
watch with Him even one hour. How patient is He with
Judas, with the soldiers who seize Him, with His execu
tioners, His revilers, with all and every one. Truly in
Him patience had her perfect work ; in all things He was
more than Conqueror. Then, again, some of us may find
ridicule hard to bear.
It is one of Satan's favourite
weapons, but it was powerless against Jesus. He was
ridiculed as none of us ever could be, and He bore it all
unmoved. And shall we give way before a little laughter
or a few sneers ?
And so, dear friends, when you hear or read of the
sufferings of your Lord, apply the sacred story to yonr
own case. See what it has to teach you, and pray for
grace to put the lesson into practice. The Passion of the
Lord Jesus, and the way He endured all that came upcn
Him, will show us where we have failed. But will that
be all ? No. We should be contemplating the Cross of
Jesus altogether amiss, if we only learnt from it to loot
at ourselves. Indeed we should only learn to despa'Jfor, like Judas, we should find that by our sins we had
" betrayed the innocent blood." But thank God, as we
gaze on that bruised and tortured Form, we find comfort
and hope. For He that suffers is " the Captain of our
salvation."
He is our Leader, who beckons us on t»
follow Him. It is indeed a rough and stony path He h.u
to tread, but love makes it smooth, and it leads on to
victory and immortality. Shall we not follow Him ? And
shall we not praise and adore Him for His Cross and
Passion ?
Shall we not thank Him for love so great i
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Shall we not prepare with all our hearts to meet Him at
Easter in His Communion Feast in which we " show forth "
His " death until He come ? " For He, the Captain of
our salvation, was made perfect, and we through Him are
made perfect, by His sufferings ; " He was wounded for
our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities : the
chastisement of our peace was upon Him ; and with His
stripes we are healed."
F. J. MIDDLKMIST.
The Next Number, March 27, will contain a Plain
Sermon.
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4. What is Faith ?
[It is that power of the soul by which wo firmly believe
Divine Truths, not evident to our bodily senses. [Heb.
xi. 1-6.]
5. Those Divine truths which are the object of our Faith
are also called by the same name, i.e., "the Faith ;'
LEph. iv. 5.], or, "The Catholic Faith" [Athan. Creed
v. 1] ; what then is the record of the Faith ? I mean
in what Book is it to be found ? [Jude 3 ; 1 S. John
i. 3.]
6. What body is the guardian, witness, and ex
pounder of the Holy Scriptures ?
[The Holy Catholic Church, 1 Tim. iii. 15.]
7. How can we be snro that we have the right
sense of Scripture, and understand it rightly ?
[Because it is thus taught and explained by the Church,
and the Church has thus taught it from the days of the
Apostles. [1 Tim. iii. 15.]
8. What are the names of the short forms or statements of
doctrine, which the Church has provided for the use of
her members ?
9. What is our duty towards the Catholic Faith ?
[To hold it ourselves faithfully [" undefiled " Ath. Creed] ,
and humbly, and to hand it on.]

Collect.
" 0 Almighty God, Who hast built Thy Church upon the
foundation of the Apostles and Prophets, Jesus Christ Him
self being the head Corner Stone ; Grant us so to be joined
together in unity of spirit by their doctrine, that we may be
made an holy Temple, acceptable unto Thee ; through Jesus
Christ our Lord."

3fc?gmn.
" *Truth through the sacred volume hidden lies,
And spreads from end to end her secret wing.
Through ritual, type, and storied mysteries.
From this or that, when error points her sting,
From all her holds, Truth's stern defences spring,
And Text to Text the full accordance bears."

NOTICE.
Any of our Subscribers are at liberty to copy out, to select
from, or to reprint these Papers of Confirmation Questions for
use in their own Parish, not of course for sale elsewhere.
For Prefatory Note to these Questions, tee Literary
Churchman, Jan. 30, 1685.

Confirmation papers.
VI-ZThe Christian's Bule of Faith.
The Bible and the Creed.
1. In what way is the mind and will of God made
known to every Christian ?
[in the Holy Scriptures ; that is, the Bible.]
2. Of what do the Holy Scriptures consist ?
3. What does the Apostle S. Peter declare respect
ing the way in which the Scripture was written ?
And quote other passages to the same effect [2 Tim.
in. 1$, 16, 17 ; S. Matt. v. 17.]

VII. The Rile of Confirmation.

[Nos. vii.-ix.]

What it is, and How it Belongs to Baptism.
1. What is Confirmation ?
[It is one of the means by which God the Holy Ghost
works upon our souls. As in Baptism, spiritual life is
restored, so in Confirmation, it is perfected and strength
ened]
2. Why then is this Holy Bite called Confirmation 1
3. Show from the Prayer-Book what the Church
requires from those who come as candidates to be
confirmed. [Baptismal and Confirmation Offices.]
4. What is the Baptismal vow ? B«peat it.
5. In what words and in answer to what question,
is the renewal of vows before Confirmation made by
candidates ?
•Lyra Apostolica.
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6. By what name was Confirmation spoken of in the
time of the Apostles (and in Scripture)? [Heb. vi.
1, 2.]

7. Give some instances of Confirmation having
been administered by tho Apostles themselves.
[Acts viii. 14-17 ; xix. 1-6.]
8. What are the gifts of the Holy Spirit.

[Is.

xi. 1-2.]
9. On whom was it prophesied that they should first rest,
and ichy, therefore, may those who are confirmed hope
to receive them ?

Collett.
"God, Who didst teach the hearts of Thy faithful people, by
the tending to them the light of Thy Holy Spirit ; Grant us by
the same Spirit to have a right judgment in all things, and
evermore to rejoice in His holy comfort ; through the merits
of Christ Jescs our Saviour, Who liveth and reigneth with
Thee, in the unity of the same Spirit, One God, world without
end.

Uttst.
,

.

" Oh, Jew, I have promised
To serve Thee to the end;
Oh give me grace to follow,
My Master and my Friend ! "
S. J. E.

AN IRISH LEGEND.
" / beseech Thee, shew me Thy glory."
Fedelm the red and Ethne called the white,
The two fair daughters of an Irish king,
Came down one morning in the early light
Across the dewy grass, mid songs of birds,
To where the plashing river made all day
Its own soft music over smooth brown stones
And long green rushes : Fedelm with sweet face
Flushed delicately like the red wild rose,
And beauteous shining hair that rippled down
In waves of ruddy gold until it touched
Her garment's broidered hem, and clear grey eyes
That caught and held the new light of the dawn ;
But Ethne white and fair, as if the moon
Had touched her with its tender pallid grace,
Her dark brown hair bound up in heavy coils,
With here and there a glint of its own gold
Half hidden in its dusk, and radiant eyes
That star-like shone from out their depths of blue.
So these fair sisters came across the mead,
And through the flowers that would kiss their feet,
Bearing a basket all with linen filled
That, by the simple custom of the time,
Themselves would wash down by the river's brink.
But as they neared the shore, they were aware
Of others standing by, strange men whose like
They never had beheld amid the crowd
Who thronged their father's court ; and as they marked
The tonsured heads, the faces kind but grave,
The long dark robes, the girdles naught but cord,
And whero the sword should hang, a Crucifix,
They deemed them beings of another world,
And went to meet them wondering and afraid.
But he who si-emed most reverend of them all,
The blessed Patrick, Priest and Saint of God,
Came forth to greet them with sweet words of peace,
And all the brethren softly answered " Peace."
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Then did the maidens straight forget their fear,
And waited as the Saint entreated them
While he should tell the charme'd tale of One
Who loved them to the death, and died for them.
So, meekly sitting at Saint Patrick's feet,
They heard the story of the Love of Christ,
The Love that passeth knowledge, sealed by Death,
And crowned by Life to Joy unspeakable.
And nil the silence of their souls awoke
To strange new music at the wondrous words.
Then were they by their own desire baptised
Into the Glory of the Trinity.
And now a holy longing filled their hearts
To see His Blessed Face Who thus had darwl,
And lived, and greatly loved, and died for them.
And humbly prayed they " We would fain behold
" The Christ Himself," but Patrick answered them :
" Ye cannot see His Face except ye take
" The Eucharist of God ; and then, perchance,
" Because your child-like souls are wholly tuned
" In this your faith's first fervour to one prayer,
" Not asking life or any earthly good,
" But only this, 'Thyself, Lord; ' Christ will hear,
" And rend aside the veil of mystery
" That hides Him in this Sacramental Sign,
" And Bhow you all His glory and His Love.
" Oh would ye die, my children, so ye might
" Behold His Face ? " And they, forgetting home
And father dear, and lovers brave and true.
Made answer " Yea; for Death wore Life indeed
" That Bhewed us Him." Then Patrick bade prepare
To celebrate those Blessed Mysteries •
Which are the foretaste of that Banquet high
Where Christ Himself shall serve His loving guests.
And when with rev'rent care the Feast was spread,
The brethren and the maidens kneeling round,
The Saint began the Liturgy Divine
Which falls like Heavenly music on the souls
Of those who come a-hungered for' the Bread of Lift'.
And ever as the mystic words were said ■ ■
White Angels' wings were closing them aronnd,
And Christ's own Presence felt, not seen, was there.
Then as the maidens drank of thrtt pure Cup
Which, like the Holy Grail, bears Jesd's Blood,
Strango rapture thrilled them through ; they saw noiscr*
The Priest who held the Chalice to their lips,
But falling at his feet they saw instead
That Face whioh Angels love to look upon,
Which Saints and little children dream they see,
That Blessed Face whose smile- doth hallow joy,
Whose tears have consecrated every grief,
That Human Face Divine which is the Lord's.
And seeing thus the crowVd King of Love
In all His beauty there, tu4tr sweet souls passed
To be with Him that day in Paradise.
Then Patrick raising them beheld each face,
As it had been an Angel's, glorified-,' '
And know straightway that they had had their will,
Their eyes, now dim with death, had seen the Christ,
And they had died as blessed Moses died,
Slain with the very Kiss of God's own Mouth.
And when one brought the tidings to the king,
Christ gave him grace to hear them patiently.
Then dear companions of their bower came.
And gently bore the sainted maidens home
Cradled in their white arms full sisterly,
And laid them Bide by side upon one bed,
And covered their sweet faces with a sheet
Of fair white linen they themselves did weave.
And there was weeping for them night and day,
But blesne'd Patrick wept not, for he knew
They were at peace, and they had had their will,
Their eyea had seen the Christ.
A.N.
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Current jFacts anD jQotes.
The Archbishop of Canterbury has conferred on the new
Chaplain-General of the Forces the degree of D.D.
An ex
cellent: address given by Dr Edghill at the Royal Garrison Church,
Portsmouth, and printed in exletiso by the Church Times, shows
that the new Chaplain is a right true man, and fitted to take such
a spiritual charge as he has been entrusted with. It appears
that "he dreaded the responsibility of the office," but the Bishop
of Winchester wrote to him, saying his appointment had " the
fall approral of the Army, from the Commander-in-Chief down
wards. "

•

*

*

We learn from the annual Report of the Church Schools Com
pany " that the resultsof the first year's operations are favourable"
Ten Schools are now opened, with charges varying from 41. 10s.
to IH ISs. per annum. The number of pupils at present
receiving their education at the schools of the Company are 382.

*

*

#

We are glad to see that the Queen has given Mr Boehm the
order to exeout e a bust of General Gordon, which will be placed
in the corridor of Windsor Castle.

•

*

*

The appeal for a testimonial to Dr King has been liberally
responded to. Tho sum of 2,000/. is required, and nearly half
of it has been already received. Subscriptions should bo sent
to " Rev. T. O. Johnston, 5 Museum-villas, Oxford," or to " Dr
King's Testimonial Fond, London and County Bank, Oxford."

* •

*

*

The conye" d'e~lire having been dnly received, the Dean and
Chapter of S. Paul's on Monday last met, and, we need not add
—elected the Bishop of Exeter to be tho successor of the late
Bishop Jackson.

■ *

-

*

#

*

On Tuesday a Quiet Day for tho clergy of the Deaneries of
Dewsbury and Birstal was conducted at Thornhill. Three de
votional Addresses were given by the Rev. W. H. Hutcbings in
the Parish Church.
There was a largo number of clergy
present.

*

#

• #

Father Benson is delivering a course of Lectures at S. Mar
garet Pattens, which aeenmtto us excellently designed. The
subjects for tho seven Add tfSrjKire as follows : — " The Purifica
tion of the Heart," "the CuItivJrTion of the Mind," " the Elevation
of the Affections," "the Discipline of the Body," "the Sanctifiation of Time," " the Responsibility of Property," and " the
Blessedness of Sacrifice.*"

»'.<*■#

#

An American Missionary at Tokahama has just translated
into the Japanese language, and printed for the use of the
natives, Prebendary Row's Lectures, entitled ' Reasons for Be
lieving in Christianity',' which were published here by the Sun
■Jay School Institute*.

* f

*

A very interesting paper on " Cats," which we believe first
appeared in the Spectator, and with which the eloquent Canon of
S. Paul's is credited, has been reprinted in "the Contemporary
Pulpit." As that organ is designed to aid preachers, it may be
a little doubtful as to the relevancy of the article in question.
Bat it is at least a witness to its comprehensiveness.
Tho Japanese Village at Albert-gate, Hyde-psrk, it is, perhaps
needless to say, has now become a recognised public institution
in London, and as it increases in interest bo it does in popularity ;
and this is not to be wondered at when it must be borne in mind
that thero is much to see, so much to learn, and so much to ad
mire. Apart from the interest that attaches to the Japanese, their
Art Industries, etc., it is gratifying to learn that their spiritual
requirements have not been neglected. On Sunday, the 22nd of
February, the inhabitants of the Japanese Village, accompanied
by Mr Tannaker Buhicrosan, the Managing Director, and his
wife (a Japanese lady), attended Divine Service at S. Saviour's
Church, Walton-place, Pont-street, in response to an invitation
given them by Dr John Campbell Strickland, tho vicar ; the
service was conducted in tho Japanese language by the Rev. H.
Maundrell, late Church Missionary in Japan ; a large congre
gation had assembled, and the Japanese appeared to be deeply
impressed with the proceedings. It is worthy of note that this
is the first instance on record of a Church of England service
being given in Europe, and a sermon preached entirely in the
Japanese language, to a congregation, a great number of which
were natives of Japan.

\^<S$tnjtyift&ivift j>®o\

#

The 700th Anniversary of the Consecration of the Temple
Chorch was celebrated on Sunday last, and the sermon was
preached by tho MaBter of the Temple, the Very Rev. Dr
Yanghan.

*

117

*

Oar space wilt not allow us at present to do more than call the
attention of oar readers to the very remarkable and striking
picture by MankacBy, entitled " Calvary," which is now being
•xhibited at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. It is a peculiarly
realistic, and in many respects a noble work of art, whioh every
ess should, if possible, make a point of seeing.

NOTICE. —The columns of the Litkraky Churchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from tbe
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions.
The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
S. DUNSTAN: S. AUGUSTINE (Hippon.)
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir,— In the "Memorials of S. Dunstan," 1874, Rolls' Ser.,
among the " Reliquias Dunstanianaj " is a fragment: "XV.
Versus," consisting of sixteen lines, divided into two sets of
oight, in which there occurs a couplet consisting of a long and
short verse, whon all the other lines are Hexameters. Thero
is no intimation of the source of this couplot:
" Quisquis amat dictis absentum rodore vitam,
Hanc mensam indignam noverit esse sui."
Possidius in his ' Life of S. Augustine ' (C. xxii.), connects the
sentiment in these two lines with S. Augustine, as follows :
" Obtroctationes cavebat, its ut mensae etiam hoc distichon
inscriberet:
' Quisquis amat dictis absentum rodero vitam,
Hanc mensam vetitam noverit esse sibi. '
Non raro etiam coepiscopos buos aliis obtrectantes graviter
objurgavit ; seque aut deleturum versus illos, aut abiturum
minatus est."
There is some variation in the reading, and S. Dunstan, or
whesosver was the compiler of the MS., took the lines from S.
Augustine.
Ed. Marshall, F.S.A.
Sandford S. Martin, Feb. 28.
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SUNDAY RECREATIONS.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —MrE. Slade, in his apparent avoidance of the arguments
in some '" brilliant speech ' on Sunday Recreations," advances
a statement, which I venture to challenge, when he makes the
observance of the Sabbath to begin from the time intimated in
Genesis ii. 2, sqq. It is not so plain as he seems to suppose,
nor is it the historical interpretation. I must be brief without
unnecessary citations.
But Justin Martyr says : tok 'Ek&x
Kal touj SAAouj lrdWas til nipt wfpiTO/iliv tJ)v Kara aipxa Ixows
HTjTt ^dSBara t<pv\a%aw, pfo* 8* TB &AAa, Mu}(T€us eVreiAaueVou
toDto iroifTi' ("Dial. c. Tryph." p. HOD. Paris. 1636).
Irenaeus observes : "Ipse Abraham line circumcisione et Bin©
observatione Sabbati 'credidit Deo' " (0. Haer. iv. 30, p. 319,
ed. Grabe). Tertullian remarks : " Cum igitur nequo aabbatizantem Deus Adam instituerit," and so on for the other Patriarchs,
in argument against the Jews (" C. Jud." ii. p. 136. fol. Rothom.
1602.)
So Abp. Bramhall states : —
" The text telleth us what God did Himself, not what he
commanded ua to do" (Vol. v., p. 20, A. C. L.). "The first
Sabbath that we find in Holy Scripture, to have been ever
observed by the Israelites, was in the wilderness upon the seventh
day after the first falling of manna" (p. 21). "The actual
sanctific&tion of the Sabbath might follow long after the ground
of God's decree for the snncti fication of that day, and the destina
tion of it to that use " (p. 22).
Ed. Marshall.

jftotcs ano dueries.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir,—Might I ask through your columns for a clear definition
of "Mysticism " as a theological term, and might I inquire how
far the following, taken from Dollinger's First Age of the Church
(English translation), gives such a definition.
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To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir. —Travail or Travel are merely two forms of the same
word, the latter being of course the later of the two in nsa
and spelling.
The word comes, through the French, from the Low Latin
trabaculum, a break for horses (itself derived from trabem),
which meaning it has, as well as the more general one of " work,"
in French. It is curious how, after being used in this wider
sense, it has in its two English forms been again restricted in
meaning.
Travail is found in English as early as Chaucer. In the
earliest editions of the Authorised Version, though used also in
its narrower senso of journeying, it retains the older spelling.
No doubt in 1639 the two forms of the word had not beenfinallj
settled as we have them now.
The Spanish trabajo and the Italian travaglio are from the
same Latin word, trabaculum. The Spanish viajo and Italian
viaggio, like our English voyage, are from the Lat. viaticum.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
A. Hiffislbt Smith.
Catwiok Rectory, Hull, March 5.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Blnkiston.—Geographical Reader. Book 7. ...
Butler.—Plain Thoughts on Holy Communion
Cleaver.—Spiritual Readings
Crake.— Schoolboy's Book of Private Devotion
Craufurd.—The Unknown God
Dall.—Pre-Historic America
Keble.— Sermons on the Litany
_.
Mackeson.—Good Kriday Addresaes
...
.„
Merrill.— Galilee in the Time of Christ
Sayce.—An Introduction
„
...
Smith.—Greek Testament Lessons
Waller.— Two Sermons

Griffith and Farm
Riviugtons.
Walter Smith.
Mowbray.
Fisher Unwln.
Murray.
Walter 8mtth.
Bell.
R. T. S.
R. T. 8.
Blackwood.
Kegan Paul.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.

"This (i.e., the Alexandrian) School desired to intimate that
in the history, laws, worship, and faith of Judaism was con
tained the kernel of a Divine Universal truth, and a purer
philosophy exalted above all national religions and common to
all peoples."
Yours faithfully,
0. W. H. Kenrick, Vicar of S. George, Tilehurst.
Ingleside, Reading, March 3.
TRAVEL AND TRAVAIL.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —I beg to forward the following extracts from Professor
Skeat's ' Concise Etymological Dictionary ' respecting these
words, as desired by a Correspondent in your last number.
Travel, to journey. The same word as travail: from the toil of
travelling in olden times.
Travail, toil. F. travail. Span, trabajo ; orig. an obstacle,
clog, as Span, trabajo. It also meant a pen for cattle, cf. F. entraver, to shackle. It answers to a Low L. travaculum from
travare to shackle, occurring in Span, trabar to clog. All from
L. trabem ace. of trabs, a beam.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
Leasingham, Sleaford,
Peverel Johmson.
March 9, 1885.

A SCHOOL of the first class Tor the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy aitoition.
Special terms for the sons of CI ergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefflngtonacd
Son, 103 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,
Rev. SAMUEL J EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

Valuable and Extensive Library of a Clergyman,
deceased, removed from the West of England.—Fit*
Bays' Sale.
MESSRS HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION, at
their Rooms, 115 Chancery-laue, W C.,on MONDAY. MAKCB
23, and Four following Days, at 1 o clock, the valuable and extend"
LIBRARY of a CLERGYMAN, deceased, comprising HaMed's Ktnt.
4 vols.—Plot's Staffordshire— Ormerod'e Cheshire— Dugdale's Baronue
— Guillim's Heraldry — Heraldic Visitations of Wales — Hntchm-'i
Dorset—Clutterbuck's Hertfordshire—Atkyn's Gloucestershire—AretjclofjiaCautiaDa—The Histories of Freeman, Grot*. Mahon. Ganilcer,
Kinglake. Alison, Clarendon. Merivale. Gibbon. Walpole. Rawlins",
and Duncker- Gray's Birds—Yarrell's Birds—Jerdon'a Birds of Indii
— Westwood's Insects — Ray Society's Publications, Sic. — Seta of
Library of the Fathers, Anglo-Catholic Theology—Clark's Anti-Nicene and Foreign Theological Libraries—and the usual Worts in
Ecclesiastical History, Theology, Ac
Catalogues forwarded on application,
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By the Kev. VERNON HUTTON, Canon of Lincoln.
rpHE MIND of OHBIST, Outline Meditations on the

Lord Bishop of Lichfield.

PAROCHIAL PAPERS.
No. 1.—Plain Instruction on the Holy Commu
nion, with Hymn. Price Id., or 78. per 100 ; by post, 7a. id.

No. 2-The Comfortable Words.
Price Id., or 7s. per 100 ; by post, 7s. 5d.
The Publishers beg to call attention to this Series of Tracts as
specially suitable (or distribution to Candidates for Confirmation, and
indeed all Members of a Congregation who need plain but definite
instruction on the important subjects treated of.

By the lev. S. I EALES, M.A. Price 3d.
A PLAIN CATECHISM on some Chief Points

-L Temptation- and Passion. Price 2s., by post 2s. ljd. Second
Thousand.
" Exactly the Manual which many are seeking."—Guardian.
" Combining la a high degree food for thought and instruction."—
Church Timet.
" Specially useful to the clergy for homiletic purposes."— Literary
Churchman.

AIDS to COMMUNION with GOD.

A Manual for

Young Communicants. Price 6d., by post 6|d., bound with Epistles
etc, IS., by post Is. Id ; oloth, bevelled boards, red ed-res, Kilt etc '
Is. 6d.. by post 18. 7Jd. Twenty-fifth Thousand,
..Thank you for yoor excellent Manual for Holy Communion "—
Bishop of Lincoln.
London : E. LONGHURST, 188 Upper Kennington-lane :
and MOWBRAY.
New Issue, in One Volume. Price 6s., by poet 6s. 9d.,

of Christian Doctrine.

BY REV. OUR. RIDLEY PEARSON, M.A.,
By Eev. 0. J. BLDGEWAY,
With Special Preface by Bp. WALSHAM HOW.
HOW to PREPARE for the HOLY COMMU
NION. This moat useful little manual, printed in red and black,
on toned piper, is warmly commended by Bishop Walsham How,
and is calculated to meet a very felt want. Prise 2d., or lis. per
100 ; M copies poet free for 7b 6d.
By the tame Author,

Rector of Combe Pyne, Devon (late vicar of St James's, Tonbridge
Welle),

COUNSELS OF THE WISE KING,
Or, Proverbs of Solomon applied to
Daily Life.

HOW to GIVE THANKS AFTER HOLY
COMMUNION. Price 2d., or 14s. per 100.
Just out, crown 8vo, olotb, 2s. 6d., by pott 9s. 8id.
Dedicated by permission to the LORD BISHOP OF LINCOLN.

The CHURCH HANDY DICTIONARY. Being
a thoroughly reliable Handy Book of Reference on all Church
nutters. This new work will be found a most interesting, useful,
complete, and valuable manual. It supplies, at a trifling co«t, a
Dictionary moch needed by the CLEKUY, CANDIDATES FOB
HOLY ORDERS, THEOLOGICAL 8TUDKNT8, LAY HELPKRS, and indeed all who are in any way interested in Church
work. Price 2s. Od.
LENT THOUGHTS. A Tract for alL By the Author
of 'The Sinless Sufferer.' Price 2d., or 14s. per 100.
GOOD FRIDAY THOUGHTS. A Tract for all
By the tame Author. Price Id., or 7a per 100.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proofs.

TEE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
1 GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp. luo. Price 2s. 3d., poet free.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
* A helpful handbook for the present time."—The Churchman .
''8bows the hand of a keen and original thinker," — Literary
Chorchman.
" The writer possesses a Judicial mind."—The Guardian.
" In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regardla? the early testimony to the Gospels— has rendered a useful service by
crtwins up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Rome,
tntli the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of their
Writ"—The Scotsman.
" We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.
W. H. ALLEN and CO., 11 Waterloo-place, Pall mall, S.W.

HUMPHREYS'.IRON CHURCHES
CHAFtLS .no SCHOOLS
Mli5i[)N AND (.LUB ROOMS

OPINIONS OF THE MESS.

" An excellent thought excellently carried out. Mr
Mr P.
Pearson brings
both learning and piety to his task. —Church Quarterly.
"A very valuable book."—Literary Churchman.
"A storehouse for preachers. "—Chnroh Times.
" May be used with advantage at family worship, Or for Bible classes "
—Hastings and St Leonard's News.
" The work Is full of interest and freshness."— Church Review.
" A mass of pithy, oritical, and shrewd remarks."—Ecclesiastical
Gazette.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London.
Also to be had at
SOCIETY FOR PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE
Depositories, London.
THE CLERGY are nvited to apply for Messrs SKEKFINGTON'S
New Catalogue of SECOND-HAND THEOLOGICAL BOOKS
and SECOND-HAND VOLS, of SERMONS. The books, by the
very best Authors, Ancient and .Modern, arc offered at ALTO
GETHER UNUSUALLY CHEAP PRICES.
SERMONS FOR 188S.
By the Rev. H.J. WILMOT BUXTON, M.A.,

A YEAR'S PLAIN SERMONS on the
GOS PELS or KPISTLES, for all the Sundays and some of the Chief
Holy days. This new set of Sermons will be issued In Four Quarterly
Half-Crown Parts, the whole of which will be seut (as they appear),
post-free to Subscribers only, on receipt of 8s. 6d., payable In ad
vance. Partll. containing 17 Sermons from ASH WEDNESDAY
to WHITSUN DAY, ready next week. Separately, prioe 2s. 6d.,
by post, 2s. 8d Subscribers' Names, with remittance, 8s. 6d., can
be received at once.
NEW WORK for LENT. By the Rev. S. BARING-GOULD.
Next week, 2s. 6d., by post, 2s. 8d.,
The PASSION Of JESUS. Seven New Sermons for
LENT, being a Companion Vol. t j the same Author's ' Sermons on
the Seven Last Words.'
NEW WORK for LENT. By the Rev. Canon J. H. LESTER, M.A.,
Mlssioner for the Diocese of Lichfield.

The REVELATION of the SEVEN WORDS
from the CKOSS ; a New Series of Lenten Meditations. Ready
In about a fortnight. Price is. tkl., by post, Is. 8d.
BY THE REV. S. BARING-GOULD.

A SET of PLAIN SERMONS on 'The SEVEN
LAST WORDS,' tor the Sundays in Lent, for the Days in Holy
Week, or for Good Friday. Cloth, price 2s. 6d., by post, 2s. Bd.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 16» Piccadilly. W.
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FOR LENT.
SERMONS ON THE LITANY.
HIPRINTED FROM

Sermons for the Christian Year.
By the late Rev. JOHN KEIi I.K.

With Introductory Notice by the late Rev. E. B. P USEY, D. D.
Crown 8to, cloth, 2a. 6d.

[Sow ready.

SPIRITUAL READINGS PROM JEREMY DREXELIUS.
Translated by the Author of ' CHARLES LOWDER' Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM H. CLEAVER,
Crown 8vo, cloth, 2a, to.
[Now ready.

MEDITATIONS and a LITANY for EACH DAY in LENT. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, is.
London : WALTER SMITH (late MOZLEY), 34 King-street, Covent-garden.

"BROTHERS TREAD THE HOLY PORTALS."
The New Processional Hymn for a Dedication Festival. Words by C. Streatfeild, Music by
Martin S. Skeffington, is now ready, Price One Penny, or 7s. per 100. The Beautiful
Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited and most effective tune.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICE, separatbly, Is. 6d. per doz.
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymi:-Book."— Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised If your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."—Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope It will be successful."—Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes Its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop ol
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
•' Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unspiritual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.

Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
0FFICE-1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean o» WESTMINSTER.
Deputt-Chairmah— ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician— Dr STONE.
Actoary—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 188* :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus

£3,148,166
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 6s. 9d. per cent of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac., may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.

MESSES SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
will shortly publish, an entirely new Collection of Sermons by
Various Authors, suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS, THANKS
GIVINGS, *c, entitled • HARVEST PREACHING.'

This clay, price Is. New Work by the Rev. R. F. HESS KY, Author
of 'The 20,000 Clergy and the Present Crisis.'

DRIFTING INTO UNBELIEF!
An Appeal to Thinking Men.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1«3 Piccadilly. W.

Messrs 8KEFFINGTON have also in the Press an entirely new
Volume of Short Stories for Young Children, by various eminent
and popular Authors, entitled " Please Tell Me a Tale. "

'FHE REVEREND W. P. ANDERSON would Yx»

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

1 much obliged to any person who could spare the LITERARYCHURCHMAN for August 2Sth, 1884.
Address 26 Albert-place, Stirling, N.B.

Printed for the Proprietor by Revnell & Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-street, in the Parish of S. James, Westminster, and
Published by W. SKErriKOioii and Son, 163 Piccadilly, W.

POTtffl) f
COttJRtfH PORTW€HTIiY.
Vol. XXXI. No. 7.]

Post free, 9s. 6d. per annum.
Price id.

FRIDAY, MARCH 27, 1885.

NOTICE.

A Defence of 'Natural Law in the Spiritual World "
IS COMMENCED IN

"THE EXPOSITOR" for April.
Containing also Contributions by Canon EVANS, Dr T. K. CHEYNE, Professor GODET, Dr ALEX. MACLAREN,
Dr PARKER, Professor CTJRTISS, &c. Price Is. Monthly.
FIFTEENTH EDITION.

36th THOUSAND.

7s. 6d.,

NATURAL LAW IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD.
By PROF. HENRY DRUMMOND, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.
LONDON : HODDER AND STOUGHTON, 27 PATERNOSTER ROW.

PARKER AND CO.'S NEW BOOKS.
Jnat published, with Medallion Portrait, 8to, cloth, 10s. ftd.,
OSBORNE GORDON. A Memoir, With a Selection of his Writings. Edited by GEO. MARSHALL, M.A,
Rector of Milton, Berks, and Rural Bean of Abingdon ; sometime Student of Christ Church.
Just published, Second Kditlon, (cap. 8vo, cloth, price 2s. fid..

The SUFFERINGS of the CLERGY DURING the GREAT REBELLION. By the Rev. JOHN
WALKER. M.A., sometime ot Exeter College, Oxford, and Hector of St Mary Major, Exeter. Epitomised by the Author of 'The
Annuls of England.'
Just published, 32mo, cloth, gilt, red edges, price Is..
STRAY THOUGHTS : for Every Day in the Year. Collected and Arranged by E. L

THEOLOGICAL WORKS, Published by Parker and Co.
The TEACHING Of the TWELVE APOSTLES. Afiaxh ruv oV««a 'AirocrT6\av. With Introduction,
Translation, Notes, and Illuetratire Passages. Edited by H. DE KOMEST1N, M,A., Incumbent of Freeland, and Rural Dean. Fcap.
8vo, cloth, price 3a.
DE FIDE ET SYMBOLO. Documenta quffidam nee non aliquorum SS. Patrum Tractatus. Editit CAROLUS
A. HEURTLEY.S.T.l'., Dom Margarctae Prielector, et JEiis Christi Canonicus. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.
The CANONS. The Definitions of the Catholic Faith and Canons of Discipline of the First Four General Councils
of the Universal Church. In Greek and English. Ecap. 8vo, cloth. 9a. 6d.

The CONSTITUTIONS and CANONS ECCLESIASTICAL of the CHURCH of ENGLAND.
Referred to their Original Sources, and Illustrated with Explanatory Notes. By the late MACKENZIE E. C. WALCOTT, B.U.,
F.S.A. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. <5d.
A SHORT EXPLANATION of the NICENE CREED, for the Use of Persons beginning the Study of
Theology. By the late A P. FORBES, L>.C.U, Bishop ot Brechin. Ihird Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
An EXPLANATION of the THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES. With an Epistle dedicatory to the Rev. E. B.
PUSEY.D.U. By the late A. P. FORBES, D.C.L., Bishop of Brechin. Third Edition. Post 8vo, 12s.

PARKER and CO., Oxford ; and 6 Southampton-street, Strand, London.
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FOR HOLY WEEK, GOOD FRIDAY, For easter communion & confirmation.
AND EASTER.
By Rev. FBANK E. LOWE, S. Stephen's, Guernsey.
Price 2s., by post 2s. 2d. ,
'UNDER the HOLY CROSS.'
Containing an
Entirely New and Complete Set of Short Addresses on " The
Seven Last Words,'* together with a Sermon for Mattins and a
Sermon for Evensong on Good Friday. Price 2s., post free for 2s. 2d.
SEVEN PLAIN SERMONS entitled 'The PASSION
of JEiUS/by the Rev. S. BARING-GOULD. The Publishers
desire to call special attention to this new set of Sermons for the
days of Holy Week, or for Good Friday. Just out. Crown 8vo,
•loth, price 2s. Gil., by post 2s. hcl. It forms a companion volume to
the same Author's recently published ' Sermons on the Seven Last
Words.'
By the Rev. S. BARING-GOULD. Price 2s. 6d., by post
2s. 8cL,

A SET of SEVEN PLAIN SERMONS on
'THE SEVEN LAST WORDS.'
The Publishers desire also to call special attention to this set of Ser
mons for tbe Days of Holy Week, or for Good Friday.
"Vigorous, forcible, with illustrations plentifully, but freely and
wisely, introduced."—Church Times.
"Forcible and picturesque.1'— Guardian.
" The Seven Sermons are written in a crisp, clear style, and abound
In moral and practical lessons. We cannot imagine the interest of
either town or country congregations nigging during their delivery,
whether as a series of discourses during Lent, or in their entirety on
Good Friday,"—Literary Churchman.
17 NEW SERMONS, including the 5th and 6th Sun
days in Lent, Good Friday, Easter Day, the 5 Sundays after Easter,
Ascension and Whitsuntide, contained in Part II. of the Kev. H.
J. WILMOT-BUXTON'S ' A Year's Plain Sermons on the Gospels
or Epistles.' Price 2s. O.J., by post 2s. 8d.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK for HOLY WEEK and
GOOD FRIDAY.
By the Rev. J. H. LESTER, M.A., Diocesan Missioner for Lichfield.

The REVELATION of the SEVEN WORDS
from the CROSS. A New Series of Addresses for the Days of
Holy Week, or the Three Hours' Service on Good Friday. Price
2s., by post 2s. 2d. The Publishers call very special attention to
these simp'e but earnest and picturesque addresses.
By the Rev. HENRY W. LITTLE. Cloth, price 3s. 6d.,
WHAT SHALL I SAY P 100 Brief Outline Addresses
upon Religious, Temperance, Thrift, Health, and Social Topics,
including Palm Sunday. Good Friday, Easter, Ascension, and other
Church Seasons, also suggested subjects for other addresses, and
An APPENDIX of FACTS, FIGURES, and ANECDOTES to
Illustrate the Addresses la the volume. The work is specially in
tended for the use of busy and over-worked Clergymen, LayReaders. Teachers, and Parish Workers. Crown 8vo, cloth, price
3s. «d., by poet 3s. 8Jd.
The Rev. J. WILMOT-BTJXTON'S SERMONS to
CHILDREN.

The CHILDREN'S BREAD. A Volume of SermonB
to Children, including SERMONS for LENT, also GOOD
FRIDAY, EASTER .DAY, and other of the Church's Seasons,
Ac. Price Js. 6d., by post 3s. 9d.
By the Rev. S. W. SKEFFINGTON, M.A., Fellow of
University College, Oxon.
The SINLESS SUFFERER. Price Is. CHEAP
EDITION. A course of Six Sermons on the Aspects of our
Lord's Passion.—The Sinless Sufferer, The Willing Sufferer, The
Fore-knowing Sufferer. The Forsaken Sufferer, The Triumphant
Sufferer, the Divine Sufferer.

W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

By Lord Bishop of LICHFIELD.

No. l.-PLAIN INSTRUCTION on the HOLY
COMMUNION, with HYMN. Price Id., or 7s. per 100.
No. 2.-The COMFORTABLE WORDS. Price
Id., or 7e. per 100.
By Rev. C. J. RIDGWAY, Vicar of Christ Church, Lancastergate. With Special Preface by Bishop WALSH AM HOW.

HOW to PREPARE for the HOLY COMMUNION. This most useful little Manual, printed in red and
black, on toned paper, is warmly commended by Bishop Walshum
How, and is calculated to meet a very ielt want. 2d, or Hi per
100 ; Fifty Copies, post-free, for "s. 6d By the same Author.price
2d., or H». per 100. HOW TO GIVE THANKS AFTER H. C.
N.B.— THESE TWO TRACTS are also published, in PraterBook size, elegantly printed in red and chocolate, and BOUND
IN ONE VOL., in most elegant rich silk cloth, with chaste designs
and lettering in gold. Price Is.
A CONFIRMATION TRIPTYCH: Being an
elegant folding Card, with blank lines for Certificate of Confirma
tion and First Communion. Elegantly printed in two colours,
with design of The Good Shepherd. This day, price Id., or 7s. per
100.

A CERTIFICATE of CONFIRMATION and
Rules of Life, for one who has been Confirmed. With space far
Candidate's Name, Place of Confirmation, Date. Ac. Printed o«
thick toned paper. Fifteenth Thousand. Price Id.
By Rev. E. W. RELTON, Vicar of Ealing.
CONFIRMATION MEMORIAL CARD. A ne*
folded tinted Card, printed in red and black, with blank spaces for
particulars of Confirmation, &c. Price 2d_, or 1*9. per 100.
Specially bringing before the mind of the young disciple the distinc
tive privilege and blessing of Continuation—-the Gilt of the Holy
Ghost—what it is, and how it is to be exercised.

GIFT-BOOKS FOR CONFIRMATION
CANDIDATES.
Messrs SKEFFINGTON ask special attention to the tailoring
Manuals, as thoroughly practical, useful, and attractive little irift-bo -U
both in town and country parishes, for those on the threshold of grown
up life, for Confirmation gifts, &c, they are of the utmost value sad
suitability.
By the late Hon. and Rev. W. H. LYTTELTON, M.A.,
Canon of Worcester and Rector of Hagley.

THOUGHTS for CONFIRMATION DAY
adapted to the use of Candidates in Church during the interval*^
the Confirmation Service. Printed on thick toned paper, wiib
blank space for Candidate's Name, Date of Confirmation, at
Tenth Edition, 2d., or 14s. per 100.
" Meets a real want."—Guardian.
These are specially intended for the Candidates use on toe
day of Confirmation, and for preservation as a memento of
the occasion.

1. BOYS: Their Work and Influence. Specially
suitable for Parochial Distribution. Home and School— tioing io
Work— Religion— Courage—Money— Amusements— Self-lmpr*"ment—Chums— Courtship -Husbands, <4c. Fifth Kdition. Ctotk,
price 9d. N.B.—A New Kdition this day, most elegantly bound i»
rich silk cloth, with designs and letterings in gold. Price la

By the same Author,

2. GIRLS: Their Work and Influence. Specially
suitable for Parochial Distribution. Dome and School — Tbe
Teens—Religion— Refinement—Dress — Amusements — KeiatiensFrlendship—Youth and Maiden— Service and Work—CourtebipWives, &c. Seventh Kdition. Elegant cloth, price 9d- K.B.-A
New Kdition this day, most elegantly bound in rich silk cloth, wiib
designs and letterings In gold. Price Is.
* There Is so much that is sensible and instructive in these two littte
works that we are glad to have the opportunity of cordially recom
mending them. The manly, thoroughly practical tone or the airri«
given to boys, and the womanly, unaffected remarks offered to the girtt,
can but find a welcome acceptance."—Church Times.
[All Orders must be accompanied by a remittance*]

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 168 Piccadilly, W.
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A. R. MOWBRAY AND CO.'S LENT LIST.
FORTY THOUGHTS for FORTY DAYS. A WHAT the BIBLE SAYS ABOUT the HOLY
New I., tit Manual. By C. G. H. BASKCOMB.JI.A. Cloth, la. ;
paper, 9d.

MEDITATIONS on the STATIONS of the
CROSS. By Rev. K. STEELE, Vicar of St. Neot, Cornwall.
Cloth, la. ; paper, fid.
The LAST WORDS Of OUr SAVIOUR. Ad
dresses delivered in St. rani's Cathedral. By Rev. H. C. SHUTTLKWOKTH, Rector of St. Nicholas, Cole Abbey. Price Is.,
cloth ; paper, 6d.

DEVOTIONS on the LAST HOUR of our
LORDS PASSION. For Village Congregations. 2d.

SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS in CHRISTIAN
DOCTRINE. Chiefly intended for Confirm*: ion Candidates. By
Rev. 0. MOR DAUNT, Rector of Hampton Luoy. 2d.
BEFORE the ALTAR.
The Devout Christian's
Manual for attendance and Communion at the Holy Eucharist,
Sacrifice, and Sacrament. Published in three Editions Edition
A, amall type. Is. ; roan 2s. : calf. 2s. 6d. Edition B, medium type.
Is. ; calf and morocco, 3s. 6d. Edition C, Urge type, Is.
The BREAD of LIFE. A Manual of Instruction and
Devotion ior the Ulessed Snorament. By the Rev. A. D. CRAKE.
Calf, 5s. ; cloth, Is. ; cloth extra, 2s.
The COMMUNICANT'S GUIDE.
A complete
Manual, by the Ki«ht Rev. the Lord Bishop ol ARGYLL and the
181.ES. 106 pp., 6d.
The PURE OFFERING. An Illustrated Altar Book
for the L' ae of Young Persons. Compiled by Rev. C. S.GRUEHER.
The Book conMata of a Preparation, the Order of the Holy Com
munion, and a Thanksgiving. New Edition, 2s. od. ; calf and
morocco, 5s.

A PLAIN COMMUNION BOOK for PLAIN
PEOPLE. By Rev. E. ('. DEKMER, M,A. Cloth. Od.; and Edltion with Illustrations, Is.
"COME," an Invitation to the Holy Communion, Ad. each ;
ts per 100.

COMMUNION. In large type. 2d.
PRAYERS in LARGE TYPE. 6d. per dozen. No.
I.— Morning and Kveniug. II.— For Boys and Girls. III.— For
Holy Communion.

The CHURCH CATECHISM MADE EASY.
By a Sunday-School Teaclier. Is.
St BARNABAS' MANUALS. «d. per dozen. No.
I.—For Little Children. IL— For Grown-up People. III.—School
Prayers.
CERTIFICATE of BAPTISM, CONFIRMA
TION, and FIKsT COMMUNION. On Card, printed in two
colours, Is. per dozen. (No. 5 of Card series.)

CERTIFICATE of CONFIRMATION and
FIKST COMMUNION. On Card, printed in two colours. Is. per
dozen. (Xo. 6 of Card Series )
CONFIRMATION MEMORIAL, with space for
Baptism, Continuation, and First Communion. A Medallion Pic
ture of our Blessed Lord, on gold diapered ground. 4d.
CARDS for CONFIRMATION, in red and black,
for presentation by the Candidates to the Bishop. " Examined and
approved," Str. Twelve for Od.

TRACTS in LARGE TYPE for LENT and
HOLY \> EEK. 2s. per 100. ; by post, 2s. 3d.
The LITANY of PENITENCE, newly set to Music
by F. IL1FFE, Mus, Doc. Id. each ; 7s. per 100.
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It has been said, that " the category of great " should
be applied to the mau who not only is appreciated by " individual circles," but who " affects society as a totality."
If evidence were needed to show that General Gordon
can claim this characteristic of human greatness, we might
point to the meeting at the Mansion House, convened for
the purpose of considering the form a national memorial
to General Gordon should take, or to the commemorative
services which have been lately held in the cathedrals of
England. At the Mansion House, Prince, Admiral, Duke,
Earl, Lord Chancellor, Cardinal, and Lord Mayor vied
with each other in their admiration of Gordon, in the triple
character—to use the language of the Prince of Wales,
of "soldier," "philanthropist," and "Christian." The
sermons which were delivered at the Funeral Services
were, perhaps, a little too much occupied with the last
scene in Gordon's eventful career, his heroic defence ot
Khartoum. But to this exclusiveness, the discourse of
Dean Bradley at Westminster Abbey, where several of
Gordon's relatives were present, is an exception. He
glanced back on "the young officer" and his earlier
exploits.
Charles George Gordon was born on the 28th of January,
1833, at Woolwich, the fourth son of an artillery officer,
Henry William Gordon, who became Lieutenaut-Geueral,
and was connected with " the great Highland house " of
the same name. About the age of fifteen he was entered
at Woolwich, at the Royal Military Academy. He at
first made such poor advance in his studies, that some
discerning master gave him the rebuke—"You will never
make an officer," whereupon Gordon " tore his epaulets
from his shoulders and cast them at his superior's feet."
Gordon soon falsified this gentleman's predictions, obtained
a commission in the Rojal Engineers, was then employed at
Pembroke Dock, on the fortifications which were being
built ; at the end of 1854 was ordered to the Crimea with
huts for use during the winter, and was for some time
employed in the trenches. If the incident we have alluded
to in his early training was a presage of his independence
of character, an anecdote is recorded of him, when engaged
in attacking the Russian strongholds, which displays his
nobleness of disposition. Hearing one day an altercation
between a corporal and a sapper, Gordon asked the cause
of it, and found that the corporal had ordered the sapper
to stand on the parapet in the full fire of the enemy,
whilst the corporal under cover of the battery passed up
the baskets to him. Gordon at once jumped up upon the
parapet himself and told the corporal to stand by his side
under the fire of the Russian guns, and said—" Never
order a man to do anything which you are afraid to do
yourself."
After the Crimean war was over, Gordon was attached to
the commission which had the work, at all times a delicate
one, of defining the frontier of Bessarabia, and afterwards
in Armenia. At this period of his life he is said to have
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been reticent about his religious convictions, but he began
to manifest those qualities which enabled him afterwards
to exercise such wonderful power over Asiatics and Afri
cans. In 1860 he went to China, and was engaged in the
attack on Pekin, Chan Chia Wan, &c, aud was subse
quently stationed at Tientsin. Two years later we find
Gordon in Central China, and as Major commanding the
" Ever-Victorious Army," he attaoked the Taepings, and
after many successful engagements crowned the whole by
the capture of Soochow. In all these attacks Gordon led
the way, but his own weapon was only a small cane, which
the Chinese called " the wand of victory." Here again
his nobleness of character, transparent truthfulness and
sense of honour are conspicuous, and stand out in all
their clearness and brilliancy in the black background of
Chinese treachery. At this juncture in consequence of
this lack of faith, manifested by the murder of the Wangs,
Gordon resigned his command. Two months after, how
ever, he yielded to the solicitation of Li Hung Chang to
resume it, and the capture of Changuhow brought to an
end the exploits of the " Ever-Victorious Army."
Gordon had now a greater difficulty before him, that of
returning to his own country without a demonstration,
which the universal admiration of his marvellous achieve
ments called for. He desired no such recognition of his
labours. He delighted in hiddenness of life and avoided
all display, and thus translated into action the Life of
Christ.
During his residence in England, for six years he
devoted himself unceasingly to working amongst the poor
in the East of London. He would go forth into the
streets and gather the waifs and strays together, inquire
into their needs and histories, and in the evenings devote
himself to teaching them. Thus has many a boy been
rescued from1 a life of dishonesty and misery, aud is now
gaining a livelihood, and living a moral and religious life.
Gordon sent forth these protigta to different parts of the
world, but never forgot them in their after-course, mark
ing on hiB map the places where they were stationed, and
remembering them in prayer.
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with explorationsj-and meditating, whilst there, upon the'
" Book of the Revelation." At the end of 1883 he came'
to England again, and was about to go off to the Congo at
the instance of the King of the Belgians, when he'
deflected from his purpose in order to go to Egypt. Of
his subsequent achievements, we need not speak. His
defence of Khartoum, His patient fortitude, his " pathetio
end," are but the last strokes which fill up the outline of
the portrait of a man who is now honoured and loved, not
only in every English home, but amongst the millions of
Chinese, and wherever devotion to duty and nobility of
self-sacrifice are recognised as virtues.
We have thus in the most brief manner given a retro
spect of General Gordon's history ; but it is with the
religious side of his character that we are naturally most
concerned. We, however, desire to put his military career
by the side of his religious life, as it is the combination of
the soldier spirit and of Christian devotion which gives
him a special title to greatness. It has been wisely said
that " the highest historic greatness " shows itself when it
affects both " the domain of the State " and " religious
society." General Gordon was no theologian; nor did he
possess that precision of thought which is necessary for
making one. But he had certain leading principles, in
which he not only believed, but which were spiritual
forces by which he lived and acted. First amongst these
was his devotion to the Will of God. He carried this to
such an extent that he has been charged with fatalistic
tendencies. He says himself—" it is a delightful thing to
be a fatalist." But his explanation of that statement is
sufficient to vindicate his orthodoxy on this head. He
simply meant that " when things happen, and not brfore"
they were, both great and small,- ordained of God. Tliis
every Christian believes. There is no more fatalism in
Gordon than in Drexelius. Again, he had an intense
devotion to Holy Scripture. He had a "heart-apprecia
tion " of the Word of God. He regarded as " the central
truth" of the Bible that "God dwells in us," and he
thought this truth had a powerful effect on the minds of
Mahometans, who have "nothing in their religion " like
it. His grasp of the Incarnation and Gift of the Spirit
may be gathered from the following words " in an unpub
lished letter'" dated from Jafa, and quoted by Mr Barnes
in his " Sketch " of Gordon. He says—
" God the Son took man's nature and is Man. What
God the Son did is not derogatory to God the Holy Ghost
to do : and we have the Scripture to say that Hi lives in
our bodies—' know ye not that your body is the Temple
of the Holy Ghost ? '"

In 1871 Gordon was appointed Consul at Galatz. In
1873 he offered himself for work in Egypt, and became
first Governor of the Upper Nile, and then " GovernorGeneral of the Soudan," which he continued to be until 1879.
His appointment as Private Secretary to Lord Ripon in
India was merely an unaccountable episode in Gordon's life,
though the cause of his resignation of the post was in
keeping with his thoroughness of character. From India
he went to China, at the request of Li Hung Chang. He
returned, shortly after this, again to England ; thence he
Here at least is vigorous faith, though the distinction
between the Two Missions—of the Son and of the Spirit
proceeded to the Mauritius, which was another act of in
tense 8elf-forgetfuluess,forhesimply wentbecause a brother —is not preserved. In other parts of Gordon's writings
officer disliked the task. After this he journeys to the we can trace his beliefs in the effects of the Fall and in
Cape in response to a call' from the authorities, because of the "expiatory" nature of the "Sufferings of Christ."
His sacramental convictions were vague but intensely
difficult es in BaSutoland. In 1883 we find him in Pales
tine, passing a' year fn' the tto\f Land, aud much occupied1 earnest, a combination rarely found. Whether he was
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aware of the distinction bet-ween Traduciauism and Oreationism it may be difficult to say, but that he was a Crea
tionist in his belief seems to have been the case from the
following. He appears to have held that man fell in Eve,
and that the body was poisoned by sin ; but of the soul,
he says, " it was breathed into man, and therefore is
divine." It has been affirmed that Gordon knew little or
nothing but his Bible, but Mr Barnes in his most inter
esting " Sketch " quite dispels that notion. He tells us
what devotional and theological works the General was
acquainted with, and " the voluminous researches of Pales
tine," all of which he had Btudied. Next to the Bible and
Prayer-Book, his constant companion was the ' Imitation
of Christ.' Mr Barnes says— " Of all devotional books
which he knew almost by heart, the English Book of
Common Prayer and the ' Imitation of Christ,' by Thomas
a Kempis ( Hutcliiugs' translation), may stand as specimens.
He made constant use, too, of ' Daily Prayer,' by E. N.
Dumbleton." Besides these, Clarke's ' Scripture Promises,'
' Josephus,' ' Pearson on the Creed,' and Harold Browne's
'Articles ' were often in his hand.
Perhaps the chief feature of his " Inward Life " was the
entire absence of self in all he undertook. It seems to
have been his earnest aim, for which he prayed (and asked
others to pray for him), that he might " be emptied of
self." In a letter written in January last year, he says " do
not egg on ambition in me—try and drown it. Our Lord
works with flies." In studying flie topography of the
Holy Land, he regarded as pre-requislfes a sort of spiritual
insight, and a knowledge of the Scriptures. In a letter
from Jerusalem he makes a remark, founded on this con
viction, in which he displays his largeness of heart. He
lays : " Dr Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln, would know
more out here than any explorer. He could ca-tch up all
these places at once, for he is imbued with the indwelling
of God ; only one fault—he is hard on the Boman
Catholics."
We fully endorse the statement made by his biographer,
that the more closely Gordon's character is studied, the
greater will be the admiration of " his strength, his ten
derness, his purity, and his honour," though we may not
eommit ourselves without reserve to all his theological
opinions.
The form which the National Memorial should take,
as proposed by the Prince of Wales and Duke of Cam
bridge at the Mansion HbuBe, is one which, we believe,
Gordou would have himself chosen. Nothing, as his sister
has said, would be more distasteful to him' than " monu
ments, statues, &c," but a Hospital at Port Said ''at the
htrad of the great Waterway between the East and West,"
is both significant of the width of his sympathies and of
his eager longing to relieve the suffering and needy. Arid
its name will be an abiding witness to one, and that a great
one, of England's heroes.

*?7

mmmomw- Topics m*
By the death of the Bishop of Lincoln, the Church of
England has lost one of her brightest ornaments. Dr
Christopher Wordsworth was born in 1807, was educated
at Winchester and Trinity College, Cambridjfe,' where;
after taking the Chancellor's English medals in 1827 and
1828, the Porson prize, Brown's medals and Craven scholar
ship, &c, he was placed in the first class Lit. Hum., and
became Fellow of his college. He was then appointed
Public Orator, became Head Master of Harrow, and in
1844 Canon of Westminster, a preferment which he held*
for twenty-five years. In 1869he became Bishop of Lincoln.
His writings were volukninous ; as a traveller, theologian,
controversialist, preacher, and scholar, he distinguished
himself in the world' of letters. Westminster Abbey has
seen many changes. Perhaps no sharper contrast could
be made in the pulpit than that between' the late Canon
Wordsworth and the present Archdeacon FamtT, both as
to type of mind, powers of thought and sensitiveness as
to orthodoxy.
The Times gives a very ungenerous obituary notice of
the late Bishop of Lincoln. He was a man who drew the
line too firmly between truth and error, for the Times to
delight to honour him. But even the Times is obliged to
acknowledge that Christopher Wordsworth was " unimpeachably conscientious and honourable, and learned and
generous."
It is true that be belonged to " the pre-Tractarian type
of Churchmanship," and that in the present day the
principle, if it may be called so, which is in vogue, is
" Free Play and no Favour,'—except, perhaps, in the
diocese of Liverpool, which is fast becoming a byword
of reproach. Of Christopher Wordsworth's unbounded
liberality we speak in another place. Such a life as his
is not ended by his removal, but will remain a power in
the Church, when transfigured by the mystic touch of
death and seen through the haze of time.
The question of " Church Defence " was the chief one
discussed at the meeting of "the Central Council of
Diocesan Conferences " last week. Mr Sydney Gedge
moved a resolution to the effect that Diocesan Conferences
should make Church Defence a part of their programme,
and keep it out of the sphere of politics. Mr Gedge,
however, did not succeed in his speech in keeping the two
subjects distinct, riotf do we think it is altogether an easy
task to do so. He described a country parish in which a
Liberationist had persuaded the farm lads that they were
going to count noses in church, and that if they found the
larger number of agricultural labourers conspicuous for
their absence, the parson's money would be divided between
them. We should be very sorry to see the Church again
identified with one party in the State, as in days gone by,
and we should be still more sorry to see a revival of that
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objectionable person, "the political parson ; " but we fear
the question of Disestablishment and Disendowment,
which is in the air, is calculated to call up much party
spirit, and to lead to a revival of that one-sided condition
which we cannot but think has been, and would be again,
a source of weakness rather than of strength to the
Church herself.
Mr Gedge truly said, the only result of Disestablish
ment would be to deprive the poor of the ministrations of
Religion, which are now without cost provided for them
even in the remotest village. Chancellor Espin's account
of a friend's experience who had recently been called to
the charge of a parish of 12,000 souls, and who, when he
went there, asked if there were many Churchmen, and
was told, " No, they are all Liberals," was an instance of
the misfortune of identifying the Church with a political
party. When speeches, however, are made like that of
Mr Bernard Coleridge at Sheffield, those who are " Church
men first and Liberals after," are likely to be led to
reconsider their position, and to rally round the party
■whose programme is, not to sacrifice one tittle of the
Church's rights in order to satisfy the rapacity of the
political dissenter.
Chancellor Espin never spoke a truer word than when
he said at that meeting, if Church property is touched, " on
what possible ground could they stop there f " The duty
of Churchmen now is, as Lord Egerton observed, to make
the newly-enfranchised agricultural labourer understand
what the Church is, how she came by the property she
possesses, and what are the advantages, especially to him,
of an Established Religion. It is certainly more than
significant, that at a meeting which the Bishop of Man
chester (who is liberal as far as politics are concerned)
convened at the request of the Church Defence Institu
tion, there was not one. Liberal M.P. present. Mr
Beresford Hope hit the right nail on the head when he
said that what was wanted was to convince the new
voters, that " the Church was a friendly, a beneficent, and
a cheap institution," and that if the Church were disen
dowed to-morrow, they would not be better off or get the
money. Let this crisis be utilised by a fresh endeavour
on the part of Churchmen to make the Church more than
ever the Church of the people. This will not be done by
permitting Ritual Suits and an internecine war between
different "schools of thought."
Nothing, as Canon
Thynne remarked at the Central Council, could so much
injure the cause of the Church as a National Institution,
as " dissensions in her own camp." When men like Canon
Cadman, Sir Emilius Bayley, and Rev. F. F. Goe are
found protesting in the pages of the Record against the
revival of litigation, it is wonderful how any man who
really cares for the Church of England can have a hand
in it. The debate on "Church Defence" at the Central
Council was altogether an instructive one, and the
advice given to Diocesan Conferences worthy to be
followed.
■
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The letter on " the Church and Emigration," which
appeared in the Times last week, from the Archbishop of
Canterbury, is a most important one, and calls renewed
attention to a subject which three years since his " revered
predecessor " mooted. The duty of the Church towards
emigrants is indeed a topic of great moment. In the last
decade the Primate says no less than two millions of
people have left our shores. The Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge has undertaken a scheme, whereby
it is arranged that the principal emigration ports are pro
vided with chaplains whose business it is to care for the
spiritual interests of the emigrants. The clergy can now
obtain in every parish hand-books which give information
concerning "almost every field of emigration." The Timet
in a leader on this topic remarks, and justly, that the paro
chial organisation of this country affords facilities for
spreading the requisite knowledge for all who may desire
to try their fortunes in foreign lands—a system " which
it would be difficult to create, and wasteful not to utilise."
The Archbishop says a great proportion of the emigrants
are members of the National Church, which to a certain
extent must be the case, and therefore ought to be provided
with the privileges of religion wherever they go. It is
not, however, easy for the Church to keep pace with this
vast outflow of human life. We trust some great effort
will be made to further the work begun, and to provide
the means of grace for those thus exiled from their homes.
The honorary Secretary of the Committee of the S.P.C.K.,
the Rev. W. Panckridge, in London, and Rev. T. Bridger,
at S. Nicholas Vestry, Liverpool, will be ready to supply
all information.
The Archbishop, we observe, adds " it is no business of
the Church actually to promote emigration." The " Church
Colonisation Land Society " appears, however, designed
with this end, viz. : to assist the great and pressing work
of emigration in connection with the Church of England,
and its prospectus, which is before us, is one which suggests
ways of helping emigrants in a practical mauuer, and on
"a remunerative basis." The Society, we see, has the
approval of the Bishop of Bedford.

Dr King, the Bishop-Designate of Lincoln, has given
200J. towards the fund which has for its object the com
pletion of the endowment of the Bishopric of Southwell.
The Earl of Devon and Lord Egerton of Tatton have
issued a circular, explaining why the funds are needed.
It appears that the whole sum required for the endowment
of the bishopric was after all not raised, but that certain
guarantors made themselves liable for an additional sum
of 8,000£. to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.
The late
ex-Bishop of Lincoln, with his usual munificence, became
the chief guarantor, and, on resigning the See, relieved the
other guarantors by making himself solely responsible for
the whole sum, placing a sum of money in trust out of his
own private means to meet all liabilities. The appeal now is
in order to relieve the estate of the ex-Bishop of Lincoln
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from this pecuniary responsibility, and not to allow it to fall
on the family of one who has so nobly contributed already
to the formation of the See of Southwell, and before that
to the buildings of the Theological College, and to the re
building and erection of churches, and who generously
refused the pension which the Bishops' Resignation Act
provides, and who further vacated his Episcopal resi
dence for his successor's benefit.
Canon Ingram, S.
Margaret's Rectory, FinBbury-square, E.C., will be ready,
as secretary of the Fund, to receive contributions, which,
we should think, the example of Dr Wordsworth must
stimulate all who can to offer, and as a memorial of his
great work for the Church at large, as well as for his own
Diocese, such an opportunity is not likely to be missed.

^:^/&\mim^$3$£\
Cfje atonement.
The Atosement : A Clerical Symposium on " What is
the Scripture Doctrine of the Atonement] " London :
James Nisbet and Co. Pp. 270. 1883.
The Atoxement. Viewed in the light of certain Modern
Difficulties, being Hulsean Lectures for 1883-1884.
By Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A., Vicar of S. Edward's,
Cambridge. London : George Bell and Co. Pp. 147.
1884.
In the '' Clerical Symposium " on the doctrine of the
Atonement, the assemblage is as representative of different
religions opinions as that which was gathered together
fur the discussion of the subject of " Inspiration," which
we dealt with in a Review in our last issue. Anglican,
Roman Catholic, Presbyterian, Wesleyan, Swedenborgian,
Unitarian, &c, sit again round the board, and even the
Jew is not left without a place, which is ably filled by
Professor Israel Abrahams.
On this occasion Dr Littledale leads off the discussion.
His paper is, of course, an able one. He first clears the
grouud by stating the Hebrew and Greek words which
stand for the theological term "Atonement," though they
do not adequately represent its whole idea. Dr Littledale
finds two difficulties in grappling with the thesis ; the
complexity of the term, or rather of the doctrine, and
the absence of any " accredited formulation " of it in the
Councils of the Church. The latter, however, though of
the highest importance to Churchmen, may be dismissed,
a^ the question is simply " What is the Scripture doctrine "
of the Atonement ? Dr Littledale naturally, therefore,
confines himself to an investigation of the symbolic rites
of the Old Testament, and to the consideration of some
passages in the New, for an answer to the inquiry. He
regards the " double notion," that of hiding sin and
of bringing the sinner into direct contact with God, as
represented by the sacrificial rites of the Old Testament,
bat does not find the idea of " substitution " to be symbo
lised by them. He says :
"It is to be carefully notod, however, that neither in the Old
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nor in the New Testament does it appear that the victim was
offered aa a substitution. The Hebrew word which denotes substi
tution Jnnili tachath, " instead ot " is used but once in relation
to sacrifice, and then in the appropriate case of the ram substi
tuted for Isaac (Gen. xxii. 13) ; while similarly on-1 is never so
used in the New Testament, but either irtoX or Mp appears,
denoting we are not justified in importing the doctrine of
vicarious punishment into any account we may give of the Atone
ment."
It is not so clear to us that the idea of vicarious suffer
ing had no place in the Jewish Sacrificial System. The
ceremony of laying on of hands on the victim's head, and
the ceremony of the Scape Goat, we agree with Dr Olger,
point to another conclusion. We know that the fact
that the imposition of hands on the head of the victim
was not confined to the sin-offering has been used to dis
credit the interpretation that it represented—"a symbolical
translation of the sins of the offender upon the head of
the victim." But as a type of Christ's death, which ful
filled at once the fourfold end of sacrifice, this symbolic
act of union with the victim would be appropriate
whether the sacrifice be one for sin, or of praise and
thanksgiving. We, of course, deprecate the notion that
there could be any real transfer of sin or its penalties to
the animal, but the "vicarious import" of the Jewish
Sacrifices seems to us more obvious than any other inter
pretation of them. Moreover, the notion of vicarious
suffering appears to have been universal ; and the variety
of the rites which give expression to it, their universality
and antiquity seem to poiut to some instinct in the human
soul as their source rather than to one tradition. If Natural
Religion is a preparation for Revealed, we can in this
matter of substitution trace the connection. Dr Littledale
approaches the doctrine of Atonement from one side, but
he does not appear to us to have grasped it in its entirety,
neither would he be eapected to do so within the limits of
a Paper. We think, however, his treatment of the
subject exposes him, in company with Archdeacon Farrar
and Mr Page Hopps, to the charge which Mr White
brings against them, that they "have been influenced quite
as much by extreme fear of other men's perversions, as by
a judicial spirit of exposition."
Thus, the assertion that An-" is never used in the New
Testament in connection with the idea of substitution, is
hardly consistent with our Lord's declaration in S. Matt.
xx. 28, when He says he comes to give His life a ransom
for many (W iroAASc).
Moreover, the statement that it is the Life of Christ
" which has wrought out the Atonement," whilst His
Death " has to do mainly with the secondary and lesser
sense of Atonement," is one we much distrust ; it must,
however, be remembered that Dr Littledale has given a
wider meaning to the term " Atonement," covering the
Incarnation itself, and so taking in the whole economy of
Redemption. But, admittiug that there is infinite value
in the Life of Christ, and in every action of His Life,
for it is an act of the Son of God ; yet it is to His Death
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we have to look for Redemption. The texts quoted by
Dr Olger, that " Christ died for us," that we are justified
" by His Blood," that " we were reconciled to God by the
death of His Son," certainly point to the Passion rather
than to the Life of Christ as the ransom for sin. Aquinas
discussed the question whether it behoved Christ to die
when ''from tlie beginning of His Conception "he merited
for us. And he answered it by saying, that though He
merited for us eternal salvation from the beginning of His
Conception, yet there were impediments on our side,
which hindered the outflow of His merits to us, to remove
which. " it behoved Christ to suffer." And he further
described as the first of five effects of the Death of
Christ, that He thereby made satisfaction for the human
race which was under the penalty of death in consequence
of the Fall.
Archdeacon Farrar will not admit that Christ's Re
demptive Work might be described as reconciling His
Father to us, but only as reconciling us to His Father.
He will not allow that such language is justified by Scrip
ture, and therefore our Fourth Article, in which it is said,
"Christ suffered, was crucified, dead and buried, to
reconcile His Father to us," is simply false doctrine. We
wonder what would be said if some High Churchman pub
lished a similar view of some of the Sacramental teaching
in the XXXIX. Articles. We are not now contending for
the phrase. We think it is so very liable to be misunder
stood. But we only wonder what would be said if in the
same nonchalant manner some Eucharistic restriction were
to be set aside. The bishops are ready to pronounce
against Reserved Sacrament for the Communion of the
Sick in part, because the wording of Article XXVIII. was
against it, though not designed for that purpose ; whilst
the Archdeacon of Westminster ignores a statement of
the Fourth Article on the cardinal doctrine of the Atone
ment, simply remarking that the phrase is also to be " found
iu the Augsburg Confession, but is " very different " from
the language of Holy Scripture.
Archdeacon Farrar, however, admits that there is "an
expiatory element in the sacrifice of Christ." And Dr
Little-dale more strongly says, " the barrier of sin between
God and man " is removed by " that part of the Atone
ment which belongs to Christ in His character as High
Priest ; and is of the nature of propitiation." Archdeacon
Farrar goes on to enumerate certain errors in the way of
expressing this truth, which he describes as " dangerous
and false." We are in full accord with him when he
denounces the teaching which contrasts the Love of the
Son with the Wrath of the Father ; but we cannot agree
with him that the view of the Atonement in which the
Mercy and Justice of God are represented as being in
" disaccord," and brought into harmony by the Sacrifice
of Christ, is to be classed in the same category. The one
is based on or leads to a misconception as to the Nature of
God, Who has but One Will : but the other involves no
doctrinal error.
S
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The Bishop of Amycla quotes the text which extola the
admirable contrivance whereby seemingly opposite perfec
tions, which at least before pursued different routes, were
brought into harmony —"Mercy and Truth have met
together, justice and peace have kissed each other." It is all
yery well as a rhetorical flourish to say of God, as Arch
bishop Magee does, —" His whole nature is one great
impulse to what is best." But " as we are not able in this
life to apprehend Divine Perfection as It is in Itself," we
have by many words to describe the different features of
God's Character, " which we call Attributes ;" and for the
employment of which we have " the manner of Holy
Scripture," and " the universal consent of Church, Fathers,
and Theologians as a justification." If some who hare
written on the doctrine of the Atonement had first mastered
a treatise on the Divine Nature, Distinctions, and Attri
butes, they would have been saved from the error of
supposing this mode, not of explaining —for Myst«riea
cannot be explained —but of realising the Atoning Work
of Christ unreasonable. They would not have betrayed
their own shallowness of thought by describing this
"Evangelical scheme of reconciling justice with mercy*
as the poorest effort ever made by false metaphysics, or
have supposed that the view rests upon one misquoted
text.
We have not space to enter more largely upon the
contents of this volume ; but we rate its value as a whole
much higher than the ' Clerical Symposium' on " Inspira
tion." We recommend our readers to purchase the work.
We designedly deferred our review of it until now, when
the Catholic Church is about to commemorate the great
mystery of Redeeming Love. Although the papers are
naturally argumentative and not devotional, the record of
the efforts of different minds to grasp the doctrine of the
Atonement cannot but be helpful. The various thinkers,
it is true, regard the Cross from very different standpoints;
nevertheless, as Dr Littledale well puts it, " every age of
Christendom, and every communion which can fairly
claim the name of Christian, lias accepted with undoubted
faith the Gospel- message of Redemption, and salvation
through the merits of Christ Alone."
' The Atonement, viewed in the light of certain Modern
Difficulties,' is the title of the Hulsean Lectures for 18S3
and 1884, by the Rev. J. J. Lias. The author's object is
to supply the theological student with a " short introduc
tion" to the study of the doctrine. The volume, however,
is really more than this, entering somewhat more deeply
into the subject. In the first Lecture he deals with
" Popular Theology and Objections ;" the second is upon
" Propitiation ; " the third and fourth on different
" theories " and " aspects " of that doctrine. We heartily
endorse Mr Lias's desire for a de fide statement of the
doctrine ; but how in the present divided sfcite of the
Church is this to be hoped for ? We are unable to do more
than call attention to this book, which appears to us to be
an admirable compendium on the subject. Mr Lias speaks
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of tie "Objective and Subjective necessity for Christ's several hundred feet above the valley, and only to be
Death." We Bhould rather say, its "fitness." But we reached by all but impracticable paths ; sometimes only
cordially agree with him when he dissents from those by climbing the face of the cliff by means of little holes
people who say of the A tenement, "See how simple it is ; " bored in the rock for the reception of the fingers and
and in preferring the opposite posture of soul, "0 how toes. " Imagine," says a recent traveller, " the dry bed of
unsearchable are Thy Judgments, and Thy Ways past a river shut in between steep inaccessible rocks of red
sand-stone, and a man standing in that bed looking up at
finding out."
the habitations of his fellow-creatures perched on every
ledge. Such is the scene spread out before us at every
step." In fact, the canons were veritable cities. The
Pre-Historic America. By the Marquis de Nadaillac. Translated by N. lyAxvERS. London : John whole of this country is now desert and depopulated,
no doubt through the diminished rainfall, yet at one
Murray. 1885.
A really delightful book. An admirable compendium time it swarmed with inhabitants who lived in these
of all the scattered monographs on the pre-historic extraordinary dwellings. Of these there are the pueblos,
antiquities of America. It is possible that some of our communal town-houses in the valleys, and the cliff-houses,
readers are unaware of the great variety and the extent veritable swallows' nests in the faces of the tremendous
precipices. These remains have one very singular feature
of the traces of ancient races in the new world.
One class of remains, the interpretation of which is connected with them, they have united to the bee-hive
not well made out, is that of the mounds in the valleys cells of the several families one circular building, which
of the Mississippi, the Ohio, and the Missouri ; they are the Spaniards call estufas or "sweating-room," the use of
of the most varied shapes, and extend over great spaces. which most probably was to preserve the sacred fire,— and
Iu several States of the far West, the mounds represent when means of readily lighting a fire were not known,
mammals, birds, and reptiles. The so-called alligator the maintenance of a fire was not only regarded as a
mound is an artificial erection 205 feet long, crowning a necessity, but also as a religious duty. At Hovenweep,—
rounded natural hill. It consists of a head and four legs, the Desert Canon,—the valley for miles after miles is full
each 20 feet long, and a tail that is curled. It resembles of these buildings. The cliffs are precipitous, but with
a salamander rather than an alligator. The curious and ledges, where a softer layer of stone has been gnawed
mysterious " man and elk " mound includes one figure out by the weather. Sheltered in holes, hiding under
180 feet long, placed horizontally, and another 160 feet overhanging rocks, perched on every available terrace,
long at right angles to the other, one head serves for the are ruins clinging to the rock, in now inaccessible places.
elk, and also for the second figure, which may or may not On one terrace measuring scarce 300 feet by 50, the
be a man. It is a long figure with two arms, the right ancient inhabitants had managed to erect no less than
united to the fore foot of the elk, but it has no legs. forty different houses. In the book under review, we are
Mounds forming intricate geometrical patterns exist. It given two pictures of really marvellous buildings.
is computed that there cannot be less than 10,000 of these
mounds in Ohio alone. In the State of New York are
250 enclosures which are supposed to be forts, raised by
the mound-builders. Id an area of fifty miles, on the
borders of Iowa and Illinois, 2,600 mounds have been
made out without counting enclosures. Vast numbers
have been destroyed by the plough. Some of these
mounds were sepulchral, but not all. Some have been
supposed to be temples, others look-out points, but their
signification cannot be made out satisfactorily.
Still more mysterious and curious than the mounds are
the remains of the cliff-dwellers and builders of the
paebJos in U>e valleys drained by the S. Juan, Rio
Grande, Colorado, and their tributaries. The pueblos
were apparently communal towns, where the inhabitants
lived together in what was at onoe one house and town.
They reached the doors by ladders, and when within,
drew up their ladders and were secure. 'The entire base
ment consisted of windowless cellars for the store of
grain.
The pueblos were large enough to lodge several hundred
families. Some occupy terraces on the side of the cliffs

One represents a hole, egg-shaped, in the side of a cliff,
out of which probably at one time a torrent spouted ; the
sides of the hole are smooth and water-worn. The hole
may be 15 feet long by 10 feel high. Iuto 'this a little
house was -thrust, completely filling the smaller end,
allowing only just room at ithe larger end for admission
to the house from the floor of the cave, not through a
door, but through a window. This nest is only to be
reached by a sheer scramble up the smooth face of the
precipice. Another plate represents a ledge, where the
superincumbent strata project about twenty feet. On
this a two-story house has been built, reaching to the
natural roof, and this terrace is only accessible by little
holes bored in the smooth surface of the. cliff, ior toes and
fingers to enter. We have spoken of the pueblos as
communal towns, with the estufas in common, the one
fire belonging to the whole community. The so-called
palaces of Mexico, Yucatan, and Peru were in like
manner merely immense communistic edifices, each occu
pied by a whole tribe, where members lived in common,
and were related by a bond of consanguinity dependent
on descent through the female line. The winter houses
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of the Greenlanders are planned 30 that one fire serves for more powerful than the addresses. Canon Scott Holland's social
several families, (.'artier, in 1534, visited Canada, and in sympathies may be traced in the following :
" Poor women, slaving with worn fingers and wearied hearts, to win
his account of it gives a plan of Hochelaga, which recalls
the arrangements of one of the Moquis towns just de out of the hard times some few pennies by a long day's grind. The
brutal world makes no allowance for their weakness—for their necessi
scribed. He gives us also a plan of an Indian house, of ties. As long as they will consent to stitch from morning to night, un
five rooms surrounding a central fire, each room was relieved, nncheered, unaided, for some miserable and scandalous
pittance, the world asks no question. . . So, thinned to the bone,
inhabited by a family:
sick to the soul, they take their sixpence and their shilling for a long
We urge the Marquis db Nadaillac to consult Dr day's labour, and no one hears their long, dreary sighing, or marks the
Dawson's ' Fossil Men and their Modern Representatives,' racking cough that shakes their chill bodies, or knows at all their
published by Hodder and Stoughton in 1880. This wretched fodder, scanty clothing, bare and blind distress, until the
worst has happened. Then at last a cry appals us, and we torn from
admirable work throws great light on the usages of our haste and hurry, and look and see and make sure ; as we see, we
primitive men, and on the remains of the pre-historic start, we weep, we protest—Who is to be blamed? Their employer?
inhabitants of America, by a comparison with the customs He paid them all they asked. He could get any number to take the
of the modern Indians of Canada. Yet the author of work at the price. The customer demanded the things cheap ; it was
the customer who drove the market so hard. And the customers—how
' Pre-Historic America ' does not seem to have known were they to know what was happening behind all thia Bcreen-work of
this book, nor does he allude to the explorations of fine shops ?—So the guilt shifts itself from the one to another ; no one
is exactly responsible. Yet that does not diminish the wrong. A
Hochelaga, which was an inhabited town in 1534.
wrong it remains, monstrous, iniquitous, unjust 1 The whole society has
We need not follow the author in his resume of the anti
allowed It, and In allowing, has committed it. A wrong it is, which
quities of Central America, which were so carefully explored must cry to Heaven, as the blood of Abel. . . . The blood of many
and so beautifully illustrated by Stephens, and at a later such social sins is upon us and our children, * even though through ignor
ance we have all done it.' Ah : let us not be ashamed to take the hands
date by Charnay. The tablet of the cross found at Palenque of those poor Jews, and learn to shelter ourselves with them under S.
over an altar is well known, it is figured at page 325 ; Peter's kindly plea."
Stephens gave a very careful engraving of it. Recently
This is a powerful way of putting a grave social question,
another has been discovered by Maler at Palenque, with but it is easier to portray the evil than to provide an efficacious
similar figures beside it offering homage, and also with remedy. Moreover, the evil must not be all laid at the bar of
the mysterious bird perched on the cross. We may men society. Personal fault is an important factor in the produc
tion that some of the mound-builders also piled up their tion of human misery.
tumuli in the shapes of crosses, both Greek and Latin.
The Last Words op the Saviocr. By the Rev. H. 0.
We must regret the inferiority of many of the engrav
Shdttlewobth, M.A., Vicar of S. Nicholas, Cole Abbey.
London: A. R. Mowbray. Pp. 94.
ings in ' Pre-Historic America,' they are like poor bruised
These Addresses were, like the former, delivered in S.
blocks that have illustrated a cheap popular journal.
Figure 129, the Temple of Palenque, is simply a black Paul's Cathedral. In the Preface, Mr Shuttlcworth records
the fact that the " Three Hours' Service " in the Cathedral of
smudge. Figure 13, Canon of the Colorado River, is
the Metropolis was first commenced at the petition of " several
even worse. Another Canon, Figure 86, is also unfit to
hundred " Communicants, mostly young men in business. The
be used, it is so worn down and worn out.
author tells us bis addresses are not meditations but brief
sermons. They are plain and practical, and suited for mixed
congregations.
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Good Fbidat. By the Rev. H. S. Holland, M.A., Canon
of S. Paul's and Student of Christ Church, Oxford. Lon
don : Rivingtons. Pp. 111. 1884.
This book consists of seven addresses on the Seven Last
Words of Christ on the Cross, and of a Sermon for Good
Friday. Canon Scott Holland in a Preface gives the stand
point from which he regards the Passion, viz., that of seeing
it in the light of the Glory of the Risen Lord. He writes as
one borne on upon the tide of his eloquence, so that there is
something of unrest in Canon Holland's addresses. They
seem to lack the posture of calm contemplation, prefigured in
the words — "I sat down under His shadow, and His fruit was
sweet to my taste." There is an ardour of soul, a vividness
of imagination, and a vigour of description, which are mani
fest in ever; page, and which are not to be found in the same
degree in any addresses on the Seven Words with which we
are acquainted. The Sermon, however, for Good Friday on
the words " Through ignorance ye did it," is, to our mind,

Meditations on the Stations op the Cross. By the Rev.
Edward Steele, Vicar of S. Keot, Cornwall. London:
A. R. Mowbray. Pp. 51.
These meditations are devotional and marked by much ear
nestness of thought and feeling. We note that there are
Fourteen Stations described in this little book, and that there
fore the author has not confined himself to inspired sources
for his Meditations.
The Seven Words on the Cross and other Hymns. By
S. M. C London : Griffith and Farran. Pp. 96. 1884.
This little book, which is very neatly got up, with parchment
covers and red-lined pages, is inscribed " in loving and grateful
memory of Canon Robinson," and has for a frontispiece an
illustration of the interior of S. John's, Torquay, of which
church Canon Robinson was for some years vicar. Besides
verses on the Seven Words, there are hymns for various occa
sions, especially those connected with illness. We think that
" Euphie, a Tale of the Sea," is, perhaps, the best piece in
the book. It is fonnded on an incident which took place
during the storm in October, 1881— " the Eyemouth Disaster.',
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This little volume will be valued as a memorial of a good man
who has passed to his rest. There is an affectionate and pious
t jne in these verses which will also make the book acceptable
to those who are in trouble and bereavement, or who are
invalids, though the poetry is not of a very high order.
Tins Life Beyond the Grave. A Series of Meditations.
By the Rev. R. M. Benson, M. A., Student of Christ
Church, and Superior of the Society of S. John the
Evangelist, Cowley. London : J. T. Hayes. Pp. 682.
1885.
This is a volume of Meditations on the Resurrection and
Ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ. In a Preface which
should be carefully read, F. Benson gives the standpoint from
which to regard the mystery of the Risen Life. The author
says, to act " in the power of Christ's Resurrection " is an
equivalent phrase to acting " in the power of the Holy Ghost."
We should not ourselves identify the two. We note that F.
Benson finds the doctrine of development, in a somewhat
modified shape, fall in with his view of the effects of Christ's
Resurrection. He says :
" The previous stages of development by which some suppose that
oar body attained its present form may well (it admitted) be
supposed to act as a prelude to this final transformation of man's body
bv the Resurrection of Christ >s a fresh germinal principle of life.
The whole system of development gains indeed a purpose and a finality
if it culminate in the exaltation of Cubist to the throne of creation,
whereas It is aimless If the highest result be nothing more than
oar present human form of life on earth. There is no reason why this
•bould have been attained. There is no reason why development should
cease at this particular stage."
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the whole is at a high point of vigour and ability), it is the
searching analysis of the various processes by which men pass,
in the present day, with such fatal ease into a state of doubt
more or less pronounced, or even of absolute unbelief. He
discriminates between vicious doubters " who, leading habit
ually immoral lives, assimilate by a natural process every argu
ment which may discredit the truth of the religion which
they dread, and which their grovelling life and base instincts
make it their trembling interest to prove to be false," and the
young, inexperienced, misled thinker ; and this with much
acutcness and graphic power. The tone of the little book all
through is that of a writer who is thoroughly *' in touch " with
the best ethical thought of his time ; and the frequent and
telling quotations from contemporary writers, and citation of
facts of the very day in which we live, is an additional proof
of the same thing. Altogether the pamphlet is one we can
warmly recommend to the clergy, as also to thoughtful and
cultured laymen.
Occident: With Preludes on Current Events. By Joseph
Cook. London and New York : Ward, Lock and Co. Pp.
382.
Mr Cook has been lectnting for years, and his utterances
show little or no decrease in freshness and power. We know
no phenomenon really more remarkable in the intellectual
world of the present day than the unfailing resource and
mental grasp with which he encounters one problem after
another in a never-ending series, with only insignificant inter
missions. In the present volume he has, in fact, made a new
departure in more than one sense ; for a part of it, and not
the least interesting, consists of descriptions of persons and
scenery in England, Germany, Italy, and Greece, and are
apparently the fruits of a recent tour through those countries.
Really valuable, too, is the aperfit of philosophical and reli
gious thought. In fine, the volume is one scintillating with
ideas, and not nnfreqnently glowing with eloquence. We can
recommend it for perusal.

These meditations, which are fifty-seven in number, are on
the same model as those we some time since noticed in a
volume entitled 'The Final Passover.' They are primarily
designed for persons living under a Religious Rule, but with
the exception of some expressions in the Colloquies, the
matter is suitable to those who live in the world. There is a
deep spirituality and, therefore, reality in all F. Benson's
writings. This volume, dealing with the Appearances and
Words of our Risen Lord, will be found useful for meditation
daring the great Forty Days, and until Whitsun-tide, and we The Life of Samuel Seabury, D.D., First Bishop of
Connecticut, and of the Episcopal Church in the United
strongly recommend it to our readers for this purpose.
States of America. By E. Edwards Beardsley, D.D.,
There is always a dash of originality in F. Benson's way of
LL. D., Rector of S. Thomas's Church, Newhaven,
Conn.
London : John Hodges, 13 Soho-square. 1S84-.
looking at or expressing the Truths of Religion, and sometimes
Pp. 377.
we light upon a statement which at least requires clearing,
Dr Beardsley's Life of Bishop Seabury is the best—indeed,
as, e.g., in the Meditation on "The Seed of the Woman," it
is said " Separated individuality is a consequence of the the standard—work upon the subject ; and this pretty volume
is an abridgment of this for the general English market. For
fall."
its own chances of success, it may perhaps be thought a pity
Drifting into Unbelief: an Appeal to Thinking Men. By that it did not appear a year ago, when the celebration of the
R. F. Hesset, M.A., Vicar of Basing, Hants, Author of
'The 20,000 Clergy and the Present Crisis.' London : Scottish Centenary had filled all men's minds and lips with
Skeffington and Son, 163 Piccadilly, W. 1885. Pp. 80. Seabury's name. As, however, it was right and fitting that so
Price Is.
important a person, in the order of history, as the first
Mr Hessey's former little pamphlet had, we believe, a American Bishop, should have such an elaborate memorial as
Urge circulation and did a good work. In the very similar Dr Beardsley's larger work, so there is equal propriety in in
brjehure before us he deals with another " Crisis," and that cluding it in this condensed form, in Mr Hodges' useful series
unhappily of a more permanent character ; we mean the dis of the 'Lives of Eminent English Churchmen.' With the
tinct and well-marked bias, hostile to Christianity in all its chief facts of Seabury's life all the world was made
forms, which appears in a large portion of modern society. It acquainted, at all events, during last year; there is hence
is this which he has set himself to combat, and we trust that little of novelty in these pages. But their great value is in
his "Appeal to Thinking Men" will have a wide circulation, the evidence they afford of patient and painstaking research
aud make its mark, as the other pamphlet unquestionably did. into facts, and the large number of letters and original docu
It one part of it is more to be praised than another (where ments which are embedded into the narrative, and will make
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it permanently useful to one generation after another. It is Experimentum Brevissimtm ; or, A Concise Critical View
of English Grammar, from a Mathematical Standpoint. By
altogether a volume of unusual interest and merit, and j
Hubert T. M. Hohkb. London : Elliot Stock.
well worth buying for instalment on some convenient shelf of
The best thing about this book is its fulfilment of the
the study.
promise of brevity made, or implied, by the epithet in its
The Fotjb Hotr Gospels according to the Authorised Ver- title. A longer work would have more largely exhibited the
lion. With Variations of Type in the use of Capital Letters, author's peculiarities, and tried the reader's patience. How
and with Marginal Notes. By the Rev. E. T. Cardalb.
fit the author is for the office of teacher may be gathered from
London: Rivingtons. 1885.
This is an attempt to mark the Divine name, and pronouns the following examples. " Being as much cogent and nume
referring to it, as well as other important words, by the con rous." "Whose writings fraught (=a verb) with good «nd
sistent use of capital letter*. The "marginal notes" contain bad grammar." "Exceptio probat regol;<m." " Premia 11
only some very scanty references to the Revised and older Ver given," the author fancying that Latin neuters plural take a
sions, which might have been amplified with good effect. Of singular verb. He objects to the apostrophe in the possessive
course at times the printing gives a decided sense to the mean case, arguing (?) that as we write Mussulmans in the plural,
ing of a disputed passage. Thus S. Matt. iii. 16, stands thus : so there is nothing strange in writing mans; takes "since"
"and lo, the heavens were opened unto Him, and He saw the and " if " in prepositions to be identical ; and wishes us to say,
spirit of God descending like a dove, and lighting upon Him." " if he speak so, he be a liar ; " asserts that " the whale is
In all the passages which we have examined, the relative pro chasing" is the correct way of putting "the whale is being
noun referring to our Lord has a capital letter, except in S. chased ; " and finally credits Macaulay with the sentence,
Matt. i. 16, which is printed thus: " of whom was born Jesus, "Sand and salt and a mass of iron," Ac, the well-known
who is called Christ. " The adoption of Mr Cardale's plan passage from Ecolus. xxii. 15.
might prove useful in the Four Gospels; introduced into other
parts of Scripture, it would occasion endless confusion and
controversy.

A Reasonable Faith. Short Essays for the Times. Bt
Three Friends. London : Macmillan and Co. ISti.
There are some good things in this book, t.tj , its protests
against the doctrine of imputed righteousness, and indeed
against the prominent errors of Calvinism ; but as "the three
Friends " are probably Quakers, we may expect to find, and
shall find, in its pages denial of the priesthood, sacrifice, and
the grace of Sacraments, together with very hazy perception
of the tiuih of the Holy Trinity, and the Catholic doctrine of
Atonement. Thus the "reasonable faith" aimed at is a
faith without creeds or means of grace, and one which
makes every man his own Saviour, mediation being entirely
superseded.

The Lord's Prater. Discourses delivered in the Parish
Church, S. Giles-in-the- Fields.
By Nevison Loraine.
Third Edition. London : Smith, Elder and Co. 1886.
Most young preachers have, we suppose, tried their hands
at an exposition of the Lord's Prayer. These efforts are
generally not worth preserving, and are heard of no more.
Mr Loraine's juvenile lectures seem to have been valued more
highly, having arrived at the dignity of a third edition. They
show signs of reading, and, though not especially striking, are
thoughtful and satisfactory. An attempt at etymology (p. 89)
is unfortunate. " The Greek word oymfa is a compound, and The Book of Job. With Notes, Introduction, and Appendix.
signifies that which is separated from the earthly." Does Mr
By Rev. A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D. London: C.J.
Clay and Son. Pp. 300. 1885.
Loraine imagine that it is derived from & privative and 7^?
This is a volume of the 'Cambridge Bible for Schools,'
Or what else can he mean? " Delphinis in terra vires," is a
edited for the Syndics of the •University Press. The text used
proverb that might suit this case.
in|this edition is that of Dr Scrivener's 'Cambridge Paragraph
The Teachiko op the Twelve Apostles. ajaaxh TON
A.1AEKA AflOXTOAnN. With Introduction, Translation, Bible.' The Editor has contrived to condense within these
Notes, and Illustrative Passages. Edited by H. de Homes- three hundred closely-printed pages an immense amount of
tin, M. A., Incumbent of Freeland, and Rural Dean. exegetical matter. In the "Introduction"— the Contents,
Oxford and London : Parker and Co. 1884. Pp.118.
Nature of the Composition, Idea and Purpose of the Book, its
The Editor of this little volume modestly says in his Preface Integrity, and Age and Authorship are all discussed. On aH
that he "does not pretend to do more than present to the these subjects there have been, and still are, various opinions
English reader what may, he trusts, prove to be a handbook We cannot share Dr Davidson's views on several points. Bis
to what has been already done, leaving deeper investigations teachings as to the date and character of the Book, and abont
to the labours of learned critics and Church historians." The 6atan as " one of God's messengers " are some of these.
learning and scholarly spirit in which he has accomplished Having settled to his own satisfaction that the Book is largely
his task is, however, conspicuous ; and he has undoubtedly made up of "poetical invention," the author then proceeds to
produced what will be for English readers the standard edition argue from this assumption that it cannot be of very early
of this interesting treatise. Every possible help is given to date, when "pure literary invention on so large a scale is
the student ; and the Introduction, list of parallel passages in scarcely to be looked for." To those who are acquainted with
contemporary authors, and Critical Notes, will be found just " the Morals " of S. Gregory, in which with such wonderful
what is needed for a fuller understanding of this occasionally discernment he traces the historical, allegorical, and moral
puzzling, yet exceedingly interesting treatise, which "may senses of the 'Book of Job,' or who have studied such
well be," says Mr De Romestin, "the oldest Christian writing Commentaries as that of De Pineda, Dr Davidson's treat
after the books of the New Testament, perhaps even earlier ment of the sacred text will appear sometimes jejune or
than most of them."
meagre. We refer especially to the little reference
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the Christology of the Book. The author alludes to " un
conscious prophecies" of the Messiah, bat we hare looked
in vain for the typical significance of the Patriarch him
self, how "the Lord" is set forth "in the person of
blessed Job." Again, in examining the index, we find
no mention of the grace of patience (though the fact of
the necessity for its exercise may he drawn from part of the
"Introduction"), whereas in Pineda there is a chapter in
which, as one of " the two purposes " of the Book, patience is
it length dwelt upon. It has been called by a modern writer
"the central idea" of the Book. On the other hand, it is to
be borne in mind that the ' Cambridge Bible ' is designed for
schools and colleges, and not to aid the preacher in preparing
sermons, or the faithful in their meditations. We may not,
therefore, expect the moral and spiritual bearings of the text
to be dilated upon. As setting forth modern critical views
on this mysterious Book, and on account of the learning which
the notes and comments contain, this contribution to the
Cambridge Bible is one which we can recommend as a manual
for the student ; yet let him hear in mind that the strictly
historical interpretation was "the generally received opinion "
both of Rabbinical and Christian writers down to the days of
Luther. But there is room for opinion, where there has been
no "ex cathedra utterance " of the Church ; and the questions
as to the date and authorship of Job are certainly open ones,
and do not affect the cauonicity of the Book.
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of the two Tradescants, has been too long neglected, or at
most looked upon as a mere collection of curiosities. Its great
value as a means of education has been entirely overlooked.
In this address Mr Evans makes an appeal to the University
to place at his disposal some of the rooms set free by the build
ing of the new Examination Schools, and to make some small
annual grant for its enlargement and maintenance. It is
much to be hoped that this may be done, and the museum
housed in a manner worthy of the city in which it is placed.
The pamphlet is worth the attention of all antiquarians.
The Pejiii. OS THE Rej/ubmc, and other Poems. By Georob
Macdonald Major. New York and London : G. P. Putnam
and Sons. 1-st.
Some of these verses have flow and imagination, and
are pleasant, and rise above prose. The religious " Poems "
are not devoid of merit, and have religious fervour in them.
That on " No Easter "is, perhaps, striking, but it is irritating,
because an imitation of " The May Qnecn."
It begins :
" I had hoped to die ere Roster, yet I have not passed away.
And happy children In the street cry 'Christ is risen to-day ; '
But I've outgrown the story, { have lost my early faith,
And ilas ! with it I've lost all here, except the hope of Death I
" They tell me that to breathe is joy ; that even the gasps of pain
Are better than nonentity, that life is ever gain ;
But when the Icy chill comes on, and God and hope are dead.
And naught remains but aimless life—"Tis better life were fled."
Accustomed as we are to the extravagances and ineptities
of the extreme Teetotalers, we were nevertheless amazed at
the bathos of prejudice and folly exhibited by the third of Mr
Major's Temperance Lyrics.

A Summer Christmas; and a Sonnet upon the S.S. "Ballarrat." By Douot.as B. W. Sladen. London: Griffith,
Farran, Okeden and Welsh. Pp. 239.
We noticed some time ago with qualified approval Mr Sladen's 'Poetry of Exiles.' The present volume he describes Dictation Exercises : " a Graduated Collection of Passages
as not pretending to be poetry. " It is a novel in rhyme,— a
Extracted for the most part from the Works of Standard
Authors," with Glossary, Lists of Words, 4c. Compiled
thread to string together a number of detached poems, the
by the Editor of 'Poetry for the Young.' London:
composition of which has extended over about ten years."
Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh.
Pp. 291. Price
It shows, there can be no doubt, considerable mastery of
2s. 6d.
rhyme, and a power of bright, clever, local description which
This work is a collection of passages in prose and poetry
makes the poem as a whole very pleasant reading. It is, for use in schools and for studeuts preparing for Civil Service,
perhaps, worth MrSladen's consideration whether he does not Oxford and Cambridge Locals, and similar examinations.
frequently allow this "fatal facility" to carry him too far There are a number of passages which have actually been set
towards familiar and unrefined expression. His say of de in such examinations, and these are valuable as showing what
scribing the love-story of "LU" is, we think, open to the is required tor students. The passages are well chosen from
objection of being—not, perhaps, precisely vulgar, but tending the best authors, Goldsmith, Scott and Milton being particu
too much thaf way. Verhum sapitnti.
larly well represented. We can recommend the book as
likely to prove very useful in schools, where the want of such
We have received from Messrs Griffith and Farran a SerieB a work must have been often felt.
of Seven Packets of Duplex Cards for the Seven Standards,
fonnded on the latest requirements of the Mundella Code
being Test Exercises in Arithmetic. Each packet contains
Philadelphia sends us a sumptuously printed sermon, by
thirty cards, with eight or nine sums on each, so the seven
packets, which are published at one shilling each, will afford Bishop Doane, on Edward Bouverie Puset, " Doctor and
Confessor of the Catholic Church," which for discriminating
a large number of original examples to teachers, and supply
a not nuneeded collection of sums apart from rules. The appreciation of the labours of the great Divine, and keen
insight into his character, has nothing to surpass it on this
urweri given with the cards are not in every case to be
side
of the Atlantic.
We are glad to know that as
depended opon, but on the whole the series is much to be
Ameripa has profited by his work, so she is helping his
recommended.
Memorial fund. — A popular view of the evidence for tho
The Inaugural Lecture, given at the Ashmolean Museumi authenticity of the Books of the New Testament will be
Oxford, by the newly-appointed keeper, Mr A. J. Evans, is found in a number of the Anti infidel Library, headed,
Ml of interest. This institution, the oldest of its kind in Wno Made tub New Testament? (Boston, Mass., and
Earope, founded by Elias Ashmole from the famous collection London : Bagster and Sons.)— Of somewhat stronger material
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is Dr Blackie's tract on The Adaptation of Bible
Religion to the Needs and Nature of Man (R.T.S.)
The subject, a most interesting one, is briefly but well worked
out, and the brochure is worthy of its predecessors in the
'Present Day Tracts.' Of this excellent series, the last that
we have seen is one by Dr Murray Mitchell, on The Hindu
Religions. Nowhere else in so short a space is so much in
formation given ; and the history of that curious effort at a
new religion, called the Brahmo Somaj, under its founder
Rammohun Roy and his impetuous successor Keshub
Chunder Sen, will be read with great interest. —We have
doubted whether or not to notice The Comprkhensica
Series (London : 26 Budge row) of pamphlets, as we thought
they could hardly be intended to be taken seriously. We call
attention to these now in order to warn our readers
that the writer thinks that the religion of the Sermon on
the Mount is fallacious, and that there is no external guide of
truth and morality. —There is great education in a good paint
ing to those who know how to study it ; and ' ' an old Critic "
has done a good work in giving us criteria How to Estimate
the True Worth of a Picture (London: Elliot Stock).
He would have us look for sentiment, beauty, truth and
power, and assign its place according as it fulfilled or fell
short of these four elements. —Dr Edwin Hatch must have
felt himself at home when lecturing to a batch of Presbyterians
on Progress in Theoloot (London : Macniven and Wallace.)
His advice to his hearers to search original authorities for
facts is sound enough, but his expectation that modern
research, carried on outside the Catholic Church, will result
in the widening and deepening of the knowledge of God, is
fallacious, as experience proves. Developments of Christian
doctrine have not been successful ; and we have yet to learn
that later theologians have improved on the Athanasian Creed,
hardly as some of them speak of it. —As we are talking of
Scotland, we may mention The Story of the Scottish
Reformation (London : Burns and Oates), told by Mr A.
Wilmot, from the Roman stand-point, and preceded by a letter
from Mr Colin Lindsay, denying that Queen Mary ever con
sented to abandon her religion if restored to her throne. The
author says that history is always on the side of the Roman
Catholic Church. Fortes fortmna adjuvat. —The latest numbers
of The New Biographical Series of the R.T.S. contain
the lives of John Huss, Lord Lawrence, and James Clark
Maxwell. The Bohemian works of Huss have lately been
printed for the first time, and his biographer has availed him
self of them in sketching the life and character of this remark
able man. The account of Lawrence is lively and amusing ;
and the memoir of J. C. Maxwell, whose researches in physics
and mathematics have given him a world-wide reputation, is
as full as the popular character of the series permits. —In the
' Present Day Tracts,' Mr A. H. Sayce contributes a pamphlet
on The Witness of Ancient Monuments to the Old
Testament Scriptures. (R.T.S.) It is short, but in the
writer's experienced hands satisfactory, showing on the one
hand that the statements of the Old Testament are extensively
confirmed by modern discoveries, and, on the other hand, that
documents which are brought forward in opposition to the
facts of Scripture are the production of a later age, and are
inconsistent with the witness of ancient monuments.
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Our space will not permit us to do more than mention that
Mr T. Arthur Curties' ' Four Meditations on the Wounds of
Jesus ' (Mowbray and Co.), of which we spoke favourably last
year, has reached a second edition.
We may again call attention to Messrs Cassell's ' Encyclo
paedic Dictionary,' Part 15, which has just reached us, carries
the third letter of the Alphabet up to " Ch. "

faster Cams, etc.
From Mr Arthur Ackermann, who is the sole importer of
Prang's American publications, we have received a selection
of Easter Cards, which are characterised by a purity and
chasteness of design and colour worthy of the highest praise.
We are glad to notice that a large proportion of the Cards
bear distinct reference to the religious aspect of the day.
There is one very large design of a Cross, entwined with flowers,
which is lovely, and well worth permanent preservation.
Our readers may be glad also to know of a pretty set of three
Cards containing respectively the Creed, the Lord's Prayer,
and the Ten Commandments.
In addition to the Easter Cards, Mr Ackermann sends »
selection of Birthday-Cards, which are exquisitely designed.
It is worthy of note that in nearly all these publications the
reverse side of the card is not less artistic than the front
Messrs Marcus Ward also send a very chaste and elegant
selection of Easter Cards. Among them a four-fold Card,
entitled "An Easter Greeting," is exceedingly beautiful, ami
there are some exquisite designs of Crosses entwined with
primroses and other flowers. All the Cards are marked by
the good taste that always characterises Messrs Marcus
Ward's publications.

4* ®€Rmor*

4.

Cbe Ciuestion of <£ooD jfriUap—Ctjc
a^orin's anstocr.
S. Matthew xxvii. 22.
" What shall I do then with Jesus which is called Christ?
They all say unto him, let Him be crucified."
Come with me in spirit to the Judgment-hall and let us
take our stand in some far distant corner, and as we nze
on the awful scene before us let us say the prayer of the
poor Publican—" God be merciful to me a sinner." No
prayer like that for those who group themselves round the
Cross on Good Friday. No prayer like the Publican's for
us at this moment when we are contemplating a scene in
that awful drama of the Passion of our Lord, and oDe
other prayer—
" Come Holy Ghost our souls inspire
And lighten with celestial Are."
Come and teach me what to say, come and teach us ailboth priest and people—to think and say only such things
as are pleasing in Thy sight for Jesus Christ's sake.
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The agony in the Garden is over. Judas has betrayed
with a kiss. The hour is come when the Son of Man is—
what ? Satan thought, as he witnessed the scene, surely
now the victory is mine. The World said, destroyed ! But
Jesus Himself said glorified I Another of those strange
paradoxes of the Gospel revelation ! There sits the Judge,
a mere man ; before him stands God's only begotten Son
—God at the bar of human judgment ! As we look back
through the long avenue of nineteen centuries we see how
all this was really reversed. It was the world that was
really at the Judgment-seat of Christ, the Prince of this
world— the embodiment of the spirit of the world—it was
that was then judged, condemned, and overthrown.
But picture Pilate on the Judgment-seat ; see him
swayed to and fro by conscience, by the cries of the mob,
by his Roman sense of justice, by the secret wire-pullers
of the eccleeiastical faction. His heart saying one thing,
the world, his vanity, expediency, saying " If thou let
this Man go thou art not Ctesar's friend." Is not the
Bame picture reproduced again and again 1 How many
times since the days of Pontius Pilate have public men
been ready to barter away their conscience to save them
selves from the taunts of an angry faction ? A man gives
bis vote not for conscience' sake, but for the sake of his
party. It is only when we look at Jesus hanging on the
Cross, and see how little He thought of the praise of men,
that we learn the true measurement of these things —
" When I survey the wondrous Cross
On which the Prince of Glory died,
My richest gain I count but loss,
And pour contempt on all my pride."
The world hates Christ. It will tolerate an easy-going
sort of religion, a religion robbed of all enthusiasm, a
religion without the Cross—self-indulgent, vague. But it
must not intrude itself into the affairs of every-day life.
The tendency of the age is to secularise every institution,
to banish the Bible from our schools, to separate Church
and State, to regard Holy Matrimony as a civil contract.
Religion is all very well in its place, the world says, but
it must not meddle with its plans, it must not interfere
with its pleasures. What a gulf separates this spirit of
the world from the heros the Cross of every age and
clime ! Their answer to Pilate's question was an echo of
S. Paul's words : " What things were gain to me these I
counted loss for Christ."
And there was another figure in the scene who answered
this question — I mean Judas. Judas did not become the
traitor of the Master at one bound. He had put his hand
to the plough with the others, he had given up home and
friends for the Master's sake, he had done more for Jesus
during those three years of His ministry than we have ever
done. Outwardly he wasareligiousman ; even at the Paschal
Supper his fellow disciples had not the least suspicion that
he was guilty of even a treacherous thought, much less of
an act of betrayal. The others looked up to him, he was
the treasurer of their little society ; but during those three
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years a terrible conflict had bsen going on in his soul. It
grew more intense day by day. The storm clouds were
gathering ready to break forth in all their fury. The
question was put at last, —"What shall I do then with
Jesus which is called Christ 1" and answered by the kiss
in the Garden of Gethsemane.
What is it that comes between you and Christ ? When
is Jesus Christ a source of perplexity to you ? You say
you love Him, and yet the love of the world hinders you
from giving up your whole heart to His service. Think
of Judas. Watch him during that terrible struggle, his
will swayed to and fro, now making good resolutions, then
giving way to Satan, and at last hurrying through the
dimly-lighted streets to the Chief Priests. "Little chil
dren," writes the last of the Apostles, now the grey-headed
Bishop of Ephesus, looking back on those dark hours of
Calvary and the Judgment-hall—" Little children, keep
yourselves from idols," " love not the world neither the
things that are in the world." He knew the idol set up in
the heart of Judas, and saw the end of it all, and thus he
warns his spiritual children to let nothing come between
them, and a full surrender of their hearts to Christ.
What answer have you given to the question of Good
Friday?
The answer is the epistle of your life
known and read. Have you felt drawn to Jesus at times,
but felt discouraged because of the way ? The Centurion,
at the foot of the Cross, was afraid when he saw the
earthquake, and said "Truly this was the Son of God."
You have had your moments of fear, and, like the Apostles
in the tempest, have cried " Lord, save us ; " but when
the wind ceased and there was a great calm—and
the sun shone out once more, and all was well with
you, have you not gone back to your former self and
let the old indifference take possession of your soul ? Has
your religion begun and ended in a few pious impressions ?
As you gaze on that Cross to-day, what answer will you
give ? There I see myself hanging— Jesus, it is my
place.
"Thy lifo was given for me,
I give myself to Thee."
Come and find a resting-place in my cold heart of stone
and make it ever bright with the sunshine of Thy Presence.
—Amen.
J. LOUIS SPENCER.

Ctje fXuestton of (Caster Dap3nstoer.

-©OO'g

S. Luke xxiv. 5-6.
" Why seek ye the Living amoDg the dead ? He is not here
bnt is risen."
The Holy City is still and quiet, the crowds of Good
Friday have dispersed, some to dimly-lighted chambers,
others to their booths in the gardens and terraces without
the gates, some of the affrighted guard are in deep con
sultation with the Chief Priests ; darkness and gloom
hang over Jerusalem, the voices of the multitudes are
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hushed, S. Peter is weeping in secret, S. John is comfort hour old things have passed away, all things ai « become
ing the soul of the Virgin Mother. Jesus is now at rest new.
in the Garden of S. Joseph, the pain is over, His Spirit
New life was infused into the world ; the giave, dark,
is in the .Elands of His Father.
The souls of the gloomy, mysterious, becanto suddenly lighted up with
righteous are in the Hand of God, and there shall no tor Divine light, the people that sat in darkness st.w a great
ment touch them. Holy Scripture draws a veil over the light streaming across thelurid sea that ever rolled between
sorrows of S. John's home during the hours of suspense, the seen and unseen world, questions which had agitated
yet we may reverently suppose that these sad hearts drew countless souls, not only on the stately walkn of Mare
strength for their time of need from the oracles of God. Hill, but on the green slopes of Palestine, in the far dis
Misgivings, and perhaps despair, reigned in some hearts. tant deserts of Arabia, by the deep waters oi Babylon,
Is this Life after all a failure ? Is the Work ended 1 Where were now capable of being solved. The shrill voices of
is the Kingdom, the power and the glory of which He despair that were wafted along by the Prince and Power
spake. The world's answer was— there—in that sepulchre of the air, why art thou here, what shall be thy end i
is buried all your hope.
Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die—were
faith these thoughts the little band, and the Galilean answered not by the mocking silence of the grave, but by
country folk who believed in Him, passed through the long articulate sounds from beyond the veil.
God's answer to the world on Easter-morn gave cerhours of yesterday. It is now early in the morning. A
spring morning, so beautifully pictured in to-morrow's taiuty to what was only a guess before—" Why ileek ye tire
lesson. The winter is past, the rain is over and gone. The living among the dead 2 He is not here but is risen.''
flowers appear on the earth, the time of the singing birds For ages mourners had left their dead in their graves to go
is come and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land, all back and weep for a separation which they could Bot
nature seems to rejoice. The world itself keeps Eastef account for. " Farewell " was the wailing cry over every
closing grave. Now all was changed. The woirda of tiie
Day.
" Saint Joseph's star is beaming,
Magdalene speaking through her tears, revealed the
Saint Alice has her primrose guy,
thoughts of many hearts—" They have taken away my
Saint George's bolls are gleaming."
Lord ; " but the answer of God was, "He is not here, Hbb
But three lone women wending their way through the risen," and thy brother shall rise again, too—that poor body
city-gate to the Tomb are sad and weary with long watch sown in corruption shall be raised in incorruption, though
ing.
The scene on Calvary—those three rude crosses sown in weakness it shall be raised in power. Though
against the evening sky— is uppermost in their hearts. sown a natural body it shall be raised a spiritual body.
O death where is thy sting. O grave where is thy victory.
They could think of nothing else, the flowers by the way
side, the singing birds are nothing to them, as they hasten Thanks be to God which giveth us the victory through
along with their precious spices. There was but one our Lord Jesus Christ.
" Why seek ye the living among the dead ? " The words
thing left now to cherish and love —the Body of Jesus
—and on that sacred Body they would lavish their costliest have a still further meaning. Amidst all the changes and
treasures. At last they came to the sepulchre, the heavy chances of this mortal life how many set out with the
stone was rolled away ; who could have done this ? The fixed purpose of finding in earthly objects that rest aul
Body was taken away. This was the most cruel act of all. happiness which is to be found only in heavenly things.
It was heart-breaking to hear that last bitter cry and to Pilate condemned Jesus on Good Friday, Judas betrayed
see the shadows of death passing over His dear Face, but with a kiss, the Chief Priests reviled, the crowds mocked,
there was still something to cling to—something to love, all because they sought the living among the dead. Empty
and now this was denied them, deep seemed to be calling honours, fleeting pleasures are the whitened carcases, in the
unto deep ; but when night is darkest dawn is nearest, valley of dry bones, whereas the true joy is in Gos's
when they were " much peiplexed," when like the men Presence, and at His Eight-Hand there are pleasures for
who go down to the sea in ships, their soul melteth away evermore.
O, vain pleasures of the world, change and decay in all
because of the trouble, and they are at their wits' end—
then comes the deliverance—then are they in the haven around I see ; there is but One Living One who abides
where they would be—then flows in upon their souls the ever the same, on Him let us rest. Thou madest us for
calm deep joy of the Insurrection. At this moment, the Thyself and our heart is' restless until it repose in Thee.
holy women saw two angels in shining garments who seem Pour thine own rest and peace into our hearts. May our
to administer a gentle rebuke to these sorrowing ones, Easter be a foretaste of the calm Easter joy on the shore
" Why seek ye the living among the dead 1 Ha is not of the Resurrection.— Amen.
J. LOUIS SPENCER.
here but is risen."
Ah, dear brethren, this is the Question of Easter Day.
The Next Number, April 10, mil contain a Plain
The joyful news brought home by these weeping mothers
has changed the whole complexion of things ; from that Sermon.
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NOTICE.
Any of our Subscribers are at liberty to copy oat, to select
from, or to reprint these Papers of Ccmflrmition Questions for
use in their own Parish, not Of coarse for sale elsewhere.
For Prefatory Note to these Question), see Literary
Churchman, Jan. 3t), 1885.
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" Lord, when at Thy Holy Table,
We adore Thy Presence, raise
Every heart (for Thou art able)
On the wings of prayer and praise.
Strengthen with the heavenly food
Of Thy Body and Thy Blood,
All who, feeble though they be,
Come in faith to feed on Thee."

Confirmation- fciapsrs*
Vin. The Special Gift iii Confirmation.
1. What is the " outward visible sign " in Con
firmation; that is, how are ohHdrea- "confirmed"
bv the Bishop ?
2. What is the Gift promised1 by its means ?
3. Christians are the adopted children of God. Show how
first by means of Baptism, and afterwards of Confir
mation, this our sonabip is renewed and made more
complete.
4. Since our bodies are " The Temples of the
Holy Ghost," what ought we do with our body and
in all our actions ? [1 Cor. vi. 19, 20.]
5. What charge is given by the Church to Godparents
about Confirmation? [Last Exhortation in Baptismal
Service.]
6. A further great privilege is granted to Confinned persons ; what is that ?
[That they are admitted to receive the Holy Eucharist. ]
7. What Rubric in the Confirmation Service
speaks of this ?
8. Mention passages from the Holy Scripture—
and particularly from the Gospel of S. John,
teaching how great is the benefit of the Holy Com
munion to our souls. [S. Matt. xxvi. 26 ; 1 Cor. x.
16; S.John vi.]
9. Write down the words of Command given by our L >rd
to all His people, as to this Holy Sacrament ? [1 Cor.
xi. 23-26.]
10. Do you feel the duty that lies upon you to
obey your Lord's dying command, as well as the
great privilege herein granted to you ? and iB it
toot humble and earnest intention, when confirmed,
to become a Communicant ?

IX. The Bight Dispositions, Moral, Spiritual, and
Intelleclwit, of oite who comes to be Confirmed.1. What persons cannot be confirmed ?
[Those who are not Baptized, for to them Confirmation
would be null and void.]
2. What persons ought not to be Confirmed?
[Those who are living in sin, until they repent and
amend. ]
S. So then the Church requires three things from candidates.
What are these. [Baptism ; Repentance ; and Faith
(Church Catech.)]
4. Of what is it needful that we should repent,
and why? [Acts ii. 38; iii. 19; viii. 36, 37; Heb.
1. 22.]
5. In what two senses is the word " Faith " used ? Give
examples from Scripture. [Heb. x. 21 ; Gal. iii. 26 ;
Heb. x. 23; S. James ii. 1 ; S. Jude 3.]
6 Write down the " Articles of the Catholic
Faith."
7. With what purposes about our future conduct
ought we to come to be Confirmed ?
8. Can our good purposes be effectual if made
merely in our own strength ? Who is it that cart
enable us to carry out our good resolutions ?
9. What are the sins which specially put us in danger of
sinning against the Holy Spirit ?
10. How is it that we must follow the example of Jesus ?
|S. Lukeix. 23. J

Collect.
" Almighty God, who hast given Thine only Son to be unto
us both a Sacrifice for sin, and also an example of godly life ;
Give us grace that we may always thankfully receive that Bis in
estimable benefit, and also daily endeavour ourselves to follow the'
blessed stepi of Bis most holy Life ; through Jesus Christ Our
Lord.

fltollect.
* " 0 Lord Jesus Christ, Who haet of Thy great mercy
vouchsafed to ordain this Sacrament of love for a perpetual
ue.norial of that blessed Sacrifice which Thou didst make for
<" : grant that I may be made worthy by Thy grace to obtain
tie virtue of the same, and to receive all that Thou givest
therein, even the fulness of Thy BoJy and Blood. And this
1 beg only froji Thy mercy, Who art my Saviour, and Re
iner, anl most gracious God." Amen.

Tempted, apt to go astray,
Jesit, Lord ! be Thou my " Way ; "
Mocked with shadowy dreams of youth,
Jesd, Lord ! be thou my " Truth ; "
Wearied out with mankind's strife,
Jebu, Lord ! be Thou my ' Life ; "
Such to Thy saints wast Thou of yore,
Unchangeable Thou art, and shalt be evermore.
S. J. E.

• Adapted from 'Armoury of Prayer.'

[concluded].
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Current jFacts ano Botes.
Lord Thurlow's motion for opening the Natural History
Museum at South Kensington was opposed on Friday last in the
House of Lords by Lord Cairns, the Primate, the Duke of
Argyll, and Lords Harrowby and Denbigh ; but was supported
by Lords Bramwell and Mount Temple. The result was a " tie,"
the Lord Chancellor giving a casting vote to the " non-contents,"
and thus the motion was lost.

*

#

•

Of late a new type of bishop has become conspicuous on the
Bench. There have been " Greek Play Bishops," and "School
master Bishops," but now we have what we may call, without
prejudice to others, " devotional Bishops." The Lichfield Diocesan
Magazine notioes that of six clergymen who have conducted
" Quiet Days," or Retreats, in the Lichfield Diocese at a former
Visitation, five have become Bishops, viz., Canon Ernest Wilberforce, Rev. W. B. Carpenter, Rev. G. W. Kennion, Canon King,
and Rev. E. H. Bickerateth.

•

*

•

Lord Harrington moved the second reading of the Roman
Catholic Disabilities Bill in the Honse of Lords last week, and
contended that Jews,*Turks, and infidels could present to the
livings of the Church as patrons, whilst Roman Catholics alone
were deprived of the right. Lord Oranmore opposed the Bill,
and the Archbishop of Canterbury, on the ground that the whole
matter of Church Patronage must be dealt with, and not a single
grievance. The motion was finally withdrawn.

•

#

<*

The "Gordon Memorial Fund," towards the erection of a
Hospital at Port Said, now amounts to about 9,000/. Amongst
the contributors, the ex-Khedive, Ismail Pasha, G.C.B., has
sent the Lord Mayor 1002. with an autograph letter, in which he
apeaks with profound sadness of the loss " dece soldat eminent,"
who had done so much for his country.

*

*

*

We hear that the Bishop of Norwich intends to resign his See
next year. The Hon. and Right Rev. J. T. Pelham was conse
crated in 1S37, and was born in 1811.

*

*

#

We are glad to note the nomination of Rev. W. T. Thornhill
Webber, Vicar of S. John the Evangelist, Holborn, to be the
successor of Dr Hale in the See of Brisbane.
His energy
during the last twenty years in his present work, which may be
•aid to be his own creation, augurs well for the future of the
Diocese of Brisbane, which has a population of 160,000 souls,
not quite so closely packed as his parishioners are in Holborn,
for they extend over an area of 680,000 miles.

•

•

•

The decree for the Professorship of Physiology was carried by
the Convocation of Oxford by 412 against 244. The question of
Vivisection was discussed —the Bishop of Oxford, the BisbopDesignate of Lincoln, Canons Bright and Liddon being against
it ; whilst the Warden of Kcble, Mr 0. Gore, Canon Holland
and Sir H. Acland voted for it.

•

#

•

" The Peaceful Dead " and " The Waiting Dead " are the titles
of two sermons by Rev. Arthur Ellis, M.A., of S. Saviour's,
Hitchin. They are suitable for the Festival of the Resurrection,
and contain touching references to the condition of those at
rest. There is a pathos and brightness about thee© sermons
which must have appealed to the hearts of those who heard
them. Tbey are radiant with a hope "full of immortality."

•

*

*

The attack on Professor Drummond's ' Natural Law,' in the
Contemporary Review, does not appear to have diminished the
demand for the work, for we understand that a single firm has
since placed an order for no less than two thousand copies.

\
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00USIC.
Among the otherwise meagre announcements for tl e coming
Season, at least two stand out in bold relief, and for heee tvro
we are indebted to the indomitable energy aid enter
prise of Herr Franke, who, with his small band if fellowworkers, has already done so much for the ad vane ement of
the modern school of German Music in this country
The first of Herr Franke's schemes is to give with n a single
week, with a double cast of artistes, six perfect ren lerings of
Wagner's great Opera, "Tristan and Isolde," but in order to
carry this out it is necessary that a guarantee fund ihould be
formed, and Herr Franke invites guarantors of not less than
£5, and not more than £10, who will be entitled to a reduction
of 10 per cent, on the price of their tickets. It is obvious
that if a sufficient number of guarantors be obtained, the
individual liability of each may be reduced to the most
nominal sum, and we sincerely trust that Herr Fianke will
meet with the warm support which he so richly merits.
His second scheme includes the usual series of nine Richter
Concerts, which wilj commence on Monday, April 27, and
terminate on June 22. Many items of great interest are
promised, though we would have welcomed a larger selection
from Wagner's "Nibelungen Ring."

j^<^otT^pon^encej^
NOTIC'K.—The columns of the Litkkaky Chubcumaa areit
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites u<i
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must he clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and addrea
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEP.
CONVERSION.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —I am glad you have pointed out what is certainly •
great blot in Mr EiJowea' Six Lenten Sermons on Conversion'
It is very sad to think that there are many who belie™
that, because tbey have not sensibly felt themselves to be con
verted, therefore they are outside God's covenanted Grace, ind,
therefore, not responsible for their evil deeds. This is a form oi
delusion which is quickly growing, and will continue to grow, so
long as so much is made of what is commonly, but erroneously
called "Conversion."
I have the honour to be, Sir, your huQble servant,
Ings, Kendal, March 14, 1885.
Tho. Fbstox.
TRAVEL AND TRAVAIL.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —It would seem, from the letters of both of your corre
spondents (to whom I am indebted for their kind reply to my
former letter), that travel and travail are really one and the same
word. Notwithstanding, however, the etymologies quoted, I
cling to my own idea of valeo— tram valeo—I win through (as it
were), whether toil or a voyage, a jonrney or sickness.
That the stem trai (why the ace. case, in particular?) is the
root of trabeculum or tracacu/um is clear enough ; and <ra6 is
there the Greek tjwt (of rptwu, I turn). But travail suggest
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rather the idea of the labour, that overcomes, than that of the
obstacle, or hindrance that fetters (ce qui entrave).
"Trave" (rhyming to save) ia UBed by Chaucer in "The
MUlere'a Tale : "
" And ahe sprang as a colt doth In the trave."
And in modern French the word travail, but with plur.
travaUi, not travaux, has the same sense, of a pen to hold cattle.
Bnt I find no instance either in the older French, or (pace Mr A.
Hippialey Smith) in the Authorised Version, of travail being
used of journeying. The fact of the different formations of the
plural seems to indicate that travail is meaning "an obstacle,"
and travail as implying " toil," are distinct words, with a different
derivation ; the latter, I contend, being from valeo.
Will it not be simpler and more accurate to give via as the
common root both of viaggio and viaticum?
P.S.—I should like to know whether H. M. Inspector of Schools,
or the Civil Service Examiners, would, in the face of existing
versions of Num. xx. 14, and Lam. iii. 5, reject travel, as an
equivalent for " labour."
I am, Sir, yours obediently,
Lact H. Rumbet.
THE SABBATH.
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MESSRS HATCHARD'S
LIST.
FOR CONFIRMATION.
PURITY the GUARD of MANHOOD.
By J. E. H. Price Id. ; SO Copies half-price.

BY F1DELIS.
HOLY COMMUNION.
Invitation and Simple Preparation.
13th Edition. lOmo, sewed, 2d. ; cloth, 4.1.
Better Edition, cloth, gilt edges, 9d.

QUIT YOU LIKE MEN.
For Young Men after their Confirmation.
Price Id. ; lOd. per dozen.

THINE for EVER.
For Girls after their Confirmation.
Price Id.; lOd. per dozen.

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sib,— In the ' Book of Jubilees,' or ' Leptogenesis,' as it is
otherwise called, a work a little antecedent to the Christian era,
the observation of the Sabbath is traced to n heavenly origin ;
it wa>, according to this authority, kept by the angels long before
the creation of man, and was not first appointed by Moses or the
Patriarchs, but was from eternity an enactment written on "the
heavenly tables." In fact, the whole cycle of Jewish festivals
and holy times is made to depend on the observance of the
Sabbath in heaven, which was communicated to Adam by angelic
messengers.
W. J. Deane.

BY BISHOP OXENDEN.
CONFIRMATION;
Or, Are You Ready to Serve Christ ?
S97th Thousand. 18mo, cloth, 6d. ; sewed, 3d. ; or 2s. Cd. per dozen.
post free.

COUNSELS to the CONFIRMED;
Or, Now Is the Time to Serve Christ ?
A Sequel to above.
13th Thousand. 18mo, limp cloth. Is.

The EARNEST COMMUNICANT.
BOOKS RECEIVED.
A Small batch from the
S. P. C. K.
Bathe.—What I should believe
Rivlngtong.
Blakuton.— Sea and Sky
Griffith and Farran
Churchill.— Church Ordinances
J. Nisbet and Co.
CurteU.—The Scientific Obstacles to Christian > Macmltlan and Co.
Faith
...I
Host —The Glories of the Man of Sorrows.
Casaell and Co.
Hyett—Simple Readings on the Minor Prophets Masters.
Lowe—Under the Holy Cross
Ski-llini.'tons.
Macduff. -Communion Memories
J. Nisbet and Co.
Marshall.— Osborne Gorden
Parker
and Co.
■i' .' In r'- Commentary (Leviticus)
Dickinson.
J: and A.— Benjamin
Grilllih and Farran.
Roe —Lessons on the Epistle of St James
C. E. S. 8. J.
Swlsaod Cities
Kent and Co.
Thomas.— His Persona] Presence
J. Nlsbet and Co.
Work and Adventure in New Guinea
R. T. S.

Red Rubric Edition. Cloth, 2a. ; roan, 3s. ; nior. or calf, 4s. to 21s.
Com. Edition. 508th Thous. 32mo, Is. ; roan, 2s. ; mor, or call, 3s'

The LORD'S SUPPER SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
78th Thous. 18mo, large type, cloth, Is ; cheap edition, paper, 6d.

The LORD'S SUPPER :
Or, Who are the Welcome Guests ?
69th Thousand. Fcap. 8ro, sewed id. ; 23 for la id., post free.

BAPTISM;
Or, What is the Good of being Christened ?
12th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, sewed, Id. ; 25 for Is. Id., post free.

BAPTISM SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
18th Thousand. Large type, cloth, la. ; cheap edition, paper, 6d.

BAPTISM of ADULTS.
Price la, by poet, la 2d.,

18mo, sewed, price Id.

pHUECHMAN HEAB 1 A FUETHEE EEMONSv> TRANCE AGAINST the RECITAL of the ATHANASIAN
CREED, beinga REPLY tothe CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW,
with Addenda. By a MEMBER of the CHURCH of ENGLAND.
W. BIDGWAY, 169 Piccadilly, London, W.
TaU day, price Is. New Work by the Rev. R. F. HESSEY, Author
of ' The 20,000 Clergy and the Present Crisis . '

DRIFTING INTO UNBELIEF!

FOR EASTER.
BY BISHOP OXENDEN.
1. The GREAT DELIVERER.
A Tract for Good Friday. 9th Edition. Id. ; 25 for la. 6d.

2. The JOYFUL RESURRECTION.
10th Edition. Fcap. 8vo, sewed. Id. ; 25 for Is. l.l.

An Appeal to Thinking Men.

3. SHORT LECTURES on the SUNDAY
London : W. 8KEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly. W.

^t HUMPHREY'S'
ft

1IRON

CHURCHES

GOSPELS. EASTER to ADVENT.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. (Vol. 1. Advent to Easter, 2s. Cd.)

4. HOW SHALL I SPEND PASSION WEEK P
llth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, sewed, 2d. j 12 for Is. Id.

CHAPELS««o schools
,

MISSION AND CLUB ROOMS

HATOHARDS, 187 PICCADILLY, LONDON.
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ORDERS FOR EASTER should be sent by Return.
"Milton Parsonage, Gillingham, Dorset, 18th March, 1885.
" Dear Sir,— I have recently been induced to make trial of another wine which at
the present day is much before the public, and is said to fulfil all the requirements in wine
for the Holy Eucharist. I have, however, no hesitation whatever in saying that it will tear
NO COMPARISON with the ' Tinta Francisca.' I consider the ' Tinta Francisca ' to be
the very best wine procurable for use at the Altar. — Believe me, yours very truly,
(Signed) " HERBERT BARCLAY."

Tinta Francisca. %?2L2ifc
[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen Half
Bottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
Among MANY HUNDREDS of the Clergy who have sent most favourable
Testimonials, or at whose Churches this Wine is used, may be named—
BISHOP WORDSWORTH (the Late, of Lincoln).
BISHOP OF WORCESTER.
BISHOP OF RIPON (the Late).
BISHOP OF GRAHAMSTOWN.
CANON KNOX LITTLE.
REV. O. STOPFORD RAM.
REV. PREB. DANIEL MOORE.
CANON ELIOT.
CANON CADMAN.
BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.
REV. BERDMORE COMPTON.
REV. BENJAMIN WEBB.
CANON ASHWELL (the Late).
DR FRANCIS HESSEY (the Late).
CANON P. G. MEDD.
REV. W. H. HUTCHINGS.
REV. R. T. WEST.
ARCHDEACON BLUNT.

REV. 0. BODINGTON.
BISHOP OF TRURO.
RIGHT REV. BISHOP JENNER.
REV. H. MONTAGU VILLIERS.
CANON MASON.
CANON MATHER.
CANON FURSE.

THE REV. DR FORREST.
THE REV. DOCTOR MACLEAR.
CANON G. E. JELF.
CANON T. T. CARTER.
THE DEAN OF LICHFIELD.
DR W. HAIG-BBOWN.
REV. W. BENHAM.
REV. G. T. PALMER.
ARCHDEACON DARBY.
REV. J. H. BLUNT (the Late).
REV. C. S. GRUEBER.

Among nearly 5,000 CATHEDRALS and well known CHURCHES, Ac,
where it is used are :—
ELY
Cathedral
LIORTIELD
„
SALISBURY
„
PETERBORO'
„
WORCESTER
„
WELLS
ROCHESTER
„
MANCHESTER
„
CHESTER
„
BANGOR
„
BLOEMFONTEIN „
St PAUL'S, Caloutta „
St ALBANS Abbey

All Saints', Margaret Street
St Peter's, Eaton Square
St Matthias, Stoke Newington
Charterhouse School
St Allan's, Manchester
St Peter's, Bournemouth
Hook Memorial Church, Leeds
St Augustine's College, Canterbury
Kirby Misperton, Yorkshire
St Saviour's, Eastbourne
House of Mercy, Olewer
Keble College, Oxford
St Andrew's, Wells-street

St Paul's, Knightsbridge
St Mary Magdalene, Paddingtoa
Palish Church, Scarboro'
St Albau's, Birmingham
St Mary's, Newington
Liverpool, The Parish Church
King's College, London
Christ Church, Lancaster Gate
The Tower of London
St John's, Boston
The PariBh Church, Fulham
Sandringham, The Parish Church

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.
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THE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS

of the

1 GOSPELS. A Handbook. P». 106. Fiiae 2». 31, post free.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
' A helpful handbook for the present time."—The Churchman.
"Showi the hind of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
Churchman.
"The writer possesses a judicial mint!."—The Guardian. •
" In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard in? the early testimony to the Gospels —lias rendered a u-u-tul service by
dr&mng up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Rome,
with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of their
work*."— The Scotsman.
* ffe strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.
W. H. ALLEN and Co., 13 Waterloo place, Pall mall, S.W.

H3

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. SkefBngton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Kev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.
Price 6d., by post, 7d.,

MESSES SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
will shortly publish, an entirely new Collection of Sermons by
Virions Authors, suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS, THANKS
GIVINGS, ax., entitled 'HARVEST PREACHING.'
Messrs SKEFFINGTON have also in the Press an entirely new
Volume of Short Stories for Young Children, by various eminent
and popular Authors, entitled "Please Tell Me a Tale."

CHILDREN AT CALVARY.
A set of five simple Instructions for School Children,
ON

The Five Sacred Wounds of Jesus.
Bv S. THEODORE WOOD, M. A.,
Curate of S. Mary Magdalene, Paddington.

London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 183 Piccadilly, W.

London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1«3 Piccadilly, W.

"BROTHERS TREAD THE HOLY PORTALS."
The New Processional Hymn for a Dedication Festival. Words by C. Streatfeild, Music by
Martin S. Skefflngton, is now ready, Price One Penny, or 7s. per 100. The Beautiful
Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited and most effective tune.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
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spiritual cant" —Bishop Medley, Metrop >litau of Canada.
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previously advertised.
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Just published, crown 8vo, ft., cloth boards,

Just published, crown 8vo, C.s., cloth boards,

WORK and ADVENTURE
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By SELAH MERRILL, D.D.,
Author of ' East of the Jordan,' Ac.
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Crown 8vo, 3s., cloth boards,
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BUDDHISM PAST and PRESENT.
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One of the first duties which falls to the lot of an Eng
lish deacon after his Ordination is the visiting of the sick
poor, and impotent people of his parish. Iu many cases
he is compelled, while still a deacon, to supply as far as
he can these ministrations, for which, in their full detail,
the priest has no leisure ; and as soon as he himself is
ordained priest the responsibility of private monition and
exhortation to the sick as well as the whole necessarily
belongs to him. He soon finds that the difficulty of the
work is only equalled by its importance, and if the ex
perience of years may happily relieve the difficulty, it
certainly increases the importance of the work to the
mind of a pastor who is seeking to do his duty.
Perhaps the chief difficulty in this matter to the young
priest lies in the want of a definite plan in his private
ministrations. Though in any English parish the clergy
man will find a welcome in a sufficient number of houses
to occupy his time, the people are often content with a
visit for its own sake, and the visitor is painfully aware
that he may enter and leave many houses without having
said anything to teach, arouse, or edify his flock. Pro
bably he has often done more than he knows.
If Charles Gordon could write "something seems .already
to have passed between us, when I meet a chief (for whom
I have prayed) for the first time," the priest who has
claimed by previous prayer the fruitfulness of his Divine
commission will not be mistaken in believing that a
channel of secret blessing is opened for those to whom the
leading of the Holy Spirit brings him. Yet no doubt
that secret blessing is largely dependent on the secret aim
and plan of the ordained visitor, and such an aim and
plan are given him in the Prayer-Book form for Visiting
the Sick. Since the purpose of this form is preparation
for death and for Holy Communion, its principles may be
applied to the whole as well as to the sick, and the priest
may thus find in it not merely an aid for his sick visits,
but a guide for his whole intercourse with his people in
dividually.
It is because such a use of the service has seemed to
remove the painful sense of indefiniteness in visiting, and
to give unity and continuity to ministrations which might
else have been without life or profit, that the following
analysis of the service is offered. Taking the form as
we have it, it may be considered for practical purposes
under seven heads :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Aim of the Visitation.
The Point of View.
The Meaning of Sickness.
Examination as to Faith.
Examination as to Repentance.
Examination as to Amendment of Life.
The possible need of Special Confession.

On each of these beads a few suggestions may be
made.
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tthom Thou hast redeemed with Thy most precious Blood"
is a prayer founded on tlw acceptance^ of the Incarnation
and Atonement of the Son of Gob. The ready welcome
which this great plea finds in the hearts of sinners is uo
doubt partly due to the Christian traditions and the
baptismal grace which are the inheritance of our people,
but we may not doubt that it witnesses also to the fitness
of God's scheme of redemption to the nature which He
has made. We are sometimes tempted to wonder when a
mystery, which lays so heavy a strain upon theological
apprehension, is so heartily accepted by the simplest souls.
Rather doubtless should we give thanks. But while we
tbank God, we shall not be wrong if we seek to obtain
the " further knowledge " of what God would have us
understand by redemption through the Blood of His Son.
No devout searching of this matter will be wasted, sad
in the case of a doctrine which the Church has valued so
highly and defined so little, there seems speoial room for
individual efforts of apprehension. Our Lord's way of
dealing with various individuals will show us how to adapt
the unchanging conditions of acceptance to different
characters. In this interview Nicodemus, the Samaritan
woman, the Gadarene demoniac, Zacoheus, the adulterer,
the woman of Canaan, the woman with the issue of blood,
the penitent robber, His blessing is given to those whose
faith means an act of complete surrender to His claims,
and a true submissiou to the law of suffering in union
with Him. It is to these dispositions that we most lead
are their cure.
2. The Work of Peace is to be entered on in view of three those who pray to Him by virtue of Hia precious Blood.
great realities. The versicles and prayers which, with the They must be taught that His Blood avails for them
Lord's Prayer, are appointed to be said "when he cometh because it is the Blood of God, and also their Brothers
into the sick man's presence," seek God's mercy in view of Blood ; that He shed it, because in view of the sin d
the reality of sin, the power of the precious Blood of His brethren, it was fitting that all suffering, which was
consistent with Divine holiness, should be borne ; that ii
Christ, aud the personality of Satan.
we would be saved through Him we must be ready to lose
(i.) No question is raised as to the existence of sin.
all
that we may gain all.
Instruction will follow presently as to the meaning of
(iii.) "Let the enemy have no advantage of him.'' If the
suffering, and the utilisation of evil, but no special teach
soul iguores the personality of the temple, the hindrauRi
ing is given to bring home to the conscience the fact tliat
which he places in way of a true relation to Christ will
all have sinned. Iu the antiphon " Remember not, Lord,
be far more appalling and distressing than they appor,
our iniquities," guilt is assumed. The Church knows how
when the existence of Satan, far more powerful than man,
powerfully the mere suggestion of penitence answers to
but absolutely under the control of God, is fully realised
the needs of a guilty heart. But there are cases, especially
When the fitness of suffering has been learnt from the
amongst the whole, iu which it would be taking far too
Passion of our Lord, no difficulty will be found in UK
much for granted to assumo that the sense of sin is
employment by an " unrighteous will " (to use the words
realised.
The verbal acknowledgment that all have
of S. Gregory the Great), under str.ctly controlled linu^
sinned, inadequate as it is for the fulness of penitence,
and
conditions, of a " righteous power."
does supply a basis for the building up of truth. But
3. The Discipline of Suffering. The prayers which follow
aonietimuM even this cannot be won, aud iu such a case an
effort must be made, lasting perhaps through many patient the versicles prepare the way for the double exhortation,
interviews, to elicit some acknowledgment of the beauty which, if it may frequently be shortened or paraphrased
of a high standard of life, or of dissatisfaction with self. with advantage, certainly contains teaching of priceks
The priest will fuel his way, and thankfully cherish the value. It opens with a helpful thought of great beautv.
first sparks of remorse which may pass ou into the holy The priest's visit is a symbol of the visit of the Eternal
God. Always around us, Hs yet brings His Presence an-i
power of contrition.
' " 4J[hil0 past sin has produced present guilt, past His Operation home to us through all the eveuts of our
><u» received present pardon. " Spare Thy people, life. Changeless Himself, through these changes Hagi"*

1. The Aim of the Visit it Peace. " Peace be to this
house, ami to all that dwell in it." As the priest pro
nounces these words, openly or secretly as circumstances
may allow, he is reminded of the gieatuess of his com
missioned act. He is the representative of the Incarnate
Word, the LoBDWho hath visited and redeemed His people.
Though he come " in weakness, and in fear, and in much
trembling," he has the sympathy of the angels, who see
in his visit the extension of peace on earth, aud, it may be,
the bringing home of a lost sheep. He claims the presence
and power of our Risen Lord. He remembers how the
salutation of Mary caused the babe of grace to give
hidden welcome to the unseen Saviour. Doubtless it is
not on every Occasion that these high thoughts can be
realised with equal clearness. Iu the proper and special
use of the service, they will be kindled by the nearness of
suffering and death, but if the aim of peace is ever
cherished, even under the commonplace exterior of an
ordinary visit, the priest's heart will be cheered with
Borne ray of light. Yet he cannot forget that war must
precede peace. It was the Prince of Peace who said "I
came not to send peace, but a sword," in His Easter greet
ing of peace, He "showed them His Hands and His
Side." If the man is to be at peace with God, his neigh
bour, and himself, it can only be through the Cross, and
the spirit of the Crow. Peace must be sought by facing
the darkest things in life and the high mysteries which
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us the pictorial help of contrast, to enable us to acquire a
sense of His loving discipline. What seems our good
comes from Him, no less than wh.it seems evil to us, life
11a less than death ; but since pain is the common inherit
ance of the children of men, it is in pain that His Hand
is most readily discerned.
" Whatsoever then your sickness is," and, we may add,
for the whole as well as for the physically sick, " whatsoever
in body, or mind, or heart, moves you with the touch of
pleasure or of pain, look at with a deeper insight than that of
natural attraction or shrinking, ask it for its message from
the God Who sends it." The message will fall under one
of two heads. It is either a call to repentance, or to
higher sanctification. In either case it must be received
with submission, and this submission has two stages,
(i) patience, and (ii.) thankfulness. It is hardly needful
to remark what a wealth of suggestion is here contained
tor all pastoral visits. As in seeking to promote the first
dispositions for a right relation with God, the priest will
have had his eye on our Lord's dealing with sinriers, so
now he will have in his heart always, and as occasion
offers, on his lips, the discipline of the Saints as set
before us in the Bible. The " drama of temptation " in
Job's history, the trials of Abraham, Jacob, Moses, David
the Psalmists, and the Prophets, will combine with the
training of the Apostles, and the progressive sanctification
of Mary. The duty of patience and thanksgiving passes
on, under the teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews, into
the glory of sonship, and thus to the culmination of the
whole subject in the statement that " there should be no
greater comfort to Christian persons than to be made like
uuto Christ, by suffering patiently adversities, trials, and
sicknesses." So the main point of the service is gained.
All life and all death are found to be paths to the Cross
of Jesus and to the Fatherhood of God. Then comes a
remarkable transition. " Now, therefore, I exhort you,
i£ the name of God, to remember the profession which
you made unto God in your Baptism." No explanation
is thought Decessary for the inevitable connection between
the thought of union with Christ uud the initial Sacranent. " You find that union with Christ is your hope,
•ee then on what conditions that union was first granted
Jw."
i Self- Examination naturally follows, the need of it
kting enforced by the thought of Judgment in the future
M well as Baptism in the past. And the first head of
E-examination is Faith. The Creed brings before us in
«re complete form, that same relation to God which
the object of the first part of the Office. It raises,
m ill with whom we have to deal, the whole subject of
k grounds and development, and application of faith,
pen it no human being whose relation to the full
tholic faith is not a matter which can aud ought to be
itained, and the following questions may serve to mark
fct steps bv which the true position of those committed to
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(1.) Do I believe that there is a, moral sense of right
and wrong, a conscience 1
(2.) That this is the gift of a Personal Goo 1
(3.) That Jksus Christ is the God of my conscience,
the fievealer to me of the Father and the Holy
Ghost 1
(4.) That He has founded the Catholic Church ?
(5.) That in the Church of England I am a member of
that Church ?
It will probably be found in practice that the third of
these questious is that on which the answer to all will
depend, and in most cases of difficulty as to any point of
faith, it will be well to begin by facing the question, What
think ye of Christ 1
Freshness is sometimes given to the profession of faith
by casting it in the form of some simple act, which each
priest will arrange for himself, and which may be supple
mented by acts of Hope aud Love to God. The Love of
God will at once lead to
5. Examination as to Penitence. " Then shall the Minis
ter examine whether he repent him trtdy of his sins." Aud
this will include what is called in the preparation for Holy
Communion (the steps of which are closely parallel to
those of the Visitation Office), the examination of life
and conversation by the rule of God's Commandments.
It must be sufficient here to note the place of this im
portant step in the attainment of Divine Peace, without
going into details, but it may be remarked that an expla
nation of the Commandments without direct interrogation
is often the mo3t helpful way to approach the subject.
With the examination on sin must go the promotion of
contrition. And for this we must return to the Cross.
The great prophecies and the Gospel records of the Passion
will be found to have both obvious aud also ineffable
affinities to the Penitential Psalms. Confession to God
should be taught as a necessary part of penitence before
the question of making it before the priest is raised.
6. Amendment of Life. This is less directly suggested
by the rubric, but will be found to consist largely in that
right relation to our fellow-meu, and to the gifts of God,
which is implied in the examination as to forgiveness
sought and granted, and as to the making of a will and
the declaration of debts, completed by the reference to
almsgiving. Under this head will come reparation and
restitution, avoidance on occasions of sins either from
persons or things, and the forming of a rule of life.
7. Possible need of Special Confession. It is when the
need of contrition and amendment is brought home to the
soul that the need of a judgment from without on the
sincerity of penitence, in the many cases where such need
exists, will first be felt. Nor can the unpopular subject
of confession to a priest be brought before our people in
a more favourable way than when it comes as the neces
sary conclusion of an exercise appointed so clearly by the
Church. The fear that the priest may take the place of
our Lord can hardly be felt when the previous steps of
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the preparation for death have been honestly made good.
In no part of the preparation does its suitability to the
whole as well as the sick appear more clearly than in this.
The whole as well as the sick have to prepare for death,
and it is well for them if their approach to God bring, in
the time of health, that realisation of what sin and peni
tence mean, which is sometimes only quickened by the
nearness of death, and which lead the soul to desire the
judgment of the Church upon its state before God.
The Prayer which follows the A bsolution may fitly be
used even when a special confession is not made, and,
indeed, it is never more valuable than when, as is often
the case, a real desire to be true with God has led to a
more or less near approach to a confession without that
fulness of acknowledgment which would enable absolu
tion to be given. The prayer suggests thoughts which may
well be drawn out in ejaculations and supplemented by
Psalms. Where the Office is used as a whole it will be
completed by Psalm 71 and the double blessing ; and if it
be taken as a scheme for a longer preparation for death,
the position of this Psalm in the Office will fitly suggest
the use of the Psalter to develope before Holy Communion
those dispositions which have already been elicited.
V. STUCKEY S. COLES.
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not be expected that the Report of the Committee would
remain unchallenged, or that the practice which the
Bishops declined to guide and control would cease because
" the report was accepted." Whether the defective argu
ment which it contains is the result of a certain imma
turity of judgment upon {he whole subject and its bear
ings, or whether the historical acquaintance with the
motives which dictated the rubric at the end of the Com
munion Service, and the wording of the Twenty-eighth
Article, became obscured by the apprehensions which the
very idea of " the Reserved Sacrament" is calculated to
excite, we will not venture to decide. We suppose there
are few liturgical scholars who would read the Article in
question " in connection with the direction " which the
rubric gives. The words of the rubric having been in
serted by Bishop Cosin sufficiently disconnects them both
in date and purpose from the Twenty-eighth Article ;
whilst, as Blunt rightly says, the direction " if any remain
of that which was consecrated, it shall not be carried out
of the Church," but be " reverently " consumed—" bears
important testimony as to the opinion held by the Re
visers of 1661 in respect to the effect of Consecration."

The debate, however, has had one good effect—it has
called attention to the subject, which we doubt not will be
more ripe for discussion on some future occasion, and be
dealt with with more considerateness and grasp of its
importance. The letters of Canon Carter, Mr Berdmore
Compton, and Dean Oakley certainly throw more light
upon
the question than is to be found in the debate and
The Easter Services in London and in the country, as
The Dean of Manchester simply affirms that
far as we have been able to gather, have been well attended, report.
"
necessity
has no laws," and that when occasion has re
and the number of communicants in many places higher
than ever. Vast congregations thronged S. Paul's Cathe quired he has carried the Sacrament to the sick, and evi
dral to hear the Easter sermon from Dr Liddon, whilst at dently is quite prepared to do so again. He says, almost
Westminster Abbey the Dean reminded his congregation in the words of our Topic on the question, if the Article
that the Death and Kesurrection of Christ were " two forbids all " carrying about " of the Sacrament, it forbids
inseparable events "—a fact not sufficiently borne in mind. its administration. If the appeal of the English Church is
These are but two links in one chain, two sides of one to antiquity, the Reserved Sacrament for the sick must
become a permitted use. And when, perhaps, the
complex mystery— that of our Redemption.
alarming
visions of " Exposition," " Benediction," and
Little checks in the great movement which is, and has
been, rising like a vast wave throughout the country, have "Processions" have passed away; and instead thereof
no more effect in hindering it than a child's sand-castle on vivid pictures of men in crowded cities dying without
the shore can stop the flow of the incoming tide. The Communion, or of exhausted priests " duplicating" and
Bishop of Liverpool knows full well that nothing can stop " triplicating " in deference to an inflexible rule, stand out
the Church revival, and the little episode at S. Margaret's before the episcopal mind, then, it may be, some way out
will only throw it back for a moment, even in Liverpool, of present difficulties may be devised, and the English
to go forward with a stronger impetus as the result of per Church vindicate her practical character, which certainly
secution. There has been a considerable increase of solemn the debate on Reservation in Convocation cannot be said
ceremonial, and the floral decorations, notwithstanding to have done. If our bishops give an interpretation to a
Rubric and Article which they were never intended to
weather adverse to floriculture, has been very plentiful.
The results of the London Missions' and the Lenten convey, they must not be surprised if those who are
Fast have become manifest in crowded congregations and touched by their decision charge them either with haste
or misconception. The deepest reverence for their office
thronged Altars.
is compatible with unsparing criticism of their public
The question as to Reservation of the Blessed Sacra action when the well-being of the Church is concerned.
ment for the Sick seems to have been raised rather than
settled by the recent debate in Convocation. It could
Without, perhaps, going the entire length of the
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Guardian, and asserting that the question of Disestablish
ment, "for the present generation at least, depends upon
the next election," we yet hold that the way the unknown
factor in politics, the agricultural labourer, will operate
for the first time at the poll, is a matter of immense
importance to the Established .Church. It appears that
Liberationists, from the utterances at the recent meeting in
the Memorial Hall, hope to carry out their ends by a piece
meal process. To attack Established Beligion in Scot
land, then the Church in Wales, and last, but not least, the
Church in England. We do not think Churchmen are half
alive to the momentousness of the approaching crisis. Let
them learn from the enemy. The Liberation Society has
agents in almost every town, and a subscription list which
amounts to about 14,00W. a-year, whilst it never wearies of
issuing pamphlets, arranging lectures, and forcing its
existence and its objects before the public mind in the
pages of newspapers. Its zeal is worthy of a higher
object. Churchmen may learn by imitating it. Let the
subject of " Church Defence " be upon the programme
of «very Ruridecanal and Clerical meeting. Let clergy
men strive to bring the farm labourers together and
explain to them the advantages of an Established Church,
and the way Disendowment would be a violation of the
Eighth Commandment. Let sermons be preached setting
forth the rights and claims of the Church, like those before
ns, which the Eev. G. Arbuthnot delivered in Stratfordon-Avon Church, on " Disestablishment," and which are
published by Messrs Eivington, and are calculated to
enlighten the ignorant about this subject. Let it be made
clear that the policy of Disestablishment is not one of party,
but that Conservatives and Liberals who are Churchmen
are equally opposed to it. Political differences should be
put aside in the presence of a religious question of national
importance. If Disestablishment becomes " a plank in
the Liberal platform," Churchmen will then know under
what party to rally.
But at present it is a matter
independent of politics, and had better be kept so.
Mr Hugh Mason is considerate, it has been said, in
comparison with other Church spoliators, for he is willing
that the Church should not go forth empty, but secure
to herself the property which she has acquired during
the last half-century. This would be what the generosity
and devotion of the Oxford Movement had brought into
the coffers of the English Church, for that movement is
just over fifty years old. Mr Mason may be more generous
than other leaders of Liberationist thought, but it is only
the liberality of the man who takes away sixpence instead
of the ninepence which another demands out of the
shilling you have in your pocket. He may be less grasp
ing than Mr Peddie or Mr Illingworth, but the proposals
of these Liberationiste, as to the division of the spoil, must
lead Churchmen to say with David, "let us now fall into the
hand of the Lord, for His mercies are great, and let me
not fall into the hand of man."
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Rome in tbe miii. ano rir. Centuries.
Home : Its Princes, Priests, and People (La Corte e la
Societa Romana nei xviii. e xix. secoli.) By Fanny
Maclaughlin. London : Elliot Stock. 1885.
Signor David Silvagni's most amusing and curious book,
on the Court and Society of Borne during last century and
the beginning of this, has been well translated by Miss
Maclaughlin. The translation is as easy as if the book
had originally been written in our tongue. Signor Silvagni, knowing intimately from childhood the people and
their habits, and the events that have taken place in the
city, has been aided by the diaries and memoirs of the Abbe
Benedetti, Cardinals Consalvi and Pacca. The result is a
work of gossiping, sometimes scandalous interest. We are
given aminute photograph of theold Papal Court, at present
a mere wreck, of the splendour of the old aristocracy, and
of the general mismanagement by the Papal Government
of all it touched. This most entertaining book to any one
who likes to look into the past begins with the Conclave
that elected Ganganelli (Clement XIV.),who suppressed the
Jesuits, and was poisoned by them for so doing. A full
account is given of all the intrigues in the Conclave, and
the grounds for belief that the Pope was murdered.
During the Conclave, the meals of the Cardinals were
carried to them in state from their own palaces, in their
splendid carriages, surrounded by livery servants, in
closed and sealed cases covered with silk and brocade.
The corruption was so general when Clement XIV. be
came Pope, that his virtues and reforms gave offence to
the people. " It might have been imagined that such a
man as Clement would speedily have become popular, but,
on the contrary, his very virtues were counted to his dis
advantage, and the simple, quiet, well-meaning Pope
passed for a sordid and avaricious monk, and was as much
detested by the people as his pious predecessor, Adrian, had
been. Clement, in fact, had no one's good word. The
Romans, accustomed for centuries to spectacles, aud en
tertainment, and largesses ; the clergy, used to pomp and
extortion ; and the nobility, expecting to be treated as
equals, and to be kept amused, all made common cause
against the worthy Pontiff, and with the exception of a
few obscure priests, and a handful of good and enlight
ened Christian men, joined the Jesuits in calumniating,
reviling, and threatening him. His very first acts as Pope
gave grave offence. Struck by the utter want of security
to person and property in Rome, he did away with the
rights of asylum, and other such immunities and
privileges, behind which evil-doers and assassins gladly
sheltered themselves.
He dismissed Torrigiani who
favoured the Jesuits, and made Pallavicini Secretary of
State, and he discontinued the reading of the bull ' In
Ccena Domini ' in the Vatican on Holy Thursdays (Miss
Maclaughlin means Maunday Thursday— Holy Thursday
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is Ascension Bay), a bull full of outrageous pretensions
and wild paradoxes, framed to support the rights of the
Romish Church, and threatening with excommunication
anyone who should dare infringe them, or touch any eccle
siastical property."
At p. 125, the translator makes a grotesque blunder.
She says " The Feast of the Annunciation fell this year
(1774) on the 25th March." We should like to know in
what year the 25th March is not Lady Day. On this day
Clement fell ill. " On rising from table, he was seized
with giddiness and violent vomiting, which ended in
frequent fainting fits. When he recovered from these, he
became feverish and convulsed, while his throat was
parched, and his whole person was attacked with shiver
ing." He did not, however, die till Sept. 22nd. (Signor
Silvagni gives a wrong date, or his translator. " He re
covered his reason on 30th September. . . . and died
two days afterwards.") His sufferings were dreadful, and
from the description it would seem that slow poison in
small quantities had been continually administered to
him.
Signor Silvagni gives a most interesting account of the
Btate of Rome when the French Republican Government
was set up, and of the murder of Ouphot, which led to
the chastisement of Rome by the Republican troops. The
internal history of the city is carried on to the restoration
of Pius VII. in 1814.
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under the old regime—" When they reached the age of
eight or ten, boys were sent to seminaries, girls to con
vents. The former returned home full of the insolence of
young priests, the latter submissive, broken-spirited, and
ignorant of everything in the world. Boys who were
not made priests became, at any rate, Abbes ; and if the
girls were not shut up in convents, they led an almost
monastic life at home, or, in gratitude for restored health,
in acknowledgment of some special blessing, or in conse
quence of vows made to the Madonna, they devoted them
selves to her service ; that is to say, they dressed in black,
with fluttering ribbons of azure or red.
In society,
youths and maidens were stiff and uneasy. The men
played and sang and danced, and managed to enjoy them
selves ; but women, and above all, girls, were forbidden
to do any of the three. . . . Yet, in spite of all the
evils of such an existence, there were wise mothers, and
good fathers, and innocent children, and dutiful sons to be
found ; and notwithstanding the system of despotism and
superstition which so generally prevailed, many a family
lived together on such terms of mutual affection and
confidence as only worthy parents could have inspired."
One amusing instance of filial submission is given :
"On one occasion, Donna Cristina ordered her unfortunate
daughter-in-law, the Princess Maria of Savoia Carignano, to
wait in the portico of the palace while she returned to her room
to fetch a jewelled fan she had forgotten. The ladios were on
their way to a grand ball at the Doria Palace. It was a very
stormy evening, and noticing how the young bride's light dress
was blown about, Count Garulli asked whether she would not get
into the carriage, and await his aunt there. ' 0 1 Signor Count,'
she answered, ' how could I possibly do such a thing as get into
the carriage before mamma?' 'At any rate,' said the Count,
'permit me to conduct you back into the hall.' ' No,' replied the
Princess, ' Mamma ordered me to await her here, and I must not
move!'"
We may notice a few errors. Pp. 80 and 93, the Coun
cil of Vienne in Gaul is called the Council of Vienna.
P. 96, Falckenstein is written Faltkenstein ; p. 176, Kaunitz is called Qaunitz. In Vol. ii. p. 187, Pfeiffer is written
Phifer, and p. 188, Kauffmann is made Raufftnann.
Franz Xavier, son of Frederich Augustus II. of Saxony,
is Italianised into Prince Saverio, and p. 57, Augsburg is
converted into Augsberg.

This history of some of the most eventful years in the
history of Europe is the thread that runs through the
two volumes. On this thread are hung illustrations of
life in that period, full of interest. The history of the
origin of the great princely families is given, and sketches
of the lives of their representatives in the period described.
The magnificent Torlonia family springs from an old
Giovanni Torlonia, a linen-draper, born in 175,4, who
wormed himself into the good graces of Pius VI. and. Pius
VII., and became a banker. The second French occupa
tion was due in part to the intrigues of the Torlonias,
especially Madame Torlonia, who was snubbed by the old
Roman aristocracy.
" The Torlonia had bought the
dukedom of Bracciano from the Odeschalchi, and were
rapidly rising in consequence. But Madame Anna Maria
Torlonia was determined to become a real Roman princess.
She detested Cardinal Consalvi, who openly slighted her
for ladies belonging to the old nobility, and would not
bow to the rising sun ; while her husband hated him even
more, because he had never been able to obtain from the
Cardinal any official employment. ' But we will make Ax Historical Account of the Scottish Communion
Office, and of the Communion Office of the Protestant
him dance yet,' said Madame Torlonia one evening at a
Episcopal Church of the United States of America :
reception at Prince Chigi's, 'and we will turn all his
With Liturgical Notes, to which is added a Reprint in
creatures head over heels in the scramble.' " She succeeded
Reduced Facsimile of the Edition of the Scottish Office
in getting the only able man to direct affairs in a time
of 1764 ; and also Reprints of the American Communion
Office, the Scottish Office of 1637, and the Non
full of danger turned out of power, and the feeble Casoni
jurors' Office (1718). By John Dowden, D.D., Principal
appointed in his room, by allying herself to the party of
and Pantonian Professor of Theolosiy, Theological
Buonaparte.
College of the Episcopal Church in Scotland, and Canon
The author says of the mode of education of children
of the Cathedral Church of S. Mary, Edinburgh. Edin

Professor DotoDen on the ^cottisb
Communion ©ffitce.
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burgh : R. Grant and Son, 107 Princes-street. London :
Parker and Co. New York : T. Whittaker. 1884.
Pp. 346.
We Lave in this important work one of the many
proofs which hav.e come before us of late years, of the
remarkable revival that ia going on iu the Bister Church
of Scotland.
More than anything in her formularies
or history, the Scottish Communion Office lias prevented the
Church which was so happy as to possess it from being a
pale and ineffective copy of the Church of England. Her f
most faithful sons have always clung to the use of it, even
in troublous times, both from the patriotic feeling which
maintained a National Use, and the higher instinct of
Catholicity which recognised in it a Liturgy in close ac
cordance with primitive and (Ecumenical precedents. It
was natural then that when the Scottish Church began to
emerge from that state of mortal weakness in which she
remained but "the shadow of a shade," as compared to a
dominant and intolerant Ptesbyterianism, she should
betake herself to the study of this liturgical treasure
which she h.is the privilege to possess, and should consider
as to the revival of its use. We cannot wonder that, by
those who admire and love the Scottish Office as it
deserves, the legislation of the Synod of 1863,* which, as
Dr D iwdrx complains hardly too strongly, " dishonoured
and degraded the Office," should be felt as " very painful."
" Will it be believed by strangers," he continues, " that
from every dignified and stately function of the Church's
worship on such occasions as the Consecration of Bishops,
the Ordering of Priests and Deacons, the gathering of the
Clergy or of the Bishops at Synods, Diocesan, Episcopal
and General, the Scottish Communion Office is now abso
lutely excluded ? How long will Churchmen tolerate the
injustice that refuses permission to the Bishop and Clergy
of a diocese assembling for the solemn celebration of the
Eucharist on the occasion of the annual Synod to join,
should they prefer it, in the primitive forms of devotion
supplied by the Scottish Bite?" (Page 23.) And on
another page he replies by anticipation to his own ques
tion, that this " ignominious position. . . . will not
be much longer tolerated."
We must regard Dr Dowdbs's book then as not merely
an excursus on a matter of antiquarian or ecclesiastical
interest, but distinctly as a rallying cry to what we may
call the national party in the Scottish Church, and
W a sign of a movement going on to take action
upon the matter of their Communion Office, and
that in the direction of the reversal of the almost
> This Synod, if we recollect rightly (but Dr Dowden does not
explain 1)1* and his friends' grievance), while permitting the use of the
Scottish Office )n a certain number of churches where It was then
actually said, prohibited its introduction Into any others thereafter.
eV> that the National Offiae is absolutely shut out from all the new
cbarrlirs and missions into wtilcli the reyived life of the Scottish
Church is pouring itself, and 01 which naturally si many are <*ontiaaally being found d. The reason ougiit to be very strong to
jtstify a role so obviously partial and one-sided I
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outlawry of that formulary. Such action is a very serious
thing, because it may lead to one of those disruptions of
the Church by which ecclesiastical history in Scotland has
been already too much marked. Such a crisis ia no doubt
passed through more easily by an unestabliahed Church
than by one in union with the State ; and doubtless also
the times are far more favourable for such a movement
than at the time of the Cheyne trial. Still, if we might
presume to express an opinion, we would counsel the
utmost caution in bringing forward the subject in a formal
way. Furthermore, we would remind Scottish Churckmen of one or two prudential considerations, which ought
not to be overlooked by any who are occupying their
minds with this question.
First, the enormous advantage to the Scottish Church
which a practical identity of Eucharistic Offices with the
English brings with it ; for it enables her posts to be
officered by men in English Orders. We take it that if
not a majority, then a very large minority of the clergy
serving her cures are of southerp Ordination. It is a
great advantage, then, to have this larger area to draw
her ministers from ; an advantage which would probably
be compromised to some extent, if not altogether lost, by
the extensive adoption of another Eucharistic Office, and
consequent destruction of that identity of usage.
Secondly, it is to be borne in mind that this Office,
admirable as it is (and it would hardly be possible to use
top high terms of praise regarding it), has several great
faults. We cannot agree with Dr Dowdek that the words
" that they may become," k. t. a. are not " in fairness open
to the objection sometimes made to them," and it appears
to us that they do, as he thinks it is obvious they do not,
" suggest the notion of a change in the substance of the
Bread and Wine." They at least open the way to Transubstantiation, if they do not actually teach it ; and indeed,
if our memory serves us, this was the ground actually
taken by a distinguished Anglican theologian some years
ago, in some published letters to a Soman Catholic contro
versialist, on a somewhat similar question.
Then our very familiarity with the old Sarum '' Te
igitur, clementissime Pater," must oblige us to regret the
disappearance (most unaccountably) of the " fiat nobis"
from the Scottish Office ; while in the third place, the
Confession and Absolution are " obviously," as Dr Dowden
says, misplaced where they are, and should precede the
words of Institution. Dr Dowdev makes indeed a
gallant defence of these peculiarities of the Scottish Office ;
but we think he will, upon reconsideration, count them
for what, as it seems to us, they are, not beauties but
blemishes.
We must not omit to thank him, however, before we
close, for the learned, pious and orthodox discussion which
he has given in the " Introduction " before us ; while the
care aud industry with which he has striven to settle the
text of the Office is worthy of all praise.
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$$x 31. ©barpe on tfje Jpcopbecj? of
i£>osea.
Notes and Dissertations epon the Prophecy op Hosea.
By JnHs Sharpe, Kectorof Elraley Lovett, late Fellow of
Christ's College, Cambridge. Deighton and Bell. 1884.
The collection of prophetic utterances which bears the
name of " Hoshea Ben Be'cri," and heads the larger one of the
Minor Prophets, has not only special (we might almost say
unique') claims on the reverent regard of the Christian theo
logian, but possesses also a peculiar interest for the philologer,
the archaeologist, and the student of Old Hebrew literature
and history.
Even as the Song of Deborah and Barak, the Song of Songs,
the touching histories of Elijah and Elisba, and some other
fragments poetical and historical, seem to stand by themselves
amid other remains of Did Testament literature, with marked
and fascinating characteristics of their own, as products of
the genius of Northern Palestine, so also does this Book of
the Prophet Hosea occupy a similar unique position among
the records of Hebrew prophecy. It is the work of the one
great Prophet of Ephraim whose voice sends forth a swan-like
melody as the "Days of Darkness " are coming on his people,
and whose writings still shed rainbow lights of hope and
promise on the storm-clouds which hang about Israel's fall.
It deserves and would repay a special treatment such as is
attempted, bat not (we must add) satisfactorily accomplished
in the work before us.
Mr Sharpe has published what might be described as a
careful study of the prophet Hosea, and in so describing it
we designate at once its merits and deficiencies.
Its chief merit appears to be this : it gives (though in loose
chaotic fashion) some positive results of a careful survey of
a very obscure and difficult portion of the Prophetic Word.
The notes appended to the conscientious and accurate, but
somewhat inelegant renderings of the original appear to
indicate on the writer's part a considerable acquaintance with
the diction and idioms of Hebrew Scripture. Each chapter
and section of the Prophet's Book is carefully analysed and
introduced by an elaborate paraphrase or argument. The
same conscientious care and diligence is characteristic also of
the preliminary Dissertations, which are well worth reading.
The work at the same time has serious deficiencies. It is
far too much of a mere " study ;" the results of inquiry in the
writer's own mind are imperfectly presented to the minds of
his readers. An ordinary student who takes this book in
hand for guidance in the study of the Hebrew Prophet will
often, we imagine, be somewhat puzzled to make out the point
at which the expositor is driving. Arguments are lavished
which he will hardly understand, while information he re
quires may be frequently denied him.
Take, for instance, the following sentence from the First
Dissertation—on ilie Life and Writings of Hosea : " We cannot
affirm that he " (the prophet) " ' betrays his birth by express
words,' viz., In the House of Israel 1 saw (vi. 10). In the day of
our King (vii. 6)." From whence is the quotation—betrays his
birth, &c, taken, and what is the bearing of these texts upon it?
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Some interesting questions, both historic and chronological,
connected with Bosea's time and writings are loosely
and very imperfectly handled. Ewald's 'Prophets' and
Rawlinson's ' Manual ' are surely somewhat antiquated
authorities when appealed to on points of this nature. Mr
Sharpe, indeed, knows that important information may now be
gleaned on points of chronology from the Assyrian monumenta,
but ignores it when it might have proved most useful ; and
stems quite unaware how seriously it discredits the Usserian
Chronology of the eighth and ninth centuries before our era—
Ussher assigning to Ahab's death a date nearly fifty yean
apart from that established now by the monuments.
The second Dissertation, entitled " Gomer, " is devoted to
a proof (now hardly needed) that cc 1-3 of Hosea contain
a real history. The argument is somewhat drily conducted,
but leads to what seems to be the right conclusion.
The third Dissertation —on ihe Religion of Israel—contains
an elaborate Review of the evidence borne on this point by
Hosea, Amos, and the historical Books of Kings and Chroni
cles. The conclusion satisfactorily arrived at is, (1) that the
calf- worship of Dan and Bethel was not in any sense a Wor
ship of Jehovah—but was (2) on the other hand supposed to be
derived from the ancient Patriarchal Worship of El Sbaddai.
The fourth Dissertation is—"n the Ten Tribes and the Rnlftribe of Manasseh. It contains some historical notes and con
jectures which seem of considerable interest and value.
The same may be said of the fifth and last of these Disser
tations—on Hosea and the Canon. It collects and carefully
emphatisises his testimony to the genuineness (especially) of
Genesis and Deuteronomy.
The book is beautifully printed, but deficient in headings,
side-notes and indices.
One more fault we have to find— a fault too common in
English writers on similar subjects. Mr Sharpe refers to the
Jewish Commentators, and also to such Dutch and German
works as have been translated into English. He occasionally
also mentions Dr Pusey ; but has nothing, it seems, to say
of the best and most elaborate English exposition of Hosea—
Prebendary Huxtable's in the Speaker's Commentary—with
which he surely must have been acquainted.

8@r Crake's J13eto Cales.
Evanus : a Tale of the Days of Constantine the Great. By
the Hev. A. D. Crake. Oxford and London : Mowbray
and Co. A New Edition. 1884.
The Victor's Laurel : a Tale of the Tenth Persecution.
By the Rev. A. 1). Crake. Oxford and London : Mowbray
and Co. 1884.
Mr Crake has taken and holds a leading place as a writer of
stories of Church History. His ' Three Chronicles of JSscendune,' the 'Camp on the Severn,' 'JEmilius,' and others are
already favourites with children. Stories from Church His
tory are the best sort of story for the young ; they carry them
back to the past, teach something of the antiquity of the
Church, and help them to pick up a few facts of historical value.
Dr Neale was facile princeps in this line, and we look back to
his admirable stories ns the delight of our boyhood. Charming
as is Dr Wiseman's 'Fabioln,' we never thought that it
possessed the merits of a tale of Dr Neale's. It lacked the
freshness and the swing of the latter author. To our mind
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Jfeale's 'Stories of the Crusaders,' ' Duchenier,' 'The Exiles of
the Cevenna,' 'The Farm of Apionga,' and above all, 'The
Egyptian Wanderers,' are inimitable. Dr Neale had not
much insight into character, but he could tell a story with
admirable spirit, and throw into it snch touches of life, so
much observation of nature, that they were vivid in the
picture they presented to the imagination. We reckon him
for elasticity, freshness, and originality with a writer of quite
another sort, De la Motte Fouque". Mr Crake is not by any
means the equal of Dr Neale ; he has not his exuberant ima
gination, his graphic power, and his keen appreciation of
nature ; still he can write a very good story, which children
enjoy; his tales are certainly better than those dull volumes in
brown and green which were issued by Messrs Parker in their
series of 'Church History Tales,' and which formed so heavy
a contrast to the blue and orange volumes of Dr Neale. The
bine were certainly his, 'The Lily of Tiflis,' ' The Lazar
House of Lerus,' 'The Exiles of the Cevenna,1 and we can
hardly doubt that the admirable ' Quay of the Dioscuri' was
also by his pen, though issued in an orange cover.
We are disposed to demur to Mr Crake's adoption of S.
Helena in 'Evanus' as a lady of British birth; and there is
lomething andacious in his reference to Geoffrey of Monmouth
u his authority. Mr Crake gives Helena a villa at Dorchester,
in Oxfordshire. He says " she was known as a British lady
of rank, born at Colchester, then known as Camalodunum,
who had married Constantius, before he attained the title
of Augustus, and had become the mother of Constant ine." It
ji well to see what grounds there are for this fable— it is
nothing but a fable. The whole romance took its rise from an
expression of Eumenius the Rhetorician, a contemporary of
Constantine, who says, " O fortunate Britain, more happy than
all lands, in which first Constantine was seen made Caesar;"
and another panegyrist exclaimed, "Thy father Constantius
delivered Britain from slavery, thou, however, hast made it
illustrious by arising there." It is clear that these passages
mean no more than that Constantine was proclaimed Caesar
there. Not till the middle of the eleventh century, over seven
hundred years after the death of Helena, did the story crop
up that she was the daughter of Coel, King of the Iceni, born
at Colchester. There is absolutely no evidence earlier than
the Chronicle of Mont S. Michel, in 1056. There is, how
ever, abundant negative evidence. Constantius Chlorus
divorced Helena in 286, and he did not visit Britain till ten years
toter, in 296. Moreover, Constantine changed the name of
Drepanum, on the Gulf of Nicomedia, to Helenopolis, be
came it was the birth-place of his mother. She, moreover,
»u not of even noble birth. Kurropius. a contemporary, says
that Constantine was the son of Constantius by an " obscure
marriage," and S. Ambrose tells us she was a " hostleress,"
whom Goo raised from the dung-heap to the kingdom. King
Coel is not altogether a fabulous character; he was, however, not
Kingof the Iceni, but of the country now called Kyle in Ayrshire.
He was the grandfather of Cunedda, about whom Welsh tra
dition has much to say. Cynan Meiriadog, Prince of North
Wiles, had a sister Elen, who married Maximus, who was
proclaimed Emperor in Britain, in 383, and who was killed in
Ssi It is possible that this may have helped on the myth of
S. Helena being a British Princess. But we think that it is
cot impossible that the story may have arisen in the eleventh
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century out of a confusion between Constantine the Emperor,
and S. Constantine the Scoto-Cornish Saint. This latter Con
stantine was born in Britain, he was perhaps the son of Max
imus and Elen, grand-daughter of Coel. According to one of
the Welsh Triads, Maximus had by Elen a son named Cystennyn or Constantine, who may be or may not be the Saint.
The Saint we know was of the family descended from Coel on
the female line. He was Prince of Cornwall and Devon, and
he resigned his crown and became a monk in Scotland.
Churches in Devon, Cornwall, and Scotland are dedicated to
him. We know one such church where, quite recently, an
inscription "In hoc signo viuces " has been set up as appro
priate to Constantine, the rector supposing his church was
dedicated to the Emperor. Precisely a similar error may
have been made by the mediaeval chroniclers of the eleventh
century.
Mr Crake Is very confident about the Druids, and their con
nection with cromlechs ; but he ought to know that among
scientific archaeologists, this theory is abandoned ; the so-called
" Druidical remains" are now classed as "Prehistoric"
antiquities, and are believed to have been erected by the
Ivernian race, a dark race, probably akin to the Basque, which
covered the British Isles before the fair-haired Kelt, in the two
successive waves of Goidels and Brythons, swept over them.
It is quite a mistake to suppose that the Kelt was dark, the
dark hair and sallow complexion came from the earlier, subju
gated race, which is so largely represented in Ireland, but of
which only traces remain in Wales and Cornwall.
We think it a pity that Mr Crake should not keep up to the
mark in historical and archaeological matters, and not help to
mislead his young readers. It is true that these are not of
much moment, still it is a mistake, in a work of fiction, to ex
hibit want of acquaintance with the discoveries of modern
research. The story of ' The Victor's Laurel ' is based on
the fairly authentic acts of the Martyrdom of S. Artemas.
The acts give no clue to the date of the martyrdom, and Mr
Crake was quite justified accordingly in assuming any he liked
consistent with the facts. The story is well told.
The Church's Holt Year. Hymns and Poems for all the
Sundays and Holy Days of the Church. By the Kev. A. C.
Kichinos, M. A., Vicar of Boxmoor.
Parker and Co.,
Oxlord ; and 6 Southampton-street, Strand, London. W.
H. Viney, Boxmoor. 1885. Pp. 268.
It is a pleasure to meet with a volume of such religious
poetry as that before us. While it reminds the reader in
some degree of the 'Christian Year,' it is no mere pale copy
of that treasured volume, but has its own special character
istics, as is the case with every real poet, however high or
lowly, who has place in the hierarchy of singers. If we should
attempt to describe Mr Richings' poems in a single word, we
might call it familiar verse : poetry
" Not too bright nor eood
For human nature's daily food ; "
that is, suited for continual perusal, by being not so far removed
in its subjects, the character of its diction, and the line of the
writer's thought, from the experience and the sympathies of
the majority of Churchmen, as to prevent their entering into
and appreciating it. In a word, it is the poetry of the many
rather than of the few ; and we imagine that this kind of
volume was what the writer intended to produce. A duplicate
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' Christian Year ' would have been superfluous.
supplement, not a rival, to the earlier volume.

This is a

Let us give here a brief specimen, from the poem for ths
Eighteenth Sunday after Trinity (S. Matt. xxii. 37-89, Gospel
for the Day) :
" U Love Divine ! with outstretched arms
So bourn 1 1 ul and yet to free f
How can we hope thy depths to sound,
Which even angels oannot see I
" High spots there are in distant lands,
Which mortal feet have never trod ;
loe-bound for ever by that hand,
Which la the hand of our ^reat God ;
And thou art like some mountain peak
Coucealed by clouda in yonder sky ;
Bidding the traveller be content
With upward looks to feast his eye ;
And wait in patience for the hour.
When sunny rays shall chase the cloud,
Now overhanging: for a while
The distant scene like some dark shroud.
" And Gcd's ;jroat love will ere 1007 give.
Far brighter visions to tie soul ;
As when the mist forsakes the hill,
A clearer light reveals the whole,
And lovely tints ot varied hue
Lend newborn charms to everything.
Until the sun withdraws his rays,
And night unfolds her sable wing.11
First Word* in Australia. By Alfred Barrt, D.D.,
D.C.L., Lord Bishop of Sydney, Metropolitan of New
South Wales, ami Primate of Australia and Tasmania.
London : Macmillan and Co. Pp.207. 1884.
These ' First Words ' are Sermons which were preached by
Bishop Barry during the first two months after his arrival in
Australia.
The text of the opening Sermon, which was
delivered at the "Welcome Service" in Adelaide Cathedral,
was aptly chosen — " He thanked Gud and took courage."
We can read between the lines the complex feelings of the
preacher, at the cost of separation from old friends and surronndings in the past, and of eager hope and brightness in
taking up new and arduous work for the future. After the
introductory discourse, Dr Barry follows in the other sermons
the course of the Church's Year, dwelling on the Passion,
Resurrection, and Ascension of Christ.
These discourses
are marked by earnestness and a spirit of faith, but a more
distinct assertion of sacramental doctrine is a want in them.
There are some passages which betray a confusion of thought
too. Thus, in a sermon on Easter Eve, the author says " there is
no falser distinction than that between venial (or pardonable)
and deadly sin.
Every sin, thank God, is venial to the
penitent." Whoever denied that it was so ! If we did not
know that Dr Barry could not be guilty of such a thing, we
should have said that there was something of insincerity in this
passage. And further on, in the same discourse, he himself
denies the Draconion view that all sins are equal and there
fore punishable by eternal death. The distinction between
greater and lesser sins is one which even common sense
demands. Who could assert that a permitted wandering in
prayer separates the s ml from God, as a gross sin of drunken
ness or fornication certainly does. Our own Litany preserves
the distinction between "deadly sin," and "the deceits" of
the world, &c.
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Again, we do not think that Bishop Barry brings out
with sufficient clearness that the differences between the
Catholic Church, and those fragmentary forms of Christ
ianity which float around her, are vital.
What is the
use of telling people about Wesley's dream, and that the
differences on this side of the grave will melt away hereafter?
Surely, the point to insist upon is that the Church has some
thing to give which the sects do not possess. " Comprehen
siveness" is not a glory when it blurs the lines of truth in
order to seem generous and wide-minded. Altogether, except
npon three or four cardinal truths, Bishop Barry's doctrinal
statements are too general, and the application of them has
the same fault. At the same time, the hopeful and manly
style in which he writes, and the nobleness of the sacrifice
which the acceptance of his present high position involved,
demand not only our recognition but admiration.
The Doctrine of Retribution Philosophically Considered.
By William Jackson, M.A., F.S.A., F.R.A.S., formerly
Fellow of Worcester College.
London : H odder ana
Stoughton. Third Edition. Pp. 355. 1885.
We are glad to see Mr Jackson's Bampton Lectures, which
were delivered before the University in 1875, have reached a
third edition. The only point to call attention to in the
present volume is " an additional preface," from which we gain
the information that the author acquired his taste for Natural
Theology, and learnt " that Geometry is the best preparation
for Philosophy and Natural Religion for Revealed Religion,"
from the father of the present Archbishop of Canterbury,
"Edward White Benson," tn whose "cherished memory"
he dedicates this work. The 'Doctrine of Retribution' is t
stiff book to master, but well worth the pains.
Notes on the Angels. Edited by a Priest. London: J.
Masters and Co. Pp. 58. 1885.
This is a charming little book. Its contents are based on the
teaching of S. Thomas. But the most wonderful book on the
Angels, from which Aquinas drew his conclusions, is that
which was written by Dionysius, who, if not, as some believe,
the disciple of S. Paul, was at least a very early writer. His
work on the "Hierarchy of Angels" contains not only their
names and relative positions in nearness to the Throne of God,
but their organisation into a Perfect Society, each order higher
than the other, not only taking in from those above them
the rays of light and love which stream from God, but giving
them out to those beneath, who mediately receive their
illuminations. In these " Notes " the nature, creation, orders,
symbols, appearances, names and ministries of the Holy
Angels are all treated, and texts of Holy Scripture in every
case added.
The Lesser Hours of the Day. A new Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. London : A. R. Mowbray and Co. Pp.
120.
We need only call attention to the new edition of this little
manual compiled by Rev. A. D. Crake—excellent either for
private use or for Family Prayer.
The Prophets of the Old Testament. By M. D. 13.
London : Nisbet and Co. 1884. Pp.347. Price 5s.
This volume is a stepping-stone to the study of prophecy,
and may be regarded as an attempt to interest elder children
I in the history of ihe Prophets, and to open before them »
new pathway in Biblical knowledge at a time in their lives
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: when the oft-repeated stories of the Old Testament may seem, made against his preaching by the Consistory at Toulouse,
in some instances, to have lost their charm. The writer's under whose authority he seems to have been while settled at
. idea its good one, and she has been successful in its execution. Lyons, and which were ended by his "deposition," sanctioned
. She would, however, have added greatly to the merits of the by the Minister of State.
book had the young people been shown that the Church is the
So far, however, as we can gather from this somewhat
inheritor of the blessings promised to Israel, and that it is in colourless record, M. Adolphe Monod lived a life of strenuous
the history of the Church that we must look for much of the pastoral exertion, embodying much more of the sympathetic
fulfilment of prophecy.
and experimental grasp of religious truths than had been
usual in his denomination. Some of his works, we believe,
A SltOHT HlSTORT OP THE EPISCOPAL CntrttCH IN THE UnITPD
Statss. By the Rev. VV. Benham, B.D., F.R.8. With a are not unknown in England ; and there is much clearness and
Portrait of Bishop Seabury.
London : Griffith, Farran, directness of grasp in his treatment of religious questions, as
Okeden and Welsh. New York: E. P. Dutton and Co. 1884. evidenced in the Appendix of his letters to various corre
Pp. 148.
spondents.
Within the short limits of this book is condensed a history
In fine, the work, though not in any sense a complete picture
foil of stirring events of deep importance, not only to America of its subject, may serve as a useful introduction to the longer
bat to the whole Catholic Church. Mr Benham has strung
French memoir.
together in a happy manner the salient points of the story of
Man's
Depabtdre and thb Invisible World: A Collection
Episcopacy in the West, and sketched, in a few bright humorof Opinions and Facts. By G. H. H. Olifhant-Ferguson.
: Ms words, the characteristics of the principal actors in its
Second Edition.
London : James Nisbet and Co., 21
tnccessive incidents. To any one desirous of obtaining a comBerners-street. 1885. Pp. 240. Price 8s. 6d.
prehensive view of the past history and present status of the
Mankind always have felt, and always will feel, an inextin
American Church, we most heartily commend this book. It guishable curiosity and interest in death and the attendant
tarns our hearts not only by reviving the memory of holy circumstances of the last solemn act of this mortal life. This
utd jealous men of old, but by a feeling of admiration for abundantly accounts for a compilation like this little volume
^etrne English pluck with. which the "child of our old age" being in its second edit ion. It is piously written, in an orthodox
• girding herself to the work that lies before her in the great and truly Christian spirit, and we can recommend it as a
fcpnblic across the ocean.
repertoire of facts and opinions upon its deeply interesting
3on»mhateb Kforeatjon. By the Bev. Ernest Bots, M. A. subject.
London : Nisbet and Co. Pp. 128. Price Is. 1884.
This book contains much that is wise and good, showing the
teed for and the nature of true Becreation. On the question
>f lawful amusements the author's views seem tout somewhat
werstrained, as for instance his ntter condemnation of the
*i|re, which he regards as one of " Satan's most successful
toal-traps," and a " sink of corruption and vice wholly beyond
recovery."
Lira akd Litters op Adolphe Monod, Pastor of the Re
formed Church of France.
By one of his Daughters.
Aothorised Translation. Abridged from the Original.
London; James Nisbet and Co., 21 Berners-strect. 1885.
Pp. 387.
"The reader must not expect," we are told in the Preface
of this volume, "in the following pages a biography properly
•o called." The reason given is " that Adolphe Monod him*lf, daring his last illness, requested those around him not to
■nte one." We can only express our surprise that such a
*i»h ibould not have been religiously respected, at all events
°J M. Monod's own near relatives. To call the work merely
'•one recollections of his life" can in no way alter the view
»bich * reader must take of it. But, in fact, this particular
instance is only, unfortunately, representative of the practice
°f ogr times; and the certainty that one's life will be written
*dn* talent, after one's death, if the enterprise be at all
htely to bepro6table, has, it has been not untruly said, added
1 lew terror to the dying-bed.
The memoir before us is somewhat thin, and the reader
»o«Ui find it somewhat difficult to gather from its pages alone
■bat manner <if man M. Adolphe Monod really was. Inwienii are indicated rather than described.
We cannot
lubar, (or instance, what was the precise nature of the charges

Family Feats ; or, The Old Home. By Mrs Rroinalb Bray.
London i Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh.
A charming gift-book for girls. The free, healthy life at
the old manor-house in the heart of the country of a large
family, mostly of girls (the boys are naturally away at school),
who have innumerable pets of different kinds, diversified
exercises and games, and of whom the different tastes and
dispositions interact in various ways, and occasion from time
to time amusing tableaux. The book is that valuable thing—
a thoroughly natural, interesting, and yet elevating transcript
of child-life.
Footprints ! Nature Seen on Its Human Side. By Sarah
Tttler. With One Hundred and Twenty-five Illustrations.
Third Edition. London: T. Fisher Unwin. 1885. Pp.
28J.
A book already in its third edition has, of course, made its
mark, and we need only mention the appearance of it in the
present very elegant and appropriate binding. To a boy with
a taste for natnral history the book would be as full of wel
come instruction as of amusing employment for holiday time.
The Maoic Flctb. By M. Linskili.. With Illustrations
by F. Dadd. London : Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge.
This book is fancifully named, nor has the name much to do
y>\ih the story, which is that of a boy of respectable parent
age who is accidentally lost in infancy, and the woman who
had abducted him dying suddenly, the baby is brought up as
a foundling by people in humble circumstances. In due time
he works his way upwards to some degree of fame and for
tune : but nothing is less likely than his being adopted by a
rich country gentleman —as a reward for the service rendered
in saving his daughter from a runaway horse, —and *he scene
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in which his mother recognises him again seems deficient in
foundation and verisimilitude.
John Abbott's Stock and Share Almanack fob 1885. A
Manual for Investors and Speculators. Sixth Year of
Issue. London : John Abbott and Co. Pp. 319.
To transcribe the title-page of this "Manual" is probably
as much as our readers will expect us to do. We are not
learned in the art and mystery of " options " " put and call "
and the other names of the Stock Exchange game. Non hmc
in fadera venu
Musings in Faith and other Poems. By Joseph Lloyd
Brerkton. Cambridge : Macmillan and Bowes.
1885.
Pp. 148.
These poems flow with even harmony, and are full of deep
thought and earnest teaching. From so much that is worthy
of praise it is difficult to select the best as a specimen. We
particularly like the title-piece and "Musings in Charity."
Some of the miscellaneous poems are strong and pithy. The
following is addressed to a Materialist :
" What is matter ? Force comprest ;
Motive energy at rest
What is mind ? That force set free,
Conscious of its energy.
What is Man ? Both mind and matter,
For he thirds himself the latter."
Poems. Bv Edward Henry Noel. London : Elliot Stock.
1884. Pp. 236.
If the judgment that decided on the publication of this volume
had limited the pages to 130, the whole would have gained in
strength. Some of the "Thoughts in Later Years " contain
passages of beauty. The writer had evidently a true appre
ciation of Nature, and she taught him, as she teaches all
earnest seekers, many lessons of faith.
Mythology, Greek and Roman, translated from the German
of Friedrich Nosselt, by Mrs A. W. Hall.
London :
Kirby and Endean. 1885.
Some good handbook of the stories of the Greek gods and
goddesses, and of the heroes, has been wanted for a consider
able time; Lempriere was too full of the obscenities which
are mixed up with classical mythology, and Dr Smith's dic
tionary too dry reading for young people. Professor Nosselt's
'Kleine Mythologie der Gricchen and Homer fur hohere
Tochtcr-schulcu ' has gone through nine editions, we believe,
the last two being revisions of the original book by Rector
Kurts. It is in Germany a cheap book, costing only eighteenpence, and we think that Mrs Hall or the publishers have
made a mistake in swelling the translation with extracts from
the poets into a volume of 578 pages, that costs a good many
shillings. These extracts interrupt the thread of the story
and, excellent in themselves, tease the young reader, and give
him a distaste for the book. We should strongly urge their
ruthless excision, and the reduction of the hook thereby to a
smaller size and a less price. Such a volume is needed. The
charming circle of classic mythology deserves to be well known
by our young, and the German authorities in the education of
girls have adopted this book in the Upper Girls' Schools under
State supervision and direction. The best scientific works on
the classic mythologies we know are Preller : ' Griechische
Mythologie,' Maury: 'Religions de lit Greco Antique,' Hartung: 'Religion der Griechen.' An excellent compendium of
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Classic, Scandinavian, Keltic, and Sclavonic Mythologies, in
a word, of the various mythologies of the European nations,
is that of Dr Eckermann, published at Halle, in 1848, which
has not been surpassed by any later works. It well merits
translation. Another work on Mythology in its relation to
Christianity, a work of real originality and vast independent
research, is Dr Sepp's 'Das Heidenthum und dessen Bedentungfur dns Christenthum.' Ratisbon, 1853. Dr Neale
treated in a pretty child's-book of some of the hero, god and
goddess myths, as allegories conveying Christian truths ; but
Dr Sepp's work is of a different nature, he treats of the mytho
logie systems of antiquity as a praparalio evangelica, as leading
by bye-paths, but yet leading to Christ. On the cover of
Mrs Hall's book are the lines
" For this book doth tell
Of a path that leadeth
To a living well."
But when we come to look into the book we do not find that
it answers this promise. It does not treat the old tales as
allegories, or the myths as shadows of what was to comeThere was no need for Mrs Hall to take this line, but it is a
line that may he taken, and which from her text we supposed
she would have taken. This is, indeed, the most wholesome
way in which the old fables may be studied by Christians, but
it is a way very little trodden, indicated by Dr Neale and Dr
Sepp, but not followed.
Professor Nosselt has told the stories well, not with the fresh
charm with which Kingsley related the tales of the Heroes,
but still well, and Mrs Hall's translation is very readable.
We have looked through several of the delightful old tales,
and have derived great pleasure from the easy manner in
which they run on ; our only regret is for the quotations,
which, though satisfactory to older readers, are disliked by
the. young for whom the book is written.
Mamma's Bible Storiks for Her Little Bots and Girls.
Third Series.
Londou : Griffith, Farran, Okeden and
Welsh. Pp. 243.
An admirable little book that very many mothers will be
glad to know of, and will be sure to like.
A specimen of a newly-published and exceedingly pretty
and ingenious Memorial of My Confirmation has been sent
ns by Messrs Skeffington and Son- of which many of our
readers will be glad to hear at this season. It consists of a
folding-card, printed in purple and with red lines, containing
spaces for the name, date, and place of the Confirmation of
the recipient, with the name also of the Bishop administering
the Rite. Below this, similar blanks are placed for particulars
of the First Communion : and the sides are ornamented with
suitable verses of poetry, which must have, we should think,
an edifying influence upon the mind. No part of the Card
has been left unutilised ; for on the back (which is shown
when the Card is folded) there are texts of Scripture
printed at the sides, while the middle is occupied by a dignified
medallion representing in outline Our Lord as the Good Shep
herd, and underneath the familiar words used by the Bishop
in Confirming are adapted to make a prayer for daily use.
Altogether it is but seldom that we have seen, among the
great number of objets depiiK, one of which the intention has
been so carefully thought out and appropriately executed.
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The price is so low (only one penny), that we should hope
the Card would be used in large numbers to present to the
newly-confirmed.

IRecent Sermons anD ipampfrlets.
We are glad to have to notice a re-issue of the Botnb Hill
Tracts (Masters and Co. ), by the Rev. W. Gresley. They
are marked by the manly, outspoken common sense of their
revered author, who in his day did more than any of his
contemporaries to uphold the sober character of the English
Churchman. They would bo useful in Mission-work, and
might well supplement Mr T. Archibald White's tractate on
Ins Taldb of a Mission (same Publishers), which is a true
and not at all exaggerated account of the objects and conduct
of such efforts.—"A Doctor of Medicine" would prevent
poTerty, war, and pestilence by the introduction of State
MsASDgrs (London: Trnelove), for limiting the size of
families, for founding a supreme and irresistible authority by
which all national differences would be adjusted, and for
extirpating contagious diseases by compulsory isolation. The
last portion of the pamphlet, which is three-fourths of the
whole, is useful ; of the others, one suggestion is unchristian,
and the other impracticable. —Another panacea for some of
onr national evils is presented by "The Alderfirst of Ababrelton" (whatever that may mean !), who in a pamphlet called
Britassia Magna (London : Wyman and Sons) opines that
he can effect the unification of England and her possessions
by altering time-honoured names, entitling the Queen "Her
Magnitial Majesty the Over- Queen," the Upper House of
Parliament "The Supremate," and delegates from the
Commons, "Peerlets." It is sad twaddle. —We are not fond
of political sermons, but if any of our readers have a taste for
good old-fashioned, rabid Protestantism, they may read the
Rev. Joseph McCaul's effusion. For God and tub Queen
(London : Hatchards), which in regard to dynamite outrages
calls for the restoration of the Gunpowder Plot Service.—The
Rev. John James, who is careful to inform his readers that he
has been incumbent of five parishes, writes a paper On Inter
communion (London : Bemrose and Sons), in which he pleads
for alliance, not only with the great Eastern and Western
branches of the Catholic Church, but also with Presbyterians,
Wesleyans, and Independents, whom he considers " integral
farts of Christ's body." His notion is as lax as it is Utopian.
—Dean Bickerateth has published a Lecture delivered by him
on the well-worn subject of Tbe Revised Version op the
N'kw Testament (Rivingtons), in which he tells the tale of
the MSS., and points to some improvements effected by the
revisers. The Dean mentions especially his entire acquies
cence in the alteration at the end of the Lord's Prayer.—On
the Currcptions of the New Testament (Bagster and
Sons), Mr H. L. Hastings, editor of 'The Anti Infidel
library' (Boston, Mass.), has written a very useful little
work, which we can recommend as containing much true in
formation in a readable shape. To the same series belongs
torn is Histort and Prophecy. The author traces the
fulfilment of Biblical prediction in the decline of Egypt, and
"> its present debased condition, and sees in England "the
great one " who is to deliver the oppressed Egyptians, and in
the Suez Canal "the highway from Egypt into Assyria."—Of
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' The Present-Day Tracts ' (R.T.S.) the last number that has
reached us is on Modern Pessimism, by Rev. J. R. Thomson.
The errors of this view of life are well stated, and contrasted
forcibly with the effects of Christianity. —Though unfortu
nately not worked on Church lines, the Ragged School Union
is effecting much good, and we may mention that its publica
tions have an absorbing, if painful, interest Of this nature
are a little tract of Professor Leone Levi, and a sermon, Most
the Little Ones Perish? by Dr Oswald Dykes.— In con
clusion, we may call attention to a Handbook of the Theo
logical Colleges (Rivingtons), which gives all necessary in
formation about the staff, the work and the expenses, and
supplements this with an account of the various aids for help
ing candidates for ordination.

apaga^nes of tbe s®ont&.
In the Portfolio this month the "points" to which we
have to draw special attention, are two : a charming
reproduction of Constable's "Salisbury Cathedral," one
of the very best productions of that great landscape painter,
and with manifold artistic merits. The thronging associations
which the Cathedral suggests will make many a reader grate
ful to the magazine for this plate. The other is a view of
Windsor Castle from the Playing Fields, accompanying another
instalment of Mr W. J. Loftie's spirited and graceful descrip
tions of the Castle and its precincts, which reatly are deserv
ing of some more permanent form than the too ephemeral
one of a magazine article. Of both plates it would be
difficult to speak too highly. A third, a Portrait of Paul
Pontius, after Vandyck, from the burin of the Editor himself,
is also admirable for firm and bold outlines.
The Magazine of Art has for frontispiece an extremely
skilful replica of a chalk drawing by Sir T. Lawrence, ' ' Study
of a Head," as good an example of the master's style as could
be given without the use of colour. But colour counts for
so much with him! "East Suffolk Marshes: Rivers and
Coast," by Professor Sidney Colvin, describes a district that
will be new to many readers. " Pictures of Fence " and
" Fashions in Waists " are curious rather than artistic; but
the excursus on the " Art of Periclean Athens," especially
that on the famous statue of Athene Parthenos, will well
repay perusal.
Blackwood is not so serious nor so fierce as last month, and
is very pleasant reading all through. " The Waters of Her
cules," a story we have never much affected, is drawing to its
climax ; and another, named inappropriately enough, it would
seem, " Fortune's Wheel," begins with a kindly sketch of a
gentleman's mansion in the depth of the Highlands, evidently
studied from some well known original. The story promises
well. There are some spirited Latin versions of English
songs ; and the "Reminiscences of Sir Herbert Stewart by a
Brother Officer " have really something to tell, and will bo
read with mournful interest.
Professor E. A. Freeman is very severe on " Imperial
Federation " in this month's Maomillan. He declares that
it is "a contradiction in terms, that what is imperial cannot
be federal, and that what is federal cannot be imperial." He
is of opinion, in fact, that the term Empire and its deriva
tions ought to be vigorously confined to the Roman Empire,
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and that the British Empire has no right to the name. It
It was these trees also—which grew near Bethany from
strikes us, however, that this is mere pedantry. Most words which the branches were taken— that were scattered in
of the nature of names hare been used again and again in the the path of the Saviour on the Sunday before Hi suffered
lapse of ages, and have gathered a new stock of connotations upon the Cross.
each time. So it has been, so it doubtless will be, both with
And since this tree was so common in all parts of
the words "Imperial" and with "Federation," nor can we
Palestine, it is not surprising that in this ninety-second
see the least objection to the process. What Professor Free
man objects to, is the thing intended to be described ; which Psalm, it should here be taken as an emblem of a good
is a pity ; for there cannot, in our opinion, be mnch doubt man's life. "The righteous" (we read) "shall flourish
that it is one of the great political ideas to be realised in the like the palm tree."
near future ,• very much to the benefit, both of the United
And here at the outset we may well ask ourselves what
Kingdom and its Colonies. "March in Magna Oraecia " is is a righteous man ? It cannot be one who never does
particularly interesting.
wrong, for we know that so long as we remain on earth
The Atlantic Monthly is, to our thinking, steadily im
we shall always be falling into sin.
proving ; throwing off by degrees that sovpfon of heaviness
■which used to attach to some of its articles, and becoming
It cannot be one who considers himself "saved,"
varied and spirited—original it always has been since we have and who points to a certain day or hour in his life, and
known it The serial stories (of which there are no less than says " at that particular moment I was converted, and there
three) are particularly readable j and there is a curious article is nothing therefore more for me to do ; " for we know that
entitled "An Unclassified Philosopher," by Frederick D. the Christian warfare is a life-long struggle, and that our
Storey, to which we direct attention.
eternal salvation is to be worked out every day " with fear
The Expositor for April opens with No I. of " Natural and trembling."
Law in the Spiritual World, A Defence," and we mention is
It cannot be one who has nothing else to cling to, but
because our readers will find it worth perusal. It is pre
the fact of his baptism, or his regular attendance at
sumably by Professor Drummond himself, though no author's
church or Holy Communion, for we know that it i«
name is given : and anyhow, is ably written.
Longman is as good as ever this month ; and here again possible for men and women to come into the very pre
we meet with Professor E. A. Freeman, discoursing on very sence of Jesus, and yet to go away without His grace and
much the same subject as in "Macmillan," vii., "Some blessing. No, it is something more than all these. A
Modern Abuses of Language. " Need we say that the article righteous man is one who, in God's strength, is trying his
is sure to gain and keep a reader's attention? Whoever utmost to do what he knows to be right. A righteous
"abuses" language now-a-day, Professor Freeman knows man is one who is daily endeavouring to follow in the foot
well bow to put it to its right use, of expressing his own steps of Jesus, by thinking right thoughts, by speaking
meaning unmistakably by it.
right words, and by doing right actions. One who knows
that "his own righteousness is only as filthy rags," and
who is simply clinging to the Cross of his Risen Saviour
for present streugth and for future glory.

:Hh •m^^s^o^ *
an attractive Religion.

Psalm xcil. 12.
" The righteous shall fluurish like the palm tree."
In bright sunny countries—such as the Holy Land
where Jesus spent his earthly life— or Egypt, where our
soldiers are now fighting so bravely— there grows a
wonderful tree called the palm. Ouly those who have
travelled in those hot and distant lands know how beauti
ful the palm tree is.
But most of you may have
seen it in pictures and can thus tell what it is like.
It grows to a great height, it always has an upright
trunk, its beautiful leaves are green all the year round,
and it yields a fruit which is much valued.
In all parts of Judaea was this tree to be found, and
Jericho — on account of its rich groves—is often spoken of
in the Old Testament as " the city of palm trees."
When the Israelites were on their journey to the
Promised Laud, they were much cheered by finding
in the lonely wilderness at Elitn a group of palm
trees.

Such a man may well be compared to the palm tree
which flourished in those Eastern lauds.
For just as
the palm tree has several distinguishing marks which
make it different from other trees, so lias a righteous man
distinct characteristics which separate him from the rest of
mankind.
And one of these peculiarities is that the palm tree
cannot flourish without a hidden spring of water,
deep down below the soil. As we see the palm growing
in the hot scorching desert, where other trees would only
droop and die, we wonder why it is ! Now the secret of
it all lies in this, that the palm tree strikes its root through
the barren sand and rocky soil until at length a hidden
spring of water is reached, and from this source it derives
all its strength aud nourishment.
And just in the same way a righteous man needs secret
strength if true religion is ever to flourish aDd abound in
him. This world is like the uncongenial soil of the desert ;
and the scorching rays of sin and temptation, as they beat
down upon each individual soul, scon deaden and wither
up our spiritual life ; and if we are to grow iu grace and
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in the likeness of Christ, it can only be through
the secret springs of God's strengthening and refreshing
grace.
There are many of these hidden sources of strength if
we will only m*ke an effort to reach them. Private prayer
is one. Daily Bible-reading is another. And besides
these, there are the manifold gifts of the Holy Spirit, and
that special channel of grace—the Holy Communion —that
secret spring known only to the faithful communicant,
from which so much of our strength in. spiritual things is
derived.
Wherever the palm tree stands in the desert, we know
for certain that there is this spring beneath. But the
spring would be of no use unless the roots of the palm
tree reached it.
And it is the same with ourselves. It is no use having
precious means of grace within our reach unless they
bring us into real communion with our risen Lord. If
we are indeed risen with Christ, this Easter-tide is a
solemn call to us to " seek those things which are above."
Private prayer is nothing, unless we make it a real talking
out of our hearts to the sympathising ear of Jesus. Biblereading is nothing, unless by God's grace we are enabled to
catch glimpses of our Saviour—HeWIio once trod this earth
andnowsitleth at the right hand of the Father. The blessed
gifts of the Holy Spirit, which are given so freely to all
who seek Him, are nothing, unless that Holy Spirit is
dwelling within us— making us (as our Confirmation
service teaches), " daily increase more and more until we
come to His everlasting kingdom."
And last of all, the Blessed Sacrament is nothing, unless
we reach that hidden but boundless spring of grace, which
Cheist Himself gives to each faithful and believiug soul,
— unless as we kneel at the altar, we indeed meet Jesus
face to face, so that when we go back into the world,
others around us can "take knowledge of us that we
have been with Jesus."
Another distinguishing mark of the palm tree is that it
alwajs grows straight and upright. No matter what
pressure or weight is put upon it, it will always force itself
into an upright position.
And the righteous man, that is, the man who is always
trying to do what is right, is one who acts in the same
*ay. In spite of hindrances and temptations, he en
deavours to have a manly and straightforward religion.
There is nothing mean or underhand in what he says or
does. He tries to be true and just in all his dealings.
He does not say one thing to your face and another behind
jour back. He tries to carry out all thingB as in Gob's
sight, to do Gos's will on earth, as it is done in heaven.
As a roaster, be tries to be fair and just, both as to work and
pajment, remembering that he himself has ft Master in
heaven. As a servant, he tries to do his work just as
"ell, whether his employer's eye is upon him or not—" not
with eye-service as men -p leasers, but doing the will of
Goo from the heart." As a child, he tries to be obedient
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and respectful to his parents and relations and all who are
set over him, and in a teachable spirit to live over again
that spotless life which Jesus lived for so many youthful
years in the quiet home at Nazareth.
This is something like the manly, straightforward reli
gion we need in this nineteenth century. The days in
which we live are days of advancement and progress.
Science moves on with many a rapid stride ; but a religion
such as this—the religion of a righteous man— will keep
pace with all the progress of the outside world. Our
Church has nothing to fear in the future if " those who
profess and call themselves Christians " will only en
deavour to reflect their Saviour's image in the world
around them by a straightforward and consistent life.
Let us then, this Easter-tide, seek to lead the risen life of
striving after higher and better things. The upward
growth of the palm, with its leaves as far from earth as
possible, and towering heavenwards high above most of
the other trees, is a fit emblem of what our life should be.
Setting our affections on things above—as far from
earth as possible and as near as we can towards heaven —
" let us go on unto perfection looking unto Jesus "—our
risen Lord— so that where our treasure is, there may our
hearts be also.
And then one other feature of the palm tree may teach
us a concluding lesson. Its leaves are always green, its
foliage is always bright and beautiful to look upon. It has
no fading leaves, no bare leafless branches. It is always
the same, always an attractive object. And there is a
deep lesson for many of us in this. The life of a righteous
man is meant to be bright and beautiful, his religion is
meant to be an attractive one. Because we are Christians
and followers of Jesus, it was never meant that our reli
gion should make us gloomy and miserable. We are not
to go about the world always with long and serious faces.
It was never meant that we should go about with words
of Scripture on our lips, criticising, judging, and con
demning others who think differently to what we do.
Beligious words and actions, like everything else, have
to be done at the right time, and in the right way. A
word spoken in season, how good it is, but if in the wrong
season, what mischief it does. Even texts of Scripture,
when dragged in just at the wrong time and just in the wrong
way, may prove terrible stumbling-blocks. Don't mistake
my meaning, however. There is a time for seriousness,
there is a time for the brave, manly outspoken word uttered
for Jesu's sake, there is a time for the utmost reverence
and devotion ; but all I say is, dou't make your religion a
repulsive and gloomy thing to those around you, try to
make it bright aud beautiful, and as attractive and cheer
ful as possible. Take that beautiful and spotless life of
your risen Saviour, meditate on your knees over those
Gospel pages which tell of the patience, the purity, the
kindness, the goodness of Jesus ; pray for strength to live,
in some degree, that life over again, and then go forth into
the world and leave your mark upon it. The more of
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Christ there is in your daily life, the more attractive will
your religion be. For if you are diligent in your work,
patient under trial, tender and considerate in your dealings
with others, always hoping and thinking the best of those
around you, your raligion will soon attract others. And
then not only will your righteousness nourish like that of
the palm tree, but, what is more important still, it will
reflect the image of Jesus in the midst of a dark and sin
ful world. And so will those Baptismal words come true
which, spoken long years ago at the Font, directed us to
" follow the example of our Saviour Christ, and to be made
like unto Him, that as He died and rose again for us,
should we who are baptized die from sin and rise again
unto righteousness, continually mortifying all our evil and
corrupt affections and daily proceeding in all virtue and
godliness of living."
PHILIP NEALE.

TJie Next Number, April 24, will contain a Plain
Sermon for " Roqatio*- Tide," hj

the Rev. F. J.

MlDDLEMIST.

Current .facts anD jftotes.
At Chicago, n lawyer, who has, it is said, studied theology,
asserts that ho has the power of working miracles, and is pre
pared to cast out devils or heal the sick by bis word. He appears
to regard insanity as a species of demoniacal possession, and
to bo actuated by no sordid motive in making these preten
sions, but simply by " the desire to minister to suffering
humanity."

•

•

*

An "Angel" in the Chancery Division, is the somewhat
alarming heading of an account of a case before Mr Justice
North, in which a minister of the Irvingite persuasion, having
been numbered amongst " the lapsed," claimed to be restored to
his ministerial office.
According to the constitution of the
Irvingites nine-tenths of tithe were left to be divided amongst
" the priests," and the remaining tenth went to the Apostle.
The "angel" in question, or rather the plaintiff, succeeded in
being restored to his rights and privileges, and disappears from
" the Register of the Lapsed."

*

»

•

The reception of a detachment of the C. E. W. M. S. at
Lambeth by the Primate seems to have made a lasting impres
sion on those members of that Society who, after being " person
ally conducted " over the building, had, at the Archbishop's
suggestion, a Bhort service in the Chapel, when the Creed,
Lord's Prayer, See,, were recited, and "The Church's One
Foundation " sung.

*

*

•

We hear complaints as to the price of the Revised Version of
the Bible, the cheapest price of which is, we understand, to be
three shillings and sixpence.

*

*

*

The Rev. C. C. Elcum, M. A., Perpetual Curate of S. Agnes',
Liverpool, has put forth " a short explanation," the tone of which
is scarcely calculated to smooth relations with his diocesan—as to
his position in acceding to the conditions whioh the Bishop of
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Li verpoolimposed on him at his Institution. But DrRyle doei not
obey himself the law which he enforces on other*, and, therefor?,
cannot command the respect of those who love fair-play. He
seems in Liverpool to possess very little influence, and perhapi
is more to be pitied than blamed. We cannot, however, entirely
let him off. His conduct of late reminds us of Sydney Smith'i
saying— "A man may be very shallow, very arrogant, ind «ry
vindictive, though a bishop ; and pursue with unrelenting hatred
a subordinate clergyman, whoae principles he dislikes." Weire
not surprised to find that the Conservative cause bis infixed
considerable injury through Lord Beaeonsfleld's selection of Dr
Rylo for the See of Liverpool.

*

*

•

The election of the Very Rev. Edward Bickersteth to the See of
Exeter took place on Tuesday last. Dr King and Dr Bicker
steth are to be consecrated at S. Paul's Cathedral on S.
Mark's Day, when the Rev. Dr Liddon will preach the sermon.

•

#

*

The Church Association has again boen making itself ridicslons. The Council of that body has presented a memorial to toe
Queen against Canon King's consecration to the See of Lincoln,
and refers to a correspondence with the Rev. C. J. Elliott in 1879,
for a statement of Canon King's opinions on certain doctrinee.
Dr King usually keeps clear of controversy, and we do cot
remember for what cause he on that occasion deviated Iron h«
ordinary course. But a protest from such a body as the Church
Association would be enough to make a man popular if he wers
not already bo.
Canon King's appointment has been re
ceived by quite an ovation, even by those- who are innocent of
Catholic sympathies.

*

*

•

The mysterious case of the Rev. T. A. Ottley, M.A., thesettlement of which, according to common report, has kept the
Bishop of Salisbury from resignation, ha9 now been conclodedty
the acquittal of Mr Ottley with costs.
We trust ano'btr
report will be verified as to who is to be Dr Moberly'i
successor.

*

•

*

The enthronement of the Bishop of London took place «
Wednesday. Presents flow in to Dr and Mrs Temple frffi
Devonshire. Mrs Temple was evidently a favourite »ith <fc>
ladies of Devon, for aixteen hundred contributed toward
a silver tea and coffee service which has been presented to
her.

*

*

•

Cardinal Newman, though he is in hia 85th year, delivered
with a clear voice fourteen Bhort addresses on Good Friday 1'
the Edgbaston Oratory.

S©Uj5!C
We have received, and have much pleasure in calling atten
tion to, the Programme of Arrangements for the Handel
Festival, to be held at the Crystal Palace on June 19, Si SI.
26, in commemoration of the Bicentenary of Handel s
birth.
The great rehearsal will be held on June 19. The MeffiUh
will be given on June 22 ; a Selection on June 24, and Isra*!
in Egypt on June 26.
The conductorship will be entrusted to Mr Manns, whose
ability for the post was so strikingly proved at the 1m*
Festival.
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Among the novelties for the Selection day will be a
Double Concerto, only recently discovered by Mr Rockstro
amongst the MSS. at Buckingham Palace ; a Sonata for violin,
which on this occasion will be played by all the violins
(about 160) of the Festival Orchestra. Mr Best will also
play a Concerto in B Flat, No. 3, from the Second Set,
for the first time in its complete form since Handel's
death.
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Again, he tells us that the Sabbath was tram/erred from the
seventh to the first day of the week, as if one should define
tunshine to be light tram/erred from the lesser to the greater of
the two great luminaries of our solar system.
Now, misnomers and mistakes in a matter of such great im
portance are, I think, to be much regretted, as tending to mis
lead, and, in the presont instance, to derogate from the dignity
and sacred obligations of the Lord's Day, and of those far
higher grounds which are, in my judgment, our only, as they
certainly are our tiifficient sanction for its observance.
Your obedient servant,
Henbt Soobmstt.
Sutton Rectory, Sussex.

NOTICE.—The columns of the LlTEHARr Churchmait are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
velcomea the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Cienry. But it most be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST SEQUEBT OUR
C0KEESPOITDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Bible Characters
Calthorp — Family Prayers
H&aell. —Family Prayers . „
Roe.— Lessons on S. James ...
Power.—Letters from Khartoum
Present Day Tracts. Vol. VI
Scriver Ootthold's Emblems
Simpson.—Caesar
Voltaire.—Charles X1L
The Gospel to S. Matthew, &o

Putnams, N.Y.
Suttaby.
Blackwood.
8. S. Institute.
Sampson Low.
R. T. S.
Clark.
Macmillan.
MacmUlan.
Kegan Paul.

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sis,—Mr Ramsey's suggested derivation of travail is very
Price la, by post; 18. 2d.,
attractive, but there can be no doubt that it and' travel are the
same word. Nor are the two plural forms travailsand travaux pHURCHMAN HEAR ! A FURTHER RBMON8V7 TRANCE AGAINST the RECITAL of the' ATHANASIAN
any proof of two distinct words in the singular. Travails a CREED,
being a BEPI.Y to the CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW.
hraie hr shoeing vicious horses— also means" " a Minister's with Addenda. By a MEMBER of the CHURCH ot ENGLAND.
W. R IDG WAY, 169 Piccadilly, London, W.
reports," thus combining in itself the ideas- of "the- labour that
crercomes," and of " ce qui entrave." There are several inaances in Frenoh of two plural forms similar to these, e.g.,
ciel has plural oieux—the heavens ; plural ciels—sky, in pictures, Including the Five Sundays after Easter, Ascension and
Whitsuntide, contained in Part II. of the Rev. H. J.
hedtesters.
Wilmot - Bdxton's 'A Year's Plain Sermons on the
It would take np too much of your space to explain the reason
Gospels or Epistles,' Price 2s. 6U, by post, 2s. 8d.
(f these two plural forms.
Trabeculum is said to be from
trabem, the accusative case, for this reason : that in its passage
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London.
into French, through the badly-spoken Latin of the Gallo Roman
This day, by the Rev. HASKETT SMITH, M.A.,
ind Frankiah conquerors, the classical Latin lost all its cases but
Author of ' The Divine Epiphany.'
t»o, the nominative and accusative, and later even the first
MISSION ADDRESSES on the LORD'S
sf these, retaining only the accusative, from which form of the
PRAYER; a Series of Short Meditative Addresses, as delivered
Luin modern French nouns, with but few exceptions, have been
at Parochial Missions, &c. Just out, cloth, price 2«., by post,
Mrired. This derivation from tho objective case has, of course,
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1«3 Piccadilly, W.
Htj greatly influenced the form which French nouns have
!*«n. In the early editions of the Authorised Version our MESSRS SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
will shortly publish, an entirely now Collection of Sermons by
nodern travel is spelt trauaile, e.g., Aots xix. 29, 2 Cor. viii.
Various Authors, auitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS, THANKS
i?. With these compare Acts xi. 19, trauailed, Romans viii. GIVINGS,
&c., entitled • HARVEST PREACHING.'
-, trauaileth. I think this is proof positive, if such were Messrs SKEFFINGTON have also in the Press an entirely new
leeded, that travail and travel are one and the same word ; the
Volume of Short Stories for Young Children, by various eminent
and popular Authors, entitled •• Please Tell Me a Tale."
icVrence in spelling is later and accidental. Via is, of course,
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he common root of both viaggio and viaticum ; but viaggio is
erired, not from via, but from viaticum, just as the French

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

0J»ge is, while the French voie and the Italian via are from

This day, price la. New Work by the Rev. R. F. HESSEY, Author
of ' The 20,000 Clergy and the Present Crista.'

A. Hifpislet Smith.
Catwick Rectory, Hull, Easter Even, 1885.
pS.—Travail is never used, either in earlier or later French,
journeying'.
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Peace or War—this has been the alternative, which
has presented itself to every Englishman's mind during
the last few days, and been on every one's lips. No
sooner had the House of Commons met after their brief
recess than Sir Peter Lumsden's version of the capture
of Penjdeh was announced to that assembly by Mr
Gladstone. Opposite accounts are given as to which side
—Afghan or Russian —first provoked the attack. General
KomarofPs story differs very materially from that of our own
officers, and which is to be credited we need not inquire.
If the Russians want to add to their enormous territory a
few barren miles or so, it does not require a prophet to
tell us that they must have some ulterior purpose in
making this encroachment, neither does it demand any
supernatural gift of insight to descry what the military
reason is for enlarging their frontier at this particular
point. It is not our province, however, to regard the
question from a political standpoint, but from a religious
one. There are those— and there always have been some
from the days of Tertullian—who say that " peace at any
price " should be maintained, and that war is never justi
fiable. These people, however, are not usually more con
sistent than Tertullian was himself, who, in one part of
his writings, denounces the military profession, and in
another gives it his approval. Persons who are callous
to the wrong which a nation suffers are often peculiarly
sensitive to any little loss which they may have to bear
individually. It is scarcely, however, logical to condemn
war when international rights are violated, but to justify
violence in defence of one's own. War, we fully admit,
is one of the greatest evils which can befall any nation.
It is regarded in Revelation as the scourge of God. The
doctrine that war is a means of calling out the various
powers of life is one which we have no faith in. This
" glorification of war " is unchristian and inhuman. That
war, like a storm, may clear the air, whatever may be the
havoc involved in that process, we admit. When evil
passions have been a long time gathering, war may prove
an outlet for them, like the incision which brings relief to
an abscess, but the whole thing is corrupt. War is at
best but a necessary evil. " A bloody battle," it has been
said, " unchains in the ordinary man the wild beast
within him." A writer in the Quarterly Review rightly
says " the Englishman, Frenchman, or American makes
war like the savage." The continuance of wars has been
brought forward as a testimony against Christianity. It
is not this, but it is a witness to human corruption. The
spirit of Christianity is utterly at variance with such an
event as war. The message of the Angels was that of
peace when the Saviour was born, and the salutation of
the Risen Lord was to the same effect. But Christianity
does not destroy human freedom. Moreover, though
Christianity is against that wholesale destruction of
human life which war involves, the Gospel permits it
when it is necessary for the interests of justice. When
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the soldiers came to S. John the Baptist, he did not tion, sorrow, misery, suffering, loss, death it entails,
denounce their calling, but simply corrected their vices. we shall be persuaded that " without the greatest moral
And S. Paul speaks of the minister of justice as bearing earnestness " and absolute oonviotion of its necessity, it
not the sword in vain.
may not be entered upon.
The question how far war was permissible to a Chris
tian was discussed by the Schoolmen as well as by the
Fathers. S. Augustine remarks upon the Centurion who
came to Christ, that he was not rebuked for being a
soldier, or bidden to cast away his arms. Aquinas argues
that war is not " always sinful," and lays down three con
ditions which are necessary to justify it. The first is, that
it must be commenced by the mandate of the Kuler, the
chief authority in the State. For any private person to stir
it up or commence it is a sin. Further, there must be " a
just cause." That, again, must be determined by those
in authority to whom the government of the country is
committed. And thirdly, the intention must be pure.
War must not be undertaken out of cupidity, or lust of
dominion. War must have for its end the avenging of
injuries, the furtherance of justice. "War must be
undertaken for the sake of peace."
Without these limitations, war becomes a crime : with
them, it may be a necessity. Nations have certain inter
national duties and obligations, a violation of which must
be avenged, in the interest not only of the particular
nations concerned, but of all. But if Christianity has not
yet succeeded in making nations settle their disputes by
arbitration, Christianity has greatly modified warfare
itself. The solemn pause and hesitancy which goes before
the proclamation of a war is a witness to its power. There
may be other considerations which cause war to be entered
upon with reluctance, but at the root its inconsistency
with the spirit of the Gospel is the cause of the difference
between ancient and modern warfare.
Moreover, the
Gospel has purified the motives of warfare, lessened its
cruelties, and even in the field of battle surrounded it with
ministries of mercy. Christianity is not a spirit of love
to the detriment of justice, but love has imparted even to
the exercise of justice new features of tenderness and
consideration.
It behoves all at such a time as this to pray, that those
upon whose judgment the destinies of nations, humanly
speaking, hang, may be guided by a Higher Power, and
decide upon such a course as may in the end minister to
a lasting peace. But the members of the Peace Society
must not forget that though at one time our Lord said,
" Put up again thy sword into his place ; for all they that
take the sword shall perish with the sword ; " at another
time, He said, " Think not that I am come to send peace
on earth ; I came not to send peace but a sword." Chris
tianity proclaims an inward war against evil passions in
the individual ; and permits an outward war when neces
sity arises for curbing the evil passions of nations. Whether
such a necessity has arisen now is a question for ruler?. But
it is the duty of all to invoke the Divine guidance at this
crisis. If we remember what war means,—what desola

C&e <ZEnricfrment of trje Pcapet'l5ooi
Seeing that the line hitherto uniformly and consistently
taken by the Literary Churchman has been " The PrayerBook as it is," it is due to the courtesy of the Editor alone
that the present writer is permitted to make some remark!,
and offer some suggestions upon a subject which is beginning
to engage men's minds, and which indeed seems now rapidly
coming to the front. It is almost needless to say that be only
is responsible for the opinions herein expressed.
Doubtless there is somewhat to be said for a stout defence
and rigid maintenance of the ' Book of Common Prayer,'
precisely and exactly as it is, down to the very spelling of a
word or the position of a comma ; especially in face of those
who profess much love to this priceless heritage of the English
Church, but who, nevertheless, would fain eliminate all
distinct Catholic teaching from its pages. But as " he that
observeth the wind shall not sow ; and he that regardeth the
clouds shall not reap : " so he who shrinks from all difficulty
and responsibility will never do great acts, bring about
marked improvements, nor rise up to the necessities of bii
day and generation. And therefore, whilst we do not shut
our eyes to the fact that there are, at this time, in the Church
of England, a small body of men who would gladly teiae the
opportunity of any attempt at Revision, to agitate for a drartic
Reformation of the Prayer-Book in an ultra-Protestant direc
tion ; still, even in face of such a disturbing element,
think that the Enrichment and Revision of the 'Book oi
Common Prayer ' might be brought to a successful issne, if
undertaken by competent authority. For it is our firm belief
that, as the Laity have once at least within recent times
preserved for us the Athanasian Creed, so now the sonti
common-sense, and loving loyalty to their spiritual Mother,
of the great mass of English Churchmen, would maintain intact
the Faith once for all delivered to the saints, and preserve
for the generations yet to come, "the Doctrine and Sacra
ments and Discipline of Christ, as the Lord hath commands,
and as this Church and Realm hath received the same."
It will probably be in the recollection of our readers that a:
the Church Congress at Reading, in 1883, " The Services of
the Church and their adaptation to Modern Needs " forawl
one of the subjects of discussion, and that the Bishop of
Bedford, Canon Medd, and other speakers pleaded for the
enrichment of the Prayer- Book by means of additional ser
vices, as well as for greater variety, and larger power <'■
adaptation in the use of our present services. Subsequent t»
this a Committee of the General Convention of the American
Church issued tentively a revised edition of their PrayerBook, which is to be submitted to the General Convention at
their next Session. Then more recently appeared the pamphfe*
'Ritual Conformity,' drawn up by a Committee of Clergy,
which makes some practical suggestions towards a better and
more general observance of the Rubrics. The present year
has witnessed the issue from the press of two separate editions
of the Prayer-Book, or rather of such portions of it as are
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commonly used in our Sunday services, both intended to
facilitate its use by the uneducated and others little accus
tomed to Liturgical forms, who find the Book of Common
Prayer "bard to turn." Whilst so recently as the 10th of
February Prebendary Phillott gave notice in the Lower House
of the Convocation of Canterbury that he would move that
the Committer on the Occasional Services be requested to un
dertake the duty of framing such other services as the House
may direct with a view to incorporating them into a volume
supplementary to Vie Book of Common Prayer.
" A straw will show which way the wind blows," and the
above-mentioned facts indicate pretty plainly that the Enrich
ment and Revision of the Prayer- Book, by means of addi
tional Services and Offices, is one of those things now " in the
air," and which the Church will have to deal with, in the no
very distant future.
The Book of Common Prayer as it now exists is undoubtedly
one of the greatest and most precious heritages of the English
Church, embodying the concentrated piety and devotion of
eighteen centuries of Church life. But we must not there
fore wilfully shut our eyes to its omissions, shortcomings,
imperfections, or defects, nor regard its Enrichment and Revi
sion as a sacrilegious act, almost as bad as tampering with the
Bible. Indeed the very Preface to the Prayer- Book may
serve to remind us that it was never considered absolutely
perfect, complete, and. final: " It hath been the wisdom of the
Church of England ever since the first compiling of her public
Liturgy to keep the mean between the two extremes of too
much stiffness in refusing, and of too much easiness in admit
ting, any variation from it." Whilst the XXXIVth Article
expressly declares " It is not necessary that Traditions and
Ceremonies be in all places one and utterly alike ; for at all
times they have been, and may be changed, according to the
diversities of countries, times, and men's manners, so that
nothing be ordained against God's Word." And attain,
" Every .... national Church hath authority to ordain,
change, and abolish ceremonies or rites of the Church ordained
only by man's authority, so that all things be done unto edi
fying." Our spiritual Mother does not seek to stereotype her
forms of prayer and praise, as the Church of Rome has done
the errors in the Vulgate ; on the contrary, she has shown
her readiness to adapt herself to varying times and circum
stances in days past, and will doubtless do so again in these
days of restored life and quickened energy.
Great are the varying and ever-increasing requirements,
and large the variety of needs, of the dwellers in town and
eouatry, at home and abroad, of this restless nineteenth cen
tury in which our lot is cast. And it is hardly too much to
say th-it not a single week passes without many of these require
ments having to be met, in some way or other, by means of
offices and forms of devotion not contained within the covers
of oar present Prayer- Book— as the columns of onr various
Church newspapers abundantly attest. Loyal English Church
men are simply compelled by force of circumstance! to supple
ment the ' Book of Common Prayer,' and to supply its
deficiencies, as best they may, from other sources allowed of
by those in authority, but still at best, only imperfectly
authorised. Surely under such circumstances, were it not
better for the Church to Btep in, take up the matter of PrayerBook Enrichment and Revision thoroughly and systematically
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for herself, provide for the wants of all her children, and do
a work at onoe great, blessed, and necessary, on her own
ancient lines, and in her own way ?
What, then, would we propose ? Our suggestions may be
classed under four divisions : I. Additional Services. IL
Additional Collects, Canticles, and Antiphons. III. Rubrics
permitting the freer use of existing parts of the Prayer- Book.
IV. Actual emendations in matter, in order, or in printing.
The space allotted to us will only permit a passing glance at
each.
I. As regards Additional Services (intended to meet some
of the many requirements of modern times), we may
mention the following (some of which have suggested them
selves to the present writer, and others have been put forth
from time to time in recent years, by various writers and
speakers on this subject, as e.g., Bp. Walsham How, Cauons
Medd, and Venables (of Great Yarmouth), and others). 1.
A Children's Service with variations for the Church's Seasons.
2. A Harvest Thanksgiving Service of a somewhat better
type than that put forth by the Southern Convocation in Feb ,
1862, and now so generally used. 3. A Form for the Conse
cration of Churches and Churchyards, and for the Dedication
of Bells and other Churoh Furniture, that might supersede the
various Diocesan Uses, and be generally adopted throughout
the EngUsh Church. 4. Services for the Institution and In
duction of the Clergy into their Parishes. 5. An Office of
Preparation for Holy Communion, for congregational use in
church, such as is now often used in well-worked Parishes
once a month, and before the greater Festivals. 6. An Emberweek Service with special Litany. 7. A Service for the Beat
ing of the Bounds of a Parish, and for the Benediction of
Crops and of Fisheries. 8. A Service of Intercession for those
at Sea, for use in rough and stormy weather, in seaside
Parishes and others, already used in many places. 9. Services
of Intercession— for Missions ; for Unity ; for the Sick and
others ; for times of danger and emergency. 10. A Form
for use at Open-air Services. 11. An Office for the Burial
of children. 12. An Office for the Burial of the clergy.
IL (i.) Additional Collects, either gathered out of the rich
stores of the ancient Sacramentaries, the Office- Books of the
Eastern Church, some ancient Commentators and the like ; or
drawn up by some of those liturgical experts whom we now
have among us. (ii.) Additional Canticles taken out of the
Holy Scriptures (such as are to be found in the Mozarabio
Breviary), and perhaps also some composite Psalms, for optional
use on various occasions. (iii.) Some short Andphons for
optional use with the Venite and Magnificat, at the various
Seasons, in Cathedrals and the larger Churches.
III. Rubrics giving wider scope, freer use, and greater
elasticity, in the employment of the Collects, and other
existing portions of the Prayer- Book, as e.g., in the use of the
Prayer for Unity, now restricted to June 20.
IV. As regards Revision proper, the actual alterations in
matter, in form, or in printing that we here suggest would be
few in number, and would follow in the main the lines of the
'Convocation Prayer- Book ' of 1880, with a general prefer
ence for the emendations of the Convocation of York. 1.
The Easter Anthem should be printed immediately after the
Venite, as being thus more readily found. 2. The Collect for
the Fourth Sunday in Advent should be restored to its original
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beauty and appropriateness by the omission of the -words
" through the satisfaction of Thy Son " and the substitution
of a different ending, thus causing it to be addressed to God
the Son, according to its original intention. 3. The Collect
for the Sunday after Ascension should be addressed to God the
Son, as in the old Antiphon on which it is founded. 4. In
the Collect for the Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity, the words
' ' perpetual mercy " should be restored to their original and
deeply significant form "perpetual propitiation.'' 5. Some
additional Proper Prefaces, as e.g., for the Epiphany, the
Purification, the Annunciation, Michaelmas, and All Saints.
6. The Benediction at the end of the Commination Service
should be restored to its ancient threefold form, as in the
Office for the Visitation of the Sick, and in Numbers vi. 24,
25, 2C. 7. In the Forms of Prayer to be used at Sea, the
Doxology should be omitted at the end of the Lord's Prayer,
because it is used ponitontially "in respect of a storm," and
the Doxology is only put at the end of the Lord's Prayer
when it is used as a Thanksgiving. 8. The Amen at the end
of the Gloria in Excels!*, as also at the end of the Thanks
giving in the Office for the Public Baptism of Infants, should
be printed in Roman letters as indicating that it is said both
by priest and people. 9. The portion of the Burial Office
appropriate only for the burial of those at sea should be
printed in parallel columns, with the corresponding portion of
the Office as used on land. 10. A fuller commendation of the
dying in the Office for the Visitation of the Sick.
It is, of course, quite possible that there would be parishes
in which some of these Forms and Offices might never be re
quired ; whilst in others they might only be called into use
at long intervals. At the same time it does seem clear that
the Church herself should provide for the wants of all her
children, and that there should be no need for us, even in
exceptional cases, to travel beyond the limits of the PrayerBook and its Appendix. But some may object, ' ' You don't
suppose for a moment that Parliament would sanction any
such emendations and additions to the Book of Common
Prayer?" We reply, if Churchmen only make up their miuds
on any given subject, and insist on their Members giving
special attention to Church questions, they are really strong
enough to carry anything through the House of Commons.
But as a matter of fact, we do not propose that any applica
tion whatever should be made to Parliament at present : only
we suggest that, as the hard and fast lines of strict rubrical
exactness have been very much relaxed of late years—(albeit
we believe that the Rubrics are more generally and loyally
observed at this present time than at any previous epoch since
the Reformation)—as already there is a greater freedom and
elasticity in our use of the Liturgical treasures of the PrayerBook, and as other Forms and Offices not contained in the
Book of Common Prayer (e. g. , such as are referred to above
under I. 1-9 inclusive), are already in actual usr, it were surely
better for all, that these should be drawn up by proper autho
rity, and put forth with the sanction of the Church herself.
Such suggestions as the above could hardly have been
made twenty, or even ten years ago ; but in these days we
live aud move rapidly. Solvilur ambuUndo. Whilst some are
deprecating any change at all, changes have been going on
silently and steadily, the problem has virtually been solved,
the great variety of ministrations demanded by our fast grow
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ing and ever-shifting population has been met practically in a
multitude of instances, partly out of the treasures of our
own old Prayer-Book, partly by fresh offices and ministries
of love. In God's Name then, whilst time is flying and souls
are dying, let us be up and doing, and grapple with the diffi
culties of this most necessary and blessed work. And taking
a firmer grasp of Catholic truth, let us English Churchmeu
and Churchwomen seek after more mutual confidence and
sympathy, as well as a deeper and more practical realisation
of the fact that " we being many are One Body in Christ,
and every one members one of another 1 " Our good Arch
bishop has himself enriched our occasional and supplemental
Offices with a striking aud beautiful Service for Christmas
Eve, entitled "Carols, with Nine Lessons." Under his
guidance and authority then, let the Convocations set their
hands to this great work of Prayer-Book Enrichment and
Revision. Let nothing be done through strife or vain glory,
or for party purposes, but with one heart and one mind, with
a single eye to God's Glory and the common weal. So shall
it be permitted to us, of God's grace, to do somewhat towards
lengthening the cords and strengthening the stakes of the
English Church, and generations yet unborn, of Englishmen
throughout the world, shall rise up and call us blessed!
W. FRANK SHAW.

t^fflpF^ip- ^Topics t&
Death lias been busy of late. Lord Cairns, from the
effects of a chill, quickly passed away. Though the narrow
ness of his religious views was the least attractive feature
of his character, yet his faithfulness to his convictions we
cannot but admire. His death has made a gap both in
the judicial body and in the Conservative party which it
is not easy to fill. The use which lie made of the
responsible position which he held iu ecclesiastical
matters cannot be said to have furthered the interests
of the English Church, or to have made peace between
conflicting parties. But he acted conscientiously, and
in accordance with those prejudices which early train
ing implants even in the most powerful minds. The
death of the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, with a shorter
warning, is another loss. Sir Edward Sullivan was a man
of indomitable perseverance, and one in the successive
steps of his elevation who surrounded himself with a large
circle of friends. The death of the Lord Mayor affords
another instance of the uncertainty of life. He was cut
down in the midst of those arduous duties, the discharge
of which is involved in the great civic position of Lord
Mayor. Dr Liddon, who never misses an occasion of
deserved panZgyrique, in the pulpit of S. Paul's, referred
to George Swan Nottage as "a civic ruler who had
already given ample proof that he was fully equal to
the exacting duties and to the splendid opportunities of
his great position." A bereavement of a different kind
is that occasioned by the decease of the Countess of Selborne, a lady full of good works, and who, it is said, even
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brought about or increased her illness by ministering to
the poor. Death presents a contrast with the joy and
brightness of Eastertide, but the doctrine of the Resurrec
tion has robbed it of its terrors, and brings comfort to the
sorrowful and hope of reunion. There is an immortality,
too, in this world. Bright examples and warm affections
leave a lasting mark, and become idealised when no longer
seen and experienced.
What was the motive which led Bishop Suterof Nelson
to write to Mr Broadhurst, M.P., about the Deceased
Wife's Sister Bill 1 This has greatly puzzled the papers,
which give some one and some another reason why the
Bishop of Nelson should have penned the epistle. We
will not add another interpretation to those which have
been already given. We will only deal with Dr Suter's
statements. The general accuracy of his remarks may be
tested by singling out two or three for examples. He
claims the Bishop of Manchester as one who boldly stems
the current which is running against the Incest Bill.
How far this is true may be gathered from Dr Eraser's
comments on the proposed alteration in the law of mar
riage, at his last Visitation, which a writer to the Timet
has very opportunely cited. The Bishop of Manchester
condemns the Bill as one without " principle," " arbitrary,"
and involving radical changes in social and family life.
Further, Dr Suter speaks of the support he has received
"amongst the clergy" in the strange position on this
question he has thought good to take up. Who these
clergy are it is somewhat difficult to divine, as the whole
of the clergy of the diocese resolved in their Synod that
the General Synod should re-affirm " that " marriages with
a deceased wife's sister " are expressly forbidden by the
law of the Church of England, in accordance with the
teaching of Holy Scripture." We need not further test
the reliableness of the document which is before us. Of
Dr Suter's assertion, that there are three Bishops in Aus
tralia who think with him in this matter, if the statement
is not equally imaginative as that which includes the
Bishop of Manchester also in the same category, we can
only say that it proves that more care must be taken in
the future in appointing Colonial bishops.
We are not surprised to find that Dr Suter agrees with
those who want to change our marriage laws, so as to
enable a man to marry a succession of sisters. His Paper
°n "the Church and other Communions," read at the
Derby Church Congress, would prepare us for any eccen
tricities of judgment. A man who appears to see no great
difference between " Presbyterian Orders " and the Orders
of the Church, and would invite dissenting ministers " to
preach in our churches," could not be likely to have very
clear views on questions of affinity. The letter of Bishop
Suter, had it been more carefully written, would certainly
have had but little weight, but whatever effect it might
!i*ve had is more than neutralised by the fact which Mr
Broadhurst communicates to the press at the same time
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with Dr Suter's letter—that Dr Barry, who is the Metro
politan of Australia, has ordered his clergy to reject from
Holy Communion all persons who may have contracted
this incestuous union. We are tempted, with the Church
Timet, to repeat the advice already given to the Bishop of
Nelson which the well-known proverb contains—"Ne
Sutor ultra crepidam."
The death of the Very Rev. J. W. Blakesley took place
on Saturday at Lincoln after a brief illness. Thus Lincoln
is not only to have a new bishop but also a new dean.
The late dean represented a class which, as the Times
remarks, " is no longer common." He was a Christian, a
scholar, and a gentleman, but little more. He belonged
to that type of clergymen which is "hardly to be distin
guished from other English gentlemen," a type which is
disappearing. Dr Blakesley was no theologian, but he
was a man of letters. His ' Life of Aristotle,' his edition
of ' Herodotus,' and his ' Four Months' in Algeria,' are
sufficient evidence of his scholarship and literary tastes.
He was also one of the company of Revisers of the New
Testament. He was the very man for a dean in the gene
ration which has all but passed away. Now a great
change is coming over our cathedrals. They no longer
supply posts for retirement, and the otium cum dignitate
is becoming unknown. Zeal, devotion, powers of preach
ing and organisation, the ecclesiastical spirit, and theolo
gical attainments, if they do not take the place of " broad
culture," and refined scholarship, have to be largelyblended with those gentler qualities. The new bishop
and the old dean would have been far apart in their sym
pathies, and may have found it difficult to understand
each other. Mr Gladstone makes, as a rule, excellent
Church appointments, and in this instance there is 110
doubt but that he will exercise his best judgment.

i y&^j&vmwg m^c
CJje IRealitp of jrattfj.
The Reality of Faith. By Newman Smyth. 8vo.
Pp. x., 315. London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1885.
Dr Smyth, an American theologian, already known for
a remarkable volume named ' Old Faiths in New Light,'
is one of that large body of thinkers who are convinced
that the present era of scepticism and unrest, when the
very foundations of theistic and moral belief are rudely
shaken, is merely transitory, and presages a new departure
of Christianity, analogous to former readjustments (such
for example, as that of the scholastic philosophy, which
came when men began to demand a more intellectual and
logical treatment of religious questions than the current
teaching of the time provided), from which great results
may be reasonably expected. Such a temper is obviously
of much value to an apologist, for it frees him from the
despondeut feeling which besets men of a different type,
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■who dimly fear that they are fighting a lost battle, and
sigh for the times when no one asked the troublesome
questions that are now in the air. The man who not
merely accepts Christianity for himself as true, but as so
true that it has everything to gain from being relentlessly
criticised, and who shows he is not in the least afraid, nor
inclined to deny or explain away any truth advanced from
the sceptical side, is at a great advantage in the contro
versy, and will influence many minds which would at once
turn away from a defender of Christianity whom they
saw to be alarmed at its being called in question, and
more inclined to denounce them for their lack of faith
than to offer them cogent reasons for believing.
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fire persons following Christianity. . . . It Is not enough,
therefore, when we say that Christiana and Ohurohes have social
needs and duties. Society is of the very essence of Christianity.
The new redeemed society is Christianity. A man cannot be a
Christian, at least not a whole Christian, by himself alone. To
seek to live a Christian life by one's self, in the secrecy of one's
own heart, is an endeavour foreign to the original genius of
Christianity."— (P. 88.)
The force of this utterance, apart from the special in
tention in the preacher's mind, is that it cuts directly at
the very root of Congregationalism ; for there can he no
more justification for a little knot or group of people, call
ing themselves a Church, to live to themselves, and without
the sense of necessary fellowship in and responsibility to
a much wider society, than for one individual to regulate
his conduct on the like principle.
" That poor woman who went away from Christ healed, mads
well and sound for her household dnties by her touch of faith
upon the hem of Jesus' garment, wa> a truer Christian than a
Nicodemus who knew the law, and heard Jescs' profoundest
truth of the Spirit, and went away to think about it."—'V.
94.)
Here is a place where, without in the least intending it,
he leads his hearers up to the very edge of the Catholic
doctrine on Confession :
" It is indeed much more agreeable to us to indulge in sound
words of confession of our generic human sinfulness than it is
to acknowledge to our consciences our particular, actual, and
individual sins. The general confessions of the Church mar
thus become easy pillows for half-awakened conscience, and iu
the very act of confessing that we are all miserable sinners, our
eyes may be closed upon ourselves, and our souls go to sleep. .
. . . An honest ounce of real conviction of a sin is better
than a pound of general acknowledgment of our human sinful
ness."—(I'p. 108, 109.)
"We aay Jusus' roaurreotion was a miracle, that is, contrary
to what might have been expected—a great exception to the law
of death. But that is not the way the Scripturea put it. They
aay, 'Jusus of Nazareth, a man approved of God —whom God
raised up, having loosed the pangs of death, because it was not
pouibk that he should be holden of it' * Moreover, my nV«n
also shall dwell in hope; because thou wilt not leave my soul in
Hades, neither wilt thou give thy Holy One to see corruption.'
It would be impossible for death to hold a principle of life liketbs
Spirit of that Man of Nazareth. It would be a violation of all
law should the Holy One be given over to corruption. There u
something inherently inconceivable and impossible in such a
thought. How can holiness see corruption ? how can life it"*''
be given over to death ? Impossible ! It would have been a
miracle had Jesus not risen from the dead."— (Pp. 260-251.)
"Death is the sundering of certain relations of life towards
outward things ; therefore, when the body finally is wholly dead
and buried, when all these physical relations are broken off, so
much of life is certainly gone ; but nothing else in a man, if
there is any more of him, is dead. Death is a relative thing; it
enly means that certain correspondences have ceased. Ton
must prove, then, that a man is only alive now to oxygen and
hydrogen, and such things, before you have any scientific right to

The present volume consistsof twenty sermons, addressed
by the author to the Congregationalist flock at New
Haven, Connecticut, to whom he ministers, and are in
part a vindication of the society to which he belongs for
having drifted away from its forme .'theological standards,
and adopted what are virtually a wholly new set of beliefs,
though he endeavours to persuade himself and his hearers
that nothing more has taken place than the modification
which all religious statements have to undergo periodically,
according as their language becomes obsolete, or as the
changed intellectual temper of the day necessitates a fresh
way of putting the very same thoughts. The real fact is
that Dr Smith, like Dr Fairbairn, Dr Dale, and other
eminent co - religionists of his in this country, has
abandoned the old Independent theology altogether, and
is beginning to preach what, if not actually Catholicism,
is at least compatible therewith, and more than likely to
develop into it, even on that one issue where they are at
present most out of harmony with Christian history, their
theory of the Holy Catholic Church. The sermons in
other respects are not of the directly apologetic nature
which their title seems to suggest. They are rather the
efforts of a strong-minded, large-hearted, and devoutly
believing theologian to impart to his hearers something
of his own fervent conviction ; to show them, in a time of
critical gainsaying, that there is a powerful intellectual side
to those beliefs which are denounced as outworn myths by a
section of educated society. And this he does with much
point and effectiveness in many of these sermons. Their
merit lies rather, however, in the freshness with which
they restate some familiar Christian doctrine which has
become trite, and even unmeaning, in too many ears by
incessant repetition, than in the logical cogency of sustained
argument, which is scarcely Dr Smyth's strongest point.
And accordingly, brief aphoristic sentences, which strike
the imagination, and are likely to have remained in the
memory of the hearers, are their distinguishing peculiarity,
marking them off from other discourses on perhaps quite
as high an intellectual level. A few examples of the sort
will serve better to set this in a clear light than any
quantity of critical comment :
"Christianity originated on earth with two disciples, not one.
. . Christianity, the day after it began to exist, consisted of apeak of him as dead."—(P. 257.)
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Of entire sermons in the collection, those upon 'The
Difficulty of Not Believing,' ' The Imperatives of Jesus,'
'The Law of the Resurrection,' and ' The Last Judgment,'
are especially worthy of attention ; but there is none
which does not deserve to be read and does not contain
remarkable passages. The diction and tone of the book
pat it altogether above the heads of an ordinary English
rural congregation, though it can be usefully adapted to
the needs of town parishes. Bnt that is no reason for
confining its perusal to town clergymen. On the contrary,
the very fact of the lack of intellectual movement in
country life, the rarity of educated thought and intercourse,
makes it all the more necessary for the country clergy to
read books which will brace their minds, and keep them from
dropping into the mental apathy which surrounds them
on all sides, and to which they give way in a deplorable
number of cases. This book is of stuff much superior in
texture to the common run of religious writings, and ought
to prove an excellent tonic.

memoir of Dr TBegg.
Memoir or James Bego, D.D., Minister of Newington
Free Church, Edinburgh. By Thomas Smith, D.D.,
Professor of Evangelistic Theology, New College, Edin
burgh. Vol. I. Edinburgh : James Gemmell.
Dr Begg was a man of considerable mark in his day,
a pupil and ally of Chalmers, and took a leading share in
the disruption of 1843, which, whatever may be thought
of it by friend or foe, had a moral grandeur and selfsacrifice about it of a most impressive character. Dr Begg
commenced an autobiography, which fills more than a
hundred pages of the volume, and to our mind is its most
valuable and interesting portion. It has a very genuine
and characteristic flavour, redolent of times and ways now
fast vanishing, while the rest of the volume is made up
too much of old newspapers and speeches, and, though it
may be of breathless interest to those who know the people
and places, will have only a limited degree of importance
to Anglican readers. At present only one volume of the
biography is published, and we shall hardly be in a
position to judge of Dr Smith's work until the later and
mor» stirring period is brought before us. The history of
Lady Glenorchy and her chapel is interesting. The volume
baa various letters from old friends of Dr Begg, giving
their impressions of his character. We are not very much
•truck with the good sense or amiability of an incident
which we are apparently called on to admire.
" Heavy rain was falling and the hills were covered
with mist, and it was proposed that they should return to
the inn at Callandar, but Begg would not hear of that.
He said that they must go through their day's work of
thirty miles as arranged, and if they were prevented by
the mist from seeing the hills, he said, ' So much the
better, for you can fancy them any height you please.'
My brothers still persisted that they would return to
Callandar, when he said, ' Well, of course you may do as
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you please, but I have the purse, you know,' and that was
conclusive."
He was a descendant of the old Cameronian stock, his
grandmother " was so determined a Reform Presbyterian
that she would never go to hear her son preach, he having
at an early period joined the Established Church." His
father was a popular preacher. Every Sunday morning
he would ask the beadle just before " the third bell" what
o'clock it was, and the solemn answer would invariably
come, " It's just seven minutes and three-quarters frae the
oor, if I'm no mista'en, for I wouldna like to tell a lee ."
The discovery of coal and iron in his father's rural
district has quite changed the face of the country. " For
example, it is said that one piece of moss land was bought
at that time for 3002., and that out of it 100,0002. worth of
iron has since been taken." Comparing present times
with the past, Dr Begg thought that the mass of ministers
in Scotland had greatly degenerated. " We apprehend
that two causes at least have had something to do with it.
The talent of the country is drained by India and the
Colonies, and by means of the Snell Exhibitions at Glasgow
College (which send men to Balliol), and the remuneration
of ministers has in no respect kept pace with the progress
of society. The result, if allowed to continue, will prove
disastrous." The reminiscences of some of the clergy of
the good old time are highly curious :
" Mr Bower disliked very much now and ranting tunes, and
preaching on one occasion in a church where the precentor waa
alleged to be fond of novelties, he leant over the pulpit after
giving out the psalm, and giving him a smart tap with the psalmbook on the head, said, ' Now come, gie us nane 0' your lilts.'
It waa a practice in those days for some of the people to stand
up during the sermon, to shake off a tendency to drowsiness,
but with poor hnman nature this was sometimes made a means
of indulging vanity and a spirit of display. On one occasion,
a man who had got a very smart and rather gaudy vest, stood np
more than once, and threw back his coat apparently to let the
vest be seen. Mr Bower said at length, ' Noo, John, ye had
better sit doon, we have a' seen your braw waistcoat.' The
system of public rebuke in the church still continued, and on
one occasion, calling up for some offence a woman named Janet
Qreenhorn, he began by saying 'Janet Greenhorn,' and with
emphasis began 'Nae greenhorn in sin.' Preaching, it is said,
at one time, of Peter weeping, he said, ' Now observe this waa
not a woman, for everybody kens that there's sometimes little
between their greeting and their laughing.' These were the
eccentricities, however, of a truly able and very popular man."
When Dr Begg was at Dumfries he frequently assisted
the widow of the poet Burns. " She was rather old and
frail in appearance, but extremely interesting and pleasant
in conversation. I can well imagine that when young
she may have been very engaging to an intellectual man."
From time to time he was brought into contact with
eminent men : "There was one whom we were all anxious
to see, viz., Sir Walter Scott. He sat within the railings
as one of the clerks of the Court of Session, with his
dreamy eye and conical head, and we all looked in upon
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him from time to time with mysterious curiosity, the great
secret, although guessed at, not having been avowed."
Intimate as were Dr Begg's relations with Dr Chalmers,
we regret that we have no vivid characteristic description
of him such as Dr Begg could so well have given us ; but
we conclude with a passage about Edward Irving. It is
one of the bits which adorn a careful, conscientious, but
heavy prolix work :
" He bad come down to attend the Qeneral Assembly : and aa
he was a man of immense physical power and extraordinary zeal
and energy, he had resolved to preach every morning at six
o'clock. TbeBe sermons began in S. Andrew's Church ; bat as
it was completely mobbed they were transferred to the West
Kirk, which contains about three thousand poople. Being anxious
to hear the celebrated man, I was up every morning with the
lark, and walked into Edinburgh in time to secure admission to
the church with the first of the crowd. Every corner of the
immense building was crammed long before the commencement
of worship. As soon as the hour struck an unusually tall figure
was seen emerging from the vestry and making his way through the
crowded aisles, towering above the people head and shoulders like
Saul. His hair was parted in front, and his beautifully chiselled
face was somewhat marred by a remarkable squint in one of bis
dark expressive eyes. But otherwise he was very fine-looking.
When he reached the pulpit he solemnly opened the psalm-book,
bent back its boards, turned up his cuffs and wristbands, and
proceeded to read the psalm with a powerful, sonorous, but
modulated voice, which rivalled the deep bass of the finest
organ. I often thought it was worth my whole journey to town,
even at that early hour, to hear the way in which he rolled out
the Forty-fifth Psalm, apparently one of his greatest favourites.
" 0 Thou that art the Mighty One,
Thy sword gird on Thy thigh."
"In connection with this visit Mr Irving exhorted a table at
St George's at which f was present, and this exercise was equally
peculiar, ft was a grand spiritual soliloquy lasting for nearly
an hour. A friend told me he was present at a private party
where Mr Irving was stalking through the room and soliloquising
in his usual marvellous way. Dr Gordon, with his solemn
manner and keen logic, endoavoured to arrest the progress of
his discourse and to bring him to the point. Mr Irving suddenly
turned round, stretched out his brawny arms, and exclaimed,
' Gordon, you can argue, but you're but a child in discourse. '
. . . . No man ever wrote more nobly of the Book of
Psalms, and I know from the testimony of Dr Black, of the
Barony, who attended him on his death-bed, that he died a
humble, self-renouncing and hopeful Christian."

S^lep's " Reminiscences."
ReMiKISceSces. Chiefly in Towns, Villages, and Schools
By the Rev. T. Mozlet, M.A., formerly Fellow of
Oriel, &c. In Two Volumes. London : Longmans,
Green and Co.. Pp. 459 and 485. 1885.
The author of ' Reminiscences of Oriel College and the
Oxford Movement ' will not lessen his reputation by the
publication of the two volumes which are before us. If
a little garrulous, and sometimes sarcastic, Mr Mozlby's
style is never dry. An autobiography in which the ex
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periences which are recorded are mostly of a rural charac
ter is rarely interesting except to personal friends. Bat
Mr Mozlet's retrospect of three-score years and ten it
too full of anecdote and vivid pictures of his " environ
ment " to allow the attention to flag though it nils nearly
a thousand pages.
Mr Mozlet devotes his first two chapters to setting
himself right with his reviewers. He confesses to certain
infirmities in respect to orthography, and pleads "ex
tenuating circumstances." At any rate, he has suffered
enough himself from " the wanton mis-spelling " of his
own name. Ward, after being five years fellow-worker
on the ' British Critic,' in his last letter addressed the
author of these volumes as " T. Mozely." The mistake,
however, about John W. Bowden was of a more com
plicated nature, making him publish a life of Gregory VIL,
instead of Gregory the Great, besides giving him the
wrong Christian name. The reader of the fifth chapter
is not likely to divine who the "Two Cherubs" are, to
whom Mr Mozlet alludes, whose "youthful forms" had
made a lasting impression on his memory—they are Mr
Gladstone and the late Archbishop Tait. In the next
chapter we are brought within four years of the present
time, to record the author's last " reminiscences " of Arch
bishop Tait, which were formed at Powderbam Castle.
Mr Mozlet shall record in his own words early Commu
nion in Lord Devon's chapel :
" I think I was waked by the chapel bell, but I was in chip*!,
though approached through a labyrinth of passages, before UK
bell went down. The congregation was assembled. I was no«
directed into the part enclosed by the screen, and 1 took my
seat in a stall on the north side. In a minute the Archbiihop,
in his overcoat, came in, and took his seat opposite.
"In a minute more a door opened south of the Altar, and there
came in the priest, and a very youthful attendant, both in em
broidered vestments. Either there were frequent bowings id
genuflections, crossings, an actual elevation of the Host, and i
good deal more, or my imagination has over-mastered me and
supplied it all. The celebrant communicated in both kinds;
then administered in both kinds to the acolyte, as I venture to
call him. Then, the Archbishop, crossing over, came and knelt
at the rail towards my end of it. We received in both kindstnd
withdrew. Then came the family, ' and in fact every one doits
to the stable-boy.' "
We give this account for what it is worth. Perhaps
Mr Mozlet's imagination is a little untrustworthy, like
his memory. It is curious the stress he lays on the fact
that both the celebrant, the Archbishop, and himselr,
" received in both kinds." We were not aware that this
is an exceptional practice in the Church of EuglauJ.
Moreover, a slight acquaintance with the ritual of the
Church would have prevented Mr Mozlet from mistaking
a "server" for an "acolyte." After this, we are not
surprised to find Archbishop Tait giving him a lesson
upon the Eucharistic vestments. However, we must be
prepared for a little confusion of thought from the indi
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vidual who, when called upon to read the lessons at Char
terhouse, delivered with much energy the following ex
hortation—"your tires shall be upon your feet, and your
shoes upon your heads."
The glimpses of Gainsborough, where Mr Mozlet spent
the first nine years of his life, are delightful. He claims
for it " plenty of wild w:t and invention ever new," but
he will not alio"' uiat George Eliot has painted it ac
curately. " Hot suppers " in Gainsborough " were the
universal rule," and their consequences seem not to have
been wanting. There was the stout gentleman who was
obliged to " engage two places " when he travelled by the
coach, in order to accommodate his dimensions. A certain
"Joe Hornby" was the Yorick of the town. There was
not wanting a gourmand who probably died of diseased
liver. Several chapters are devoted to a description of
Gainsborough, its " ups and downs," its " varieties," its
"clergy," "trade," "faith," and "politics," all excellent
in their way. Mr Mozlet makes some capital hits as he
passes on. When Ward mis-spelt his name, he says " I
knew he was too ideal to be real." When he asked the
Dean of Chichester whether he ought to have communi
cated with the sub-dean about a seal, you can picture
Dean Burgon drawing himself up and saying :
" ' Sub-dean ! There is no sub-dean. There is nobody with
1 right to take my place when I am away.' At the mention
of 'sub-dean,' he became instantly several inches taller, his
"?" glared like diamonds, and his voice rang through and
through me."
There is a good deal of humorous anecdote to be found
up and down these volumes ; and incidents, connected
'- -ili well-known personages.
When Mr Mozlet's father went to Derby, the son was
about nine years old. The account of Derby is hardly so
interesting as that of Gainsborough.
It has now
long since ceased to accord with Defoe's description
—"a town of gentry rather than trade," and is now
chiefly regarded as the head-quarters of the Mid
land Railway Company.
Here Mr Mozlet's first
tutor was a Dissenting minister. Miss Holt, the family
governess, is remembered amongst other things as ad
ministering castigation freely, which seems to have had
the effect of producing lasting affection in its subject,
which " mere kindness," according to Mr Mozlet, does not
excite. Charterhouse is the next scene in the author's life.
His experiences there were of a varied character, com
mencing with a novelty, " a very severe thrashing," which
Mr Mozlet confesses he justly deserved, and adds " if it
»aa the present Dean of S. David's who performed the
above salutary act of discipline, I hope he will excuse
my mentioning what really he had a right to do, and what
did me much good." Here the narrative is enriched with
'trcords of Charterhouse education, discipline, diet, amuse
ments, and " bullying," all of which, we suppose,
prepared Mr Mozlet for his matriculation at Oriel in
IS85.
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Mr Mozlet's second volume is more discursive than the
first. He only now and then emerges from the surround
ings. The history of old family friends, troubles about
pews, " reminiscences " of Mr George Spencer, &c, take up
much space somewhat unnecessarily. Oxford life is of
course not again related. The remainder of the volume is
devoted to successive clerical experiences. Mr Mozlet
managed to combine with the charge of a parish " other
good work." He contends that a country clergyman not
only might, but ought to have, " some variety of occupa
tion." He says :
"Casting my eyes on all the country clergy I have known, I
note that some have gardened, some have farmed, some have
roamed about the country, acquiring much knowledge of their
own neighbourhood and the world generally ; some have gone
into society, dividing their time between their own parish and
fashionable resorts ; some have been good modern linguists ;
some have been scientific, and have made curious experiments
—here and there I have known a clerical astronomer ; some
have studied Hebrew, as I was told to do by Bishop Burgess ;
some have gone into horses, and even on the ' turf ; ' some into
cage-birds; a small percentage have gone into book-collecting;
a greater number have written and published ; some have hunted,
shot and fished ; some have boldly plunged into local politics,
becoming guardians of the poor and magistrates ; some have
taken to topography and antiquities ; some have found sufficient
diversion in quarrels with their squires, their neighbours, or
their own relatives."
Certainly some of the author's experiences were (at least
we trust so) out of the common. A " church farmer "
who could recommend as a cure for low spirits " to step
out before your house, and curse and swear at everybody
and everything for half-an-hour " as a mode of " letting
the devil out of you," is, we should hope, a type of charac
ter not often to be met with. Sydney Smith had three
recipes for this depression, one of which was never to go to
bed without being able to recall some act of kindness done
to another. The scenes in Moreton Pinckney are vigor
ously drawn. It was a rough place, and " its wild and
native character " had a charm for, amongst others, Keble.
A village in which " there were always more pigs than
people " in the thoroughfares, and " the pigs, huge master
ful brutes," does not present attractive surroundings for
Oriel Fellows, though " Keble had fondly aspired to settle
there." Mr Mozlet's account of the rural population,schools, village doctors, " Baptists," poachers, clerical
neighbours, &c, is inimitable. Then we are transported
to " Salisbury Plain," to Cholderton, to which new sphere
of labour several chapters are devoted. The author con
ceives " Plain " to be used of this " lumpy ground "—which
he had previously supposed from this term, to be " a dead
level "—in the same sense as it is of a face, something
"without life, without expression, without anything to
attract interest."
When Mr Mozlet essays to enter upon theological ques
tions, or rather to give his own views upon doctrines and
differences, we must part company with him. A man
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who considers " the Athanasian Creed to be impersonal
and unreal," and who could feel diffident in recommend
ing " any Dissenter to quit for the Church the particular
form of religion with which his spiritual life has been
identified," cannot be regarded as a guide to Churchmen
in matters of faith or practice. He confesses to never
having sounded the faith of any parishioner in the doctrine
of the Trinity, which, to our mind, next to the Truth of
the Being of God, is the Truth which should be first
taught in every village school. The Athanasian Creed
may appear to be " impersonal," only when the doctrine
that the One Personal God reiterates His Personality " in
three distinct ways " is not firmly and clearly grasped.
We can recommend Mr Mozlkt's two volumes of
"Reminiscences" as delightful reading; but we should
advise our readers to stop at " Salisbury Plain," for after
that, the author, having acknowledged that he possesses
but little acquaintance "with the Fathers and Doctors of
the Church," flounders about sadly amongst creeds and
doctrines, and shows an utter incapacity for entering into
theological distinctions. Mr Mozlbt would have done
better had he accepted the advice of a " dear relative,"
and left such matters alone.

\^^^S^r/c£-XJ^^M\
Dr ©torts on tfje Ditnne Origin of
Crjristianttp,
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indebted to an American author. The real novelty of the
work arises from the facts having been passed anew through
the mind of an earnest thinker, having been fused there intos
new form, and issued thence in glowing and earnest words.
The ten Lectures are occupied in showing by arguments
which display a very wide range of reading, that an entire
series of new conceptions has been introduced by Christianity
into the world : new conceptions of God in Himself ; of man,
and his duty both to God and to his fellow-creatures ; then
lastly, of the duties of Nations towards each other. Next
he examines, still in an historical manner, the effect of Chris
tianity, (1) on the mental culture, (2) on the moral life of
mankind ; and, finally, on the effect of Christianity upon the
world's hope of progress, and the lines of movement adopted
by the world's ideals. All these lines of thought are succes
sively pursued with a vigour and breadth of treatment truly
admirable. It is an obvious criticism that Chapter VIII., in
its enumeration of the moral foulnesses of the last age of
Imperial Rome (perhaps necessary in order to point the con
trast), is too nearly like the example of Gibbon with a similar
subject, to be at all pleasing ; but beyond this, we have nothing
but admiration and approval to give to an argument so noble
and so convincing.
We append a paragraph from page 325 as a specimen of tbe
author's manner :
" When we turn to consider the moral effects accomplished by this
religion, not on individuals only, or in limited communities, but on tbe
scale of national life, and in countries and capitals most advanced is
arts, industries, and accumulated resources, the Influence of It
appears, if possible, yet more remarkable, as well as more salutary.
It came to communities cultured in letters, Inntruoted lu arts,
mighty in arms, but to a great extent morally rotten with
luxury and lust, the prey of degraded and savage passions,
the story of wbose life, and tbe picture of whose manners, are
almost too fearful to be contemplated ; accustomed to spectacles,
and to sensual excesses, which would now make any country so infa
mous that the world would expect tbe globe itself to open beneath It
and swallow it up. Christianity, in its worship, it* humanity, its
charity, In the inflexible fidelity to truth which it demanded, and in the
herolcal energy of faith towards a Master unseen which it Inspired,
struck down upon this ancient life, in the most cruel and dissolute
capitals, as a veritable gleam from worlds celestial ; and though it en
countered tremendous resistance, of law, arguments, fierce invective,
stinging satire, of the society which it rebuked, of the government
which it challenged, of military opposition, and of popular persecution
unparalleled in the frenzied fury of their onset,—it overcame that resist
ance, awakened an enthusiasm which spurned and curbed tbe assail
ing hostility, converted some of its noblest champions by their recoil
towards its amazing serenity amid storms, and finally became master
of the empire, by its moral force, ailed by whatever of Divine Provi
dence we mny recognise in its history."
We have noticed a few errors of the press ; nutgistatis for
majestatis, "Michael" is said to have foretold tbe fall of
Samaria (page 373) instead of Micah, and the like —an ex
ception to the usually very correct, and certainly elegant,
printing.

Tub Divikk Origin of Christianity Indicated by its His
torical Effects.
By Richard S. Storrb, D.D, LL.D.
London : Hodder and Stoughton, 27 Paternoster-row. 1885.
Pp. xiv. 674.
Nearly seven hundred pages of Lectures seems at first sight
a formidable undertaking to the reader. But in point of fact
the lectures proper occupy only about one-half of this space.
Tho remainder consists of an Appendix of notes gathered
from a considerable area of reading, and each corroborating,
or bearing in some way upon, a statement in the text. The
Lectures were prepared, it would seem, to be delivered to an
audience of theological students in New York on what is
known as tho " Ely Foundation," a lectureship corresponding
vory much to our Bampton Lecture in this country.
We may say at once thot the book is one well worth read
ing, and that shows much justness and clearness of thought.
The Lectures overlap a little here and there : thus the subjects
of Lectures IV. and V., "Man's Duty towards God" and
"Man's Duty towards Man," are logically contained in that
of Lecture III., "The Conception of Man Himself;" but
while this is found to be the case, the same facts are never
theless viewed in new relations and treated in another manner
than before. It would, perhaps, be too much to assert that
any part of the argument here presented is absolutely novel. RgVELATlON : Its Nature and Record. By Hkinbjch Ewaid,
late Professor in the University of Gottingen. Translated
The facts are, of course, well known ; and more than one
from the German by the Rev. Thomas Goadby, R.V,
Christian Apologist has made use of them for a similar pur
President of the Baptist College, Nottingham. Kdinburgh:
pose. We may mention, for example, a book which will pro
T. and T. Clark, 38 George-street 1884. Pp. 4S2.
bably bo in the recollectiou of most of our readers, Mr Charles
This is an English version of Ewald's important work ' Die
Loring Bruce's ' Gesta Christi,' for which we are likewise Lehre der Bibel von Gott,' and the translator describes it as

Dr <25. l£>. uon (EtoalO on iRetoeiation.
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being " an attempt to read Revelation, Religion, and Scripture
in the light of unirersal history and the common experience
of man, and with constant reference to all the great religious
systems of the world." Put into plain English this means
the treating of Revelation as a thing in no respect unique,
bnt. on the contrary, a purely human process, a mere branch
of the history of the human race, conditioned only by human
qualities. Dr von Ewald tries to attain a general formula for
the evolution of Religion which shall describe its action in
every age of the world. " Revelation," he says, expressly
"considered on its primary, that is its human side, is likewise
an activity of the mind, historically arising and historically
developed, and whose fruits, that is the divine truths it seeks
to reveal, and make familiar to humanity, must first find a
true domestication in this human world."—(P. 193.) His lan
guage is indeed ambiguous. He speaks continually of a divine
power and a divine will ; of the true religion and the false.
He asserts, indeed, that revelation "springs from the deepest
and most mysterious impulse of human experience and
thought * (p. 36), and writes as follows :
"It places the historical man, independently of hit will, in some
living; relation to God. nnites the deepest experiences and endeavours
of the Individual man with the divine will,—valid for all men and the
whole universe, and ao for him,— and thus touches all the eternal secrets
of the divine nature and of human destiny. As the converse with
God of the hidden thought and endeavour of man, as a continuous
reciprocal relation between the Individual and his God, it is In vain
tod even mischievous to seek with rude band to disturb, or with
violent hud to strip off this living mystery."
The reader will probably find that the attempt to grasp T>r
von Ewald's meaning is not unattended with difficulty, There
is a sense in which all this would be perfectly clear and ortho
dox, viz., if it were supplemented with an unequivocal ac
knowledgment that the prophetic "impulse" of whatever
kind was not self originated in the mind of man, but was
given by the Spirit of God. Then all these discussions might
take their proper place as analyses of the working out of the
Divine thought or impulse in the human mind. We cannot
find any such acknowledgment ; and the reader who (like
ourselves) is of the class described by the translator as being
"guided mainly by Ecclesiastical Confessions," will have to
keep continually before his mind such a consciousness of the
divineness of Revelation, in order to counteract that far too
exclusive dwelling upon the human side of the matter, which
U characteristic of this treatise.
Notwithstanding, it must in fairness be added, that it is
like all Dr von E wold's writings, exceedingly able and (in its
later stages) deals with a vast accumulation of facts. Nor is
it without a real piety and reverence, notwithstanding all the
" freehandling " which is given to a very difficult and mys
terious subject, upon which much freedom of speech is apt to
he irreverent and dangerous.
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The Sceptic's Creed : Can it be Reasonably Held ? Is it
Worth the Holding ? By Nevison Loraine. London :
Hodder and Stoughton. 1885. Pp. 170.
This is a popular treatment of the vulgar arguments for un
belief, with a common-sense refutation of the moBt plausible.
The value of probable evidence in the conduct of life is well
enforced, the notion of living for the present only is shown to
be irrational as well as immoral, and the admissions of pro
fessed unbelievers are made to do service in the cause of faith
and Christianity. Where larger treatises might repel, this
little handbook may possibly be found useful.
Characteristics, Political, Philosophical, and Religious,
from the Writings of Henry Edward, Cardinal Archbishop
of Westminster. Arranged by William Samuel Lillt.
London and New Tork : Burns and Oates. Pp. 336.
The title of this book is far from being elegant English ;
and, what is worse, it is not precise in the meaning it conveys.
The reader may be induced to expect the characteristics of the
various subjects "political, philosophical, and religious "
treated by Dr Manning in his writings ; or again, the charac
teristics intended might be those of the eminent writer himself,
as shown in his opinions upon, and mode of treatment of, the
subjects indicated. We are left to take our choice between
these, which is a defect. As for the extracts themselves, they
one and all show the ability which the writer undoubtedly
possesses ; and everything has been weeded out which is not
purely Ultramontane. Such a work is obviously intended in
the main for the writer's co-religionists. Were we to enter
our caveat to every historical or dogmatical statement which
appears to us doubtful, we could hardly name a book more
provocative of sharp controversy. At the same time, for all
his girding at the Anglican Church, and his prophecies of dis
establishment, we are glad to find that be is side by side with
us, as he has long been, in such matters as Religious Educa
tion, the indissolubility of marriage, the status of the opera
tive, and such like.
Fletcher of Madelet. By Rev. P. W. Macdonald.
London: Hodder and Stoughton. 1885. Pp. 196.
John W. Fletcher is one of the "men worth remembering,"
biographies of whom are now being issued. A Swiss Pro
testant by birth, Fletcher took holy orders in the English
Church, and remained Vicar of Madeley till his death in 1785.
His name will be always associated with that of Wesley, of
whom he was a zealous supporter and friend and tried coad
jutor. Of unstained life, of high devotion, of signal un
selfishness, he is a remarkable example of one who constantly
broke the simplest principles of Church order without
being conscious that he was doing anything but carrying out
Gob's will, and who, acting ignorantly, received grace to
become eminent for holiness and sincerity. The sketch of his
life is impartial and interesting.

Meditations for Advent ; or, Short Readings on the First
Tax Acts or the Apostles. Chapters i-xii. By Thomas
and Second Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. By
M. Limdsat, D. D. Edinburgh : T. and T. Clark.
Daniel Moore, M.A. London 1 Hatcbards. 1884. Pp.
viii. 248.
This Utile commentary on the first twelve chapters of the
The first title of this work is not appropriate ; there is little
Act* is intended for teachers of Bible classes and private
•lO'lents of the Bible, to whom it should prove a great help. of what are technically called Meditations, like those of
In low price (Is. 6d.) puts it within the reach of all, and the Avrillon, in the volume. " Readings " they are, and worthy
• -'is are in many cases equal to those of far more expensive of the author's wide reputation. You rise from their perusal
instructed and pleased and elevated, but you miss the con
commentaries.
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temptation, the raising of the affections, the exercise of the
imagination, which are essential parts of meditation. Regarded,
however, as appealing rather to the intellect than to the spirit,
the book is a good one, and calculated to be of much benefit
to all who study it.
What Shall I Sat! By the Rev. Henrt W. Little,
Sometime Sunday Lecturer at Cheadle Parish Church.
London : Skeffington and Son. Pp. 138. 1884.
This book consists of outlines of addresses on all manner
of topics, besides "courses of addresses" for special occa
sions. First, the author supplies some brief rules for extem
poraneous speaking, and comments on the need of truthfulness
in the practice of it. Then he provides the overworked
clergyman or lay-preacher with ideas on various subjects upon
which he may be called to speak. Some of these outlines are
really skeletons of sermons for different seasons and for special
objects, such as "Missions," " Flower Service," " Harvest,"
" Schools," " Hospitals," &c. Lastly, there are suggestions
for speaking on such themes as "Temperance," "Thrift,"
" Health," " Purity," &c. Mr Little is stiong on Temper
ance ; and in an Appendix, which is not the least valuable
part of the work, for it supplies " the facts " and the anecdotal
element, he states that whilst only 1,000,000/. a year is raised
in the United Kingdom for missionary purposes, 136,000,000/.
is spent in drink. The book contains much useful informa
tion, which is conveyed in a terse form. But the theological
element is not very strong. Thus, the Beatitudes are eight in
number, but Mr Little seems to enumerate nine. We can
thoroughly recommend the work, however, as a help for those
who have to speak and have little time to find something to
say on the subjects which are treated.
Ravignan's Last Retreat. Translated from the French by
F. M'Donogii Mauony. London: Burns and Oates,
Orchard-street. Pp. 211.
This is not a book that we can recommend to Anglican
readers. All that is solid and true in it has already been
treated with greater point and power by writers of our own
Church, and the mere froth of Romish sentiment and ex
aggerated phraseology can benefit no one, mentally or spiri
tually. Doubtless the book has a "wide travel" in Roman
circles.
On the eve of going to press we have received from the
S. P. C. K. the first number of a new monthly magazine, en
titled ' The Child's Pictorial.' It is intended for children
between four and eight years old. It included among its con
tributors several well-known writers for children, and it is to
be illustrated in colours. The price is 2d. per number,
and it may perhaps meet a felt want. But the illustrations
are not all satisfactory, and the editor has unfortunately
allowed many words and phrases to remain which are utterly
unsuited for such young children. Among these we may
mention "brocade," "apoplectic," "solidity of judgment,"
"highly esteemed," "sagacity," "prepossessing," " genial,"
" prodigality," "physical gratifications," " exclusively," " des
pondent," "midnight vigils," "constituted," &c.
It is the more pity, as so many of these could have been so
easily altered.
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Ctoo H3eto Commentaries.
1. The Pkople's Bible : Discourses upon Holy Scripture.
By Joseph Pabkbx, D.D., Minister of the City Temple,
Holborn-viaduct, London. Vol. L The Book of Gekems.
London: Richard Clarke, 9 Plumtree-court, Farringdonstreet. 1885. Pp. 368. Price 8s.
2. The Pulpit Commentary.
Jeremiah, Vol. II., aod
Lamentations. Exposition by Rev. T. K. Chetse, M.A.,
D.D., Rector of Tendring, and late Fellow of Balhol
College, Oxford. Homiletics by Rev. W. F. Adexst,
M.A. Homilies by various Authors. London: Regan
Paul, Trench and Co., 1 Paternoster-square. 1S8S. IV.
322. viii. 91. Price 15s.
No doubt every sermon is in theory a comment upon some
passage of the Scripture, and therefore a volume of sermons may
permissibly be called a Commentary upon a book of Scripture.
All the caveat that it is necessary to put in is, that this is not
a Commentary in the ordinary sense of the ■word. Dr Parker
does not seem to have gone much into the technicalities oi
criticism. He frequently professes his entire ignorance of the
answer to this or that question which people naturally expect
to have some kind of reply to in the pages of a Commentary.
Perhaps, however, the scieutific critic of the Hebrew litera
ture habitually goes too far in his profession of omniscience
in reference to all subjects, and it may be no bad plan to trj
a simpler fashion. Only some ill-natured persons will inevit
ably make the comment, if this gentleman has not equipped
himself with kuowledge, why does he profess to teach?
The truth is, however, that there are many Commentaries,
perhaps quite enough, of the ordinary type, and this is a Com
mentary of a more or less novel kind, but exceedingly fresh
and almost naive in its observations. It consists of a series of
discourses upon the Book of Genesis : rather fragmentary, at
all events far from being a complete treatment of the book :
very discursive, and far more occupied with the phenomena of
the present day, and the thoughts and doings of men in the
nineteenth century, than with their professed object ; brusque,
familiar, full of rough thrust and parry, the work of a robust
intellect in energetic action.
They take up, therefore, only, certain selected aspects of
thought ; but it will, we are of opinion, be interesting and
probably beneficial, to other " Commentators " in Dr Parker'i
sense (i.e., to preachers of every class), to note how he deals
with them. While we observe many mannerisms, inelegi"-cies, gaucheriet of style, there is a manly directness, a force
full of faith, a variety and resource of illustration in these
discourses, which constitute them almost without exception,
sermons of a high order of the expository kind ; and we can
recommend our readers to get the volume for themselves
They will, no doubt, thank us to give a few specimens uf
this noticeable work. We take them from the sermon
entitled, "God the Explanation of all Things : "
" If you ask me how I know that there is a God, if I tell jouia rtp r
that the Bible gays so, you may very well be dissatisfied with 'M
answer. You would indeed be entitled to say, *That may be so, bat
who gave the Bible authority to say anything or the kind? ' IsbasM
be reasoning in a circle if 1 should find that there was a Goo bec&ott
the Bible said so, and that there was a revelation because God hid
inspired it 1 hat would bo wholly a circular movement, altogether
Inadequate, and wholly mocking and unsatisfactory. At* Christiio
teacher, I set forth not such plea. 1 do not begin at a metaphysial
point at all. The method of argument which 1 shall apply to the
wbole line of Christian evidence In this discourse Is this: liere an
certain facts ; account for th. m. In otlirr words, here i» a lock ; op»
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it. Instead of saying, ' There is a God ; go out and prove it,' I will
sir,' Here vt certain facts, ten thousand strong ; account for them.'
Instead of saying that there is a Providence watching over as all, 1
«ill say,* Here is my life—you know It: strange, mysterious, tumultdobs, many-coloured : comedy having Its laugh cut short by sudden
tragedy, tragedy startled into momentary relaxation by unexpected
eomedy : diversity of temper, engagement, habitude, destiny— here are
the facts; account for them.' Instead of saying to you, 'There is a
book which is inspired,' I shall say nothing of the kind. 1 shall as a
literary surveyor, go over the book and report upon it to you. 1 will
tell you what the book Is, in Its contents, in its spirit, in Its history,
In its purpose, and I shall ask you to account for it."— (P. 49.)
Another paragraph is a reply to the murmurs of those who
are unsuccessful, as it is called, in life, and is a fair example
both of the excellences of Dr Parker's style and of its
obvious faults :
'The Lord la most merciful even when we least expect It. Did we
but know It, there is always mercy in the very thing which we regret
moat. When we are kept In the background It Is mercy that appoints
oor lot. There is something in it we cannot understand. If I say,
' Why am I not of the first four ? I can find no reason for not being
ibere ; I am older, abler, better, stronger than any of them ; why am
I not there ? ' hear thy Loud saying unto thee, ' Because of my mercy.
mei bing would occur thou do»t not fully foresee ; the background is
thy place jast now. I appoint the lot and the estate of man ; if thou
>t at the front or at the back it is My doing.' The Lord exalteth
aod the Lord abaaeth, and men's Uvea are not thrown together by
mishap and by chance and by lottery. There is a Divinity in all this
masonry and shaping and upbuilding. Thou shalt have thy place. It
U not man that is keeping you back. You are fretting and cha ting in
secret because you are not in tbe head place; It is not men that are
keeping you down ; they could not do so. God knows that it is better
for you and for me to be where you are than to be elsewhere. Wait in
tbe prison till Pharaoh sends for thee, poor injured one. Wait in the
stable till the Lord sends for tbee, thou compUining colt Wait on
tie Lo»d, I say, and know that thy place Is not of tblne own carving
sad forcing, la not a birth and expression of thine own foolish and
Klnsb urgency, and that the bounds of our habitation are fixed by
Sod. "-{Page 83.)
We noticed some time ago in these pages the first volume
)f DrCheyne's 'Jeremiah,' of which the second instalment,
Deluding also the book of ' Lamentations,' so long and so
miformly attributed to the same prophet, is now before us.
The editor, after pointing out the composite structure of the
Lamentations,' which consists of five distinct elegies,
ntended apparently rather for a liturgical than for private
se ( Ewald goes bo far as to include them with the Psalter
■> a part of the Jewish Hymn-Book), goes on to discuss the
"thorship of these. Beginning with an assertion that the
uthorahip of ' Jeremiah ' "may be doubtful," he goes on to
ronounce, on apparently inadequate reasons, first, that this
ad that part "can hardly be the work " of that prophet ;
't, that the evidence respecting the rest is " proportion
ed}' weaker," then that the author is "certainly not Jeremiah ; "
id at length proposes as a title fitting the facts of the case,
tbe Book of the Lamentations of the ton* of Jtremiah."
u theory appears to be that these elegies emanated from a
wt of "quiet literary men among the Jewish exiles in
tbylon," md he accounts for the strong resemblance which
admitted to exist between all the elegies, by another
atuitous supposition that there was " a peculiar and fixed
cabulary, traditional in this school of elegiac poets, just as
ere has been in other schools of writers."
But this theory appears to us to be nothing less than preiterous in all its parts ; for though it cannot fairly be called
probable that there were Hebrew poets among the exiles
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at Babylon, yet it is against all analogy to call them a
" school," and to assume that they would all write in a similar
way. The Hebrew prophetic impulse tended not to uniformity,
but to the strongest individualism, as the examples of all
the other minor Prophets show us. It is in fact one of
the main working rules of the critical school, that they
can distinguish the work of each writer even in a cento of
verses from various hands which has been wrought into a
single whole : aud it is a mere pttitio principii to assume the
existence of a " school " of men who were bent, for no apparent
object, on doing the very reverse. Then again, there is no
precedent for such a "school" of writers, if it existed, calling
themselves " the sons of Jeremiah," for that which he
apparently has in mind (though he does not expressly refer to
it), of the body of Temple melodists and choristers being
known as "the sons of Korah," probably rested at first, and
for a long time, upon a literal fact, and so is not pertinent
here. We have indeed the " sons of the prophets " spoken of ;
never, so far as we are aware, the "sons " of any particular
prophet. Again, we hardly think that Dr Cheyne would find
it easy to produce a perfectly satisfactory examplo of any
"school of writers " adopting a peculiar and fixed vocabulary
in their writings. The Euphuists of the Elizabethan age wero
more (or less) than a " school ; " the writers of the " Lake
School " of half-a-century ago agreed indeed in principles,
but differed as widely as possible in the outward form of their
poems ; and a similar remark may be made regarding the
"Fleshly School" (if it is fair to quote a mere sobriquet) of
our own day. Nor again do Dr Cheyne's remarks that Jere
miah was of too weak and lachrymose a character to have re
strained his feelings sufficiently to have written such an
"elaborately artificial" work at Jerusalem itself, carry any con
viction whatever to our mind ; even as we think he under
rates the binding force of the continuous testimony that
gives the Lamentations to the hand of Jeremiah.
While, therefore, we are bound to thank Dr Cheyne (as we
do) for a scholarly and useful edition of these singularly
beautiful and interesting elegies, we can in no wise accept
the views he has stated as to the authorship, as being well
founded, or even highly probable.

iftecent ©etmons anD Ipamptjlerj;.
As in these perilous times "evil men and seducers wax
worse and worse, deceiving and being deceived," so defenders
of the faith are not wanting, and the vital doctrines of reli
gion have found valiant champions quite equal to the occasion.
First comes Archdeacon Denison, " inconcussa columna,"
preaching, at the consecration of the Church of S. Agnes,
Liverpool, on The Pridk of Life (Parker and Co.), de
claring that the sin of our day is Unbelief, and calling on
Churchmen to sink minor differences and join heart and hand
in opposing tbe fashionable infidelity. —Then Mr J. Vicars
Foot puts forth Some Help to Faith (Masters and Co.), in
which he demonstrates, briefly bnt lucidly, the claims of moral
evidence, compared with that of the senses or of mathematics,
and how that by this means alone ancient nations arrived at
the doctrine of the immortality of the soul, and the life of
the world to come. —Mr W. Arthur, in ' Present Day Tracts,'
No. 35, has a comparatively easy task to prove from the
Epistles of SS. Peter and Paul and the Revelation of S. John,
that Christ is regarded by them as God, and His work as
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Atonement. —A more difficult matter is discussed by Dr J.
MeCosh in the third number of ' The Philosophic Series '
(Edinburgh : T. and T. Clark), viz. , Development, What it
can Do and What it cannot Do. The essay is brief, but very
much to the point, and brings competent knowledge to the
dispute, showing that, whatever feats development may be
supposed to perform, it cannot account for the origination of
things, nor originate the power which works in the process,
nor give the beneficent laws and special ends seen in nature.
—The Rev. A. Kennion writes a paper on The Fourth COM
MANDMENT IS TIIE LlGHT OF THE FOUR GOSPELS (BemrOSC
and Sons), a method of treatment which, he says, has been
usually neglected ; and by an examination of the passages in
which the Sabbath is mentioned shows that that day was
signally honoured by Christ's words and actions, and the
law of its observance confirmed. Certain difficulties connected
with this view are satisfactorily discussed, especially the
transference to the Sunday. The whole pamphlet deserves
careful study. —An address by Dr A. Saphir on The Ever
lasting Nation (Shaw and Co.) teaches that a restored Israel
is to become the centre of the Kingdom of God upon earth,
and that it is through the Jews that Christianity is at length
to win universal acceptance on the return of Christ among
men. The writer gives an account of certain hopeful signs
which have appeared of late years among the Jews. The pity
is that the work of conversion should be left in the hands of
people who have but a mutilated Gospel to communicate, and
who themselves need elementary teaching on the Church, the
Priesthood, and the Sacraments. —From Honolulu we have
received a notice of the Proceedings op the Diocesan
Stnod, containing an admirable address by the Bishop and
the resolutions there adopted, among which is one concerning
the union of the Diocese of Honolulu with the Province of
New Zealand. This arrangement will, we trust, be carried
out without delay.
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always with more or less of reluctance and pain. And it is fortnnate for
them that they are so constituted, for most of their habits have been
learned by the race to which they belong through long experience, and
probably after much suffering. A man cannot safely eat or drink, or
go downstairs, or cross a street, unless he be guided and protected by
habits which are the long result of time. One set in particular of thete
habits, and perhaps the most surprising, that which enables us to deal
safely with the destructive element of fire, was probably not acquired
by mankind without infinite pain and injury. And all this, for all we
know, may be true of the public usages which men follow hi common
with their fellows."—(P. 3T2.)
Passing on, we have a learned, though somewhat technical,
account of " Recent Discoveries In Greece." Then follows a
survey of " The Pioneers and Prospeots of English Agricul
ture," whose prognostications as to the latter are the reverse
of hopeful. "The margin of profit," says the author, "on
the staple produce of agriculture is almost nothing." " In
the face of past losses and present prices, landlords must be
prepared for a considerable and probably permanent reduc
tion of rents. No general cure for the present distress exists
except favourable seasons, the curtailment of production by
the shifting of capital, and the diminution of foreign com
petition. High farming at present prices is waste of money."
Delphic utterances indeed are these ! A review of Bishop
Temple's "Bampton Lectures" is good; while "General
Gordon's Life and Letters " the reader will turn to with
mournful interest, and will abundantly repay perusal. " Eng
land and her Colonies " makes more than one sensible sugges
tion upon the Federation question, which we hope will not be
overlooked ; and the number ends as usual with a political
article, which is a renewed indictment of the malfeasance of
the Government— terrible and scathing, but unhappily true.
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The Quarterly Review for April opens with another of
those thoughtful and able articles on the primary assumptions
of politics, which are peculiar to this Nestor of Reviews, and
peculiarly valuable at this time of change and unrest. Curious
and remarkable is the fact which is therein pointed out, how
tmall a portion of the human race it is, after all, which is
possessed by the ' ' passion for change " now known as Pro
gress, so that it can hardly be considered as a universal and
permanent law of human nature. On the contrary, it would
seem that resistance to change is the instinct of unsophisticated
humanity. Thus he asks :
" Do we readily change our habits ? Man Is a creature of habit, says
an adage, which doubtless sums up a vast experience, it is true that
the tenacity with which men adhere to habit is not precisely the sume
in all parts of the globe. It is strictest in the East. It Is relaxed in
the West, and of all races the English and their descendants, the
Americans, are least reluctant to submit to a considerable ohange of
habit for what seems to them an adequate end. Yet the exception la
one of the sort which proves the rule. The Englishman who transports
nirnself toJAiistralin, or to India, surrounds himself nnder the greatest
difBcuititslwitll'frt'(-'llosollan imitation ot English life as he can oontrivajurid submits all the while to a distasteful exile in the hope of
sotne day returning to (he life [whic<i:he. lii ed in hie, youth or childhood,
^though,, un$«r somewhatj morei favourable .conditions. IJj^e. Jruth is
that men do alter their habits, but within narrow limits, and almost

S. James i, 1 7.
"Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and
comath down from the Father of lights, with whom is no varia
bleness, neither shadow of turning."
If we are ever to love God as we ought to do, we must
get rid of some of our wrong notions concerning Him.
We can hardly love Him if we think of Him only as a
stem judge, or as a hard taskmaster. But let us once
realise that He is what we call Him in the Lord's Prayer
—a Father, good and merciful and kind, and the Author
and Giver of all good things,—and we cannot help loving
Him. And, therefore, what S. James tells us here ought to
increase our love for God. For what does he say 1 " Every
good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and cometh
down from the Father of lights."
" Every good gift and every perfect gift." That all He
has is given the true Christian readily admits. He knows
perfectly well that he is only the Bteward, and not the
original owner of that which he happens to possess. He
brought nothing into the world, and he knows he can
carry nothing out. Yet the world does not look at it »t
all in this light. The worldly-minded man does not look
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upon his possessions as gifts. It ia a word he hardly ever
uses. Listen to one. " Soul, thou hast much goods laid
up for many years." Mark the words " thou hast." No
thought there of having received, only of having. And
then, of course, what follows is only natural—" take thine
ease, eat, drink, and be merry,"—" be merry," not " be
thankful." Listen again to Esau. "I have enough:"
have again—the language of the world ; Jacob's is the
language of the godly man, " these are the children which
God hath given me." Once more hear what Pilate says,
" Knowest thou not that I have power to crucify thee ? "
And what is Christ's answer 1 " Thou couldest have no
power at all against Me except it were given thee from
above."
Yes, the way of the world is ever to talk
of what it ha» rather than of what it has received.
Well, therefore, may S. James say, " do not err," do not
make a mistake about this ; for indeed this is just what
we are but too apt to do.
But to pass on. The Apostle mentions two kinds of
gifts, " every good gift and every perfect gift." This is
no mere repetition. Between good and p erfect there ia
clearly a difference. For although every perfect gift must
be good, it is not every good gift that is perfect.
I suppose what S. James means by good gifts or " givings,"
as distinguished from perfect gifts, are the things connected
with this world and with our life here below, the daily
blessings which God showers so abundantly upon us—
health and strength ; powers and abilities of body and
mind ; gifts of nature, such as the raiu and the sunshine
and the fresh air, beautiful scenery and the power to
enjoy it— all, however, things given us only for a time,
and destined to pass away. Whereas by " perfect " gifts
will be meant those connected with eternity—gifts of grace,
above all, the gift of eternal life. Ah ! that is the only truly
perfect gift—" the glory, the joys, the crown of heaven ! "
For " when that which is perfect is come, then that which
is in part shall be done away." Yes, that will be true
perfection. But meanwhile there is a perfection below
that, and belonging to this life, in fact the only perfection
possible here, and that is, to be in the way to heaven—to
be in a state of grace, — ever pressing forward, ever
hastening on to that good time when the perfect is come,
and the imperfect done away.
And this, brethren,
is God's gift ; this is set before us ; nay, it is laid
upon us as a command : " Be ye perfect," Christ has
said.
Let us think first of those gifts which belong more
particularly to this life — the external gifts of nature
and the internal gifts of mind and character. And
let us see that in these, as well as in the high and
perfect gifts connected with heaven and eternal life,
we trace the love of our heavenly Father. For here,
as S. James seems to warn us, we are very liable to go
astray.
There was once a heathen who passed for a wise man,
who said that, to become rich, he would pray and sacrifice
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to Hercules, but to be virtuous or wise he would depend
upon himself, thus giving himself credit for the greater
thing, his god only for the lesser. Our mistake is gener
ally the reverse of this. That is to say, we are ready to
recognise God's hand in great things, but not in small.
We can acknowledge Him as the giver of grace, but not
so well as the provider of our daily wants ; can think of
Him as the Maker of the universe, but not so readily as
directing the changes and chances of our everyday life.
It ought not to be so. To use the words of Bishop
Andre wes,* " He that made the elephant, made the ant ;
He that the eagle, the fly ; He that the most glorious angel
in heaven, the poorest worm that creeps on the earth. So
He that shall give us the Kingdom of Heaven, He it is
that gives us every piece of bread and meat, and teaches
us to acknowledge it, in one and the same prayer making
us pray for His Kingdom and our daily bread." So we
are not to despise the day of email things. We are to
learn to see God in everything, just as the Queen's image
is found on the penny of copper as well as on
the sovereign of gold. Think not, dear brethren, He is
the God only of the rich and powerful. The meanest
cottage is as dear to Him as the grandest palace, if only
He can find love there. And if He has given you poverty
as your lot, perhaps with it he has given you contentment,
which is worth millions. Perhaps, too, when the great
reckoning takes place, and things appear in their true light,
it will turn out that to be poor and unknown was a greater
gift than to be the owner of lands and houses.
Than think, again, for a moment of those gifts of grace
we spoke of. To be in the way to heaven, in a state of
salvation, a state of grace, to be placed in a world itself
very beautiful, but with another far, far more beautifu
set before us as our inheritance, with helps and encourage
ments on every side, so that we may not miss it—what
shall we say of all this ? What shall we say of our Bap
tism, our Confirmation, our religious teaching, our bright
and happy worship in God's house, our Communions, our
Bible and Prayer-Book, the Christian sympathy and kind*
ness which meet us continually 1 These are some of the
rays of that unchanging Sun which is ever pouring forth
His beams upon us.
He is unchanging. Among created things that which,
perhaps, best reminds us of God is the sun. From it
comes all light and warmth ; when it is hidden, all is dark
and gloomy. Light is ever associated with God. He
dwelleth " in the light which no man can approach unto."
" In Him " is " life ; and the life " is " the light of men."
That is " the true light which lighteth every man that
cometh into the world." So S. James speaks of God as
" the Father of lights."
But our sun has his changes and variations, his risings and
settings, giving us daily the darkness of night, and yearly
the long nights of winter. Yet, as we know, the change
is not in the sun, but in ourselves. It is the earth that
* From whom most of the thoughts In this sermon art taken.
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moves.

And this teaches us a great lesson about God.

He changes not. If He seems at any time to do so, the
cause is in ourselves. If a cloud ever hides Him from us,
it rises up from the earth, it comes not down from Him.
If we find any change, the cause is with us, not with Him,
— with the sin that came into the world and with the
weakness and sickness and death begotten of sin. We
change ; He is unchanged : " Man walketh in a vain
shadow ; " God's ways are always clear, always the same.
Therefore, brethren, look we up to Him, from Whom
all good things do come. The very fashion of our bodies
bids us look up— not to the ground, as the beasts do — but
up to heaven and Him Who reigns there ; up to the sky,
up to the light. Look up, then, in loving trust and con
fidence. For why 1 He is a Father— name that promises
so much—name of goodness and mercy and love—the
Father of lights, the Father of all that is good, and — the
Father of us. Will He not give His children the good
things they ask of Him ? Yea, brethren, we are sure of
it, and that because of one gift (which I have purposely
left to the last) — one perfect gift— the crown, the pledge,
the foundation of all His gifts—the gift of His own dear
Son. " He that spared not His Own Sou, but delivered
Him up for us all, how shall He not with Him also freely
give us all things 1 "
F. J. MIDDLKMIST.

The Number of the L. C. for May 8, will contain a
Plain Sermon for "Ascensiontide; " that for May 22,

Current jFacts ano jRotes.
The Dean of Lichfield, writing to the Timet, states that during
the last eight years 40,000/. hare been spent on Lichfield
Cathedral, either from public funds or private sources.

•

*

•

The final Report of the Commissioners for inquiring into the
condition of Cathedral Churches was issued last week. The
Commissioners look forward with confidenoe " to a full and
favourable consideration" of the Cathedral question in Parlia
ment in a short period, if not in the present session.

•

*

*

The Bishop-elect of Exeter has been presented with a cheque
for 1,000/. by his late parishioners at Christ Church, Hampsteac',
as a mark of their affectionate regard. Dr Bickersteth was Vicar
of Christ Church for thirty years. A Memorial Hall, called after
Dr Bickersteth, is also to be erected.

•

•

•

The Confirmation of Dr King as Bishop-elect of Lincoln, and
Dr Bickersteth as Bishop-elect of Exeter, took place yesterday
at S. Mary-le-Bow. They will be consecrated to-morrow, S.
Mark's Day. Dr King will reside in Lincoln, and wishes, if
Riseholme can be disposed of, that an episcopal residence
should be built on the site of the old palace by the Cathedral.

•

•

prosecutions, we hear, is being largely signed by clergy of all
schools of thought.

•

*

•

Lord Penzance is engaged in hearing the suit instituted by
Mr Hakes against the Rev. J. Bell Cox, Vicar of S. Margaret's,
Liverpool, at York. A petition against the revival of ritual

•

The Bishop of Oxford contends that if a man may marry his
wife's near kindred in any case, he should be able to do so in all.
Dr Mackarness challenges Mr Broadhurst to show reason why
a man is to be allowed to marry his wife's sister, and not to ex
tend his connubial desires to other relationships by affinity. If
Mr Broadhurst only means his Bill to be the thin end of the
wedge, and by a succession of agitations to sweep away gradu
ally all restrictions to marriage on the grounds of affinity, his
lordship describes such a continuous unsettlement of the publio
mind, or rather conscience, as to the marriage laws, as nothing
less than "a national calamity."

•

*

*

The Archbishop of Vork, speaking on a public occasion last
week, is reported to have said that the only thing which could
ultimately save the Church from Disostablishment was the
evidence that she was doing real good work.
In this we
thoroughly agree with His Grace. But good work must be re
cognised by those in authority, and not hindered. Has His Grace
attempted to hinder the present ritual prosecution, which is
started for the purpose of stopping the good work which all
admit Mr Bell Cox is doing in Liverpool ?

*

*

#

A writer in the Guardian states of one of his parishioners,
that she refused to receive Holy Communion because she had
read hundreds of Mr Ryle's Tracts, and that not in one of them
ia the Holy Communion mentioned, and therefore he cannot
consider it necessary. A bishop who accepts the Privy Council
Judgments cannot plead that omission does not amount to pro
hibition.

•

a Plain Sermon for " Whitsun-Day."
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•

#

The sum of 340/. has been presented by a few friends to the
Right Rev. W. K. Macrorie, Bishop of Maritzburg, in token of
their esteem for his lordship, and in recognition of his faithful
ness under trying circumstances and his determination to retain
the post which God has given him against the attempts to
dislodge him, whioh have been made in order to conciliate an
Erastian faotion.

•

•

*

At a meeting, held on Monday in the Consistory Court of
Lincoln Cathedral, of clergy and laity of the counties of Lincoln
and Nottingham, it was resolved that a memorial to the late
Bishop be placed in the Cathedral. It is to take the form of
a recumbent effigy. Among the speakers were Lord Brownlow,
Lord Manvers, the Bishop of Nottingham, Ven. Archdeacon
Kaye, Mr E. Heneage, M.P., &c.
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MESSES SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
will shortly publish, an entirely new Collection o( Sermons by
Various Authors, suitable for HAKVBST FESTIVALS, THANKS
GIVINGS, &c., entitled -HARVEST PREACHING.'
Messrs SKEFFINGTON have also in the Press an entirely new
Volume of Short Stories for Young Children, by various eminent
and popular Authors, eutitled " Please Tell Me a Tale."
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly. W.

V.

HUMPHREY'S" ^llRON
CHURCHES
fc. 'CHAPELS .no SCHOOLS

tffiEfj

1 i MISSiON AND CLUB HOO-V.i
1 i
50 ON SkI»
^ALBERT GATE HYDE PAHK.S.W.
a»Bl.i'l

183

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skeflington and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,
Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

This Day, in Paper Cover, price 6d. or in elegant cloth, price Is. The Words separately for distribution
in Church, Id., or 5s. per 100.

THE STORY OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD.
An entirely new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMNS, and very Short ADDRESSES.

BY €. N. STREATFEILD.
The Music specially written by
BERTHOLD TOURS, FRANK BRAINE, * MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON,
A very original and beautiful little Service of Song, Buyable for any Short "AFTER SERVICE," and specially
suited for CHILDREN'S SERVICES. It also makes a little Gift Book for the Newly-Confirmed, 4c., having
blank spaces for Name, Date of Confirmation, First Communion, &c.
The Publishers specially recommend this new little work.

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean o» WESTMINSTER.
Depott-Chairmah— ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr STONE.
Actuary—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1884 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
M
Amount of Profits divided at tbe last Quinquennial Bonus

.

£3,1 18,106
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 5s. 9d. per cent, of the total revenue.
Forms oi Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac, may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODG80N, Seoretary.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICE, separately, Is. 6d. per doz.
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be Borry to change It for any other Hvmu-Iiook."'—Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with tbe care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if your hope that It will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."—Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be tbe right one ; I hope It wilt be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realises Us title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England.1'— Bishop ot
Lincoln.
'* The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."— Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Itisbop Clevelund Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unsplrltual cant"— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan ot Canada.

Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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STRBBT,
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(LATE OP 54 FLEET STREET.)
JU8T PUBLISHED.

THOUGHTS on CHRISTIAN SANCTITY. By the Rev. H. C. G. Mouik, M.A., Principal of Ridley
Hall. Cambridge. Price Is.
JUSTIFYING RIGHTEOUSNESS.
Believer before Gcd. Price la.

BT THE SAME AUTHOR,
A Consideration of gome Questions concerning the Acceptance of the
8IXTH EDITION.

The CLERGYMAN'S LEGAL HANDBOOK and CHURCHWARDEN'S GUIDE.

Being a

Manual of t lie Laws Afleetlng the Relative Klghta, Position, and Duties of tbe Clergy and their Parishioner*, inoluding the Law
applicable to new Parishes and Ecclesiastical Districts. By J. M. DALE. Price 7s. 6d., cloth.
JUST PUBLISHED.
ENGLAND'S TRAINING : An Historical Sketch. By the Author of ' Essays on the Church,' 4c. Price 3s. 6d.
" Among tbe most useful of the many literary efforts which bare occupied tbe hours of the author's studious leisure. We cordially
thank bim for such a helpful guide to the study ot English history.*— Record.
'- We cordially welcome so good a book. .... Sure to be read and recommended by many of our readers."—Churchman.
" A worthy addition to our historical literature."—Christian.
JUST PUBLISHED.
AMONG the STARS: or, Wonderful Things in the Sky. Astronomy for Children. By A. Gibernk. With
Illustrations. Price 6s.
"An attempt to teach Astronomy to small children. . . . Very well done."—Saturday Review.
" This is a capital gift book."—Churchman.
■* It was a good Idea to Issue a work like this."—Court Circular.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
SUN, MOON, AND STABS, as.
|
THE WORLD'S FOUNDATIONS. Ss.
SECOND EDITION, WITH PREFACE BY THE EDITOR,
FLATLAND : a Romance of Many Dimensions. By A. SQUARE. Price 2s. 6d.
" Not only likely to create a present sensation in tbe thinking world, but also to And an abiding place among tbe great satires of history."
—Literary World.
"This attractive little book will be eagerly welcomed by seekers of the fourth dimension . . ■ much of it also will be read with
amusement as satire by those who do not appreciate its scientific bearing, or as pure nonsense by those who are not searching for satire. Tbe
assumption of the author Is worked out with wonderful consistency."—Spectator.
NEW NOVEL. AT ALL LIBRARIES.
AMYOT BROUGH. By E. VINCENT BRITON. 2 vols., 12s.
" A beautiful historical novel. . . . But an adequate review is here impossible. We can only urge all who love to read of peaceful
hearths and stirring camps, of maiden modesty and manly valour, to review ' Amyot Brough ' for themselves,"— Academy.
" This is rather a remarkable slory, and lies out of tbe common run of fiction. . . . There Is a good deal of hnmour, always a valuable
element in a novel."—Literary Churchman.
AT ALL LIBRARIES.
IN the EAST COUNTRY with Sir THOMAS BROWNE, Physician and Philosopher of the City of
Norwich. By Mrs MARSHALL. With Illustrations. I vol., 5s.
" This is a charming and pretty story ; very winning and attractive as a mere narrative, and possessing the added value which belongs
to any careful and vivid reproduction of the life and manners of a bygone age."—Spectator.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
IN COLSTON'S DAYS. 5s.
Mrs MAINWARING'8 JOURNAL. 6s.
HELEN'S DIARY. Ss.
BROTHERS and SISTERS. Ss.
CONSTANT1A CAREW. S«.
CHRISTABKL KINGSCOTE. Ss.
MEMORIES of TROUBLOUS TIMES. Ss.
EDWARDS WIFE. 5s.
The OLD GATEWAY. Ss.
The ROCHE VON IS. Ss.
HENVENUTA. 6a.
VIOLET DOUGLAS. Ss.
LADY ALICE. 5s.
MILL1CENT LKGH. Ss.
DOROTHY'S DAUGHTERS. Ss.
LIFE'S AFTERMATH. Ss.
Mrs WILLOUGHBY'S OCTAVO. Ss.
JOB SINGLETON'S HEIR. Ss.
A LILY AMONG THORNS. 5s.
JOANNA'S INHERITANCE. 5a.
HEIGHTS and VALLEYS. 5s.
NOWADAYS. 5s.
" Very sound-hearted and sensible tales of modern life."—Scotsman.
JUST PUBLISHED.
The CHANTRY PRIEST of BARNET : a Tale of the Two Roses. By Professor A. J. Church. With
Coloured Illustrations. Price Ss.
" Tbe story has great interest in itself, and added interest in the fact that It brings before the reader so much of the life of the time to
which it relates." — Scotsman.
" Likely to be a very useful book, as It certainly is very Interesting, and well got up."—Saturday Review.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
ROMAN LIFE IN THE DAYS OF CICERO. 6a
THE STORY OF THE PERSIAN WAR. Ss.
STORIES FROM HOMER. Ss.
BTOK1KS FROM LIVY. Ss.
STOK1ES FROM THE GREEK TRAGEDIANS. Ss.
THE STORY OF THE LA8T DAYS OF JERUSALEM. 3e.6d.
STORIES FROM VIRGIL. Ss.
A TRAVELLER'S TRUE TALE FROM LUCIAN. 3s. *d.
STORIES OF THE EAST FROM HERODOTUS. Ss.
HEROES AND KINGS. 3s. «d.
" Stories of ancient times which have endeared the name of the writer to boy readers."—Dally News.
JUST PUBLI8HKD.

STORIES of the ITALIAN ARTISTS, from VASARI. By the Author of 'Belt and Spur.* With
Coloured Illustrations, frice Sa
" The volume is one to be prised alike for Its beauty and lor its Information."— Scotsman.
" A delightful Introduction to the history of the old masters."—Journal oi Education.
" A very charming volume."— Saturday Review.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
BELT and SPUR 5s.
I
The CITY of the SEA.
LONDON:

5s.

SEELEY AND CO., ESSEX STREET, STRAND,
And all Booksellers.

Printed for the Proprietor by Retnell * Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-etreet, in tbe Parish of S. James, Westminster, and
Published by W. Skefmncton and Sox, 163 Piccadilly, W.
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Messrs HATCHARD'S LIST.

LIST OP BOOKS.
Just Published, crown 8ro, cloth, price 6s.,
ANGLICAN HYMNOLOGY.
Being an Account ot the 325 Standard Hymns of the highest merit
according to the verdict of the whole Anglican Church.
By the Rev. JAMES KING, M.A., Vicar of St Mary's, Berwickupon-Tweed.
Authorised Lecturer to " The Palestine Exploration Fund."
Just published, fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.,
THROUGH THE GOKSE ; a Village Story.
By Lady HOPE.
Just published, fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. Gd.,
MORE HALF HOURS WITH MY GIRLS.
By Lady BAKER (Amy Marryat.)
THE UNIQUE GRANDEUR OF THE BIBLE.
By the Kev. Prebendary ANDERSON, of Bath. Crown 8vo. 5s.
"A volume unanswerable, we sinoerely believe, by the atheist, and
calculated to be of Immeasurable service to the doubting Christian.
The book throughout bristles with incontrovertible logic, advanced,
we may remark, without a trace of rancour or bitterness. "— Bath
and Cheltenham Gazette. —" Thin book deserves to be read."—Guar
dian.

FOR CONFIRMATION.—By "FIDELIS."
1 HOLT COMMUNION.
Invitation and Simple Preparation. 14th Edition.
Sewed, 2d. ; cloth, 4d. Better Edition, red edges, Vd.
2 QUIT YOU LIKE MEN.
For Young Men alter Confirmation, id. ; lOd. per dozen.
3- THINE FOR EVER
For Girls after their Confirmation. Id. ; lOd. per dozen.

Nearly ready, super royal 32mo., Is. 6d.
FOR THE USE OF DISTRICT VISITORS AND OTHERS.

IN TIME OF NEED; or, Words in Season.
By JESSIE K. CARTER. Edited bytbe Rev. CHARLES BOU1NGTON, Vicar of Christ Church, Lichfield.
A small book of convenient size to carry la the pocket, containing
short passages from the Bible, suitable for different occasions, with
references to longer ones, and also corresponding Prayers and Hymns,
with some blank pages for private notes.
Now ready, price 2s., with Photograph,
JOHN NOCK BAGNALL.
A Memoir.
By his
Daughter, MARY WILLETT.
ASCENSION AND WHITSUNTIDE.

DO YOU REMEMBER ASCENSION DAY P
A Leaflet for Distribution. 2s. per 100, postage 2d. In Urge type,
printed in red and black, for posting, ljd. each.

A FEW DEVOTIONAL HELPS for the
CHRISTIAN SEASONS. Edited by TWO CLERGYMEN. Two
vols., cloth, 5s. 6d.
ROGATION to TRINITY, 8d. -TRINITY, Part I, Is. 4d.
TRINITY, Part II., Is.

MANUAL of DEVOTIONS for SISTERS of

MERCY. Edited by the Kev. T. T. CARTER, MA. In two
vols., 10s. ; calf, 17s.
Part V. contains Acts of Adoration and Devotions to the Holy Ghost.
1. CONFIRMATION ;
Or, Are You If eady to Serve Christ ? 617th Thousand.
Is.
ISmo, cloth. 6d. ; sewed. 3d. ; or 2s. Ad. per dozen, post free.
SHORT OFFICE of the HOLY GHOST.
(A Specimen Copy sent free to the clergy on application.)
Edited, with a Notice, by the Rev. T.T.CARTER, MA. 32mo,
2. COUNSELS TO THOSE CONFIRMED ;
clotb, Is.
Or, Now is the Time to Serve Christ ?
13th Thousand. I Nino, limp cloth. Is.
The
PERSON and WORK of the HOLY
3. THE EARNEST COMMUNICANT.
GHOST. A Doctrinal and Devotional Treatise. By tbe Rev.
A Preparation for the Lord's Table.
W.
II.
III. it lll.MJ.s, M.A., Kictor of Kirby Misperton, Picker
Com. Edit. 521th "Thousand. Cloth, Is. ; roan, 2s. ; morocco, 3s.
ing. Yorkshire. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged, with an
Red Rubrics Edit. Cloth. 2s. ; roan, 3s. ; morocco, 4*. to 21s.
Index. Crown 8vo, oloth, 4s. 6d.
4. THE LORD'S 8UPFER EXPLAINED.
M Will prove a standard work on a subject only too scantily treated
81st Thousand. Clotb, Is. Cheap Edition, paper, 6din our Anglican literature."— Literary Churchman.
A Tract uu this Subject. Id. ; or 25 for Is. 4d., post lrce.
" Readers of Mr Hutclilngs' valuable work will welcome this new
5. BAPTISM SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
and Improved edition. From a course of lectures it hns become a
18th Thousand. 18mo, cloth. Is. Cheap Edition, paper, 6d.
treatise. We may hope that it will become of permanent use to the
A Tract on this Subject, Id. ; or 25 for Is. 4d., post free.
Church."—Church Quatterly.
6. THE EARNEST CHURCHMAN;
Or, Why am 1 a member ol the Church of England?
I"i h Thousand. Cloth, 2s. 6d. ; roan, 4s. Ad. ; morocco, 7s.
London: J. MASTERS and CO., 78 New Bond-street
7. THE PATHWAY OF SAFETY ;
Or, Counsel to the Awakeued.
Just published, 76pp., 8vo, price 6d., by post 7<L,
296th Thousand. Large type, 2s. 6d. ; roan, 4s. 6d. ; morocco, 7s.
Small type Edition, limp, Is. ; roan, 2a 6d ; morocco, 4s. lid.
AERIAQE with a DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER.
I .y I A General Review of t h- Arguments on this Subject, with Sup
8. THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.
plementary Notes on points of intcrebt connected with it. By I'll I LA53rd Thousand. Large type, 2s. 6d. ; roan . 4s. 6d. ; morocco, 7s.
DEl.PllCS.
Small type Edition, limp, Is. ; roan, 2s. 6d.'; morocco, 4a, tad.
Loudon: HAMILTON, ADAMS, and Co.
Over Two Million Copies of this Author's Works have been Sold.
Edinburgh : T. and T. CLARK.
HATCHARD8, 187 PICCADILLY, LONDON.
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CHEAP SECOND-HAND BOOKS.-betore
PURCHASING new copies of STANDARD THEOLOGICAL
WORKS, or Volumes of SERMONS. THE CLERGY are invited to
, apply for Messrs SKEFFINGTONS' New Catalogue of SECOND
HAND VOLUMES. Tbejr include works by the boat ancient and
modern writers, and the books are offered at altogether unusually"
cheap priees.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
MESSRS SKEFFINOTON will either go themselves, or will tend a
thoroughly competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town
or Country. Should they purchase the Books there will be no charge; and,
if not, only the actual expenses of thejourney will be charged.
N.B. — 1. The highest marketable value, in immediate cash,
is always given. 2. All delay, risk, uncertainty, and expense
in realisation, so attendant upon other method* of disposal,
are entirely avoided,
Just out, crown 8ro, cloth, 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8jd.
Dedicated by permission to the LATE BISHOP OF LINCOLN.

[May 8, 1885

By the Rev. W. ARTHUR BRAMELD, M.A.. Keble College, Oxford.
New and Cheapei Edition, this day. Is. M.,
IN TYPE and SHADOW; being Lesson Sketches on
certain Old Testament Types of Christ Arranged for a Year.
Intended especially for the use of the Clergy undol Sunday School
Ti nclii ™. The Work has the special approval of the HiSflUPof
ELY. who has contributed the Preface. Cloth, price la. 6d.. by
post Is. 8d.
•«* Messrs Skerangton believe that this little work will be found moat
useful in the preparation of Sermons (as a sort of Series of Sermon
Sketches), as well as for Catechising, School Teaching, Ac
By the BISHOP of GRAHAMSTOWN. Fifth Edition. Crown Jro,
cloth, price 3s. 6d.,

The PRESENCE and OFFICE of the HOLY
SPIRIT. Six Addresses given at the Church of St John tbe
Evangelist, in the Parish of St reter's. Eaton-square, together
with Three Sermons preached at St Peter's, Eaton-aqnare. By
post 3s. 9d.
Price is., by post Is. Id,
The MODERN CURATE. Married, Unmarried,
Popular, Unpopular, His Sermons, His Miserable I'roepec.a. la
"A cleverly written little book."— Athenaeum.
" Is of a light and readable character. . . . Not only Is tbe read
ing agreeable and interesting, but is replete with sober reasoning and
sensible observations."—John Bull.
". . . . Hany pungent and wholesome truths are to be found In
these pages."—National Church.

CHURCH HANDY DICTIONARY.
" It In so accurate that it can hurdly fail to obtain great authority as
a work of reference."— Literary Churchman
"Supplies a great want which has lonjr been felt. The dictionary
deserves praise In a high degree."—Cuuroh Review.

By the Rev. EDWARD CHEERE, M.A., late Vlear of
Little Drayton, Salon.
New and Revised Edition, this day, fcap. cloth, price 2s. M„ by post,
2s. Hd.,

The CHURCH CATECHISM EXPLAINED,
with a view to the correction of error in Relief lea and vlrionsnea
in life.

The Rev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON'S 17 NEW
SEUM ONS. including the Sundays after EASTER, ASCENSION,
and WHITSUNTIDE, (villained in PART II. of the Kev. H. J.
WILMOT BUXTON'S ' A Year's Plain Sermons on the Gospels or
Epistles.' Price Ws.6d.. by post 2s. 8d. PART III., price 2s. 6d..
Is al«> published this day, containing SERMONS for TRINITY
in d the Unit 14 Sundays alter.
By the late Rev. FRANCIS HESSEY, D.C.I...
HINTS tO DISTRICT VISITORS, with Prayers
for their use. Sixth Edition. Cloth, 0.1., by post i'i.1.
•• A most valuable and useful little manual.''—Literary Churchman.
'• Excellent hints."— Guardian.

This day, price Is. New Work by the Rev. R. F. HESSEY, Author
of • The 20,000 Clergy and the Present Crisis.'
DRIFTING INTO UNBELIEF! A* Appeal to
Thlnkng Men.
" We lay down the ' Appeal ' with reluctance, recommending tht
book very strongly to all whom it may concern."— Church Quarterly.
" The tone of the little book all through is that of a writer who it
thoroughly In touch with the best ethical thought of his time."Literary Churchman.
By Rev. G. B. HOWARD. Price 3d.
HINTS for CELEBRANTS.
This useful little
manual is reprinted from the Literary Churchman.
By the late Rev. Dr A. B. EVANS.

PLAIN NOTES on the MARRIAGE SERVICE, MORNING and EVENING SERVICES for
for Parochial distribution. Price 2d.

HOUSEHOLDS. Cloth, red edges, la. Sd.
[All Orders must be accompanied by a remittance.']

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
Now ready, price One Shilling,

T HE

HOMILETIC
for MAY, 1885.

MAGAZINE

Contents :

Temporary Blessings, and the ever-remaining Sources of
Power.
Christ's Legacy of Blessing.
Hindrances.
A
Young Captive.
A Terrible Deprivation.
Whitsuntide
Outlines. Obadiah : Perplexing Positions. A Clerical Sym
posium: IS SALVATION POSSIBLE AFTER DEATH?
by Rabbi Simeon Singer. "Stumbling" ou the Way —The
Message to Jesus. The Epistle to the Ephesians. Handfuls
from Harvest- fields. Mr Matthew Arnold and Make believe.
The Creed of the Creedless. Significant Art Tribute to
Christianity. A Welsh Popular Preacher. The late Bishop
of Lincoln. Adapted Subjects. Pulpit Attitude. Chancel
Windows:—Experience Best Proof — One Knows—Strong
Attachment — Catholic Christianity — A Godly Walk—
Troubles.
JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners-street, W.

To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proofs.
HPHE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
Jl QOSPEL8. A Handbook. Pp. lo«. Price 28. 3d., post free.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author has an original torn of mind."—The Free
thinker.
"8bows the hand of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
Churchman.
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
"In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with reeard
Ing the early testimony to the Gospels -has rendered a awful service by
drawing up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Rome,
with the earliest testimonies we possess to tbe genuineness of their
works."— The Scotsman.
" We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Hagasine.
W. H. ALLEN and CO., 13 Waterloo place. Pall malt. 8.W.
r|'HE SECRET OF PLATO'S ATLANTIS.
Hy Lord
1 ARUNDELL of WARDOUR. Cloth, 6S.
BURNS and OATES, S3 Paternoster-row, K.C.
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The Two Houses of the Northern Convocation, at their
recent debates, for the first time for a great number of
years held their sittings apart. It might have been thought
that this plan would have prevented the recurrence of a
spectacle which all who have the Church's interest at heart
must deplore—that of a House divided against itself, as
well as literally separated. Such an anticipation, however,
was not to be realised. After the opening of Convocation,
the Archbishop of York opened fire upon the Dean, though
without actually mentioning his name, and the Dean
returned it rather warmly. We remember that in school
days the combatant was considered to be fully exonerated
who could say of his antagonist—" he began it, sir ; " and
the same view of encounters between those of riper years
may still be taken. The Archbishop of York has a way
of discharging " his olive-branch out of a catapult." His
Grace, whilst deprecating any attempts to disturb the peace
of Convocation, or to prolong disputes " which need not
have been begun "proceeds at once to make a needless
attack upon the Prolocutor, and to give him, as it were, a
parting shot or two before retiring from Archbishop
Zouch's Chapel to the Minster Library.
The first subject which was discussed was that of the
" Church Army." The Bishop of Manchester moved that
it was desirable to "consider" and "define" what rela
tions should exist between the bishop of a diocese and
this organisation, so as to employ this agency without any
collision with the parochial system. The President took
the Bishops of Sodor and Man and of Liverpool to task
for somewhat dissenting from Dr Eraser's proposals ; the
former venturing to call in question their wisdom, the
latter their utility. The Bishop of Newcastle had had
some experience of the working of " the Church Army "
in his diocese, and had evidently had some misgivings as
to its keeping within " Church lines." These feelings,
however, had been calmed by assurances which Mr
Carlile had given on the subject. If the Church Army
teaches the Catholic doctrine of Repentance, we think
such an organisation may be a most useful adjunct to the
Parochial system ; but if in their teaching there is a
strong infusion of Lutheran ideas on the subject of
conversion, justification, assurance, and the like, whatever
may be its zeal and the purity of its motives, we should
have no confidence in the results. The matter was very
properly referred to a Committee of the whole House.
The same course was adopted in regard to a very prac
tical question which was brought up by the Bishop of
Ripon — the "Pensions of the Clergy," although the Presi
dent thought it "absurd to dream" of appointing a
Committee to sit upon it. The subject is one worthy of
the gravest attention, but we think with the Archbishop,
to require a curate to pay 2ol at his Ordination would be
to place a serious obstacle to Ordination in the case of
many men. We are glad to mark in Dr Thomson's speech
a desire not to put any unnecessary hindrance in the path
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way to the ministerial office. "We have few enough men
who offer themselves for the priesthood, and these are
likely to become less if the expenses which meet them at
the gateways are increased. We have heard of one or two
prelates who had ventured to make conditions of their own,
in addition to those required by the Church ; demanding,
for instance, of the candidates for Ordination that they
should leave certain Societies to which they had attaohed
themselves, and which their Lordships disliked. We trust
the Archbishop of York, whose remarks on the Bishop of
Eipon's motion displayed so much right feeling and con
sideration for the pockets of ordinands, will use his high
position and great influence with his brethren in hindering
any unnecessary restrictions whioh some less liberalminded or generous prelates might be tempted to impose
upon his candidates.
The " Consecration of Burial Grounds " is a matter
which may well engage the attention of both Convoca
tions. It is certainly desirable that there should be some
uniformity of practice in this respect. Four bishops now
decline to consecrate any more burial-grounds ; another
bishop has settled to dedicate the ground and omit the
legal part of the consecration. Others, again, have pro
posed the consecration of single graves. Some wish to
have two chapels in the ground, others one, others none.
The Report of the Committee on the subject in the
Northern Convocation was in favour of consecration, but
permitted dedication, if circumstances seemed to require
it. The subject is a difficult one, but of one thing we are
quite clear, that it would be, to say the least, undesirable
for Church people and Dissenters to use the same build
ing. Anything which blurs the lines which mark off the
Catholic Church in this country from those fragmentary
forms of Christianity which surround her, is to be
deprecated.
The next subjects stand in amusing juxtaposition,—
" The Liverpool Eitual Prosecution " and " The Paternal
Authority of the Bishop." Perhaps, under the circum
stances, the less said about the latter the better. Only
one thing was wanted to complete the feeling of disgust
which the revival of Bitual prosecution has excited
throughout the country, and that has now been supplied
by the course which has been taken by the Upper House
of the Convocation at York. To prevent freedom of
debate in the Lower House, on the ground that the case
against Mr Bell Cox was " now pending in the Chancel
lor's Court of York," and then for the Primate and Dr
Fraser to deliver long speeches on the subject in the
Upper House, has such an appearance of unfairness, that
no plan could have been devised more calculated to further
Mr Bell Cox's cause than that which these two prelates
adopted. All the petitions against the prosecution of the
Vicar of S. Margaret's, Liverpool, which were presented
from the dioceses of Bipon, York, Carlisle, Newcastle,
Durham, Liverpool, Chester, and Manchester, when put
together, will not influence opinion so much as the way the
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gravamen of the Lower House was treated by the President
and the Bishop of Manchester. Whether it was advisable
to bring the subject at all before theConvocation.orwhether
it was politic to quote anything which the late Primate of
Canterbury and the Bishop of London had done in the
interests of peace, as a precedent for the Northern Arch
bishop to follow, are questions into which we will not
enter. But why a spiritual assembly may not discuss a
question whioh deeply affects the well-being of the
Church, because a Parliamentary Judge is at the same time
considering its legal bearings ; or, why its discussion by
the Upper House is permissible whilst the Lower House
is to be gagged, we cannot understand. At least, we can
only understand the course which was taken, by con
cluding that the Lower House was silenced because it
would certainly have condemned the prosecution, whilst
members of the Upper House were permitted to discuss
the gravamen because the Archbishop and the Bishop of
Manchester were anxious to explain away or cast a slur
upon Archbishop Tait's Eirenicon. The Archbishop of
York, either from lapse of memory or from imperfect
acquaintance with the circumstances, in his account of
the late Primate's and the Bishop of London's policy of
toleration, does not mention the fact that it was not the
resignation of Mr Mackonochie, but the arrangement by
which Mr Mackonochie found himself at S. Peter's, Lon
don Docks, and Mr Suckling at S. Alban's, Holborn,
without any diminution of Bitual in either case, which
bears witness, irrefragable witness, to that " policy of
|>eace " which the gravamen of the Lower House referred
to, and whioh Dr Thomson and Dr Fraser were both
anxious to reduce to a vanishing point or clothe with
mist and unreality. To weaken the force of actions done
and words uttered, when the soul is nearing the confines
of another world, is at least an ungrateful task. Lawyers
have familiarised us with this species of defence in the
Probate Court, but its use in the Houses of Convocation
is, we are thankful to say, as much a novelty as it is
an offence against good taste. A recourse to it is an
evidence of the urgency of the position. If Arch
bishop Tait and Bishop Jackson acted as they are said
to have done, then the present prosecution is a dis
grace to all who have had a hand in it. The line
of defence which is set up is that Dr Tait did
not thus reverse the policy of a whole life ; or if he
did, that he did so because he had no longer the proper
use of his faculties. Fortunately, there are those living
who know what the late Archbishop of Canterbury did
and said, and who are witnesses to the fact that he re
tained the calm and vigorous use of his faculties to the
last. No one, as far as we are aware, has ever contended
that the dying Archbishop changed his own personal
convictions ; the change was one of policy, not of faith,
and it was brought about by circumstances which need
not now be recalled. This " message of peace " will only
come out the clearer through the attempts to obscure it.
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" The great prelate's death-bed " is too Bacred to allow any
invasion of it to pass without exciting feelings of sorrow
and distress on all sides. Thus, the Manchester Guardian,
which is certainly a disinterested organ of public opinion
as to Church matters, says : " It is much to be lamented,
that in the Northern Province there should be visible so
mnch eagerness on the part of the bishops to minimise
the force and significance of Archbishop Tait's Eirenicon.
Especially unwelcome is the Archbishop of York's attempt
to disparage the conciliatory course followed by the late
Primate, by the suggestion that it was the outcome of a
dying man's weakness." The Guardian describes the
speeches of the Archbishop of York and the Bishop of
Manchester upon the "policy of peace" as "long and
carefully prepared." They were the former, we admit, —too
long ; but we hope that they were not the latter ; and that
the painful parts were added " on the spur of the moment,"
and so able to be dealt with as Mr Gladstone frankly
dealt with certain " references of a highly polemical and
controversial character " in his recent great speech upon
the Vote of Credit.
An interesting debate in the Lower House of Convoca
tion took place on " the Church Ministry of Women," in
which the Dean of Chester and Canon Body took a leadin? part, and certain principles with regard to Deaconesses
and Sisterhoods which had been gathered by a Com
mittee on the subject were discussed. The great point
which was insisted on, was that of bringing or keeping
sisters and deaconesses more directly under the control of
the bishop. "We quite agree with Canon Trevor that the
modern deaconess is no descendant of that officer in the
Primitive Church. A little knowledge of Canon Law as
to the difference between the ordinary and visitorial juris
diction of a bishop was, as is commonly the case, a de
sideratum in the discussion.
The Convocation of York stands prorogued till June
l(Hh. Let us hope that at its next meeting it will be
animated by a more genial and practical spirit, for there
u plenty of solid work to be done.

Clericalism.
We hear much about Clericalism in these days. To some
persons Clericalism is their one bete noir ; to this they attri
bute the main evils from which the Church is suffering ; to its
removal, the re-establishment of her influence. Still as far
M is apparent no writer, speaker, nor declaimer has conde
scended to explain what he means. A ghost has been raised,
but it is as unsubstantial as spectres usually are. A great
writer tells us that the first step towards the comprehension
of a given Bubject is to define it. But what is the definition
of Clericalism ? In France it means Ultratnontanism ; what
does it mean on this side the Channel ? Of course if it is
priggishness, the airs and graces assumed by yonng curates,
an unnatural tone of voice, the using of set phrases, the
assumption of superiority over laymen their seniors in years
and spiritual experience, such clericalism deserves censure.
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But folly like this is but a youthful malady, it cures itself
or is cured as beards grow stronger ; it wears itself out like
other conceits. If any newly-fledged parson lengthens his
skirts, widens the brim of his hat, stiffens his stock, parades
the medal of his guild, ostentatiously wears and makes the
sign of the Cross, distresses old-fashioned parishioners by
party Bhibboleths, and draws attention to himself bywords
and gestures, a few kindly hints from his Incumbent may
set him right. Wisdom often comes with years. But is this
what anti- clericalists mean? If so, it is not worth thenweapon. It would be as useless to tilt at a windmill or to
waste powder and shot on a popinjay or a scarecrow. But
in reality the matter lies far deeper, and what those who
talk, I will not pay them the compliment to say think, on the
subject mean, if we are to measure their sentiments by a
chaos of words, is something far different. What they object
to —strangely enough for men who confer or receive Holy
Orders—is the idea of men set apart by a distinctively divine
call, ratified by vows, endued with supernatural gifts. Anticlericalists, to coin a word, are willing to recognise a moral
force police or relieving officers or administrators of a great
charitable institution, delegated by its members to act for
them in the same way as in a benefit society. Such an
acknowledgment Mr Hatch makes in his somewhat notorious
Bampton Lectures on "The Organisation of the Early Chris
tian Church ; " but is it a true one, or if true in a sense does
it cover the whole truth? For this is the question, —are the
clergy mere Church officers deriving their authority from the
congregation?—I use the word in the sense of the Articles—
or are they a divinely commissioned Order ? Are they em •
ployed for convenience, or do they discharge functions essential
to the Christian life ? The answer settles the whole matter,
for if the former proposition be true anti-clericalism is "right,"
if the latter it is as decidedly wrong. The wonder, however
is how any one who has conferred or received the grace of
Holy Orders or used or permitted to be u?ed the solemn words
of the Ordination Service can hold such opinions.
The sacredness and divine origin of the ministry must in
deed stand or fall with the sacreduess and divine origin of
the Church. As the Rev. Charles Gore says in his able
review of Mr Hatch's Lectures,
"A Ministry which Is not a Ministry, but a mere staff of officials
created by social convenience, implies a visible Cburch which has
nothing of the sacredness attaching to that august name, but Is Just as
simply natural In origin and essence as a benefit club or a literary society
aud such an idea of the Church will act on many minds as a solvent of
belief in a miraculous Incarnation. This belief, seriously accepted and
firmly held, must purely tell on a man's conception of the Christian
body which comes before ns In the New Testament; while the theory
ot naturalism, applied to that body, will not in the long run be content
to dwell together with the supernaturalist conception of Its Founder
and its Head.* "
I suppose that Hooker's ' Ecclesiastical Polity ' is still a text
book for candidates for Holy Orders. Now what does Hooker
say ? I will venture to transcribe his words, although they
must be familiar to readers of the Literary Churchman :
"What angel in heaven could have said to man as our Lord did to
Peter ? Feed My sheep. I'reacfa. Baptise. Do this in remembrance
of Me. Whose &ins ye retain they are retained, and their offences in
heaven pardoned whose faults ye shall on earth forgive. What think
ye? Are these terrestrial sounds, or else ore they voices uttered out of
■See Church Quarterly, January, 1883.
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the clouds above ? The power of the ministry of God translateth out respect. I am sure that laymen generally, and working men par
of dnrkne-« Into glory, It raiseth man from the earth and bringeth God
Himself down from Heaven, by blessing vUlble elements it maketh ticularly, like to see their parson looking like a parson, and that
them Invisible grace, it giveth daily the Holy Gboet, it hath to dispose they are not without their suspicion that he is going to do some
of that flesh which was given for the life of the world, and that blood thing he is ashamed of, if he doffs his clerical attire. " What's
which was poured out to redeem souls, when it poureth malediction minister up to wi'oot his white choker on ? " said an artisan
upon tbe heads of the wicked they perish, when it revoked the same in my hearing, when he saw his clergyman dressed like a
they revive. O wretched blindness if we admire not so great power
more wretcbed if we consider it right, and, notwithstanding, imagine' layman, as if suspecting that it was something he had
rather not be seen doing. Then, as was pointed out by a
that any but God could bestow it.* "
In exact accordance with Hooker's statement is the correspondent in the Morning Post, the clerical dress is not
unanimous testimony of the Church. "The Greek and Latin only a safeguard against familiarity, but it affords opportuni
words, says Dr Hook, which we translate Priest, mean one ties of doing good. To most men the parson acts like a good
who acts on the part of man to God, and on the part of God conscience, and his presence checks light or improper conver
sation, besides the facility it gives them to guide it into
to man."
Thus the word Cohen ori ginally meant one who ministers proper channels. I almost always travel by railway third
or transacts business for another ; " 'itpiis Sacerdos, Gudi " class, for the Irishman's reason that there is no fourth, and
(for Gud or God), one employed about holy things, Hieree I invariably meet with respect, unless a fellow-traveller
(Russian), one consecrated, Kamanaij (Armenian), one who happeus, which is very seldom, to be drunk. I have hardly
sacrifices, Offeiriad (Welsh), one who offers. And the same ever heard an oath or bad language, and many a time I have
remark applies to the term Presbyter ; the word implies one learnt more than I could teach, because recognised as a
possessing a commission from God, so it is used in the various clergyman I was able to draw out the experience and confi
forms of Prester as in Germany, Pretre in France, Presbytero dences of my fellow-travellers.
But if the presence of a clergyman is a check upon
in Spain, and Priest in England ; it involves a xXrjpos, the lot
of the Lord, chosen out of Xa6s, the people of the LoRD.t It others, the consciousness that he is known as a clergyman
matters not what you call the clergy, "ministers of Christ acts as a check upon himself. No doubt there is much
and stewards of the mysteries of God " they are, and " no man laxity, and things are considered permissible now which
taketh this honour upon himself except he be called of God would have been prohibited a very few years ago. In the
as was Aaron." Indelibility of Holy Orders has always been time of the earlier evangelical movement, theatres and balls
the voice of the Church, whatever may be said of recent were absolutely tabooed. It is possible that the instinct was
Acts of Parliament enabling men to relinquish them as far a right one, and that the pendulum is now oscillating to an
opposite extreme. There may, of course, be circumstances in
as their civil rights are concerned.
Such, then, is Clericalism in its best sense ; how then should which a clergyman would gain much by witnessing a good
the cry of anti-clericalism be met? Certainly not by self- play—Shakespeare's for example ; but when all is said in its
assertion, although there may be circumstances when it is favour, his visits to the theatre should be like those of
the clergyman's duty to establish his authority, in the angels, few and far between. And when he does go, let all
same way that S. Paul vindicated his apostleship when it the world see that he is not ashamed of what he is doing.
Then there are other places of a more questionable character,
was disputed. But wider considerations are involved—ought
the clergy to conduct themselves as men set apart for sacred where I am sorry to say a clergyman may occasionally be
functions, and ought it to be seen that they so consider seen, and to which he generally goes more or les3 in disguise.
themselves ? Ought they to recognise the truth that things Iu these days of rapid communication, when everybody
may be expedient and right for laymen which are not runs up to London, he may be pretty sure that his incognito
expedient and right for clergymen, and the converse of the is soon penetrated, and that may happen to him which actually
proposition ? To take, as an illustration, the question of a occurred to the trustees of a dissenting chapel who had gone
distinctively clerical dress, about which a good many letters up to town on " connectional " business. They finished their
were written pro and con a few weeks ago in the newspapers. morning's meeting, and then went off one by one in the even
Some writers seemed to think that the less a clergyman ing to the Westminster Aquarium, where they hoped not to
looked like a clergyman the better for his influence; others be recognised, but one would have liked to see their coun
were of exactly the opposite opinion. I have no hesitation in tenances as they looked each other in the face, for every
avowing my conviction in favour of a distinctive costume, trustee had gone as, he thought, alone and unobserved.
Certainly dramatic performances must be much improved
and my regret that it is not more distinctive. From a pretty
extensive experience, I am persuaded that a clergyman should since the days when the door-keeper calling out " this is the
look like a clergyman, wherever he is, whether at home or way to the pit " reminded a casual visitor of the entrance to
abroad ; that there is no practical inconvenience in doing so, the pit of destruction, but there is a feeling, and a strong feel
and that nothing is gained by appearing, as an officer would ing, in favour of strictness and discrimination on tbe part of
the clergy. "I saw the Reverend A. B. at the theatre,"
say, "in mufti."
I travelled through parts of France, Switzerland, and Italy said a member of a congregation (I do not know of what per
in clerical garb, and I should have gained nothing in conveni suasion), "and I was determined he should know that I saw
ence by not doing so, whilst I should have lost many tokens of him, so I went round and spoke to him. " " What good influ
ence," says the teller of the story, " could the preacher exert
• Book V , clxxtii.
over him after this ? " Of course such a sentiment might be
t Sec Carter on the I'riebluoorf—passim.
both illiberal and uncharitable, yet it is an index of public
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opinion. And the same may be said of balls, A clergyman
may no doubt think it right to be present at a ball in order to
show his sympathy with his people in their amusements as
well as in their graver pursuits, or even as a relaxation from
his weightier duties ; but for a priest to be seen in evening
dress at two or three o'clock in the morning waltzing with the
young ladies of his congregation is not likely to promote his
influence as their spiritual pastor and master. To me it looks
as absurd as for Masters of Arts to play at marbles on King's
Parade at Cambridge in contravention of a statute passed
when undergraduates were boys and graduates mere youths.
I know something of what is thought of waltzing parsons
from my position as minister of a watering-place, and I am
sure that they lose respect. As an illustration, a young lady
was once arguing with me that she did not see any harm in a
clergyman waltzing. "Positive harm, no," I said, "but cer
tainly weakened influence : which clergyman would you send
for in sickness or at the point of death, one you had been
waltzing with a few days before, or one you knew to be in his
rtudy?" "Oh, certainly," was the reply, "the clergyman
who was in his study. " Strange to say, within a few weeks
I was sent for to console this lady's family on the sudden
death of her mother. "I have not forgotten," said she, " what
you said about clergymen dancing. Oh, I am sure I could
not have sent for Mr A. or Mr B. (her partners on the occa
sion. )" I have not forgotten S. Carlo Borromeo and his game
of bowls or chess, whichever it was, but there are amusements
which are and which are not consistent, in other words, which
are and which are not clerical. For a clergyman to join the
youths of his parish at a cricket club, or occasionally the
young ladies at lawn tennis, may be quite consistent with his
clerical avocations, but this is widely different from turning
night into day at balls and soirees. Or for a clergyman to
take a hand at whist with the " grave and reverend seniors "
of his parish, whether old ladies or gentlemen, could not
weaken his influence with any reasonable person if only they
played for love, as the saying is, and not for money ; and the
same observation applies to his joining in singing, music or
other recreations. Moreover, his household should distinctly
bear the type of a priest's household, should be regulated by
rule in its hours, its avocations, its social intercourse as well
as its amusements. But on this branch of the subject I ex
pressed my opinion pretty freely in an earlier number of the
LlTSRAHT CllCRCHMAN.*

In conclusion, it will be seen from what has been said that
Clericalism may be used in a bad as well as in a good sense,
and that I have contended for the good sense. I have shown
that the outcry is not against the abuse, but the thing itself,
and that the clergy will gain nothing by " unfrocking " them
selves,—in other words, I am an advocate for " Clericalism."
GEO. HUNTINGTON.
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the Revised Version of the English Bible to the Primate,
and to the Prolocutor of the Lower House of Convoca
tion, Lord Alwyne Compton. The Archbishop described
the occasion as " an historical one in the annals of the
Church of England." The book is the result of fifteen
years' work. There is a mixture of joy and sadness in
the retrospect, for of the original Committee, which was
composed of sixteen members, only six survive. It was
on Feb." 10, 1870, that Bishop Wilberforce proposed in
Convocation a Committee for the work of revising the
Old and New Testament Scriptures. At first the Old
Testament Company was presided over by Bishop Thirlwall, who in point of scholarship was well suited for
such a position. In forming the Company, both of the
Old Testament Revisers and of the New, intellectual
fitness was the chief consideration, and questions of faith
and spirituality were not allowed to circumscribe the area
from which assistance might be sought. American
divines and scholars were asked to lend their help, and
no less a person than Cardinal Newman was invited to
contribute his vast powers and attainments to the enter
prise. The task was, indeed, an onerous one, more so even
than that which was completed in November, 1881 ; aud,
whatever may be the reception of the Revision of the
Old Testament Scriptures, we may be thankful that the
work is achieved. No other than the Authorised Version
may be used in Church, and, therefore, the result of the
labours of the Old Testament Revisers will remain, at
least for some yeara to come, we presume, a matter of
literary interest. It will be of use in the study, and
enable the student and clergyman to compare its render
ings with those of the Authorised Version. This may have
one indirect benefit, that of stimulating the study of the
Old Testament in the original, and making divines discon
tented with a bare knowledge of Greek. The criticism, however,towhich this volume will beexposed will be necessarily
narrowed in comparison with that which the Revised
New Testament has had to endure. We regret that the
Old Testament Revision is only to be obtained by pur
chasing again the Revised New Testament, for two
reasons. First, the additional expense, which must lessen
the circulation, as many will not be inclined to purchase
the Revised New Testament which they possess already ;
and secondly, it will in some degree prevent the two
Testaments being judged on their individual merits.

The Revised New Testament has, on the whole, been
unfavourably criticised, and it is a pity to damage the
second work by making it indissoluble from the first.
We should advise its publication in both shapes, sepa
rately, and in conjunction with the New. It would soon
be seen which book met the needs and demands of the
public. We can only add that we trust, as the Bishop of
The ceremony which took place in the College Hall of Bath and Wells said, that "the translated Scriptures
Westminster, on the last day of April, was one of peculiar now presented would benefit the Church throughout
interest. It consisted of the presentation of copies of the world." But we must repeat what we have before
affirmed, that something more than mere learning is
• ' Economy and the Christian Life,' April, 1884.
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required in those who would undertake to elucidate the
text of Holy Scripture. This remark, we admit, applies
more to the New Testament Company of Revisers than to
the Old. The keen eye of faith, and the penetrating
nature of spiritual insight are more trustworthy helps in
interpreting the inspired word, than the labours of "scholars
of all denominations," including a Socinian.
We can say
nothing as yet upon the merits of the Revised Version of the
Old Testament. That will be the work of the Reviewer,
and we have not the book before us. The Standard hopes
that the Revised Version, having corrected grammatical
errors, " will clear up old obscurities without creating any
new ones," which cannot be said to be a very inspiriting
view of the results of fifteen years' labour. However, we
will endorse that act of confidence, and will add to it, that
we trust all those passages will be altered in which lan
guage is employed which is not admissible in our own day,
especially in the Public Services of the Church.

At the Consecration of the Very Rev. Dr Bickersteth
as Bishop of Exeter, and the Rev. Dr King as Bishop of
Lincoln, in S. Paul's Cathedral onS. Mark's Day, Dr Liddon
preached one of those sermons which he alone can preach,
in which learning, enthusiasm, and eloquence are combined
without disproportion. Basing his remarks on the
significant words, " Though ye have ten thousand instruc
tors in Christ yet have ye not many fathers," he reviewed
the origin, office, and successive characteristics of the Epis
copate. Dr Liddon, of course, clearly laid down that epis
copacy is of the essence of Church Organisation. It is no
mere matter of discipline, or form of government, or de
coration of Church life, but a sine qud non. The preacher
further showed how episcopacy was a barrier on one side
against Ultramontauism. Dr Liddon's description of the
bishop as " a Father in Christ " and a ruler was excellent.
He repudiated the common idea that the right to rule is
derived " from a body ofjelectors." Power is from above,
not from beneath. The bishop's power is derived from
the Apostles of Christ. We will not further notice this
grand and comprehensive discourse, as doubtless it will
come under our eye in a printed form. Whether Dr Lid
don's anticipation that the name of King will rank here
after in the annals of the English Church with Andrews,
Ken, Wilson, and Hamilton, we will not venture to say ;
but that a few such appointments to the Episcopate would
change the whole face of the English Church we assuredly
believe. Spirituality has an attractiveness and a power,
which dissolves differences and commands reverence.
Without it, the highest office will not make a man vener
able ; with it, the possessor of the lowest inspires respect.
The Times, in a remarkable leader, describes Dr Liddon's
sermon as " an eloquent exposition of the nature and
functions of a bishop." But it remarks with a suppressed
sneer that the ideal '' has been very far from being always
realised." That is very true. It would be invidious to
speak of the present, or the leading journal might liave
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found more than one instance where the ideal was "con
spicuous for its absence." However, let us be thankful
that it is becoming more and more the aim of those
who bear rule to be all that Canon Liddon would have
them be.

^*^j&rt£^m%^
life of Otoato 9@iall.
Life of Edward Miall. By his Son, Arthur Miall.
London : Macmillan and Co. Pp. 376. 1884.
This account of the great opponent to the principle of
Establishment will be read with interest by those who
regard Edward Miall as a victim of a great delusion, as
well as by those who esteem him as the champion of
a glorious cause. The book, however, as a biography is a
failure. This arises from no fault of the compiler, but
from the fact that the materials at his disposal are nearly
all concerned with the public life of Mr Miall, and provide
but few glimpses of his private life. Of early and
closing days the record is but brief. A memoir in which
these have no marked place is like a day without sunrise
and sunset. Edward Miall was born at Portsmouth on
May 8, 1809. Two events of a religious character are
related of his youthful days ; one, an act of self-dedication
which he made at the age of eighteen, another, his conver
sion, which is described as follows :
" I fell into a fit of involuntary musing upon religious topics
' after reading Buck's Christian Experience,' in the midst of
which, like an electric flash, my past ingratitude, my present
degeneracy, my future prospects, shot across my mind. I instantly
retired to my chamber, and wrestled with God in prayer.
I entreated in agony of soul that this omotion might not prove
transitory. I devoted every leisure moment to the hearty pur
suit of God. My impressions were deepened, my desires
increased. I will not detain you, sir, by a particular detail of
feelings common to all Christians at the period of conversion.
A glow of love to the Redeemer pervaded my heart, and kindled
within me a deBire to spend my days in His service."
As the result of this, in 1828 he entered Wymondley
Theological Institution, and received the training which
those undergo who aspire to the pastorate in the Indepen
dent denomination. In due time Mr Miall became a
dissenting minister, but he was this in the bud, in the
bloom he became a journalist. In the former capjicity he
employed himself first at Ware, and then at Leicester.
But the quiet duties of this calling evidently did not
satisfy the aspirations of Edward Miall. The imprisonment
of John Thorogood and William Bains for refusing to pay
Church-Rates stirred the heart of Nonconformity, and
marked this period as that of " the incubation of political
dissent." Mr Miall resigns his pastorate and comes to the
rescue. He begins by denouncing the clergy, "both
evangelical and otherwise," as reviving " the arrogant pre
tensions of the papal priesthood," which probably only
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means that they were marking more clearly than before
the difference between a man who has received the grace
of Ordination and one who has not. "We have no reason
to doubt Mr Miall's sincerity, as certainly we do not doubt
his opinionativeness. He, Mr Miall, came to the conclusion
that the connection between Church and State was "adul
terous," " impious in principle," " the prolific parent of
bigotry, cruelty, rapacity and hypocrisy," " a terrible scourge
to the nation," " a tremendous obstacle to the progress of
Divine truth." It never occurred to Mr Miall to reflect that
Christendom might be right and he wrong. The fact that
the Church had been promised to be guided by the Holy
Spirit, and had been connected with the State-Power for
more than fifteen hundred years, did not cause Mr Miall
to question his own judgment. Churchmen, however
must remember in estimating his utterances and conduct
that he had no belief in, or idea of, the Church as a super
natural Institution. It was to him but " that creature
of the State." Mr Miall was far more logical in his con,
elusion than the ultra- Protestant who takes the same view
of " the Church," but yet clings to the idea of Establish
ment as giving him social status and advantages. We
uphold the Established Church, because we believe it to be
not the mere " creature of the State," not a dominant sect,
but a part of the Catholic Church throughout the world ;
and that it comes down to us not from the reign of Henry
VIII., but from the Day of Pentecost. Mr Miall and his
friends believe only in a religion which consists of certain
doctrines which are drawn from a book, and in a human
organisation, not in a Divine Institution.
Perhaps
they do not go so far back as to ask themselves where
that book came from, or who settled amongst the
different writings existing in early ages which were
Scripture and which were not, and thereby made the New
Testament into its present form. Nor, perhaps, do they
inquire what became of those generations who lived and
died before the writings of the New Testament were col
lected, and of the many others who could have had no
opportunity of consulting them for generations afterwards.
Nor, again, do they inquire how it was that for fifteen
centuries these denominations were non-existent. Such
questions would be, to say the least, inconvenient. But the
hatred with which Mr Miall has assailed the Established
Church is in part the result of his view of the Church,
which is simply in his eyes an endowed sect and a " mere
political engine," and not a divine society claiming to be
M different from mere human organisations, however
good, as the Bible is different from other books, however
much they may draw from it. From Mr Miall's stand
point, we can quite understand his thirst for destruction.
But the great event of his life was yet to come. It was
the establishment of the Nonconformist. There is a
graphic description of the way he " stumped " the country
for some months before its birth, in order to obtain the
" sinews of war." His efforts are most praiseworthy, if
we leave out of sight their object. The first number of
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the Nonconformist was published on April 14, 1841, and
Mr Miall remained its editor for nearly forty years. He
displayed great ability in the conduct of the paper, which
for awhile waB " frowned upon " by Dissenters, and only
quoted by Churchmen.
Another great event in Mr Miall's history occurred in
April, 1844.
He organised " a permanent system of
aggressive warfare against the State Church System : " in
other words, he founded the Anti-State-Church Association,
which negative and complex title was changed into that
with which we are now only too familiar, " the Liberation
Society," in 1853. A year earlier Mr Miall, after failing
to secure a majority at the poll at Halifax, had been re
turned for Rochdale, which he represented from 1852 to
1857. In 1856 Mr Miall moved in the House of Commons
a resolution in favour of the Disestablishment of the Irish
Church. In 1867 he lost his seat with several other leading
Liberals.
After unsuccessfully contesting Tavistock,
Banbury, and Bradford, he was subsequently elected by
the last-named place. Mr Miall now aimed at higher
game, and in 1871 made a motion in the House of Commons
for the Disestablishment of the English Church, when 89
votes were recorded in favour of the motion and 372 against
it. In a second and third attempt, in the two following
years, Mr Miall drew to his side first 96, and then only
61 votes. The movement lost spirit and strength after the
first endeavour, in which Mr Miall executed his task
with such skill and ability as to call forth a compliment
both from Mr Disraeli and Mr Gladstone. In 1874 Mr
Miall left Parliament and gradually retired into private
life, having received a testimonial of ten thousand guineas,
invested for his benefit by his political friends and co-re
ligionists, and the interest of which is, we suppose, enjoyed
by his descendants. But if the principle be a true one,
which the advocates of diaendowment espouse, we can see
no reason why Mr Miall's descendants should retain their
property, whilst the Church is to be robbed of what has
been given to her.
Mr Miall's strength lay in his one-sidedneas. He never
could see more than one side of a subject, and when a
man of ardent nature and powerful mind sees forcibly all
that can be said against a principle and is blind to every
thing which can be said in its favour, you may expect
such a career as that which is in this work recorded. We
give Mr Miall his due. We believe him to have been
sincere, a man of ability, indomitable perseverance, with
an element of nobleness in his character, but a man
unable to separate ubo from abuse, and one who mistook
the judgments of prejudice for the inferences of truth.
It must, however, be remembered that his attacks upon
the Church of England, couched as they often were in
violent language, were, according to him, made against her
not " as a spiritual organisation,"—whatever he meant by
that, for he had no conception of her as a part of the
Catholic Chtirch,—but as an Established Religion. There
are many utterances, however, of Mr Miall's in which
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it can hardly be said that he observed this distinc made all his major propositions plausible and firme, that his
tion. But the two are too closely connected, for one to adversary might neither be willing, nor able, to enter there, and
be attacked and the other to go acathless. Yet -we will the minor still backt by other syllogisms, and so the argument
record Mr Miall's la9t public utterance, which was made went on unto issue ; which fell out well for Mr Preston ; for, in
in response to an address of congratulation on the anni disputations of consequence, the answerers are many times so
fearfull of ye event that they slur and trouble ye opponents all
versary of his seventieth birthday, which finished with
they can, and deny things evident. There was such wrangling
these words, and which must conclude our review of his
about their syllogisms, that sullied and clouded the debatas ex" Life "—
treamely, and put the king's acumen into BtreightB. Bat when
"May you too witness," he says, "the accomplishment of Mr Preston still cleared his way, and nothing was denied but what
this work, and may the Church of England, as the instrument
was ready to be proved, the king was greatly satisfied, and gave
of regenerating mankind, ere long become free to use her great good heede, which he might well doe, because the question was
power over the souls of men unimpeded by the shackles that
tempered and fitted to his content. The opponent urged that dogs
worldly wisdom has mistakenly thrown around her."
could make syllogismes ; an ethymeme (said he), is a lawful and
reall syllogisme, but dogs can make them ; he instanced in a
hound, who hath ye major propositions in his minde, namely,
the hare is gone this way, or that way, smells out the minor with
The Life o* the Renowned Dr Prestojj. "Writ by his his nose, namely, she is not gone that way, and follows the con
Pupil, Master Thomas Ball, D.D., 1628. Now' first clusion 'Ergo,' this way, with open month. This instance suited
published by E. W. Harcourt, M.P. Oxford : Parker with ye auditory and was applauded, and put the answerer to his
and Co. 1885.
distinctions, that dogs might have sagacity, but not sapience, in
In 1847, when Samuel Wilberforce, then Bishop of thingea especially of Prey, and that did not coneerne their belly,
Oxford, was at Nuneham, his attention was drawn to a might be natutuli but not logiei, had much in their mouths,
MS. Memoir of Margaret Godolphin, written by John little in their myndes, unless it had relation to their mouths,
Evelyn of Wotten ; he asked to be allowed to publish it, that their lips were larger than their understandings, which the
and leave was accorded. Mr Harcottrt dryly observes, opponent still endeavoured to evade with another syllogisme, and
" My grandfather entrusted the MS. to Bishop Wilberforce put the dogs upon a fresh scent. The Moderator began to be
afraid how troublesome a pack of hounds well followed and ap
for publication— the MS. was never restored to the Nune
plauded at last might prove ; and so came in unto the answerer's
ham library." Another Memoir in the same library
ayd, and told the opponent that his dogs were very weary, and
records the Life of the Puritan divine, Dr Preston, Master
desired him to take them off ; and when the opponent would not
of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and this has now been
yield, but hallowed still and put them on, be interposed bis
edited and published by Mr Harcourt. Fuller, in his authority and silenoed him.
' Worthies,' says of Preston, " Before he commenced
" The king, in his conceit, was all this while upon Newmarket
Master of Arts, he was so far from eminency as but a Heath, and liked the sport; and, therefore, stands up and tells
little above contempt ; thus the most gracious wines are the Moderator plainly, he was not satisfied in all that had bin
the most muddy before they are fine. . . . He was a answered, but did believe a hound bad more in him than was
perfect politician, and used (lapwing-like) to flutter most imagined. I had myself (said be), a dog that straggled farr
on that place which was furthest from his eggs ; exact at from all his fellowes, had light upon a very fresh scent, but con
that concealing of his intentions, with that simulation sidering he was all alone, and had none to second them, observes
which some make to lye in the marches of things lawful the place and goes away to his fellows, and by such yelling
and unlawful. He had a perfect command of his passions, arguments as they best understand, prevayled with a party of
like the Caspian Sea, never ebbing nor flowing." He died them to goe along with him, and bringing them to the place,
pursued it into an open view. Now the king desired for to
in 1628.
Perhaps the most curious part of this biography is the know how this could be contrived and carried on without an ex
ercise of understanding, or what the Moderator could have done
account of the early career of Preston at Cambridge,
in that case better, and desired bim that either he would
when he was at Queen's College. When he read S.
thinke better of his dogs or not so highly of himself."
Thomas Aquinas, " His summes (Sumina), he would some
Further on in the book we have a disputation between
times read as the Barber cut his haire, and when any fell
upon the place he read, he would not lay downe bis book, Dr Preston and Dr White on that deep and moot point
but blow it off." It is a pity he did not read deeper into in theology—Universal or Limited Redemption. Dr White
S. Thomas ; and so have been saved from Calvin, whose contended that Christ died for all, and that the death of
Christ availed all mankind who would seek salvation
clear-cut system fascinated his mind.
A delicious picture i3 given of a dispute conducted through it. Preston, on the other hand, upheld the
Calvinistic theory that though the redemption was
before King James I., on the Boyal visit to Cambridge.
The question disputed was, " Whether dogs could make sufficient for all, yet it availed only the predestined.
syllogisms 1" Mr Preston was first opponent :
"Dr White asked, How could God require faith and
"His great and first care was to bring his argument to a head, repentance of man when be was incapable of either. To
without affronte or interruptions from the Answerer ; and so which Preston replied, To teach bim his impotence."

Cfre Life of ttje IRenotoneD Dr
IPreston.
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Preston was made chaplain to Prince Charles to con cisset verbum." The " Introduction," without being exhaustive,
ciliate the Puritans; he was also lecturer at Lincoln's Inn. supplies a considerable amount of information on the subject
Bishop Andrews particularly disliked him. Even his which will make it useful both to students and " English
panegyrist is unable to disguise the shiftiness of the man. readers." The Index, however, is very meagre, and a Table
He died of bronchitis at the age of 41. His biographer of Contents is needed. A chapter on the relation both in
does not of course give it that name. The malady seems substance and tone of the writings of the Apostolic Fathers
to different Apostles would be a valuable addition, hut the
to hare puzzled him.
book, as it is, is one of which we can speak highly.
" The malady, all agreed, was in his lunges which were not
ulcerated neither, but obstructed and opprest with stiff and
clammy matter that he could not voyd ; perspiration was that
he wanted, and they supposed a penetrating ay ro might doe ye
cure, but that was found too searching and corrosive for the
Gotthold's Emblems ; or, Invisible Things Understood by
other parts which were pervious enough and penetrable."
Things that are Made. By Christian .Scriver. Trans
The memoir is well worth reading as giving one a curious
lated by Rev. Robert Menziea.
Edinburgh : T. and T.
Clark. 1885.
and interesting glimpse of the controversies and the rival
Christian Scriver was born at Rendsburg, near Kiel, in
ries of the time.
Holstein, in 1629, and was educated at Rostock. He became
Lutheran Pastor of S. Jacob, in Magdeburg, in 1667, and
Court preacher at Quedlinburg in 1690, where he died in 1693.
He was a man of great sweetness of disposition and piety, of
a childlike faith and a loving temper, which endeared him to
The Apostolic Fathers. Translated into English .by all with whom he had relations as friend or pastor. His
Charles H. Hoole, M.A., Student of Christ Church,
Oxford. London : Rivingtons. Secoud Edition. Pp. 247. principal works were ' The Treasury of Souls ' (Seelenschatz), and ' Gotthold's Casual Devotions,' which latter has
18S5.
We are pleased to receive a copy of the second edition of been republished under tho title of 'Edifying Parables.' In
this nseful work. We trust a demand for it may be regarded 1 729 appeared the nineteenth edition of the former, and in
as an evidence that the study of 'The Apostolic Fathers 'is 1814 the fourth edition of the latter. The present translation
becoming more general. It has appeared to us to be remark purports to be made from the twenth-eighth German edition,
able the little attention which has been given to the literature and it is the fourth English edition. Another of Scriver's
of the age which immediately succeeded that of the Apostles. works, ' Das Haussegen,' has been less popular. The fifth
Their teaching must have been preserved in the memories of edition was published at Stuttgart in 1869.
The scheme of the Emblems is to give a parable for every
those who heard them and reproduced in their writings. The
Apostolic Fathers held an important place both with regard to day in the year. The parables are taken from daily life, and
the past and the future. In the former relation, their writings observations of the little incidents that meet a man in his
tear testimony to inspired books; in the latter they throw plain life. In themselves they are not very striking, but
light upon the constitution of the Church. Rucent discoveries their great use is the training of tho mind to look through
hate somewhat stimulated enquiry into the region of the Nature to Nature's God.
Here is an emblem which is poor enough :
earliest Christian literature after that of the Apostles them* Gotthold one day observed a great toad seated near a sage plant,
lelres. Its fragmentary character, and the spirit of distrust
beneath which, the moment it Baw him, it crept for concealment. We
which the suspicion that this or that passage is interpolated or often see rue planted beside sage, because that rue is the toad's enemy,
that this or that epistle is not genuine, have repelled many and keeps it at a distance. In this he found an adumbration of a
from the investigation of those letters, which are indisputably person possessed of good qualities, but troubled with a sour and
malignant temper. He leads a reputable life, attends the public
the writings of the Apostolic Fathers
of religion, prays, sings psalms, nnd distributes to the poor.
Mr Hoole provides us in this work with a very readable trans ordinances
All the while, however, be has conceived a strong dielike against certain
lation of the Epistles of S. Clement, S. Ignatius, S.Barnabas of his neighbours. What is such rancour but a venomous toad, poison
»od Si Polycarp, with the account of the Martyrdom of S. ing the goodly plant of his whole Hie."
Ujwias and S. Polycarp. " The Teaching of the Twelve
Very clumsy and halting is this allegory !
This is better, is indeed good :
Apostles," and the Syriac Version of the Epistles of S. Ignatius
" The eye, the noblest member of the human body, does not see
conclude the volume. The " Introduction " is, to our mind, the
most valuable part of the work. It gives a brief history of Itself; and piety and godliness resemble It, in being destitute of selfthe writings of the Apostolic Fathers and information as to consciousness."
So is this :
the character of the literature of the Apostolic period. Mr
" A worthy man had fastened a lath to a tree In his garden by an
Hoole does not err on the side of credulity in dealing with the Iron nail. The consequence was that the tree withered. See here the
evidences of the genuineness of these letters. His regret that emblem of one in whose heart despondency is fixed, lie, like this tree,
they were not written ''with any historical purpose " amounts must soon languish."
So is this :
to a complaint, and reminds us of the way Muldonatus almost
■• A Irieud had fitted two glasses into a tube In such way that a midge
finds fault with S. John for not saying, what " Feast of the
Jtws " it was which he mentions in chapter v. 1.—" Magna nos when viewed through the smaller glass seemed of enormous magnitude,
but when the tube was reversed, it was reduced below the usual size.
Joannes molestia contentioneque liberasset, si vel unum adje- Uotthold said, Such are tbe hearts of the proud. When they content
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plate what is their own— their virtues and talent*—they fee them of
vast dimensions ; if, however, tiny look on tlicc qualities in their
neighbours, they turn the glass, and all is diminutive."
This also is good :
" Ootthold one clay saw a farmer carefully counting his sheep aa they
Came from the field. Happening to be In an anxious mood, he said,
This man is numbering his flock ; and thinkest thou that God does not
also count and care for Ills elect? "
"A snail, carrying its house upon its back, was creeping circumspectly
along. It stretched forth its feelers, and the moment it lelt a breath
of air, or encountered a blade of grass, shrank back and retired into
its shell. Here, said Ootthold, we see there Is no place like home.
This little creature bears the burden of its house about with It whereever it goes, rather than at any moment be without home.'1
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and fair example, and are themselves turned into angels, whose felicity
is to do the will of God, as their employment was in this world to
suffer."
The two books appeal to distinct classes of mind— Gotthold
only to the uneducated, Taylor to the highly-cultured.

Tub Pdxfit Lectk>nary: being Fifty-five Short SermonNotes upon the Old Testament Sunday Lessons. Part I. —
Advent to Quinquagesima. By John N. Ashley, B.C. L.,
Vicar of Fewston. London: Skeffington and Son.
Mr Ashley has achieved a well-earned reputation in the
literature of preaching.
Hia ' Promptuary for Preachers'
and 'Year with Great Preachers,' not to mention his
'Sermon-Notes' from Origen and S. Augustine, have ren
The English edition of Gotthold's ' Emblems ' is published dered effective help to clergymen, and have proved good
very cheap, at only five shillings, which it is well worth It reading to all. His present volume is cast very much on the
is a book useful to clergy as suggesting illustrations for same lines. It is rather a pity that the Advent to Quinquasermons, and it is a charming book to give or lend to the poor. gesima Setmons are published at the present time, but the
The examples are so familiar to them, and the truths brought book will have a permanent value, and many of the sermons
out of them so useful and pleasantly put, that it is a book can be preached at any season of the year.
Perhaps the
which they soon learn to love.
sermons are cast too uniformly in one groove. Perhaps in
Holt Living. A Year-Book of Thoughts from the Works his devotion to patristic and medieval writers Mr Ashley is
of Jeremy Taylor. With Introduction by Dr Farrar. hardly sufficiently sensible of the uit-geitt, the " tone that
London : Marcus Ward and Co. 1885.
is in the air" at the present time. We have noticed with
This is, in very truth, an exquisite volume, beautifully great delight his skilful use of some of the Platonic
printed in red and black, on good paper, with wide margins, dialogues, as in the sermon on " Smooth Words." George
and bound in white parchment.
Bishop Taylor's ' Holy Herbert recommended his country parsons to study Pluto.
Living' is arranged, like Gotthold's 'Emblems,' as a daily Mr Ashley has really a genius for divisions, such as charac
portion ; but there is great difference between the two. terised the late Charles Bradley ; but the system of divisions
Scriver's writing is wordy and diffuse. In our above extracts maybe pressed too far; they ought not to be anatomically
we have condensed ruthlessly. This is what the uneducated present, but ought rather to be covered up, and clothed with
like, they are sluggish of thought and take in ideas very flesh. We had intended originally to have selected the most
slowly. But with the educated it is quite otherwise. They valuable sermons for comment, but we found that such a selec
like to have everything cut like a gem, sharp, polished, scin
tion would have involved by far the largest part of the book.
tillating. For them Bishop Taylor is the writer. His sentences There is great ingenuity in the selection of texts and the un
are to the point, and each contains an idea. Take this for expected treasures which are elicited from many of them.
example :
Very often we have passages of real eloquence and poetic
" Simplicity is the companion of goodness and a noble mind; the feeling, which relieve the aridity of excessive division. The
preserver of friendship, the band of society, the security of merchants, sermon on the "Cloud of Sin" is a good example of this,
and the blessing of trade. Men, by simplicity, converse as do the
angels ; they do their own work, and secure their proper interest, and with which should be compared the later sermon on the "Bow
in the Cloud." The sermon on " Repetition " is striking, and
serve the public, and do glory to God."
Every ono of these propositions has to be thought out. may well be used as a Church defence against the practice and
The alternate Evening
Jeremy Taylor does not tell us how it is that simplicity thus theory of Nonconformist services.
Lesson
for
Septuagesima
Sunday
has
a thoughtful and phi
acts. It does so, and we have to work out the idea for
ourselves.
Here is an emblem of the operations of the losophical sermon, entitled " The Younger C'>py," based
Holy Spirit.
How infinitely better done than anything of partly on Philo. (Job xxxviii. 4). "The Universe itself is
but a thought of Goo ; and our world which is visible but a
Scriver's :
" Mark the rain that falls from above, and the same shower that 'younger copy ' of the world invisible, which reflects God's
dropped out of one cloud lncreaseth sundry plants in a garden, and mind." On the text " He cutteth out rivers among the rocks "
severally according to the condition of every plant : In one stalk It (Job xxviii. 10), he notes: "The similitude is that of a hard
makes a rose, in another a violet, divers in a third, and sweet in all. unproductive rock ; it is cloven, and a hidden fount flows from
80 the Spirit works it* mult ilormous (Sects In several complexions,
it, which swells in time into a mighty river. The water was
and all according to the Increase of God."
there, but it was unable to find an exit. Many a noble quality
How lovely is both the thought and language in this :
" As the silkworm eateth itself out of a seed to become a little worm ; and many a Christian grace lie dormant in the soul ; Gop,
and then feeding on the leaves of mulberries. It grows till Its coat be by His grace, acting through an inspiration, a conviction, an
off, and then works itself Into a house of silk; then casting its pearly affliction, or some special dispensation of His Providence,
seeds for the young to breed, It leaveth the silk for man, and dleth all cleanses the soul, whence there issue the hitherto pent-up
white and winged : so is the progress of souls. When they are regene
springs of faith, love, holiness, gentleness."
rate, and have casUff their first stains and the skin of worldly vanities,
Our readers will thank us for a further extract from the
by feeding on the leaves of scripture, and the It alts of the vine, and
the joys of the Sacrament, they encircle themselves In the rich garments sermon entitled " Faith — a Court of Appeal:"
of holy habits. Then, by leaving their blood, which is the Church's
" It is the highest court of appeal for the inquiring mind. Its de
seed, to raise up a new feneration to OOP, they leave a blessed memory crees over-rule the dictates of (a) Reason, not by contradicting It, or
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by doing despite to It* true and legitimate deductions, but by passing
wholly beyond it I gaze with a naked eye upon the Harry heavens.
and rightly count, by reason, all the stars which the vision can behold ;
I scan the same heavens with a telescope and hundreds of new lights
come into view. Faith is this telescope applied to revelation, to the
'great sacrament ' of Godliness in all Its fulness, It exceeds the reason,
wbieh, being an Inferior power, oannot rightly dispute Its decrees ; (b)
Final, as deciding against probabilities, for human conclusions are
founded upon ancertain data, so that events, which seem to the reason
to be improbable, are certainties to faith, will. Ii, so much the more
'eees before and after.' The improbabilities of man are often thecertsiatiesof God ; (c) Final, as giving Judgment against desert, opening
oat the Infinite depth of the love and mercy of Jesos and the vast
resource* of grace and pardon whioh lie waiting for use in the Precious
Blood. Reason, will, memory, knowledge, affection, Imagination, and
the like must humble themselves before laith. "
Helps to thb Study of the Bible ; with a General Index,
a Dictionary of Proper Names, a Concordance, nnd a
Series of Maps. Oxford: Printed at the University Press.
This is a reprint in large type of the valuable series of
Appendices to the well-known Oxford Bible for Teachers.
It is a marvellous example of condensation. It does not
contain a single superfluous word. It gives most serviceable
help to students and teachers, and will stimulate them to
expand the instruction here given by resorting to the larger
literatnre. It has harmonies and tables, the natural history
of Scripture, botanical and geological notices, summaries,
index, concordance and maps. The Concordance, however,
will by no means enable the student to dispense with old
Cruden's great work. We suppose the proper thing would
be that every man should be his own Concordance. The
work is very similar to the helps put forth by the Queen's
printers in the S. P. C. K. Bible, under well-known author
ship. We shall not undertake the invidious task of drawing
soy comparison between the two, but rejoice that such useful
helps are now universally available, bringing home to the
poorest the Biblical literature that was long limited to the
libraries of scholars and of the wealthy.
Hirbret's Templk, Walton's. Complete Angler, Thb
Pilohim's Progress. Three shilling editions in Mr Elliot
Stock's beautiful type and style, facsimiles of the first
editions of each of these delightful books.
Of the original edition of the 'Pilgrim's Progress,' in 1678,
only/oar copies are known to exist. Both type and paper are
as close imitations as can be made of the original.
Of the 'Temple ' only a single exemplar of the first undated
copy exists, and from this copy, which is the property of H.
Hiub, Esq., the reprint has been made.
These are very choice volumes, marvellously cheap. We
lincerely hope that the sale of these will enconrage Mr Stock
to continue his series of reprints.
Cira Cod Folks.
By Sallt Pratt McLean.
London
Griffith, Parran, Okeden and Welsh.
1884.
Pp. 223.
Price Is.
An amusing study of character and manners, not without
many touches of real pathos. Cape Cod is, we may remind
oar reader?, a remote and almost sea-girdled headland on the
Atlantic coast of the State of Massachusetts, U. 8. A., and
this remoteness produces the very primitive manners and type
&f character here depicted with so much power and naivelA
Tm Parchment Library.
The Gospel according to SS.
Matthew, Mark, and Luke. London : Kegan Paul and Co.
It is no wonder that Messrs Kegan Paul and Co. continue
to add new volumes to their ' ' Library. " The getting-up is so
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tasteful in every detail that popularity is almost a matter of
course. The Publishers' description of this particular volume
sufficiently indicates its specialities: " In this Edition of the
' Synoptical Gospels ' the text has been carefully compared
with that of the original Authorised Edition of 1611; the
arbitrary divisions of chapters and verses hare been dispensed
with ; but the narrative has been divided into paragraphs,
corresponding with those adopted by Hort and Westcott in
their edition of the Greek text ; due prominence being given
to dialogues by the use of inverted commas, and to quotations
by the use of italics."
Discriminate : a Companion to ' Don't.'
By Critic.
London: Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh. Pp. 80.
1885.
This little book, which is published at sixpence, is worth the
money. Its title shows that in its directions, it aims at a
more perfect use of the English tongue than its companion.
' Don't' attempted to draw the line between right and wrong ;
'Discriminate ' deals with finer distinctions of language. It
is arranged, as far as may be, alphabetically, but it is a diffi
cult book for reference.
In some cases, we should say
" Critic " is hypercritical; in others, his cautions seem to us
unnecessary. Thus, in the paragraph " Discriminate between
to and at," the warning is given do not use to for at when you
are staying anywhere, (.'.</., "They are at (not to the Fifth
Avenue Hotel." In the first page, when we are told to dis
criminate between the use of A and an, a, it is said, must
be used before an aspirated A, and then an unfortunate
example is supplied, "say 'a historical novel.'" But in such
a case, the n is sometimes retained, as before that very word.
Thus Hallam speaks of "an historical account." Again,
" Critic "' lays it down, that you are not to say— " I repeat
that you are mistaken in your opinion," but, " You mistake,
etc.," a correction we fail to comprehend. However, there is
much to be learnt from this fastidious " critic," setting aside
the instances of discrimination where there is " a distinction
without a difference."
Benjamin : a Sketch. By Ii. and A. Griffith, Farran and
Co. 1885.
An one volume novel, the story of a spoiled boy who goes
into the army, is good-looking, well-off, is made much of by
the ladies, gambles and loses, and shoots himself at Monte
Carlo. There is no talent shown in the construction of the
plot, in the delineation of character, in the descriptions or
conversations, all is on the dead level of mediocrity. Here is
a specimen of moralising :
" Life Is In truth a tide which ebbs and flows, as the world moves on.
Some are lautrhiug, others weeping; some are rich, others poor.
Death is the anijel who knows no respect of persons. He visits all in
turn, and claims them for his own. Well is It for those who have
laboured faithfully, and meet his coming as the coming of an expected
friend with whom they journey home."
This is Tupperian !
Here is a specimen of wretched
English :
" Women's hearts find the golden calf attractive, so set it np and
worship it. The offence was not peculiar to the ancient Jews alone—
the Gentiles of the nineteenth century perpetuate its memory."
"Offence" is wrong, "crime "or "sin" is meant. Offence
is given to persons. That it was not peculiar to the Jews
"alone" is </e trop. The Gentiles only perpetuate the memory
of the offence ! What is meant is that the Gentiles continue
to sin in the same way as the Jews.
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The Scottish Episcopal Church Directory for 1885.
Edinburgh : S. Giles' Printing Company. London : Masters.
Eighth Year of Publication. Price Is.
We hasten to give a word of notice (though late) to this
useful publication, which supplies with remarkable fulness
and completeness every kind of statistical information as to
the clergy working in the Scottish Church and their Charges.
One class of details, indeed—the financial—is generally con
spicuous by its absence ; but in all other respects the ' Directory '
is quite as indispensable to one who would inform himself
about Church affairs in Scotland as is the ' Clergy List ' south
of the Tweed. We note that in the seven Dioceses there are
comprised 267 clergymen, serving 294 churches, chapels, and
mission stations ; and that the number of Church members is
84,664, of whom 32,423 are communicants.

IRecent Pampblets.
Mr Joachim Kaspary, " Humanitarian Deist," as he desig
nates himself, has thought proper in the interests of infidelity
to publish a People's Abridgment of Bisnop Colenso's
Examination of the Pentateuch (London : Humanitarian
Publishing Association). That this discredited work should
be adduced in support of Mr Kaspary's opinions is a fresh
condemnation of what was always a shame and reproach to the
name of an English Bishop. —The last number of ' the Present
Day Tracts ' (R.T.S.) is one by Sir W. Muir on The Lord's
Supper an Abiding Witness of Christ. The author proves
his point to a certain extent, but in more competent hands
the argument might have been greatly strengthened. The
references to ancient Liturgies in the New Testament are not
noticed, and surely we have in these days other authorities
beyond Palmer's ' Origines Liturgies;.'—The new part of ' The
Philosophic Series ' (Edinburgh : T. and T. Clark) treats of
Certitude, Providence and Prayer, under the able hands
of Dr James MeCosh. If the thoughts on the first of these
three subjects are a little difficult for untrained minds to
follow, the way in which the other two themes are discussed
is full of instruction and true Christian feeling. —The life of
Hugh Latimer in the R. T. S.'s ' Biographical Series ' is well
told, and, without the writer's will, shows how ignorant of
Catholic doctrine these " Reformers " were, and how much
more useful they might have been to their generation if they
had possessed a little less self-will, or a little more real
charity.

Ctje Quarterlies.
The Church Quarterly is, according to its wont, learned
and interesting. It opens with a discriminating review
of Mrs Oliphant's "Literary History of England." Then
follows one upon Professor Swainson's admirable edition of
" The Greek Liturgies." We regret to notice that the writer
terms Dr Neale's remarkable theory that quotations from the
Apostolic Liturgies in 1 Cor. ii. 9, and elsewhere in the
Epistles, " antecedently improbable " even in his hands, and
" pushed to the verge of absurdity " by Mr Field. If these
lines should perchance meet the writer's eye, we should like
to inquire whether he has examined for himself the details of
the question, and especially the lengthened and careful argu
ment in ' Essays on Liturgiology ? ' His rather off-hand
suggestion of "vice versb" makes us think he has not. And
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we do not at all see that to a liturgiologist the theory is " ante
cedently improbable. " " Dissenting Trust-Deed Creeds and
State Control " is a rejoinder almost amusingly apposite and
complete to the gentlemen of the Liberation Society, who
are under the delusion that the State has no business to inquire
into their beliefs, and who are kindly desirous to extend the
same freedom to the Church of England. It is a new applica
tion of the old proverb, " Physician, heal thyself."
Gascoigne's "Theological Dictionary" is unusually impor
tant and interesting, and is likely to send many readers to the
perusal of that striking description of the state of things
ecclesiastical in the first half of the fifteenth century. The
writer commences by saying, what is quite true, that the
publication of Gascoigne's oddly-named, but valuable work
is a real boon to the historical student. "The Failure of
Vaticanism," also, is a remarkable statement of modern facts
which correspond in a wonderful way with the ancient facts
placed on record by Gascoigne, and this also every clergyman
should make a point of reading.
" Bishop Wordsworth's Episcopate " is evidently from the
pen of some one familiarly acquainted with the diocese, and
enthusiastic as it is in tone, pays no more than the due and
well-earned meed of appreciation to the work of that learned
and good man and noble bishop. The English Episcopate has
sustained no such loss since the sudden death of Bishop
Wilberforce as it now feels in the "falling asleep" of Chris
topher Wordsworth. "Clergy Pensions," with the usual
supply of varied and able " Short Notices," close a remarkably
good number.

sgacjasines of tfje s^onnj.
The English Illustrated Magazine keeps well up to its
very high mark of excellence, both in letterpress and illus ■
trations ; but we do not know that there is any article this
month requiring special mention, unless it be that with which
the number opens, Mr Archibald Forbes' very fair and
appreciative, buthardlyenthusiasticsiHtfy, entitled " Wolseley :
A Character Sketch." It seems that there is "a congeries of
staff officers " on whom Lord Wolseley feels that he can rely,
and whom therefore he contrives to have around him in all
his commands. These " outsiders, as they gnash their teeth,
designate as the ' Wolseley Gang ! ' " The article will enchain
the reader to the last word.
Cornhill consists of but five articles this month, of which
three arestories. " Court Royal" and "Rainbow Gold " are
each good of their kind, the former especially so. But the
third, "No II, Welham Square," is the oddest ghost story we
ever read. We had already written " the most absurd," which
really upon consideration it seems to be. Ghosts there have
been in plenty who have made themselves heard, or seen ;
but a ghost with murderous propensities, who throttles an
unoffending individual with hands that can be touched but
cannot be seen, and is susceptible to pistol shots and stabs
with a knife, is a conception not less inconsistent with itself,
than decidedly unpleasant. However, it gives the reader an
unmistakable chair de poult.
The May number of Blackwood is able and powerful, even
beyond the wont of this vigorous periodical. "Why have
we no proper Armament " makes sonio very terioiu charges
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against the Ordnance departments, which can hardly fail to
cause some further action. Can it possibly be true, as is
gravely stated by the writer, that at the moment of such a
crisis as that we are passing through now, "Great Britain is
without any efficient heavy guns " (italics ours) ? Here again, in
the article entitled " Summer in the Soudan," evidently from
the pen of one who is engaged in the Egyptian Expedition,
we are sincerely sorry to meet with another statement,
charging wholesale peculation of the stores intended for the
soldiers upon persons unknown :
'• That much of this peculation took place in far higher latitudes than
Nubia has long been thought probable ; and the akiliul way in which
some of the boxes have been opened from the bottom, defying all
detection until an examination of their contents has been made, points
to a higher class of culprit having been in many instances engaged than
the British soldier or any other member of the Nile expeditionary force.
To such a pass have things lately come, that forwarding these boxes—
as also case6 of jam, milk, and bags of su^ar—has become a farce, and
Inspections at vaiious points on the line of communications have been
made which prove that not more than 10 per cent of these boxes
remain intact ; while to preserve the uniformity of weight, the deficien
cies have been made up by stones and sand In place of jam and sugarwater or sand in place of wine."—<P. 677.)
This is disagreeable in the extreme to read, and the thing
should be looked to.
The writer of the political articles would seem to have
borrowed the pen of Junius, so stinging and bitter is his
invective.
The Contemporary consists of ten articles, of which we
pick out two for special mention, one, " Our Relations with
Turkey," by Sir A. H. Layard, our former Ambassador at
Constantinople, pointing out particulars in our present mode
of conducting business with the Porte, and advocating a
change. In fact, it would almost seem that in these depart
ments of our diplomacy " whatever is, is wrong." The other
day we had Prince Bismarck making a similar complaint re
specting our Foreign Office. Sir Richard Temple, in a valuable
account of "The Native Armies of India," reckons that a
contingent of 70,000 or 80,000 men might be obtained from
the armies of the Native States, in addition to about 130,000
Native soldiers of all arms already in the British service.
Longman contains a second and concluding paper by Pro
fessor Freeman, on "Some Modern Abuses of Language," in
which, as before, he reckons every variation of meaning in
the later usage of a word as an " abuse. " We cannot think
it so, from the point of view of any but the most rigid of
purists. It is curious that the Professor should give a careful
definition of " ostracism," and omit to explain the name by
which it has come down to us, which is not the least in
teresting thing about it. " Prince Otto " improves as it goes
on.
Macmillan, besides two stories by well-known ladywriters, Mrs Ritchie and Mrs Moleswortli, contains a pro
test by Professor G. G. Ramsay against some of the too
drastic dealings of the Charity Commissioners with the edu
cational endowments of Scotland.
That kind of thing
is novel to Scotland ; but unfortunately that is far
from being the case in England
Mr Boswell Fisher's
account of " Canadian Loyalty " is far from encouraging. He
thinks that Canada will be lost to Great Britain " at no dis
tant date," and that the Federation movement can but preci
pitate the inevitable separation ; for that foreign complications

would ensue, and that of these " no Imperial Federation could
for a day survive any such strain." But sperumus mdiora.
We have now exhausted our available space, and must
leave other magazines unnoticed for this month.

*¥
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ascension- CiOe.
SURSUM CORDA.
Ephesians ii. 6.
" And hath raised us up together, and made us sit together iu
heavenly places in Christ Jesus."
The great Forty Days of our Lord's Resurrection Life
on earth are now ended. These days have been a season
of waiting, a time of rest and preparation for the great
work of the future. Our Lord has appeared again and
again to His own, but His appearings have been fitful and
mysterious, as though to prepare them little by little for
His final farewell. His whole existence during these days
has become unearthly. He comes and goes as a spirit,
passing through the closed doors, just as He passed through
the linen clothes in the Holy Sepulchre on the morning
of Easter Day. But He is still the same loving Friend.
He has eaten with them, S. Thomas has probed the
wounds, the two disciples have seen Him iu the breaking
of the bread ; and blessed be God we have been taught by
their seeing, we have been instructed by their hearing,
our faith has been deepened by their handling the Word
of Life.
Through their tardy faith, we can gain the
blessedness of those who have not seen and yet have
believed.
And now our Lord and His apostles meet together
for the last time. How little did they realise that it was
so ! The veil was still lying on their hearts, and although
He had told them plainly that after " the little while "
He would be leaving them to go to the Father, yet the
very last question they asked Him a few moments
before His Ascension shows us clearly how wide
they were still of the mark. " Lord, wilt thou at this
time restore again the Kingdom to Israel." They felt
that they were standing on the threshold of some
tremendous change. The news of Easter Day, and the
Resurrection of their Master, had raised their hopes
once more of seeing the kingdom established, but our
Lord's answer gives no encouragement to such thoughts ;
"it is not for them to know the times or seasons," the
poor brain would reel had He drawn but an outline of
one century's history of that spiritual kingdom which He
was then founding. No ! " Sursum Corda ! " Lift up
your hearts, He seems to say— the Father Himself loves
you, leave the future in His hands— you shall receive
power when the Holy Ghost is come upon you, and you
shall be My witnesses both in Jerusalem and iu all Judaea
and Samaria and unto the uttermost part of the earth ;
and then, "while they beheld," in the act of blessing
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them, He was parted from them—not leaving them aa
He left His enemies, not even sending them away with
that gentle, loving dismissal of old, but now He was
" parted from them "—as though Hu would yet linger
awhile with His brethren on earth—as though some
hidden power was drawing Him away from earth— He is
"parted from them, and a cloud receives Him out of
their sight."
There in the distance lies the Holy City, with its busy
inhabitants passing to and fro, the eastern sun is lighting
up the golden dome of the Temple, the altar is stained
with the blood of its last victim, clouds of incense ascend
with the prayers and intercessions of the daily attendants ;
and with His eyes resting on His Father's earthly House,
in sight of the cottage home of the two sisters of Bethany,
with His Hands stretched out in blessing, Jesus Christ
ascends to His Father to offer up within the veil the firstfruits of our nature. The eternal gates are lifted up for
the King of Glory to come in, and angels and archangels
saw what they had long desired to see—our own nature
flashing light from the Kingly throne, resplendent with
immortal glory and beauty.
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But did they ever see Him again or hear HU voice on
earth 1 If we set aside those few words spoken to S.
Paul, and also a beautiful legend of our Lord meeting S.
Peter as he was hastening out of Borne to escape a cruel
death, we have only one record of His having been seen
and heard by one of the Twelve after the eventi of
to-day.
It is a remarkable fact that nearly every appearance of
His after the Resurrection took place on His own day ;
and thus it was, many years after this, that the last of the
Apostles was in the spirit on the Lord's Day ; banished
from his home and flock to a rocky island, where all seemed
dark, and as though after all His life had been a miserable
failure, 8. John suddenly he heard a voice, deep with the
echoes of eternity, hard to catch, hard to describe—like
the " sound of many waters " he tells us—saying, " I am
He that li vet h and was dead, and behold I am alive for
evermore, Amen, and have the keyB of hell and of death.*
And as the voice is changed, so also is the appearance—the
Man of Sorrows now walks in the midst of the seven
candlesticks. His eyes are as a flame of fire, and His
countenance as the sun shineth in his strength. Uh ! the
joy of this lone exile ! —joy to find that after all he had
built upon a sure foundation- " Fear not * are the words
of the Lord. " Lift up thine heart, and know that where
I am there shall also My servant be."

There is no grief, strange to say, at what appears to be
His final departure from them. Before, when He spoke
of leaving them, they were nearly broken-hearted at the
thought, but now all is changed. They stand gazing up
into heaven until He is enveloped in the cloud of angels,
Dear brethren, this is our joy, too. Little by little the
they worship Him as He ascends, and then slowly descend
Apostles
learnt the full significance of the Lord's Ascen
ing the slopes of Olivet return to Jerusalem with great
sion, that in Him and by virtue of His Ascension,
joyBut why ? Where was the old sorrow that used to fill they were also sitting in the heavenly places ; in HU
their hearts when a hint was dropped of this going away 1 Ascension they saw the firsUfruits of our race passing
What was the secret of this great joy ? Was there a beyond angels and archangels, and established on the
lingering feeling that this was only a further manifestation right hand of God's throne on high. The Lord had gone
of His glory—that He had not really left them, but only up with the sound of the trump and once more the trumpet
withdrawn from sight for awhile ?
Death they knew should sound, and the waiting Church would be caught up
could not separate them ; He had spoiled principalities to meet Him in the air. This was the comforting thought
and powers and triumphed over the long-cherished victory of those early days, and it shall be ours too. In the honr
of the grave, and all power is now given unto Him in of trial let us lift up our hearts to our home beyond. On
Heaven and Earth. Perhaps He has gone to muster His Good Friday as we gazed on His bleeding figure nailed to
legions of angels and to restore again the kingdom to the Cross, we smote our breasts and said —" There I see
Israel 1 Is this the cause of their joy 1 Nay, but even myself —it is my place." To-day the veil is lifted up, ami
then an earnest of the Spirit was given them : auother we see heaven open and behold ourselves sitting with
Comforter unseen stood near, and their deep but unex Him in the heavenly places. The Cross has won for us
plained joy was the fruit of that Spirit which was poured the throne and crown of glory. Lift up your hearts in
upon them on the Feast of Pentecost without measure, the praise and thauksgiving for His glorious Resurrection and
Divine light of those streams of fire penetrated the dark Ascension, and for the coming of the Holy Ghost !
Ah, but stop ! just one word, what about ourselves ?
ness of their understanding and showed them the things
of God in their due proportion ; they walked about Zion If we are risen with Christ, our life here must be a life
and beheld her battlements rising on every side, they saw of heavenliness. In the East the first fruits of the early
the living stones hewn and shaped with unseen hands figs were called forerunners, they were pledges of the
coming from all parts and filling their places in the Spi coming harvest, — so Christ is our Forerunner, and we
ritual Temple ; they couuted the towers of that city, must grow up into Him in all things, we must be like
which hath the twelve foundations, whose Maker and Him, our affections must be set on things above, our hearts
Builder is God. From that day old things had for ever must be weaned from the world, and prepared by selfdiscipline and by the grace of the Holy Spirit for the
passed away with them.
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life of the world to come, so that we may indeed become
" meet to be partakers of the inheritance of the saints in
light."—Amen.
J. LOUIS SPENCER.
The Number of the L. C. for May 22, will contain
a Plain. Sermon for " Whitsun-Dat," by Rev, J.

Looia Spbnceb.

IPoetrp.
EVENSONG. May 8th.
" And yet a little while we have Thee, Lord,
And yet a little while Thy loved Feet press
The gladdened earth and make her wilderness
To blossom rose-like, while her flower-hoard
All beautiful with Easter lies outpoured
As spikenard sweet Thy Lore untold to bless,
Recalling Bethany ; and none the less
The fragrance floats before Thy Face adored.
"A little while, and Thine Ascension Day
Made white like Angel's wings with blooms of May
Will have its dawn, and Thon wilt go on high.
Yet even now comes back Thy Church's cry
' Abide with ns, so fast the Day doth spend.'
And Thou dost answer : ' Yea, unto the end.' "
A. N.
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special attention to the excursion arrangements (pages 35, 88)
whereby school children and pleasure parties are conveyed
and admitted to the Palace at greatly reduced rates. To the
clergy, schoolmasters, and others these arrangements are often
specially useful and convenient.

Current jFacts anD Botes.
It is with great regret we record the death of Rev. Gerard
Moultrie. Mr Moultrie was a thorough Churchman of the
courageous type. Hia hymns and translations bear witness to
considerable poetic powers, whilst he was also the author of
several works of a devotional character.

•

*

•

We are thankful to be able to state that the charge against
Dr Ryle's Tracts, that there is no mention of the Holy Commu
nion in them, which we copied from the Guardian in our last
issue, has been refuted.
A correspondent has courteously
reminded us that in ihe same paper it has been already con
tradicted, and we observe a letter therein from Canon Hoare
to that effect.

*

*

•

The laying of the foundation-stone of a new Church at Carlton-in-Helmsley, by the Earl of Feversham, last week, was the
occasion of mnch rejoicing. This is the fourth chnrch either
founded or restored during the incumbency of the Rev. C. N.
Gray. There was a large gathering of clergy and friends,
amongst whom were Rev. A. W. Wetherall, Rural Dean, Canon
Hudson, Canon Temple, Rev. W. H. Hutchings, Rev. J. M.
Lister, Rev. C. H. Shebbeare, &c.

#

#

*

6©U3iC

At the presentation of a silver-gilt Communion Service and
vestments to the new Bishop of Lincoln, no less than ona
Very welcome in the present dearth of London musical ar
rangements is the resumption of the Richter Concerts, of hundred Cuddesdon men were present in S. Paul's Chapterwhich the first two have been given. Although the pro bouse after the consecration service had concluded. The chair
grammes have not yet included any special novelty, each was taken by Rav. F. J. Ponsonby, an address read by Rev. T.
performance has been marked by the same artistic excellence B. Dover, and the presentation made in the name of the Cuddes
which has now become a matter of coarse in connection with don students by the Bishop of Newoastle, himself one of
these entertainments, while the audiences have been large them.
•
*
*
and enthusiastic as heretofore. We sincerely trust that, before
The Bishop of Ely, at his Visitation of Churchwardens, com
the end of the season, Herr Franke may see his way to in
eluding some longer and more important excerpts from the mented on tbe agricultural depression—a trial "in wbich priest
and people had tasted together the cup of bitterness." He sug
"Nibelnngen Ring."
gested a more general introduction of tbe weekly offertory to
We much regret to learn that while Herr Richter, Herr
meet Ohuroh expenses, and reminded the Churchwardens that
Franke, Herr Schulz-Curtius, and their fellow- workers are
they were "Bishops' officers," though nominated by tbe Incum
ready and willing to undertake it, we shall be deprived for the
present of a short season of German Opera for the want of a bents and the parishes.

•

sufficient guarantee fund. This ought not so to be, and we
trust that all those who are interested in the matter will bear
it in mind and lend a helping hand whenever Herr Franke
appeals to them again.

Crystal IPalace,

•
The programme of the Crystal Palace for the ensuing
season evidences much enterprise and energy, including
as it does the arrangements for the great Handel Fes
tival, of which we have previously spoken, for Concerts,
Fruit, Flower, Dog and Cat Shows, Fetes, Firework displays,
Dramatic performances, and other items too numerous to
mention. Our readers should write for a copy of the Pro
gramme, which given all particulars. We would call their

*

*

Principal Tulloek, Lord Balfour, and Mr W. S. Menzies have
signed a statement which deals with the proposals for Disesta
blishment in Scotland. They contend that nearly a half of the
marriages in Scotland are celebrated by ministers of the Esta
blished Religion, and that the communicants outnumber those
of the other two forms of Prosby terianism.

•

*

The Rev. J. Bell Cox has addressed a letter to the congrega
tion of S. Margaret's, Liverpool, stating his reasons for not
appearing before Lord Penzance's Tribunal. They are, in short,
that Lord Penzance has no spiritual authority, and that be is
bound to decide in accordance with Privy Council Judgments.

•

#

#

Wo note with pleasure the appointment by the Crown of
the Rev. W. H. Cleaver, M. A., Chaplain of S. Peter's Home,
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Kilhurn, to tha
Harloston.

*

Reotory of Pulham, S. Mary-the-Virgin,

*

*

The " Salvation Army " seems to be able to raiBe money
notwithstanding commercial depression, and the lack of money
of which charitable institutions complain. At the opening of
" the Great Western Hall " in Edgware-road, on Saturday last,
oapable of holding 3,200 persons, and erected at the cost of
7,500/., it was announced that 3,000/. of this sum had yet to be
raised, whereupon promises, cheques, and notes flew up to the
platform until there was a pile of them, which on being counted
was found to amount to about 2,0002.

>c^<§foTT^poufc ence jb&J
NOTICE.—The columns of the Literary Churchman are at
all times or>en to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
S. P. C. K. MAGAZINES.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sib, — I am afraid that the same complaint you made in your
last number respecting * The Child's Pictorial* may be equally
urged respecting another of the Society's Magazines, 'The Dawn
of Day.' In the January number of this year occurs the follow-
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ing sentence, taken from a Sermon on the Marriage in Cans of
Galilee : "Christian joy, Christian mirth, own no fellowship with
the mad revelry of the debauchee, or the drunken frenzy of the
bacchanal."
Surely other words than "debauchee" and
"bacchanal" might have been used in a magazine intended
chiefly for the young and unlearned.
Leasingham, Sleaford,
Yours faithfully,
April 29th, 1885.
Pevrrel Johnson.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Bathe.—Not Drowned
Che<-re.— Church Catechism
„
Clarke.—The Fundamental Science
Kiinnnch'. — 1'rogrenKive German Reader
«H uke. - The Story of Chinese Gordon
Home.— First Successors of the Holy Apostles
King.—Anglican Hymnology
Lord Arundel.—The Secret of Plato's Atlantis
Salmon.— Introduction to the New Testament...
The Book Annexed
„
Vaughan.—The School of Life

Chapman and Hall.
Skffflngtons.
Kegan. Paul. Trench
Mncmillan and Co.
Remington, and Co.
Smith.
Hatch ards.
Burn* and Oates.
John Murray.
James Pott, N.Y.
Rivlngtons.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN
O
KNOWLEDGE.
The Committee are prepared to receive A PPLICA TIONS from the
Parochial Clergy of the Poorer Parishes lor FHEE GRANTS ol
Tracts for—
ASCENSION DAY AND WHITSUNTIDE.
In consequence of the larye demand for grants of Tracts for the
seasons, the Society expresses lis hope that ovly the Clegy ol the
poorer parishes will apply for gratuitous grants.
For other parishes these Tracs will be lurnished, on the application
of the parochial Clergy, at half-price.
Forms of Application, whether tor gratuitous grants or for grants
at half-price, with List of suitable Tracts, may be obtained from the
Secretaries, S.P.CK .Northumberland-avenue, W.C. Communications
respecting this offer should be sent separately from letters on other
business, and should be marked on the outside of the envelope "Appli
cation for Tracts."
London: Northumberland-avenue, Charing-croas, W.C.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, separately, Is. 6<L per doz.

OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
•' Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymu-liook."— Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with the oare bestowed ; 1 shall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful U disap
pointed."— Biehop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my bent to make ft known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop ot
Lincoln.
'• The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester. '
'• Your choice and admirable work.'- Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
nnspiritual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION
LONDON : toW.theSKEFFINGTQN
CLERGY on FIRST
ANDINTRODUCING
SON, 163 PICCADILLY,
IT in their W.
CHURCHES.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.r 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Deputt-Chairmah—ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr STONE.
Actoaby—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1884 :—
Total Funds
„.
Total Annual Income
...
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus ...

„

£3,146,166
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 5s. 9d. per cent of the total revenue.
Forma of Proposal, Prospectuses, <tc, may be bad on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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VALUABLE LIBRARY of the late Rev. ROBERT
HALLEY, M. A., removed from Arundel, Sussex,
—LIBRARY of the late WM. THOS. BASS,
Esq., of Enfield Highway (by Order of the
Executors.)
MESSES HODGSON will SELL by AUCTION, at
their Rooms, 115 Chancery-lane. W C. on TUESDAY. MAY
12tb. and two following days, at One o'clock, the above VALUABLE
THEOLOGICAL, CLASSICAL, MATHEMATICAL, and MISCEL
LANEOUS LI BRA KIES, comprising Sydenham and Taylor's Plato.
5 Tola., 4to— Crelle's Mothematlk. Vols. 38 to 70—Cambridge and
Dublin Mathematical Journal, 9 vols.— Bacon's Worka. last edition, 14
Tola.— Orellins' Cicero, 12 vols.— ftibliotheca Classics, 25 vols.— Mures
Greece, 5 vols.— Dr Smith's Dictionaries, 6 vol*.— Herx >g, RealEncyclop*die,21 vols. —Stier und Theile, Polyglotten— Bibel, 6 vols.—
Kniii Sainmlliche Werke, 12 vols. -Goethe's Werke, 30 vols. — Lesalug's Schritten, 12 vols— Schiller's Werke, 10 vols.—Congregational
Lectures, 15 vols.— S. Augustinus de Civltate Del, fblio. 1474— Bonn's
Libraries, 86 vols. -Retrospective Review, 16 vols. — Harleian Miscel
lany, by Park, 10 vols. — Grose's England and Wales, proofs, 8 vols.,
Large paper -Croker's South of Ireland— Husted's Kent, 12 vols, 8vo.—
Ireland's Kent, 4 vols. — Harris's Kent— Maitland, Pennant, Lambert,
and Hug ison's London — Brayley's Surrey, 5 vols.— Antiquarian Itiner
ary.? vols.— Smith's British Diatomacee, 2 vols— Shaw's Zoology, 14
vols.—Jardine's Naturalist's Library, 40 vols.—Chippendale's Cabinet
Maker's Directory, folio, Ac. , Ac.
To be viewed and Catalogues had.
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ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the Bons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public School* and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W.Skeffingtonand
Son, 183 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Bev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.
f^ HUMPHREY'S*
,
-RON CHURCHES
w*fc- CHAPELS,,; SCH CO', i
, qnriiiji |1 i mission and club rooms..
=
^.

'

J ALBtAT CATE HVDt PARK.S.W.
.^gN.B-BiH.rof rishtrti: , H. , ■ I.

LIST of CHEAP SECOND-HAND THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.
Catena Aurea. Commentary on the Gospels,
COMMENTARIES.
collected out of the Works of the Fathers, by S. THOMAS
Speaker's Commentary on the Old and New
AQUINAS. Best edition, 8 vols., 8vo, cloth (pub. £2 2s ). £1 .1-.
Testaments, complete in 11 vols., 8vo, cloth (pub. £11 9s.), £8.
[Morray, 1871-81.

[Parker, 1841.

Church Congress Reports.

The Old Testament; Vol. i, separately

From 1862 (Oxford)

to 1883 (Reading.) 21 vols., Svo ; nine of the vols, are in paper
covers, the remaining 12 vols, in the original cloth bindings, all
clean, and in good condition. Many out of print and extremely
scarce, price £5 12s. fid.

(Pnb. 30s.), 19s.■
Vol 4 (Job to Solomon's Song) (pub. £1 4s. )
16s. 6d.

Chrysostom (St) Homilies on St Matthew, St
- New Testament; Vols, l, 2, and 8

John, The Acts St Paul's Epistlei and the Statues. 14 vols., 8vo,
cloth, mostly uncut (pub. £6 10s. 6d.), £2 7s. fid [Oxford, 1842-63.

(St Matthew to the Epistle to the Hebrews), 3 vols., 8vo. cloth
(pub. i'3 6s.),£2 4s.
[Ibid.

Anglicanum. Second Edition, revised
The Student's Edition ; Abridged and Directorium
and enlarged. Edited by Rev. F. G. Lee, D.C L. 4 to. vellum,
Kditedby Professor J. M. PULLER, MA. Oil Testament, com
plete ; 4 vols. Crown 8vo, cloth (pub. 30s.) ISs. fid.

scarce, £1 7s. fid

[Boaworth, 1865.

Gray (Rbt. Bishop of Capetown) Life of. 2 vols.,
Popular Commentary on the New Testament,
by Dean Howson. Canon Spence. Professor W. MMligan, D.D., and
others. Edited by Philip Schafl, D.D. With lllustrstions and
Maps. 4 vols., royal 8vo, cloth, nearly new (pub. £3 12s.), £2 4s. 6d
[Clark, 1S78.

svo, cloth (pub. 32s.), 12a, fid.

Ditto, Handy Library Edition.
gilt, nearly new (pub. £2 2s.). £1 6s.

1 2 vols. , fcap. .cloth,
tlbid.

[ Klvtngtons, 187S.

including that of the Popes, to the Pontificate of Nicholas V. 1st
edition. 6 vols., svo, cloth, clean copy, very scarce, £1 18s.
[Murray, 1864.

New Testament Commentary for English
Readers, by various writers ; Kditedby Rishop KLLICOTT. Maps.
3 vols., royal 8vo, cloth (pub. £3 8s.), £1 17s. ii I.
[CasBell.

'

Milman (Dean) History of Latin Christianity,

_~

—_

History of Christianity, from the

Birth of Christ to the Abolition of Paganism in the Roman
Empire. Original edition. 3 vols., Svo, half calf, neat, 16s.
[Ibid, 1840.

Commentary wholly Biblical. An Exposition in the Smith (Dr W.) Dictionaries of the Bible, 8 vols. ;
very Words of Scripture. 3 vols., 4to, cloth (pub. £1 lis. fid.),
He. 6d.
[Bagster.

Denton (Rev. W.)

Commentary on the Gospels, for

Sundays and Holydays of the Christian Year, 3 vols., Bvo, cloth
(pub. £2 14S.), £1 15a. 6d.
[ Bell.
A Commentary on the Epistles. 2
vols., 8vo, cloth (pub. £1 16s.), £1 4s.
[Ibid.
A Commentary on the Acts.
2
vols., 8vo, cloth (pub. £1 I2s.),£l.
[Ibid. 1874.

Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology, 3 vols. ; Greek and
Roman Geography, 2 vols.; and Greek and Komsn Antiquities, 1
voi. Together 9 vols., 8vo, strongly and neatly bound In whole brown
ealf, red edges, excellent condition (cost £16 5s.). £10 10s.
[Murray, 1856-61.

—

Concise Dictionary of the Bible.

Illustrated. Royal 8vo, cloth (pub £1 Is.). 12s. 6d.

[Ibid.

Stier (R.) The Words of the Lord Jesus. Trans
lated by Rev. W. B. Pope. 8 vols., 8vo, cloth (pub. £4 4».). £1 10s.
[T. aud T. Clark.

Blunt (J. H.) The Annotated Bible, being a House
hold Commentary on the Old and New Testaments. Complete.
3 vols., 4to, cloth (pub. £4 4s.), £2 15s. Od.
[Klvingtoirt, I87B 8*.

Wordsworth (Bishop Christopher.) Commen
tary on the Bible. Complete in 17 parts ; royal 8vo. c'olh (pub

The Annotated Book of Common Prayer.
Royal 8vo, cloth (pub. £1 1 is. Gd.), 17s.
[Rivlngtons, 1868.

The Old Testament, complete in 6

£'.i Vs.), £6 18s.

[ Rivingtous.

vols., royal 8vo, cloth (pub. £6), £4.

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

[Ibid.
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SOCIETY FOE PROMOTINQ CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
No. I. now ready, A NEW MONTHLY COLOURED MAGAZINE, price 2d.,
entitled

THE CHILD'S PICTORIAL.
This Magazine is intended for children of the ages between Four and Eight years, and it is
hoped that the matter of the Magazine will serve at once to edify and interest them ; while the fact that
the Pictures are printed in Colours will doubtless furnish an additional attraction.
The General Literature Committee of the Society have enlisted for this Magazine the services
of the best known Writers for children as the names of the chief contributors will show, viz. :—Mrs
Ewing, Mrs Moleswqrth, Mrs Macquoid, Rev. J. G. Wood, Miss Bramston, Mrs Sitwell, &c.
The Illustrations will be furnished by Gordon Browne, Esq., W. J. Morgan, Esq., and other
known Artists.
The price of the Magazine— 2d. per Month—will place it within the reach of every family in
the land, and it is not, therefore, too much to hope that its circulation will be commensurate with its
merits.

The STORY of a SHORT LIFE. By JULIANA HORATIA EWING, Author of 'Jackanapes.' 'Daddy Dar
win's Dovecot,' &c. With Illustrations by GORDON BROWNE. Paper boards, Is.
[Early in May.
TIME FLIES. A Reading Diary. By CHRISTINA G. ROSSETTI, Author of -Letter and Spirit,' Ac. Post 8vo,
cloth boards, 2s. 6d.
GORDON : a Life of Faith and Duty. By W. J. G. Illustrated by R. ANDRE. Small 4to. With Pictures in
Colours or Tints on every page, with an attractive Coloured Picture Cover. Is.
CHAMPIONS of the RIGHT. By the Rev. E. GILLIAT, M.A, Assistant-Master in Harrow School. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 2s.
WHERE to FIND FERNS. By FRANCIS GEORGE HEATH, Author of 'The Fern Portfolio,' 'Autumnal
Leaves,' &c. With numerous Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, Is. Oil.
This Work (which comprises a Special Chapter on the Ferns round London), in addition to a complete Set of En
gravings of British Ferns (reduced from the Fac-simile Drawings of 'The Fern Portfolio,') includes illustrated "defini
tions of terms "—explanatory of the botanical parts of ferns (roots, stems, fronds, spores, &c), and the novel feature of
illustrations of fern habitats.
The SPIRITUAL NEEDS of the MASSES of the PEOPLE. Post 8vo, paper cover, 2d.
[Report of Joint Committee of both Houses of Convocation of Canterbury.]
Brevier 8vo, limp cloth, red edges, Is. Cd. ; paste grain roan, 2s. 2d.,

COMMENTARY on the BOOK of COMMON PRAYER for TEACHERS and STUDENTS.
Alto, bound with the Prayer-Book, cloth, red edges, 2s. 6d. ; imitation seal, 3s. 2d. ; paste grain roan, 3s. id. j limp calf, is. Cd. ;
Florentine leather, 5s.; limp morocco circuit, 6s. id.
The CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY BIBLE—The NEW TESTAMENT. With Commentary by Various
Authors. With Two Maps and numerous Illustrations. Royal 4to, cloth boards, red edges, 6s. ; or in Six Parts,
80pp., paper wrapper, 6d. each. Cases for binding the Six Parts, Is. Gd. each.
The CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY BIBLE—The OLD TESTAMENT. With Commentary by Various
Authors. With numerous Illustrations. Now Publishing in Monthly Parts. 80pp., paper wrapper, 6d. each.
Part 8 just ready. To be completed in about Eighteen Monthly Parts.
This Commentary is a Reprint o) the Society's Commentary on the Bible.

London : Northumberland-avenue, Charing-cross, W.C. ; 43 Queen Victoria-street, E.C. j 26 St George'splace, S.W. ; and 135 North-street, Brighton.
Printed for the Proprietor by Beynell & Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-street, In the Pariah of S. James. Westminster, and
Published by W. SKEFriNGTo* and Son, 1(13 Piccadilly, W.
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Post free, 9». 6rf. per annum.
Price Ad.
.

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS,
THE

REVISED VERSION OF THE HOLY BIBLE,
IN THE FOLLOWING EDITIONS:—
PEARL TYPE.

MINION TYPE.

ISmo.

Demy 8vo.

Cloth boards
Paste grain Roan ...
Turkey mor., limp ...
Turkey „ circuit...

t.

</.

3
5
8
10

6
0
6
8

SMALL PICA TYPE.

PICA DEMY 8vo.
PICA, ROYAL 870.
Old Testament only, in 4 vols. Old Testament on!it, in A vols,
s. d.
s. d.
s. d. Cloth boards
32 0 Cloth boards
50 o
Cloth boards
18 0 Turkey mor., brds.... 72 0 Turkey mor., brds. 100 0
Turkey mor., brds.... 38 0
Complete in 5 volumes.
Complete in S volumes.
Cloth boards
40 0 Cloth boards
62 6
Turkey mor., brds.... 90 0 Turkeymor., brds. 12S"o
Imperial %vo.

I. d.

Cloth boards
Paste grain Roan ...
Turkey mor., limp ...
I Turkey „ circuit...

7
10
17
21

6
6
6
0

And in various other Bindings,

ALSO,

THE PARALLEL BIBLE,
Being the AUTHOEIZED VEESION arranged in Parallel Columns with the REVISED VERSION.
MINION TYPE. CROWN 4to.
£10 0; Turkey morocco, bevelled boards, gilt edges

Cloth, bevelled boards, red edges

£2 10.

And in other Bindings at all Booksellers.

The Revised Version is the joint property of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
PUBLISHED BY

HENRY PROWDE,
©iforrj GaniDctattg \fitm JSSaarrfjouar,

O. J. CLAY & SON,
Camutfoge tHmrjeraitg Prraa WHaxtbautst,

AMEN CORNER, LONDON.

AVE MARIA LANE, LONDON.

Just published, price Sixpence,

To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proofs.

THE PATRIARCHAL SYSTEM, and the CANTER-

-L BURY PATRIARCHATE.
T<HE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
By Rev. T. W. PULLER (of the Society of S. John the Evangelist), 1 GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp. 106. Price 2s. 3d., post free.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Chaplain of S. George's Home, Cape Town.
"Its reverend author has an original turn of mind."—The Free
Oxford and London :
thinker.
"Shows the hand of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
A. R. MOWBRAY and CO.
Churchman.
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
Just published, 76pp., 8vo, price 6d., by post 7d„
" In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard
ing the early testimony to the Gospels — has rendered a useful service by
MARRIAGE with a DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER. drawing up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Rome,
A General Review of the Arguments on this Subject, with Sup with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of their
plementary Notes on points of Interest connected with it. By I'll I LA works."— The Scotsman.
DKLPHUS.
" We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.
London : HAMILTON, ADAMS, and Co.
Edinburgh : T. and T.CLARK.
W. H. ALLEN and CO., 13 Waterloo-place, Pall mall, S.W.
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SECOND-HAND BOOKS J. NISBET AND CO.'S LIST.
SUITABLE FOB A

PARISH LIBRARY.
HOUSEHOLD WORDS.

FOR WHITSUNTIDE.
' FILLED with the SPIEIT ; ' or, Scriptural Studies

Edited by CHARLES

DICK HNS. A complete set of the original edition, 10 role., roya
8vo, cloth, clean, good condition (pub. £5 4a. 6d.), cheap, Cl 15a.
[1850-59.
ALL THE YEAR ROUND. With which is incorpo
rated 'Household Words.' Edited by CHARLES DICKENSA Complete set or the First Series, in 29 vols., royal 8vo. boards,
clean, good condition (pub. £4 10s.), cheap, £1 10s.
[1850-68.
The above Works include ninny interesting stories and articles by
Charles Dickens and other Authors.
LEISURE HOUR (The) 1868-1876. 9 vols, royal
8vo. Four of the vols. (1868-71), are in the Publishers' cloth covers,
the remainder are strongly and well bound In half calf, all clean and
in excellent condition (cost £4 17s. 0d.), £1 7s. 6d.

SUNDAY AT HOME (The) 1865-1867-1870 to
1876. 9 vols., royal 8vo, Four vols, are in publishers' cloth covers ;
the others are neatly and well bound in half brown morocco (cost
£4 17s. 6d.), £1 7s. 6d.
CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY MAGAZINE, con
taining contributions by the Clergy and distinguished Literary
Mi n ; numerous illustrations. Vols. 1 to 5 (1863-1865), t vols., 8vo,
half calf, neat (cost £3 9s.), 14s.
[ Hogg.

about the Holy Ghost. By the Kev. ERNEST BUYS, H. A. .Author
of ' The Sure Foundation,' Ac. liimo. la.
" Thoughtful readers will find in these addresses much that Is sugges
tive and helpful. This little volume is certainly calculated to exercise
a wide-spread Influence for good."—Kock.

THE SAINTLY CALLING.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
LIVING TRUTHS for the HEAD and HEART. Crown
Svo, 3s. (id.
" A very useful book to put into the hands of persona who need a
compendium of Christian doctrine. Its tone is simple, earnest, and
devout."—Church Bells.

SAN0TIFI0ATION ; or, The Highway of Holiness.
An Abridgement Id the Author'* own words of ' The Gospel
Mystery ofSanctlflc&t.on.' By the Kev. WALl'KU MARSHALL.
With an Introductory Note by A. M. Crown 8vo, Is.
" One wonders how it Is that unsound and shallow views have so
widely prevailed while such, solid and scriptural teaching has been
before the Church so lonjr."— Kecord.

CHURCHMAN'S SHILLING MAGAZINE, ABIDE IN CHRIST.
and Family Treasury ; conducted by Kev. H H. BAYNKS. Vols,
lto 6 (1867-1870). 6 vols. ; vol.4 In cloth; the remaining vols. In
half calf, neat (cost £3), 16s.
[lloul.-tou.
Ditto, vols. 1 to 5 (1867-1869), 5 vols., 8vo, cloth
(pub. £117s. 6d.),10s. 6d.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.
This day, crown 8vo, price 6d., by post, 6£d.,

A QUESTION !
What is the Future of the Lost?
" There are three views held on this Important subject by divines.
1. The Eternal 1'unlshmeut of the l.o>t ; 2. The Annihilation by
Death of the Lost; 3. The Universal .Salvation of all. The author
has arranged in three parallel columns the texts which are adduced in
support of each of there views, and has thus produced a handy
pamphlet for relerence."— Ecclesiastical Gazette.
London i W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly. W.

MESSRS SKEFFINGTON have in the Press, and
will shortly publish, an entirely new Collection of Sermons by
Various Authors, suitable for HAKVK-*'!' FKSTIVALS, THANKS
GIVINGS, Ac., entitled 'HAKVEST PREACHING."
Messrs SKEFFINGTON have also in the Press an entirely new
Volume of Short Stories tor Young Children, by various eminent
and popular Authors, entitled " 1'lease Tell Me a Tale."
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly. W.

FOR EXTEMPORE PREACHERS.
By the Rev. HENRY W. LITTLE. Cloth, price 3s.

6d.,

WHAT SHALL I SAYP

By the Rev. CHARLES

D. BELL, D 1) . Reotor of Cheltenham, and Honorary Canon of
Carlisle. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
" This little volume contains a large instalment of sound, valuable,
scriptural theology. It is a most seasonable anil valuable contribution
to the Church in these perilous times."— Record.

Thoughts on the Blessed Life

of Fellowship with the Son of God. By the Rer. A. MURRAY.
Thirty-third Thousand. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.
" A series of pious discourses which develop parts of a very lovely
subject. An.l they are very meritorious too. It Is a pleasing and useful
book of devotional reading."— Literary Churchman.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
LIKE CHRIST. Thoughts on the Blessed Life of
Conformity to the Son of God. A Sequel to ' Abide in Christ.'
Thirteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.
" Kven a ha-ty glance through its pages will show how much there
la to help, to edify, and encourage the devout reader."— Record.

THE SPIRIT OF JESUS.

By the Rev. WILLIAM

liKU), M.A., Author of ' The Blood of Jesus,' Ac.
paper cover ; 9d. cloth.

liimo, 6d.

EMBLEMS OF THE HOLY GHOST ; or, the Teachings of Inspired Word— Parables concerning the Lord and Giver
or Lire. By the Kev. I'll I LIP NORTON. Curate of St Nicholas,
Worcester. Third Thousand. 16mo, Is. 6d.
"Clear as crystal, fresh aa a morning In spring, full of the savour of
Jesus; this little book has fairly taken us captive."—Mr Spurgeon iu
' Sword and Trowel. '
•' We commend the book as one especially suitable for help In medttatlon during Whitsuntide. Preachers will find it a storehouse of
suggestive hints."— Ecclesiastical Gazette.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR. Just Puhlished.

ETHICS OF THE HOLY GHOST ; or, Bible Readings
on the Fruit of the Spirit. With a Frefaoe by the Rev. CHARLES
BULLOCK, D.D. lCmo, la. 6d.

HIS PERSONAL PRESENCE ; or, the Secret of a
Bright and Fragraut Life. By the Rev. T. W. THOMAS, Curate
of St Giles'. Norwich. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.
" This Is a book of heart-experience. The work, In fact. Is a history
of spiritual religion, from its dawn in the soul till the Inner light
brightens Into the eternal sunshine."— Family Churchman.
" A delightful and refreshing devotional treatise ; Frances Ridley
Havergal would have oalled It a treasure etore of spiritual teaching.
There are gems of thought on every page."— Fireside News.

100 Brief Outline Addresses upon Religious, Temperance,
Thrift, Health, and Social Topics, including Easter,
Ascension, and other Church Seasons, also suggested sub
jects for other addresses, and An APPENDIX of
FACTS, FIGURES, and ANECDOTES to illustrate the
Addresses in the volume. The work is specially intended
for the use of busy and over-worked Clergymen, LayReaders, Teachers, and Parish Workers. Crown 8vo,
cloth, price 3s. t>d., by post, 3s. 8Jd.

Subject. By the Kev. GEORGE EVEISAK1), M.A. :i .' m '. »d
The Rev. Handley C. G. Moule, Ridley Hall, Cambridge, writes:—
" I have read ' Be Perfect ' with the greatest thankfulness. You have
admirably struck the true golden mean, the mean of the Word of God,
nover letting the Christian dream that he is beyond the oonleaaion of
sin, ot trespasses, and never letting him forget that iu union with his
Lord he has a divine power to draw upon for sustained spiritual
victory."

W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

London: JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners street, W.

BE PERFECT ! A Few Words to Christians on a Great
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Eesectiation of tfje ^olg <2Eucfjattst
for tbe §>ick.
The Church of England, at the Reformation, as is well
known, took its stand on the traditions of the primitive
Church as against modern developments, and it has never
FBIDA Y, MA Y 22, 1885.
surrendered this ground of appeal by any authoritative
act, however in particular details at times it has failed
to carry out this great principle. True, there are different
interpretations of the term " primitive," but the Church
LEADING ARTICLE:—
page
has herself given its own measure, fixing it at about the
The Rrservation op the Holy Edchabist foe
the Sice
207 period of 500 years.*
But the question of the extent of this standard is of no
CURRENT TOPICS
- 210
account
in reference to the matter before us. The Reser
REVIEWS :—
The Revised Version of the Old Testament - 211 vation of the Blessed Sacrament for the Sick dates from
Mr G. Marshall's Memoir of Osborne Gordon - 213 the first ages. It is spoken of as an established use in the
Princess Alice
214
earliest account we have of the administration of the
NOTICES :—
Holy Eucharist, subsequent to the Apostolic times. Justin
Mr J Agar Beet's Commentary on S. Paul's Epistle to the
Galatians
215 Martyr, in his well-known account of the Celebration, says
Mr J. B. Heard's Old and New Theology
- 215
Dean Stanley's Christian Institutions
216 that " a portion (of the Sacred Elemeuts) is sent by the
Kssays on Church and Stale
------- 215
A Question! What is the Future of the Lost?
- 21" deacons to those who are absent."f This was not limited
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same, first to those that are appointed to communicate
with the sick (if there be any), and last of all to the sick
person himself."
This merciful provision for the sick was dropped in the
second Book, and has remained ever since only as a
silent testimony as to the manner in which our Reformers
had desired to preserve the primitive use. It is not re
corded for what reason this Rubric was withdrawn. It is
most probable that the ultra-reforming influence of the
more Protestant party from abroad prevailed, and a com
promise effected by omitting, without condemning, this
custom. For the Reservation for the Sick has been re
garded as a material argument in favour of the objective
view of the Holy Eucharist, against which that extreme
party very earnestly contended.
Unless we are to accept the late Privy Council Judg
ment as an absolute law of interpretation, and understand
"omission "to be "prohibition," there would be no ground
on this account for supposing that Reservation for the
Sick ceased after this time. And it is quite clear that it
did not do so, for eight years afterwards we find in Queen
Elizabeth's Latin Prayer-Book for use in the Universities,
an injunction to the "Parochus" to reserve for the sake
of the sick, if need so require.
Article XXVIII. of 1662 has been supposed to tell
against the practice. But is there any ground fur such an
application of the passage in question 1 It is worded as a
mere historical statement, recalling men's minds to the
original object of the Divine Institution, which it was
supposed was lost sight of in the uses to which the Blessed
Sacrament had been applied in later ages. 'What it affirms,
is, that " the Sacrament of the Load's Supper was not
by Christ's ordinance reserved, carried about," &c, &c.
The clause in the Article is a justification of the disuse of
the Blessed Sacrament in what had become so frequent,
and no doubt so popular, a service, which yet had no
warrant in the period to which the Church of England
was being led to look for guidance as to the will of our
Lord.*
There is no reference whatever in the language of the
Article to Reservation for the Sick, except it be that the
term " carried about" may be supposed to include carry
ing for this purpose. But certainly if mere " carrying "
is the point of objection the use at Christ Church, Oxford,
where the Blessed Sacrament is borne all down the stalls
to communicate those present in their places, would be
condemned . To " carry " the Blessed Sacrament outside
the Church to neighbouring houses, would be no more
inconsistent with the Article.
A more formidable hindrance to Reservation has arisen
from the introduction of the Rubric concerning the
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Elements that " remain," at the end of the Communion
Service, as it was ordered at the last Revision of 1661
Previous to that year the Rubric about the " remaining"
Elements stood thus,—" If any of the Bread and Wine
remain, the curate shall have it to his own use." At the
Revision the following addition was made : " But if any
remain of that which was consecrated, it shall not be
carried out of the Church ; but the priest, and such other
of the Communicants as he shall then call unto him, shall,
immediately after the Blessing, reverently eat and drink
the same."
It is of course free to any portion of the Catholic
Church to make its own rules of discipline, and the Church
has always been most jealous of Celebrations, or of any
use of the Holy Eucharist, except under due authority, or
in compliance with established custom. But an important
question here arises,— Did the Church of England intend
at this time to reverse its former policy, and condemn
what had never before been condemned, and what indeed
had previously been in use under authority, —witness
Elizabeth's Latin Prayer-Book already spoken of? Or
had any misuse of the Blessed Sacrament in consequence
of liberty in this respect occurred, so as to call for the
stringent restriction which, on the face of it, the Rubric
implies ? But there is no record of any such, cause for
the change having arisen. And we have, in fact, an ex
planation from the highest possible authority, of the
motives which led to the change. Bishop Cosin speaks of
having himself suggested the addition, and gives his
reasons for doing so. His explanation is, that "Some
curates have abused and extended (the words of the Rubric
as it originally stood) so far, that they suppose they may
take all that remains of the consecrated bread and wine
itself, home to their houses, and there eat and drink the
same." " At least," he adds, " the Roman Catholics take
occasion hereby to lay this negligence and calumny upon
the Church of England, whereas the Rubric only intends it
of such bread and wine as remain unconsecrated."t
There was, therefore, evidently no reference intended
to the Reservation for the Sick. It waa simply and
entirely for reverence' sake. The wording might seem
indeed capable of being construed so as to allow Reserva
tion. Would it be overstraining the directions given, if a
portion of the Elements needed for the sick were first
carefully set apart, and then the remainder, which was not
so needed, consumed as ordered ? Supposing this setting
apart enough for known cases of the sick and dying were
authorised, one does not see that there is anything in the
language, most certainly nothing in the spirit or purpose, of
the Rubric, which would forbid it. Its purpose is fulfilled
if there be a reverent care for what " remains."
Such at all events is the view that has been taken of
• Pelllola (• Polity of the Christian Church,' pp. 268 9), Bays, that
•■ the first mention ol the processional use of the Blessed Sacrament the case in certain known instances.
Bishop Longley
oeeore in a.b. ho», In the ' Oartutary,' a pi-irate Note-Book ot the when at Ripon, and Bishop Wilberforce at Oxford, per
Carthusians, and again in the records of the Conncil of Sens, a.d.
1320 ; and that the nie of the ' Monstrance ' is to be traced not further mitted such Reservation during the time that the cholera
back than the fifteenth century."
t Coaln'a ■ Considerations, ' 1640. See. 149.
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prevailed. Mr Perry speaks of a case known to himself, Sick " imparts, where it can be conveniently and reverently
where such Reservation was " not unfrequently practised."* provided.
It is a mereiful provision peculiar to our
The writer of this paper is also personally acquainted Church, for which we cannot be too thankful. And in
with similar cases. Letters that of late have appeared in ordinary times, and in small parishes, nothing more may
the Guardian, speak of others acquainted with, or them
be needed. But viewing the condition of our great city
selves practising in cases of necessity, the same.
parishes, of many crowded country districts, of our large
A friend has suggested to me that the argument in hospitals, of special seasons when epidemic diseases prevail,
favour of such permissible use, is strengthened on consi
can it be said that sufficient provision is made for the
deration of the Rubrics of the " Communion of the Sick." momentous need 1
When the Order already referred to, desiring the Eucharist
May there not also be pleaded some consideration for
to be carried to the sick, was removed, and the service of those priests, and they are an increasing number, who
the Communion of the Sick remained, as the only ap observe Fasting Communion, not as some vainly imagine,
pointed provision for communicating the sick, nothing was from any materialistic view of the Blessed Sacrament,
added concerning what remained of the consecrated Ele
but on grounds urged on his generation by Jeremy
ments. Had any principle been involved in such con
Taylor, who still speaks to us in some of the most
sumption, an order to this effect would surely have been popular of our devotional manuals, "that we might express
made here, equally as in the case of the public, or as it honour to the Mystery by suffering nothing to enter into
was then called, the " open " Communion. The omission our mouth, before the symbols," and as being "the
is the more significant, because in this Office in the First universal custom of the Church, which, in most cases,
Prayer-Book there was a provision for " reserving " at the from the very days of the Apostles prevailed."* To
" Communion of the Sick," if more sick people were to such persons—and surely they would be encouraged by
be communicated than were present in the sick-room. those in authority — the relief through permission of th#
The Rubric stood as follows : " And if there be more sick reserved Sacrament would be an inestimable boon,
persons to be visited the same day, that the Curate doth
It has to be borne in mind, that the rule laid down by
celebrate in any sick man's house ; then shall the Curate the First Prayer-Book, and which is here pleaded as the
(there) reserve so much of the Sacrament of the Body and true view of our Reformed Catholic Church, was, that the
Blood, as shall serve the other sick persons, and such as be Reservation for the Sick should be for as short a time as
appointed to communicate with them (if there be any), possible, " as soon as conveniently may." It was evidently
and shall immediately carry it and minister it unto them." designed to check any tendency to reserve beyond the
This was omitted, but nothing inserted to forbid the necessities of the sick, and to prevent other uses. In deal
practice.
ing with the subject, therefore, it is important to make
Great care was evidently taken to prevent the priest the difference (and this perhaps was intended by the
being obliged to have to celebrate more than once in the Church) between the presence of our Lord in His Sacra
day. The " reserved Sacrament " was the security against ment, and His indwelling in the souls of His faithful
such repetition. How striking is this considerate care ones. The distinction is important, lest there be any
contrasted with the difficulty attending priests now with encouragement to the idea, that our Lord is no longer with
our far more densely-peopled parishes, with the increased us, because the Sacrament is withdrawn from our altars.
desire for Communion on the part of our people, and pos
That full thirteen hundred years had passed before per
sibly with daily celebrations, and at great Festivals petual reservation began to be practised in the West, and
many celebrations the same day, and the sick members that it never to this day has been practised in the East,
of the flock desirous, equally with the whole, to have which, in its stationary tendency, is the truest wit
their portion of the divine Mysteries during the Festival ! ness of early Catholic use,—would be sufficient to disprove
It is, I suppose, certain that under our present order, very such an idea. But it is also important to mark the essential
many of our people die uncommunicated, partly because of distinctions between the two modes of the Divine Presence
the difficulty of administering with the Service of the Com
—the One being for the special purposes of Communion
munion of the Sick, partly the suddenness and frequency and the "sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving,"and, through
of the call, and not seldom the slackness not unnaturally its outward symbols, a visible sign of our Lord's real
caused by the sense of the difficulty on the part of the spiritual presence with His Church ; the Other, fed as it
people as well as of the priest. The more the duty of is continually at the altar, pledged to remain as a perms.'
communicating, and its blessedness and its necessity for nent abiding possession, the ceaseless Source of life and
life, is pressed, the more frequent celebrations become,—the personal union, never to leave us, even as the Manhood
greater roust be the difficulty, the sadder the practical and the Godhead are for ever ceaselessly One, in the Person
denial of the heavenly Food.
of Christ. Both combine in their wonderful results, but
Nothing is here meant to derogate from the exceeding neither is to be lost eight of in the other.
comfort which the Service of the " Communion of the
• Btot. CnuUtr., on Declaration on kneeling. P. M». Vote.

' ' Worthy Communicant,' vll. c. ; ' Life of Christ,' ii., xli. 13 ;
alio ' Holy Living,' e. 4, eeo. V.
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Our Lord is with us for the purposes of the Sacrament, who had borne the cross before him, was marked by his
for " the continual remembrance of His death," and for usual glow and enthusiasm. Altogether, the event is one
our " partaking of His Body and His Blood." He is upon which not only the Archbishop of Canterbury is to
with us also as the Life of our life, as our " hope of be congratulated, but the whole Church of England.
Now having restored the cross, we want the mitre.
glory."
The subject of Reservation for the Sick has been of late
very specially brought before us, so that it cannot well be
We had not space in our last issue to comment upon the
silently passed over. All Church precedents lead to the debates in the Convocation of the Southern Province.
conclusion that authority should regulate the use of this The more exciting events which marked the Session of
great Sacrament. But it may surely be hoped with all the Northern Synod left no room for the consideration of
deference to our Fathers in God, that the recent Episcopal the discussions of the Convocation of Canterbury. These
utterance may not be inconsistent with permission to latter presented a sharp contrast with the former. They
" reserve for the benefit of the sick and dying," where a were calm, grave, and business-like, if a thought dull and
real need can be shown to exist, and so far as the need heavy. The two incidents which we have alluded to already,
extends.
had some enlivening effect ;—the presentation to the Presi
T. T. CARTER.
dent and Prolocutor of the Revised Old Testament, and
of the archiepiscopal cross to Dr Benson. The debate as to
the Lay House of Convocation will be dealt with shortly
in our columns in a Paper by Canon Carter. We will only say
that we think, if we are to have this unprecedented third
The presentation of an archiepiscopal cross to Dr " House " of Convocation, Canon Yard's proposal to call it
Benson will be an event, amongst others, which will mark Council, or, we should prefer, Board, would be better than to
the period when he occupied the chair of Canterbury. give it a name which identifies it with Convocation. The
The event, too, may be taken as a sign of the times. The question as to the way the clergy are to deal with divorced
English Church has undergone a vast change during the persons was intrusted to a committee, but not until the debate
last half-century. The worship of God in the beauty of upon it revealed a diversity of opinion, and an amount of
holiness may be said to be the motto of that transforma hesitancy in dealing with the subject, which are to be re
tion. The restoration of "ornaments" and symbols of gretted. The Bishop of Lichfield proposed the appoint
authority may be surely regarded as the outward expres ment of a committee for the purpose of drawing up
sion of a renewal of inward power and clearer grasp of supplemental Services. The Bishop of Winchester seemed
Catholic truth. The cross, which cost about 700/., was doubtful about the motion on more grounds than one.
designed by Messrs Bodley and Garner, and the work exe And the passage of these prayers through Parliament
cuted by Messrs Hardman. The cross is of the Maltese type, appears to be at present a greater obstacle than a fivesix feet in height, and contains two tiers of canopied Saints. barred gate. We very much doubt the line so commonly
The first is filled with Apostles and Evangelists, S.Matthew, taken in this discussion, and reproduced on this occasion
S. Mark, S. Luke, and S. John, S. Peter and S. Paul, but by the Bishop of Truro, that the poor cannot enter into
not S. James. The second by S. Augustine, S. Virgilius, S. such Services as Matins and Evensong. What is really
Theodore, S, Hugh, S. Piran, and S. Petroc, the last two wanted is to teach the people that they come to church to
being Cornish missionaries. These last will historically worship God, and not simply for instruction and admoni
preserve the link between the See of Truro and that of tion—or in other words, for Sermons. Practical ques
Canterbury through the elevation of Dr Benson to the tions as to the depreciation of country livings, and to the
Primacy, and the fact that the presentation of this mag working of the Dilapidations Act of 1871, &c, were well
nificent cross is due to the Committee at Truro, who first discussed. We notice that there is still some obscurity as
devised this plan of showing their great regard for their to the precise Day of Intercession. We have said before
late bishop. The cross sparkles with the jewels which and repeat, if the Day of Intercession is one of fasting and
are set in it, those which adorn the pelican being given prayer, is it consistent to have it on a Festival ?
by members of the Church of England Working Men's
Society. TheProlocutorof the Province of Canterbury, who
It seems a great pity that the Bishop of Manchester
placed the cross in the Primate's bands, made an appro does not number amongst his friends some theologian
priate speech, and referred to the levival of the " out who would aid him in his compositions. It may not
ward and visible expression of devotional feeling of late matter much to Dr Fraser as to whether what he says is
manifested in the Church of England." Why, however, theologically tenable or not, but it does to the Church of
the cross " as distinguished from the crucifix " should be which he has been made a chief minister. We have
" the most fitting reminder of the Great Sacrifice," we fail heard of a bishop further North, who was saved from
to see, though we believe Lord Alwyne Compton was many a broil and difficulty, because his wife in the
right in point of art. The Archbishop's retrospect of all morning carefully looked through his letters which he
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had written at night, and consigned those which she
deemed intemperate in tone to the fire. We cannot
expect the same kindly office to be performed for Dr
Fraser, but a moderately-informed divine might protect
him from rushing into print to defend some pulpit utter
ance, and simply making matters worse by displaying his
want of acquaintance with theological distinctions. In a
sermon ad populum (/) preached in Manchester Cathedral,
Bishop Fraser has been making a comparison between
Gnosticism and a desire for the Reservation of the
Sacrament for the sick.
" Speculative ceremonialised
Gnosticism," is a grand-sounding sentence, enough to
take the breath away of the old lady who could not
restrain her tears when she heard the minister men
tion "Mesopotamia;" but what has it to do with
the practice of Reservation of the Sacrament for the
sick? And then comes what "the speculative Gnosis"
is now, according to Dr Fraser, busying itself about
—"an objectively localised Presence of Christ's Body
and Blood." Is Dr Fraser aware that nobody ever
believed in a " localised presence," not even Aquinas ? If
the Bishop of Manchester would turn to the Summa, iii.
76, he would find that even S. Thomas lays down " nullo
modo corpus Christi est in hoc Sacramento localiter." It
is, we repeat, sad, to find a bishop charging men
with holding what they hold not, and then further
imputing to them dishonest motives, as if, under the
"plausible pretext" of providing for emergencies con
nected with sickness, they were really seeking all the
while to have the practice of Reservation restored for
" ulterior " purposes. When the controversy with Ritual
ism is at an end, it will be one of its inexplicable features
how two or three bishops could be so blind to the
signs of the times as to hold on to the last in the attempt
to stop or "stamp out" a movement, the impetus of
which was only heightened by the friction which their
resistance occasioned — a movement which, by a different
policy, they might have directed and in a measure con
trolled.
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tending as they do to meet two very formidable objections
which have been so often urged by sceptical writers against
the moral character of the Inspired volume. In Exodus
xi. 2, for example, we read in the Authorised Version,
" Let every man borrow of his neighbour, and every woman
of her neighbour jewels of silver and jewels of gold." Here
the Revisers have substituted " ashed" for " borrowed"— so
the jewels became a gift, not a loan, and by such an altered
view of the case we exonerate the chosen people of
God from the charge of getting goods uuder false pretences.
Again, in Exodus vii. 13, the Authorised Version actually
perverts the original, by giving us " And He (God)
hardened Pharaoh's heart." The Revisers here have done
well by substituting " Pharaoh's heart was liardened." This
we hold to be the most valuable and important of all the
changes made by them. It was only after that Pharaoh
had hardened his own heart seven times, in spite of the
pleadings of Moses and the astounding miracles of Jehovah,
that God hardened the heart of the stubborn Pharaoh,
or rather allowed his heart to harden, by losing its power
of susceptibility to influence for good. To this we find an
evident allusion in Proverbs : " He that hardeneth his
heart shall fall into mischief" for God's spirit will not
always strive with man. Again, in 1 Sam. vi. 5, we read,
" Wherefore then do ye harden your hearts as the
Egyptians and Pharaoh hardened their hearts, when Hb
(God) had wrought wonderfully amongst them." These,
let us remember, are the words of the Philistines, used
when they were sending home the captured Ark of the
Covenant, and clearly pointing out that, to their mind,
Pharaoh was justly punished for a sin which it was in his
power not to have committed. We have, however, to
regret that the Revisers did not adopt Professor Lee's
version of Exodus iv. 21, where he gives us, "I will set
forth or exhibit the hardness of the heart, for a warning,"
instead of the A.V., " I will harden his heart," which
Bishop Wordsworth explains as merely prophetic.

Turning back, however, to Genesis, in Genesis ii. 3,
we read of God blessing the Sabbath Day, because " in
in it He had rested from all His work which God created
and made."
Here Gesenius renders "produced by
making," and Delitzch " created by making ; " literally the
Hebrew runs " which Ood had created to make" i.e., in
order that the works of creation might make other works in
succession, according to the nature and powers conferred
by God upon them, as for example, " the fruit tree yielding
fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself. In this inter
[first notice.]
The Revised Old Testament is essentially conservative pretation many of the Rabbinical Commentators found
in its character, and forms a very remarkable contrast to the theory of what we now term Evolution, which is not
the reckless and revolutionary Version of the Revised New without the support of S. Augustine, who thus writes of
Testament. This advantage we owe to the fact that the the creation of Heaven and Earth :
" In principio fecit Deus caelum, et terram non quia jam
Old Testament Revision did not begin by reconstructing
Nam et ccelum
the Revised Text,— a fundamental and fatal error, as Dean hoc erat, sed quia hoc esse poterat.
Burgon has so abundantly proved, in the calamitous case of scribitur postea factum. Quern admodum si semen arthe New Testament Revision. In the Pentateuch the two boris considerantes, dicamus ibi esse radices, et robur, et
most important changes are clearly to be found in Exodus, ramos, et fructus, et folia ; non quia jam sunt, sed quia inde
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futura sunt. Sic dictum est, in principio fecit Deus times in the Hebrew Scriptures, and invariably denotes
caelum et terram, quasi semen cceli et terra;, cum in a place, the town Shiloh. The Siloatn of the New Testa
confuso ad hue easet cceli et terra? materia. Sed quia ment (John iii.), is supposed to be a diminutive form
certutu erat inde fnturum esse ccelum et terram ; jam et of the same term. (2) When the name Shiloh occurs as
ipsa materia caelum et terra appellata est." Here the the accusative of place, as in 1 Samuel iv. 12, the form iB
Revisers have only altered the term " had created and precisely as it is here in Hebrew. (3) The sceptre shall
made." We much prefer the reading given in the margin, not depart from Judah . . . until he come to Shiloh,
created to make, the sense in which S. Augustine, as we refers to the primacy of Judah, and is in perfect har
have seen, clearly understood it.
mony with the future pre-eminence of the tribe, a* a leader
of
all the tribes, until they all come to Shiloh (Joshua
In Genesis, chapter it. V. 22, the A.V. reads, "And the
rib, which the Lord God had taken from man, made a xviii. 1). (4) The reference of Shiloh to a person is incon
woman." Here the Douay (Roman Catholic version), sistent with the sense of the context, as verses 11 and
renders, " And the Lord God built the rib which he took 12 can only refer to Judah and not to the Messiah.
Amongst other renderings according to various read
from Adam into a woman." This latter rendering is truer
to the Hebrew text, to the Septuagint and the Vulgate, ings we may note, " he who is to be sent," " he for whom
and trner to the analogy of Holy Scripture, as, for the things are reserved," or " till the things reserved for
example, in Jeremiah xxxi. 4, we read, " Again, I will him have come." The old Syriac gives us1 " until he
build thee and thou shalt be built, O virgin of Israel." It comes whose it is." The Samaritan has " tmtil the peaceful
is not without significance, too, that Adam is said to have one come ; " and the Targum of Onketos " until the Messiah
been " made " and Eve to have been " builded " by the come whose is the kingdom." Bishop Helmuth (Biblical
Creator. Adam was the type of CBRrsT, " the second Thesaurus) renders it " until that he Sheeloh shall come ; "
Adam," but Eve Was the type of the Church of Ctirist, but observes that other translators give " until he (Judah as
which is built on the Apostles, Christ being the chief a tribe) shall come to Sheeloh " (see Joshua XViii. 1.) The
eorner-stone. It is of the Church that the Apostle writes, sense of "the Sent" has certainly in its favour not only the
as " in whom an the building, fitly framed together, authority of the Fathers, but the description so commonly
groweth into a holy temple in the Lord (Eph. ii. 21, 22), given in the New Testament of the Messiah, aS " the
for the edifying (that 18, the building) of the body of Christ Sent," as in S. John iii. 34, "He whom God hath sent
(Eph. iv. 12). So the Church, that chosen building, springs speaketh the word of God." S. Luke vii. 19, "Art thou
from the smitten Side of the second Adam, as Eve from he that should come, or look we for another 1 " It is cer
the first, and built as was the temple of old without sound tainly remarkable, however, on the other hand, that there
6f axe or hammer. Now it is in perfect harmony with is no reference to, or quotation from this passage of the
this imagery that Christ speaks of His own Body as a Old Testament as a prophecy of Christ in the New Tes
temple, and S. Paul speaks of his own body as tabernacle tament.
The Pall Mall Oatette, with a rashness and recklessness
and of the Church at Corinth, " Ye are God's building."
It is not without significance, too, that the most an only equal to its ignorance, tells us that " the chief change
cient word in the Greek language for the living body as in the Revised Old Testament is the elimination of Hell
opposed to the dead body is tl/iat—which strictly means a from it," m a kind of compensation for the way in which
other Revisers have thrust the Devil into the Lord's Prayer.
" building,"
In Genesis xlix. v. 10; the Authorised1 Version gives us, The fact is, that the Revisers have in many cases given us
rt The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a law "grave "for "hell" where the sense and Hebrew most
giver from between his feet, until Shiloh come." The require it, and on the other, have given us " hell " where
Revised Version retains this reading, but places in the the Authorised Version has not given it. This has been
margin till " he come to Shiloh having1 the obedience of the rule of the Revisers, as we see from their preface :
"The Hebrew A'AioV, which signifies the abode of departed
the people." Now the best commentators and translators
differ Widely with respect to the force of the term Shiloh, spirits, and corresponds to the Greek Hades, of the underworld,
even when they refer it to a person, and that person the is variously rendered in the Authorised Version by 'grave,'
Messiah. Some make it "Peace," as in Isaiah ix. 6, 'pit,' and 'hell.' Of these readings 'hell,' if it could be taken
where the Messiah is termed "the Prince of Peace." in its original sense as used in the Creeds, would be a fairly
Some take ft as "Rest," on the high authority of Gesenius adequate equivalent for the Hebrew word ; but it is so commonly
Luther and Calvin take it in the sense of "Son,"— understood of the place of torment that to employ it frequently
the Messiah sprung from the lineage of Judah. S. would lead to inevitable misunderstanding. The Revisers,
therefore, in the historical narratives have left the rendering
Jerome's " qui missus- est " was largely followed by the
the grave ' or ' the pit ' in the text, with a marginal note, ' Seb.,
Christian Fathers. Those who, however, take Shiloh as Sluul,' to indicate that ft does not signify 'the pla:e of burial;'
a proper name, if true to the Hebrew, must take it as while in the poetical Writings they have put moat commonly
the name of a place and not a person, for the following I 'artedl' in the text, and 'the grave ' in the margin. In Isaiah
reasons :— (1) The term Shiloh occurs more than thirty j xiv., however, where 'hell' is used in mote of its orighud rensfr,
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and is less liable to be misunderstood, and where any change in the Ireland University Scholarship, and in 1836 was
so familiar a passage which was not distinctly an improvement placed in the First Class, both in Classics and Mathe
would be a decided loss, the Revisers have contented themselves matics. It was almost a matter of course that a man of
'with leaving ' hell ' in the text, and have connected it with other such brilliant University career should accept University
passages by patting 'Sheol' in the margin."
office. Mr Gordon, however, filled a succession of such
Here, again, is an example of their practice, as given in offices, and that for a great many years ; Tutor and Censor
the fourteenth chapter of Isaiah, where at Terse 1 1 the of Christ Church (his own College), member of the Heb
Eevisers actually substitute " hell " for " the grave " of domadal Council, repeatedly Public Examiner and Judge
the Authorised Version.
in awarding University Scholarships and Chancellor's
9 Hellfrom beneath is moved
(9) Hell from beneath is Prizes, Pro-Proctor and then Senior Proctor ;* he was, as
for thee to meet thee at thy moved for thee to meet thee at is well observed by a contemporary obituary, " in the first
coming : It etirreth np the dead thy coming : it stirrelli up the rank of Oxford notabilities a quarter of a century ago."
for thee, even all the chief ones dead for thee, even all the chief He was eminently calculated for a College don, and some
of the earth ; it hath raised np ones of the earth ; it hath might have thought, for nothing else so well. He only in
from their thrones all the kings raised up from their thrones fact left Oxford in 1861 when Dean Gaisford, whose fidut
of the nations.
all the kings of the nations. Achatet and fellow-worker in many ways he had long been,
10 All they shall apeak and (10) All they shall answer and
had but lately (1855) passed away. Then he accepted the
say nnto thee, Art thou also say unto tfaee, Art thou also
College living of Easthampstead, in Berkshire, aud at
become weak as we ? art thou become weak as we ? art thou
become like unto us?
become like unto us? (11) once developed a surprising degree of fitnes9 for his new
11 Thy pomp is brought Thy pomp is brought down to office. Apparently he did not busy himself much with
down to the grave, and the hell, and the noise of thy viols ; Church matters beyond the limits of his parish. It was
noise of thy viols : the worm is the worm is spread under thee, indeed before the days of Congresses, Synods, and all the
spread under thee, and the and worms cover thee. (12) paths of that phenomenal activity which makes the parish
worms cover thee.
How art thou fallen from priest of the present day one of the busiest men in his
12 How art thou fallen from heaven, 0 day star, sou of the parish. But, we are told, " he did not betake himself to
heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down learned leisure, but to the work of his parish, the rebuild
morning! how art thou cut to the ground, which didst lay ing of his church, to the farming of his glebe, and to the
down to the ground, which low the nations! (13) And society of his neighbours, in a favourite neighbourhood,
didst weaken the nations !
thou saidst in thine heart, I to whom his keen insight into men, and his playful but
18 For thon haat said in thine will ascend into heaven, I will always kindly wit, could not but make him acceptable ; "
heart, I will BBcend into heaven, exalt my throne above the stars among them were the late Sir William Hayter, and the
I will exalt my throne above of God ; and I will sit upon the
late Mr Delane. ' Our parson can preach,' ssiid his admi
the stars of God : I will sit mount of congregation, in the
ring Churchwarden, who proposed his health at a local
also upon the mount of the son- uttermost parts of the north :
celebration, ' and he can farm.' "
gregaiion, in the sides of the (14) I will ascend above the
north :
heights of the clouds : I will
There Mr Gordon remained for twenty-three years ;
14 1 will ascend above the be like the Most High. (15) and beyond his being nominated once in 1876 to act as
heights of the clouds ; I will be Tet thou sbalt be brought Chairman of a Government Commission " to inquire into
like the most High.
down to hell, to the uttermost the constitution of the Councils of the Queen's Colleges in
15 Yet thou shalt be brought parts of the pit.
Ireland ; "f and again in the following year, " to supply the
down to hell, to the Bides of the
place of Mr Justice Grove on the Board of Commissioners
pit.
for the University of Oxford "—nothing called him from
the quiet discharge of pastoral duties, until after a very
brief illness, his earthly tasks came to a final end on the
25th May, 1883.

*®r <$. a^arsball's 6©emotr of
©soorne <£oroon.

Osborke Gordov. A Memoir. "With a Selection of his
Writings. Edited by Geo. Marshall, M.A., Rector of
Milton, Bucks, and Rural Dean of Abingdon ; sometime
Student of Christ Church. With Medallion Portrait.
London and Oxford : Parker and Co. 1885. Pp. 380.
The late Rev. Osborne Gordon, Rector of Easthampstead, enjoyed a high reputation in his lifetime among a
large circle of friends, and this volume is one of several
tributes to his memory. His reputation even at his
School was that of " a genius who could dispense with
work, and who occupied an unapproachable position of
bis own." Then going into residence at Oxford, he gained

The Sermons, which occupy the chief part of the volume,
and are (says his biographer) " the real object of the pub
lication," are able, orthodox, scholarly compositions, cre
ditable in every way to the writer, though not examples
altogether of "a tongue understanded of the people."
The Editor himself speaks not unsuitably of their " con
sistency of view . . . clearness of view, nice observation
* He was formally and officially Tutor to H.R.H. the Prince of
Wales while in residence at Christ Church.
t We are told that on one occasion whilst in Ireland discharging the
duties of this Commission, he was. (jocularly or seriously) announced
at a Dublin reception aa " The O'Gordon ! ".
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dedicate them to her. He, however, quite gave up the idea
when he had completed his book. He shrank from making the
request, for fear it should place the Princess in a difficult posi
We may end this brief notice with an instance of the
tion, owing to the views he held. After some discussion on the
humour of which all his friends make mention, as a promi
point, the Princess, with the full approbation of Prince Louis,
nent feature in his character :
accepted the dedication of the book on the terms in which it now
"He asked a youth whose conceit had led to his failure in stands published. Her intercourse with him has excited much
the Schools, ' How came you to be plucked for your Littlego, comment, and been the cause of much misconception. The
Mr A. ?'
Princess at all times loved to gather around her people of dis
" 'They examined me in such trifles, such trifles, sir, such tinction, of whatever denomination. To discuss abstruse sub
trifles ' (eraeendo).
jects with them, and become acquainted with their opinions, wis
" ' Trifles to know, but not trifles to be ignorant of, Mr A.,' ber great delight. She had a pecnliar talent in drawing others
was the unanswerable rejoinder."—(P. 67.)
out, and an inclination to enter, for the time at least, into their
thoughts. It was not strange, therefore, that she should have
been attracted by one so gifted as Strauss, nor was it Btrange
that, at a time when the Princess was passing through a phase
of mental struggle as to her own religions views, this intercourse
Alice. Grand Duchess of Hesse. Princess of Great
Britain and Ireland. London : John Murray. Pp. 342. and real friendship with Strauss should have exercised a con
siderable influence on her opinions. It was, however, only a
1885.
phase, out of which she passed triumphantly ; not, alas, without
We reviewed this most interesting volume on its first
much suffering to herself, but only, as we now know from her own
appearance.* The book which is now before us is a new letters, to become in the end more trustful and strong in tba
and revised edition. Some fresh matter has been added most perfect childlike faith."
to the work, which, if possible, enhances its value. This
Much as we regret this passage in Princess Alice's life,
consists of extracts from Her Majesty's Journal, and the
Memoir which was translated from the German has been we unite with her sister in expressing thankfulness for her
" replaced by a short biographical sketch " written by victorious emergence out of the dark shadows of unbelief.
Princess Christian. This naturally is of a more personal Her trials would have been indeed unbearable if faith in
and affectionate character than the Memoir which it dis Christ had been destroyed. That, companionship with
places, though retaining all its substantial features. The such a man as Strauss would be "a dangerous experi
ment " to many who were in a state of " mental struggle"
glimpses of a pure and bright home, in which " few chil
dren can ever have been more blessed," are very touching. on religious questions, we readily admit ; and as we con
In this respect the Court has been an example to the sider unbelief in those who cannot plead exculpating
nation, and the importance of this, as Dr Liddon in his ignorance to be a sin, so association with a man who has
late Easter sermon remarked, cannot be exaggerated. " It destroyed " the faith of thousands " we should regard, to
is hardly possible," said the preacher, " to estimate too say the least, as undesirable ; but Princess Alice, as " the
highly the importance of family life, warm in its affec true child of her father," wished " to prove everything,
tions and pure in its atmosphere, to the Church and to and to retain what was best." Others who have embarked
upon a similar course have made shipwreck of their faith
the country."
altogether ; and Princess Alice seems for a time to have
Princess Christian thus refers to a painful " phase " in
more than imperilled hers, for we are told, in the narra
the religious life of the Grand Duchess of Hesse, when
tive, that " in course of time, she ceased to agree with
she became intimate with Strauss:
Strauss in his views." This evidently implies that his
"It was in the beginning of 1870 that Princess Alice became teaching and influence had been previously sufficiently
intimately acquainted with the great theological writer, Frederick
detrimental. The " letters " of Princess Alice show that
David Strauss. He was staying at Darmstadt at the time, and
the obscuration of her religious convictions, whatever it
often spent some hours with the Princess reading aloud to her
amounted to, was only temporary, and that after the
and conversing. This gave rise to a proposal, made by the
Princess, that Strauss should make notes on Voltaire, whose chilling blast of doubt had swept by, her faith shone fotth
works they had been discussing together, and then he should with a brighter radiance than ever,— her stay in sickness,
read them to her and to a select circle of friends, Mr (now Sir and her solace in death. We have rarely read a more
Robert) Morier being amongst them. This plan, however, was touching and interesting memoir.
never carried out, as Prince Louis was attacked by scarlet fever.
The book is " got-up " with delicate white covers, and is
The Princess then intimated to Strauss how glad she would be if in large clear type. The youthful likeness of the Princess
he would come and read his lectures to her alone. Strauss
Alice, engraved by F. Holl in 1860, forms the frontis
ngreed to this most willingly. At the time he first took up the
piece, instead of that engraved from a photograph by Gail
idea of writing these lectures on Voltaire for the PrinceBS, he
had hoped that when they were printed ho might be allowed to Backofen in 1878.
of nature, with the admirable exposition of Scripture in
which he excelled."

Princess: 3Uce.

• Volume XXi. p. 223.
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A COMMENTARY ON S. Paul's EPISTLE TO THE Gai.aTIANS.
By Joseph Agar Beet. London : Hodder and Stoughton.
We hare been much impressed by this admirable com.
mentary. Mr Beet's former translation of, and commentaries
on the Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians have been
received with much deserved favour. The author tells us
that for the last two years the Epistle to the Galatians has
been bis constant companion, and that he has found his
greatest help in Luther's Exegesis. " In spite of the immense
progress since his day in exact New Testament scholarship,
and in spite of some blemishes, it is yet my deliberate judg
ment that for the purpose for which the Epistle was written,
and for its chief practical worth now, Luther has caught and
reproduced the inmost thought of S. Paul more richly than
has any other writer, ancient or modern. The Reformer's
disposition and history and surroundings placed him in
sympathy with the Apostle to a degree which no mere
scholarship can reach." Mr Beet heartily acknowledges his
great obligations to Bishops Ellicott and Lightfoot, and says :
" While accepting with thankfulness those great teachers my work
has been very much more than a popular reproduction of theirs. Even
on their own ground I have at every point tested their work by inde
pendent research, ftot one quotation has been taken from them with
out verification ; not one decision of theirs has been accepted without
careful sifting. . . . Moreover, the somewhat different aim of my
commentary led me along a path which did not He within the scope of
either of those great expositors. Their chief aim was to trace, the
one by exact grammatical analysis, the other by bringing to bear upon
it light from all sources, the Apostle's line of thought in the Kpistle
annotated. S. Paul's line of thought was not so much itself an end
as a means of reaching hiB general conception of the gospel and of
Christ. My aim is thus. In some sense, a stage In advance of thefrB.
Indeed, by selecting this as my special aim, I have followed a sug
gestion of Dr Ellicott in the prefiice to his volume on Galatians, that
each commentator confine himBelf to a special province of exposition
Bat, tnatmuch as I could not reach my further department without
passing through theirs, I have trodden again the ground on which they
hod previously laboured, using with thankfulness the path which their
footsteps have made. It seemed to me that beyond their field of
labour lay another field most fruitful in spiritual good, and that I
thould best advance the real ultimate aim of their work by pressing
forward, along the solid way tbey have formed, to the richer land
beyond."
Mr Beet has certainly propounded to himself magnificent
aims, and he has made real progress towards their accom
plishment. With great skill he has been able to pnt all his
annotation into English forms, something after the manner
of Dean Alford's 'Greek Testament for English Readers,'
and has "thus been able to hold out a light to many earnest
followers of Christ who cannot use the great works ju9t
referred to." His book consists of an Introduction, Trans
lation, and Annotation, with a series of Dissertations,
and some of the Notes quite rise to the character of special
dissertations.
His translation, though somewhat rough,
brings out the sense and emphasis of the Epistle. We are
greatly struck by the unwearying patience of the commen
tator, with his very fair scholarship, and above all, with the
profoond, and the apparently original vein of thought that
pervades his work. No difficulty is ever slnrred over. The
Essays on " Justification by Faith" and "Sabbath Days,"
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though on such worn subjects, are full of freshness and feel
ing. Indeed, we have never referred to any subject without
some measure of interest and instruction. We cannot tell
whether Mr Beet is a Churchman or not, and there is a
regrettable absence of sacramental teaching, but nevertheless
his work will repay any study bestowed upon it, thongh we do
not mean by our commendation to endorse all the author's

Old and New Theology. A Constructive Critique. By
Rev. J. B. Heard, M.A., Author of 'The Tripartite
Nature of Man,' etc. Edinburgh : T. and T. Clark, 38
George-street. 1885. Pp. 364. Price 6s.
Those who are acquainted with previous works from Mr
Heard's pen will not be surprised to hear that in these pages
there is much earnest thinking, considerable acquaintance
with current opinions, and a forcible incisive style, which
renders it easy to read on and on, however strongly the reader
may differ from the author's views. He professes to disprove
revealed religion, or to put it aside as not worth disproof, and
offers in return "the theology of intuition," consisting of three
elements, "a sense of defect, a desire after holiness, and a
longing for union with God through the putting away of sin
and the imparting of holiness." We do not think that Mr
Heard can claim these as a discovery of his own ; they are
the burdens, we might almost say the commonplaces, of almost
every sermon ; and it is not likely that the true satisfaction of
these " instincts " of the spiritual nature has been left for
nineteen centuries undiscovered, to be revealed at last by Mr
Heard. His presumptuous taunt, "we can no more revive
Puritanism than we can Anglicanism ; the dead must bury their
dead," tends to alienate the sympathy of the best of his readers.
Every person of intelligence who is not blinded by preju
dice knows well enough that the old theology was never
more living, never more powerful than in our own day. If
Mr Heard cannot see this, it must be his own fault.
Christian Institutions. Essays on Ecclesiastical Subjects.
By Arthur Penrhtn Starlet, D.D., lnte Dean of West
minster. London : James Murray. Fourth Edition. Pp.
447. 1884.
Also, Essays on Chorcii and State. Same Publishers.
New Edition. Pp. 408. 1884.
We need do no more than call attention to the above. We
have seen no reason to alter our criticisms on ' Christian In
stitutions.' In this work the late Dean carries his " destruc
tive analysis" to its utmost limit. A writer who can 9tate
that the expression "blood of Christ" is by all thinking
Christians regarded as "a figure of speech" has not much
further to descend.
Dr Stanley's plan of mixing up dogmas with matters of
romance or mere opinion or pious belief, as if all belonged to
the same category, is conspicuous in this volume. Thus, in
considering the use of the words "blood of Christ" in
Gospels and Epistles, we are at once reminded of the legend
of the Sangrail and its quest by the knights of King Arthur's
Round Table. Do such collocations arise from an innate
blindness to the supernatural, or are they the result of a hatred
of it ? The book, however, is one which cannot be read
without interest, even by those who differ toto cah from the
Dean's standpoint and method. Dean Stanley's richness in
historic allusion and felicity of style are enough to account
for the continuous demand for his works.
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' Essays on Church and State ' which date from 1850 to 1870,
deal, as is well known, with such subjects as "the Gorham
Controversy," "Essays and Reviews," "Subscription " to the
Articles, " Ritualism," &c. These controversies are now some
what oat of date. The Dean evidently prefers the State to the
Church, and the laity to the clergy. We remember when, some
twenty years ago, the subject of "Confession " was debated at
a clerical meeting in S. James's Vestry, Piccadilly, that the
Dean, who took part in the debate, remarked that for his
own part were he in need of that spiritual help, he would
rather turn to a layman than to a priest to obtain it. Dean
Stanley's views on the connexion of Church and State are
fundamentally erroneous. That the State should support
tome "religious expression" of the community, and that this
religions expression "should be controlled and guided by the
State," is a theory which no Churchman would assent to. It
is opposed to the teaching of the Twentieth Article, according
to which—the Church, and not the State, has to control such
matter?. Stanley is only consistent with his own first prin
ciples, when he considers one of the "evils" of an Esta
blished Church, the setting up of "an exclusive creed," and
advises that the Creed should be so elastic as to take in
within its area of acceptance " the large majority of the
nation." Dr Stanley's Essay is hardly likely to strengthen
" the connexion " of which he treats, but one advantage
which he places foremost, viz., that the recognition of a
Church by the State places " a man of education in every
part of the country, in the most unattractive districts no less
than in the most inviting," even from the Dean's unspiritual
estimate, Supplies an unanswerable argument in favour of an
Established Religion. Dean Stanley tells a story of a con
versation between a Free Churchwoman and an Established
Churchwoman in Scotland as to who is the head of the
Church :
" Free Churchwoman : ' D'ye ken wha's the head of your Church ?
It's the Queen.' Established Churchwoman : ' Weel, I'm glad to
hear It ; I believe that she Is a very decent body. But d'ye ken wha',
the head of your Church ? ye think ye ken wha it is—It's no such
thing. I'll tell you—it's Joseph Thompson, the tailor, for neither ye
nor the minister dare peep or wag a flnsrer. If it does not please him.
He's the head of your Church ; and for my part I am quite as well
content with the head of ours.' "
And then Stanley discourses on "the Headship of Christ,"
and shows he has no clear notion of what Churchmen under
stand by that term. We have commented on this Essay, as the
subject is one that must come np, and that soon, and it is impor
tant in the meanwhile to find out all that can be said both
for and against the existing connexion between Church and
State.
A Question. What is fns Future op the Lost? Lon
don : W. Skeffington and Son. Pp. 22. Price 6d. 1885.
The object of the writer of this pamphlet is to set forth
what Scripture says upon " the three current opinions in the
Christian world as to the ultimate fate of the lost." The three
opinions referred to are " Eternal Punishment," " Annihila
tion," and "Universal Salvation." The tract is plainly
written, and evidently with the sincere desire to help the
" pilgrims of the night " who are supposed to be groping their
way through surrounding mist and gloom. The anonymous
author starts with the assumption, that the question it " open
to controversy." How far this may be the case for those who
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have to recite the Athanasian Creed thirteen times a year, or
who believe that the errors of Origen were condemned in tat
Fifth General Council, we will not now inquire.
We have three faults to find with this evidently well-inten
tioned attempt to throw light upon a difficult and awful
subject. First, in describing " Eternal Punishment'' as "a
never-ending life of perpetual torment," there is no attempt to
distinguish between the poena dtnmt and the pant sensut, the
term used rather implying the latter, whereas according to the
mind of the Chnrch, as Dr Pusey has observed, " the pain of
the loss of the Vision of God is 'the essence of the sufferings of
the lost.' " There is something active and material suggested by
the author's expression " perpetual torment." Secondly, by cast
ing your eye down the columns, under which the Scriptural argsment is arranged, it will be found that there are only ten texts
alleged in sapport of the doctrine of eternal punishment,
whilst there are thirty-two quoted in favour of Universalis,
and there are nearly double that number, sixty-ant, to uphold
the theory of the annihilation of the lost. We should be
inclined to think that the author espouses the last-named
hypothesis. The first text which is supposed to maintain the
opinion that the wicked are annihilated is Gen. iii. 22. This
will serve for a sample of the rest. The mysterious prohi
bition, not to " take of the tree of life and eat and live for
ever," is interpreted, we suppose, to mean that immortality is
an acquisition, and that therefore the sonl is not by nature im
mortal. Whereas the words have been explained by S.
Augustine, S. Chrysostom, etc., of living for evet in astateof
sin and sorrow here on earth. " Homo, quia miter at, tit ttiamtatpnralit." Let death be a doorway to a higher and brighter life !
And this leads us to note the third defect. Doctrines are not
framed by every one who studies the Scripture for himself. But
it is the business of the Church, as Dr Hook very opportunely
reminded her youthful Majesty the Queen, when preaching
before her in Whitehall, in 1838, " to preserve, hand down, and
proclaim the truth," a doctrine which is nowhere referred to in
these pages. Having made these strictures, we may add that
the way the author has honestly searched through the Bible in
quest of texts which may be brought forward in support of
the three opinions, and the results which are to be seen in the
three columns, side by side, may be helpful to Churchmen
who would read with the eyes of the Universalist or believer
in " Conditional Immortality " those passages upon which they
build their theories,— in order to refute them.
Marriage with a Deceased Wipe's Sister. By Philadeli'ii !■•«. London: Hamilton and Adams.
This is another and valuable contribution to the literature
brought forth by the melancholy agitation for an alteration of
the Marriage Laws. It differs from other treatises in this,
that it is a sort of conspectus, which, whilst it deals with the
Bubject thoroughly step by step, refers the reader to other pub
lications, as well as to the valuable notes at the end, for fuller
information on controverted points. Thus a clear view of the
whole matter is obtained by reading straight on, and a deeper
and more thorough acquaintance with all the arguments is
rendered easy by use of the references. The treatise is indeed
singularly complete, and just what is wanted to lend to edu
cated persons, and to those who have influence and responsi
bility—as truly who has not!
Would that all Churchmen would realise the danger to the
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Chnrch and to England, and Would qualify themselves to defend
the sanctities of home, which should be as dear to them as
that home, and as their own lives.
As an Illustration of the lucid style of the treatise, we quote
the following passage :
" It U not, for instance, said expressly that a man may not marry his
daughter. We infer certainly that it to unlawful, thus : It is said ex
pressly that a man may not marry his mother, conversely we infer that
a mother may not marry her sou ; and then by analogy that a father
may not marry his daughter. It is not said expressly that a man may
not marry his Hiece, but It is expressly said that a man may not niirry
his aunt ; conversely, a woman may not marry her nephew, and analo
gously, a man may not marry bis niece. So, again, it Is stated ex
pressly—and this is the Important example for our purpose—that a man
may not marry his brother's wife ; conversely, a woman may not marry
her husband's brother, and analogously, a man may not marry hit
tci/c's «fs(er."-(P. 8.)
Again, after tabulating the forbidden cases first of birth or
consanguinity, then of marriage or affinity, which exactly cor
respond according to onr present law, the author says :
" Each class has the same number of relatives prohibited ; each re
spectively standing in the tame relation in each class ; and, of conrse,
each respectively In the same (barer, direct or indirect. Now, What the
promoters ask of us ie permission arbitrarily to take, out of one class
only, one prohibition only, and yet to leave the force of the others, even
those of precisely corresponding; relation and degree, Unaffected I This
fs hopelessly illogical. It would be simply Impossible."—(I\ S9.)
These extracts Will show how plain and forcible are the
author's words. We trust that his treatise Will be largely
circulated, carefully read, and diligently used. There is no
time to be lost. The country needs to have its eyes opened,
or it will be led blindfold over a precipice by a false liberalism
and a blind hatred of authority.
The 9ere asd Yfelxow Leaf. By Fhances M. WilbraHi'i. With a Preface by the Right Rev. W. Wilshnm
How, D.D., Bishop of Bedford and Suffragan of London.
London : Macmillan and Co. Pp.171. 1884.
This is a volume of "Thoughts and Recollections for old
and young." It has some resemblance to Mrs Sidney Lear's
' Weariness,' though not displaying the same width of read
ing and experience. The Bishop of Bedford, by way of ex
ception to his ordinary rule, he tells us, has written a preface
and commends the little book. "Many a one," says Dr
Walsbam How, "tempted to mourn over waning powers of
usefulness, may find here hints which may brighten and in
vigorate declining years." Miss Wilbraham is digressive,
but her detours are interesting, and often enriched by an
anecdote. Here is one. A young officer in East London
looked into a building crammed with working people and
listening to an orator. He entered, and found the man de
claiming against religion, and at last denying the freedom of
the will and all human responsibility.
" This ' wretched superstition ' of our being accountable for what
we do the man especially inveighed against. Fresh burses of applause
greeted these sentiments. The officer could stand thl< no longer.
Working his way to the further end of the hall, be climbed up the
back of the pisiform, and took his stand by the lecturer's side. Being
tali and strongly made, he presented a curious contrast to him in ap
pearance. There was a pause o( astonishment. ' My friends,' said the
officer, * you have all heard «hat this gentleman says. He says we are
not accountable for our actions. Very good. Then observe, my friends,
1 am not accountable for what I do,' and laying hold on the orator by
the collar of his coat, he rni-ed him from the floor and shook him two
or three times energetically. 1 hen setting him down, he repeated,
' Mow, mark you, I aui not accountable for this act of mine—so the
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gentleman says.' Peals of laughter greeted this performance, and Ihe
officer retired."
The book is one we can recommend as likely to be of use
in checking the selfishness and querulou-ness which are not
the most uncommon signs of advancing age. But we cannot
agree with Miss Wilbraham's idea that it is the normal ten
dency of the Religious Rule to destroy " God's gift of free
dom," any more than very distinctly marked banks arrest the
onward course of a river.
Leading Heavenwards. London: 8. P. C. K. Pp. 84.
This booklet is most attractively "got-up" with crimson
covers and gold fleur de lis. It contains a selection of texts
on "Life's Brevity,"" Death's Certainty," " Bin's Conquerors,"
" God's Late," " Trials," " Heaven our Home," &c. Suitable
fur a present, nnd small enough for a pocket companion. Bnt
' Leading Heavenwards ' is wanting in texts about the Sacra
ments. We find none about the Food for the Journey.
Around the Cross. By W. Hat M. H. Aitken, M. A.
London : John F. Shaw and Co. Pp. 256.
This is the title of the "Third Series" of the 'Mission
Pulpit' The Sermons are not, as might have been supposed,
upon the Passion of our Lord, but upon such Mission subjects
as "Conviction of Sin," "Conversion," "Justification,''
"Assurance," "Salvation from Sin," &c. They set forth in
a connected series the teaching with which Mr Aitken's name
is associated, and with his usual vigour of mind and felicity
of style. We have no belief in Mr Aitken's theory that to be
able to lead the life which God requires you must be abso
lutely certain that you are in a state of justification. The
Church demands no such certitude. At the same time Mr
Aitken, we are thankful to say, is most careful to insist on
moral transformation as the only real test of conversion. The
Lutheran doctrine of Justification logically leads to Aminomianism. This tendency is, however, by many in the present
day intercepted by a certain combination of Catholicism and
Lutheranism, a fusion which cannot be lasting, and which
certainly in the Volume before us is not to be found in equal
parts.
In the SlujIb. By the Rev. P. Rice- Jones, M.A. Lon
don : James Nisbet and Co. Pp. 212. 1884.
The value of this book lies in the fact that it contains the
records of a clergyman's personal experience in working in
one of the worst districts of London. Mr Rice-Jones desire*
by these pages to call attention to the good which such or
ganisations as "the London Diocesan Home Mission" and
"the Bishop of London's Fund" are doing to promote the
welfare of the poor. We should not say that the Great Wildstreet District of S. Giles's was the worst in London, but it is
bad enough ; and the graphic descriptions of Sin and misery
which Mr Rice-Jones provides are calculated to call forth that
help which such a condition of things urgently demands.
SEa and Sk*. By J. R. Bt.AkisToN, M.A. London : Griffith,
Farran and Co. 1886.
A capital reading book for children on the phenomena of
ocean and heaven. It is profusely illustrated, and furnished
with sixteen coloured maps. " Sky " includes the planetary
system. The book is simply written, divided into short read
ings, relieved not only with pictures, but with poetry. A
little volume strongly to be commended to parents with
children who are being educated at home. It is one, more
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unknown uncle, and thongh not callous to his love she is re
solved never to inherit the property, not rightly hers, and left
under conditions so painful to her affectionate nature. How
all comes right at last, and brother and sister are restored to
each other is pleasantly related. The story is full of
interest and well told. It is a book which will suit elder
children.

over, that ought to be introduced into village schools for th
higher standards.
Work and Adventure in New Guinea. By James Chal
mers and W. Wtatt Gill. The Religious Tract Society.
1885.
An interesting diary of missionary excursions and explora
tions in the S.E. peninsula of Papua. The first part is a verbatim
publication of Mr Chalmers' note-book, we presume. The
second is the narrative of seven weeks spent in New Guinea
by Mr Gill. The second part is by far the best, from it
the reader obtains the clearest idea of the country and
the people. The notes of Mr Chalmers are disjointed,
pnt together without literary skill, and without attempt
to convey an intelligible idea of what is noticeable in
the country. There is a great deal too much of petty personal
matter, annoyance caused by native greed for presents, re
productions of conversations not characteristic, and too little
clear account of the scenery, appearance of the people, their
social manners, religion, organisation, and of the botany and
zoology of Papua. What we get is scrappy and imperfect.
Of the religion of the Papuans we learn sadly little, and only
get a couple of myths. One of the Flood is curious :
" Once this earth was drowned, only the tops of very high moun
tains left. Lokero and his younger brother w<-re angry with the
people about them, and they put a human bone into a small stream.
Soon the great waters came forth, forming a sea, covering all the low
jand. forcing the people back to the mountains ; the waters still in
creasing, the natives ascended till they had to take refuge on the tops
of the very highest, and there they lived until the sea receded."
Mr Chalmers probably never meant his rough notes to be
published as a volume. We rise from the perusal of his diary
with the consciousness that he is a very devoted, hard-work
ing, enthusiastic missionary, and with the idea that the people
are very eager for hoop-iron, hut with the vaguest possible
picture of what Papua is like in our mind's eye. What little
notion we do get is from Mr Gill's coasting voyage. This is
a pity, as Mr Chalmers, having spent so many years in the
S.E. peninsula as a missionary, has had exceptional oppor
tunities of studying the country and the natives, —but he gives
11s little of scientific interest.
He is clearly an earnest
missionary, but not a scientific observer. Ethnology and
anthropology are such interesting subjects, and New Guinea
is a virgin soil from which so much valuable information mny
be gleaned, that it is most disappointing to read through a book
of 840 pages on the island, and find that one has learned
scarcely a valuable fact from it.
But to any one who likes to read a missionary's diary, for
the sake of his daily adventures, risks, and escapes, the book
is interesting. Mr Chalmers writes with becoming modesty,
of the strength and goodness of his character there cannot
be a doubt. He is of the stnff of which heroes of the Cross, if
not scientific explorers, are made.
Molly Carew. An Autobiography. By A. M. W. London :
Masters and Co. Pp. 190. 1884.
This autobiography is that of an orphan, who touchingly
describes the sore trial of her childhood, in having to lose the
companionship and guidance of a dearly-loved and only elder
brother, in order to fulfil the conditions of inheriting a family
estate, which was rightfully his. The noble child has no
choice given her, and her sorrow when she finds herself
deserted by Paul, is intense. She is compelled to live with an
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Souls and Cities: a Novel. By the Author of 'The
Cheveley Novels.' London: Kent and Co. 1885.
We have never read the Cheveley Novels, and after hating
read 150 out of 214 pages of 'Souls and Cities,' we are not
likely to touch them. More than 150 pages we could not
struggle through. The story, such as it is, is poor; but the
chief objection to the book is its style ; the efforts at clever
writing, the exaggerated characterisation, are intolerable. It
begins as a memoir in the first person, by a Miss Cherk, who
comes in, in the third person in chapter four. In chapterfive
Miss Cherk writes again, and then she slips back into the
third person. A little dissenting old lady talks of Odysseus,
which is absurd, —if she knew of the hero, she would certainly
call him Ulysses. Another dissenting old maid talks thu=:
" The woman has a membranous, meanly fierce nostril ; chiracter may be judged by the nostril, I distrust her."
There is no cleverness in the book, though there is a
desperate effort made to give it the appearance of cleverness.
We have found it intolerable.
Madagascar and France. By G. A. Shaw. Religious
Tract Society. 1885.
An account of the French claims and aggressions in Mada
gascar, a dull piece of history, but well to be understood. Mr
Shaw writes spitefully of the Anglican Missions under Bishop
Kestell-Cornish. His sympathies are entirely with that very
defective and heretical form of Christianity which has had the
greatest success among the Malagaski, Wesleyanism,—Chris
tianity vitiated by the heresy of free justification without the
moral law, which has, alas, so destroyed the moral sense of the
lower classes over a large part of England, that they have
lost the very sense of sin, and have completely dissociated reli
gion from morality. Mr Shaw expresses some surprise at the ill
success of the Roman Catholic Missions in Madagascar, and this
want of success he says is shared by the Missions of the Church
of England, but the reason is not far to seek. Both branches
of the Catholic Church insist on the sinfulness of sin and the
necessity of true repentance, evidenced by sorrow and
amendment of life, and this is mnch harder to receive than
justification hy delirious hysterical emotion, and emancipation
from mornl restraint. Mr Shaw's book is a good summary of
the history of the Missions in Madagascar.
Hypforddwr ar t can Eglwtsig. By E. Lewis, Dean of
Bangor, C. A. Jones and J. W. Doran. London : Parker
and Co. 1884.
The Morning and Evening Prayer, Litany and Commrtnion
Service with Psalter, in Welsh, arranged to Gregorian Tones.
We confess that we have always found Messrs Doran and
Nottingham's arrangements of the tones impracticable and unsuitedtothe English versions of the Psalms. It is possible that
they may suit Welsh better. We have tried hard to get a country
choir to master the arrangements of Doran and Nottingham,
and have had to abandon tbem for Helmore. Why the English
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language should be tortured to conform to the arbitrary rules
1. Let us see how true this is. Christ is the Door, but
of Malines, laid down for Latin, wo fail to see. Mr Helmore, the Holy Spirit is the Porter who opens the Door. Take
by a veritable inspiration, caught the spirit of the tones, and the case of the Apostles. Our Lord lived with them,
the division and rhythm of English words, and bis system they heard His words, they listened to His Parables,
has been unsurpassed. We quite allow that on hearing the they heard Him speak of His Death, Resurrection, and
Anglican Psalms sung to Messrs Doran and Nottingham's
Ascension ; but what effect had these words upon them ?
pointing, we feel ourselves transported to a continental cathe
They misinterpreted nearly everything He said. When
dral—but then—the words might be Latin for aught one knows ;
He spoke of the kingdom of Heaven, they thought of
the sense and rhythm are taken out of them as truly as if
earthly dominion and power ; when He spoke of Death,
they were chopped up to an Anglican chant.
they thought of defeat. It was only after the descent of
the Holy Spirit that the full meaning of our Lord's Life
and Words dawned upon them. Then the Porter opened
the Door and a flood of light streamed into their hearts.
" They remembered His words." Yes, all that He had
ever said or done, they saw the Divine Nature glowing
within its earthly tabernacle ; they counted those mys
"THE PORTER OF THE DOOR."
terious signs by which He manifested forth His Glory,
S. John, x. 3 (part).
as well as the wounds in hands, and feet, and side ; those
"To him the Porter openetb."
dark sayings that made them often so anxious and sorrow
Who is the Torter? Christ we know is the Door.
ful, were all recalled and now made clear to them. They
He says so Himself. " Verily, verily, I say unto you, I
saw it all, and they became strong in the Lord and in the
aru the Door of the sheep ; " and again, " I am the Door,
power of His might; away then went all fear, away went
by Me if any man enter in he shall be saved, and shall
all selfish thoughts ; the humble unlettered fishermen
go in and out and find pasture."
were suddenly transformed into masters of assemblies
But who is the Porter 1 An old Father of the Church
and into ambassadors of the living God, the "fearful"
writes, "Christ is the Door of the fold and the keeper
mariners of the tempest-tossed ship became the daring
of the Door, as well as the shepherd of the sheep. He is
unflinching champions of jKSUSof Nazareth. Their doubts
the Truth, and opens Himself and reveals to us His
were dispelled, their faith was established, and their lovo
Truth ;" and S. Bernard sings in that wonderful rhythm
ripened into a burning enthusiasm which neither the
from which we get the beautiful hymn " Jerusalem the
loss of worldly goods, nor even of life itself, could for one
Golden : "
moment destroy.
" Jbsds the Gem of Beauty,
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True God and Man they sing,
Tbe never-failing Garden,
The ever-goldeu Ring.
" The Door, the Pledge, the Husband,
The Guardian of Uis Court,
The Day-star of Salvation,
Tho Porter and the Port."
But in spite of this —all very beautiful—all most true
in a certain sense, yet not the whole truth, we must seek
elsewhere for a satisfactory explanation of this difficulty.
I say difficulty, because a distinct personality is ascribed
to the Porter. He opens the Door. " To him the Porter
openeth." It is through His instrumentality that both
the true shepherds and the sheep enter into the fold.
No ! The only satisfactory explanation is to see in the
Porter the office and work of God the Holy Ghost, whose
Festival we are keeping to-day.
The Holy Spirit is the Porter. He opens the Door,
and when once we grasp this idea, we carry with us a
master-key that unlocks every difficulty, a stream of
divine light issues forth and lights up the whole passage.
The Divine Porter has suddenly opened our understand
ing that we might understand the Scriptures, and parts
that appear disjointed and out of proportion now fit in
and harmonise.

2. Was there no light in the world, then, until Christ
came ? Was man left to grope his way through the dark
vale of tears alone—to follow the light of his own distorted
reasonings ? There was ever the true light, which lighteth
every man coming into the world, at first dim and uncer
tain, but still shining amidst the surrounding darkness in
unbroken line, not always confined to one nation or
family, but like the wind of God blowing where it listeth
—sometimes manifesting itself in the patient endurance
of wrongs, in the bright faith of the Patriarchs, in the
bravery of the soldier, in the meekness of the great Law
giver, in the uprightness and simple piety of the King.
Then in the long line of Prophets it flashed forth with
peculiar splendour, and afterwards seemed to die away—
as though after all the darkness had comprehended it—
until the Day Spring from on high visited us. Then, at the
Ascension, the Porter opened wide the Door to let the
King of Glory in, and the light came forth in a livid flood
and was diffused all over the world, enlightening, guiding,
sanctifying every soul of man that will walk in its light,
and leading them
" O'er moor, o'er crag and torrent, till the night be gone 1 "
Yes, dear brethren, bo it is. Our understanding is
darkened, our hearts are sealed, our ears are closed, unless
the Porter openeth. Even the fold of Christ's Church
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is closed against us unless the Porter openeth the Door
in Holy Baptism.
The Presence of the Lord is real in the Blessed Sacra
ment of the Altar, but unless the Porter openeth, His
Presence is not real to us. Many thronged around Him
but only one poor woman touched Him and was healed ;
so at the Altar the virtue to heal is there, but the power
to draw it into our soul's health is to the heart touched by
the breath of the Spirit— to him the Porter openeth !
So it is with the words of Absolution —they pass along
with a sound and leave no blessing behind unless the
Porter openeth. And so it is with the Bible—we read
our Bibles, but unless the Porter openeth, the voices of
the Evangelists and Apostles are but as a pleasant tale :
listened to, but soon forgotten, or they are like " the idle
wiud that we regard not ! "
And then there is that other book—the Book of Nature
—which lies open before us. But we hear no sounds in
the noisy brook, we see nothing in the opening buds and
flowers of early summer ; but once the Porter opens the
door, then suddenly—
"Earth's crammed with heaven,
And every oommon bush afire with Goo."
Or if we look upon the pages of history. To the
natural man they contain only a record of battles lost
and won, a long succession of kings, some good, some bad,
of dynasties set up or hurled to the ground ; but when the
Porter opens wide the door, and the light falls upon the
pages, then we seem to read between the lines. We see
how evil haunts the wicked person to destroy him and
his seed for ever, we see men sowing the wind and in after
years, long after the sowing has faded from the memoryreaping the whirlwind ! Yes, all these lessons and solemn
warnings may be gathered from the history of the past,
and they are written for our learning.
To read history without the illumination of the Holy
Spirit is like looking at a beautiful landscape by the pale
light of the moon. We see indeed the dark forms of the
hills standing out ; we note the trees in their solemn
gloom ; we hear and see the white foam splashing against
the rocky shore ; but the flowers and blades of grass, the
leaves with their countless tints, the life and colour of the
whole scene can only be seen by the light of the clear,
noon-day sun. So the manifold workings of the Holy
Spirit in every successive generation can only be seen
when the Porter has opened the door and enlightened
onr understanding, and given us a right judgment in all
things.
May God the Holy 8pirit open the door of our hearts
and enable ns to see the things of God even though now
it be only through a glass darkly. Ask Him, my brethren,
and expect a blessing—no one ever asked amiss in praying
for the gift of Pentecost. We ought to pray more and
more to the Holy Ghost direct. If we used daily the
Collect for to-day we should find light and comfort poured
into our hearts in many an hour of need, earth-born clouds

would vanish, and love, joy, and peace reign within and
abide with us always. Come Holy Ghost our souls
inspire, and lighten with oelestial fire—Amen.
J. LOUIS SPENCER.

The Number of the Lv C. for Jme 5, will contain
a Flower Sermon.

Current jFacw anO jSotes.
The Earl of Dalbousie has issued a circular announcing his
intention of moving the gecond reading of the Deceaaed Wife's
Sister Bill, in the House of Lords, on June 11. We trust all
opponents of this iniquitous measure will "kindly make
arrangements so as to remain in the HoHW until the division is
taken."

*

*

*

At the Annual Meeting of the Council of the Liberation Society,
held at Cannon-street Hotel, Mr H. Lee, M.P., stated that at
the rate of progress which the Liberation movement was making,
the English Church would be " entirely disestablished in the
United Kingdom," If sot in the next Parliament, in that which
followed.

*

•

•

The observation of Ascension Day as one of the Great
Festivals of the Church is, we are thankful to say, yearly gaining ground. Mr Gladstone's motion with regard to Ascension
Day in the House of Commons was opposed by Mr L.
Stanley, who, on demanding a division, managed to obtain four
votes.

*

•

*

The Church Timet stales that they have it on good authority,
that the Bishop of Manchester intends to resign his see in the
course of next year.

*

*

*

We have received a copy of the " Authorised Edition " of the
Book of Common Prayer of the " Protestant Episcopal Church"
of America, with the modifications proposed at the General
Convention of 1883, and now published " by authority of the
General Convention." The type is excellent. Besides the
Prayer Book, there is a " Handy Index," and a "Guide," which
was prepared by the Assistant-Secretary of the General Conven
tion, and is published by Messrs J. Pott and Co New York

*

*

•

Cardinal Newman, in a letter to Mr Frank Power's sister, in
reference to a copy of ' The Dream of Gerontius,' which General
Gordon had given to Mr Power, " the hero of the Soudan "
having underlined several parte, says—" Your letter and its
contents took away my breath. I was deeply moved to find a
book of mine had been in General Gordon's hands, and that the
description of a bouI preparing for death."

*

•

*

A copy of the Revised Bible, beautifully bound, Pica, Royal
8vo, consisting of five volumes and enclosed in a morocco case,
waB presented to Her Majesty the Queen, on Friday last, by the
Convocation of the Province of Canterbury.

«

#

*

The ceremony of opening and blessing the All Saints' Boya'
Orphanage at Lewisham, which recently took place, was performed
by the Archbishop of Canterbury, when his Grace preached an ap
propriate sermon. Amongst those present were the Marchioness
of Salisbury, the Marchioness of Abergavenny, the Countess of
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Pembroke, the Countess of Cottanbam, the Yen. Archdeacon
Cheetham, the Rev. and Hon. Canon Legge, Father Benson, Rev.
R. Bristow, the Mother of the Community of All Saints', &c.

duty towards my neighbour." What is the supposed authority
for this P It cannot be the Act of Uniformity, which authorises
certain other changes in respect of the Royal Family, as it
expressly excludes it, in section 25, by prescribing, that " in
*
•
*
The new Bishop of Lincoln was enthroned on Wednesday in all those prayers, litanies and collects, which do any way relate
the presence of several hundred of the clergy of the dioceBe. to the King, Queen or Royal Progeny, the nameB be altered
It is rumoured that the delay in the appointment of a new Dean and changed from time, and fitted to the present occasion
of Lincoln Cathedral ib in consequence of the precarious state according to the direction of lawful authority." For it is a
of health of the clergyman for whom that position is designed.
legal maxim that " expressio unius est exclusio alterius "
•
*
•
(Warren). Nor, again, can it be from precedent on the occasion
The CnuROH and Emigration—The third party of emigrants of a Queen regnant, for "King" is retained in the Common
this season for Canada will sail July Oth, on board the Royal
Prayer of Queen Elizabeth and of Queen Anne.
Mail g. s. "Parisian," of the Allan Line, for Quebec, in charge
Is it to be taken to be an unauthorised, as it is an unnecessary,
of the Rev. R. F. Winter, of S. Nicholas' Parish Church, Liver alteration of the printers by privilege, such as in another
pool, to whom intending emigrants may write for information.
instance was reproved by Baron Alderson at the Oxford Assizes
*
*
•
in Reg. v. Benson?
Ed. Marshall, F.S.A.
The Primate at the dinner of the Sons of the Clergy Festival
Sandford S. Martin, May 16.
stated that "a well-known firm in another country " had offered
one of the foremen of the Oxford Press 2,0002. for an advance
BOOKS RECEIVED.
copy of the Revised Old Testament.
A parcel of Publications from
S. P. C. K.
Algebra for Beginners
Blackwood.
Brameld.— In Type and Shadow ...
SkeAngtona.
Bridges.— Scriptural Studies
Nisbet.
Burgon. —Poems
Macmillan.
Consecration of the Temple Church
... Macmillan.
(
Griffith,
Farran,
Devotional Books. 12 vols
"' } and Co.
f
Griffith,
Farran,
NOTICE. —The columns of the LiTERARr Churchman areat Dlx.— The Pattern Life
'" \ and Co.
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and Expository Sermons on the N.T. ...
... Rodder & Stoughton
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the Hour by Hour
... Nlsbet
... 31 astern.
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does In Time of Need
.. Clark.
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address Konig.— Religious History of Israel
Macaulay.—
Gordon
Anecdotes
... R. T. S.
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not Miller. Thirty-nine Articles
... Simpkin.
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
Norton. — Kthic* of the Holy Ghost
... Nlsbet.
... II an -it anil Co.
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR Parker.—The People's Bible. Vol. a.
Piatt. -An Irish Garland
■m Doutflas.
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
Kainsfnrd.—No Condemnation
... Hodder at Stoughton
Randolph.—
First
and
Three
Last
of
the
Minor
_
Prophets
)1 „.,„.
Bell and Co.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Samuel
Rutherford's
Quaint
Sermons
...
Hodder
&
Stoughton
Sir, — While agreeing in the main with Mr Hnntington's
(Griffith, Farran,
Seymour.—Through the Darkness
"" l and Co.
article in your issne of May 8th, I own that to my mind ordinary
Stanford.—From Calvary to Olivet
... R. T. S.
clerical attire has been much discredited, us a distinctive dress,
f Griffith, Farran,
Standard Authors Readers' Standard, 2 6.
"* \ and Co.
since its practically universal adoption by dissenting ministers Stories from English History
... Blnrkwood.
The Children Out of Doors
... Douglas.
of all denominations.
The Good Shepherd
... Skeffingtons.
Might it not be possible to adopt some dress or badge that The Cueniform inscriptions. Vol. 1.
... Williams A Norgate.
... Warne.
would denote the clergy of the Church of England, and at the Valentine.— The Dawning. 2 vols.
Vaughan.—S. Paul's Philippians ...
... Macmillan.
same time not be suggestive of any particular motion of that Wilier —.John Nock Bsgnall
... Masters.
Church ?
Yours obediently,
Kirklingtor, May 11.
G. A. W. H.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,

SURREY.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, — In your issue of May 8th, your leader says, "If the
Church Army teaches the Catholic doctrine of Repentance, we
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
think that such an organisation may be a most useful adjunct to pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every
kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
the Parochial system."
Allow me to say that our evangelists are sent forth to call Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
upon men to " forsake sin and have a lively faith in (ion's mercy
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
through Christ," and to be in "charity with all men." They vices.
Termi and Prospeetuaes on application to Messrs W. SkeHngton and
labour under the incumbent's direction as much as any Scripturereader, and probably do a work that will jshow a bettor Church Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,
result, being kept more attractive by the system of itineration.
Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.
Yours truly,
W. Carlile, Hon. Sec. pro tem.

1 HUMPHREY'S-

"KING" OR "QUEEN" IN CATECHISM.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sib, — During the present reign there has been a substitution
of " Q-ieen " for " King " in this answer of the Catechism— " My

fc.
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1 INTA Jr RANCISCA.

£olp Communion.

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen Half
Bottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
Among MANY HUNDREDS of the Clergy who have sent most favourable
Testimonials, or at whose Churches this Wine is used, may be named—
BISHOP WORDSWORTH (the Late, of Lincoln).
BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.
BISHOP OF WORCESTER.
BISHOP OF RIPON (the Late).
BISHOP OF GBAHAMSTOWN.
CANON KNOX LITTLE.
REV. O. STOPFORD RAM.
REV. PREB. DANIEL MOORE.
CANON ELIOT.
CANON CADMAN.
REV. BERDMORE COMPTON.
REV. BENJAMIN WEBB.
CANON ASHWELL (the Late).
DR FRANCIS HESSEY (the Late).
CANON P. O. MEDD.
REV. W. H. HUTCHINGS.
REV. R. T. WEST.
ARCHDEACON BLUNT.
REV. JOHN STORRS.

BISHOP OF TRURO.
RIGHT REV. BISHOP JENNER.
CANON T. T. CARTER.
THE DEAN OF LICHFIELD.
REV. H. MONTAGU VILLIERS.
CANON MASON.

CANON MATHER.
CANON FURSE.
THE REV. DR FORREST.
THE REV. DOCTOR MACLEAR.
CANON G. E. JELF.
DR W. HAIG-BROWX.
REV. W. BENHAM.
REV. G. T. PALMER.
ARCHDEACON DARBY.
REV. J. H. BLUNT (the Late).
REV. C. S. GRUEBER.
ARCHDEACON BURNEY.
REV. C. BODINGTON.

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICK, separately, Is. 6<l perdoz.

OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymu-Book."— Bishop of London.
" StroD^ly impressed with the oare bestowed : I shall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Hishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my beat to make It known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes Its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of Enjrland."-Bishop ot
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."— Bishop of Chiohester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unspiritual cant — Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.

Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION
LONDON : toW.theSKEFFINGTON
CLERGY on FIRST
ANDINTRODUCING
SON, 163 PICCADILLY,
IT in their W.
CHURCHES.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, B.W.
Open to the Clergy and suob of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean of WESTMINSTER.
r>EPUT?-CiiAinMAjr-ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Phtbicias—Dr STONE.
Actcart—STEWART HKLDER, Esq.
_ , .
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1884 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus ..'.
...
'.'.'.

'.','.

£3 us lftfi
343271
437',347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 Ss. 9d. per cent, of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, 4c, may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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A SELECTION OF

CHEAP SECOND-HAND THE0L06ICAL BOOKS.
ANGLICAN MISSAL (The). The Order for the Administration of the Holy Communion;
together with the Collects to be used throughout the Year. Beautifully Illuminate! by hand in gold and colour* : the Text within
floriBted borders, and nearly every page containing- a large illuminated capital. Including some beaiititully-execuied full-pase illumina
tions. ("Our Lord on the Cross," and other subjects.) This volume is handsomely bound in whole purple calf antique, bevelled boards,
red edges, with red cross on side ; and, with the exception of the binding being slightly rubbed, is equal to new (recently cost about £14),
price i'5 5s.

Baring-Gould (S.) Lives of the Saints. 15 vols., Hooker (R.) Works.
post 8vo, cloth ipub. £5 5s ), £3 12s. 6d.

[Hodges.

Another copy Edited with an

Account of his Life and Death, by ISAAC WALTON. 2 vols.
8vo, cloth, 6s.
[Ibid, 1850.

Bengel's Gnomon. Translated. With Explanatory and
Illustrative Notes. Edited by Rev. A. It. FAUSSETT. 5 vols.,
Svo, cloth (pub. £1 lis. till ,. I--. .;.!.
[T.andT. fink.
Cathedrals.
Murray's Handbook to the English and
Welsh Cathedrals. Numerous Illustrations. 8 vols., crown Svo,
elegant white cloth, very good condition, clean (pub. £5 Ills tkl.),
i. ; I..'- .;.!.
[Murray. 1869-81.

Comber (Thos.) Complete Works. ^ vols., 8vo,
cloth (pub. £1 lis. tid.), 17s. 6d.

[Oxford, 1841.

Lange (J. P.) The Life of our Lord Jesus Christ.
A Complete Critical Examination of the Origin, Contents and
C"nnection*of the Gospels, translated from the German, edited,
with additional Notes, by MA.KCUS DODS. D.D. The original
edition, 6 vols., Svo, cloth (pub. 35s ) 17a 6d. [T. and T. Clark, 1864.

Newman (Cardinal.) Apologia Pro Vita Sua :
A Reply to a Pamphlet entitled " What then does Dr Newman
Mean?" Best edition, Svo, half brown calf, antique, red edges,
very scarce, £1 2s.
Ditto in cloth, clean
[Longmans,
copy, 18s.
1804.
6d.

Farrar (Canon.) The Life of Christ. 2 vols., 8vo,
cloth (pub. £1 4s.), lis. i'iI.

;

[Cassell.

The Life and Work of St Paul.

Illustrated Edition. Maps, fcc. Royal 8vo, half calf, neat, nearly
new (pub. £1 10s), 17s. (HI.
[Ibid, 1833.

Fuller (Thos.) Church History of Britain from
the Birth of Christ to 1648. With Prefaee and Notes by Kev. J. S.
BREWER. 8 vol*., 8vo, cloth, uncut, nearly new (pub. £1 19s.),
£128. 6<L
[Oxford. 1845

[Ibid. 1864.
Smith (DrW.) A Dictionary of Christian Antiquities.
A continuation of " The Dictionary of the Bible," edited by Dr
W. S U I T H and S. CH EET HAM. 2 vols., 8vo, cl.. (pub. £3 13s. 6d.)
iiiO*. fid.
[Murray, 1876-1880.
StOUghton (Or John.) History of Religion in England.
>'rora the opening of the Long Parliament to the end of the
Eighteenth Century. New and revised edition. 6 vols., crown 8vo,
cloth (pub. fi is.), £1 6s.
[ilodder and Stoughton, 1881.

Life of ThOS. Fuller, with Notices of Tracts for the Times. Complete, including Tract 90.
his Books, Kinsmen, and Friends, by J. E. BAILEY ; Port. Thick
8vo, cloth (pub. 25s.), Vs. 6d.
[Pickering, 1875.

Gill (Dr John.) An Exposition of the Old and
New Testaments, 6 vols., royal Svo, cloth (some vols, rather
shabby), last and best edition, scarce. £2.
[1859-53.

Hall (Bishop) The Works of. With Account of his
Life and Sufferings, written by himself. New Edition, revised and
corrected ; Portrait. 12 vols., svo, clotb (pub. £7 4s.). £1 18s. fid.
[Talboys, 1837 39.
Hooker (R.) Works. With an account of His Life and
Death by ISAAC WALTON. Notes, etc., by Rev. John Keeble.
3 vols, in 4. 8vo, cloth, 17s.
rOxford. 1836.

7 vols., 8vo, clotb, scarce, £ 1 15s.Another Copy.

Tracts [1840.
1 to

88. 6 vols., Svo, clotb, £1 7a fid.
Waterland (Dr) Works. With Review of His Life and
Writings by Bishop Van Mildert. Third edition, with copious
Indexes. 6 vols., Svo, cloth (pub. £2 lis.), £1 6s. [Oxford. 1856.
Williams (Isaac) Devotional Commentary on the Gospel
History. New edition, complete. 8 vols., orown Svo, cloth (pub.
£2), £15s.
[Rivlugtons. 1870-.5.
Wylie (J. A.) The History of Protestantism. Numerous
Illustrations. 3 vols., royal svo, cloth (pub. £1 7a), 17s. 6d.
[Cassell, N. D.

A LARGE and INTERESTING COLLECTION of SEVERAL HUNDRED SERMONS,
CHARGES. CONTROVERSIAL TRACTS. SMALL DEVOTIONAL WORKS, fcc, by Eminent Clergy of Various Denomina
tions; mostly published during the present Century. Including many Tracts, &c, on the Ritual Question, and scarce Sermons on
Special Subjects. This valuable collection Is In 68 vols , Svo, crown Svo. and 12mo. 47 vols, are neatly and sirongly bound in half calf
(not uniform), the remainder are In cloth. All clean and in good condition. Price £7 12s. fid.
Includes Sermons. &x., by :— Archbishops Talt. Whately ; Bishops Wordsworth, Wilberforce, Ellieott, Bloraheld, Kaye, Jack*on, Kyle,
Mant, Heber ; Cardinal Manning. Cardinal Newman. Dr Pusey, Dr Irons, Canon Norris, Canon Liddon ; Deans Alford, Stanley. Hook.
Goulburn, Vaughnn (C. J.I, How-on ; Revs. F. D. Maurice, J. Keble, F. G. Lee, II. N. Oxeuham, Hy. Melville, J. M. Neale, M. F. Sadler.
14. Newlnnd, VV. R. Clark. C II. Spurgeon, etc.. etc.
This Collection was formed during many years by an Eminent Clergyman of the Church of England, and is of unusual
interest and importance.

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
CHEAP SECOND-HAND BOOKS.-BEroRB PART III. of the REV. H. J. WILMOT-BUXTON'S NEW SERMONS, entitled, 'A Year's Plain Sermons on
PURCHASING new copies of STANDARD THEOLOGICAL
the Gospels or Epistles,' contains Sermons Irom TRINITY SUN
DAY to the 14th SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY. Just out, Price
WORKS, or Volumes of SERMONS, THE CLERGY are invited to
2s. fid., by post 'is. Bd.
apply for Messrs SKEFTINGTONS' New Catalogue of SECOND- j these most Incensing and attractive Sermons are full of Anecdotes
HAND VOLUMES. They include works by the best ancient and and Illustrations, and are most suitable for Country Congregations.
modern writers, and the books are off sred at altogether unusually By the Rev. W. ARTHUR lilt A MELD. M. A.. Keble College, Oxford.
New and Cheapei Edition, this day. Is. fid.,
cheap prices.

IN TYPE and SHADOW; being Lesson Sketches on

BOOKS BOUGHT.
JUESiliS SKEFf'INOTOy wiU either go themselves, or will tend a
thoroughly competent representative, to value any Library, either in lown
or Coun'ry. Should they purchase the Books there will be no charge; and,
if not, only the actual expenses of the journey will be charged.
N.B. — 1. The highest marketable value, in immediate cash,
is always given.

2. All delay, risk, uncertainty, and expense

certain Old Testament Types of Christ Arranged for a Year.
Intended especially lor the use of the Clergy and ol Sunday School
Teachers. The Work has the special approval of the BISHOP of
ELY. who has contributed the l'reface. Clotb, price Is. tid., by
post Is. 8d.
*.* Messrs Skefflngton believe that tbls little work will be found most
useful In the preparation of Sermons (as a sort of Scries of Sermon
Sketches), as well as lor Catechising, School Teaching, Ac.
By the BISHOP of GHAHAMSTOWN. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth, price 3s. 6d.,

The PRESENCE and OFFICE of the HOLY

SPIRIT. Six Addresses giveu at the Church of St John the
Evangelist, in the Parish of St Peter's, Eaton-square, together
with Ibree Sermons preached at St Peter's, Eaton-tquare. By
post 3s. 3d.
[All Ordtrs must be accompanied by a remittance.]

in realisation, so attendant upon other methods of disposal,
are entirely avoided.
T.r»rJT>r>TJ
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Edited by the Bight Eev. E. H. BICKERSTETH, D.D.
LORD BISHOP OF EXETER.

o

'

A Specimen Copy of the Shilling' Edition of

THE HYMNAL COMPANION TO THE BOOK

rt H
0 CD

OF COMMON PRAYER, and Prospectus of the
Various Editions, will be sent Gratis and Post
Free to any Clergyman who will apply for it, and
w
A

send Address on Post Card to the Publishers,

0 a
a cj

Messrs SAMPSON LOW, MAESTON and Co., 188 Fleet Street, London.
"Works by the Eight Rev. E. H. BICKERSTETH, D.D., Lord Bishop of Exeter.
FROM YEAR to YEAR : Poems and Hymns for all the Sundays and Holy Days of the Church. 16mo, with red
border lines, cloth, red edges, 3s. fid. ; parchment, 3s. 6d. ; roan, gilt edges, 5a. : padded roan, lis. ; calf or morocco, gilt edge*, lOt.M.
The MASTER'S HOME-CALL; or, Brief Memorials of Alice Frances Bickersteth. Twenty-third Thousand, li
The MASTER'S WILL. A Funeral Sermon. Sewn, 6d. ; cloth gilt, Is.
The SHADOWED HOME and the LIGHT BEYOND. 6th Edition, 5s.
The SHADOW of the ROCK. A Selection of Religious Poetry. 16mo, cloth extra, 2s. 6<L
EVANGELICAL CHURCHMANSHIP and EVANGELICAL ECLECTICISM. 1*.
The CLERGYMAN in HIS HOME. is.
The REEF, and other Parables. New Edition, Illustrated, 2s. 6d.

The CHANT-BOOK COMPANION to the BOOK of COMMON PRAYER:

with Preface by the■

Eight Kev. E. 11. BICKERSTETH, D.D. Crown Bvo.cloih, 2a. ; 4to Edition for the Organ, 4a.

IMPORTANT NEW WORKS OF TRAVEL, etc.

NOW READY AT THE LIBRARIES.
A NATURALIST'S WANDERINGS in the EASTERN ARCHIPELAGO: » Narrative of Travd
and Exploration. By HENRY O. KORBKS. F.H.G.8.. Fellow of the Scottish Geographical Society; Fellow of the ZooloeiatSociety ul I. i.miion ; Member of the Anthropological Institution of Great Britain and Ireland ; Member of the British ( irnithoUfiiM
Uniun. With Coloured Frontispiece, numerous Illustrations from the Author's Sketches and Descriptions, by Mr JOHN B.tiluB'.
and several .Maps. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, price 21s.
*
[Now Beady.
NEW WORK OF NORTHERN TRAVEL.
UNDER the RAYS of the AURORA BOREALIS: in the Land of the Lapps and Kvsens. ByDr
SOP11US TliOMHOLT. Edited by CARL SIEWEUS. A Narrntive of a Year's Sojourn and Travels In Lapland, Finland. sa<
Itusria. With a popular Scientific Exposition of the Aurora Borealis. Illustrated with 2 Chromo-Lithographs, 150 Portrait*. V it**.
Illustrations of the Aurora Borealis, Diagrams, and a Map, from the Author's Photographs and Drawings. 2 vols., large crowu $to. *•*
Apart from its more general interest, this work will be greatly welcomed by students of electrioity.
[Nowtfeady.
The RESCUE of GREELY. By Commander W. S. Schley, U.S.N., and Professor J. Russell Solet, U.8.S.
With Maps and numerous Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, price 12s. 6d. The authoritative story of the successful search for the lost "Lady
Franklin Buy Expedition " is now told for the first time by the commander of the relief party, and Professor Soley, the custodian of UK
official Records.
[Now Kesdy.
" A more tragic talc it is impossible to imagine. . . . The narrative of Captain Schley and his literary colleague is extremely inter**
ing."— standard.
A TREATISE on FUTURE NAVAL BATTLES, and How to Fight them, and on Other Naval Tactical
Subjects. By ADMIRAL SIR GEORGE ELLI01", K.C.B. Snper Royal 8vo, cloth extra, bevelled boards, price 14s. [Now Beady.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED WITH CHARMING WOOD ENGRAVINGS.
HARPER'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE. Volume IX. December 1884, to May 1885. Royal 8vo, neatly boumi
in cloth, price 8s. 6d.
London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE, and RIVLNGTON, Crown-buildings, 188 Fleet-street, EC.
Printed for the Proprietor by Retnell & Co. Limited, 16 Little I'ulteney-etreet, in the Parish of S. James, Westminster, and
Published by W. Skeffinoton and Son, 163 Piccadilly, W.
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SEELEY and CO., ESSEX STREET, STRAND
(LATE OF 54 FLEET STREET).
THIRD THOUSAND.
THOUGHTS OH CHRISTIAN SANCTITY. By the Rev. H. C. G. Moons, MA., Principal of .Ridley Hall,
Cambridge. Price Is., cloth.
"A moat attractive little pocket volume, which cannot fail to be of much value. The practical character of the work la not its least
recommendation."— Cambridge Review.
BY THE 8AME AUTHOR.
JUSTIFYING RIGHTEOUSNESS. A Consideration of some Questions concerning the Acceptance of the
Believer before God. Price la., cloth.
JUST PUBLISHED.
PAUL the APOSTLE : A Poem. By Josbph Bevan Braithwaite. Price 3s. 6d., cloth.
MUSIC FOR NATIONAL SCHOOLS.
Cheap Edition. Price la, cloth.
The BIRD'S NEST, and other Songs and Ballads. Edited by Mrs Caret Brock. With accompanying Tunes,
composed and arranged if M. A. SIDEBOTHAM, Musical Editor of the" Children's Hymnboolt." Small 4to.
" The music has been most judiciously chosen to catob the ear of the Juvenile singer quickly. . . . Teachers will find it an easy task
to teach their pupils both the easy verses and tuneful melodies."—Graphic
SOOtr THOUSAND.
The CHILDREN'S HYMNBOOK. Edited by Mrs Cabby Brock, and Revised by Bishop W. Walsham How,
Bishop OXENDEN. Rev. J ELLEKTON.
A Royal 3»mo, price id., sewed; 2d., cloth extra. B. Royal 32mo, price Is , cloth ; Is. fid., cloth extra. 0. With Music, price 3a. cloth ;
3s. fid . olotb extra.
The Book contains 387 Hymns, thirteen Litanies, and twenty Carols, with many new tunes by eminent composers. It has called forth
the following opinion- from
The Late Ari-bblshop of Canterbury :—" The selection of hymns la obviously a most excellent one, and I hope that the book may
become very popular. 1 wl*>h you every success in the reoulte of your Important labours."
Biahop or Winchester : — ■• f found your beautiful book on my return from confirmation. 1 like extremely all that I see of the book,
and tru-t it will be a irreat success."
Bi.hup of Ely.—■' It seems to me excellently adapted to meet the requirements of children."
Bishop of W ouctsTLB.—" 1 shall feel much confidence in recommending it for general use in the diocese of Worcester."
" Mrs Carey Brock Is a writer of standard reputation, who has achieved a series of successes. Her tales are old favourites. They are
clever, original, and extremely well written to boot."— Times.

TALES BY MRS CAREY BROCK.
I. The Collects.
II. The Catechism.
III. Journeys of the Israelites
CHANGES and CHANCES. Sa
CHILDREN at HOME. 6a.
WORKING and WAITING. Sa.
The RECTORY and the MANOR.

SUNDAY ECHOES IN WEEK-DAY HOURS.
IV. Scripture Characters.
I
VII. The Miracles.
V. Epistles and Gospels.
VIII. The Example of Christ.
|
TI. The Parables.
|
Crown 8vo, 5s. each Vol., in oloth.
|

MARGARET'S SECRET and its 8UC- 1 MY FATHER'S HAND. 2a
ALMOST PERSUADED, la
CESS. Sa.
The VIOLETS of MONTMARTRE.
HOME MEMORIES. Sa
CHARITY HELSTONE. Sa.
MICHELINK. 5s.
DAME WYNTON'S HOME. 3s. fld
MARGARKT MULLER. Is. Cd.
Nearly a Quarter of a Million of Mrs Brock's Tales have been Sold.
NEW TALE BY MRS MARSHALL.

[Just published.

THE MISTRESS OP TAYNE COURT,
With Illustrations, price Ss., cloth.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR,
HEIGHTS and VALLEYS. 6s.
In the EAST COUNTRY. Ss.
HELEN'S DIARY. Ss.
BENVENUTA. Ss.
CONSTANT1A CARKW. Sa.
CURISTABEL KINGSCOTE. Ss.
The OLD GATEWAY. Ss.
MKMORlESof TROUBLOUS TIMES. I
IN COLSTON'8 DAYS. Ss.
The ROCHE WON IS. 51.
Mrs WILLOUGHBY'S OCTAVE, i
LADY ALICE. H».
DOROTHY'S DAUGHTERS. SS.
LIKK'S AE I EKMATI1. 5s.
JOB SINGLETONS HEIR. Sa
A LILY AMONG THORNS. Sa.
" Very sound-hearted and sensible tales of modern life."—Guardian.
LONDON : SEELEY AND CO., ESSEX STREET, STRAND ;

JOANNA'S INHERITANCE. Sa.
NOWADAYS. Sa
Mrs M A IN WAKINGS JOURNAL. Ss.
BROTHERS and SISTERS. Ss.
EDWARDS WIFE. Sa.
VIOLET DOUGLAS. Sa.
MILL1CENT LEGH. Sa.

and all Booksellers.
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M R MURRAY'S LIST.
THE SPEAKER'S COMMENTARY.
A COMMENTARY on the HOLY BIBLE: Explanatoiy and Cmtical, with a Revuion of
tbe Translation. Dy Ihe BISHOPS and CLERGY of the ANGLICAN CHURCH. Edited by F. O. COOK, M.A., Canon of Exeter,
and Chaplain to the Queen. 10 Vola. Medium svo.

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

6 Vols.

£6 15s.

VOL.

VOL.

L—GENESIS—DEUTERONOMY.
II.—JOSHUA—L KINGS. 20a.
IIL—II. KINGS -ESTHER. 16s.

JOs.

IV.-JOB—SONG OP SOLOMON. 24a.
V.—JSAIAH. JEREMIAH, LAMENTATIONS.
VL-EZEKIEL—MALACfll. 25s.

THE NEW TESTAMENT. 4 Vols.

20*.

£4 14s.

VOL.

IIL^-ROMANS—PHILEMON. 28s.
I.-SS. MATTHEW, MARK, LUKE. 18a.
IL—ST. JOHN, ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. 20s.
IV.— HEBREWS -REVELATION. Ms.
* * The Book of Psalms and Thb Gobpbl according to St Joh» are sold separately, price 10s. 6d. each.
" There can be no question that the Speaker'! Commentary will supersede all other Commentaries for English readers, so far as external
commentary la concerned."—-Guardian.
" We regard these volumes aa a specimen of English scholarship of which we need not be ashamed. The arrangement Is admirable."—
Nonconformist.
__^
LIST OF WRITERB.
Archbishop of York. Bishops of London (Jackson), Winchester, Bath and Weill, St David's, Chester (Jacobson), Perry. Deans Mansel.
Johnson. Piumptre, Payne Smith. Howaon, Scott. Canons Westoott, Uspin, Kawlinson, Cook. Elliott, Kay, Drake, Gilford, Evans. Arsodeacons Lee, Rose. Professors Gandell, Lumby, Fuller. Prebendaries Currey, Huxtable, Kingsbury, Meyrtck, YTace, and Bollock ; and
Keys. S. Clark, J. F. Thrupp, 4c.

Condensed and Cheaper Edition of the Speaker's Commentary.
The STUDENT'S COMMENTARY on the HOLY BIBLE.
Abridged from the " Speaker's Com
mentary." Edited by JOHN II. FULLER, M.A., Vicar of Bexley, and Professor of Ecclesiastical History, King's College, London
Crown 8vo.
THE OLD TESTAMENT, i vols. 7s. 6d. each.
VOL

VOL.

1.—GENESIS TO DEUTERONOMY.
II.-JOSHUA TO ESTHER.

IIL—JOB TO SONG OF SOLOMON.
IV.—ISAIAH TO MALACHI.

THE NEW TESTAMENT. 2 vols. 7s. 6d. each.
vol. 1.—THE GOSPELS AND ACTS.
vol. IL—THE EPISTLES and REVELATION.
j
[In the press.
The REVISION REVISED :
Three Essays on I. NEW GREEK TEXT.
II. NEW ENGLISH
VERSION. IIL WB8TCOT T and HORT'8 TEXTUAL THEORY. With a Reply to the Bishop Of Gloocester, and a Dissertation
on 1 Timothy ill. 16. By JOHN W. BCRGON, B.D., Dean of Chichester. 8to, Ha.

An INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of the NEW TESTAMENT, and an INVESTIGATION into
MODERN HUH. ICAL CRITICISM, based on the most recent SOURCES of INFORMATION. By Professor GEORGE SALMON,
D.D., D.C.L., &c. 8ro, 16s.

The PRINCIPAL FACTS in the LIFE of OUR LORD, and the AUTHORITY of the EVANGELICAL NARRATIVES. Lectures preached in St James's, Westminster. By HENRY WACE, D.D. Second Edition. Crown
8to, 6a.

WALKS in the REGIONS of SCIENCE and FAITH: a Series of Essays.

By Harvey Goodwis,

D.D., Lord Bishop of Carlisle. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
CONTENTS.
Connection between Mechanics and Geometry—Unity of Nature : a Speculation— God and Nature—Philosophy of Crayfishes— Man «
Place in Nature— Law, Physical and Moral—Analogies and Contrasts between Human and Divine Selenee—Natural Theology— Pessimism
Evolution and Evolution— Charles Darwin.

The ORIGINS of LANGUAGE and RELIGION.

Considered in Five Essays.

By F. C. Cook,

M.A., Canon of Exeter, and Editor of ' Tbe Speaker's Commentary.' Svo, 15s.

The STUDENT'S MANUAL of ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.

A History of

the Christian

Church from Ita foundation to the Reformation. By PHILIP SMITH, B.A. Two Vols. With Woodcuts. Post Svo, Ta. Sd. ea».
PART L, A.D. 80-1603.
PART II..A.D. 1003-1614.

The STUDENT'S MANUAL of the ENGLISH CHURCH.

By G. G. Perry, M.A., Canon of

Lincoln. Two Vols. Poat 8ro, 7s. 6d. each.
FIRST PERIOD. From the Planting of the Church In Britain to the Accession of Henry VIII. (5°6-1509\
SECOND PERIOD. From the Accession of Henry VIII. to tbe Silencing of Convocation In the Eighteen!
Eighteenth Century (1509-171?).

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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&bz Lap ^>ouse of Connotation.
It is hardly too much to say that a crisis has occurred in
the Church of England, the Convocation of Canterbury
having decided on associating with itself a Lay Consulta
tive Body. It is at least an entirely new departure, con
sidering the jealousy with which hitherto Convocation
FB1DA Y, JUNE 5, 1885.
has preserved its conservative spirit, and clung to ancient
precedents.
We have been long accustomed to the idea of Lay
PACE
LEADING ARTICLES :—
Chambers in modern Church constitutions, as in the
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Holy Spirit," has been supposed to be in favour of
admitting laymen to Church Synods. But in the Preface
to the second edition of his work he says, after speaking
of being " somewhat misunderstood," " I have no idea
that the lay-people ever had a distinctly consultative,
still less a decisive, voice in Church Synods."
The ground on which the Church has thus acted is not
of any intellectual or moral kind. It is simply that God
" divideth to every man severally as Hk will," and that
only " to men taken from among men in things pertaining
to God," Ug has committed the guardianship of divine
revelation and authority in matters of faith. Such
function follows, or is part of, the grace that flows from
ordination.
Certain critical passages of Holy Scripture have no
doubt been interpreted of late in a sense different from
that witnessed to by earlier authority and the tra
ditionary usages of the Church. Sueh, e.g., is the view
which has been taken by some commentators even of S.
John xr. 19-23, on the ground that not Apostles only,
but other "disciples" also were present when our Lord
spake the eventful words : " As My Father hath sent Mb,
even so send I you ; whosesoever sins ye remit, &c, &c." It
seems unnecessary to argue against such an interpreta
tion, when the whole tenour of Church usage— witness
alone the Church's Ordinals—is against such a view of the
Divine Commission.
But there is a passage which is pleaded with far greater
appearance of truth. I allude to Acts xv. 23. And if
the Authorised Version of this passage were established, a
favourable case might be made out, notwithstanding that
the context tells strongly against it. According to the
Authorised. Version, " the apostles, and elders, and
brethren, send greeting unto the brethren, which are of
the Gentiles, ike." And as towards the close of the
epistle thus circulated, occur the solemn words, " It
seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us," it might mean
that the brethren, i.e, the lay members, shared the gift of
spiritual jurisdiction equally with the Apostles and elders.
It is said also that "the Apostles and elders with the whole
Church " (v. 22), sent forth the " chosen men," who carried
the synodical Epistle to the Gentile Churches. But the
question is, whether the laity were also associated with
the spiritualty as constituent members of the Synod
which decreed the Epistle. If it were so, it would be
scarcely possible to account for the great change which
must have occurred so shortly afterwards in the universal
exclusion of laymeu from such a privilege, the very first
Council, the type of all future Councils, constituted
under apostolic authority itself, being thus entirely dis
regarded.
But there is the strongest ground for questioning the
correctness of the reading of this 22nd verse, adopted
by the authors of the Authorised Version. Bishop
Wordsworth, while scrupling to make any alteration in
the passage, expresses his view very decidedly, and quotes
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beside ancient authorities, modern commentators, such as
Lachmann, Bannemann and Alford, as taking the same
view, which he also considers to be supported by internal
evidence. SS. Paul and Barnabas are said (xv. 2) "to go
up to the apostles and elders at Jerusalem," concerning the
questions which were to be decided. The apostles and
elders, without the addition of any others, are said (v. 6)
to have " met together to consider this matter." S. Paul
is said (xvi. 4) to have gone through the cities delivering to
them the decrees determined by the " apostles and elders in
Jerusalem." There is no allusion to any but to apostles
and elders, in any passage referring to the transaction
save in this one verse, which there is the strongest
reason for believing to be an incorrect reading, and the
Revised Version corrects the supposed error, adopting
what is believed to be the true reading. This version
reads, " The Apostles and Elder brethren," instead of
" the Apostles, and elders and brethren."
It is unquestionable that this was the view taken by
our Reformers. Bishop Wordsworth, in his comment on
the passage, quotes Archbishop Cranmer, saying (Bishop
Burnet's Hist. Refor. ci. 353) : " In all the ancient
Councils of the Church, and in matters of faith and in
terpretation of Scripture, no man made definitive sub
scription but Bishops and Priests, forasmuch as the
declaration of the Word of God appertains to them.''
It is needless to quote later authorities among our postReformation Divines. That laymen might be present at
Synods— that their voice might be heard—that they might
sign as consentient parties — this, doubtless, may have
been. The point at issue is whether laymen could,
according to aucient Catholic use, take any co-ordinate
part in Church Councils, with right of judgment in
common with the spiritualty.
On such grounds, therefore, the Lower House of Con
vocation was led to negative the proposal, that the new
Lay Body should discuss and judge matters of faith and
doctrine. The Upper House touched only indirectly on
this critical point, and much will depend on the discretion
of the President in carrying out their guarded resolution ;
but their utterance seems to save the principle, confining
authoritative judgment in doctrine, as of old,, to the
spiritualty.
But still there is much ground for anxiety as to the
working of the new arrangement. There must occur mixed
questions on which it would be most difficult to prevent
doctrine being taken into account. It is not improbable,
e.g., that the Prayer -Book or additional Offices way, and
that shortly, come before Convocation, and some final
decision be taken. How could it be possible to eliminate
doctrine from such a question, or how prevent the lay Body
giving judgment, perhaps adverse to the voice of the
spiritualty 1
The well-known Bill of the late Bishop of London
was intended to prevent any doctrinal discussion arising
in Parliament on Bills sent up from Convocation. But
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how prevent this in the Lay Body, purposely conveDed by
Convocation itself, to assist its deliberations, and to give a
legitimate and free outlet for lay opinion on Church
questions 1
Supposing, however, that this were possible, and that
sufficient care would always be taken to guard this essen
tial point, there is much that may be urged in favour of
it Lay House under our peculiar circumstances.
It is
absolutely necessary to have the concurrence of lay opinion.
On the highest grounds the general assent of the faithful
laity to acts of the spiritualty has been always considered
essential. Every day shows more and more the unadvisablenes-", if not the practical impossibility, of submitting
Church questions of any spiritual kind to the House of
Commons, as was done under former conditions of that
body. A reasonable claim might be urged on the Commons
to listen favourably to measures which had had the assent
of a representative body of Church laymen, previous to
their introduction. Discussion before selected members of
the lay section of our Diocesan Conferences would be
more thorough, as well as more weighty, than even the
consentient opinion of all the Diocesan Conferences, as
*ell as a truer expression of lay opinion, because of the
influence which the clerical members of the Confer
ences have unavoidably on the other members.
Ou the other hand (putting aside the fear already spoken
of, of the intrusion of discussions on the doctrinal side of
Church questions in the Lay House), it may be that
Parliament will be jealous of pressure being put upon
it by the combination of clergy and laity, the leading
members of the new Lay House being possibly also
members of Parliament ; and there would be the
»wkwardneas, to say the least, of two Lay Bodies adjudi
cating on Church questions. Every care would, no doubt,
be taken to make the new machinery work smoothly, and
ire might quite trust our present Primate in carrying out
the delicate arrangement without undue risk of friction.
But there can hardly be a security against the danger of
collision under any Presidentship, and what is begun with
every promise of success and usefulness, history tells us
with no uncertain voice, may develop into proportions
very different from what was anticipated. And in 6uch
doubtful matters as touch the being and movements of the
Church of God, it is very necessary to look cautiously on
even the slightest changes.
Still the Church has shown, as part of its divine life, the
power of putting forth at need fresh methods of govern
ment and of active usefulness. Bisks have often to be
run, as a very condition of progress. There are now
avowedly difficulties to be met, and many who have closely
st heart the Church's welfare, are apparently convinced of
fe expediency and the safety of taking this new depar
ture, as the most advisable means of countervailing the
present awkward deadlock, and of strengthening the
outworks of our Church system. One ought to look with
iwpect, if not with entirely trustful confidence, on the
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deliberate decisions of Convocation.
Caution may be
carried to excess. Long habit is fruitful of indefinite,
sometimes of needless fears.
And if the point here
anxiously dwelt upon, of separating doctrine from Church
discussions, can be secured, we may surely say that no
principle will be sacrificed in constituting this Lay Repre
sentative Chamber.
It is to be hoped, however, that the purely representa
tive character of this new Body will not increase the
tendency to regard our Synods as representative, instead
of resting for their claim to dutiful respect, as often has
been urged in these columns, on divine authority. But
space does not allow of entering further on this important
matter, though it be of a kindred kind with the subject
of this Paper.
T. T. CARTER.

CfiilDrcn.
Why has God made us love children ? There never was a
great man nor a good man who did not love children. Why ?
Pride may answer, "For the children's sake, because they
need our care. " Wisdom allows this answer, but adds, " Quit*
as much or more for the sake of men and women, who stand
in need of children more than children do of them. "
" Trailing clouds of glory do they come
From God Who Is their home."
There is a divine beauty in them which does us good
more than the beauty of scenery, of music, or of art. We
are formed to need their beauty and enjoy it. It purifies us,
softens us, transfuses us, indescribably, inexplicably, for it is
divine and a mystery.
Wordsworth, whose well- known lines were just cited,
follows out a like train of thought in Dante, who thus de
scribes the new-born soul :
" Forth from the Hand of Him Who fondles it
Before it Is, like to a little girl
Weeping and laughing Id her childish sport,
Issues that simple soul."— Par. xvl.
There is a freshness from the Creator in the newly-created,
which must needs be lovely.
Let us listen to another poet :
" Ah ! what would the world be to us
If the children were no more ?
•
*
•
•
" What the leaves are to the forest.
With light and air for food,
Ere their sweet and tender juices
11 ave been hardened into wood,—
' ' That to the world are children.
Through them it feels the glow
Of a brighter and suunier climate
Than reaches the trunks below."
Longfellow.—" Children."
But as our Lord consecrated the state of matrimony— holy
as it was before —to such an excellent mystery, that in it is
signified and represented the " spiritual marriage and unity
betwixt Christ and His Church," so has He greatly added to
the dignity and loveliness of children by His own Childhood,
and by what we read in the ninth and tenth chapters of the
Gospel according to S. Mark.
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First, as an example of humility to His disciples who had
yielded to ambition, He took a child and placed it in the
midst, and having embraced it in His arms (0 love most
wonderful, most beautiful!) He said to them, "Whosoever
receiveth one of such children in My name, receiveth Me ;
and whosoever receiveth Me, receiveth not Me, but Him that
sent Me."
If there were any difficulty in understanding the meaning
here, the additional matter recorded by S. Matthew would
remove it, for he adds, "Except ye turn and become as the
little children," and "Whoever shall humble himself as this
little child." We are amazed to find that the disciples who
with their own ears had heard their Lord's words, with their
own eyes had seen Him embrace a child with the tenderest
regards, yet so soon despised little children and repelled
them from their Master. The Lord was moved with indig
nation, not with Pharisees, not with traders in the Temple,
but with his own beloved disciples, and said, " Suffer the little
children to come unto Me, forbid them not, for of such is the
Kingdom of God. Verily I say unto you, whosoever shall
not receive the Kingdom of God as a little child, shall by no
means enter therein ; and having embraced them in His
arms, He blessed them, laying His hands upon them."
That which the Lord commended then in children, and
proposed to us for imitation, was their humility and docility.
With perfect trust in their parents and a sense of their own
ignorance, they watch, they mark, they receive, they drink
in with longing eyes, and ears, and hearts. The attitude of
their hearts is that of the Psalm— "Lord I am not highminded. I have no proud looks. I do not exercise myself in
great matters which are too high for me. But I refrain my
soul and keep it low."
Alas ! It is in this very thing that children receive such
grievous wrong at the hands of those to whom God has en
trusted them.
Trustful, docile, receptive, they are not
taught what they should learn, and by evil example, however
unconscious on the part of those who set it, are taught what
they should not learn.
Children then have these claims upon us, —their natural,
almost divine beauty of soul, the consecration of their condi
tion by the Incarnation, the especial approval and benediction
of their Lord, and which has not been mentioned, but reserved,
that this benediction has been carried out in the case of every
Christened child, by a particular and personal embrace in the
arms of Christ, by regeneration, incorporation, adoption.
Can anything be more beautiful, anything more lovable than
a child, can anything be more worthy of reverence, of tender
ness, than a child ? Yes, a Christian child. A Christian child
has all the beauty of nature which survives the fall, all the
beauty of grace ; beautiful in itself, more beautiful than itself
in Christ.
But how is it with us ? People love their children as all
animals do, and—not to be unfair—love them better; but
have they any real sense of their responsibilities ? The chil
dren were never really theirs, but God's when born, still more
so when baptised.
They are not theirs to indulge, or
theirs to ill-treat ; not theirs to punish at will, or indulge
at will.
They are the most beautiful, tender, and precious
of all their possessions, but how carelessly treated, and
at haphazard! They see what they should never witness,
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and do not see and hear what God's children should enjoy u
a living atmosphere.
Nothing is easier to control than a child, if only the parent
controls himself, (1.) in foolish indulgences, (2.) in foolish and
criminal anger. Often and often have I wished to punish
children for their good who were going unpunished, quite u
often to chastise the parents who are the persons really in
fault ; and gladly would I have given a just blow to the
mother who unjustly gave it to her child: unjustly, not
because the child was not in the wrong at the time, but that
it never would have been in the wrong had the parent been
firm and equable in management Why, children watch the
eye, mark the tone, and obey or disobey accordingly. If a
child knows that it must obey, it will do so at once. If it
knows that by holding out, resisting, teasing, it will get its
way, of course it will act on its convictions, and who is to
blame ? Not the child, certainly. Reasonable commands,
firm commands, commands followed by punishment if dis
obeyed, will soon be executed not only without resistance, but
without unhappiness. It is the weak indulgent parent which
makes a child cry. If the child knows it cannot have this
or go there, it will no more seek for the unattainable than try
to reach the moon or walk upon the sea. The provocation of
disobedience is the hope of its success. A conviction of the
inevitable is as oil to troubled waters. And then these weak
indulgent parents at times get angry, and punish in anger.
Punishment in anger is bad enough. If the punished see
that the punisher is angry, all the moral efficacy of the disci
pline is gone forthwith. It has become an affair of temper
versus temper. Punishment should be slow, calm, sad, if it
is to benefit the punished. Therefore, punishment inflicted
in anger is a folly as well as a sin ; but the punishment of
those who rule unevenly is an injustice. Why should I be
beaten to-day, when I was not beaten yesterday ? The same
act should draw down the same chastisement. To pass by
my transgression yesterday, and to come down suddenly and
unexpectedly on me to-day is an injustice ; and children feel
injustice just as well as men.
Those who love children should bravely punish, punish
justly, calmly, sadly, firmly, and the child's happiness as well
as its character will be advanced. There will then be no use
less struggling, repining, teazing, hankering.
The child
learns to submit as a matter of course. It may not—cannot ;
there is an end of the matter. It learns submission to the
will of its earthly parent, and in so doing learns resignation
to the will of its Heavenly Father, acquires progressively
that habit of mind which is the only safety—the only peace—
the deepest happiness.
Now the question before ns is this very serious one. What
do we clergy to remedy all this evil, all this crying injustice
to children, and this sin against Christ to whom they are so
precious? I know we all love children. I know we all teach
them and train them our very best in school and out of school ;
but do we labour to save them from the great injustice and
harm which they suffer day by day through those who ought to
love them most, and delude themselves into thinking they
do so?
Do we, for instance, protest against indulgence on the one
hand, and harshness on the other ? against non-punishment,
and inconsiderate and vindictive punishment ? Do we show
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to parents that harshness tempts their children to lie ? that
encouragement to confession, ready forgiveness of acknow
ledged faults, severe visitation of concealment, are the natural
education of truthfulness ? Do we tell them that long punish
ments provoke obstinacy, whilst short and decisive ones extin
guish rebellion ? that no punishment should cause so much
grief to the child as to the parent ? that punishment is a pain
ful duty, not a satisfaction to anger ?
How many people teach their children to be vain by dress
ing them up, and exhibiting them in their unnatural and
stiffening attire to their neighbours, and by admiring remarks
which they suppose the children do not hear or appreciate ?
How few win or retain the confidence of their children by
cheerful forgiveness of all faults, thefts, falsehoods, or whatso
ever they be, if only confessed by the penitent child instead
of discovered by indignant parents, who once did the same
thing themselves, and now forget not only the child's in
firmities, but their own transgressions ?
What shall be added about example ? Parents are aware of
its power. The force of assimilation is such that they will
not have a nurse with a brogue, lest the child should insensibly
learn it They have a foreign governess that their children
may acquire the tone of French or German unconsciously ;
but this power of assimilation given that the young may
easily learn is turned against them most grievously. Do
fathers never reflect on the unconscious influence of their
irreverent and angry expressions ? Do mothers forget that
their vanity aDd worldliness and uncharitableness silently
and surely enter into the character of their dear children !
They turn the gracious gifts of Heaven into poison, and
become daily educators into evil passions and degrading
principles, which will last all life through—unless eradica
ted by a special grace counteracting—think of the reproach ! !
—counteracting the influence of the parents.
If many ought not to marry because they cannot support
their children, still more have no right to do so because owing
to their own moral defects they are not fit to train up their
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something founded on what has just passed or been said, and
so arising naturally, as it were, and made necessary. At any
rate, let us keep our eyes open ; and neither forget, nor let
our people forget the awful words with which Christ closed
His loving action and teaching on this subject, with a child
before Him, fresh from the loving embrace of His arms.
" Whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in
Mb, it were better for him that a great millstone should be
hanged about his neck, and that he should be sunk down in the
depth of the sea."
W. E. HEYGATE.

^@p^r^;;:;^oPic:s;^
We have received a copy of the Sixty-seventh Annual
Report of the Incorporated Church Building Society. We
regret to find that there has been a, falling-off in its receipts.
The amount for last year was 6,77(W. lis. Id., whilst that
of 1883 was 7,293/. 19s. 7d. This difference does not arise
from any variation in the proceeds which are derived from
Annual Subscriptions and Diocesan and District Commit
tees. The Mission Buildings Fund and legacies are con
siderably in excess of the previous year. The de6ciency
is to be accounted for by the diminution of donations,
and of parochial and other collections ; the former not
being half the sum which was received in 1884, and the
latter 226J. less. It appears that, although 7,000 parishes
have been benefited by grants from the Society since its
foundation, in 1884 only 469 gave offertories on its behalf.
Doubtless the depression of trade and the low condition
of agricultural profits may account in part for this deficit.
The Report suggests that more assistance may be looked
for from the laity, who in the subscription list, we observe,
are numerically less than the clergy.
During the past year 105 applications for grants were
received, of which 98 were voted : viz., 30 towards re
building additional churches, 10 towards rebuilding ex
isting churches, and 58 for enlargement. Twenty-eight
grants were also made towards Mission churches or
chapels. A Society which has done, and is doing, so much
in rendering effective or increasing our " parochial machi
nery," and so towards wiping out the reproach that our
National Church does not make efforts enough to meet
the needs of the growing population, is certainly one which
deserves well of all Churchmen. We trust the depression
of its funds is only temporary, and requires but to be
noticed in order to be removed. Subscriptions and dona
tions will be thaukfully received by the Secretary, the
Rev. R. Milburn Blakiston, No. 2 Dean's-yard, West
minster, S.W. Cheques should be crossed Messrs Drummond or Messrs Hoare.

Even good people, religious people, make grievous mistakes,
stimulating the religious affections of children, and exciting
them, laying burdens upon them which they are not able to
bear, even makins; them undertake needless obligations, vows
of temperance for example. Truly children need guardian
angels to protect them, against enemies ? No, against their
natural friends and protectors.
How truly is the Church a mother! Her treatment of
children is and has ever been simple as well as tender. She
has truly the heart of a mother, loving with the love of the
Heavenly Father, wise and gentle, firm and patient.
Now what can and ought we clergy to do to help Cubist's
darlings in their sore necessity ? People regard their children
as their own property and resent interference. And in truth
*bat a heavy censure it is tefsay, or even imply, that a parent
uunot or does not deal well with his child! One cannot
wonder at the indignation excited by such a suggestion, if
undeserved, and still more if deserved. Something, perhaps,
may be done in sermons by detached remarks, not by a grand
The Anniversary of the Church Association, the chief
assault; something in addresses after the solemnization of
matrimony ; something now and then, little by little, in I feature of which was the meeting at Willis's Rooms, was
private conversations when the children are out of the room ; j marked by a spirit of discord and depression. The Chair
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man of the Council spoke of the "great advance" which dismal cheer from those present, and the proceedings
" Ritualism had made during recent years " as a fact concluded.
which no one could dispute. This, in itself, was a state
We some time since observed that, if the cry of Dis
ment quite dark enough to overcloud the annual gather
establishment came to the front, it would cause many
ing of this amiable Society ; but the saddest part of the
men to reconsider the grounds of their political faith,
business is that the Association has become alive to the
and bring about a state of things which has happily loiig
fact that the growth of Ritualism has in great measure
since passed away, when a Liberal wag regarded of neces
been aided by the policy of prosecution. Three recent
sity as a Dissenter, and a Churchman as of necessity a
events tended to destroy the last remnants of that
Conservative. The policy of Disestablishment is already
triumphant spirit with which the Church Association
bearing this fruit in Scotland. Mr Dick Peddie'i Bill
once girded itself to the battle,—the elevation of Dr King
threatens to imperil the political stability of those
to the Episcopate, the sermon which Dr Liddon preached
Liberals who value their religion at a higher price than
on the occasion of his dear friend's consecration, and the
their politics. Principal Tulloch, who has always been a
presentation of a Cross to the Primate. We must confess
staunch Liberal, threatens to go over to the other party if
that all this is enough to excite pity for Mr Maden Holt
Disestablishment is made a part of the Liberal pro
on the trying occasion of having to preside over this
gramme. In a letter to one of the Liberal candidates for
unfortunate Association, and to recount these " dark
East Fifeshire, he speaks of the impossibility under pre
signs of the times " before its assembled members. The
sent circumstances of voting as a Liberal. He thinks
Rev. C. H. Wainwright, who seconded the adoption of
Conservatism, without Disestablishment, better than
the Report, amongst other distressing observations said,
Liberalism with it. Dr Cunningham and Dr Storey con
" there was a town in Lancashire where there were
cur with Dr Tulloch's view of tl»e position. If the
thirteen churches, but where a converted man, he told
introduction of the Liberationist measure in Scotland has
him, could not enter one of them." This disconsolate
the effect of loosening men who are pronounced Liberals
individual evidently needs to have a church built for
from the party with which they have always acted, how
himself, and upon such an object would be a far more
much more will this be the case if the Disestablishment
profitable way for the Association to expend its funds
of the English Church be in question. There is no fun
than to squander them on prosecutions which have only
damental distinction between the Established Religion in
had the effect of furthering the work they sought to
Scotland, and those other forms of Presbyterian ism which
destroy.
are without State recognition ; but in England there is a
But the proceedings of the Anniversary were not with
chasm between the English Church and those multiform
out a little excitement and amusement. A Mr Todd, who
sects which are divided off from her, not by any merely
appears to be managing clerk to the Solicitor of the Coun
external distinction, but by cardinal differences of faith
cil, and who clearly saw that business would suffer by the
new policy of abstention from prosecution, in no measured and ecclesiastical order.
We think it will be a bad day both for the Church anil
language denounced this course as "a fraud upon the
for
politics when a return to a condition of things in which
public," &<:., and reflected strongly upon the inaction of the
the
Church is identified with some one party in the
Council. Whereupon Mr Shipton pathetically reminded the
State is precipitated by the action of Liberationists. We
lawyer's clerk of " how much money had been paid during
trust those Liberals who are opposed to the late Mr
the last twelve months " to his master. Mr Todd, how
Miall's views will speak out, and not let themselves be
ever, by his pugnacity, dissipated in some degree the air
carried
away by that movement which is bearing " poe
of despondency which rested on the audience, and showed
tical fruit" north of the Tweed, such as was certainly not
that there was at least one member left who, from the
purest and most disinterested motives, prayed for a con intended by Mr Dick Peddie and his allies. Dr Tulloch,
Dr Cunningham, and Dr Story, and all who follow them
tinuance of legal suits.
are to be admired, at least in this, that they love their
Altogether, the Anniversary revealed the instability of
Church more than their political party.
human friendships, for the Jloci was evidently out of
court, and was displaced by the English Churchman,
which was said to " stick to the old lines,"— an unfortu
nate compliment in the case of our aged contemporary ;
and the squabble between the different speakers revealed
a spirit of disunion, which led to what Mr Talbot Greaves
characterised as " most disgraceful proceedings," the
[second notice.]
rev. gentleman observing in a fit of abject depression
In Isaiah i. 13 the Authorised Version reads, " Bring n°
that he feared " the Established Church would become a/
dead pantheon, with Ichabod written over her portals,"— more vain oblations ; incense Lj an abomiuatiun unto we >'
a remark which had the singular effect of calling forth a the new moons and sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, 1
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cannot away with ; it is iniquity, even the solemn meet
ing." The Revisers well render : " Bring no more vain
oblations, incense is an abomination to me, new moon and
sabbath, the calling of assemblies—I cannot away with
iniquity and the solemn meeting." We prefer, however, to
render it : " Bring no more vain oblations ; incense is an
abomination unto me, the new moons and sabbaths, the
calling of assemblies ; I cannot bear iniquity and solemn
meetings together."
God does not reject the solemn
meeting, but only its combination with iniquity. This
is in harmony with the teaching of the whole Word of
God, that we are to worship God with clean hands and a
clean heart. "God is a Spirit, and they that worship
Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth." In vain,
therefore, shall we come before Him unless we bring also
aloug with us sincerity of heart and purity of intention,
having an unfeigned sorrow on account of sin, and an
earnest desire to depart therefrom.
The comments of some of our contemporaries on the
Revised Version are certainly suggestive, if not instruc
tive.
The well-known passage in Job xix. 25, is thus com
mented on by the Standard of May 16. The writer
objects to the alteration made by the Revisers in their
substitution of " stand up " for the " stand" of the A. V.,
because, forsooth, " the latter term suggests that the Re
deemer had been previously lying down, and the former
denoting his arrival from no earthly sphere in an attitude
of dignity and command." Now it needs no great know
ledge of the original to know that the reviewer in this
case is talking at random. The word in the original, so
well rendered by the Revisers " stand up," is a judicial
term, and implies not that the judge was before
" lying down," but " sitting down," and that now he rises
to pronounce judgment, according to the custom of the
judges. This judicial sense of the term comes out more
fully if we render " over my dust " instead of the A. and
R. Version " upon the earth." This the Hebrew original
"aphar," "dust," warrants.
If the inspired writer
had meant earth he would have used " erets " or
"adamoh." In Gen. iii. 19, God says to Adam, " Thou
art (aphar) dust," and Abraham, Gen. zviii. 27, I am dust
(aphar). American Revisers prefer " without my flesh"
which rather tends to make nonsense of the passage. The
Revised Version gives" from my flesh." The Revisers have
placed " dust " in the margin, and one of the Revisers,
Dr Alexander Roberts, in his Old Testament Revision
Handbook, gives us " dust " as the proper version, following
Bishop Wordsworth and 'The Speaker's Commentary ' and
other authorities. The Athenajum reviewer thus notices
this same well-known passage in Job :
" Few probably would recognise the touches that have altered
the well-known passage :
But I know that my Redeemer llvetli
And that He shall stand up at the last upon the earth,
And alter my skin has been thus destroyed
Yet from my flesh shall I see God,
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Whom I shall see for myself
And mine eyes shall behold and not another.
" We hare omitted the marginal notes, but may remark that
it is to be regretted that the technical term ' Goel ' has not
been introduced into the margin here and elsewhere, as it refers
to such a characteristic trait in Hebraic culture. "
Now the fact is, (1) the technical term Goel is introduced
into the margin, though the eye of the reviewer either
would not, or could not see it there ; (2) the term vin
dicator, which very fairly gives the sense of the technical
term " Goel," is also introduced into the margin by the
Revisers. Surely none so blind as those that will not
see.
" The desirable things of all nations shall come," is
the revised reading of the Authorised Version of Haggai
ii. 7-8, " The desire of all nations shall come," which has
been, for the most part, interpreted in a Messianic sense.
Dr Pusey in his ' Minor Prophets ' sees no difficulty in
the fact that the original Hebrew requires the plural, as
Christ meets all the longings of the human heart. So
Cicero wrote to his wife " Valete, mea desideria, valete."
Farewell, the object of all my longings. In favour of a
personal allusion, we here have the authority of R. Akabe,
and S. Jerome's Jewish teacher, Abarbart, retains
the sense of " the desire of all nations," but interprets it
of the Holy Land. Professors Cheyne and Driver give us
"desirable things" and cite the authority of Calvin,
Adam Clark, Ewald, and other scholars. The ' Speaker's
Commentary ' translates " the desirable things" and inter
prets them as " the offerings of the Gentiles!' The Vulgate
renders it " veniet desideratus." Mathew Henry takes it
" that which all nations desire will come." The Septuagint
gives us t4 (K\tma—the choice things. Here we may note
that the term may represent a single person, just as
t4 d>l\TOTa is used of a person— one's best beloved ; the expla
nation being that the person so beloved embraces in him
self everything that can attract affection, so Bishop
Wordsworth explains the plural of the Hebrew in refer
ence to the Messiah, as the centre of all choice or desirable
things. The best and most recent of all French transla
tions, Dr Segonds*, gives us " the treasure of all nations
shall come," which reminds us of S. Paul's words of
Christ, "in Him are hid all the treasures of wisdom."
It is important to note that the Chaldaic Targum renders
it "the desire of all nations," and that the Christian
Church has in all ages accepted this interpretation.
Here the Hebrew text joins a plural verb (" shall
come ") with a singular noun expressive of what is desir
able. Hence it was argued probably by the Revisers, as
by others, that the plural verb shows that the text ought
to be amended by making the noun plural. Why not,
however, make the emendation, if required, by changing
the number of the verb to singular, to harmonise with the
singular noun. The combination of singular and plural
is in harmony (i) with Hebraic usage when applied to
Qod, as in Gen. i. 1, "God (plural) created (singular) the
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heaven and the earth." (2) It has a peculiar significance a stronger and more telling figure of weakness and insta
in reference to the Messiah, who combined so many offices bility than he would have done by the term " stubble."
The process of brick-making is represented on the
and functions.
monuments of Thebes, which is in perfect harmony with
Again, the Hebrew word " tal " which occurs in about the record in Exodus. These pictures show the hardness
thirty passages, derived from a root which means to shade or of the work, the tales of bricks, the bringing of the straw,
cover, properly denotes a rain mist, or rain cloud, but is which was chopped up and mixed with the clay in order
almost always rendered " dew." Now in the East this mist, to render the bricks more compact (the straw serving much
which brings invisible rain at midnight in very hot weather, the same purpose that hair does in modern mortar), and
brings intense refreshment to the animal and vegetable the Egyptian taskmasters set over the foreign workmen.
world, and is used as a constant symbol of refreshment
The Theban bricks of Thothmes III., who flourished in
and strength. Thus in Isaiah xviii. 4, the cloud of dew the 15th century B.C., not many generations after the
or mist of rain, is distinguished from the regular rain Israelitish Exodus, measured 1 foot by 075, and 0 55 in
cloud, which is never known in the heat of harvest. In thickness, and weighed 371bs. lOoz.
They were fre
Deut. xxxii. 2, the Revisers have left the Authorised Ver quently stamped with a king's name while making, as
sion unaltered, where we read " My doctrine shall drop as the Romans burnt bricks with the name of a god, a place,
the rain, my speech shall distil as the dew, as the small a consul, a legion, a maker, or with some other mark.
rain upon the tender grass, and as the showers upon the
Lieutenant Conder thus records the practice of a
herb. Here the "small rain" is no explanation of the similar use of crushed straw in the present brickfields of
invisible rain of " the night mist " (Heb. tal), which the Palestine : " The bricks are made in the spring by bring
Revisers and Authorised Version have failed to perceive. ing down water into ditches dug in the clay, when chopped
As Mr Neil in ' Palestine Explored,' well writes :
straw is mixed in the mud ; " and in some cases " reeds"
"In the strict scientific sense of the word, this is rain, and were so used, as has been discovered in the recent exca
not dew at all in onr meaning of the word, since the vapour vations of the store city of Pithum.
From Mr Naville, who has recently made this important
becomes condensed in the air before touching the ground. It
answers somewhat to the lightest form of Scotch mist ; but then discovery, we learn :
it must be remembered that this mist in Palestine never occurs
"The subterraneous store chambers, magazines, granaries, or
in the daytime, but only forms daring the night, when by radia whatever it may please us to call them, are there now—solidly
tion the earth has thrown off its heat, and the cool air above it built, square chambers of various sizes, divided by massive pe
condenses the moisture borne by the breezes from the sea. From tition walls about 10ft. in thickness, without doors or any kind
its coming only during the hours of night, from its not falling of communication, and evidently destined to be filled and emptied
like other rain from upper air, but forming not far above the from the top. Except the corner occupied by the temple, the
surface of the ground, from its separation into very fine particles whole area of the great walled enclosure is honeycombed with
and not appearing to fall in drops, from the general appearance it these cellars. They are well built, the bricks being of Nile mud
leaves behind, and from its effects ceasing to be seen when the and united by mortar. But, strange to say, these bricks are of
sun grows hot, it was rightly held to differ so much from the three qualities, the best being mixed properly with straw ; the
nature of ordinary rain as to require to be distinguished by a next, when straw was no longer forthcoming, being made with
special technical term, tal, which ought to be rendered night reeds (translated ' stubble ' in the Bible) ; and the wont
rain."
consisting of mere mud, when the last of the reeds were used
Again, in Exodus v. 7, the Authorised Version renders up. More curious confirmation of a minor historical detail it
the original by " Ye shall no more give the people straw to would be difficult to cite."
make brick, as heretofore : let them go and gather straw
for themselves."
In Isaiah xxv. 10, we find, A.V.,
" Moab shall be trodden down under him, even as straw
is trodden down for the dunghill."
In Job xxi. 18,
" They are as stubble before the wind," and in xli. 27, The World as thr Subject of Redemption. Being
an Attempt to set forth the Functions of the Church as
" He esteemeth iron as straw." In the above passages the
Designed to Embrace the Whole Rice of Mankind. Eight
full force of the original Hebrew term (teven) is entirely
Lectures on the Foundation of the late Rev. Johu
lost by the A.V. and by the Revisers' rendering of straw
Bampton. By the Rev. and Hon. W. H. Fremantle,
M.A., Canon of Canterbury, and Fellow of Balliul
or stubble. The original word properly signifies " crushed
College, Oxford. Rtvingtous.
straw."
Hay (see ' Palestine Explored,' by Mr Neil),
It appears to us that the whole of this book is based
was unknown in the East as food for horses, crushed straw
taking its place. We read in 1 Kings iv. 28, that Solomon's upon a radical misconception. There is throughout a con
officers provided his horses with the very food now pro fusion of thought. The Bampton Lecturer for 18S3 not
vided by the Sultan for his cattle, namely " barley and only makes the limits of the invisible and visible Church
crushed straw" {teven).
When Job tells us that the conterminous, but goes far to abolish the distinction
wicked are as " crushed straw before the wind," he gives between the Church and the world. He looks forward to
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time when the present forms of Christianity will be
Teraeded by a larger system.
To suppose that Christianity, as it at present exists
* us, is to supersede all other systems or ideals,
be to narrow fatally the life of mankind." He
explain how the Christianity of the Atonement
e Sacraments can possibly be diverse from any
<pment. Into the doctrine of the Atonement
•s not enter, but his doctrine of baptismal
\ " that those who have been brought up
.ristian community imbibe into the very
. their moral nature some of the primary
ytions of Christian morality." Indeed the whole
.jpe of Mr Fremantle's work is strangely and entirely
limited to this present evil world. The triumph and
glory of the Church, according to him, mean the reception,
if not of Christian dogma, at least of Christian ethics
among the nations of the world : " a transformation of
the kingdom of this world in which unjust relations sub
sist into a Kingdom of Goo in which just relations will
subsist."
" We may add that this throws a clear light on the expecta
tion of the Coming of oar Lord in the Apostolic age. It would be
rain to deny that in cortain passages S. Paul repeats the language
of ancient prophecy with a kind of literalism. The voice of the
archangel, and the trump of God, and the Saints caught up
into the clouds, can hardly be explained otherwise than as a
literal expectation of things never to be fulfilled. Nor can we
deny that such literalisms are among the integuments which had
to fall off when the age of childbood was past. When we look,
however, at the words of our Lord Himself, we have no similar
difficulty. The angel with the great sound of the trumpet
gathering the elect from the four winds, is evidently the ministry
of the Gospel going abroad through the world before the great
crisis of the destruction of Jerusalem ; the end of the ' age '
about which the disciples ask, is the end of the Jewish dispen
sation. The passing away of heaven and earth is the making
»»»y of the existent fabrio of society ; the Coming of the Son
of Man in a cloud (an image borrowed from Daniel), is the
triumph of Christ over the world powers of Judam and of
Rome. The Apostolic visions must be interpreted in a similar
*>y. The day of the Lord is the great crisis of history, when
Church and world must pass through a purifying furnsce of
suffering. And beyond this, stands forth before the Seer's eye
the new state of Society, the abode of divine justice, the new
heaven and earth wherein dwelleth righteousness."
It is difficult to see with much distinctness what is the
exact conclusion aimed at by the Bampton lecturer. He
limits or explains away so much that we associate with
the glory of the (Jhurch triumphant. He thinks that
most part of the evils of the past are to be traced " to the
fact that the general life of the nation was not recognised
as the life of a Christian Church." The Church is " the
whole human race without exception, since we confess that
all have been redeemed and that upon all the spirit of
God is playing " (sic). God loved the whole world, and
the Son of God wrought out the redemption of the whole
world. We may rejoice that before the Coming of Christ,
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there was a certain Preparatio Evangelica in the world,
and that those in all ages who Work righteousness are
accepted by Him through the virtue of a mediation of
which they may be unwittingly ignorant. But we cannot
designate by the name of a Church those who are without
God and without hope. We can recognise no Church
save that which is built upon the foundation of the
Apostles and Prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the
chief corner-stone.
Mr Frrmantle is at times hard upon his brethren, and
his phrases have a suggestion of injustice about them :
" If the clergy, with the tacit consent of the people, enter
upon a course which narrows the sphere of their ministry and
influence, and reduces the system committed to their charge to
the bare functions of worship, preaching, and charity, caring
almost exclusively for those who take part in these functions,
and having hardly any regard for the general life ; if the orga
nisation for public worship inculcates a moral system anti
quated, one-sided, disowned by the national conscience ; if it
refuses all brotherly intercourse with the voluntary societies
for worship ; if, in a word, it becomes clerical and congrega
tional instead of parochial and national, a sect instead of a
branch or inner circle of the Church, the national Church could
not treat it otherwise than as it treats the family or those parts
of human life which are here left under private management.
The Church, the Christian nation wonld remain, but the system
of worship, thus shrunk, would be left to the conduct of private
associations/'
It appears to us that Mr Fremantle is suggesting accu
sations against his brethren on very insufficient grounds.
We cannot understand how the Liturgy of our Church
could by any possibility inculcate a moral system " anti
quated, one-sided, disowned by the national conscience."
We cannot understand how "worship, preaching, and
charity," words of mighty connotation, can be described as
'' bare functions," and be sharply divided off from " any
regard to the national life." He has the French horror
of " clericalism," and conceives the monstrous theory that
the ministry of the Church may be quite separable from
the Church itself.
Whatever occasional shortcomings
there may be in social isolation, the clergy are as good
neighbours, citizens, subjects as any other, and with as
deep and sympathetic interests in all that bears on the
condition and prospects of humanity. They are probably
doing much more good for the vital interests of humanity
by devoting themselves to " worship, preaching, and
charity," than by indulging in the largest schemes of re
forming the world and busying themselves with the latest
and loudest political doctrines. Indeed such Christian
influence is like the dew, the rain, the sunlight, most
silent and at the same time most effective, working from
within and not from without, and so promoting the highest
benefits both of the race and of the individual.
Mr Fremantle does not profess to discuss the subject
of the Atonement, but there are subjects akin to that
doctrine on which he seems to us to speak in dubious and
uncertain tones. We take up some of these expressions on
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which our readers will best judge for themselves : " We
can find no standing ground until we identify Christianity
with moral goodness, and the Christian Church in its idea
and ultimate development with the whole moral, social,
and political system, by which the human race is growing
to its fulness." Christianity is here simply an ethical
system, and there is no necessary place in it fur the Sacri
fice of the Saviour on the Cross. Respecting that Sacri
fice, indeed, Mr Fremantle uses remarkable language.
According to him, it was conditioned by the attitude of
the Jewish people rather than by the " determinate coun
sels and fore-knowledge of God." He tells us that it is
" interesting to imagine how the Jews might have become
the Apostles of a simple human righteousness and the
belief in the One God to mankind, and the sacrifice of a
laborious and a successful life instead of that of an igno
minious death have been the means of reconciling the
world to God." It would thus seem that it would be very
gradually that there would be the necessity for the Divine
sacrifice. Yet it was not towards the close, but at the very
beginning of the public ministry of our Lord that we
have the words : " Behold the Lamb of God which taketh
away the sins of the world."
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proof. As far as I am concerned, I do not believe that
any revelation has ever been made. With regard to a
future life every one must draw his own conclusions from
vague and contradictory probabilities." This passage Mr
Fremantle annotates : " Revelation is taken as imply
ing some direct communication from heaven of a different
kind from that contained in the life of Christ."

We should like to know what " region of human re
sponsibility " there is, what tract of GoD-forsaken territory
in human experience, from which God's word and ministry
are necessarily excluded. Here is another sentence, which
we quote without comment :
"In the supremacy of the House of Commons is realised the
unity of the Christian Commonwealth."
Here is another :
" So little is it right to identify the Church with the system
of public worship that it is possible to imagine a Christian
Church entiroly without it."

We are sorry to say that we see no reason at all for this
gloss. This letter of Darwin's is in exact accord with
what the Duke of Argyll has told us about Darwin's utter
scepticism. Mr Fremantle quotes largely from various
modern writers, whose opinions have been distinctly
adverse to Christian Faith, such as Comte and Mill,
Huxley and Tyndall. It has become rather the fashion of
late, in other works besides the present, to quote with
applause some occasional passages of those writers, which
are not opposed to, but lend some support to Christian
teaching—as when Professor Huxley is good enough to
assure us that harmony will eventually be seen to exist
between Religion and Science. We really do not need
the patronage of such men. We can do very well with
out them. The Church requires
Nun tali auxilio nee defensoribna iatii.
No doubt there is much that is excellent in many of
Mr Fremantle's pages, but the mode in which it is pre
sented is not excellent. We have pointed out what we con
sider the main drawback of his work. He insists strongly
on the doctrine of Universal Redemption, but the Chnircb
does not hold the doctrine of the so-called Universalis.
He holds that the Church and the world will ba one, hut
while fully sympathising with this glorious vision i nd
aspiration, we caunot ignore that there is, and always as
been, a sharp autagouism between them ou the most 1 si
points. Many of his pages recall pages from the volu is
of political romauce, the literature that has appeared id
conscious or unconscious imitation of the Republicoi F to
down to Dr Arnold's writings on Church and Stat >
system which, after all, has rather a political than a igions character. Here again we sympathise with ' J
much, but we feel that no essential point can be gtvei p
in order to promote a concordat between the kingdon '
this world and the Kingdom of Christ.
We have some sympathy with his views ou denim
and socialism, for essentially in the very suhslratu
socialism, in the aiding of the poverty-stricken
oppressed, lies the great work of the Church ; an
highest conceptiou of communism is in the Early CI
when believers had all things iu common, a conef
towards which the highest souls in Christendom year
to which they seek to give practical effect. He hu
great deal on the doctrine of arbitration, ou the A«
Convention and the Treaties of Paris and Berlin, «■■

He quotes a remarkable letter of Charles Darwin.
Darwin writes : " Science and Christ have nothing to do
with each other, except in so far as the habit of scientific
investigation makes a man cautious about accepting any

cannot build up the salvation of the world on these
Every step towards the abolition of war and the IW|
ment of international relations is a reflex influence of
tendom,and belongs to Chateaubriand's great argum

In his fourth lecture Mr Fremantle discusses the
famous chapter in which Gibbon speaks of the " secoudary
causes" of the spread of Christianity in the first three
centuries. By "secondary" Gibbon doubtless understood
" primary " cause. Each cause was to him a causa causans,
not a causa eausata. It is very interesting to compare
with Mr Fremantle's remarks those of Canon Liddon in
the third of his ' Bampton Lectures' of I860. The coin
cidence of treatment is au interesting one, but it is hardly
necessary to point out on which side lies the superiority of
theological and literary treatment. In his fifth lecture
Mr Fremantle gives some rapid historical summaries
better suited for a cram-book in the History schools than
for the University pulpit.
Here is another of his sayings :
" Men's conduct, private and public, must be determined by
the conscience and the reason, in that region of human respon
sibility into which neither minister nor book . . ."
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often repeated in later literature. Mr Fremantle's error is " is spirit, personal, self-consclons, and capable of entering into personal
the Srrtpor npirtpov—the cart before the horse. These things relations with finite spirits, and that HE may be known in a very irne
and real sense of the word, Knowledge. This is the thesis we seek to
have not produced a Christianity in the world, but Chris maintain. We shall seek the help of all those who have made an affir
tianity has produced these things. Often we find language mative answer, so far as the answer is affirmative; we shall have to
in which all Christian readers will thoroughly sympathise. part company when they become negativists, and proceed on our
journey without them."
" The centra of all theology to a Christian lias in the character
The author does not "part company," however, without
of Jesds Christ. While this is felt to bo supreme a secure showing that these "partial affirmations " are illogical, unless
basis is laid for theology and religion."
they go on to a further point, and affirm the existence of " a
Then comes a feeling of disappointment. He goes on to Free Personal, self-conscious Spirit, who is not precluded
from entering into close fellowship with His creatures." After
say :
" That manifestation of the Divine is not bound up with any tracing the manifestation of personality in history, and deal
[articular view of the Divine nature, metaphysically considered, ing with " Anthropomorphism," "Agnosticism," and attacking
nor with any view of human nature in which our reason need Dean Mansel's " sceptical logic," Mr Iverach rises to a higher
find a stumbling-block, nor with miracles regarded as violations level, and in the four concluding chapters reviews different
of the natural order, nor with the Resurrection of our Lord answers which have been given to the question nnder consi
deration. "The Hebrew Solution," " The Greek Solution,"
regarded as a physical phenomenon."
"The Christian Solution," and "The Conception of God"
This language is vague and uncertain, and certainly re
are all ably written. Mr Iverach clearly marks out the differ
quires modifying. These are not days — days when so
ence between the Hebrew and Greek conception of the
many speak with faltering utterance of the Resurrection
origin of things. He says, in summing up "The. Hebrew
of the Body and the Life Everlasting—in which we can Solution "—
speak with any vagueness of the Resurrection of the
" We have found that the Hebrews are alone in holding clearly and
Lord. The one searching crucial question of the present firmly a lofty conception of the spirituality, oneness, and holiness of
time is, did Jesus Christ rise from the dead, or did He the living Gor>. They are aloue also in holding a doctrine of creation,
whloh.makes creation to be an ordered world, with a definite beginning,
not ? We do not for a moment say that Mr Fremantle progress, and end. With their defined doctrine of creation and Provi
does not fully hold that truth, but unfortunately he has dence, they alone were able to bold firm and fast the abiding reality
not thought it his duty to present it under clear forms. of moral distinctions, and the consequent final victory of good over
eni."
Any Unitarian might have written this volume, con
We think Mr Iverach would have had a clearer grasp of the
spicuously such a one as Mr James Martineau. Although
question, how far personality can be attributed both to God
the pulpit of the fiampton Lecturer is confessedly a throne
and to the creatures, had he consulted the Snmma of Aquinas.
of argumentative thought, yet hardly any have omitted Sceptics argue as though theologians gave the term no higher
to bring home to the hearts and understandings of the con- meaning when applied to the Being of God than when used of
coarse of young men the living practical realities of their man, whereas Aquinas taught that it was employed in a more
membership of the Church, the love of God in the soul, exalted sense when referred to him — " non nines eodem modo
the abiding Presence of the Saviour Christ, the indwell- quo diciturde creaturis, sed excellentiori modo." Moreover,
in;: influence of the personal Holy Spirit. We cannot think the term is used of the Divine Essence as well as of the Divine
that Canon Fremantle has greatly used this great oppor Relations. Fichte and others, who cannot get out of their heads
tunity. Neither can we see how such a set of Sermons could that personality implies limitation or mortality, only show their
appropriately be preached on the Foundation of the late inability to grasp the idea of "full personality," or, in other
Reverend John Bampton of Salisbury, or that they in words, to rise from the observation of personality in imperfect
any degree correspond with tbe design of Mr Bampton in beings to the contemplation of it in the Perfect God.
Though we cannot attribute to Mr Iverach lucidity of ex
making that Foundation.
pression, we can certainly recommend his work as one which
displays considerable ability and logical power. It may aid
those who only believe in " a stream of tendency in the uni
verse " which makes for righteousness, to rise from that ab
straction to the conviction that there is a Personal God — a
huge elevation !
Is God Knowable? By the Rev. J. Ivebach, M.A. Aber
deen. London : Hodder and Stoughton. Pp. 233. 1884. Churchmen, Hear ! A Further " Remonstrance " against the
Recital of the Athanasian Creed, being a Reply to the
This is a volume of that very useful series, " The Theological
Church Quarterly Ferine. With Addenda. By a Member of
Library," several treatises of which we have already noticed.
the Church or England. London : William Ridgway, 169
Mr Iverach's work strikes us as more abstruse than some of
Piccadilly W. 1885. Pp. 84. Price Is.
its predecessors, and not so perspicuous in style. The former,
As this is a reply to the Church Quarterly Review, we have
however, arises in part from the nature of the subject. In really no direct concern with it. Our contemporary is well
point of importance the question, herein discussed, must take able to take care of itself ; though we can hardly suppose
precedence of all others. In the opening chapter Mrlverat-h that it. will succeed in making much impression on the sancta
describes it truly as "the question of tbe hour." He then timplicilaa of the present writer. He is blissfully of opinion
states his standpoint, which is that God
that he has confuted his reviewer and established his own
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positions ; in which we can in nowise agree with him. We
observe, however, that he nowhere attempts to deal with the
considerations whch we had the honour to address to him on
the subject. Perhaps we are to take this as a tacit admission
that there is some weight in them. At all events the fact is
as we state.
We are heartily glad to find the author in this edition pro
testing his own personal orthodoxy as to the great truths of
the Holy Trinity and of the Divinity and Humanity of our
Saviour Jesus Christ. We repeat, this gives us sincere
pleasure.
Si ime Thoughts prom the Ordinal. By Brooke Foss
Westcott, D.D, D.C.L.
London: Macmillan and Co.
Pp. 77. 1884.
This book consists of Addresses which were delivered by
Canon Westcott to the Candidates for Ordination at Addington. They are founded on different points suggested by the
Ordinal, the consideration of which, as the author rightly
says in a brief Preface, " is more likely to deepen the spirit of
self-sacrificing and sober devotion, of vigorous and sustained
study, of unwearied and effective ministrations," than any
thing else. He deals with "The Call," "The Rule," "The
Work," "The Witness," "The Spirit," "The End," &c, of
the ministerial life. The Addresses are marked by that ear
nestness of treatment which is the impress of all Canon
Westcott's writings, and are marred by that vice of indefiniteness which is unfortunately also their characteristic.
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my novel and tell me who ought to be my publisher, and
what I ought to get for my novel,— I dare say there may be
some touches added—I have not had the patience to read it
through myself and revise it, I send it you just as I dashed it
off."
The profession of the pen is long and laborious, full of
discouragement, and the author endures many a heartache.
His best books do not sell, and those which have cost him no
trouble, and which he knows are worthless, sell best. The
secret of success lies in catching the public ear, and the
public ear is very capricious. There is a great deal of money
to be made, however, with the pen and made easily, if one
knows how; and a great deal of labour may be taken, and
much pains suffered, and disappointment incurred, if one
does not know how to begin in literature. Now every second
young lady writes, so that there is great competition, and
there are publishers who will take MSS. and publish them
without paying for them. The writer of this notice once wrote
a book iu two volumes which has gone through six editions,
for which he never got a penny—because, when dealing with
his publisher for the first edition, he did not know what
arrangement he onght to make, and be despised his production
so utterly as to disbelieve in the possibility of its success.
Bookbinding for Amateurs. By W. J. E. Crane. Lon
don : L. Upcott Gill. 1886.
A useful handbook. There is no reason in this world why
young ladies should not take up bookbinding. It is a clean
and nice trade, and they might earn money by it—more than
they can earn by writing trashy stories and sentimental verses
for magazines which will probably return the MSS. as unsuited.

The Poetical Works of John Keats. Reprinted from
the Original Editions, with Notes by Francis T. Palgrave.
London : Macmillan and Co. 1884.
A dainty edition of the daintiest of poets. Mr Palgrave
says, " Keats certainly revised his three little volumes (not Helps to Health. Bv Henrt C. Burdett. With Illus
reprinted till long after his death), with great care, following
trations. London: Kegan Paul, Trench and Co.
certain rules of his own, as every finely-gifted poet will, in
Mr Burdett is the well-known founder of the " Home
order to express and aid his rhythm by his punctuation and Hospitals Association for Paying Patients," and has been
arrangement." Accordingly this edition has been most care
the administrator of a large and important hospital. In fact,
fully collated with the primary issues. " So vast a number he has written, we believe, some half-dozen books on the
of deviations, great and small, and (iu the large majority of subject of hospitals, and has made himself quite an autho
instances) injurious, from the Author's own published words, rity respecting them. The present useful little book is mainly
was brought before me in the process of collation "—of the concerned with " the habitation, the nursery, the school
ordinary editions with the original —"that Keats, I may room, the person, with a chapter on Pleasure and Health
without exaggeration say, cannot be truly read, as he has, Resorts." This last chapter is somewhat thin and super
hitherto been generally accessible." This edition therefore ficial, being especially weak in the foreign element. Thus,
is not only a boon, because it is so handy and beautiful, but for several illnesses he especially recommends " Como. " Now
chiefly because it is the only genuine edition of Keats that is what does he mean by Como? Does he mean the town on the
procurable.
south of the lake, which to our mind is extremely disagree
Practical Journalism: How to Enter Therein and able, or the marshy district at the north of the lake, or the
Succeed. A Manual for Beginners and Amateurs. By John narrow spaces of open country, or the villas on the shore
Dawson. London : L. Upcott Gill. 1885.
encircled by mountains, or the villages on the slopes and
This is the very book wanted by the amateur and beginner heights—a considerable variety of climates? He is neither
in the literary world. As the writer read it, he sighed that full nor clear on the subject of the Pyrenean waters. He
he had not had the advantage of its guidance many many recommends milk strongly, and agrees with Sir William
years ago, during which he has drudged at literature. He Jenner that a pint of good milk is equivalent to a mutton
is constantly receiving letters from young men and ladies chop. Mr Burdett discountenances the use of alcohol, but
anxious to make a little money with their pens, and it has at the same time he is not frantic against "the moderate
cost him much time to answer them, henceforth he will refer drinker," but relates some striking cases in which teetotal
them to Mr Dawson's half-crown manual. The writer of this patients, suffering severe illness, were cured by a moderate
notice once received a mass of MS. from a young lady with use of alcohol. It is the kind of handbook which cannot be
a letter to this effect, " Will you kindly read carefully through too widely circulated.
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Not Drowned. By Anthony Bathe.
London : Chapman
and Hall. 1885.
A well-told one-volume novel, written apparently in Aus
tralia for an Australian public, as we judge from the
description of Lyme Regis, which is given, "as Lyme may
possibly not be described in the geographies used in Austra
lia."
The story is of a governess, a lady by birth, who is wrecked
on her way to the Cape, and escapes on a raft with the mate,
and she marries the man on their reaching Gibraltar. When
she returns with him to England she had discovered what a
mistake she has made, and very amusing and clever is the
acconnt of the mutual discomfort of husband and wife in each
other's society. At Southampton she is obliged to associate
with the vulgar husband's still more vulgar mother and
brothers and acquaintances. Just then she comes in for a
fortune, and now she makes efforts to free her husband from
his low-bred associates, and to refine him in mind and manner.
The attempt only makes the poor creature wretched, and he
jumps overboard, thinking it best to begin afresh himself, and
leave her to begin afresh also. The situation is well con
ceived and very trne ; it is impossible not to laugh in reading
all this portion of the story, and admire the skill with which
it is told. The deserted wife is, for awhile, rich ; there is a
delicious scene in which the dreadful mother-in-law arrives on
a call whilst a Lady Sarah Colyton is at the house. Then
a bank breaks, and the wife is left almost penniless. Finally
the lost husband returns. Here wisely the story ends. We
know perfectly that his return would only make both wretched
again. There is a great gulf fixed between the cultured and
the uncultured which is impassable, and makes association
intolerable. We know that the mate would be as offensive on
his return as he proves at the beginning, and he would be as
uncomfortable with his wife after the reunion as before.

t^aga^ines of tfte 8©ontfj.
The Nineteenth Century this month commences with a
eulogy of Mr Gladstone—and what is more, of Mr Glad
stone "as a Foreign Minister ! " This is marvellous
indeed ; and we can only add that the writer, the Rev.
J. Guinness Rogers, is a bold man. Mr James Sully
writes a very thoughtful and suggestive essay on " Genius and
Insanity," in which he comes to the not unexpected conclu
sion, that "great original power of mind is incompatible"
with perfect well-being, i.e., that genius " is a mode of varia
tion of human nature which, though unfavourable to the
conservation of the individual, aids in the evolution of the
species." Mr Henry Jephson, writing on "The Irish Parlia
ment of 1782," declares that " between absolute incorporation
or union of Ireland with England, and complete separa
tion or independence, there is, I am thoroughly convinced,
no lotting arrangement possible." If this be really so, it is
an unfortunate thing for both countries, since the one
alternative is apparently rendered hopeless by differences of
race and religion ; and the other, if indeed the Imperial power
be capable of effecting it, is yet forbidden to us by considera
tion of humanity and constitutional duty. Lord Bramwell,
aa the representative of the " moderate " section, has his
rejoinder to Archdeacon Farrar on the great "Drink"
question ; and though somewhat apologetic, demolishes
sundry of his opponent's brightly-coloured arguments. In his
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conclusion he slyly observes, "The Archdeacon has called up
Mahomet, Noah, his unlucky son Canaan, and all his posterity
[sixteen other names], and finishes with Lord Shaftesbury,
who, J warrant, never before found himself in such company. "
The Contemporary Review is chiefly to be noted for an
onslaught on "Canon Liddon's Theory of the Episcopate,"
proceeding on the lines familiar to us in his Bampton Lectures,
viz., that our Lord either founded no Church, or did not
prescribe its organisation, so that in either case the Epis
copate is a human institution.
The grounds which he
here alleges for his view appear to be these : that there is " no
evidence whatever " that the offices held by Timothy and Titus
were not merely temporary ; or that they amounted to a
dclryatio perpetua. We reply that the objection shows insuffi
cient study of the question. There is such evidence ; and in
a nicely -balanced question, it is sufficient to decide. If we
had space here we would set it out ; but it has often been done
before. Secondly, he thinks that "the argument from the
' angels ' of the Apocalypse is too shadowy to call for ex
amination." We reply, that it has appeared substantial
enough to many competent critics, particularly we may quote
from the Rev. Dr Gloag, a learned Presbyterian, who writes
respecting the " angels " " there is a presumption here in favour
of Episcopacy. "(' Introduction to the Pauline Epistles,' p. 407).
In the third place, Dr Hatch, who is not clear about the
Apostles having the right to appoint their own successors, so
as to continue the Apostolic order, hints that "the force of an
irresistible logic" proves that H. Peter had such right "as
representing the line of his successors," and that the force of
truth would drive him into the Ultramontane ranks, if he were
wrong in his present contention. Well, extremes do often
meet ; and there is no knowing what may happen ; but to his
dilemma as to S. Peter, we simply reply non sequitur.
Blackwood opens with a vigorous and almost amusing
article on "The Torpedo Scare," from the pen of Hobart
Pasha, "because," he says, "I am perhaps the only person
living who has commanded squadrons or single ships in war,
where torpedoes were used as offensive weapons." He advo
cates a cordon of wire ropes round a squadron, suspended
by ship's boats, forming a very large enclosing circle. If such
simple means can be effective, then the torpedo is an over
rated monster ; and he adduces many pertinent facts. The
stories still improve ; and we may notice also an interesting
account, from the pen of General Higginson, of the Russian
Military Manoeuvres, 1884, at which he was deputed by the
British Government to be present.
The letterpress of the English Illustrated Magazine
is as good as ever ; but the illustrations (those at least which
are landscapes) strike us as hardly up to the mark this
month ; lines too soft and indistinct, and an apparent want
of brightness. We must except from this criticism Miss
Tennant's characteristic and frequently pathetic illustrations
of " The London Ragamuffin. " "In the Lion's Den" is an
odd story.
But here we must leave off for this month, save that we
must add a word to note and welcome the appearance of No.
I. of a new magazine, The Christian Arch^oloqist and
Church Historian, to which we wish well. The editor's
name is not made public ; but various interesting subjects are
treated of, and we hope the new venture may be a success.
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Among Messrs Caaaell's numerous Serials, we may once
more direct attention to the progress of their copious and
exhaustive Encyclopedic Dictionary, the seventeenth Part
of which only brings the work towards the end of the third
letter of the alphabet.
The proprietors of that interesting Magazine for Ladies,
The Se*sow, now issue it in two separate editions. The
first has three large coloured plates and extra supplement ;
the second is without these additions. The prices are Is. and
6d. respectively.
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varied colours, the golden yellow, the rich scarlet, the deep
purple, the pink, the green, and the orange, and then, to
breathe the air filled with sweet odours and delicious
perfumes. Travellers tell us of those vast gardens called
prairies in the West. The eye looks North and South and
East and West, and sees one brilliant picture of nothing
but flowers, all hues and colours, emitting the sweetest
odours. What a rich and beautiful picture, and yet such
a garden ought the soul of every boy and girl to be.
Jesus Christ hath purchased that garden with His own
precious Blood, He planted it in Baptism with the seed of
holy graoes, such as love, joy, peace, gentleness, and obe
dience. Once it was a wilderness, for we were " children
of wrath," but He separated it, and called us " out of
darkness into His marvellous light."
The soul was
hedged round with His protecting care, and planted with
choice plants. And what was that garden of flowers for \
Why, for His pleasure and enjoyment. He desires to see
it bud and blossom, and give forth pleasant odours, and
so He says, " this is my rest for ever, here will I dwell for
I have desired it." Time after time, He sends labourers
to till and cultivate and tend that garden. He gave
" some Apostles, and some prophets, and some evangelists,
some pastors and teachers ; " and in another place He
tells us, " This people have I formed for myself."

"GOD'S GARDEN."
Sol. iv. 16 (part).
" Blow upon my garden, that the spices thereof may flow
out."
In those large forests and meadows of America it often
happens that some of the dry herbage is set on fire, and the
flame rapidly spreads, driving herds of terrified animals
in confusion before it. It is a very strange fact that, after
all the trees or plants have been burned up, a new and
different kind of shrub or flower springs up : for instance,
oak once grew near the rivers of Alleghany, but a forest
2. The soul then is a garden in which Jesus Christ has
fire destroying them, up sprang hemlock, maple, sugar, and planted holy seed ; and, in the second place, He calls for the
such like. The seeds of these seem to have been sleeping wind. Blow, He says, upon My garden. Two winds He
in the soil for a long time, until something, flame or flood) asks for, the North and the South wind ; and why I
started them into life. And in London, the chief city of Because they are useful for the growth of seeds and
our great empire, more than two centuries ago a vast fire plants. The piercing North wind helps, at the proper
occurred, which burned up many houses, but, to the season, to bind up and restrain the growth and odours of
astonishment of numbers of people, the yellow rocket flowers before they can spring up properly. The soil must
sprung up as if by magic, and made gay the waste places, be dried, the great clods or lumps broken, the obnoxious
although such a plant was before unknown there. So you insects and weeds destroyed. This the cold breeze from
see that seeds may lie in the earth, and may never grow up the North does. It dries up the ploughed soil, and makes
into flowers, until the flame, or wind, or sunshine start it crumble to pieces. It cuts, and so kills many useless
them into life. Some power in nature makes them at last weeds ; and then, after the ground has been thus prepared
burst forth. Just so is it with each boy or .girl's soul. and sown, from the region of the equator comes the balmy
The seed of God's grace may be sown there, but it does South wind. It makes, by its warmth, the tiny seed to
not grow up until that power which God sends, even the expand, take root downward, and then burst forth upward.
Holy Spirit who is likened to the wind and the flame, The stalk yields leaves and blossoms, the perfume of the
comes and gives life ; the little seedling bursts, springs flowers is set free and scents with lovely odour the air
upward, and opens into bloom. This very text asks for around. Just so then does the garden of the soul need the
this power. The soul is a garden where flowers should wind to blow upon it. The seeds of God's grace lie there,
bloom, and the prayer of this verse, is for the Holy Spirit waiting for some power to make them grow. That power
to breathe into that soul the breath of life. Christ calls, is the Holy Spirit. Jesus Himself called that Spirit
that the wind may "blow upon His garden that the a wind. The wind, He said, " bloweth where it listeth. . .
spices thereof may flow out." Hk longs to see the so is every one that is born of the Spirit." And when on
plants blossoming and breathing forth sweet and pleasant the day of Pentecost that Spirit was given to the
perfume.
Church, you remember, it was described as a " rushing
1. There are three things then spoken of here. The mighty wind." The Holy Spirit then is that wind which
first is a garden—"Blow upon My garden." Very few blows upon the soul of each one. At one time He comes
people but love a garden—love to plant it and watch each with piercing force, to waken up the dead conscience, to
seed or ishvub raising its tender head from beneath the convince the rocky heart, to reprove the careless sinner.
earth. To wander about it, and to admire the gay and At another time He breathes with the still small voice,
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that He may soften, and soothe, and comfort the stricken nosegay, Jesus, your Saviour, may admit you into the
heart. Now it is the wind of sorrow or trouble or trial, garden of everlasting rest.
"We, Lord, like flower*, must bloom and must wither ;
to separate the soul from the desire of earthly things.
We, like the blossoms, must fade and miwt die ;
A«ain it is the warm sunshine of His mercy and love, that
Gather us, Lord, in Tby Bosom for ever,
the flowers of the soul may be nourished and blossom forth.
Grant ua a place in Thy House in the sky."
The one is the North wind to check and warn us when
W. FRASER.
tempted to sin, the other the genial South wind to encourage
aud comfort us. And so when the Spirit thus blows upon
The Number of the L. C. for June 19, tvill contain
the soul, all the graces of our Baptism are brought into
a Plain Sermon.
action. The seed soon springs up, and we behold the
flowers of purity, obedience, meekness, gentleness, love
and mercy, all blossoming and looking gay amid the
Dr Moborly baa at last announced bia determination, to resign
garden of God.
the
Bishopric of Salisbury, though not immediately nor very
3. But it is not enough for the flowers to be there. It ia
definitely, but "in the course of the ensuing summer." He ia
not enough for them to look beautiful in their gay colours.
now in his eighty-second year, and physically incapable of ful
They must give forth a sweet smell. " Blow," He says,
'•' upon my garden that the spices may flow out." The cold filling the arduous duties which be haa so long discharged with
great zeal and perseverance. He was nominated to the Bishopric
North wind has kept tbem within the plants until the in 1869, as successor to Dr Hamilton.
right time, and then the balmy South wind opens the
•
*
#
Two ladies, per Miss Gordon, have given the munificent sum
cells, and the delicious odours issue forth. Who does
not, on a soft and warm summer's day, delight to wander of 2,000/. towards the "Gordon Boys* Oamp Fund." But the
amid a beautiful garden, and admire the lovely flowers gift ia qualified by the condition that the oamp be " entirely
with their varied colours; but, above all, to inhale their undenominational." The " happy family " arrangement is
street perfumes ( Just such a garden should our souls be. hardly likely to benefit boys, who need above all things clear dogmatic teaching, especially boys of " the most neglected class. "
The graces of Baptism growing up into lovely forms of
•
*
•
We are glad to hear that Canon Wilberforce ia considerably
many colours, by the power of God's Holy Spirit blowing
upon them, and making all their sweetness fill the air better, and that hia protracted illness now occasions less anxiety.
•
•
*
around. The odour of the lovely flowers of love, pity and
One of the most remarkable crazes in modern times is " the
gentleness passes from our souls to others, and the sweet mind cure," which in Boston ia attracting thousands of ad
perfume of a holy life causes admiration and pleasure herents. We believe • lawyer was the first to start this delusion ;
to those who are near and dear to us. When the spices but a lady, Mrs Eddy, now ia its chief Apostle. The Times haa
flow out from the loving heart of a boy or girl, what devoted a leader to the subject, and printed a long account of
comfort does it not give to parents, what joy to friends, the movement. The system, if auch it may be called, reels
what encouragement to all others to follow their example ? upon the notion that diseases really exist only in the mind of
Out of the sonl of Jesus, when a child, did not the spices the sufferer, and if the faith of the healer meets the fear of the
patient and triumphs over it, the cure ia effected. We are not
flow out in all their richness ; and shall not we, dear chil
dren, imitate Him and scatter flowers with a holy perfume, surprised to find that " the scalawags"—the euphonious name,
we believe, in the States for a particular class of sharpers—are
as we walk the path of life on earth ?
turning the theory to practical account.
Now, let me ask, what flowers are in yonr garden ? Are
•
•
•
At the Annual Meeting of the Additional Curates Society, the
they the flowers of love, tenderness, obedience and gentle
ness 1 Pray God to send His Holy Spirit that each of Archbishop of York presided. Amongst the speakers were the
these, and many more, may send forth sweet perfume. One Bishop of Carlisle, Oanona Scott and Body, Mr F. S. Powell, &c.
bright and sunny spring-day, I was wandering along the Dr Goodwin criticised the Report, and endeavoured to show that
country roads, and, ascending up a bank to view the if the increase of the population annually amounted to the size
scenery, I looked down the other side, and what do you of the city of Manchester, that would only mean an addition of
seventeen parishioners to every parish if equally distributed,
think I saw ? A dear little girl, with long golden tresses,
which of oonrae it is not. We are glad to see that the income
lying fast asleep amid the daisies. She had become tired
of the Society increases at the rate of 2,000/. annually. We
no doubt, gathering flowers from place to place. At first trust thia valuable Sooiety may be yet better supported, and so
she sat down, and gradually sleep overcame her. Her face extend its usefulness.
looked calm and peaceful, and in her hand she clasped a
*
»
#
The Bishop of London, speaking at the dinner for " the
nosegay of sweet primroses and wild violets. Dear chil
dren, a time ia coming when you shall one and all lie Sons of the Clergy," aaid he knew a clergyman who had been
down to sleep the long Bleep before the Day of Kesurrec- obliged to live for months entirely on vegetables, in consequence
tion. Try, while life lasts and the sun shines, to gather the of the depression in tho value of his living, and another who
for a month had eaten nothing but bread.
lovely flowers of holiness and truth, that when you stand at
*
#
•
last before heaven's gate, bearing in your hand a beauteous
The Bishop-elect of Brisbane, Dr Thornhfll Webber, is to be
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consecrated at S. Paul's Cathedral on S. Barnabas' Day. The
Rev. J. W. Shepard, of S. Paul's School, has been appointed
by the Primate to preach the sermon on the occasion.

•

#

*

We learn from the Fifteenth Annual Report of the "National
Education Union" that there has been an increase of accom
modation, of attendance, and of the grants earned in voluntary
schools in England and Wales. Ratepayers will be interested to
know that a child educated under the voluntary system costs
£1 15s. ljd., whilst under the School Board the expense is
£3 5s. o\. for the previous year. At a meeting of the Executive,
held at the Westminster Palace Hotel, under the presidency of Mr
Francis S. Powell, resolutions were passed in favour of voluntary
schools, " which are saving and have saved many millions of public
money," and urging the importance of circulating " reliable
information " on the subject of popular education in view of
the approaching General Election.
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will recognise in a practical manner the meaning of last Mon
day's reception of this item.
Mr Manns has finished selecting and organising the vast
body of instrumentalists and singers that are to fill the Crystal
Palace orchestra on the occasion of the Bi-centenary Celebra
tion of the birth of Handel. The 4,000 executants have been
appointed and recruited to the full number, with scrupulous
care as to individual efficiency and musical quality. Besides
the Concerto recently discovered by Mr Rockstro in the
Royal Library at Buckingham Palace, a Sonata by the great
master is to be played on the Selection Day. Both these
compositions are in all material respects new to the public.
The Sonata was written by Handel to be played on one
violin. Mr Manns, taking into account the vast auditorium
of the Festival, intends to render the Sonata by means oi
all the violins—in fact, by 200 trained instrumentalists at
fewest.

The extraordinary reception accorded at last Monday's
Richter Concert to the great love duet from " Die Walkiire "
will, we hope, encourage Herr Franke to draw far more largely
than heretofore upon Wagner's Tetralogy, the want of novelty
is beginning to be felt, and by the occasional aid of one or
more vocalists, an immense field of selection is opened up in
this direction. The truly artistic and magnificent rendering
of the duet by Mr Edward Lloyd and Madame Valleria
deserves the highest recognition, and will go far to put an end
to the idle talk about English artists being unable to cope
with Wagner's music. We trust that the last programmes
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THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICK, separately, Is. 6A. per dot
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
"Should be sorry to change it for any other Hyim:-Book."— Bishop ot London.
_vm.i i. A\,.n.
" Strongly impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if yonr hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope It will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
will do its
mytitle
be-t :tofairly
makeand
It ktiown."—
Bishop oftheBath
and Wells.
_.
_, , ,,, -BIsnop
—uw_ rf
"14 1Realizes
fully represents
teaching,
and ministers to the worship, of, the Church
of, England.
oi
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
•
"Your choice and admirable work."- Bishop Cleveland Coxe. Bishop of Western New York.
— „.,n
•• 1 know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may can
unsplritual oant."- Bishop Medley, Metropolitan ot Canada.
,.
Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of tne Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.

GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

(TlERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED A.D. 1829.
OFFICE-! and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Depott-Chair»ia»-EOBEKT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr STONE.
Actdaby—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1ST JUNE, 1884 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
...
Amount ot Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus ...

•
~

£3,148,156
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 Ss. 9d. per cent of the total revenue.
Forma of Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac., may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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Just published, crown 8vo, sewed, price 2s. ,

POSITIVISM AND MR FREDERIC
HARRISON,
Being the FIRST PART of
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Just published, with Seven Illustrations, price 10s. 6d.,

THE GREEK ORIGIN OF THE
APOSTLES' CREED.
Illustrated by Anoient Documents and Recent Research.
By Rev. JOHN BARON, D.D., F.S.A.

RELIGION WITHOUT GOD & GOD WITHOUT RELIGION.
BY WILLIAM ARTHUR,

PARKER and CO., Oxford ; and 6 Southampton-street,
Strand, London.

Author of the ■ Tongue of Fire,' etc.
Just published, 11pp., price One Penny,
London : REM ROSE and SONS, 23 Old Bailey ; and Derby.

" THE RITUALISTS " and "THE LAW."
Just published, price Sixpence,

THE PATEIAEGHAL SYSTEM, and the OANTEB1 BUBY PATRIARCHATE.
By Rev. T. W. PULLER (of the Society of 8. John the Evangelist),
Chaplain of S, George's Home, Cape Town.
Oxford and London :
A. R. MOWBRAY and CO.
To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proof*.

THE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
J. GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp. 1ij6. Price 2s. 3d., post free.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author haa an original turn of mind."— The Free
thinker.
"Shows the hand of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
Chnrehman.
"The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
" In new of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard
ing the early testimony to ihe Gospels -lifts rendered a useful service by
drawing up a list Of the principal classical writers of Greece and Rome,
with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of their
works."— The Scotsman.
• We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.
W. H. ALLEN and CO., 13 Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, S.VY.

HUMPHREYS*
(IRON CHURCHEf
CHAPELS and SCHOOI
. MISSION AND CLUB ROOMS
{5 0 ON Show
ALBERT GATE HYDE PARK.S.W.
N.b-6u..ld« '

PARKER and CO., Oxford; and G Southampton-street,
Strand, London.

THE

THIRTY-THIRD ANNIVERSARY of the

CHURCH PENITENTIARY ASSOCIATION will be held
(D.V.)onS. BARNABAS DA Y. June litis. 1885.
At 11 a.m. the HOLT COMMUNION will be celebrated in HOLY
TRINITY CHURCH, Upper Chelsea (near Sloane-square Railway
Station.) The Iter. Canon H. SCO IT II' )L LAND will preach.
The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held at the Parish
Hall. Pavilion road, Sloaue-square, immediately alter the Service,
when the Report will be read and followed by Speeoues on Subjects
connected with the work ol the Association.
Associates are earnestly requested to attend, and to bring with them
friends likely to be interested in Church Penitentiary work.
K. L. BIRKETT, M.D.,1
G. C. CAMPBELL,
i- Hon. Sees.
T. WODKHOUSE,
J
Office—Church Penitentiary Association,
14 York Buildings, Adelphl, W.C.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms lor the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. SkefBngton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A, D.C.L.

III. of the REV. H. J. WILMOT-BUXCHEAP SECOND-HAND BOOKS.—before PART
TON'S NEW SERMONS, entitled, ' A Year's Plain Sermons on
PURCHASING new copies of STANDARD THEOLOGICAL
WORKS, or Volumes of SERMONS, THE CLERGY arc invited to
apply for Messrs SKEFFINGTONS' New Catalogue of SECOND
HAND VOLUMES. They Inelude works by the best ancient and
modern writers, and the books are ofT red at altogether unusually
cheap prices.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
MESSRS SKEFF1NGTON will either go themselves, or will tend a
thoroughly competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town
or Country. Should they purchase the Books there will be no charge; and,
if not, only the actual expenses of the journey will be charged.
N3.—1. The highest marketable value, in immediate cash,

the Gospels or Epistles,' contains Sermons from TRINITY SUN
DAY to the 14th SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY". Just out. Price
3s. (id., by post 2s 8d.
These most Interesiing and attractive Sermons are full of Anecdotes
and Illustrations, and are most suitable for Country Congregations.
By the Rev. W. ARTHUR BRAMELD, M.A.. Keble College, Oxford.
New and Cheapei Edition, this d»y. Is. 6d.,

IN TYPE and SHADOW; being Lesson Sketches on
certain Old Testament Types of Christ Arranged for a Year.
Intended especially for the use of the Clergy and of Sunday School
Tcsohera. The Work has the special approval of the BISHOP of
ELY, who has contributed the Preface. Cloth, price Is. 0d.. by
post la. 8d.
«.* Messrs SkefBngton believe that this little work will be found moat
useful in the preparation of Sermons (as a sort of Series of Sermon
Sketches), as well as for Calechisiog, School Teaching, &c.
By the BISHOP of GRAB AMSTOWN. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth, price 3s. 8d.,

The PRESENCE and OFFICE of the HOLY
i» always given.

2. All delay, risk, uncertainty, and expense

in realisation, so attendant upon other methods of disposal,
are entirely avoided.

SPIRIT. Six Addresses given at the Church ol St John the
Evangelist, in the Parish of St Peter's, Eaton-squnre, together
with Ihree Sermons preached at St Peter's, Eaton-»quare. By
post 3s. 9d.

[All Orders must be accompanied by a remittance.']

LONDON : W. SK^EFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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LIST OF

Cheap Second-Hand Modern Volumes of Sermons.
Armstrong (Bp.)
Thirty-four
12mo, cloth, (pub. 5s.), 3s.

Parochial

Sermons.
[Parker.

Little (W. J. Knox.) Sermons preached for the most
part in Manchester. Crown 8vo, cloth (pub. 7a. 6*1.). 4s. 3d.
[Rivlngtons.lSBO.

Ashley (J. M.) A Promptuary for Preachers.
Com
plete lor the whole Year. 2 vols., 8vo, oloth (pub. £1 Is.). 148.
[Hayes.

Manning (Abp.) Sermons, complete.
clean, scarce. £2.

Baring-Gould (S.)
Village Conferences on the Creed.
Crown bvo, cloth (pub. 3s. 60.), 2s.
[Masters.

Melville (Hy.)
10s.), 6s.

Blencowe (E.)
Plain Sermons addressed to a Country
Congregation. 3 vols., l*mo, cloth, scarce, lis.
[Hell, 1816.
Bradley (O.)
Sermons preached at High Wycombe.
2 vols., 8yo, calf gilt, .is.
[1828.
Sermons Preached at
Clapbam. 8vo, cloth (pub. 10s. 6d.), 4s. 6d.

Glasbury and
[1854.

Burder(G.) Village Sermons (101) for the Use of Families,
Schools, &a. 8 vols, 12mo. hall call, neat, 6s.
[ K T.S.
Butler (Archer)
Sermons Doctrinal and Practical.
Edited, with Memoir, by Dean WOOD WAJJD. 2 vo1s..8to, cloth
(pub. 15s.), 8s.
[Macmillan, 1873.
Clayton (C.) Parochial Sermons (27), preached at Chat
ham and Rochester (pub. 6s.), 2s.
[Seeley.
Sermons (28) preached at Cambridge. Crown
8vo, cloth (pub. 5s.), Is. 9d.
[Ibid, 186a
Coghlan (Dr J. C.) The Modern Pharisee and other
.sermons (30) : wuli Biographical Sketch. Crown 8vo, cloth (pub.
10s. 6d.), 5s. 6d.
[K. Paul, lcoO.

4 vols., 8vo, cloth,
[Pickering, 1848-50.

Sermons.

2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth (pub.
[Kivlngtons, 1870.
Sermons preached during the latter Years
of his Life. 2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth (pnb. 10s.). da. [Ibid, 1872.

Neale (Dr J. M.) Sermons preached in Sackville College
Chapel. Vols. 1,2, and 3 (Advent to Passion-tide), 3 vols., post
bvo, cloth (pub. £1 2s. 6d ), 14s.
[Masters, 1871-1878.
Lectures on Church Difficulties. New
edition, with Introduction by W. J. E. Bennett. Post 8vo, cloth
(pub. 98.), 3s. 6d.
[Hayes.
—
Sermons on the Song of Songs.
cloth (pub. 6s. 6d.),3s. 3d.

12mo,
[Ibid.

Paget (F. E ) Faith and Patience in Work and Warfare,
Triumph and Reward. 66 Short Sermons on Hebrews II. and
XII. ; crown 8vo, cloth, scarce, (is.
[Skefflngton, 1875.
The Pulpit. Sermons by Eminent Divines. The follow
ing vols., each containing" from 60 to 100 Sermons. Vols. 1 to 8, 11
to IS. 18, 20, 21. 22. 28 lo 33, 36, 38, 38, 40, 42 to 47. 49 to S3, 51, 57,60
61, 63 to 68, 70, 71, 73, 78, 81, 83, 85. and 87, price 2s. 3d. each vol.
Vaughan (Dean) Memorials of Harrow Sundays. A
Selection of (40) Sermons preached In the Chapel of Harrow
School ; Post bvo, cloth (pub. 10s. 6d.), 5s, 6d. [Macmillan, 1861.

Cowan (J. G.) Plain Sermons. The Four Series, com
plete. 4 vols. Crown 8vo, cloth, scarce, £1 Is.
[Skeffingtons.
The Church in the First Days (The
Church of Jerusalem. The Church of the Gentiles. The Church
Ditto. Second and Third Series, separately,
of
the
World).
3
vols.,
foap., oloth (pub. 13s. 6d.), 8s
scarce, price 7s. 6d. ench vol.
[Ibid.
[ibid, 1873 75.
Farrar (Canon P. W.) Eternal Hope; Five Sermons
Lectures on the Revelation of St John.
prencheil in Westminster Abbey, Nov. and Dec. 1877. Post Hvo,
2 vols., foap., cloth (pub. 10s. (id.). 5s. 6d.
[Ibid, 1876.
cloth {pub. 6s.). 3s. lid.
[Macmillan, 1878.
•
Words from the Gospels; 22 Sermons
Goodwin (Bp. Harvey.) Parish Sermons.
Second
at Ooncuater. Fcap., cloth (pub. 4s. 6d.), 2s. (id.
[Ibid. Ib«5.
Series. Fcsp. 8vo, cloth, scarce, 7s. 6d.
[Camb.
Williams (Isaac) Sermons on the Epistles and Gospels
Nine Lectures on the Church
for the Sundays and Chief Festivals throughout the Year. new
Catechism. Foap., cloth, scarce, 4s.
[Ibid, 1854.
Edition- 2 vols., orown bvo, cloth (pub. 10s.), 6s.
[Rlvlngtons, 1875.
Grimley (H. N.) Tremadoc Sermons; chiefly on the
Spiritual Body, The Unteen World, and The Divine Humanity.
Crowu bvo, cloth (pub. 7s. oil), 3s. 6d.
[King, 1876.
Hare (A. W.) Sermons to a Country Congregation (66).
Including the "Alton Sermons." and Course on "The Scriptures
SUITABLE FOB A
and the Liturgy." 2 vols., 12mo, cloth (pub. 14s.), 6s. 6d.
[Hatchard.
(Archdn. J. C.) Sermons (25) preached in Hurstmuuceuux Church ; bvo, boards, scarce, 8s.
[Parker, 1841 .
Heber (Bp.) Parish Sermons for every Sunday in the HOUSEHOLD WORDS.
Edited by CHARLES
Year, and Week-day Festivals; 2 vols., 12uio, whole calf, gilt (cost
DICKENS. A complete set of the original edition, 10 vols., royal
£1 8s.), 8a.
[Murray, 1839.
8vo, cloth, clean, good condition (pub. £5 4s. 6<L), cheap, £1 15s.
[1850-5°.
Ditto, half calf, neat (cost 23s.), 7s.
[Ibid, 1848.
ALL THE YEAR ROUND. With which is incorpo
Heurtley (C. A.) Parochial Sermons preached in a
rated 'Household Words.' Edited by CHARLES DICKENS.
Village Church ; the Four Series complete. 4 vols., leap, cloth,
A Complete set of the First Series, in 29 vols., royal 8vo. boards,
scarce, £1 2s. 6d.
[Parker.
clean, good condition (pub. £4 10*.), cheap, £1 10s.
[I8W-08.
The Form of Sound Words ; Helps
The above Works inrlude many interesting stories and articles by
towards holding It last ; Seven Oxiord University Sermons, on Charles Dickens and other Authors.
some Important Points of Faith and Practice ; bvo, cloth ipub.
7s. 64.), 2a. W.
[Parker, 1862.
CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY MAGAZINE, coaHole (Canon-)
Hints to Preachers; Illustrated by
talning contributions by the Clergy and distinguished Literary
Sermons and Addresses, Crown bvo, cloth (pub. 6s.). 3s. yd.
Men ; numerous illustrations. Vols. 1 to 5 (1863-1866), 6 vols., 8vo,
[Parker, 1881.
half calf, neat (cost £3 is.), 14s.
[Hogg.
Hood (E- Faxton.) Lamps, Pitchers, and Trumpets;
.Lectures to Students on the Vocation of the Preacher ; Thick CHURCHMAN'S SHILLING MAGAZINE,
crown, bvo, cloth, scarce, 10s.
[1867.
and Family Treasury ; conducted by Kev. K. H. BA TNKS. Vols.
1 to 6 (Ib67-1870). 6 vols.; vol. 4 in cloth; the remaining vols. in
Eingsley (Chas.) All Saints' Day, and other Sermons
half calf, neat (cost £3), 16s.
[UonUtou.
(43). Crown bvo, cloth (pub. 7s. 6.1. i. 4s.
[Ki-gau Paul, 1878.
Lewis (Dr W. H.) Sermons (66) for the Christian Year.
Ditto, vols. 1 to 5 (1867-1869), 6 vols., 8vo, cloth
Crown Bvo, cloth (pub. 6s.), 3a.
[Dickinson, 1871.
(pub. £1 17s. 6d.j, 10s. 6d.

Cheap Second-Hand Books
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Posi free, 9s. 6d. per annum.
Price id.

I HYMNS ANCIENT AND MODERN.
J

(KEVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION).

» GRANTS of the Revised Book are made to FACILITATE ITS FIRST INTRODUCTION
into poor Parishes ; and also in other cases where the assistance of a Grant is speciallyneeded. Applications which require a reply must be accompanied by a directed and stamped
envelope, and should be addressed to the Rev. W. PULLING, Eastnor Rectory, Ledbury.
The NEW SPECIMEN PAGE CATALOGUE (sent Post Free on application) shows the exact
sizes in which the REVISED EDITION may be obtained at prices varying

FROM

02WDE3

I»E31S"I»J"ir

TO

This day, 190 pp. demy 18mo.

ONE OXTIBTEIA..

Long Primer,

[YMNS FOR MISSION CHURCHES
AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES.
EDITED BY THE COMPILERS OF " HYMNS ANCIENT AND MODERN."

>R THE USE OF CONGREGATIONS IN MISSION CHURCHES
AND ROOMS, FOR COTTAGE LECTURES, CLASSES AND
GUILDS, AND FOR CHILDREN'S SERVICES.
Now ready in any of the following styles : —
Stitched
...
...
...
...
...
...
Stiff Paper Covers
Cloth limp, cut flush, lettered blind
Cloth boards, turned in, lettered blind ...

...

2d.
3d.
4d.
6d.

A DISCOUNT OF 20 PER CENT. WILL BE ALLOWED TO THE CLERGY FOR
3H. P.O.O.'s and Cheques to be crossed " Ransom and Co.," and to be made payable to
William Clowes and Sons, Limited, London.
DNDON : WILLIAM CLOWES & SONS, LIMITED, 13 CHARING- CROSS, S.W.
/\
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By Revs. S. BARING-GOULD and H.FLEETWOOD SHEPPARD.
1st and 2nd Series together, in cloth, 2a. fld., or In paper covers. 2s.
20 per cent, discount to cli"irs taking; a quantity. The IFORDS.
SEPARATELY. The Two Series together, 2d., or 14s. per 100,
net.

T

HE

[June 19, 1885

Now ready. Price One Shilling.
HOMILETIC
MAGAZINE
for JULY. Contents :

"CHURCH SONGS" as VILLAGE AN-

THE MODERN PULPIT :-Judge Not,

THEMS.
The Publishers beg to call the attention of Clergy, Organists, Choir
masters. &c., to the special suitability of these ■• Church Songs " for
use in Village Churches as Short Anthems. They are easily learnt,
the words are most attractive, and the music very tuneful. They
include Solos (with Chorus) for any voice or set of voices, besides
many' "full." While less ambitious, they are more attractive than
many anthems, and could be far more perfectly rendered by most
village Choirs, while many ot them passes the special merit o( having
Choruses tor the congregation to join In.

PRACTICAL HOMILETICS:-" Times of Refreshing."- Eqnlpnel
Pharisaioal Religion.— Covetousneas.—•■ Forward I —The * sitter
bringing his Child to Christ.
THE CHRISTIAN YEAR :-Saoriflce Interpreted -David's Awe*
alon ; or. The Great Successes of Life.— Life in Death.- Ttea
tested by their Fruits.
MINOR SCRIPTURE CHA R ACTER :-The Son of the Bondwomsn
By Rev. Frederick Hastings,
A CLERICAL SYMPOSIUM:— Is Salvation possible after Death'
By Rev. John Presland.— The Argument from Prophecy in the
Light of Modern Criticism.
EXPOSITIONS :-Studies on the Life and Life-work ol John the
Baptist. By Rev. Alexander H. Grosart, D D., LLD.- Spiritual
Influence. By Rev. J. J. Lias, M. A—Jesus' Course of Education,
By Rev. R. S. Ashton, B.A.
MISCELLANEOUS :— Handfuls from Harvest-fields; or, Illustration!
of Biblical Truth from Recent Literature.— Under the Shadow 9f
Tyndale's Monument.

The MODERN CURATE. Married, Unmarried,
Popular, Unpopular, His Sermons, His Miserable Prospects. Is.

The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by C. 8TREATFEILD.
Music by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7s. per
100. The beautiful Words of this Hymn arejoined to a spirited
aud most effective tune.
" A really good Processional, with music of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."—
Church Times.

HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN.

"The SOWER

WENT FORTH SOWING." New Edition of the hearty and
popular tune (with unison refrain), by MARTIN S. SKEFFING
TON, as sung at S. Barnabas'. Kensington, and recently adopted
at hundreds of other Churches. Muslo and Words complete,
price Id., 12 copies for Is. Id, 25 copiea post free for 2s., 12 copies
post free for 7s.
By the Rev. HENRY W. LITTLE. Cloth, price 3a. 6d.,
WHAT SHALL I SAYP
100 Brief Outline Ad
dresses upon Religious, Temperance, Thrift. Health, and Social
Topics, An Appendix of Illustrative FACTS, FIGURES, and
ANECDOTES. Crown 8vo, cloth, by poBt 3s. 8Jd.
Just out, in Paper Cover, price fld, or in elegant oloth, price Is. The
Words separately tor distribution In Church, Id., or As. per 100,

The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An
entirely new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMNS,
and very Short ADDRKSsE-S. By C. N. STREATFKILD. The
Music specially written by BERTHOLD TOURS, FRANK
BltAlNE. and MARTIN 8. SKEFFINGTON. A very original
and beautiful little Service of Song, suitable for any Short
"AFTER SERVICE," and specially suited for CHILDREN'S
SERVICES The Publishers specially recommend this new little
work. Vide Churcli Timet notice of this Service, June 5, 1885.
"W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
Just published.

By Rev. Eagin. Benier.

London : JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners street, W.
Just published, price Sixpence,

"THE PATRIARCHAL SYSTEM, and the CANTEEX BURY PATRIARCHATE.
By Rev. T. W. PULLER (of the Society of S. John the Erangeliift
Chaplain of S. George's Home, Cape Town.
Oxford and London :
A. R. MOWBRAY and CO.
SERMONS from TRINITY to the 14th SUN
DAY AFTER TRINITY in PART HI. of the Kev. H.J
WILMOT BUXTON'S NEW SERMONS, entitled, > A Ytir'i
Plain Sermons on the Gospels or Epistles.' 2s. ad., by post 2«. si
These most interesting and attractive Sermons are full of Aoetdotes aud Illustrations, and are most suitable for Country Con
gregations.

The Rev. R. D. B. RAWNSLEY'S VILLAGE
SERMONS 14th Series). An entirely New Volume of Villas*
Sermons, Including Sermons suitable for after Triuity. Price
3s. «d., by post 3s. yd.
This day, cloth, 2s., by post 2s. 2d.,

HARVEST PREACHING ! An entirely new
Volume of plain, picturesque Sermons for HARVEST FESTI
VALS, by the Revs. S. BAHING-GOULO, W. G. VAUGHAN,
K. D. B. RAWNSLEY, and other popular Sermon Writers.
By the Rev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON, M.A.,

THE OLD PATHS and the GOOD WAY; or The

SUNDAY SERMONETTES for a YEAR. A

UNBROKEN CONTINUITY of the CHURCH OF ENG
LAND. A dialogue between a Clergyman and a Dissenting
l'arish loner.
By the Rev. GEORGE POPE. M.A., Rector of Rempstone, Notts.
Price Id., or. 6s. per 100, from JOHN HALL. 291 STRAND— Also
from the Author, same price, or post free, ltd., ' What is Mine, what la
God s? a Plea for God's Tenth.'

Course of very Short Sermons, 57 iu number, for tlie Sundays ol
the Year, including also HARVEST, &c. Complete in 1 rot.,
price 6s., by post 5s. 4d. Especially suited for Morning Services.
or in cases where the Sermon Is to be followed by a Celebration.

To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proofs.
'THE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
J- GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp. lu«. Price 2a 3d., post free.

MESSRS SKEFFINOTOI? trill either go themselves, or tri'l tend '
thoroughly competent representative, to value any Library, either in linrs
or Country. Should they purchase the Books there trill be no charge; end,
\f not, only the actual expenses of the journey irii! be charged.
N.B. — 1. The highest marketable value, in immediate cash,
is always given. 2. All delay, risk, uncertainty, and expense
in realisation, so attendant upon other methods of disposal,
are entirely avoided.

QPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author has an original turn of mind."—The Free
thinker.
"Shows the hand of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
Churchman.
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
" In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard.
Ing the early testimony to the Gospels-has rendered a useful service by
drawing up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Rome
with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of their
works."— Tlie Scotsman.
" We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.

BOOKS BOUGHT.

W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

IRON (
CHAPELS «ni> SCHOOLS
.

MISSION AND ClUB ROOMS
5 0 1>N SHOW

W, H. ALLEN and CO., IS Waterloo-place, Pall mall, S.W.

AlBEhT GAT£ H»DE PARK. S.W
N.B.Bu.ll*rof rishjrits * Health t.!
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Dr LiDrjorTs " manifesto."

]$

FRIDAY, JUNE 1^1885.

%jC\

LEADING ARTICLES :—
Dr Liddon's Manifesto
Wordsworth's 'Excursion'
CURRENT TOPICS REVIEWS :—
TnE Revised "Version of the Old Testament
Prof. Lomdt's English Church Histort Letters from Khartoum
...
NOTICES :—

PAOF

- 247
- 249
- 250
- 251
- 254
- 254

Mr Moule's Thoughts on Christian Sanctity Mr Dodds' The Prayer that Teaches to PrayMr C. H. Spurgeon'a My Sermon Notes ----Mr Anthony Bathe's What I Should Believe
Training of Children
-------Archdeacon Richardson 'a Stepfl unto Heaven
Mr JmiN Taifs Mind in Matter
Dr MaedufTs Communion Memories
----Mr T. W. Thomas's His Personal Presence ; or, The Secret
of a Bright and Fragrant Life
Mr Hueh Taylor's The Gospel Plan, in Easy Texta Dr Gordon Calthrnp's Family Prayeis for Four Weeks
Mr G. S. Smith'* The Well- Being of Nations
Mr Philip Smith's Student's Ecclesiastical History. Part
II.
Canon Liddon's A Father in Christ
Greek Testament Lesson* -------Mr Malan s The Young Guard of the King's Army
Outlines of the Sainta
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The sermon which Dr Liddon preached at S. Paul's
Cathedral on the occasion of the consecration of the Bishops
of Lincoln and Exeter has, as we ventured to predict,
been published, and is now before ns in its authorised
form . It was hardly to be expected that the eloquent
Canon's " manifesto " would pass without exciting question
or challenge. Accordingly, in the pages of the Con
temporary Review, the author of ' The Organisation of the
Early Christian Churches,' to whom unmistakable allu
sion was made in the discourse, has girded himself to the
battle, by contributing an article on what he is pleased to
call " Canon Liddon's Theory of the Episcopate." Our
readers will be familiar with the Rev. E. Hatch's view of
the Prelacy, its origin and its purpose. According to him,
bishops were the outcome of circumstances, and their
"primary function" was the administration of alms.
The bishop was " of the earth earthy," both in his
emergence and in his end.
The "assumptions" upon
which Mr Hatch cleverly built up this " theory "
were exposed by the Rev. C. Gore in an able pamphlet,
entitled 'The Church and the Ministry,' and their
flimsiness laid bare.
The brief article in the Con
temporary needed no signature to attest its author
ship.
Dr Hatch charges Canon
Liddon
with
constructing a theory of episcopacy upon " two pre
liminary assumptions," of which one is, that there is a
Church in any intelligible sense,—that Christ came to
found " a visible society " at all. He complains that
Canon Liddon did not first make this point good.
Whether such an argument would have been suitable in a
Service, the special purpose of which was the transmission
of Episcopal powers to two priests of the Church, the
writer does not stay to inquire. Such a demand is like
that of taking some Cabinet Minister to task for debating
upon a subject which was before the House, without
proving first of all that there was such a thing as the
British Constitution. We are not surprised to find that
Dr Hatch has a craving for some fresh light upon the
origin and constitution of the Church of God. He must
feel that his own " theory " is eminently an unsatisfactory
one, especially if he has given recent attention to what
the New Testament has to say upon the subject ; and,
therefore, he may well desire to know what Canon Liddon's
mind upon it is.
A belief that the Christian Church arose from the
voluntary association of certain persons, who thought
alike, " who accepted Christian truths," and who accord
ingly in the " sub-apostolic age " formed theraselve* into
a club, or clubs, is to our mind as unlike its commence
ment and character, as those are described in the pages of
the New Testament, as Dr Hatch's view of the Chris
tian Ministry in its development and purpose is unlike
that which is presented to us by Ecclesiastical History.
In one sentence of Dr Hatch's article he provides us
with a clue to a mental tendency which may be traced in
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his Bamptcn Lectures, and in part accounts for the novel " even unto the end of the world," did not therefore con
theory which he propounds in them. It is the tendency clude that they were to be exempted from the universal law
to see relevancy where there is none. Thus, he finds it of death, but that the powers they received would be passed
difficult to believe in the Church as "a visible society " on to others, who would inherit the blessing to the end of
because of the promise—" AVhere two or three are time. Itisdifficulttoseewhytheyshould have been invested
gathered together in My Name, there am I in the midst with these spiritual privileges, if they were to havenosuccesof them," which he considers "the charter" of all self- sors. The world certainly stands as much iu need of these
constituted Christian bodies. The first thought which ! gifts now as when the Apostles were still alive upon the earth.
will strike most minds at this statement is, what has the I When Dr Hatch twits Dr Liddon with admitting tlut in
text to do with the organisation of the Church. Without one sense " the Apostles have no successors " as " fatal to
discussing the condition " in My Name," which in itself the inference as to other functions," he betrays a defect
may be easily turned against Dr Hatch's view of " free either in apprehension or in logical power. It does not
right of association ; " for, " in My Name," Dr Wordsworth follow that because in the same person certain " functions "
(following S. Hilary and Augustine) says, means —" not arising from their position are incommunicable, that
in their own name, or according to their own devices, therefore certain other " functions " which are official are
also destined not to survive. If so, there could be no such
much less in a Bpirit of strife and division"—without en
forcing, we say, this limitation, it is evident that the thing as a successor to any office. The fact that the
passage iu question only refers to the blessings of unity Apostles " founded * the Church, that they were the first
and the increased power which arises from united prayer, disciples of Christ, and received their power immediately
as the context is sufficient in itself to show. Our Lord from Him, of course cannot be predicated of any others.
had just declared that if a man "neglect to hear the It might as well be argued that Joshua did not succeed
Church " he should be regarded as a " heathen man," had Moses, because it could not be said also of him that he
announced that He would entrust His Apostles with " the received the Law ; as that Apostles had no successors,
Power of the Keys," that He would commit to them the because they could not in the nature of things pass on to
ministry of reconciliation, and had given a special promise their successors the incommunicable glory of their own
to prayer if two shall agree upon what they ask. How position.
any one c.in found a theory of the origin of the Church on
Then, again, Dr Hatch finds two more " difficulties,"—
so slender a foundation as the text which follows, and at after allowing provisionally the truth of Dr Liddon's
the same time ignore all those passages of Holy Scripture " inferences," from the Pastoral Epistles. The first is,
in which the Church is spoken of as a supernatural So
that the Ignatian Epistles give a different rationale of the
ciety, as the Body of Christ, and the Temple of His Christian Ministry in relation to Christ and the Apostles
Spirit, is to us really surprising.
from that which Canon Liddou adopts. Canon Liddon'
But we must pass to the purpose of Dr Hatch's speaks of the bishops as "successors of the Apostles,'
article, which is to dispute the Anglican position, that whereas, according to Dr Hatch, in four of the Ignatian
Episcopacy is a necessity not merely for Church govern Epistles " the bishop stands in the place, not of the Apos
ment, but for Church Life. Dr Hatch is much puzzled tles but of Jesus Christ," and the presbyters are the
by the contention that bishops are " of the esse of a successors of the Apostles. This is inaccurate, for in two
Church," whilst other Church officers who are men of the four references the bishop stands in the place of
tioned in the New Testament have been suffered to pass God. " The bishop," says S. Ignatius in the Epistle to the
away ; why " the Episcopate " should be regarded as Magnesians, " sits in the place of God," and in that to the
" orgauically necessary to the structure " of the Church, Smyrnseans, " Do you follow the bishop as Jesus Christ
whilst, for instance, " the office of evangelist " is viewed doth the Father." But what is there inconsistent in the
as " unessential." But is not this very fact only to be ac Ignatian explanation with the received doctrine that
counted for by the doctrine which Dr Hatch is attacking ? bishops are " successors of the Apostles " '( It can only
Our Lord remained on earth to speak to His Apostles of be said that S. Ignatius takes a somewhat higher view
" the things pertaining to the Kingdom of God," and the of the office than Canon Liddon, for if the bishop
question as to what was permanent and what was tem stands in the place of Jesus Christ Himself, he cer
porary, what was requisite for the founding of the tainly may be said to stand in the place of Christ's
Chinch, and what would be required for its perpetuation, Apostles, and the presbyters may be regarded as the
what was accidental and what was organic, would surely successors of Apostles in so far forth as they receive thenbe amongst those " things. " That the Apostles under power from and represent the bishop, who is in the place
stood the words " As My Father hath sent Mb, even so of Christ. S. Ignatius is viewing the Christian Ministry
send I you," as investing them with powers, which could as a sort of reflection of the Ministry of Christ and of
be transmitted to others, is evident from the fact that they His Apostles and Disciples whilst on earth, and not iu re
acted upon this "assumption." They were men of common lation to the differentiation of transmitted powers. In
sense, who, when Christ promised His Presence with them two other Epistles, S. Ignatius compares the office of a
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deacon to that of Christ, Who was amongst us as " He
that serveth." Points of likeuess may be traced between
the work of Christ and either of the Three Orders of
the Ministry, without denying the differentia of the
Episcopate as a continuation of the Apostolic line. At
any rate, Canon Liddon's "Theory" was that of S.
Irenteiis, who speaks of those " who were appointed
bishops by the Apostles, and their successors even to us,"
and it is the one which the Church has accepted.
The other difficulty, which Dr Hatch feels, is that, if the
powers given to the Apostles" were given to them personally,
and not officially," the commission to S. Peter must be also
taken officially " as representing the line of his successors ; "
so that, if Canon Liddon's premisses held good, Dr Hatch
woald be driven by his convictions, not only to the Church
of Eome, but " to the straitest sect of Ultramontanism."
But why ? Canon Liddon's premisses are admitted by the
Universal Church. There is no part of the Church Catholic
which does not hold Episcopacy as a sine quQ non of Church
existence, and the bishops to be in some real way suc
cessors of the Apostles. It is only the Roman Church which
concludes from the texts which concern S. Peter, that the
PopeinheritsthatApostle'ssupremacy,aud that the Church
is built upon bim. So great a commentator in the Western
Church as Tostatus would not admit that the " rock " was
Peter, but Christ or the confession of faith in Him.
Here, again, we are confronted by Dr Hatch's bent to find
relevancy where there is little or none. He is not only a
master of destructive criticism, but possesses a genius for
constructiveness.
The great bulwark against Ultramontanism, as Dr Liddon urges, and against ultra-Protestantism, is the Episcopal
Constitution of our Church. If the Episcopate be but
an "interesting form of Church government" or "an
archaeological treasure," by all means let us do away with
bishops.
Let us not retain " the form " and deny
the " power " of the Episcopal office. If, on the other
hand, the bishop is necessary for the transmission of
ministerial powers, let us keep clear and defined the dis
tinction between the Church and all non-espiscopal bodies.
Let it be made distinct that where the minister is not
ordained by a, bishop, there can be neither Absolution nor
Eucharist.
There is one statement in Dr Liddon's sermon to which
we venture to demur. Speaking of the priesthood, he says—
"To this order, all ministerial capacity was committed, with
the exception of that of transmitting the ministry." We
should have added, " and imparting the grace of Confirma
tion." If priests may have sometimes administered the Bite,
is it not always in that case with chrism which has been
blessed by the bishop i The passage quoted in Hooker, in
support of his statement, seems to imply this—" presbyteri
cowsignant " if the bishop be absent. But of the whole of
Canon Liddon's discourse, it is hardly necessary to say
that it is a clear, outspoken, and eloquent assertion of the
:i Anglican position" upon the question of Episcopacy—a
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position which, we believe, the Eev. E. Hatch has not asyet
found it necessary to renounce by any practical measures.
His continued presence, however, in the English Commu
nion may be regarded by some as an argument against a
principle which he maintains — " the survival of the
fittest."

a&orDstoortrj's ' <£rcursion.'
Who reads the 'Excursion '? It was the staple of thought
to the generation to which Mr Gladstone belongs. Men read
it, pondered it, quoted it ; but this ia so no longer.
Sir Walter Scott lamented the decay of feudalism, and en
shrined it after it was dead in poems, and novels which were
poems. Wordsworth lamented the decay of the old simple
habits of the English poor, and embalmed them ; but he did
more than this. He was not an antiquarian.
Let it be permitted to moralise a little before going further.
Men are endowed with different dispositions as well as powers.
Some persons naturally live in the past, and but for them
that past would perish, and great would our loss be. Some
live in and for the present. They do a good work, but a
much less beneficial and ennobling work than they would
have done had the past sad future found place in them.
Some live in the future only. These are apt to be theorists.
Others, again, live in the present and the future, and of
these Tennyson is a great example ; witness the conclusion of
his ' Passing of Arthur.'
Poets or no poets, we all of us fall more or less into one or
other of these classes ; and although we should miss our proper
gift and work if we neglected our peculiar bent and disposition,
we ought to be on our guard against slighting and ignoring
those of others, who each and all have their uses and
honour.
There is no ground for mere regrets, none for conceit, nor
any for wild expectations. Just as the lad has lost his child
hood with all its beauty, and gained youth with its energies,
soon to lose that youth and attain the strength of manhood,
then to attain the wisdom of age at the cost of vigour ; so
each age loses and gains somewhat, each generation being
both better and worse than its predecessor ; and the object of
wisdom surely is to minimise the loss, and to retain as much
of the old as is possible without prejudice to the present and
the future. Now he that lives in the past, the present, and
the future, accomplishes this so far as it is attainable, and it
may be safely maintained that Wordsworth singularly united
this threefold wisdom in himself. Those who know the ' Ex
cursion ' know from it how the poet reverenced the past, was
grateful for the present, and looked forward hopefully to the
future. If this be granted, a good reason surely has been
allowed why the ' Excursion ' should be read in these changeful
times, and why its influence upon English thought should be
lasting. But this ia not all that can be pleaded, nor anything
like all.
No poet has so justly estimated human nature in its
weakness and its strength, its folly and its wisdom, its
degradations and its dignity, as William Wordsworth. He
recognises pre-eminently the broken image of God. Pro
bably no poet—unless it were Cowper—ever loved the poor
so much as he did, or so wisely. He does not wish to
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pauperise him with bounties, but rejoices in honest labour
and the spirit of independence. He does not deify the
■working man and make him lord of all things, although he
respects him. He would have justice, industry, content, not
an Utopian equality and abundance ; and on this account
a^ain the ' Excursion ' is well worthy the study of politicians,
great or small.
Wordsworth was as great a friend of education as you can
find, but not of mere secular education. It has been felt
impossible to prove the remarks already made by quotations,
which would occupy too much space ; but an exception must
be made on this subject. This, then, was the poet's hope for
his country :
" O for the coming of that glorious time
When, prizing knowledge as her noblest wealth
And best protection, this Imperial Kenlm,
While she exacts allegiance, shall admit
An obligation, on her part, to hack
Them who are born to serve her and obey ;
Binding herself by statute to secure
For all the children whom her soil maintains
The rudiments of letters, and inform
The mind with moral and religious truth,
Both understood and practised,—so that none,
However destitute, be left to droop
By timely culture unsustained.

♦

*

*

*

•

" The discipline of slavery is unknown
Among us,—hence the more do we require
The discipline of virtue ; order else
Cannot subsist, nor confidence, nor peace.
Thus, duties rising out of good possest.
And prudent caution needful to avert
Impending evil, equally require
That the whole people should be taught and trained.
So shall llcentiouraess and black resolve
Be rooted out, and virtuous habits take
Their place ; and genuine piety descend
Like an inheritance from age to age."
There is another reason why the study of Wordsworth is
peculiarly suitable to onr times. No man was ever a more
thorough worshipper of nature, yet no man ever was less her
idolater. We know only too well how people try to escape
from always grinding in the mill of mammon under the
influence of a well-grounded fear lest all that is noble in
them should utterly perish. Therefore they fly to the beau
tiful in art, or to the beautiful in nature for refuge, for
protection against the world and against themselves, a pro
tection to be had more easily and securely by simple study of
the Sermon on the Mount. But no, they fly to nature, from
creation to creation, but not to the Creator. Now Words
worth takes us to the mountains, to the lakes, to the clouds,
to the woods and valleys. We cannot hope to understand
and love nature as much as he did, who was the very priest of
nature, —but he leaves us, or rather we leave him, unless
with him we see through nature beyond and above the
visible, the sensible, the material, and worship the Maker
iu the made.
If we want a poet who reverences humanity, it is Words
worth. If we seek a friend of the poor, a promoter of edu
cation, a worshipper of the beautiful, it is still Wordsworth ;
but he does not stop here. Trust him. He takes you by the
hand, pray go with him. True he will lead you to God, almost
imperceptibly, and with God he will leave you ; but he
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travels along your own road, guided by wayside signs which
you are accustomed to recognise. It is ail natural, all true,
nothing strained. Ho only takes you further and higher
than you would probably go without him. If it should be
said, we do not want philosophy, politics, morals, in our
poets, it may be replied, Do you not ?
Why, it is jast
what people absolutely do require nowadays, and for which
they neglect the old simple poets of former times, as not deep
and thoughtful enough for them.
But, be it so, —allow men to demand only pathos and
beauty of description ; but let them read the history of poor
Margaret, and the 'Churchyard in the Mountains,' and if
they are contented with perusing these exquisite passages
only once, or twice, or thrice, then there is nothing more
to be done. But there is really no danger of such a failure
to appreciate the beautiful, the tender, and the true.
W. E. HEYGATE.

Uafc@(u^iTT- Topics M>
The Twenty-sixth Anniversary of the English Church
Union appears to have been one of the most successful
which has ever been held. The Report informs us that
832 new members have been enrolled during the past year,
of whom 92 are clergymen. The Union appeals by its
great principle, that of " Church Defence,'' to a very large
section of our countrymen, both to those who are in favour
of the outward expression of Catholic Truth by an
elaborate Ritual, and those who, though less careful about
externals, have grasped the fundamental conviction, that
the Church, and not the State, has alone authority in
matters of doctrine and worship. Ritualists and High
Churchmen are now welded into one. The appearance of
the Principal of the Pusey House in the pulpit of S.
Alban's, at the Festival of the C. B. S., may be taken as
a visible evidence of this junction. The platform of the
E. C. U. is a wide one. One or two bishops who still
demand severance from the Confraternity of the Blessed
Sacrament, as a condition of ordination, have, we hear,
given in, in regard to the English Church Union. The
English Church Union not only represents the two or
three thousand members or associates which compose that
Society, but a vast number of Churchmen who sympathise
with its objects, though they have not joined its ranks.
Thus, we believe we are correct in saying that Canon
Furse, who preached the Anniversary Sermon, is not
himself a member of the Union, nor Lord Nelson,
who spoke to one of the Resolutions. The meetings,
both in the afternoon and evening, were enthu
siastic. The President's address was warmly applauded
from time to time, especially when he referred to " the
policy of Peace " which the late Primate and Bishop of
London had left to the Church, and upon which of late
the attempt had been made to throw distrust and dis
paragement. Of course the Liverpool case was largely
referred to by various speakers. Upon this, Canon Body's
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comments were eloquent and defiant.
He took the know much of this danger in East London." We should
opportunity of saying on the platform of the E. C. U. say not, at present ; with the increase mentioned there are
meeting, what he was unable to say, because he was yet 3,400 population to every clergyman. Sir Bichard
" gaSRe(V' when in the Northern Convocation. References Cross alluded to the zeal of the clergy at the East-end,
to the English Churchman both by the Hon. C. L. Wood and and said he knew one who had never received more from
by Canon Body created much amusement—the latter was the Church of England than 100?., lived in the poorest
rather caustic, and described our contemporary as a district, and had service at 4 a.m. in the morning so as to
"paper which cannot boast of numerous readers, and suit the habits of the people, and what was more, they
which has tried many times to create a constituency for attended it.
itself and failed, so that now in desperate effort it is
The Rev. Harry Jones said that, of all the good things
appealing to ultra- Protestantism." " To what base uses we which the Bishop of Bedford brought to his East-end
diocese, was " his own kind heart." If a clergyman was
may return, Horatio ! "
ill,
and he called upon him, he always found the Bishop
In the evening meeting, the subject of " the proposed
House of Laymen " was discussed, which Canon Carter had been there first.
But the great feature of the meeting was the speech of
haa recently dealt with at length in our columns. We
cannot say that we are in full agreement with some of the the new Bishop of the Metropolis, who spoke most feel
statements which were made on this matter. We feel ingly both of the sufferings of the poor, and of the trials
with Mr Trevarthen some distrust as to the working of and isolation of the clergy, who devoted themselves to this
the scheme.
We observe no one at the meeting work. Dr Temple said " he should like to get away from
attempted to deal with the question historically, or to find London-House and all its West-end associations, and
out whether there had been any precedent for such a come and live close to S. Paul's Cathedral, and take his
body in the constitution of the Catholic Church. The share in the noble work of the Bishop of Bedford, if he
would allow him to be his suffragan." Canon Mason
restrictions which accompany the birth of that organisa
tion may prove unworkable, and only prepare the way for excellently put the purpose of the Mission, which was
not only to exhort the people " to keep themselves from
greater changes.
evil, but to tell them the Gospel of our Lord and the
At the conclusion of the meeting, the President gave
grace that flowed through His Sacraments." These must
some warning utterances as to the policy of the future.
not be separated, or the Mission will have no lasting fruit.
He stated that, if there was a revival of prosecutions, the
We observe the work of deaconesses is mentioned, but
English ChurchUnion could not again encourage resignation,
we cannot find any reference to the labours of the Sisters
as had been done in the case of Mr Mackonochie, Mr Green,
who, we believe, are employed in the Missions founded by
and Mr Enraght, but each incumbent would be advised to
the Universities and Public Schools. To help the work
holdontothebitterend. The clergy, whether in prison or not,
of Evangelisation in the East of London is a matter
who had been wrongly deprived, would be supported " as
which concerns all, for upon the power of the Church to
far as " the " Union was concerned as those only having cure
meet the needs and to adapt itself to the capacities of
of souls in their respective parishes." We confidently
" such masses of poor people " as those who are thrust
hope that no such revival of prosecutions will take place,
out of the city by the rise in the price of land there, and
aud that this Liverpool case is a mere episode, a
huddled together in Hackney, Stepney, Spitalfields, &c,
" flicker " of a. torch which is but the sign of its final ex
will depend very much the tenure of her " established "
tinguishment.
position in the future. We trust " the East London Church
Fund " will soon realise the desire of the Council, that its
The meeting of " the East London Church Fund," which
income may be raised from 8,892/. to 15,000?., which will
might have been more largely attended, is worthy of
enable it not only to maintain its present work but
notice, not only because of the importance of its object,
extend its borders.
which it would be difficult to exaggerate, but on account
of the speech which the Bishop of London delivered on
the occasion. We are thankful to see that the amount
contributed to this Mission during the last year was
£.892?., which is more than 1,000?. more than was received
during the previous year. One hundred and sixty-two
"living agents" are now employed in evangelising the masses
which are herded together at the East-end of the Metro
[third notice.]
polis. The number of clergy has risen since 1880 from
18a to 233. The Bishop of Bedford, in his "Pastoral
One of the most important services rendered by the
Work," speaking of the " Dangers and Difficulties " of Revisers of the Old Testament is the harmony they have
the Ministerial life, gives as the fifth of these having " too j given by their changes in many passages to the analogical
little to do." Upon which he dryly observes, " we do not I teaching of Holy Scripture, as, for example, in Psalm viii.
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4-5, where the Authorised Version gives us " What is man the Revised Version at all. The passage in Psalm 116 is
that thou art mindful of him ? and the son of man that simply given in the Revised Version as " I said in my haste,
thou vtsitest him, for thou hast made him a little lower all men are a lie," and nothing is said at all about " when
than the angels, and crowned him with glory and honour.'.' I made haste to escape." The passage in Genesis, chapter
Here the Revised Version, truer to the Hebrew (Elohitri) xl., " unstable as water, have not thou the excellency " is
reads, "For thou hast made him but little lower than not the Revised rendering, but " thou shalt not have the
God." (1) This magnifying of man, as the masterpiece of excellency." Again, "Happy is the man that hath filled
God's creation, is more in harmony with Job vii. 17 : his quiver with them " is not the revised rendering, for
" What is man that thou shouldest magnify him t and the very simple reason that the Revisers have made no
that thou shouldest set thine heart upon him." (2) Again, change at all. The source of these curious blunders is
our blessed Lord virtually promised that redeemed man in apparent, for not only do all these misrepresentations of
heaven shall be of equal rank to the angels, which implies the Revised Version appear in the Athenaum of May 16th,
that man thus restored to his original dignity before the Fall which came out on May 15th, just in time for the news
was made, not little lower than the angels, but a little lower paper scribes to utilise, but in the same number of the
than God. (3) It is quite true that the Epistle to the Athenctum we find the same kind of allusion to Job xxxi.,
Hebrews gives us less than " the angels," but this is evi and " to vanity and vexation of spirit," and to the
dently a following of the Septuagint version of the Old Tes "Nephelim" as a rendering of "there were giants in
tament, here in error. (4) Dean Perowne well renders it : the land in those days." Here is what the Athenorum
" Yea thou hast made him a little lower than God," and writes :
quotes Cicero's remarkable expression " Homo mortalis
"The ' apples ofgold' of Proverbs xxv. 11, are now encased in
Deus." To this we may add Shakespeare's still more re
' figured work of silver,' not in ' pictures' ' Vanity and vexation
of spirit ' (Eccl. ii. 17) ha», horribile dictu, become 'Vanity and
markable description of man :
" What a piece of work is a man ! how noble in reason ! how a striving after wind.' ' Happy is the man that hath his quiver
full of them' (Psalm cxxvii. 5) has been quite unnecessarily
infinite in faculty ! in form and moving how express and admi
rable ! in action how like an angel ! in apprehension how like a changed into ' Happy is the man that hath filled his quiver with
them.' Reubon's curse (Genesis xlix. 4), ' Unstable as water,
god 1 the beauty of the world t the paragon of animals ! "
thou shalt not excel,' now reads 'Unstable as water, have not
In defence of the Revisers of the Old Testament we
thou the excellency,' with little change of meaning and much
must take exception to some of the extraordinary criti
increase of harshness. The following changes have perhaps been
cisms that have been passed upon their good work in the necessary, but grate sadly against literary associations : —
Press.
Authorised.
Jtevised.
Gen. vl. 4. There were giants
The Nephelim were in the
The Morning Advertiser of May 16tb, with more haste
in the earth in those clays.
earth in tho*c days.
than discretion, wrote :
Job xxxi. 35. Oh
that
O
that 1 had the indict" Without attempting to note the majority of these, it cannot mine adversary had written a
merit which my adversary bad
escape the attention of even a cursory reader that the expression book.
written."
of Job's wish, ' Ob, that mine adversary had written a book '
The Athenctum is in error, too, in saying that "apples
(chapter 31, verse 35), has been changed to 'Oh, that I had the of gold," of Proverbs xxv. 11, are now encased in " figured
indictment which my odversary had written,' that the equally work of silver," not in " pictures." (A. V.) In the Revised
familiar exclamation of David, ' I said in my haste, All men
Version we have no mention of any " figured work," either
are liars ' (Psalm 116, verse 11), has become ' I said when I made
in text or margin ; in the text we have baskets of silver,
haste to escape, All men are a lie; ' while such a time-honoured
quotation as that from Genesis (chapter 6, verse 4), 'There and in the margin, filigree work, a variant of basket.
were giants in the earth in those days,' is now, ' The Nephelim
were in the earth in those days.' Other expressions of similarly
frequent use for quotation have had to be corrected by the
reviser?. Reuben is no longer told (Genesis, chapter 49, verse
4), ' Unstable as water, thou shall not excel,' but ' Unstable as
water, have not thou the excellency. ' It is no more to be said,
' Happy is the man that hath his quiver full of them " (Psalm
127, verse 5), but 'Happy is the man that hath filled his quiver
with them;' and instead of ' vanity and vexation of spirit,' we have
now to read ' vanity and a striving after wind.' But it is not to
be conjectured that all such proverbial expressions have been
altered, for, in fact, a majority of the most familiar have been
left untouched, the revisers not having, by altering some trifling
word, broken the rhythm without bettering the sense."
Now we note (1) that the passages in italics, quoted by
the reviewer as from the Revised Version, do not occur in

Again the Athenatum asserts that the Revisers alter
Proverbs xiv. 9, " Fools make a mock at sin," into the
"foolish scorn the guilt oftring." Here the Revisers do
nothing of the kind, but give us " The foolish make a
mock at guilt," or as a variant, " Guilt mocketh at the
foolish." The Echo echoes the blunder of the Athenceuitt,
and points out the change " fools make a mock of sin '
into " the foolish scorn the guilt offering " as aji instance
of where the meaning is made by the change " clearer,
more equal and telling " !
The Standard, strange to tell, " can find nothing to say"
of the Revised Version to discriminate it from the unreformed one." We are further told "there is nothing
which augments or detracts from the beauty which has
been so familiar to us, or which brings out any latent
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meaning, and gives new force and point, and in the
poetical books especially, no attempt has been made by the
Revisers to improve on the work of their predecessors."
To all this unwarrantable assertion it may be answered,
(1) that the very quotations made by the writer iu the
Standard from the Revised Version (placed as they
are side by side with the Authorised Version) disprove
the justice of his criticism.
Take (2) the quotation
from Isaiah xiv. Here we find in verse 11 "grave"
"changed by the Revisers into "Sell;" in verse 12,
the Authorised Version " 0 Lucifer " is changed into
O day star, and Authorised Version " didst weaken "
into " didst lay low " the nations ; verse 13, " sides
of the north " is changed into " uttermost parts of
the north ; verse 15, " sides of the pit" is changed into
" uttermost parts of the pit ; " verse 17, the very equivocal
and misleading rendering of the Authorised Version,
" opened not the house of his prisoners," is made excellent
sense by the revised rendering, " let not loose his prisoners
to their home;" verse 18, "lie in glory" is changed to
" sleep in glory ; " verse 19, " and as the raiment of those
that are slain " is changed for the better to " clothed with
the slain ; " verse 23, " the nephew" becomes son's son, and
"bittern" becomes "porcupine." Here we note that
the term " nephew " in King James's time was used like
" cousin " with considerable laxity, though generally re
stricted to grand children.

Telegraph very wisely takes quite another view of this new
rendering, as "one where wo have all the beauty of
the older version with something of beauty in ad
dition." Now iu favour of the revised rendering it
may be pleaded, (1) that all the best authorities banish
" thunder " from the neck of the war horse, which
is unwarranted by the Hebrew, and further is
utterly incongruous with the idea of clothing. Herder
gives us "and clothed its neck with a flowing mane.'"
Elzas (the Jewish translator) " with a quivering mane."
Gord " with a thunder flash or lightning." Professor Lee
" with scorn." The Septuagint " with terror." Schultar
" with rapid quivering." The Douay Version (Roman
Catholic) " with neighing." Gesenius " with quivering."
(2) We can well understand the quivering mane of the
war horse impressing the eye of the beholder with the
idea of lightning flash, but certainly not with the idea of
thunder. What evidently impressed the eye and mind of
Cicero was the idea of lightning and not thunder, when
speaking of the war horse shaking its mane, which /lashed
like lightning (equus ille jubar quaticns fulgore micante).

The scribe in the Standard objects to " quivering mans
as a poor exchange for thunder," while the critic in the

(6) The Athenanim, in quoting the revised version of
Job xix., singularly regrets that the technical term " Ooel "

On the words of a well-known passage in Jobxix., '' For
I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand
at the latter day upon the earth," the writer in the
Standard innocently asks :
" Why transform them into 'But I know that my Redeemer
livetb, and that he shall stand up at last upon the earth ? '
In Spenser's ' Faery Queene ' we have for example :
Hera literal accuracy seems to be gained, if it is gained, at a
considerable sacrifice of form. Between ' stand ' and ' stand
" 0 thou most ancient grandmother of all,
up ' there is a marked difference ; the latter suggesting that
Why sufforedst thou thy nephew dear to fall."
he had previously been lying down ; the former denoting his
In all these changes made here by the Revisers we see
arrival from no earthly sphere, in an attitude of dignity and
many errors corrected and clearly much that adds to the
command."
beauty and force of Scripture, and much therefore to dis
The answer is, (1) literal accuracy is here gained as far
criminate the Revised Version from the unreformed one,
and we can only pity the critic who is so blind as not to as it goes without that " considerable sacrifice of form "
which the critic asserts, but does not prove. (2) Now the
see what is manifestly a change for the better.
" marked difference " between " stand " and " stand up "
There is no passage probably more improved by the
was evidently clear to the Revisers, though not to their
Revisers in sense or in form than the famous description of
critic, as they saw in it a tec\in\ca\ judicial terra, denoting
the war horse, in Job xxxix., which is thus rendered :
the attitude of the judge in the act of ^tonoxmcing judg" Hast thou given the horse his might?
ment. (3) The critic is also wrong in supposing that the term
Hast thou clothed his neck with the quivering mane ?
" stand up " (Hebrew, Yakun) here implies that "' the Re
Hast thou made him to leap as a locnst ?
deemer " had been previously lying down, as it simply
The glory of his snorting is terrible.
implies that He had been up to this time sitting down on
He paweth in the valley and rejoiccth in bis strength ;
His judgment seat.
He goeth out to meet the armed men ;
(4) If the Revisers had rendered the Hebrew aphar,
Ho mocketh at fear and is not dismayed,
A. V. " earth" literally by dutt {over this dust), the
Neither turneth he baok from the sword.
act of pronouncing judgment (over the dust) would have
The quiver rattleth against him,
come out more clearly. Had the inspired writer meant earth,
The flashing spear and the javelin.
the Hebrew term would have been " erete or adamab."
He swalloweth the ground with fierceness and rage ;
' The Speaker's Commentary ' well renders it, " He will
Neither believeth he that it is the voice of the trumpet.
As oft as the trumpet seundeth he laitb, Aha !
rise over the dust at the last," evidently following Sebastian
AnJ he sinellcth the battle afar off,
Minister's Latin : " in novissimo consurget super jacentes
The thunder of tho captains and the shouting."
in pulvere," as does Bishop Wordsworth in this passage.
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has not been introduced into the' margin here and else
where, as it refers to such a characteristic trait in Hebraic
culture. We answer that the technical term " Goel " is in
the margin of the Revised Version, though the eye of the
Reviewer would not or could not see it there. Surely none
so blind its those who will not see.

Professor Lumbp's CompenDium of
(English Cbutcb ^istorp.

[June 19, 1885

previous consultation of the clergy in their Convocations.
That Tillotson's misconduct in the Primacy into which he
had been intruded should be passed lightly over, is, perhaps,
no more than might be looked for in such a book as this, but
one item of it, at any rate, needed mention— the attempt he
made to silence Convocation, and the agitation, headed by
Shower and Atterbury, which compelled the Crown to
issue a writ of summons again in 1701. Again, there is
nothing said of the committee of six Bishops appointed
by William III. after his wife's death to dispense tie
Crown patronage, especially of Sees, nor of its abolition by
Queen Anne, immediately on her accession, as having
acted in a partisan spirit, hurtful to the Church. Not a
little of the later contents of the volume is borrowed from
Dr Stoughton, and thus, while not intending to be at
all unfair, necessarily fails somewhat in bringing out tie
Church side of the matters treated quite as fully as is
desirable. Still, careful retouching would make it useful,
and its faults are rather those of omission than of com-

Compendium of Enolish Church History, from 1688
to 1830. With a Preface by J. Rawson Lumby, D.D.,
Norrisian Professor of Divinity. Cambridge : Deighton, Bell and Co.
Professor Lumby's preface to this volume consists of no
more than two pages, and amounts simply to the state"
ments that he had himself intended to compile a work
covering the same ground ; that for some years after find
ing that he could not undertake it, he hoped to see it done
in his stead by a member of his University, who would
have provided an excellent handbook of the subject, but
he too failed the publishers, finally, the present volume,
from a third hand, was laid before him, and after making Letters from Khartoum. By the late Frank Power,
some slight modifications in it, he now thinks it may do
H.B.M.'s Acting-Consul, &c. London : Sampson Low,
Marston, Searle, and Rivington. Pp.119. 1885.
as a text-book for getting up the period of Church history
which it deals with, that being a fixed subject of exami
These Letters, ranging from May 18, 1883, to the end
nation. It is noticeable that, while admitting his respon of last July, are, we need hardly say, full of interest, for
sibility for the book as it now stands, he pointedly they tell us all that can be gleaned about General Gordon
abstains from any word implying belief in the competence and the gallant defence of Khartoum, unless the diaries
of the compiler, or in the merit of the book itself, confining of the General himself should be brought to light, and they
himself to a rigidly bald mention of its scope. He would are written by one " who was present and saw what things
have been better advised to have done either much more were done." There is a freshness and power about the
or much less, to have thoroughly revised and corrected the writings of an eye-witness, which no amount of industry
book, or to have declined its sponsorship, for it is hardly can give to descriptions which are made from hearsay and
deserving as it stands of recommendation to students who reading.
desire to attain clear and accurate notions of the important
Mr Frank Power, as correspondent of the Times, sailed
period treated of in it, though as a mere table of names for Khartoum on May 17, 1883, in company with Mr
and dates it may enable them to satisfy examiners Edtnond O'Donovan, the correspondent of the Daily New.
not too well versed in the subject themselves.
Besides their respective engagements for the Press, they
We may content ourselves with pointing out some of purposed exploring the country with the view of publish
the faults which make the book inadequate for its purpose. ing in a book the results of their observations. Though
The chronological order of the steps taken by James II. but twenty-five when he set out for Khartoum, Frank
to restore Roman Catholicism is not carefully observed, Power was no untried hand. He had been already " corre
and the attempt at over-compression has made the process spondent" duringthelateRusso-TurkishWar. Thesoletters
difficult for the reader to follow. Thus it is not made relate how Power and O'Donovan crossed the desert from
plain that the sixty loyal addresses sent up to James II. Suakim to Berber, and thence to Khartoum ; how they
by the Dissenters followed his first issue of the Declara found Hicks Pacha's army, and then went to Khordofan.
tion of Toleration. As it stands in the book, they seem O'Donovan fell at El Obeid, but Frank Power " saved by
to have preceded it. In recording the abortive scheme an illness which had made his life despaired of, found
of compiehension set on foot in 1689, no mention is made himself back at Khartoum," from which he kept note of
of the " Bill for Union," which was introduced soon after all passing around him till the last. Mr Frank Power's
the Toleration Act, and was intended to revolutionise the letters are addressed to his mother, brother, sister, &c,
whole polity of the Church of England, under the pre
and are such as might be expected, of an affectionate and
text of relieving Dissenters. This Bill was carried in the personal character, dealing with matters of interest to
House of Lords, but thrown out in the Commons, mainly loved ones at home, rather than giving any continuous or
on the ground that it had been introduced without any systematic account of surrounding events. There is much
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■which we have an intense longing to know—a longing
which remains unsatisfied, but "the familiar descriptions of
matters" in these letters constitute a sufficient charm.
Though Mr Arnold Power warns us against the supposi
tion that he has published his brother's letters because
they possess any literary merit, yet they have the marks
of a practised writer, though without the finish of published
compositions, and with one or two expletives which might
have been omitted.
In a letter dated Jan. 24, 1884, and written at Khar
toum, he says, " Chinese Gordon is coming up. They
could not have a better man. He, though severe, was
greatly loved during the five years he spent here."
" Gordon (sword and Bible) travels like the whirlwind.
No Arab of the desert could, when he was up here, vie
with him in endurance on camel-back."
The following extract from a letter which was written
by Frank Power to his mother a short time after
Gordon's arrival shows how the General had won the
affection of the people :
" Gordon is a most lovable character—quiet, mild, gentle, and
strong ; he is so humble too. The way he pats you on the
shoulder when he says ' Look here, dear fellow, now what do
you advise ? ' would make you love him. When he goes out of
doors there are always crowds of Arab men and women at the
gate to kiss his feet, and twice to-day the furious women, wishing
to lift his feet to kiss them, threw him over. He appears to
like me, and calls me Frank. He likes my going so much
amongst the natives, for not to do bo is a mortal sin in his eyes.
I often speak of you to General Gordon ; he says he must make
your acquaintance before we go to the Congo ; he would like a
daj in Dublin. Ho is Dictator here ; the Mahdi has gone down
before him, and to-day Bent him a ' salam ' or message of welcome.
It is wonderful that one man could have such an influence on
200,000 people. Numbers of women flock here overy day to ask
him to touch their children to cure them ; they call him the
'Father and the Saviour of the Soudan.' He has found me badly
up in 'Thomas i Kempis,' which he reads every day, and has
given me an ' Imitation of Christ.' He is, indeed, I believe, the
greatest and best man of this century."
The melancholy tale with which the book concludes,
when the three remaining Englishmen, —the writer of
these letters, Colonel Stewart, and General Gordon," clasped
hands in a last farewell ; " the two former at Gordon's
request " steaming down the Nile to Berber—and to death,"
and Gordon left " more surely marked for destruction, in
Khartoum—alone ! " is certainly one which the Times has
truly said " no Englishman will read without a thrill of
pride and a flush of shame." The way in which Gordon
was deserted in the hour of extreme need is a blot on our
country's escutcheon, whicli it will take a long time to
efface. But his greatness becomes the more conspicuous
through his tragic end.

^^^:^^^^^g
Thoughts on Christian Sanctity. By H. C. G. Moule,
M. A., Principal of Ridley Hall. London: Sceley and Co.
Pp. 126. 1885.
This little book is chiefly formed of Addresses which were
delivered by the Principal of Ridley Hall to the "Cambridge
University Church Society," in October term last year. Mr
Moule enforces the need of personal holiness with much
earnestness and ability. The chapters are entitled "Aims,
Limits, Possibilities," "Self-denial- and the Daily Cross,"
"God is Able," "The Divine Master," "Keeper," and
"Friend," "Christ dwelling in the Heart," " Motives and
Means," &c. There is little dogmatic or sacramental teach
ing, but much that is helpful in the way of practical piety and
religion. We fully agree with the author when he " enters a
humble warning against the error and danger of explaining
away the Word of God when it tells of an abiding need, in
the believer's life, of confession of sin." Why, however, Mr
Moule should think it " strange to quote Aristotle in con
nexion with Christian Sanctity," seeing that his philosophy
was for ages the " honoured ally " of the Church, and
especially in the region of moral theology, we cannot say.
Mr Moule dwells very forcibly on the absoluteness of the life of
self-surrender. There is something almost Ignatian in the
tone and teaching in the chapter on our relation to " the
Divine Master. " The servant of Christ is said to be truly
described by the definition — " a chattel that lives." Few, we
think, could have heard these addresses, cr can read them in
their present form, without deriving spiritual profit from
them.
The Prater that Teaches to Pray. By the Rev. Marcus
Dodds, D.D. London: Hodder and Stoughton. Pp. 170.
Fifth Edition. 1S85.
S. Augustine says, that if " we rightly and fittingly pray,
that we can say nothing else than is contained in the Lord's
Prayer." We are always glad to notice any attempt to explain
its seven petitions, their order, coherency, and completeness.
The Addresses of Dr Marcus Dodds are excellent. But the
seventh petition should have had separate treatment, and not
have been mixed up with the sixth, which is a weak point in
the book. Another lack is that which of course is to be ex
pected, the absence of reference to the Sacraments. Thus,
under the fourth petition, there is no allusion to the Holy
Eucharist. In contrast to this stands the old exposition— We
pray for " bread," "because the Eucharist is the chief Sacra
ment, and bread the chief food."
My Sermon Notes. A Selection from Outlines of Discourses
delivered at the Metropolitan Tabernacle by C. H. Sruuobon. Part II., from Ecclesiastes to Malachi. London :
Pass more and Alabaster. Price 2s. (id.
Sermon Notes, Outlines, or Skeletons are, as a rule, very
disappointing. They are like an uninteresting landscape
which presents nothing to catch the eye or arouse the
attention. Mr Spurgeon's ' Sermon Notes ' are a striking
exception to the general rule. They give just enough matter,
and no more, to form a framework on which a preacher of
average intelligence can erect his own materials. In his
preface Mr Spargeon is very happy in his description of his
intentions in publishing the ' Notes.' " I hope," he says, " to
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lend a handful of chips and shavings, or, if you will, a
bundle of firewood, to a brother, with which be may kindle a
fire on his own hearth, and prepare food for his people.
Possibly a lazy brother may boil his own pot with my sticks,
but even then I shall not deplore so long as the food is well
cooked. Should I be so unfortunate as to be a helper to the
utterly idle man, by tempting him to gather no fuel of his
own, I shall not even then view the matter with despair, for
perhaps the idler may burn his fingers in the operation ; and
I shall fall back upon the consideration that he would have
taken wood from some other pile if he had not met with mine.
A man will do no great harm with my faggots if he will use
holy fire." We cordially recommend Mr Spurgeon's " faggots"
as being thoroughly well seasoned and giving forth a clear
light and a warm atmosphere. Many of the sketches have a
peculiar freshness from dealing with texts seldom used in
sermons, and at the end of each there are one or two stories
or anecdotes intended to illustrate and brighten the discourse.
As far as we have seen the ' Notes ' keep clear of controversy,
and we feel persuaded that most of the Clergy will thank us
for recommending ' My Sermon Notes.'
What I Should Believe: A Simple Manual of Self-In
struction for Church-people. By Anthony Bathe, Editor
of ' A Lent with Jesus.' London : Rivingtons, Waterlooplace, 1885. Pp. 239.
A series of chapters on the doctrines of the Faith, which
enunciate Catholic truths in a clear and lively style and with
abundant illustration. It has many good and useful qualities ;
butthere is a tendency to exaggeration insomeof its statements.
Thus S. Mary is said to be " the first " as well as " the highest of
nil created being9 " (p. 84). And there is occasionally a want
of preciseness anil even of accuracy in the definitions given.
For instance, the Church triumphant is said to be composed of
"the countless hosts of Angels in heaven ; " the souls of those
who have died in faith," the Church at rest; " and the Church
on earth, the Church Militant. The third statement is ac
curate ; the others are. not. The souls of the faithful de
parted are known a9 the Church expectant, not "at rest."
It is not accurate to say that there are " three parts " of the
Church (p. 153). There are, or shall be, three states of the
Church— militant and expectant, at the present time ; hereafter
to be glorified or triumphant. According to the definition of
S. Augustine ' De Catechiz. Mud. III.,' Christ's mystical body
consists of "the people of God throughout all nations, all
saints being joined and thereunto numbered who lived in the
world even before His coming, so believing that He would
come, even as we believe that He hath come."
The book, which is at present a very useful one, might be
greatly improved.
Training op Children. By the General or "the Salva
tion Army." London: The Salvation Army Book Stores.
Pp. 2C3. 188*.
In looking down the list of chapters in this book, which
General Booth has sent us, our eyes fall on one entitled
"Dedication." On turning to this, we find infant baptism
spoken of as a " Vexed Question," and a ceremony described,
which is evidently intended to take its place, and invented by
the General of the Salvation Army, in which the child is
dedicated to God in the presence of a vast assembly "in the
Uaine of the Salvation Army and of the God of the Salvation
.Army." It appears, therefore, that the Salvation Army,
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instead of being what it was, we understood, originally
designed to be, has become a sect, in which the Sacraments
are either parodied or some sensational substitute is provided
in their stead. As we conceive the right " Training of
Children " must be based upon the recognition of the fact of
their regeneration in Holy Baptism, their dedication to
God then, and the presence of His Spirit then given to them,
we cannot regard General Booth's rite in any other light than
that of profanation. Moreover, the idea of giving to children
such a prominence and publicity as is involved in being "Little
Soldiers"of the Salvation Army appears to us calculated to dertroy the bashful beauty of a child's character, and to make them
very unlike the Holy Childhood of nim who in Nazareth was
subject to His parents, and lived a life of seclusion and hiddenness until ripe manhood. Having thus found fault, we must
on the other side add that there is much sound sense in
some of General Booth's counsels. As there are physicians
who rely on the effects of their dietary rather than on their
medicines, so we suspect General Booth looks to the advice
which he provides on matters of health and morality for much
of his success. It strikes us in reading this book that the
General must be acquainted with the spiritual exercises of S.
Ignatius, the end of human life, and the practice of obedience
are laid down in very much the same spirit as in " Manresa,"
The chapter on " Dress," forbidding everything which maybe
injurious to health; on "Tobacco," on "Heading," on
" Food," on " Health," contain good advice ; that on " Strong
Drink " would be good if it were not intemperate. To say
that every "drop of alcohol" is an "evil in itself" is
absurd ; and to stigmatise it as a " man-manufactured
article " is mere clap-trap, for bread is the same, and moreover,
fermentation is a natural process. However, some require
strong measures ; and if General Booth can cure drunkards
by them, as S. Simeon Stylites on his pillar tried to cure
worldliness, we are more than content.
Steps unto Heaven. By Rev. John Richardson, D.D.,
Archdeacon of Southwark. Loudon : Elliot Stock. 188?.
The religious world ought to feel much indebted to Arch
deacon Richardson for his eminently practical and charming
manual of devotion, styled 'Steps unto Heaven,' teaching, ai
it does, how we should walk with God, and for God, and in
God with the peace and pardon of God within us, and the
glory of God before us. It is written in a simple but powerful
style, and appeals equally to the conscience and the
intellect. Its illustrations and allusions are always to the
point, and are condensed arguments. As example, we quote
the following : "No incense cloud can rise if there be no
fire." "Language has no meaning if there be no thought."
Mind In Matter. By the Rev. James Tait. Londoi :
Charles Griffin and Co. Pp. 219.
This work is a brief argument on Theism. It is divided
into four parts, each of which is a step in advance of that
which preceded it. The First Part is concerned with the
" Inorganic World," in which " matter," physical " geography, '
and "Pantheism" are the main subjects which are discussed.
In the Second Part, that which is upon "The Organic World"
—"Organisms," "Growth and Instinct," "Utility," and
" Beauty " are next considered. The Third Part is occupied
with "The Rational Organic World," in which the distinction
between mind and the brain is ably maintained. Indeed this
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«, to our mind, by far the best part of the book. The author
is a strong opponent of the evolutionary hypothesis. Without
expressing an opinion on the theory itself, wo think Mr Tait's
remark that Darwin's lifelong error was that of magnifying
"the results of small causes" has much truth in it.
The
author has a way of introducing homely illustrations which
lighten the labour of reading. Thus, when pointing out how
little, creatures change through lapse of time, he says—
" Individuals may be found who hare seen nearly a hundred genera
tions ot sparrows, and a considerable number of each generation. A
hundred generations will represent at least three thoumind years of
human life. If not the slightest change can be detected in that time,
the inductive principle itself would almost favour a belief in fixed
form*. Millions of people may be found in all countries who have been
only too familiar with hundreds of generations of house-flies, without
hiring detected the least change in either their appearance or their
habits. Five hundred generations will represent fifteen thousand years
ot homan history. If no change take place in all that time, is it incon
clusive to suppose that it will ever take place ? **
Mr Tait devotes a chapter to criticism of Mr II. Spencer's
philosophy.
The last Part of the work, which deals with
"Universal Relations," in which the inspiration of the books
of the Old and New Testament is defended, is too sketchy and
discursive, though containing much that is useful. There is a
something which grates upon the ear, in style and tone, when
we pa?s into the higher regions of the " argument ; " which,
however, is to be accounted for not by lack of reverence, but
by the Trans-Atlantic origin of these pages. As, e.g., "it
would have been unwise in the Creator" to establish a race,
4c, and, "will gingerly workmen, who daub with untempered
mortar, inform when an ' everlasting ' that dates from the
judgment-seat will end?" Again, when S. Paul would not
allow that he received revelation from man, his conduct is
explained by the remark, "Pride would forbid it." More
over, in some parts of ' Mind in Matter,' statement takes the
plice of proof, or rather assumes that which an opponent
foold not grant. But the book is well worth reading, and
contains much which would aid a clergyman in combating
that system of philosophy which says— "In the beginning was
the atom, and the atom is God."
Cohmuhios Memories. The Record of some Sacramental
Sundays: with Meditations, Addresses, and Prayers suited
for the Lobd's Table : Including an Introduction and His
torical Appendix. By J. U. Macduff, D.D. London:
James Nisbet and Co., 21 Berners-street. 1885. Pp. 253.
There is much that is pious and lovely in this little book,
and it doubtless U a sign of the impulse common to so many
religious bodies in these days, to clear and realise their portion
of the truth, and the specialised views of this or that dogma
which they hold as being of the essence of the Christian
Faith. It may be doubtful if the well-intentioned attempt
here made by Dr Macduff to elevate into a species of National
Rte the observance which he describes so sympathetically
and well will succeed, or whether it ought to succeed ; but,
nevertheless, the Addresses, &c. , contain much which pious
persons of any communion could hardly fail to be edified by.
The Appendix, on the contrary, contains much disputable
tauter, which we could controvert were it worth while ; and
*b:ch, whether accurate or nor, seems at all events hardly in
i;s right place in what aims to be, in a manner, a devotional
manual.
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His Personal Presence ; or, The Secret of a Bright and
Fragrant Life. By Rev. T. YV. Thomas, B.A. London :
J. Nisbet and Co. 1885. Pp. viii. 132.
It may perhaps be an honour for an English clergyman to
have his work presented to the world " with Introduction by
H. F. Bowker, Esq.," but when a writer affirms that all Chris
tian people are " in Adam " until they are made to be "in
Christ " by sensible conversion—thus ignoring the sacrament
of regeneration—even a good layman's authorisation cannot
reconcile us to sit at the feet of such a teacher. Were it not
for this grievous error in elementary religion the work might
be commended as bright, reverent, and loving.
The Gospel Plan, in Easy Texts.
By the late Hugh
Taylor, M.A.
Third Edition.
London: Elliot Stock.
1884.
This is a collection of texts from the Bible, in large print,
arranged under different heads, with some few explanations
of difficult words. It is well suited for the use of failing eye
sight. The glosses, however, are not always to be commended,
e.g., " Being justified (or counted as if we were good.)'' And
such a text as S. John iii. 3-5, ought to be placed under the
head of " Baptism," and not among texts concerning Con
version.
Family Prateks for Fottr Weeks. By the Rev. Gordon
Calthrop, M.A. London: Suttaby and Co , Amen-corner.
1885.
Well-intentioned and pious, but presenting no quality call
ing for special praise. The " Arrangement of Collects "
into several definite forms of devotion may sometimes prove
convenient.
The Well-Being of Nations: Its Essential Element. The
Teaching' of Scripture on the Subject Pliinly Set Forth.
By the Rev. George S. Smith, M.A., Minister of Cranstoun. Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and
Sons. 1885. Pp. 204.
An able attempt to deduce from Scripture the great prin
ciples of national prosperity. Many people nowaday have
lost sight of the old-fashioned maxim of " Be good and you
will be happy;" it is well that they should be recalled to its
consideration. We may mention (where all are good) for
especial praise Sermon VII. on "Excellence in Subjects " as
doctrine " very profitable for these times."
The Student's Ecclesiastical History.
Part II.
The
History of the Christian Church during the Middle Ages ;
with a Summary of the Reformation. Centuries XI. to
XVI. By Philip Smith, B. A. With Illustrations. London:
John Murray, Albemarle-street. 1885. Pp. C99. Price
7s. 6d.
We noticed the first volume of this useful abridgment of
Church History when it appeared in 1878.
The present
volume takes up the narrative where that left off, and carries
it up to a.d. 1G48, with a degree of skill and industry, and a
general accuracy, which is really remarkable. Asa summary
of historical facts for the use of the student, we do not know
its equal in the chief requisites for such a work. There is a
certain want of sympathy apparent in the writer's tone alj
through, which rather detracts from the ardour of his descrip
tions and comments, but it does not prevent his being strictly
fair and impartial ; and he has quoted frequently from
Anglican writers.
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A Father in Christ. A Sermon Preached in S. Paul's
Cathedral by H. P. Liddon, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of S.
Paul's. London : Rivingtons. Pp. 87. Price Is. 1885.
We need not do more than express a hope that this Sermon
may be as extensively read, as it deserves to be. It will serve
also as a memorial of the Consecration of Dr King and Dr
Bickersteth— an event, we may believe, fraught with much
importance to the well-being of the Church in the future. We
have dealt at length with the substance of this disconrse in
another part of our columns.
Greek Testament Lessons. Consisting chiefly of the Ser
mon on the Mount and the Parables of our Lord. London :
William Blackwood. Pp. 413. 1884.
The object of this book is to present to boys of about four
teen " such a view of Christian Ethics as may make a lasting
impression on them," and to connect the study of the Greek
Testament with other studies of public-school life.
The
' Greek Testament Lessons ' are in the text of Professors
Westcott and Hort, somewhat modified as to spelling, so as to
avoid what may create difficulties for boys. The Lessons
have " Notes," which contain a considerable amount of
information, and are added at the end of the book.
The
first Lesson is on " The Visit of Jesus, when a Boy, to Jeru
salem." There is a strong masculine tone about the moral
teaching of the book ; the only fault we have to find with it is
the absence of any dogmatic instruction. We are told at the
outset nothing of our Lord's Divinity, but simply that
" Jescs was born in Palestine and his home was at Nazareth."
His Godhead is the guarantee of the truth of His Example
and moral teaching, and ought therefore to be prominently set
forth in a volume which undertakes to impress boys with " the
Christian Ideal." It might be urged that doctrine did not
come within the scope of the author's purpose, which was
simply ethical. We should say, that it is impossible to
separate the one from the other, for the one is the base of the
other. We are thankful, however, to see that Mr Hunter
Smith discountenances the Helvidian theory, as to "the four
brothers of Jesus." He regards them as sons of Joseph by a
former marriage—the Epiphanian view.
The Young- Guard of the King's Army. By Rev. A. N.
Malan, M. A., F.G.S., Head Master of Eagle-House School,
Wimbledon. London : S. P. C. K. Pp. 95. 1885.
This is an excellent little book for a gift to a schoolboy.
The author evidently knows how to catch the attention of the
young. In six chapters, under the headings, "Thy Mother,"
"Heaven and the King," "The King's Guard,"" Conquering,"
4c, he manages to convey some sound and necessary moral
and religious teaching. The first chapter is the most striking.
It inculcates the lesson of purity out of " reverence towards
your mother." There is a little exaggeration, however, in
the application of the motive. It might not be always possible
for a boy to conceive of his mother " as the most excellent,
loving, and holy woman upon earth." " Whether your mother
is a saint on earth, or in Paradise," Mr Malan trusts to the
potency of her influence.
But suppose she is evidently
neither.
We hardly think it is necessary for the youthful
mind to set her on the pinnacle of unsurpassed sanctity, in
order to be restrained by the remembrance of her, and in
some cases it would not be even desirable. Strong as the
motive of maternal affection should be, we cannot agree that
it is "the strongest possible motive "•for leading a pure and
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godly life. The indwelling of the Holy Ghost and the close
ness of union with Christ, as supernatural motives, we should
say, have greater force. Nevertheless, apart from this exag
geration, we admire Mr Malan's chapter on "Thy Mother,"
and recommend the book as a capital one for bovs.
Outlines or the Saints. By E. M. P. London : Griffith,
Farran and Co. 1884.
Short accounts for children of S. Andrew, S. Thomas, S.
Stephen, S. John and the Holy Innocents. A little sixpenny
book, to be followed, doubtless, by the rest of the Red Letter
Saints. A nica little book suitable for children, not calling
for n detailed notice.
Bible Characters : being Selections from Sermons, by A.
U. Mercer, D.D. New York and London: G. P. Putnam
and Sons. 1885.
These are very thoughtful, well-expressed discourses. Dr
Mercer whs nn American clergyman of the Church, ordained
by Bishop Alonzo Potter in 1846. The sermons are preceded
by a brief memoir. The style is unpretentious, clear, the
sentences short.
The sermons abound in matter, and
deserve to be read and thought over.
Highways of History. The History of Religion in Eng
land. By Henry Offley Wakeman, M.A., Fellow of
All Souls' College, Bursar and Tutor of Keble College,
Oxford.
London : Rivingtons, Waterloo-place.
1865.
Pp. 138. Price Is. 6d.
A very brief and general, yet accurate, sketch of Anglican
Church history. The author takes orthodox Catholic vie*!
throughout, but he takes them with calmness, intelligence,
and discrimination ; and he has produced a valuable book.
Metaphors in the Gospels. A Series of Short Studies. By
Donald Fraser, D.D. London: J. Nisbet and Co. 18s3.
Pp. viii. 374.
The author supposes that he has hit on a new idea in treat
ing of the metaphors used in the teaching of our Lord. We
seem to have seen many similar works, and notably some by
Dr Hugh Macmillan, which traverse the same ground. But,
however this may be, there is certainly room for the present
book, which, without being specially striking or original, con
tains many suitable illustrations clothed in earnest language.
The view taken is generally satisfactory, but we must demur
to the statement— that to consider S. John vi. to refer to the
Holy Eucharist is mere superstition.
In other points Dr
Fraser gets as near to Catholic truth as might be expected
from one who is, we suppose, a Presbyterian.
" Before His Presence with a Song." By T. D. Bernard,
M.A., Canon and Chancellor of Wells. London: EUiut
Stock. Pp. 76. 1885.
The writer, as he himself almost anticipates such an opinior,
will not mind our saying that the Preface is the best and most
instructive part of this booklet. Some of the hymns may touch
chords in kindred minds, but they do not seem to us to swing
with what some one has called "the true hymu-ring," and for
this reason they will not be prominent in that Hymn-Book of
the future for which the author looks. " Der Tod als Freundf
is touchingly told, and its beautiful lines are in harmony with
the picture it describes.
First Principles of Faith. By Marshall. Randles. Lon
don : Hodder and Stoughton. 1884.
This is not a book for beginners, as its title might perhaps
suggest. On the contrary, it is a moderately tough mew
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physical treatise on the intellectual problems which lie at the
root of belief. After a terse Introduction, wherein the author
■tates the broad question at issue, and explains how he pro
poses to deal with it, we have a chapter enumerative of the
Tarious kinds of Theistic evidence, namely : intuitive, traditive, general consent, ontological, moral, cosmolojjical, telco
logical, and etiological, the argument mainly employed in the
present work. Then comes a discussion of the doctrine of
Causality, in which the theory of Hume and Brown is ex
amined and set aside as unsatisfactory, and the different
aspects and relations of cause are considered. This section
closes with an inquiry into the doctrine of Final Causes. The
third part, dealing with Theistic evidence, marshals the reasons
for holding that the universe is the effect of a First Cause,
which must needs be eternal, self-existent, necessary, intelli
gent, moral, personal, one, simple, and infinite. Each of
these qualities is separately discussed, and the argument for
acknowledging it as an attribute of the first cause is succinctly
stated. The fourth part is occupied with showing how the
theistic argument is affected by the modern advance of science
and philosophy ; and the writer's contention is that it is
strengthened, not weakened, thereby. He argues this thesis
out under the several heads of the debate on Evolution, the
philosophy of the Infinite, and the relation of natural effects
to their First Cause. The fifth and concluding part deals with
the relation of Natural Theology to Revelation, and the author
maintains that the former is a postulate and confirmation of
the latter, but inadequate alone ; while the last few pages of
the work are devoted to showing how Revelation has reacted
on Natural Theology, and lifted it into a far higher plane
than that reached by thinkers who attempted to solve its pro
blems by the light of nature only. There is not a little sug
gestive matter in Mr Randles's pages, and those who have to
deal practically with modern scepticism may consult them with
advantage.
Substitution. Its Nature and Application. By Rev. A. li.
M. Kinlayson, Association Secretary of Colonial and Con
tinental Church Society. London : S. W. Partridge and
Co.
In this tract, to which we have been asked to call attention,
Mr Kinlayson sets forth the principle of Substitution with
considerable ability, but we cannot accord with some of the
author's positions. The doctrine of the total corruption of
human nature can only be logically held with Calvin's doc
trine of election. The Church teaches that human nature
was disorganised by the Fall, but not turned into a wreck or
ruin, and that the will, though weakened, is able to choose or
refuse the grace offered to it. Moreover, there is a harsh
" legal " tone about Mr Finlayson's doctrinal statements. We
regard "substitution" as an act of love, rather than of abso
lute necessity.
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the year, removed from the refining and purifying atmosphere
of female influence; and the best of all schools for girls is
home. Mr Coutts also urges that more importance should
be given to betrothal. As is probably known to many, the
Marriage Service is made up of two distinct parts which have
been rolled into one —the Betrothal and the Espousal. It
would, indeed, be well if a religious Service consecrated the
Betrothal. In Germany the newspapers not only give Births,
Marriages, and Deaths, but Births, Betrothals, Marriages,
and Deaths; and young people when betrothed go round
together and visit all their acquaintances. Moreover, after
betrothal, they are allowed to see a great deal more of each
other than before, to be much in each other's society, and get
thoroughly to know each other. Much of the disappointment
of marriage from love arises from the young people seeing so
little of one another that they idealise each other, and then
when they meet for life disillusion follows. It is well that
they should know each other's faults as well as their virtues
before they are united for life.
We cannot agree with Mr Coutts in his condemnation of
the religious life for women, voluntarily undertaken. He
would not have the best, and those of " fine moral nature
and noble culture," live a single life to serve the sick and
minister to the poor, but leave these duties to women who
cannot find husbands. But surely the teaching of S. Paul is
contrary to this (1 Cor. vii. 27, 32, 34, 37). " The unmarried
woman careth for the things of the Lord, that she may be
holy both in body and in spirit : but she that is married careth
for the things of the world, how she may please her husband. "
" He that giveth her (a virgin) in marriage doeth well; but
he that giveth her not in marriage doeth better."
It never does to overstate any case. To the marriage state
a special grace belongs, and a special glory surrounds it ; but
to the celibate state also a special grace belongs, and a
beautiful halo irradiates it. If we will follow the spirit of
the Gospel, we must disparage neither.
Mr Coutts touches a really grave defect in our system when
he says, "The law gives (a girl) no protection against the man
by whom she may be persuaded or overborne, without actual
violence, which is very difficult of proof, into what is intrin
sically marriage, but which, if he desert her, is ruin by virtue
of law." Under the old system, when duelling was tolerated
the wrong-doer did run some risk, but now he is pretty sure
that he will be left untouched rather than that the disgrace
should be published. This is indeed an anomaly. If such
cases could be heard and tried without the odious publicity
given to them by the daily papers, the difficulty would be
met ; but as it is —a free press, and a press ministering to the
scandal and dirt loving public, prevents justice from taking its
proper course.
As Mr Coutts says, "The result is what
might have been expected : it is appalling."

The Training of the Instinct or Love. By Francis
Hi-ruett Monet Coutts. London : Kegan Paul and Co. The Neanderthal Skull on Evolution. By the Rev.
188S.
Bourchier Whey Savjle, M.A. London: Longmans.
This is a companion volume to the pretty edition of Bishop
1885.
Jeremy Taylor's 'The Marriage Ring,' recently edited by Mr
Mr Savile is the author of a book of Ghost Stories, and
< Hurt-. The book is indeed a patchwork of sayings on love other works, that are advertised on his fly-leaf, but never met
and marriage, but then the pieces put together are beautiful with. This volume contains a lecture supposed to be delivered
and appropriate. We most heartily agree with Mr Coutts in by the Neander-thal Skull in the year a.d. 2085, on Evolution.
his condemnation of the boarding-school for boys and for It is made up of a vast amount of scissor clipping. It is all
girls. The boys are away from home, for the greater part of about evolution in a desultory, unsystematic way. It really
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is 11 pity that well-intentioned men without scientific training
and skill in the use of dialectic weapons should measuie swords
with clear, cool-headed men, strong in argument and with
ripened minds, such as Darwin, Lyall and Huxley. It is like
a jelly fish assaulting a shoal of whales.
Health upon Wheels: or. Cycling as a Means of Preserv
ing and Restoring the Vital Powers. By W. Gordon
Stables, M.D., CM., R.N. London: Iliffe and Son, 98
Fleet- street. 1885. Pp. 125.
This seems a sensible book. Sedentary persons approach
ing or passing through middle age should by all means read
it. Cycling seems better than most panaceas, and many
bodily ailments it may be relied upon to remove, though it
certainly is not to be recommended to all persons indis
criminately. Dr Stables gives valuable information as to
this in a pleasant way.
The Story op a Great Dp.lusion. By William White.
London : K. W. Allen. Pp. 627. 1885.
No one from the title of this work, or from its "get-up,"
would divine its contents. We thought on taking it up that
it was a sensational novel of the Lady Audley type. But the
frontispiece at once undeceived us. It is a representation of
Jenner in the act of vaccination, and the 'Great Delusion'
of which this book professes to contain 'the Story,' is that of
believing in the efficacy of the prophylactic, of wh ich he was the
discoverer. The industry of Mr White in collecting mate
rials and statistics is worthy of a better cause. Besides fifty
pages of introduction, there are fifty-four chapters in which all
that can he said against vaccination is gathered together, and
the history of its legal enforcement recounted. That vaccina
tion is often defectively done, and that the lymph sometimes
is not above suspicion as to its source, we are prepared to
admit, but that vaccination has altogether failed as an anti
dote to small-pox, either hindering its approach in the subject,
or mitigating its ravages, we are equally prepared to deny.
It has been said that any answer to the question — "Is vaccina
tion a preventive of small-pox 1" must be "couched in the
language of figures." We have been told that the statistics
of our Loudon Hospitals, and the immunity of nurses who
have been re-vaccinated on entering Small-pox Hospitals, give
a sufficient answer in the affirmative to this question. And if
it can be proved that "the Jennerian rite" is efficacious in
hindering a terrible disease, its enforcement follows. The
law in making obligatory a remedy for a disease, which the
individual who has it does not keep to himself, but bestows
generously on his friends and neighbours, only interferes with
the liberty of the subject at a point where the public good is
concerned. The argument that the virus of constitutional
disorders is by vaccination imparted, is one which may be
urged against the abuse, not the use, of this specific. More
over, we believe it to be greatly exaggerated. We understand
that if matter be taken from an unhealthy subject, no con
tamination results when no blood is conveyed in the process;
and further, that vaccination is not the cause, but only the
occasion of certain effects which sometimes arise from its ex
pulsive action upon impurities already existing in the system.
If recent outbreaks of small-pox, especially such as that which
has just occurred at Durham, be a reason for giving up vacci
nation, on the same ground we may abandon the use of
medicines altogether, for none are certainly sovereign in their
preventive or curative action.
i
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Cfoe Desire to L?rap.
S. Lokr xi. part of v. 1 — " Lokd, teach us to pray."
TliU request, you will remember, was made by the
disciples of our Blessed Lord. It showed that, with all
their weakness aud ignorance, they had at any rate
what one of our Collects* calls " a desire to pray."
Brethren, have ive this desire 1 The Collect I speak o!
implies that we have. It says that Gjd has given us this
desire, and even calls it a " hearty " desire.
Now, I can quite imagine some one saying to himself,
" This is just one of those cases in which the language of the
Bible aud Prayer-Book seems to soar up so far above the
common experience of Christians, and to set a standard
which is almost unattainable." I can quite understand
him asking himself, " Have I this desire to pray ? Is it
anything like a hearty desire ? Is there anything like the
eagerness which the words that I take on my lips
imply i "
But, brethren, would we have the language of the
Prayer-Book cut down to the level of our own lukewarm
feelings ? Surely not. We would rather it should remain
as it is, to stir us up to greater devotion—to be a
witness to us of what God requires from us, and
of what (with His help), we may attain to if we will.
Besides, there is no doubt that good Christians hem
this hearty longing for prayer, as God's people have had at
all times. With David they can say, and they do say, " 0
God, my heart is ready, my heart is ready ; " " my soul is
athirst for God, yea, even for the living God : when
shall I come to appear before the presence of God ? "
Suppose, then, that I have this desire. From whence
does it come 1 have I myself to thank for it ? Oh, no. It
comes from God ; it is His gift. Let us never forget this.
We cannot too often call to mind that of ourselves we can
do nothing that is good. Do, did I say ? We cannot even
wish it or conceive it ; we are not " sufficient of ourselves
to think anything as of ourselves." Even our thovghlt
are at fault ; " the Lord knoweth the thoughts of man, that
they are but vain."
But what we cauuot bring about of ourselves God cau
bring about in us ; we are not " sufficient of ourselves," but
" our sufficiency is of God." Because we cannot have good
thoughts or wishes of ourselves, it by no means follows
that we cau never have them at all. David conceived the
wish to build a temple for God : but the wish and the
thought came from God Himself, and David kuew it, and
thanked God for it. So it is with the " desire to pray."
" The Spirit helpeth our infirmities," and surely one of
our greatest infirmities is the reluctance and the sJiriukiu;
we feel in the matter of prayer. Here, then, the Holy
Spirit comes to our aid, and gives us the desire we so much
need. And indeed, unless He do so, our prayers will only
• Collect (or Third Sunday alter Trinity.
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be so many empty words : as 8. Augustine says, " every
prayer is lukewarm which is not prevented with inspira
tion." But God both prompts the prayer and answers it ;
" Thou prepareat their heart, and thine ear hearkeneth
thereto."
In fact, if we are ever to learn to pray, and pray
aright, if we are ever to acquire that " desire to pray,"
of which we have been thinking, there are certain very
important things to be realised. One I have already
touched upon, which is, our inability— that, so far from
doing what is right, we cannot even wish it or think it.
But another thing is our unworthiness. We are not
worthy to put up one single request to Heaven. Holy
men have always recognised and confessed this truth.
Abraham : Behold now, " I have taken upon me to speak
unto the Lord, which am but dust and ashes." The cen
turion : " I arn not worthy that thou shouldest come under
my roof." Weak, sinful, unworthy as we are, we yet think to
honour God with our presence at church ! Oh ! brethren,
we must keep ever before us these two thoughts—our in
ability aud our unicorthiness—and not.throw ourselvesonour
knees as if prayer were easy enough, nor, on the other
hand, rush into God's presence as if He were bound to
listen to us.
To lose sight of these truths is one
of the greatest hindrances in the way of prayer and the
love of prayer. We have a remarkable illustration of this
in the Parable of the Pharisee and the Publican. In the
Pharisee there was evidently no sense of weakness or un
worthiness, and so his prayer (so-called) was not even
genuine thankfulness (which it professed to be), but merely
sdf-satisfied boasting. The Publican's simple prayer waa
very different : it came from a deep feeling of utter un
worthiness, and so he who offered that prayer " was
justified rather than the other." Indeed, this explains
why our Lord (if I may so speak with reverence) could
do nothing with the Pharisees ; their pride raised an in
superable barrier in the way of His gracious teaching.
The publicans and sinners, on the other hand, " drew near
for to hear him,"—drew near in humility, feeling their need
of salvation, and they were rewarded, for God " giveth
grace unto the humble."
Another hindrance to our acquiring " a hearty desire to
pray" is our want of faith.
In one place Christ
could not do many mighty works " because of their un
belief." And common sense will tell us that we shall
never get a real love of prayer unless we are convinced of
the good of it. If we do not feel any real need of the tilings
for which we ask, nor any expectation of their being
granted, must not the asking for them be a very dreary
and irksome performance 1
And yet another hindrance to love of prayer (and the
last I shall speak of now) is our inconsistency—our incon
sistent lives. Our lives do not match our prayers, and we
are not in earnest in trying to make them do so. If a
man has no longing for prayer, is it not too often because
he has no loDging for a holy life ? Given the last, and the
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first must follow. The man who really wishes for holiness ,
and is really trying to find it, must pray, for he knows that
it is the out)' way to become holy : he knows that he must
seek if he would hope to find, that he must knock if he
would have the door opened to him. But if there is no
such longing for holiness, there can be no longing either
for prayer. It becomes unmeaning, for how can a man
really pray for that which he does not desire ? Will not this
explain the thin attendances at church which we so often
have to mourn over? Why,if amanwereiuearnest, he could
not keep away. But he is not in earnest, and what then 1
If he comes to church, he finds words put into his mouth
which have no correspondence with his wishes or feelings,
and prayer becomes worse than useless—it becomes a
mockery, and he shrinks from it : the service becomes
irksome to him because he cannot help feeling that he has
no real part or lot in it. It may be that other motives may
bring him, such as custom or fashion, or the wish not to
be thought an utter heathen (for in these days it is often
to a man's worldly interest at all events to appear a Chris
tian). Perhaps he comes on a Sunday evening out of sheer
weariness of staying at home—just because he has nothing
else to do. I say, motives like these may help to makeup
a congregation, but what are they worth? They will break
down under the slightest excuse—bad weather, a slight
headache, the visit of a friend. And, as I have said, if he
does come, it is not to pray ; it is only to listen to prayers
in which he cannot but feel he has no part ; the whole
service is a weariness, and he is glad when it is over.
Brethren, is this a dark picture ? No doubt it is. But is
it a true one ? God grant you may be able honestly to say,
It is not true in my case. But if it should be true, will you
be content to leave it so ! Oh, surely not. It may be
easy to say, " I make no profession," " I will not attempt
what I cannot perform ; " it may be very easy to cheat
one's conscience, but is it safe to do so, is it safe ?
These, then, are some of the chief hindrances in the way
of a " desire to pray "—our want of humility, our want of
faith, and our inconsistency. And what is the remedy 1
Clearly to go on praying, and to pray more earnestly and
perseveringly ; never to give up, because we do not feel
the delight in it that we know we ought to feel ; because
perseverance will bring its own reward ; the more we
pray, the more we shall want to pray. Next, doing thU
with the constant thought of our own weakness— always
going back to the one source of strength, so that when God
tells us to turn to Him, our prayermust be," Turn thou us, O
Lord, and so shall we be turned ; " when Hk says, " Make
you clean hearts," since we know we cannot do that of
ourselves, we must pray, Do Thou " make me a clean heart,
0 God ; and renew a right spirit within me." And, lastly,
trying in the same strength to make our lives match our
prayers, and praying for this with S. Augustine, " Grant,
Lord, that the things we pray for and crave of Thee, for
them we may also labour."
f. J. M1DDLEMIST.
The Number fur My 3 will contain a Plain Sermox.
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this further distinction, which Mr Gladstone has conferred on
him.

©rtu'nattons on JJErinitg Sunoag, 1885.
PROVINCE OF CANTERnURY.
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Current jFacts anD Jftotes.
By the resignation of the Ministry the order for the second
reading of the Deceased Wife's Sister Bill has been discharged.
It ia confidently stated that, had the debate taken place, the
supporters of this measure would have been in a minority. We
trust its opponents will not abate their zeal in consequence of the
postponement.

•

*

17

11
1
19
I.".
12

•

•

The appointment of the Rev. John William Butler, Canon of
Worcester, to the Deanery of Lincoln will be regarded by all
Churchmen as a fitting accompaniment to the selection of Canon
King as Bishop of that See. Both appointments reflect great
credit on Mr Gladstone's discernment, and both show that he ia
superior to political considerations in his exercise of Church
patronage. Canon Butler's arduous labours as a Parish Priest
at Wantage, and his work in the Diocese of Oxford, both deserve

•

•

By the death of the Ven. Archdeacon Woollcombe the Cathe
dral Chapter at Exeter will be deprived of a well known and
much respected member. Mr Woollcombe took a first class in
Lit: Hum: and second in Math, at Oxford in 1837. He was
ordained in 1838, and only five years after was appointed Pre
bendary of Exeter Cathedral. He possessed a kindly nature
and was zealous of good works, but aa a Churchman was quite
of, what is called, the old school. As lately as at the recent
Trinity Ordination, be discharged his duties as chaplain.

*

•

It is worth y of record that the Episcopal robes with which
Dr W. T. Thornhill Webber was invested at his Consecration
in S. Paul's Cathedral on S. Barnabas Day were the gift of the
Board School Teachers in London.

*

»

*

We observe in the Times the curions announcement that the
Lord Mayor is about to preach in Brunswick Chapel, Great
Dover-street, Borongh. — "Is Saul also among the prophets?"

*

•

•

The captain of the local detachment of the Salvation Army at
Croydon has been summoned and fined for creating a disturbance
on a Sunday by " unlawfully playing certain musical instru
ments " in the street.

*
.
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•

*

We are informed that the Holy Eucharist is celebrated in
eleven Cathedrals in accordance with the rubrical direction of
the Book of Common Prayer— " the Priest standing before the
Table." Lincoln will now be added to the number.

*

•

♦

At the Chapter of the Guild of S. Luke, the Rev. Dr Belcber
read a Paper on " Reservation of the Blessed Sacrament for the
Sick," insisting on its necessity. He had the advantage of
viewing the subject both as a parish priest and a medical man.
The Revs. R. A. J. Suckling, Berdmore Compton, J. V7.
Kempe, and F. J. Ponsonby also spoke of the advantage to
the sick when the Sacrament could be communicated without
delay.

*

»

*

The Annual Festivals at Cuddesdon and Ely were both this
year of the usual enthusiastic character. The former rejoiced
at the elevation of the late Principal, Dr King, to the Episcopate;
the latter was occupied with a proposal which the Bishop of
Ely brought forward, that of establishing a Missionary College
as a " supplement to the Theological College," for training
young men for foreign Mission work, which we trust may be
carried into effect.

a^usic
The recent Richter Concerts have been specially noticeable
for very fine performances of Mozart's beautiful " Symphony
in E flat," Wagner's re-arranged Overture and Venus-berg
Music to "Tannhauser," Berlioz's Symphony " Funebre et
Triomphale," and young D'Albert's new Overture "Hype
rion." Passing over as unworthy of notice the silly and child
ish airs in which Mr D' Albert is reported to have indulged at
the expense of the country which gave him his musical edu
cation, we have no hesitation, despite its Bomewhat cold re
ception, in welcoming this Overture as an earnest thoughtful
work which augurs well for its composer's future. He is en
tirely influenced by Wagner, but has produced something more
than a weak and feeble copy of his great model ; the Overture
well depicts the prevailing spirit of gloom which is aimed at ;
it is most richly instrumented, and for those who failed at
first to appreciate it we would much desire a second perfor
mance. It was magnificently played under Herr Richter's
direction.
On Monday last a new Symphony, by Fuchs, proved a
valuable and welcome addition to the re/tertoire of these
Concerts.

AND CHURCH FORTNIGHTLY.
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Hatchard.
Oxendcn —Short Comments
Skeffingtons.
Rawnsley —Village Sermons (4th Series.)
8. P. C. K.
Sltwrll. -Two Friends
Ward Lock.
Smyth.—Reality of Kaith
Marcus Ward.
Speedwell
I* lube!.
NOTICE. —The columns of the Literary Churchman are at The First Earl Cairns
Hodder & stoughton.
The Expositor. Vol. 1 (3rd Series)
all times open to Correspondence, ami the Editor invites and The Home Sanctuary
Elliot Stock.
-welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the The Imitation ot Christ
Elliot Slock.
Griffith and Farran.
Clergy. But it must he clearly understood always that he does Two Englishmen
Skemngtons.
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address Vaughan.— Lessons on the Creed
Griffith
and Farran.
Vincent.—Wrong
on
Both
Sides
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
Young and Co.
Young.—Analysis of Psalms
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
Recently published, pp. 72, price 6d.,
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.

l^^-w offf^p<m&en ce j&*a

MARRIAGE with a DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER.
TO CHURCHMEN VISITING SCOTLAND.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —As, in spite of every information and protest, sundry
Directory compilers in the North still persist in having a section
in their compilations for a " Church of England," under an " act "
■which does not apply, may I, through your columns, warn English
tourists, and those coming from the south to settle in Scotland,
to ask for an Episcopal Church, and to consult, in every ca9e,
the Directory under the Episcopal Church in Scotland ; otherwise
they will be more than disappointed in finding themselves misled
into one of two or three schismatical chapels.
I am, &c. ,
June 6th, 1885.
Anglicanus.
ERASMUS.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —In his paper concerning the Lay House of Convocation
Canon Carter instances Erasmus and Sir T. More as laymen
who attained pre-eminent positions in divine learning. This is
true of the latter ; but Erasmus was a priest ; he was ordained
by the Bishop of Utrecht, April 25, 1492. He was likewise
admitted to the degree of B.D. at Cambridge in 1506, and was
Rector of Aldington, in Kent, in 1512.
Tour obedient servant,
W. J. D.

BOOKS REOEIVED.
Bradley.-Faithful Teaching
Harvest Preaching ...
...
...
...
Heath— Where to Find Ferns ...
Homely Talks
How \Vc Did Without Lodgings
Lt- troy. —Counsels for the Common Life
Life of Gordon

Hatch ard.
SktfBngtons.
S. P. C. K.
Hafchard.
Grlfntn and Famn.
Skeffingtons.
S. 1'. C. K.

A Uriel' General Review of the Arguments and Pleas on this
Subject, with Supplementary Notes ou some points of Interest affecting
the discussion.
By PHILADELPHU8.
HAMILTON and CO., London ; T. and T. CLARK., Edinburgh.
"Singularly complete, and just what Is wanted to lend to educated
perrons. There Is no time to be lOBt ; the country needs to have its
eyes opened."— Literary Churchman.
" A successful attempt to place the whole subject in a convenient
form."— Guardian.

THE FULLER RUSSELL LIBRARY.
Part 1.
MESSRS SOTHEBY, WILKINSON and HODGE
will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13 Wellington
street. Strand. W.C., on FRIDAY, June 2H, and Four Following Days,
ill 1 o'clock precisely, the FIRST PORTION of the extensive and
valuable LIBRARY of the late Rev. JOHN FULLER RUSSELL,
B.C.L., F S.A., comprising valuable Manuscripts and Printed Books,
many of extraordinary rarity, Including Archbishop Parker's Work De
Antlquitate Ecclenh* Britanuicie. with the rare Portrait— Hamilton's
Catechism—early Primers— Psalter by Archbishop Parker— Works
with Autographs of Archbishop Cranmer, Bishop Latymer, Fox the
Martyrologist. Isaac Watts. Luther, Erasmus, and other eminent men
—and last, not least, the Pylgrymage of Perfection, with the Auto
graph Signatures of " Henry VIII.," of the Lord Protector Duke of
" Somerset," and of " Marye the Quene."
Catalogues, price 2a. 6d., may be had on application ; the
Books will be on view two days previous to the Sale.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms lor the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefflngton and
Son, 103 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

TlNTA FRANCISCA,

CIjc Special CxUinc for
i^olp Communion.

[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen Half
Bottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
N.B.—Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., P.C.S., F.I.C., &c, Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society, and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes:— "I have tested the constituents
of the TINTA FRANCISCA, and fail to detect the slightest evidence of the presence of anything that has not
been derived from the juice of the grape. I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from the
FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE, and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS
NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.
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NOW BEADY, SIXTEENTH EDITION, 42nd THOUSAND, 7«. 6tt,

NATURAL LAW IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD.
By Prof. HENRY DRUMMOND, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.
Guardian : " A remarkable book, full of deep and original, though sometimes fantastic, thoughts."
iL,7E?AHT Churchman : " One of the most able and interesting books on the relations which exist between natural science anl spiri
tual life that has appeared. Mr Drummond writes perfect English ; his ideas are fresh, and expressed with admirable felicity."

Now ready, price 7s. 6d., with Frontispiece,

THE EXPOSITOR. Vol. 1.—New Series.
The CONTRIBUTORS to the VOLUME include :
Right Rev. J. B. LIGHTFOOT, D.D.
Rev. T. K. CHEYNE. D.D.
Prof. J. M. FULLKR, MA.
Canon T. S. EVANS, D.D.
Prof. A. K. KIKKPATKICK, M.A.
Prof. G. T. STOKES, M.A.

Rev. J. AGAR MEET.
Prof. GODET, D.D.
ALKX. MA' LAREN, D.D.
JOHN KER, l>D.
W. H.SIMCOX, Jf.A.
MARCUS DODS, D.D.

Prof. S. IVES CURTTSS. D.D.
Prof. H. L. STRACK, D.D.
EDMUND GOSSE.
GEORGE AUG. SIMCOX. M.A.
Prof. HENRY DRUMMOND. F.R.S.E.
E. A. WALLIS BUDGE, B.A.

THE EXPOSITOR for JULY, commencing a New Volume,
Will contain the FJRST of a SERIES of PAPERS on the

REVISED VERSION OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
GENESIS and EXODUS, by Rev. Canon S. R. DRIVER, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the
University of Oxford, will appear in the July Number.
The other Books of the Bible will be examined in succeeding numbers, and the principal changes explained by

Rev. Canon KIRKPATRICK, M.A.,
Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, DJX,

Rev. Prof. A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., LL.D.,
Rev. Prof. J. M. FULLER, M.A.

THE EXPOSITOR for JULY will also contain
A FINE PORTRAIT of BISHOP MARTENSEN. Etched by Manesse.
Price One Shilling Monthly.
London: HODDER and STOUGHTON, 27 Paternoster-row ; and of any Bookseller.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICE, separately, Is. 6d. per dot
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to ohange It for any other Hymu-Book."— Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if your hope that It will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winoheeter.
u I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title: fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop ol
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."— Bishop of Chichester.
"Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unspirltual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.

Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION
LONDON : toW.theSKEFFINGTON
CLERGY on FIRST
ANDINTRODUCING
SON, 163 PICCADILLY,
IT in their W.
CHURCHES.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean of WESTMINSTER.
Defctt-Chairhan—ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr STONE.
Actuary—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1681 :—
Total Funds
_
Total Annual Income
...
„
Amount of Fronts divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus ...
...
...

_
...

*3,148,166
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 5s. 9d. per cent of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, &c, may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
*M for the Proprietor by Keyn ell & Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-«treet, in the Parish of S. James. Westminster, and
Published by W. Seeffinqton and Son, 183 Piccadilly, W.
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Messrs HATCHARD'S LIST.

Post free, 9s. 6d. per annum.
Price id.

To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the GospelA New Manual of Proofs.
THE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
GOSPEL8. A Handbook. Pp. loo. Price 2s. 3d., post free.

NEW BOOK BY BISHOP OXENDEN.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author has an original turn of mind."—The Free
thinker.
"Shows the hand of a keen and original thinker." —Literary
1
Churchman.
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
ANGLICAN HYMNOLOGY.
, „ t„
Being an Account ol the 325 Standard Hymns ol the highest merit
■ In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard«V
according to the verdict o( the whole Anglican Church.
ing the early testimony to the Gospels—has rendered a useful service by
r
By the Rev. JAMES KING, M.A., Vicar of St Mary's, Berwick- drawing up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Rome,
upon-Tweed.
with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of their
Authorised Lecturer to " The Palestine Exploration Fund."
works."— The Scotsman.
Just published, (cap. Svo, cloth, 3s. oil..
We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.

SHORT COMMENTS on ST MATTHEW and
ST MAKK. For Family Worship. Crown 8vo, 3s. 64.
published.)
Just published, crown 8vo, cloth, price 6s.,

(Ju»t

HOMELY TALKS with YOUNG MEN.
On the Young Men of the Bible.
First Series, Old Testament Characters. By the Author of " Joined
to an Idol.1' With a preface by the Key. Canon Westcott, D.D.

W. H. ALLEN and CO., 13 Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, S.W.
Recently published, pp. 72, price 6d.,

BOOKS FOR CONFIRMATION.
PURITY the GUARD of MANHOOD.
By J. K. H . Price 2d. ; 60 copies at half-price.
By BISHOP OXENDEN.

CONFIRMATION;
Or, Are You Ready to Serve Christ?

617th Thousand.
18mo, cloth, (ill. ; sewed. 3d. ; or 2s. 6d. per dozen, post free.

COUNSELS to the CONFIRMED j
Or. Now is the Time to Serve Christ ? A Sequel to above.
13th Thousand. ISmo, limp cloth. Is.

MARRIAGE with a DECEASED WIFE'S SISTER.
A Brief General Review of the Arguments and Pleas on this
Subject, with Supplementary Notes on some points of interest affecting
the discussion.
By PHILADELPHIA.
HAMILTON and CO., London ; T. and T. CLARK., Edinburgh.
" Singularly complete, and just what Is wanted to lend to educated
persons. There Is no time to be lost ; the country needs to have its
eyes opened."—Literary Churchman.
•' A successful attempt to place the whole subject in a convenient
form."- Guardian.

The EARNEST COMMUNICANT.
Red Rubric Edit. Cloth, 2s. ; roan, 3s. ; morocco or calf, 4s. to 21s.
Com. Edit. 524th Tbous. Cloth, is. ; roan, 3s. ; morocco or calf, 3s,
By the Rev. F. B0URDILL0N,
Author of ' Bedside Readings.'

A LAMP and a LIGHT.
Short and simple Chapters on Texts of Scripture. Fcap. 8vo,
cloth. 2*.
" Short and pithy expositions on well-known texts."—Eccleslastioal
•• Sweetly persuasive, and tenderly comforting."—Sword and Trowel.
■ Impressive, and well calculated to produce lasting results for good."
—Rock.
The PANOPLY ; or, The Whole Armour of God.
A Practical Exposition of Ephesians vl. 10-12. Fcap. 8vo,2s.
" Well calculated to aasist the believer, especially when young in the
faith, In his Christian course. The whole book is excellent."— Record.

SERMONS from TRINITY to the 14th SUN
DAY AFTER TRINITY in PART III. of the Rev. H. J.
WILMOT BUXTON'S NEW SERMONS, entitled, 'A Year's
Plain Sermons on the Gospels or Epistles.' 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.
These most interesting and attractive Sermons are full of Anec
dotes and Illustrations, and are most suitable for Country Con
gregations.

The Rev. R. D. B. RAWNSLEY'S VILLAGE
SERMONS (4th Series). An entirely New Volume of Village
Sermons, Including Sermons suitable for after Trinity. Price
3s. 6d., by post 3s. lid.
This day, cloth, 2a., by post 2s. 2d.,

HARVEST PREACHING !

An entirely new

Volume of plain, picturesque Sermons for HARVEST FESTI
VALS, by the Revs. S. BARING-GOULD, W. C. VAUGUAN,
R. D. B. RAWNSLEY, and other popular Sermon Writers.

SHORT SERMONS for FAMILY READING.
Two Series. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. each.
"Well approved for the purpose tor which it is intended."—John
Bull.
•' Plain and pointed."— Churchman.
" In addition to the tine qua turn of soundness and doctrine, they
possess the excellence of simplicity of thought and style, and of direct
practical application of God's truth to dally life."— Record.

By the Rev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON, M.A.,

SUNDAY SERMONETTES for a YEAR. A
Course of very Short Sermons, 57 in number, for the Sundays of
the Year. Including also HARVEST, ftc. Complete In 1 vol.,
price 6s., by post 5s. 4d. Especially suited for Morning Services,
or in esses where the Sermon Is to be followed by a Celebration.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

/
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THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, separately, u. 6d. per doz.
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymn-Book."- Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
* Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop ot
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may till
nnspiritual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.

GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFPINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, WBy Keys. S. BARING-GOULD and H.FLEETWOOD SHEPPARD.
1st and 2nd Series together, in cloth, 2a. 6d., or in paper covers, 2s.
20 per cent, discount to choirs taking a quantity. The WORDS
SEPARATELY. The Two Series together, 24., or 14s. per 100,
net.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,

"CHURCH SONGS" as VILLAGE AN-

A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations ol
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.

THEMS.
The Publishers beg to call the attention of Clergy, Organists, Choir,
masters. &c, to the special suitability of these •• Church Songs " for
nicin Village Churches as Short Anthems. They are easily learntthe words are most attractive, and the music very tuneful. They
Include Solos (with Chorus) for any voice or set of voices, besides
many "full." While less ambitious, they are more attractive than
many anthems, and could be Jar more perfectly rendered by most
village Choirs, while many of them passes the special merit of having
Choruses tor the congregation to join in.
The MODERN CURATE. Married, Unmarried,
Popular, Unpopular, His Sermons, His Miserable Prospects. Is.

SURREY,

Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefflngton and
Son, lfi3 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A,, D.C.L.

The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by C. STREATFEILD,
Music by MARTIN S. 8KEFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7s. per
100. The beautiful Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited
and most effective tune.
" A really good Processional, with music of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."—
Church Times.

HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN.

HUMPHREYS'
InON CHiJSCKES
CHAP c.LS .,- SCHOOLS
I

MISL>iCN ANT Ct>£ ilOC«i

" The SOWER

WENT FORTH SOWING." New Edition of the hearty and
popular tune (with unison refrain), by MARTIN S. SKKFFINGTON, as sung at S. Barnabas'. Kensington, and recently adopted
at hundreds of other Churches. Music and Words complete,
price Id., 12 copies for Is. Id, 25 copies post free for 2s., 12 copies
post free for 7s.
Ily the Rev. HENRY W. LITTLE. Cloth, price 3a. «d.,
WHAT SHALL I SAYP
100 Brief Outline Ad
dresses upon Religions, Temperance, Thrift, Health, and Social
Topicr. An Appendix of Illustrative FACTS, FIGURES, and
ANECDOTES. Crown 8vo, cloth, by post 3s. 8Jd.
Just out, in Paper Cover, price fid, or in elegant cloth, price Is. The
Words separately for distribution in Church, Id., or 8s. per 100,

•The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An
entlicir new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMNS,
and very Short ADDRESSES. By C. N. STREATFBILD. The
Music specially written by BERTHOLD TOURS, FRANK
HRAIN10. und MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Avery original
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Is there any particular reason why cab-drivers, of all
other men, should be anxious to be allowed to marry their
deceased wives' sisters i It would seem that as a body
they are particularly eager that the Earl of Dalhousie
should come to their rescue, and by the re-introduction
of his measure into Parliament enable them, without
violating the law of man, to transfer their affections from
one sister to another in the same family. We are told
by the Times that 9,000 of the cab-drivers of London
have sent a memorial in favour of Lord Dalhousie's Bill
to the Prince of Wales, asking him to present it to the
House of Lords, and to vote himself for legalising mar
riage with a deceased wife's sister.
There are many ideas which present themselves to the
mind relative to cab-drivers ; but by this act they have
struck out quite a new line, and we admit that we are
fairly puzzled by the ardour which they have manifested
in support of this alteration of the marriage laws. As a
class, it is to be feared that hitherto in the public mind
they have been chiefly regarded as personally unfavour
able to the Temperauce movement, as having an invinci
ble objection to the authorised scale of fares, as having
a singular tendency to exaggerate distances, and as men
who are quick in giving utterance to various humorous
sallies, which do not always betray too great refinement
of taste. Whence this sudden zeal ? Who " got-up ''
the petition ? We can hardly conceive these cab-drivers
proposing of themselves to hold a solemn conclave in some
neighbouring mews, so as to frame a petition for the
removal of the bit which at present restrains their matri
monial desires. They will pardon the metaphor which is
naturally suggested by the law of association. Perhaps
some Society which is anxious for the passage of " the
Incest Bill " thought the cab-drivers a likely set of men
to forward its object, and so started the plau which has
turned out so successfully.
There is a pathetic side to the subject too. Cab-drivers'
wives may have had such a hard time of it as to need a
succession of sisters to keep up the supply. We have
not noticed, after a somewhat wide experience of the class,
that cab-drivers have presented any remarkably mournful
appearance. They have, at least, the honour of bearing
their sorrows as widowers with self-control, and not
wearing their hearts upon their sleeves, but their pent-up
feelings have at last found an outlet in this petition to
the Prince of Wales. However, so liable is humanity,
even when in such an elevated position as the dickey, to
be actuated by imperfect motives, that, after all, this
phenomenon may be accounted for as the outcome of the
spirit of mere flunkeyisni, rather than of zeal for Lord
Dalhousie's cause. Perhaps, if the Prince of Wales had
voted against the measure, the " cabbies " would have
been as ready to back him up then as they are now, if
they had been invited to do so by " the Marriage Law
Defence Union." The side of relaxation, however, rather
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than of restraint upon the passions is more likely to
appeal to men of their stamp, though a considerable
number of cabmen, be it remembered, were above sign
ing the petition ; and we can conceive that the action of
Princes, when contrary to Parliamentary precedent and
Court etiquette, would in itself be more popular with the
majority of them than when it is in accordance with
established custom and the dignity of Royalty.
We quite agree with the cab-drivers, that the Deceased
Wife's Sister Bill is a measure which is calculated to " affect
the happiness of a large number of families," for we believe
it would destroy it. Viewed simply from a social stand
point, we think nothing could be devised which was more
likely to create jealousies and heartburnings, where now
there is confidence and affection without the taint of
passion. The law of God, we hold, does not create
barriers, but marks off as forbidden that which is in
itself contrary to the pure instincts of nature. Stealing
is not merely wrong because it is forbidden, but forbid
den because it is wrong ; so the marriage laws are not
arbitrary restrictions, but only forbid what is contrary to
man's happiness and well-being.
The alteration of the law which the Earl of Dalhousie's
Bill seeks to effect is one which is not urged for the sake
of " working men," but for the sake of a few wealthy
and interested persons. Still we must congratulate the
abettors of this change in having at last found a stratum
of society which responds to their overtures. The " cabby,"
whatever he may be else, is certainly a working man.
He i6 one who ministers to the business and pleasures of
others, and is often a genuine object of pity, for he is
obliged to exercise his calling when human life is seek
ing shelter or is already in a state of repose. At any
rate, there will be one result of this petition ; in the next
debate, we shall be told that this measure is for the relief
of the poor, and that 9,000 cabmen are anxious that it
shall become law. It may be, too, that as the cabmen
have ventured to patronise the Prince of Wales, so the
Prince of Wales will find some way in turn of patronising
them. They are usually men of genial spirit, and ready
to be entertained. But at any such entertainment, it
would hardly, we think, tend to harmony if, when giving
Tent to their views on the proposed alteration of the
marriage law, their wives and wives' sisters were included
in the festivities. The Prince, we hear, has consented to
present the petition ; and let us hope that the cab-drivers
will ply their busy trade a long while before their petition
is granted by the British Parliament.

Crjurcb Cfflotk among tfje 3letos.
For some time past there has been growing up a distinctive
Church work among the Jews of the highest interest and
importance. For many years past it has been the distinctive
honour of one party in the Church, by its Society for the Pro
motion of Christianity among the Jews, to seek to carry out
the heavenly will, that through the Gentiles the Jews should be
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received into the true Church.* A new Society, for it has only
been in existence for a few years, the Parochial Mission to
the Jews' Fund, has been sedulously seeking to do a work
among the Jews on distinctive Church lines. The inception of
the idea was, we believe, mainly due to the late Lord Justice
Thesiger, and its development is one of the many good works
associated with the name of I)r Wilkinson, the Bishop of
Truro. The work of the Mission is conducted by clergymen
serving as curates in London parishes where there is a con
siderable population of Jews. In one parish with which wo
are personally acquainted, S. Augustine, Stepney, there art
more Jews than Gentiles in the parish. A great work wis
done among them in the London Mission last November.
Practically the work has been mainly identified with one single
name, that of the Rev. M. Rosenthal. He has been for yean
working among the Jews, as a licensed curate to the Rev. S. J.
Stone, the well-known hymn-Writer, the Vic \t of S. Paul's,
Haggerstone who, like his revered father and predecessor at S.
Paul's, has always taken the deepest interest in Hebrew
Evangelisation. It should be said that the congregation of S.
Peter's, Eaton-square, have mainly supported Mr Rosenthal
by their alms, their sympathy, and their prayers. In the
Church of S. Paul's it has been the happy privilege of Mr
Rosenthal to have baptised more than a hundred adult Jews,
besides some sixty or seventy children. The conversion of
the Jews is itself an evidence to the reality of Christianity.
For the Jew makes the most serious positive sacrifices in
becoming a Christian. He alienates his countrymen, his
friends and relatives. These place the most urgent obstacles
in his way in becoming a Christian, and after he has been
baptised into the faith of Christ pursue him with unrelent
ing hostility. He is publicly cursed in the services of the
synagogue, and his name and character everywhere maligned.
He is ruined for the moat part in business, for he is deprived
of ail share in the business pursuits which are mainly in the
hands of Jews. For instance, one recent convert gave up ii
a week, and has had to live on a fourth of that sum.
This constitutes a great source of anxiety and expense in
Jewish missions. For it is necessary to find some maiiiteG'
ance for most converts until new avenues of employment are
opened up to them. This assistance is necessarily given on j
most frugal and limited scale. In every case the convert
baptised has been Confirmed, received to the Holy Commu
nion, and was constant at the Sunday Matins and Evensong.
There has been a considerably larger number of thos* who are
making inquiries or are under a course of systematic instruc
tion. Mr Rosenthal is able thus to speak of the cases with
which he has to deal :
" Not a aingle one of the adults was baptised before be or she «■'
give indubitable evidence of 'repentance towards Got. and Initti
towards our Lord Jesus Cukibt.' And all of tliem are irhowiui tlm
reality of their conversion by a true Christian life and conduct. With
the exception of four (three of whom were only baptised lul
December), all the converts are doing well in their various calling
Three are being trained to foreign mission work, with a view to ilolj
Orders; two are lay-workers, five professors of foreign langusge* or
music, one sculptor, one photographer, four clerks, six coram.reft
travellers, one ornamental carver, six shopkeepers, three tailors, loul
shoemakers, one carpenter, one stick aod umbrella maker, one joiner
and one brass turner. The general aspect of the mission is, 1 »«
thankful to say, very encouraging. The spiritual state of the convert
Is certainly deeper and purer, and the social standing of these wnc
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present themselves for instruction is higher, and the interest which is
being taken In the Mission by Curi-tiane is gradually growing.
The more closely I review the progress of oar mission, the more I watch
the spiritual growth of the converts, and the more I come in contact
with Jews generally, the more do I feel convinced that ' a great door
and effectual ' has, by God 8 mcroy, been opened for the conversion of
many in Israel, ami for tbe extension of the Master's Kingdom among
His ancient people,"
A great deal of these results is due, humanly speaking, to
Mr Rosenthal's personal history and antecedents. We should
here mention that full information respecting the work is to
be found in a pamphlet entitled 'Facts and Details of the
East London Mission to the Jews.' This has the advantage
of a preface by the Bishop of Truro and an introduction by
Rev. S. J. Stone. The Bishop speaks of his close and un
broken friendship for many years with this distinguished
Jewish Missioner. Mr Rosenthal is a Rabbi and the son of
a Rabbi. He is the only son of a well-known and celebrated
Jewish Rabbi, a direct descendant of the renowned Rabbi
AbarbaneL He was chiefly educated at Jerusalem, and was
trained for the Rabbinical office.
He was engaged in early
life by Rabbis in Jerusalem to visit many places for the pur
pose of collecting alms for the poor Jews of the Holy Land.
He accordingly visited many places in Europe, Asia, and
Africa where there were colonies of Jews. In his travels he
collected various MSS., coins, and curiosities, and was
advised by some friends to take them to antiquaries in
London.
Among his letters of introduction to Oriental
scholars was one to the Rev. Dr Ewald, the successful Mis
sioner to the Jews, who convinced him of the Messiahship of
our Blessed Lord. He was afterwards taught the way more
perfectly by Canon Wilkinson. For some years he worked in
this country, and in Syria and Asia Minor, as a lay mis
sionary for the London Jews' Society.
Through Canon
Wilkinson he was enabled to prepare himself for Holy Orders,
and was ordained by Bishop Jackson to the curacy of S.
Paul's, Haggerstone and his Christian course, not without
great sacrifices and much persecution, has been eminently
fruitful in the highest results. Two other Jews in Anglican
Orders are working assiduously and successfully in the work
of the Parochial Missions Fund, and other Hebrew converts
are receiving special training for Holy Orders.
On S. John's Day, June 24, the present writer had the
privilege of taking part in the services at S. Paul's, Hagger
stone when five Jews and two Jewesses were admitted to the
Sacrament of Holy Baptism. It was impossible not to be
deeply impressed by the earnestness and devotion of those
baptised. Almost to the last moment the strongest efforts
were made by the Jews to persuade some of these converts to
withdraw, and the strongest inducements offered.
On the
occasion of a previous baptism a number of Jews had threa
tened to destroy the church buildings and commit other acts
of violence, and the attendance of the police was found to be
necessary. In the pamphlet we have mentioned there will
be found a most affecting letter from a Jewish father to his son.
" Most beloved and only Son,—I write to thee with a broken
heart and with lamentation and weeping, because of the
intelligence of that which thou art bent upon doing. Thou
wilt exchange to serve strange idols for such a living God I
the Ood of Abraham, Isaac, ami Jacob. Have compassion on
my advanced age, and on your only sister that she should not
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have to be ashamed in this world and in the world to come.
Refrain from Christianity for the sake of .thy pious mother in
the grave, lest people should Bay ' Cursed be the breasts that
have given such an one Buck.' Remember there is a Creator
in the world who is able to find thee out and puni-h thee,
wherever thou art. If thou thinkest to be baptised in order
to get rid of us, come home and give us nothing. We shall
go from door to door, we shall fall fainting in the street,
rather than trouble theo any more for assistance. Come home
to me and thy only sister Hinda Rachel, especially as no one
in our street knows yet anything about it. Remember that
it is now the great and terrible day of judgment (alluding to
the Day of Atonement in the week following), in which God
recompenses everyone according to his works.
Shouldest
thou do this evil deed, which God forbid, then we are lost in
this world because of shame."
Our readers will thank us for inserting the touching and
characteristic letter, which the Rev. S. J. Stone sent in
answer to a letter of expostulation from the father :
"Dear Sir,— I have read your letter, as I saw your grief the day
before yesterday with such pain as it is not easy to express— pain at
sympathy with you as an aged man and a devoted father, and pain of
the effort to be faithful in my Master's service.
" Consider bow impossible it Is for Mr Rosenthal and for me, on any
consideration whatever, to refuse toa sincere seeker of .Jks us Christ
all the privileges of His Covenant and Church. Consider how fulse,
disloyal, and wicked 1 should be as a Christian Clergyman if 1 turned
away from a convert and said to him, ' You must give up tbe true
Messiah and Redeemer for your father'6 Bake.*
" Remember that I am not judging you, or other Jews like yourself,
for, as far as I know, you have had little or no opportunity of knowing
the Truth as we declare it to be in Jesus, and therefore I can even
have a hope that Flu in His great day may have mercy on you. but (and
I beg you to consider this) from my very heart 1 believe that if anyone
like your son (who Itas had opportunity of bearing and knowing of
Christj were to remain in Judaism for bis father's sake, he would be
an untrue man, a rebel against God and God's truth, and would bring
upon his soul tbe curse of the words of the Messiah, 'Whosoever will
love father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me.'
M You ask me is it just or honourable for me, believing tbe teaching
of Christianity about love for one another, to bring upon your aged
head discord and wretchedness by the baptism of your son. Dear sir,
with reverence for your hoary hairs, and for your fatherly devotion, and
with deep sympathy, I reply solemnly (and I do not forget that we two
shall meet before God at last), that we could have no love for your eon ,
nor for you, nor for the truth of the Scriptures, nor for God. nnless we
received your son, whom we believe to be a sincere convert,with a ready
and thankful heart.
" Consider again : Mr Rosenthal and I believe from our hearts that
1 there is none other name under beaven given among men whereby all
must be saved, but only tbe name of the Lord Jesus Ci»ist.' that Hx
is the one true Messiah, in whom all tbe ancient promises of God are Yea
and Amen. Your son believes this. Christ said, ' He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved.' If he believes be must be baptized or
be cannot be saved. If I oppese bis baptism I shall share his judgment.
I must do my duty to God and my Saviour without favour even to your
gray hairs. But I had a father whom I loved beyond all other men,
and thinking of him I think of you with deep sympathy and respect.
Bat my father would have said what I say to you now.
" Ob I that God would bring you too to the one Messiah, Jesus of
Bethlehem and Calvary, God of God, Light of Light, the Saviour and
Lover of Souls.
" I am, dear sir, faithfully yours,
"S. J. Stone."
It is gratifying to know that at the present time extraordi
nary efforts are being put forth for the conversion of the
Hebrew race to the fold of Christ. The eve of S. John was
kept in about a thousand churches as a Day of Intercession
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for the Jews. In the United States there is now a flourishing
society—the Church Society for Promoting Christianity
amongst the Jews. A Lenten Pastoral is annually issued by
the American Episcopate in aid of Jewish Missions, and on a
recent occasion this was signed by fifty-four bishops of the
American Episcopal Church. Converts sent to America have
been the primary cause of starting among themselves a
Church Society for the Jews. Help has been especially here
given from Chicago. We ought to mention that the Paro
chial Mission Fund, originally started by the Dean of Lich
field, Canon Sutton, and Sir James Philipps, is now affiliated
to the Additional Curates' Society. The institution, as is the
common lot of the best institutions, is in great want of ma
terial assistance in meeting the expense of the Mission and in
doing something for the converts until they can make a fresh
start in life. It has been suggested that an offertory in our
churches every Good Friday should be devoted to the cause.
The suggestion is appropriate enough, but we trust that the
friends of this Mission, surely the highest of all missions,
will not wait till Good Friday next before indicating their
sympathy in some substantial way.
F. ARNOLD.

SMifi*^^ Topics m*\
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to conceive." The Bishop of Oxford adverted to the
jealousy which the State seemed to manifest towards the
managers of Church schools, and said " voluntary educa
tion " must not expect to find its best friends in Downingstreet.
In 1870 "they heard the most beautiful and
brotherly language," but that had come to nothing. Dr
Mackarness said that he could not understand why the
Government should be unfriendly towards people who
were spending 600,000?. annually of their own money for
the purpose of educating the future generation. The fault
of the Government system is, as Canon Gregory observed
at the Conference, that they do much for rich parishes
and little for poor. The Rev. H. Roe urged the importance
of adopting the co-operative system amongst Church
Schools in opposition to present isolation. He also advo
cated an improvement in the teaching staff.
The
difficulty, however, of increased expenses in small parish
schools in the country, where the Incumbent is already
obliged to support the school out of his own pocket, is a
very real one ; whilst the material upon which the teachers
have to act is often far from being too promising as to
results.
We have seen complaints in some of the papers that
some of H.M. Inspectors do not examine with fairness and
discretion. We have no opportunity of testing the truth
of these statements. The questions which we have seen
quoted are certainly framed so as to find out what a boy
does not know, and is not likely to know, rather than
what he does, which is a grave fault in an examiner.
Their task is, however, a difficult one, and there will
always be some exceptions to the general rule.

The seventy-fourth meeting of the National Society,
the Report of which is before us, is one which reveals a
very encouraging condition of things. The chair was
taken by the Bishop of London, who was supported by
the Bishops of Bath and Wells, S. Albans, and Oxford.
The Dean of Lichfield, Archdeacons Hessey and Burney,
Canons Gregory, Cromwell, Daniel, &c, Earl Nelson, Sir
Altogether we can congratulate " the National Society'''
B. Cross, Sir E. Wilbraham, &c, were also present.
During the past year the total accommodation provided on its balance-sheet, and from its favourable statistics we
in Elementary schools was 4,826,738 : the number of may argue that Church feeling in this country is not on
There are few
children on the Registers being 4,337,321, of which nearly the decline, but is growing stronger.
half were Church of England, viz., 2,121,728.
The Societies, if any, which are better able to test the vitality
amount of voluntary subscriptions was 734,137/. 12s. 10d., of the hold which the Church has on the hearts of the
some 7,000?. in excess of the previous year. Of this sum ptople, and the National Society's Report shows that that
attachment is steadily increasing.
585,071?. was contributed to the Church schools.
The accommodation in Church schools had risen from
Just at this time, when political feeling is running high,
2,413,676 to 2,457,788, and the average attendance had also
increased from 1,562,507 to 1,607,823. It is well that the a correspondence which has appeared in the Shefield
enemies as well as the friends of the Church should know Advertiser shows that the " old Tory " clergyman is not a
that since the formation of the National Society, in 1811, fossil but a living entity, nay, that he is not only alive but
the sum spent by the Church on Elementary Schools and in a state of high vitality. It appears that Mr Shirley
Training Colleges is nearly 29,000,000?. The Report Blackburne, of Doncaster, wrote to the incumbent of
adverts to the agricultural depression, and the anxiety Adwick-le-Street, asking for the use of the Parochial
about over-pressure, for both of which there is only too Schoolroom for a Liberal meeting. To this request Mr
much evidence. Altogether the Report is a very satisfactory Peek replied "certainly not," and observed further that
one, notwithstanding the distress which has affected not there was no limit to " Radical impertinence." It seems
only rural but manufacturing districts. The legacies and that the addresses, he had reason to believe would be
offerings which were received during 1884, 20,592?., were delivered, would not only be political, but that an
attack would be made in them on the Established
more than 3,000?. in excess of the previous year.
The Bishop of London, who is especially qualified to Church, so that we conclude that the speakers at
speak on educational questions, described the competition the meeting would be not only Liberals but Liberaof the School-Board schools " as unfair as it was possible tionists. Mr Peek, however, not content with a courteous
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refusal of the request, expressed himself in rather strong
language, describing the Liberal party as thieves, and con
cluding with the remark, that he would almost as soon
have Mr Bradlaugh in his pulpit as Mr Blackburne. This
was certainly beside the mark. The question was not
whether one great party in the State is honest, and the
other not, nor was it about the pulpit of the Church, but
the schoolroom of the parish.
Mr Blackburne's reply was certainly as abusive as might
have been expected, and after remarking that the schools
were supported by a Government grant, suggested that
the congregation of Adwick Church would not lose
much if Mr Bradlaugh supplied the place of Mr Peek in
the pulpit, which was of course nothing but angry non
sense. Mr Peek in his rejoinder, though evidently trying
to be courteous, did not improve matters.
Our object in
calling attention to this hot correspondence is not to
condemn either Mr Peek or Mr Blackburne. Our sympa
thies are of course with Mr Peek in his zeal for the
Established Church, though we cannot believe that the
cause he has at heart is forwarded by a violent attack
upon the Liberal party. However, we admire both his
candour and his courage. But if Church Defence is to be
confined to one political party, and that at present in a
minority, we are likely to have rough experiences. There
are Liberals as much opposed to Disestablishment and
Disendowraent, or as Mr Peek would say "Plunder," as
Conservatives, of the vicar of Adwick type. As an instance
of this, note Canon Lowe's speech at the Ely Diocesan
Conference, when he denounced Disestablishment as " a
dishonour to religion," and Disendowment as " an act of
confiscation dangerous to all rights of property and
injurious to the interests of the people." And Canon
Lowe is a staunch Liberal. But the question which this
pungent correspondence brings up is a practical one for
every incumbent.
During the coming autumn any
clergyman who has a parish in the country where there is
no other room for a political meeting than the schoolroom,
is likely to be asked to give his consent for its use by both
parties, Radical as well as Conservative. What is he to
do ? We have no idea what is the general practice of
clergymen who are placed in this position. We should
have thought the best course would be to give both sides
the opportunity of expressing their views on political
subjects, and we see the two Archbishops think the same.
Refusal to either party would look like, and be very
like, persecution, and so would only tend to foster the
cause which the parochus, by refusing the use of the
schoolroom, sought to repress. But there is one restriction
which we think a clergyman would be right to make, and
in this we concur with Mr Peek. No Liberationist
should be allowed to use the parish schoolroom for making
an attack upon the Church. Every reasonable man would
see the fitness of such a condition. We have known an
instance of a strong Liberationist holding a meeting in a
parish schoolroom, and, from his own sense of what was
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demanded from him, keeping entirely from all reference
to Church questions. The subject is not an easy one ; but
not only the correspondence with Mr Peek, but the
difficulties which other clergy have already had which are
known to us, have led us to make these remarks upon a
matter about which we speak with diffidence as we are
on the confines of politics, a subject which is beyond our
province.

^^REyTEwS'^<<s^c
Cbe IRetiiseD Stoion of tbe ©id
Cestament.
[fourth notice.]
In our last notice, while commenting upon Psalm viii.
and the Revisers' alteration, " For thou hast made him but
little lower than God," instead of the Authorised Version
" a little lower than the angels," we forgot to remark that
Milton, who was a most profound Hebrew scholar, ren
dered the passage as follows :
" Scarce to be leu than Gods, thou madest bis lor,
With honour and with state thou hast him crowned."
It is also noticeable that Milton further confirms the
Revisers' version of Psalm lxxxvii., where they have
changed the Authorised Version, verse 7, " As well the
singers as the players on instruments shall be there," into
" They that sing as well as they that dance shall say."
Here Milton renders the verse, in the Revisers' sense—
" Both they who sing, and they who done,
' With sacred songs are there,'
In the ' fresh brooks, and soft streams glance,
And' all my fountains ' clear.' "
We are glad to see that the Revisers have retained the
" dance " of the Authorised Version in the closing Psalms
cxlix. and cl., the former of which was translated into
English verse by Bacon, who, though it is not generally
known, translated several of the Psalms with singular
spirit, and dedicated them to his " very good friend Mr
George Herbert."
Here is a portion of the 149th Psalm, retaining the term
" dance," as rendered by Lord Bacon :
" Let not your voice alone His praise forth tell,
But more withal, and praise Him in the dance :
Cymbals and harps, let them be tuned well,
Tis He that doth the poor's estate advance ;
Do this not only on the solemn days,
But on your secret beds your spirits raise."
Few passages in the Psalms have given rise to more
controversy than Psalm cxlix. 3, " Let them praise his
name in the dance," and cl. 4, " Praise him with the tim
brel and the dance." In each case the marginal reading
for "dance "in the text supplies "pipe" as the rendering
of the Hebrew "machol." The Authorised Version is
here by all means to be retained. It has the authority of
Gesenius and other distinguished scholars, as well as
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that of the Septnagint and other ancient versions. It is
simply an idle display of bigotry and prejudice to attempt
to blot out, as did some of the Printers, from the Sacred
Record the simple fact that it recognised dancing on
certain occasions as a religious observance ; as was the
case amongst the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, who
regarded it as " the worship of the body." We must also
bear in mind that David himself danced before the Ark
of the Lord.
Amongst the most conspicuous improvements in the
Psalms we may especially note the following. Psalm xx.,
" the horns of the unicorn " is now well changed into " the
horns of the wild oxen ;" and in Psalm xxiv. " 0 Qod of
Jacob " is correctly substituted for " 0 Jacob" on the
authority of the best manuscripts and versions. Psal m
xxxvi. 2, " For he flattereth himself in his own eyes,
until his iniquity be found to be hateful," is revised into
" For he flattereth himself, in his own eyes, that his
iniquity shall not be found out and be hated." In Psalm
zl. 21-7, " the Hermonite " of the Authorised Version is
changed into " the Hermon," which makes sense out of
nonsense. We may here note that the Authorised Scottish
Version of this very Psalm begins in this fashion :
" Like as the hart for water-brooks,
In thirst doth pant and bray "
for food, which may well have given rise to the sarcasm
of the cynical critic who likened Presbyterian Psalm-sing
ing to the braying of an ass. In Psalm xxix. 10, an
important change is made, and for the better, by the
Revisers, who render " The Lord sat as king at the Flood,
yea, the Lord sitteth as king for ever." This rendering
brings out the allusion to the Deluge far more explicitly
than the Authorised Version, " The Lord sitteth upon the
flood." In Psalm xxxvii. we have a marked improvement
in "as a green tree in its native soil," instead of Author
ised Version, " like a green bay tree." Again in Psalm
xlv. the Authorised Version, "the king's daughter is
glorious within," the Revisers have given us, to the manifest
improvement of the sense, " the king's daughter is within
the palace and all glorious." In Psalm cl. the word
" organs " is wisely made to disappear, and to give place
to " pipe." Psalm xc, which has a special interest, as one
of the Proper Psalms for our Funeral Office, is chiefly
remarkable in the Revised Version for its almost unaltered
form, contrary to the expectation of some, who looked
forward to an assimilation to the Prayer-Book Version,
in verses 5 and 6, where we read, " As soon as thou scutture.it
them they are even at a sleep, and fade away suddenly like
the grass. In the morning it is green, and groweth up,
but in the evening it is cut down, dried up and withered."
Here the Revised Version, following the line of the
Authorised Version, gives us (6) " Thou earnest them away
exs with a flood, they are as a sleep. In the morning they
Ctre like grass which groweth up, in the evening it is cut
^lowu and withereth." The Prayer-Book Version, though
^»ot so true to the Hebrew, follows the Greek and Latin
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Versions, and is not without some authority from the
Jewish Commentators. Lord Bacon, in his free version
of this Psalm, evidently preferred the Bible version to the
Prayer-Book, and gives us accordingly :
" Thou carryest men away as with a tide,
Then down swim all his thoughts that mounted high :
Much like a mocking dream that will not bide,
Bnt flies before the sight of waking eye :
Or as the grass, that cannot term obtain,
To see the summer come about again."
The Scottish Authorised Version adopts the same inter
pretation, and runs as follows :
" As with an overwhelming flood
Thon carry'st them away,
They like a sleep are, like the grass
That grows at morn are they.
At morn it flourishes and grows,
Cnt down at ev'n doth fade ;
For by Thine anger we're consumed,
Thy wrath makes us afraid."
The poet Burns, evidently inspired by his own national
version, thus expresses it, in verses worthy of the sublimest
of the Psalms :
" Thou layest them, with all their cares.
In everlasting sleep;
As with a flood Thou takest them off
With overwhelming sweep.
" They flourish like the morning flow'r,
In beauty's pride array 'd ;
But long ere night cut down it lies,
All withered and decay'd."
While we give ample praise to the Revisers for their
many excellent and long-wanted improvements in their
version of the Psalms, we much regret that Psalm civ. 35
is still unchanged. Here the Revisers have retained the
Authorised Version, " Let the sinners be consumed out of
the earth, and let the wicked be no more." To this we
object (1) that it is simply pleonastic and a vain repetition.
What is the difference between " the sinners " and t the
wicked," between " consumed " and be no more ? (i)
We object to this spirit of cursing, which is out of harmony
with the context and the general analogy of Scripture,
which shows God's love for the sinner, His hatred of the
sin, for " As I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure
in the death of the wicked." (3) The Hebrew word here
is chataim, not chouiam, better rendered " sin," and so the
verse should run, " Let tins be cousunied, and then the
ungodly will no more be such." This makes good sense,
and no tautology. " It is sin," observes the Christian
Knowledge Commentary on the Psalms, " that mars the
sweet accord of God's creatures, overpowering with harsh
din the reverence of His Work and Words, and there
fore David prays that sin may be destroyed."
Amongst the most prominent errors of the Authorised
Version, we may note the following errors in geographical
and proper names that required revision. Thus, "the
River of Egypt," in Numbers xxxiv. 5 and elsewhere, is
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altogether misleading, as it at once, and most naturally,
suggests the Nile. That it is not, but rather an insignificant
stream that bounded Egypt on the east, a mere " streamlet
or brook of Egypt," as it ought to be and is rendered by
the Revisers. Again, the Palestine of Isaiah xiv. 29-31,
and the Palestine of Joel iii. 1, ought to be rendered
Philistia, the territory of the Philistines, and is so by the
Revisers, and not by a term generally understood to desig
nate the whole extent of the Holy Land. In Judges xv.
19, the Authorised Version gives us "an hollow place,
that was in the jaw," while the original requires " a
hollow place that is in Lehi," a place so called, and so
rendered by the Revisers, because of its jaw-like shape.
Again, " the Book of Jasher," mentioned in 2 Sam. i. 15,
is not by an author of the name, but simply is the book
of the righteous. Here the Eevisers have placed in the
margin, " the upright," which we should most prefer
being in the text. In 2 Sam. ii. 9, although the Vulgate
and Syrian and other authorities give Oeshuriiet, which
suits the sense best, the Revisers have retained the
" Ashurites " of the Authorised Version, and erroneously
placed " Geshurites " in the margin as a variant.
However archaic and quaint some of the Biblical words
are in the Authorised Version, they are as sunlight unto
moonlight compared or rather contrasted with those to be
found in the Version of Tyndale and Coverdale. Take,
for example, the following specimens from Coverdale's
Bible. In Gen. viii. 2, we find "and she (the dove) bare it
in her nebb," this last word being now in use only among
the lower classes in Scotland. In Job xviii. 1, the patri
arch is made to say, "I am hard at deathes dore," a
metaphor which is also still to be heard among the Scottish
peasantry. In Psalm xci. 5, we find the words which
now sound to us so strangely—" Thou shalt not need to
be afraid of any bugges by night ; " and in Jer. viii. 52,
we read, "There is no triacle in Galaad," the word
" triacle " (our treacle), being used in the sense of "oint
ment," having originally denoted in Greek a medicinal
compound used as an antidote against the bites of wild
beasts, and gradually assuming the various significations
of " healing unguent " and " remedy " in general, until it
became restricted in our language to the meaning it bears
at the present day.
In dealing with the language of the Authorised Version,
the Old Testament Revisers have had to deal with two
distinct classes of revisable word*, namely, those which
have become altogether obsolete, such as " chapmen," 2
Chronicles ix. 14, for market-men, and as such have no
meaning at all to the modern ear ; and secondly, with words
still in common use, but which are no longer used in the
sense attached to them when the Authorised Version was
made. To this latter and very numerous class of words
belong such terms as " apothecary " (Exodus xxx. 25),
which once meant " a fnaker of unguents," but now means
a druggist or a preparer of medicines. Words that have
thus passed from one signification to another are, of course,
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more likely to perplex and bewilder the reader than those
that have passed altogether out of use ; for words entirely
obsolete leave the reader only in darkness, but words in the
Bible whose meaning is now very different from what it was
in King James's day do not leave the reader in darkness,
but, what is worse, mislead him by a false light. The
ordinary reader of the Old Testament is altogether in the
dark when he reads Job ix. 33, " Neither is there any
daysman betwixt us," as " daysman," which meant "um
pire," has passed entirely out of modern usage. But
when he reads Psalm cxxiv. 3, " They had swallowed us
up quick" the danger lies in the ordinary reader being
misled by the altered sense of the word quick, which now
means "speedily" but meant " alive" when the Authorised
Version was published.
On the whole, the Revisers have dealt satisfactorily with
both classes—the obsolete words and the obsolete mean
ings. They have wisely retained " chapman" and " days
man," the loss of which would have impoverished our
language, while we could scarce supply an exact equivalent
for them. But they have changed the misleading archaism
"apothecary" into "perfumer" and " quick '' into "alive "
to prevent the unlearned reader from confusing the
ancient with the modern meaning of the terms.
As a specimen of the Revisers' singular felicity of treat
ment of Isaiah, we quote the following rendering of the
Lesson for Christmas Day, which none can read alto
gether unmoved by the breath of its inspiration :
" But there shall be no gloom to her that was in anguish. In
the former time he brought into contempt the land of Zebulun
and the land of Naphtali, but in the latter time hath he made it
glorious, by the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, Galilee of the
nations. The people that walked in darkness havo seen a great
light ; they that dwelt in the land of tho shadow of death, upon
them hath the light shined. Thou hast multiplied the nation,
thou hast increased their joy; they joy before thee according
to the joy in harvest, as men rejoice when they divide the spoil.
For the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder, the
rod of his oppressor, thou hast broken as in the day of Midian.
For all the armour of the armed man in the tumult, and the
garments rolled in blood, shall oven be for burning, for fuel of
fire. For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given ; and
the government shall be upon his shoulder ; and his name shall
be called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting
Father, Prince of Poaee. Of the increase of his government
and of peace there shall be no end, upon the throne of David,
and upon his kingdom, to establish it, and to uphold it with
judgment and with righteousness from henceforth even for over.
The zeal of the Lord of hosts shall perform this."
Here we note (1) in verse 1 the change from indistinct
ness to distinctness, and from complexity of construction
to simplicity ; (2) in verse 3 the harmony of the context is
preserved by rejecting "not," which marred the beauty
and destroyed the force of the whole verse by making it
self-contradictory ; (3) the spirit and the letter of the
Hebrew text are thoroughly rendered by the change of
verse 5 " For all the armour," &c. ; (4) in verse 7 the
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change of " order and establish " into " establish and up
held" is even a clear gain to the sense, as well as to the
sonorous music of the passage.

Iprogresstoe S^oralitp.
Progressive Morality : An Essay on Ethics. By Thomas
Fowler, M.A., L.L.D., F.S.A., President of Corpus
Christi College, Wykeham Professor of Logic in the
University of Oxford. London : Macmillan. Pp. 201.
1884.
Professor Fowler attempts in these pages " to discrimi
nate morality " from " other sanctions of conduct," to
determine the functions of " the moral sentiment," to
trace its development, to test it, and to exemplify the
applications of the test to existing moral rules and feelings.
The first division, with which the Essay commences, is
that on " the sanctions " of conduct, which term the
author clearly defines as " any pleasure which attracts to
as well as any pain which deters from a given course of
action."
He divides these sanctions into " physical,"
"legal," "social," "religious," and "moral."
All this
may seem very dry, but Professor Fowler has a way of
writing which makes the book an interesting and readable
one. Thus, the man who discerns that a headache follows
a night's debauch is likely to be deterred from excess, we
are told, by the remembrance of its effects. The penalty
which follows theft is an effective way of teaching a man
to keep his hands out of his neighbour's pockets. The
" social sanction " is one on which Professor Fowler places
much reliance. " Many a man," he says, " would rather
lie than be guilty of a solecism in speech, manners, or
dress," in other words, he would rather offend God than
be the subject of ridicule. The social standard needs from
time to time correction from the moral standard, and the
religious, which latter, according to Professor Fowler, " by
no means always operates in favour of morality." The
potency, however, of the religious sanction is to some
degree admitted. Thus the author says :
"No peculiar merit, as it appears to me, can be claimed by a
man because he acts from fear of Divine punishment rather than
of human punishment, or from hope of Divine rewards rather
than human rewards. The only difference between the two
sanctions are (1) that the hopes and fears inspired by the reli
gious sanction are, to one who believes in their reality, far more
intense than those inspired by the legal sanction, the two being
related as the temporal to the eternal ; (2), that inasmuch as
God is regarded as omnipresent and omniscient, the religious
sanction is immeasurably more far-reaching than the legal and
sooial sanctions combined."
This is true as far as it goes, but not the whole truth.
The sanctions which appeal to a man in this life, and
those which pertain to the Unseen, are not only different
because the latter are more cogent and penetrative, but
they demand a very different type of character,—a man
of faith for their subject, " one who believes in their
reality," for without the intervention of that virtue, which
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is itself a moral excellence, the religious sanction would
be inoperative.
It is when we come to the chapter on " the Moral
Sanction " that we find Professor Fowler's work emi
nently unsatisfactory. " Conscience," a term which he
distrusts, and naturally so, for it is associated with a
totally different view of the " moral sanction " from that
which the author provides in this Essay— Conscience
seems to be, in Professor Fowler's system, simply a feel
ing of satisfaction or dissatisfaction on reflecting on our
own actions—but why have we this feeling ? If con
science be not the voice of God, why do we fear its re
proaches ? Bentham saw there must be some tribunal of
which this inexorable faculty was the mouthpiece, and so
he blended it with the social sanction. But Professor
Fowler truly urges, that there are acts undiscernilleby
the eye of man, for which conscience fills us with feelings
of dissatisfaction, what then is the tribunal before which
the guilty man quails ?— it is himself—the condemned and
the judge are, according to the author of this Essay, one.
This is his account of the " agony of conscience " :
"A man mast ultimately be the jadge of his own conduct,
and as he acts or does not act according to his best judgment, to
he will subsequently feel remorse or satisfaction."
According to this " Richard " not only " loves Richard,"
but fears Richard. Surely such an explanation is, to say
the least, highly unsatisfactory, and not true to human
experience. Professor Fowler dislikes to use the term
"conscience," and well he may. The moral sentiment or
sanction which he puts in its place is a poor and weak
substitute for it. Conscience is, as S. Augustine describe*
it, " a certain indication of the eternal law of God," or,
as S. Paul terms it, " the law within our hearts ;" and the
agony which follows grave disobedience against its clear
dictates is only to be accounted for by the truth, that it
is the faculty through which God speaks to mau.
The statement that if we had "some 'simple' and
'innate' idea of right," then the moral decisions of man
kind would be always and everywhere the same, is one
which we cannot accord with. Our faculties and powers
depend on their right use for development or diminution.
They may be perverted. Had Professor Fowler ac
quainted himself with the treatises of moral theologiaus
on the use and abuse of conscience, he would have found
that there were "erroneous" consciences, and defective
consciences, and how much the range and clearness of the
action of this power depends upon environment and
culture. The instances which he gives of variations of
moral judgments, whatever defects they may be evidences
of in nations, or individuals, are not sufficient to over
throw the doctrine of a natural moral sense. The light
may be sometimes refracted a little as it passes into the
created intelligence, but not enough to destroy its charac
ter. He confuses what men do with what men approve.
We suppose the man who runs into debt with his trades
men, as an instance, without the slightest prospect of
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paying for what he has, would not seriously approve of
that line of conduct. All that can be said is that self-love
is a very strong instinct in man, and often becomes his
guide when conscience is silenced.
We are not prepared to admit without limitation the
author's fundamental position, which is that morality
advances and keeps pace with the growth of intelligence
and civilisation. There have been periods when culture
was highest and morality low. It requires " the religious
sanction " to be added to the rest, or there will be a one
sided development of man's powers—the culture of the
understanding and imagination without the development
of the moral sense.
The last chapter of Professor Fowler's work is more
interesting than its predecessors, in which he applies " the
moral test" to various depravities, as, e.g., smuggling
tobacco, acts of pilfering, abuses of administering patron
age, biibery at elections, vivisection, &c. But the book is
altogether a disappointing one. Anything which appears
to invade the sanctity of conscience as a faculty sui generis,
" the capacity of being conscious of the Infinite," " the
light which lighteth every man that cometh into the world,"
and to reduce it to something which is acquired and de
veloped bythe logical progressof the mind, is to be strongly
discountenanced. The last appeal is to a man's conscience,
that is, not to any impossible mixture of reason and sen
timent, but to that innate perception of what is right and
wrong with which God has gifted him, and whatever
tends to weaken the ground of that appeal seems to us
to be worthy of nothing but condemnation.
It would not be difficult to show that with the progress
of morality there was a similar progress of immorality,
and that the light and the shadow travel together. The
knowledge of the physician and pathologist has
greatly advanced of late, but is there not also an
advance in the nature of the maladies upon which
they are called to exercise their skill and art ? Some
diseases seem to pass away or to be modified by
external circumstances, but others take their place, or
at least are newly named, and fresh developments and
complications demand new applications of the therapeutic
art. The workings of moral evil, we are told, are to cul
minate in some exceptional form of it in the last days.
There is immorality and immorality ; that which is
outward, vulgar, and shocks the sense of propriety, and
there is that which is behind the screen of luxury and
refinement, which calls old sins by new names, and puts a
veneer of respectability over that which is only more
immoral because those who are guilty of it have had the
advantages of education, and " the social sanctions" which
render it without excuse.
A treatise on " Morality " as a study, apart from all
consideration of the freedom of the will, the intuitions of
conscience, the action of grace, and the Law of God,
is to us very much the same as a lecture upon a watch,
which is confined to the elucidation of the dial-plate, the
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arrangement of the hours, minutes, and seconds, the nature
and movements of the hands, and past experiences as to
the correctness of the time it kept, but no account of the
mainspring which sets it in motion. The Professor, how
ever, has displayed much ingenuity, if not much origin
ality, in his attempt to account for " the moral sentiment,"
and to avoid regarding it as the voice of God.

9 Cotienantet IPreac&er.
Quaint Sermons of Samuel Eutherford, with a Preface
by Rev. A. A. Bonar, D.D. London : Hodder and
Stoughton. 1885.
The quaintness of these sermons is not to be sought in
the ideas, or the illustrations they contain (the ideas
are naught, and there are few illustrations), but in the
brogue which is Scottish. Rutherford was a Presbyterian
preacher in the middle of the seventeenth century, and
several of the sermons published in this volume are on
the fortunes of the Kirk. The first, preached Aug. 27, 1640,
is on the march of the Scotch army against Charles I.,
when they revolted against his imposition of bishops and
a liturgy. It will be remembered that on March 1, 1639,
when the King had issued a proclamation granting a free
pardon for 'past offences, but insisting on obedience
to the liturgy, the people assembled in crowds and re
newed the Covenant, binding themselves to resist the
establishment of Prelacy.
A general assembly of the
Scotch met at Glasgow Nov. 21, 1638, and iu August,
next year, it formally abolished episcopacy, the canons and
the service book, and the Covenant was ordered to be
signed by every one, under pain of excommunication.
The King, thereupon, raised an army which he himself
joined, aud marched upon Scotland, but as the Scots were
more numerous, Charles concluded a sudden pacification,
in which he consented to withdraw his troops aud to
abolish the order of bishops. In 1640 he sent another
army to the north, as the Scotch had not observed their
undertakings in the treaty. This army was placed under
the command of Lord Strafford and the Earl of Northum
berland. Thereupon the Scotch army of nearly 30,000
men crossed the frontier. They defeated a detachment
at Newburn, and took Newcastle. The fight at Newburn
took place on Aug. 28, and Rutherford's sermon on " Fear
not, thou worm Jacob," was preached six days before.
The insolence and presumption of his tone are amazing.
Of course Jacob is the Kirk, the wretched little Calvinistic
sect is God's elect people, and the Royal army and the
Catholic Church and bishops are the enemies of God and
of true religion. This is how he speaks of the bishops who
had been " abolished " by the Assembly :
"When Christ is angry at them, he can school (shovel) the
mountains into the sea. What have these mountain* for them
to boast themselves against Christ our Lord and against His
Kirk. The Lord Hk takes some of them away that all the
mountains in the world may know against Whom they come,
when they come against Christ and against His Kirk, He will
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make them low valleys. Here ia a lesson to Scotland and a
lesson to us this day. Oar dear Lord has been letting us see
that the mountains in the world they are not able to bide
Christ when He is angry. Poor Scotland ! that is the outcast
of all the nations of the world, the Lord has done this for it
when the mountains of tho world could not abide it. . And there
were fourteen great mountains (the fourteen deposed bishops) in
this land, and there were enow who builded their nests under
these mountains, doctors, and deans, and arcbdeans, and all
those who looked to be prelates ; but the Lord He has casten
down all these mountains, and all the nests also that were
bigged (built) under these mountains. And we may trust that
we may say of them that that shall be upon them which David
says of the mountains of Gilboo, Let never rain nor dew fall
upon them, nor any grass grow upon them. So we trust in God
shall it be with them."
Here is another specimen of his style :
That is a fearful imprecation that ia put up against Babylon,
and against Saul, and those who were the enemies of David and
of the Kirk at that time who have tane up a banner against
God ! Meiklo misery and woe abide them I Pre-suppose that a
man had a sea of poison to drink, and aye as he drank it filled
again, it would be thought a very hard matter." (What an inane
conclusion !) "And that sea of wrath that the Lord is brewing
for His enemies they shall drink thereof and be mad, and shall
fall and never rise again."
Charles is Saul persecuting David, because after he had
granted all that the Covenant required, the Scotch, on their
side, would not keep the undertakings to which they had
sworn, and Charles was accordingly sending to insist on
the fulfilment.
Rutherford is coarse as well as violent. He says of
Purgatory, as a doctrine, " It doth lie in the world's fat
arm, giving milk and suck to it."
The book gives us an insight into the minds of the old
Covenanters, and a very disagreeable insight it is, it shows
up a boiling caldron of hate, intolerance, and arrogance.
There is absolutely nothing in these sermons that shows
token of a Christ-like nature, of love and humility, and
godly fear ; they are the sermons of a long-headed and
hard-headed man, full of self-conceit and rancour ; —
curious to reaxl, but also very saddening.

W^W^^Mm^mm
The Question of Questions : Is Christ indeed the
Saviour of the World? By Rev. Thomas Allin.
London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1885. Pp. 215.
Mr Allin holds that Christ could not be rightly called the
Saviour of the World, if any souls were finally lost ; so that
his book is only ope more of those emasculated works which
are written in favour of the doctrine of Universal ism. To
say that our "innate sense of justice and equity is utterly
outraged by the popular doctrine " is simply untrue, if by
" the popular doctrine" is meant that which is taught by our
leading divines, which is neither the materialism of the
Romanist, nor the grotesque exaggeration of Mr Spurgeon.
Mr Allin honestly treats of all the passages which he thinks
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refer to this question, and explains them as his friends have
been wont to do ; and he has disinterred certain statements
from early writers which seem to serve his purpose. But
nothing new has been alleged ; and the old arguments have
been weighed too often for us to need to attempt the weary
task of repeating their refutation. At the end of one of the
Sibylline Oracles, which somewhat favoured this heresy, a
scribe wrote the following lines, which we commend to the
author of this book :
" h.tc falsa perspicue : nee unqunm deslnet
Die implorum terror ignis ferritins
Optarem et ipse equtdem ista sic continrrerent,
Qui maximis maculis ioustis criniinum
Deformor ipse, quels plus gratia est opus.
V. rum erubesce, nugrigerule Origenes,
Qui desituras esse poeoas dictltat."
S. Paul the Author of the Acts of the Apostles akd
of the Third Gospel. By Howard Eber Evans, B.A.
London : Wyman and Sons. 1884. Pp. 122.
To overthrow the almost universal opinion concerning the
authorship of the Gospel according to S. Luke and the Acis
of the Apostles, a writer must make out a very strong cote,
accounting for the error which has prevailed in all ages and
among all Christians, and producing irrefragable proofs of the
soundness of his moral theory. Neither of these thing9 has
Mr Evans done. He has with much skill elicited many strik
ing analogies between the language and sentiments in the two
Books and in S. Paul's writings ; but how uncertain such
texts are may be seen from his own pages, where in one
section alone, stated to contain 81 words peculiar to the
Gospel and to S. Paul, one-fourth are found on farther inves
tigation to be erroneously included. No attempt is made to
account for the use of the first person plural in the Acts,
except by asserting that S. Luke may have acted as aman
uensis to S. Paul. Nothing is said of the medical knowledge
which many critics have found in the writings attributed to
"the beloved physician j " and, after reading the treatise, we
come to the conclusion that it is more ingenious than solid,
more clever than convincing.
S. Leo's Epistle to Flavian. Translated, with an Intro
duction, by the Rev. Charles A. Ueuhtlbt, D.D. Parker
and Co. 1885. Pp. 30.
Dr Heurtley has done good service by presenting in a cheap
and handy form the most important treatise on the Incarna
tion, which every student of theology ought to know by heart.
The introduction, combining the letters which passed between
Leo and Flavian on the subject of Eutyches, gives all in
formation necessary for understanding the case, and inci
dentally shows the nature of the respect paid to the Bishop
of Rome.
What Set Him Rioht ; with other Chapters to Help. By
the Author of 'The Recreations of a Country Parson.'
London: Win. Isbister, Limited, 56 Ludgnte-hill, E.C.
1885. Pp. 820.
It seems long since the reading public has had anything
from the hand once so fully occupied in their service, of
A. K. H. B. The present volume proves that, whatever may
have been the reason that he has written so little of late, it
is not that his hand has lost its cunning. These essays are
as able and readable as of old, but they are graver and more
thoughtful ; the writer describes less, and moralises more ;
mid it is no longer the brighter and gayer aspects of life that
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be choose? for the subjects of his discourses. And it seems
10 is that these essays are fuller than any of their prede
cessors of evidences of that yearning which we would fain
hope is shared by many of the noblest and most pious minds
in the Scottish Kirk, for a fuller, worthier, and more respon
sive order of worship.
Thus in discoursing about the
hindrances to public worship being as helpful as it might be,
he says :
"The&wHiiA Hymnal, and the new Book of Common Order are, to
rainy, helpful and precious beyond all words. They have drawn us
near to many, like-minded and like-hearted, from whom we are still
outwardly parted by * our unhappy divisions.' .... For we are
poor creatures ; and we are burdened with frail and sensitive bodies;
we ire easily disturbed and jarred, when we would fain be at our best ;
and some of yon remember how Mr Keble, epesking of a region where
the outward surroundings are statelier and more soothing than here, is
yet constrained to confess what little things may spoil even Holy Com
munion, and draw the soul down to earth."—(Pp. 10, 11.)
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Twelve Tears among the Coloured People. By Caliikaitii B. Peurt. New York: J. Pott and Co. 1884.
Pp. 174.
The emancipation of the negro in America has not led him
to a perfect equality of position with the whites. In spite of
Christianity and democracy, class distinctions still remain.
North and South alike draw a colour line; and hence it becomes
necessary for the Church to accept the situation, and, where
possible, to provide separate ministrations for coloured people.
Mr Perry, who seems at times to have got into trouble for his
ritualistic proclivities, has laboured with much success among
a congregation thus gathered together, and tells the tale of
his work in an interesting fashion. A great deal of the infor
mation given concerning his own religion, and the condition
of the negro population, will be new to many of our readers.
The once condemned race seems becoming capable of high
culture, and, were openings presented to it, might assume a
notable position in the New World. Mr Perry's little volume
makes this evident.

What Saith the Scripture ? An Exposition and Analysis
of the Pentateuch and Earlier Historical Books of the Old
Testament, with Explanatory and Practical Notes. By J. What to Do with our Girls ; or, Employments for Women.
Ahderson, M.D., M.R.C.S.L., Graduate of King's College,
Being a complete and authentic Handbook of all Employ
Aberdeen. London : HodderandStonghton, 27 Paternosterments, obtained from Government, Official, and other
row. 1885. Pp. 239. Price 3s. 6d.
Sources. By A. T. Vanderbilt. London : Houlston and
Sons. 1884. Pp.176. Price 2s. 6d.
A useful, bnt somewhat diffuse "Companion to the Bible,"
This publication is just what it claims to be, and the girl
very suitable for Lectures in Sunday Schools, or for theo
logical students.
It extends only to the First Book of must indeed be unfortunate who cannot find in its pages same
guidance in preparing herself for what life may bring forth.
Chronicles.
The need of practical training for every branch of usefulness
Riport op the Proceedings of the Representative Bodt,
Laid before the General Synod of the Church of Ireland at is clearly shown. A careful study of this book would prevent
iu Fifteenth General Session, 1885. Dublin: Hodges, women from being swindled by advertisements addressed to
Figgis and Co. 1885. Pp.152. Price Is.
" Amateurs " and those " without previous knowledge " (some
The Irish Church is apparently settling down upon the per of which are made in good faith, but not all we fear).
manent conditions of its existence- The Reports for the last The information given is clear, concise, and yet full. It is a
two years have been increasingly hopeful, and have shown a handbook not only of professions open to women, but of oc
considerable degree of steady support given to the Church as an cupations by which they can add to their incomes. It shows
institution, notwithstanding the trying circumstances in which also how they can be trained for "religious work" and, most
Ireland has continued to be. The annuities payable to the important of all, how to be useful at home in making the
commuting clergy have now fallen to 147,299/., as against most of small means by good cooking and skillful dress
330,204/. in 1873. The sums received by the Representative making.
Body from all sources during 1884, i.e., the year's income,
Outlines of Roman Histort. By the Rev. B. G. Johns.
amounted to 190,611/., as against 178,444/. in 1883, or an in
Appendix by the Rev. T. H. L. Leart, D.C.L. (Oxon.)
crease of 12,167/. This satisfactory increase arises, however,
London: Crosby Lockwood and Co.
1884.
Pp. 138.
Price Is.
from an unusually large sum received from " Special Trusts "
A well set-up skeleton, with just sufficient flesh to cover it.
(73,414/., sa compared with 46,896/. in 1883); while the main
item of income, the "Assessment Account for Stipends," It is, in fact, an epitome which, avoiding details, creates a
We heartily recommend
shows, in fact, what the Report describes as a " serious desire for fuller knowledge.
decline" from 120,669/., to 114,204/., or viz., 6,465/, or 6-85 this little book as an elementary guide to the History of
percent. It is to be borne in mind that this consists of the Rome.
contributions from the various Parishes for the Stipends of
Some few school-books may be noticed here.
Made
their Clergy, and that, therefore, it is the chief factor in all the
Diocesan Schemes of finance ; which makes the decline more moiselle DE LA SeiOLIERE, COMEDIE PAR JuLKS SaXDEAU,
in erery way to he lamented. Perhaps, however, the lessened with Historical and Grammatical Notes (Macmillan and
receipts do no more than correspond substantially to the Co.), a very good specimen of that light, graceful, and
lessened incomes arising from the unsettled and depressed brilliant dialogue characteristic of no language so much as
circumstances in which the country is ; and is no greater than of the French. It is a well-chosen drama, and seems suitable
particularly for ladies' schools.
might fairly have been expected.
It strikes us that it would be an improvement if the Repre
Algebra for Beginners (W. Blackwood and Sons), a
sentative Body could see their way to add to this Report, by volume of Blackwood's Educational Series, contains in this
consultation with the Bishops, something in the nature of first part the first four rules only, and seems thoroughly well
** account of work done; tabular lists of Confirmations, Ordina adapted for young students ; the rules and explanations being
tions, and inch like.
clear, precise, and brief, and the exercises abundant. These
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latter have the disadvantage of having no answer! supplied to
them, which will give a good deal of additional trouble to
teacher and pupil ; a thing which it is quite needless to do.
Another volume from the same series is entitled Short
Stories from the Histort of England, and is an historical
reading-book in simple words, and illustrated with woodcuts—
a very good idea.
Songs in Many Kets. By the Rev. Charles D. Bell, D.D.,
Rector of Cheltenham, and Canon of Carlisle. London :
James Nisbet and Co. 1884. Pp. 224.
These songs are well named ; there are few keys that are not
struck by the author, and struck with a full masterly touch. The
poems are rich in noble thoughts and passages of beauty. The
narratives arc touchingly written, few could read "A Story
of the Crimean War" with dry eyes. Some of the Rondeaux,
also, are very musical and sweet and strong withal. Canon
Bell has well sustained his reputation as a poet of no mean
order.
Bible Stokie9 from the Old Testament. By Sarah G.
Stock.
London : Church of England Sunday School
Institute, l'p. 259. Price 2s.
These stories are told with a power and fulness that will
make them "draw" in Sunday School work. They possess
the somewhat uncommon merit in such books, of not adding
fictitious details to the Bible narratives, as though they were
skeletons needing the drapery of human imagination. The
author has omitted to notice that types of the Sacraments are
to be seen in the Passage of the Red Sea and the miraculous
gift of Manna.
Unpolished Gems of Scripture. No. I. By the Rev. J.
Hawker. London : Elliot Stock. Pp. 64.
The idea of this work is to take passages of Holy Scripture
which are misunderstood, or mistranslated in our Bibles, and
by criticism and reference to the original to bring out the
hidden truths contained in them. The versions of the Greek
Septuagint, the Vulgate, and of some modern languages are
given ; and by the comparison of these and careful attention
to the Hebrew text, a satisfactory meaning is elicited in many
obscure places. Probably a study of the Revised Bible might
have modified some of Mr Hawker's conclusions. May we
suggest that more attention to the accentuation of the Greek
words would be desirable. Mr Grinfield led the fashion of
omitting accents altogether ; but if they are used, they surely
ought to be printed correctly.
"The Church Catechism Explained."
By the Rev.
Edward Cheere, M.A. Skeffington and Son.
1885.
Pp. 290.
This work is an expansion of the Church Catechism, written
" with a view," says the author, "to the correction of error
in religion," and is well adapted to help forward its excellent
object. There is a good and orthodox tone about the book
which will recommend it to all who desire real and definite
Church teaching on the one hand, and to avoid extreme doc
trine on the other. The book is good throughout, but the
section on " Conversion " is especially noticeable, in which
he says, "Is this sudden change in the case of those who
have been leading wicked lives attended with any danger?"
'' Yes, they are very apt to think that t h ey had never reeeived the
Holy Spirit of Goo at their Baptism, and often despise those who do
not (eel their conversion as strongly as they themselves do, and so give
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way to spiritual pride, which, unless checked, will entirely do am;
with the good which the long-suffering of God's Holy Spirit has t>. . „
working in their hearts."
Further on, dealing with the same subject, in meeting
a possible objection drawn from S. Paul's Conversion, the
author says S. Paul's Conversion was from Error to Troth,
but ours is from Sin to Holiness, and must therefore be
gradual and continuous, or always going on. His explana
tion of the Holy Eucharist is very clear and concise, as also
the qnestions on " unworthy participation." Altogether the
book is one which every one engaged in religious teaching
would do well to get and read.
The Congregation in Chdrch. A Plain Guide to a Reverent and Intelligent Participation in the Public Services of
the Church. Published for the Author by A. Howard,
Brixton. Pp. 64.
We have not transcribed half the title of this comprehen
sive little work, as it contains information concerning the
"six points"—vestments, ornaments, ceremonies, colonm,
seasons, hoods, &c. The book presupposes very advanced
ritual, and parts of it would be unintelligible in three-fonrthi
of our English churches ; in the remaining quarter it will be
fonnd nsefnl and instructive. In another edition it would be
as will to omit satirical remarks, like "King Henry VIII. tf
blessed memory."
Lessons on the Epistle of S. James. By the Rev. Hehst
Roe, F.RA.S., Rector of Poyntington. London: Church
of England Sunday School Institute. Pp. 93. Price 6d.
This little book should be very helpful to the teachers of
Bible Classes. One of the Lessons was much appreciated by
a class of young women with whom the reviewer tried it.
Lesson V. on " Bridles and Rudders " is especially bright and
pointed.

Recent IPampblets anD Sermons.
Professor Drummond's work on " Natural Law " has evoked
an uncompromising opponent in the Hon. P. C. Hill, D.C.L,
who in a pamphlet entitled Drifting Awat (London : Bernrose and Sons), asserts that the writer diverges from the teach.
ing and method of Scripture, and helps to support some of
the wildest theories of the sceptical. Mr Hill has some
remarks on evolution, which are worthy of deep considera
tion and will be found not easy to answer. —A great contrast
to the speculations of philosophers is a little work for the
young, named Foundation Thoughts (Lee: Roche), which
teaches that the principal thing to choose is Wisdom, and that
this is to be obtained from nature, wise people, and the Bible.
It is very simple and highly instructive, and at the same
time reverent. —Do our readers know the tenets of The Jizreelites (London : G. Vickers), a sect that calls itself "The
new and latter House of Israel ? " If not, they may thank
the Rev. J. T. Phipps for his paper on the subject read in the
Chapter-room of Rochester Cathedral. It seems to be a
semi- Christian sect, modelled on that of Johanna Sou thcott,
and would be utterly unworthy of consideration were it not
that it appears to possess large means and numerous converts
from various parts of the world.—Another delusion of the
present age is the Land Craze, A Hundred Reasons (Lon
don : Elliot Stock) against which are put forth by the Rev.
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F. O. Morria. The pamphlet is trenchant and telling, and
worth the study of our demagogues who seek to gain popu
larity by urging the idle to rob the industrious.— An exact
knowledge of Ecclesiastical history would, Mr J. W. Mason
thinks, tend to minimise religious differences in families and
parishes. To promote this end he has been at the pains to
compile from Pellicia and Mr Hatch an Odtline of the
Ecclesiastical Polity of the Church of England (Lon
don : Rivingtons). The Bampton Lectures have had rather
too much influence with the author to make the view here
taken altogether satisfactory, and the position of the Church
of England is not adequately treated.—In his Life of William
Cowper (New Biographical Series, R. T. S.), Dr Macaulay
dissents from the usual opinion concerning the origin of the
poor poet's malady, which he affirms was by no means the
result of religious enthusiasm, but was a constitutional
disorder brought to a crisis by mental anxieties. Certainly, his
Bo-called " conversion" was subsequent to his first attack ;
but it is also true that . the form assumed by his malady was
that of despair of salvation. The writer's appreciation
of Cowper's poetic powers is just and discriminating. —The
desire to do honour to General Gordon has led to the publica
tion of his Biography with Musical Illustrations (Lon
don : Curwen and Sons). It must have rather a ludicrous
effect if the lecturer introduces these somewhat incongruous
songs into his account of Gordon's doings ; but the proceeding
may perhaps gain a hearing for what else might be considered
dry details.
" Illerebris erat et grata novitate morandus
Spectator."
If we deign to notice Mr J. Manderfield's painful and irre
ligious utterances, entitled Ancient Creeds and Moderk
Customs, and Fashionable Belief v. Logic of Facts
(London : Watts and Co. ), it is only that our readers may,
if they see fit, know where to find the extremest form of
modern infidelity, and learn on what pitiable trash agnosti
cism foods. A writer who considers that Moses invented a
deity, "compelled the people to buy their charms of the
tribe of Levi," and gave to the high priest " the monopoly of
the trade of making gods," is beyond argument, and can only
be a subject of intercession.— The Churchs system of Salva
tion (J. Hodges) is lucidly put forth by Leslie Maxwell, and
offers a comfortable contrast, by its definite statements and
Catholic dogmaticism, to the negation of the sceptic, and the
vagueness of the Protestant. —On the temperance question
Canon Farrar is a powerful advocate, and he seems never
weary (whatever his congregation may feel) of lending his
powerful rhetoric to the cause. In January he preached at
S. Margaret's on Individual Responsibility, stating facts
about the prevalence and effects of drunkenness, and in
February at the same church he takes up his parable on
The Shadows of Civillsation (Church of England Tem
perance Depot), showing on this occasion that inebriety is not
the only evil to fear, but that there are other vices as deadly
and as common. May we suggest that the orator should be
more careful not to mix up his metaphors ? To speak of a
"stream of vain tears wringing the agonies of infernal tor
ment" is surely nonsense, though sounding emphatic—Arch
deacon Hannah's Charge is chiefly occupied with showing how
present dangers are to be met by increased efficiency in Tub
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Pulpit, The Cathedral, and The ScnooL (Brighton :
Treacher), and though he travels rather beyond his official
sphere, his advice is worthy of all consideration, being both
wise and timely. —We know what to expect from Dr Hatch's
handling of Ecclesiastical History ; and in his Introductory
Lecture (Rivingtons), delivered at Oxford, he does not dis
appoint us. Showing why he has selected the eighth and
ninth centuries to operate upon, he promises to repeat his
already broached view concerning the organisation of the
Church. His lectures are sure to be interesting ; whether
profitable or not is another question. —If Dr A. Saphir in his
paper on Christian Perfection (London : Shaw and Co. )
would place Baptismal Regeneration instead of conversion as
the starting point of the spiritual life, his pages would be use
ful ; as it is, they are marred by this misconception. —We do
not know much about the state of opinion on Church matters
in the Spanish Peninsula. The Rev. J. Verschoyle has written
a bright little account of A Visit to the Reformed Churches
of Spain (Spanish and Portuguese Church Aid Society),
which shows that there is an earnest movement for reform in
that portion of the world. The ministers who head it seem,
for the most part, to be Catholic priests who have seceded
from the Romish body ; but we need much more information
on this and other points before we are able to commeud the
undertaking. —William Tyndale (R.T.S.), is taken in hand
by Mr Lovett in "The Biographical Series," and his life is
pleasantly written. The writer is a little unjust to Erasmus
when he says that that scholar did nothing whatever to
popularise Holy Scripture. It is true that he did not trans
late any portion of the Bible into the vernacular, but he wrote
a new Latin version of the New Testament, and his Para
phrases performed a very great service during the Reformation.
—If any of our readers like to see what ancient prophecy is
supposed to have to say for modern history, they may study
the subject under the guidance of Mr J. Hawkes, who in his
tract called Russia's Limits (Elliot Stock) will give them
food for much thought.

tpaga^ines of tbe e@ont&.
The magazines most of them show the influence of "the
leafy month of June," in which they are prepared, of the
summer weather and the beginning of the holiday season.
The Magazine of Art continues Mr W. J. Loftie's account
of " The Older London Churches," and the numerous wood
engravings do almost more than might have been thought
possible to make those City churches, of which some are
curious and venerable, others hardly venerable, but at all
events curious, and but few really handsome, look picturesque.
"The Dart: Totnes to Buckfastleigh," is really interesting,
and has some illustrations very characteristic of the beautiful
river. " Glass Painting " deals with that later and would-be
pictorial glass-painting of Dutch and Netherlandish masters,
which marked unmistakably the decadence of the art after
its mediicval triumphs. The running comments on the current
"Academy" may be studied with advantage ; while of fullpage engravings, "A Cry from the Deep," and Mr J. W.
Waterhouse's touching scene of the " Martyrdom of S.
Eulalia " (from the Academy), are excellent examples of our
best wood-engraving.
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The frontispiece of the English Illustrated Magazine
U entitled " Reflections," but it does not strike us as so bright
and cl'ar .is a later one, "Summertime on the River." Mosi
readers will peruse with unusual interest the sprightly account
of tljc boat voyage of four friends, entitled "The Pilgrimage
of the Thames," and long to go and do the same thing them
selves. " In the New Forest " may be mentioned as another
of those admirable descriptive articles which do so much to
make us acquainted with the natural beauty of our own
country. "In the Lion's Den" is concluded in rather a
pathetic if melodramatic way ; leaving a moral which is suffi
ciently obvious, and not new. The instalment of " A Family
Affair " is accompanied by a memorial notice from Mr J.
Comyns Carr of the author, the late Hugh Conway, a writer
whose premature loss is to be lamented. The notice is in
excellent tone and taste.
There is something to suit all tastes in this month's Con
temporary Review. Professor Goldwin Smith opens the
number with an essay upon "The Administration of Ireland."
One suggestion he makes, which is surely well worth con
sideration, viz., that the Imperial Parliament should hold one
or two short sessions at Dublin ; which would, he says,
" satisfy as nothing else will satisfy, the craving for a Parlia
ment in College Green." We think he is right in so saying.
Then he would bridle the incendiary press ; and complete the
land reform by " a free land market and the Torrens system
of conveyance." He acutely observes that " agrarian legisla
tion is beneficial just in so far as it increases production and
gives more bread to the people. This will hardly be done by
confiscation, which puts an end to investment in land, and to
the advance of money upon it, or by encumbering the country
with a multiplicity of complicated and unsaleable tenures."
Other important suggestions are given in this able article.
A well-informed precis of " The Army of Russia," by Captain
W. L. Davidson, bristles with facts, and will be read with
especial interest at this juncture. We extract from it the
totals of the Russian armies :
On a Peace Footing.
Combatants.
Non-Combatants.
Totals.
Horses.
Guns.
670,000.
41,000.
711.00A
114,000.
1,610.
On a War Footing.
1,980,000.
82,000.
2,062,000.
361,200.
3,920.
Probably, however, vast deductions are to be made from
these enormous numbers.
Readers of a different class again will turn with interest to
Lord Harris's sensible and enthusiastic essay on " Cricket "
whicli is thoroughly well worth reading. We quite expected,
however, when we saw it in the index of contents, to have
found in it some reference to the great question of throwing
v. bowling, which has been occupying cricket clubs and county
committees of late.
Macmillan may be mentioned in particular for a contribu
tion to the consideration of the Federation question, entitled,
"An Australian Appeal to the English Democracy." We
cannot but think the Australian somewhat captious in his ob
jections to most of the plans proposed for Federation ; but,
nevertheless, what he says is worth reading as well for its own
sake as for that of the body of opinion in Australia, of which
no doubt, the writer before us is the representative.
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The Cornhill is, as usual, principally remarkable for its
stories. And there are three of these, each of them likely to
be attractive to most readers. "Rainbow Gold" gets more
and more puzzling as the story developes. Then the pathetic
is represented rather oddly, but still represented by " HairDevice Workers," the " story of a dying trade," and the ludi
crous by "A Chinese Ascot."
It strikes us that Longman's Magazine in striving.
certainly very successfully, to be varied, sometimes goes a
step too far, and succeeds in being merely miscellaneous.
"Prince Otto" excites more interest than ordinary magazine
literature ; and, if carried on as it has been begun, will take
high rank among contemporary works of fiction. But why it
is called a " Romance " we do not profess to understand ; m\
we have failed to see anything romantic in it hitherto. MrW.
Black's writings are generally so keenly interesting, that we
regret the more to see "White Heather" tending to the
prolix, and with (somewhat more than) a tendency to dullness.
Not but what the author has introduced more than one en
tirely new and striking type of character, even in this very
part. But the actum does not advance. Mr Grant Allen's
article on "The First Potter" is both original and interest
ingly written.

4* -l^ei^otf 4vi
DaoiD tbe Penitent.
SIXTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.
H. Sam. xii. 13.
"And David said unto Nathan, I have sinned against the
Lord. And Nathan said unto David, Tho Losd also pat aitij
thy sin, thou shalt not die."
This is a very sad story of David's fall. We have already
heard of the shepherd boy leaving his father's flocks
and herds to be the vanquisher of the giant, the enemy
of his country. And now a dark shadow passes over the
history hitherto so bright. Years have gone by ; David
has been taken from the sheepfold to be made the ruler
of God's people. Alas ! the just king has become an
oppressor ; the faithful friend has become the betrayer of
his trusty soldier ; he who made the law of God his
delight, has broken that righteous law.
Never were truer words spoken than those of Nathan's,
" Thou hast given great occasion to the enemies of the
Lord to blaspheme." "Modern blasphemy," says Dr
Pusey, "delights to blacken the man after God's o*u
heart." But remember, brethren, it is blasphemy--not
" to blacken " David's character—but to misrepresent Gob
in the matter. What evil-minded men have made of the
story is this, that the Bible sets one standard of right for
saints and another for sinners, one standard for the Church
and another for the world ; or, in other words, that the
Bible excuses in religious people, what it condemns in other
people. If this is not blasphemy, I do not know what ii
And then the text has been used as if to show how little
God really makes of sin if only a saint commits it, and
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that His ready forgiveness may be had by a few easilysaid'words, and a few easily-shed tears. It seems so easy
for David to say to Nathan, " I have sinned against the
Lor.D," and for Nathan to say to David, " the Lord put away
thy sin," that these blasphemers, I must still call them so,
have purposely put in the background the evil of sin,
put a wrong meaning on the freedom of grace, and made
as though it matters not how grievously a man sins, let
him but say a few words, shed a few tears, and all will
be right.
But whatever show of truth may underlie these notions
—and there is no error that has not some show of truth
in it—it cannot be made out from the case of David. So
that what I shall try to prove to you now is (1) the depth
of David's repentance ; (2) the greatness of his punish
ment ; (3) that the greatness of that punishment was, as
it is sure to be in every one's case, a necessary part of the
way in which God pardons and puts it away, if it is to be
pardoned and put away.
1. And first, the depth of David's repentance. It took
him a short time to say " I have sinned against the Lord,"
but it took him all his life long to fed it. What his real
feelings were you see in the fifty-first Psalm, and in many
other Psalms besides. Now what was the uppermost
thought in that Psalm ( This, that David's sorrow was
not called forth by the fact of God's anger, though well
be might fear it, but by a sense of God's goodness. It
was not the remorse of an avenging conscience, though no
doubt he felt remorse. It was not the loss of self-respect
though doubtless he felt that loss ; but the feeliug of
having sinned against Qod, it was this that brought him
to repentance, or rather this was his repentance. Doubt
less he would have offered countless sacrifices could they
have atoned for the past ; but he knew well enough that
they could not satisfy an all-holy God. What would he
not have given to undo the past—to do away the scandal
known only too well to the shrewd Joab, who held it
over him like a rod of iron ?
But what was scandal
compared with alienation from God, except so far as the
scandal dishonoured God ? There was where the iron
entered into David's soul, "Against Thee only have I
sinned and done this evil in Thy sight. Thou desirest no
sacrifice, else would I give it Thee. The sacrifice of God
is a broken spirit, a broken and a contrite heart O God
Thou wilt not despise." His prayer was for a new heart
and for a right spirit, his petition to be cleansed from all
sin and impurity. "Purge me with hyssop, and I shall
be clean, wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow."
Then there was that most terrible thought of bloodguiltiness, and well it might be a terrible one. Repara
tion there was none. Restitution, alas ! there was none.
Nothing could bring back Uriah. The sword of the sons
of Amnion had removed to Abraham's bosom the faithful
servant aud the brave soldier. His mutilated remains lay
uuburied near the wall where he fell, and bloodguiltiness
pressed heavy on the unhappy king's conscience. But he
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will do what he can to remove it. When, and not till
when, the clean heart is given him, and the right spirit
renewed in him, will he dare to say, " Then will I teach
transgressors Thy ways." Then, and not till then—by
what means we know not—but doubtless by precept and
example, shall " sinners be converted to Thee." Then,
aud not till then, dare he hope that God will be " favour
able unto Zion, that He will build the walls of Jeru
salem."
The depths of David's repentance is best known by the
depth of his humility, by his agony of sorrow, by his
heartfelt prayers, not for the remission of the punishment,
but for deliverance from the guilt and power of sin—a
distinction, I bid you observe, much to be noted.
2. Secondly, the greatness of David's punishment. This
is a point not nearly enough looked to. Never were truer
words spoken than those by Nathan in verses ten, eleven,
and twelve. The sword never did depart from David's
house ; the evil raised up against him arose from within
his own family. The deeds of shame done by Amnon on
Tamar ; the carrying out of the vile counsel of Ahitho.
phel, done in open day, or as the prophet said, " in the
sight of this sun," all showed how sharp, how relentless
was David's punishment ; all show that forgiven or unforgiven, as far as the world to come is concerned, it is a
sure, a certain, a changeless because righteous law, that
the transgressor shall not go unpunished. I know of no
story in all history, sacred or profane,—and there are
many stories to show it,— which puts forth this great truth
more plainly, more unmistakably than this of David does.
Were there no other record of fact in the whole Bible,
this one would be enough to prove the truth, " Be sure
your sin will find you out."
3. And this leads me to point out in the third place
that the greatness of David's punishment was a necessary
part of the way in which God pardons and puts away sin.
The sense of shame and the agonies of remorse are
intended to burn into us, so to speak, a keen and abiding
feeling of the evil of sin, and are at the same time part
of its punishment, and a means to lead us to seek its
forgiveness and removal. Shame and remorse. are not
repentance, but are meant to lead us to repentance. The
accusing conscience which, like the truth-telling prophet,
points at us after we have done wrong, and says to us
almost in so many words, " Thou art the man," is also a
part of the punishment of sin, and at the same time God's
message of mercy to the soul. " The sin," says Dr Pusey,
" is forgiven at once, the eternal penalty is remitted, but
its effects remain scourges in our sides, and thorns to our
eyes, which God in His mercy leaves to goad us on to
more devoted exertion ; Bpectres of past sins Which haunt
us ; hateful thoughts their genuine offspring, ready to
win our momentary consent, a chill cold mist clinging
to us, pressing in upon us —these are part of the process
by which God leads us to deeper repentance, and whereby
Hb pardons our sin aud puts it away."
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Beware, then, of thinking that this story of David's fall
and David's penitence shows that there is one standard
for sinners and another for saints, one standard for the
Church and another for the world. Remember, as I told
you, that such thoughts about God are blasphemies.
David was the man after God's own heart. True, but as
we are told save in the matter of Uriah ; and because he
was the man after God's own heart, God punished him.
" Whom He loveth He chasteneth." As there are wounds
in the body too which, though healed, leave scars behind
them, so there are wounds in the soul which, though for
given and washed away by the Blood of the Lamb, leave
their marks.
And the worst of it all is that we never sin aloue, and
therefore can never tell where or in whom our sin ends,
if sin can be said ever to end. David was forgiven, but
what of Bathsheba 1 So with you. She whom you have
tempted may become in her turn the tempter of others,
and who shall say where that will end ! The sin you have
long since forgotten, the evil thought you gave words to,
the evil act you tempted some one else to consent to, may
be reproducing itself over and over again. Your bad
example may have allured others. So whilst you are
crying for mercy, others maybe crying aloud for vengeance
against you. " But for you, but for you," some lost soul
may be saying, " I might now have been ' a partaker of
the inheritance of the saints in light.' But for the flippant
word you said, but for your scoff, I had never learnt to
doubt. But for the unbelief you sowed in my mind, but
for your keeping me away by your example from the
church, from hallowing the Lord's day, from reading my
Bible, from saying my prayers, from listening to my
minister, I should have found the narrow road, aye, and
I should have seen that the ways of true wisdom ' are
ways of pleasantness, and her paths paths of peace.'"
Then think from what seemingly little causes great
consequences arise. What a small thing it seemed for
David for a moment not to have guarded his eyes from
evil. Yet that look was the cause of all the evil that
followed.
So it is in other matters. "Behold," says
S. James, " how great a matter a little fire kindleth." One
weed may over-run a garden, one grain .of poison may
kill a whole family, one spark may set a city into flames,
as it once did London.
So whilst we learn from David the evil of sin com
mitted, the sure punishment that follows, let us beware
of the beginnings, and in the words of our Prayer-Book
pray that God will " cleanse the thoughts of our hearts
by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit." Then let us bear
in mind that we Christians have deeper reasons to hate
and keep from sin than David had, for we know more
fully than he could know the price our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ paid for it on the Cross. The Cros3 is the
true measure of the depth of sin. Bead in the light of
the Gospel these Old Testament stories have a fuller,
a deeper meaning, and we may see from them, and from
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none more thoroughly than from the history of David,
that to sin wilfully is to offend our Heavenly Father, to
slight the love of our Blessed Saviour, to grieve and, if the
sin is not forsaken, to quench the grace of the Holy
Spirit.
But again, David's history will encourage us to return
to God with real true repentance, with the sacrifice of a
broken and a contrite heart. Then, and only then, will
our words of confession be like David's, " I have sinned
against the Lord ; " then, and only then, will God say to
us, as His ministers are appointed to say iu His Name,
" The Lord also put away thy sin ; thou shalt not die."
GEO. HUNTINGTON.
The Number for July 17 will contain a Plain Sermov.
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Current jFacts anD jflote*.
In reference to a political allusion made by the Hon. and
Rev. Canon Fremantle in the Cathedral pulpit at Canterbury,
in a sermon which was delivered by him, entitled " The Duty of
Christians in Regard to War," Lord Salisbury's Secretary has
written to the effect " that the imputation that the Conservative
leaders desire to precipitate war with Russia is ridiculous."

•

#

•

The Rev. A. H. Stanton has been having "a little breeze"
with the Curates' Aid Society, because they would not help S.
Alban's, Holborn. The Secretary has explained that parishes in
greater need than S. Alban's have been also refused a grant. Mr
Stanton proposes to found a S. Alban's Curates' Society, and to
distribute little missionary boxes with " a picture of a very leanlooking curate " on the back.

*

*

*

We learn with regret that the Rev. the Earl of Mulgrave is
at last obliged to resign his benefice. He has been obliged to
spend several winters in the Riviera for the Bake of his ber.ltb,
and although he is better, yet the climate in Lancashire is not
mild enough for him to winter there. Tbe Earl of Ellesmere is
the patron of the living of Worsley, which is of the value of
450/. per annum.

*

*

*

An interesting ceremony took place recently at Clyst St
George, Devon. The Bishop of Exeter, at the request of the
Rector, planted a tree in the churchyard. We understand that
Mr Ellacombe has for a great many years asked bishops and
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other persons of note to plant trees in the ground which sur
rounds the beautiful church of which he is the incumbent.

The performances have not been free from serious artistic
blemishes, but apart from these the splendid masses of choral
and orchestral tone marvellously full and grand, never
ft
ft
f
We have received a oopy of " A Dialogue " between a clergy
"noisy," have as usual produced the deepest impression on
man and a dissenter, entitled " The Old Paths and the Good the large audiences who have assembled on each of the four
Way," by the Rev. Geo. Pope, M.A., Rector of Kempstone, days. While the important novelties produced on the " Se
which many a parochial clergyman may be glad to know of. It lection " day are naturally most interesting to the musician,
will be found useful for distribution where people have hazy the greatest enthusiasm and the largest attendance, if we
notions of the difference between the Church and Chapel—no mistake not, were secured by the "Israel in Egypt," which
uncommon condition ! The price is Id., and it is published by of all Handel's works is obviously most suited to the means
John Hall, 291 Strand, W.C.
employed at these Festivals.
*
*
•
We remember many years ago that the late Mr Bowley
The Diocesan Society of Lay-Helpers, which has held its
nineteenth annual meeting, now numbers 5,000 members. The caused a short paper of pithy hints aud instructions to be
Bishop of London presided at the meeting, and preached at circulated among the choir urging its members to look
the Evening Servioe which was held on June 23rd at West carefully for the conductor's beat, Arc. &c, and we think that
minster Abbey. The nave was completely filled. The singing, some such brief reminders might be again issued with great
which was very hearty (though the time might have been better), advantage to the "attack," &c. ; it is often left to the best
was conducted by members of the Society, the organ being leaders among the choir to start the first note or two, the
supplemented by a band. We observed that amongst the hymns others following on, whereby a marvellous amount of firmness
none referred to S. John the Baptist, though it was the vigil of and vigour in attack is lost.
The Directors of the Palace are deeply indebted to their
the Festival of his Nativity.
most able conductor for his zeal and skill in conducting
*
•
*
We are pleased to notice the opening of a new organ in S. both the preliminary rehearsals and the performances, and we
Agnes, Liverpool. It has been placed there by Mr Robert hope that on another occasion the blemishes we have alluded
Horsfall, and was built by Messrs Wordsworth and Masked, of to may have disappeared (they have chiefly been handed down
Leeds. The sermon at the special service was preached by Rev. from previous festivals), and that the success may be as great
Oanon Dodd, Vicar of Stretton. The organ, which is an excellent in a strictly artistic as it now is in other points of view.
instrument, has three manuals and thirty- one stops.

*

•

♦

In a published correspondence between the Chairman of the
Church Association and Mr E V. Bligh, we are informed that
there is a split in the camp of the Church Association, and that
the members of the Prayer - Book Revision Society are
about to take themselves off, because they think the
more honest course is to agitate for the removal of " mediaeval
phraseology " from the Prayer-Book, than to attack those
who obey the directions of the Ornaments Rubric.
We
agree with Mr E. V. Bligb. We have always thought that as
long as the Prayer-Book remains "as it is," " the chief position
of the Ritualists," or as Mr Bligh Bays, " the enemy," "cannot
be taken or even turned." But the admission contained in his
letter is a most damaging one, and further, the Church Associa
tion cannot deny its truth.

*

*

•

Mr Gladstone to the end seemed determined to make good
Church appointments. The living of Holy Trinity, Stroudgreen, Hornsey, has been conferred by him on Rev. R. Linklater, formerly Curate of S. Peter's, London Docks, and now
Cnrate-in-charge of Winchester College Mission. It is an ex
cellent appointment. Churchmen will be glad to see the Catholic
movement take root in Hornsey.

THE HANDEL FESTIVAL.
Once more we are able to congratulate the Directors of the
Crystal Palace on their complete success in organising and
carrying to a successful issue a series of those colossal per
formances. Only those who are acquainted with the technical
details of the arrangements can at all understand the magni
tude of the task.

'j^^'Ofr^pona^e im mm
NOTICE.—The columns of the Literary Churchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —After reading in the last number of your paper the
Review on page 259 of Mr Coutts' book, I thought you might be
interested to know that a probably unique instance of a solemn
Betrothal is preserved in the Marriage Register of this Parish
Church.
In a.d. 1631, there is the following entry :
"Sponsalia inter Gulielmum Maddox et Elizabetham
Grimston in debita juris forma transact;;, 10 die Januarii."
This entry is followed after an interval of two years by the
record in a.d. 1633 of—
"Nnptiae inter Gulielmum Maddox et Elizabetham Grimston
ultim Ootobris. "
The earlier entry is found in the midst of other marriage
records as though it was no unusual ceremony, but I have never
been able to hear of any similar record of a solemn Betrothal
according to " due and lawful " form.
I am, Sir, faithfully yours,
Walter Scott.
Vicarage, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone,
June, 22, 1885.
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Tinta Francisca, ^SS*
[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid,, 36s. Per Dozen Half
Bottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
N.B.—Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., P.C.S., P.I.C., &c, Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society, and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes :—" I have tested the constituents
of the TINTA FRANCISCA, and fail to detect the slightest evidence of the presence of anything that has not
been derived from the juice of the grape. I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from the
FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE, and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS
NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
163 Piccadilly, London, W.

MESSRS SKEFFINGTON beg to call the attention of the Clergy,
Executors and others, to the peculiar advantages of their arrangements for the

Hurdjase of Clertjtjmen's. Ci&ftme**
$Ml CSSCS J^RfcfltnQtOn will either go themselves, or will send a thoroughly
competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town or Country. Should they
purchase the Books there will be no charge ; and, if not, only the actual expenses of the
journey will be charged.
N.B.—1. THE HIGHEST MARKETABLE VALUE, IN IMMEDIATE CASH, IS ALWAYS GIVEN.
2. ALL DELAY, RISK, UNCERTAINTY, AND EXPENSE IN REALIZATION, SO ATTENDANT
UPON OTHER METHODS OF DISPOSAL, ARE ENTIRELY AVOIDED.
3. THE PACKING AND REMOVAL OF BOOKS EFFECTED QUIETLY, EXPEDITIOUSLY, AUD
WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE OR INCONVENIENCE TO THE VENDORS.
LONDON: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 AND 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Yery^tev. tbe Dean of WESTMINSTER.
Depdtt-Chairmab—ROBERT FJCW, K»q.
Fhtsician—Dr STONE.
Aotoary—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNK, 1884 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
...
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus ...

£3,148,166
343,271
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Kxpenses of Management £4 Ss. 9d. per cent, of the total revenue.
Forms ol Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac., may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary
Printed for the Proprietor by Reynell A Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-etreet, in the Parish of S. James. Westminster, and
Published by W. Skeffinotow and Sou, 163 Piccadilly, W.
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Pott free, 9s. 6d. per annum.
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Second Edition, Juit published.
The TEACHING Of the TWELVE APOSTLES. &&*Xh ™» 8«5«o 'Airoord'A.au'.
With Introduction,
Translation, Notes, and Illustrative Pussages. Edited by II . DE BOM EST IX, SI. A., Incumbent of Freeland, and Rural Dean. Fcap.
8vo, cloth, price 3s.
■ 1 lie standard edition of this interesting treatise.
.
.
.
Every possible help is given to the student.
Will be
found just what is needed."—Literary Churchman.
" By far the most satisfactory edition of the treatise we have yet Been."—Ecclesiastical Gazette.
" A most useful little book."— National Church.
" A useful little edition, which we would commend to our readers."—Spectator.
"As regards the present edition it may be confidently recommended as one of the handiest, cheapest, and most complete that have been
inued.' '-Church Bells.

*

Second Edition, just published,

OUTLINES of INSTRUCTIONS or MEDITATIONS for the CHURCH'S SEASONS. By
JOHN KEBLE, 51. A. Edited, with a Preface, by B. F. WILSON, MA.

Crown 8vo, cloth, toned paper, Ss.

DE FIDE et SYMBOLO DOCUMENTAqusedam nee non aliquorum SS. Patrum Tractatus. Edidit CAROLUS
A. HEURTLEY.S.T.P., Dom. Margsretae Prelector, et ^Edis Christ! Canonicus. Crown 8vo, oloth, 4s. 6d.
ST LEO'S EPISTLE to FLAVIAN : The Tome Of St Leo : Translated, with an Introduction, by the
Rev. CHARLES A. HKUBTLEY, D.D. 32pp., Crown 8vo, in wrapper, price «d.
[Just published.

A SHORT EXPLANATION of the NICENE CREED for the Use of Persons beginning
the Study of Theology. By the late A. P. FORBES, D.C.L., Bishop of Brechin.

Third Edition. Crown, 8vo, cloth, 6».

An EXPLANATION Of the THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES. With an Epistle dedicatory to the Rev. E.
15. I'ii-ey, L) D. By the late A. P. FORBES, D.C.L., Bishop of Brechin. Third Edition. Post 8vo, 12s.
APOLLOS; or, The WAY of God. A Plea for the Religion of Scripture.
Bishop of Western New York. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

By A. CLEVELAND COXE,

PARKER and CO., Oxford ; and 6 Southampton-street, Strand, London.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, separately, Is. 6d. per doz.
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
■' Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymi:-Book."—Bishop of London.
*' Strongly impressed with the care bestowed ; 1 shall be surprised if your hope that it will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."—.Bishop of Durham.
— Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
** Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop of
" Trie arrangement, as far rb I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
•• Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
- I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unotlon, more free from what one may call
unspiritual cant"— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT

REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in

their

CHURCHES.

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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This day, prioe id., or in Paokets of 50, price In. ; post free Is, 2d,

THE LORD'S SUPPER AND "DAMNATION."
Being an Explanation of the Word " Damnation " as used in the Office of the Holy Communion.
The BISHOP of BEDFORD writes with reference to this leaflet :— "This leaflet seems to me exactly what
is wanted ; it has my full approval."
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
This day, oloth, 2s., by post 2s. 2d.,

HARVEST PREACHING!
An Entirely new Volume of plain, picturesque Sermons for HARVEST FESTIVALS, by the Revs.
S. BARING-GOULD, W. C. VAUGHAN, R. D. B. RAWNSLEY,
and other popular Sermon Writers.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

NEW CHURCH MUSIC.

To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proofs.

'I 'HE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
X

GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp. 11,6. Price 2s. 3d., post tree,
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author has an original turn of mind."—The Free
thinker.
" Shows the hand of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
Churchman.
net.
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard
"CHURCH SONGS" as VILLAGE AN- ing14 In
the early testimony to the Gospels— has rendered a useful service by
THEMS.
drawing up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Borne,
The Publishers beg to call the attention of Clergy, Organists, Choir, with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of their
masters, fcc, to the special suitability of these " Church Songs " for works."— The Scotsman.
We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.
nse In Village Churches as Short Anthems. They are easily learntthe words are most attractive, and the music very tuneful. They
W. H. ALLEN and CO., 13 Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, S.W.
include Solos (with Chorus) for any voice or set of voices, besides
many "full." While less ambitious, they are more attractive than
Cloth, 6d., Roan, Gilt edges. Is. 6d.
many anthems, and could be far more perfectly rendered by most fFHE BOOK of PRIVATE PRAYER : Short Forms
village Choirs, while many of them passes the special merit of having
1 of Daily Prayer. With Form of Family Prayer. Issued by
direction of The Lower House of Convocation of the Province of
Choruses for the congregation to join in.
Canterbury.
The Family Prayers, separately, 32 pages in wrapper, Id.
The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
London : J. WHITAKER, 12 Warwick lane.
DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by C. STREATFEILD,
Just
Published, 32mo, price One Shilling, Cloth,
Music by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7s. per
100. The beautiful Words of this Hymn are joined to a spiriied The RULE of PRAYER.
A Devotional Exposition
and most effective tune.
of the Lord's Prayer.
" A really good Processional, with musio of the right kind tor
Church use' We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."— Choice Books of Prints, Bibles, and Liturgies, the
Church Times.

By Revs. 8. BARING-GOULD and H.FLEETWOOD SHEPPARD,
1st and 2nd Serle» together, in cloth, 2s. 6d., or in paper oovers, 2s.
20 per cent, discount to choirs talcing a quantity. The WORDS
SEPARATELY. The Two Series together, 2d, or lis. per 1O0,

HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN. " The SOWER
WFJJT FORTH SOWING." New Edition of the hearty and
popular tune (with unison refrain), by MARTIN S. SKKFFINGTi>N a* sung at 8. Barnabas', Kensington, and recently adopted
at hundreds ol oilier churches. Mu.-lo and Words complete,
price Id., 12 copies for Is. Id., 25 copies post free for 2s., 12 copies
pjat tree tor 7s.

SGHAPIRA and otlier Manuscripts, including
the Chess Library of Mr G. B. FBASER, of
Dundee.
MESSRS SOTHEBY, WILKINSON and HODGE

will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, No. 13 Wellingtonstreet, Strand, W.C., on Til UR8D A Y.July I«, and Four Following
Days, at 1 o'clock precisely, an extensive COLLECTION of VALU
ABLE BOOKS from various Amateurs, including the CHESS
LlllKAKY of MrG. B. ERASER, of Dundee (sold by Order ol the
Trustees!— Early Bibles, Testaments, and Liturgies— the Scbapira and
Just out, In Paper Cover, price 8d.,or in elegant cloth, price 1?. The other
important .Manuscripts—a very Choice Copy of Audubon's Birds
\\ onis separately for distribution iu Church, Id., or Ss. per 100,
of America, painted lull size of life, and other Works on Natural
History—
Splendid Books ol Prints and Engravings - lllusirarions by
The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An
G. Cruikshank— Foot's Lite of Murphy and Life of Dr Hunter, exten
entlielv new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMVS, sively
and very tastefully Illustrated by the author himself with
and very Short ADDRKS.-ES. By O. N. STREAI * KILI) Tie Drawings and rare Portraits—an extraordinary Series of Engravings
Music specially written by I1ERTHOLD TOURS, FRANK by Hogarth, in different states—County and Family Histories—Sir VV.
BRAINE.nnd MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Avery original Stirling Maxwell's and important Heraldic Publications — First Edition
and beautiful little Service ol Song, suitable for any Short of Burn's Poems— the excessively rare Montgomery and I'olwart Flyt" AFTER SERVICE," and specially suited for CHILDREN'S tlng. and other Poetical and Dramatic Writhns — « ort» ot Scott.
SERVICES The Publishers specially recommend this new little Dickens, Thackeray, Lever, Ainaworth, Surtees, Uuskin, Bewick, and
work,. Vide Church Timet notice of this Service, June 5, 1885.
the principal Standard Authors, English and Foreign.
May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had ; if
by post, on receipt of four stamps.
SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, Loudon, W.
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Jl3ational 3In0utance.
The moment seems opportune for a few lines on the
above subject. The fact that a Select Committee of the
House of Commons is sitting for the investigation of the
proposals, and that amass of interesting evidence is being
collected, has satisfied very many hitherto unwilling to
regard this method of preventing pauperism with favour
that " there must be something in it after all ; " and has
naturally greatly encouraged those who have consistently
LEADING ARTICLES:—
paof
National Inscbancu
------ 287 supported and studied the matter during the first trying
No Progress -------- 288 years of its agitation in the strengthening hope, if not of
CURRENT TOPICS
289 the immediate triumph, of the measure advocated, at all
events of its rapid future growth in public opinion, and
REVIEWS :—
Husband and Wife •--.-.- 290 final fructification in public advantage.
Canon G. H. Curtbis' Botlb Lectures on Reli
For this is one of those matters which " grow upon
gion and Science
------ 293
Historical Introduction to tiie Study of the
us." The more the arguments adduced in its favour are
Books op the New Testament 294 studied, the more free is the scheme shown to be from the
NOTICES :—
many objections offered, not to the plan as formulated by
Dr C. von Orelli on Old Testament Prophecy
- 295
Canon Liddon'a A Father in Christ ------ 296 me, but as misdescribed by its assailants ; for I suppose
The New Testament in the Original Greek - 296
Jessie E. Carter's A Time of Need ; or, a Word in Season - 298 there never was any large proposal ever made in this
Dr Macaulay's Gordon Anecdotes
296 country the terms whereof have been more singularly and
Mr Alexander Maclaren's A Year's Ministry 297
Mr John Keble's Sermons on the Litany
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For instance, within the last week or ten days I meet
such statements as these in a leading article criticising
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the suggestion that all young people should be made in
298 their earlier and less burdened days to make a provision
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298 against pauperism. " It would not be difficult to imagine
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299 the sufferings inflicted on young men not out of their
apprenticeship by deducting fifteen-pence a week out of
299 their small income to provide for contingencies in old age."
299 Whereas in truth, from the first moment of advocating
299
2M9 this matter, the statement has been prominently set forth
299 that apprentices, foregoing wages in order to learn a
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CURRENT FACTS and NOTES
.... 302 apprenticeship expires, should be allowed to defer the date
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0L0TH OASES for binding the 1884 Vol. may be had, twenty-one years of age, and at a quicker rate from their
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price Is, 6d., by post Is. 9d.
be required to do. The same paper states, as if I had
said it, that " the penalty proposed to be inflicted on a
young man or young woman would be imprisonment for
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failure in paying contributions," whereas the continuing
every alternate FRIDAY.
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received by W. Skeffington and Son,
163 Piccadilly, W.
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N.B.—Temporary alterations of Address must
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A still more striking illustration of how utterly a pro
posal may be misunderstood and misdescribed is shown
by an article on the National Insurance subject in the
Daily Telegraph for June 17th last. The writer declares
me to propose that all persons of the wage-earning class,
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between eighteen and twenty-one, should be obliged to
contribute ; entirely ignoring the fact that my proposal,
bo far from limiting the compulsion to one class, requires
that " every unit in the nation thall pay itt contribution."
For it is only the compulsion of every unit, done by the
will of the whole nation, which can justify the compulsion
of any one class whatever ; as it is also only the inclusion
of every unit in the contribution which can make the
provision so exceptionally cheap for those wage-earners to
whom receipt of the sick pay will be secured by the
contract.
That the writer in the Telegraph has been labouring
under this huge initial misconception is obvious from the
fact that at the end of his article he suggests (in complete
unconsciousness that that is just what I propose) that
members of all the learned professions should also be
called upon to contribute ; and he uses these remarkable
words, " Once admit the principle propounded, and it
might be possible to supersede the Poor Law altogether,"
without knowing that that is the very thing, as desirable
as it is otherwise difficult, which is meant by my pro
posal for the Prevention of Pauperism, whioh will make
every unit in the nation, in time of sickness or old age,
actually too well provided to be (or wish to be) recipient
of poor-law relief at all;
I do not, however, dwell on these points with any desire
of using the Literary Churchman for polemical
purposes, but merely to illustrate the ease with which
misconceptions of so great a proposal are taken up, and
the difficulty there exists in removing them from
men's minds. I would rather direct my readers' attention
to the importance of studying, not merely the trifling
details (which indeed should not be neglected) of the
proposed National Insurance against Pauperism, but, in
the first instance at least, its broad aims and objects. For
if we admit that every mau, worthy of the name, ought
to provide for himself, and if we see that every such selfproviding man of every class in England is now obliged,
by taxation, 1.0 provide a compulsory poor-law insurance
for every wasteful man who denies himself no indulgence
for provident purposes, the case is made out for the justice
of National Insurance. And if we admit that dependence
degrades mankind, and see that our poor-law system
creates more misery than it can alleviate, the case is made
out for the mercy of National Insurance. If it would admit
tedly correct a national wrong and purify a social corruption,
would raise the low without pulling down the lofty, and
help the thrifty while it saved the wastrel, the subject is
worthy of a little thoughtful study, and my readers should
learn to understand and advocate it ; for even though, in
some small matters of detail, they may not be quite able
at first either to lead or to follow the whole discussion,
they may adopt the quaint faith of the remarkable old
cabman, Mr Charles Symes, who in giving, as he didj
rnost striking evidence in favour of National Insurance
before the Select Committee, promptly replied, in answer to
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a question as to how some small difficulty in the way of
so great a boon could be got over, " I imagine there ia
sufficient talent amongst those who become connected with
the British Government to overcome that difficulty 1 "
WILLIAM LEWERY BLACKLEY.

Bo Progress.
[Ad Clbrcm.]
The sails flap idly, the rigging groans; the vessel mils
lazily ; she scarcely holds her way, perhaps is losing way ;
there is no breeze, no life, nothing to encourage.
The rowers toil against the stream. After pulling hard
they are off the same beacon on the bank that they wen
alongside of long ago.
The sick person makes no progress. We have changed the
medicine, the diet, the medical attendant, the air and sen.'
—all in vain. There is no progress, nor a' sign of any ap
proaching improvement.
The disappointments of the fishermen are described by the
poet:
" Full many a dreary anxioul I»wWe watch our nets alone.
In drenching apray and driving shower,
And hear the night bird* moan.
" At morn we look, and nought it there ;
Sad dawn of cheeriest day :
Who then from pining and despair
The sickening heart can ttay ?
So it is not only with the beginning of most professional
careers, but with the greater part of that career. It is hope
against hope, or the despondency which sets a seal on failure.
But probably there is no disheartening so disheartening as
that which a zealous priest has at times to encounter, and
which wrecks the zeal of some.
No progress ! The number of communicants no greater—
as some come on others die off' of remove. No advance !
Sunday congregations about the same ! Weekly congrega
tions even smaller than they were, when more frequent wor
ship was first introduced, and when there was a charm of
novelty 1 Almsgiving stationary ! General tone no higher!
This is surely putting the case at the worst, and giving de
spondency every advantage. The poet who describes the de
spondency of the fishermen tells us what we are to do in
such a sad case :
" Thellre-long night we've toiled in vain,
But at Thy gracious word
I will let down the net again :—
Do Thou Thy win, O Lobd."
This is the general reply, doubtless, to our despondencies,
but it may be doubted whether there is not some tag eke
to be done besides renewing our work.
When a Christian is ill, the Church persuades bam in the
Visitation Service to inquire whether there be not so ne special
cause for the visitation of his sickness. She adi iiet: aelfexamination" awt htinnUatloH before VttS appropr itfon of
comfort. May it not be well for us also to use ( tir disap
pointments in the same way, and to ascertain if thei ; arc .my
probable and remediable causes of our trouble, 1 efore we
venture to ignore it, either by a courageous defii ace, or t
meek looking up to the God of all consolation ?
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The becalmed mariner exchanges his heavy canvas for as
light a sail as he has on board. The weary rower tries to
cheat the tide, avoiding the current and even gaining help
from the backwater. The friends of the Bick man, how
anxiously they consider whether the treatment has been
judicious, whether time enough has been allowed for this
and that remedial plan ; what more can be done, and in what
more hopeful way !
What, then, is amiss ? Is our desponding temperament the
cause of our failure? for hope is life and Btrengtb, and if we
are gloomy and do not encourage our people they surely will
not love religion or try to practise it.
Are we too shy and reserved and unsympathetic ?
Do we expect too much of others —more in proportion than
we demand of ourselves?
Is there . any subtle vanity in us, as when men are vexed
rather than sorry after a sin, because their fall is a mortifica
tion? They thought better of themselves than that they
should have done this thing.
Do we overvalue our efforts and powers ?
Have we prayed enough ?
Do we go forth, speak, act, in Christ's Presence ? For
Christ? ToChkist?
If there is nothing amiss in this sort, at any rate is there
no room for improvement ?
In our visiting ?
In our sermons ?
In our organisation ?
In our studies ?
Can we learn anything from more efficient priests? From
our elders or our juniors ? From biography ?
From history ? From thinking over the habits and feel
ings of our people ?
Then, having taken blame to ourselves, we may safely ap
propriate such comfort as presents itself.
For is it true, after all, that there is no progress ? Can we
not see a difference, an improvement in this respect—and
that?
We can. We had overlooked it. We were ungrateful.
Deo Gratias. There is some progress after all.
Again, do we stand alone is our trouble ? Has not the
progress of the Gospel, although very great, been very dis
appointing? Did not S. Paul feel this? and S. John? The
Gospel has all along been rather offered to the world than
embraced ; or, if embraced, retained in its integrity.
See what hindrances there are for which we are not responsi
ble—the divisions of Christendom ; the false teaching, long
prevalent, still prevalent. Are not our countrymen ]>rejudiced
against Eucharistic doctrine, and confession, and dogma?
And is it not because we advocate these that they suspect us ?
This is no fault of ours. It would be woe unto us if all men
spoke well of us.
Again, is it not much better for us to be humbled by a sense
of our own deticiencies than to be elated by success ?
" For Thine own purpose Tbou hast Bent
The strife and the discouragement."
And another poet says :
" Or if (or our un worthiness
Toil, prayer, and watching fail.
In disappointment Thou canst bleu,
Bo love at heart prevail."
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Let us also reflect with comfort that we may have laid
foundations upon which another shall build. Others before
us have laboured, and we have entered into their labours.
Others brought the Gospel into the land, and it is here.
Others built our Church, and perhaps our School. We recog
nise some of the good done by some of our predecessors, and yet
we only discern a small portion. I can distinotly discern and
recall several and peculiar good works done by my own imme
diate predecessors here, not to mention others further back in
time. I enjoy the fruit of their toil. May the Lord reward
them and give them perpetual peace and light ! And will none
—do we suppose—think kindly of us when we are gone ? Or,
if they do not, will not they benefit without knowing to
whom they are indebted by things which we have done, and
words which we have spoken ? Seeds lie hid a long time.but
when opportunity comes they germinate and bring forth
flower and fruit. There is no vanity in these thoughts. We
freely acknowledge that if we have sown or watered, God
only gires the seed and the increase. We confess our imper
fections and defects, but we owe it to God to trust Him, and
to work on, not only in obedience, but in faith and hope.
It is no more meant that all things should go well with us
in our ministry than it was that S. Peter should build a
tabernacle on the Mount and dwell happily in the service of
his Lord, above the world.
Descende laborare in terra, servire in terra, contemni
! crucifigi in terra. Descendit vita, ut occideretur ; descendit
panis ut esuriret ; descendit via, ut in itinere lassaretur ;
descendit fons ut sitiret ; et tu recusas laborare ? Noli tua
quserere. Habc caritatem, prmdica veritatcm : tunc pervenies
ad teternitatem, ubi invenies securitatem. —S. Aug. Serm.
78, de Verbis Evan : Matth. torn v. f. 427".
Let us, then, with S. Paul, thank God for our many con
solations, and " take courage " on our evangelical journey.
W. E. HEYGATE.

^€|uww TopicsWm
The address of the Archbishop of Canterbury, at the
opening of his Diocesan Conference at Lambeth, ia one of
the most vigorous utterances which have for a long time
aroused the attention of Churchmen and of Noncon
formists. Dr Benson has struck a solemn note of warning,
the echoes of which has excited something more than anger
intheLiberatiouist camp. It Has created alarm. He warns
the enemies of the Church to be careful not to go too far
in their attacks, and to keep their hands off, lest the
Church should " find herself transformed into the most
powerful party in the State." The British lion is a for
bearing animal until he is roused. The Primate very
rightly deprecates such a transformation, the possibility of
which he more than vaguely hints at ; but of its result,
if it should take place, he has no manner of doubt—" let
the clergy," he says, " under any pressure, be compelled
to assume a political attitude, and you have a propaganda
with which no organisation in any country can compare."
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The clergy have manifold ties and points of contact
with men of all classes, and in the various interests,
" social, educational, divine," they take a leading part
throughout the country, so that their " rapid development "
into a political party "-would be no difficult matter."
Such a development, we should consider a misfortune,
but necessity may be laid on Churchmen to separate
themselves from a political party if it should have dis
establishment and disendowment for a part of its pro
gramme. We should advise all Churchmen to withhold
their votes in the coming election from any candidate who
will not commit himself by a distinct promise to oppose
any Bill which may have for its object the separation of
Church and State.
The interests of the Church should be above all considera
tions of secular politics. Liberal Churchmen may remain
Liberal Churchmen, but it is their duty to vote for the Con
servative candidate who will give a pledge to support the
Church in Parliament against her enemies, if the Liberal
candidate should be a Liberationist. The man, whose
policy it is to destroy the Church of the poor, and take from
him the minister whose services he can claim by right, and
to deprive the villages of England of the means of grace,
and to hinder the great religious work which the Church
is enabled to do for the country at large, because she is the
National Church, by whatever political name he likes to
call himself, must have no quarter shown him in the
forthcoming election.
The Archbishop describes the present period of the
Church as the " Committee Period," and he has been
led to see, he says, that Committees may be " God's
main instrument in working out affairs at present." In
this, Dr Benson is unlike Newman and Keble, who,
according to Mr Palmer, "had no confidence in meet
ings or committees." The Primate lays great stress
upon the value to the Church of what he terms " con
sultative habits," and vindicates the existence of the pro
posed " House of Laymen " on this score. The Archbishop
quoted with approval Canon Carter's article in our columns,
as to the restrictions necessary for the right constitution
of this new body. The Convocation of Canterbury has
also dealt with the same subject, but we have no space in
our present issue to discuss the debates at its recent
session.
Of the Archbishop's address at Lambeth Palace we
can only repeat it contains a well-timed, thoughtful, and
powerful estimate of the Church's " Strength Political,"
as well as " Individual and Corporate," and of the modes
of deepening and extending her presence and influence
more and more.
The See of Salisbury was destined to become empty,
not by the resignation of its occupant, but by his death.
For a long time Bishop Moberly's retirement from his
office has been spoken of and announced, at least as an
approaching event ; so much so, that some papers have
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even acquainted us with the name of his successor. It
was just on the eve of its accomplishment when bis death
anticipated it. It seems that the filling-up of the vacancy
was to fall to the lot of the new Conservative Premier,
and not to that of Mr Gladstone, though under the
circumstances the change of Ministry will probably make
little difference. Mr Gladstone, through the excellence
of his Church appointments—the late Bishop of Salisbury
being one of them—has won the goodwill, if not the
allegiance, of many who differ from him in political views ;
nor do we think the Church will suffer in the hands of Lord
Salisbury. Both the late and present Prime Minister are
credited with High Church proclivities, and the fact that
that " school of thought" is becoming a dominantone in the
Church of England, is one which no statesman can afford
to overlook. The late Bishop Moberly is described truly
by the Timet as " a moderate High Churchman of a school
now rapidly passing away." After taking the highest
honours at Oxford, and becoming a model of industry as
Scholar, Fellow and Tutor of Balliol, he became Head
Master of Winchester, and spent thirty years in the
vigorous fulfilment of the onerous duties of that post.
Then he was appointed Bector of Brighstone, Canon of
Chester, and finally, we may add tardily, came his eleva
tion to the episcopate. In 1869 he followed the saintly
Bishop Hamilton in the See of Salisbury. His Bampton
Lectures, Sermons on " The Beatitudes," and "The Sayings
of the Great Forty Days " are amongst his chief works. He
possessed great vigour of character, combined with tender
ness and quietness of disposition. There is a certain
solidity about his works and style of preaching which
deprived both of any claim to that species of attractive
ness which now makes books and sermons popular.
Bishop Moberly, on the one hand, was too good and had
too powerful an intellect, and too much warmth of heart
to be " high and dry ; " and on the other, he was too
cautious and moderate to commit himself to the tide
which bore and is bearing younger men onward in the
great Church movement. His episcopate will be marked
as having a quiet, sober, unobtrusive character, and
himself be remembered as a man whose great abilities
were equalled by his meekness and lowliness of spirit.

" ^usbanti anD mtfe,"
Husband and Wife ; or, the Theory of Marriage and
its Consequences. By George Zabbiskie Grat, D.D.,
etc. With an Introduction by the Bight Kev. F. D.
Huntington, D.D., Bishop of Central New York.
Boston : Houghton and Co. 1885.
Here we have, on a very old subject, something quite
and confessedly new—theory, application and all, and the
startling fact that it has the imprimatur of a Bishop.
It is a very clever book ; but we say this by way rather
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of warning than of commendation, for without doubting
the sincerity of its claim to be " simply an inquiry after
the truth " concerning what the Bishop rightly calls " the
fearful problems involved," we are constrained to say that
the writer's aptness at seeing and leading others to see only
just what he wishes to see is its chief strength. Never
theless he is honourably distinguished from the many
other manipulators of the marriage law, in that he does
not seem to have started from a foregone conclusion, but
rather to have fallen a victim to the enchantment of a
new idea into which everything is to be made to fit, and by
which very opposite social tendencies are equally corrected.
But the style is so very calm, judicial, and authoritative,
—the Professor speaking from his chair all through—that
it will probably carry away many readers ; and the book
is, therefore, from our point of view, which is the old and
Catholic one, distinctly mischievous, and calls for an ex
posure of its fallacies.
Probably in America the novelty of a theological or
social theory is its great attraction ; if so, this book should
be delightful reading, for it offers nothing less than a
discovery that the accepted Christian ideas and laws of
marriage, the accepted interpretation of Holy Scripture,
the maintainers of the present marriage laws, and the
promoters of change (parts which are curiously reversed
on the two sides of the Atlantic), are all wrong, and that
our controversies about Prohibited Degrees and Divorce
are all to disappear in a new solvent.
Our readers will be not a little relieved, and, as believers
in the past Divine guidance of the Church, not altogether
surprised, to find that all this is founded upon what we
must at once say is a misconception of the central term of
his thesis—the " oneness of man and wife," and upon a
misapplication and misinterpretation of his primary
Scripture authority, and that it is built up with arguments
vitiated in great part by a fatal inconsequence.
The reader is to be led to the following two practical
conclusions : (1) that a man may marry his deceased wife's
sister, and a good many more of her relatives of course,
and (2) that though a man may divorce his wife for one
cause (he halts a little about this limit), yet he can in no
case be divorced by her. So far as his ideas lead him to
limit divorces at all, we wish him every success, whatever
we think of his arguments. We shall, however, examine
them more especially in their bearing upon the Deceased
Wife's Sister question, in respect of which they are to lead
us to this novel and strange position, that affinity is
a bar between the woman and all the husband's near
relations, but not between the husband and any of his
wife's relations !
His primary thesis is that the union between man and
wife in "one flesh" is not, as he oddly calls it, "equila
teral " but " unilateral,"—by which he explains himself to
mean that—
" by the teachings of Scripture and the belief of mankind, aa
shown in many customs and conceptions regarding marriage, and
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by the fundamental law of the constitution of the family," "the
two are one, not (!) by the two being united to each other, but by
the woman being joined to the man ; that is, not by bis becoming
part of her flesb, nor by both forming a new flesh, but by her
entering into his flesh."
Let us look first at his Bible argument ; he starts with
those words of Adam, " This is now bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh." The italics are ours and mark his
great point in the use of this passage, to which he recurs
again and again as his proof text containing a Divine de
claration of the theory of marriage as represented above.
But it is really nothing of the kind. It is not until the
next verse, which he nowhere quotes, that any declaration
of the nature of marriage is given us ; and the words
there are " they shall be one flesh." The former is not a
statement of any doctrine or theory of marriage, but
merely, so to say, an historical statement of the event,
unique and past, of Eve having been actually a part of
Adam and taken out of him, and makes no reference
to future wedded pairs. Moreover he misinterprets what
it does state ; he takes it to emphasise the theory that the
woman belongs to and is possessed by the man, as though
" of my flesh" was a mere genitive, possessive, case ; whereas
the Hebrew preposition " mi " rendered " of " (basar mibesar-i) is distinctly partitive = 4k, out of, from (compare
the Btbv Ik @tov, <p&s ix <purot of the Nicene Creed), " flesh
(out) of my flesh."
We do not mean that there is no connection between
the two passages, but that it is the words of the latter that
embody all the doctrine or theory of the unity of flesh.
Now this latter actually confutes his theory at the outset.
Not only is it so interpreted for us in the New Testament
as to intensify its obviously " equilateral " reference to both
the man and the woman—" they twain shall be (into) one
flesh," («Jj ohpua pim),—whereas he lays down that " the
two are not united to each other ; " but the preceding words
of the verse are, as we shall see, directly adverse to his
chief arguments. For in his previous chapter he has been
labouring to support his theory by pointing to "ancient
customs " and modes of speech, which he says all claim for
the man, the " headship " and possession ; e.g., the purchase
or violent capture of the bride, the giving of the bride to
him, the phrase " taking a wife," &c., and in the two suc
ceeding chapters he presses into his service modern customs
and expressions, social, legal, and even liturgical, all inten
ded to show a prevailing intuition that the Divine law
and order must have contemplated the woman as passing
into the man, but not the converse. Yet it only needed his
attention to the introductory words of this latter verse—
which he altogether passes by—to disabuse his mind of
this idea which runs through the whole of his argument.
" Therefore shall a man leave his father and mother and
shall cleave unto his wife." Whatever, then, customs may
seem to say, the words of the Divine institution of mar
riage are directly against him. But it would indeed be
quite as easy to produce also indications, and strong ones,
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of a common conception of the relation of husband and
wife to each other and to their respective families adverse
to his contention. Nothing, for instance, is more to this
purpose than a proverbial saying or rhyme ; and who has
not heard the old couplet expressing the common expe
rience that it is the man that is drawn over into the wife's
family and not, as Dr Gray is driven to maintain, the
reverse : —
" My son is my son till he gets him a wife ;
But my daughter's my daughter all the days of my life."
And what married man with a mother-and sisters-in-law
has not verified for himself all that it conveys? In
fact our author himself presents us with several contradic
tory representations of the general belief, e.g., pp. 22, 56,
68, and many of his illustrations are, to readers less " uni
lateral" in their perception, quite as much against as they
are in favour of his deduction.
Moreover, all this witness of custom and phraseology is
really irrelevant, though it constitutes so large a part of
his argument ; for it is not pretended that it proves any
thing beyond a "headship" in the man, an uneven balance
of power and dignity in the family, an acceptance by the
wife of protection and guidance, of name and pedigree and
the like (and this by no means so universal or irreversible
as he likes to think) ; and all this is perfectly consistent,
not only as he himself admits with a very prevalent
acceptance of the " equilateral" theory of the union itself,
but with its actual truth ; for it is obvious that all these
inequalities are easily accounted for by mere sexual
differences of force and character anil social exigencies.
This is what we meant when we said that Dr Gray has
been strangely inconsequent ; for there is no necessary
counection between his conclusion and the greater part of
his premisses.
Some of these, too, are pure assumptions ; e.g., that the
-accepted " equilateral " theory of marriage has led to the
doctrine of its being a simple contract, and that it must
do so ; whereas nothing is more clear than the teaching of
all Christian authorities that marriage is a status, initiated
indeed by a contract, but not simply a contract itself j and
again, wherehe asserts a contradiction between the Church's
law and her ritual, illustrated by an amusingly "oneeyed " examination of the Marriage Service.
But strangest of all is the fundamental misconception
of the nature of conjugal unity itself, out of which all
his theory is elaborated.
Union, or more accurately
unity, oneness, is essentially mutual and absolutely identical
on either side, or, to use his own term, " equilateral " as
between any two things made one. The two components
may be themselves unequal to any extent and in any
respect, both before and after, but their union, or rather
-unity, must be equal—one and the same, to both.
We may illustrate our meaning by the analogy of a
-physical union of two bodies or masses of matter, where,
-jf it be a union of adherence, the surface in contact must
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be exactly co-extensive in both masses, however unequal
they may be, or if it be one of coherence or permeation,
the surface of particles of each in contact will be precisely
the same. The oneness of husband and wife being,
though real and true, yet mystical, is indeed beyond the
reach of such comparisons ; but this makes oar author's
theory all the more impossible ; for a mystical union refuses
to be weighed and measured in any way, much lees dis
tributed in proportions ; and that which in fact he so
treats all through his book is really not'this unity at all,
but the comparative and relative weight or force, iw>ral,
social, and physical, of the man and the woman, which is
not the point at issue. In fact the oneness of flesh which
we find in revelation lies in a different plane from the in
equality between man and wife wherewith he seeks to
condition it ; they cannot and do not touch each other.
The inequality in position of the two parties, which is
developed and brought into activity after the union,
cannot depend upon any difference in the mode or extent
of the union with regard to one anil the other,—for this *
incapable of difference or inequality of distribution,—but
upon pre-existent differences between themselves. And—
to bring this to bear upon the question immediately before
us, — Consanguinity is not one of those existing differences ;
for this, too, is incapable of difference, i.e., the man
cannot be more (or less) of one blood with his family than
the woman with hers ; and offinity is the resultant of
unity and consanguinity, and must, therefore, be incap
able of difference itself. For so are both its constituents;
the man and wife are simply one or they are two ; and
the consanguinity of any given relationship equally
" rejects the lore
Of nicely calculated less or more."
A man cannot be more or less the son of hisi'atherthan
others of his father's children ; a woman cannot be more
or less of a daughter yesterday than to-day, before her
marriage than after ; so a man cannot be more the son d
his father, brother of his sisters, and so on, ths.n his wife
is of hers ; and as there are also no degrees in the unity
which makes their several consanguinities into mutual
affinities, his affinity with her sisters must be all that hen
is with his brothers, viz., as our author hiuise f holds, t
bar to their marriage. Q.E.D.
He will see that, to maintain the contrary 1 onclosion,
nothing will suffice short of proving that in th s mystical
union of the woman with the man, she is so ; bsolutely.
and, so to say, forcibly appropriated by him 1 s to rend
asunder the very blood-bonds of her birth, s< that she
actually ceases to be a blood -relation to her on a parents,
brothers, and sisters. For if any affinity is eft, all is
left. It is incapable of a " less or more." In I rief, then
his theory of the " unilateral oneness " is in its >lf unten
able, is inconsistent with Holy Scripture, anc does not
carry him to his conclusion.
Our limits deny us our wish to quote some eally inv
pressive and high-toned sentiments, and on he other
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hand some serious misapprehensions of his opponent.-,'
positions, which he shares with other writers.
But it is due to him that we should recognise that he
seta before himself a very high and praiseworthy object,
the preservation of the family, as the true basis of society,
and that lie seems sincerely convinced that this depends on
the acceptance of his theory . We cannot, however, for a
moment recognise as satisfactory his very narrow ideal of
the family, which he seems to identify with the parents
and children alone (p. 23), and of its true interests
which he seems to identify with its preservation
from the contamination or confusion of its pedigree by
the wife's unfaithfulness (pp. 87, 88, 92, in reference to
Divorce), or from hereditary disease or deterioration, or
loss of some parabolic teaching (p. 20, in reference to re
strictions in affinity, &c.) ! The life and blessedness and
social value of the family surely depend upon the width
of its embrace and sanctifying influence, and, to this end,
upon the barriers which secure freedom of pure inter
course between all whom it welcomes to membership.

Canon <©. $). Curieis' IBopIc Lectures
on Religion anD Science.
Tm Scientific Obstacles to Christian Belief. Boyle
Lectures, 1884. By George Herbert Curteis, M.A.,
Canon Residentiary of Lichfield Cathedral ; Examin
ing Chaplain to the Bishop of Lichfield ; Professor of
New Testament Exegesis in King's College, London.
London : Macmillan and Co. 1885. Pp. 184.
The ability shown in Canon Corteis' Bampt.on Lectures
of 1871 would have prepared us to expect great things
from this, his (if we do not mistake) next important pub
lication since that time. But the admirable little volume
before us has even surpassed our expectations. It is not
very happily named, since the analysis of the 'Obstacles
to Christian Belief,' which may be thought to be inherent
in modern science, is much less its subject than the draw
ing out of the " scientific reasons for Christian Belief." But
how ably this latter is done, every reader with adequate
acquaintance with this very difficult and engrossing sub
ject will gratefully acknowledge. The great weakness of
many attempted " accommodations " between Religion and
Science is that they are carried too far into details, and
therefore are adapted only to the particular stage of
scientific knowledge which has been reached at the time
when they are written. And as Science is essentially
progressive, this stage is speedily outgrown, and the un
fortunate apologia left hopelessly antiquated.
Canon
CcBTsis has avoided this danger with a skill which we
cannot too highly praise, by confining himself to the
enunciation of various important and fruitful principles,
theological and scientific, in which the two coincide. Thus
he has, in all probability, drawn out the lines of an
tirenicon which shall not be rendered useless by efflux of
time, but remain in full force under any conceivable state of
scientific knowledge. For we can hardly suppose it pos

m

sible that the great generalisations of science, the cosmic
force— the law of heredity— that of continuity of being,
with periodical variations of type, and such like— (not to
exclude the law of evolution, which the Lecturer for his
part accepts almost enthusiastically), will hereafter bo
seriously disturbed.
On the whole, therefore, this is a very satisfactory
attempt at an eirenicon, and the author deserves the
thanks of the Church ; though we do not say that we can
endorse every view or expression used in the Lectures.
A work of this kind must, we presume, be considered to
be addressed more to the scientific world than to the
Christian ; and naturally there will be a tendency on the
part of the peacemaker to approximate as far as possible
to the positions of men of science, and represent things as
far as possible from their point of view. Occasionally,
we think, the respected author goes beyond what is
advisable in that direction.
We could hardly have said that the " minor voluntary
societies" outside the Church "provide a happy refuge. . . .
for every serious discontent." (Introduction.) Surely
Canon Curteis holds that no refuge can be " happy " or a
"refuge" at all, properly speaking, that is outside the
Church 1 Again, he seems to us to go beyond the neces
sities of the case, if not to be yielding to the contagion
of mere clap-trap, when he represents it as needful " to
break with merely classical and mediaeval formula) of
thinking," as the condition of our standing fast in the
liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free. Would he
call the Nicene Creed the product of " a merely classical
and medieval mode of thinking ? " Such phrases should
be more precisely guarded. Again, we have grave doubts
whether in the Lecture (IV.) on "Miracles," with its
sweeping and unreserved surrender of all miraculous
events as coming under the rule of some heightened and
sublimated notion of what is " natural," there is not too much
danger of giving up what is the very key of the position
of the Christian Religion, viz., the continuous and direct
vorkirg of the Divine Power in the world of human things,
i.e., what we familiarly speak of as " the supernatural."
God indeed works by means, and by general rules, but
He is not to be considered bound by either ; nor is it at
all fair to represent the alternative to the writer's view as
being mere "Unreason" and making God "an awful
Eastern Despot, an arbitrary Sesostris or a Nebuchad
nezzar, whose nod is death, and whose whims and passions
as they chase each other across his mind, decide the des
tinies of a universe."—(P. 79.)
Setting aside the deplorable want of good taste in this
diatribe, we should like to ask, Against whom is it
directed ? Who maintains that the Divine dealings with
mankind are merely arbitrary? Even Calvinism does
not go so far as to deny a reason for each of the Divine de
cisions ; but only insists that we cannot possibly know what
that reason is. Such, as it seems to us, are faults which
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we would gladly see removed from what we regard as a
very valuable little book.
We append by way of specimen, a characteristic passage
in which the Lecturer unfolds his idea of a proposed con
cordat between Religion and Science :
" I am bold to say that the Church of God has, throughout
its long life of eighteen hundred years, been incessantly occu.
pied—just as the human body is, to which it offers so many
striking analogies—in selecting from the stream of matter per
petually placed at its disposal that which it can build with, and
in rejecting what is foreign and incompatible. Now all these
hypotheses of evolution, of natural selection, of heredity, of
survival, it can build with. The materials they offer are com
patible with the life, and kindred with the doctrine of Chris
tianity. They simply make more rational and intelligible, and
expand into prose, what the Church has perhaps too vaguely and
poetically taught. For as S. Clement of Alexandria puts it,
'Science is the active clenching by reason of the passive accep
tances of faith : ' to which S. Augustine generously adds, ' Faith
holds the door open for science* to enter in.' "—(P. 105.)
Here, again, he states his terms still more distinctly :
"Christianity alone seems able to maintain the balance
between them, and to satisfy all the requirements of the pro
blem. And this she does by carefully and steadily insisting on
three things. First, for men trained and able to philosophise
on these high matters—great liberty of speculation. Next, for
men of science and history—strong and definite appeal to facts.
Lastly, for busy people of little taste for theory, who want truth
•tamped with authority and wrapped up in some tangible and
striking form —a vivid and artistic presentation."—(P. 139.)
The next we quote for the sake of its graceful and
fanciful definition of metaphor, which we have never seen
surpassed :
"Metaphor is nothing more than a play of fancy, a gauzy
network of analogies, thrown deftly round Borne delicate and
fugitive idea difficult to grasp. Such ideas elude direct handling.
Indeed, all truth is coy, and shy of too impetuous approach.
And the subtlest results of thinking seem gifted— like the
ultimate atoms of matter—with a strange power of mutual
repulsion, which forbids a perfect coherence. We are not,
therefore, to expect a faultless logical expression, or strict
mathematical accuracy, when we come to deal with such high
spiritual matters as these. The word ' redemption ' is a meta
phor. Now metaphor is a kind of poetry ; and all poetry ap
peals, of course, to the imagination rather than to the reason."
-(P. 115.)
With one more striking passage we will close our review
of this very able and suggestive series of Lectures :
" Religions are built of coarser blocks. They are suited to
express bold and large generalisations, involving much error and
exaggeration. They are purposely constructed—or rather they
spontaneously grow without purposed 'construction'— to give a
■belter to great brotherhoods of men, to embrace varieties of
aex and age and education, and so to teach mankind by forcible,
* The translation given here does not strike us as happy. We pre
sumo that the word Is in either case Scitntia: then what the writir
Intended was Knowledge, not Science, a word which has come to mean
something very different.
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intrepid action (what science tries in vain to teach them by the
way of delicate and airy speculation) the unity of the world and
the solidarity (as the phrase is) of man and of the living being*
that the world contains.
" Hatch me such marvel, save in Eastern clime."
The West has (it seems) grown too prosaic—perhaps too
cynical—to engender any more blazing enthusiasms of religious
conviction. Arabia (it seems) can still engender such things.
But America, for instance, cannot get beyond the extremely
comfortable sentimentalism of the 'Latter-day Saints.'"—(P.
171.)

historical Jntroouction to trje ©mug of
tfje Jl3eto Cestament.
A Historical Introduction to the Stddt 0? th«
Books of the New Testament. By George Salmoh,
D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity. London : Murray.
1885.
The important and valuable contribution to Christian
Apologetics before us is an expansion of Lectures de
livered by the gifted author from time to time in the
Divinity School of the University of Dublin. They are
every way well worthy of the high reputation of Dr
Salmon, as one of the most powerful and popular cham
pions of the Christian faith, as a message from God,
capable of the highest historical demonstration. "My
investigation," writes Dr Salmon in his Introduction,
" aims at being purely historical : "
" My investigation aims at being purely historical. It refan..
to be dominated by any philosophical or pseudo-pb.ilo90pb.iol
principle. I wish to examine the evidence for the date of the
Christian books on the same principles on which I would act if
they were ordinary profane histories, without allowing myself
to be prejudiced for or [against them by a knowledge of tbsir
contents, or by fear of consequences which I shall be forced to
admit if I own these works to be genuine. For I do not bold
our present experience to be the absolute rule and measure of ill
possibilities, future and past ; nor do I deem it so incredible tbst
Ood should reveal Himself to His creatures, as to refuse to
listen to all evidence for such a fact when it is offered."
The first Lecture mainly deals with the authenticity of
the New Testament. Here the author disposes of the
theories of Strauss, Kenan, and others in a manner which
leaves nothing to be desired ; after the masterly auJ
merciless exposure of the fallacies and fictions of ' Super
natural Religion ' by the present Bishop of Durham, Dr
Salmon might have saved himself the trouble of slaying
the slain. He frankly acknowledges, however, the vast
debt of obligation Christendom owes the learned Bishop on
this score.
The strongest portion of the work before us is that
which discusses the Epistles of S. Paul, whose genuine
ness he establishes beyond the shadow of a doubt.
The weakest part of the work is the very plausible, but
to our mind inconclusive, attempt of the writer to esta
blish the theory that S. Barnabas was the author of the
Epistle to the Hebrews. It is quite true that even in
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the Early Church there was some difference of opinion as
to the authorship of this Epistle, and at the Reformation
Erasmus, Calvin, and Luther all rejected the theory of
the Pauline authorship. Dr Salmon freely admits that
if he had been set to conjecture the author, he could
never have guessed Barnabas, but he yields to the belief
on the ground that, all things being considered, it is the
most probable of all theories.
The arguments adopted by Dr Salmon are, no doubt,
weighty ; but we contend that they want the force and
weight of the arguments which to our mind favour the
hypothesis of S. Paul's authorship. It is a simply his
torical fact that the whole Eastern Church, without any
exception, accepted this Epistle as S. Paul's. S. Clement
of Alexandria quotes it as such, and meets the difficulty
that S. Paul's name is wanting at the commencement and
close of the Epistle, by the satisfactory suggestion that
the great Apostle designedly suppressed his name on
account of the prejudice and suspicion entertained towards
him by the Hebrews. The main arguments, however, of
Dr Salmon we give in his own words :
"The Epistle to the Hebrews seems to have been written
.\fter Paul's death ; and we should not expect Barnabas to have
survived Paul as an active worker ; for be was not only the
ol.'ir Christian (Acts ix. 27), but apparently the older man ;
seeming to be of some standing (Acts iv. 35) when Paul is de
scribed as a young man (Acts viii. 58). I may add that Bar
nabas was taken for Jupiter when Paul was taken for Mercurius
(Acts xiv. 12) ; but this point cannot be pressed, since tbe
eanse of tbe latter designation was Paul's powers of spcocb, and
not his personal appearance. In any case, if Barnabas were tbe
older, he might still bave survived Paul, who did not die of old
age, but by martyrdom. Again, the missionary work of Bar
nabas has been so overshadowed by that of his companion Paul,
that it is natural to us to think of Barnabas as, though a very
good man, not so able a man as the writer of the Epistle to the
Hebrews must have been. If this be our impression, we ought
to bear in mind how very little we really know of the grounds
of the prominent position which Barnabas unquestionably held
in tho early Church. He probably was inferior to Paul as a
speaker ; but we have no such knowledge as would justify an
assertion that he was incapable of writing the letter which has
been attributed to him. The reason why we know so little of
the missionary work of Barnabas after his separation from Paul
is simply that no Luke has recorded it for us. Further, it is
pointed out that this Epistle is very unlike that which goes by
tbe name of Barnabas. But if it be admitted that only one of
the two epistles can be the work of Barnabas, we bave a better
right to claim for him that which Tertullian ascribes to him,
than that which almost all critics reject as spurious. Once
more, it is said that tbe Levite Barnabas would bo sure to have
a first-band knowledge of the Temple worship, and would not
speak, as tbis writer does, like one who had derived his know
ledge from books ; he would have been familiar with Hebrew,
and not have used the Septuagint as his Bible ; nor can we think
of him as so subject to Alexandrian influences aa the author of
our Epistle appears to have been."
These are reasons scarcely strong enough to set against
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the overwhelming external and internal evidence in favour
of the Pauline authorship, which has been so learnedly in
our days defended by Bishop Wordsworth. Two of the
Bishop's arguments we will quote :
1. "We do see reason why S. Paul Bhould, addressing the
Hebrews, suppress his name, but we do not see similar reasons of
equal force for tbe suppression of the name of Apollos, or Barnabas,
or Clement, or of any other person to whom the Epistle bos been
ascribed. Therefore, tbe non-appearance of the author's name
in the Epistle to the Hebrews does not diminish, but rather
increases, the probability that its author was S. Paid.
2. " Let it be remembered that there was a special token by
which his Epistles were to be discerned by his friends.
"Each of the Thirteen Epistles to which S. Paul's name ia
prefixed contains near its close his Apostolic Benediction 'Grace
be with you.' And, in one of tbe first Epistles wbich he hsd
written, he had announced that this would be the token in ei'ery
Epistle, and that so he would write. And no other writer of
Scripture uses this token during S. Paul's lifetime. It was
reserved to him as his special badge and cognizance."

m^00^mim^^^mm
Dr £. toon ©relit on ©ID Cestament
Propbecp.
Tax Old Testament Pbophecv of the Consummation or
God's Kingdom, Traced in its Historical Development.
By C. von Orei.lt, Professor of Theology, Basel. Trans
lated by Bev. J. S. Banks, Headingley College, Leeds.
Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 38 George-street. 1885. Pp.
472.
Dr von Orelli is here treating a subject which has been
often treated before, with great skill and completeness, by
many divines. Hengstenherg's ' Christology of the Old
Testament' is a well-known and justly estimated book; nor
could the present work be said to be called for by any press
ing want of such a treatise. Nevertheless, we are by no
means disposed to regret that it has been published. A
learned and orthodox treatise on so important a subject cannot
be otherwise than welcome whenever it appears, and especially
in the present age of religious freethinking.
Dr von Orelli's work is an example of that traditional and
venerable view of the Old Testament Scriptures, which sees
in them a Tropanlia Prophetica to the New. Hence it is iu
quite an unusual degree calculated to be useful to the clergy
and theological students. It is quite refreshing to note the
boldness and unfaltering clearness with which the author
enunciates the old definitions of the Faith. Thus he defines pro phecy as "the speaking of individuals under the influence of
the Spirit of Ood." And he adds by way of caution, and in
order to exclude a sophism sometimes used, we are sorry to
say, in quarters where it might have least been looked for,
that "by the Divine Spirit we do not understand the general
potency of life dwelling in men and giving breath to living
beings generally, but the supramundane Spirit of God, who
only comes on man exceptionally to qualify him for work be
yond his natural powers, and only settles in permanence upon
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bim extraordinarily."—(P. 4.) He not only lays down most
distinctly an element of prophecy sometimes questioned or
even denied, the predictive element, but also regards it as the
most obvious proof of the Divine mission of the bearers ;
while later prophets, as he truly observes, " laid great stress
on the fulfilment of earlier predictions. " Then, again, with
regard to such theories of prophecy as that of Mr Brownlow
Maitland, which (as our readers will remember) we reviewed
some time ago in these columns, he pertinently remarks
(though without mentioning this English writer), that "the
question is, whether Biblical prophecy can be referred to this
natural geniusofnatiousand individuals, without an unexplained
remnant being left. Even in a formal respect we must deny
this."—(Page 9). While, again, he allows that "the main
general conditions of prophecy seem present" "in other
nations of antiquity also," and analyses with much learning
and ingenuity, mantism or divination, dreams, the modus
operandi of ancient oracles in Greece and elsewhere, omens
and auguries, the hydromancy of the Egyptians, and other
phenomena of similar kinds, yet his final and unhesitating
conclusion is, that "no phenomenon analogous to Biblical
prophecy, even in form, is anywhere to be found in the world
of nations."—(P. 24.)
Enough has been said to show that T)r von Orelli's treatise
is one of unusual thoroughness and especial value to the
student. We hope that it will do much good in withstanding
a vague and naturalistic conception of prophecy which is
making too much way.
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December, 1881, will be acceptable to those who msy not
possess the larger book. The method of presenting the text
has been simplified by relegating "alternative readings " to
the foot of the page, and " rejected readings " to the end of
the book. The "brief and general explanation" of the
principles of criticism which have been adopted will be nseful
to those readers who do not want to enter into the minnte
details which have been discussed and weighed in every case
in coming to the conclusions which have been arrived at.
Whatever may be the opinion of Dr Westcott's and Dr
lion's New Testament, this edition of the text as revised by
them will be welcomed, not only in schools, but by many who
would possess in a small form the results of their critical
labours and the process by which they reached them.
Itr Time op Need. A Word in Season. By Jessie E.
Cahter. Edited by the Rev. Ciiaii.es Bodiwotox, Vicsr
of Christ Church, Lichfield. London: J. Masters and Co.
Pp. 135. 1885.
This is a manual for the use of District Visitors and other?
who may be called on to visit the sick or sorrowful. It has
the advantage of a brief Preface by Rev. C. Bodington, who,
it may be known, has gone with Canon Mason to New Zealand,
to conduct Missions and Retreats there, and who asks for
the prayers of the faithful that their work in that far-off land
may be blessed.
The hook contains "Readings " and "Prayers" for those
who are in illness, near to death, bereaved, sorrowing for sin,
seeking God, and for those who are in old age, lonely, 4c,
and for times of thankfulness. The Readings are well-selec
ted, and the little volume evidently compiled in a spirit of
piety and love. But the Reading for a "Time of Sorrow for
Sin" is to our mind inadequate. Some reference should
surely be made to the nature of repentance, and to confession
of sin and absolution as set forth in the Office for the Visita
tion of the Sick.

A Father in Christ. A Sermon preached in S. Paul's
Cathedral at the Consecration of the Bishops of Lincoln
and Exeter. By II. P. Liddon, D D , D.C.L., Canon of
S. Paul's. London: Rivingtons. 2nd Edition. Price Is.
Pp. 8*. 1883.
This second edition of Dr Liddon 's famous sermon on the
origin and necessity of Episcopacy contains a preface of fortytwo pages, in which Dr Liddon replies to Dr Hatch's strictures
Gordon Anecdotes. By Dr Macaulat. London : R T.&
in the Contemporary Hevvw, npou which we have already com
Pp. 159.
mented in a leading article in a previous number of the
Much as we admire Charles George Gordon, that " wonder
Literary Cwurchmait. Dr Liddon's preface is not merely an
ful personality," which, as Whittier, the Quaker Poet, sa_r«,
answer to Dr Hatch, but adds considerably to the cogency of
" for the past year stood on the banks of the Nile, relieved
the general argument. Hundreds will read Dr Liddon's sermon
against the dnrk background of the Soudan," we cannot extend
who would not take the tronble to find out what the author of
that feeling to the 'Gordon Anecdotes,' as given by Dr Mae"The Organisation of Early Christian Churches" has to say
aulay. The anecdotal element seems to us far from strong,
about it; but to those, Dr Liddon's fuller treatment of the the book being rather a pious memoir of the hero as seen in
subject as now. presented will be of lasting value. We must
a particular light. Prebendary Barnes and Frank Power')
quote one passage. Dr Hatch has asserted that if he accepted accounts of Gordon were first-hand— taken from personal and
Canon Liddon's view of Episcopacy he should " go to Rome." in the former esse, familiar acqnaintance, and though brief,
Dr Liddon rejoins
are far superior to anything which we have yet seen written
" To believe In the Divine Origin of the Episcopate, and yet not to about Gordon. But Dr Macaulay has a vigorous way of
accept the supremacy of the Tope, may be, in Dr Hatch's eye?.
' Illogical.' But it la the faith of ninety millions of Eastern ChrietianH, writing, though there is always "a streak of" anti-sacerdotal
And they hold it, because they believe, as the best Engllnh divines ism in what he writes, which is particularly unattractive when
bare believed, that it was also, in the first ages the faith of Chris the subject is Unique, "unapproachable in his marvellons
tendom."
individuality," and belonging to no party or sect. D'
The New Testaicsut in the original Greek. Tke Text Macaulay appears to think that Mr Barnes is hardly con
revised by Brooke Fobs Westcott, D.D., and Fknton sistent because he says General Gordon's " only real joys were
Joiik Anthont Hokt, D.D. London : Macmillan and spiritual," and afterwards remarks that Gordon enjoyed
Co. Pp.618. 1885.
"smoking a cigarette." Dr Macaulay, if he is serious, we
This edition of the Greek Text of the New Testament, suppose must have a strong aversion to tobacco,thst he should
according to the corrected impression which was published in detect inconsistency in Mr Barnes' statements. Or perhaps
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some experience of disagreeable sensations, not unfrequently and seasons of the Christian Year, but the "Thoughts" are
connected with its occasional use, might have produced a fixed exceeding fresh and lovely. Here is one :
" Beactv a Sacrament. Never lose an opportunity of seeing
idea that " smoking " and " real joy " are wholly incompatible
ideas. However, there is enough in Dr Maeaolay's volume to anything beautiful. Beauty Is Ood's handwriting-a way side sacra
; welcome it In every fair face, every fair sky, every fair flower,
reveal Gordon's real greatness, notwithstanding the link of ment
and thank Him for it, who is the Fountain of all loveliness, and drink
connection which is evident between the present volume and it in simply and earnestly with, all your eyes ; It is a charmed draught ;
' Lather Anecdotes,' and every attempt to portray Gordon'3 a cup of blessing."
heroic spirit and unparalleled career we welcome.
A book we can recommend for a present, suitable at all
times, but especially for a New-Year or a Birth-day gift.
A Year's Miwistbt. Second Series. By Albxakdeb Maclabbn, D.D. London: Office of The Chr'utian Common- The Continuity op Christian Thought : A Study of Modern
wealth. 1885.
Theology in the Light of its History. By Alexander V.
G. Allbh, Professor in the Episcopal Theological School
Dr Maclaren certainly holds a place in the first rank of
in Cambridge (Mass.). London : Ward, Lock and Co.,
Nonconformist Preachers in this country. His sermons are
Warwick-house, Salisbury-square, E.C.; New York : Bond.always clear and forcible. He has the gift of shedding a
street. Pp. x. 438. Price os.
certain originality upon the commonplaces of pulpit oratory.
This volume consists in substance of a course of lectures
What he has to say is not new, but is set in a new light.
delivered by Professor Allen on the Bohlen foundation. They
Although this volume does not, in our opinion, come up to the
must have been interesting in delivery, they are very sugges
level of one which we noticed by the same author some time
tive, and show the mind of an original and powerful thinker :
since, the sermons display considerable power, and are very
though we must say at once that we must hesitate to assent to
far removed from the vapid declamations which may often
the apparent purpose of the lectures, or to the fundumcntal
be heard, and, we regret to say, not only in Dissenting
thesis which the lecturer endeavours to establish.
chapels.
It is his view that the chief religious and ecclesiastical
Sermons on the Litany. By the late Rev. Jons Kbble. conceptions of the Latin or Western Church are due to the
With Introductory Notice by the late Rev. E. B. Posey, influence of Augustine.
He calls them "the popularised
D.D. London : Walter Smith. Pp. 171. 1885.
version of Christian truth suited to the undeveloped capacity
Dr Pusry describes in the Preface what Mr Keble's estimate of the new races that were entering the empire " (pago 180).
of the Litany must have been, from the care he took to recite He desires to go back to the theology of the earliest Greek
it. He would "find his way with his lantern at 5.30 a.m. divines, of whom be takes Clement of Alexandria as a type,
on Wednesdays and Fridays, sometimes in snow, on winter and to substitute an organic unity of the human race as such
mornings to say the Litany, for the Ghurch in her present in Christ, and an indwelling in the soul of every individual
distress." There was often bat one other worshipper present. of the spiritual Christ, simply by virtue of his human nature,
But Dr Posey adds, " a Third was there Who said 'where turn or for the sacramental unity taught in the Church Catholic:
" With the one, redemption lay In evoking and confirming, by a
three are gathered together in My Name, there am I in the
midst of them.'" The book contains besides nine Sermons on spiritual education, the good that it already in man; with the other,
it consisted in an importation of strength from without, through
the Litany, four on the Four Notes of the Church, and one on external channels. ''-(P. 178.)
"the Communion of Saints."
These sermons are good
The object of the Greek theology, he insists, was to repre
specimens of Mr Keble's chaste and simple style. Hardly
sent "Christ and the Father, the world and Gor>,'' as
any discourse would present a greater contrast to the kind oi
"sharing alike in the one Divine essence, and thus retain the
preaching which attracts in the present day. "Every word,''
world and humanity in close organic relationship with Deity,"
says the saintly Doctor, " is weighed" and "evinces in its
and he complains that "for the living presence in the soul of
simplicity the depth of his reality." It always seems to ns
the spiritual Christ, the Latins substituted an inanimate
difficult to realise in reading Mr Keble's sermons that they are
thing which was designated in religious nomenclature as grace."
the product of the same mind as that which gave to the world
And this. point of view is consistently preserved all through
'The Christian lYear.' These sermons on the Litany are the
the lectures. The writer seems to be under some misappre
summing up of lessons given to children when catechised, and
hension as to the meaning attached to " grace," which is 10
will be found to contain useful explanations of this portion of
far from being an impersonal "thing," to be viewed apart
the Church's Service, expressed with much "plainness of
from our Lord Jesus Christ, that it is in fact His action and
speech."
influence upon, and" a certain supernatural quality "which He
Daily Thoughts, selected from the Writings of Chabi.es infuses into, the soul. Indeed, we wonder that the Professor
Kinosley, by his Wife. London : Macmillan and Co. should not see that his conception of the Christian life renders
Pp. 295. 188*.
the Sacraments and the priesthood, and even the Church as
Those who are admirers of Charles Kingsley, and they are an institution, if not altogether superfluous, certainly of very
numberless, will value this book of ' Da ly Thoughts.' The minor importance ; and that it would reduce the Christian
extracts are made from his Notebooks, Sermons, and Private world to a congeries of isolated units, the spiritual training of
Letters, and from his published works.
Every day of the each of which is being carried on separately and indepen
year has a few lines allotted to it, and an empty space which dently.
we conclude is left for the reader to insert his own reflectionsThat, however, is not the view of any branch of the Anglican
Little attention in the choice of extracts is paid to the days Church ; and we should be sorry as well as surprised to learn
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that it prevails in any degree in the Episcopal Theological
School at Cambridge (Mass.).
Apparently also the title of the work is, under these circum
stances, misleading; for instead of exhibiting the continuity
of Christian thought upon these subjects, it would go to show
that Christian thought has been discontinuous.
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. . It is a common occurrence. In laying the charge at another's door*
men virtually lay it at their own; in straining nt [sic] the gnat in a
brother's case, they challenge attention to the camel that is swallowed
by themselves."— (P .306.)

A Manual of Scripture History. By the Rev. W. T. B.
Richards, D.D., Oblate of S. Charles. London : Burns
and Oates. Pp. 403.
What Jesus Said: Being a Collection of the Divine Teach
A useful analysis (though hardly so complete as Pinnock's),
ings, Selected Literally from the Gospels. London : Griffith, by a Roman Catholic priest, of Old Testament History, inclu
Farran, Okeden, and Welsh. Pp. 270.
ding the interval between the Old and New Testaments.
The compiler of this elegant little volume states in his The notes, and especially the clear and full tabular arrange
Preface, that he has "attempted to present the sayings of ments, are a most useful feature in the book. The spelling
Jesus Christ in a compact and isolated form, so that they of proper names is based on the Septuagint, and represents
may stand out alone, free from the interruption of the narra as far as possible the ancient Hebrew pronunciation. We
tive portion of the Gospels." This can be but partially consi are glad to notice that the author speaks of the Authorised
dered an advantage : for far more frequently than not the Version of our Church as probably the finest literary work
Gospel narrative is a setting which enhances the effect of the in the English language.
discourses they explain. Still the book will have its uses ;
and it is very nicely printed and bound, so that it will be Marriage Laws in the United States and theie Results.
London: Vacher and Sons. Pp.29. Price 6d. 1885.
found suitable for a gift-book.
It is no uncommon thing to hear America quoted to prove
The Unknown God ; and other Sermons. Preached in S. that the law of prohibited degrees of marriage may be relaxed
Peter's. Vere-street. By the Rev. Alexander H. Crauford, M.A. London : T. Fisher Unwin, 26 Paternoster- without any disastrous effect upon morality in general, or the
happiness of family life. A perusal of the pages which are
square. 1885. Pp. 298.
These discourses are dissertations or essays rather than now before us is likely to dispel that delusion. This pamphlet
sermons, and the best parts of them, to our mind, are consists of extracts from an article in the ' Prince-town
those which describe contemporary facts and reasonings Review,' by the Rev. S. Dike, and from President Woolsej's
rather than those in which the author gives his views upon 'Divorce, and Divorce Legislation,' &c, the statistics of which
theology proper. We cannot at all accept his views as to the prove incontestably that a general looseness of morals with
nature of, or the need for, what he calls " Christian Agnosti regard to sexual relations is to be found in the United States.
cism." It seems to us altogether inconsistent with the idea of With an increase of divorces, especially in Massachusetts
a Revelation, that is a revealing or making known, to a certain there seems to have been also a very large number of offences
against chastity and infant life.
extent, of the Nature and action of God, by Himself. His
From a general table, in which the " Divorces," " Marriages,"
remarks on "Church Parties" are acute, but unsparing,
though they show no lack of sympathy with the diverse and " Ratios " are set forth, it will be sufficient to quote the
aspects of truth, as shown in the various sections of Church following figures. In 1860 there were 94 divorces to 2,179
marriages ; that is 1 divorce to 23-2 marriages. In 1868 there
men.
were 167 divorces to 2,961 marriages ; that is one divorce to
The Shadow of the Hand ; and other Sermons. By 17 '77 marriages. And in 1878 there were 197 divorces to 2,766
William A. Gray, Minister of the South Free Church, marriages ; that is 1 divorce to every 14 marriages. These
Elgin. Edinburgh : Oliphant, Anderson, and Ferrier. 1885.
proportions speak for themselves, and, unless both facts and
Pp. 339.
figures conspire to deceive, they certainly show that we must
Earnest, thoughtful, and scholarly sermons, which show
not go to America to learn to keep the Seventh Command
that the writer has no small gift of exposition. We might
ment. Let those who would tamper with our marriage laws
perhaps call them a trifle lengthy. The entire volume of 340
take warning and not encouragement from the morality of our
pages is occupied by sixteen sermons only, which gives an
Trans-Atlantic brethren. Where marriage within the forbidden
average of over twenty-one pages to each. That, however,
degrees of affinity is allowed, divorce and other abominations
will hardly be considered as a fault by the reader, who can
are sure to follow. Dr Allen truly says, the first indications
lay down the book when he pleases ; while, if they were
of decline in Greece and Rome "were disturbance in the
preached as they appear, it is not for the first time we learn
family." If the words " till death us do part " only mean til,
that congregations North of the Tweed are accustomed to a
some " incompatibility " of temper arises, we may expect the
far more liberal allowance of "discourse" than we in the
days to return when " the justice of the peace, and sometimes
South.
the minister, often made the 'marriage' service a joke.''
The sermon entitled "Unconscious Decay" strikes us as
Let us, as a nation, take warning, and use every means in our
especially meritorious. We extract a brief specimen :
power to preserve for the homes of England that stability
•• There is an irony which most of us have at one time or other
and chastity which have hitherto made them honoured and
observed, in the tact that men lay their fingers so readily on those
faults of a brother wbleh society by common consent has set down as loved.
their own. It is thus that wise remarks on liberality are often heard
on the lips of the notoriously parsimonious, and high sounding maxims Links and Clues. By the Hon. Lady Welby-Greooby.
London : Macmillan and Co. 2nd Edition. Pp. 336.
on sacrifice on the lips ot the notoriously iclf-indulgent, and disquisi
tions on Christian activity on the lips of the notoriously negligent. . .
The writer of this work states that, with the exception of
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two or three modern books, in the production of these pages of the MontMy Packet will be glad to possess them, collected
only " the Bible, and the book of Nature " have been consulted. into one volume. They are written to imaginary pupils, but
After this announcement we were rather surprised to find in contain the substance of much which the author has taught
the first pages to which we turned, S. Gregory Nazianzen, S. her " real pupils," to whom she dedicates the volume. Ex
Bernard, S. Athanasius, and Hooker, all quoted. ' Links and cellent and sound teaching is to be found on every page.
Clues,' however, may justly lay claim to originality, indeed, to Miss Sewell has clearly grasped the distinction between the
too much of it. The meditations are throughout marked by hope of a Christian and of a Positivist. In the letter on
much earnestness of tone, and conceived in a deeply sympa
" The Ultimate Object of Life," she says, " But the progress
thetic strain, but we cannot endorse some of the author's of Humanity—what does it mean? If the individuals who
expressions. Thus, at page 117, " the fire of Hell " and the constitute Humanity are all to turn into dust, what remains ?
' ' fire " which our Lord came " to send on earth " are implied And if nothing remains, what object is there to work for ? "
to be "one and the same."
She does not seem as clearly to have seen that " to go into a
Sisterhood " depends not merely on circumstances, but on
Hints in Sickness. By Henrt C. Bcrdett. London:
vocation. If people are to wait before taking such a step until
Kegan Paul, Trench and Co. Pp. 2+0.
they " are alone in the world, without any definite claim upon
This is a very useful book. It tells you where to go and what
their time," our Sisterhoods would never have existed. Sacri
to do in cases of illness, supplying the clergyman or district
fice brings blessing to those who are touched by it, only let
visitor with " Hints " which will be found helpful in minister
it be sacrifice and not self-will.
ing to the sick and poor. The book has a "Table of Con
tents," but needs an Index.
The particulars about
Dickens's Dictionary of the University of Oxford.
" Hospitals," " Institutions," &c, are as full as might be ex
London : Macmillan and Co. Pp. 1 34. Is.
pected in such a volume, and the "Treatment of Emergencies,"
This book, like the author's Dictionary ' of London,' ' of
of Children's diseases, "Injuries," "Infection," "Sick-room
the Thames,' &c, contains much information in asmall space.
Cookery," is all very good.
It is a hazardous project to write a guide-book which shall
The Pontifical Decrees against the Doctrine of the
Earth's Movement, and the Ultramontane Defence of
them. By the Kev. William W. Roberts. Oxford and
London : Parker and Co. 1885. Pp. 133.
The Papal condemnation of Galileo, in 1616, for holding
and teaching what is now known by every child to be con
formable to fact, of the earth's motion round the sun, has
always been a crux for those who hold that the (Roman')
Church has never made a mistake ; and many have been their
endeavours to explain it away. The publication of the
original documents is the best antidote to these clever theories.
This Mr Roberts supplied in 1870, and has here republished
with a rejoinder to his critics in a very convenient form for
reference. We direct attention to it. Of the facts themselves
we need say nothing, as they have long been notorious to all the
world.
The Schoolboy's Book of Private Devotion. By Rev.
A. D. Crake, B.A., sometime Chaplain of All Saints'
School, Bloxham. London : Mowbray and Co. Pp. 205.
1888.
This is a new edition of ' Simple Prayers for Schoolboys.'
There is added to it prayers and instructions on Holy Com
munion, abridged from " the Bread of Life." The book is
well-adapted for its purpose, and appears to us where we have
examined it very complete. The examination of conscience,
an important feature of such a work, is full and searching.
The book contains much religious instruction in a brief form,
on Virtues, Vices, Gifts, Fruits of the Spirit, &c. But we do
not know where Mr Crake gets his definition of the Gift of
Knowledge from ? It is, if we mistake not, not the knowledge
of God Himself, but of His will, purpose, and design in and
through the creatures, self-knowledge being a part of its
province.

describe Oxford an it is, for the changes which the University
is continually undergoing are so great that they render the in
formation which may be given about the University curriculum
very soon obsolete. This dictionary, where we have examined
it, appears to give a trustworthy account of the " Colleges,"
"Examinations," "Expenses," &c, but there are defects.
Thus, Dr Liddon is not now Ireland Professor of Exegesis.
And, amongst noteworthy Churches, we see no mention of S.
Barnabas, whilst " Carfax" is only named as "the point of
junction " between " the Corn " and the three other streets.

Eecent IpubUcations of tfje &1P.C&
After Five Years. By the Author of ' Clara's Confirma
tion,' &c. Pp. 159.
' After Five Years ' is a well-written story of love and
sacrifice. The principal character is a pious pawnbroker, who,
somewhat oddly, exchanges a farm for a pawnbroker's shop
because he has been jilted. There is a little too much about
tea and muffins in the story, but the plot is well worked out,
and the Church teaching is sound and distinct. The illustra
tions are poor.

Number One Brighton Street ; or, " When we Assemble
and Meet Together." By Catherine Mary Macsorlet.
Pp. 78.
This is an admirable little story illustrating the real mean
ing of Church-going. Dora, a little girl who has lived in the
midst of the American backwoods, far from a church, comes
to live with her uncle, aunt and cousins in Brighton-street.
She is astonished at the excuses which the different members
of the family make for staying away from a church which is
only round the corner of the street. The old promise, "a
Letters on Daily Life. By Elizabeth M. Sewell. little child shall lead them," is again fulfilled. Dora's influence
London : Walter Smith. Pp. 852. 1835.
brings the whole family to church, and many other nonThose who have already read these "Letters " in the pages church goers in Brighton-street follow its example. The
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common mistake that when we are in troublo or distress we
should slay away from church is very well corrected in this
useful story. We cordially recommend ' Number One, Brighton
Street' as an excellent addition to the parish lending
library.
Under thb Show, and A1 Picture Story. By Katharine
Macquoid. Pp. 122.
Two pretty little tales- of Swiss life, nicely illustrated by
tinted pictures.
My Lass. By Margaret E. Hayes. Pp. 127.
The story of a brave girl who loses her sweetheart, and
leaves her native seaport for a great manufacturing town.
She passes through many trials, strengthened by a firm faith
in God, and at last the missing lover returns from Fea, and
all ends happily.
Mary Roper's Story ; or, What She Told her Girls over the
Class-room Fire. Pp. 160.
We are told in the Preface that ' Mary Roper's Story ' is
the biography of a real person still living, and seventy-five
years old. It is the story of a faithful, honest, (Jon-fearing
servant, and it cannot fail to form useful as well as interesting
reading for a mothers' meeting, or for the kitchen and servants'l.all.
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by quotations and stories ; the latter might have been more
numerous. 'These Sermons in Brief are one handled and
sixty-seven in number, and deal with all sorts of subjects.
One very notable point about this book is the carefullyarranged Analytical Index of subjects, with another index of
texts. The Church views of the author, when they are clearly
pronounced, are scarcely to be desired. Speaking of the
Baptism by fire and by water, he says, "Every genuine re
vival is a Baptism of the Holy Ghost"—e.g., the Reforma
tion, the movement under Whitefield, Wesley, &t., 4c. A
personal question. Have we been baptised' into the Spirit?
A pressing duty. To pray for a Baptism of the Spirit on
ourselves, on the whole Church of God arid the world." In
another sermon on "Altar Sanctity " we are told that '■Chris
tianity has its Altar. Jesus Christ is the Christian's Eternal
Altar." Still more unsatisfactory is this statement in an
address on "The Holy Ghost : A Supreme Necessity:" "A
still different view is that of a divine revelation throngh tbe
Holy Ghost, but only by means of the Church and ordi
nances ; really putting the latter first in honour. Romanism
and Ritualism result from this exaltation of Church offices and
ordinances ! The Evangelical Church (whatever that mar
be, the Catholic Church we know), puts the Holy Spirit first
and .'{always before Sacraments " In spite of these and
similar serious blemishes, we believe that ' Sermons in Brief
will be useful to many over-worked and over-tired preacher!.

The Story of a Short Life. By Juliana Horatia Ewino.
Illustrated by Gordon Browne. Pp. 52. Price Is.
The Little One's Own Coloured Picture Paper. Part
This is an exceedingly beautiful story, full of humour and
II. Dean and Son.
pathos, the latter predominating. It is the story of a highThis little magazine is likely to become popular with your;
spirited, noble boy, who longs to be a soldier as he watches children. It has many features to make it so, among which
the military life of a gre.it camp. He is crippled by an acci the many bright illustrations may be mentioned.
dent on a field day, and learns that there are nobler battles
than those fought in the field, and that to be a brave cripple
is better than to wear the Victoria Cross. Few people will
read this tale with dry eyes. It is a sad thought that we shall
have no more stories from the same hand. May all who read
' The Story of a Short Life' be able to make its motto their
own— "Lsetus sorte mea."
1 Tiiessalonians iv. 3-4.
A Sprig of White Heather. By Austin Clare. Illus
" This is the will of God even your sanctification. . .
trated by W. J. Morgan. Pp. 124.
That every one of you should know how to possess his vessel in
The scene of this bright little story is among the Northum sanctification and honour."
berland fells, and we are introduced to Hester Morrison, a
The human body is elsewhere in Holy Scripture com
brave girl with a ne'er-do-weel brother, who nearly loses her
pared to a tabernacle or teut, here it is spoken of as a
life in a mountain stream, and is saved by a young game
vessel, at least, such is one interpretation of the passage.
keeper. There is abundance of action in the story, poachers
and
the one I adopt. The two figures convey some common
playing a prominent part. The book is dedicated to the
Young Women's Help Society, and it is an excellent story for ideas, both represent that which contain* the true liffi
and botli refer to its temporary and not to its permanent
young women, and for that matter, for young men also.
occupation. Both also have their proper uses, but whilst
Sermons in Brief from the MS. Notes of a London a tent's use is chiefly confined to its occupier, that of a
Clergyman. Two Volumes. London: R. D. Dickenson, vessel relates more to its owner. Regarding our bodies
Farringdon-street. 18S5. Pp. 606.
as tents provided for the time of our pilgrimage we aw
The Editor of these Notes says in his Preface, " Suggestivebidden to use them aright in our own interest. But re
ness and force of thought, aptness and grace of imagination,
garding them as vessels in the household of God we have
earnestness and directness of application, these qualities to a
rare degree distinguish these homilies." This is saying a good a higher view of them brought before us, and are re
deal, but we do not think that it is saying too much. Though minded that those vessels are not only to be used by Hun,
brief, these Sermon Notes are not by any means mere skele but to be kept by His servants for Him, " purified anc|
tons. They are rather detailed analyses of discourses, lightened meet for the Master's use," 2 Tim. ii. 21.
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Our bodies we are told are vessels, " earthen " vessels
frail and fragile, and in the natural process of decay re
turning earth to earth and dust to dust. Of and by
themselves, they are lifeless and unserviceable, but they
are made to contain and cherish a twofold life, an animal
life and a spiritual life. Therefore it is that they are
honourable and precious, made by the hand of God, with
a mechanism on which man cannot improve, to contain an
immortal soul arid an indwelling spirit, and to be enriched
thereby with outward and Visible graces in all utterance
and in all knowledge. And like all other vessels they
require to be well-kept if they would aright maintain
their beauty and fulfil their object. In other words, we
must "possess them in sanctification and honour."
The first created vessels we know fell from their lofty
pedestal of matchless innocence, and were broken and dis
figured. And though in Christ the vessels are restored,
vet they are still more fragile than at first, and the cracks
become visible, and even open, if they are carelessly
handled, and either neglected or put to improper uses.
That too many are thus treated is all too evident, and
hence the Church, God's household in the world, is too
like worldly households in this respect, containing not
only vessels of gold and of silver, but also of wood and
of earth ; and not only vessels of honour kept with watch
ful care from theft or mischief, but also vessels of dis
honour, bruised and broken, filled with refuse and offscouring unfit to be seen.
Each one of us is God's servant, put in oharge of one
such vessel : the vessel of his own body : a vessel spoken
of in the text as his, though not his own : his charge, but
not his actual property : or his in trust, but not his own
freehold.
And when the servants of the Most High come before
His presence in His house, each brings his vessel with
him. It is one which God has filled with spiritual gifts,
far more precious than of silver or of gold; one which He
designed to be a vessel unto honour, one which He would
fain recognise as a vessel of His mercy. In what con
dition does each present it before Him 1 How are we
fulfilling our trust 1
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by extortion or excess; in a word, let us see, not only
during Lent, but always, that they are kept in subjection
to the Holy will of God, so as to fulfil the service for
which He so fearfully and wonderfully made them.
According to the use we make of the vessel of this body
will be that body wherewith we shall be clothed upon here
after.
We are bidden, brethren, now to possess these vessels
in sanctification and honour. To regard them in their true
light, and to treat them accordingly. S. Chrysostom,
pointing to the holy vessels for the Blessed Sacraments,
thus admonished his hearers : " Do you see those holy
vessels ? Is there not but one use, one object for them 1
Would anyone venture to employ them for anything else ?
You are holier than these vessels, much holier ; why then
do you defile and stain yourself 1 " Everything, brethren,
has been done on God's part to cleanse this vessel of our
body, to fit it for a place in the many-mansioned home.
He has bought it with the precious blood of Christ as of a
Iamb without blemish and without spot, He has washed it
with the laverof regeneration, placed His Holy Spirit within
it, that it should be filled with the fruits of righteousness
unto His praise and glory. We are shocked at the impiety
of the heathen king who used the vessels which he had
taken from the house of God in wanton revelry and sacri
legious blasphemy ; but we are guilty of even greater
impiety when we dishonour our bodies and make them
instruments of sin.
Far from this is the sanctification and honour in which
we are bidden to possess them.
By sanctification we understand a readiness to feel and
cherish the motions of the indwelling spirit, resulting
in a continual restraint upon the corrupt desires of the
flesh, and a more complete dedication of the Whole being
to its proper Lord. By honour we understand what we
may call the proper self-respect due to the body, as a vessel
of grace and glory ; as the redeemed property of the Lord
of Hosts, designed to contain heavenly treasure, destined
to occupy a position of honour in heavenly places.

There lies thus before us the service and the destiny of
the vessel of the body, the charge of' which is committed
Surely we never were our own, since God made us for to us by Him to whom we belbrig. O; that we may
Himself : but less than ever now, for we have been
fulfil the trust bypossessiUg them in sanctification and'
''bought with a price," unequalled and' inestimable. honour.
Therefore, we are bound to glorify God in our bodies, and
Not only Scripture, but nature itself cries out against
in our spirit? contained in these vessels, which alike belong
to God. "We are not fulfilling our purpose as Goo's vessels their abuse.
it we are letting that which God has placed in us run to
We are told that in some countries a kind of glass was
*aste, if we are employed not in His service but in that used for driuking-vcssels, which cracked when certain
Of a master opposed to Him. Let us, brethren, see to it common poison was put into them. In a similar way is it
that tlie vessels of our bodies are kept for their true with our bodies ; the poison of sin produces flaws iu them,
Master's use. That they are clean and sound, in all sober and abuse of their organs finds its natural result in pain
ness, temperance and purity, in all honesty and truth, iu in disease, in death. Yet these results of sin may have
ill sanctification and honour. Let us see that they are a purifying effect if the true antidote be applied in time ;
not defiled by carnal lusts and vices, by malice or anger, and in the furnace of affliction our bodies may be so
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purged as to become again vessels unto honour sanctified
and meet for the Master's use.
We believe in the resurrection of the body ; and we
know that Jesus Himself has taken His human flesh, as
the first fruits of that resurrection, into heaven itself.
This glorious prospect should surely stir our minds
and move our hearts. It should remind us that our bodies
are a precious gift, to be put to holy uses, destined for a
glorious future. Let us then learn to set a right value
upon them, and endeavour to possess them in sanctification
and honour, remembering that we are pledged to keep
them in temperance, soberness, and chastity, and that unless
we do our best by God's help to fulfil that pledge, we
cannot hope to inherit His everlasting kingdom.
G. CECIL WHITE.

Tlie Number for July 31 will contain a Plain Sermon.
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Bradlaugh obeyed the order to withdraw. It remains tobe seen
whether a future Parliament will alter the law so ai to admit
atheists. We trust not.

»

#

*

The Wakefield Bishopric Fund has made a fresh start.
Important meetings have been held at Huddersfield, Leeds,
Ripon, and Dewsbury in futheranoe of the scheme with Tory
tangible results, 30,000i hsving been subscribed. At the meet
ing at the Mansion House on Tuesday Earl Fitzwilliam presided,
and the two Archbishops urged the speedy completion ol tbe
above fund. It appears now decided that Wakefield is to be tbe
seat of the new bishopric. If the present idea is carried out as
to the division of the dioceses, Ripon will have 850,003 popa*
lation, and Wakefield 650,000. ■

•

*

*

Although we do not believe much in Acts of Parliament for
repression of vice, we are thankful to note that tbe Criminal
Law Amendment Bill was read a second time in the House of
Commons last week.

•

•

•

The Bishop of Lincoln preached last week at S. Andrew?, in
Lincoln, where a new reredos and stained-glass windows hare
been presented by the Rev. C. Swan, of Sausthorpe. Dr King
The Bishop of Lichfield has appointed to be Rural Dean of was vested in cope and mitre. His Lordship preached asimple
Trentham the Rev. Newdigate Poyntz, Reotor of Stone. Mr and earnest sermon on Phil. iv. 7-8, to a large congregation.
Poyntz was formerly curate of S. Mary's, Soho.

Current jFact$ anD jBotcs.

•

•

•

The Hospital Sunday Fund has reached a total of about
31,0002. But the final amount is not yet made up.

•

•

The Btatues for the Queen Anne monument in front of S.
Paul's Cathedral are to be the work of Mr Belt, who has been
selected by the City Lands Committee to execute it.

•

»

*

The funeral of the Bishop of Salisbury took place in the
cloisters of Salisbury Cathedral on Friday last. 240 clergy and
the Mayor and Corporation of Salisbury were in the funeral
procession. The service was read by the Dean, the blessing
being given by Bishop Kelly. The Pastoral Staff was borne
before the ooffin.

•

*

•

*

We are glad to see that the sum raised for the Universities
Mission to South Africa last year was larger than in any former
year. But the Mission requires further help, the total sum
raised for the year 1884 being 14,0362. 10s. 6d., whilst the cost
of the Mission was 18,152/. 17s. lOd. The Bishop of Carlisle,
who presided at the annual meeting, 'spoke hopefully of the
future of the Mission and of Central Africa.

•

*

NOTICE. —The columns of the Literary Chdrchmas are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites anl
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from tbe
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always tha the doe'
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and addre»
of everj correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST 0UE
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERT BRIEF.

*

The Episcopal Palace of the late Bishop of Lincoln at Riseholme has been sold, and plans are being made for the enlarge
ment of the old palace, which is close to the Cathedral. Mr E.
Christian, the well-known architect of the Ecclesiastical Com
missioners, has undertaken the work. The Guardian says that it
is hoped that a portion of the building erected by S. Hugh in
the twelfth century may be able to be adapted for the purposes
of a " domestio chapel."

•

^^WJ^^W^i^^^m

•

*

We are thankful to note that the House of Commons last week
once more refused to allow Mr Bradlaugh to take the oath. Mr

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —In view of the late anti-Christian demonstration in
Paris, on the occasion of Victor Hugo's funeral, I should like
to call attention to a passage from one of his books, 'Claud'
Gueux,' as quoted by Mrs Craven in her 'Recit d'une Soar,
Vol. I., page 209 :
" Donnez, donnez au peuple qui travaille, au peuple qul
souffre, au peuple pour lequel ce monde-ci devient mauvais, la
croyance a un meilleur monde fait pour lui, il sera tranquil"".
il sera patient. La patience est faite d'espe'rance. Qaoi q"9
vous fassiez, le sort de la grande foule, de la multitude, do la
mnjorite, sera toujours relativement pauvre, nialheureux rt
triste. A elle le dur travail, les fardeaux a pousser, les fardeaui
k porter. Examinez cette balance : toutes lea jouissances dane le
plateau du riche, toutes les miseres dans le plateau du pantre.
Les deux parts ne sont elles pas inegales ? La balance no doit
elle pas neoessairement pencher, et l'c'tnt avec elle? Et maintenant, dans le lot du pauvre, dans la plateau des miseres, jet"
la certitude d'un avenir celeste, jetez Inspiration au bonhenr
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t ornal, jetez le paradii, oontro-poids magniSque, vou.s reHablissez
i i juilibrc. La part da paurre est aussi riche que celle dn riche.
C'est ee que Jhscs savait. "
TKAMSLAIION.

" ij i ve to the people, that people which toils, which Buffers, that
people to whom this world is very evil, —give them the belief in a
better world made for them ; and they will be quiet, they will
be patient. Patience oomes of hope. Do what you will, the lot
of the masses, the multitude, the majority, will ever be relatively
poor, suffering, sorrowful. To them will always appertain the
heavy toil, the burden and weight of daily life. Look at the
i I'iiioe: all enjoyment in the scale of the rich man, all suffering
in tbit of the poor man. Are not the two lots unequal ? And
aut not the scale necessarily sink, and the State with it ? But
now,—take the poor man's side, the scale of sorrow — throw
therein the certainty of a life celestial, throw in the aspiration
to eternal blessedness, throw in Paradise—glorious make-weight !
ud you will set straight the equilibrium. The lot of the poor
man becomes as glad as that of the rich. That is what Jescs
knew,"
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wit desecrated in supposed honour of the man who wrote the
above.
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General Councils.
The task before us at present is to try and put into
words the reason of our deference to General Councils—
the reasons which justify us in accepting their decisions on
certain fundamental religious questions about the Nature
of God, and the Incarnation, as final. And there is all
the more necessity for our doing this because we are
conscious that it is very easy to make out a case against
General Councils ; nay more, no one can read the History
of one of the greatest and most important of them, the
Council of Ephesus, without a considerable feeling of
depression. On the face of it, it does not look as if that
polemical, embittered, hasty Council was at all a good or
impartial Court of Final Appeal. It does not inspire con
fidence at first sight, and we know how some such Councils
"struck a contemporary."
The great S. Gregory of
Nazianzan, at the end of the period of innumerable
Councils whbh saw the final establishment of the Niceue
Creed as the symbol of Catholic unity, had a very poor
opinion of them. "The rivalries," he writes, "and the
ambitious attempts at securing dominion —do not think it
monstrous of me to say so —are indescribable."
How, then, is it we can reverence them, or some six of
them, so highly ?
To answer this question we must fall back on general
principles, and our readers will forgive our being as brief
as possible.
God, we assume, has given in Jesus Christ an adequate
and, as far as this world is concerned, final Revelation of
Himself to man. It is a " faith once for all delivered."
" If an angel from heaven preach any other Gospel unto
you than that ye have received, let him be anathema."
But God has given not only this final Revelation of Him
self, but also a Divine Society which is to embody this
Revelation, and be the perpetually living witness to it. The
Truth is committed to a continuous society which is to be
in each age its "pillar and ground." There is the once-for-all
given Truth, and there is the continuous society in every
age responsible for teaching it, guarding it, formulating it,
bearing witness to it, applying it in its essential Catholicity
to the needs of each race and age, and handing it on
unimpaired to those who come after.
Now the New Testament as representing the Apostolic
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preaching may be here without further ado assumed to
embody the original Revelation. All antiquity taught what
the sixth article of the Church of England teaches about the
Bible as the unique source of Revealed Truth. But the
Bible is the Church's book. The Books of the New Testa
ment grew up gradually, almost, as we should say, acci
dentally, under the shelter of her life ; her prior existence
and the teaching authority in her, is assumed in them.
They are written to her members.
She finally and
gradually drew the line so difficult to draw between what
was in the Canon and what was not. In a word, looking
at the Bible in the early Church, it is impossible to
separate the two. They are parts of the same living
organism. The same Holy Spirit, the " Vicar of Christ,"
perpetuating the "grace and truth which came by Jesus
Christ " acts in the Society, as He inspired the writers of
the Books, go that we have here but two separate modes of
the same Activity. If the Bible is the record of the once
given Revelation, the Church is the owner* and keeper of
the Bible, and the Spirit in the society interprets His own
utterances in the Book.
But this being assumed, we can define with more or
less of exactness what the Church's function is toward
the Truth, and what it is not. If the Churcli had to act
as a Revealer, if she were to be in the world a con
tinuous organ of divine Revelation, a " living voice " of
perpetual Divine Response to human inquiry, she would
fulfil her function as an " Oracle " by centralization. Such
a theoryf of her function finds its natural expression
in a Central teaching Chair of Christendom. But this is
not the Church's function, as she conceived it in early
times. She is not so much a "living voice" as a living
witness to a once spoken voice. And wlien we come to
think of the function of a witness, it suggests not so much
unity as consent, the consent of independent and diverse
authorities. This is the Church's function. Spread over all
the earth, she bears witness by the consent of her different
local societies to the Apostolic deposit. It only requires
a little space to be able to make very plain that the Church
did in early days regard herself as nothing else than a
manifold witness. To compare the teaching of Corinth
and Rome with that of the East was one main motive of
Hegesippius' journey in .v.i>. 150.
This is the whole
force of the appeal of Irenajus and Tertullian at the end
of the second century. " Is it probable," the latter argues
against the Gnostic novelties, " that churches, so many and
so great (the churches represented by Apostolically
descended bishops in every region), should; have hit by
an accident of error on the same faith 1 " The peculiar
importance which Irenams bees in the witness of the
Church of Rome seems to lie in this—that Rome, the
Imperial City, was the centre of the world. Everybody
• Sec Tertullian, Prescriptions, chapters 19 and 37, for vivid expres
sions of tbis Principle.
t It is indeed in cried the Ultramontane theory. It begins to rind
expression through, the Topes of the later fourth century.
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came thither. She was the microcosm. And this affected
her Church. Christians from all parts came thither. In
her the faith was preserved, not as elsewhere by a
merely local body, but by Christians from all parts.
Consent then is of the essence of the Church's witness.
There has been a faith given once for all adequate to the
spiritual needs of universal humanity.
There is no
authority to add to it, or to alter it. Whatever is novel is,
by that very fact, not part of it. The Church of the tenth
or nineteenth century cannot know more in the way of
Revelation than the second. It is a Faith again given to
a Universal or Catholic Church. Her witness is most
truly given when it is most Catholic, i.e., when it is given
in a way which secures the elimination of merely local
peculiarities and developments. So shall the Faith be
kept unnarrowed in its primitive breadth. Once again it
is a Faith given to the body of the Faithful, to the cor
porate whole, not to a clever theologian here and there.
What is asked for is not the views of individuals, but the
traditional creed of each local Church. This is what is
meant by the celebrated formula of Vincent of Lerius, in
his text-book of Church authority—that inside the Church
we are to hold tlmt for true which has been held " ubique,
semper, ab omnibus : " i.e., in all parts, so as to eliminate
mere local developments and peculiarities, always, so as
to eliminate novelty, by all, not in the sense of " by every
individual," but in the sense of the common faith,
as opposed to the peculiar view of a private thinker.
Thus when any startling doctrine arose, claiming to be
Christian, it was tested by the common tradition and in
the light of the common tradition of the Churches brought
to the test of Scripture, and indeed of Reason (the early
Church had a complex, not a simple method of testing the
truth). When the flood of Oriental speculation, known as
Gnosticism, poured over the Church at the end of the first
and beginning of the second century, and tried to substi
tute a mystical and imaginative idealism for the solid and
simple Gospel of Facts which was the Christian heritage,
the Church unprepared aa she was, with her appliances
undeveloped, was in grievous peril. Slowly and with
difficulty she provisionally asserted her Canon and her
sacred books in their integrity.
She confronted the
Gnostic pretensions with the consent of her Churches
about the one God, and the Unity of the Old and New
Testaments, and the Real Incarnation, and the dignity
of the material world as, in Chbist and in the Sacraments,
the medium and channel of grace. And what she did
under such stress of difficulty to eject an alien spirit
in the second century, she did with more elaborated in
strumentality in the fourth. The assembly of a General
Council—which seems to have been the first fruits of
" Establishment," and in great measure an imperial idea
—was only a means to an end, a new method for securiug
an old result, namely, the affirmation of the Church's consent.
The Bishops were (what their election qualified
them to be), the " Personre," the Parsons, the Represent a
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fives, the mouthpieces of the Churches they came from. wards at Chalcedon, which reversed its decision and was
Their consent represented the Churches' consent, or rather reckoned Ecumenical.
it was a good method of arriving provisionally at the
Lastly, the Becond Council of Nicsea, accepted by the
Church's eonseut, the reality of which was subsequently East and by Borne, which decreed in favour of Image
tested when the decrees were circulated. The Bishops of worship, has its claim to Ecumenicity challenged, and with
the Council of Nicaja only professed to bear witness to justice, because it was repudiated by the Frankish
what was the traditional faith. What was new was the Church* without loss of Communion. The Frankish
guarding of the Faith by a term or phrase. " The Church would be regarded by those who believe in a
Catholic Church," says Vincent, " when she was roused by Divine Providence in the Church, as having been an
the novelties of heretics, effected this and nothing more instrument to prevent the Church of an age tending over
by the decrees of her Councils— that she should consign much to materialism and superstition from making obliga
to posterity in the security of a formal document what tory on the Christian conscience what at least lacks in
die bad received from her ancestors by mere tradition, Scriptural authority and ancient use.
summarising great matters in a few words, and generally
We have made these remarks in order to emphasize
with a view to greater clearness, stamping with the speci
that what is authoritative is not a Council as such, however
ality of a new term, an article of the Faith whieh was not constituted, so much as what a Council represents. A
new."*
Council recognised as General is only an instrument to
The Fathers of Niciea deliberated. Their decision to register the verdict of the permanent consciousness of the
make the profession of belief in the Sou as " of one sub Christian Church.
It is indeed easy enough to represent the Ecumenical
stance with the Father," that is, truly and really God, a
condition of Church Communion at least for Bishops, was Councils as simple exhibitions of the tyranny of chance
the beginning rather than the end of debate. After fifty majorities, but such a view is most misleading. Indeed,
yean and more of wearisome warfare, in which at times the Nicene verdicts represent somewhat conspicuously,
the Xicene FaitU seemed beaten and abandoned in East taking the whole period of the struggle from 325 to 381,
and West, in which the hierarchy with the Bishop of Koine the triumph of a minority in the actual official represen
played false to their trust, in which at one time Athauasius tation of the Church. As we look back, we can see the
stood against the world, it became apparent that really verdicts of these Councils were no chance results. There
the Nicene Creed did represent the old Faith of the Bible was an original faith in " The Lord who was God before
and the Church."}" The apparent success, indeed, of the all worlds, made man in time for our salvation"— the
dilfereDt forms of Ariauism "began and ended with " One Physician," as Ignatius phrases it, " in flesh and in
their command of the palace." When imperial influences Spirit, created and uncreated, God made in the Flesh,
failed, the Christian world woke up and claimed its Faith. immortal in true life, both of Mary and of God," in One
A little Council at Constantinople, which summed up the " Who," as S. Irenseus says, " when He was born, did not
results of the controversy in 381, and added to its con then begin to be the Son of God, existing ever with the
demnation of the different forms of Ariauism, a condem Father, but when He was Incarnate, recapitulated the
nation of the opposite error of those who denied our long development of humanity into Himself" for our
Lord's complete Humanity, though it was purely a restoration — in One in whom, Tertullian says, " we be
meeting of Eastern Bishops, presided over by one at the hold a double state, unconfuse.il, but united in one
moment out of Communion with the See of Borne and Persou, God and Man, Jesus. In whom so preserved is
the West, came afterwards, in virtue of the importance the special property of each substance that the Spirit
of its decree, as guarding both our Lord's Godhead and wrought in Hira what belonged to Spirit, and the flesh
Manhood, to be regarded as Ecumenical. On the other underwent what belonged to it." Such was the continuous
hand, the Council intended to be Ecumenical at Ephesus, Church's Faith. The development even in language
A.D. 449, which was managed by Dioseorus, and sided with effected by the Councils, may be greatly exaggerated.
Eotyches against the permanent and distinct reality of
The decree of Chalcedon, which sums up the action of
oar Lord's Humanity, was repudiated by the West, under the Four Great General Councils, is only thus the writing
S. Leo, and a second Council was held two years after- out into clear formula of the aboriginal creed.f The
more we become impressed with the violence of somej
* It la of coarse the conception of the FaitU as a traditional thing of the actors at this period of the Church's story, the
cue tar all gnen and then only banded down and used.whlch makes the
difference between the finality of Theological decisions and the liability
to revision ol tliosa in other sciences. Other sciences progress by
cri'-uil investigation and discovery. In Theology, the progress is only
in application. We cannot know more than is in the ISib'.c. But of course
ttere U such a thing as final definition In physical science.
t Ariaaimn, in the recent investigation of the matter by Mr Gwatkln,
i- [renounced to be only philosophic paganism inside the Church. It
'■ •'■ ', »s has oiten been remarked, got hold of the devout laity.

• At the Council of Frankfort, a.d. 70). Bishops from England
apparently were present.
t Sec Dr Westcotfs admirable note on S. John I. II (Speaker's Com
mentary).
t We only say some. The authoritative definition of the Creed was
largely due to men of the calibre of Athanaslus and Flavian and Leo
The great Fourth and Filth Century Theologians were men of strikitigl 1
role character, as a rule.
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more we shrink from the rough and ready dealing of one prayed for. Being, as it is, the great Intercessory Prayer of
at least of the Councils, the more impressed do we become our Church, we grievously disregard her intentions, if we do
with a Divine Spirit in the Body of the Church greater not use what she has so well, so wisely, so amply provided
for our use in the great duty of interceding for the multi
than the individuals who composed it, guarding the Two
tudes
of human beings who crowd the pathways of a weary
fold Truth of the Manhood in the Godhead, in balanced
equipoise. Thus we reverence great Councils simply as world, whom we meet in the streets, while immortal souls
are hurrying hither and thither ; or, again, of remembering
great examples of the action of that Catholic consent
in prayer those who live and move in remote Continents of
which existed and could find expression, though less
the world, whom we never see, but for whom we can at least
easily, before they were possible from one set of causes ; intercede, if we never do anything else to help them. Inter
which still exists, and is discoverable within certain limits, cession for others is a great power, it is a mighty force in the
since they have become impossible from another. And spiritual combat of all souls with Satan ; it has, indeed, been
this consent we take not as superseding our own judg
truly said that we then draw in the Cross upon ourselves,
ment, but as helping it. Church authority, Scripture, and challenge the Evil One. There is nothing which our
our own reason, are not there antagonists, but work great Adversary hates more than Intercessory Prayer, and he
will make us suffer for it, if he can. But this must not be
together.
allowed to deter us from so plain a duty. If assembled con
" These are the three great chords of might,
gregations would on their knees, and with their inmost
And he whose ear is tuned nright
souls, breathe forth the supplications of the Litany, when
Will hear no discord in the three,
ever they have an opportunity of joining in it, the hands of
But the most perfect harmony."
S. Cyril of Jerusalem could tell his catechumens to our Church and country would be strengthened more than
perhaps we realise.
believe nothing he told them except they found the proof
Prayer is either a reality, or not a reality. It must exer
of it in the Holy Scriptures. So we too, firsts learning the
cise a great influence or none at all.
truth from the mouth of the Church, as it is explicit in
Verily it is the old story of Joash smiting on the ground
her Creeds, take it and " search the Scriptures whether three times, and then stopping. If he had smitten more
these things be so." So searching we come to rejoice that frequently, with greater faith and heartiness, his enemies
we have not been left without guidance to make a creed would have been vanquished, whereas by only smiting the
for ourselves. We, too, enter with joy into the Heritage earth three times the victory could only be partial.
of the common Faith. The hearts of the Fathers are
So, the more earnestly and frequently prayer is offered up,
towards the children. Separated from the Fathers by the more will Satan be beaten down under our feet, and
epochs of change in scientific and critical knowledge, we assistance rendered to many troubled souls in the Church of
still can find ourselves in free and unhampered unity with Christ.
The Litany is our great public Prayer ; to join in it is a
them in the " One Faith," " once for all delivered to the
public act ; it may help to bring down blessings calculated
Saints."
to affect the whole Church, —the country at large.
^^^
C. GORE.
Surely, then, it is a patriotic act to give it a free course,
and not to hide it in a corner. But if so, may we not incur
the risk of being unpatriotic if we neglect it ? As Englishmen,
The great Public Prayer of our Church is the Litany. As we think disparagingly of the man who is not a patriot. May
a complete and very ancient Intercessory Prayer of great we not with advantage realise a little more fully what the
beauty, it is worthy of a Service to itself. When coupled Litany claims from us, on the ground of Churchmanship as
with another Service or portions of Services, it is liable to be well as on that of patriotism ?
It is certainly a great cause for regret that the Litany
impatiently received. Doubtless there is much to be said in
favour of the Litany being said alone, and with this view it should ever be crowded out of our Services altogether on
is sometimes thus used in the afternoon of Sunday, or at Sundays, as is sometimes the case.
When it is practically impossible to give it reom in an
noon on Wednesday and Friday. But with such an arrange
ment, there are many who never, or at best very seldom, join II o'clock Office, consisting of Mattins, Sermon, Hymns, and
in the comprehensive petitions of our beautiful Litanyi perhaps a Celebration of the Holy Communion, and when
only a few persons collect in the afternoon to join in the
partly from the fact that it is thought impossible or incon
venient to attend Church on Sunday afternoon or on Wed exquisite suffrages of our great Intercessory Prayer, would it
nesday or Friday morning, and partly from the fact that not be possible sometimes, with the consent of the Ordinary,
some persons are unable to go to church at the 1 1 o'clock to introduce the Litany into an Office which usually consists
Service on Sunday. So we come round to the painful con of Evensong and Sermon.
We occasionally hear of an evening Litany on week-days,
clusion that there are not a few to whom the Litany is
almost an unknown thing. Yet surely it holds a very high but very rarely, if ever, on Sundays. Yet why should it be
rank among our prayers. There is no one in any condition a thing impossible ?
There seems to be a growing tendency to realise the
whose case is not touched by some supplication in the
Litany. When we have joined, heart and soul, in its all- importance of a shortened service in the morning, especially
embracing petitions, there is no one whom we have not when there is a late Celebration of the Holy Communion.

a Ipiea for trje Litanp.
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With the rise of this tendency, there has also arisen a
predilection for a 3 o'clock Litany. But surely, of all hours
in the day, there can scarcely be one more unsuitable for
public intercession of au emphasised kind. So long as we
are in the body, we must acknowledge its needs, however
greatly we may regret with the devout writer of the ' Imita
tion,' that the body should exercise so tyrannising an influence
over the higher nature.
Sunday is never a Fast. Those who have thrown their
energies into the work of Sunday morning need at mid-day
a meal of some substantiality. There has been, perhaps, an
early Communion ; the 1 1 o'clock Service has followed.
There may have been some School-teaching, among Church
workers. At mid-day the body imperatively calls for a
little rest and a certain amount of food. But what follows ?
Sometimes inertness, occasionally drowsiness.
The Sunday-school teacher may again have to tax flagging
energies, and will not hesitate to do so for the love of the
lambs of Jesus.
But why should the Litany have chosen for it that hour of
comparative mental inertness—3 p.m. —when only a small
handful of people is found in church, as a general rule, in
cases where Evensong follows at 6.30 or 7 p.m. ?
There are, of course, exceptions as regards the number of
people assembling at that hour, even when there id a late
Evensong.
The writer knows, for example, of one very beautiful
Church on the South Coast, where a large congregation is to
be found at 3 o'clock. But how often the reverse is the case.
It is the very small number of persons who usually come
to church in the afternoon in order to say " Litany," which
makes it undesirable to set apart that time for it as a service
by itself. Provided it be coupled with a bright address, and
one or two hymns, there is more hope of a congregation,
though even then, as a rule, comparatively small. But some
times it seems to be especially wronged at the hands of those
who, out of a good desire to make up an afternoon Office of
some kind, join with it Baptisms and Catechising ; for there
are many persons who naturally avoid a Service adapted
especially for children, while at the same time the Litany is
not itself suited to the minds of the very young. In the evening
our minds are much fresher and more responsive than in the
afternoon. A good congregation is usually assembled. The
Evensong and Sermon do not take up a very great amount of
time. People are not generally in a hurry to return home in
the way that some are, especially domestic servants, before
the mid-day meal. Some of the poor are at church, who
never can join in the Litany in the morning. The intro
duction of it after the hymn following the third Collect
would bring to bear an edifying variety upon our evening
Public Worship. The State Prayers, and the Prayers for all
Conditions of men might then be omitted, as when the Litany
is said in the morning. The congregation would remain in
church only about ten minutes longer than is usually the
case. Should we not then have more faithfully obeyed than
in the present regime the Apostle's injunction, " I exhort (or,
desire), that supplications, prayers, intercessions ... be
made for all men." Of course, like all other changes, such
an arrangement must be carried out with caution, unattended
by spasmodic attempts to force new plans upon unwilling
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congregations. Once or twice a month would be often
enough at first for a Sunday evening Litany.
Those who attend our churches simply to while pleasantly
away an hour or two of precious time will always be liable
to view with aversion the infusion of any severer element
into a Service. But in proportion as our people are earnest
and prayerful (here is the true solution of the difficulty, if
difficulty it can be called), will they tolerate, nay, rather,
welcome any increased opportunities for Intercessory Prayer,
such as are afforded in the far-reaching petitions of our
Litany, which, touching as it does, every want of man,
cannot fail to strike a sympathetic chord in hearts that are
thrilled with human joys and sorrows, and whence flow out
kindly yearnings to share in some sort the varied burdens of
fellow-sufferers and fellow-men.
C. G. H. BASKCOMB.

:^^urr€iwp- Topics*
The Report on Divorce, which the Bishop of London
presented to the Primate at the late sitting of the Convo
cation of Canterbury, and which has been drawn up by
the Committee which was appointed to consider the
question some months ago, is a very important one. The
great tendency in the present day is towards the relaxation
of the Laws of Marriage, and to lower it from a sacra
mental ordinance to a civil contract. Dr Temple describes
the matter under consideration, almost in the words of
S. Augustine, as " a very difficult and very delicate " one.
He might have added, a very dangerous one also. The
aim of the Committee which dealt with the articulus cleri
is evidently to be as comprehensive as possible in drawing
up their Report. They have taken great trouble, we are
told, " to secure unanimity of opinion," and we very much
doubt of their success, and to be candid, we cannot say
we wish it. The Report is very carefully constructed.
Indeed, it is a model of caution and compromise. It lacks
firmness and strength. We intend to deal with the subject
more fully when occasion requires. All we would say now
is that " remarriage of the innocent party " in cases of
divorce cannot be proved to be allowed either by the
Church or Holy Scripture. "The wife," S. Paul says,
" is bound by the law as long as her husband liveth,
but if her husband be dead, she is at liberty to be
married to whom she will." Death alone, according to the
Apostle, is a sufficient justification of remarriage. And the
Church, by the words put into the mouths of bride and
bridegroom, affirms the same, when they plight their troth
"till death us do part." The Committee is more con
siderate towards divorced persons than the Divorce Act.
For when " the innocent party " is remarried, " the
charity of the Church" is said by the Report to require
that her ministrations should not be withheld ; whereas
the Divorce Act significantly allows a clergyman to refuse
to marry anyone who has a husband or wife still living
" at the time of the demand." It is hardly a fair account
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of the early Catholic Fathers' opinion on the subject, to
say that it has " varied," when the great stream of patris
tic authority discountenanced remarriage as unjustifiable,
" quamdiu vivit vir, licet adulter sit."
The reference to the Canon of the Council of Trent is
also unsatisfactory, for that Canon claims that the Church's
ruling in this matter is " in accordance with evangelical
and apostolical doctrine." We will not, however, now
pursue the subject, but we trust that when hereafter it is
taken up again, the sacramental character of marriage
may be fearlessly affirmed, and its corollary, the indis
soluble character of it, also be asserted. Whatever may
have been the judgment of any individ«al Father or local
Council, the mind of the Western Church has been clearly
brought out and enunciated upon the question of the
remarriage of persons who have been divorced through
immorality.
A Simplified Table or Kindred and Affinity (by
U. Z. R.), published by Messrs James Parker and Co.,
price £d., has been sent us. It certainly avoids that " ap.
pearance of complexity " which many persons find when
they attempt to examine the Old Table, and is shorter,
though without omission. We append it in extenso, that
our readers may compare it with the Okl Table.
THE TABLE OF KINDRED AND AFFINITY
SIMPLIFIED.
A Man may not marry his— A Woman may not marry with
her—
1.
Grandfather,
1. . Grandmother,
3. . Wife's Grandmother,
X , Husband's Grandfather
2. • Grandmother's Hus
2. • Grandfather's Wife,
band,
4, 5.
8, 0.
6, 7.

Aunt,
Wife's Aunt,
TXnele's Wife,

4, 6.
8, 9.
«, 7.

Unele,
Husband's Uncle,
Annt's Husband,

10.
12.
11.

,
•

Mother,
Wife's Mother,
Father's Wife,

10.
12.
11.

.
,

Father,
Husband's Father,
Mother's Husband,

18.
14.
15.

,
♦

Daughter,
Wife's Daughter,
Son's Wife,

13.
14.
IB.

.
.
•

Son,
Husband's Son,
Daughter's Husband,

16.
17.
IS.

,
.

.

Sister,
Wife's Sister,
Brother's Wife,

Brother,
Husband's Brother,
Sister's Husband,

IB.
17.
18.

19, 20. Granddaughter,
10, 20. Grandson,
23, 24. Wife's Granddaughter, 23, 24. Husband's Grandson,
21, 22. Grandson's Wife,
21, 22. Granddaughter's Hus
band,
25, 26. Niece,
29,30. Wife's Nieoe,
27, 28. Nephew's Wife.

SS, 26. Nephew.
29,30. Husband's Nephew,
87, ». Niece* Husband.

The author suggests that his shortened and simplified
Form might well receive " authoritative sanction " and be
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printed, side by side, with the Old Form in the PrayerBook with an explanatory note. We think, indepen
dently of his proposal, that the Table would be service
able if printed in leaflets of different sizes, which might
be pasted into Prayer-Books by any who would wish to
have them for reference. Whilst the Marriage Laws are
under attack, any attempt to make clear the principle
which is at the root of them must hare a special value.
A letter which appeared on Saturday in the Times, bear
ing the signature " Ebury," complains that in the efforts
which are being made to strengthen the Church against
the attacks of Liberation ista, no description of the Church
is given. We are glad to see that the Times only print*
the letter in small type, showing thereby its appreciation
of its contents. We are asked whether the Church which
is to be defended is " the Reformed Church of England
or whether it is Anglo-Catholic." The " or " displays a
lack of acquaintance with the history of our Church
which is simply surprising. Anyone with the moststperficial knowledge of the subject would, of course, say the
Church of Euglaud is both. And when the English
people are called upon to defend the Church of England,
they no more need a definition of what is meant than if
they were urged to defend their Queen they would want
a " description " of her. The letter, which points to the
appointments of Mr Gladstone, which "culminated" in
those of the present Bishop and Dean of Lincoln, as
having fostered this " unhappy condition " of things,
betrays the spirit of bitterness which actuated its com
position. Of course, those who want to narrow down
the great Church of England to one " school of thought ?'—
and that the narrowest, least enlightened, and most
bigoted in days gone by, but now happily changing for
the better—view with jealousy and disappointment the
action of the late Premier, who in his appointments en
deavoured to reflect public ecclesiastical opinion in all it«
forms. But is there anyone sufficiently ignorant of the
proportions between the different sectioM of the diarch,
High, Broad and Low, to doubt but that the destruction of
the Establishment by the Liberationists would be effected
at once, if by " the Church " were meant only that narrow
and decadent section of it whose cause Lord Ebury
espouses. If Church appointments may be said to have
fostered an " unhappy condition of things," we have only
to point to Liverpool and to Lord Beaconsfield's choice for
that See to verify the description.
The continuance of our National Church will depend
upon its members having the good sense to sink differences
aud pull together for the defence of the Establishment.
And that man is an enemy of the Church, to whatever
section he may belong, who attempts to stir up strife at
the very time when union is a necessity for defence.
It is with great regret we record H» sudden death of the
Rev. John Bourdieu Wilkinson, Vicar of the Church of the
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Ascension, Lavender-hill. Mr Wilkinson fell down on the
platform of Chariug-cross station, and was taken to the
hospital, where he soon expired. He was a man well known
for his great energy and zeal for the Church movement,
into which he threw himself heart and soul. The district,
and splendid church of which he was the incumbent were
the results of his persevering efforts. He was also an
author of some repute : ' Mission Sermons,' ' Orationes
Sacerdotis,' ' Daily Readings,' ' Instruction on the Parables,'
' Meditations,' and ' Hour of Death,' were amongst his
works. He was an occasional contributor to Messrs
Skeffington's volumes of ' PJain Preaching.' One praise
worthy, and not too common, characteristic of Mr Wilkin
son was his avoidance of debt in the good works which he
undertook. In building he would never allow any contract
to be commenced until the funds were provided. We
have heard that Church furniture and ornaments were
never allowed to be used, even if provided, until they were
entirely paid for. The Church Timet states that he was
one of the oldest priest-associates of S. Margaret's, East
Grinstead, and happened to be buried on the day of their
anniversary. Mr Wilkinson was at the Clewer Festival,
and appeared then to be in excellent health and spirits.

{^^l&jvZEVv'g ^cS3S
C&e nidations iictluccn IRclirjton ant)
Science.
Thb Relations Between Religion and Science. Eight
Lectures preached before the University of Oxford in
the year 1884. By the Right Rev. Frederick, Lord
Bishop of Exbter. London : Macmillan.
We are somewhat late in the field in considering Bishop
Temple's Bampton Lectures, published just before his
promotion to the See of London, but we should be un
willing that it should be passed by unnoticed in these
columns, more especially as it suggests some considerations
of permanent interest that certainly demand discussion.
The work is in every way of much thinner dimensions
than the ordinary Bampton volume, and is quite desti
tute of the large annotation which might have been very
profitably brought together. A set of critical notes on
the literary history of the " Nature " controversy, would,
for instance, have been very useful. Two other of our
bishops have within recent date taken up this great
subject of our age : Bishop Harvey Goodwin, whose 'Walks
in the Regions of Religion and Science ' strikes us as
being of much higher originality and acuteness ; and
indirectly the Bishop of Peterborough, in his last work.
The Duke of Argyll's ' Unity of Nature ' is a still more
powerful work than either. The work, however, which
by far deals most profoundly with the whole question of
Miracles, is the late Canon Mozley's Bampton Lectures
on the Miracles, together with some of his other writings,
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where the whole subject is treated with wonderful depth
and expansion. Bishop Temple's book is something like
a School Report of the present state of the controversy.
The well-known arguments are put succinctly and
forcibly ; indeed, with a troth and earnestness that is
remarkably in accord with his character as a great public
administrator. We are hardly able to see that he has
made any contribution to the treatment of the subject,
but his style is a model of clearness, that lumen siccum of
which Bacon would approve ; his treatment is of admi
rable impartiality, though rather over-strained at times
in leaning to the scientific 3ide, and calculated to disperse
prejudice, and allay apprehension. It is, however, on
the theological side that we feel it deeply important to
enter a caveat respecting some of the Bishop's utterances.
The philosophical side has been well-threshed out, more
especially in a remarkable article in the April number of
the Quarterly Review. He begins with a discussion on
the Origin and Nature of Scientific Belief and Religious
Belief. When Science deals with causation, it does little
more than limit itself to the regularity of phenomena.
The regularity of Nature is the great Postulate of Science.
But what Science does is to note the series of sequences,
and not really to explain causes. And all the causes are
causae causata?, and leave untouched the causa causanx.
Each law of nature, gathered up by an induction of
facts, is simply a working hypothesis which may be super
seded by the discovery of a higher law. Though Science
may show that miracles are rare, she is unable to show
that they are impossible. Here the Bishop might have
drawn an illustration from Babbage's machine, which, after
exhibiting the same result ten thousand times, shows a
variation in the ten thousandth and first. In the midst
of all the uniformity of phenomena, we have the voice
of the spiritual element of the human soul, that which
Butler calls the Conscience, and Kant the Practical
Reason. Science has endeavoured to reduce moral Phe
nomena to Law, as Mr Buckle, in his doctrine of averages.
" There is something underlying them all," says Bishop
Temple, " which Science cannot treat, and which perpetu
ally evades all attempts to bring it under physical laws."
About half the volume is devoted in one form or another
to the doctrine of Evolution, which evidently has an
immense attraction for Bishop Temple's mind. He seems
quite disposed to accept the doctrine, and is even more
Darwinian than Darwin himself. Darwin was not un
conscious of the weakness of some of the links of his
chain, and hardly advanced his speculation beyond the
regions of hypothesis.
The higher Astronomy now
refuses to the Evolutionist his blank cheques on time,
and shows that the duration of our planet is not from an
illimitable past. What the Bishop insists on is that
granted this doctrine of Evolution, it is not, he considers,
in the least degree antagonistic to the teachings of Reli
gion. Paley's teleological argument is untouched by the
doctrine of Evolution. He believes that "the doctrine
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of Evolution leaves the argument for an intelligent He does not tell us what other things he considers "alle
Creator and Governor of the world stronger than it was gories " besides Adam and Eve. " As in Adam all die,
before. There is still as much as ever the proof of an even so in Christ shall all be made alive." If Adam U
intelligent purpose pervading all creation. The difference an allegory, why should not Christ be an allegory 1
is that the execution of that purpose belongs more to the
The Bishop unfavourably criticises the working of the
original act of creation, less to acts of government since. New Testament morality. We believe that is, perhaps
There is more divine foresight, there is less divine inter unconsciously, echoing a complaint of John Stuart Mill.
position ; and whatever has been taken from the latter " It leaves questions to be solved, some of which have not
has been added to the former." It is not so much with been solved yet. It left slavery untouched, though
the philosophical as with the religious Bide of the Bishop's assuredly doomed. It said nothing of patriotism. It
gave no clear command respecting the right use of wealth.
teaching, that we are concerned.
Touching the Nature of our Blessed Lord, we find the It laid down no principles for the government of States,
Bishop spe iking of Him as "hungering and thirsting though such principles must have a moral basis."
Now we venture to say that this statement, so far as
after rigliteousness." Christ used these words of His
disciples, but He did not, because Hi could not, use them it is correct, rightly considered, does not show any defect,
of Himself. Those hunger and thirst after Righteous but is rather an evidence of the supernatural character
ness who either do not possess it, or who possess it only of the Christian revelation. It avoids the rocks on which
in a fragmentary degree, and long for more. Christ is all human religions have stumbled. There is no overperfectly righteous. He is the Lord our Righteousness. legislation in Christianity. God does not give us loaves,
It is impossible, consistently with a devout belief in His but He gives us wheat, and so He does not in the Gospel
Godhead, to represent Him as hungering and thirsting give us details as in the object lessons of the Law, but He
after righteousness, as something which He had not but gives us principles from which details may be worked
desired to have. We are sorry to see that the Bishop out. He gives us the law of love, the law in which all
surrenders at one swoop all the miracles of the Old other laws are included, the law from which all other
laws are derived. He has given us a perfect moral
Testament. He says :
law to which He has annexed a spiritual interpretation.
" We have to ask what evidence can be given that any such He has inculcated obedience and reverence to all righteous
miracles as are recorded in the Bible have ever been worked ? authority. If the New Testament had gone farther than
It is plain at once that the answer must be given by the New
this, instead of its universal character, it would have a
Testament. No such evidence can now be produced on behalf
local, national, or political character, which would either
of the miracles in the Old Testament. The times are remote ;
the date and authorship of the Books not established with cer have been fatal to its claims or would have stamped a
tainty ; the mixture of poetry with history no longer capable dull uniformity on human institutions.
But is the Bishop correct in saying that the New Testa
of any sure separation into its parts ; and if the New Testament
did not exist, it would be impossible to show such a distinct ment leaves questions to be solved which have not been
preponderance of probability as would justify us in calling on solved yet ? Can it be said that the question of slavery
any to accept the miraculous parts of the narrative as histori has not been solved ? The Epistle to Philemon solves it,
cally true. But in the New Testament we stand on different stating the premises from which the conclusion may be
ground."
gathered. We would venture to recommend Bishop
We feel quite assured, however, that if on these Temple to read, or perhaps we should rather say, re-read
grounds we surrender the miracles of the Old Testament, Mr Goldwin Smith's remarkable essay on this subject.
the time will come when on similar grounds we shall be In this, as in other high matters, God gives us the reve
asked to surrender the miracles of the New Testament. lation and our intellegeuce, and bids us apply our intelli
Already there are people who say : " The times are gence to His revelation. In reference to patriotism, the
remote ; the date and authorship of the books not patriotism of that day on the side of the Jew and of the
established with certainty ; the mixture of poetry and Roman was of an exaggerated repellent type, and the Gos
history no longer capable of any sure separation into its pel sought to lift it to that region of love in which alone a
parts." But the greatest objection to Bishop Temple's pure unselfish patriotism is found. Can it be said that
surrender of the Old Testament miracles is this, that the there is no clear command concerning the right use of
Lord Christ, so to speak, guarantees these miracles, wealth ? The doctrine lays down the principle that
sauctions and endorses the Biblical accounts of them. wealth is not our own, but that we are the trustees of it
Thus it is that our Lord speaks of Jonah and of Lot's for human good. The application of the principle is left
wife, and thus too S. Paul of the prayer of Elias. If to the human spirit, enlightened by the Divine, and no
we give up the miracles of the Old Testament, we give mechanical rules are laid down which would chain human
up the word of our Blessed Lord, who gives his own freedom. Then as for government. Government is in
authority to them. Again, Bishop Temple more than reality a much simpler matter than the Bishop seems to
once speaks of the " allegory of the garden of Eden." take it to be. A great jurist says that the object of all
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government is to bring twelve men together into a jurybox. Macaulay says that the end of all government is to
induce men to settle their differences by arbitration,
instead of settling them by blows. The law of God
eDJoins passim righteous justice, and the Gospel sets forth
those principles which would abolish poverty and crime,
and go far to make the safeguards of society superseded.
Surely it is not to be expected that the Gospel should deal,
for instance, with such a subject as representative insti
tutions !
Here is an excellent passage of a direct ethical and
hortatory tone :
"It is the sustaining hope of the Christum that he shall be
changed from glory to glory into the image or likeness of his
Loan, and that when all is over for this life, he shall be indeed
like Him, and shall see Him as He is. But that hope is never
presented as one to be realised by some sudden stroke fashion
ing the soul anew, and moulding it at once into heavenly linea
ments. It is by steady and sure degrees that the Christian
believes that he shall be thus blessed. And this progress rests
on the fixed rules by which his nature is governed, and which
admit of the character being gradually changed by the life.
Tbe Christian knows that God has so made us that a temptation
once overcome ia permanently and often overcome, is at last
altogether expelled ; that appetites restrained are in the end
subdued, and cost but little effort to keep down ; that bad
thoughts perpetually put aside at last return no more ; that a
clearer perception of duty, and a more resolute obedience to its
call, makes duty itaelf more attractive, fills us with enthusiasm
for its fulfilment, draws us as it were upwards, and ennobles the
whale man. The Christian knows that the thought of the
Supreme Being, the contemplation of His excellency, the recog
nition of Him as the source of spiritual life, has a strange
power to transform, and evermore to transform the whole man.
In this knowledge tbe Christian lives his life and fights his
battles. And what is this but a knowledge that he has a nature
wbjeet to fixed laws, which he can, indeed, interfere with, but
without which his self-discipline would be of little value, and
assuredly could not long continue."
This is good, but even here there is something that we
desiderate. The Bishop has obviously in his mind
Butler's law of habit, and what he says is true enough
respecting the formation of godly habits and the building
of Christian character. But it is not by a knowledge of
the fixed laws of our nature, but by mystical union with
the Lord Jesus Christ, that the CHRiST-like character is
formed. Moreover, the Bishop seems to endorse the
system of perfectionism. Alas, who of us can believe
that he thus kills and slays the power of sin in the heart !
When a young man asked Richard Baxter how long he
thought he should have to carry on his practice of
repenting : " Sir," answered Baxter, " I hope to carry
my repentance to the very gates of heaven." " If we
say that we have no sin we deceive ourselves, ami the
truth is not in us."
" There is one miracle," says the Bishop, in language
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for which we are profoundly thankful, " namely, our
Lord's Resurrection, for which clear and unmistakable
and sufficient evidence is given." This is, indeed, the
miracle of miracles. Granted this one miracle, the exami
nation of each other miracle becomes a question of
detail ; only, if we sweep away other miracles, there
would be the greatest difficulty in accepting this crowning
miracle. And even this miracle may not be what we
ordinarily mean by a miracle, but the result of a higher
law of life.
Strikingly as the Bishop handles this
thought, we should do well to recall Dr Trench's fine
remarks on the subject in his book on ' Miracles.' We
must here, spatiis inclusus iniquis, finally quote Bishop
Temple's argument, heartily recommending the work to
all thoughtful readers :
"It is quite possible that our Lord's Resurrection may be
found hereafter to be no miracle at all in the scientific sense.
It foreshadows and begins the general Resurrection ; when that
general Resurrection comes we may find that it is, after all, the
natural issue of physical laws always at work.
" There is nothing at present to indicate anything of the sort ;
but a general Resurrection in itself implies not a special inter
ference but a general rule. If, when we rise again, we find that
this Resurreotion is and always was a part of the Divine purpose,
and brought about at last by machinery precisely the same in
kind as that which has been used in making and governing the
world, we may also find that our Lord's Resurrection was
brought about by the operation of precisely the same machinery.
We may find that even in tbe language of strict science ' He
was the first-fruits of them that slept ; ' and that His Resurrec
tion was not a miracle, but the first instance of the working of a
law till the last day quite unknown, but on that last day opera
tive on all that ever lived.
" As far as scientific observation has yet gone that first intro
duction of life was a miracle. No one has ever yet succeeded
in tracing it to the operation of any known laws. If it is a
miracle, it is a miracle precisely similar in kind to the miracle
which believers are expecting at the last day. And assuredly if
a miracle were once worked to introduce life into this habitable
world, there is very good reason to expect that another miracle
will be worked hereafter to restore life to those that have lived.
But there are scientific men who think that tbe introduction of
life was not a miracle, that it came at a fitting moment by the
working of natural laws ; or, in other words, that such proper
ties are inherent in the elements of which protoplasm is made,
that in certain special circumstancea these elements will not
only combine, but that the product of their combination will
live. If this be so, it is assuredly no such very strange suppo
sition that there may be such properties inherent in our bodies
or in certain particles, whether particles of matter or not, bolongging to our bodies, that in certain special circumstances theso
particles will roturn to life. And if this be so, the general
Resurrection may be no miracle, but the result of the properties
originally inherent in our bodies and of the working of the laws
of those properties. And so our Lord's Resurrection may in
this way turn out to be no breach of the uniformity of nature."
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3In a &00O Cause.
Is a Good Cause.
Co. 1885.

London : Wells Gardner, Darton and

The object of this Very pretty collection of stories,
verses, and sketches is to obtain funds to assist the NorthEastern Hospital for Children in Hackney-road. This in
stitution was begun in 1867, in a small house in Bethnalgreen, and was founded by Dr and Mrs Alexander Pox.
From the moment the doors were opened, the place was
throDged with patients. The following year a larger house
was taken near Shoreditch Church, and the management
transferred to a committee. As the expenses increased,
funds were generously supplied ; a small fee was exacted
from the first from out-patients and in-patients. In 1870
a Home for Convalescents was added to this Institution,
at Croydon. Still the work grew, and in 1872 freehold
premises were purchased in Hackney-road, and a suitable
building was begun, which was completed in 1880. The
number of beds in the Hospital is 55, these are gene
rally full, and there are more at Croydon. The number
of out-patients treated hist year was 14,249, the number
of in-patients was 622, and 98 were in the Convalescent
Home. The buildings have burdened the Committee
with a debt of nearly 4,000?., and to partly reduce this,
the charming volume under review is written. Mr Ralston,
the pre-eminent Storyteller, opens with a Roumanian
Romance. The Bishop of Bedford, the author of ' Vice
Versa,' Mrs Cash el Hoey, the Earl of Rosslyn, Mr Hamil
ton Ak\6, Lady Constance Howard, are some of the con
tributors of articles, and Mr Caldecott, Mr Callow, and
Mr Horsley, with other artists, contribute illustrations.
Some of the illustrations are excellent j we especially note
one by Mr Tristram Ellis, on the legend of Rhampsinitus,
very original and bold. The " Snow Storm," by F. M. V.
though slight, is excellent, and Mr Callow's Hradschin is
spirited.
Mr Anstey's story of " A Bad Quarter of an Hour," is
as grotesque as his stories usually are ; of a lady who sits
down on a favourite kitten when making her call, and of
her endeavours to dispose of the corpse, which, however,
proves happily in the end not to be a corpse ; a cat has nine
lives, and this survived even being sat upon by so ponderous
a person as Mrs HoneybuB.
Mr Oscar Wilde contributes some beautiful verses, and
his autograph :
■' This winter air is koen and cold,
And keen and cold this winter sun,
But ronnd my chair the children run
Like little things of dancing gold.
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"And sometimes while the old nurse cons
Her book, they steal across the square,
And launch their paper navies where
Huge Triton writhes in greenish bronze.
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" And now in mimic flight they flee,
And now they rush a boisterous band—
And, tiny hand on tiny hand,
Climb up the black and leafless tree.
" Ahl crael tree ! if I were you,
And children climbed me, for their sake,
Though it were winter, I would break
Into spring blossoms white and blue."
The only thing about these lines we dislike are
the bine blossoms.
What tree flowers thus ? The
blossoms are only blue to rhyme with " you." But why
not :
"To blossoms flushed of rosy hue."
The article which has most struck us, is one by Canon
Mason, of Truro, on a Modern Cornish Saint, the record
of the life of a poor old woman, reared a Methodist, who
died a Churchwoman :
"It was the most refreshing and invigorating thing for sdy
one tired with sacred work, to climb the steep road, and restfef
a while in the clean and tidy room where Mary Ann sat, behind
the rush screen, her own handiwork, which kept off the dranji.i
from the door, and served at the same time as desk and bockshelf. No one who has done bo will forgot tho richness ui
variety of the benedictions with which Mary Ann would greet
an incomer with whom she was in sympathy. Every sentence
she uttered— she spoke with gravity and deliberation—wai as
epigram which would have struck you as brilliant, if its
brilliancy had not been lost Bight of in its spiritual depth.
"Mary Ann's extreme conscientiousness will be sbowa by the
following story:— In complete ignorance, she allowed hnwlf,
after her husband's death, to take a certain step which she after
wards found to have been wrong. Her penitence was dee-p*n4
lifelong. Not that she doubted of her forgiveness; she often
said she was as happy as she could live in the body. Bat aba
could not forget what she had done. ' OoD has forgiven ne,'
»ho said once, ' bless His holy name ; but I can't forgiw my
self.'
" The form in whieh she chose to express her sorrow, was t»
observe the Friday of every week as a day of solemn homil*tion. Nothing on that day would induce her to touch a morsel
of flesh. On one occasion, when her birthday happened to fail
upon Friday, the rector's wife sent her an appetising dinner tf
chicken, or rabbit. But when the kind friend went in the after
noon to pay the birthday visit, she was greetod with lometbiof
like tears of pain. '0, my dear lady, how could 'ee thiol
that I could eat it, and to-day Friday." Perhaps the
most remarkable thing about Mary Ann was her extraordinary
generosity. There was a wonderful story of some famous collec
tion made at Liskeard in her unmarried days for the foreign
Missions of her sect. The missionary observing that Bhe pn<
nothing into the plate, accused the poor girl of being covetou.
She Baid nothing at tho time, but the minister of the chapel told
tbe missionary afterwards that, before the meeting, Mary Aon
had given him the whole of her savings for some years p»»'"
Tho same generosity remained with her to the end. She had
nothing to live on but half-a-erown a week from the parish, hot
out of this she managed to scrape enough to be a handsome sntscriber to both the great missionary societies of the Church. In
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consequence of her name appearing for so good-looking a sum words. ' Harvest Preaching ' is a volume which contains Seven
on the lists of theso societies, Mary Ann was flooded with begging Sermons by Rev. S. Baring-Gould, C. G. H. Baskcomb, W.
letters from all manner of people seeking help, and often her Fraser, Philip H. Neale, R. D. B. Rawnsley, F. Loui3 SpcHcer,
friends would find her in tears over some fresh appeal to which and W. C. Vaughan. The titles of the Discourses are " Studies
Bhe was unable to respond. A new friend one day took up her in Corn," "Sowing and Reaping," "The Great Harvest
missionary box and said, ' But you bavo got nothing in it, Mary Home," "Harvest Lessons," "Sowers and Reapers," &c.
Ann.' She answered, 'I daw'nt put my money en for to rattle.' Unequal in value, yet all helpful. There are few who will
So scrupulous was she not to seem to vaunt of her charity, that not find some fresh thoughts in these sermons. Mr Baringshe would always keep her pennies till they amounted to Gould is as usual original, and warns us against turning " the
shillings, and then would wrap the shilling in paper before Lord's Day " into the " Lazy Day," by making it only a Day
putting it in, that it might not jingle in the box."
of Rest and forgetting that it is also a Day of Duty—the duty of
This very pleasant book is worth getting, if for nothing worshipping and praising God.
else— for the memoir of poor Mary A nn.

m*^&% pe^Mmsm
The Stodknt's Concordance to the Revised Version, 1881,
of the New Testament. London : Bemrose and Sons.
Pp. 440.
This work is a necessity to the student who may want to
find a passage in the Revised New Testament, and turn to
' Cruden' for it in vain. Every sentence in the New Testa
ment is represented by its chief words, and the texts are given
with capitals and stops, so that, without turning to the Revised
Version, any passage may be quoted. The plan of this Con
cordance is necessarily different from the Concordance to the
Authorised Version. This, in a measure, comprises both
versions, so that there may be a clue to the multifarious
changes which have been made by the Revisers. Thus, we
turn to " Behaviour," and we find the following. —
Behaviour.—A.V. conversation,
1. Pet. 2, 12, having your 16. seemly among the Gentiles.
3, 1, be gained by the \behaviour of their wives
2, beholding your chaste Ibeharhmr coupled with fear,
tee demeanour.
The book it also' provided with a " Genealogy of the
English New Testament," " Notes on English Bibles," &c.
The " Plan of the Work," which is clearly described, mast be
mastered, so as to use the Concordance with facility. ' The
Student's Concordance ' is evidently the result of much pains
taking labour, but whilst wc acknowledge this, we are not
prepared to add that the use of the Revised Version " will
result in a growing appreciation of its valae." Our first con
viction was that it would never displace the Authorised
Version, and farther criticism has only strengt hened this
belief.
Harvest Preachino.
Seven Plain Sermons. London :
Skeflington and Son. Pp. 64. 1885.
Many a clergyman at this time of the year has in view the
delivery of a Harvest Sermon. As he sees the wheat ripening
in the fields and waving in the glorious sunshine, a cloud
parses for a moment across his brow as he bethinks him of the
approaching "Thanksgiving Service," and is conscious that no
fresh ideas have taken root and are maturing in his own brain
since the last " Harvest Home." This little book is likely te
help him in his difficulty. And that it is difficult year after
year to address ihe'same congregation npon precisely the same
snbject will be admitted by most men who have not the undesir
able dexterity to hide poverty of thought by an affluence of

Stray Thouohts. Arranged by E. L. London : Parker
and Co. Pp. 100. 1885.
These "Thoughts" consist of brief and well-selected
extracts, both in prose and poetry, from a great variety of
authors, arranged for every day of the year. They are rarely
more than half-a dozen lines in length. The book is neatly
and prettily "got up " and suitable for a birth-day gift.
Homelt Talks with Young Men on the Young Men of the
Bible. With a Preface by the Rev. Canon Wsstcott, D.D.
London: Hatchards. Pp.314. 1885.
These Addresses were written fer the members of the
" Young Men's Guild of the Christian Banner," to whom they
are dedicated. Canon Westcott says, in his Preface, that the
author has a keen insight into the thoughts and feelings of the
young men among whom she has laboured long with winning
devotion," and the ' Homely Talks ' certainly bear out this
description of her qualities. The Old Testament characters
which she portrays are " Cain," " Lot," "Isaac," " Esau and
Jacob," " Joseph," " Moses," " Joshua," " Gideon," " David,"
"Solomon," &c. Their virtues and vices are so brought
forward as to supply encouragement and warning " in the
circumstances of our own lives." On page 105 we read.
" Baptism is not only a baptism by water, but a circumcising
of the heart, and we cannot enter Canaan unless wc have
both." This is an inaccurate way of expressing the need of
a mortified life. For Baptism without "circumcision of the
heart" will be a sufficient title for entrance into Canaan, for
those who have died as children; and further, "baptism by
water " is an inadequate account of Christian Baptism, which
is by water and "the Spirit" according to our Lord's
words. "Baptism by water" only is John's Baptism, not
Christ's. But 'Homely Talks' is an excellent book, and
will be found useful for reading to Young Men's Guilds, and
for youths to read themselves.
First Successors of the Holy Apostles. Memorials and
Writings. Compiled by G. Milne Home. London: Walter
Smith. Pp. 256. 1885.
The object of this book is to present in a popular form "a
series of sketches " of the writersof the sub-apostolic age and
their works. S. Clement of Rome, S. Ignatius, S. Polycurp,
S. Justin Martyr, S. Irenicus, &c, have each a chapter devoted
to them. The newly-discovered treatise 'The Teaching of
the Apostles' is briefly aud truly described as " only a frag
ment " or the work of an author "not fully instructed" in
Apostolic Teaching. S. Barnabas nnd Hermas do not appear
to be mentioned. The book will serve the purpose for which
it was intended. We are thankful for any effort to bring
" the general reader " acquainted with " the Apostolic
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Fathers," though the critical and literary value of these pages us for review. It is the work of a lawyer and a Scotchman,
with clear cool head for reviewing evidence. He takes the
is not high.
Gordon. A Life op Faith and Dcty. By W. J. G. fancies of those who have contended for a plurality of worlds,
and shows how devoid of foundation in evidence the; are.
Illustrated by R. Andre London : S. P. C. K.
Gordon's life is here contained in thirty-six pages, which The moon, the sun, the planets, are certainly void of inhabi
are adorned with the same number of illustrations, which tants constituted like ourselves. Collaterally, Mr Miller
portray some of the most striking incidents of his wonderful touches on the evolution theory, and, we think, makes a point
career. The letter-press is hardly so attractive as the pictures, when he reasons that analogy in creation does not give proof
which are some of them coloured ; or, suited lor young children, of derivation. An architect, or a painter, or a musician creates
as it contains a great many "hard "words. But older ones works, and all their works bear trace of identity of origin in
the mind of the creator, but it does not follow, for instance,
will rejoice in both.
that one of Sir Gilbert Scott's churches is the offspring and
The Hymn. Te Deum Laudamus. London : Rivingtons.
development of one built a few years earlier. So, in creation,
Pp. 63.
These observations on the structure, composition, and nse the unity proceeds from the fact of all creatures being the
of the Te Deum, we learn, not from the title-page, but from the product of One Mind. Creation is the formulation or exterioPreface, are from the pen of the Rev. Francis Pott, Rector of ration of ideas, the materialisation of thought. There must
Norhill. They appear to be the result of some twenty years' be analogy in the works that issue from one creative Mind,
gleanings " from books and experience " and attention to " the but the analogy does not imply filiation of one creature from
true character of the chant "employed in this and other Can another.
Mr Miller takes the evidence supplied by advocates of the
ticles. Although we should not have described the Te Deum
as "alone" "a song of the New Dispensation" amongst plurality of worlds, and sifts and sifts till of the evidence
the five Ctinticles of the Prayer-Book, yet it certainly stands offered nothing is left in his sieve. The book is useful as a
unique in its origin and character. We can recommend to all good corrective to loose theorizers.
who are interested in the "study of our liturgical inheritance " Champions op the Right. By E. Gilliat, M.A. London:
S. P. C. K. 1885.
— using that, term in its wider sense, or are practically engaged
A book that calls for no particular notice, having nothing
in ordering the worship of the Church, a perusal of this
volume. Mr Pott deals mainly with the following points —the to distinguish it from a thousand other works of equal insig
origin of the Te Deum, &c, formal structure, division, casual nificance. The 'Champions of the Right' contains sketches
features of interest, and form and manner of singing. Whether of Alfred the Great, S. Hugh of Lincoln, S. Edward the
his conclusions are at all times agreed with or not, our readers Confessor, S. Benedict, S. Francis of Assisi, Wicklif, Join
will have much to interest them in this work, which is evi of Arc, Sir Thomas More, and Sir Walter Raleigh. Bnt all
dently "a labour of love," and as such the author has spared thin and colourless, very poor and tasteless stuff.
no pains in the production of it.
Dtjchenier ; or, the Revolt of La Vended. By the R«.
J. M. Neale. Second Edition.
London: J. Masters.
The Imitation op Christ. A Facsimile of the Author's
1885.
original MS. written in 1441. London: Elliot Stock.
We hail with delight a new edition of this story—which *e
This is the most marvellous shilling's worth we have ever read and re- read in our boyhood. It is one of Dr Nealc's very
seen—an exact reproduction of the original manuscript in best stories, full of swing and life. It is well sustained in
Thomas & Kempis's own handwriting, preserved in the Royal interest from first to last. A capital book for boys, to enlist
Library at Brussels. The venerable codex is a small volume their sympathies against democratic revolution as vehement
composed of 192 leaves of paper, intermixed at irregular and as rampant now, and with tendencies as evil, as in France
intervals with leaves of vellum, and written entirely by the at the end of last century.
hand of Thomas a Kempis, as is attested by the colophon : "This
Where to kind Ferns. By F. G. Heath. London: S.P.C.K.
was finished and completed in the year 1441, by the hand of
1885.
Brother Thomas Kempis in the Mount S. Agnes near Zwolle."
This is a cheap—an eighteen-penny book by the author ol
The manuscript is clad in its original binding of calf, blackened 'The Fern Portfolio,' that cheap and delightful guide to ferns.
by time, covering the worm-eaten oak boards. It belonged To those who do not know this latter, we strongly commend
originally to the Monastery of the Regular Canons at Zwolle, it for its beautiful illustrations, coloured, of our English
into which Thomas was received as a novice in 1400, and ferns. This treasure of books Mr Heath has now supplemen
where he died in 1471. In the disturbances in the Nether ted with a pleasant little gossip about the homes where ferns
lands in the sixteenth century, the Monastery of S. Agnes may be found.
at Zwolle was destroyed, but John Latom, Prior of Thome, Old and Rare Books. By J. Chapman Woods. London :
saved the precious MS. and took it to Antwerp ; he died in
Elliot Stock. 1885.
1578, and before his death gave the MS. to John Bellere.
A lecture delivered at the B. Institution of South Wales at
Bellere died in 1595, and five years before his death he gave Swansea, in March. It has been beautifully printed hy Mr
the volume to the Jesuit College at Antwerp, whence it passed, Stock. The lecture is both interesting and instructive. Of
on the suppression of the Order, into the Burgundian Library Bibles, he says :
at Brussels.
" I can only refer to a few editions which are noteworthy, or at least.
The Heavenly Bodies ; their Nature and Habitability. By notorious, or derive their popular names from the frailties of that WJ
William Miller. London : Hodder and Stoughton. 1883. ! early Institution, the printer's devil. Of these there are, uniortuThis work, though published in 1883, has only just reached | nately, all too many j take as an Instance of Irrelevant illustration,
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the Bishops' Bible of 1572, many of the initials in which are subjecta
from Orid's Metamorphoses, while at the head of the Epistle to the
Hebrews is a woodcut representing the story of Leda and the Swan.
Uatihew's Bible of 1351 has the unenviable distinction of being known
as the Bug Bible, from the passage, 'Thou sbalt not be afraid of the
terror by night' being translated, ' So that thou Shalt not nede to be
afraid of any Bugges by night.' "
Mr Woods might hare explained that Bugges were Bogies,
the Yorkshire Boggarts, spectres. The Sclav word for Goo
is Bog; and spirits are called bogies because spirits, and so
akin to the race of the gods. The word was applied to insect
torments at night only when faith in ghosts ceased, and the
insects were regarded as the most real and tangible nighttormentors. In the Vulgate, the request is to be delivered
from the "Thing (negotio) that walketh in darkness"—a
ghastly suggestion of incorporeal horror. Mr Woods goes on :
"There is the well-known Breeches Bible, the name given to the
(jeaeTan Version, in which Adam and Eve are said to have made
themselves breeches instead of aprons. In an edition of the Douay
Bible of 1609 10, ' Is there no balm in Gllead ' is translated, ' Is there
ao rod's in Gllead.' In the Royal Version, printed in the reign of
Charles I., the fool is said to have said in hie heart, ' There is a God.1
This little mistake cost tbe printers a fine of £3,000. According to a
Bible of 1653 the unrighteous are to inherit the kingdom of God. In
tie first Bible printed in Ireland In 1716, ' sin no more ' is printed ' ain
m more.' Then there is the well-known ' Vinegar' Bible, printed at
Oxford in the same year, in which the headline of Luke xvl. reads
' The Parable of the Vinegar," instead of 'the Vineyard.' In another
Oxford Bible (of 1791), Philip is named as the Apostle who should deny
Caaisr. In a third (of 1604), it is said that' the murderers shall snrely
be pat together,' Instead of 'to death,' and in a fourth (of 1810), that
' If any man come onto Me, and hate not his father, yea and hla own
"if! (Instead of life), he cannot be my disciple.' "
Amateur Gardening. Part IX. February, 1885. A. G.
Office, London.
We have received a monthly part of this useful weekly
periodical. It contains a good deal of excellent information
and some tolerable illustrations.
The Children Out of Doors. A Book of Verses by Two
IK Use House. Edinburgh : David Douglas. 1884.
A pretty little book of verses about children, which will be
read with pleasure by many. The rhythm is sweet and flow
ing and one or two of the pieces are of a very high order,
for instance the first, " The Children Out of Doors," which
describes the hardships of outcast and homeless children.

C&e Quarterlies.
We do not note in the Quarterly Review for July more
than one article specially important from our point of view.
Bnt the seventh, viz., that entitled "The First Christian
Council (a.d. 50)" is by a well-known hand, and undoubtedly
raises a very serious question indeed: viz., whether the
reviewers of our authorised translation were justified, first, in
omitting the words (all important in that connection as they
are) ral oi from their Greek Text, and secondly and most
emphatically, in giving to the world that most extraordinary
and—we had almost written absurd — certainly unCatholic
rendering, " Tbe Apostles and the elder brethren," a phrase
altogether unknown both to the Holy Scriptures and to
aatiqaity. The Reviewer declares that this " unprecedented
gloss" constitutes in hia opinion " a very grave offence," and
we do not see how we are to call his epithet too strong. It
can hardly be (as he points out), but that this " something
'one than an ill-judged proceeding " should still further
compromise the doctrine of the Christian Priesthood. Happily
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there are other evidences on which it may be securely rested.
The article before us is written with all that affluence of
learning about Codices and Versions which its respected
author has at ready command; and we commend its perusal
to all our readers. Other articles that may be mentioned
are " Lord Macaulay and Sir Elijah Impey," which reviews
with approval Sir James Stephen's recent endeavour to remove
the obloquy which has long been cast upon the name of Sir
Elijah Impey for his conduct of tbe Nuncomar trial. It is of
course a great misfortune that a man's life should be judicially
taken at all for such a crime as forgery. But such was the
law : and unhappily there were thousands of unhappy victims
for similar offences at that period in England itself. The
article on " The Electress Sophia " again, argues in favour of
an unhappy princess, Sophia Dorothea of Hanover. There is
an interesting description of " The Channel Islands " and
another of the latter part of the Cape of Fenelon a propos of
M. de Broglie's recent book. The number opens with an
appreciative review of Lord Lytton's poem " Glenaveril," but
which deals principally with the intricacies of the plot and
the characters.
The Church Quarterly Review is somewhat miscella
neous this number, having not less than eleven articles besides
over twenty pages of " Short Notices." No doubt the great
number of subjects, most of them of pressing importance,
which are claiming the attention of the Church all at once
just now, is the reason of this. Of this class are the review
of Canon Curteis' Boyle Lectures (which, howevor, is occupied
almost exclusively with preliminary questions—important
ones no doubt—and does not deal with the subject-matter of
the Lectures themselves) ; a Church Defence Article under
the title "Did the State Establish the Church," dwelling
chiefly upon the absence of any evidence pointing to any
"such formal act of the State as the Establishment of the
Church of England by law." Of course that is the case : and
we think some positive evidence also might be produced
tending towards the same result. The matter is one that
should not be lost sight of. Then also comes a review of the
Revised Version of the Old Testament. This also is altogether
of a preliminary character ; but the writer, while deferring
detailed criticism to the next number, adds, "we will only
say that first impressions are decidedly favourable. Extreme
care has evidently been taken to preserve the archaic colouring
of the language of the Authorised Version, and to avoid
forming an incongruous patchwork. . . . We are disposed
to think that they have been somewhat too conservative."
" We, however, are disposed to think " if we may take tho
liberty to quote the Reviewer, that Conservatism is such a
good thing, we can hardly have too much of it. An article
on " Clergy Pensions " closes the number, and will be found
interesting by every clergyman.

Becent Pampfclew.
The literature of the Church of England Temperance Society
spreads (appropriately) like a flood over the land. Later pub
lications, we are glad to see, are more free from that bigoted
spirit which once threatened to mar the usefulness of this
good work. Thus in a paper by the Rev. T. Waters on The
Position and Duties of Members, it is stated that "total
abstinence is regarded as one of the means to be used for the
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promotion of temperance, but aot as a substitute for tem
perance itself." Self-control, for that is tbe real thing, is
the duty of all Christians to which all are pledged, For the
furtherance of tbe cause some little Every-day Dramas are
useful. Lord Napier of Magdala speaks of the wholesome
effects on character and discipline of Temperance work in
the Army; Gauon Ellisou discusses Temperance work in
Schools, urging tbe expediency on medical, moral, and
religions grounds of total abstinence ; aud the Rev. E. Legh
in Thoughts for Workers gires sixteen reasons for " tbe
Dual Basis.' A Police-court Missionary prints some Leaves
from the Note-Book, containing well-authenticated instances
of tbe Society's success in effecting reformatio* in inest un
promising quarters. Lord Bramwell's plea for " Drink " has
roused Dr Dawson Burns to Think, and the result is a
somewhat scathing rejoinder which, while we cannot
thoroughly coincide with all its arguments, is worth due
consideration. —Tbe writer on certain "Disputed Points of
Theology " (Parker and Co.), has now turned his attention
to the doctrine of The Eternal Generation of the Word,
i.e., that "the generation of the Sou was by the free and un
constrained will of tbe Almighty Father," which doctrine is
not incompatible with tbe belief in tbo co-eternity of tbe
Father and tbe Son. This tenet, not denied, but neglected
or omitted in later theology (e.g., by Pearson), tbe author
shows to have been expressly held and stated by earlier
writers, and urges that it ought to be taken more into con
sideration as tending to a clearer understanding of the nature
of the Holy Trinity. —Of another disputed point Mr T. Fenton has taken notice in a letter on Insinuation (Kendal:
Wilson. London : Hodges), which puts the orthodox view
in a popular light, but would have little effect in clearing
away the modern sceptic's objections. —A West Riding Vicar
reprints bis opinions on The Increase of tub Episcopate
(London: Griffith, Farran and Co.), which we read with
satisfaction in tbe Church Quurlerly Review a year or two ago ;
while an East Anglican Rector contributes an Appendix on
the East Anglican Dioceses, which contains a scheme for tbe
better subdivision of the Eastern Counties, advantageous
indeed, but Utopian.— The Chancellor of the Diocese of
Carlisle, Mr C. J. Burton, has published a Charge which
deals in the most elementary fashion with the subject of
Eqoality in Christian Worship (Parker and Co.). Doubt
less tbe Chancellor knows best what instruction is necessary
in his jurisdiction, but we should be sorry to think that many
parts of England need to be reminded of such very simple
and universally accepted truths. —We are utterly weary of
bearing the term "Law-breakers" applied to the wearers of
vestments at the Celebration of the Holy Eucharist, but it is
well to be prepared with an answer when the jibe is made
witli some belief in its truth ; and at tbe price of a penny a
very complete answer can be bad under tbe title of The
Ritualists and the Law (Parker and Co.). —The Rev. Eli
Clarke, of Swansea, in an earnest, loving address, notes Some
of the Dangers Attending the Christian Ministry
(Swansea : Cambria Daily Leader Office), especially those
arising from familiarity with holy things, neglect of regular
study, too much business, isolation, popularity-bunting, and
fear of offending, and the autocratical spirit. We have
nothing but the highest praise to give to these most timely
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counsels. —On tbe subject of Mission Work we hare to re
commend to our readers' notice some papers by members of
the C. E. Working Men's Society, with an Introduction by
Mr G. M. Ingram. These deal with the momentous question
How to Recover the Lapsed Masses to the Chiscii or
England, and the suggestions are not only in themselves
sound and wise, bnt have also proved to be practical. At the
present political crisis, when power is about to be transferred
to those who by education and knowledge are least likely to
exercise their privilege aright withont some better training
than they have as yet received, nothing can be more useful
than these utterances of working men to their fellow labourers.
Without being specially political, they attack the irreligious
or the erroneous tenets which make the labouring classes (he
prey of designing demagogues, and by pointing to them their
true home, the Church, teach them loyalty and contentment.
—Of Foreign Missions, Major Setoa Churchill gives An Omcer's Experiences (London : Nisbe* and Co.), which afferd
a cheering account of the work of evangelisation in India.
Three years ago the native Christians amounted to 528,3),
the very poorest among whom contributed Rs. 130,000 to
wards the support of their faith. Of course, the ■anibet is
very small contrasted with the enormous population, and the
Christianity of tbe majority is of a very imperfect character
but the increase of late years is rapid, and we may hope that
the religion of Christ is making fair way among tbat lane
body of natives who have learned in tbe secular schools to
despise Hindooism, but have been taught nothing to take its
place. —On the working of The Endowed Schools -Acti
(London : Ridgway), Lord Colchester has written a »ery
useful pamphlet, which gives a succinct statement of the
variouB changes intended and produced by arbitrary inter
ference with the designs of founders and benefactors. And
to oppose the ignorant quackery of the manipulators oi
the Land questiou, the "Liberty and Property Defewe
League," has issued a cheap tract on Land (Office of the
League), which shows the absurdity of tbe radical or
socialist view, illustrated by the utterances of A. M. Fyff*i
lluz Liberal candidate for Oxford. —One "who knows tie
habits of cats " has pro Jucad an apologueon the Proverb, Saw
not A Cat for Lard (London : Betarose and Sons), showing
how Socialistica gradually ate up Ecclesia's stores, and ended
by devouring Toryana aud Radicalia. Absil omen ■'—On the
same line as Archbishop Wbately's ' Historic Doubts, ' though
written without any knowledge of that work, J. R ?<ta
published a treatise, ' Comme quoi Napoleon n'a jamais existe,' which is now translated under the title, Did Nafolkm
ever Exist? (London: Remington and Co. ). By assigning
Napoleon to a solar myth Peres discredits the arguments of
scepticism against Christianity. The brodwc is clever and
amusing. —Mr J. Hawker has put forth a sequel to his pro
phet on Russia's Limits (Londou : Elliot Stock). Iu this he
traces more distinctly his view of what prophecy tells of the
future of tbe world, as distinct from tbe Church, and the
destiny of ' the Roman earth,' a term which does not include
Great Britain ; and he holds that we are the people who are
to have the privilege of restoriog the Jews to their own land.
—Into the question of The Liberty of Ixdefinbkst His
torical Research (London : Reeves and Turner), which Mr
T. Kerslake discusses with much vigour and acrimony, we
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cannot enter, as it is confined chiefly to upholding the writer's
views concerning certain early remains in Somersetshire agaiust
the contrary opinions of Government Inspectors. — Of more
general interest are Mr W. Roscoe Burgess' Propositions op
Religion, which conclude by announcing that " the attitude
of the individual, in respect of religion, cannot, even in the
light of reason and of science, be that of the Agnostic."—Mr
John Pickford has published a List or Contributions to
'Notks and Qukuiks' (London: Bale ami Suns), which his
friends will be glad to possess. As an example of the variety
of information which may be picked up by any one who has
eyes to see and eara to hear, this " little monograph " is re
markable.—The last number of ' The Biographical Series '
which has reached us contains the Life of Kichaed Baxter
(R. T. S.), by Dr Blaikie. The author of ' The Saint's Rest,'
with his mixture of Puritanism and Loyalty, non-conformity
and desire of union, will always be an interesting character,
and has met with an appreciative biographer, who, if he is a
little misled as to the facts of " the fatal 2Jth of August,
166V i» not intentionally unfair, and has given a very life
like picture of a very remarkable man.
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2 Kings viii. 13.
" Is thy servant a dog, that he should do this great thing? "
It is a common saying that we can never tell to what
we may come. He who is now the greatest criminal was
once an innocent child, and the greatest saint may one day
become the worst of sinners. There is no reason to
suppose that Hazael spoke insincerely when, on Elisha's
foretelling the cruelties he would one day inflict on the
children of Israel, he exclaimed with horror, " But what !
is thy servant a dog, that he should do this great thing ? "
As much as to say, " What do you take me for, shall I, who
am gentle and kind and who hate cruelty, ever sink so
low 1 No ! thy servant is not a dog." And yet he did
commit these cruelties when the acquisition of the king
dom of Syria had developed genus of wickedness which
before temptation revealed them he did not know that he
possessed. The lesson we are to learn from this history
is that it is very easy to fall— that, indeed, it is impossible
not to fall if we live away from the Fountain of all good
ness, the Source of all strength.
Let anyone consider the character of the first and last
temptation in a series of temptations. The first time the
temptation occurs to us to commit some pleasant, but sin
ful act, there is a shudder and a horror and a feeling of
impossibility. " I cannot, cannot doit," we say. " Is thy
servauta dog that he should do this great thing 1 " The next
time the tempting thought comes to our mind it is treated
with greater civility, it is a more welcome guest. We
begin now to reason with it, instead of dashing it from us,
which would have been the wisest course. Then we ask
ourselves, is it really so bad after all 1 How can this be
such a very great sin when everyday thousands whom the
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world calls respectable commit it 1 At last the evil thought
passes into the evil act, and the second traugression becomes
easier by recollecting the facility and pleasantness of the
first. We uow shudder aud are reluctant no longer, but
plunge daily down the precipice on the blink of which we
once trembled. At first we say, " Is thy servant a dog
that he should do this great thing ? " in the end we do not
think it at all the part of a dog to do it, but of a highlyrespectable man. All good to us is lost, evil has become
our good. The power of habit " first draws, then drags,
and then hauls." That temptation which in the beginning
was no stronger than a cobweb was so strengthened by
indulgence that it became a cable, and we were forced, in
the words of Isaiah, to " draw iniquity with cords of
vanity, aud sin as it were with a cart rope."
This is everyday illustrated by the liar and the drunkard.
We know what horror the child who has been trained to
love truth feels when first the temptation arises in his
mind to shelter himself from punishment by telling a lie.
" How can 1 do this great wickedness and sin agaiust
God ? " If he yield to the temptation, he is ashamed and
full of remorse because the brightness of his truthful soul
has been tarnished by a first lie. And then when years
of untruthfulness have passed over his head he begins to
consider a truthful man almost a fool, believing as he does
that deceit aud untruthfulness are the ordinary unavoidable
means of gaining our ends in the world. At last he
arrives at the liar's last stage, which is to believe his own
lies.
Or take an illustration from the easy descent into the
hell of drunkenness. Some of the most gifted of our race
have been drunkards, aud there are at present about
600,000 confirmed drunkards in Great Britain. Do you
think they became drunkards the moment they tasted
alcohol ? No, the time was when many of them looked
upon drunkenness with the same abhorrence that Hazael
felt for cruelty. " Is thy servant a dog, that he should do
this great thing 1 " The first time they tasted intoxicating
liquor as children they probably disliked it very much ;
but boys fancied that it was a manly thing to drink, and
when they ceased to be boys they did not like to resist the
apparent good fellowship of friendly glasses. Or some
sorrow drove them to drown their senses in the drunkard's
cup of forgetfulness. There is only one way by which any
man ever became a drunkard, and that is by growing fond
of alcohol, at first in moderate drinking— day by day a little
increased, year by year a little multiplied by the solitary
becoming the frequent, and the frequent the habitual, and
the habitual the all-but-inevitable transgression.
"We are not worst at once: tbe course of ovil
Begins so slowly and from such slight source,
An infant's hand might stem the breach with clay :
But let the stream grow wider, and philosophy,
Aye and religion too may strive in vain
To stem the headlong current."
But indeed all sin approaches in the same gradual way.
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How easily, for instance, do self-indulgent habits come upon
us, and how surely do they lead to great crimes. George
Eliot gives in ' Romola ' the picture of a man, good, generous
handsome, with all the appliances and means of doing good,
who "because he tried to slip away from everything that
was unpleasant, and cared for nothing so much as his own
safety, came at last to commit some of the basest deeds
Buch as make men infamous." So true is it that—
'• Small habits well pursued betimes
May reach the dignity of crimes."
The holy man who exclaimed as he saw a criminal
led to execution— " There goes me but for the Grace
of God," was not exaggerating, but only speaking from
observation and experience. All men who know them
selves are conscious that a bias towards evil exists within
them. Daily experience teaches us that we are conceived
in sin and shapen in iniquity, and that we can and do
shape ourselves into further sin and ever - deepening
iniquity if we neglect to make use of the means of counter
acting our corrupt tendencies. When we see a man fall
from the top of a five-story house, we say the man is lost.
We say that before he has fallen a foot ; for the same
principle that made him fall one foot will undoubtedly
make him complete the descent by falling other eighty
or ninety feet. Ho that he is a dead man, or a lost man,
from the very first. The gravitation of sin in a human
soul acts precisely in the same way. Gradually, with
gathering force, it sinks a man further and further from
goodness, and lands him by the action of a natural law in
the hell of a neglected life.
" O hold Thou up my goings in Thy paths : that my
footsteps slip not." This is a needful prayer, for it is the
first step towards sin that costs. We are weakened im
measurably from the instant that we have yielded to the
tempter. One thread broken in the border of our virtue,
we cannot tell how much of it will now unravel. S. James
describes in three words the fearful gradation : " Earthly,
sensual, devilish ! " Earthly : that is, under the influence
of the world, living only for business, for money, for
pleasure ; a mere earthworm, with nothing of the image
of the heavenly in our lives or in our hearts. That is the
first step, but the next is worse. Sensual : living for
fleshly gratification, pursuing carnal pleasure and sacri
ficing everything in the chase. Surely that is low enough.
But we cannot stop there. We are on an incline, and we
are not yet at the bottom. Down we go. Devilish : Yes,
for without the Grace of God this is what we will become ;
His image completely effaced ; even all that is man-like
crushed out of us. Frightful degradation ; and, perhaps,
some of us are already on the steps. We ought to be
careful, the gradient is steep ! Sin plunges into ruin him
who ceases to fight against it.
In the late Zulu and Afghanistan wars some of our
forces suffered disaster, not because they were weak or
cowardly, but because they felt so strong and brave that
they thought they might be careless and off their guard in
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front of a despised enemy. That we may not make this
mistake in our warfare against sin, " let him that thinketh
he standeth take heed lest he fall."
But though it is wise in our passage over life's trouble,
some sea to distrust our own power of resisting the waves
of temptation, let us never forget that these waves will be
stilled, if having Jesus in the boat with us we cry unto
Him for help. Once there was a little boy whose father
was mate of a vessel, and as his ship was going to sea, he
took his son along with him. A terrible storm arose, and
the great waves rolled over the deck, and all the sailors were
filled with terror, expecting every moment that the ship
would spring a leak, and that they should lose their lives.
While all was confusion and alarm, the little boy remained
perfectly calm and fearless, to the utter astonishment of
the crew ; and when they asked him why he did not
tremble at the danger, he looked at them with perfect
composure and exclaimed, " My father is at the helm."
Cannot we say the same ?
K. J. HARDY.
The number of the Literary Churchman for Aug.
14 will contain a Harvest Sermon by Key. H. J.
Wilmot-Buxton ; that for Aug. 28 a Harvest Semm
by Rev. Philip Neale.

Current jTacts anO jRotes.
The sum total of the contents of the 800 and more collecting
boxes distributed on Hospital Saturday in the central district
of the metropolis amounted to 2,3651, , and the grand total is
estimated at 4,3262., which is 1,4192. more than was collected
in 1884. 2,000 boxes in all were distributed in the metropolnu
area and suburbs.
*
*
*
The death is announced of Canon Lee-Warner, at the ripe age
of 83. He graduated in 1825. taking double honours at Cam
bridge, and in 1834 succeeded his father as incumbent of Little
and Great Walsingham and Houghton -le-Dale. He resigned two o|
these livings, not liking to be a pluralist, and continned is
charge of Great Walsingham with a stipend of only 70/. p«
annum till his death.
*
*
•
The Bishop of London and Mrs Temple last week visited the
Camden School for Girls and North London Collegiate School.
Tbe visitors were received by Miss Buss and her assists!):*.
Mrs Temple distributed the prizes. Amongst those present were
Rev. Dr Cutts, Revs. A. T. and S. Buss, Mrs Walshsm Ho",
&c.
*
*
*
The Pontypool Free Press prints more than two columns of
correspondence between the Bishop of Llandaff and Ber. E.
Denny respecting the living of Upper Llanfrechfa, in which we
cannot say the Bishop comes out with advantage. It is a bad sign
when a bishop declines an interview with one of his clergy.
But it is a worse one if he gets into hot water with leading
laymen who are ready to give substantial sums towards tbe
furtherance of Church work, and who are not too many in the
Diocese of Llandaff.
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Constance Kent, who was first sentenced to death, but aftorwards to penal servitude for life, twenty-five years ago, ha» just
teen liberated on a ticket-of-leave. The Road murder will be
remembered by Churchmen, in reference to the seal of con
fession.

#

•

•

*

*

We are glad to see from the Bishop of Lichfield's recent
address on the seventh anniversary of his episcopate, that the
Confirmation candidates have increased, from 1879 to 1883, from
8,900 to 13,381. And that since the separation of Derbyshire,
the; have amounted to 11,851.

•

*

#

Churchmen will note with pleasure the election of Bishop
Kelly to be co-adjutor of Moray and Ross. The clerical vote in
hit favour Was 11 to 5, and the lay S to 5. Bishop Kelly
graduated in 1851.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Received : A. M. W.— " We are unable to help in the matter. '>
Rev. Ed. Marshall shall appear in our next.
BOOKS
Bordett.— Helps to Health ...
Me.Naughton.—Onnalinda ...
Huberts.- Ambulance Work...
Sixth Standard Header
Truths Illustrated

NEW HARVEST MUSIC.
HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN.

'* The SOWER

WENT FORTH SOWING." New Edition of the hearty and
popular tune (with unison refrain), by MARTIN S. 8KKFFINGTON, as sung at S. Barnabas', Kensington, and recently adopted
at hundreds of other Churches. Mu-ic and Words complete,
price Id., 12 copies for Is. Id., 23 copies post free for 2s., 100 copies
post free for 7s.

*

The twenty-first Anniversary Festival at S. M. Magdalene's,
Paddington, was observed as usual with special services. Canon
Paget and Rev. H. W. Hitchcock were the preachers. At the
luncheon, amongst those who were present were Rev. B. Compton,
Rev. F. J. Ponsonby, the Duchess of Sutherland, Miss West, &c.
The Vicar, who presided, described the parish as " jogging along
at a very quiet and comfortable pace," and maintaining a satis
factory number of communicants, considering the faot that it
was no longer, as it once was, " the only Catholic Church in the
neighbourhood."
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Rev. S. BARING GOULD'S "CHURCH
SONGS." Second Series, contains 28 Songs, including THREE
NEW SONGS suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS. Musloand
words complete, Is., or in cloth, le. Gil. The words separately, id.,
or 7s. per 100.
Each Song has a chorus which may be joined in by the congregation.
The Songs may be sung during or alter the Service, or In place of an
anthem.

The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by C. STREATFKILD,
Music by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7s. per
100. The beautiful Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited
and most effeotive tune.
" A really good Processional, with mime of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."—
Church Times.
Just out, in Paper Cover, price fid.. or in elegant oloth, price Is. The
Words separately for distribution In Church, Id., or 5s. per 100,

The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An
entlicly new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMNS,
and very Short ADDRESSES. By C. N. STREATFKILD. The
Music specially written by BKRTHOLD TOURS, FRANK
BRAINE, and MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Avery original
and beautiful little Service of Song, suitable for any Short
"AFTER SERVICE," and speeially Buited for CHILDREN'S
SERVICES. The Publishers specially recommend this new little
work. Vide Church Timet notice of this Service, June S, 1885.

KilCiuIViiD.
Kegan Paul.
Kegan Paul.
Lewis.
Blackwood.
Loekuood.

W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
This day, Id , or 7a. per 100.

NEW HARVEST HYMN " Par and Wide the
HARVEST." Words by the Eev. S. J. EALE8, D.C.L. Music
by Alt 1 II U It R. T. BALES, B.A.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

^DDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. SkefDugton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proofs.

rrHE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
-L

GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp.106. Price 2s. 3d., post free.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author has an original turn of mind."—The Free
thinker.
"Shows the hand of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
Churchman,
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
" In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard
ing the early testimony to the Gospels— has rendered a useful service by
drawing up a list of the principal clussical writers of Greece and Rome,
with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness Of their
works."— The Scotsman.
We strongly recommend the book."—Clergyman's Magazine.
W. H. ALLEN and CO., 13 Waterloo-place, Pall.mall, S.W.
Cloth, 6d., Roan, Gilt edges. Is. 6d.

rpHE BOOK of PRIVATE PRAYER : Short Forms
Rev. SAMUEL J. EALE8, M.A., D.C.L.

1 IRO N C H ' > D CHES
CHAPELS »*o SCHOOLS

JL of Daily Prayer. With Form of Family Prayer. Issued by
direction of The Lower House of Convocation of the Province of
Canterbury.
The Family Prayers, separately, 32 pages in wrapper, Id.
London : J. WHITAKER, 12 Warwick lane.
Just Published, 32mo, price One Shilling, Cloth,

.,
J

The RULE of PRAYER.

[ HUMPHREY'S!gni{«fit! I

V*ISt'ON :£MP -.lUEi .?COV;
5 Q ONSnun

of the Lord's Prayer.

A Deyotional Exposition
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CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE-l ADD 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Tery Rev. the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Deputt-Ciiairmam— ROBERT FIW, B«q.
Physician—Dr STONE.
Actuary—STEWART BELDER, Eao.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1884 :—
Total Fundi
Total Annual Income
.„
Amount of Profits divided at the hut Quinquennial Bonus ...
...
...

£»,148,1«6
848,271
437.347

...
„.

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 5s. 9d. per cent of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, &c, may be had on application to tne Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.

TlNTA FRANCISCA,

Cbe Special mint for
$>olg Communion.

[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen Half
Bottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
N.B.—Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., F.C.S., P.I.C., &c, Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society, and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes :—" I have tested the constituents
of the TINTA FRANCISCA, and fail to detect tbe slightest evidence of the presence of anything that has not
been derived from the juice of the grape. I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE resulting from tie
FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE, and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS
NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
163 Piccadilly, London, W.

MESSRS SKEFFINGTON beg to call the attention of the Clergy,
Executors and others, to the peculiar advantages of their arrangements for the

$utcf)a0£ of ©krfltjmen'* Cftrane**
^e»ESStS J^feeffinfltOn will either go themselves, or will send a thoroughly
competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town or Country. Should they
purchase the Books there will be no charge ; and, if not, only the actual expenses of the
journey will be charged.
N.B.—1. THE HIGHEST MARKETABLE VALUE, IN IMMEDIATE CASH, IS ALWAYS GIVEN,
2. ALL DELAY, BISK, UNCERTAINTY, AND EXPENSE IN REALIZATION, SO ATTENDANT
UPON OTHER METHODS OF DISPOSAL, ARE ENTIRELY AVOIDED.
3. THE PACKING AND REMOVAL OP BOOKS EFFECTED QUIETLY, EXPEDITIOUSLY, ANT
WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE OR LNOONVENIENOE TO THE VENDORS.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
Printed for tbe Proprietor by Retnell & Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-etreet, in the Parish of 8. James, Westminster, sod
Published by VT. Skkffincton and Son, 183 Piccadilly, W.

CtHURCtH MRTMGHTW.
Vol. XXXI. No. 17.]

FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 1885.

Post free, 9». 6d. per annum.
Price Ad.

This day, cloth, 2s., by post 2s. 2d.,

HARVEST PREACHING ! An Entirely New Volume of plain, picturesque
Sermons for HARVEST FESTIVALS, by the Revs. S. BARING-GOULD, W. C. VAUGHAN, R. D. B. RAWNSLEY, and other popular Sermon Writers.

The LIGHTS and SHADOWS Of HARVEST. A Short Sermon for
Harvest Thanksgiving.

Price 6d., by post 6jd.

PART IV. of the Rev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON'S "A Year's
Plain Sermons on the Gospels or Epistles," contains HARVEST and FLOWER SERMONS, besides Sermons for
the last TEN SUNDAYS AFTER TRINITY. Price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.
These most interesting and attractive Sermons are full of Anecdotes and Illustrations, and are most suitable for
Country Congregations.

TWO HARVEST SERMONS and a FLOWER SERMON in
the SECOND SERIES of "Literary Ciiurchman SERMONS;" being a selection of 37 of the very best of
those which have appeared in the Literary Churchman from 1879 to 1883 ; including also excellent GENERAL
SERMONS. Among the eminent Authors are—Revs. S. BARING-GOULD, J. E. VERNON, H. J. WILMOT
BUXTON, G. F. DE TEISSIER, J. HARRY BUCHANAN, W. E. COGHLAN, W. E. HEYGATE, &c, &c.
Price 5s , by post 5s. 4d.
This day, cloth, 2s. fid., by post, 2s. 8<L,

SERMONS PREACHED in a VILLAGE CHURCH. By the
Rev. F. J. MIDDLEMIST, with Preface by the Rev. W. E. HEYGATE.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, lfi3 PICCADILLY, W.

~~ THE CHURCH OF ENCLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICE, separately, Is. 6<L per doz.
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymn-Book. Bishop of London,
" Strongly Impressed with the care bestowed ; 1 1shall
'
be surprised If your hope that It will make way among the thoughtful is dlsappointed."— Bishop of Durham
Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope It will be successful."—Bishop of Wlnohester.
M I will do my beat to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."—Bishop ol
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— tsishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" 1 know of no llymnary which contains mure beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unotlon, more free from what one may call
nnsplrltual cant. ''—Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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This day, Id., or 7s. per 100.

NEW HARVEST HYMN " Far and Wide the
HAEVKST." Words by the Key. S. J. EALES, D.C.L. Musio
by ARTHUR K. T. EALES, B.A.
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To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel
A New Manual of Proofs.
'THE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
JL GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp. 106. Price 2s. 3d., post free.

London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Fleoadilly, W.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for tue Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Termj and Prospectuses on application to Messrs \Y . Skefnngton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author has an original turn of mind."—The Ir.;
thinker.
"Shows tbe hand of a keen and original thinker." — Literary
Churchman.
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
" In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with reeird
ing the early testimony to the Gospels— has rendered a useful seniceby
drawing up a list of the prinoipal classical writers of Greece and Boor.
with the earliest testimonies we possess to tbe genuineness ol Uiei:
works."— The Scotsman.
We strongly recommend tbe book."—Clergyman's Hagaiins.
VT. H. ALLEN and CO., 13 Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, S.IV.

Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.
PRICK TWOPENCE,

rpHE

^ HUMPHREYS'
1 iron r CHAPELS »«S SCHOOLS
-•-MISSION AND rtUB ROOMS
i
SO i» 5nq>
I ALBERT GATE HYDE PARiN.b.w.

SACRAMENT

of

the LORD'S SUPPER,

JL

Simply Explained in Question and Answer.
By A CLERGYMAN.
Published by BARR and BUOD, Mercatoria, StLeonuds.
Copies for Distribution may be had from tbe Publishers at Is. t
per dozen.

B OOKS BOUGH T.
163 Piccadilly, London, W.

MESSRS SKEPPINGTON beg to call the attention of the Otrgj,
Executors and others, to the peculiar advantages of their arrangements for the

Uutxijase of CUragmett's ftibwtm.
0?lW$W j^feeffingtOn will either go themselves, or will send a thorough!)
competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town or Country. Should the}
purchase the Books there will be no charge ; and, if not, only the actual expenses of tkt
journey will be charged.
With reference to smaller collections of books, they will, if desired, send empty pschi>i
cases in which they may be forwarded for valuation, or they will endeavour to give stna
rough idea of their worth from a List.
N.B.—1. THE HIGHEST MARKETABLE VALUE, IN IMMEDIATE CASH, IS ALWAYS GIVEH.
2. ALL DELAY, RISK, UNCERTAINTY, AND EXPENSE IN REALIZATION, SO ATTESTANT
UPON OTHER METHODS OF DISPOSAL, ARE ENTIRELY AVOIDED.
3. THE PACKING AND REMOVAL OF BOOKS EFFECTED QUIETLY, EXPEDITIOUSLY, AKD
WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE OR INCONVENIENCE TO THE VENDORS.

LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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Harvest Festival Hymn
"THE SOWER WENT FORTH SOWING."
New Edition of the hearty and popular tune (with
unison refrain), by M.ARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON, as sung
at S. Barnabas', Kensington, and recently adopted at hun
dreds of other Churches. Music and Words complete price
Id., 12 copies for Is. Id., 25 copies post free for 2s , 100 copies
post free for 7s.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

LEADING ARTICLE :—
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The New Electors and the Church - 327
CURRENT TOPICS
329
REVIEWS :—
Prophecy and History in Relation to the
The question what effect will an enlarged electorate have
Messiah
-------- 330
on
the future of the Church of the Nation is one which may
Diocesan Histories. —Norwich 332
Some Recent Verse
..---. 333 certainly be classed among the questions brAlantes of the
day. It is worse than useless for Churchmen to imagine
NOTICES :—
Spiritual Readings from Jeremy Drexclius - 335 that the subject of Disestablishment is not within eye
Mr G. Philllmore's Sermons and Hymns
...
- 335
Consecration of the Temple Church
•
335 shot. The Liberation Society is not chargeable with
Mr J. Miller's The Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of
It asserts that " the
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Memorials of Dean Close -------- 336 time has arrived for resolutely pressing the question of
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. 336
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The School of Life. Seven Addresses to Public School
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3Ir VV. Chatterton Dix'a The Puttern Life ; or, Lessons for
Childrt-n from the Life of our Lord
... 335 difference between three million voters and five million,
Dr Wirgman'i* The Prayer- Book with Scripture Proofs and
Historical Notes
338 is no small one.
But if the two million new electors are
How we Did Without Lodgings at the Seaside: Saved our
Money and Doubled our Pleasure ------ 338 found to be very different in their opinions from " the
The Marquis of Lome's Imperial Federation
338
Mr Hake s The Siory of Chinexe Gordon
.... 33s limited electorate " of the past, much of the blame will lie
Lord arumdell op Wardour on Plato's Atlantis - 339 at the door of those Churchmen who have allowed the
Manners and Speech, being a Selection from Lord Chester
field's Letters to his Son
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The Young Collector: British Butterflies, Moths and
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Magazines of the Month
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the nature of her endowments. Misrepresentation can
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340 only be dispelled by the light of truth. Why is it so
CURRENT FACTS and NOTES
•
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THE ALBERT PALACE
343 commonly supposed that the clergy receive their pay from
CORRESPONDENCE
343 the State, and though it has been emphatically denied by
Lord Salisbury, Lord Granville, and Mr Gladstone, still
the delusion lingers amongst a large number of people
who should have been better informed?
Is it not
qpHE Literary Churchman is published
because the Church has been regarded by too many simply
every alternate FRIDAY.
as " the Establishment," and they have never been taught
The Subscription for one year, includ
its continuity as a Divine Society from its first founda
ing Postage, is 9s. 6d.
tion to the present time t The Church has been viewed as
the outcome of the Reformation ; and, of course, if the
Subscribers' names, with remittance,
State created the Church, its ministers are State-paid.
received by W. Skefflngton and Son,
If the catholicity of the Church of England had been
163 Piccadilly, W.
universally insisted on, the idea of the endowments of
N.B.—All Subscriptions are payable
the Church belonging to the State could not have been
in advance.
entertained. If her history had been traced to the days
I
of Augustine and beyond that date, and not merely to
N.B.—Temporary alterations of Address must those of Henry VIII., the fact that the Church existed in
reach the Publishers on the DAY BEFORE this land before the State would have been sufficient to
prevent so grave an error as that of regarding her as
Publication.
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State-nirule or State-paid. Bishop Harvey Goodwin, in
his Lecture on " the Church of England, Past and Pre
sent," well says, " we ought to divest our minds of too
much thought about" Henry VIII. The Bishop of
Carlisle tells the story how, when he was travelling in
Italy, he was asked by two ecclesiastics why he was not
in communion with the Church of Kome, and he replied,
" because the Pope has excommunicated me." " Oh no,"
said one politely, "he only excommunicated Henry VIII.,
because he wanted to have a number of wives." If the
fact, that the Church of England of today is the same as the
Church of Eugland throughout the history of this country,
had been duly engraved upon the minds of the people,
there would be little fear of their hostility towards her. To
borrow a figure from Canon Hole's address on " Church
Defence," at Southwell, the river may pass " through
deserts or through cold and sterile soil, where there
seemed to be no verdure ; through swamp and fen, the
water may have been frozen, polluted, perturbed, but it
is the same continuous river which is with us now,
making its waves a blessing as they flow."
There are three preliminary questions which are likely
to arise in the minds of enlightened voters, when the Liberationist programme is suggested for their acceptance. Would
it he just to take from the Church the property which was
given to her that she might provide for the spiritual needs
of the nation 1 Even Mr Chamberlain can talk about
" the sanctity of property." Well, if any property has
sacred rights, surely it is that which has been given to
the Church by our forefathers. We firmly believe that
the English sense of justice when appealed to will be
found to be against " confiscation in any shape or form."
What is wanted is to dispel delusion, and to propagate in
its place sound knowledge as to the sources of the Church's
revenues. Further, it is even still necessary to repeat the
truth, that if the Church were disestablished and disen
dowed, the farmer would yet have to pay his tithes. The
idea has firmly taken root, and the agents of the Liberatiouists do everything in their power to foster it, that if
the clergy no longer received tithes, the farmers would
have no longer to pay them. Whereas, the truth is, either
the rents would be raised, or the tithes would still be ex
acted by the State.
Another question which a religious-minded person would
be likely to put is, would disestablishment and disendowment be calculated to promote the cause of Christianity
in this laud 1 Amongst Liberationism there are two
classes — those who hate the Church, and those who hate all
religion. Let the former take care that they are not
swamped by the latter. The "political dissenter" may
be at fault in that he sets politics before religion, but he
possesses in the background some lingering regard for .Re
vealed Truth. On the other hand, he has around him and
with him an heterogeneous host, made up of agnostics and
secularists, and rationalists, and the rag-and-bobtail of
Mr Brad laugh's adherents, who want to destroy not only
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the Church, but Christianity in every form. These latter
know full well that if the Church wera to go to the wall,
the different dissenting bodies would fall an easy prev.
If the National Church were destroyed, there U no body
of religionists to take her place.
Hodge's reply to the Liberation candidate is a poser :
" I ain't been to Church very often, but I knows like a greal
many more,
That if ever we gets in a mesa it's the parson that comes to
the fore ;
For hundreds and hundreds of years they have taught our old
fathers, long dead,
Yet you wants to get rid of the lot, but pray, what will yon
give us instead ? "
If six millions a year now devoted to God's work be
taken away, the cause of religion generally would suffer.
The Church is the " great breakwater against infidelity,'
the great stronghold of Revealed Religion. Beligious
Nonconformists who have accepted the Liberationist pro
gramme in good faith are unconsciously playing into the
hands of the sceptic and the infidel.
And a third question, which will occur to those who are
not carried away by the trumpet-blasts of the Liberation
Society, is that, after all, if we really get at the minds of
the people, is it their will that the Church should be Dis
established 1 Do they wish their churches to be put up to
auction, and become the property of Boards, or, perhaps,
to be sold to the highest bidder ? Do the people desire
that there should be no acknowledgment of religion on
the part of the State ? Are they willing to be deprived
of a right, which they now hare, to a place in the House
of God and to the ministrations of the Church ? Do they
wish money which was left for religious purposes to be
diverted from the object for which our ancestors piously
bequeathed it, and to be employed for purposes of educa
tion, drainage, &c, or " the reduction of the national
debt" 1 We do not believe that the majority of the people
of this country are in favour of such proposals as the
Liberation Society's scheme contains.
Let Churchmen be content for once to sink politics, ami
put aside internal differences, and combine together for the
defence of that true Branch of the Catholic Church" the Historical and Mother Church of England." And
there are at least two ways in which all may do something
By teaching the real character of the Church to the igno
rant or apathetic, or circulating pamphlets which set this
forth ; and by following Mr Forster's advice which he
gave at Bradford, which was to find out exactly beforehand
what opinions candidates for your vote and interest pro
fess to hold on leading questions. And we will add,vote for the candidates, whatever their politics may be,
who are on the side of the Chrrreh ; and vote against
those who are acknowledged Liberationists or will give no
pledges.
Let it be remembered that the clergy, in defending the
Established Church, cannot be charged with any personal
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motives. It has been said, that of course incumbents who
lire upon the endowments of the Church (that is, if they
can), are very eager that she should not be deprived of
her property. If this low view be taken of the subject,
it may be urged that the present " holders of ecclesiastical
office in the Church have no stake in the matter." The
only differences to such would be that they would get their
incomes for certain, which cannot be said now ; and that,
whilst " their respective incomes " are guaranteed by the
generous Liberationist " for life," the clergy would be
"released from all obligations to discharge their present
duties." The question is really a layman's question, for
all those who will be affected by its solution are now lay
men, as was shown by the Bishop of Southwell at his
synod, and reiterated by Mr Eoe in the able paper which
he read before the recent meeting of the Central Council.
The greatest sufferers would be those who have now been
newly enfranchised, the dwellers in villages. Nonconfor
mity is very much kept alive in country places by antago
nism to the Church. Thus, it has been found, that where
the Church has revived in some villages, Dissent has also
displayed new energy. We believe that if the Church
were withdrawn, much of the stimulus of Nonconformity
would depart with it. Though the prophecy may be a
little exaggerated, which Mr Roe delivered upon the
future of our villages if the Church were disestablished,
we believe that it would be substantially verified—" they
would ' revert to type,' and ultimately become as truly
Pagan as in pre-Christian times."
We are not afraid to trust the agricultural labourer, but
what we do fear is ignorance, apathy, and misrepresenta
tion. We believe, if the claims of the Church are put
fairly before the two million new voters, and their own
interests in the matter clearly stated to them, that the
Church of this nation will lose nothing from the widening
of the electorate.

I&<KvwMw &<w£-s MThe Ninth Anniversary of " the Church of England
Working Men's Society" was a decided success. The
movement, which in some quarters was at first distrusted,
has outlived suspicion, and takes its place amongst the
recognised organisations of the English Communion. Its
members have done, and are continuing to do, noble
work in our large towns, as well as in the Metropolis.
The part they have played with regard to the " Inoest
Bill," which, by-the-bye, we hear Lord Dalhousie is
inclined to throw up as a bad business—the active oppo
sition which they are making against the Liberationist
P*Mgramme, the zeal they have manifested in aiding
•^t-ission work, especially during the late London Missions,
"^ circulating leaflets in which the truths of the Christian
-* «ith are plainly and vigorously enforced, and by giving
t*^eir leisure time to visiting the poor and bringing people to
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church who have not found their way there before, are
enough to commend the C. E. W. M. S. to the- confidence
and support of Churchmen generally.
They have
received the recognition of the Primate, and this year,—
following the example of the good Bishop of Ely,—the
Bishop of Colchester and the Bishop of Southwell have
both preached sermons at the Anniversary Services of
the Society. The Society hopes during the next year to
submit to the Bishops " a scheme of evangelisation," so
as to obtain their approval " as an evangelistic agency."
The Church of England Working Men's Society used its
new banner, which was blessed by the Bishop of South
well, for the first time in the procession at this Anuisary. It is a magnificent piece of work, and contains
appropriate representations—our Lord in the workshop of
Nazareth, S. Peter with a fish, S. Crispin with a shoe, S.
Dunstan with an anvil, &c,—descriptive of different
trades and callings.
Mr Charles Powell, the secretary, announced amid
great applause, at the evening meeting in the Pillar Hall
of the Cannon-street Hotel, that he had been invited by
the working men of Nottingham to stand for the
Western Division of Nottingham, and had accepted the
invitation. He hoped to be able to stand on the floor of
the House of Commons and confute Mr Broadhurst's
unjust attacks upon the Church. We wish Mr Powell's
c mdidature all success.
At the recent meeting of the Hospital Sunday Fund, Dr
Alton objected to the motion for the distribution of the
fund in res]>ect of the award to University College Hos
pital. There are only two results which can follow Dr
Alton's ill-judged action,—an injury to the Hospital Sun
day Fund, and an injury to University College Hospital.
All this amiable gentleman really wished to do was to
damage the All Saints' Sisterhood, to which body the
nursing of the patients has been long committed. The
object of this arrangement on the part of the authorities
of the Hospital is simply this, —to get the best nursing
they can, and with as little outlay ae necessary. It was
observed at the meeting that the Sisterhood was paid for
this work, and received annually 2,500?. The work, how
ever, costs the Sisterhood about 1,0002. more than they
receive, and that the Council of the Hospital know full
Well. Dr Hare, who has been the physician of the Hos
pital a great number of years, said that " a more perfect
system of nursing did not exist than in that Hospital."
He characterised the opposition to the grant as " unfair,
unjust, and unchristian." The fact that the Sisterhood
will not allow any one to become a probationer who was
not a member of the Church is not disputed. What Sis
terhood would 1 And as Dean Oakley says, if the Hospi
tal wants them to undertake the nursing, " they must not
expect them to violate their consciences" in order to carry
out the work in accordance with Dr Allon'3 sectarian views.
! We are glad to see that Sir Syduey Waterlow's suggestion
I that the grant for this year should be paid was adopted.
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But we shall want to know distinctly before Hospital Sun
day comes round again whether hospitals which are nursed
exclusively by members of the Church of the Nation
are to be excluded from the awards of the Hospital
Sunday Fund. A more preposterous idea was never pro
pounded than that of making Church of England Sister
hoods receive probationers of other religions in order to
undertake hospital work. Unless the matter is thoroughly
cleared up, we shall suggest to members of the Church of
England to find some other way of contributing towards
the maintenance of our hospitals than that of the Hospital
Sunday Fund.
It is evident that, as the General Election approaches,
candidates must be prepared with definite answers upon
the many searching questions which will be put to them.
Amongst these, " Temperance legislation " holds an im
portant, if a subordinate place. The Church of England
Temperance Society has issued a leaflet, in which it calls
upon " Brother Electors of the United Kingdom " to re
gard the Temperance cause as holding "a foremost place "
amongst the " burning " questions of the day. Though
we should have regarded this matter as more connected
with water than fire, we are ready to admit its grave im
portance. The upshot of the Temperance appeal is the
passage of the " Local Control Bill." We do not believe
much in Acts of Parliament as forces whereby to make
people pure and temperate, still they may be required to
protect people against the injuries which may be in
flicted on them by others, or even against themselves. It
seems a reasonable demand that ratepayers should have
some controlling power in respect to the number of licences
granted in their immediate neighbourhood.
We have before us an abstract of the " Licensing Laws
Amendment Bill," which was introduced into the House
of Commons by E. Stafford Howard, Esq., and W. H.
Houldsworth, Esq., and read the first time on July 9th.
The Bill does not apply to the metropolis. The Bill pro
poses as the " new licensing authority " four Justices, and
double the number of elected members in each Union,
with the restriction that they must not be interested per
sons, either in the trade or the property. The " Abstract,'
by Mr J. Harper Scaife, gives a clear account of the main
features of the measure, and " the powers " which it gives
to the Licensing Board. Of course, the object of the
measure is to lessen the number of public-houses as being
each a separate source of temptation. The Bill is so
framed as to give the Board absolute control, not only in
the matter of granting licences, but over the structure of
the premises and the existing hours and days for sale.
We believe it aims at too much. A great good would be
effected if by an amendment of the existing licensing
laws a neighbourhood may have some power of protecting
itself against the nuisance of a number of public-houses ;
bnt a Bill with retrospective action, which the power of
reducing the "existing number" of licences involves, and
with the clause which allows interference with the
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arrangements of the licensed premises and with the days
and hours of business, will be regarded, we believe, as
containing too great an invasion on the liberty of the
subject to become law in its present form.

1 >k*WREVIEWS ZjZ$M
JProprjecp ant) I^istorg in delation to
tfje agessiaf).
Prophecy and History in Relation* to tiie Messiah.
The Warburton Lectures for 1880-1884. By AuRtD
Edersheim, M.A., Oxon., D.D., Ph.D.
Author of
' Life and Times of Jesus, the Messiah.' Longmans.
These Warburton Lectures do not exactly fulfil the
conditions of Warburton Lectures. They appeal to tie
eye and not to the ear, and, like Butler's Lectures at the
Bolls Chapel, they can hardly be comprehended or even
appreciated by a popular audience. The major part of
them are concerned with difficult questions of Old Testa
ment criticism, in which the writer combats the views of
Kuenen and Welhausen. We need hardly say that Dr
Edersheim speaks with peculiar authority on subjects
which he has made specially his own. There is no one
better entitled to speak on the Apologetics of the Old
Testament. He has a whole apparatus criticut in the
way of notes and appendices. It is in the seventh and
eighth chapters that we find the more controversial aspects
of the work, where he gives an examination and refuta
tion of the negative criticism on the Pentateuch and
historical Books.
We should here especially mention
his account of the Pseudepigraphic writings. His general
design is to trace the history of the Great Messianic
hope in the Old Testament through all its stages, from its
inception in the Paradise-promise to the last prophetic
announcement by John the Baptist.
We may now examine more in detail the twelve
lectures of which this remarkable book consists. ^'e
should say that the general treatment of the subject of
Prophecy is replete with interest and instruction, and
would deservedly hold a place by the side of that theological
classic ' Davison on Prophecy.' The drawback is that Dr
Edersheim writes with very little grace or fluency, and
while he evidently has at his command an enormous
learning, we are afraid that he has not succeeded in pre
senting its results in a popular form for readers. As for
hearers, we are convinced that the delivery of the lectures
would be utterly useless and unintelligible even to an
educated congregation. Occasionally we meet with a
passage of some power and eloquence, and are surprised
at the occurrence, as we are at finding the edelweiss amid
ice and snow. The value of the book lies in the thorough
ness and intensity of his presentation of the conception
of the Messiah as pervading the Old Testament and
running throughout Jewish history. Our impression is
that, however much our readers may have studied the
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Christology of the Old Testament, they will find fresh
facts and fresh materials for thought in the present
volume. One department of the work is to examine into
the light thrown on the subject by Talmudic authors,
and the writers are few indeed who could speak with Dr
Edersheim's authority on his subject. On the other hand,
his examination of the epistle of Pliny the Younger
about the Christians only repeats what has been much
worn by other authors. The following passage will give
some idea of Dr Edersheim's method of treatment :
"It is in this manner that prophecy in its application to
Christ should be studied: first, the living Person, then His
portraiture ; first, the fulfilment, then the prophetic reference ;
first, the historical, then the exegetical argument. These remarks
are not intended to deprecate the application of individual
prophecies to Christ ; only to correct a one-sided and me
chanical literalism that exhausts itself in fruitless verbal contro
versies, in which it is not unfrequently worsted, and to give to
onr views the right and, as we believe, the spiritual direction.
For even an exegetical viotory would not decide that inward
direction of heart and life which makes the Christian. We
fully and gladly add that even in strict exegesis many special
predictions can be only Messianically interpreted. But we
believe still more that the Old Testament, as a whole, is Messianic
and full of Christ ; and we wish this to be first properly appre
hended, that so from this point of view the Messianic prophecies
may bo studied in detail. Then only shall we understand their
real purport and meaning, and perceive, without word-cavilling
that they must refer to the Messiah."
The New Testament, he argues, always looks back upon
the Old. The idea of the Messiah could not possibly have
originated within the period of Christ. For at that time
there existed a general expectancy of a Messiah, and
Jesus did not embody the gross ideal of that expectancy.
The origin and growth of that idea is to be traced through
out Jewish history and literature. It is found also in the
Rabbinical and Pseudepigraphic writings. " The whole Old
Testament is prophetic. Its special predictions form only
a part, though an organic part, of the prophetic Scrip
tures." The whole Jewish nation, except perhaps the
Sadducees, exulted in the hope. He discusses, first of all,
the Prot-Evangelen, Gen. iii. 14-15, where he upholds
our translation against the feeble rendering adopted by
Professor Kuenen in his work on ' Prophets and Prophecy.'
" The sentence is full of meaning. It sets forth a prin
ciple ; it ennobles our human nature by representing it as
moral ; it bears a promise ; it contains a prophecy ; it in
troduces the Golden Age." Gradually the prophetic scroll
is unrolled. The nationalistic foini of the Old Testament
standpoint is itself prophetic. The enemies of the Jewish
kingdom, such as Moab and Edom, symbolise everywhere
the world-forces in hatred of God's kingdom, which are
to be absorbed at last in Messiah's kingdom. The " particu
laristic " form shades off into a wider atmosphere, a " universalistic " application. Prophecy is not predicted his
tory. It fully shared in the Zeitgeist of its time and had
its present contemporary application, but its words are
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ever instinct with divine life and unfold fresh meanings
for fresh ages. The idea of the Kingdom of God is that
which gives unity and force to all Old Testament preach
ing and prediction. The unconscious prophecies of heathen
dom foreshadowed the same divine thought. In the first
part of his second lecture, Professor Edersheih not ineloquently expands this notion, but in the latter part of
the lecture he goes off into a discussion of the " uncer
tainties of Negative Criticism" about the Pentateuch,
which would far better have been remanded into an
excursus. As it stands at present this last part mars
the unity and spoils the effect of what really might have
been a fine discourse.
We must, however, rapidly summarise the succeeding
lectures. The part that will be more popular and useful
to general readers extends to the end of the sixth lecture.
Generally speaking it restates with force and eloquence the
orthodox view of Messianic prophecy ; the Talmud says
" all the prophets prophesied of nothing else but the days
of the Messiah." Many interesting subjects, some in
only a sketchy but suggestive way, are opened up on the
right hand and on the left, in the course of this high
argument. In his later lectures Dr Edersheim mainly
addresses himself to an esoteric audience. His seventh
and eighth lectures, as we mentioned, are directed to the
history of the recent criticism of the Pentateuch and
some difficulties in its results. In his ninth and tenth
lectures he discusses the Messianic idea in the age of the
exile and in the post-exilian days. This involves an ex
amination of the Apocryphal writings. The eleventh
lecture, a comparatively brief one, possesses a great deal of
interest in its Analysis and Contents of the Pseudepigraphic
writings. From a large literature only some eight books
remain, and those in translated forms, but they enable U3
to trace the Messianic hope during the interval between
the close of the Canon and the coming of Christ. There
are (a) the book of Enoch, the oldest part about 150 B.C. ;
(6) the Sibylline oracles, about ten years later ; (c) ' Psalter
of Solomon,' a fragment about half a century before our
era ; (d) ' Little Genesis,' about the time of Christ,
breathing an ardent Messianic and anti- Roman spirit ;
(«) ' Assumption of Moses,' a fragment which, like the
' Book of Enoch,' is quoted by S. Jude ; (/) and (o), which
correspond respectively to the Apocryphal 2 Esdras, and
the ' Apocalypse of Baruch,' both of which appear to have
been greatly influenced by the teaching of S. Paul j (h)
'Ascension and Vision of Isaiah,' of Christian heretical
authorship. The teaching of all these is strongly con
trasted with that of the Baptist and of the Christ, that
the Kingdom of God, the kingdom of righteousness, and
joy and peace of the Holy Ghost is " within you."
The last train and stage of Messianic prophecy cul
minates in John the Baptist. The spirituality of John's
preaching and his demand for practical repentance was
un-Jewish, different from the whole tone of Apocrypha,
> or Pseudepigraphic, or any contemporary teacher ; a new
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fact, a new message direct from heaven, diverse to the
material popular expectation of the Messiah. His mind,
as our author shows by many references to Isaiah, was
saturated by the Old Testament Messianic hope. All is
fulfilled in Christ, and in the Revelation of Him we find
the vast outcome of all that has gone before, a finality,
universality, spirituality.
We cannot conclude without fulfilling our promise to
our readers of giving a specimen of the more favourable
and effective side of Dr Edershbim's writings. These
correspond with the lumina and senteruioe which the author
of the dialogue Be Orators recommends for occasional
insertion in a composition. The passage is a striking one,
and deepens into much pathos.
"All such ideas and hopes are influcncoil, at least in their
intensity and expression, by the circumstances of the time. They
gain in depth and earnestness in proportion to the national
abasement and suffering. Never did the Messianic hopes of the
inspired Prophets rise higher ; never was their faith wider in
its range or brighter in its glow ; never the utterance of it more
passionately assured, than when Israel had sunk to the lowest
stage of outward depression. Becanse the conviction of the
Prophets and of Israel was so unshakably firm as regarded the
glorious futnre, therefore it was in such times they most deeply
felt and most earnestly expressed the need of fleeing into the
strong refuge of a certain future, the realising expectancy of
which put a song into their mouth in the right time. So, also,
was it in the long centuries of disappointment and of apparently
increasing unlikelihood that the Hope of Israel should ever
become a Reality, that the Apocalyptic visions of the Pseudepigraphic writers gained in vividness and realism of colouring.
Similarly, the most pathetically expectant elegies of medireval
Rabbinism date from the times of persecution. In truth it
scarcely seems exaggeration to say that throughout the history
of Israel we can trace the times of bitterest sorrows by their
brightest Messianic expectations, as if that golden harvest
waved richest where the ploughshare had drawn the furrows
deepest and the precious seed been watered by blood and tears.
.... This intensification of the Messianic hope In times when
national glory seemed farthest removed is only another evidence
of the universality and depth of the Messianic hope. And if
final proof were required of its existence it is surely to be found
in the circumstance that such hopes were independent of Jesus
of Nazareth ; that they equally attached themselves to fake
Messiahs, of whom not less than about sixty are mentioned and
who, despite the absurdity of their pretensions, carried after
them such large numbers of the people ; and in the ca9e of so
clumsy an impostor as Bar Kokhba, even some of the leading
RabbiH, kindling fanaticism to the extent of a conflict which
severely teBted the resources of Imperial Romp. Nay, is it not
so that this hope has survived eighteen centuries, not only of
bitter persecution, but of chilling disappointment? Though
disowned by the nerveless rationalism of modern Jews, it
kindles np in every Service of the Synagogue; it flings its
many-coloured light over every produot of Rabbinic literature ;
and as year by year each family of the banished gathers aronnd
the Paschal table, the memorial of Israel's birth-right and first
deliverance, it still rises in the impassioned plaintive cry of
mingled sorrow and long:ng which rings into the desolate
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silence of those many centuries: ' Tblie year here—next
Jerusalem.' "

Diocesan histories.—Bortoicf).
Diocesan Histories.—Norwich. By the Rev. Auqcstcs
Jessopp, D.D. S. P. C. K.
Valuable as this series of Diocesan Histories is, there
must inevitably be a sameness in their structure, which
makes the volumes, as a rule, more useful for reference
than attractive to readers. Early English history is
necessarily to be tracked on very similar lines among all
the gradually forming Church provinces ; and to the
general reader the Saxon and Norman names of early
bishops, their friends and foe3, are monotonous. Conse
quently it is an agreeable surprise to take up this History of
Norwich, which albeit valuable as a book of reference i§
also very readable ; and bears, in spite of the well-worn
channels through which its information is constrained to
pass, the impress of individuality and an original view of
the subjects recorded. Dr Jessopp's style is quaint an.i
lively—sometimes conveying the sense of a writer who
has very much indeed his own ideas and opinions concern
ing the somewhat hackneyed subjects he has to treat of ;
and the reader's liveliness and energy are apt to rise up to
meet him. This strikes one at once in the first chapter,
" How the Day broke," where we are told of the East
Angles, that
" we know very little of them or their doings—how they lived
or what they believed. Christians they certainly were not ; nij.
they made a clean sweep of all that remained of the old Chris
tianity—it vanished ! Hence when Angustinp, the Apostle of
England, landed in Kent in 597, East Anglia cared nothing for
bis coming ;—the Gospel did not overpass the barrier of swamp
and fen, the Devil's Dyke helped to keep out tbe light of Ue
truth."
Again, the account of the advance of intellectual as
well as religious movement, under Archbishop Theodore,
is interestingly told. The following sentence is sugges
tive :
"During a century and a-half after Theodore's time, ths
names of the East Anglian Bishops appear regularly among tbe
signatures to the Acts of the National Synods ; with the oomiog
of the Danes they disappear, and for nearly a hundred yean ef
not a Bingle East Anglian Bishop is there any mention or record.
Meanwhile it is worthy of notioe that when these name* do
occur, they are the names of Englishmen, and no nominee* of
Rome; native-born Norfolk and Suffolk men not aahnmed to be
called as Bishops what they had been called by their people all
their lives; not men to give in to the fantastic notion that a
Latin quadrisyllable was a grander title than an English dis
syllable. All these Bishops doubtless tpolce Latin as easily as a
Belgian gentleman how speaks French ; but they felt like
Englishmen, and their hearts were with those who were of their
own blood. That they laboured steadily and with good effect is
plain from the fact that when the evil days came, the plunderers
found so much to rob, and that they turned their fury so often
upon the houses of God in the land."— (P. 21.)
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Dr Jessopp thoroughly appreciates and admires the which the Bishop had persuaded himself was the glory of God.
Doubtless the organisation of all this vast labour was a great
grand work done for England by the religious houses,
"where men in companionship were trying to live the higher boon to East Anglla. If there was famine elsewhere, here at
life ; where they were trying to cultivate the arts of peace, any rate there was work and pay, and in a time of muoh suffer
though war was ever howling around them ; where they taught ing, depression and scarcity, the building of the Cathedral came
the young and ignorant to proclaim the beauty of holiness, and to the masses as a grand scheme for the relief of the destitute
to witness for the grandeur of the Oospel of purity and love in in which all who wanted it might find suitable employment.
an age of cruelty, lust, and rapine . . . where they spent their Thns the raising of that stupendous pile of building, of which
days in justifying the works of God to man, and became the little now remains but the church, must be regarded almost less
as an architectural triumph than a colossal industrial achieve
centres of culture and civilisation, — tlio pioneers of progress in
ment, such as only a man with a great genius for the organisa
their generation. "—(P. 26.)
tion of labour would have undertaken or could have carried
The coming in of the Norman Conquest is thus graphically through."
touched upon :
Of this same Bishop Herbert Dr Jessopp observes that,
"A time when in more lenses than one the old order has
changed. The ' bridal dawn of thunder-peals,' which the poet " while throwing himself with earnestness and energy into all
tells us is wont to usher in a new era, was not wanting; and that concerned the welfare of his diocese, he exhibited that in
perhaps it is as well that we know no more of bow things really variable characteristic of true genius— the power of taking
were going than we do. And yet as we look back upon all the delight in the most trifling pursuits of daily life, and of finding
suffering and the wrong, the cruelty and carnage and oppres pleasure in duties which only common men find 'common.' Ho
sion, the treachery and grossness, and all the unutterable watched over the discipline of the Monastery be bad founded,
sorrow, there does stand up before us, witnessing for the Kingdom personally directed the studies of the young people for whose
of Righteousness, a succession of men of faith and prayer who education the Con vent- school was carried on, was a frequent
from generation to generation did iomithing to raise the hopes preacher and a busy correspondent. He had a keen appreciation
and aspirations of their fellows, and to do battle for goodness of a joke, and as a Latinist was a far more elegant writer and
and truth. They did not live in vain ; they laid the founda far more accomplished scholar than was usual in his time. As
a courtier he was high in favour with Henry I. all through his
tions, and other men have builded thereon."
life, and be appears to have been in personal attendance upon
One point in which Dr Jessopp seems to take great the Queen Matilda during her last hours. As a lover of books
interest, and which he brings out more clearly than per and patron of learning he was perhaps the foremost man in Eng
haps is common, is the fact of how very frequent, to say land of his time. It was undoubtedly a bad time for literature,
the least of it, marriage was in those early days among but such as it was Herbert de Losinga added to It his share, and
the clergy ; and perhaps this point is the more interesting with the single exception of the great Anselm he was the only
from the opinion which we imagine is gradually assuming Bishop of an English See who In that generation won any place
a very definite shape among us, that whereas the total at all in the republic of letters."
celibacy of the clergy is not a thing to be desired, the
Enough would seem to have been touched on to show
self-devotion of those who seek to carry out certain works that the History of Norwich Diocese is by no means a
in the Church, which cannot but be greatly hindered by mere dry record, and we hope it will find its way into
the cares and responsibilities of family life is almost many besides the localities where it has a special claim to
essential to the well-doing of those works—Mission and attention.
others.
We have often lately heard a wish expressed for some
general form of prayer on behalf of worthy appointments
to vacant high places in the Church ; and it is interesting Loved Bbtohd Words. By George Barlow. London :
Remington and Co. 1885.
to read on the authority of Eadmes, that after the death
Echoes of the Nioht, and other Poems. By Francis
of Archbishop Lanfranc " early in 1093 prayers were
H. Wood, M.A. New and Revised Edition. London:
offered up throughout the country that God would move
Kegan Paul, Trench and Co. 1885.
the King (William Rufus) to make choice of a fit man for Onnalinda : a Romance. By J. H. McNaugiiten.
London : Kegan Paul, Trench and Co. 1885.
the Archbishopric." Those were bad days, when " Rufus
Mr Barlow is a real poet ; but a poet especially of
made himself merry in his grim way, and swore by the
Holy Face of Lucca that there should be no Archbishop the present age, with its vague aspirations, its broken
faith, its warm love of what is good, and with its dazed
of Canterbury save himself."
It was in 1096 that Rishop Herbert laid the first stone glance looking forward and regretful look backward. In
of Norwich Cathedral, and the detailed account of the his poetry there is intense passion, yet pure and noble,—
and sad, a despairing love that embraces all that was
foundation and its founder is very interesting :
"Bishops and Abbots died, and the King seized their lands holy and great in the past, but which is unable to rest
and let them out to farm ; it was a dreadful time, and yet that in it as built on secure foundations. This is the way in
stupendous mass rose higher and higher, the labour and the which he regards Christianity, with love, yearning,
rovenues of a province being devoted to the one great object "beyond words," but without fruition. Although the
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verses in this wonderful volume speak for the most part
of the love of women, yet it is impossible to read them
and not see that it is a love for something more than
woman, for an ideal, a spiritual ideal.
Take, for instance, these splendid lines :
" Now all old storms of passionate emotion
Are no more stirr'd.
It is as if the whole Atlantic Ocean
Loved one sea-bird !
Old thoughts, old dreams, in thee have found their havon,
And deep repose
Sinks o'er the heart upon whose walls are graven
Strange prints of woes.
Upon me rest unutterable falleth
When thou art near.
Peace from the heaven of heavens with soft voice calleth
When thee I hear.
Not even a kiss I ask : I only covet
That I may weep.
Thine heart I ask ; but just that I may love it,
And fall asleep."
Who, on reading these lines, can fail to recall Aslanga's
Knight, the knight who lost his heart to the ideal woman
of old romance, who appeared to him occasionally in the
forest, in the banquet-hall, in the tournament, " I was
enwrapped, encircled, dazzled by Aslanga's golden tresses,
which waved about me. I saw you no more, the world
no more, only the angel-face of Aslanga before me
shining, blooming as a flower in a sea of sunlight. My
senses failed me. When I recovered I felt a strange
weariness." Or, again, the story of the Blessed Walter
of Hemmerode, who died about 1270, a crusader who
became a monk, who devoted himself to the Blessed
Virgin, a story which Fouque" seems to have had in mind
when he composed Aslanga's Knight.
How beautiful is the following :
" I saw a company whom QoD had crowned.
They held the post of danger through the day,
And died at night upon the blood-stained ground,
And over them the moon soared gaunt and grey
And the wild leaves fled past with wailing sound:
But now, in heaven, their pain had passed away,
And they were crowned and victors. Yet their eyes
Were full of tears. They knew not why there rang
Along the serried armies of the skies
So vast a shout. Their joy was like a pang,
So unexpected was it.
Now unto eaoh God says :
' Soul, thou didst win the fight. Thou hast done well.'
And, as each hears with wonder in his gaze,
Each answers, suffering having cast out pride :
' Lord I did naught. I only lived and died ! ' "
The following, on " Christ and England," though not
equal to many of the other poems in this book, deserves
quotation :
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"Strange is it how a far-off life can reach
The strong souls of to-day ;
Strange that the far-off sound of Jesus' st>eeoli
Should reach our island grey.
Of all strange things it seems to me most str.inge
That we, the English race,
We, versed in strife and war and wrath and change,
Should worship that one face !
Strange is it—full of beauty is the thing ;
That race on race should find
That still Cmtisr's loving heart is King
For ever of mankind.
Stern English faces, brows deep-lined with thought,
Eyes full of Waterloo, —
These all have left their native land and sought
The gibbet of the Jew.
And why ? Because eternal sorrow wings
Its way from land to land,
And because sorrow changed to rapture sings
Ever at His right hand.

*

*

*

*

*

We in our island quite bar out the world,
Despise them and defy,
But Christ? our rocks with their crisp foam iinpeir!< 1
Tremble to see Him die.
Our English roses catch a gleam of blood
That glitters on His side :
In every English church His cross has stood,
And every foe defied.
Strange is it that a life in far-off days,
First lost, transfigured then,
Should reach and hold, should soften and amaze,
Great Anglo-Saxon men."
What strikes us as more wonderful than that tie
military and heroic spirit of the English should acknow
ledge Christ is that the prosaic, vulgar, sordid spirit tt
money-making, that is apparently without ideal, that it'
only understand burlesque, and believe in Martin Tupper,
and be stirred by ' Called Back,' should be moved aud rise
to what is noble by the spirit of Christianity. The Norse
man had, as the Kelt has, a soul full of poetry and spring
of generous emotion, but the Anglo-Saxon is a very
practical creature. " I'd rather hear a hog squeak anyday than listen to a choral service," said a Sussex peasant
to us once. And yet Christ has seized on this dull and
practically-minded creature, and has forced him to love
Him, and sacrifice much for Him.
We must close our quotations from Mr Barlow's book
with one of his best pieces, entitled " Beyond Words : "
" There is a love so deep it travels far
Beyond the reach of words. E'en love -songs jar
When the great depths are stirred.
The blue vast heaven responds to God who made
Its depths profound of awful light and shade
Sometimes without a word.
When heaven is full of love, no thunders leap
Along the heights of the abysmal steep :
Nay ! all is silent then.
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There is a lore so full of silent peace
That even solemn stately lore-chants cease,
Or are not heard of men.
0 Lore, be with me in my silent hours,
And gather sweeter than the old song-flowers
With sympathy that knows
That as a soul may be too glad to pray,
So even thus to lore there comes a day
When the gold song-gates close.
When love is calm, and both our hearts at rest,
When love hath ceased its weary age-long quest,
We shall not need song's aid.
When souls are one with God's high purpose, prayer
Ceases. Tho stars and suns, long ages ere
This hour, their last prayers prayed."
' Echoes of the Night,' by Mr Wood, are respectable
verses, containing thoughts of no great originality, but
pious and wholesome. They call for no further comment.
'Onnalinda' is an Indian story, put into passable verse.
It might just as well have been told in prose. Before the
rising of so full a moon as Mr Barlow, these little stars
disappear into nothing.

Spiritual Readings from Jeremy Drexelius. Translated by
the Author of 'Charles Lowder.'
Edited by Rev.
William H. Cleaver. Loudon : Walter Smith. Pp. 135.
1885.
Jeremy Drexelius was born at Augsburg in 1581. He was
remarkable as a preacher as well as an author.
His
writings fill two folio volumes, and it is said in praise of
him, he " confirmed by his example what he taught in his
books. " He died at Munich or Mayence in his fifty-seventh
;ear, and his works were published at Antwerp in 16t3. His
citfdauvrt is undoubtedly the Ifeliotropium, with which
treatise the Rev. R. N. Shutte's translation has made English
readers familiar. It is a fine piece of anatomy of the relations
between the human and Divine Will, and bears witness to the
clearness and vigour of the author's intellect as well as piety.
These 'Spiritual Readings' are taken from the "Rosas Selectissimarum Virtutum," and have a beauty and fragrance about
them sufficient to justify their title. The Rev. W. H. Cleaver
suggests that they will be useful for reading in " religious
houses," and during Retreats. We hardly think the anecdotal
element, which is as strong as it is quaint in this volume, a
recommendation for such purposes. There is a tendency during
the repression of silence to detect quickly and to be overcome
bj anything which has the least savour of the ridiculous.
But these ' Spiritual Readings ' will be found excellent for
private use.
They are upon "Patience," "Diligence,"
"Prudence," "Heavenly Desires," &c, and translated into
good English.
Sermons and Hymns. By the Rev. Grevillb Phillimore,
M.A., late Rector of Henley-on-Thames.
Henley-onThames: T. O. Higgs. Pp.188.
This is an "in Memoriam " volume of sermons and hymns
which will be valued by all who knew the late Rector of
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Henley. He was the first candidate for Holy Orders ordained
by the late Bishop Wilberforce.
He was curate of
Henley, and returned to be the Rector in 1867, where he re
mained till his death. He possessed an enviable combina
tion of firmness and tenderness. The sermons display no
great originality of thought, but they are plain and vigorous
discourses, well suited to the congregation. Mr Phillimore
knew how to use passing events, as the sermon on Tel-cl-Kebir
bears witness, and also how to use plainness of speech when it
became necessary, as the following on secular education will
show :
" What ! I believe a child to be a child of God, and I am not to be
allowed to tell him so? I believe I can feed him with the bread of
heaven, and I am only to tell him that twelve pence make a shilling. In
order that he may make the barters for his earthly food ? I believe, I am
persuaded—1 have it on Divine Authority, that I can endow the child
with the most uplifting, the most enduring knowledge, am 1 to leave
him alone in his grovelling ignorance ? "
There are not a few congregations which would be the better
for such teaching.
Consecration of thk Temple Church.
Sermons at the
Celebration of its Seven Hundredth Anniversary. London :
Macmillan and Co. Pp. 78. 1885.
These three sermons were preached by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the "Reader of the Temple," and the "Master
of the Temple." The Primate delivered what may be termed
an Address more than a Sermon on the ancient motto "Testis
sum Agni." After a brilliant and discursive review of the
past, in which Heraclitus stands out with "unpleasing"
lineaments, as seen " through the mist of ages," and the
Knights Templar with their virtues, vices, or the calumnied
which invented or exaggerated them, or, as Dr Benson trench
antly remarks, with the guilt of a sin unpardonable, " the
sin of a great failure,"—illustrate the saying " they that take
the sword shall perish by the sword "— the Archbishop incul
cated the lessons of "Trust for the future," "Loyalty to the
past," and devotion to the " Cross of Cuuist." There is a
rapidity in the Archbishop's style of touch and movement.
He seems to dash from point to point with an earnestness and
quickness which gives the reader an idea of the width rather
than of the depth of his grasp. His discourse is, how
ever, what is eminently needed for an Anniversary—it is
vigorous.
The utterances of Mr Ainger and Dr Vaughan are more
sermonic, and founded on texts. Mr Ainger, we are glad to
say, did not forget to refer to the sign of the Cross as "im
pressed on our brow " in Holy Baptism, and what the use of
the sign involves; whilst Dr Vaughan sums up his sermon on
Ps. xc 1, with much the same lessons as those contained in
the three maxims "Interrogate the past," "Occupy the
present," and "Trust the future." The volume will be a
fitting memorial of the Seven Hundredth Anniversary of the
Temple Church, whilst the blood-red cross on the cover is
characteristic of its contents and purposes.
"The Thirty-nine Articles op the Church op England."
An Historical and Speculative Exposition. By the Rev.
Joseph Miller, B.D. Vol. IV. The Ninth Article.
Hamartialogy London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co. 1885.
Pp. 345.
The Ninth Article De Peccato Originali,is in many respects
the most important of the Thirty-nine and certainly presents
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an inexhaustible supply of questions and points for discussion.
Probably around no subject except the Eucharist has so
fierce a warfare raged as around peccatum oiiginis or birth sin,
including, as it does, the question of Infant Baptism.
Mr Miller first treats of Original Righteousness in its
relation with birth sin, which he follows up with a clear and
able section on the "Argument from the Church Doctrine and
practice of Infant Baptism," in the course of which he states
the Pelagian, Antipcedo- Baptist, Manichoean and other opinions
on the subject. This seems to us by far the best portion of
the volume, and next to it comes " Sin in Relation to the
absolute Causality, Omnipotence and Omniscience of God,"
which is clearly and forcibly argued. It is difficult to choose
where all is good, but one of the passages on Omnipotence is
well worth transcribing :
" Does limitless power imply a necessity of realizing every possi
bility ; in other words, is power, will, nnd working identical ? If to.
sin may fit entire into the divine ordainments from the beginning. But
if God were under a necessity of realizing every possibility, sin amongst
the number, what would become of the divine holiness and love, which
caunot be divorced from omnipotence? Would not God really be
sensible of a limitation from without, were he conscious of any
necessity obliging him to realize everything whioh he had the power of
realizing ?
" Omnipotence onglit rather to be defined to be a limitless power to do
what God wills, or whatever is not inconsistent with his nature.
Otherwise the Deity himself would be the hlave of a blind fatality. A
brute, impersonal necessity, the ' fate ' of the Stole, would lord it over
all things.
We have also a good definition of the phrase e)j>oVijjm trapxos.
" It means literally ' the Handedness of the flesh,'—that state of mind
where the thoughts and purposes are penetrated by the principle of the
aipl, whose centre is self and the world, and is therefore directly
contrary to the spirit, wveB/ic, whose energy is Godward."
The latter portion of the book, which is chiefly occupied
with philosophical systems and speculations, we cannot praise
bo highly. Valuable as it may provo to the well-read theo
logian, it seems to us too confusing and in places needlessly
pedantic to be useful to the ordinary student.
Notwith
standing this, however, the work is decidedly an addition to
our standard literature on the subject, and cannot fail to be
appreciated by those sufficiently conversant with its philo
sophical language to judge of its worth.
Memorials op Dean Close. London : George Rivers ;
Carlisle : B. Stewart.
It is a strange and mournful fate that hns befallen the late
Dean Close to fall into the hands of a biographer like this.
The anonymous writer is not intimately or even adequately ac
quainted with the career of the late Dean, with the exception
of two episodes : one, his connection with the imprisonment of a
person who had delivered an anti-religious lecture at Chelten
ham ; the other, his sermon in 1880 on the Bradlaugh Elec
tion, which the biographer describes as "a parting shot at
religious liberty." Each of these is used as a peg to hang a
good deal of rhetoric upon, not of course in favour of the
Dean.
Brief Memories or Huqh McCalmont, First Earl Cairns.
By the Author of 'The Memoir of the Rev. William Marsh,
D.D.' London : James Nisbet and Co., 21 Berners-atreet.
1885. Pp. 110.
This little book, a small duodecimo In large clear type, is in
tended probably more as a Mtmoirt pour terair, or, as the
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talented authoress herself says, " as a prelude to a far mote
adequate biography " of the deceased peer. Earl Cairns was
a man universally respected, and deservedly so : nor does this
brief record at all overstate or wrongly state the claims which
his transcendent ability, his high and unswerving religion!
principle, and the assistance in philanthropic works which be
was always ready and glad to give, had upon the respect of his
countrymen. It was to be regretted that his piety was of so
pronounced, not to say narrow, a type, as to lead him some
times to do injustice to those of an opposite way of thinking;
as for example, his patronage as Lord Chancellor was so exer
cised as to exclude High Church clergymen wholly, and this
was not fair.
But every man has ten default de set qualilit. We
will finish by quoting the high eulogy of his deceased
colleague delivered in the House of Lords by the Marquis of
Salisbury, the present Prime Minister, in April last:
" None but those who have sat in council with him, and worked witb
him, can thoroughly appreciate the inestimable value of his calm, jidioial mind, even on the most burning questions ; and the wono>r?a!
grasp with whioh be perceived at once all the bearings of toe re ■■■
complicated facta, and the lucidity with which he marshalled the urn.
ments and the elucidations to which it was necessary to give attentioa.
. . . Lord Cairns had an eminence not often granted to one mm :
he was equally great as a statesman, as a lawyer, and as a legislator.
In all these three capacities his memory will live in the mlndi of Lifellow-countrymen, and will leave Its mark on history."
The People's Bible: Disconrses upon Holy Scripture. Bj
Joseph Parkek, D.D. Vol. II. The Book of Exodns.
London : Hazell, Watson, and Viney, Limited, 52 Lone.acre, W.C. 18-5. Pp. 33*. Price 8s.
What we said about the first volume of this remarkable wort
applies with great fidelity to this. These discourses are of
very considerable value, but hardly as commentaries. The?
belong less to the story of the Exodus than to the circumstance)
of to-day; and indeed the writer, while referring his readers
to various essays and commentaries upon this or that point,
avows that, as for himself, his object " has been to discover the
modern uses to which the whole teaching of the history can
be put." This is a very excellent and needful object, but
we can hardly call it a commentary.
However, these sermons, by whatever name they should pro
perly be called, have some worth, for they exhibit a menul
energy which shoots and flowers now and then into very im
pressive rhetoric. It is perhaps none the less suited for its
particular purpose that it is occasionally rather headlong. D'
Parker (if we may say so to him without offence) is rather
given to "mixing his metaphors" in a confusiug way, that
detracts much from the artistic merit of his ornate eloquence.
We find an example of this on the very first page of these dis
courses. How could "a ruggedness of soul" be "svbdxi
and smoothed into the general music." Ruggedness maj
indeed be stm olhed, so far the metaphor is consistent with itself ;
but it cannot be subdued, that is a different idea ; nor indeed can
either the one or the other be done by "a mood of soul."
That can neither subdue nor smooth anything.
In spite of such faults, instances of which might be multi
plied an hundredfold were it worth while, the discourses »s»»
a power and a pathos which would ensure attention from alu »':
any congregation. We like especially those short homiletical
paragraphs which the writer calls "handfulsof purpose," lhsl
is to say, we like their affirmations and not their denials (which
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is so often the case with the Nonconformist pnlpit). Here is
a scrap from one of these " handfuls : "
" The Church of CnitisT la to be known as that Church which ia to
be ttrong in itierijice and infinite in sympathy."—(Page 311).
The School of Life. Seven Addresses delivered daring the
London Mission, 1885, to Public School-men by late and
present Head- Masters.
London: Rivingtons, Waterlooplaoe. Pp. 150.
This is a collection of addresses to young men of the upper
classes delivered by the head-masters of some of the great
public schools at the Special Mission to public school-men in
S. Paul's Church, Knightsbridge. The names of the preachers
are a guarantee for the excellence of the sermons, all of which
are well adapted to the purpose for which they were written.
Among the contributors we notice Dr Vaughan, Canon
Farrar, and Dr Haig Brown ; but the gem of the collection
is the Sermon on "The Attraction of the Cross," by the
Head-Master of Harrow. We may quote a few words of his
on Missions :
" The name of a mission excites very different feelings In different
tii in (is. To some it suggests all that is holy and hopeful and prophetic
•—Christ Himself, His love. His power, His purpose*. His victory ; the
earth ' full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters oover the sea.'
To others it suggests not Christ, but feeble Christians, the sickly
Shibboleth of a worn-out creed, spasmodic and short-lived enthusiasm,
credulous superstition, discredited prophecy.
" But one thing we may safely say, that whenever hitherto we have
thought about Missions, we have thought of them as meant not for
ourselves, but for others. We have thought of tbem, if I may so say,
de haut en bos, as meant for outcasts of some kind— barbarous tribes,
heathen fanatics, fallen women, Arabs of the streets, ' waifs and strays,'
and the like. Without intending to be Pharisaical, we have hardly
dreamed of a mission to the upper classes, to the men of light and
leading and fashion, to the club and the drawing-room and the family
pew, as well as to the foul alley and the clattering street and the ' bitter
cry ' of the destitute, often the more bitter becnuse it Is not a cry, but
only a dumb, brooding, unconscious acquiescence."
Altogether the book is one that few can read without being
the better for reading, and one that it would be a good deed
to place in every library frequented by young men.
The Self-Revbalino Jehovah of the Old Testament the
Christ or the New Testament.
By S. M. Barclay.
London : James Nisbet and Co., Burners-street.
1885.
Pp. 806.
The author or compiler of these pages (apparently, if we
do not mistake, a lady), has found a pious pleasure in search
ing out the various Theophanies recorded in the Old Testament, with the comments on them given by various divines ;
and in tracing the bearing of these upon the Doctrine later on
to be revealed, of the Divine Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy
Ohost. The extracts given, and the author's observations,
stem to us for the most part sound and edifying ; though in
some of the differing (and indeed contradictory) expositions
of Prophecies in the Book of Daniel we could not coincide.
We doubt not that the pleasure and profit of the compiler
will be shared by readers; and tend to an increased clearness
of apprehension of these very solemn truths.
The Protestant Faith; Or, Salvation bt Belief. An
Essay upon the Krrors of the Protestant Church.
By
Dwioht Hinckley OlmsTead. New York and London:
G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1885. Pp. 77.
We thought, as we read the title of this book, that we were
about to peruse a Roman Catholic work ; but we were quickly
undeceived. It is true that the modern perversion of the
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doctrine of Justification by Faith is cleverly exposed, and its
logical results are plainly set forth ; but the constructive part
of the Essay is not valuable nor accurate. The two points
which the author labours to prove, and which in his view are
alone worthy of reception at the hands of an intellectual man,
are these : that we are no more answerable for our beliefs than
we are for an attack of measles, and that every man should
do what his conscience tells him, needing no revelation or
creed or external guide. The statement of these principles is
sufficient condemnation.
The Ministration of Baptism.
London : S. P. C. IC Pp. 72.

By E.

J. Boyce, M.A.

This is a manual for teachers on the Offices for Publick,
Private, and Adult Baptism, explaining the rubrics and texts.
It is very well put together, and contains a mass of very
sound information couched in easy language. It may be most
safely recommended.
Catechising Notes on the Apostles' Creed, &c. By a
Worcestershire Curate. London : Parker and Co. 1885.
These "Notes " are suggestive and useful ; they comprise
not only the Creeds, the Lord's Prayer, and the Command
ments, but also the Services for Confirmation, for the Acces
sion, and for Use at Sea ; and add some instruction on Har
vest Thanksgiving and the Beatitudes. In looking through
them we have noticed some few points where improvement is
desirable. "Almighty "is not explained by "Omnipotent."
To say that in S. Luke iii. 38, "the italics show that" Adam
is not really called "Son of God," is misleading, and would
equally apply to the rest of the genealogy. Christ is stated
to have "shared the common lot, earth to earth, &c," yet His
Body saw not corruption. " These are above our fully under
standing" is queer English. "The forgiveness of sins" is
restricted to the announcement in the Daily Service. It is
surely wrong to cite David's religious dance before the Ark,
2 Sam., vi. 20, as an instance of immodesty. The removsl
of blemishes like the above would greatly benefit this helpful
little manual.
Religion without God and God without Religion. By
William Author. I. Positivism and Mr Frederick Har
rison. London : Bemrose and Sons. 18S5. Pp. 165.
It has always been a difficulty to arrive at an exact account
of the doctrines of Comte, many of his so-called followers
not clearly recognising his one lifelong aim ; and others,
when it became evident to them, shrinking from enunciating
it in its naked absurdity. That object was to teach people to
" organise without God and yet not call themselves Atheists,"
to separate the spiritual {i.e., in his view the intellectual) and
temporal powers, to give to the former the direction of educa
tion and all national and international functions, thus recon
structing society on a quasi-mediieval model, with human in
tellect enshrined in the place of the Pope. Mr Arthur has
done great service by enunciating clearly and emphatically
the real position, polity, and philosophy of Comte and his
disciples. " The religion of humanity," as set forth by Mr
F. Harrison, is divested of its garment of high-sounding ver
biage ; and it is shown that any good thing which it possesses
is derived from the faith which it aims to discredit, and that
its evil is till its own, and of most fatal tendency to morals and
social life.
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Encyclopedia op Theology. By Dr J. F. Rabiger. Vol.
II. Edinburgh : T. and T. Clark, 38 George-street. 1885.
Pp. 431.
This is the second and concluding volume of the work. It
contains what the author classes as the " Four Divisions of
Theology ; " Exegetical, Historical, Systematic, including the
Theory of Religion, Dogmatics, and Ethics ; and Fourthly,
Practical, under which is grouped " Church Culture," " Eccle
siastical Didactics," and a variety of other familiar things with
unfamiliar names.
About each and all Dr Rabiger has something to say, of
varying value ; but about few of them has he as much to say
as would be sufficient for the information of any reader who
was desirous of getting to the bottom of the subjects. The
chapters are of the nature of College Lectures, and may in
not a few instances suggest to the student comprehensive views
of the relation and interdependence between the various
parts of theological science, which may be useful to him. The
work will also be of service in a certain degree in naming the
chief writers upon theological subjects, though here the lists
are far from being complete as far as English writers are con
cerned, and the task is far more thoroughly done in the new
English edition of Hagenbach, issued not long ago by Messrs
Clark.
The Pattern Life ; or, Lessons for Children from the Life
of Our Lord. By W. Cuatterton Dix. With Eight Il
lustrations by P. Priolo.
London : Griffith, Farran,
Okeden and Welsh. Pp. 718.
The name of Scripture Manuals and Catechetical Lessons
is already legion, yet Mr Chatterton Dix has determined to
add another to the long list. The book before us is well and
carefully arranged. Its teaching follows the seasons of the
Church's Year, dealing with the Four Last Things in Advent,
the Best Birthday at Christmas, and so on to Trinity Sunday.
The structure of the Lessons is not that of a sermon exactly, nor
is it cast iu the form of question and answer, but may be
described as a plain instruction. Simple, suggestive questions
are added at the end of each chapter. For home or SundaySchool teaching, or even as a help to public catechis
ing in church, 'The Pattern Life' will be very useful. The
print is large and clear, and hard words are seldom made use
of.
The Prayer-Book with Scripture Proofs and Historical
Notes. By J. Theodore Wiroman, M.A., D.C.L., Rector
of S. Mary's, Port Elizabeth. Third Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. London : Bemrose and Sous, 23 Old Bailey, and
Derby. 1884. Pp. 304.
The continued sale of this little work shows that it meets a
distinct want, and meets it well. It has now been published
for ten years, a space of time amply sufficient to prove the
permanent usefulness of such a work. This edition is greatly
improved and enlarged, being almost double the thickness of
the first as we remember it. We do not know a better manual
of the subject than it now provides.
How We Did Without Lodgings at the Seaside: Saved
our Money and Doubled our Pleasure. By the Author of
' How we Managed without Servants.' London: Griffith,
Farran, Okeilen and Welsh, West corner, S. Paul's Church
yard. 1885. Pp. 123.
The heroines of this decidedly "nice" little book neither
camped out on the sands, nor engaged a couple of bathing-
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machines ; and yet we think they quite, as they claim to hare
done, " doubled their pleasure." It would be too bad to tell
their secret : but the little Jeu (Tesprit is so amusing as well u
really sensible that we can recommend it to all intending
visitors to a watering-place. A great many people would gain
useful hints from it as to domestic economy.
Imperial Federation. By the Right Hon. the Marqcisof
Lorne, P.C., K.T., G.C.M.G., late Governor-General of
Canada. London : Swan, Sonnenschein and Co., Pater
noster-square. 1885. Pp. 134. Price Is.
This volume is intended to form the first of a series to be
called '"The Imperial Parliament Series," to deal with "those
topics of the day which lie within the range of practical
politics." Though the prospectus of it protests that "the
series though 'political' will not be ' party,' " yet the Editor
(for we presume that the prospectus is from his pen and ex
presses his views) concludes his very able peroration with the
statement that, while another series speaks " of things as they
are, this series will deal with them as reformers think thej should
be," and the Editor and Author of 'A Political Manual 'is
of course known as frankly liberal in his views. Besides,
the character of the subjects advertised for succeeding volume;,
and their authors, including one on ' Disestablishment ' to be
written by Mr Henry Richard, M.P., and Mr J. Cindl
Williams, speaks for itself, and that unmistakably.
However, if all the volumes are to be like that before us,
they are to be welcomed for their ability. Lord Lorne is tho
roughly well-informed on the subject of which he treats. He
writes wisely, ably, and withal cautiously ; he has before him s
noble subject, one of the greatest importance and widest con
cern to the whole British Empire ; and any amount of dis
cussion of it in the manner and temper shown by the Marquis
of Lorne in these pages, must do good in every way, and not
harm, whatever may be the opinions of the reader.
The Story of Chinese Gordon. By A. Egmont Ham
Second Volume. Remingtons.
Mr Hake is his own most formidable competitor. His
edition of 'Gordon's Diary and Letters' necessarily thro»s
the ' Story of Chinese Gordon ' into the shade. But as the
first volume of this latter work has passed through seven
editions, it is reasonable enough that Mr Hake should like to
complete it. It mentions a circumstance which we should like
to see authenticated, namely, that the King of the Belgians
intended to make Gordon King of the Congo region. It is not
stated whether Gordon would have accepted the dignity, and
perhaps in other quarters the King of the Belgians might
have found much difficulty in carrying out his idea. The
following circumstance was new to the public before the ap
pearance of the present publication :
" It remains to be told, niter the debate on the vote ot censure In the
summer, when it was made known that the Government refused to W-,
how a lady, Intimately known to me, collected subscriptions to the
amount of no less than eighty thousand pounds for the equipment of i
private expedition. In three several interviews with a certain Minister
she implored official sanction for her enterprise, and three time* eb*
was refused. Not only therefore did the Cabinet—or rather one «cikin
of the Cabinet- decline to save their Envoy's life thenuelTM ; tbej
also declined to allow that work to be done by others."
"I will accept nothing from the Gladstone Government
Gordon wrote in the late December of 1884, " not even my
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expenses." Mr Hake, naturally enough, is most severe on the
unfortunate delay which entailed the loss of Gordon and of
Khartoum. Among his last words to his sister, he says :
"Anyone whom God gives to be much in union with Him
cannot ever suffer a pang at death, for what is death to a
believer?" Mr Hake gives a voluminous appendix of some
eighteen notes. There is a flavour of newspapers both in the
work and its appendices, but it is useful that all details should
be brought together in a permanent volume form.
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a fair locus standi to Lord Arundell's conjecture. He says in
conclusion :
" Id speaking of the ' Atlanlls'as a fiction, I by no means intend
that it was a fabrication intended to deceive bis contemporaries. It
rather seems to me as if Plato was indulging wilh them in a common
and customary gratification of the imagination, and that this is almost
acknowledged in the following preliminary conversation : ' Consider,
then, Socrates, If this narrative is suited to the purpose, or whether we
should seek for some other instead.' Socrates : ' And what other,
Critias, can we find that will be better than this, which is natural and
suitable to the festival of the goddess, and has the advantage of being a
fact, and not a fiction ? ' (True in so far as it was founded on Hanno.")
The chapters on Recent Testimonies and Diluvian Tradi
tions seem to us rather wide of the subject and comparatively
uninteresting, and the extreme interest which attaches to the
The Secret of Plato's Atlantis. By Lord Arundell work before us only shows the freshness and wide extent of
of Wardour. London : Burns and Oates. 1885.
the subject.
The work is, however, scholarly and fair
This book seems to have been mainly written in rejoinder
throughout, and we can recommend it to our readers as a
to a work which appeared some three years back, and at the
most taking treatise for a leisure hour.
time attracted no small amount of attention, i.e., ' Atlantis :
the Antediluvian World,' by Ignatius Donnelly. The theories
Mansers and Speech : Being a Selection from Lord Chester
promulgated by Mr Donnelly were as follows : —
field's Letters to his Son. London : Griffith and Farran.
(1) "That an island or continent of Atlantis once really
Pp. 89. 1884.
existed in the Atlantic Ocean, opposite the mouth of the
This is one of Messrs Griffith and Farran's series in
Mediterranean Sea, and disappeared by sinking into the parchment covers, of which we have already noticed several
ocean with nearly all its inhabitants."
volumes. The extracts from Lord Chesterfield's well-known
This island, he claims, was the centre of population and of letters are upon "The World and Society," " Learning and
all civilisation, and that to Atlantis we must refer those Knowledge," "Business," " Absence of Mind," "Conversa
" islands of the blest" which are found in the traditions of tion," "Good Breeding," &c. The little book is a multum in
so many nations, —the Garden of Eden, the Garden of the parvo, and teaches those who enter into society "how to
Hesperides, the Elysian Fields, the Garden of Alcinous, the behave." But its maxims are worldly and nothing more.
Mesomphalos, Olympos, and Asgard—memories of the Golden The young man will need to copy the manners of "The first
Age.
true Gentleman that ever breathed" if he would gain real
(2) " That this submersion was the origin of the various refinement, and to study them as they are to be found in the
•liluvian legends which are found in all parts of the world."
record of His Life—the Gospels.
The survivors of this flood are supposed to have carried
the news of the catastrophe east and west, and to have The Young Collector : British Butterflies, Moth9, and
Beetles. By W. F. Kirby. London : W. Swan Sonnenembodied it in their national creeds.
schein and Co. 18S5.
Mr Donnelly goes on to say, " Plato states that the Egyp
A shilling book and a capital one, crowded with illustra
tians told Solon that the destruction of Atlantis occurred tions. Into ninety-three pages a vast amount of informa
9,000 years before that date, to wit, about 9, COO years before tion is condensed. Here is an idea: "The Cockchafer, one
the Christian era," but he gives no reference to establish his of the most abundant and destructive of all our British
point.
beetles, might be made an insect of great commercial value.
The same ground has been taken by M. Jules Verne, in his Cockchafers form a very fattening food for fowls; they will
romance ' Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea, ' where yield oil, which burns with a bright flame; grease can be
he makes his hero actually visit the ruined and submerged obtained from them, which is useful for greasing carriageAtlantis.
wheels ; and it is even said that a dye can be obtained from
But enough has been given of Mr Donnelly's theory to show them." Why—in Germany the police give children so much
bow large a field for speculation has been opened, and we will per thousand for their bodies, such a plague are they, and
now examine Lord Arundell's views as to the actual meaning simply tread them to squash under their feet. We have known
of the story.
gentlemen who ate them with great relish and said they smacked
After relating Mr Donnelly's theory, the author brings of veal. The magistracy fulminate an order for the exter
forward in solution of the mystery, that curious document mination of the May-chafer, but no attempt is made to utilise
known as the Periplous of Hanno, an authentic Phoenician their oil. An admirable little book well condensed ; the oil
document (which we have in the form of a Greek translation). of information squeezed out of all the British insects.
It contains the account of a voyage, circa 500 B.c, through
the Straits of Gibraltar into the Atlantic Ocean, whither
t3anno had sailed with 30,000 colonists to found new settle
Several articles in the current number of the Nineteenth
ments, and after two days' sail had discovered a new conti
nent. The points of resemblance between the accounts of Century are of unusual interest. Mr R. H Hutton contri
^3anno and Plato are too long to be related here, but we may butes a reminiscence of the meetings of the "Metaphysical
Assure the reader that they are sufficiently numerous to give Society," a limited debating club, including such members as

Lott) grtinOell of aziatDour on ipiato's
atlantis.

^aga^incs of tbe sgontfj.
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Mr (now Lord) Tenny6on, Mr Gladstone, the Duke of Argyll,
Archbishop Manning, Professors Huxley and Tyndall, Dr
Ward, Canon Barry, and many other men of the highest in
tellectual mark, who met monthly for nearly twelve years
to discuss important metaphysical and theological questions.
In the specimen here given, the manner of the respective
speakers Con the question "Can Experience prove the Uni
formity of Nature "), has been, we should judge, well pre
served. The entire article is thoroughly well worth repeated
reading, and we trust that further instalments of the Society's
it/mposia may be given to the public.
Mr Cameron of
Lochiel defends deer forests in the Highlands, and gives sub
stantial reasons for concluding that the best use is thus made
of most, at all events, of the districts afforested. In fact,
it does seem reasonable to suppose that a great country, as
well as a great city, must have its breathiug spaces for re
creation. Mr Matthew M. Trumbrell, under the title of
" Aristocracy in America," draws attention to the vast and
unprecedented power enjoyed by the American Senate, which
he considers will some day cause a constitutional conflict
between "the antagonistic forces of the American Govern
ment." Under the title of "The Burden of Ireland," Mr J.
Leslie Field apparently proves that Ireland bears far too
heavy a proportion of the Imperial taxation, in comparison
with her means. To this fact he attributes the recurrent dis
affection and constant poverty of the country, and he pro
poses as a remedy, an extensive measure of decentralisation,
by the creation of six quasi ■" Federal States" to control
"Police, land, and property laws, and all internal taxation,"
a somewhat similar plan to that proposed by the Marquis of
Lome a short time since. Lastly, comes a very important
article by Dr Cameron, on "Anti-Cholera Inoculation." He
considers it so far proved that Dr Ferran, of Tortosa, "has
discovered a hitherto unknown form of the cholera microbe,
and that in that form it can be used as a vaccine hardly less
potent against cholera than cow-pock is against variola."
In face of the possible approach of cholera to our own
shores, a possibility of which we are strongly reminded by
the recent case at Bristol, this is a matter which should en
gage the immediate attention of our Government.
The Contemporary is to be noted for a plea by Dr Donald
Fraser, under the title of "The Church Problem in Scotland,"
in favour of the maintenance of the Scottish Establishment,
and he points out, no doubt with entire truth, that the union
at all events between the various Presbyterian Communions
would not be secured by disestablishment, since the struggle
which brought about the fall of the Scottish Kirk would be
"fraught with the elements of bitter estrangement." Sir
Arnold B. Kemball discourses on " Persia and Afghanistan,"
but, though interesting enough, his article does not go suffi
ciently into detail to have a very close bearing upon practical
action.
Blackwood continues "Fortune's Wheel," andbeginsanew
story entitled, ominously enough, "The Crack of Doom,"
but which, so far, does not seem very promising.
The writer of "Thoughts on Free-trade Policy" argues for
the establishment of a trade-confederation with our Colonies
to "admit all their products free, on conditiou that they
admit ours on the same terms." " Whatever," he says, " the
import duty may be, let one rate be levied on Colonial produce,
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and double on that of foreigners." It is a probability of the
times that the continued depression In trade will force some
such plan on the consideration of our ruler?.
The usual " Review of the Month " is omitted in this
number of Macm llan (we wonder why !), and the only article
we find requiring special mention is an account, by Mr R.
Mackray, of " The Riel Rebellion in North-West Canada."
A word must be given to an Australian periodical, Once »
Month, a Magazine for Australasia, of which the number for
June has been sent to us. It is published by Messrs W.
Inglig and Co., of Melbourne and Dunedin, and is illustrate.].
though, as it seems to us, woodcuts would be preferable to
the process employed ; but the literary contents are in every
way of excellent quality. All the articles are apparently the
product of Australian talent and ability, and we most con
gratulate the conductors of it on the excellent provision made
for their Australian readers.
Readers of The Magazine of Art will this month be dis
posed to linger longer than usual over its pages ; so specially
good a number is it. The views and descriptions of the
beautiful valley of the Dart are inspired by a true sympathy
with, we might almost say an enthusiasm for, the noble
scenery of that too little known river. Miss Julia Cartwright,
in "A Convent Room at Parma," describes well the recentlydiscovered frescoes of Correggio in that city. Mr Harry V.
Barnett, in a sensible article on " Drawing in Elementary
Schools," points out that drawing being now made a "com
pulsory " subject in elementary schools, great care should be
taken that " the traditions of niggling and feebleness, of al]
manner of littlenesses of technique," should not be taught to
the children, but on the contrary, they should be trained on
" the large scale system," first with chalk and a black board,
then with charcoal and a large sheet of brown paper; and ro
on until they enter either the workshop or the art school
We think there is much importance in these suggestion! ;
perhaps, however, they should be taken with the proverbial
grain of Bait. Mr Percy Fitzgerald's article on "Old London
Doorways " should also be read. The woodcut illustrations to
it are especially meritorious.
The Cornhill this month is also a good number; each of
the two chief stories being maintained at a high pitch of in
terest. " The Parliamentary Boroughs " is also very readable,
but we might suggest that there is a slight want of variety on
the whole ; " Fossil Food," and " The Birth of Mountains,"
though each of them is good in itself, harp pretty much on
the same string of physical research. Verbum mpienti
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^artiest Cbanksgitring.
Nkhemiah viii. 17.
" There was very great gladness."
It was a day of very great gladness among the Jc""5They had returned from their long exile, and bad looked
ouce more upon the land of their fathers. Their ruiuw
city, Jerusalem, had been rebuilt, and the new walls bad
been dedicated with solemn rites, and now the peop
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■were celebrating the great Autumn Feast of Taber
nacles. Never since the old days of Joshua had the Jews
celebrated that Festival rightly, in remembrance of the
time when they were wanderers in the wilderness, abiding
in tents. And now the people were busy plucking branches
of olive and myrtle, pine and palm, from the neighbouring
Mount of Olivet, and forming them into booths on the
roofs of the houses. Nehemiah, their brave and patient
leader, bids the people rejoice. " This day," he says, " is
holy unto the Lord your God ; mourn not, nor weep.
Go your way, eat the fat, and drink the sweet, and send
portions unto them for whom nothing is prepared ; for
this day is holy unto the Lord ; neither be ye sorry ; for
the joy of the Lord is your strength. And there was
very great gladness." I think, my brethren, we can trace
a likeness between that Feast-day of the Jews long ago,
and our own Autumn Festival to-day. As Israel carried
the branches of olive and pine, we have returned with joy
briugiDg our sheaves with us. Here, within the walls of
God's Holy Temple, we present our offerings to the
Lord, Who has opened His Hand and filled all things
living with plenteousness. And more than that, we have,
I trust, come to offer ourselves, our souls and bodies, a
living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God. I say to you,
as Nehemiah said to the Jews long ago, " this day is holy
unto our Lord, neither be ye sorry, for the joy of the
Lord is your strength." And in our rejoicing let us re
member those who cannot join in our Festival here, and let
us by our almsgiving " send portions to them for whom
nothing is prepared," those who are sick or poor, or any
wise afflicted in mind, body, or estate.
Our thoughts to-day are naturally centred upon the
harvest-field. Let us learn its lessons, for it is a parable
of God's dealings with man. First, there is the preparing
of the ground. You break up the rough clods, you drive
the ploughshare deep through the hard surface of the
earth. So God deals with our hearts. They are
naturally hard, cold, stony, and no good seed can grow
there. Have you never seen people who go to church
week after week yet never grow any better, who, in spite
of warning and teaching, remain as selfish, and worldly,
and indifferent as ever ? Why is it ? Because they have
never felt God's ploughshare. Their hearts are hard as a
rock, the soil of the world has encrusted them, no good
seed can grow there. That hard soil must be broken up
before there can be auy growth, any fruit unto holiuess, —
" A broken and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not
despise." Blessed are they into whose lives God's plough
share has struck deep, they are the fruitful fields which
shall one day be white unto harvest.
Who are those saints who shine brightest in the
Heavenly City ? Those who " came out of great tribula
tion, and have washed their robes and made them white
in the Blood of the Lauib." Believe me, uubroken pros
perity is not the best thing for any of us. Your pros
perous man is often like a sun-baked, fallow field, fruit- I
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less and useless. Joseph was a better man after the iron
entered into his soul, Job was a better man when he had
lost all but faith in God, S. Taul was a better man when
lying blind in the Damascus road, or when chained to the
Boman soldier, than when he rode forth with uplifted
head, a Pharisee of the Pharisees.
My brother, perhaps you thought it very sad when you
lost that money ; you did not know it was hardening your
heart against God. My sister, you thought it very hard
when your little child was takeu away. You did not
know that you had made au idol of it, and that your
heart was growing cold and dead towards Jesus. I dare
say the poor cripple, or the invalid on his sick-bed, thinks
it very strange that he should be afflicted so. My
brethren, many a cripple has come to God, who only
walked away from Him when he had the full use of his
limbs. I read a very touching story lately of a little boy
who lived near a great military camp. His one great
delight was to watch the soldiers, and his one wish was
that he might one day enter the army, and win the Vic
toria Cross for valour. Well, once during a great fieldday, the child fell from his carriage among the feet of the
horses, and was crippled for life. And then this boy, who
had been headstrong and impatient before, learnt to fight
a better battle than those of earthly war, and to know
that it is better to be a brave cripple than to win the
Victoria Cross.
My brothers, when trouble, and loss, and disappoint
ment come to you, think to yourselves it is God's plough
share, He is preparing me for the Harvest. And next,
we think of the sowing of the seed.
Ah ! There are so many sowers in the great field of
this world, but only One who gives us the good seed of the
Gospel.
Every day we live we are sowing seed, and receiving
seed from others. Every bad word or evil thought, every
cruel temper or passionate utterance, every wicked book
read, or foul sight looked on, every selfish, mean, un
worthy act, is seed sown, and it will grow and bear its
bitter fruit an hundredfold. And also every earnest act
of repentance, every struggle with temptation, every
honest effort to do our duty, every trouble borne with
patience, is seed sown, and it will grow and bear fruit for
God's garner. O, Fathers and Mothers, take heed what
you say and do, you are sowing seed in your children's
hearts. What sort of seed is it, the good seed of God, or
the devil's tares ?
Every one of us has some influence over his neighbour.
Let ns remember that we are all sowers, and take good
heed how we injure a pure heart by sowing weeds where
God would have precious fruit.
And, again, we think of the growing of the crop. In
every corn-field we see full ears bowed down with the
weight of grain, thin ears which bear little, scarlet poppies,
and blue corn flowers. We, my brethren, are all growing,
but to which class do we belong 1 Are we bringing forth
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much fruit unto holiness ; the fruits of the Spirit, bow
ing our heads humbly as the best Christians ever do ;
or, are we only poor, thin ears, with very little fruit ?
I know that the best of us might be much better.
I
know that every one of us may say :
"Thy Life was given for me,
Thy Blood, 0 Lord, was shed
That I might ransomed be,
And quickened from the dead ;
Thy Life was given for me,
What have I given for Thee ? "
Young men, young women, are you wasting your time,
living only for frivolous pleasures, sitting down to eat and
to drink, and rising up to play ? If so, you are like poppies
in the corn, the corn-flower among the wheat. My sisters,
are you living merely a selfish, useless life, with your
thoughts centred upon dress, or admiration, or amuse
ment i Are you content to be like the poppies and the
corn flowers, pretty, but useless 1 Remember the Harvest.
One day our strength will begin to fail us, we shall not
feel fit for our work or our business. We shall stay at
home, and they will tell us in time that we shall never go
out again alive.
There will be silence in the house, and the blinds will
be drawn down in the windows ; it is our harvest time, the
Master has come to reckon with His labourers. What
will the Harvest be 1 It depends on the sowing. "What
soever a man soweth that shall he also reap." Who sows
the wind will reap the whirlwind. If you sow wild oats,
you must not expect the fruits of holiness. If you sow
the thorny seed of vice, do not be surprised if the harvest
tears and wouuds you. But if you sow in righteousness,
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died at the age of eighty-nine, held the livings for sixty-five
years ; and his predecessor, Rev. G. Burrington, was incumbent
fifty-five years.

*

*

•

By the death of the Rev. Henry Thomas Ellacombe, st the
advanced age of ninety-five, campanology has lost one of its
most zealous teachers. There are very few who know so moch
about Church Bells. Ho was the author of ' The Bells of
Devonshire,' ' Remarks on Belfries and Ringers,' ' The Bells
of Exeter Cathedral,' ' Bells of Somerset,' &a.

•

#

•

The Rev. C. Gore, Principal of Pnsey House, Oxford, ana
Chaplain to the Bishop of Lincoln is taking the duty for Rev.
Bell Cox at S. Margaret's, Liverpool, whilst the latter is taking a
holiday. In the proceedings before Lord Penzance, it was stated
that the man " Haikes " paid the costs oat of his own pocket—
a statement which so touched the generous emotions of Lord
Penzance that he proposes to arrange for evidence to be giren
by affidavit so as to save the expense of bringing witnesses from
Liverpool. Mr Blakesley observed that the Advertisements set
forth by Archbishop Parker "did not run in the Province of
York." " The answer was that they were promulgated by Act of
Parliament," which is Lord Penzance's sole authority as >
Judge.

•

*

*

The Rev. Richard R. Boyle, one of the priests of the Roam
Church at Portsmouth, has been received into the Chnrchof
England. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. R. Linklater, of S. Agatha's, and C. T. Black, of Winchester College
Mission. The rev. gentleman has been for some time one of
the clergy of Portsmouth Roman Cathol ic Cathedral.

*

*

•

through the merits and mediation of Jesus Christ the

We observe that the Bishop of London has informed the
foolish and excitable people of Stroud Green, who have signed t
Memorial against Mr Linklater's institution to the benefice of
Holy Trinity, that ho is prepared to carry out her Majesty's com
mands, as Mr Linklaterwas a "duly qualified clerk." Webetr
that these people are now petitioning the Queen upon the

Lord of the Harvest.

matter.

in faith, in patient hope, if you sow in the tears of true
repentance, you Bhall reap in due time if you faint not,

•
H. J. WILMOT-BUXTON.

The number of the Litekary Churchman for Aug.
28 will contain a Harvest Sermon

by Rev. Philip

•

•

The new Australian Cardinal, Patrick Moran, is a nephew ot
the late Cardinal Cullen, and was born in Ireland in 1S29. He
is the youngest of the five English-speaking members of the
Sacrod College. Three — Manning, Newman, and Howard—a"
converts to Roman Catholicism, and Englishmen by birth. He

Neale.
is a distinguished scholar and considerable author.

*

Current jFacts ariD iftotes.
The Committee of Investigation, which has been sitting in
the Mansion-house to investigate the veracity of certain state
ments made in the Pall Mall Gazette, has decided that those
statements are "substantially true." The Archbishop of York,
referring to the subjeot at S. Maurice's, York, said "new and
horrible vices were being studied and developed amongst us,"
about which "the day of silence had now gone by." The Arch
bishop of Canterbury, Cardinal Manning, the Bishop of London,
Mr S. Morley, and Mr R. T. Reid formed the Committee. It is,
however, at least questionable whether such disclosures do not
do more barm than good.

*

#

*

The parishes of Ashcombe and Chudleigh, in Dsvon, seem to
promote longevity.
The Rev. W. H. Pa'k, who has reeen'ly

*

•

The Rev. Coker Adams publicly excommunicated a farmer ia
his parish for not coming to church or receiving the clergynnn
into his house.
The Rector used the old form of excommu
nication before the assembled and astonished people of Sabam
Toney, from the pulpit of the parish church. If all farmers
who absent themselves from church are to be treated in the -a-'
way, we think the country clergy will 6nd much work «>
their hands. The Guardian says "Mr Payne— the name of the
farmer in question—remained unmoved by the proceeding".''

*

*

•

We regret to record the death of Lord Halifax, which took
place at Hickleton on Saturday last, at the advanced age »
eighty- five. The Hon. C. L. Wood, president of the English
Church Union, will succeed to the title.
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€be albert palace.
In these days, when it is admittedly a matter of great
importance that the people should be provided with rational
enjoyment and recreation, we cannot but give a cordial
welcome to any enterprise that seems calculated to assist in
promoting so desirable an end. And in this connection we
have no hesitation in saying that the Albert Palace is
eminently deserving of encouragement and support. Situated
in the south of London, in the immediate vicinity of Battersea Park, within a short distance of Victoria Station, and
easily accessible from many other parts of the metropolis, it
brings within the reach of thousands a thoroughly whole
some and agreeable place of entertainment and resort at a
wonderfully cheap rate.
Since its recent opening there are abundant signs that the
management will be both vigorous and enterprising, and
entirely free from objectionable features. If the entertain
ments going on this week, for instance, may be taken as a
fair sample of the fare to be provided in the future, few
indeed will have cause for disappointment or complaint. To
begin with, the building with its contents and the grounds
are already very attractive, and will become more so as time
goes on ; then there is the Ladies' Viennese Orchestra of sixty
performers, which is altogether better than the Strauss Band
at the " Inventions," a good Military band, a splendid organ,
a reading-room, a circus, a troupe of athletic Bedouin Arabs,
a performing elephant, a captive balloon, a diver and divingbell, electric illuminations, and many other features of a
kindred nature.
We do not know whether the Management has made
arrangements for School, Choir and other treats at reduced
prices, after the fashion of the Crystal Palace, but if this is
the case, many of the clergy and others of our readers may
well turn their attention in this direction.
We shall watch the progress of this new Institution with
much interest, and it has our best wishes for its complete
success.

^^^or^po^beQcej^
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But the word Tpids in its ecclesiastical sense is found rather
earlier in Theophilus, in tho following passage :
* ' uffdvTus Kai ai rptts ijfitpa, [Vfj2>] rav <puaii)po>v ytyovviat
rinroi iivtv ttjs Tpid5o$, tow 0«ou, Kai rod \6yuv, Kai ttjs ffotplas
dvroC "— ('Ad Autolycum,' II. 15, p. 360, ed. Ben , Hag. Com.,
1742).
Possibly he may have been led to this statement by not finding
the reference in Suicu. But its absence had been pointed out
long since by Dr Burton ('Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene
Fathers to the Doctrine of the Trinity and of the Divinity of
the Holy Ghost,' p. 34, Ox., Univ. Pr., 1831).
Ed. Marshall, F.S.A.
Sandford S. Martin, Oxon, July 27.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Adventures in Fanti-Land
Arthur.— The Tongue of Kire
Barlow.— Loved Beyond Words
Cobwebs
I>avies.-SocIal Questions
Handy Pocket Guide to Henlth
Kellogg.— The Light of Asia, Ac
Paget.—Tales of the Village Children
Parr.—The Path of the Just
Scoles.— Sketches
Service.- Prayers for Public Worship
Yonge.— Henrietta's Will

Griffith and Farran.
Bemrose.
Remingtons.
Lockwood.
Macmillan.
Rouke.
Macmillan.
Masters.
Eivingtons.
Burns nnd Oates.
Macmillau.
Masters.

NEW HARVEST MUSIC.
HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN. " The SOWER
WENT FORTH SOWING." New Edition of the hearty and
popular tune (with unison refrain), by MARTIN 8. SKEFFINGTON, as sung at S. Barnabas', Kensington, and recently adopted
at hundreds of other Churches. Music, and Words complete,
price Id., 12 copies for Is. Id., 25 copies post free for 2s., 100 copies
post free for 7s.

Rev. S. BARING GOULD'S "CHURCH
SONGS," Second Series, contains 28 Songs, inoludlng THREE
NEW SONGS suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS. Music and
words complete, Is., or In cloth, Is. 6d. The words separately, Id.,
or 7s. per 100.
Each Song has a chorus which may be joined in by the congregation.
The Songs may be sung during or alter the Service, or in place of an
anthem.

The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
NOTICE. —The columns of the Litkkaut Churchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always tha the does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND A3 OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
To the Editor of the L. C.
SABALIER'S EDITION OF THE 'DIDACHE.'
Sib, —On reading a recent edition of the AiJax^, one of the
many publications respecting that celebrated treatise, I have
met with the following sentence, which appears to me to require
correction. After speaking of the doctrinal importance of the
Baptismal formula as contained in this work, the Editor observes
in contradistinction to the actual uso of tho word Trinity :
"Mais c'est Tertullien qui le premier, si nous ne nous trompons,
a employe" le mot de Trinitc", ' A'lv. Prax.,' sq. (p. 90)."

DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by C. 8TREATFEILD,
Musio by MARTIN S. SKKFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7s. per
100. The beautiful Words of this Hymn are Joined to a spiriied
and most effective tune.
" A really good Processional, with music of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."—
Church Times.
Just out, in Paper Cover, price Od. , or in elegant cloth, price Is. The
Words separately for distribution in Church, Id., or 6s. per 100,

The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An
entiiely new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMXS,
and very Short ADDRESSES. By C. N. STRKATFKILD. The
MiibIc specially written by IIKRTHOLD TOURS, FRANK
BKA1NE, and MARTIN S. 8KEFFINGTON. Avery original
aud beautiful little Service of Song, suitable for any Short
"AFTER SERVICE," and specially Buited for CHILDREN'S
SERVICES. The Publishers specially recommend this new little
work. Vide Church Times notice of this Service, June 5, 1S85.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
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CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 AKD 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, B.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Kev. the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Deputt-Chaibmah—ROBERT FEW, E§q.
Phybiciam—Dr W. H. STONE.
Actuary—STEWART HELOER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JDNE, 1885 :Total Funds
Total Annual Income
*.
Amount of Profit* divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus

354,680
«7.347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 4s. Id. per cent of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac, may be bad on application to the Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, SeertUrj.

Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., P.C.S., F.I.C., &c, Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society, and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes :— " I have tested the constituent!
of the TINTA FRANCISCA, and fail to detect the slightest evidence of the presence of anything that has not
been derived from the juice of the grape. I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from tie
FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE, and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS
NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

Tinta Francisca,

C&e Special mint for
!J>ol» Communion.

[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen HalfBottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
It is used in nearly 5,000 Cathedrals, Churches, &c.
Among MANY HUNDREDS of the Clergy who have sent most favourable
Testimonials, or at whose Churches this Wine is used, may be named—
BISHOP WORDSWORTH (the Late, of Lincoln).
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f MANUALS & TEXT BOOKS OF GEOGRAPHY
i)

IN USE AT COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS.

1

"I feel strongly the great importance of the subject, not only as a mental discipline and essential part of
a liberal education, but as more especially necessary for Englishmen, many of whom will be called upon in
^ after life to turn their geographical knowledge to practical and serious account."—One of " The opinions of
' Head Matters of English Public Schools" in the Report of The Royal Geographical Society on Geographical
Education, 1885.
The STUDENT'S GEOGRAPHY of BRITISH
MODERN.
JNDIA—POLITICAL and PHYSICAL. By GEORGE SMITH,
The STUDENT'S MANUAL of MODERN
LL.D. Maps. Post Svo. 7s 6d.
GEOGRAPHY; Mathematical. Physical, and Descriptive. By
" It is indeed a marvel both of knowledge and condensation. So far
Canon W. L. BET AN, MA. New and Revised Edition. With
as such a work permits Itself to be read we have found it thoroughly
150 Maps and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
accurate."— Academy.
'• A manual such >s this cannot fail to encourage in the student the
habit of inquiring into the full value of the information he is acquiring,
and so promote systematic and thouirhtlul work. Modern geography
ANCIENT.
has up to quite a recent date been almost entirely neglected in many
of our large schools, and where professedly taught has in too many
instances been made the most repulsive Instead of the most fascinating The STUDENT'S MANUAL of ANCIENT
of studies. Such books as Mr Kevan's must ever be not less welcome
GEOGRAPHY. By Oanon W. L. BEVAN, M.A. With MO
to teacher than to pupil."—Standard.
Maps and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. Ad.

A SCHOOL MANUAL of MODERN GEO
GRAPHY; Physical and Political. By JOHN RICHARDSON,
M.A (400 pp.) PostSvo. 5a.
This work has been drawn up for the Middle Forms in Publio Schools.
Ladies' Seminaries, Training Colleges, Middle Class and Commercial
Schools.
*• After a careful examination of Mr lilchardson's manual we are
bound to say that it is the most comprehensive, accurate, and methodi
cal aetcrnphy with which we are familiar, and bears on every page
uumi-ukable traoea of careful and industrious research. We have
been surprised at the amount of new information which we have found.
It fully sustains the high reputation of Mr Murray's series of school
manuals and we venture to predict for it a wide popularity. Bearing
in mind its high character, it is a model of cheapness. —School
Guardian.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
A SMALLER MANUAL of ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY, drawn up chiefly for the Lower Forms in Schools.
With 30 Woodcuts. (240 pp.) 16mo. 3s. 6d.
1 A valuable addition to our geographical works. It contains the
newest and most reliable information derived from the researches of
modern travellers. No better text-book can be placed in the hands of
scholars."— Journal of Education.
" A very ably-condensed compendium of geographical information,
in which, In addition to mathematical and physical geography, much
attention is given and light thrown upon the history of geographical
discovery, historical geography, the influence of geographical position,
geographical nomenclature, and military geography."—Notes and
Queries.

I

A SMALLER MANUAL of MODERN GEO
GRAPHY For Schools and Young Persons. By JOHN BICHARDSON, M.A. lomo. 2s. 6d.
This ' Smaller Manual of Modern Geography ' has been compiled for
pupils who are acquiring for the first time the chief facts of General
Geography and no pains have been spared to render the If arner s task
as easy aud'as pleasant as the nature of the subject admits of. Accuracy
as to details has been striven after, in order that the young student may
have a solid and safe foundation for his luture studies in the advanced
branches of the Science.
•• We frankly acknowledge that we have never seen anything of its
kind, and for its space, at all approaching to this Smaller Geography.
— English Churchman.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By MARY SOMERVILLE. Revised by John Richardson, M.A. Portrait. (H8 pp.)
Post svo. 9».
"Mrs Somerville's 'Physical Geography' is the work she Is most
generally known by, and notwithstanding the numerous works on the
same subject that have since appeared, it still holds its place as a first
authority . "— N ature.
" So far as general physical geography goes, such manuals as those
of . . . MisSomerville leave little to he deBired."—Mr J. S. Keltle's
Report on Geographical Education.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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PARKER AND CQ.'S NEW BOOKS.
Aitiaxv tuc SuidtKa 'ATro<n6\uv.
The TEACHING Of the TWELVE APOSTLES. The Greek Text with English Translation, Introduction
Note*, and Illustrative Passages. By tbe Rov. II. DK ROMESTIN, Incumbent of Freeland, and Rural Dean. Second fiUta
Fcap. 8to, cloth, 3s.
DE FIDE ET SYMBOLO.

DOCUMENTA

QUiEDAM NEC NON ALIQUORUM

SS. PATRUM

TRACTATES.

Kdidlt CAROLUS A. HEURTLEY,8,T.P., Dom. Margarets Projector, et -Edis Christi Canonicus. Editio Tertia, Kecofiiu »
Aucta. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1». (id.
ST LEO'S EPISTLE TO FLAVIAN.
The TQMB Qf .St .LEO- Translated with an Introduction. By the Rev. CHARLES A. HEURTLEY, D.D,
32pp., Crown 8vo, in wrapper, prloe 6d.
ST AUGUSTINE.
DE CATEGHIZANDIS RUDIBUS, and OTHER TREATISES. The Edition as Edited by tie Utt
CHARLES MARRIOTT, with the addition of the Enchiridion. Fourth Edition. Foap. 8vo, cloth, 3>. 6d.
Also uniform,
SAINT AUGUSTINE, on Instructing the Unlearned, concerning Faith of Things not Seen, on tie AdvanUp «'
Believing, the Enchiridion to Lanrentius, or concerning Faith. Hope, and Charity. Edited by Rev. H. DE ROMESTIN, Jf.A.,Viai
of Stony Stratford. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
PARKER and CO., Oxford; and 6 Southampton-street, Strand, London.

MURRAY'S STUDENTS' MANUALS,
A Series of Historical Works, from the Creation of the World to the present time.
"The series of Students' Manuals, Ancient and Modern, edited by Dr William Smith, possess several distinrtiv;
features which render them singularly valuable as Educational Works. We know no better or more trustworthy lum
inaries even for the general reader, than are contained in these volumes."—The Museum.
With 7 Coloured Maps and 70 Woodcuts (830 pp. ), Crown STUDENTS' ENGLISH CHURCH HISTORY. J
8vo, 7s. Gd.
Vols. : I. 596-1509. II. 1509-1717. By CANON PEBRT.
The STUDENT'S HUME : A History of England from STUDENTS' HISTORY of GREECE. To the Bom;:
the Earliest Times to the Revolution in 1588. Based on the History
Conquest. By Dr WM. SMITH. With Coloured Maps and lf«riof DAVID HUME. Incorporating the Corrections and Reseat ches
cuts.
of recent Historians. Revised Edition, continued to the TREATY*
OF BERLIN, 1878. By J. S. BREWER, M.A., late of tbe Record STUDENTS' HISTORY of ROME.
To the EmOffice, and Professor of History and Literature, King's College,
bllshment of the Empire. By DEAN LIDDELL. With Coloirel
London.
Map and Woodcuts
The Work may also be obtained In Three Divisions, price 2s. 6d. each.
Pabt 1.—From the Earliest Period to the Death of STUDENTS' DECLINE and FALL of the B0MA.V
Richard III. b.c. ts—1489.
EMPIRE. By EDWARD GIBBON. With Woodcuts.
Part II.—From the Accession of HenbvVII. to the Revo
STUDENTS' HISTORY of FRANCE. To the Fall
lution of 16sa A.D. 148S-1888.
Part III.— From the Revolution of 1688 jto tbe Treaty of
of the Second Empire. By W. H. J KU V IS. Wrti Colonrf
Maps and Woodcuts.
Uliu.in, 1878,
STUDENTS' ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. By CAS0>'
Also, the following Volumes, 7s. Cd. each.
BEVAN. With Woodcuts.
STUDENTS' HISTORY of EUROPE DURING THE
STUDENTS' MODERN GEOGRAPHY.
Mafc
MIDDLE AGES. By HENRY HALLAM.
miitical. Physical, and Descriptive. By CANON BBVAN- *i:i
STUDENTS' CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY of
Woodcuts.
ENGLAND. Henry VII.-George II. Ry HENRY HALLAM. STUDENTS* GEOGRAPHY of BRITISH LNBIi

STUDENTS' OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY.

By

PHILIP SMITH. With Maps and Woodcuts.

STUDENTS' NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY.

Physical and Political. By Dr GEORGE SMITH. With H«|*

STUDENTS' ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Its origin d
By

PHILIP SMITH. With Maps and Woodouta.
STUDENTS' ANCIENT HISTORY. To the Con
quests of Alexander the Great. By PHILIP SMITH. With
woodouts.

Growth. By GEORGE P. MARSH.

STUDENTS' ENGLISH LITERATURE. With Sofrraphloal Notices of the Authors.

By T. B. SHAW.

STUDENTS' SPECIMENS of ENGLISH LITE
RATURE. ByT.B.SHAoW.
STUDENTS' ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.
2
MORAL PHIL080PHY.
By Di
Vols.: I. A.D. 30 -1003. .II. 1003 1330. Ry PHILIP SMITH. With STUDENTS'
Woodouts.

FLEMING.
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Harvest."
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"THE SOWER WENT FORTH SOWING."
New Edition of the hearty and popular tune (with
unison refrain), by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON, as sung
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<£atect»0ing.
It has been said that if twelve men living in one place
were to lead a thoroughly consistent Christian life for one
year, the force of their example would be so great that
their neighbours, and even the whole country,would be con
verted and would turn to God. It may be said with equal
truth, that if the clergy of the Church of England were
to carry out the system of the Prayer- Book fully and com
pletely in Faith, in Worship, and in Bule of Life, our
whole country might be won to a standard of Christian
life as high, as noble, and as pure as any that the world
has ever witnessed. It will seem to some, perhaps, to be an
over-bold statement to say that one of the greatest aids in the
restoration of a true Church life amongst us is to be found
in the Practice of Catechising, but those who have fairly
tried what Catechising can do will feel that its influence
can hardly be rated ;too highly. It is strange that it
should not find a place in the system of every well-worked
parish. Nothing can be more plain than the direction of
the Church in the Rubric : —" The Curate of every Parish
shall diligently upon Sundays and Holy-days, after the
Second Lesson at Evening Prayer, openly in the Church
instruct and examine so many children of his Parish sent
unto him, as he shall think convenient, in some part
of this Catechism." And surely never was there a wiser
Rule, nor one that more shows the loving care of the
Church for those committed to her charge. Look at it
which way we will and the wisdom and the love of the
Rule comes out. As regards the children, nothing can be
more important than that from their earliest years, when
the heart is most tender and the mind most teachable, they
should be carefully taught what they are to believe and to
do. The Church does not leave it to chance whether this
shall be done or no. She is responsible for the children.
They are her children. She does not leave the care of the
children to parents alone, nor to schools alone. Blessed as
is a parent's teaching, and there is no more blessed teach
ing, and priceless as is the education given in a really
religious school, a school in which religious training holds
the first place, the Church cannot make sure that all
parents shall take loving care of their children, nor that
all schools shall make the knowledge of God the main
part of a child's education.
Therefore the Church
appoints the place, the time, the plan, and the period for
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the training of the child in the things of God, and provides
for all the teacher who is to be bound by his office, and by
his sacred and fatherly relation to the children, to see that
they are taught. The place is to be the House of God,
where the child was baptized, where it was first brought
into the family of God, and received the first Christian
blessings, where it prays with the whole Christian family,
where it worships, where the Christian Sacrifice is offered,
where it will seek for the special gift of the Holy Ghost
in Confirmation, where it looks forward to the Joy and
Peace of a First Communion. Here everything around the
child disposes it to listen to the lessons which it is learn
ing as to Bevelations coming to it from God. Each sight
and sound, the aspect of the Holy Place, the calm and
quiet within the sacred building, the memory of Prayers
offered and answered, the Praises sung, the acts of adora
tion made, all tend to impress upon the child the
near aud blessed presence of the Heavenly Father,
about Whom, and from Whom it has come to learn.
And this sacred place, the Church, is not only the
House of God, it is also the house and home of
all His children, and in it are gathered, at the time of
Catechising, all classes and all ages of children, not the
rich alone, nor the poor alone, not the older children apart
from the younger. No, all meet together, and so the bond
of that most real spiritual union of the common Faith,
Hope, and Love in Christ, and in His Church is strength
ened as it can be in no other place so much as in that most
divine of Sunday-schools, the House of God the Common
Father.
Add to all this, that in the same place are
fathers and mothers, friends and relations, and the whole
congregation, all brothers and sisters in Christ, listening
to the teaching of those young ones, learning in common
with them what a Christian's blessings, and duties, and
difficulties, and dangers, and hopes and fears are, stirred
up to a tenderer interest in the young ones, moved to
pray for them, to love them, to help them to be true to
God ; and then say whether there is not wisdom aud
love in the Rule that the children are to be taught in
the Chutch openly and publicly.
How much of disunion and jealousy, of alienation of
class from class, might have been avoided if this bond of
Christian communion had been strengthened in early
years by the gathering of all the children of the common
Family together to learn of the One Common Father in
His own House ! How much might the parent have been
aided in the sacred duty of training the child for God if
parents had been regularly gathered together with their
children, to have them taught by their spiritual pastors !
How far higher, holier, tenderer, and more sympathetic
would have been the feeling of Christian relationship
between masters and mistresses and their young servants,
if the public Catechising of these young ones had brought
home to their employers the blessing of guarding and
aiding them in the great battle of life !
And the Church has been as wise in appointing the
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time for Catechising as in appointing the place. Strictly
according to her Rule, the children should be catechised
after the second Lesson at Evening Prayer. The principle
of this Rule clearly is that the instruction is to be given at
a time of public prayer. The hearts of the children, and
of the Christian family interested in them, are to be
prepared by the Worship of God. They are to speak to
God before He speaks to them. Their preparation for
learning is to be the opening out of their hearts to Gob.
Confession, prayer for pardon, praise, adoration, are to
come first, and then they are to draw near to learn, as
Moses was ordered to " put off his shoes from off his
feet" before he drew near to commune with God. It
may be remarked that the Catechising, the only publio
teaching which the Church recognises for Evensong, comes
just where the Sermon comes at the Celebration of the
Holy Eucharist, after the preparatory part of the Service.
The Catechising also follows upon the Lessons, as the
Sermon used to follow immediately after the Epistle ami
Gospel. The Catechising is followed by a Canticle, and then
by the Creed, as the Sermon always used to be followel
by the Creed. It seems as if the idea in the mind of the
Church had been that we must humble ourselves by
confession, and lowly adoration of the majesty of GoD,aiil
then hear His own voice in the Holy Scriptures, and so
be the better prepared to receive His own message to us
through the minister who speaks to us in His Name, ami
then express our adoration and praise in an act of faith
by saying the Creed. It seems to be clear at the ka.-t
that the Church intended to give solemnity to the instruc
tion of the children by placing the Catechising in the
middle of the Service. In many parishes the late hour
of Evensong, and the adding on a Sermon at the end of
the Service, has made it impossible to carry out this part
of the plan of the Church. The late Evensong, with its
accompanying Sermon, is an invention of very recent date,
and there are grave reasons for doubting whether it is su
improvement. It might have been much better to have kept
to what is still the rule of the Prayer-Book, that there should
be only one Sermon on the Sunday, to have had Evensong
at an earlier hour of the afternoon, and instead of a Sermon
to have had an address before, during, or after the Cate
chising, drawing out and enforcing the points touched ou
in the Catechising. This is said to have been very nwcii
the plan pursued by Mr Keble, aud also by Mr Isaac
Williams, as may be seen by the remarkable Sermons of
the latter on the Catechism, in the ninth and tenth
volumes of Sermons by Contributors to the ' Tracts for
the Times.' In very many places now it is the custom to
have a special Service for children, and to catechise at the
Service. This plan has its advantages, but care should be
taken in the arrangement of such a Service, that some
preparatory prayers and hymns should always be used it
the beginning of it, and amongst them the Invocation 01
the Blessed Trinity, the Kyrie Eleisonj the Lord's Prayer
and the Creed should always find a place, the aim of
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this Introductory part of the Service should be to make
the children feel something of the greatness and majesty
of God, and of the need of a humbled heart, and a spirit
of awe and reverence if we wish to learn of Him,
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Book of Common Prayer. It is her casket made to hold
the King's Royal Jewels for the children of the Kingdom.
However we may supplement it, expand it, explain it, let
no Catechist forget that there is a moving force and in
And now all this is only like a porch, and a very heavy fluence in the words of the Church for her true children
and uninviting porch, to the subject of Catechising, but above all other words, as there is a sweetness, and a
if anyone will push on through the porch to the interior music, and a winning power in a mother's voice such as no
of the building, to what Was called above the plan and other Voice can have. As the saintly George Herbert on
period for the Catechising, and to the person of the Cate- his death-bed, when asked what prayers should be said
chiser, he must be hard and dull if he is not interested, ( for him, answered at once, " Oh ! Sir, the prayers of my
mother, the Church of -England, there are none like hew,"
hard in heart, and dull in mind.
We must not touch on the period for Catechising, — so both young and old who have ever tried to enter into
or on the Catechist, but the plan of teaching is to the spirit of the teaching of the Church's Catechism turn
be the Catechism set forth by the Church in the to it with an ever-growing trust and love for its calm
Book of Common Prayer, certainly one of the most wisdom. A thousand voices round us proclaiming new
perfect and complete outlines of what a Christian ought forms of religion, a thousand disputants ringing iu our
to know and believe to his soul's health— compact, orderly, ears that there is no religion that can be trusted,—a
thousand doubts raised as to the very being of God Him
definite, brief, positive, clear, uncontroversial, firm, dog
matic, authoritative, practical. Let any one take the self,—a thousand books poured out from the press, — a
Church Catechism, and study the perfect order of its thousand new views offered for our acceptance,— a thou
arrangement, and the steady progression of its different sand guides offering to lead us,— quietly) trustfully, full of
parts,—let him see how much it embraces, and yet how gratitude for past guidance, we say, " Oh, Sir, give me the
few and weighty, and well-chosen its words and sentences old Church Catechism, there is nothing like that."
R. W. RANDALL.
are,—let him try to catch its calm and unimpassioned,
and yet devout tone,—let him mark how well balanced its
statements are, how much it enforces, and how much it
The obligation which a clergyman has to study is one
suggests and implies,—let him think what he would have
to add to it to help a Christian child to live well, or what which cannot be disputed. There is the highest authority for
richness of blessing would be wanting to the death-bed of its necessity. "The priest's life should keep knowledge,
one who had continued in the truths there taught unto and they should seek the law at his mouth." And S. Paul
says "give attending to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine."
his life's end, and then let him see which one of the
No one, we suppose, now would base an argument in favour
epithets of praise he will erase from the description of it
of an unlearned ministry, upon the fact that our Lord chose
given above. The individuality of the child, the three
unlettered men for his Apostles. In founding the Church,
Christian blessings, the three Christian duties, the three the employment of ignorant men as the first teachers of the
enemies of the soul, the need of the special gift of per
Gospel would arrest the attention of the multitude by the
severance, the Creed or Rule of Faith, the Commandments contrast between their power of teaching and their education,
or Rule of Obedience, the bearing of these Commandments would make the Divine Power conspicuous, and would
oa the whole inner and outer life of the Christian, the preserve from possible temptation to pride those who were en
helplessness of the soul without grace, the necessity of trusted with miraculous gifts. But now God works through
real and earnest prayer, the Lord's Prayer or Rule of ordinary means, and requires those who enter the ministry to
Prayer, the marvellously exact exposition of that Prayer, qualify themselves for their calling, as the physician or
the clear, comprehensive, accurate statement of the grace lawyer is required to do in his profession. Nay more, the
given in the two great Sacraments,— all this forms one of more momentous the issues which depend, upon the due exer
the most perfect of schemes ever drawn up, both for the cise of a vocation, the more important is the equipment of
the practitioner. The higher side of the subject is not for
teacher and the taught. No one can take this Cate
gotten. Prayer, Sacraments, vocation, ordination, are essen
chism and open it out sentence by sentence, and word
tial as qualifying the priest for his office as a teacher : but
by word, without being astonished at the fulness of teach
these do not preclude the necessity for study, but rather
ing which it contains. Years of teaching will not exhaust emphasise it, in order that so great spiritual gifts may be put
all its stores. New lights will be always falling on the to the highest account. The Apostles were not ignorant
old words. New depths of meaning will be discovered through neglect or fault, but through the unavoidable cir
in it. Only, above all, let it be taken up and used as the cumstances of their position in life. "God," it is true,
Church Catechism, the instruction put into our hands, the " does not stand in need of out learning ; " nor, on the other
hands both of the pastor and the chiM, by the Church hand, as it has been quaintly replied, " does He need our
herself. It comes with her authority. It is the voice of ignorance." "In doctrinis glorificate Dominum." Few
the mother to the child. It is a witness of her care, of would be so presumptuous now as to trast to divine inspira
her love, of her wisdom. She has enshrined It in her tion without any preparation before preaching, because it is
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written in reference to self-defence before the tribunals in the
days of persecution—"take ye no thought how or what ye
shall answer, for the Holy Ghost shall teach you in the Bame
hour." But many scarcely realise the importance of study in
the work of the Ministry, and especially in its bearing upon
preaching. If a clergyman says he is no theologian, no one
expresses surprise. This excuse as a reason for not replying
to some point upon dootrine is considered valid, and doubtless
is often perfectly true. But what astonishment would be
manifested if a lawyer said, " I know nothing about the
law," or a doctor, " I am little acquainted with the nature of
physic or the symptoms of disease. " The writer of this article
met a clergyman some time since, who even boasted that he
never read any theological works. "I read nothing," he
said, "but the Times and the Bible ; and one tells me about
this world, and the other about the next, and what do I want
to know more 1 " It probably never occurred to this man—a
zealous worker in Christ's vineyard, as he was in practical
ways, that the Ordination Vow not only obliges the "read
ing of Holy Scriptures," but also "such studies as help to the
knowledge of the same." And when the Archdeacon or his
substitute presents the candidates for Ordination, he declares
them to be, to the best of his knowledge, " apt and meet for
their learning " to be received into the Ministry.
The obligation to study may be urged, too, on the ground of
utility. A preacher, whatever may be his facility of utter
ance or power of imagination, will produce discourses which
are marked by superficiality if he gives no time to study.
" If we are to be preachers of God's Word," says Archdeacon
Norris, " we must be students of God's Word." And this in
volves some degree of critical study of the text of Holy
Scripture and of commentaries at least. But it is not intended
to write of what works we should choose for study, but simply
of the duty to study. More than one clerical society has the
good rule of obliging its members to study for a certain length
of time every day, and suggests some 'useful and leading
theological works.
The common excuse that " there is no time " is, it is to be
feared, often only an excuse. The truth is there is often a lack
of inclination. Study is an effort Perhaps, too, those who
have to be addressed Sunday after Sunday have no great
amount of culture or power of appreciating an argument or a
profound dissertation. But it must be remembered that it takes
a well-instructed mind to produce a really " Plain Sermon. " It
is a peculiar fact with regard to the excuse about want of time,
that the most busy people are often found to be the best
students. They get accustomed to value time, whereas when
there is enough of it and to spare, it is often wasted. It is
noticed that the clergy who write books are often those who
are full of all manner of work. Whereas those who have
little to do, do not help the Church work by their contri
butions to literature, or by deepening their knowledge of
Scripture, Fathers, Schoolmen and modern divinity. More
clergymen, it is often said, are to be seen at lawn tennis
parties, garden parties, and other innocent modes of recreation,
or by the sea-side, than any other professional men. Perhaps
it is in part their garb which makes their presence more
prominent and noticed, but with this deduction the remark,
it is to be feared, holds good.
| Perhaps the better training which the younger clergy re- |
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ceive now through Theological Colleges, and the guidance
under which they start upon their ministerial career, may
bear fruit in a greater love of study and zeal for erudition.
S. Ambrose compared the clergy in his days to bees, who
were ever gathering sweetness out of the flowers of Divine
Truth, and honey wherewith to make a confection which
should become " the medicine of souls." The comparison is
suggestive of industry. That there is a great need in the
present day for clergy versed in divinity, and abreast of the
knowledge of the nineteenth century, who shall be able "by
sound doctrine both to exhort and convince the gainsayers,"
is certainly no matter of dispute. On the other hand, it can
hardly be denied that the clergy as a body do not devote as
much time as they could to the attainment of knowledge—
both Divine and human. It is not desirable that the clergy
Bhould be mere " book-worms." There is a story of a village,
where the Vicar bad been a very studious man, and had neg
lected his parochial duties in consequence. On his removal.
the parishioners sent a memorial to the Bishop, asking him
to appoint to the living "a clergyman who had finished his
education." Virtues have their extremes of defect and excess ;
but the excess of study is a rare extreme. The defect is too
common. The question for the clergyman is, how best to
use his time for the benefit of his people and of the Church ;
and there will be no difficulty in framing an answer, in other
words, in having a Rule of life, in which study and paro
chial work shall be duly balanced. The one is really a part
of the other. They are not in antagonism. And recreation
will be the sweeter when it is not merely a mode of escaping
from the weariness of unemployed time, but rest after toil,
and a preparation for more vigorous effort when the unbent
bow shall be strung again.

©. jfrancis of assisi anD tbe animals.
A great deal has been said lately, and is saying, about cruelty
to animals in Italy. There can be no doubt that one great,
if not the greatest, cause of cruelty anywhere is ignorancethe lack of any definite realisation of what suffering is, "f
any power to think and consider ; and if this is so, snrely no
method of raising the standard with respect to a kindly treat
ment [of animals can be so effectual as teaching peopleespecially the young, while their natural tenderness is nearer
the surface than as years go on—to love and care for the
animal creation, which we so unreasonably call " dumb.
Who that has ever watched the animals around them, whether
what are strictly called domestic, or others, can apply 'ne
word to them ? Granted, that we must imperfectly under
stand their language ; but we do not call the natives 01 a
foreign land dumb, because in our ignorance we are unable
to comprehend what they say to one another. Cardinal New
man, in one of his grand early sermons— "The Invisible
World," brings out this point very strikingly, with a view to
another side of the subject, no doubt—i.e., that it is no wonder
if we cannot understand the invisible world of spirits which
surrounds us, when we understand so little of a lower world
which at least is visible and apprehensible.
" Can anything be more marvellous or startling, unless w« were used
to it, than that we should have a race of beings about us whom we do
but see, and as little know their state, or can describe their Interests,
or their destiny, as we can tell of the inhabitants of the sun and moon'
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It it indeed a very overpowering thought when wc get to fix onr minds
on it, that we familiarly nse, I may >ay bold intercourse with creatures
who are as much strangers to us, as mysterious, as if they were the
fabulous, unearthly beings, more powerful than man, and yet his slaves,
which Eastern superstitions have invented. We have more real know,
ledge about the Angels than about the lower animals. They have ap
parently passions, habits, and a certain accountableness, but all is
mystery about them. We do not know whether they can sin or not,
whether they are under punishment, whether they are to live after this
life. We inflict very great sufferings on a portion of them, and they
in tarn, every now and then, seem to retaliate upon us, as if by a won
derful law. We depend upon them in various important ways ; we use
their labour, we eat their flesh. This, however, relates to such of them
as come near us. Cast your thoughts abroad on the whole number of
them, large and small, In vast forests, or in the water, or in the air ;
and then say whether the presence of such countless multitudes, so
various In their natures, fo strange and wild In their shapes, living on
the earth without ascertainable object, is not as mysterious as anything
which Scripture says about the Angels? Is it not plain to our senses
that there is a world Inferior to us in the scale of beings, with which
we>re connected without understanding what it is ? And is It difficult to
faith to admit the werd of Scripture concerning our connexion with a
world superior to as ? "—C Parochial Sermons.' Vol. IV.)
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stories. Let us take the first recorded by his biographers in
the Fioretti :
" As S. Francis passed along full of fervour, he raised his eyes, and
on the wayside beheld various trees on which were a multitude of birds.
Whereupon he said to his companions, ' Wait awhile for me, while I
preach to my little sisters, these birds.' So he entered the field, and
began to speak to them, and they all fluttered round him, and stayed
quietly while he spoke, nor did they depart until he gave them his
blessing. Even when he touched them, they did not fly away—so said
Brother Masseo and Brother Jacopo, who were there. And the sub
stance of S. Francis' words was this : ' Little sister birds, yc are
greatly bound to God your Creator, and wheresoever ye are must ye
praise Him, Inasmuch as He has given you freedom to fly whither ye
will, and also has clothed ye doubly and trebly warm ; also because He
preserved your species in the Ark, so that not one should fail ; and
because He upholds you in the air which Be gives as your element.
Moreover, though ye know not either to sow or reap, God feeds ye, and
gives yon rivers and founts for drink, mountain and valley for your
refuges, and high trees wherein to make your nests ; that and tho' ye
cannot spin or sew. He clothes you and your little ones. Therefore
must ye greatly love your Creator, Who gives you all such good things,
and, my Bisters, it behoves you to shun ingratitude, and ever to praise
God.' Then the birds began to open their beaks, and stretch their
necks, and expand their wings, and reverently to bow their heads,
showing their delight In the saintly Father's words, while he marvelled
much at their variety and beauty, for which he praised the Lord. Then
he made the sign of the cross, and bade them depart, whereupon they
rose in the air with Joyful song."

Now, surely, if the whole subject of the animal creation,
its mysteriousness, and the great things which may lie behind
the little we do know concerning it, were more often thought
of, spoken, preached about, taught in our schools, such
teaching would do much to promote kindness, gentleness, and
Another time, when the swallows darting round with their
right usage of that large part of animal life which is so
dependent upon man for the happiness of its days, be they piercing scream, overmuch interrupted the Saint in his out
longer or shorter.
door preaching, he bade them wait till he had finished, and
I do not want to enter upon the question as to whether the birds hushed their cries, and no more disturbed his
Italians or English are the kindest or cruellest to their discourse.
The taming of " brother wolf," who had been so great a
surroundings ; certainly I have seen a very great deal of
tender kindness to animals in Italy—that is not the question scourge at Gubbio, and who learnt to lie, meek as a lamb, at
here. But I have been struck by the way in which some S. Francis' feet ; the little hare, pursued by the hunters,
Italians of education and high tone have to this end sought which took refuge in his gown, and would not be driven
(and they say themselves, with visible success) to bring the thence ; the lamb, bought and tended, till at last it was
example of one of the most beautiful souls that ever came given to his faithful friend Jacoma da Settesoli ; the pheasant
upon this earth to bear upon the subject. The name of S. sent to him for food, which grew so fond of him that when
Francis of Assisi is synonymous with love and gentleness, sent away it refused to eat until brought back to feed from
and the exquisite poetry of many stories which remain to us its preserver's hand—these and many similar stories, full of
concerning his peculiar gifts for winning the affection of poetry and pathos, abound in the saint's life. Space fails to
animals is familiar to people who perhaps have never thought tell of the nightingales which sang God's praises at his
of using them as a powerful agent in winning the rising gene
bidding ; of the falcon which, at La Vernia, learnt to rouse
ration to think of what we roughly call " the brute creation " him in the morning to prayer ; the fish which came at his
as a very definite part of God's creation, made by Him, not call, and hearkened to his words ; the wild rabbits which
solely for our use and convenience, but with a view to their sought shelter at his feet. One more story only I will quote,
own happiness and welfare. S. Francis, in his evangelical how,
love and humility, acknowledged a brothcrship with every
"one day, meeting a lad who had caught several wild doves and
thing gifted with that marvellous and (in spite of science sought to sell them, 8. Francis, In bis great love to the gentle creatures,
and all its discoveries) inexplicable gift of Life, which none looked upon them with pitiful eyes, and said to the boy, ' O good youth,
save He who made men and angels can give to the smallest I pray thee, give them to me, for I would not that these gentle birds, to
which Holy Scripture likens pure, faithful, humble souls, should come
form which treads the earth.
into cruel hands.' Then he, touched at heart, gave them to S. Francis,
t- He realised Who cares for the sparrows, Who feeds the who, taking them in the skirt of his gown, talked softly to them. ' O
young ravens which call upon Him, Who would be praised little sisters. Innocent pure doves, wherefore did ye let yourselves be
by beasts and all cattle, by worms and feathered fowl ; Who taken? Now will I save ye, and ye shall make to yourselves nests, and
multiply, according to our Creator's law.' So he made them nests, and
needs the wild goats and hinds, Who has given the horse
they lived at peace among the brethren, and never left them more.
8t*ength, and made the wild ass free, and Who deigns to And the lad who gave them cleaved to S. Francis, and became a
liJsen His Bride the Church to a dove.
member of his Order."
Various little tracts and leaflets, with some of the pictur
Endlessly one might multiply these touching stories, but
esque records of S. Francis' love to animals, have been printed enough has been said perhaps to lead some who love the
*c*d distributed among Italian children, and it is to this I beast and bird whom God hath made, to use some such
""■ouldcall attention. There are sundry of these beautiful 1 influence upon those they teach, that they may tread in the
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footsteps of the holy S. Francis, and learn to think that the
life given to God's smallest creature is a priceless gift,
which none save He can give, though man may take it away,
and, far worse, make it miserable.
H. L. SIDNEY LEAR.

The announcement that Dr Liddon was not appointed
to the Bishopric of Salisbury has occasioned not only
" surprise " in the diocese, but a feeling of general dis
appointment. It was stated by one daily paper that the
offer had been made to him, but declined on the ground of
health. This rumour, however, has, as far as we can find,
received no official confirmation. On the other hand, the
Daily JVewt accounts for the omission in a different way.
It is attributed to 'some dislike to the eloquent Canon
"in high quarters," and to the fact that he is not perfectly
en rapport with the principles of the present Ministry.
We are inclined to give no credit whatever to the report
that the offer was made to Dr Liddon.
It has turned out to be nothing short of a calamity to the
new Ministry that a bishopric should have fallen vacant
•just at the time when those who are Churchmen first,
and politicians after, or not at all, were watching to see
which way the wind would blow with regard to Church
appointments, when Lord Salisbury and not Mr Glad
stone was in office. We take no part in politics, but
we agree with the Guardian, that with whomsoever
the exclusion from the Episcopate "of the foremost
English Churchman " rests, it " deserves very grave
censure." It may well be desired by Conservatives that,
if the offer was really made to Dr Liddon, and he declined
it, there may be some irrefutable and public proof of the
fact. Otherwise the omission will have a very tangible
effect, we believe, on the clerical vote and influence at the
general election. The ecclesiastical appointments of the
late Premier have won for him a considerable following
of men who are naturally non-political, and of zealous
Churchmen who now stand in need of some assurance that
under new auspices the Church would fare as well as
under the old. Lord Salisbury might have done "a popular
act," and one which would have weighed iu the scale
which required a considerable counterpoise in order to
be an equivalent in the eyes of High Churchmen to the
appointment of Dr King to the See of Lincoln. Whether
through his fault or his misfortune, the Prime Minister
has missed his opportunity, and, instead of stirring the
enthusiasm of Churchmen throughout the country, has
simply chilled the ardour which long expectation had
excited aud sustained.
No one has a word to say against Mr Wordsworth, who
bears an honoured name, is a moderate Churchman, a good
scholar, and a great Conservative. His youth, his ignor
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ance of parish work arising from the fact that he has had
no parochial experience, are considered drawbacks by those
whom his appointment directly concerns ; but the first is
a good fault, and both will be cured by time. A bishop,
however, in the present day requires to be something more
than a student, and to possess some popular and administra
tive powers. Whether Mr Wordsworth can lay claim to
these remains to be seen. His position is one which
demands sympathy rather than congratulation, for there are
few things more painful than to feel that you are occupy
ing an office which it was hoped another would fill. Dr
Liddon has been marked out for the See of Salisbury for
a long time, having been for many years connected with
the Diocese ; in 1864 he was made a Prebendary of tha
Cathedral, and became an Examining Chaplain and close
personal friend of the late Bishop Hamilton. This,
however, ought to influence no one iu their estimation of
the Bishop-Elect of Salisbury, who has in no way sought
the elevation which has come to him, and who is as much
qualified for the position as many others who have been
nominated for bishoprics. It is the peculiar circtiruatanca
which are connected with this appointment which give to
it a painful character. Otherwise it might have passed
without remark.
As it is, unless the mystery of the
delay is cleared up, this appointment is not likely to
strengthen the Conservative cause, from a clerical stand
point.
The rumour that Dr Liddon is reserved for another See
which may shortly become vacant, is as much, we believe,
without foundation as that which affirmed that he had
declined the offer of Salisbury. Such reports are started
with the interested motive of excusing what is inexcusable.

One of the most remarkable documents which it liis
been our misfortune to see for a long time, is the circular
which has been issued by the Rev. H. M. Kennedy, and
which, although primarily intended for the guidance of
his parishioners, at this season of the year is naturally
seized upon by the papers, and has been honoured by a
leader in the Times. We have never heard of this gentle
man before, and know nothing about him. We should
judge, however, from the letter which is before us, that he is
not endowed with any undue amount of the logical faculty,
nor with that acute sense of the ridiculous which some
times stems the torrent of passion iu minds which are not
amenable to argument. Mr Kennedy, having warned the
" Cumberland electors " not to trust the man who seeks your
vote for the Conservative party, because the canvasser will
untruthfully deny the accusations you bring against hu
party, proceeds to recommend a little deception, which if not
altogether of a harmless nature, is at least—so he thiufobetter than voting for a Tory. " Tell your master a he
with your tongue," if he questions you, and then go and
vote the other way and say nothing about it. The lory
must not be trusted even " if he come to you in an arch
angel's garb j " but, we suppose, there is no ground for
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distrusting the Radical, even jf he comes to you in the pestilence in Spain should not have stirred the authorities
garb of the fallen-archangel—" the father of lies." The of the Church of England to issue some intercessory prayer.
political dissenter is said to put politics before religion, When more than 4,000 have been daily smitten down by
but the men of Cumberland have to take a further step, cholera, and the land is filled with the dying, the dead, and
the sorrowful, it seems that even, " bigoted Spain " might
and put politics before morality.
claim a prayer on its behalf from " liberal-minded Eng
We are not surprised to find that the Bishop of Carlisle land." It is estimated that over 200,000 persons have
has something to say in this matter, and says it well. already been attacked by this fell disease. And the deaths
"The men of Cumberland," says Dr Harvey Goodwin, in Spain now number about 80,000, whereas in the great
" unless I much mistake their character, are too sturdy cholera epidemic in this country in 1831-2 they were
to he afraid of voting according to their judgment, under 53,000.
and too honest to adopt the paltry sneaking line of
The proximity of this awful disease to our shores has
conduot which their self-constituted director suggests to
properly made us turn our attention to the sanitary con
them."
dition of our large towns, and has had a good effect in
Mr Kennedy seems to think a falsehood for the Radical promoting cleanliness and caution. But what effect has
cause is a mere peccadillo, whilst the Conservative can it had on our nets of religion 1 What Dr Burdon San
vasser who does not plead guilty to the black list of derson calls "an unknown quantity in cholera," an x,
charges which are brought against the Tory party, telb a cannot be kept off by any amount of sanitary measures,
lie, which " the dirtiest devil from the deepest hell " could though its extent and virulence maybe held in oheck j but
not surpass. Either party, however, may avail itself of to those who believe in the power of prayer there is One
Mr Kennedy's advice. And there must be a good many Who stands above all second causes, Who can remove from
Radical employers of labour in Cumberland, if we may Spain the cholera bacillus, or whatever it is which contains
the virus, and can protect us from its ravages, and to
judge from the last election.
Whom we should come for aid for that nation which is
We pity, not the Cumberland electors, but the parish in deep distress, and for preservation for ourselves. By
ioners of Plumpton. But, after all, the person who is all means, let every possible sanitary reform be quickened
most to be pitied is the man who has given to his people by our apprehensions of the introduction of cholera ; but,
"such hateful counsel." The "silliness," as the Times as Christians, let the supernatural agencies as well as the
says, of Mr Kennedy's letter is its salient feature, and we natural be set in motion,—the latter can only touch the
feel tempted to dwell on the funny side of it. But the occasio, the former reaches to the Seat of all Power and
odious advice it contains is really a serious matter, when Permission. Let us see to our drains, cleanse our streets,
given too by " one who should have known better."
filter our water, avoid unripe fruit, attend to our general
health ; but let us not forget to turn to Him Who can
We are not forgetful that there are those who say an
defend us " from the pestilence that walketh in darkness,"
untruth is not a lie where there is a justa causa ; but the
and from " the sickness that destroyeth in noon-day."
common view of the Western Church is, according to Dr
Newman, that " all untruths are lies, and that there can
Of course if, with Professor Huxley, we have no belief
be no just cause of untruth." The question of exemptions in the power of prayer, it is worse than waste of time to
from the general rule we have not space now to deal use intercessions. It would be better to confine our atten
with, but a clergyman who recommends what looks very tion to our sewer*. Or, perhaps, make with him a passing
much like wholesale lying cannot shelter himself under genuflexion " at the altar of the Unknown and Unknow
the distinction between formal and material falsehood ; able." If, however, on the other hand, we are believers and
for the latter, if ever allowable, must be " left to the Christians, it is a grave omission that we, as a nation,
private judgment of the individual," and the same should read daily of perishing thousands, in a country
authority adds, "it seems very dangerous" "to lie or not far from us, and make no united act of intercession
equivocate in order to preserve some great temporal or at the Throne of Grace. We remember last year noticing
spiritual benefit." That it is peculiarly un-English to do so, a similar neglect, when Marseilles, Toulou, &c, were
goes without saying. If a man has not the courage of his suffering from the scourge of cholera. .But now the epi
opinions, we should say, he is hardly fit to be entrusted demic is more virulent and wide-spread. We may com
plain that in the South of France and Spain the occur
with a vote.
rence of this pestilence does not stimulate those countries
A correspondent of the Church Times asks, " Is it because to make proper sanitary reforms ; let them not be able
England is so Protestant that the efficaoy of prayer is to charge us in return, with spiritual negligence, want of
doubted ? Or is it because Eugland is so selfish that the charity, or unbelief.
terrors and sufferings of poor Spaniards are despised ? "
We repeat the question. It seems extraordinary that the
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Christian Chakitt in the Ancient Church. By G.
Uhlhorn, Dr. Theol., Abbot of Loccura. Translated
from the German by Sophia Taylor. Edinburgh : T.
and T. Clark. Pp. 424.
Dr Uhlhorn's book is excellent, and the translation of
it is excellent too. Its title, however, does not cover its
contents, for the work commences with two chapters, in
which the condition of charity in the heathen world,
and amongst the Jews, is with considerable detail de
scribed. Before Christianity, there was liberalitas ; but
caritas is a product of Christian ideas. The Love of
Christ for man ; His Example, Who for our sakes became
poor ; His Teaching, which invested poverty with a Beati
tude ; His identification of Himself with the poor ; His
special recognition of works of charity in the Day of
Account as done to Himself, as described in S. Matt.
xxt., not only gave charity a new impetus, but 'almost a
new nature. It became an enthusiasm. We think Dr
Uhlhorn's chapter on " A World Without Love " one of
the finest in the volume. It is not merely a dark back
ground upon which the virtues of Christianity are made
to shine more brightly. It is rather the body which is
already in formation and awaits only the spirit of love to
animate it. Thus, the author describes the associations
which were in Greece, and the guilds in Rome, in relation
to Christianity :
"Certainly it was the cose that these guilds laid down the
recognised forms in accordance with which, when once the power
of true love began to stir the Christian Communities, their charity
was to be exercised.
Just as in the guilds there was a
monthly subscription collected, so also were there subscriptions
in the Christian Communities ; the latter also had an area, and
it is remarkable that Tertullian, in speaking of collections for
the benefit of the poor, makes use of expressions which had ac
quired a technical significance in the guilds. Just in the same
way as the heathen made endowments in memory of the dead
(ad memoriam), so do we find hereafter within the Church in
numerable memorial-foundations ; the only difference is this,
that the object of the latter is the relief of the poor. In the
former case, and this is important, the guilds cherished the
spirit of co-operation amongst the lower classes, and the idea of
brotherliness. What ties of family and alliance of race were
to the higher classes, the guilds were to the lower. Nor must
we omit to notice that the members of the guilds called one
another brothers and sisters ; and that even in the case of the
dead in the inscriptions on the tombs, whilst in earlier times it
had been written, that they were affectionate towards their
friends, it was now recorded that they had proved themselves
affectionate towards their guilds. All this is, as it were, a
shadow of love and charity."
Dr Uhlhorn detects certain currents in the heathen
world already running in the direction of " Christian
ideas " and so preparing the way for their reception. He
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takes, to our mind, a more discerning view of the world
before the Christian era than Mr Lecky doeB in his
' History of European Morals.' All he contends for is
that the compassionate love which Christianity has excited
was then unknown. It was not to be found either in
Heathenism or Judaism. Amongst the Jews there wis
plenty of almsgiving. Our Lord in the Sermon on the
Mount did not enjoin almsgiving as a new Commandment,
but the spirit and .motives which He taught should
prompt it were " something new."
In the next chapter, " The Manifestation of Love in
Christ Jesus " is described. The revelation of immor
tality gave a new value to individual life. The poormanwas
no longer a mere cipher, useless to the State or an encum
brance, but a being with " an eternal significance," a
worthy object of love. " Our Lord Himself gave alms,"
says] the author, and then explains that His miracles
were of this nature :—To heal the sick, to recover the
fallen, to feed the hungry, were the almsdeeds of Christ,
and became the source of all " Hospitals," " Refuges," and
" Homes ; " and by these manifestations of love our
Lord implanted in the Christian Church, which He came
to found, the practice of charity. Dr Uhlhorn is careful
to observe, in the chapter on " Foundations and Begin
nings of the Apostolic Age," that the constitution of the
"mother-community" at Jerusalem was purely volun
tary, revealing the spirit of love in the first age of the
Church, but not forming an abiding condition of Church
life. A community of goods resulted from acts " of per
fectly free love." S. Peter forcibly reminded Ananias
that he might have kept his land, and after selling it, if
he had liked, retained the price. It has often been eontended that Socialism and Communism have a close affinity
with " Christian ideas," and that "the prevailing forms of
Christianity " were a grievous departure from first princi
ples. Such a conclusion, however, is often arrived at only by
taking a one-Bided view of Christian precepts and practice.
The precepts which direct almsdeeds are based upon the
fact that there would still be inequalities of rank and pos
sessions. Fraternity is an idea which Christ brought into
the world, and one vigorous in producing social changes,
but like all others it may be ridden to death. It is related
of Archbishop Whately that one day a man obtruded
himself into his presence, and on being asked his business,
replied that he was a relative of the Archbishop's, and
needing help. Whately inquired what his connection was
with his family, whereupon the intruder observed, " Oh,
I am your brother. Did you not say when preaching 00
such an occasion, that Christianity made all men to be
brothers ? " " Ah yes, I remember," said the Archbishop,
" then take that ; " and he gave the man a penny, remark
ing, " if all your brothers do as much for you as I have,
you will be indeed a rich man."
In the next Part of the work Dr Uhlhorn deals with
" The Age of Conflict," in which he regards charity in the
glow and vigour of youth. It is the age of " First Love.
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And charity is not merely a department of Christian life, of the Church, and among educational forces compassionate love
which may thrive whilst other aspects of it may be want was one of the most prominent. Nay, I might in a certain sense
ing in vitality. The author rightly views charity as a say, that hospitals and cloisters were, together with the House
test of Christian life in general, a sort of thermometer of God, the episcopal cathedral, or the quiet foreBt chapel, the
which indicates the amount of fervour in the Church at two national centres of education. Love in the hospital, work in
large. " The Means for the Relief of the Poor," " Offi the cloister—these were the educational powers. The Church
made no distinction between Germans and Romans. The poor
cials and Officers of Charity," " the "Work and its Results,"
German, equally with the poor Roman, received her alms, or
and finally, what Dr Uhlhorn terms " Obscurations,"
was welcomed into her hospitals."
are the subjects which are discussed in this Part.
Dr Uhlhorn's ' Christian Charity ' is a book of real
The author appears to be always fair and calm in the
value, and one to which we should have directed the atten
way in which he sets forth the facts and the theories
tion of our readers before this. We now, however,
which he constructs upon them ; but we more than dis
recommend them both to purchase it and peruse it.
trust the accuracy of his conclusions. It seems to us
Though we differ from him in what appears to be his
always difficult to reconcile the notion that the corrup
object in his retrospect of almsdeeds—to show that
tion of the Church began under Constantine and lasted
they soon lost spontaneity and degenerated and
until the Reformation, with the promise which our Lord
stiffened into mere system ; yet in spite of this, his
gave her that the Holy Spirit should dwell in her and
book is a noble panegyric of the Church as " the Refuge
guide her into all truth. We know that there are those
of the oppressed."
who have no difficulty in believing that the true doctrine
about justification never saw the light from the days of
S. Paul to those of Martin Luther, except perhaps, that
in a limited sense, S. Augustine might have had some The Light of Asia and the Light of the World.
dim notion of it. And these persons very often increase
By Dr S. H. Kellogg. London : Macmillan and Co.
1885.
the difficulty which besets in most minds such a view
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of the Church's failure by asserting that the end
of the present Dispensation is near at hand. Or Uhl
horn's theory, however, is more untenable than that
which fixes the Church's victory under Constantine as the
epoch of her spiritual and moral declension. He places
the turning-point earlier, even to the days of the Montanist movement. Then he says, amongst other things " we
perceive those first obscurations of charity ; " and the fair
flower of charity, according to him, never bloomed again
with its original naturalness and Bweetness " till the
Reformation," when the primitive notions of riches and
poverty, property and alms, &c, were revived.
Now
the Montanist movement was in full swing before the
end of the second century, so that the original spirit of
charity was soon corrupted or lost. Setting aside, for the
moment, the preliminary difficulty of regarding the
Church during three - quarters of her history as
under a cloud, which is plain English for the
more euphonious expression " obscurations," we think Dr
Uhlhorn's picture of medueval charity in this volume is
the best antidote to his own theory. A more graphic
account of the Church as the home of charity, ministering
to every need of humanity, " the refuge of all the oppressed
and Buffering " amidst the break-up of the fabric of the
Empire, and the miseries which followed it, we have never
read. The work of the Church with regard to the
German nations, Dr "Uhlhorn thus sympathetically
describes :
" They were young nations in unbroken, but still rude power,
"ho now intermingled with the remnants of the ancient nations,
occupied tbeir place, were their heirs, and at the Bame time the
ccntinaers of their work. To educate them to thia was the task

We noticed some time ago in the columns of the
Literary Churchman a meagre and thin book on
'Buddhism in its Relations to Christianity,' by Bishop
Titcombe ; we are glad now to be able to direct attention
to another work on the same subject, that is at once
critical, scholarly, and brilliant.
Mr Edwin Arnold, in his ' Light of Asia,' attempted to
throw dust in the eyes of the public, and disturb the con
victions of pious Christians, by showing the analogy
between the legend of Buddha and the story of the Life
of Christ, and by leaving it to be gathered that as
Buddha lived many centuries before Christ, the resem
blances in the Gospel story were due to Buddhist influence,
the incidents that were alike in each were borrowed by
the Evangelists. Mr Arnold did not scruple to accentuate
the analogies, and even to clothe Buddha's teaching in
words extraordinarily close to those of our Lord. He did
not inform his readers that the legends of Buddha, which
contain these resemblances, are all posterior to Chris
tianity ; nor that the close verbal resemblances to the
words of Christ he pretends to quote from the teaching
of Buddha are quoted from no texts at all.
Mr Arnold has managed to coax into existence a certain
amount of fashionable enthusiasm over Buddhism ; and
indeed Buddhism to some extent agrees with the nine
teenth century spirit of Agnosticism. The Gospel tells of
God incarnate, Buddhism of man's exaltation to divinity.
The teaching of Christ is dogmatic. Buddha leaves the
existence of God out of count, as an unknowable
matter.
The earliest Buddhist scriptures give us but a few
meagre hints as to the life and experiences of their hero.
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The legendary life is far later, and it is only in the latest
forma of this that the supposed resemblances are found.
The principal authority, the Lalita Vutara, cannot be
proved to have existed in its present form nearly as far
back as the Christian era.
Here are some passages froni Mr Arnold's poem, put
into the mouth of the " Light of Asia : "
" I will depart, he spake ; the hoar is oome !
Unto this
Came I, and unto this all nights and days
Have led me
This will I do who have a realm to lose,
Because I love my realm
Those that are mine, and those
Which shall be mine, a thousand million more,
Saved by this sacrifice I offer now."
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the legend of the incarnation of Buddha, his flight, his
temptation, &c.
The only incident that strikes us as having a superficial resemblance is that of the Presentation. According
to the Buddhist story, when Sakya Muni was born, an
old sage, Asita, who, having eaten his mid-day meal, hid
gone to heaven to sleep through the heat of the day, saw
the heavenly hosts rejoicing, and learning the cause,
immediately hastened down to earth to see the new-bom
child. When he came into the presence of the child, the
mother tried to make the infant salute the old saint, but
the child persistently refused, and made the sage kiss its
foot. Then the wise old man lamented that he must Ah
before the infant grew old enough to manifest the great
ness that was in him.
Now, it really is absurd to contend that the storv of
Simeon blessing the infant Jesus in the temple is derived
from this grotesque story. In fact, omitting the one
circumstance of a blessing of a child in each case by an
old man, no extremely unusual circumstance, one wouli
say, the two stories of Simeon and Asita present wit
agreement, but contrast throughout. In the case of the
Buddha child, the blessing takes place in the palace of the
king, in the case of Christ in the temple. Simeon abotle
in the temple, Asita is sleeping in heaven. Simeon discern!
Christ by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost; Asita i?
told of the birth by the gods in heaven, and then does not
believe till he counts the thirty-two marks which betoken
a Buddha on the person of the child. Simeon, having
recognised Christ, desires to die, Asita laments that he
must die before the manifestation of the Buddha.
The teaching of Buddha, as far as it is moral, no douli
to some extent resembles the teaching of Christ; l»v
can any moral doctrine fail to resemble His, if it he pure
and holy ?
But the theological doctrine and spirituil
doctrine of Buddha were absolutely different BudJI'1
taught nothing about a God, and denied the existence <*
the soul.
We strongly urge our readers to procure Dr Eeulogcs
work ; it is admirably written, clear and concise, and to
the point. It brushes away the cobwebs that have been
spun for the catching of unwary flies, with a firm i-1|j!

And again, whilst he is meditating on the knowledge
which is to save from pain, we are told :
"The Lord paced in meditation lost,
Thinking, Alas! for all my sheep which have
No shepherd ; wandering in the night, with none
To guide them."
These instances must suffice. Dr Kellogg lets Mr
Arnold off much too tenderly when he says, " It would
form a most suggestive and remarkable illustration of the
subject of poetic licence. We venture to doubt whether
in any extant authority a warrant for these and other verbal
coincidences cau be shown. It would at least be very
desirable that Mr Arnold should give to the public an
edition of his poems embodying references to the Buddhist
authorities which justify the language of these phrases."
The only five points which, in Dr Seydel's opinion, point
to a derivation of the Gospel story from Buddhism are
these : 1. The Presentation in the Temple ; 2. The Forty
Days' Fast and Temptation ; 3. The pre-existence of
Jesus " before Abraham ; " 4. The mention of the figtree in the call of Nathaniel ; 5. The question " Who
did sin, this man or his parents 1" in the case of the man
boru blind. These are the only cases which, in Professor
Seydel's judgment, are decided coincidences.
Now, in the first place, the strongest presumption exists
against a transference of the incidents of the Buddha
legend to the Gospel story, for, in the first place, it cannot
be proved that before the composition of the Gospels
Buddhist legends and doctrines had obtained any currency gentle hand.
in Palestine ; and, in the second place, comes the negative
testimony of the Jewish pre-Christian literature. If
Buddhist ideas had been widely diffused among the Jews,
there would certainly be found some trace of them else
Homiletical Commentary on the Book of Geskis.
where. But this is not the case.
Chapters I. to VIII. By Rev. J. 8. Exbll, MA.
Dr Kki.loqg says : " No man lives who is able to show
Chapters IX. to L. By Rev. T. H. Leale, A.K.G
that the legend of the Buddha, in a form containing any
(Author of ' Homiletical Commentary on Ecclesi&strt-)
London : Richard D. Dickinson, 89 Farringdon-street.
coincidence which could be held to argue a borrowing (of
1885. Pp. 730.
the Gospel narrative from it), was in existence before the
2. The Preacher's Commentary on the Book o»
Christian era." It is certain that all the various versions
Leviticus: Containing Suggestive Readings: Honuof the legend into Chinese, Thibetian, Siamese, and
letics : Illustrations. By the Rev. W. Harvey Jbui*
Assisted iu the Homiletics by Rev. Frederick «•
Burmese, date from a time later than the Christian era ;
Brown. Same Publisher. 1885. Pp. 332, xv.
".nd of the Pali authorities, the oldest texts do not contain

C&e IPceacber's homiletical
Commentary.
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We may describe the idea of these volumes as being the
same with that of the ' Pulpit Commentary,' with the
cri'icaJ element left out. They give a column or a column
and a-half of running Commentary upon each verse ;
partly original, partly selected from various writers of
homilies; but all mure or less of an edifying kind, and
fit to be incorporated straightway into the sermons of
gentlemen who are sufficiently humble and unambitious to
accept help in this manner.
Of course, one of the conditions of suitableness for
such a use has to be a prevailing unobtrusiveness of tone,
a grey commonplaceness of sentiment and wordiug which
would not betray itself by unmistakable unlikeness to the
bulk of a discourse. It would therefore be difficult for
the Reviewer to cull any purpurei panni as specimens ;
but we may say with regard to the first of these two
volumes that the comments are often clear, terse, and
suggestive. Mr Exell's notes, in particular, are marked
by a eertain verve and quaintness which is novel, and
rather reminds us of the eighteenth century divines. The
volume would be found decidedly useful by a great many
writers of sermons.
The case is altogether different with the other volume
before us, that on the Book of Leviticus ; and we really do
not tee how it could reasonably have been expected that a
hoik, of which the subject is pre-eminently the Priesthood
and the Sacramental principle immanent in all the details
of the Mosaic Ritual, could be at all adequately treated
by a writor whose apparent purpose is to decry the one
and deny the other. Thus his comment on viii. 1-5 is
headed ' Priests versus Priestism,' and lays down in so many
words " There is now no priest but Jssns Christ," and
this is its astonishing exordium :
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the one Church of tho realm all inhabitants might with some
show of rectitudo be called to support it. In Irolund the larger
part of the nation was antagonistic to the Church for which
tithes were for many generations levied, and tho impost was
resented as an affront and injustice. In England a half of the
population dissents from the Established Church, and both rears
and maintains its own sanctuaries and also sustains Noncomformint {sic) worship ; on these adherents of English Free
Churches the tithe is an oppression mado in unrighteousness.
In Wales, where the tithe-sustained Church has a vastly smaller
proportional attachment, the enforcement of the law is even a
greater breach of equity. The only law of equity in such eccle
siastical questions is that they who use a Church should pay
for its. support. "—(P. 330.)
We need not waste our own and our readers' time with
controverting statements so obviously untrue and futile,
and we only quote them to show our readers what manner
of commentary this is. We must suppose that it is pre
pared entirely for Nonconformist purposes, since it is clear
that Churchmen could not make use of a work, the writer
of which goes out of his way to throw stones at their
principles.

Selections from the Worjh or Jeremy Tavlob. London :
W. Swan Sonnenscliein. Pp. 306.
Coleridge has said of Jeremy Taylor that he was " the most
eloquent of divines," and that, had he gone further, and said
" the most eloquent of men," " Cicero would forgive" him,
"and Demosthenes nod assent." It is usual to place Taylor
on the same eminence as Hooker and Barrow, but perhaps,
as a man of genius, he may be said to excel both. Jeremy
Taylor was, as is well known, the son of a barber. What,
"So great have been the abuses of the priestly office, so enor
however, was lacking to him in birth, was in some degree
mous its pretensiona, so offensive its intrusions, that it requires
supplied by environment, he was born in Cambridge. He
an effort of thought in order to entertain in these times pleasant
must have been indeed a precocious child, if the usual
and grateful ideas respecting ' priests ' and the functions of priest
account of his early years be correct, for it is related that he
hood. The modern assumptions of priestism are so painful an
began to attend the Free School from the age of three, and
outrage on Christianity as to start the intelligent mind into
succeeded so well in his studies that he became a sizar at Caius
revulsion and movo the devout heart to grief."—(P. 103.)
College nt thirteen. In fact, according to a brief account of
From the same page we quote the following, which will him which forms the Preface of this book, he may be said
sufficiently define the line taken by the writer :
never to have been a child at all, except in " innocency and
"Christian ministers
havo no priostly calling." pleasantness." It is not surprising that his talents were
"Modern priestliness porverts and prostitutes tho sacred office soon recognised, and the circumstances of the times aided
of tho ministry." " Its daring pretensions of altar-ministries is him in his career. For his 'Episcopacy Asserted' be was
rewarded with a D.D., when only twenty-nine. The
a perversion of Now Covenant doctrines ; neither altar nor sacri
chaplain of Charles I., and the favourite of Charles II., he
ficial rites remaining now within tho Church,"
while on the following page the calling of the Priests (vv. reached his climax as Bishop of Down and Connor, and Vice1-13) is made a text for insisting upon the exclusive agency Chanccllor of Dublin University. Without the philosophical
faculty of Hooker, he was a great master of a glowing and
of Qod in bestowing on his people the blessings of reflorid style, and had an aptitude for laying under contribution
demption.
both fact and fiction in his flights of eloquence. His devo
Similarly, the Levitical enactment of a universal pay
tional powers were almost as great as his oratorical. But he
ment of tithes (xxvii. 30-33) is actually made an occasion was too fond of far-fetched illustrations and display of the
for a lengthened argument " for rejecting the modern treasures of learning which were at his command, and this
impost of tithes," in which the commentator urges that
" gorgeous eloquence," as usual, led him into mistakes and
11 the rule of equity is infringed. When every man belonged to errors.
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The selection from his works which this volume contains is
of a practical character, and the extracts are fine specimens
both of his piety and learning. We think it would have been
an advantage to have added in a foot-note from what parts of
Jeremy Taylor's writings they are taken. There should be
two objects served by books of "Selections " which are now
becoming a common form of literature, — to make some
persons acquainted with the writings of authors, who other
wise are unlikely to read them ; and to lead others on from
the extracts to the original works. Our English Divines are
not too much consulted in the present day, and, as an instance,
Taylor's great work, 'Ductor Dubitantium,' is, we believe,
little studied, though it is, as Ilallam rightly affirms, " the most
extensive and learned work on Casuistry " in our tongue.
We trust these Selections will have the twofold effect we refer
to, though the book would have been more serviceable if it
had directing-posts.
Sermons Preached in a Village Church. By F. J. Middlemist, M. A., Curate of Brighstone, Isle of Wight. Lon
don : Skeffington and Son. Pp. 137. 1885.
This unpretending volume of plain sermons appears before
the public with the advantage of an "Introduction " from the
pen of the Rev. W. E. Heygate, who takes the opportunity of
making some remarks on sermons in general, which, if they
are not very encouraging, are nevertheless true, Mr Heygate
says:
■ It seems to me that sermons have, during my lifetime, retrograded
In accuracy of thought and language, in reverence, and in Scriptural
quotation; particularly in Scriptural illustration. A common anecdote
too often takes the place of exemplification from the lives and actions
Of the Patriarchs and the Saints of the Old Testament. On the other
hand, they have improved in simplicity of language and metaphor, in
sympathy with the character and feelings of the people addressed, and
in freedom. They are not sufficiently doctrinal, but they are fairly
practical. Why should not practice rest upon the sure foundation of
great truths ; that is, upon dogma ? "
And then Mr Heygate goes on musingly to inquire whether
it is well that anymore sermons should be published ; and on
the whole he is not prepared to stop the supply, because
" some persons like to read them." He might have added,
and "some like to preach them."
Of the present volume, he says, "It has no flowery false
imagery, no 'padding,' as it is called by Reviewers. . . .
the preacher is calm, truthful, earnest. He knows, and what
is better, feels the difficulties of his fellow-mortals. He reaches
out a hand to them." We are quite prepared to endorse Mr
Heygatc's estimate of these Village Sermons.
They are
simple, unadorned, earnest discourses, which might be re
produced with advantage to rural congregations. The sub
jects which Mr Middlemist has essayed to treat are "An
Advent Question," "The Salvation of God," "Children of
Light," "The Cry of Faith," "The Angels of God,"
"Praise," "A Mixed Religion," &c. A "Saving Sight," a
Sermon for Good Friday on Zech. xii. 10, seems to us one of
the best, whilst "The Daily Round" is a good specimen of
practical teaching. Mr Middlemist shows in this little volume
how much may be done by means of a pious mind, a pure in
tention, and a kind heart, to help ordinary people who do not
want flowers of rhetoric or word-painting, but simple teaching
about "the things which belong unto their peace." To quote
the Preface again :
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" The average mind does not appreciate the highest, and yet has iti
needs. The demand of the greatest number is not for the highest, and
their demand has a just claim for satisfaction."
We can recommend Mr Middlemist's Sermons as meeting
the needs of the " average mind," and this is no small
praise.
God in Nature. By Rev. B. Appleton, M.A. Church of
England Sunday School Institute. Pp. xii. 191.
We do not know for what sort of Sunday scholar this book
is intended. In our own experience we have generally found
enough to do in teaching children Church doctrine and wor
ship and the practice of holiness without entering on extra
neous subjects. But granted an intelligent teacher and suffi
ciently advanced pupils, Mr Appleton's work may be found as
useful as it is interesting. Based on Psalm civ., it sets forth
in progressive lessons the teaching of nature concerning the
existence and nature of God. This object is carried out with
great ability and suggestiveness, and we can recommend the
work as reverent and sound, and, at the same time, scientific.
Praters for the Dead, ash the Communion of Saists.
By an Anglican Priest. London : Masters and Co. Pp.
46. 1885.
This little book is intended as a comfort to mourners in the
time of deep affliction, and as such avoids controversial
matter as much as possible. We think it may help the be
reaved to realise the union which exists between the member)
of the Church, whether living or dead, which death cannot
break. The doctrines which are advocated are expressed in
terms which appear to be strictly in keeping with Anglican
Formularies.
In Type and Shadow; being Lesson Sketches of certain
Old Testament Types of Christ. By William Amura
Brameld, M.A. London: Skeffington and Son. Pp.82.
1885.
This is a new and cheaper edition of "Lesson Sketches"
which was commended in a Preface by the Bishop of El;.
Both clergy and Sunday-school teachers will find in them
the typical significancy of the characters of the Old Testa
ment clearly and concisely explained in fifty-two Lesson*,
which are arranged for the Sundays of the Church's Year.
The Sacramental Teaching is not forgotten, as the Lesson on
Melchisedech will show. It would be difficult not to give a
good class, as it is called, if one of these "Lesson
Sketches " and the reference! were first mastered by the
teacher.
Scriptural Studies.
By Rev. Charles Bridges, M.A.
London : Nisbet and Co. 1884. Pp. 191.
We have here 103 studies on various passages of Hoi;
Scripture, in each of which the text is compared with and
illustrated by other passages of the Old and New Testament!
bearing on it, each study concluding with a prayer or men
tation.
As sermon helps or material for Sunday-school
lessons, these studies have valne and will prove very usefulTheir use of the Rev. E. H. Bickersteth's writings is no small
proof of their goodness.
Good Stories. Illustrated. London : Wells Gardner, Darton and Co., 2 Paternoster-buildings. 1884.
Clever and rather taking stories, having invariably a good
tone and edifying moral.
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" fattiest Cf)anfe0ffitiing.,,
Leviticgs xxiii. 39.
" When yo have gathered in the fruit of the land, ye shall
keep a feast unto the Lord."
A wise man was once asked a difficult question. He
had been gazing at some ancient structure which had long
since fallen into ruins. A building upon which " Decay's
effacing fingers " had left their mark. And as he stood
by those ruined walls overgrown with ivy, and those
fallen stones covered with moss—which seemed to carry
him back to some distant period, before change and decay
had commenced their work—he was asked the question :
" What is it which soonest grows old ! "
What is it
which is most quickly forgotten, and is the soonest out of
date)
And that difficult question met with a strange answer.
He did not stop to think of those ruined walls by which
he was standing which spoke so plainly of their age—he
did not fix upon some anxious and careworn face, which
had grown old before its time—nor of some tiny grave,
which told of a life finished before it had scarce com
menced. It was of none of these that he thought. The
answer to the question was to be found nearer home. It
was summed up in one simple word—a word which should
come home to us especially at our Thanksgiving Service
to-day—and it was gratitude. That which soonest grows
old—that which is most easily forgotten, and is the soonest
out of date— is thankfulness.
Now there is a great deal of truth in that answer, for
we are all of us so ready to forget the giver, as soon as we
have received the gift. We look upon our countless mer
cies and blessings as things of every-day occurrence, and
have little or no disposition to be thankful. The bright
rays of the sun—the refreshing rain —the growth of our
fruits and flowers— our own health and preservation—the
comfort of being surrounded by friends and relations—
are all such ordinary blessings that we think far too little
of them. Indeed we have become so accustomed to these
mercies, that instead of looking upon them in a spirit of
true thankfulness, we are only too ready to criticise or
despise the gift.
And this spirit of uuthankfulness for every-day mercies
—this want of gratitude for special blessings—is no recent
thing. It has always been so. It was just the same when
our Lord was upon earth. You will all remember the
story of the ten lepers. How when ten victims of this
terrible disease—for which there was no cure — were sud
denly cleansed, only one returned to give thanks.
Or look again, at the example of the Israelites in the
wilderness. See God's constant care for them. Food
was provided from heaven—water gushed out of the stony
rock—their raiment waxed not old, neither did their foot
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swell, through all those forty years—and yet, in what
spirit were these blessings received 1 On every page of
their history we read, not of thankfulness—but of mur
muring and discontent.
It was to these same Israelites that the words of the
text were spoken. When they should have entered the
Promised Land— when the golden grain had ripenedaround
their newly-found homes —when the first harvest, from
that fertile land of Canaan, had been gathered in— they
were directed by God to have a Thanksgiving Service.
" When ye have gathered in the fruit of the land, ye shall
keep a feast unto the Lord."
And meeting together (as we do to-day) to thank our
heavenly Father for His late mercies, it is pleasant to feel
that we are keeping just such a Festival as the Israelites
did so many hundred years ago. We have just gathered
in the fruits of the land, and to-day we are keeping—in a
bright and hearty Thanksgiving Service—a feast unto the
Lord. It is only in recent years that these Harvest Fes
tivals have taken their proper place in the Services of our
Church. For many long years " the fruits of the earth
in due season " were gathered in, and no feast was kept
unto the Lord. No golden sheaves of ripened grain
decorated the house of God—no joyous words of gratitude,
such as
Come ye thankful people, come,
Raise the Song of Harvest home,
re-echoed through its sacred courts—no thank-offerings
for mercies received were laid upon God's Altar. The
gift was received—the gracious Giver forgotten. But now
all is changed. Another harvest has been gathered in.
Once again the promise has beeu fulfilled, that " while the
earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest shall not cease."
And we are here to-day to raise our songs of thankfulness
and praise for all that God has given.
Let us now look a little more closely into this subject
of Thanksgiving. As we keep our Feast to-day—like
those Israelites kept it of old—let us look at some of the
things for which we ought to be grateful, and then see
how we can show our thankfulness in our daily life. In
our general thanksgiving prayer, we thank God at every
Service for our Creation. That is the first thing to be
thankful for. God created us in His own image, and sent
us into this world to live for His glory. Every time we
thank Him for our creation, we acknowledge that we have
not come into existence by chance. God has placed us
where we are, and we are to try, in the Divine strength,
to do His will on earth as it is done in heaven.
To show our thankfulness then for our creation, let us
take a high and noble view of life. Every one of us—no
matter what our position in life may be—can glorify God.
Every one of us—even in the quiet round of every-day
duties—can do something, if we try, to leave the world
better than we found it. From first to last— in all its
varied employments and in all its Christian duties—life is
a work for God. What a charm of sacredness is thus
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thrown over the most menial duty, or the moat trifling
occupation. It may not be possible for us all to be rich,
or great) or learned. We may not all rise to eminence in
our business or profession. We may not be known or
spoken of beyond our own parish. But we may all help
to lessen the sins and sorrows of mankind, aud by a manly
straightforward religion endeavour to live over again the
life of Jesus.
Let us remember " whose we are and whom we serve "
in our every-day life. To-morrow will bring again the old
familiar task, and the wearisome round of daily toil.
Perhaps you have been doing the same thing for years.
It may be, for some of you, that your present quiet life
may never alter very much . It may seem dull and com
monplace, very quiet aud monotonous. Each day brings
you the same employment, or takes you over the same
ground. But try to look at your every-day life in a differ
ent way. Realise the great truth of your creation, and
remember that it is God's work that you are doing. Your
lot may be very humble —the circle in which you move
may be very small—the work that you may be able to do
very trifling, but still it is God's work. Wherever you
may be, that work can be carried on. Out in the fields
where Jesus walked with His disciples—in the workshop
where those sacred Hands once laboured —on the restless
wavea of the sea where Jesus sailed—in the quiet homelife where Jesus sought retirement— in teaching the little
children whom Jesus was always so ready to notice— in
all these, man's work may be made God's work, if we will
only remember whose workmen we are, and that we also
have a Master in heaven.
Let your lot be ever so humble, still it can be a noble
one, if you are only true to yourself, aud your God. A
noble life needs no adornment of wealth or position.
Look for example at that life which closed a few months
ago, amid loneliness and desertion, within the embattled
citadel of Khartoum. That hero's name still lives, not
because of any earthly greatness or position, but simply
on account of the true nobility of his life. One little
sentence written by that simple-hearted soldier— whose
allegiance to his Queen was only equalled by his devotion
to Christ -gives the key-note of his life. Speaking of
Egypt, he said, " It is God's work and not mine —if I
fail, it is His will—if I succeed, it is His work."
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love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life
for his friends." If we are truly thankful for thii
unspeakable gift, we shall endeavour to show our love in
return. If we love God, we shall show it in our actions.
Is it not so in earthly affection ? When we care very
much for anyone, how anxious we are to show our love
by doing what wo know will please them ! Aud it
should be just the same in our love for God. We should
always be auxious to do what will please Him. By yield
ing Up our hearts to Christ and living in constant com
munion with Him. By daily endeavouring to walk in
His footsteps, and increasing in the Holy Spirit more aud
more, until we come to His everlasting kingdom.

But now, let us see how we may best show our grati
tude for all that God sends us. The Prayer-Book tells
us of two ways in which our thankfulness may be shown,
" Dot only with our lips, but in our lives."
The first way, then, to acknowledge God as the giver of
all good things, is by giving actual thanks. By words of
gratitude in our prayers and by songs of praise and
thanksgiving, such as we have joined in to-day. And in
meeting together thug for the special purpose of thanking
our heavenly Father for one particular blessing, are ire
not reminded of countless mercies in the past for which
we have never said one word of thanks I How many
blessings God has showered down upon us, which we hare
accepted without one grateful thought. It is right for us
to be here to thank God for the harvest, but it should not
end With this. There are Countless blessings every day
which should call forth just thiB same spirit of thankful
ness whenever we receive them. Only once ft year we
keep a Thanksgiving Service, but how niany mercies hare
come to us during the past twelve mouths, with little or
no acknowledgment. How much we have to be thankful
for even since last Harvest.
We have seen others called aside and laid upon a sick
bed, and God in His mercy has given us health and
strength. We have seen others suffering from earthly
loss, or weighed down by trial and disappointments, and
God has given us success and happiness. We have srtn
others stricken down by death—we have heard of thou
sands in Spain falling before the scourge of Cholera— and
we have been spared. We have seen others weeping over
the new-made grave —or worse still, over some wayward
And then there are other reasons for thankfulness in and wandering child,—but no such cross has been laid
our preservation and all the blessings of this life, but above upon us.
And for these and countless other mercies, ought we not
all, for the gift of Jesus Christ. This is the highest
cause for Thanksgiving, for what would earth have been to have kept many a Thanksgiving Service, such aa wears
without a Saviour 1 And as we thank God to-day for the joining in to-day ? " Oh that men would therefore praise
late harvest, which is to provide us with our daily bread, the Lord for His goodness and declare the wonders that
let us also thank Him for the gift of His dear Son— the He doeth for the children of mem"
But we are to render thanks, not only with our lips but
Bread of Life, which has come down from heaven—for
the salvation and strength of our immortal souls. We in our lives.
Thankfulness can be shown by a proper enjoyment of
have all sinned and come short of the glory of God, and
we all need a Saviour. And Christ has laid down His God's gifts. We are not to lay them by, in a miserly
life that He might reconcile us to God. "For greater manner. If God blesses us with the good things of this
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life, we are not to be selfish and think only of ourselves.
"There is that scattereth and yet increaseth, and there is
that withholdeth more than is meet, but it tendeth to
poverty." Nor are we to waste God's gifts in self-in
dulgence. In taking a proper enjoyment of things, we
can also try to do good to others.
But the highest of all gratitude is for us to realise that
we are God's stewards. Our health and strength— our
religious privileges, and especially our earthly possessions,
are talents from God, for which we must one day give an
account before the Judgmeut-Seat of Christ. They are
notour own— they are only lent to us. They cannot go
with ua when we die, "for we brought nothing into this
world, and it is certain that we can carry nothing out."
Everything we have, has come from God, and whether five
talents or ten have been bestowed—or even only one —
still we are God's stewards, and we must be faithful— true
to our trust. Now the true way of showing our thankful
ness to Him— the only way indeed in which we can show
tbat this lesson of gratitude has been learnt, is to devote
ourselves body, soul, and spirit, and all that we have to
God, and His service. Let us give of our substance to any
who are worse off than ourselves, ministering especially
to those who, through sickness or adversity, are in need of
our help. " To do good and to distribute, forget not, for
with such sacrifices God is well pleased."
And to-day there is a special object for which your
offerings are asked. In the midst of your own health and
strength, you are asked to remember and help God's sick
and suffering ones. And in thus showing your thankful
ness to Almighty God for the late abundant harvest, you
will be doing a Christlike act. For when our Lord was
upon earth, there was nothing which sooner aroused His
sympathy and help than the sight of sickness and suffer
ing. If Jbsus were now on earth, we should be sure to
find Him at the bedside of the sick and suffering, minis
tering to their wants. And if we wish to be like Him we
cannot do better than carry on the work which He Him
self would have done. For thus shall we learn the truth
of those words which Christ Himself is said to have
uttered, "it is more blessed to give than to receive." And
at the last, when the harvest shall be the end of the
world and the reapers shall be the angels— when we are
called to give an account of our stewardship and to answer
for the talents entrusted to us,— no sacrifice that we have
made on earth—no act of self-denial, or generous thought
for others, will then be overlooked or forgotten. For
Jescs Christ will be there, to acknowledge every kindly
act which has been done for others in His name—with
those gracious words, " Inasmuch as ye have done it, uuto
ODe of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it
unto Me."
PHILIP NEALE.
The number of the Literary Churchmak for Sep'.
11 kM contain a Plain Sermon.

Current jFacts ano Jl3otes.
The funeral of Lord Halifax, which took place at Hickleton,
was marked by great solemnity. The burial service was said
by Canon Knox-Little and the Rev. H. M. Wellington, vicar of
the parish. There were three celebrations on the morning of
the funeral and a high celebration at the hour of interment. The
Times says the musio employed was the "Mista (sic) do Angelis."

#

»

*

Miss Whstely has written a letter in order to set right what
she calls "a very grievous error" into which Dr GeiUie has
fallen in his estimate of her work at Cairo. She accounts for
his remark that her schools are " loss distinctively missionary
than he expected," by the fact that he is not an Arabic scholar.

*

•

•

The Irish bishops have elected Dr Reichel, Dean of Clonmacnoise, to the See of Meatb, which was rendered vacant by Lord
Plunket's elevation to the Archbishopric of Dublin.

*

*

*

Much comment has of late been made upon the condition of
London on Sunday mornings, when " the various vestries
consider it a desecration of the Sabbath " to sweep the
streets. This is Sabbatarianism at a vengeance. Is not clean
liness next to godliness ? We trust some steps will bo taken in
the matter. At a time too, like the present, when the public
health is in danger of the approach of cholera, there should be
no delay,

#

*

*

Tho absurd report that the Queen had requested that tho in
stitution of Rev. R. Linklater to the benefice of Holy Trinity,
Stroud Green, be delayed, had no foundation whatever. Mr
Linklater has been already instituted and inducted, and wo trust
now that he will soon win over his opponents.

*

*

*

We sometimes hear the complaint that there are plenty of
Retreats for priests and women, but rarely any for laymen. Wo
therefore are glad to make known that there will be a Retreat for
Laymen at Cuddesdon College, Wheatley, from October 17 to
19, cost 10s. Communications should be made to Rev. W. M. G.
Ducat.

*

#

*

The " silly season " has certainly commenced, if we may judge
from the two clerical circulars of the Revs. H. M. Kennedy and
B. Shuckburgh. As an evidence of tho dearth of news, we may
mention that the Times has printed tho letter of tho latter
gentleman in extenso, and tbat it occupies a column. These
reverend gentlemen are not likely to benefit either the Liberal
or any other interest by their action. The love of openness and
truth is, we trust, still a part of the English character, whatever
a man's politios may be.

»

*

•

We are pleased to find the movement for restoring and pre
serving the Queen Eleanor Cross at Waltham is being substan
tially supported. It was erected in 1292 and bad fallen into a
state of ruin, assisted, doubtless, by the band of the destroyer.
In 1833, a considerable portion of the restoration was effected.
Mr C. W. Ponting is the architect, and Sir Henry B. Meux has
given the land required for widening the roadway. Tbe original
cross, it is said, has been discovered which was broken down by
Oliver Cromwell.
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Churchmen will note with satisfaction the appointment of the
Rev. C. S. Wallace, M A., curate of S. AgneB, Kennington, to
the Incumbency of the Church of the Ascension, Lavenderhill.

•

•

*

The Ven. Archdeacon Crosthwaite, Vicar of S. Laurence, York,
has boon preferred by the Northern Primate to the valuable
living of Bolton Percy.

j^ffioTtTgfttfnfrence jM>\
NOTICE.—The columns of the Literary Chdrohmab are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must he clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, — In consequence of the suggestion of the Rev. John
Barrott-Lennard, Rector of Crawley, Sussex, appearing in the
papers, that a memorial to the late Rev. H. T. Ellacombe be
placed in the Church at Clyst St George, subscriptions are in
vited from all interested in Campanology. When we remember
how much Mr Ellacombe has done towards the reform of perhaps
the most neglected portion of our churches, doubtless there will
be many who will be glad to forward Buch a proposal.
Subscriptions and suggestions may be sent to the Rev. C. R.
Chope, Clyst St George, who has kindly consented to act as
Treasurer pro tern.
Yours faithfully,
Clyst St George,
John L. Steer.
August 15th, 1885.

Received

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Richard Williams.
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HARVEST.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
The Treasurers of the Society earnestly plead for a SHARE in the
OFFERINGS of Churchpeople in thankfulness to Almighty God lor
the present Harvest,
Grants of Money, amounting to £38,251 7s. 9d.. for the endowment of
Bishops and Clergy, for training Missionary Students, for twilGinj
Churches, Colleges. Schools, and for many other objects abroad, andtor
building Sunday schoolB. and other purposes at home, have been nude
daring the year ending March, 1884.
Grants of Books for various objects at heme and abroad, mounting to £12,700 lis. id., have been made during the same period.
The Society's income for the last financial year from all sourcei *u
£•(5.357 18s. 5Jd.
The 8ociety Is mainly dependent upon Voluntary Contributions,
and it is in the hope of Increased Support—which is mueh neededthat It has so largely responded to the urgent appeals made to It by
Bishops and Clergy in all parts of the world.
W. H. GROVE, General Secretary.
S.P. C. K., Northumberland-avenue, London, August, 1885.

NEW HARVEST MUSIC.
HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN. "The SOWER
WENT FORTH 80WINU." New Edition of the hearty and
popular tune (with unison n-frain). by MARTIN S. SKKKFINGTON, as sung at S. Barnabas'. Kensington, and recently adopted
at hundreds of other Churches. Music and Words complete,
price Id., 12 copies for Is. Id., 25 copies post free for Js„ 100 copies
post free for 7s.

Rev. S. BARING GOULD'S "CHURCH
SONGS." Second Series. ronUins 28 8ongs. including THREK
NKW SONGS suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS. Mnsiond
words complete, Is., or in oloth, Is. 6d. The words separately, Id.,
or 7s. per 100.
( Each Song has a chorus which may be joined in by the conifregatioo.
The Songs may be sung during or alter the Service, or in place of in
anthem.

The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by C. STREATFKILD.
Music by MARTIN S. 8KKFFINGTON. Price id, or 7a. per
100. The beautiful Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited
and most effective tune.
" A really good Processional, with music of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festlvali."Church Times.
Just out, in Paper Cover, price 6d. , or In elegant cloth, price I». The
Words separately for distribution in Church, Id., or 5s. per 100,

BOOKS RECEIVED
Dawson.— Egypt and Syria
Iliine.— Unbelief
Seaside Watering Places
Suffling.—The Lands of the Broads

R. T. S.
Simpkin.
Upcott Gill.
Upcott Gill.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,

The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An
entirely new Short Service of Song, with PRAVKRS. HTJINS.
and very Short ADDRKSSES. By C. N. STRKATKKILI). The
Music specially written by BKRTHOLD TOURS. FiUXK
BltAINE. nnd MARTIN 8. SKEFFINGTON. A very original
and beautiful little Service of Song, suitable for any Snort
"AFTER SKRVICE," and specially suited for CHILDREN'S
SERVICES. The Publishers specially recommend this new little
work. Vide Church Times notice of this Servioe, June S, 1885.

SURREY.
W. SKEFFINGTON aDd SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of CI ergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefflngton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

XT .-- 'IRON

CHURCHES
CHAPELS ». SCHOOLS

jpTi^lftftl

.

MISSION AND CLUB ROOMS
5 0 ow s«ow
M ALBERT GATE HYDE PARK.S.W.
S N.B.BuUd.r if riii. ■,',., * ii.iii!, iml;i;~~.:

To Christian Workers amongst the Assailants of the Gospel.
A New Manual of Proofs.

THE ANTIQUITY and GENUINENESS of the
GOSPELS. A Handbook. Pp.106. Price 2a. 3d., poit free.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Its reverend author baa an original turn of mind."—The Free
thinker.
"Shows the hand of a keen and original thinker." — Liter"!
Churchman.
" The writer possesses a judicial mind."—The Guardian.
" In view of the loose statements that are frequently met with regard
ing the early testimony to the Gospels— has rendered a useful seniee by
drawing up a list of the principal classical writers of Greece and Home.
with the earliest testimonies we possess to the genuineness of tbeir
works."— The Scotsman.
" We strongly recommend the book.'*—Clergyman's Magaaine.
W. H. ALLEN and CO., IS Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, S.W.
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This Jay, cloth, 2s., by post 3s. 2d.,

HARVEST PREACHING !

An Entirely New Volume of plain, picturesque

Sermons for HARVEST FESTIVALS, by the Revs. S. BARING- GOULD, W. C. VAUGHAN, R. D.'B. RAWNSLEY, and other popular Sermon Writers.

The LIGHTS and SHADOWS of HARVEST, A Short Sermon for
Harvest Thanksgiving.

Price 6d-, by post 6^d.

PART IV. of the Rev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON'S "A Year's
Plain Sermons on the Gospels or Epistles," contains HARVEST and FLOWER SERMONS, besides Sermons for
the last TEN SUNDAYS AFTER TRINITY. Price 2a. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.
These most interesting and attractive Sermons are full of Anecdotes and Illustrations, and are moat suitable for
Country Congregations.

TWO HARVEST SERMONS and a FLOWER SERMON in
the SECOND SERIES of " Litebabt Churchman SERMONS ; " being a selection of 37 of the very best of
those which have appeared in the Literary Churchman from 1879 to 1888 ; including also excellent GENERAL
SERMONS. Aniong the eminent Authors are—Revs. S. BARING-GOULD, J. E. VERNON, H. J. WILMOT
BUXTON, G. F. DE TEISSIER, J. HARRY BUCHANAN, W. E. COGHLAN, W. E. HEYGATE, Ac., &o.
Price -6s., by post 5s. 4d.
This day, cloth, 2s. 6d., by post, 2s. 84,

SERMONS PREACHED in a VILLAGE CHURCH. By the
Rev. F. J. MIDDLEMIST, with Preface by the Rev. W. E. HEYGATE.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, sbpakatkly, Is. 6U per doz.
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymn-Book."—Bishop of London.
"Strongly impressed »lth the care bestowed; I shall be surprised If your hope that It will make way among the thoughtful U disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope It will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my be«t to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
* Realizes Its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop of
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unsplritual cant.'*— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.

GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a;d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 AMD 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Open to the Clergy and suoh of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean o» WESTMINSTER.
Depdtt-Chairmab—ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr W. H. STONE.
Actoaev—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1885 :Total Funds
„
Total Annual Income
_
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus •-.
-

_

£3,273,577
354,660
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 4s. Id. per cent, of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, &c, may be had on application to the Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHLW HODGSON, Secretary.
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A LIST OF CHEAP

SECOND-HAND VOLUMES OF SERMONS.
Alford (Dean) Sermons on Christian Doctrine. Crown
8vo, cloth (pub. 7s. 6d.), 2a. 6d.
[Uivlngton;.
Ashley (J. M.) A Promptuary for Preachers. Complete
for the whole Year. 2 vols., 8vo, cloth (pub. £1 4s.), 14s.
[Hayes.
Burgon (J. W.) Short Sermons for Family Beading : follow
ing the course of the Christian Seaaona. First and Second Series.
181 Sermons. 4 vols., liluio., cloth (pub. IBs.), 10a.
[Parker, 1865-67.
Bradley CO Sermons preached at High Wycombe. 2 vols.,
8vo, calf, neat, Ditto
5s.
in boards, 2 vols., 3s. 6d.
[182*.
[1828.

Moberly (Bp.) Sermons on the Beatitudes, with others,
mostly preached before the University of Oxford. With a l'redce
(pp. lxxi.) Relating to 'Essays and Keviewe.' Svo, clotn, icira
(pub. 10s. 6d.), 68.
[Parker.MSl.
Discourses on the Sayings of the Great
Forty Days between the Resurrect ion and Ascension. KevUed ud
Enlarged. 8vo, boards (pub. 10s. 6d.), 3s. 6d.
[RJvingtOM.lWS.
Practical Sermons, 8vo, cl (pub. 10s. 6d.), fa.
[is*.

Newman (Cardinal).

Parochial and Plain Sermons.

New edition, 8 vols., crown Svo, cloth (pub. £2), £1 6s.
[KlTUUjtOM.

Practical Sermons (39). 2 vols., crown 8vo,
calf, gilt, 7s. 6d.
[1837.
Burder (G.) Village Sermons (101) for the Use of Families,
Schools, &C. 8 vols., 12mo., half calf, neat, 5s. 6d.
[R.T.S.
Burrows (H. W.) Parochial Sermons (26).
crown Svo, cloth, scarce, 4s. 6d.

Third Series,
[SkefSngtona.

Paget (F. E.) Village Sermons for a Year on the Help
and Hindrances of the Christian Life. 2 vols., crown "".doth,
scarce, 9s. 6d.
[Skeffingtoni, IS71
Roberts (A.) Plain Sermons for all the Sundays and CMei
Holy Days. ' First series, 2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth (pub. 10i.),Si
The Second Series, 2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth

Clark (W. R.) The Sin of Man and the Love of God. 10
Sermons on the Parables contained lu S. Luke XT. Crown 8vo,
cloth, scarce, 3s.
[W.Gardner.
Coghlan (Dr J, O.) The Modern Pharisee and other
Sermons (30) ; with Biographical Sketch. Crown 8vo, cloth (pub.
10s.6d.),58.
[K. Paul,1880.

Farrar (Canon F. W.) Ephphatha ; or, The Amelioration
of the World. Sermons preached at Westminster. Crown 8vo,
cloth (pub. 6s.), 3s. 6d.
[Maomillan, 1880.
Fuller (Morris) A Voice in the Wilderness. Twenty-six
Sermons preached at Dartmoor, 18021872. Crown 8vo, cloth (pub.
7s. fld.),3s.
[Pickering, 1870.

Goodwin (Bp. Harvey.)

Parish Sermons.

Series. Fcap. Svo, cloth, scarce, 7s. 6d.
Ditto.

Second
[Camb.

Fourth Series (pub.

7s.), 4s.
Nine Lectures on the Church
Catechism. Fcap., cloth, scarce, 4b.
[Ibid, 1654.
Grimley (H. N.) Tremadoc Sermons; chiefly on the
Spiritual Body, Tub Unseen World, and the Divine Humanity.
Crown 8vo, cloth ( pub. 7s. 6d.) , 3». 6d.
[ King, I S76.
Goulbum (Dean), Parochial Sermons, preached chiefly
at Uxlord. Svo, cloth, scarce, 7s. 6d.
[185.').
Hare (J. C.) The Mission of the Comforter. Sermons,
with Notes. Edited by Professor PLUMPTRE. Crown Svo. cloih
(pub. 7s. 6d.), 4s.
[Macmlllan, 1870.
Heber (Bp.) Parish Sermons for every Sunday in the
Year, and Week-day Festivals ; 2 vols., 12mo, whole calf, gilt (cost
£1 8s.), 8s.
[Murruy, 1839.
Ditto, half calf, neat (cost 23s.), 7s.
[Ibid, 1848.
Heurtley (C. A.) Parochial Sermons preached in a
Village Church ; the Four Series complete. 4 vols., fcap., cloth,
tcarce, £1 2s. 6d.
[I'arker.
Ditto.
Scries separately, 5s. each.

(pub. 10s.), 5s.
Village Sermons.

6 vols., crown 8vo, doth,

(pub. 27s.), 12*.
Ditto.
Each voL separate, not uniform,
(pub. 4s. M. each), is. 9d. each.
Miscellaneous Sermons preached to a Village
Congregation. Crown Svo, cloth (pub. 5s.), 2s. 6d. [Nisbet,l».
Sermons on the Histories of Scripture. 3
vols., crown 8vo. cloth (pub. 13s. 6d), 6s. 6d.
Village Sermons on our Lord's Parables.
Crown 8vo, olotli (pub. 5s.), 3s.
t!'"tRL
Plain Sermons on Gospel Miracles. Crew
Svo. cloth (pub. 6s.), 3s.
Robertson (F. W.) Sermons preached at BrighWi
Kin" SeSnd, and Third Series. New edition, post Svo, <M
(pub. 5s. each), 3s. each.
Sadler (M. F.) Parish Sermons. First and SecondSeria2 vols., IZmo, cloth,Abundant
scarce, 6s. each.
Life, and other Sermons. Fe»r
cloth (pub. 6s.), 3s. 6d.
l"*
Segneri. Thirty-eight Sermons translated from the (p*
resimale of P. Paolo Segueri. by Prebendary J. Kore. Jj"rt
Series complete. Svo, cloth (pub. 18s.), 8a.
[Masters, «■*■
Sermons for Sundays and some other Hob
days of the Christian Year. By Biahopa and Clergy of Uie Cn™
of England. 12mo, cloth (pub. 3s.), la. 6d.
[S.l.tn.
Ditto in half calf, 2a 6d

Sermons for the Christian Seasons. Firet *f
Second Series, complete, 2 vol8.,iamo, half cfil, neat (nab- *> !; 17s.
[Farfer, »•>•

Ditto, First Series, i «•*•
12mo, cloth (pub. 10s.), 6s.
South (Bishop ). Sermons preached on several Ocas"*"
Best edition, 7 vols., 8vo, calf extra, £1 6s.
[Oxtort KThe First, Second, and Third
'
Ditto, the 5 volume edition, <*>f;Plt'

Hook (Dean) Parish Sermons.
ee.), 3s. 6d.

Edited by his Son. (Pub.
[Bentley, 1879.

Leeds. Sermons preached at the Consecration
and Re-opening of the Parish Church of Leeds, by Kmlnent Clergy
(Dean Hook, &c, &c.) Post Svo, cloth, scarce, 3s. 6d.
[Leeds, 1841.
Lewis (Dr W. H.) Sermons (66) for the Christian Year.
CrowD Svo, cloth (pub. 6s.), 3s.
[Dickinson, 1871.

*1 *»■
^ '
Vaughan (Dean.) The Church of the First i*J»:0*
Church of Jerusalem. The Church of the Gentile* The im™
of the World). 3 vols., fcap. cloth (pub. ISs. «*'(^Uimi lK3.ri
Williams (Isaac).

Sermons on the Epistles and Gospel*,

W and Chief VeSvaJsTfor the whole Year.
12mo, cloth, 68. 6d.

Original W.uoa, M^.
[Hlrtngio*
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This day, clotli, 2s., by post 2s. 2d.,

HARVEST PREACHING !

An Entirely New Volume of plain, picturesque

Sermons for HARVEST FESTIVALS, by the Revs. S. BARING-GOULD, W. C. VAUGHAN, R. D. B. RAWNSLEY, and other popular Sermon Writers.

The LIGHTS and SHADOWS of HARVEST. A Short Sermon for
Harvest Thanksgiving.

Prioe 6d., by post 6Jd.

PART IV. of the Rev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON'S "A Year's
Plain Sermons on the Gospels or Epistles," contains HARVEST and FLOWER SERMONS, besides Sermons for
the last TEN SUNDAYS AFTER TRINITY. Price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.
These most interesting and attractive Sermons are full of Anecdotes and Illustrations, and are most suitable for
Country Congregations.

TWO HARVEST SERMONS and a FLOWER SERMON in
the SECOND SERIES of " Litebabt Churchman SERMONS ; " being a selection of 37 of the very best of
those which have appeared in the Litbkart Churchman from 1879 to 1883 ; including also excellent GENERAL
SERMONS. Among the eminent Authors are—Revs. S. BARING-GOULD, J. E. VERNON, H. J. WILMOT
BUXTON, G. F. DE TEISSIER, J. HARRY BUCHANAN, W. E. COGHLAN, W. E. HEYGATE, Ac, &c.
Price 5s. , by post 5s. 4d.
This day, cloth, 2s. 6<L, by post, 2s. 8d.,

SERMONS PREACHED in a VILLAGE CHURCH. By the
Rev. F. J. MIDDLEMIST, with Preface by the Rev. W. E. HEYGATE.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.

THANKSGIVING for

the

HARVEST. THE SACRAMENT OF THE LORD'S SUPPER,
SOCIETY FOB PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
Simply Explained in Question and Answer.
The Treasurers of the 8ociety earnestly plead for a SHARE In the

!

OFFERINGS of Chnrcbpeople In thankfulness to Almighty God for
BY A CLERGYMAN.
the present Harrest.
PRICE TWOPENCE.
Grants of Honey, amounting to £36,254 7s. 9d., for the endowment of
Published by BARR and BDDD, Mercatorla, St Leonards.
Bishops and Clergy, for training Missionary Students, for building
Churches, Colleges, Schools, and for many other objects abroad, and for
building Sunday-schools, and other purposes at home, have been made
Copies for Distribution may be had from the Publishers at Is. Od.
during the year ending March, 188*.
per dozen.
Grants of Books for Tarlons objects at home and abroad, amount
ing to £12,700 11a Id., have been made during the same period.
This day, id., or 7s. per 100.
The Society's income for the last financial year from all sources was
NEW HARVEST HYMN " Far and Wide the
£ 15,387 18a. 8Jd.
The Society is mainly dependent upon Voluntary Contributions,
Harvest."
and it is in the hope of Increased Support—which Ib much needed—
Words by the Rev. & J. EALES, D.C.L.
that it baa ho largely responded to the ui gent appeala made to it by
Bishops and Clergy in all parts of the world.
Hoslo by ARTHUR ii. T. EALES, HA.
W. H. GROVE, General Secretary.
London
: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.
S.P. C. Iv , .Northumberland avenue, London, August, 1885.
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LIST OF CHEAP

SECOND-HAND VOLUMES OF SERMONS.
Armstrong (Bp.) Thirty-four Parochial Sermons. Best
Kdition. 8vo, cloth, scarce, 4s. 6d.
[Pfirker,185i.

Jackson (W.) Sermons preached in Village Churcba
32 S rmons 12mo cloth (pub. 5s.), 2s. 6d.
[Mciley, 18H.

Arnold (Dr T.) Sermons on the Interpretation of Scrip
ture. 8vo, cloth UMib. 12s.), 3s. 6d.
[1845.

Keblc (John.)
Sermons, Occasional and Parochial (50)
8vo, half calf, neat (cost 17a. 6d.), 7a.
[Parker, 1SSS.

Christian Life ; its Course, Hindrances,
and Tlelps. 40 Sermons, preached mostly in Rugby School
Chapel. 8vo, cloth (pub. 12s.), 3s. Od.
[1841.

Liddon (Canon.) Sermons preached before the UnWetsity of Oxford. 1st and 2nd series (1860-1*80). 2 vols., crown fro,
cloth (pub lti;. Us.
ritiwnirti'iis. i-:i"

Christian Life ; its Hopes, Fears, and
Close. 34 Sermons preached mostly in Rugby School Chapel.
Svo (pub. 12b.), 3s. 6d.
[1812.

Mill (Dr W. H.) Forty -eight Lectures on the Catechism,
lamo, cloth (pub. 6s. 6d.), 3s.
[Bell. 1**

Bather (E.) Sermons, chiefly Practical.
cloth and boards, uot uniform (pub. 36s ), 7a.

3 vols., 8vo,
[Hatchards.

Sermons (2G) on Old Testament Histories.
Sto, cloth (pub. 43.), 2s.
[S. P. C. K., 1850.
Bennett (W. J. E.) Last Sermons (23) preached at S.
Paul's, Knightsbridge, and S. Barnabas, Piuilico. 8vo, cloth, 3a.
[Cleaver, 1851.
Bethell (Bp.) Sixty-one Sermons preached in the Cathe
dral Churchea of Chiahester, Gloucester, Bangor, and in the
Chapels Royal. a vols. , 8vo, cloth (pub. 21s.), 4s. Od.
[Rlvingtons, 1857-8.
Blencowe (E.) Plain Sermons addressed to a Country
Congregation. 3 Series. 3 vols, 12mo, cloth, source, 13s. [Hell.

Moberly (Bp.) Sermons preached at Winchester College.
Tuo Series. 2 vols., fcap. cloth (pub. 13s.), 3s. (Id.
[Bivingtons.l'M.
Newman (Cardinal.) Sermons on Subjects of the Day.
New edition, crown 8vo, cloth (pub. 5s.), 2*. 9d.
[IbidPlain Sermons by Contributors to the " Tracts for tie
I'lmes." Complete, 10 vols., 8vo, cloth, £1 10s.
[Rivingtons, 18394!.
Ditto, vols. 1 to 9, separately, in cloth,
3s. each.
Pulpit (The.) 6 vols. (53 to 58), containing many Sermons
by Eminent Divines (Revs. H. Melville, T. Dale, Bp. Wllberforw,
Archbishop Sumner, Dean Vaughau, &c. &c.),(5 vols., half-call, rSl.
15S.

Ditto.

Series 1 and 2 separately.

Chambers (J. C.) Sermons preached at Perth, and in
other parts of Scotland 8vo, cloth (pub. 12s.), 3s. 6d.
[Masters, 1857.
Clerical Library, 300 Sermon Outlines on the New
Testament. Crown 8vo, cloth (pub. 8s.),3s. 6d.
[Hodder, 1882.
Cooper (E.) Practical and Familiar Sermons, for Parochial
and Domestic Instruction. 7 vols., 12mo, half calf, neat, 8s.
[Cadell, 1845.
Cowan (J. G.) Plain Sermons. The Four Series, com
plete. 4 vola. Crown 8vo, cloth, scarce. £1 Is.
[Skefflngtotu.
Ditto.
3s. 6d), 2a.

First Series,

[lf*-»

4s. 6d.

each.

separately (pub.
[Ibid.

Davison (J.) Twelve Discourses on Prophecy : Its Struc
ture, Ubc, and Inspiration. 8vo. (pub. ]2s.), 3a. '
[Oxford.

Practical Sermons by Dignitaries and other Clergymen
of the United Church of England and Ireland. 3 vols., 8to, dot*.
scarce, 12a.
[Parker, 1M5Pusey (Dr.) Parochial Sermons.
8vo, cloth ipub. £1 Is.), 7s. 6d.

Original edition. 2 wb,
[Parker.

Ridley (W. H.)
Sermons (20) in Plain IdBguip
Adapted to the Poor. 12mo, cloth (pub. 2s.), Is. 3d.
[SloilfJ
Roberts (W. Page.) Law and God. Twelve Sermons.
Post Sto, cloth (pub. 5s.), 2s. 6d.
[Smith Elder, 1871
Reasonable Service (12 Sermonspost 8vo, cloth (pub. 6a.) 2s. 9d.
[IS*

Sermons for Sundays, Festivals, Pasts, &c
by many Eminent Authors. Edited by Rev. Alex. Watson. 0»
plete in 5 vols., 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Series, 8vo, half calf. rB'tf
shabby, scarce, £1.
[Masters, 1MM7.
Ditto, in cloth, 5 vols., 16s. &

Dibdin's Sunday Library. A large and useful Col
lection of Sermons, by Eminent Divines. 6 vols, 12mo, cloth
(pub. 30s), 7a.
[Longmans, 1831.
Girdlestone (C.) A Course of (60) Sermons for the Year.
2 vols., fcap. 8vo, boards (pub. 14s.), 4a.
Gurney (J. H.) Sermons on Texts from the Epistles and
Gospels for Tweuty Sundays. 12mo, cloth (pub. 6s.), 2s. 6d.
[Rivington, 1857.
Sermons on the Acts of the Apostles. Fcap.
cloth (pub. 7s.), 2s 9d.
[Ibld.1802.
Hare (Archdeacon.) Sermons (25) preached in Hurstmonceaux Church ; Svo, cloth, scarce, 8s.
[1841.
Hook (Dean.)
cloth, 2a. ml.

10 Sermons on Various Subjects. 12mo,
[Rivingtons, 1844

Slade's Parochial Sermons, preached at Bolton-kMoor. 7 vols., post 8vo,clolh (pub. 3(!s.). 10».
pSB-8.
Sturtevant (S. T.) The Preacher's Manual; Leetoa
on Preachincr Furnishing rnles and examples for every kind ■
l'ulpit Address. Fourth edition, revised. 8vo, cloth (pub. HO.**
[is*-'.
Taylor (Dr Jeremy.) Sermons for all the Sundays':
the Year. Revised, Ac, by Rev. C. P. Eden. 8vo, clotb,«.*l
[18ft
Thompson (H.) Concionalia, Outlines of Sermons W
Parochinl Use throughout the year, and Saints' Days ; 1st and?"
aeries. 2 vols., 12mo, cloth (pub 14«.), 7s.
[Sraeters.lK'l-i

37 Sermons on the Miracles, 2 vols., 12mo,
cloth (pub. 10*.), 48.
[Leeds, 1847.

Thomson (Abp.) Sermons preached in LincolnViffi
Chapel, and elsewhere (26) Svo, cloth (pub. 10s. 6d ). 3s. 64
[Murray, 18*1

Huntington (Bp. F. D.) Christ in the Christian Year
and in the Life of Man. Sermons from Trinity to Advent. Crown
8vo., cloth (pub. 4s. 6d.), 2a. 9d.
[Dickinson, 1882.

Wood^ate (H. A.) Sermons on the Sunday's Historia)
Lessons throughout the Year. From the Old Testament. 2 «*■
post Svo, half calf, 4s. 6d.
[18Jl
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Harvest Festival Hymn
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"THE SOWER WENT FORTH SOWING."
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Cfje Cf)urc& Congre0S Programme.
We are now within measurable distance of the annual
Church Congress. The announcement that Portsmouth
was selected for the next meeting of the Church Congress
at first produced a stormy effect in that town. This,
however, has long since subsided, and there is every
prospect that the twenty-fifth gathering of the Church
Congress will occasion less excitement than many of its
forerunners. The formation of "a Protestant Club,"
which is to hold a meeting during the session of the
Congress, will have the desirable effect of drawing
off the bad humours from the latter assembly. There
appears to us to be nothing worthy of special comment,
about the programme. The subjects are mostly of a
practical nature, and the readers and speakers' names
are rather suggestive of solidity than of brilliancy. As
we look down the list, we observe that many names of
leading High Churchmen are "conspicuous for their
absence." This defect is not entirely to be laid at the
door of the Congress Committee, but is in part owing to
the fact that some invited speakers were unable to accept
the engagement.
Those who are -advertised to " read " or " speak " upon
the " Revised Version of the Old Testament " are well
selected, and a graveand learned seriesof dissertations upon
this subject may be expected. Amongst the names of those
appointed to deal with a theme of great general and of
special local importance, " The Responsibility of the Church
as regards the Spiritual and Moral Welfare of our Soldiers
and Sailors," none will be more warmly received than that
of the newly-appointed " Chaplain-General." His was
among the best of the many excellent appointments which
were lately made. We confess that our enthusiasm is not
apt to be excited by listening to the various suggestions
which are from time to time made for the " Re-arrange
ment " of the Prayer-Book Services, or the plans which
are devised for adding thereto. Those who are appointed
to treat of this question are men of devotional and prac
tical character, but they are not liturgical scholars. The
revision of the American Prayer-Book, whatever may be
said in its favour, is not altogether an encouraging instance
of the process which is advocated by many on this side of
the Atlantic, who have not given the Prayer-Book, as it is,
a fair trial.
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The "Work of Women in the Church," a- subject which
was debated with such success at Reading, where Papers
were read by Canon Carter upon " Sisters," and Dean
Howson upon " Deaconesses," has no representative
names attached to it. This is a subject which beyoud
others requires the specialist for its treatment. " Religion
and Art " are amply provided for—Mr T. D.- Bedding, and
Mr Horsley, R.A., being on the list of readers. It is, we
believe, four years since this subject formed a part of the
programme, and on that occasion " Architecture " was well
provided for, but " Painting " was but little dealt with.
The use of colour in our churches and pictorial represen
tation is not sufficiently considered. Art and religion, it
has been well said, are "near neighbours." Light, colour,
and sound, as they express, so can they awaken the
emotions of the soul. Art reaches its climax when it
portrays " the mysteries of a higher world in the form of
the beautiful." We look forward to the papers which will
be delivered before the Portsmouth Church Congress with
much delight ; and trust they will lead to some tangible
results. A remark but too commonly made by the visitor
on entering a strange church is—" it looks cold,"—and this,
often instinctive, criticism reveals at the same time a lack
in many of our ecclesiastical structures and a craving of
the human mind. A church ^without colour is like a
service without music.
" Evangelising Agencies " may be called one of the great
problems of the day. We regret that this meeting will be
deprived of Canon Body's earnestness and experience
through his unavoidable absence. He has been most suc
cessful as a Miasioner in reaching those very classes which
it used to be the Nonconformists' taunt against the Church
of England that it could not touch. We hope the debate
will bring out into greater clearness what doctrine of
Repentance the Church Army relies upon, in its attempts
to meet the needs of those over whom at present the Sal
vation Army claims a monopoly. Mr Colvile also will,
doubtless, have something to Bay on that subject, and say
it vigorously.
We believe there is no stratum of society so low that it
cannot be reached by the Church, and no human soul so
degraded that it cannot be brought back to God, if the
divinely -appointed means are employed for awakening
the conscience and for cleansing it. Recent revelations
show that no couleur de rose methods are likely to be of
avail. Acts of Parliament are useful in preventing deeds
of sin or punishing them, but they only touch the exterior
of the life. The " Evangelising Agency " to be successful
must " cleanse that which is within." Was not the
realisation of this truth at the root of Charles Lowder's
success at the East-end of London? The Sacramental
powers of the Church will be found to be more potent in
the long run than all the din and excitement of the Sal
vationist Movement.
The " Working Men's Meeting " has only one of what
mAy be termed the old staff of speakers at this important
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gathering—the Bishop of Carlisle —who is always effective,
and often amusing. The Archbishop of York, the Bishop
of Bedford, Canon Hole, and several other names are
wanting from the list. We have said before that the
humorous element at this meeting has been preseut
sometimes in excess. This certainly will not be the cage at
Portsmouth. It is a new feature of a Church Gougres
to be addressed by one of the law officers of the Crown.
The name of Sir R. E. Webster will give variety and
width to the list of speakers, and will supply what is
important—a laymen's point of view, to the "Working Men's
Meeting.
The names of several able men are to be found amongst
those who have assigned to them the " Teaching Work of
the Churoh,'.' Canon Westcottfs being foremost. " Eiegesis
of' Holy Scripture," " Doctrine and: Ethics," and "Church
History " are the three branches of this great topic "The
Church and the Printing Press " will be debated at the
same time in the Lecture Hall, and is likely to prove a
more popular and exciting theme. Mr A. H. Murray
opens this debate, and amongst the list of speakers appears
Mr Byron Reed, who is doing such noble work for the
Church Defence Society at this crisis. Later in the pro
gramme " Church Defence " itself is to be found ; and, at
this juncture, it will probably prove the most animated,
as certainly at present it is the most important, question
which the Church Congress has undertaken to discuss.
There will be no danger of dulness or indirectnesa in a
debate in which Mr Beresford-Hope, M.P., and Bee
Harry Jones are to take part
Earl Nelson and the Bishop of Newcastle speak at the
" Soldiers' and Sailors' Meeting " which is, we think, a
speciality of the Portsmouth Congress. The Dean of
York, also, and the Rev. T. E. C. Welldon will be heard
on the same occasion, so that there is rather a strong
force for the Thursday night's gathering in the Conjres
Hall.
The great meeting of the Congress, that on "the Spiritual
Life," reserved as usual for Friday morning, does not strike
us as being very richly provided for. The Bev. C. Gore
and Prebendary R. F. Wilson are well chosen to deal with
intellectual and devotional difficulties of the spiritual life
respectively ; but looking at the list as a whole, it does not
compare favourably with previous programmes. The nun
who devotes his life to any particular branch of his pro
fession becomes a specialist, and deserves to be heard on
that account. Whether, through- the concentration of hi
mind or energies upon one department' of a science or art,
a man has narrow and one-sided views, and misses the
harmony which should exist between trie- parts and the
whole, is a point which may well occupy the Congress in
debate upon what such an one has to say ; hut in Ecclesi
astical subjects, as well as in the- practice oi Is* *"&
medicine, there is more than enough iu it* duferciii
branches for the occupation of a lifetime, and Iobj}
experience and labour will make the man who thus devotes
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himself the best teacher of his own special study. For
this reason Canon Blackley deserves to be heard on ques
tions of " Insurance," <; Clergy Pensions " being one. of
them ; and Canon Ellison on " Temperance."
The Congress closes with a discussion upon the relations
of class- to class, —" Employers to Employed,"— where
doubtless " Christian Socialists" will put in an appear
ance. We are glad that this last subject is added to the
Congress programme. Christianity may succeed in adjust
ing the present strained relations between different sections
of society. If it cannot, nothing can.
Altogether, we may anticipate that the twenty-fifth
Church Congress will not. be behind its predecessors in
importance and practical usefulness. The size of Ports
mouth, and the fact that it is within comparatively, easy
reach of London, will doubtless secure for the coming,
meeting a large attendance.

C&e Dping Ipriest.
I am failing very fast, and my friends do not know how
fast. Their love will not let them sec it, but it is so, for all
that, for all their undeserved love. My book lies open, and
1 hardly read it. All I can do is to think and pray. I am
glad to be alone. I look up at my books, old companions,
faithful friends. I shall not see them much longer. Perhaps
my friends will carry me from my study, as they did- Leigh
Richmond, to my dying bed.
I wish I had used my books better. How ignorant I am !
I know almost nothing. Well, I need know nothing now but
Jesus Christ and Him crucified. O Si Jbscs crucifixus in
oor nostrum veuiret quam cito et suffioienter dooti esseimia.
My books I There are very very few among them but the
writers have long ago gone before me. They are at rest. I
entered into their labours. Would I had laboured as they
did. I am afraid that much of my activity was self-seeking,
■.followed in}- own fancies.and where I fouud no pleasure I did
uothiug. 0 lost hours, days, years which never can return ?
Lord have mercy on me. 1 used to dislike being disturbed
when I was reading. It should have been a pleasure to me,
as to Mary, "The Master is come and calleth for thee."
I have had many littlo troubles and many little triumphs
which I thought over in this room. Little indeed ! How
little do they seem now ! Thank G jd I have had mauy con
solations here, and many an answer to prayer. I have gained
more wisdom when kneeling there than reading here, little
as I did gain ; but that was my fault.
From tins window I see the churchyard where I have hud
so mauy parishioners, and where others will soon lay me.
What a history there is in eaeh grave, in each lane and cottage
of my parish ; a history which greatly concerns the dead and
myself. We shall have both to give an account, I alas ! a
double account, one of my people, and one of myself. O
Blessed Jesus, thuy were Tlnj people, Thy. sheep, for whom
Thou didst shed Thy precious Blood.
And there stands the old Church amongst the trees, where
my predecessors served in long succession. I thought too
little of them. Soon I shall bo forgotten as they are, "the
place thereof shall know me no more." What does the I
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' Imitatio ' say ? "In viti- sua aliquid esse videbantur, et
modo de illis tacetur. "
That Church reminds me of much presumption and neglect.
O that I had been more reverent, more recollected. What a
blessing I have enjoyed not only in being kept in the Com
munion of the Holy Catholic Church, but by serving in her
ministry ! What an honour, what a responsibility, it was- to
sjHjak in God's Name, and to offer the Holy Sacrifice at: His
Altar! And who was I that any should open, their hearts. to
me, and that I; who needed pardon so greatly, should absolve
the true penitent ? I was long a teacher, now I am a learner
in the school of suffering, weakness and helplessness. I am
called upon to put my own advice into practice, and to show
resignation and patience. 0 Lord help me, I. can do nothing
alone. I have told others how to die. Bid I know, how
myself? Will the grounds of faith and hope which I sugges
ted to others suffice me in my last struggle? I shall soon
prove this. "In the hour of death, good-Loan deUver-me/'
Me also, even me.
Alas ! it wag so easy to stand outside a man, and tell him
what to do and say. I wish I had known myself more and
my flock more. I was impatient with the dull and. ignorant
and wayward, although God was not. impatient with me, but
waited for me year after year. I was wanting in sympathy,
and what is that but want of love? Very different would
have been the effect of my sermons, reproofs, consolations,
advice, if I had been full of sympathy, if ib had been heart
to heart. I am afraid my people love me more than I loved
them, and much more than, I deserve. Ah ! they-do not know
me, and God does !
Why were my visits and sermons unspiritual ? Would not
God have made me spiritual if I had prayed earnestly? He
made S. Paul sufficient, and His would have made me suffi
cient for my humble cure. Whatcan I do now? I will send
for A. [and B. to-morrow—if I am spared—or at any rate send
a loving message. It might do B. good to take leave of his
poor old pastor.
I have witnessed a wonderful revival, and have eujoyed
great privileges. The Church is hardly the same Church as
she was, and will, I trust, advance still more when I am gone.
I wonder what changes my successor will make. 1 have made
many changes myself, and not- all of them wise, or wisely
brought in. Perhaps he will make greater and better, and
will carry them out with more prudence, patience, and benefit.
I daresay I have fallen behind as my predecessors seemed to
me to have done. Most likely, therefore, things ought not to
stand as they are. I thought they should not stand as they
were when I came here
I used to live by a tidal river, and at flood-tide the stream
ran strong up in the middle and ebbed along the banks ; then
at the ebb all this was reversed. Just so my power and use
fulness are all flowing away, and only the weaker and weaker
remains of my work are to be seen here and there. It is time
for a new flood-tide, for new zeal and vigour to show them
selves in the parish.
0 Good Shepherd, send, I beseech Thee, a worthier pastor
to tend Thy poor sheep, one wiser and better in all ways than
me, the poor sinner. May he never fall into my mistakes and
neglects. May he make amends for my many and grievous
deficiencies.
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" O to me grant the meanest place.
There under the feet;
Under the feet of Thine Elect."
T wish I had made more allowance for the faults of my dear
people. What should I hare done if I had been in their place,
and exposed to their temptations ! I am glad that I was not
promoted, I have been very happy dwelling among my people.
What could such an one as I do with preferment ? If I have
been such a failure here, what should I not have been in a
larger sphere, with greater difficulties and responsibilities ?
If S. Ambrose died penitential]y, stretching out his arms
crosswise ; if S. Augustine died weeping over the penitential
psalms written upon the wall, what should not be my conditiou in my last hours ?
Hark ! I hear the belL Is it my passing bell ? No : another
of my people is gone before me. Je.su Mercy. The Lord
have mercy on him and on me. As long as I live I will pray
for others. I trust that they will pray for the rest of my
soul when I am taken away. I trust that the Good Shepherd
will be with me when I go through the valley of the shadow
of death. My hope is in Him. His mercies are boundless.
It would be a sin to doubt that His precious Blood will fail to
cleanse even me. O my God, how can I love Thee enough
for all Thou hast done and been to me from the moment of
my birth even to this hour ? "Praise the Lord 0 my soul,
and all that is within me praise His Holy Name. Praise the
Lord 0 my soul, and forget not all his benefits. Who forgiveth all thy sins, and healeth all thine infirmities."
"As for me I will behold Thy presence in righteousness."
" In Thy presence is the fulness of joy."
I hope to receive my viaticum to-morrow, if I live. I did
so yesterday, thank God. ' ' The medicine of immortality the
antidote of death." "I am the Resurrection and the Life"
He said, and Him I received.
So I go on thinking for awhile. I wish I could read more.
I will get them to read to me presently. It shall be Isaiah
liii. and Psalm xxv., and then if I can listen, S. John xi.
and xiv.
And now I will try to say "Abide with me," if I can
remember it.
But first I will say those prayers from the Paradise.
" 0 Good Jkbu, I beseech Thee by the love of the Eternal
Father, and the last words on the Cross wherewith Thou
didst commend Thy Spirit to the Father, receive Thou my
spirit at the close of my life."
' ' 0 God the Holy Ghost, have mercy upon me ; and by
Thy holy inspiration strengthen me at all times, and chiefly
in the hour of my death."
"O most Holy Trinity, One God, have mercy upon me,
now and in the hour of death."
I can no more. I feel as if I were going very soon. They
will come directly and move me. God bless them for all
their care and love. Glory to God, as S. Chrysostom always
said, and when he was dying, Glory be to God. " I will lay
me down in peace and take my rest." "I know that my
Redeemer liveth. . . . Whom I shall see for myself, and
mine eyes shall behold and not another." "Amen. Come
Lord Jescs."
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|^®taR€T)^ Topics*
There are replies to letters which call forth pity for the
writers of the letters rather than provoke a spirit of
triumph at their utter discomfiture. Such is the reply
of the Bishop of Carlisle to the letter of Lord Ebury in
the Times. We made some comments on Lord Ebury's
effusion at the time when it made its appearance. Dr
Harvey Goodwin waited, he tells us, for five weeks to see
whether any of the bishops would notice Lord Ebury's
lamentations, or reply to his accusations" more effectively '
than the Bishop of Carlisle thought himself able to do.
Certainly he might have waited an interminable time for
anything more effective than the letter which filled a
column and a-half of the leading journal one day last
week. Lord Ebury asks whether the Church of England
is " still the Reformed Church, or whether it is AngloCatholic." With regard to the " or " we said, it " displays
a lack of acquaintance with the history of our Church
which is simply surprising." The Bishop of Carlisle
similarly remarks, " I earnestly repudiate the alternative
suggested by the word ' or.' " Poor Lord Ebury's bones
seem to rattle under the inexorable logic of Dr Harvey
Goodwin. The Bishop dissects his letter sentence by
sentence in a crushing manner.
Any remonstrance
on the part of the bishops with Mr Gladstone in his
exercise of Crown patronage because of the nomina
tion of Canon King to the See of Lincoln, Dr, H. Good»ic
describes as " an act the ludicrous character of which
could only be surpassed by its injustice and its absurdity.
Then the Bishop of Carlisle proceeds to turn the table?,
and to show the great danger to residents in glass houses if
they should commence throwing stones. He reminds Low
Ebury of " the Prayer-Book Amendment Bill," introduced
some time since by his lordship into the House of Lord'
and of the damage which, if it had become an Act, it
would have done to the National Church ; and then asks
whether those who have tried to change the doctrine and
discipline of the Church of England, because they are
dissatisfied with it, are the right persons to charge others
with unfaithfulness in the use of our Formularies.
Lord Ebury in his letter charged some of the clergy
with celebrating the Holy Eucharist so that the English
Communion Office could not be distinguished from the
Roman Rite. To this the Bishop replies that "it is BOt
very easy to draw the line " between " the Roman Orbs
and the English ; " the two " being fundamentally the
same in construction, both representing more or less tie
same ancient office." But there are fundamental distinc
tions between England and Rome in the act of celebrating,
the chief of which are that our office " is in England s o*n
tongue," and permits the laity to receive the chalice. I"
Bishop of Carlisle knows of no clergyman in bis Diocese
who has attempted to obliterate these distinctions, an"
reminds Lord Ebury that not long since a choral celebra
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tion would have been described as " making the service
scarcely distinguishable from the Soman Mass."
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has at heart. We trust, with the improvements in the
arrangements of funerals, there will also be more fre
quently the Celebration of the Blessed Sacrament at
funerals. A time of sorrow is especially one when the
soul is more open than at others to religious impressions,
and when the line which seems to separate the living from
the dead is fainter than at other times. The Pleading
of the Great Sacrifice in the Mystery of the Altar is
on such an occasion an especial source of strength and
comfort.

The Bishop of Carlisle's vindication of the Church of
England from the imputations of Lord Ebnry, his powerful
description of what that Church is now doing in the reali
sation of the conception of a National Church, and the
glorious future which is opening up before her, if her
freedom is not cramped by the efforts of so-called Liberationists or the prejudices of narrow-minded disputants—
might well be turned to by those who are preparing to
address their congregations on " The National Church
Sunday." We wonder how it is the Bishop of Carlisle is
The pulpit of the Cathedral of the Metropolis has been
the prelate to answer Lord Ebury's strictures and quibbles. occupied on the Sunday afternoons of August by the
We thought that at present he had his hands full with Dean of S. Paul's, in the place of Dr Liddon, whose
repressing the superabundant zeal of political clergymen health prevented his discharge of the duties of Canon in
in his diocese, and correcting their peculiar views about residence. Dr Church preached a course of sermons, five
the morality of lying in order to deceive their masters, a in number, on " The discipline of the Christian character,"
course of action which, we have been recently reminded which were marked by that calm, thoughtful, and sober
by the lessons of the Church, Gehazi did not find very earnestness with which all who are in the habit of hearing
successful. Dr Harvey Goodwin's letter respecting Rev. the Dean of S. Paul's are by this time familiar. What
H. M. Kennedy, and his trenchant answer to Lord Ebury, Dr Church said of Bishop Wilson, in the last sermon of
both deserve the gratitude of Churchmen.
the series, might be truly affirmed of himself—" he be
longs to the days of grave piety and subdued enthusiasm,
"We have received a series of extracts from letters of and distrust of all that is showy, or venturesome, or
bishops and other dignitaries, from the Secretary of the romantic in religion."
The first sermon is perhaps the most striking.
The
" Funeral Reform Association "—an Association to which
we have on several occasions called the attention of our preparation of human character during the Patriarchal
readers, feeling the importance of the objects for the period, according to Dean Church, consisted in impressing
furtherance of which it exists. We can only cull from the idea of " the singleness and individuality of the soul" in
these letters some of the points which they touch upon. its relation to God. In the next discourse, the preparation
Thus, the Bishop of Winchester expresses his sympathy for the Christian character in the training of the Israelites
with every effort " to induce Christians to give up the is considered, their redemption, formation into a State,
expensive and ostentatious funerals " now so common, and and acceptance of a Rule of Life— the Law. Then in the
" the feasting and distributing of intoxicating drinks." third, the education of the religious affections— the joys,
The latter is a point upon which a great reform is needed. sorrows, hopes, and fears of the human heart are said to
In some country parishes people assemble at a funeral have been called into action, and provided for by " the
from all parts and expect to be entertained, thus turning Psalms and the Prophets." In the fourth sermon, the
a time of solitude and sorrow into an opportunity for eat manifestation of the Perfect Ideal is the subject, the un
ing and drinking. At an Irish wake last week, a drunken veiling of the mind of Christ by Christ Himself, to be
fellow put a red-hot poker down the back of the one who the standard of all moral and spiritual perfection, in which
was sitting next him. Perhaps, such things, it will be the Dean expatiated on goodness, and urged its power,
said, only occur in Ireland, but there is plenty of room quoting the words of "a keen observer " and unbeliever—
for " Funeral Reform " in our own country. The Bishop " The advance of Society depends on the exertions of the
of Nottingham, in a letter of his on the same subject, good man ; when he abandons these exertions, it drops back
alludes to the expensiveness of coffins, as well as "the like lead." Napoleon's estimate of Prince Charles of
costly abuse of flowers," and recommends simple dress and Austria, whom he had met often on the battle-field—" Le
doing away with crape . The Bishop of Sodor and Man is a. good man, and that is everything," accords with thb
and the Dean of Windsor write in much the same strain. same view. The last sermon is occupied with showing
The latter says, " if people only set themselves to realise that the " Imitation of Jesus Christ " is not only a
what the present system of imperishable coffins really possibility, but that, after " eighteen eventful centuries," it
means, they would soon cease to look upon it as con has proved strong enough to take its place " among the
ducive either to reverence for the memory of the dead, lasting facts of our condition." This Life of Curist,
or to regard for the well-being of the living." All says the preacher, after alluding to the age of Martyrs,
the writers of the letters which are before us advocate Fathers, &c, halfway down the centuries w;is " realised in
warmly the cause which the Rev. F. Lawrence, the inde a man," S. Francis of Assisi ; and "in a book," the Imita
fatigable Secretary of the " Funeral Reform Association," tion, which has been circulated more widely than any
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other book, except the New Testament, including amongst
its translators and editors such different men as " Corneille
Wesley, Lamennais," and still new translations of this work
are being brought out. The Dean might have added that
it -was the constant companion of General Gordon. The
Dean of S. Paul's depth of thought and chastened style
demand an educated mind and refined taste to be appre
ciated. Those who possess these attributes will have
listened under the dome of S. Paul's both with delight
and edification during the five Sunday afternoons of
August, though regretting the absence of "the eloquent
Canon," and' especially its cause.

C&e ©reek Origin of tbe apcwtles'
CreeD.
The Greek Origin of the Apostles' Creed. Illus
trated by Ancient Documents and Recent Research.
By Rev. John Baron, D.D., F.S.A. London : Parker
and Co.
This is a very interesting monograph by Dr Baron,
who has before now done the Church good service in the
department of Christian Antiquities. It is the expansion
of a paper which he read before some clerical meetings.
He claims that it is much more than an epitome of such
learned writers as Professors Heurtley and Lumby, but a
demonstration that the Apostles' and Nicene Creed are
identical. The great authority for holding that the Creed
of Marcellus is the Greek text of the Apostles' Creed is
Professor Caspari, the Norwegian, who has spent many
years of research in the chief libraries of Europe on this
and cognate subjects. Caspari's German work is not well
known or easily accessible in this country, and in these
pages we find a useful summary of its results. Dr Baron
has some interesting personal references :
"I feel deep gratitude to the community of the Orthodox
Greek Church in London for having been allowed at intervals
during the last sixteen years to attend their service*, formerly'
in London Wall, and recently at the new church of S. Sophie,
Moscow-road, Bayswater.
On one occasion, in 18B9, after
having been present during the Orthros and Liturgy, I was
kindly invited to remain and witness the Baptism of an infant,
but the point which seemed most instructive to me was the
recitation of the Nicene Creed by the Reader as part of the
Baptismal Service. Upon inquiring afterwards the reason of
this, I was told that the Nioene Creed ought properly to hare
been recited by the Ai/dSoxot, suiceptor or sponsor; bat he
being in this case an illiterate man, unable to recite the Nicene
Creed, it was recited for him by the Reader. This led me to
study minutely the Greek text of the Nicene Creed, and I was
so muoh struck with its beauty and exactness of expression, that,
without much effort, I learnt it by heart, as recited in the service
of the Greek Church. After I had committed it to memory,
my kind friends, tne Archimandrite and the Reader, allowed
me to recite it to them aeverally in piivate interviews, and cor
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rected faults of pronunciation and of accent. The result is'ttnt
I retain the Greek text perfectly in memory, «nd freqoenllj
recite it in private devotions, although I am not «We to repeat
without book either the Latin or English translation!."
Dr Baron goes on to say that he learned to pronotraffi
modern Greek sufficiently well after two or three lessons.
The writer of this brief review can corroborate ail that
the author -says of the kindness of the Archimandrites
and Readers of the Greek Ghurch. He was received
by them with the utmost kindness at the beautiful Greek
Church uear the Pare Monceau, in Paris, shown over
their buildings and presented with their service-books.
They said that while they were glad to show their sym
pathy with an Anglican, they would be unable to accord it
to members of the Roman Catholic Church.
Dr Baron maintains that the Apostles' Creed is as touch
a Creed of the East as of the West, and that the Nicene
is both historically and by usage as much a Creed of the
West as of the East ; that the Apostles' is not an abbre
viation of the Nicene, but that the Niceue is an amplifi
cation of the Apostles', which is itself an expansion of
the shortest possible declaration of faith evolved from
the Baptismal Formula. The terms "Eastern" m\
" Western," used by the critics, is often Bimply delusive.
" The three Creeds ... do not belong to any one of
the points of the compass, but to the whole world, being
truly catholic." Dr Baron dwells at great length, as a
document of much weight upon the subject, on the Greek
text of a Creed in Anglo-Saxon, or rather German letters,
preserved in the Psalter of King Athelstane, preserved in
the famous MS. Galba A. xviii., in the British Museum.
This MS. was much discussed by Archbishop Usslier in
his time. The gems of this volume are four Autotype
Facsimile Plates from the pages of the Psalter of King
Athelstane, and also there are copies of two fac
similes of the pictures in- the same MS. Dr Baron sap
that Greek was studied as a living language in England
in the eighth century, and that the proper AngtoSaion
pronunciation meets living Greek pronunciation tadf"way. His illustrations are highly curious and interest
ing ; but we are sorry to say that we hardly appreciate
their argumentative value. He argues an opinion which
he owns 13 singular in England, but -which is supported
by some modern critics of much repute—that tbe'CW
of Marcellus is the first known -written copy of tire
Apostles' Creed that has come down'to'iis. 'He-ftfrtMn
his work by an Appendix on" The Elaborations of the
Apostles' Creed in the West," in the course of which he
gives some very interesting extracts from Ludolphus Saio,
a great mediseval writer, Whose works were lately reprinted
in Paris. A second Appendix deals with German version!
of the Apostles' Creed of the eighth and ninth centuries,
and an Anglo-Saxon version of the eleventh century. &
third Appendix gives us a transliterated Greek copy of
the Nicene Creed. The earliest version of the Athanasian
Creed is found in the famous Utrecht Psalter, of which
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we have two facsimile plates through the Palreographic a truth if inserted in the Word of God. The author's
" assumption " that the Epistle of S. Jude is copied by the
Society, of which Dr Baron is a member.
The book reflects high credit upon the author, and also writer of the Second Epistle of S.Peter is one with which
for the artistic value of the plates and 'the general get- again we cannot agree. Dr Reichel is powerfulwhen he is
destructive ; but his thought, or at least his expression of it,
up upon the publishers, the Messrs Parker.
is-not so clear and vigorous when he strives to show what
" the unalterable faith " really is. Hedenounees the apostle
of culture with his " sweet reasonableness" and "eternal
The Origins of Christianity. Sermons preached before something." Weare to stop half-way down the hill, and not
the Universities of Oxford and Dublin. By Charles go to the bottom whither the author of ' Literature and
Parsons Reichel, D.D. London : Longmans, Green Dogma' invites us. But when -we turn to ask what " the
and Co. Pp. 07.
unalterable faith" really is, we cannot say Dr Reichel
This volume of sermons will now attract additional gives us a very clear answer. Take "theproblemof evil,"we
attention from the fact that the author is to be raised to are told of S. Augustine's " gloomy genius," of the " theory "
the dignity of the Episcopate in the Irish Church. When a " generally accepted in the Church," of how matters were
man is made a bishop his words, even when mere common
made worse by " the rugged vehemence of Luther," and
place, are reported, and both are invested with a factitious "the remorseless accuracy of Calvin," of the "rigorous"
interest. But .Dr Reichkl's sermons, whatever may be thinking of Spinoza—and all the rest, but we do not find
said against them, cannot be stigmatised as commonplace. what it is the author would have us believe on this car
We disagree with him, not only with his statements butwith dinal question. Augustine is credited with starting the
some of his principles ; but ' The Origins of Christianity ' view that " evil is immortal/' and that " those addicted to
is a book which cannot be read without discerning the its power would never really die." We are told that the
author's force of mind and width of reading.
doctrine of " Hell " " was specially accentuated in the
The first Sermon, which is upon " The 'Unalterable Western Church, because it ministered to the supremacy
Faith," is, perhaps, the most objectionable of the three. of the priesthood "—a view which, by-the-bye, is hardly
It appears to atart with1 the assumption that the Helvidian borne out by the -fact which is stated on the same page,
heresy was a part of the original faith as "delivered to the that the foreign Reformers made the wrath of the world
Saints," and the Church's belief in the perpetual Virginity to come, and how-to escape from it, the staple of their
of the Lord's Mother a departure from it. The language teaching. Then again, with regard to the present results
of S. Matthew, according to Dr Reichrl, is construed of sin, it is said, that the Creeds do not "support the notion
"in an absolutely non-natural sense" in order-to avoid that death in our universe is the result of -sin," and that
the plain teaching of the Word of God on this point. " the words of Christ" do not touch "any of those points
Because it is said of S. Joseph that he ■" knew her not till of supposed 'Christian dogma on which modern science
she had brought forth her first-born son," therefore the has 'fastened its opposition to Christianity ; Christ never
author concludes, with the Antidicomarians, that he must mentions the Fall." The Nicene Creed sufficed the Church,
have known her after. The bishop-elect of Meath will says Dr Reichel, for " eleven centuries," and all modern
require some new book on the Creed for his candidates for Confessions Of Faith, whether the Creed of Pope Pius,
holy orders, for Pearson will be in direct conflict with his the Confession of Augsburg, the Thirty-nine Articles,
teaching on this point. If from " till " you are always to or the Westminster Confession, are but harmful additions.
infer a subsequent event, "Scripture-language "will lead But what about the doctrine of the Fall ? Does not the
to absurdity. Thus, when of Samuel, says'Biahop Pearson Nicene Faith declare that Christ came down from
quaintly, it is written " ' he came no more to see Saul until Heaven for us men, " and for our salvation" ? There would
the day of his death,' it were a strange collection to infer be no need Of Salvation had there been no Fall.
The notion that the Scriptures are infallible does not
that he therefore gave him a visit after he was dead." And
when it is stated of Micbal, the daughter of Saul, that she necessarily involve the belief that they have been pre
"had no child until the day of her death," " it were a served to us" without one tittle of change " or doubt, as to
ridiculous stupidity to dream of any midwifery in the the correctness of the text in any particular. Even the
Church of Rome, when it declares the Vulgate to be
grave."
We arenot much concerned in defending the opinion of • " authentic," does not, according to the best theologians,
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the; literal inspiration of Scripture, but we do not see why
the extract from the apocryphal book of Enoch and the
reference to the contention between Michal and the devil
about the body of Moses should render that view unten
able. We suppose there is no apocryphal book, however
much discredited, which has not some truth in it, and the
quotation would, to our mind, be guaranteed as containing

vouch for its accuracy "to jots and tittles," but to the sub
stance of the text and to all that relates to faith and
morals. There have been numerous emendations in the
text of the Vulgate, as issued by Sixtus V. and by
Clement VIII., which is in itself enough to confute " the
notion" of infallibility as applying to any particular
Version of the Scriptures. Still there is a laxity in Dr
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Beichel's treatment of the subject which does not com
mend itself to our mind. If "large portions of the
Bible " are to be " construed with that tact, equity,
sobriety and reference to circumstances with which every
human document must be interpreted," unless we have
an "infallible interpreter," we shall certainly be left very
much in doubt as to what is the exact teaching of " large
portions " of the Scriptures. Those who believe in
the Church as the "pillar and ground of the Truth,"
the judge of the authenticity of Scripture and the inter
preter of the Word of God, will not have their faith
shaken when they are told that " we discard the notion
that Holy Scripture is infallible ; " but to those who have
no such basis for their faith such a view of the Bible is
dangerous, to say the least.
The second Sermon, on the ' Origins of Christianity,'
contains a powerful attack upon M. Kenan. Dr Beichel
deals some heavy blows upon the theory of the " Origins "
of Christianity, with which this " amiable Frenchman "
has favoured us. The author's mental combativeness comes
out brilliantly in assailing Benan's and Strauss's infidel
conceptions. Dr Beichel is a firm believer in the super
natural origin and character of Christianity. We wish
we could speak as favourably of the last discourse, which
is entitled " The Origins of the Church." We expected
some account of the Day of Fentecost and of the Gifts and
Powers then bestowed upon the Apostles. But we can find
no mention of " the Birthday of the Church," or of the
" notes " by which the Supernatural Society was to be dis
cerned. Of Episcopacy, Dr Beichel writes as follows :
" Episcopacy is not essential, but it is useful. Presbytery is
not invalid, but it is (in the judgment of the ancient Church)
imperfect. There appears, then, to be no sufficient reason why
the two forms should not recognise each other, and when they
come to recognise each other they may very possibly ultimately
coalesce. When the ' Divine Right ' of either has been aban
doned, the human reasons which decided the early Church in
favour of the one may be mure impartially examined. When
the ' Divine Right ' of either has been abandoned, the ecclesi
astical tyranny which has fattened upon it in both sets of
churches must disappear."
As Dr Beichel himself is about to make trial of the
fattening process by his elevation to the Prelatic order, we
may hope that a less meagre idea of the nature of and
necessity for Episcopacy may be the result. As, however,
Dr Beichel does not hold that " the spiritual life " depends
on " the due performance of certain solemn rites" ; or, that
these again can only be ministered by persons " ordained
with certain ceremonies by certain persons who as succes
sors of the Apostles alone " have " the power of conferring
sacramental grace," we think on the whole it would be
wise for him to decline the honour which it is intended to
confer upon him, as any one who does not see the necessity
for the House of Lords as a part of the British Consti
tution might well decline the offer of a peerage.
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Dr ©cfjraDcr's Ctje Cuneiform
3!nscriptions ana tfee DID Cestamcnt.
The Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old Testament.
By Eberhard Schrader, D.D., Ph. D., Professor of
Oriental Languages in the University of Berlin, etc.
Translated from the Second Enlarged German Edition.
With an Introductory Preface by Rev. Owen C. Whitehouse, M.A., Professor of Hebrew, Cheshunt College.
With a Map. London : Williams and Norgate, 14
Henrietta-street, Covent-garden ;
and
Edinburgh.
1885. Pp. 310.
To many scholars the important work of Dr Schradee
will have been long familiar, seeing that the first edition
bears date some ten years ago. This first edition in
English is not a mere translation of the earlier work, but
embodies, or is to embody, the additions to, and modifica
tions of views then put forth, some of which have been
already published by Dr Schrader himself, in his
' Keiliuschriften und Geschichtsfonschung.'
Besides
various and important notes from his own pen, he has
in particular added to the English edition a translation
of the Cuneiform text of the exceedingly interesting
and important Chaldaean account of the Deluge. This,
however, has already been made accessible to English
readers by the late Mr George Smith. A similar remark
may be made with regard to the Chaldsean Eponym lists,
which have an important bearing on the Chronology of the
Books of Kings and Chronicles. It may not be amiss to
remind the reader that while Dr Schrader agrees with the
great majority probably of German scholars, in uphold
ing the view that the Pentateuch, or Hexateuch (if we
include the Book of Joshua), is composite in its character
and consists of diverse elements (however much they ma/
differ as to the precise details of its composition), yet he
holds with Noldeke and Dillmann a position that may be
called conservative with regard to Biblical criticism in
general, and in complete opposition to that newer school
of destructive critics who are represented by Graf, Kuenen,
and Wellhausen. It is very remarkable, indeed, how
Egyptologists and Assyriologists (among the latter 01
whom Dr Schrader is so deservedly distinguished) have
come to the rescue of traditional views, and, as the trans
lator of the present work observes, " have introduced a
very wholesome reaction in favour of upholding the
validity of Old Testament History." As we peruse Dr
Schrader'b translations of the Cuneiform texts we ara
constantly coming upon confirmations of the Old Testa
ment historical statements. For example, it is stated w
2 Kings x. 32, that Hazael of Damascus began to wage
war with Israel ; but the precise reason why does not
appear. Now on a cylinder translated by Dr Schrader 11
is chronicled quite incidentally that Jehu had just before
paid tribute to the Assyrian king Shalmanassar, iuatad
of joining Hazael in his resistance ; and this was very
probably the reason why the latter, as soon as his haniw
were free, turned upon Jehu himself. Another yet bow
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striking confirmation shall be given in Mr Whitehouae's
own words :
"A passage in 2 Chron. xxxili. 11-13 says: ' Therefore the
Lord brought upon them the captains of the host of the king
of Assyria, who took Maoasseh prisoner with hooks (not " among
thorns," as the English vernacular renders it), and bound him
with fetters and carried him to Babylon. And when he was in
affliction he besought Jehovah his God . . . and He was
entreated of him, and heard his supplication, and brought him
back to Jerusalem into his kingdom.' This passage was formerly
regarded as one of great difficulty. There is no reference, said
the critics, to this episode in the Book of Kings, nor have we
reason to believe that the Assyrians at that time exercised any
supremacy in Palestine. Besides, how comes it that the king
of Judah was carried captive to Babylon and not to Nineveh ?
Accordingly, this entire section was pronounced unhistorical.
But the inscriptions have demolished all these objections. In
the first place, we know that Asarhaddon, towards the close of
his reign, reduced Syria and iEgypt to subjection. Secondly,
in the tribute lists of Asarhaddon and Asurbanipal we find
mention, among twenty-one other kings, of Minasi sar mat
Jaudi, ' Manasseh, king of Judah.' Again, from the records
of Asurbanipal (successor of Asarhaddon), we learn that a
Berious revolt broke out about the middle of his reign, 648 b. a,
instigated by his own brother Sammughes (Samas-sum-ukin).
We are told that not only Chaldasa, but also the ' Western
country,' i.e., Phoenicia and Palestine, as well as Elam and
.Ethiopia, were drawn into the vortex of the rebellion. Surely
then, Manasseh would inevitably participate in the insurrec
tionary movement. But why is Babel mentioned instead of
Nineveh , the usual residence of the Assyrian kings ? Now there
is an inscription of a former king, Sargon, which expressly
states that he received ambassadors and tokens of homage in
Babylon and not in Nineveh. Hence there is nothing unreason
able in the supposition that Asurbanipal, after crushing the revolt
of Sammughes, viceroy of Babylon, received the submission of
the different potentates, who were guilty or suspected of being
guilty, in the southern capital Babylon, the centre of the dis
affection. Lastly, the reference to ' hooks ' and ' fetters,' and
also to the final amnesty, is aptly illustrated by the mention in
Asurbanipal's inscription of the arrest of Necho I., who was
bound ' in bands and feet with iron chains ' and conveyed to
Nineveh, but was subsequently pardoned and permitted to return
to iEgypt."— (Page xxii.)
Nor is it at all less interesting to find in another place
a difficulty of long-Btanding entirely removed, with regard
to the interpretation of Nahum iii. 8 to 11 ; in these
verses an overwhelming catastrophe is described as occur
ring to Nd-Amon on the Nile, in which Ethiopia, Egypt,
and its Libyan allies were totally overthrown and the in
habitants of N6-Am6n (Thebes) massacred, or carried into
captivity. No such event was known to history, and the
usual choice between error and interpolation was resorted
to.
But now, in an inscription of Asurbanipal recently
deciphered, this very capture is described as occurring
about B.C. 663, and it is incidentally mentioned that
men and women in great numbers were carried into cap
tivity. The historical accuracy of the prophet ia at once,
and triumphantly vindicated.
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It will be sufficiently evident from what we have said,
in how many ways and with what striking results the facts
of Assyriology impinge upon numerous points in sacred
history. We cannot, however, refrain to mention (though
it is too long to explain fully) the exceedingly important
argument, arising from the similarity of the Jehovist
(rather than the Elohistic) account of the Creation, and
the Flood, to the recently disinterred Babylonian accounts,
against some recent theories as to the sources from whence
these Mosaic histories were derived. Criticism is, in fact,
coming, as we just now observed, round to the side of
tradition, and beginning to arrive from scientific grounds
at the conclusion that the accounts of Creation, Paradise,
and the Flood " were not borrowed by the Hebrews in
comparatively late times from Babylonian sources, but
point back to an origin of vast antiquity which was
common to both Semite and Aryan." This is substantially
what has always been the Church's view ; but we are far
from resting satisfied with the further inference from this
statement which Mr Whitehouse (p. xix) lays down as
" the safest for us to adopt." We earnestly recommend
this work so far to the learned among our readers, and we
have no doubt whatever that they will find in it much
valuable material, which may be utilised to great advan.
tage in their study of the Sacred Records.

90c 31- ©illoto'g IBioIiograptjical
Dictionarp.
A Litehary and BIOGRAPHICAL History ; or, Bibliographical
Dictionary of the English Catholics. From the Breach with
Rome, in 1534, to the Present Time. By Joseph Gillow.
Vol. I. A. to C. London and New York: Burns and
Oates. Pp. 612.
The title of this work is strangely confused, and in our
view misleading. In the first place a " Biographical " Dic
tionary and a "Bibliographical " Dictionary are two different
things, and a work cannot well be both the one and the other.
If its subject be people, it is biography ; if it be books, it is
bibliography; and we take it that this work is the first and
not the second ; though incidentally it has something to say
about books as connected with their writers or compilers.
But how can this be a Dictionary of English Catholics ?
Here the writer is assuming for his co-religionists a title to
which they have no claim. They are not English Catholics—
they are Roman Catholics—members of the "Holy Roman
Church," as their own Creed, which no one uses save them
selves, confesses. The name of English Catholic belongs to
others (viz., to Anglicans), and should not have been here
usurped.
Passing from this subject to the book itself, it is stated (in
the preface), to be in great measure " a compilation from the
labours of previous writers, original documents, catalogues
of public and private libraries, booksellers' and sale cata
logues, with information derived from personal knowledge,"
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orncle, or more probably by the ipredtetion . of our Lord in
S. Matt. xxiv. 16-17, fled from the doomed city before the
complete investment of the city by the Romans. They were
under the leadership of Symeon, called the cousin 0! the
Lord, who, we are told by Hegesippus, succeeded James, the
Lord's brother, as Bishop. They took refageat Pella in the
Decapolis, and there the congregation reassembled in the
midst of a population almost wholly Gentile. Bishop Symeon
presided over it for many years, dying at an advanced age in
the reign of Trajan, a.d. 106-103. He did. not leave the See
until the return cf the majority of his flock to the new Gentile
city of JElia Capitolina which Hadrian built on the ruins of
Jerusalem. But it seems probable that this return took place
about a.d. 140. It was from this J uda>>-Christian circle that the
Didaclie emanated ; and thus only can its peculiar combination
of Jewish and Christian ideas be accounted for. Symeon
himself, or one of his disciples possibly, says Canon Spence,
composed ir, and as to the time ".perhaps a.d. 80-90." It is
not well to be too precise ; but the date is to be taken merely
as a conjecture.
Another caution is desirable : that even if we accept Canon
Spence's inferences (in Excursus ix.) as to the offices of
" bishop and deacon " being new and untried ones in the con
gregation at Pella, we are not, therefore, to suppose that this
small and isolated community is to be taken as a type in this
respect of the Church at large. The fact is demonstral 1;
otherwise.
The Established Church Question; How to Deal with It.
The Churchman's Manual for Church L straction and
Church Defence. By Thomas Moore, Vicar of Holy
Trinity, Maidstone, Author of 'The Englishman's Brief,'
etc., &e. -New and Reviled Edition. London: Walter
Smith (late Mozley), 34 King-street, Corent-garden. Pp.
135.
Here is a little volume which, though we have nothing ne»
to say of it, we would commend to the attention of the clergy
as an armoury of convincing arguments on all subjects con
nected with the temporal status of the Church of England,
and the right which its-several corporations have to their en
dowments. In it any clergyman will easily choose facta and
reasonings which he will find very much to his purpose tfl
meeting the slanders of those Liberation Society's lectnrea
who will probably be invading our country parishes daring
the next six months. The writer, after showing that the
question itself of Disestablishment has naver been put fairly
before even those who are supposed to be clamouring for it,
nor have they ever put forward any resolution on the subject,
concludes by pertinently asking, ' Whom then does Sir RicharJ,
M.P., represent in bringing forward his intended motion on
The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles.
Aiiaxh T«" the Disestablishment of the Church? Who has given him
SiiStKa 'AirovTtiAwv. A Translation, with Notes ; and Ex
cursus (I to IX. ) Illustrative of the "Teaching; " and the his commission so to do? Let him answer."
A query which we hope a good many voices will repeat.
Greek Text. By Canon Spence, M.A., Vicar of S. Pancras.
London : James Nisbet and Co., 21 Beruers-street. 1885. The Church of England and other Reliqiocs Cojon>
Pp. 183. Price 6s.
NIONS. A Course of Lectures delivered at the Farisn
This volume is beautifully printed and bound. Tt contains,
Church at Clapham. By Robert Howard, M.A. I*"*"
don: Kcgan Paul, Trench and Co., 1 Paternoster-fqnjrc.
practically speaking, three things: the Greek text of the
Didaclie, an English Version, and a number of dissertations
Pp. 272. Price 7s. 6d.
The next book on our list has a somewhat similar purpose,
{Excursus is Canon Spence's term) upon special points of its
authorship and interpretation. The conclusion he comes to viz., the imparting of correct ideas respecting the history an
on the former subject is far from improbable, though it cannot the doctrines of the Church of England herself, and of the
be called certain. He traces it to that congregation of Jewish several sects which have from time to time left her paleChristians at Jerusalem who, warned, it iB here said, by an is but too true, as the Archbishop of Canterbury b* tt

and it has unquestionably been brought together with great
and praiseworthy industry.
It does not appear to us that the work is one which can have
any but the most limited interest for the general public. It
must no doubt be considered a work of piety from Mr Gillow's point of view, to collect and put on record these
memorials of the very many obscure or well-known up
holders, and, indeed, martyrs to the Papal Supremacy during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It is indeed a
period upon which English people can look back, to say the
least of it, with no satisfaction ; and it is painful to read in
these pages of the crowds of obscure Priests put to death
from ?time to time, the mere proof of their function being
esteemed a sufficient ground for ordering their execution.
But at the same time the compiler of this work is far from
putting the whole ease before his readers, when he says,
" though the charge of disloyalty, unceasingly levelled against
the Catholics in England, by their enemies, has long been torn
to shreds, the proofs of its utter groundlessness cannot be too
often displayed."—(P. ix.) We are inclined to reply with the
man in the play, " Methinks he doth protest too much," It
there is one fact writ large upon the face of history, it is that
of the fervent disloyalty of the seminary Priests in the reign
of Elizabeth, and again after the expulsion of James II. No
one would gather from the account in these pages of Cardinal
Allen, for instance, that he was the most persistent, antiEnglish intriguer at Rome, who overspread England with
clouds of his emissaries, and wrote a famous letter to Philip
of Spain, to urge him to send the Armada for the invasion of
England. And so in other cases. Ex jie.de. Hercukm. It may
be true, as the compiler somewhat astutely says, that "undeviating attachment to their Sovereign and hit rightful heirs has
ever been the distinguishing mark of Catholics." But at
least he will allow that for several generations they attributed
a very large amount of temporal power in England to the
Pope ; and that at a later period they were at issue with the
great mass of Englishmen as to who the "rightful heir" to
the English throne really was ; which are two very serious
deductions to be made from a very loyal-seeming statement.
Of course, all this is in an historical point of view, and in
reference to a past time. The loyalty to the Queen of English
Roman Catholics in modern times is, we need hardly add,
happily incontestable.
In one word, this is an interesting work of its kind, though
its standpoint is not ours ; and to the Roman Catholic body
no doubt of considerable importance.
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marked, that there is an "immense mass of ignorance " upon
each of these subject", so that the opponents of the Church
have before tliem a clear field in which to sow broadcast, and
with prospect of ready and credulous acceptance, every kind
of error and mis-statement tending to the prejudice of the
Charch's work, and preparing ihe ill-instructed reeeivers to
assent "to the infliction of any injury upon her which her
enemies may propose.
It is a good work, therefore, that Mr Howard in these Lec
tures has set himself to do in supplying clear and accurate
statements on these subjects. He has divided his lectures
under the several heads of " The Spiritual and Historical
Continuity, the Establishment and Endowments of the Church,
and the proposals for its Dis establishment and Dis-endowment," and though his work is still far too long to hare a
popular character (it would be a great deal more practically
useful, were it compressed into a quarter of its present size), it
is most admirably end accurately compiled, and deserves very
high praise. It appears to us that he concedes somewhat too
much, even by way of hypothesis, to the claims of the Papacy,
as on pp. 155-156, and we have not found any notice of the
several instances in which since the consecration of Arch
bishop Parker the Anglican succession has been supplemented
from first, the Irish succession, and second, from the Italian,
in the person of De Dominis, Archbishop of Spalatro, which
is an important element in the Anti-Roman argument ; but
beyond this we have notany fault to find.
Village Sbumovs. Fourth Series. By the late B. Drummond R. Rawnslet, M.A., Rector of Halton Holgate,
Lincolnshire, Prebendary of Lincoln Cathedral, and Fellow of
Magdalen College, Oxford. London : Skefflngton and Son.
Pp. 135. 1885.
It will be hardly necessary to do more than call attention to
this " Fourth Series " of Mr Rawnsley's sermons. They are
models of simple, practical discourses. They are, perhaps, a
little below the level in sacramental teaching and doctrinal
precision, but tho spirit of piety and earnestness which
pervarVea them will commend thorn generally. The subjects
which are treated in this volume are "The Raising of tho Shu
Tianrite's Son," "The First Council,'' "Preparation for Commu
nion," "Intercessory Prayer," "Death," " All Sainta,"-' Christ
mas," "Stoning of Stephen," "The Last Time," Ac. It will
be seen from this list that several of the sermons are suitable
for the coming months. They are emphatically " Village
Sermon0."
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Promised Land' or ' Heavenly Aspirations.' But the day of
such books is passing awny, and what is called for now fs
something with more solid backbone and sustaining dogmatic

fibre.
The Parson's Ropnd of Parish Duty in Town and Country.
By Rev. W. Holt Beevek, M. A., Canon of Llandaff, and
'Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Llandaff. London :
Elliot Stock, 62 Paternoster-row. 1885. Pp. 232.
Books of this kind there are, and have been, many. The
exercise of the ministerial office is a subject which seems, not
unnaturally, congenial and inviting to many clerical pens ;
and though many valuable treatises have been given to the
world in consequence, from George Herbert's ■" Country
Parson' downwards, yet it might fairly be thought that all
has been said upon these subjects which it is needful, or ex
pedient, or even edifying to say.
Nevertheless, after reading Mr Holt Beever's somewhat
lengthy volume, we are not disposed to regret that he 'has
thought fit to add one to the number, but rather to welcome
this new transcript of parish experience, and to augur that it
will be found helpful to the younger among those who have
been called to the cure of souls. He does not appear to us
to be specially learned in what we may call the technique of
his profession, or to have formed his views overmuch upon
precedent, and this may, perhaps, detract in some degree
from the value of his dicta. But in all that he has written
we find the unmistakable stamp of considerable experience,
and strong, sound sense and judgment: a quality which will
tend to engender in a very marked degree confidence in our
guide. And, undoubtedly, the work improves as it goes on.

We copy out a characteristic paragraph on "Fasting," as a
specimen :
" Fasting, In its proper sense and use, is Intended to keep man's con
stitution, mental, physical, and moral, at the brightest possible pitch
of working order.
" It counteracts that drowsiness, inability and disinclination to
think, which are the results of excessive indulgence in the pleasures
of the table. A man should always, the medical profession tell us,
rise from his meals with a sense of hunger rather than of repletion.
More die from over-catin<r than from over drinking. The scientific
student, the statesman (I remember a public observation of Lord
Palmerston's to this effect), has to deny himself to the limit of just
pacifying his stomach for the Interval between meals.
"The brain cannot work in food-time. When, after refreshment 01
the bodily system, the crass blood is coursing over Its delicate fibres
again, thought, if attempted, is at once cltoked. The turbid and
swollen stream mu-l considerably fine off before the mental machinery
can be fafely put in motion. Headache, stupidity, sleepiness, even
Heavenly Aspirations.
By the Author of ' Footsteps of parnlysis, are the certain consequences of attempting to disobey
nature's law in this respect. Head ami hands, after a heartymeal,
Jesu°,' &c. London : Griffith, Farran and Co. Pp. 155.
The Faithful Witness. By the Author of 'Footsteps of mutt alike have time to recover of their exocssive and uncomfortable
heat, < re the student is competent to renew his labours at his deiJc.
Jesns, 'Ac. Same Publishers. Pp. 152.
Hence it Is a common practi< c of the literary to leave a portfolio open
The Promised Land.
By the Author of 'Footsteps of
with pens and ink handy, a bouk marked at a difficult passage, or an
Jesns,' &c. Same Publishers. Pp. 142.
abstruse problem, just waiting for the turn of the tide, when the men
Bow of Promise. By the Author of 'Footsteps of Jesus.' tal powers are at their best, their sight the longest, their grasp most
Ac. Same Publishers, pp. 159.
firm. And this especial point will be found to be just the half-hcur
The Footsteps of Jesus. By the Author of 'Looking unto before any ordinary meal, when the body is beginning to feel a want
Jesus,' &.c Same Publishers. Pp.134.
of supplies Dgain. At such moments mind and soul are found to strain
Old people who are perplexed by devotional manuals of a at their earthly anchor, and fly along sweetly, if loosed for a course.
modern tone, and who like the phraseology of fifty years ago, The weight of our mortality is Inherent in food. '01 the arth,
will doubtless be glad to know of these books. On their cars earthy,' is a phrase which well expresses the effect of our feeding
heartily upon the fruits of the earth."—(Page 119.)
such expressions as " Yield not then, ye fearful ones, to
Messrs Macmillan and Co. send us two more of their excel
gloomy apprehensions," full like the accents of a well-remem
bered voice.
An old lady would be delighted with 'The lent series of elementary classics, of which Cicero's Kb
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Amicitia, edited by E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A., is the most
important.
Considering the frequency with which this work is Bet for
examination, it is ratherastonishing that (with one exception)
no cheap and concise edition has been published before.
The volume before us has introduction, notes, vocabulary
and biographical index, and will probably gain a wide circu
lation.
La Fontaine. Select Fables, with Introduction, Notes,
and Vocabulary by Louis M. Moriarty, B.A. Macmillan
and Co.
Seventy-one of La Fontaine's fables arranged as a trans
lation book for schools. The stories are illustrated by wood
cuts, and a grammatical introduction giving the archaisms and
peculiarities of the author's style is added. Altogether the
book is a useful one for fairly-advanced scholars.
Hymn for a Harvest Festival. Words by Rev. Saml. J.
Bales. Music by Arthur B. T. Eales. London : Skeffington and Son. Price Id. or 7s. per 100.
Our readers may be glad to hear of this new Harvest Fes
tival Hymn. The words are excellent and the tune hearty
and vigorous.
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Representation. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart, M.F., F.R.S.,
D.C.L., LL.D. London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co.,
Paternoster-square. 1885. Pp. 90.
In this thin volume Sir John Lubbock gives an account of
the various systems of Representation, " Single Membered
Constituencies," " Scrutin de Liste," and the "Cumulative
Vote." But substantially it is devoted to explaining and
recommending the system of " Proportional Representation,"
with which the writer has identified himself in recent speeches
and letters. This system may provide an ideally perfect device
for ascertaining exactly the opinion and political preference of
the nation. The one objection to it, on which he has little to
say, is this—that it would produce so near a balance between
parties that a Government, formed from one or the other, would
be permanently enfeebled in matters of policy about which
there is any difference of opinion, that is, practically speak
ing, about everything of importance.

Adventures in Fanti-Land. By Mrs R. Lee. With Illus
trations by John Gilbert. Griffith and Farran. Pp. 1W.
A certain Sir Thomas FitzOsborne, a great proprietor in
Cornwall, loses his property unexpectedly by an attainder,
and thereupon goes with children, servants, horses and dogs,
to settle on the Gold Coast. He does not try to accommodate
An Irish Garland. By Mrs S. M. B. Piatt. Edinburgh : himself to the conditions of the country, and after successively
David Douglas. 1884. Pp. 61. Price 3s. 6d.
losing his horses and dogs, his son and servants by fever, dies
Singularly graceful and tuneful are these poems from the himself from the same cause. Remains of the tower built by
pen of an American lady. There is a freshness and dainti
him are, the authoress of this volume asserts, still to be seen,
ness of expression and thought about them that marks their
and are known as " Sir Thomas's Folly." Such is the ground
Transatlantic origin. We feel a Kentucky breeze blowing
plan of this little tale, which will not be without its attrac
through them. Tbe only fault that we can find with the book
tions to young people.
is its brevity.
Voice Use and Stimulants.
By Lennox Browse.
Cobwebs to Catch Flies ; or, Dialogues in Short Sentences.
London : Sampson Low and Co. 1S85.
Adapted for Children from the Age of Three to Eight
By Emil Belinke and Lekxox
Years. A New Edition. London : Crosby Lockwood and Tin; Child's Voice.
Browne. London : Sampson Low and Co. 1885.
Co., Stationers'-hall-court, Ludgate-hill. Pp. 126.
Two small works on the human voice. The first may be
The title-page of this little volume exactly describes it.
We need only add that it is printed in large type, prettily summed up in a very few words—it advises not to use stimulants ;
at the same time it is not written by a fiery intemperate Tee
illustrated, and will not fail to interest young children.
totaller, it sums up the opinions of a large number of experts,
Henrietta's Wish; or, Domineering. A Tale. By Char and the vast majority of opinions coincide that stimulants are
lotte M. Yonoe. Sixth Edition. London : J. Masters injurious to the voice even when moderately used. Dogi
and Co., 78 New Bond-street. 1885. Pp. 286,
The pages of this book carry us back to the early days of given alcohol lose the tone of their bark, and though main
Miss Yonge's first writings. Though one may trace in it the taining their flesh become hoarse. Alcohol induces a
evident signs of immaturity of literary workmanship, yet it permanent inflammation of the organs of the throat, of
has many merits as a story, and that it has been thoroughly which an extreme example is seen in the drunkard's bron
appreciated is sufficiently evident from the fact that this is the chitis.
The second of the books above-named treats of what is
sixth edition. We do not doubt that the young people to
useful
to know— the proper treatment of the voice whilst the
whose hands this tasteful edition is likely to come will enjoy
it as much as a preceding generation of readers have already organs are in process of development. The method adopted
in this volume, as in the other, is to collect the opinions of >
done.
great number of musical teachers and medical men, and to
A Brief Memoir of the late Daniel Cooper. With some summarise them. Of the advantage to the health generally
account of His Life- Work. By J. M. Wetlland. With
Introduction by George Williams, Esq. London : Morgan .of teaching children to sing, the authors speak strongly. I'
assists the aeration of the blood, fills the lungs, and strengthens
and Scott. Pp. 80.
Most London clergy who have at all taken up Bescue-work them.
will recognise the name of the late Daniel Cooper. This brief
We have received the Illustrated Catalogue of the "Royal
volume is issued as a memorial of his work for the cause, and,
in a lesser degree, as a means of recommending the " Society Society of Painters in Water Colours " for the Summer
for the Rescue of Young Women and Children," of which he Exhibition of this year, which we should have noticed earlier
was for a time the secretary. Both the one and the other are It contains eighty-five facsimiles of sketches by the artists.
good objects, and the story is told simply and modestly.
The Illustrations are produced by Messrs Dawson, the Typo
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graphic Etching Company, and printed by Messrs Harrison
and Sons, St Mart in's-lnnc. The facsimiles make this catalogue
interesting even to those who cannot visit the Gallery.

a^agasines of tfje et^ontb.
In the Nineteenth Century for September there are
several noticeable articles. The number begins with a sensi
ble discussion by Earl Cowper, under the title "What is a
Moderate Liberal to do ? " He is against a fusion with the
Conservatives.
His conclusion is "we must stick to our
own party, but we must not omit to make our influence felt."
This, he thinks, may be best done by Moderate Liberals " speak
ing a great deal more than they do." He says, only too truly,
thiat " we have the misfortune to live in an age which is
governed by gab, and if we wish to take part in its movements
we must take part in the gab also, whether we like it or not."
Mr E. W. O'Brien criticises " The Eadical Programme for
Ireland "—recently put forth in the Fortnightly Review. He
considers that while County Boards would be useful in many
ways, "to set up a National Council for Ireland would be
political insanity. It would become a Parliament, and its
tendency would be to legislation rather than to administra
tion." Passing over several articles, we find VII. and IX. of
especial importance. In the former Mr Herbert Handley gives
utterance to the old reason ' ' Why men will not be Clergy
men ? " which we have heard so many times, viz. , because of
difficulties about the subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles.
The answer is twofold : first, that the Church requires 'the
services of believers aud of them only, in her priesthood, and
takes this mode of ensuring tbem as far as it is possible •
secondly, that the declaration concerns the present.
The
promise concerning the future which it contains is that rela
tive to the use of the Book of Common Prayer in his ministra
tions. What difficulty can there be in this, if a candidate, in
any sense of the word, really believe* ? Of course if he does
not, he would be out of his place as a clergyman, since his
ministrations would be insincere and perfunctory.
The latter article is by Dr Belcher, on "The Reservation of
the Sacrament," and it will interest our readers to learn the
conclusions in which he finally summarises his argument, viz :
" We can, the Hi-hop of Winchester himself says, send the Euchar
ist out of the church (luring service time to a sick person. Be lands this
practice as innocent, beautiful and primitive, and says It is not reserva
tion at all.
" Further, many maintain that we can commnnlcatc'the sick, after the
public celebration, from elements set aside for that purpose in separate
vessels at the time of consecration.
" Again, I do respect fully assert that we can reserve at one private
celebration and carry the reserved Sacrament thence to others.
" Lastly, I venture to advocate the view that Bishop Cosln's rubric
about the consecrated elements in church applies only to parish
churches, and perhaps, or most probably, to cathedrals, bnt not to
bosipitals and numerous other institutions of our day."
Highly important positions are these all of them, particu
larly perhaps the last ; and it may be that we are on the point
of a distinct step forward in Anglican practice in this matter.
But caution and consideration for the needs of the sick and
dying are before all things needful in dealing with this diffi
cult subject.
The Contemporary has for its leading article a plea for
the ex-Khedive of Egypt by Dr W. H. Russell, entitled
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" Why did we Depose Ismail ? " Dr Bussell pleads well
but we suppose the plain fact (somewhat forgotten now in the
rapid march of events) was that Ismail Pacha snubbed the
Powers—a perilous proceeding, and which brought sure re
tribution upon him. Mr T. M. Healy, M.P., discusses "The
Advance Towards Home Rule, " only to reject the whole thing(
and to declare that only an Irish Parliament to meet in Dublin
will satisfy the Nationalists.
Longman's Magazine is a particularly pleasant number
this month. The two stories each attain a high degree of in
terest Then for humour, we have an absurd incident, ap
propriately entitled " L'Affaire Spinks" and a collection of
stories about the life of that odd and bizarre genius, llonord
de Balzac, by Mr Charles Hervey, entitled "Balzac at the
Odeon." Mr P. G. Hamerton, in a sprightly article on "The
Poor Collector," gives some valuable hints on forming a collec
tion at small expense • though (naturally enough we suppose)
he refers only to art objects, and makes no reference to books,
which are "collected" we should think by no less a number
of persons. Mr J. G. Wood shows his wonderful acquaint
ance with the arcana of vegetable and insect life, in a de
scription of " My Garden Wall."
The current number of the English Illustrated Maga
zine concludes a volume ; and consequently the stories and
other serial contributions are brought to an end. "Beneath
the Dark Shadow" reveals itself as a story of Russian
Nihilism, graphically written, but hopelessly improbable in
its incidents. Mr Bernard H. Becker describes " Chinamaking at Stoke-on-Trent " very interestingly ; and we hope
to see in the new volume more of these useful and readable
studies of our great national industries. The artistic element
in this excellent magazine is good as ever. It has struck out
a speciality of its own.
Macmillan. besides the usual instalment of Mrs Ritchie's
story, is occupied with grave matters. " The Windward
Islands," a discouraging description of the state to which the
depressed state of the sugar market, an indifferent and ex
travagant system of government, and adverse circumstances
generally, have reduced the West Indian Archipelago ; " Tho
Question of Drink in England," in which the writer advocates
(rightly enough) the provision of "decent places where tho
poor man may meet his friend without the temptation to get
drunk, but at the same time with the power of drinking a
glass of good, pure beer if he so wishes." The interest of the
present public-houses is that he Bhould drink many glasses.
Their profit arises from the amount sold. But if we under
stand Mr Macnaghten rightly he would alter this. And here
enters the pecuniary difficulty. In our climate the Continen
tal system of outdoor cafe's is not practicable ; at all events
all the year round. And if bright and cheerful halls have to
be built, a very large Bum of money indeed would be needed.
A sensible and business-like article on "Local University
Colleges " is evidently from the pen of one well acquainted
with all the details of the Bubject ; and then follows a charm
ingly graphic communication entitled "Rural Roads," but
which is really the "log " of a traveller who was enterprising
enough to travel by road from the north-west corner of
Hampshire to the south-west end of Lincolnshire. He dis
courses of many things which he encounters in the course of
his pilgrimage, and pleasantly of all. He makes a good many
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ourious, or, at all events, novel suggestions, A propos of
rhubarb, he passes in one place some plants of the common
sort in flower, and wonders "why it is not grown as a foliage
plant in Hyde-purk ; the heads are finer than pampas grass."
In another place he meets with a village church locked up,
and observes thereupon, " Do the country clergy who stand
aloof from politics, and keep their parish churches locked,
know that they are dping what little in them lies to further
the cause of Disestablishment ? " As to the latter half of the
charge toit ; but as to the former we can hardly see why it is
to be imputed as a fault.
In Blaokwo d, besides the stories, of which " Fortune's
Wheel " decidedly improves, though we do not like "The
Crack of Doom" any better; the "Reminiscences of an
Attache" " are continued, and there is a very interesting ac
count of "Florida: the State of Orange Groves." The writer
excites our curiosity as to the Florida orange ; he represents
it to be a fruit " which is not to be mentioned in the same
breath with ordinary oranges. It is a delicacy by itself
hitherto unknown to the world, and which Spaiu need never
attempt to rival." Much more he says which we have not
Bpace to quote, but he winds up : "it is nectar in poetic form,
and the fashionable mode of eating it in Jacksonville is to cut
it in two, and empty it with a teaspoon. So delicate is the
pulp, and so tender the skin, that the one difficulty in enjoy
ing it is the handling of it. " We fear from all this that so
perishable a dainty is not likely to cross the Atlantic. There
is a very sprightly and pleasant jtu d'esprit on " Chance Con
tinental Acquaintances," and an important one on the long
and not yet finished rivalry between " England and France in
Indo-China," which we hope the Conservative Ministry who
have begun bo well in foreign affairs will not be unmindful
of. And, indeed, the rumoured alliance between this country
and China gives us hope that this is the case.

{^-^m*&m: ::■;*:
1 Timotht vi. 12.
"Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life."
Here are bold brave words—words that might have been
said by a general to his troops or a captain to his soldiers.
And yet they were written by an aged apostle to a very
young man, although that young man was a Christian
bishop. But where will you find a bolder, braver man
thau the Apostle Paul ? Where will you find a truer
soldier thau his disciple S. Timothy ? Some people talk as
though it was unmanly and womanish to be religious ;
that you may expect womeu and not men to go to church,
to be particular about keeping the Lord's day holy, to get
up to early service and the like. But is it so ? Let us
hear what S. Paul says. Listen ! " Watch you ; stand fast
in the Lord. Quit you like men. Endure hardness
as a good soldier of Jesus Christ." And there is the
text, " Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal
life." Is there anything womanish in all this ( Could you
anywhere find braver, better words ?
Then look at S. Paul's resolute " I count not my life
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dear unto me that I might finish my course with joy."
"lam ready not to be bound only, but also to die for the
name of the Lord Jesus Christ." There is nothing
womanish in these words, is there ? And they are not
words only, mind you, for S.Paul rfttffiuish his course with
joy, vus bound, did die for the name of the Lord Jhscs
Christ. Then thiuk of the figures or, as they are called,
metaphors S. Paul uses : (a) the racer in those noted
heathen games, trained for the contest weeks and months
before band ; (6) the wrestler nerved in thew and sinew
and muscle by dieting and exereise, striving for the
mastery as none but those wonderful old Pagans ever
strove before or since ; (c) then the warriors—the iuvincible
Roman soldiers clad in armour of proof, which S. Paul had
seen so often, in the charge of one of whom he was himself
for two whole years.
It is true that Christianity teaches true wonianliue&—
modesty, purity, patience, endurance, gentleness ; but it
teaches true manliness— courage, constancy, courtesy a*
welL For what can be more truly manly than selfcontrol, bravery in defence of right, speaking the truth
whatever may be the consequences ? What more maul}'
than to undertake the conversion of the world from sin
and error, the bearing witness for Christ in the face of
peraecutiou and in the prospect of death ? This is what
the Apostle means in the verses immediately following the
text, when he speaks of S. Timothy as having " professed
a good profession before many witnesses," and when he
brings before him the confession which Jksus Christ
Himself witnessed before Pontius Pilate.
Ah ! we hardly realise what these words mean. The
only profession or confession we make before many
witnesses is at our Confirmation, when in answer to the
Bishop's question, " Do ye here in the presence of God
and of His congregation renew the promise and vow that
was made in your Baptism ? " we say " I do," or in a less
marked manner when we say the Creed in church;
but there is not much risk or danger in doing this.
Oh ! but it was different in those old days wheu S.
Paul and S. Peter suffered. Then in answer to the ques
tion, " Are you a Christian ? " to say " I am," words quite as
short as the " I do," meant imprisonment, bonds, stripes,
and death. Men, aye and boys, and women, and girls, had
to say so, and did say so, without a moment's hesitation, in
the Amphitheatre at Borne, or at Smyrna —saidit and mean'
it when the lions were roaring in their dens and waiting
only to be set on them to devour them —said it and meant
it when the Boman lietore were standing by with their
rods ready to obey the order to have the. Christians
scourged, tortured, torn to pieces, burnt to death, or ew*
crucified as their Master was before them.
As the Christian Bishop and Poet says of them :
" They met the tyrants' brandished steel,
Tin: lion's gory mane,
They bowed their necks the death to feel ;
Who follows in their train ?
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" A noble army, men and boys,
The matron and the maid,
Around the Saviour's throne rejoice,
In robes of light arrayed."

the shipwreck, we may thank God and take courage. We
are fighting the good fight of faith, we are laying hold on
eternal life ; for our security is the Holy Spirit working in
us both to will and to do of His good pleasure —the
Tt was all very wonderful. So far from shrinking, presence of Christ in His Church—our reward, eternal
these holy martyrs, like the Apostles of old, went away life.
" Our Captain leads us on,
from the face of the rulers rejoicing that they were
Hh beckons from the »k;es,
counted worthy to suffer for their Saviour, and were ready
He reaches forth a starry crown,
to die for Him when the time came. The aged Polycarp,
He bids us take tho prize.
Bishop of Smyrna, prayed before his execution thus —
" O Lord God Almighty, Father of Thy well-beloved and
" Be faithful unto death,
blessed Son Jesus Christ, by Whom we have received the
Partake thy victory,
And thou sbalt have a glorious crown,
knowledge of Thee, the God of angels and powers, and of
And thou shalt reign with Me."
the whole oreation, and of all the race of the righteous who
live before Thee, I' bless Thee that Thou hast counted me
GEO. HUNTINGTON.
worthy of this day and this hour, that I should have a
part in the number of Thy wituesses in the cup of Thy
The number of the Literary Churchman fur Sept.
Christ." Many martyrs prayed for their enemies, and
25 will contain a Plain Sermon.
forgave the judges who had condemned them, and the
executioners who were carrying the sentences into effect,
as their Lord did for the soldiers who were nailing Him
to the Cross. And they were not only experienced
A South Westmoreland Working-man has written asking the
Christians as we should call them, but young and untried Bishop of Carlisle to call upon certain great landlords and request:
disciples, newly-made converts. Thus we read of a little them to notify to their men that they may vote as they like,
girl of fifteen—a slave girl in truth, whose faith neither " without let or hindrance from lawyer or agent." Dr Harvey
torture nor wild beasts could make to falter. Older Goodwin bus replied that such a oourse would be beyond his
Christians feared for her ; but it was she who strengthened province, and be also an impertinence ; for it would assume that
their faith. Before the whole circus, full of a scowling these landlords were going to do a mean act, and that the men
crowd, in view of the gaping mouth of the lion, she were unablo to take care of themselves.

Current JFacts ano jQotes.

stood calm and smiling, and that calm smile of the poor
slave girl proved the " Gospel to be the power of God
unto salvation to all who believe." The old Pagan philo
sophers called it obstinacy, but the Church knew it to be
Christian firmness, and the strength which Christ gives
through the Holy Spirit.
What, then, are the lessons for us to learii ? (1) That we
are as truly soldiers as any of those old Roman soldiers S.
Paul wrote about, and that we are, or ought to be, engaged
in as true a warfare as ever they were engaged in. When
were we made soldiers t At our Baptism. When did we
enroll ourselves? At our Confirmation. When do we
renew our vow of allegiance to our King as the Boman
soldiers did to the Eniperor before their campaigns ? Every
time we go to the blessed Sacrament. To what does our
vow pledge us 1 To renounce our ghostly enemy. To fight
manfully under the banner of our Captain against sin,
the world, and the devil. What are our safeguards ?
Striving, watching, praying. AVhat are our requisites ?
Courage, constancy, endurance, perseverance. What may
lead us to hope that we should stand in the evil day
should it come upon us 1 If we are brave in little things,
brave to show that we are on Christ's side when others
are scoffing, brave to rebuke vice when we see it done,
brave to set our faces against evil words as well as evil
practices, brave to show that we are true Christians when
godless people are about. Then, indeed, like S. Paul in

*

*

#

Amongst the names of the evening preachers at S. Paul's, this
month, we note that of thoRjv. C. C. Elcum, Vicar of S. Agnes,
Liverpool. He preaches on the night of Sept. 20th.

»

#

•

The Bishop of Lincoln, at tho consecration of the new burialground adjoining the parish churoh of Horsington, preached an
appropriate sermon on Job v. 26: "Thou shalt oome to the
grave in a full age, like as a shock of corn cometh in his season.''
There waa a fair congregation.

#■

•

•

It seems to be very difficult to find out the exact state of the
case about the York City Churches. The Archbishop has denied
that there is any intention to destroy several of the York
Churches, commenting upon Lord Percy's statements. But a
correspondent of tho Guardian affirms that the Report of the
Committee appointed to inquire into the condition of parochial
boundaries in York, which has received his Grace's approval,
provides for the "removal" of one church and the shutting up of
eight others without provision for their repair.

*

#

*

We are informed by a correspondent that the increase of
Ritual baa been considerable during the past twelve months.
The Vestments are now worn in forty more churches, and the
Altar Lights are used in one hundred and seven more churches
than in the previous year. In eight fresh churches there is
Daily Celebration, in sixteen the use of incense, and in two
hundred and four more tho Eastward position. The Confraternity
of the Blessed Sacrament, which numbers now, we understand,
j nearly thirteen thousand members, has received a large increase
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both of clergy and laity daring the past year, twenty-eight new
Wards haring been added to the two hundred which previously
existed. The attack npon Rev. I. Bell Cox, of S. Margaret's,
Liverpool, has greatly quickened the activities of this Society
and strengthened it.

#

"Scelera ( Verbrechen) quibus alii, sive civitas, sive singnli,
laasi sunt, ostenduntur, ut exemplo nltionis ceteri deterreantnr ■
flagitia (Schandthaten) quibus humana nature dedecoratnr,
abscondenda Germani censent."
Sandford S. Martin.

Ed. Marshall, F.S.A.

*

*

We are thankful to see that the Bishop of Winchester has
suggested to the clergy of his Diocese to use the Prayer "in
time of any Common Plague or Sickness " on behalf of those
who are suffering from Cholera in Spain and France. The adapta
tion of " us, miserable sinners " into " those miserable sinners "
is, however, not a very happy one. We would suggest " Have
pity upon those who are now visited with great sickness and
mortality in Spain and France " for the whole sentence down
to the semicolon.

#
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•

The Funeral and Mourning Reform Association intends hold
ing a Conference at Portsmouth during the approaching Church
Congress. We have called attention to this Association in
another part of onr column?.

CLERICAL BOOK-WORMS.

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir,—The hero of the anecdote in the article in your columns
on the " Obligation to Study " was not a village incumbent, but
the learned Huet, Bishop of Avranches. It is said that when he
was approached on diocesan and other business, the uenol reply
to applicants was : "His Grandeur is at his studies, and cannot
be seen." And the result was a numeronsly-signed petition to
the King to send, on the next avoidance of the See, a Bishop win
had finished his studies.
Riohard F. Littlidaie.
August 29, 1885.

" CATECHISING."
Sir, —Mr Randall, in his admirable paper on Catechising, asks
*
*
*
who will erase any one of the epithets of praise he has applied
In a letter to the Church Times the Rev. T. W. Joyce com
to the Church Catechism. Of course, its matter is excellent,
plains that in the Revised New Testament the word "ordain"
but I am hold enough to assert that the teaching on the Sacrain reference to the Ministry is altogether banished, and " appoint"
ments is not nearly so " definite "or " clear " as it ooght to be ;
substituted, five Greek words being translated by this one
e.g. , the second answer is the despair of most teachers.
favourite term ; and that Acts xv. 23 and xx. 28 are so rendered
Who would not prefer the last part of it expressed somewhat
as to substitute " elder brethren," whatever that may be,
thus, " which outward sign the Lord Himself ordained, u a
for "presbyters" in one case, and "bishops" for "overseers"
means whereby we receive the grace, &c"? (I substitute " the
in the other. A serious indictment this !
Lord " for " Christ " merely to preserve the rhythm.)
*
*
*
Again, for the seventh Q. and A., I suggest the following :
The execution of the statue of the late General Gordon, which
was voted by Parliament, has been put into the hands of Mr " Why then are Infants baptized ? "
A. "Because they promise Repentance and Faith by their
Hamo Thornycroft, A.R.A., by the First Commissioner of
sureties; which promise, Ac" Surely it is utterly superfluous
Works.
to explain that Infanta " by reason of their tender age cannot,
&c." It is far more important to make it quite evident what it
is they promise.
Another thing very mnch to be desired is some simple state
NOTICE.—The columns of the Litkrari Churchmah are at ment as to the purpose of both Sacraments boing the same, tit,
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and the vital union of the believer with Christ, the imparting to
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the him of Christ's perfect human nature. No doubt a good teacher
Clergy. But it must he clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address will teach all that is needful from the Catechism as it is, bnt
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not this does not alter the fact that it might be improved. It needs
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
clearer expression, and it needs adding to. Of coarse I hate
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR merely taken one or two points as specimens.
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
Sept. 2, 1885.
Yours,
D. P,

|>(^ <^otr^]j30Tx^nce jmA

PALL MALL DISCLOSURES.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —I have seen more than onco a reference to the state of
morals in the times preceding the dissolution of the Roman
Empire in relation to the disclosures which have lately met
with so much attention, and of which so unhappy a nse has been
made in the London streets. But I have not seen any mention
of the conduct of the ancient Germans in respect to such sub
jects, which is noticed by Tacitus in the following passage :
which will you oblige me by inserting :
" Diversitas supplicii illuc respicit, tamquam eeelera oatendi
oporteat, dum puniuntur, flagitia abscondi."—(Germ. cap. xii.)
There is the following note npon this in Ritter'i edition of
Tacitus :—

FUNERAL REFORM.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —Kindly allow your columns to be used to answer the
inquiry, how does the Funeral Reform Association regard cre
mation. The Church of England Funeral Reform Association
exists for the purpose of reforming the abases which have grown
around the mode of burying the dead in the earth, and not to:
the purpose of introducing a totally different method of dispos
ing of the dead. At the same time, she is quite alive to the
evils which created the desire for cremation ; evasive burial in
solid coffins, bodies buried so thick in the earth as to saturate it
with the products of decomposition, and graveyards mi/to
breeding-places of disease. The remedy which she offers is that
of slow combustion, what Liebig calls " eremacansia," diajinte-
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gration of the body by tbe natural action npon it of the earth
and air; burying the body in a rapidly-perishable coffin in the
simple earth, in accordance with the Church's order.
I am, yours obediently,
F. Lawrexcb,
Hon. Sec. of tho Funeral Reform Association.
Westow Vicarage, York, Sept. 8th.
The Rev. J. L. Meredith, Golligaer Rectory, Cardiff, would
be glad to send stamps for a copy each of tbe Literary Church
man, Noa. 1 and 3 (1881.)
SWEDENBORG: A Compendium, containing copious
extracts from the theological writings of Swedeuborg ; 765pp.,
price 6s.
SWEDENBORG SOCIETY, 36 Bloomsbury- street, London, W.C.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.
Adims.— My Man and I
Coode.— strange Story of Ku^cnU .. ' ...
Dk-tz. — Triumph i.f 1'lme
Dietz.-Triumph of Lite ,"
Dods.—The l'arables of our Lord ..
En<rli«h Illustrated Magazine, 1885
Krieml.— Ministry of Flowers
Gregory— Studies in the Catechism
Mime —A Schoolmaster'* Retrospect
Hymns of the Present Century
Jones.—Under thf King's Banner
Mawr. — Analogous Proverbs
«
Rawnsley.— Christ for to day
Saint Augustine
Salvatori."— Instructions for New Confessors
Schnff.—The Oldest Church Manual
Shuttleworth.— Diary of an Actress
The Cathedral Cave
Then and Now
„
Zotze.—Microcosmns. 2 vols.

TlNTA FRANCISCA,

Sonnenschein.
Griffith and Farran.
Allen.
Allen.
II odder* Stoughton.
Maemillan.
Sonnenschein.
Kivingtous.
Simpkln
K T. S.
Gardner.
Stock.
Sonnenschein.
Parker.
Burns and Oates.
Clark.
Griffitu and Farran.
1 1 od'er & Stoughton.
IIoilderA Stoughton.
Clark.

C&e Special mine for
t^olp Communion.

[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen HalfBottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., P.C.S., F.I.C., &c, Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society, and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes :—" I have tested the constituents
of the TINTA FRANCISCA, and fail to detect the slightest evidence of the presence of anything that has not
been derived from the juice of the grape. I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from the
FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE, and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS
NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
163 Piccadilly, London, W.

MESSRS SKEFFINGTON beg to call the attention of the Clergy,
Executors and others, to the peculiar advantages of their arrangements for the

UurcJjase of Clergymen^ €tfcraw&
£l3» 0ftSti8> j^feeffingtOn will either go themselves, or will send a thoroughly
competent representative, to value any Library, either in Town or Country. Should they
purchase the Books there will be no charge ; and, if not, only the actual expenses of the
journey will be charged.
N.B.—L THE HIGHEST MARKETABLE VALUE, IN IMMEDIATE OASH, IS ALWAYS GIVEN.
2. ALL DELAY, BISK, UNCERTAINTY, AND EXPENSE IN REALIZATION, SO ATTENDANT
UPON OTHER METHODS OF DISPOSAL, ARE ENTIRELY AVOIDED.
3. THE PACKING AND REMOVAL OF BOOKS EFFECTED QUIETLY, EXPEDITIOUSLY, AND
WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE OR INCONVENIENCE TO THE VENDORS.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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Recently published, in oruwn 8vo, prloe 6s.,

NEW HARVEST MUSIC.

CHRISTIAN CHARITY IN THE ANCIENT
CHURCH.
HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN. " The SOWER
By G. UHLHORN, D.D.
WENT FOBTH SOWING." New Edition of the hearty and
" Dr Cnlhorn's book Is excellent, and the translation of it is excellent
too. ... A book of real value, and one to which we should have
direoted the attention of our readers before this. . . . A noble pane
gyric, of the Church as ' the Refuge of the oppressed.' "— Literary
Churchman.
Edinburgh : T. and T. CLARK.
London: HAMILTON, ADAMS and CO.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.

popular tune (with unison refrain), by MAKTIN S. SKEFFING
TON, as sung at S. Barnabas'. Kensington, and recently adopted
at hundreds of other Churches. Muslo and Words complete,
price ht., 12 copies for Is. Id., 25 copies post free for 2s., 100 copies
post free for 7s.

Rev. S. BARING GOULD'S "CHURCH
SONGS," Second Series, contains 28 8ongs. including I Hi: UK
NEW SONGS suitable for HARVEST FESTIVALS. Mualcand
words complete, Is., or in oloth. Is. Gd. The words separately. Id.,
or 7s. per 100.
Each Song has a chorus which may be joined in by the congregation.
Tbe Songs may be sung during or alter the Service, or in place of an
anthem.

A SC II 00 L of the first class for the sons of U en t lemen . Boys pre
pared for tbe Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skeffington and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a

Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An

HUMPHREY'Sr ■

iron

CHAPELS ... SCHOOLS
Ji

MISSION* 50
AND
on CLUB
show ROOMS
ALBERT GATE HYDE PARK.S.W.
KKBuiMtrlf. Fisk<r;.-

DEDICATION FESTIVAL. "Words by C. 8TREATFEILD.
Muslo by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7s. per
100. The beautiful Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited
and most effective tune.
"A really good Processional, with muslo of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."—
Church Times.
Just out, in Paper Cover, price fid., or in elegant cloth, price 1k The
Words separately for distribution in Church, Id., or is. per 100,
entirely new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMNS,
andvery Short ADDRESSES. By C. N.ST RK AT F KILO. The
Music specially written by BKRTHOLD TOURS, FRANK
BRAINE. and MARTIN 8. SKEFFINGTON. A very original
and beautiful little Service of Song, suitable for any Short
"AFTER SERVICE," and specially suited for CHILDREN'S
SERVICES. The Publishers specially recommend this new little
work. Vide CAurcA Time* notice of this Service, June 5, 1884.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OF THE SICE, separately, la. 6d. per dot

OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
Should be sorry to ohange it for any other Hymn-Book."— Bishop of London.
" Strongly Impressed with the care bestowed': II shall be surprised if your
hope that It will make way among the thoughtful is disap]
pointed."—Bishop of Durham.
' Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make It known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of th* Church of England."— Bishop of
Lincoln.
" Tbe arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unspiritual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.

Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
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Political lies.
The question whether a lie is a lie, if it be told for political
reasons, has been started by the violent letter of the Rev.
H. M. Kennedy, and is still engaging public attention.
It has called forth opposite answers. Some hold that the
end justifies the means, and that to deceive under the
FE1DA Y, SEPT. 25, 1885.
circumstances is even a commendable act. Others say
that the truth must be told at all costs. Whilst Mr
Gladstone suggested in one of his Midlothian speeches
LEADING ARTICLES:—
tact what may seem to be a middle course. He advised
Political Lies
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S. Paul and CmjBcn Music ----- 889 "judicious reticence." We have already commented on
Mr Kennedy's diatribe and the Bishop of Carlisle's castiCURRENT TOPICS
392
gation of the incumbent of Plumpton for the same, and
REVIEWS :—
have no reason again to allude to that correspondence.
Stijdia Biblica
39.1 But the question which it has brought to the front is one
The AcTOBioGRAPiir of ax Alms-bag 395
which demands further consideration. We will notice
NOTICES :—
the three different replies which have been given to it.
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Harvest Festival Hymn
"THE SOWER WENT FORTH SOWING."
New Edition of the hearty and popular tune (with
unison refrain), by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON, as sung
at S. Barnabas', Kensington, and recently adopted at hun
dreds of other Churches. Music and Words complete, price
Id., 12 copies for Is. Id., 25 copies post free for 2s , 100 copies
post free for 7s.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

First, some say that it is right to lie. A clergyman in the
pages of a contemporary has attempted to prove that lying
under certain circumstances is not only permissible but
a virtue. He quotes Holy Scripture in support of this
doctrine, and instances the cases of Rahab, Jael, and
Sisera, as justifying deceit. There is, however, no reason
to conclude that S. Paul's encomium of " the harlot Rahab''
extends to her untruthfulness any more than to her
harlotry. The commendation of Jael which occurs in the
Old Testament is a more difficult subject. Either Deborah
praised the act of treachery because her own moral
standard was defective, or the whole transaction is re
moved from ordinary laws by a Divine impulse and
interposition. God's right of interference with "the
Natural Rule " is, as every student knows, a most intri
cate part of divinity. Various opinions have been ex
pressed by theologians concerning the Divine power
of "subtracting" from this Rule. God's command to
Abraham to slay Isaac, and to the Israelites to spoil the
Egyptians are commonly quoted as instances of subtraction
from the obligation of the sixth and eighth Command
ments. Some hold that God is able to dispense from
obedience to all the precepts of the Decalogue. Others, that
only the precepts of the Second Table are dispensable
even by God Himself, whilst a third opinion is that the
Ten Commandments are always binding. But, whatever
may be the diversity of opinion respecting exceptional
cases of what is termed withdrawal from the Natural
Rule in the Old Testament, all agree that these are
only justifiable on the condition that there is a Divine
command which suspends, as it were, the ordiuary obli
gation to obedience. With regard to the two illustrations
of Divine Interference, in the one case Abraham received
a distinct command from God to offer his son ; and in tho
other, God, we are told, gave the Hebrews favour in the
sight of the Egyptians. It may be noticed that the altera
tion of the word " borrow " into " ask " by the Reviser
disposes of this difficulty in another way. But theojj
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usually explain these cases by saying that,GoD, as Supreme
Ruler, has a right to take the life which Hb gives, or to
trausfer His possessions from one holder to another. He
may therefore command an external act which but for
that command would be a grave sin.
Objections are from time to time brought against the
Old Testament, by some to prove that all morality simply
depends on the Divine Will, and by others to impugn the
authority of the Scriptures on the ground that they con
tain teaching which is contrary to the moral sense of man.
It appears to us a grave mistake, therefore, to pick out
those particular exceptions to the moral law in the Old
Testament, as though they were to take the place of the
Ten Commandments. It might as well be argued that
because capital punishment is legal, that therefore a man
may without violating the law of the land shoot the first
person he meets. If any external act is justified in the Old
Testament which is opposed to the Decalogue, such an
act can only be justified because it is directly ordered by
God. How far even God Himself is able to command an
infringement of the moral law on any occasion is too
abstruse a subject for our present article. But one thing
is clear, that such conduct is never permissible on the
part of man without absolute Divine interference. It is
quite evident, then, that the attempt to commend lying
by quoting the conduct of Rahab or Jael must entirely
break down.
Further, when the question is one of veracity the
Natural Rule is still more binding. It is conceivable that
God, as the Lord of life and the owner of all things, may
deal with life and property in whatever way He sees fit ;
but we cannot understand how a Holy Creator can com
mand a lie or commend lying. The line that it is right
to lie at the coming election, to say that you intend to
vote for one candidate when you have made up your
mind to vote for another, in order to deceive a questioner,
and that Scripture gives any countenance to such a course,
appears to us to be immoral, and from a theological point
of view wholly untenable.
Secondly, those who say that the truth must be always
told at all costs, are right in principle. S. Augustine's
assertion that all untruths are lies has been the accepted
teaching of Western Christendom. But all lies are not
equally black. Some people seem to think that all Bins
are of the same dye, and, after the Draconian code, are
equally worthy of death. As a lie is directly and formally
opposed to the virtue of truth, it is always a sin, and by
it* nature evil. Lies are divided in the 'Summa' into
" pernicious," " officious," and " jocose." Of these, the
first is always a deadly sin, for it is not only contrary to
justice, but to the love of our neighbour ; the other two
are lesser sins. The " jocose " lie is that which is told in
levity and to create amusement ; the " officious," that
which really intends our "neighbour's advantage." We
suppose a political lie would be classified by its abettors
** a mendaciun oficioium. But Aquinas viewed this
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kind of lie as so bad that it ought not to be told in order
to prevent " homicide or death." We think a political
lie cannot be classed under, if we may use the expression,
that milder form of lying whereby in a case of extreme
danger nothing but a neighbour's good is in view ; for
the " good " in question must be one which in the general
sense of mankind would be so regarded. But the good
in this instance is a matter of opinion. What would be
" good " would be differently viewed by Lord Salisbury,
Mr Gladstone, and Mr Chamberlain, or, say, by a Churchman and a Liberationist. The most that a man could lose
by telling the truth would be his employment; and
certainly if the aforesaid theologian would not admit
that a lie could be told to save a man's life, he would
not allow that a lie might be told merely in order not
to imperil a man's situation.
We do not care to go into the casuistry of the question,
nor is this the place to discuss when silence becomes a lie
or what the Greek Fathers regard as "justa causa" for
verbal misleading, or to trace the faint lines which mark off
evasion from equivocation. It is permissible under cer
tain circumstances to hide the truth, S. Augustine says
" under a certain dissimulation," and we agree with Mr
Gladstone that a "judicious reticence" is the best course,
if a man is pressed by his mean employer to say which
way he is going to vote. At the same time, " silence gives
consent," and if a Conservative master charges his farmlabourer with the intention of voting for a Liberal, or for
a Radical, and he is silent, whilst those who support their
master's political bias are of course ready enough to
speak out, in such a case the ex-Premier's advice, which
is the third answer to the question under consideration,
will not be of much use. What then is to be done 1 In
plain language—" tell the truth, and shame the devil."
For our own part we do not take such a low view of
the farmers in this free country as to suppose that they
are going to question and bully their employees in order
to get them to vote one way or the other, or to extract
from them a promise. Moreover, public opinion is a
strong force, and a landlord or farmer who so abused his
influence or position as to reject or dismiss a tenant or ■•
labourer, because he would not vote as his master wished,
would have to bear a considerable amount of just obloquy
and, perhaps, something more. But, be this as it may,
we denounce as immoral the advice to lie, and the attempt
to shelter such a course under the authority of Scripture,
as not only dangerous in its tendency, but also profane.
Our readers will remember a discussion between Canon
Kingsley and Dr Newman, some twenty years ago, re
specting the teaching of Roman Catholics upon the duty
of truthfulness, and how Dr Newman rebutted the
charges brought against him and overthrew his generous
but unequal assailant. There can, however, be no doubt
that in the matter of equivocation S. Alfonso Liguori
has laid down some rules which do not commend them
selves to our English character.
In this matter, Dr
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Newman himself acknowledged that he followed " other
guidance in preference to his." "We do not, however,
believe that any Roman Catholic in this country would
venture to vouchsafe the advice which has been openly,
publicly, and unblushingly given by two or three political
clergymen of our own Communion.
The following words we quote from a Roman Catholic
theologian : " It is agreed," he says, " by all theologians,
without exception, that a lie must ever remain intrin
sically evil, and that its prohibition can in no possible
way be subtracted from the Natural Rule." We com
mend this dictum to the advocates of political lying, who
must have quite forgotten the old - fashioned teaching
of their Catechism—their " duty towards " their "neigh
bour," " to be true and just in all their dealing," "and
to keep" their "tongue from lying;" as Liberationists
have forgotten, or never knew, the admonition " Not to
covet or desire other men's goods." Lying and stealing
are said to go together. We trust the .English love of
truth and manliness of character will assert itself in the
coming election whatever may be the result, and that
the two million new voters may have the courage of
their opinions, and the intelligence rightly and indepen
dently to form them.

%. Paul anD Ctjurcb agusic
Although so much has been written on the many excellent
gifts with which S. Paul was endowed, I do not remember
ever to have seen any stress laid upon the probability that
the gift of music was amongst them. It may have been
regarded by commentators as too trifling a matter to insist
upon, or it may not have occurred to them that he possessed
any knowledge of the art ; and yet, in his writings, the indi
cations of his acquaintauce with it are by no means obscure
nor unimportant ; whilst his own experience of the prominent
part which music held in the national religion and worship
can hardly have been without its influence on his work in the
Christian Church.
At no remote period pious persons might have been shocked
at this suggestion of the Apostle being in any way to be
regarded as what is called " a musical man," and associating
that appellation with the idea of something frivolous,
worldly, and irreligious, would consider its application to S.
Paul as little short of profanity; and traces of the old puritan
animosity to Church music, which denounced it in the 16th
century, proscribed it in the 17th, and tolerated it in the
18th, as a necessary relief from the tedious dulness to which
divine service had attained, * may still survive. This spirit was
very flourishing at the end of the last century, when Cowper
WTote, and at the beginning of the present one, when Adam
Clarke published his Commentary.
"Those," the latter writes, " whose hearts are right with
God, have generally no skill in music ; and those who are
well skilled in music, have seldom a devotional spirit, but
♦ At the Spectator euphemistically puts it, " when the spirits begin
U> languish, as they too often do, with a constant series of petition!,
our Church takes care to allow them a ploua respite, and relieves them
with the raptures of an anthem."—(Mo. 630.)
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are generally proud, self-willed, contentions, and arrogant."
One would have thought that the recollection of David alone
might have tempered this sweeping condemnation, which
reads as if it were aimed at some unruly organist ; only that,
seventy years ago, dissenting chapels had not begun to adopt
choral services. But it is to the art, quite as much as to the
artist, that the testy commentator objects. " Of all the liberal
arts," he adds, "surely music is the least useful, however
ornamental it maybe;" au opinion which seems as ill-con
sidered as the other, seeing that music is the one art of
which we read as existing before the creation of all things,
and as destined to survive their dissolution. The poet's car
was too harmoniously tuned to allow of his denouncing music
altogether ; but he objects to its cultivation and practice by
the clergy, and sketches in unpleasant colours a picture of
what he calls " a Addling priest : "
" Occiduus is a pastor of renown.
When he has prayed and pleached the Sabbath down,
With wire and catgut be coneludca the day.
Quavering and semiquavering care away.

*

*

*

•

•

*' Will not the sickliest sheep of every flock,
Resort to this example as a rock?
Here stand, and justify the foul abuse
Of Sabbath hours, with plausible excise?
Jf apestollo gravity be free
To play the fool on Sundays, why not we ?
If he the tinkling harpsichord regards
As Inoffensive, what offence In cards ?
Strike up the Addles I Let us all be gay !
Laymen hiive leave to dance, if parsons play."t
This acerbity seems strange in our days when "fiddling
priests " are as plentiful as blackberries, and the strains of,
let us say, Handel or Mendelssohn, are the most natural
possible relief from the strain of Sunday services, more
exacting perhaps than they were in Cowper's time. S. Paul
himself might have taken his part in such a Sunday evening
concert without any derogation from the saintliness of his
character, or the sacredness of his office. Nor is there any
reason why, if he possessed the requisite skill, he might not,
after the fashion of our own clergy, have made his talent
available in the Church itself ; his own precept," Whatsoever
ye do, do all to the glory of God," would have covered
objections then, as it will cover them now. In fact, it is
difficult to say what distinction is to be made between a
Jewish minister playing on a stringed instrument in the
Temple, and a Christian minister doing the same thing in the
Church ; or why one more than the other should be con
temptuously designated as "a fiddling priest." If it be
alleged that the fiddle was not known to the Jews, the
assertion requires support ; for although only from fifteen to
twenty musical instruments are mentioned in the Bible, the
Babbis tell us that thirty-six different kinds were in use in
the Temple, so that we are not in a position to speak with
certainty on the matter.
»■■
It is by no means improbable that the Apostle did actually
take part in the musical service of the Temple. Instru
mental music was largely used, and the performers were not
necessarily Levites. " Members of families which had inter
married with the priests, and distinguished Iarachtes, were
admitted to take part in the instrumental though not in the
t 'Progress of Krror."
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vocal parts of the service ; " and, naturally, so strict a
Pharisee and so zealous a religionist as the young Saul was
known to be, would eagerly claim, and readily be admitted
to, such privileges as were within his reach. This is some
thing more than mere conjecture. There is no doubt that
musical instruction, not only for religious purposes, but also
for domestic use, was a marked feature in the education of
the Jews ; great natural aptitude for it is strongly observable
in the character of their modern descendants ; it could
hardly have been omitted in S. Paul's case, and although
we are left to judge for ourselves to what extent he had
benefited by it (we know that he could and did sing), we
cannot fail to remark that the allusions in his writings
to music and musical instruments are not by any means
those of a person who treats of a subject with which he is
unfamiliar. His allusions to the Temple services may easily
be overlooked ; for instance, his comparison of a man en
dowed with the gift of tongues, but wanting in charity, to
a " sounding brass or a clashing cymbal," is generally quoted
as an illustration of a religion which consists only in talk ;
but the Apostle's real reference is to the clashing of the
Temple cymbals which marked the commencement of the
Morning and Evening Sacrifice ; and his inference is that as
the clashing cymbal was but the introduction and stimulant
to worship, so should the gift of language be to the exercise
of the higher Christian graces. The "sounding brass," also,
may have had reference to that xinknown instrument
(Maffrephah) upon which were given in the course of the
service certain signals to the Priests and Levites, and which
is supposed by some to have been an organ, and by others a
large gong. Similarly, his allusion to the flute or pipe, and
harp, and to the "distinction in the sounds" (1 Cor. xiv.),
seems to have special reference to the use of these instru
ments in the Temple ; the former being employed on such
different occasions as the Day of Killing the Passover, the
Feast of Tabernacles, Pilgrimages to Jerusalem, and at mar
riages and funerals, when the distinction in the sounds would
naturally be very marked. The blasts, too, of the trumpets
in the services were quite as distinct, and required as much
certainty, as the military calls ; and they had sometimes a
special religious significance such as is glanced at in the
" sounding forth the word of the Lord " (1 Thess. i.) ; the
"trump of God" (1 Thess. iv.); the "sounding of the
trumpet " (1 Cor. xv.), and not improbably in "Awake thou
that sleepest " (Eph. v.), which appears to have been a
portion of some formula used in the synagogues in connection
with blowing the horn (Shophar), on New Year's Day. S.
Paul's passing allusion to the harp calls our attention to S.
John's more marked mention of it in Rev. xv., where "the
harpers " and "the harps of God," and the "Song of Moses
and the Lamb," point emphatically to the Temple Sabbatb• day Services, when, in addition to the Psalms for the day, the
Canticles, Deut. xxxii., and Exod. xv., were sung with much
ceremony to the accompaniment of Nebel and Kinnor.
We might, therefore, be almost prepared to find in the
Christian Church traces of a ritual music modelled upon that
of the Jewish ; and to suspect, when S. Paul exhorts the
Ephesians to " speak to one another in psalms and hymns
a"d spiritual songs," that he is really enjoining for their
adoption the antiphonal chanting of the ancient service.
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For the legend that S. Ignatius received it in a heavenly
vision, and that so from Antioch it spread through the
churches, is nothing more than a legend. Pliilo testifies to
an antiphonal use older than Ignatius, and although, in the
time of our Lord, the congregation appears to have taken little
part in the worship, from the beginning it was not so. For
that antiphonal song was always the tradition, and for cen
turies the actual practice, of the Jewish Church ; and that
from the very first it assumed and maintained its place as
the tradition and actual practice of the Christian Church,
appears to be indubitable.
The expression "psalms and hymns and spiritual songs," in
the epistle to the Ephesians, and repeated in that to the Colossians, seems to indicate more than a mere enumeration, and to
point rather to settled features in a system of ritual song. What
the Apostle intended by " hymns and spiritual songs "is uncer
tain ; whether such as that of Deborah or Hannah ; or poems
with a spiritual meaning underlying, like the Song of Solon™,
or the Song of loves (Pa. xlv.);— or whether another class
existed spoken of as " Songs of Zion (Pa exxxvii. ) ; or " Songs
of the Temple " (Amos viii.) ; or " Songs in the night » hen «
holy solemnity is kept " (Is. xxx) ; or "The love song" (Eat
xxiii.);— or whether the growth of a distinctively Christian
hymnody (the " Carmina Christo quasi Deo" of Pliny) is
indicated ; or whether the Canticles from S. Luke's Gospel
published two or three years before the writing of these
epistles, had become established in the Churches, which last seems most probable, —all this is uncertainBut what the Apostle urged on these Churches, he no
doubt urged upon all ; labouring in these matters ata
unimportant as some may think them, to establish "»
custom in the Church of God," and, together with other
things, "setting it in order when he came;" so that
they might ' ' walk by the same rule ; " holding fast, as to «
" form of sound words," a "form of doctrine," so to a fonn
of music in worship; that in this respect likewise, they mifit
everywhere "lift up their voices with one accord." Vecannr'.
doubt that when he and his fellow prisoner Silas sang thnr
hymns in the prison, or when our blessed Lord and His u>
ciples sang the Passover psalms, they sang thero tothetraO
tional Temple music ; or that this music would be steadfast.;
adhered to by the early Church, regarded as a sacred deport,
and carefully handed down. Nor need we hesitate toconclude
with the learned Dr Edersheim that " in the so called Gre
gorian tones, we have preserved to us a close approximation
to the ancient hymnody of the Temple, though not without
considerable alterations." Taking, for example, the Egypt"1
Halell, rarely sung, but invariably on one night in the year.
—the night of the Paschal supper, and then by every P«-'!,al
company in their houses,—the Psalm "When Israel came on*
of Egypt, and the house of Judah from anions; the **»it
people," sung of course to its special music ; aod the" ton'
sidering that amongst the ancient Christian chants, or rather
appended to them, is one, supplementary, rarely used, w
from time immemorial assigned to this particular Psalm (cxi» ■
and known always as the strange or foreign tone (/oasi
Pereyrinut), we can hardly avoid the conclusion that we na»
in this characteristic and touching melody at least a relic of •
very music which the Lord Himself sang on that great P**™
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night when He led forth His chosen ones over the brook
Keilron.
There is another expression of S. Paul, bearing upon this
subject, and full of significance ; 1 Cor. xiv. 15. "I will pray
with the Spirit and 1 will pray with the understanding
also; I will sing with the Spirit and I will sing with
the understanding also." Here the Apostle, treating of
public worship, sets prayer and song upon a precisely
equal footing as two co-ordinate duties; demanding equally
a devout self-recollectedness, and an intelligent appre
ciation of what we utter when we approach God. Prayer
and song are put forward as the elements, the fundamentals
of worship. Now we are not at all accustomed to view music
from this standpoint. We regard it as at best but a semireligious exercise. Prayer we consider a duty— music a
pleasure ; prayer a power— music an ornament ; prayer a grace
music an accomplishment. The elements of worship, we
should describe as "prayer and praise," or ' prayer and thanks
giving," or "prayer and preaching," or " prayer and Sacra
ments," but uot as " prayer and song." And as the words of
the inspired Apostle are " I will pray," and -'I will sing," it
may be said that " Song" is here only used as a synonym for
"praise," or as expressing the vehicle, the medium through
which praise is offered, as in " I will praise God with a
Song," or " My heart danceth for joy and in my song will I
praise Him." No doubt, but that only makes more marked
the stress laid upon the vehicle of praise. The expression " I
will praise God," might have been understood to imply
song, or rather to allow of its use, if agreeable, convenient,
or desirable; but S. Paul's "I will sing" is in no way
hypothetical; like his "I will pray," it cannot be under
stood to imply anything else ; he would have recoiled
from the polite idea that music (in moderation), might
be an acceptable addition to divine service.
But the
worship of song hardly means to us what it meant to the
Apostle. The profound reverence, the awe which fell upon
the Temple congregation at the sound of the trumpets, as the
great choir burst into song when the Psalm for the day began,
was something very difft rent from the complacency (or the
reverse), with which we listen to music which (whatever its
other merits may be) seldom makes great demands on either
our devotion or our understanding. There is a chief defect
in our services, they are too frequently wanting in reverence
and solemnity ; they are too familiar ; they fail to inspire
devotion and awe ; they are becoming too ornamental. A
generation since they were dull and prosaic ; now they are
apt to be noisy and sensational. Great faith is placed in
decorations, in large organs and large choirs, and in a style of
music which it is thought will interest the congregation, and
keep the choirs together. There are a good many to please,
as the parish priest sometimes finds to his disquiet.
But, after all, the "what is sung," is of less importance
than the " how it is sung." No particular style of music will
beget the " spirit and understanding " which the Apostle
enjoins. What we feel in Church is, as a rule, what we take
there. If we go with cold, indifferent, or worldly thoughts,
we shall expect iu vain to find devotional feelings kindled by
music
No such power is claimed for it ; nor would a flame so
kindled burn for any length of time. What is claimed for it is
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that song is the appointed way of offering praise, as distinct
from prayer. Our conception of prayer and praise is often
erroneous. We are apt to regard the former solely as asking
for what we need, and the latter as giving thanks for what
we have received. This idea is too subjective. They mean
more than this, and have less reference to ourselves. Prayer
is the communing of the soul with Gi>d, and praise is the
prostration of the soul before Him. It is the realising and
confessing His Majesty, and Glory, and Power, and Love.
This should rightly comprise the greater portion of public
worship, and such is the original intent of our Prayer-Book.
A reference to the Prayer-Book of 1549 will make it apparent
at once. A service which commenced with the " Our Father,'
and ended with the third Collect, and in which the Lessons
were ordered " to be sung in a plain tune," had in it a larger
proportion of praise and of song than is discoverable in our
present more homiletical form ; and it seems strange, when
the complaint is sometimes made of our services being deficient
in thankfulness, that proposals should be made to add to the
already too long offices, when the much simpler remedy of
cutting off the later additions at either end would restore to
the service its original balance.
What has been said of the tendency to ornamental services
must not be supposed to indicate any aspiration to return to
what is sometimes termed " plain prayer and jiowerful preach
ing ; " it is not any reaction from that, which leads to excess,
but rather the desire to invest Mattins and Evensoug with
dignity equal to, or even beyond that which attaches to the
Service of Holy Communion ; that those who undervalue the
latter may not seem to be placed at a disadvantage. Into
this question there is no need to enter now ; but it is impor
tant to bear in mind that the Eucharistic Service is the Chris
tian worship of Holy Scripture. Whatever other services
there may have been, that is the One which Chhjst Himself
instituted and enjoined upon us— the Light and Centre of all ;
and to that any allusions discoverable in S. Paul's expressions
must apply. That the form of our Communion Office is sub
stantially of Apostolic origin we know; but how the Apos
tolic Celebration was performed, or in what manner the
majestic Mosaic Bitual was combined with the simple Chris
tian Institution, we know not ; but we may be sure that it
was in a manner which would mark unmistakably the con
tinuity between the Old Dispensation and the New. We can
also see that the structure of the primitive liturgies plainly
suggests both choral and antiphonal use.
With all this S. Paul had probably nothing to do, it would
have been determined before his appearauce on the scene.
But when he did appear, his energy would extend itself to
every branch of his work ; he would be as zealous in regulat ing and establishing the ritual as in defining and maintain
ing the doctrine ; small as the former might be in importance
compared with the latter.
We cannot always estimate the real importance of things,
from the position which they occupy in Holy Scripture ; they
are dwelt upon, or not, as the necessity occurs. Because the
Mosaic ritual was enjoined down to the minutest details,
whilst the Christian ritual is hardly alluded to, it docs not
follow that the latter was a matter of indifference ; it only
shows that no questions arose respecting it which needed to
be decided by authority. Had S. Paul been appealed to on
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the subject of Church music, he would have dealt with it as
plainly and definitively as he did with such matters as meat
sold in the shambles, or the covering of a woman's hair.
And here the subject must be left ■ Those who desire to
know something more of the particulars of the Jewish ritual
will find valuable information in Edersheim's 'Temple and
its Services,' which has been freely quoted in the present
paper.
H. FLEETWOOD SHEPPARD.

4^m^W$K^ v«>oP:ics\%&\
The opinions of Parliamentary candidates on the subject
of Disestablishment, as published by the Record, have
called forth surprise. Certainly, if the returns are accu
rate, the Church has few friends among the Libera]
party. The Liberal candidates on the side of the Church
are 37, against her 403 ; whilst the whole of the Conserva
tives, 482, who are seeking a seat in Parliament are
against Disestablishment. Mr Gladstone is ont in the
cold, with only two companions who are adverse to Dis
establishment in England and Wales. If there is a Liberal
majority in the new House of Commons, but for the exPremier Disestablishment would certainly be within
the " range of practical politics." The 35 Liberals who
decline to show their hand, and the 113 who are classified
under the heading " Information not attainable," must be
left out of the calculation. It must further be remembered
that there are different shades of opinion amongst those
who are in favour of Disestablishment. The Record gives
four " phases of opinion," but there are certainly more.
Some Churchmen have "gone in" for Disestablishment sim
ply on account of their aversion to Lord Penzance and the
Final Court of Appeal ; but as now neither the one nor
the other is likely to be any longer resorted to for the
settlement of questions affecting doctrine or worship — ex
cept, perhaps, in the Diocese of Liverpool—the number of
such adherents to the Disestablishment programme is, we
believe, very small.
If the information which the Record has acquired be re
liable, we fear the days are not far distant when the
Church will again be identified with one political party.
We have said before, and we say it again, that we think
this would be nothing short of a calamity. The Church
is the National Church, and as such should comprehend
the two great parties in the State. We confess that the
political clergyman, on whichever side he may be, has no
attraction for us. We believe the effect upon the parish
where such a divine presides is bad. There springs up a
distrust, a contraction of sympathy, if not a positive dis
like, between the parochus and that portion of the flock
which differs from him on political questions. But if one
party to a man supports the cause of the Church, and
nine-tenths of the other are against the Church, how can
it be expected but that political feeling will run high I
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Our hope is that the Record gives loo dark a view of the
position, and that things are not really so bad as they look.
Our advice is, whether the Record's analysis be correctly
made or not—vote for no candidate who will not pledge
himself to oppose any Bill for the Disestablishment of the
Church of England in the next Parliament.
The Rev. J. W. Kempe, writing to the Guardian, states
that in the parish of S. John, Kennington, which con
tains 15,000 souls, the following questions are asked in
every case before the publication of banns are allowed in
the church :—" 1. Are both parties baptised ? 2. Where
are they at present residing ? 3. Are both of full age 1
If not, written consent of parent or guardian required.
4. What degree of relationship (if any) exists between the
parties? 5. Has either of the parties been previously
married ? 6. In the case of persons who have been pre
viously married it must be clearly shown—(i.) That the
death of the former husband (or wife) has taken place,
(ii.) Whether either of the present parties is related to
such deceased wife or husband, and if so, how 1 " These
are clear and exhaustive questions. We think that in
large parishes where the antecedents of those who are
married would not be known, some such mode of prevent
ing scandals and of protecting the Church's blessing is a
necessity. We have no doubt that many are married
before the altars of our Church and buried in our burialgrounds who have never been baptised. The clergyman is
bound to make inquiry as to residence, &c, but if after
making inquiry he is " mis-led, he is inexcusable." The
sacerdotal benediction can only be received by those
who have been baptised. But the "efficient cause" of
matrimony, that which is essential to join two persons
together as man and wife, is the mutual consent of
the parties given at the time and openly expressed by
words. There are different views as to what con
stitutes the sacramental nature of the ordinance, but
all are agreed that the blessing can only be received by
those who have been made Christians by baptism. In
days when laxity on the subject of the marriage laws is
but too common, we are thankful to see attention called
to the necessity for protecting " the sanctity of Christian
marriage " from the abuses which by a little trouble may
be avoided ; or, if not altogether avoided, the responsibility
of which will no longer rest upon the clergy.
We fear there has been much perfunctoriness in the
way the rites of the Church have been performed iu some
very large parishes. The story how, at a great Festival,
when numbers of couples were being married at the same
time, more than one person complained at the end of the
ceremony that they had been joined to the wrong partner ;
and how the clergyman in this perplexity called out,
" Ladies and gentlemen, pair yourselves a* you go out of
the vestry," is but an exaggeration of the carelessness
which has sometimes attended the soleumiz itiou of matri
mony in places densely populated. But now probably
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there are few parishes where sufficient care is not taken
in the celebration of marriage, but many, we apprehend,
where due inquiry is not made before publishing the
banns.
We have been asked on behalf of our Missionaries to
suggest to our readers that those of them who are not in
the habit of preserving the Literary Churchman, or any
other papers or magazines, would kindly forward them
regularly to any one of our clergy who may be labouring
in some distant part, where it is difficult to obtain any
information of what is passing in the Church at large, or
any ecclesiastical literature. One Missionary says :—" Do
you know the help given by letting me have papers, etc.,
is more than can be expressed 1 I am encouraged to be
' up and doing' by seeing what others are doing." Another
says, " I and my people derive mucb pleasure from the
papers and magazines sent us from ' home.' " " Miss
Webster, Ripple Lodge, Malvern Link," will be pleased
to supply the name and address of any missionary, or the
names of clubs, orphanages, reading-rooms, etc., abroad or
at home, where magazines will be gratefully received.
We understand 3,000 newspapers, etc., are sent by
" tbe Mission Parcel Society," and still more are desired.
This is a practical and inexpensive way of helping those
who suffer an isolation the painfulness of which only
those know who have experienced it.

^ti$^^$m^:mM&
§>wtiia TBibltca.
Siudia Biblica. Essays in Biblical Archaeology, and
Criticism, and Kindred Subjects. By Members of the
University of Oxford. Oxford : Clarendon Press.
1885.
This is a very interesting work, containing contribu
tions of much value towards the elucidation of important
subjects, and the volume has an interesting history
attached to it. The Preface bears the well-known signa
tures, S. R. Driver, William Sanday, John Wordsworth
(Bishop-elect of Salisbury), and explains that these gentle
men, finding themselves in the autumn of 1883 recently
appointed to those chairs which represent the interpreta
tion of Holy Scripture in the University, " took counsel
together to find some means of assisting students in our
department outside the formal way of instruction by
lectures." Such a procedure was in accordance with the
precedents set by the late Professor Mozley, Bishop King,
and others, and shows the increased earnestness and use
fulness of the Oxford Professoriate. The plan adopted
was to meet on four Monday evenings in each term, and
read and discuss papers on Biblical Archaeology and
Criticism. The present volume contains a selection of the
emays read at these meetings. Besides the distinguished
scholars mentioned, we have the names of Buch wellknown writers as Dr Edersheim, and Mr Neubauer of the
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Bodleian, who has given a decided impulse to Oriental
study in the University of Oxford. It is hoped that the
present volume may expand into a series. We may safely
endorse the words of the Preface : "We cannot doubt
that the meetings have been of use both to those who
read papers and to those who heard them. We believe
that they have done something to stimulate an inde
pendent study of the Holy Bible, and of the history of
the periods during which its books were written. They
have also, we hope, deepened the sense of fellowship in
work, which it is one great privilege of University life to
foster, and draws together younger and older men who
are labourers in the same important field."
We cannot say that the work offers, except in an in
cidental and sporadic way, any topics of general and
popular interest, and a new series might advantageously
show some improvement in this respect. It is essentially
a book written by scholars and for scholars. And a man
might be possibly a very fair scholar and be able to take
only a very limited interest in some of the papers. Pro
fessor Driver inaugurates the volume with an essay on
" Recent Theories on the Origin and Nature of the Tetregrammate." Mr Sanday has no less than three Essays,
Mr Neubauer has two.
The other contributors are
Messrs Woods and Randell of S. John's College, and Mr
Gwilliam of Hertford.
Mr Neubauer*s first paper is on the interesting subject
of " The Dialects spoken in Palestine in the time of
Christ." It was the opinion of the learned Voss that
Greek was the only language spoken in Palestine after the
time of Alexander ; and Dr Roberts, who wrote a book
on the subject twenty years ago, argues that " Christ
spoke for the most part in Greek, and only now and then
in Aramaic." Mr Neubauer argues, somewhat vehemently,
against this proposition. He believes that in Jerusalem,
and the greater part of Judsea, a modernised Hebrew and
a purer Aramaic dialect were in use, and that only the
small Judeo-Grsek colony spoke Greek, which was not
exactly Greek but " a Judeo-Greek jargon." The " mo
dernised Greek " is still employed as the only means of
general communication amongst the Jews scattered through
the world. The Galilean dialect, he shows us by some in
teresting and even amusing passages from the Talmud,
was indistinct in its pronunciation of the gutturals, and
the syllables were swallowed in such a way that the mean
ing was often doubtful to a Southern Jew. The popular
language of the last century B.C. was the Aramaic dialect.
He holds that the Jews had no substantial knowledge of
Greek, and that even the Hellenists spoke more or less
their native Hebrew tongue. It is impossible to show
that the Hellenists did not speak Greek, and we are some
what doubtful of the assertion that no apocryphal book
was ever composed in Greek by a Palestinian Jew. He
does not believe that the Jews would necessarily learn
Greek from the time of Alexander. We quote some of
Mr Neubauer's account of language used by the Jews :
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" The Roman legions themselves at Jerusalem were mostly
composed of Syrians, whose Greek could by no means have been
classical. Speaking of Ibe Syrians, we may take them as an
argument, how unready Semitic nations are in exchanging their
own dialect for another not of the same family. Tbe Syrian
Christians, though likewise under the dominion of Home, and
employing a great number of Greek words in their translations
of the Gospel and other writings, never gave up their own lan
guage, which is spoken to I be present day. The Arabs in Algeria
have not yet learned much French, and the Arabs in Syria know
not a sentence of Turkish, in spite of having been under Turkish
rule for four centuries and professing tbe same religion as tbe
Turks. We must now briefly refer to the Jows in Egypt and
Asia Minor. These hud gradually forgotten their vernacular
Hebrew. There were no schools to preserve the knowledge of
it even amongst the better classes, and daily intercourse with
the Greek population soon resulted in its being abandoned
altogether. Indeed, tenacious as Jews were in their own land,
and as they are now in the countries where they live togother,
yet they readily adapt themselves to the habit of a country where
they are received as free citizens, and exchange their vernacular
for tbe language spoken by the people amongst whom they dwell.
Indeed the second, or at most the third, generation of immigrating
Jews know not a word of the language spoken by their parents.
Take for instance, the English Jews, who are either of Dutch,
Spanish, or of German-Polish extraction, very rarely of Italian,
as was the case with tho family of the late Prime Minister.
They all speak English, none of them know Dutch or Spanish,
and only a few German, unless they have learnt it as a foreign
language. The same is the case with the French, Italian, and
German Jews. Only where they are kept by themselves, as is
the case in Russia and Turkey, and not admitted to offices, do
they cling to the language of their ancestors."
The next paper is by Dr Edersheim, who expounds
Wetzel's new theory of the Origin and Composition of
tbe Synoptic Gospels, a theory which he characterises as
being " promising." This gives Dr Edersheim the oppor
tunity of classifying and describing the theories that
account for the extraordinary agreement and the extraor
dinary variations in the Synoptical Gospels. " I would
call them," he says, " the mutual dependence hypothesis ;
the original Gospel—or original documents—hypothesis ;
and the original tradition—or oral Gospel—hypothesis.
The third hypothesis, that of the oral Gospel, was origin
ally formulated by Gieseler, and has received the high
sanction of Professor Westcott in his 'Introduction to the
Study of the Gospels.' Dr Edersheim argues that while
this theory has certain elements of truth, it does not
account for those phenomena of the Gospels which he
thinks are best explained by the theory of separate docu
ments. He inclines to the theory of an Ur-Evangelium,
and that there was an Ur-Markus, outside the Canon,
based on notes taken by Mark from the preaching of S.
Peter, from which the canonical Mark was derived. Wet
zel's theory is that the Ur-Evangelium is S. Matthew's.
He believes that S. Matthew gave lectures to the Hel
lenists when they visited Palestine or had come back to
beside there altogether. His hearers asked the Apostle
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frequently to repeat the principal portions of his lectures,
and the constant stream of listeners gave these lectures a
6xed type. What the Apostle taught, his hearers took
notes of, or learned by heart. In this manner various
Gospel narratives came into circulation. Three out of
their number (the " many " to which S. Luke refers)
deserved to be permanent. These are our Synoptic Gos
pels. Substantially they are the lectures of S. Matthew,
but they also contain additions from other sources. This
is Dr Wetzel's theory as expounded by Dr Edersheim.
There is certainly something very attractive, especially to
some orders of mind, in these speculations, bat at tbe
same time it is evident that they suggest endless discus
sion, and give very little hope of arriving at a definite
conclusion.
The Bishop-elect of Salisbury gives us a very valuable
paper (expanded from a review article in the Gujrdian),
on " The Corbey St James (ft") and its relation to otber
Latin versions and to the original language of the Epistle.''
He first reprints the MS. at length. It is one of the first
old Latin texts ever printed. The MS. belonged to the
great Monastic Library of Corbey, near Amiens, and was
transferred with the greater part of the library to S.
Germain des Pres, at Paris. This library was largely
pillaged in the time of the French Revolution, and the
Corbey MSS. found their way to the Imperial Library at
St Petersburg. Its present home only became known in
1848, and Mr Belsheim, a Norwegian scholar, visited St
Petersburg in 1883, and published the Epistle direct
from the original. It is now republished in the present
work after a diligent collation. The MS. is of a very
remarkable character. It constantly varies from the
Vulgate, and Mr Wordsworth holds that its date is con
siderably earlier than that of the Council of Carthage
(a.d. 397), and quite distinct in its origin from other Latin
versions of the Western Church. The version is from a
Greek text, but from a text different from that of any
modern editor. The writer has an ingenious argument,
mostly drawn from verbal considerations, that S. James
originally wrote his Epistle in a Hebrew or rather an
Aramaic form. He holds that ff represents a separate class
of Greek MSS., to which a proper amount of attention
has not yet been given.
Mr Sanday, who has written a paper on the controversy
about the Commentary on the Gospels attributed to Theophilus of Antioch, and also another on the Codex Rossanensis—a MS. of the sixth century long lost to si«bt and
knowledge in the library of the cathedral town of
Rossano, in Calabria—concludes the volume by some
further remarks on the Corbey S. James (ff). His great
business has been to compare the words of this MS. witii
the Vulgate and the so-called Speculum of S. Augustine
(m). In his work on the Old Latin, Mr Sanday and his
friend Mr White, of Christ Church, made indices to all
the earlier Latin Fathers which had not yet been indexed.
He shows the comparison of words in three parallel
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columns. It would be impossible within the limits of a
short review to exhibit the process.
Indeed, this brief paper cau hardly avoid the unsatis
factory character of a review of reviews. Some of the
papers we are obliged to pass over. One of singular in
terest is Mr Randell's on the " Date of S. Polycarp's
Martyrdom," a remarkable instance of niinute and in
genious criticism. The Greek Marterium is the only
original account of the death of S. Polycarp, and was
written within a year of the event. It would have added
to the completeness of the paper if Mr Randell had re
printed the " Marterium " from the 'Patres Apostolici.'
The possible date ranges within thirty years ; Mr Randell
files it, by a laborious and exhaustive criticism, at 155
a.d. A great help to find the date is the long and curious
account which Aristides gives in his ' Sacred Discourses '
of his malady of great difficulty of breathing. Aristides
reckons time by the years of his malady, and M. Waddington, the French Minister, has written a Memoir on
the Chronology of the Life of Aristides. The late Bishop
of Lincoln inclined to an earlier date, which has also been
accepted by the Bishop of Durham. Mr Randell classifies
all the objections in their order, and proceeds to refute
and demolish them in their order. Our limits, however,
forbid us to pursue the subject any further. We gladly
refer our readers to the book itself. It is one which does
great credit to the University of Oxford, and especially to
the three learned professors to whom it owes its inception.
It will be welcome to all lovers of Biblical Scholarship, to
whom it will prove both a repertory of interesting infor
mation and a stimulating incentive to original research.
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excellent ' Papers on Preaching,' a part of which appeared
iu the Guardian newspaper.

Of course, in a volume full of anecdotes and illustrations)
some will be found which are old, but a story, which is a
really good one, ought not to suffer from repetition. The
dramatis persona are too shadowy, we are told in the In
troduction, to be portraits or caricatures, and are mere
" lay figures " on which the drapery of conversations and
stories is exhibited. Yet few, we imagine, will have any
difficulty in identifying the prelate who presided over the
See of S. Vortigern, "renowned for his ponderous and
prodigious learning," " guileless as well as kindly in dis
position," "fond of simple pursuits, little children and
dumb animals," and, when he liked to be, " full of quaint
humour."
If these characteristics were not suffcienti
the following anecdotes about him would supply what is
wanting in way of identification :
"A clergyman aBked his lordship's permission to hold two
livings under a certain value, and within threo miles of each
other, 'according,' as the trespass boards put it, 'as the law
directs.' Now this clergyman went to see the bishop ; so, un
rolling an ordnance map and measuring the scale of miles,
'You see, my lord,' says he, 'it is within three miles as the crow
flies.' 'But then, you know,' replied the bishop, 'You are not
a crow—you cannot fly ; by the roads it is a good five miles, so
I cannot allow you to bold the livings."
" On another occasion the bishop sent for a barber to cut his
hair. The cloth was duly placed round his lordship's shoulders.
' How will your lordship have your hair cut? ' asked the barber,
scissors and comb in hand. 'In silence,' said the bishop. This
reply was in reality taken from Plutarch.
"Another witticism of his will never be forgotten. He had
just delivered his celebrated Charge, which had taken him five
hours to read. How the clergy could have sat through it no one
knows, but for the expectation of sitting down to a good dinner
The Autobiography of an Alms-bag. By the Author afterwards, provided by his lordship. When dinner was over,
of ' John Brown, the Cordwaiuer,' &c. London : John the bill was presented to him for payment. Finding the amount
Hodges. Pp. 222. 1885.
a little less than usual, quoth the bishop on looking over it,
The title of this book is hardly likely to suggest its ' My brethren, I think for the future I shall follow mine host's
contents. We expected when we took it up to find what example, and lessen my Charges.' "
an Ainu-bag would say, if endowed with the faculties of
The account of " Clackington," its vicar, senior curate,
voice and iutuition, upon the subject of almsgiving, the junior curate, its churchwardens, its "ladies," its leading
various motives which prompted the gifts which were de journal which never by any chance gave the correct
posited in it, and the not too uncommon practice of " pass addresses of visitors in its published list until they had
ing the bag " without giving anything at all, together with left the place, its excursionists, schools, societies, &c, is all
a special critique of those " visitors " at watering-places graphic and entertaining. We may notice as especially
who fill the churches during the "season," but do not well-written the conversation which took place in an
make any very perceptible difference in the offertories and Ecclesiastical A rt Exhibition at a Church Congress, between
collections, for the very lame reason that they are not in a Sister of Mercy, a Church Associationist, a Northern
their own parish churches. The ' Autobiography of an Bishop, a Fellow of a College, and an Irishman, in which,
Alms-bag ' is a work of a different kind. It is a series of we observe, the Sister gets very much the best of it. The
amusing sketches of clerical and social life " in a typical Northern Prelate sarcastically describes those clergy who
watering-place." It might have been called " the Ex obey the Ornaments Rubric and brave the consequences
periences of a Sermon-case," there are so many good stories as posing as martyrs. Whereupon the Fellow of a College
about preaching iu it, if such things as sermon-cases still exclaims, " Pose as martyrs, my lord ? I think that to be
exist iu these days of extempore preaching. This feature I turned out of a house and home, put into prison and
of the volume reminds us of the late 6. J. Davies' J deprived of a benefice, is something more than posing."
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In some chapters the writer depicts the difficulty of
speaking to country people in a language which they
understand, and many quaint stories are told of the density
of comprehension to be found amongst the rustics of the West
and East Ridings of Yorkshire. It strikes us that some
of these illustrations of bucolic obtuseness are drawn
from a bygone day, and that now, through the increase of
education, the intelligence of country-folk has been much
sharpened. The following story, for instance, betokens a
condition of crass ignorance, which we trust is now rarely
to be found ; it is, however, too good to be passed over
"A clergyman went to console a parishioner on the death of
his wife, and in so doing spoke of ' the mysterious dispensations
of Providence.' 'Aye, sir,' said the man, who was a farmer,
' you're right, yon are. Providence was alias ngen me. When
the old cow died, you said it was Providence, and when the old
horse got lamed, you said it were Providence ; and now she, as
were boat missus a man could be blessed wi' is taken away ; and
again you say, it's Providence. Providence were alius agen me,
as I tell ye, but Providence may go too far, and if they does,
there's One above (reverently pointing his hand upwards), there's
One above as 'ull put a stopper on 'em.' "
There is a good deal of interesting discussion on such
matters as clerical amusements, spiritualism, Sundayschools, children's services, bazaars, &c, and what is most
thrilling, " a real ghost story." The writer of this " Auto
biography of an Alms-bag" hopes that the volume may
supply amusement to holiday-takers, readers on a railway
journey, and those who want to while away an hour. But
we can recommend it on somewhat higher grounds. It is
superior to the ' Yellow-backs ' which we often see not
only ladies, but gentlemen reading in the train, not only
on the negative ground that it contains nothing objection
able, but also because it suggests many useful lessons, and
may help to dissolve some prejudices.
There are, we
observe, some printer's errors, as " crepidum," "indegesta,"
"/foulkes," &c., which need correction.
In the last chapter the alms-bag undergoes some vicis
situdes. Soiled and faded, it was no longer fit for the
fingers of the fashionable visitors of Clackington-on-Sea,
and was accordingly sent for use in the Black Country, a
change which it seems to have enjoyed so much as to venture
upon political presentiments of a hopeful and generous kind.
Our readers, however, must read the book for themselves,
and we trust we have said enough to create an appetite
without satisfying it.

m^m^>rjc^xJ^^M\
John Nock Baqnall. A Memoir. By his daughter, Mart
Wiixktt. London : J. Masters arid Co. 1885. Pp. 51.
The subject of this Memoir was born in 1826 at Hateleyheath. His father was a Methodist, but his mother a staunch
Church woman, who instilled into her son's mind those principles
of truth, honour, and reverence for the Church that moulded
his whole after life. " At eighteen he was a bright, happy
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young man, deeply religious, and full of energy which he wai
above all things anxious to use in the service of God, and for
the good of His Church." The Bagnall family were great
ironmasters, owning extensive works in various parts of the
country. John Nock Bagnall was especially connected with
those at Gold's-hill. He felt very earnestly the responsibility
of masters towards their workpeople, and from the first threw
himself into schemes for the good of the empioyA He
steadied, encouraged, and elevated the men, and was un
tiring in efforts for their welfare. " Scores of men are able
to-day to praise God for lessons received from John Nock
Bagnall," writes a working man. The firm had also worts
in Wednesbury, and Col. Bagnall became the main supporter
of S. James's Church. For fifteen years he was warden, and
though living far from the church regularly attended the
services and worked in the parish. His loyal support of the
Rector in the progressive improvements of the services at S.
James's brought upon him much opposition, and even perse
cution. In 1881 his connection with the ironworks ceased,
and he thenceforth devoted himself more especially to the
work of the Lay Diaconate. He was licensed by Bishop Selwyn
as a preacher, and may not unfitly be termed the Apostle of
Lay Evangelization. His forcible and stirring sermons attracted
large crowds, and he was always listened to with respect by
even the roughest audiences. "I believe in Aim; he isn't
paid for it, and leaves his home twelve miles away to come
and preach," was the remark of one in his congregation.
Indeed no one could approach him without being impressed
by his simple sincerity and true devotion. The record of his
work is a noble one, and the reader rises from its perusal in
spired by reverence for his character and thankfulness for
the lesson of his life. Would that there were more laymen,
true, obedient, loyal, and self-denying, as John Nock Bag
nall !
A Year's Plain Sermons on the Gospels and Epistles.
By the Rev. H. J. Wilmot Buxton, M.A. fart IV.
London : Messrs Skeffington. Pp. 250. Price 2s. 6d.
1885.
This work is now complete. This Fourth Quarterly Part con
tains fifteen sermons, making in all sixty-four. These discourses
are for the Sundays from the present time to the end of the
Church's Year, besides four additional sermons for "Chil
dren's Flower Service," " Harvest Thanksgivings," " School',
and "Female Friendly Society." The subjects which are
treated are " the Preaching of Nature," " Past Knowledge —
a misleading title, " the Prison House," " Firm to the End,
"Scholars of Christ," "Wary Walking," "the Forgive
ness of Sins," S--Q. Of these, "the Preaching of Nature"*,
to our mind, the best. "The Forgiveness of Sins '' i» **"
trinally the weakest in the volume, for we can find no men
tion in it of Absolution, as the divinely-appointed means W
the removal of post-baptismal sin. Mr Wilmot-Buxton "i
as usual, rich in anecdote, and writes in a bright and attracts
style. He knows how to make good use of recent eren
as well as remote. When speaking of self-sacrifice,
says :
" Only quite lately there was a great fire In London. In «■• W™*
house were a husband and wile, their children, and servant meW.
parentB perished in the flames, but the servant appeared to the **
of the crowd below, framed, as It were, In lire, at a blaiin?""
Loudly shouted the excited crowd, bidding the girl to «« be™e '
But she was thinking of others. Throwing a bed from the wl""0 '
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she signalled to those below to stretch It oat. Then, darting Into the
burning room, she brought one of the children of her employers, and
dropped it safely on the bed. Fiercer grew the flames, but again this
lmtnble heroine faced the fire, and saved the other children. Then the
spectators, loudly cheering, begged her to save herself. But her
strength was exhausted, she faltered in her jump, and was so injured
that death soon came to her."
Thus the noble conduct of the servant girl, Alice Ayres, is
turr.cd to account, as portraying the power and the beauty of
self sacrifice. And this is but one instance of the aptness
and freshness of Mr Wilmot-Buxton's illustrations. These
sermons would be worth possessing if only for this quality.
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we can judge, the information has been brought up to date ;
to many people it will be a very useful guide.

Arrangements for the Organ. By W. J. Westbrook.
London : The London Music Publishing Company.
The demand for Organ Music is abundantly evidenced by
the constant supply, and we are indebted to the London Music
Publishing Company for this new series of arrangements.
The Editor, Mr Westbrook, has little sympathy with the
modern French school ; his selections are sound, sterling,
and classical throughout, and will be welcome to those who
prefer the more sober and dignified style of organ-playing.
The Hibbbrt Lectures, 1855. Lectures on the Influence of The first twelve books include no less than nine fugues, the
the Apostle Paul on the Development of Christianity, sixth Violin Solo, a Concerto and a Sonata by Corelli, with
delivered in Oxford and London. By Otto Pfleiderbk,
Professor of Theology. Translated by J. Frederick excerpts from Haydn, Arne, Dussek, Eberlin, and others.
The arrangements are not easy, but are musician-like and
Smith. Williams and Norgate.
We cannot say that a certain suspicion with which Church sound, and they by no means require a large three or four
men have come to regard the Hihbert Lectures can be at all manual instrument ; on the contrary, they can be effectively
laid aside in the present instance. Professor Pfleiderer is a rendered on organs with two manuals, and many of them on a
Rationalist, and of that most unpleasing kind, a dull Ration single key-board. They are clearly and well printed.
From the same Firm we have also a selection of Fart Songs,
alist. He affords a marked contrast to the brilliant effective
style of Renan. His pages, no doubt, contain a certain pro Services, Anthems, etc.
portion of truth, but they are so vitiated by the admixture of
dangerous error that they are not safe or profitable reading.
He refuses any real inspiration, in any sense, to any of the
•**■ l^or? .4writers of the New Testament. The conversion of S. Paul
was only a spiritual process, and had no objective reality.
" Paulinism " was S. Paul's view of the character of the
Christian Church, an historical and controversial view, as
contrasted with Judaism. The writers of the New Testa
ment bring before us the tradition of Jesus in " imaginative
Ephebians iv. 1.
forms." It was a saying of honest John Newton's, that when
"
I
therefore,
the
prisoner
of the Lord, beseech you that ye
he found that the first slice of a leg of mutton was stinking it
was hardly woith while to proceed with the joint. We will walk worthy of the vocation wherewith ye are called."
The Vocation or calling here referred to was the name
not discuss the last volume of the Hibbert series any further.
the
status, the dignity, the privileges, flowing from admis
The Bore' Own Annual.
The Girls' Own Annual. London: Religious Tract Society. sion to the Church of Christ.
The offer now made to the Gentile nations of equality
The complete vols, of these magazines lie before us, and we
are glad to remind our readers that they are, as in former of privilege with the Jews was a fact of new and para
years, brimful of matter at once interesting, useful, and varied. mount interest to all to whom the Gospel was preached,
Apart from the lighter element which, by the way, is It might be thought that the offer came late, involving a
excellent, they abound in valuable Information, and the change and reversal of God's plan, an inconsistency in His
advice given in the numerous Answers to Correspondents is dealings. But S. Paul shows in this Epistle that such was
always sensible and good. They form two handsome volumes, not the case. There was no change of purpose in the mind
and we commend them very highly as a gift-book for boys
of God, no breach of continuity in His plan of salvation.
or girls respectively, which will surely be appreciated.
The privileges now offered to the Gentiles were no second
The English Illustrated Magazine, 1884-1885. Mac- thought, no after intention, no late concession in the
millan.
counsels of God. In His mind they had been eternallt
The enterprising publishers may be congratulated on the
completion of the second annual volume of this excellent theirs ; in His purpose they had been eternally reserved
magazine, which shows no falling-off from the very high for them. Before there were angels to serve Him or
standard of literary and artistic merit which has characterised seraphim to worship Him, or any created existence to
it from the commencement. It is beautifully printed and glorify Him, they had their place in the counsels of the
Almighty. This was their Vocation ; this was the dignity ;
bonnd and would make a very acceptable gift- book.
this was their mysterious and wonderful calling.
It was
Seaside Watering Places. London : TTpcot Gill.
A fifth and altogether improved edition of a very useful their part to believe it, to think it out, to realise and grasp it
little book. It contains a simple and practical description of by adoring contemplation, to feel its preciousness, and
the Holiday resorts on the coasts of England, Wales, the transcendent worth, and thus to walk worthy of their
Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man, with maps and illustra
Vocation.
Now this Vocation from its very nature required effort,
tion*. Tbe book seems complete and reliable, and, so far as

ffl)ut location as a^emoers of tbe
IftingDom of Crjrist.
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work, active service on their part. It was not a mere dis
tinction conferred upon them, demanding nothing in
return. Their privilege was admission to Christ's King
dom. They must do the work, fill the place, exercise the
powers, discharge the duties belonging to citizenship.
They were called to their position not to be idle, or heed
less, or unprofitable — that would be to throw their
Vocation away—but to order their lives consistently with
it, to work with the lofty aim which it inspired.
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gift, and its free and generous bestowal upon us do not, in
any way, reduce its value, or our own responsibility as
recipients of it. Christ has called us into His Kingdom
—it may have been in iufancy before we could be conscious
of His loving act ; but as men and women it behoves us to
think of it, to consider our position, to reflect on our
Vocation, to remember where our Lord in His love has
placed us, to attend to those duties and obligations
which pertain to us as citizens of the Kingdom of
Christ.
I urge this because I am convinced of its paramount
practical importance. I am not theorising, I am not
addressing you in the language of dogma, I am stating
no mere doctrine or rule of faith. I speak to you as men
and women actuated by ordinary motives and impulses,
and I plead with you on behalf of self-respect. There
is no spring of action so fruitful as this, nor any
that shapes human conduct with such certainty. It is
not vanity, nor self-assertiveness, nor the sense of import
ance, nor haughty independence, nor insubordination, nor
forgetfuluess of honour where honour is due. It is a
man's perception of his true position as a creature of
God,—a Christian's recognition of his true dignity as a
member of Christ. It in no way subverts the grace of
humility, or ministers to human pride. It is simply
that consciousness which must underlie all worth of
character, the consciousness of what is due to ourselves
being such persons as God has made us,—the consciousness
that what we do and say, and even what we think and feel
are no matters of indifference, no unimportant evanescent
things,— that they must be consistent with the nature that
belongs to us, with the character stamped on us, with the
name we bear, with the place we fill, that they must be
consistent with our Vocation.
As the surest way to be a good aud faithful citizen is
to realise the status described by that word, so the surest
way to be a good and faithful Christian is to realise our
Vocation as such.

The kingdom of which they had become members had
a noble, an arduous, and a patient work before it. It was
to work like leaven, entering into all human society, and
impartiug to it its own essential character ; —conquering
society, subduing it by its influence — cleansing its im
purities, softening its asperities, silencing its discords,
suppressing its lawlessness, rebuking its inequalities and
wrongs. It was to do this not by earthly weapons or carnal
warfare,—not by material strength or violence, but by the
influence of holy example, by the gentle suasion of Christ
like life. To take part in this work, to aid in its progress,
to contribute somewhat towards its fulfilment, was the
Vocation, the bounden service of every individual citizen
of the kingdom. By living himself in obedience to its
laws, by exhibiting its principles in his own conduct, by
working faithfully on behalf of its interests, he was to
walk worthy of the place and dignity which God had
called him to fill.
My brethren, I need scarcely remind you of the truth
that this Vocation, of which S. Paul speaks, has been in
herited by ourselves. It has been inherited—mart that
word—because by the natural course of circumstances we
are, most of us, made members of the Church of Christ.
This fact involves a serious danger. Those who are bom
to station and privilege are often forgetful of their
favoured lot. They slide into it without ambition, or effort,
or endurance, and their estimate of its value is in conse
quence low. We become members of the Church of Christ,
not by labour, not by merit, not by conviction or selfdedication, but because of His own loving will to have us,
Our minds are filled just now with what will shortly be
because of the appointment of His Sovereign grace. Thus required of most of us —the exerciee of electoral rightt.
does He in His love invest us with the rights of children There has recently been a great enfranchisement, and
in His Own Royal House.
many will use a political privilege which has not belonged
Surely we have need to remember our Vocation, greater to them till now. How they will use it — with what motives,
need perhaps than the people of Ephesus, to whom S. with what impulses, with what temper and feelings, with
Paul addressed the exhortation.
They obtained it by what discretion, and honesty, aud wisdom, — these are ques
means of conversion (followed by Baptism in which it was tions which, above all others, are matterof anxious specula
conveyed). They experienced intelligent conviction and tion and concern. We may not discuss them in this sacred
endured hardness for the truth which they believed. We place, but we may with propriety ask the question, what
receive it almost as a matter of course, a result of the will secure the right and faithful exercise of the privilege
circumstances in which we are born, as naturally as the just referred to i I answer, recognition of Vocation will do
heir of fortune receives his ancestral inheritance. This, so,—the feeling on the part of every voter of the high
X say, is a source of danger,—a strong temptation to indiffer dignity that belongs to him as such, of the sacred and
ence and neglect. We are apt to Mncfer-value what comes responsible office of the citizen —the consciousness of <*
t,o us so easily, to forget the importance and the greatness trust, of a right to be used according to conscience and
^»f the gift which in Christian Baptism is bestowed upon sound judgment, without passion, without caprice, without
^te. Need I say, dear brethren, that the commonness of the selfish or sordid aim,—faithfully, honestly, with single
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heart and pure intention to promote the highest interests
of all concerned. It is the sense of Vocation thus under
stood that will best secure the worthy exercise of political
privilege. It is the consciousness of the citizen that will
silence the promptings of private, and personal, and selfish
interest, —that will shut out crotchets, and jealousies, and
class hatreds, and political animosities, and sectarian
spites.
The same may be said of Christian Vocation. In pro
portion as we realise, and grasp, and feel it, our conduct
will be shaped and regulated by it.
The sacredness of membership in the Body of Christ,
the honour of adoption in God's Family, the glory of
being an inheritor of Christ's Kingdom —these truths
apprehended, and felt and dwelt upon, will raise men out
of sensuality and indolence,— will elevate, and purify,
and discipline their lives, and make them truly Chris
tian.
It seems, one would think, to be taken for granted that
there is an essential opposition and hostility between
Christ's Kingdom and earthly powers, between the Church
and the world. The fiercest conflicts of human opinion
have been waged upon their respective claims, and the
relations which they bear to each other. But surely the
opposition is unreal —the hostility is mistaken and mean
ingless. The Kingdom of Christ represents the best
interests, the highest good, the true perfection of all
earthly kingdoms. Its laws, and principles, and rules of
conduct, are those which secure the good of society, and
elevate national life.
The true, faithful, consistent
Christian is always the best and noblest citizen. What
more desirable— more needful to the growth of a pure
society, than the lowliness, and meekness, and longsuffering, and forbearance which Christian Vocation
demands.
Now the Kingdom of Christ is composed of indivi
duals, it is an aggregate of single lives. The Vocation of
the Christian is common to all, but within this much ■ is
peculiar and personal. Every soul comes into the world
to do something particular for God.
And everything of course is appointed by God to realise
what He intends. We have each of us been born in a
certain rank of life, the children of parents ordained as
God's instruments for bringing us into the world ; we have
been subject to certain influences all our life through ;
we are surrounded by certain friends and relations ;
we have a trade, or profession, or occupation of some
sort ; we are rich, or poor, or fairly well-off. These
things did not come to us by chance ! They are God's will
with respect to us ; they are his appointed machinery
to carry out what he intends.
I must guard this statement by saying that through our
own wilful sins, our circumstances may be different from
what God intended them to be. We may have defeated
our Vocation. We may have frustrated God's end. A
man does this when he shatters his health and ruins his
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prospects by evil habits ; when he suffers appetite to stifle
energy ; when he goes through life without aim and
purpose, thoughtlessly, listlessly, slothfully ; when he
quarrels with his circumstances and loses heart and interest
in them, and acquiesces in a life of failure ; when he lives
in the future and forgets the present, with its calls, its
duties, its opportunities ; when he suffers himself to
indulge in day-dreams, and contents himself with prospects
and intentions and shadowy hopes ; when he neglects in
any way what his hand finds to do, then he is certain to
find his circumstances otherwise than God intended, less
likely to accomplish the end God had in view. He may
even find them in certain cases to be the judgment of
God's Law upon his sins.
But if our lives have been in the main dutiful and
virtuous and conscientious, then let us be sure that our
present circumstances are God's will for us and what are
best suited to work out our Vocation.
Oh, how this truthful view of our lives will invigorate,
and elevate, and brighten, and cheer them ; how it will
rescue them from the moods and fancies which float like
dark vapours on the life of the soul ; how it will give us
courage and hope and perseverance ; how, in every storm
that beats upon our lives it will prove an anchor both sure
and steadfast, holding them in the place that Goo intended
and beneath the sunshine of His grace.
My brethren, realise this, try to feel it, and to live in
abiding consciousness of it. You are citizens of the
Kingdom of Christ—that is your rank- in God's creation ;
but do not forget your personal Vocation, your special ser
vice, your individual place and work. You have some
thing to do which you only can do. You are like S. Paul
in his Boman captivity when he wrote the words of the
text. Look at him chained by the wrist to a soldier, de
prived of his liberty, all his movements guarded and re
strained. Is any man's position, who now hears me, less
promising, less rich in opportunity, than his was then 1 Is
any one's sphere more narrow than his, shut up as he was in
his " hired" house in the heathen city. A terrible trial to
his earnest, restless, accomplished mind, with all its con
sciousness of power, with all its memories of work ac
complished. No crowds now, no great sermons, no elo
quent defences, no subtle discussions. Only the lonely
dwelling, the irksome routine, the presence of the soldier.
But does he despond, does he quarrel with his circum
stances, does he idle his time, does he make up his mind
that he can do nothing ? No ! he wins the affections of
the soldiers who came to him one by one to keep their
watch with the prisoner. He spoke to them and they
listened. He taught them the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
They were impressed, convinced, baptised,— many of them,
I doubt not, in the prisoner's lodging. Through them he
sent messages to the guard at Cresar's palace, he made
converts among the attendants of the Emperor, so that
when he wrote to Philippi he could say " the Saints that
are of Casar's household salute you ! "
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Let us never suppose for a single moment that we have
not our work to do for God. Let us never suppose that
our only work is just to save our own souls from perdition ;
and that Christ became incarnate for no other reason
than to pull us out of the fire. That is popular religion
I know gathered up in a single sentence, " Flee from the
icrath to come." But, my brethren, we can never have
part in Christ if our only motive in religion be self-in
terest, if our first and last thought be of ourselves. God
must come first, and He has a work laid out for each one
of us in His eternal plan. He brought us into being in
order to do it. And if we wish to know it, if we are
honest in trying to know it, then He will assuredly dis
close it to us. Our circumstances are sign-posts all along
the way to mark it out for us. And God visits every
waiting soul with constant intimations of His will. They
come in the form of inspirations which are ever being
whispered to us. Whenever the noise of the world dies
out, or sinks low in the soul, we hear them. And to each
of us whose life is in Christ, notwithstanding the dark
and troubled atmosphere which our undisciplined tempers
and wills are ever creating around us, the Spirit's voice is
ever whispering, calling us to higher ministries and the
pursuit of holier aims. How continuous and untiring are
such inspirations in every earnest Christian life. How
rich is the stream of holy suggestion ever welling up in
the soul : Christian duties, secret rules of discipline,
practices of prayer, efforts of charity, how incessantly are
these being softly whispered and sweetly urged by the
Spirit's gentle breath. And then, as the flame of aspira
tion must ever burn upwards, we may see high above us,
dimly visible through the luminous glory that surrounds
it, a crown held out by an unseen hand, which is likewise
God's manner of showing that for us He has discovered a
more excellent way.
Oh, men and brethren, if we are true citizens of the
Kingdom of Christ Jescs we have assuredly our work to
do.
We have each of us to use our earthly citizenship, our
civil rights to leaven public and social life with the in
fluence of the laws of Christ's Kingdom. We have to
discourage the rudeness and coarse frivolity, and clever
impudence, and unscrupulous exaggeration and distortion of
the truth, which are far too much tolerated and applauded
in our day.
We have to crush, by manly effort, the lawless licen
tiousness and fiendish lust which seethe beneath the
surface of society, and poison the fountains of national
life.
We have to rebuke the prurient indecency which pub
lishes without reserve or modesty the things of which it is
a shame to speak.
We have to foster the delicate reserve and sensitive
shrinking from all whisper of uncleanness which used to
be the instinct and the law of chaste womanhood.
We have to rescue our cities from worldliness and
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profligacy, our villages from irreligion, and lethargy and
sloth.
We have by well-doing to put to silence the ignorance
of those who speak foolish things against the religion and
the Church of Christ.
We have to deepen the religion of our homes by the
silent suasion that proceeds from hearts which are them
selves filled with the love of Jesus.
We have to discipline our own lives in growing confor
mity to the mind of Christ.
Thus, by making the most of our lives, we shall walk
worthy of what God has bestowed on us, and accomplish
the Vocation that He intends.
JAMES MACARTHUR.
The number of the Litebaby Chubchman for Oct.
9 will contain a Plain Sermon.

Current jracts anD Botes.
The Bishop of Rochester's recent address on " Church Defence "
has been reprinted, and may be obtained at the offices of the
Charch Defence Institution, 9 Bridge .street, Westminster,
S.W. He describes in it what would be the effect of Disestj.
blishment in his own Diocese.

•

•

•

The Diocesan Conferences have arranged to meet as follows :
The " Southwell " will take place on October 13 and 14. The
"Lincoln" and "S. Albans" on October 14 and 15. The
"Gloucester and Bristol " on October 15 and 16. The " Here
ford" on October 27 and 28, and the "Liverpool" on Novem
ber 3 and i.

•

*

•

The Right Rev. Dr Marsden, the first Bishop of Bathnret,
Australia, has announced his intention of resigning his See on
the ground of bad health. He was appointed in 1869.

»

*

»

The Chantry Chapel of Bishop Russell, which adjoins the
great south portal of the Cathedral, has been placed at the dis
posal of the Bishop by the Dean and Chapter of Lincoln. The
altar slab, with its five crosses, which had been placed on the
ground, will be restored to its former position. It is suggested
that Bishop King's friends, of whom he has many, ma; be left to
restore this chapel for his lordship's nse.

*

•

•

A canonry at S. George's, Windsor, has become vacant
through the death of the Rev. Frederick Anson, who held that
position for forty years. He was also for forty years rector of
Sudbury. Canon Anson was buried in Clewer otmrcbyard on
Tuesday last week. He was formerly one of the Conneil of the
Clewer House of Merey. The Rev. Henry White, of the Cheptl
Royal, Savoy, and Rev. Teignmouth Shore, of Berkeley Chapel,
Mayfair, are mentioned as possible successors to the stall in
S. George's Chapel.

*

*

*

The Bishop of Eieter, who has recovered from his recent
accident, has just issued a pastoral on the subject of Disesta
blishment, in which he Bays "questions relating to the tem
poralities of the Church do not seem to me to be subjects for
the pulpit and the house of prayer."
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Last week the parish church of Morley was reopened after
considerable alterations, which cost 2,600/. ; the addition of
chancel, organ chamber, and vestries, and the removal of the old
pewg being the chief improvements. The Bishop of Ripon
preached in tho morning and Dr Pigou at night. There was a
large congregation on both occasions, and a considerable number
of the local clergy attended.

•

«

*

The new tariff for telegrams comes into operation on
October 1st. The sixpenny telegram will doubtless greatly
increase the number of messages which are " wired." We find
no difference is to bo made in charges for delivery, so that the
sixpenny telegram will be anything but an advantage to clergy
who live in country places which are miles distant from stations,
and where, therefore, several shillings have to be paid for every
telegram which is received.

•

*

*

On the Sunday during the meeting of the British Association
•t Aberdeen a sermon was preached at S. Andrew's church on
Eccles. xii. 7, by the Rev. F. Lawrence, on Christian Burial, in
which he urged that coffins should be made of perishable wood.
Sir Lyon Playfair, President of the British Association, has
advocated the same view. Several sermons, meetings, and con
ferences on the subject of " Funeral Reform " will take place
during the Church Congress, the particulars of which may be
obtained from the Secretary of the Association, " Westow,
York."

*

•

*

That it was in contemplation to remove several of the churches
in Tork cannot be doubted, however the proposed demolition
may have been implicitly denied by those concerned in the
matter. We bopo that the remonstrances of the Open Church
Association and the Society for the Preservation of Ancient
Buildings may be listened to, and that, at any rate, a trial may
be first made of free sittings and improved services.

|^<^otT^pOTx^encej^
NOTICE. —The columns of the Literary Chukchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily siiare those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
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greatly blessed—the communicants now numbering about fifty out
of a total population of little more than 800, in the village where he
resided. About two-and-a-half years since he married, and now
leaves his wife near her confinement, and an infant daughter
besides. Owing to the needs of his position, he has been unable
to make any provision whatever for his family.
I do hope, Sir, that your readers will feel their hearts stirred
with sympathy for them in thia overwhelming trouble. Hero is
one suddenly snatohed away, whom all that knew bini will allow
to have been a striking example of that "high thinking and
plain living " which is so often held np for commendation. But
he was much more than a thoughtful student of simple habits.
He was a diligent parish priest, working for his Mastor with a
steadfast, loving heart, and winning much love in return, as tho
sorrowing throngs at his burial plainly showed.
This gentle, devout disposition, blended with simplicity, is
very evident in the 'Village Sermons from Nature,' and the
'Plain Lessons on the Creed,' the latter only just published.
It is easy to see that their plainness is no synonym for poverty
of thought. On the contrary, it is the proof of his practice and
skill as a teacher that he shows us how we may embody so much
deep and valuable truth in a form suited to slow and
slightly-instructed minds. Some features of the book, too, are
seldom met with in treatises on the " Creed, "e.g., the quaint
but excellent scheme for expositions of the Christian Faith
throughout the Christian Year ; and again, the place and fulness
which he has assigned to Sacramental teaching under the head
ing " The Holy Ghost working through Sacraments. "
Will those who read this help to raise a Bum of money either
for investment or for other judicious application to the needs of
his distressed family. Any donations, large or small, should be
sent to the Rov. Q. H. McGill, Reotor of Bangor, Isycoed, and
Rural-Dean, or to the Rev. M. H. Lee, Vicar of Hanmer
Whitohuroh, Salop, and will be thankfully acknowledged.
Yours faithfully,
Bettisfield Vicarage,
W*. Lockwood Martin.
Sept. 12, 1885.
[We insert this appeal with sincere pleasure, and warmly commend it to the attention of our readers. Mr Vuughan was not
unknown to them as an occasional contributor to this journal
and we confidently hope that many donations may result from
Mr Martin's statement of this peculiarly sad case. Any subscrip
tions, however small, sent as above, or to the Editor of the L. C.
163 Piccadilly, will bo very welcome.]
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sib, —An nnknown friend in England aenda me your very
va!u d paper.
Might I ask him, through your columns, to address in
future
Rev. H. A. Harlbt,
Country Harbour, Nova Scotia,
Windsor.
August 81, 1885.

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —Many of your readers will have seen already the appeal
made on behalf of the widow and orphan of the late Rev. Win.
C. Vangban. In case it should not otherwise appear in the
Litekart Churchman-, will you allow me shortly to plead their
canse?
REV. F. LAWRENCE'S LETTER.
The deceased clergyman met his death quite suddenly on
To the Editor of the L. C.
coming out of the cottage of an aged woman to whom he had just
Sir,—Can it be right to use the feminine pronoun she in
ministered. The wound in the chest which he received from a referring to the Church of England Funeral Reform Associafalling pitchfork proved fatal in a few minutes, if not at once. tion ?
Thos. Fbnton.
Of the nine years during which he has been in Holy Orders, five
Ings, Staveley, Westmoreland,
have been spent in his present curacy, where his work has been
September 13, 1886.
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BOOKS RECEIVED
A parcel of Books from
A parcel of Books from
Adnm«.—The Merry Monarch
Ainirer— Kion Latin Grammar
Ainger. — Ktnn Latin Exercise Rook
Aldridffe.—The World's workers ...
Baker.—The Apostle** Creed
Barinjf-Gou!d—Our Parish Church
Barlet. — La .Teunc Barletet
Bourdenu.—Christian Chilahood ...
Boyd.— Helps to Worship
Bradley. — Lectures on Kcclesiastei
Cushraan.— Doctrine and Duty
Davies. —The Light of the Judgment
Kd"hed';oTin.hran8mentary °D ^ l8t EP'Bt'e

... S. P. C. K.

MESSRS SKEFFINCTON'S LIST

1 Griffith. Famra
"• J and Co.
... Bemincrton.

OF CHEAP

... Murray.

SECOND-HAND THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.

... M array.
... Caaaell.
... T Whittaker.
... SkoffinKtous.
... Msomiltan.

Arnold (Dr T.)

... Burn* and Oates.
... Mowbray.
) Clarendon Press,
-| Oxford.
... T. Whittaker.
Skcffingtong
'° } Hodder A Stoughton

Mowbray.
Gospels Words
Grueber.—The Pure Offering
Mowbray.
Heygate.—The Brothers
Mowbray.
Heygate.— Old Kirhard
Mowbray.
Mowbray.
Heygate — Sally Burton
Hfjrham.
Jones.— The Peace of God ...
skeffmgtons.
Knowles.— PflBtoral Comforts
Ixwt.— No-Wfcian Picturea...
R. T. S.
Middlcmist—SermonB Preached in a Village ) c.r«.„„.„„_
Church.
jSkeffingtons.
The Mysteries of the Rosary
Burns and Oates.
The Poems of George Herbert
Scott.
"Watts—The Role ot Faith
H odder & Stoughton
Woodward. — Children's Service Book
Skeffingtons.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Term* and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skeffington and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal.

Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

'" HUMPHREY'S1IRON CHURCHES
\ I CHAPELS and SCHOOLS
,
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MISSION ANO CLUB ROOMS
SO on show
ALBERT GATE HYDE PARK.S.W.
N.e.Bu.liergf Fi-.fl'rks iHsalth Uh'.bitior.'.

Life and Correspondence, by Dean
.Staulev ; Portrait. Klnih Edition. 2 vols., crown Svo. cloth (poo.
108.1,58. fid.
[Kellowes. 18fe
Augustine (St) Homilies on the Gospel and First Epist'e
of St John. 12 vols., bvo, cloth, uncut (pub. 15s.), 9e. fid.
[Oxford, IS7S.
•
Homilies on the New Testament
2 vols , 8vo. cloth, nearly new (pub. las.), 9s. 6d.
[Ibid, 18SL
Barnes (Albert.) Notes and Questions on the New Tes
tament. BUckie's Illustrated and annotated edition. Edited by
Rev. K. Frew. Maps, &c II vols., crown 8vo., cloth (pub. £2 2s.),
18s.
Ditto. Edited by Rev. J. Cobbin. 11
vols., 12mo, cloth (pub. £1 8s. 1, 12s.
[IMS.
Bennett (W.J.E.) [Edited by] The Church's Broken Unitv.
Complete, 5 vols., lamo. cloth (pub Ids. fid), 10s. fid.
[H-yes."
Biblical Museum (The)
Explanatory, Homiletical,
and Illustrative Notes on the Holy Sciiptuics ; for the us* of
Minsters. Sunday School Tenehers. and Bible Students; bv J.
ComperGray. New Teal unent complete. 5 vuls . crown Svo. Koxburalie (pub £1 2». id.). 13s. (Id.
[Elliot Stock, lhTl-73,
Blunt (J H.) Directorium Pastorale. The Princip'es and
Practice of Pastoral Work In the Cuurcu. Crown 8vo. cloth (pub.
7s. 6d.),4s.
[Kivln?tons.
Butler' (Bp.) Analogy and Sermons. Crown 8vo, cloth
(pub 5s ), 28. 6d.
[Bonn's Library.

Carter (Canon T. T.) Self Renunciation.

From the

French. Introduction by Canon Carter. Crown Svo. cloth (pub
6s.l 3s
[Rlving-tons. '
■
■
(Edited by) The Devout Chris
tian's Help to Meditation on the Lite of our Lord, and tile A nostolic Church. 2 vols., 12mn. cloth (pub. 12s ), 6s.
[Bell, 1(^9.
Chrysostom (St) Homilies on the Gospel of S. Mat
thew. 3 vois. (pub £lls.>. 12s Od.
[Oxford.
— Homilies on the Gospel of S. John. 2
vols. (pub. 14s.), 98.
[Ibid.
Davidson (S.) An Introduction to the New Testament;
contninlncnn kxaminalion of i he most important Questions belong
ing to I he several Books. 3 vols., 8vo, cloth (pub £2). 8s.
[Hajrster, 1845.

Dunwell (P. H.) The Four Gospels as interpreted by
the Early Church. A Commentary on the Autln.ii.. .1 Enffli-ih
Version, compared with the Sianitlc, the Vatican, and Alexandrine
M.-S., and also with the Vulgate. 4to, cloth, 10s. fid.
[Clowes, IMS.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

This day, cloth, 2s., by post 2s. 2d.,

HARVEST PREACHING! An Entirely New Volume of plain, picturesque
Sermons for HARVEST FESTIVALS, by the Revs. S. BARING-GOULD, W. C. VAUGHAN, R. D. B. RAWNSLEY, and other popular Sermon Writers.

The LIGHTS and SHADOWS of HARVEST. A Short Sermon for
Harvest Thanksgiving.

Price 6d., by post Cjd.

PART IV. of the Rev. H. J. WILMOT BUXTON'S "A Year's
Plain Sermons on the Gospels or Epistles," contains HARVEST and FLOWER SERMONS, besides Sermons for
the last TEN SUNDAYS AFTER TRINITY. Price 2s. 6d., by post 2s. 8d.
These most interesting and attractive Sermons are full of Anecdotes and Illustrations, and are most suitable for
Country Congregations.
This day, cloth, 2s. fid., by post, 2s. 8d.,

SERMONS PREACHED in a VILLAGE CHURCH.
Rev. F. J. MIDDLEMIST, with Preface by the Rev. W. E. HEYGATE.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1R3 PICCADILLY, W.

By the
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THE

NEW HARVEST MUSIC.
HARVEST FESTIVAL HYMN. " The SO WEE
WENT FOBTH SOWING" New Edition of the heartr and
popular tone (with unison Terrain), by MA It T IX 3. SKEFFING
TON, as rang at 3. Barnabas', Kensington, and recent ly adopted
at hundreds of other Churches, Music and Words complete,
price Id., 13 copies far Is. Id, 25 copies post free for 2s., 100 copies
pott free for 7s.
This Day, SECOND EDITION, of New Harvest Hymn,

PAR au4 ^7IDE the HARVEST. Word9 b? *eTS.J. KALES. D.C.L., Music by ARTHUB K. T. BALES, B.A.
Price Id. Words only. 2s. 6d. per 100.
"The words are excellent, and the tune hearty and vigorous."—
Literary Churchman.
SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly ; or of the Author, at
ADDLESTONE COLLEGE, WEYBRIDGE.

Rev. & BARING GOULD'S "CHURCH
SONGS," Second Series, contains 38
NEW SONGS suitable for HARVEST
words complete, Is., or in cloth, Is. 6d.
Or 7s. per loo. '
-

Songs, including THREE
FESTIVALS. Music and
The words separately, id.
■

Each S<>ng ha* achorns which may be joined in by the congregation.
The Songs may be sung during or alter the Service, or in place of an
anthem.

The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by a STREATFEILD,
Music by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7a per
NO. The beautiful Words of this Hymn are joined to a spirited
and most effective tune.
" A really good Processional, with muaio of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."—
Church Times.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN

EVANGELICAL REVIEW,
FOR OCTOBER. PRICE 3s. 6d.
Contents' :
L NATURAL LAW in the SPIRITUAL WORLD.
II. THE REVISED TEXT of the GREEK TBS I' A WENT.
III. THE TEACHING ot the TWELVE APOSTLES.
IV. A STKOLLon the VIA AI'PIA. - Part II.
V. STUDIES in SCOTTISH ECCLESIASTIC AL BIOGRAPHY.
IV. WILLIAM WILSON, PASTOR PERTHENSIS.—Part
II.
VI. THE COMMUNION OFFICE of the SCOTTISH EPISCO
PAL CHURCH.
VII. DOMINICUM 8ERVASTI?
VIII. THE FOUNDER ol CONG KEG ATIONALISM.
IX. THE EARLY LIFEol I IIOLUCK.
X. CURRENT LITERATURE.

THE

HOMILETIO

MAGAZINE

FOB OCTOBER. PRICE ONE SHILLING.
Contents :
The Modern Pulpit: Right Teaching and Living.—Practical Homl.
leiics: Christian Zeal. Bitterness ot Prodigal Sin. The Conflict
of the Light. The Prophet as Incarnaiing the Diviue. Do we
Need a New Revelation r—The Christian Year: The Apostlea
Greeting. The Utvine Healer. The Royal Wedding Keast. The
Christiun Armour.— Bibli.-al Scene: Cnrint and a Controller of
Customs. By Rev. FREDERICK HAS I'INGS — A Cleilc .1 Sym
posium : IsSslva'lou Possible alter Death? Uy Rev EDWARD
WHITE.—Toe Nemesis of Flattery. By the Very Rev. the Dean
of Canterbury.—Jesus the Preacher.—The Many Dwelling-places.
— The Epistle to tue Kpheslans.— The Holiness of tile Old Testa
ment. [1'urt I.] By Kev. Prof. F. GoDET, D.D.— Handluls from
Harvest held* ; or, Illustrations o( Biblical truth, either original
or Selected from Recent Literature.— Hill-side Worship.—Fraucis
W. Newman on the origin ol Plymouth Brelhreuism.
.London: JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners street, W.
12mo, price la 6d. (cloth bound. 2s.)

Q

ANSELMI, Axchiep.-Cantuar, Cub Deus Homo ?
Crown 8vo, price Six Shillings,

Jut ont, in Paper Cover, price «d. , or In elegant cloth, price Is. The
Words separately for distribution in Chnrch, Id., or 6s. per 100,

8. CHBYS0ST0M on the PRIESTHOOD, translated

The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An

from the Greek, with an Introduction, by B. HAKRISCOWPER
London : F. NORGATE, 7 King-street, Coven t.gard en, W.C.

entirely new Short Service of Song, with PRAVKRS, HYMNS,
and very Short ADDRESSES. By C. N. STREATFKILD. The
Music specially written by BKRTHOLD TOURS, FRANK
BRAINE.and MARTIN 8. SKEFFINGTON. Avery original
and beautiful little Service ol Song, suitable for any Short
"AFTER SERVICE," and specially suited for CHILDREN'S
SERVICES. The Publishers specially recommend this new little
work. Vide Church Timet notice of this Service, Jnne 6, 1885.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.

THANKSGIVING

for

the

HARVEST.

8vo, price 12s. fid.. Second Edition,

REVELATION and MODERN THEOLOGY CONTRASTED ; or, the Simplicity of the Apostolic Uo.-pi 1 Demon
strated.
By the Rev. C. A. ROW, M.A., Prebendary of St Paul's.
By the same, Fourth Edition, 8vo, price 13a 0d.,

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES VIEWED in RELATION
to MODERN THOUGHT. (The Bamptou Lectures Jor 1877).
"No Clergyman ouittu to be without a cupy ol this most valuable
and timely work."—BUhop of Meath, in his Charge to Clergy, 1878.
Also, by the same, Third edition, crown 8vo, 6s.,

The JESUS of the EVANGELISTS:
SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRI8TIAN KNOWLEDGE.
The Treasurers of the Society earnestly plead for a SHARE in the
OKKERlNUSof Churcbpeople in thankfulness to Almighty God for
the present Harvest.
Grants of Money, amounting to £36,294 7s. 9d., for the endowment of
Bishops ai.d Clergy, lor training Missionary Students, for hunting
Churche*, Colleges, Schools, and (or many other objects abroad, and lor
huildii.jr Sunday schools, and other purposed at home, have been made
during the ye*r eliding March, lt*8fl.
Grants of Books for vailous objects at home and abroad, amount
ing to £12,700 11a Id., have been made during t he same period.
The Society's income for the last financial year from all sources was
JE4S.M7 18a. Sjd.
The Society is mainly dependent npon Voluntary Contributions,
and it is In the hope ol Increased Support— which is murh needed—
tl.at it baa so largely responded to the u gent appeals made to it by
Bin hope and Clergy in all parts of the world.
W. H. GROVE, General Secretary.
8.P. C. K-, Northumberland-avenue, London, August, 1885.

an Exami-

ii::* ion of the Internal Evidence for our Lord b Divine Mission.
" l lie most complete example in our Un^Uii^e of au exceedingly
imp -riant method of argument, which no other English apologist
baa grasped uud btated bo lully aud ao Ably.'*— Literary Churchman.
Second Edition, crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.,

The LEGIONS and THEORIES of the BUDDHISTS.
With introductory Notice of the Life aud System of Uotauia
Buddha. Ity K. SPENCE HARDY. Author of • A Manual of
Buddhism,' &c
London : F. NORGATE, 7 King street, Covent-garden.
JuBt published, fenp. 8vo, cloth, Is.,

OUTSKIRTS OF REVELATION. By Henry Harris,
B.D.. lute Fellow and Tutor ol Magdalene Collige, Oxloid,
Author ol ' Short Sermons,' etc.
London: HENRY FROWDE, Amen-corncr.
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THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY'S LIST.
Price 8s. in handsome cloth, gilt edges.

NORWEGIAN PICTURES.

Drawn with Pen and Pencil.

With a glance at Sweden and the Gotha CanaL By RICHARD LO VETT, M. A. With a Map and one hundred snd
twenty-seven Illustrations, engraved by E. WHYMPER, R. TAYLOR, PEARSON, and others.
The new volume of the Pen and Pencil Series, giving descriptions of the finest scenery in Norway and Sweden from the North Cape to
the Gotha Canal, lllustritcd by a large and varied series of finely-engraved woodcuts. The book will be found useful for those who intend 10
visit Norway, and those not able to undertake the journey will find in it interesting accounts Of the habits and customs of the Norwcgiui
and of the wonderful beauty of their country.

The LIFE of LIVES ; or. Tne story of Jesus of
Nazareth in its Earliest Form.

By Rev. W. S. LEWIS,

M.A., Author of ' The Great Problem ; or, Christianity
as it is,' etc.

Crown 8vo.

2s. 6d. cloth boards.

This book seeks to give the story of the Life of Jesus as it can be
gleaned from Matthew's Gospel, without any reference to the other
Evangelists. It will be found full of helpful views of our Lord's life
and words.

NEW VOLUMES OF THE SERIES OF

BY-PATHS OF BIBLE KNOWLEDGE.
ASSYRIA : Its PRINCES, PRIESTS, and PEOPLE. By
A. a. SAYCK, LI.. I), M.A., Deputy Professor of Compantin
Philology, Oxford, Authorof 'Fresh Light from the Ancient Monu
ments, ' ' Popular Introduction to Ezra, Nehemiah, and Erfltr,'
eio. Illustrated. 3a. cloth boards.
EGYPT and SYRIA. Their Physical Features in Relation
to Bible History. By Sir J. W. DAWSON, Prlncipslof MeGill
College. Montreal. F.G.S.. Kits.. Author of ' The Chain of Life U
Geological time,' eto. With many Illustrations. Crown 8to. Si.
cloth boards.

PRESENT DAY TRACTS-Second Series.
The
and TIMES
of CHRYSOSTOM.
By LIFE
Rev. K. WHELEK
HUSH, M.A..
F.R.G.S.. Author of • St
Augustine: His Lile and Times.' Crown 8yo, 5s. cloth boards.
SHORT BIOGRAPHIES for the PEOPLE.
Vol. II. Containing No*. 13 to 24 of the New Biographical Series
by Eminent Writers, Containing Biographies and Portraits of
Lord Lawrence, James Clerk Maxwell, Paul Rabaut, Augustine,
Erasmus. Latimer, Cowper, Tvndale, Baxter, Bugenhagen, Sir
David Brewster, and William Carey. Is. 6d. cloth boards.
In SOUTHERN INDIA. A Visit to some of the chief
Mis-ion Stations in the Madras Presidency. By Mrs MURRAY
MITCHELL, Author of ' In India, a Missionary's Wife among the
Wild Tribes of South Bengal,' etc. With a Map and many Illus
trations. Crown bvo. Us. cloth boards.

THE FOLLOWING THREE TRACTS WILL BE REAV1
ON SEPTEMBER 24(A, id. EACH IN COYER.
37. The Christ of the Gospels. A Religious Study. By Dt
Henri Meter.
38, Ferdinand Christian Baur. and his Theory of the Oripn
of Christianity and the New Testament Writings. By
the Rev. A. R Bbuce, D.D., Author of ' The Training
of the Twelve,' etc
49, Man, Physiologically Considered. By Alex. Macausto,
M.A., M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University of
Cambridge.

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, LONDON : 66 Paternoster- row.

And of all Booksellers in the United Kingdom.

Published this Day, 8vo, Price 4d.,

THE OFFERTORY SENTENCES
SET TO MUSIC FOR PARISH CHOIRS.
BY MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON.
This new and complete setting is specially intended for Parish Choirs. The Music is
very varied, there is little or no repetition of words, and the price is fixed so low as to
bring the work within the means of almost all Choirs. A Specimen Copy will be sent post
free for 4id.
LONDON: W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W-

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 ahd 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Kev. the Dean or WESTMINSTER.
Defuty-Chairmaw— ROBERT FEW, «*o,
Puysiciah—Dr W. U. STONE
Actoary-STBWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1ST JUNE, 1885 :Total Funds
Total Annual Income
._
Amount of Fronts divided at the hist Quinquennial Bonus

_
..

£5,273.577
354.6S6
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 4s Id. per cent, of the total revenue.
Forma of Proposal. Prospectuses, &o., may be had ou application to the Office, personally or by letter.
. „
MATTHEW HODGSON. Strrturr
Printed tor the Proprietor by KIYHSLL & Co. Limited, lb Little Pulteuey-ntreet, in the Parish ot S. James, Wesoalarter, and
Published by W. SaxrriNGToN and Son, 1G3 Piccadilly, W.

PTEEflK

HURCHM)

OHURdH FORTRIGHTLiY.
Vol. XXXI. No. 21.]

Post free, 9a. 6d. per annum.
Price id.

FRIDAY, OCFOBER 9, 1885.

SEELEY AND CO.'S LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
Shortly, price 21a.,
WINDSOR. By the Rev. W. J. Louie. With Twelve
Plates and numerous Vignettes. Imperial <to, cloth, gilt edges.
*,* Also a Large-paper Edition, with Proof of the Plates. Price £4 4e.
Shortly, price 16s.,
ISIS and THAMESIS: Hours on the Thames from
Oxford to Henley, hy Professor A. J. CHURCH. With Etchings
and Vignettes.
*.* Also a Large-paper Edition, with Proof of the Piatea. Prioe £2 2s.
In December,

Shortly, price 5s.,
CHURCH ECHOES : a Tale illustrative of the Daily
Service of the Church. By Mrs CAREY BROCK, Author of
• Sunday Echoes In Week day Hours.'

REYNOLDS and GAINSBOROUGH. By W.

SUNDAY
ECHOES in WEEK-DAY
HOURS. A Series of Illustrative Tales. 8 vols. 5a. each.

By the same Author.
CHANGES AND CHANCES. 5s. I THE RECTORY AND THE
WORKING AND WAITING. 5s.
MANOR. 5a.
MARGARET'S SECRET. 58.
HOME MEMORIES. 5a.
CHARITY HBLSTONE. 5s.
THE VIOLETS OF MONT
MICHELINE. 6a.
MARTKE. Sa.
The PORTFOLIO VOLUME for 1885. With MY FATHER'S HAND. 2s.
DAME WINToN. 3a. fid
very numerous Plates and Vignettes. Price 35s., cloth, gilt edges j CHILDREN AT HOME. 5a.
ALMOST PERSUADED, IS.
or 42s.. half morocco. Shortly, price 5s.,
M. COS WAY. With Twenty Illustrations.
Shortly, price 6s.,

A BRIEF HISTORY of NAPOLEON I. By
Professor SEELEY. Shortly,
With Portrait.
price 5s .

I.
II.
III.
IV.

WITH the KING at OXFORD

; a Story of the Great
Rebellion. By Professor A. J. CHUKCH. With Coloured lllus[rations.
By the Bame Author,
"Stories of ancient times which have endeared the name of the
writer to boy readers."— Daily News.
STORIES FROM LIVY. 5a.
ROMAN LIFE IN THE DAYS OP
THE STORY OF THE LAS I'
CICEKO. 5s.
DAYS OF JERUSALEM.
STOKIES FROM HOMER. 5s.
3s. fid.
STORIES FROM THE GREEK
A TRAVELLER'S TRUE
TRAGEDIANS. 5a.
TALE
FROM LUCIAN.
STORIES FROM VIRGIL. 5a.
3a. 6d.
STORIES OK THE EAST, FROM
HE
ROES
and
KINGS, la. Ad.
HERODOTUS. 5s.
THE CHANTRY PRIEST
THE STORY OF THE PERSIAN
OF
BARNET:
a Tale of
WAR. 5s.
the Two Roses. 5s.
Shortly, price 5a.,
BORDER LANCES. By the Author of 'Belt and
Spur.' With Coloured Illustrations.
By the same Author,
BELT AND 8PUR. 5s.
| THE CITY IN THE SEA. 5a
STORIES OF THE ITALIAN PAINTERS. 5a.

TALES BY MRS MARSHALL.
UNDER the MENDIPS. Shortly, price 5s.
The MISTRESS of TAYNE COURT. With IIlustrations, i'nee 5s., cloth.
[Just published,
*' The pure tone of the book, and Ha moral teaching, especially
recommend it to youthful readers **— Morning Post.

The Collecta.
V. The Epistles and Gospels.
The Church Catechism
VI. The Parables.
Journey of the Israelites
VII. The Miracles.
Scripture Characters.
VIII. The Example of Christ.
Shortly, price 5s..

CRIPPLED ROBIN. A Story by M. E. WinChester, Author ot 'A Neat of Sparrows.'
By the same Author,
A CITY VIOLET.
CHIRPS WITH THE CHICKS.
2s. fid.
A NEST OF SPARROWS. 4s. A CABIN
ON THE BEACH. 5s.
UNDER THE SHIELD. 5s.
A WAYSIDE SNOWDROP. 3s. fid
Shortly, price 5b.,

CHAPTERS

on

FLOWERS.

By Charlotte

ELIZABETH. A New Edition, with 16 Coloured Illustrations.
By the same Author.
JUDAH'S LION. 5a
| PERSONAL RECOLECTIONS.
|
3s. fid.
Just published. Tenth Thousand.
" The most wonderful shilling's-worth that modern literature has to
offer."—Daily News.

A

CANTERBURY

PILGRIMAGE.

Ridden,

Written, and Illustrated by JOSEPH and ELIZABETH
ROBINS PENNhLL.
" The letterpress Is bright and pleasant. The illustrations are very
good.indeed."— St James s Gazette.
"Not only the most attractive shilling book that has appeared for
many a day, but also the cheapest."—Cambridge Chronicle.
Just published,

PAUL the APOSTLE ; a Poem.

By Joseph Bevan

BRAITHWAITE. Price 3s fid. cloth.
" The meaning of some words used in the original is well thought out,
BROWNE. Phyeiclan and Philosopher of the City of Norwich.
while the freer handling admissible in poet< y enables the author to pre
With Illustrations. Price 5s.
sent character with greater vividness, and give more distinctness to the
" A very charming tale."— Guardian.
lessons inculcated."— Leeds Mercury.
By the same Author,
IN COLSTON'S DAYS. 6s.
Eighth Thousand,
JOU SINGLETON'S HEIR. 5s.
CONSTAN HA CAREW. 5a.
JOHANNA'S INHERITANCE THOUGHTS on CHRISTIAN SANCTITY.
THE ROCHEMONTS. 5e.
58.
By the Rev. H. C. G. MOULE. M.A., Principal of Ridley Hall,
LADY ALICE, lis.
NOW-A-DAYS. 58.
Cambridge. Price la. cloth.
LIFE'S AFTERMATH. 5a.
MRS MAINWARINGS JOUR
" A most attractive little pocket volume which cannot fail to be of
A LILY AMONG THORNS. 5a.
NAL. 5a
much value. The practical character of the work is not Its least
II EIGHTS AND VALLEYS. 5s.
BROTHERS ANDSISTERS. 5s. recommendation."—Cambridge Review.
HELEN S DIARY. 58.
EDWARDS WIFE. 5e.
" We very warmly recommend the book." —Clergyman's Magazine.
CHRISTABEL KINGSCOTE. VIOLET DOUGLAS. 58.
Shortly, price la.
»».
MILLICENT I Will. 5s.
THE OLD GATEWAY. 5s.
CHRIST.
MRS WILLOUGHBY'S OC THOUGHTS on UNION with
BENVENUTA. »s.
By
the
Rev.
H.
C.
G.
MOULE, M.A., Author of ' Thoughts on
TAVE. 58.
DOROTHY'S DAUGHTERS.58
Christian Sanctity.'
LONDON: SEELEY AND CO., ESSEX-STREET, STRAND AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

In the EAST COUNTRY with SIR THOMAS
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Albemarle Street,
October, 1885.

MR MURRAY'S LIST
OF

FORTHCOMING WORKS.
LECTURES on ECCLESIASTICAL HISTOEY, in- SKETCHES of the HISTORY of CHRISTIAN ABT.
By the late LORD LINDSAY (Earl of Crawford and Bafcarr*
cludlng the Origin and Progress of the English Reformation from
Wioliffe to the Great Rebellion. Delivered In the University of
New Edition. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo.
Dublin by the late Bishop FITZGERALD. Edited by WM.
FITZGERALD, A.M., and Dr QUARRY. With Memoir. 2
The LIBERAL MOVEMENT in ENGLISH LITERA
Vols. Svo.
TURE. A Series of Essays. By W. J. COURTHOPR, M.A,
Editor of ' Pope's Works.' Post 8vo.
SYMBOLS and EMBLEMS of CHRISTIAN ABT.
By Miss L. TWINING. With 92 Illustrations from Paintings,
Miniatures, Sculptures, Ae. Crown 8vo.

The MOON : Considered as a Planet, a World, and a
Satellite. By JAMES N ASM YT1I, C.E.. and JAMES CARPEN
TER, F.R.A.S. With 26 Plates and numerous Woodcuts. New
Edition. Medium Svo.

LIFE of WILLIAM CAREY, D.D., Shoemaker and
Missionary, Professor of Sanscrit, Bengalee, nnd Marat hee at tto
College of Fort William, Calcutta. By GEORG B SMITH. LU1,
Author of the Lives of John Wilson and Alexander Dun. lottrait and Illustrations. Svo.

LLFE and WORKS of ALEXANDER POPE.
The ENDOWMENTS and ESTABLISHMENT of the
CHURCH of ENGLAND. By J. S. BREWER, M.A., Preacher
at the Rolls. Second Edition. Revised and Edited by LOUIS T.
Dl lilUX, M.A., Barrister-at Law. Post Svo.

THROUGH the BRITISH EMPIRE : South Africa, PRINCIPLES of GREEK ETYMOLOGY.
Australia, New Zealand, the Straits Settlements, India, the South
Sen Islands. California, Oregon, Canada, ic. By BARON HUBNKR, Membre Associe de l'Institut de France. 2 Vols. Crown
Svo.

By Prof.

G. CURTIUS. Translated and Edited by A. S. WILKIXS.M.A-,
andE. B. ENGLAND, M.A. Revised Edition. 2 Vols. 8to.

DICTIONARY of
POPULAR GOVERNMENT : Four Essays.

Edited,

with copious Notes and Introductions, by W. J. CO0RTH0PK.
M.A. Vols. IX. and X. (Prose Works), completing the HotU.
(Vol. V„ containing the Life and a General Index, is in prrp«n
tion.) 8vo.

CHRISTIAN BIOGRAPHY,

I.- Pros-

pects of Popular Government. II.—Nature of Democracy. III.
— Age of Progress. I V.—Constitution of the United States. By
Sir HENRY MAINE, K.C.S.I., Author of 'Aneient Law,' Ac.
8ro.

The 'VEGETABLE GARDEN ; or, The Edible Vegetables. Salads, and Herbs cultivated in Europe and America. By
MM. VII.MORIN and ANDRIEUX. All English Edition pub
lished under the direction or W. Robinson, Editor of " The
Garden." With numerous Illustrations, svo.

LITERATURE, SECTS, and DOCTRINES, durlag «* M
Eight Centuries. Edited by WM. SMITH, D.C.L.. and HiiMii
WACE, D.D. Vol. IV., completing the work. Medium 6v».

The STUDENT'S HISTORY of MODERN EUROPE.
From the fall of Constantinople to the Treaty of Berlin, lSW W
R. LODGE, M. A., Fellow and Tutor of Brazenose College, OsKiroPost Svo.
•»• Forming a New Volume of Murray's Student's Manuali

THE STUDENT'S COMMENTARY on the HEW
TIRYNS : A Prehistoric Palace of the Kings of Argos.
Disclosed by Excavations in 1884-85. By HENRY SCH UKMAW, D.O-L., &o. With Preface and Contributions by Prof.
ADI.ER, and Dr DORPFELD. With Lithographs, Woodcuts,
Ac, lrom Drawings made on the spot Crown sto.

A POPULAR EDITION of the AUTOBIOGRAPHY of
JAMES NASMYTH, Engineer and Inventor of the Steam
Hammer. Edited by SAMUEL SMILES, LL.D. With Portrait
and Woodcuts. Small 8vo. (Uniform with ' Self-Help.')

TESTAMENT. Abridged from ■ The Speaker's CommeaUrT-'
Vol. II.—The Epistles and Hevelarttcm. Edited by J. M. FUM**
M.A., Professor of Ecclesiastical History King's Col, l*»M»Crown 8vo,
The ETON LATIN GRAMMAR.
Part I.—Elemen
tary. For nue in the Lower Forms. Complied with the sanction o<
the Headmaster, by A. C. AINGEK, M.A., and H. G. WI.NM.fc.
M.A., Assistant Masters at Eton. Crown Svo, 3s. Cd.
[BesOT.

A FIRST LATIN EXERCISE BOOK.
A GLOSSARY of

PECULIAR

LIFE of GENERAL SIR CHARLES NAPIER, G.O.B.
By the Hon. WM. NAPIER BRUCE.
Crown Svo.

Adapted to

ANGLO-INDIAN

COLLOQUIAL WORDS and PHRASES : Etymological. His
torical and Geographical. By Col. YULE, C.B., and ARTHUR
BURNELL, Ph.D. Medium Svo.

With Portrait and Haps.

the Eton Latin Grammar. By A. C. AINGEK, and 5,G
WINTLE. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.
[Heaoy.
FRENCH PRINCIPLE
Part IIL—Prose Compo
sition. Containing a Systematic Course of Exercises on tie Bjnrtai,
with the Principal Rules of Syntax. 12mo.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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J. NISBET AND CO.'S NEW BOOKS.
An EXPOSITION of the THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES of the CHURCH of
ENGLAND.
8vo, 16s.

By the Rev. ROBERT LOUIS CLOQUET, Rector of Covenham St Bartholomew, Louth. Demy
[Immediately.

An EXPOSITORY COMMENTARY on the BOOK of JUDGES.
A. R. FAUSSET, M. A., Editor of Bengel's " Gnomon " in English.

Demy 8vo, 10a. 6d.

By the Rev.
[Immediately.

HORffi PSALMIOffi.
STUDIES in the CL. PSALMS: Their Undesigned Coinoidenoe with the independent Scripture Histories Confirming and Illustrating Both. By the Rev. A. R. FAUSSET,
M.A. Second Edition. Demy 8 vo, 10s. 6d.
[This day.
CHRIST and CHRISTIANITY.
Studies on Christology, Creeds and Confessions, Protestantism
and Romanism, Reformation Principles, Sunday Observance, Religious Freedom and Christian Union.
By
PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D., Author of the "Person of Christ," &c. Damy 8vo, 10s. 6d.
[Immediately.
POUR CENTURIES Of SILENCE; or, From Malachi to Christ.
By the Eev. E. A.
REDFORD, M.A., LLB., Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics, New College, London. Crown
8vo, 6s.
ZECHARIAH;
Crown 8vo, 6s.

His Visions and bis Warnings.

By the late Rev. W. Lindsay Alexander, D.D.

IMMORTALITY: A Clerical Symposium on What are the Foundations of the Belief in the immor
tality of Man. By the Rev. Prebendary ROW, M.A, Rabbi HERMANN ADLER, Professor G. G. STOKES,
F.R.S., Rev. Canon KNOX-LITI'LE, Right Rev. Bishop of AMYCLA, Rev. Principal JOHN CAIRNS, D.D.,
Rev. EDWARD WHITE, and others. Crown 8vo, 6s.
BIBLE HEATHENS; or, Church and World in Scripture Times.
GRANT, B.D., St Marks, Dundee. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

By the Bev. Charles M.

SERMONS Preached in Trinity Church, Dublin, by John Greqo, D.D., late Bishop of Cork, Cloyne and
Rosa. Second Series. Crown Svo, 6s.

GATES into the PSALM-COUNTRY.

By Marvin R. Vincent, D.D.

New Edition.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

YOUR SUNDAYS.

Fifty-two Short Readings, especially intended for School Boys.

By the Kev.

GEORGE EVERARD, M. A. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.
" Admirably adapted lor their purpose, and not unsuited for family reading where there are young people."— British Quarterly Review.
PARABLES Of the LAKE ; or. The Seven Stories of Jesus by the Sea of Galilee.
A Sunday
Book for Young Readers. By the Rev. J. R MACDUFF, D.D. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
'•The introduction on teaching by parables is a model of what a lesson to children should be, neither childish or dull. Ur Macduff's
vivid explanation of the enemy sowing the tares will be new to many who are not ' young readers ' and indeed only specialists will tail to he
instructed as welt as pleased by Dc Macduff's minute and varied knowledge."—Academy.
STRENGTH for the DAY.
A Daily Book in the Words of Scripture for Morning and Evening,
with an Introduction. By the Rev. J. R. MACDUFF, D.D. 16mo, Is. fld.
MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS (hitherto Unpublished) of the late Frances Eidley Haveroal.
Edited by Her Sister. Crown Svo, 5s.
PLACIDA'S GOSSIP; or, Earthly Thoughts on Heavenly Subjects, Suggested by the Collects
appointed to be used on the Sundays and Holy Days throughout the Year. First Series—From Advent to
Septuagebima. 16mo, Is.
HEAVENLY

RELATIONSHIPS.

SONGS Of PERSEVERANCE.
I'jnio, la.

By Mart E. Beck.

16mo, Is.

A Manual of Devotional Verse.

SONGS for LABOUR and LEISURE.

By Clara Thwaites.

By Esther Wiglesworth.

16mo.

JAMES NISBET AND CO., 21 BERNERS STREET, W.

2s.
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GEORGE BELL AND SONS.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS

EDITED BY THE LATE VERY REV. W. P. HOOK,
Dean of Chichester.

The LITURGIES and OFFICES of the OHUEOE for SHORT MEDITATIONS for EVERY DAY in the
the Use of English Readers, in Illustration of the Growth and
Devotional Value of the book of Common Prayer, with a Cata
logue of the remains of the Library of Archbishop Cranmer. By
HOWARD BURBIDGE. M.A. (late Scholar ol Emmanuel College,
Cambridge), Rector of Backwell, Somerset. Crown 8vo, 9a.
Vol. I., Filth Edition, Revised, 18a. ; Vol. II., Filth Edition,
Revised, Ids.,

The BOOK of PSALMS.

YEAR. New Edition, carefully Revised. Two Vols., fcap. 8vo,
large type, 14s. Also Two Vols, 32mo, cloth, 5s. ; calf, gilt edges,
9s.

The CHRISTIAN TAUGHT by the CHURCH'S SEEVICES. A New Edition, Revised, and Altered to Accord with the
New Lcctlonary. One Vol, fenp. 8vo, large type, ft*. 6d. Also, One
Vol , royal 32, cloth, 2s. 6d. ; calf, gilt edges, 4s. Od.

A New Translation, with

Introduction snd Notes, Criiicnl and Explanatory. By the Very
Rev. J. J. STEWART PEROWNE, D.D., Dean of Peterborough.
8vo.
ABRIDGED EDITION for SCHOOLS. Fifth Edition, Crown

HOLY THOUGHTS and PRAYERS, arranged for Use
on each day of the Week.
Edition, cloth, red edges, 2s.

Seventh Edition, 3d. Fine Paper

8VO, 10s. I'll.

Third Edition, mnch Enlarged and carefully Revised,

BY THE LATE REV. J. S. B. MONSELL, LLD,

A PLAIN INTRODUCTION to the 0RITI0ISM of the OUR NEW VICAR ; or, Plain Words about Ritual and
NEW TESTAMENT. By F. U. A. SCRIVENER, M.A., LL.D.
With Forty Kac-Mmiles from Ancient Manuscripts. Fur the Use
of biblical Students. Demy 8vo, 18s.

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GR.E0UM, TEXTUS STEPHANICI, 1550. Accedunt varla; hctiones, editlonum Bezse,
Klzevcri. Lachmanni, Tischendorfi. et Tregellesii. lGmo, 4s. fid.
By Kev. F. H. A. SCItlVENEK, M.A., LL.D. Revised Edition,
giving all the Readings of Tregelles and of Tischendurf s Eighth
edition. An Ealtlon with wide Margins for Notes, 4to half-bound.
lis.
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.f

Parish Work. Fcap. 8vo, Eleventh Eaition,5s.

NEAR at HOME at LAST.

An HISTORICAL and EXPLANATORY TREATISE on
the BOOK of COMMON PRAYER. By W. G. HUMPHRY,
B. D.. late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, Prebendary of
St Paul's, and Vicar of St Martin-ln-theFields.
CHEAP EDITION for Sunday-school Teachers, la
Fourth Edition, Itevlned. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.,

COMPANION to the GREEK TESTAMENT.

For the

use of Theological Student* and the Upper Forms in Schools. By
A. C. BARRETT, M.A, Cuius College.
Third and Cheaper Edition, 6a.,

HISTORY of the ARTICLES of RELIGION; to which
is added a Series of Documents from a.d. 15361oa.d. 1615, together
with Illustrations from Contemporary Sources. By the late C.
HARDWICK. Thoroughly Revised by the Rev. F. PROCTKR,
M.A.. with the addition of an Appmdix. containing a Reprint of
the MS. of the Forty live Articles oi 1552, which la preserved
among the State Papers.
Small post 8vo, 5b.,

PEARSON'S EXPOSITION of the CREED.

Edited by

E. WALFORD, M.A. With Notes, an Analysis, General Index,
and Indexes of Texts and Authors quoted.
Sixth Kdition, Two Vols., 8vo. £1 la.,

DAILY READINGS for a 1EAR on the LIFE of our
LORD and SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST. By the Rev. PETER
YOUNG, M.A., Prebendary of Lincoln.
Two Vols., fcap. 8vo, 12s.,

The DEVOUT CHRISTIAN'S HELP to MEDITATION
on the LIFE of our LORD JESUS CHRIST. Containing Medi
tations and Prayers for Every Hay in the Year. Edited by the
Rev T.T.CARTER, Rector of Clewer. Or In Five Parts. Part
I., IV, V., lis 6d. each; 1 1, and III, 2s. each.
Fcap. 8vo. limp cloth, for the pocket, 3a,

PAROCHIAL ADDRESSES and LESSONS. A Series
of Readings for such as are tried by Sickness, Infirmity, and A«e
By RICHARD JOHNSTONE, Assistant Curate of Moreton Say.
" A very valuable end useful series of readings for invalids the infirm,
aud the aged."— English Churchman.

Ninth Tbou-

POPULAR WORKS by the Rev. M. F. SADLER,
Rector of Honiton, Prebendary of Wells.
CHURCH COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPELS.

NOTES on SERMONS, arranged in accordanoe with the The GOSPEL of ST MARK.
Church's Year. By the late bishop STEKKE, D.O. Edited by
R.N. HEANLEY.B.A., Oxou. With Introduction by the Bishop
of LINCOLN.
"There is a certain vigorous directness and sober logic about them
which entitle them to high praise."— Guardian.
"We are inclined to think that many young preachers will find great
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The approach of the General Election overshadows
everything else. Even the Church Congress does not drawto itself the same amount of attention as of late years it
has obtained at the hands of the press. It is felt on all
sides that the coming electoral contest will mark an epoch
not only in the relations of political parties, but in the
position of our National Church. Churchmen, therefore,
as well as mere politicians, are anxiously awaiting the great
struggle which is near at hand. The words " disestablishnient and disendowment are no longer uttered with
suppressed voice and bated breath," as the Bishop of
Ely, with a touch of his old eloquence, observes in his
Visitation Charge. There is not a town or a village in
England where the subject is not being discussed. The
question is afloat in the air, and it is folly to attempt to
ignore it.
The fact that notice has been given that a motion for
the disestablishment of the Presbyterian Kirk in Scotland
will be proposed in the new House of Commons, is in
itself enough to make English Churchmen alive to the
danger of the Established Church of this country. We
cannot remain undisturbed when "jam proximus ardet
Ucalegon." We are not forgetful of the cardinal distinc
tions between the Kirk and the English Church, both
religious and historical. The Church of England is a part
of the Catholic Church throughout the world, and
essentially different from any non -episcopal body. " The
Church of England," as Mr Gladstone said in the House
of Commons some ten years ago, " has not only been a part
of the history of this country, but a part so vital, entering
so profoundly into the entire life and action of the
country, that the severing of the two would leave nothing
behind but a bleeding and lacerated mass." There are,
we admit, vital differences between the Presbyterian
Kirk and the National Church of England ; but those
differences do not so far separate the two cases as to make
the destruction of the one Establishment have no relation
to the impending fate of the other. The one will as
suredly become a step to the other. We are told that
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there is a wave in the direction of disestablishment
which " has set iu in the civilised world," and when this
wave sweeps over Scotland, is there any reason to suppose
that it will spend itself north of the Tweed, or not
rather gather force and swiftness in its downward course ?
The ground upon which the Scotch Establishment is
attacked is precisely the same as that upon which the
Church of England is assailed, it is that all religious
bodies are and should be equal, and that the recognition
of one form of religion by the State gives to that form a
precedence over other religious societies which it has no
right to possess. This is the contention of the Liberationist.
We believe that the English Church has a right
to such a position as she holds, because she is a part
of the Church of Christ, a Supernatural Society, differ
ing toto ccelo from all other religious bodies. But
our view of her will not isolate her from the attacks
of Liberationists. They deal with the question solely from
its lower side. They want to destroy the Church as an
Establishment, and in their eyes the Kirk and the Church
of England occupy precisely the same ground. They are
both established forms of religion, and therefore, as such,
both must be swept away. The warning therefore of the
Bishop of Ely is well-timed, and the words which he
uttered in his Visitation Charge, delivered in Great
S. Mary's, are worthy of most serious attention. " The
threatening voices now rising around the northern Esta
blishment" should be, says Dr Woodford, a warning to
ourselves, for " the lesser success " will but " pave the way
for a greater."
The Bishop of Ely's words are full of wisdom. He
reminds his clergy of the " providential position " which
the English Church holds, as the Church of the Nation.
Liberationists put the cart before the horse, and speak as
though the State had established the Church at some
fixed time in the past. If this had been the case, this
union should have been described as "State and Church,"
not as " Church and State." Dr Woodford rightly
observes, that the union which it is sought to destroy
was " not the product of any legislative Act at a definite
period, such as that which in 1689 superseded Episcopacy
by Presbyterianism in Scotland." The Church could not
be established by Act of Parliament, for the simple reason
that she existed long before Parliament was " created."
And this providential position Dr Woodford urges is " a
great spiritual force." It is impossible to forecast what
may be the result on the religious life of this country
of breaking a bond which has existed for ages hetween
spiritual and secular powers. The effect, perhaps, would
be more disastrous in country places than in towns.
" We," says Dr Woodford, " who constitute an agricul
tural diocese with a thin population and a very limited
number of wealthy residents, cannot shut our eyes to the
fact that large numbers of our village churches would be
closed, or served, as in some vast colonial diocese, by an
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itinerant clergy, holding services at considerable inter
vals." But the result of " the presence of a great Church,
bringing with it from the past into the present all the
claims of protracted duration, identified with the progress
of the kingdom from the dawn of civilisation," is to hold
back "a middle belt of population" in our large cities
from the ranks of unbelief ; and the effect of disestablish
ment upon this lukewarm intermediate class, who have
no sympathy with the religious zeal of rival sects, yet
who occasionally, from early association, attend the public
worship of the Church, would be to precipitate them
into a condition of utter faithlessness and indifference.
"Religious zeal," says the Bishop of Ely, " may be gathered,
up into sects ; national life in its length and breadth can
be comprehended only by an historic National Church.
His advice to the clergy, not to identify the cause of the
Church with either of the great political parties in the forth
coming election, in the abstract we entirely endorse ; but we
may be forced into doing this, by the fact that one party uni
versally takes the side of the Church, whilst theother political
party is all but as universally against her. The Globe has
published a carefully-drawn list of candidates for seats in
the new Parliament, and the Ouardian has added a large
E to those Liberals who are against Disestablishment.
These E's are " few and far between." We find that but
twenty-two Liberal candidates are adorned with this letter.
The Liberation Society, in a circular which they have just
published, says " the great mass of the Liberal party con
sider that the question of Disestablishment has become
one of practical politics." The statistics which the
Committee of that Society give of the proportion of
Liberationists amongst the Liberal candidates to those who
are in favour of the Church is 500 to 43. It will be a
little difficult, therefore, under the circumstances to
prevent that which Dr Woodford would have his clergy
avoid.
Different suggestions have been made as to the conduct
of Churchmen at the present crisis. One way of hinder
ing the cause of the Church from becoming identified with
one political party is, it has been said, to get Liberal can
didates for election who are in favour of an Established
and Endowed Religion, and to support them at the poll.
But it is rather late in the day to do this, even if they are
in any large numbers to be found. It has also been
suggested that we should set our house in order, re-arrange
parochial endowments, abolish the present system of
tithes, reform our system of patronage, etc., and so meet
the struggle by taking the wind out of the sails of the
Liberationists. Without entering into the question of
the desirability of these changes, a month is rather
a short time in which to effect them. Again, it has
been urged, "go in" for Disestablishment and Disendowment at once, you will get better terms from Mr
Gladstone than you can hope for from Mr Chamberlain.
This is a telling way of putting the subject, and we cer
tainly do not wish to tide over present difficulties, and
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after all be left to the tender mercies of Mr Chamber
lain. But is there no principle involved in the struggle 1
If we regard Disendownieut as equivalent to robbing God
of that which our forefathers have given to him, surely we
cannot make terms with such an act. If it is forced upon
ua, we have no responsibility in the matter. Moreover,
the idea that Mr Gladstone would be able to carry any
equitable and moderate scheme for disendowment through
the new Parliament is one very unlikely to be realised.
Such a Bill would not satisfy Radicals because of its
moderateness, and would be opposed by Conservatives
because of its principle, and, perhaps, for political reasons
also. The one course for Churchmen, and the only one, is
that which we have already suggested—Vote only for those
who will oppose the Disestablishmeut of the Church. No
man is required to change his politics because on a matter
of religious principle he votes on a particular occasion
against his party. At a crisis when the well-being of our
National Church is at stake, merely political questions
should sink into the second place, and Conservative and
Liberal Churchmen march under one banner with the
motto, " Pro Ecclesia Dei," emblazoned upon it.

Cfmrcb Congress.
The Church Congress began on Tuesday at Portsmouth,
under favourable auspices. The weather was, however,
a little squally, which was in harmony with the reception
which a handful of the inhabitants hoped to give to this
ecclesiastical gathering. The number of tickets issued up
to Tuesday afternoon was over 2,000. We are thankful
for this influx of visitors, as we feared the approach of
the General Election would bring down the numbers at
thia the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Church Congress.
And our fears were not without foundation, for we know
many who are hindered from coming to Portsmouth by
the pressure of political business. So far from Ports
mouth not being eager to welcome the Congress, even the
Nonconformists of the town came forward and presented
an address to the President, the Bishop of Winchester,
in which, in apt and generous terms, they expressed their
pleasure at the choice of Portsmouth by the Congress
Committee for this year's meeting, and their appreciation
of all that the Church was doing for the benefit of the
souls and bodies of the people, although on different lines
from their own.
The Bishop of Carlisle in an able sermon, preached at
St Thomas's, made some very pertinent allusions to the
subject of Disestablishment, which were on the whole
on the bright side. He trusts " English honesty to resist
the cry of Disendowment." How much of this quality
fa to be found in Mr Chamberlain and his programme,
we leave our readers to say. Mr Clarke, Q.C., speaking
the night before last at Plymouth, charged Mr Gladstone
with being " vague," while Mr Chamberlain was " distinct
and definite ;" but principles do not become honest because
men have the audacity to propound them. We would
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rather trust Mr Gladstone in the densest nebula, than
Mr Chamberlain in the clearness of noonday.
The address of the President was enthusiastically re
ceived. He indicated the list of [subjects, and said that
it was the object of the Committee to import new blood
in the choice of speakers and readers, so as to prevent
sameness and repetition. We have already discussed the
programme, so that we have nothing to add on this point.
The President thought a Church Congress a fitting oppor
tunity for the discussion of the merits and defects of the
Revised Version of the Old Testament. We are inclined
to think the subject too erudite to admit of popular treat
ment. The whole address was chiefly occupied in com
menting on the different subjects which were to be dealt
with during the sessions of the Congress, but towards its
close Dr Harold Browne made some retrospective remarks
on the history and customs of the Church Congress since
its first meeting at Cambridge in 1861.
Before settling into business, a gold watch was pre
sented to Archdeacon Emery, the surviving founder of
Church Congresses, who has for five-and-twenty years,
with undiminished zeal, laboured in rendering them
effective.
The Papers which were read upon the opening subject,
" The Revised Version of the Old Testament," were on the
whole favourable to the new translation. The Bishc p of
Bath and Wells was moderate in his praise of the work of
the Revisionists. Canon Driver was more enthusiastic in
his support of the Revisionists, and asserted that the
Revised Version, considering the enormous difficulties of
its achievement, " is the best translation possible." Professor
Kirkpatrick, on the other hand, considered the Revisers to
be wanting in courage in their employment of readings
from ancient versions of Scripture in place of the Masoretic
text ; they might well, he thought, have carried the prin
ciple further than they did. The Rev. C. H. Wright hoped
that the Revised Version would at no distant day be
authorised to be read in our churches. This is going a
little ahead. We should be sorry to see the Revised New
Testament supplement our present Version in public wor
ship. As to the Old Testament, it is too early in the day to
speak with confidence about it. At the same time, we con
fess that we certainly much prefer it in many respects to
the existing Version. Canon Meyrick thought both the Old
Testament and New needed to be revised again. On the
whole, the Revised Version of the Old Testament was cer
tainly not in disfavour, whether on the platform or amongst
the assemblage of attentive listeners at the Portsmouth
Church Congress.
Whilst the meeting in the Congress Hall was perhaps
the most weighty of all the deliberations of the week, a
succession of learned Papers has not an invigorating effect
on a general assembly. The Sectional Meeting in the Lec
ture Hall was largely attended. The popular subject,
" The Responsibility of the Church," with regard to our
sailors and soldiers, was not likely in such a town as Ports
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mouth to fall flat, especially as the Chaplaiu-Geneial and
the Chaplain of the Fleet were amongst the speakers. A
special feature of this meeting was the presence of a ladyspeaker, Miss Weston, who, in the absence of Admiral
Duncan Graut, read a Paper on " Sailors' Rests."
Lieu
tenant Grant spoke of Army Regulations as hindrances
to the chaplains in the effective discharge of their dutiesThe idea propounded by him of having some Church centre
in every garrison is an excellent one— a place where chap
lains and soldiers could meet as friends.
A very interesting meeting took place in the evening in
the Congress Hall on " Working Men's Associations in
Towns and Country," on which subject Mr. W. Inglis,
President of the C.E.W.M.S., read an excellent paper.
We agree with him that one large society, with its ramifi
cations penetrating throughout the country, is far better
than parochial organisations which have no connection with
the Church's work outside the frontier of the individual
parish. Union is strength, whilst division is a source of
weakness. The C.E.W.M.S. has distributed 280,000
leaflets and held 2,164 meetings during the past
year. This speaks for its activity. Rev. G. Everard,
Colonel Trevor, and Mr Johnson Bourne were amongst
the speakers or readers on this important sub
ject. Mr J. G. Adderley gave a graphic description of
East-end Clubs, an institution which we usually associate
with the West-end. His proposal to supplant bad clubs
by forming good ones reminds us of the clergyman who
drew away the villagers from the Bkittle-alley at the
public-house, by having a better one made in the Rectory
garden. Doubtless, if clubs hold such an important place
in East-end life, Mr Adderley's suggestion is worthy of
serious consideration, and it is homoeopathic.
At the evening Sectional Meeting a well worn theme
was under consideration, "the re-arrangement" of the
Prayer- Book Services, and the formation of supplementary
Services. We have neither time nor space to comment
upon this discussion, but we shall return to the Ports
mouth Church Congress in our next issue, and continue
our criticisms from this point. We will only add that at
present this twenty-fifth Church Congress seems likely to
be as successful as its many predecessors.

8£eDietial jramilp Life.
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and banditti-like forces, artists were painting, poets com
posing, and philosophers writing, with a calm indifference to
their disturbed surroundings, which it is difficult to under
stand nowadays. A curious book of this kind was reprinted
in the beginning of this century, which is probably not known
to the generality of English readers—the 'Trattato del
Governo della Famiglia,' by Agnolo Pandolfini-the original
of which is to be found in the National Library at Florence.
Agno!o Pandolfini was a noble Florentine, born late in the
fourteenth century f 13ti0). He was one of the chief magistrates
in 1397, went as ambassador to the King of Naples in 1411,
and was three times "Gonfalonier di Ginstizia "—in 14U,
1420, and 1431. His "prudence, judgment, and rectitudecaused him to be frequently called upon to advise for th*
public welfare, and Cosimo di Medici held him in the highest
esteem and respect " He was a most learned man in ali
matters of science, and more especially in morals," of which
the treatise just mentioned was held as a marked proof ; and
his villa at Signa, where he dwelt with his wife—a Strom—
sons and grandsons, was apparently a shelter of peace, even
in those troubled times. Albeit Agnolo Pandolfini set before
himself an ideal of simple, unostentatious life, he thoroughly
knew how to be the great Tuscan noble on occasion, and at
this same villa—Gangalandi—entertained on various occasioDa
the magnates of his period—Pope Eugenius, the Duke Sforza,
King Rend of Anjou, &c.
Curiously characteristic of that period, when secularity and
religion, indifference to the things of another world and vivid
appreciation of the same, pomp and humility, so often
mingled in an almost indistinguishable manner, Agaok
Pandolfini "having, twenty-six years before his end, con
sidered that he was mortal," made for himself in the parish
church a marble tomb, on which lay his own figure in eirie
habit, with lucco (the Florentine magisterial robe) aifcl
berrettone, according to the use of the time, and a pomp of
heraldry around—in which tomb he was laid at the age of "6
—"having commended his Republic to Alessandro degli Alessandri, and to his children with loving words,"—""'1 *»
burial was duly celebrated with much "pomposita."
Those were the days when the Tuscan language was
beginning to assert itself, and when literary men were learn
ing to appreciate its beauty, and to realise that the stiffcr
trammels of Latin and Greek composition were not necessary
to the perfection of literature. I am not aware that Agnolo
Pandolfini wrote anything, save his ' Treatise on the Govern
ment of the Family ' ; but it is certainly a very interesting
book, and throws some curious light upon the times in whicj

Amid the never-ending flood of new books which streams it was written.
The Treatise is written in the form of a dialogue—Agnolo,
so ceaselessly upon us, it is sometimes a relief and pleasure to
turn to some old friend, whose venerable wisdom carries us the father, imparting his information sometimes, it must be
back to times long past ; and to compare modern ideas with admitted, rather prosily; and the listeners, his two sons.
those of our forefathers. There is a good deal of exceedingly Carlo and Gianozzo, and three grandsons. Filippo, Pandolfo,
interesting (though not much read in the present day) litera and Domenico, making appropriate ejaculations and asking
questions, somewhat after the fashion of a Greek chorus.
ture of this kind to be found in Italy, and one cannot take up
any old Italian book without being Btruck with the curious Agnolo's opening announces that ' 'it is through laudable study,
contrast of so advanced a development in all matters of solicitude, industry, diligence, wise government, good habits
ajstheticism, as we should now call it, and of the general and observances, upright customs, humanity, ease svnd
treatment of moral subjects, with the warlike, tumultuous courtesy, that family life is rendered worthy. Therefore it
state of the country at the same period. While despots were behoves fathers to study how families are multiplied, how
ruling their cities and fortresses by the help of condottieri fortunes are gathered together, how grace, benevolence aud
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friendship are acquired, and by what means they best grow
in honour, fame and glory. The aged are as the mind and
soul of all the family body, and there can be no greater joy to
the old man than to see his descendants virtuous, reverent,
and well disposed. Therefore, my sons, I would confer with
you, and impart to you that which I have read and learnt
from others, and proved myself, during my long life, in order
that, with these documents and your own study, you may
become more worthy ; for it beseems good parents not only to
promote their children's welfare in respect of riches, but also
in good repute, in grace, in counsel."
However, the old man does not despise temporalities, for a
large part of the Treatise is engrossed with a dissertation on
" Masserizia," a comprehensive word but imperfectly ren
dered by economy or thrift. He draws much nice distinction
between this and avarice, which he denounces as " the most
odious thing which inhabits the heart of man : " and when
the young men ask where to find the mean, he replies,
" Briefly, by providing in every outlay that it never exceeds
that which is required by onetth, neither less than what is
required by necessity (il 6isngno~)," Some of Agnolo's maxims
are, undoubtedly, still at the bottom of much of the thrift
which prevails so much more generally on the Continent than
in England. " Economy lies more in using things at the
proper time than in saving them," not keeping things to spoil,
giving heed to small repairs before they grow into large
matters, &c. ; and he goes into a considerable philosophical
discussion, applying these rules to moral matters also. Time,
the body and the soul, are three things to which all rules of
masserizia are to be referred. The young men remark that
"they never saw a fresher, more prosperous, upright, fine old
man " than Agr,olo; "voice, hearing, good sight, pure, clear
nerves, healthy, free members, a rare matter at your age ; *'
and then he improves the occasion as to how these are to be
won by a healthy life —purity, exercise (in which respect he
would satisfy even modern requirements), temperance, not
eating or drinking save when hungry and thirsty.
He bids
his sons do all things in order, avoid hurry and confusion,
plan every morning their work, and review it at night " How
can one apply thrift to time? " the sons ask. " It is for ever
flying past, and no thrift can stop or spare it? " But the old
man replies that thrift consists in using things well, as much
as in preserving them, that hearkening to the records of past
good deeds, acquiring praiseworthy habits, and knowledge of
things human and divine ; never to be idle or inactive —all
this is true time-thrift He urges that the head of a family
is not to try and do everything himself, but rather to prove
his real wisdom by knowing what each individual of his house
hold ought to do, and seeing that it is well and efficiently done.
It is not the office of the father of the family to fill the
granary and the cellar, but to watch over his sons, the com
pany they keep, their habits at home and abroad ; to restrain
them rather with kindly words than with wrath and anger;
to seek the peace and happiness of the whole house ; so to
influence sous and grandsons that they shall not depart from
the line of duty and good living. They are to avoid all mere
pomp and display, but to aim at having all the material of
daily life good and pure, for " the sick man can never call
himself rich. " Even these days of sanitary science cannot find
fanlt with Agnolo's claim for pure air; he deprecates hired
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houses, and is stringent as to the patriarchal custom of the
whole family living under one roof. This custom, still so
prevalent in Italy, possesses innumerable advantages, moral
and temporal, not merely the union it produces, but the
thrift. One torch gives light to all, one fire warms all. The
recapitulation is amusing—one tablecloth serves, one domestic
waits upon the meal. The food should be plentiful, not "pea
cocks, capons, partridges, pheasants, or the like choice dishes,
which are suitable only for the sick or for honoured guests,
but eittudinrtca (or bourgeois) food, such as that none should
wish to sap elsewhere, in order the better to satisfy his
hunger. " Plenty of wine and bread, which, like the rest of the
food, should be produced on the estate. Country life Agnolo
holds to be best ; " fewer vices, less disturbance and vexation,
leas expense, more health, more honesty ; " but some business
or trade may well be carried on in the city—as we know was
the custom of Italy's merchant princes.
The sons ask what are the kind of expenses, with regard to
the credit of their family, rightly to be incurred ? Consider
what is necessary, is the reply. The property must be kept
in good repair, but decorations, horses, plate, and tapestries
are not needful. In our days it would be useless to add that
there are some downright foolish expenses, " such as to keep
dragons and venomous animals,"— or "perhaps tigers," ex
claim the grandsons ! Whereupon Agnolo explains that
there are evil men who may be worse about a house than
tigers or dragons !
Pandolfini evidently did not foresee the modern theory con
cerning the rights of women. His view of the woman's office
in her family is that, while her husband provides, she is to
economise and spare. She should know how to cook, so that
she may teach her servants—not do it herself—her art lies in
understanding how to direct others, while herself submitting
meekly to be directed in all things by her husband.
There is something very touching and primitive, as well as
amusing, in his account of his proceedings at the beginning of
his married life. " When I had shown all the house to my
wife, I shut the door of our room, and kneeling together
before our Lady's shrine, we prayed to God that He would
give us grace to use the possessions rightly which He had
given us ; and we asked devoutly that He would also give us
grace to live together long in peace and joy, and endow us
with many male children ; that He would give me wealth,
friendship and honour ; to her integrity, honesty and thrift.
Then rising up, I said to her, 'Wife, it is not enough that
we ask these holy things of God, if we ourselves are not
earnest and diligent. I, donna mia, for my part, will use all
my efforts to acquire, according to our prayers ; and thou with
all thy might, and with such humility and gentleness as
thou canst, must seek and be accepted of God in all these
things for which thou prayest." And then he reads her a
lecture about modesty, simplicity, the avoidance of paint
(painted faces being a prominent fashion among the ladies of
that period). Evidently the topic is one of rather special
interest to the young men, for they ask a good many questions
as to how far Agnolo was obeyed (it was their mother and
grandmother—one of the Strozzi family, of whom he was
speaking—but she had died many years ago). He also gives
Borne amusing particulars as to how, while showing his bride
all his plate, jewels, and other valuable objects, which for
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security were kept in their bedroom, he reserved his books,
papers and letters, carefully locked up in his study, aud never
permitted la donna mia to intrude there ; " moreover, I ordered
her, should she ever come upon any of my writing, to bring
it me immediately ; and the rather to take from her any
desire ever to inspect either my writings or my secret affairs,
I often blamed those bold and shameless women, who are
bent upon intruding upon the external concerns of their
husbands or other men " —going on to tell her that such as
these were neither loved or esteemed.
Agnolo indulges,
moreover, in a few reflections as to the folly of men who
trust public Becrets to their wives. " The fools ! to expect
women to be more prudent than they are themselves. How
can they forget that a woman will do everything except hold
her tongue!"
But in the main, his instructions and ad
monitions to the young wife are praiseworthy, and it would
be curious to know how far his descendants proved or
improved them.
Thrift again has a large share in this part : Agnolo is
strongly of opinion that it is good economy always to have
the best things, because then they are not wasted ; waste is
his abhorrence. Everything is to be kept most carefully, e.g.,
the grain in a fresh airy place, the wine where neither exces
sive heat or cold, wind or evil odours can reach it. " Look at
my tunic," the old man continues, "good things always last.
I have used it many years, first for festivals, now for everyday.
If I had not chosen the best cloth in Florence I should have
wanted two others meantime, nor should I have been as re
spectable as with this one. " His wife was also to dress with
moderation, but handsomely. There is great wisdom in the
sentiment which often recurs: " Wife, that which thou dost
willingly, even if it seems troublesome, thou wilt do well,
for verily that which is not willingly done, is never well
done."
The religions instructions given by Agnolo to his children
are brief, and to say the truth, his daily prayers (on which he
insists) seem rather for temporal than spiritual blessings.
But it is distinctly acknowledged that " without God's grace
all our works are in vain." (Santa il favore suo tullt le no$lre
opere sono indarno. ) A larger part of the work is devoted to
money, its uses and improvement. He is not in favour of
lending money, save on rare occasions and to his own kin,
but he freely grants that property is ill-possessed unless a
man knows how to use it and spend it well." " He who does
not know how to spend riches save in feasting and fine
clothes, who does not know how to promote the welfare and
honour of those who belong to him, he assuredly neither
understands the use or improvement of wealth (ncm sa adoptrare lie mare)."
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fication by his descendants more than fire hundred yean
hence ?
H. L. SIDNEY LEAR.

|p@fi^^
Diocesan Conferences are now in full swing, and it is
impossible to give even a summary of their doings.
There is, however, a strong family likeness between them
all, and therefore " ab uno disce omnes." The Carlisle Con
ference, after recent experiences in that Diocese, wu
likely to have more interest even than usual. The Bishop's
inaugural address on the head of Disestablishmeo:
gave much the same as that of the Bishop of Ely in his
Charge. But how it is possible to regard the Diseshblishmentof the Church "as being outside party politics"
it is not easy to say. Dr Harvey Goodwin's allusion to
Lord Ebury's arraignment was of course an echo of ha
letter which we have already commented upon. The Bishop
of Carlisle Bays he is charged with taking too rosy a view
of the present condition of the Church of England, aoJ
that Lord Ebury wonders where he, Dr Harvey Good™,
could have been living for the last twenty years. Is
this the Bishop replies that he thinks he knows whst he
is about, and that his views on the Church remsiii
unmodified by anything Lord Ebury has thought fit to
say.
The moment the Bishop had finished his address, J
resolution was carried unanimously of sincere thanks to
him for his letter to the Archdeacons in reference to s
circular by a clergyman in the Diocese. Political lies are
evidently now at a great discount. We had no doubt the
English love of truth and fairplay would assert itself, aid
the circular in question has only had the effect of
bringing it out. The motion on "Electoral Lying" *is
followed by a debate on "Recent Political Changw,
which did not strike us as containing anything very
striking or suggestive. The discussion on " The Church
Army" was more vigorous. Opinion was divided is
to the usefulness and character of this organisation.
Archdeacon Crosse's paper was not favourable to it,
whilst the Rev. G. Crewdson extolled it. Some distrust
the Church Army in point of doctrine, and some as to
the methods which it adopts, which are conceived to be
but an imitation of the Salvation Army. The Bishop of
Carlisle said he had read some pages of the Bjtlli-w,
the organ of the Church Army, and that be thought,
on the score of " coarse vulgarity," the BittU-aja ^
War Cry were "six of one and half-a-dozen of the
other." We do not know the BatiU-xxt, and therefore
cannot judge for ourselves of the justice of Dr Harvey
Goodwin's remark. We confess, however, to a certain
distrust of the Church Army, aud, judging from the tooe
of the Carlisle Conference, we are evidently not singular

The general effect of this quaint volume, beyond that of
giving us an interesting insight into medieval family life, is to
make one feel that, on the whole, we might do worse than in
many ways to follow the example set before us. Simplicity,
genuineness, liberality, together with thrift, and a total absence
of any shame in attending to small matters on the part of the
heads of families, perhaps a good deal of this might be im
ported into our modern life with advantage. It is a curious
speculation as to whether if some modern head of a family,of
Pandolfini's position, were to write a similar treatise according as to this feeling.
to present opinions and customs, it would be read with edi
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The letter of Lord Halifax on " The Church and the
General Election " in Monday's Times is worthy of especial
notice. As President of the " English Church Union,"
he speaks with authority and with influence.
The
English Church Union is said to " know no politics," yet
it has often been credited with considerable leanings in
one direction ; and the utterances of some who are
officially connected with it have certainly not been such
as to remove this impression. The letter which Viscount
Halifax has addressed to the various officers of the Union
will have the effect of bringing back the balance to an
equipoise between political parties, and so of strengthening
the Union and increasing its efficiency. The President
wisely says the Union has nothing to do with politics,
with the considerable exception —" except in so far forth
as they affect the Church." But Disestablishment and
Disendowment are questions of such vital importance, that
political distinctions are minimised in their presence. If
a man wants to take away your purse and turn you out of
your house, in such an emergency you are inclined to
waive political considerations and to trust in those who
will keep the door well-barred against him.
You
will put no confidence in the man who Bays, " I
shall let him in if he knocks," or who says, " I do
not like to commit myself before the emergency arises."
The President of the English Church Union gives no " un
certain sound." He calls upon his army to prepare itself
to the battle. He has fifteen bishops, two thousand six
hundred clergy, and nearly nineteen thousand laity
enlisted under the banner of the E. C. U, and he requests
them in their individual and corporal capacities to resist all
attempts "to deprive the Church of her rights and
property."
The English Church Union, which was
founded to defend the doctrine and discipline of the
English Church against " Erastianism, Rationalism, and
Puritanism," now makes a new point of departure, and
with united front prepares itself to resist Liberation
ism also.

^m^M^mm^mmm
Q^icroxosmus.
Microcosmus : an Essay concerning Man and his Relations
to the World. By Hermann Lotze. Translated by
E. Hamilton and E. E. Constance Jones. Edin
burgh : T. and T. Clark, 1885.
Rudolf Hermann Lotze, the author of this ponderous
work on Anthropology, was born at Bautzen in 1817, and
studied at Zittau and Leipzig. After having passed in
Medicine and Philosophy, he was appointed Professor of
Philosophy to the University of Leipzig in 1842, and in
1844 to the Hanoverian University of Gbttiugen. It
was there that Lotze began to work out his system of
Philosophy. His knowledge of natural science materially
assisted him, and he founded a system of Teleological
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Idealism.
His most important works were his Meta
physics (Leipzig, 1841), his Logic (Leipzig, 1843), which
he recast and re-issued as the first part of his system of
Philosophy in 1848, his " General Physiology of Bodily
Life," 1851, his "Medical Psychology," published in 1852,
and, above all, his " Mikrokosmus," in three volumes,
Leipzig, 1856r64» The third edition of this hitter work
was published in. 1876.
The book is a thorough one. Lotze begins with the
forces of nature and the basis of life ; he proceeds to the
mechanism of life, thence to the structure of the human
body. This forms the first book. The second is devoted
to the soul ; he gives his reasons for believing that souls
exist, and then proceeds to discuss the nature and the
faculties of souls.
Lotze does not distinguish between
mind and soul ; he attributes to the soul those faculties
which properly belong to the mind, at least, so it appears
to us ; for he attributes to the soul the ideas of space and
time, which are properly intellectual conceptions. His
fifth book, it is true, is headed " Mind," but Lotzb never
clearly distinguishes between that part of man and the
soul which is the divine breath. God has three orders
of living creatures : the beast, which possesses body and
mind, the latter, of course, not accentuated to so high a
pitch as in the man ; secondly, the angel, who has mind and
soul, but no carnal body ; and man, who stands between
the beast and the angel, possessing body and mind and
soul. The soul is that spiritual faculty in him whereby
he is able to believe in God, able to enter into communion
with spiritual beings. We have known idiots who were
extraordinarily alive to spiritual influences, whose souls
were more highly sensitive than those of many with very
gifted minds,
Lotze proceeds to a brief sketch of metaphysics, to an
account of the ideas of causation, of identity, to the
independence of the will, to the consciousness of truth, and
to the bases of morality.
The sixth book is concerned with the Order of Life, with
that comes the Anthropology of the Human Race. Then
he proceeds to a philosophy of history, to the forces which
determine progress, to the discipline of life, which develops
civilisation, and to a comparison of the great historic
races. He discusses the social life, and thence passes to
political life. Having done with man, Lotze turns to the
idea of God, and to argue for His existence, and then for
His personality, and lastly to explain His connection with
the world.
Such is a very brief sketch of the contents of this great
work ; it is the merest outline of its subject. It will be
seen how much of interest is traversed by it. The trans
lators have compressed it into two thick volumes, one of
714, the other of 740 pages. The whole is heavy reading.
Lotze was not a brilliant writer. He was not even a
clear writer. Reading him is like listening to a thickspeeched man. It is distressing ; the mind has to be on
the strain the whole time to ascertain his meaning, and
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when several of his pages have been toiled through
with close attention, the nerves are irritated, and the
angry mind cries out impatiently : Why did not the Pro
fessor pay all this concisely, lucidly, and pleasantly ?
No one must hope to derive advantage from this work
who has not gone through some metaphysical training,
and who is unable to sift and resift the muddy matter, and
shake through his disciplined mind the grains of precious
metal which lie embedded in the mud.
Lotze is intensely German in his mode of thought and
of expression. How different would his system read if
it had been taken up and worked out by a Frenchman,
how clear, sparkling, would it have issued from that source !
How easily grasped !
We doubt whether the Misses Hamilton and Jones
have acted judiciously in translating Lotze as he stands.
A German metaphysician needs an interpreter, not of his
language only, but of his ideas. A man of ordinary
English intelligence and culture coming among German
philosophers is like the unlearned of S. Paul, iu an assem
bly of prophets speaking in unknown tongues.
Lest we should be thought to be doing Lotze an injus
tice, we will quote quite at random his account of the
religious instinct in man, which is a very fair sample of
his style throughout the 1,500 pages of his ' Microcosmus,'
a style that never rises any higher, but always runs on in
the same sluggish and clogged course.
" I now hasten " —Lotzb hasten ! He hastens at the
gallop of a snail — " to a conclusion which is only intended
to form the starting-point of our final considerations.
From fluctuation between the two views of life which I
have been describing, there arises a state of equilibrium
which, though not unattainable for man, is perhaps only
fully reached in rare and favoured moments. We would
distinguish this mood of thought as Religiousnest. In
this stage consciousness of our own weakness is bound up
with the belief that we are called nevertheless to an im
perishable work in the world ; and the conviction of an
intimate connection between an earthly life and the myste
rious whole of this universal frame no longer interferes
with our care for the small tasks of daily life. It is not
the power of larger knowledge which accomplishes the
union of these conflicting thoughts, but the power of a
larger and more living faith, which attributes to the voice
of spiritual experience and of conscience as great im
portance as to the testimony of the senses, and at the
same time does not twist this testimony in order to make
it accord with a pretended higher knowledge, being con
tent to believe that God has reserved to Himself sole
cognizance of the day and hour in which all our longings
and presentiments are to be fulfilled."
Rubbish ! The religious instinct is nothing of the sort_
It is the instinct of childlike love to the Author of its being.
As the babe strains after its mother, the day after it is
born, without having a clear intelligence why it thus longs
for and desires to cling to one bosom, so it is with the
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human soul, it feels its derivation from God, and it
stretches and cries out for God, because it comes from
Him, because He is the Father. That is the religions
instinct, it is the part gravitating towards the Whole ; that
which is derived recognising its derivation.

Dc C. 31- Oaugrjan on tfje Epistle to
tfje L?t)ilippians.
S. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians ;
tion, Paraphrase, and Notes for English
C. J. Vaughan, D.D., Dean of Llandaff,
the Temple. London : Macmillan and
1885.

with Transla
Readers. By
and Master of
Co. Pp. 124.

Dr Vaughan appears to feel that some apology, or at
all events explanation, is due for the appearance of a new
rendering of this Epistle so soon after the issue of the
Revised Version. He argues in his Preface (and we think
with substantial truth), that "the contribution of indi
viduals to the translation as well as the interpretation of
Scripture can never really be superseded by the most
careful or the most successful of collective and corporate
efforts ; " that " any bold or happy suggestion has to run
the gauntlet of a multitudinous criticism, and the average
judgment necessarily carries the day against the indi
vidual intuition."
Certainly, the net result of the recent Commission was
not such as violently to prejudice readers in favour of
" collective and corporate efforts," nor to cut the ground
from under the feet of individual labourers.
To come, however, to the work before us ; the " Intro
duction," though brief—too brief—is, as might have been
expected, sound and scholarly. Dr Vaughan, if he errs
in anything here, does so in endeavouring to proceed too
independently of the results reached, and the views of
previous labourers in the field of Hermeneutics. No man,
be he who he may, can do this except under the penalty of
rendering his work shallow and inadequate. Thus, when
he sets himself to explain the refereuce iu Phil. i. 15-1",
to the preaching of Christ "through envy and strife," he
makes all manner of conjectures as to the reason of this,
" whether their hearts were still hankering after a sup
pressed and disavowed Judaism, or whether some more
personal feeling was the secret of their ill-will," as if he
were unaware of the strong antagonism which from the
very first existed between the Petrine and Pauline types
of Christianity. We have no more doubt, however, that
Dr Vaughan is familiar with that which has become one
of the commonplaces of criticism, than we have that here
is to be found the reason for the opposition with which S.
Paul was met. The avowed purpose of this edition "for
English readers " no doubt accounts for the uniform
absence of anything like an apparatus criticus, and so far
was to be expected.
The notes are usually edifying and valuable ; but occa
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sionally what we must call vague, and rather captious in
objections to received or traditional use.
Thus, for
instance, on i. 1, " Deacons," he observes, "there is, in
fact, no Scripture proof of the actual or intended per
manence of the particular institution recorded in that
narrative of Acts vi." But surely the observation is
misplaced, in face of a proof that there were deacons of
some kind in the Church at Philippi ; and secondly, it
was altogether unreasonable to expect what he calls
"Scripture proof" of the intended permanence of an
office. Would he have expected S. Peter or S. James to
declare in formal words that a succession of deacons were
to be ordained in the Church ? Such an announcement
was not made for any order in the Church, not for the
Apostolate or Episcopate, nor even for the Presbyterate,
and would have been altogether contrary to the analogy
of Scripture and to the history of the Church in all ages.
The Divine Guide of the Church has usually led her one
step at a time only ; and that without formal declaration
of " the actual or intended permanence " of the step.
Such " Scripture proof " as the sacred records do afford
of the mind of the Master is, of course, to be found in
exactly such passages as this which Dr Vaughan is too
much inclined to empty of all its significance ; i.e., in the
succession of historical facts, which show that the office
■was rendered permanent. The history of the Church is
the best comment on the facts of its foundation. V. 18,
we think, he has altogether failed to do justice to, and
there is a curious anachronism in his grave comment of
" sound preaching by unsound men," which he supposes
S. Paul must have been rejoicing over. It is a sectariau
phrase of the present day.
We must give him high
praise, however, for the very best rendering we have ever
seen of ii. 5, " Who subsisting in the form of God, counted
not as a means of gain the being equal with God, but
made Himself empty, taking the form of a servant, being
born in the likeness of men," k.t.a..
We cannot allow, however, that Dr Vaitghan is
right in his assertion in another place that, " the definition
of Church in our Article leaves room for [what he calls]
" this charitable and reasonable comprehensiveness," i.e.,
where a particular community has " put the Episcopal
office itself into commission, acting by a council of pres
byters and not by one ruling elder." (Page 21.) That
our Church intends to represent Presbyterianism and
Independency as formed equally with itself upon the
primitive model, is refuted by every fact in its history, and
is a view we cannot too strongly condemn.
Leaving out of sight some few expressions of opinion
Buch as these, we find the edition before us of this
important Epistle valuable and useful in a very high
degree.
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Pastoral Theology op the Nkw Testament. By the late
J. T. Beck, D.I). Translated by the Rev. James A.
M'Clymont and Rev. Thomas Nicol. Edinburgh : T. and
T. Clark. 1885.
The lectures from which this book was compiled were
delivered by Dr Beck as Professor of Theology in the Univer
sity of Tubingen. It is divided into three parts, the first
treating of the " Scriptual Conception of the Pastoral Office,"
the second of "The Lobd as a Pattern," while the third,
called "The Work of the Apostles as Teachers," is a long
account of the first public ministry of the Apostles and of the
organisation of Christian churches.
The subject is one that has been well thought out and
written upon, but there is much in the volume before us that
is new and much that is interesting. The second part, on
" The Lokd as a Pattern," strikes us as the best. It is written
in a style that reminds us of the poet Herbert- liberal and
comprehensive, but at the same time by no means devoid of
definite and orthodox doctrine. The author has a good
passage upon extemporaneous prayer :
" It is at all events again unnatural nnd often mischievous to make
audible prayer the law in private gatherings. The rule iato pray In
secret, in silence. Matt. vi. 6. ; 1 l'et. iii. 4. Audible prayer before
others and in tue name if others onus the exception, and when tbe
exception does occur, prayer should be abort earnest to intensity, but
not to length, and it should be bo comprehensive In 1 s terms as to
cover different degrees of attainment in spiritual life, so that honest
hearts which are perhaps feeble In their progress towarda the Kingdom
of God, but devout and sincere, may be able to say Amen to it."
We must not omit to mention the excellent language and
style of the book—a rare thing in a translation.
The Realitt op Faith. By Newman Smyth. London :
Ward, Lock and Co. Pp. 178.
Dr Newman Smyth is already well known to us as an
earnest and competent Christian apologist, and the volume
before us is not a whit behind its predecessors in power and
forcibleness of expression. There is a freshness and origin
ality of diction about these sermons which will make them
widely acceptable, and throughout them all the reader feels
that the writer is striving to set forth the Gospel in its entirety
as he understands it, and is not straining for mere effect. He
has thoroughly realised his own saying that " we need, not so
much a new theology, but a real theology." The sermon on
the "Law of the Resurrection " seems the finest in the book,
but every one of them is thoroughly good and eloquent, nnd
full of noble and suggestive thoughts, though here and there
we might desiderate a greater definiteness of doctrine.
Church Ordinances. By Major Seton Churchill. Second
Edition. London : James Nisbet. 1885. Pp. 288.' Price
2s. 6d.
This book, the work evidently of a thoroughly sincere and
earnest man, is written from a distinctly Evangelical stand
point, but written in a spirit of brotherly kindness and charity
towards the other side of the truth that cannot be too highly
commended.
There is a great deal here with which all
parlies can heartily agree, and which is put in a forcible and
attractive style.
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Short Family Prayers. By Miss Hasell. Edinburgh and
London : Blackwood and Sons. 1884. Pp. 120.
A useful little book for Parochial distribution —short,
simple, direct, and of Church tone ; just the thing for busy
working-people. The petitions for each day are summed up
in a suitable collect. The book is arranged for a fortnight,
with special prayers at the end for the various Church
seasons.
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tions, which in the present edition are digested under twentyone heads. Mr Maude, in the Preface, remarks : " To those
who lack a spiritual palate it will doubtless prove altogether
uninteresting ; but to such as ' by reason of use have their
senses exercised to discern both good and evil,' it will, I think,
be rejoiced over as the finding of great spoil." Without going
quite so far, one may say that there is much good in the book,
although it falls far behind some of the writers of those days
in beauty and vigour of style.

Tne Home Sanctuary. Selected and Edited by W. Garrett
Horder. London : Elliot Stock. Pp. 54.
Parochial Sermons. By the Rev. Qrevillb Puili.im >re,
late Student of Christ Church, Oxon, Rector of Henley, &c
These sixty-seven hymns have been selected with admirable
London: Walter Smith. Pp. 179. 1885.
taste and judgment, and cannot fail to find favour with all
These sermons are suited for an intermediate class,—rather
who read them.
The collection, unlike so many similar
books, is not a rechauffi of familiar hymns, for it contains above the intelligence of the rustic " Hodge," and a little below
gems not commonly known, from the works of various writers. that of highly-cultured congregations. The subjects are some
No better book could be given to an invalid, or indeed to any of them somewhat unusual ones, which is refreshing to the
reviewer as well as to the hearer. Thus, " The Partners in the
one fond of sacred poems.
other Ship," "Euodias and Syntycbe," "The Three Taverns,"
Instructions on the Holy Communion. By the Rev. G. S. " The Vine and the Gourd," " Haste," " the Queen of Sheba,"
Grugoen, Vicar of S. Peter the Great, Chichester. 1885.
can hardly be called trite themes. What we have recently said
Chichester: W. H.Barrett. Pp. 45.
Three short and simple instructions to those recently con of another volume of this author's sermons, we can repeat of the
firmed, in which use is largely made of the Bishop of Truro's one before us, the sermons are vigorous, and contain much plain
'First Steps to Holy Communion.' The Instructions are enforcement of duty. We observe that in the sermon upon
founded on the last five questions and answers in the Cate " Worship," Mr Phillimore urges upon his parishioners the duty
chism. The first Address deals with the Holy Communion as of attending daily service, but he does not show how the Holy
a Memorial (a) before God ; (6) to our own souls ; (c) Eucharist is the chief and divinely-appointed Act of Worship,
before the world. The second takes the purely Sacramental and that "the duty" of worship has been "forgotten" when
side ; the third speaks of due Preparation. The whole pam ever the sacrificial aspect of the Eucharist has been obscured or
ignored. Mr Phillimore's are, however, excellent sermons.
phlet is good, helpful, and merits a wide circulation.
A Thought for Each Day of the Year. By P. Marin be The Christian's Pathway. By the Author of 'Footsteps
of Jhsus.' London: Griffith, Farran and Co. Pp. 141.
Boylesve, S. J. Translated from the French. Third
Thirty-one short meditations, good in intention, though the
Edition. London : Burns and Oates. 1885. Pp. 343.
An excellent little book, though more than tinged with the style is somewhat last century-ish and heavy. Those who
controversial bias of the writer. To members of our Church like to do a little regular devotional reading may find what
it cannot be recommended, for the use of Komish devotional they need in this book. The following is an anecdote told in
books has without doubt an enervating effect on their spiritual one of the meditations. A little mute being asked, " Who
life ; but for the use of Roman Catholics it is no doubt well created the world?" wrote Gen. i. 1. "Who redeemed man
kind 1 " he wrote S. John iii. 16. "Who made you deaf and
adapted.
dumb?"
At this unexpected inquiry, the child burst into
The Dawning : a First Bible Book. The Old Testament.
By Mrs Valentine. London : Warne and Co. Pp. 344. tears, but recovering himself wrote with a trembling hand,
"Even so, Father, for so it seemed good in Thy Sight."
Price Is.
The Day Sfrino : a First Bible Book. The New Testament.
Lessons
on the Book of Proverbs. By the Rev. C. A.
By Mrs Valentine. London : Warne and Co. Pp. 340.
Goodhart, M.A., Vicar of S. Barnabas, Sheffield. Lon
Price Is.
don: Church of England Sunday School Institute. Pp.
These two little books should be in the hands of every
104. Price Cd.
teacher of young children. The Bible story is told in easy
It is pleasant to welcome a Lesson-book dealing with apart
language, simple but interesting. At the head of each of the of the Sacred Canon too frequently neglected in Sundayshort chapters are the prophecies, with their dates, relating to school teaching. One great element of strength in the
the events recorded in it, and at the end an appropriate Scottish character is said to spring from a thorough knowledge
hymn. The 'Day ^Spring' closes with the account of the of the maxims of Solomon, and there can be no doubt that
Descent of the Holy Spirit on the infant Church. Both when they are impressed on the minds of children, a ready
books are attractively illustrated and printed in clear type— standard of morality is supplied for the actions of future
two strong recommendations for young readers.
life.
Aids to the Divine Life.
Edited by William Maude. Looking unto Jesus. By the Author of 'Footsteps of
London : Griffith, Farran and Co. Pp. 188.
Jesus.' London: Griffith, Farran and Co. Pp. 144.
This book was published by "T. S."in 1680 under the
This little book is by the same author and written in the
title ' Divine Breathings,' and was extremely popular.
A same style as the 'Christian's Pathway,' and contains twelve
century later, its memory being still fragrant, it was diligently meditations. It is very prettily got up, the printing and bind
sought for, but was not recovered until 1815, when it was re ing are all that can be wished. To a certain order of minds
published. It originally contained one hundred contempla the coutents will no doubt be helpful.
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Hour bt Hour ; or, the Christian's Daily Life. Compiled
by E. A. L. London : James Nisbet and Co., 21 Bernersstreet. Pp. 162.
The rather fanciful title of this pretty little volume is far
from describing what it really is.
It consists of classified
extracts in prose and verse upon such subjects as " Prayer,"
" Sorrow," " Sickness," and such-like, all very well chosen,
and altogether to the edification of the Christian soul. The
book is elegantly printed and bound, and would be well suited
for a gift.
Thk Invalid's Friend. London : S. P. C. K. Pp. 127.
First, we admire the clear large type in which these Read
ings and Prayers are printed, which is a great boon in a sick
room. The Headings consist of passages of Holy Scripture,
and the Prayers are simple and arranged to meet various
needs. We think it is a pity the whole of the Visitation
Service was not added, and not only the Collects. It contains
some definite instruction on Repentance which the book
stands in lack of. But it is a book which on the whole we can
recommend as an aid for those cases where " regular and con
tinuous visitation " needs some provision beyond that which
the natural versatility of priest or district visitor can com
mand.
Anno Domini ; or, A Glimpse at the World into which
Messias was Born. By J. D. Craig Houston, B. D.,
Minister of the Presbyterian Church, Hyde-park, Belfast.
London : The Religious Tract Society, 56 Paternoster-row.
1885. Pp. 161.
A brief, but intelligent and able sketch of the history con
temporary with, or shortly antecedent to, the Birth of our
Lord, and of the social and political facts which complete the
picture. It is interestingly written, and will, we think, be
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tual and religious tone which makes the presence of any of
Miss Yonge's books in a house a continual quiet influence for
good.
Skktches of African and Indian Life in British Guiana.
By the Very Rev. Ignatius Scoles, V.G. The Argosy
Press, Demerara. 1885. Pp. 109.
This is rather an amusing volume. The writer, a Roman
Catholic priest, settled in British Guiana, is evidently well
acquainted with the Indian and negro populations, and dis
courses on them and their doings in a nuice and artless manner,
which not unfrequently raises a smile. He is, in fact, some
what too much given to be jocose; but he has, at least, one
excellent quality of a raconteur —he puts before his readers
eyes, with considerable success, the people and the scenes
which he endeavours to describe. Here is one of the many
stories he tells :
" If our friend fails somewhat In hU speech, and uses his P.riti-h
liberty to the disadvantage of many a long latinized word, bo too. he
seems free and unfettered In his letter-writing, indulging- at tiroes In a
delicious simplicity. For lnstunce, a few months ago a poor black roan,
writing to the Catholic bishop of these parts upon matters no doubt
of grave importance, signed himself thus : * Your affectionate brother
the gravedigger [ » poor fellow, fceiog so much 'dust to dust 'made
him take la libertt of thinking of frattrniU just then, and igalite later
on to be."
Verities in Vf.hses, combining Mottoes and Motives;
Brotherhood, Fellowship and acting together ; New Cove
nant Ordinances and Order. London : Elliot Stock and Co.
1885.
The author of these effusions happily lays no claim to " the
poetic faculty," hoping no doubt to disarm criticism, but the
only name we can find for his productions is dislocated prose,
for anything like regular metre he carefully eschews. For

found very useful.
Short Comments on the Gospels for Family Worship.
Gospels of S. Matthew and S. Mark. By the Right Rev.
Ashton Oxbnden, D. D., late Bishop of Montreal. Lon
don : Hatchardg, Piccadilly. 1885. Pp. 348.
Bishop Ashton Oxeudcn's many works have had so large
a circulation, that their character must be well known to all.
The volume before us contains very short readings, very
similar to former publications of his. They seem to us very
well adapted for the purpose expressed.
The Two Sides op the Shield. By Charlotte M. Yonge,
Author of 'The Heir of Redely ffe,' &c. In Two Volumes.
London: Macmillan and Co. 1885.
The many excellences of Miss Yonge's stories have for so
long a time been acknowledged without question, that we may
take the praise " as read," and go on to criticise.
The beauty and value of a story which has a purpose may,
to a considerable extent, be judged of by its fitness for that
purpose. The story before us appeared originally, wo believe,
in the pages of the Monthly Packet, and was presumably in.
tended for the reading of young ladies. For this the story is
admirably suited. The " family interior," which occupies the
entire stage throughout the volumes, and the many charming
and admirable sketches of child-character with which it is
filled, are exactly what would interest and instract young
readers. The adult characters, with the exception perhaps of
Lady Merrifield, are sketched in outline. But the whole thing
is charming, unaffected, and natural ; the dramatis persona
cultured and refined, and the volumes have that high intellec

instance :
" ' If my rd e is self-pleasing, however disguised,
No longer,' said Paul, ' am f servant of Christ,'
' Ye are not your own ; with a price were ye bought,
To do in Ills bouse all a son who Berves ought.' "
And what does this mean :
"To brother-love we needn't allude,
Which you from God inspire,
Who do love all the brother-hood
In Mucedon entire.
And again :
" Rank germs
Of hideous broods of moral pachyderms."
The verses on the Sacraments, too, arc utterly devoid of
meaning, where they are not full of misrepresentations and
unsound doctrine :
" Beyond their tendency to mum and deckAy! primitive simplicity to wreck,—
To priestly glamour Ritualists incline,
And thereto laymen far too much resign.
Krror breeds error ; calling pastor priest
Perverts our solemn and dlstiuctive feast."
But to quote the author's own words on page 39, "not thereon
we enlarge."
In Cornwall and
London: Griffith,
Mr Sladen is a
sonnet. Some of his
Devon, and others
Government.

across the Sea. By D. B. W. Sladen.
Farran and Co. 1885.
real poet, with strong affection for the
sonnets concern Cornwall, others concern
again Australia. This touches the late
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" ' England expects ' and our men.
All do their duty we know.
Heedless of where and of when —
Once let them march on the foe ;
' England expects ' others then,
Statesmen their duty to do."
The following lines strike us as very true and beautiful
The poet is speaking of the old Cistercian ruined abbeys.
" Their abbeys were not built ; they grew beneath the bullder'B hand.
Till stones would bear no further touch they touched no other block,
Like coral Insects Blow they worked, and like a coral strand
Their work was perfect In its parts and «>lid as the rock.
" 'Twas not an age of architects who struggled to crente,
But one of building bees who worked harmonious for a whole.
With one idea running through so obvlou* and so great.
That masters' eyes were needed not to guide them to their eoal.
" The seoret of the olden times which made the work they wrought
Like nature's masterpieces stand the test of time and change.
Was that not fame nor pay for work but perfect work they sought,
And knew perfection was a growth and not a product strange."
Two KxGi.1s1iMF.h-. By Aw America". London : Griffith,
Farran, Okeden and Welsh. 1885. Pp. H84.
This is rather a pretty story ; but it does not appear to us
to be the production of a practised writer ; and if he (or she)
be an American, he lias at all events been thoroughly de
nationalised. There are some sensible observations in the
book, and some quite the reverse of sensible. Thus one of
the two heroes is intended as the representative of "perfect
culture," of aristocracy, landlords, and Conservatism, and is
finally made to succeed to the family title and estate, and
enter Parliament on the Conservative side, beating his rival
who is a Liberal. Yet we have several pages filled with out
rageous reviling of the Tory party for the "suicide" of making
"a third or fourth rate novelist Prime Minister of England,"
which the author elegantly calls (in the same page) making
" a solicitor's clerk Prime Minister, and a trailesman,a Cabinet
Minister," and styles it " the most stupendous political folly
ever committed by any party in the history of England."
It is fair to say that such ill-mannered nonsense is in entire
contrast to the whole of the rest of the book, on which it is
in' fact an excrescence.
The Little Schoolmaster Mark. A Spiritual Romance.
Second Part.
By J. H. Shorthouse, Author of 'John
Inglesant.'
London: Macmillan and Co.
1884.
Pp.
1)8.
Everyone has read Mr J. H. Shorthouse's remarkable story
and we need not detail its incidents here, but only note the
appearance of this dainty edition, in which all that the most
tasteful type, paper, and binding can do, is done to heighten
the effect of the author's mental conceptions.
All those (and they are many) who are admirers of Mr
Shorthouse's writings will feel an added pleasure in perusing
them in this beautiful and appropriate form. In saying this,
we do not commit ourselves to all the author's views and
statements.
Among Messrs. Cassell's serial publications we may again
call attention to their Encyclopedic Dictionary, which indeed
bids fair to be exhaustive and thorough. Part XXI.. which
lies before us, has not brought it to the end of the third letter
of the alphabet The re issue of their Picturesque Europe has
reached Part XLVIII., which includes the title and contents
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a^aga^ines of tfcc sgjontb.
The Nineteenth Century for October opens with a
thoughtful article by the Right Hon. G. Shaw Lefevre, on
"The Question of the Land," i.e., on peasant proprietorship,
for that is unquestionably the question of the day. He points
out fairly and candidly, on the one side, the good results which
might be expected from a large addition to the number of
labourers owning plots of land, and on the other the economic
difficulties in the way of such an extension. His preference
seems to be, not for small farms, the tillage of which wonld
occupy a man's whole time, but for plots or small fields, which
would occupy their spare hours when not working for wages :
a sound conclusion, iu our opinion. Mr W. C. Borlase's article
on "Parliament and the Church" fairly takes our breath
away, as coming from a professing Christian, and religious
man ; and at this crisis, too.
He proposes " with a light heart" that Churchmen should
themselves petition to be relieved of the fetters of Establish
ment, and that the ancient endowments, which he implies
rather than states would be taken away from the Church,
should be devoted to better houses for the poor, free educa
tion, and such like. Mr Borlase talks like an unpractical
theorist, and in spite of his enumeration of the great benefits
which a process of degradation and robbery will bring to the
Church, he shows no signs of having adequately appreciated
the consequences to religion in England which must fclliw the
crippling of the Church in each of her parishes. It is mere
claptrap to talk, as he does, of " those Churchmen who are
still weak enough to think that freedom to manage their own
affairs and to pay their way as other people do will place them
in a less strong position than that in which they at present
stand."
Is it reasonable to suppose that a man can do as well when
deprived of one-half his income, as he could before ? and if
the Church's vast work can only be maintained now with
strenuous effort and continual begging, must it not shrink into
comparative helplessness when her endowments are taken
away ? Such a failure to appreciate plain facts, and conse
quent disunion amongst Churchmen as to the need for loyally
defending the Church's present position, is the most serious
danger we have yet seen from the present wicked attack U|K>n
the Church.
Mr F. W. Cornish discourses upon "Eton
Reform," and Admiral Fremantle gives a most interesting
account of recent developments in " Ironclads and Torpedo
Flotillas."
In the Contemporary Cardinal Newman gives an answer—
which is practically no argumentative answer at all. but only
a denial —to what he calls " the vehement rhetoric which he
[Principal Fairbairn] has directed against me." The Duke of
Argyll has not much difficulty in pulverising some of the pre
posterous projects of our would-be "Land Reformers "—and
Lady Brassey contributes an account, not particularly strik
ing, of Mr Gladstone's recent voyage to Norway. Mr G.
Baden Powell's article on recent English policy in South
Africa is well worth careful reading.
We cannot say that Mr Henry James' new story in the
Atlantic Monthly, "The Princess Casamassima " (what a
name !) is at all pleasant ; but it has at all events a decided
flavour of its own. The descriptive articles, of which there
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are several, are on the whole interesting. But we think that
this magazine (which has great capabilities) would be de
cidedly improved by larger type and less crowded pages.
The new number of Macmillan strikes us as being hardly
as good as usual. Mrs Ritchie's story takes the reader among
the suffering and devastation in and around Paris during the
Franco German war, and is depressing. There seems to be no
essay on any subject of much general interest, except a sensi
ble article on "The Extension of Local Government in
Ireland," which advocates great caution, the ''making the
county the basis of administration," and frequent Royal
visits, or even a Royal residence in Ireland.
In Blackwood "Fortune's Wheel " goes on and prospers ;
but we cannot say that "The Crack of Doom" improves on
acquaintance. The "Musings without Method " ought to be
called "Amusings without Method," for the writer has
stores of good stories ; though we certainly cannot see the
point of the story about " Temperance being a-eat." " The
Negroes on the Congo " gives a very unromautic and unflatter
ing, and therefore possibly reliable, account of them. This
old and trusted magazine naturally h.n its say on " The Land
Question," and the writer observes with great justice :
" The truth Is, that the land laws hare very little to do with the non
existence of a large class of peasant proprietors. That which prevents
the increase of §uch a class Is something of an entirely different
character. The low price of agricultural produce, diminishing the
demand for agricultural labour . . . this it is which haa caused
the evils which our Radicals love to attribute to land laws created and
maintained for the benefit of a bloated aristocracy."- -(I*. 537.)
In The Expositor for October Professor Soein, of Tubin
gen, criticises sharply the work of the Palestine Exploration
Fund: chiefly, as it seems, because its results, by giving
additional consistency and strength to the geographical
details in the Pentateuch, which the destructive critics of
Germany desire to dismiss to cloudland, conflict with favourite
canons of theirs. This, however, is to us a recommendation,
not a fault. Messrs Jennings and Lowe and Professor Driver
continue to examine different portions of the Revised Version
of the Old Testament, and Lord Moncrieff gives an interesting
paper upon Blaise Pascal.
The latest magazine of the same class, The Monthly
Interpreter, continues to be conducted with taste and
judgment.
The current number has an article from Mr
Barmby on "The Song of Solomon ;" a powerful arraignment
of the doctrine of Evolution, by Dr. Alexander Stewart ; a
particularly learned and valuable excursus on " The Story
of the Fall," by Dr. Whitelaw ; and other contributions of
mark and worth.

WM'mm^<^M::M
1 Samuel xxii. 2.
" And every one that was in distress, and every one that was
in debt, and every one that was discontented, gathered them
selves unto him ; and he became captain over them."
We are all familiar with the history of David at the
beginning of his life when he was a shepherd-boy and at
the middle and end of his life when he became king and
sweet singer of Israel, but the intervening period is often
lost sight of, though it is full of interest and instruction.
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At the period of which the text speaks David was lead
ing the life of an outcast and an outlaw. Driven from
the kingdom of Israel by the jealousy of King Saul, he
had fled for refuge to the Court of Achish, King of Gath,
Saul's enemy, but his presence soon revived the national
enmity of the Philistines against their former conqueror,
and he had to fly for his life. So then, being expelled both
from Israel and Philistia, nothing remained for him to do
but to gather around him a band of equally unfortunate
men and defend himself with his sword. Planting his
standard besideone of the great limestone caves so common
in that country, he summoned to the cave of Adullam all
who were in distress,or in debt,or in any way discontented.
The cave was near to Bethlehem, so David was joined
by his whole family, now feeling themselves insecure from
Saul's fury. Besides these, outlaws from every part came
to him, about four hundred men, whose past was full of
disappointment and who had no hope for the future but
that which was centred in their young captain. " In the
vast columnar halls and arched chambers of this subter
ranean palace, all who had a grudge against the existing
system gathered round the hero of the coming age, the
unconscious materials out of which a new world was to
be formed."
My brethren, cannot we see in David collecting around
him all who were in distress, in debt, or for any reason
discontented, a foreshadow of the Friend of Publicans and
Sinners, of Him Who said "Come unto Me, all ye that
labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.
Take My yoke upon you, and learn of Me, and ye shall
find rest unto your souls ( " Jesus Christ when on earth
associated with outcasts and spoke tenderly to those whom
Society counted lost. It was that feature in His character,
that tender, hoping, encouraging spirit of His which the
prophet Isaiah fixed upon as characteristic : " A bruised
reed will He not break."
Distress and sorrow do not always bring people to
Christ. The effect of sorrow depends very much on the
nature of the person on whom it falls. Fire burns up
straw, softens iron, hardens clay. So is it with sorrow.
Instead of softening the heart and leading to God and
goodness it may make people hard, unloving and irreli
gious. Nevertheless sorrow may be and should be taken
hold of as a hand stretched out by our Heavenly Father
Himself to draw us to Him. " Now I rejoice," S.Paul
tells the Corinthians, " not that ye were made sorry, but
that ye sorrowed to repeutance." The divine power of
sorrow is to work repeutance. By repentance is meant
in Scripture change of life, alteration of habits, renewal
of heart. This is the aim and meaning of all sorrow.
As a maiden pierces her ears in order to hang jewels in
them, so our distress is a blessing in disguise if it bring us
to Christ and enable us to find the jewel of great price.
Distress and sorrow—these are " counsellors that feelingly
persuade me what I am," and what the world is, and that
there is no rest except in the pardoning love and saving
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help of my Saviour. Again, a man's religion may be con said sneeringly and meant as a sarcasm against religion.
cealed in his heart, and may not do the good it ought to do A great preacher has answered the sneer in these words :
as an example till distress come upon him and cause it to ' Let the world curl its lip if it will, when it sees through
be seen in all its power. In many a true believer piety iB the causes of the prodigal's return. If affections crushed
like a drum which nobody hears of unless it be beaten.
in early life have driven one man to God ; if wrecked and
The cave of Adullam was a refuge for debtors, and so is ruined hopes have made another man religious ; if want
the Church of Christ. We owe to God our best service of success in a profession has broken the spirit ; if the
of body, of mind, and of soul ; but this none of us have human life lived out too passionately has left a surfeit
paid or can pay. Instead of giving to Him from Whom and a craving behind which end in seriousness ; if one is
all blessings come our beat service, many of us have brought by the sadness of widowed life, and another by
given to Him our worst.
How, then, could we stand the forced desolatiou of involuntary single life ; if when
for one moment before His Judgment Seat if we the mighty famine comes into the heart, and not a husk
could not point to the perfect Service of Christ, the is left, not a pleasure untried, then, aud not till then, the
Head and Hepresentative of our race, our Saviour remorseful resolve is made, ' I will arise and go to my
and Elder Brother 1 The very best of us before a Father ' :—well, brethren, what then ? Why this, that
jury of the meanest of men, knowing all the details, the history of penitence, produced as it so often is, by
would be condemned ; none could stand a jury of that mere disappointment, sheds only a brighter lustre round
sort, far less a jury of the lowest angels, and yet the the Love of Christ, Who rejoices to receive such wauworst sinner who repents and comes to Christ should not derers, worthless as they are, back into His bosom."
The last thing we note about the miserable men who
despair of standing upright in the holy place of Him in
Whose presence angels veil their faces, and in Whose came for refuge to David is that they were taught by him
to live good lives. They were a rough, lawless set of men,
sight the heavens are not clean.
The third class of people who came to David at the yet they could be kept in check by the influence of their
cave of Adullam were those who were discontented. So, beloved captain, David. Some of them at least listened
too, there is a " divine discontent " which brings people to that beautiful song which he used to sing for them :
to Christ. A man has discovered on realising some
" Come, yo children, and hearken unto me :
scheme of worldly ambition that he does not enjoy his
I will teach you the fear of the Lord.
prize as he fancied he would. He has his desire, but there
What man is he that lusteth to live j
And would fain see good days ?
is leanness withal in his soul. Such an one, feeling the
Let him refrain his tongue from evil :
vanity of what he most desired, will more easily be led to
And his lips that they speak no guile.
Christ than one who is perfectly content with himself
Let him eschew evil and do good ;
and his achievements. The world is unsatisfying because
Let him seek peace and pursue it."
the soul of man is insatiable in its desires. It is the
greatness of the soul which has been made for God which
renders it dissatisfied with everything less than Him.
Are you dissatisfied 1 Then go to Christ and fill up
the hollowness of your soul with Him. God is Love
and Goodness. Fill the soul with goodness and love, and
you fill it with God. If we love one another God dwelleth
in us. Nothing else can satisfy.
It is well for a man when the fruit of sinful indulgence
turns to ashes in his mouth, for then, if not before, he may
be induced to go to Christ. The prodigal son in the
parable returned to his Father because he was discon
tented with the wages of sin. He had tried to satisfy his
appetite with husks, but he found that a husk is an empty
thing and by no means a substitute for food. Often as
they are invited by God, some will not return until famine
come to drive them back from their wanderings in the
land of sin. Then is the glory of Christ's gospel seen,
in becoming a refuge for those who are disappointed and
dissatisfied with the pomps and vanities of this wicked
world.
This is the truth which is contained in the common say
ing, that when people become disappointed with the
world, ft fo the last resource to turn saint. This is often

So useful and helpful to their neighbours did these
soldiers become that the servants of Nabal could not help
acknowledging as much. " But the men were very good unto
us, and we were not hurt, neither missed we anything, as
long as we were conversant with them."
Now surely if men's lives were made good by coming to
David, the effect which coming to Christ should have
upon our characters is infinitely more beneficial. If we
have really come to Jesus our friends and neighbours will
observe His influence in our daily lives. We shall tell
them by our patient continuance in well-doing and wellsuffering that we have been with Him. The very name
Jesus teaches us that if we really come to Him we shall
be saved, not merely from the fear of punishment, but
from sin.
People talk of being saved, and ask others if they
are saved, and yet they seldom put to themselves this
simple question—saved from what ] It is too often thought
that by professing certain beliefs and by feeling certain
feelings we can escape the misery which it is the nature
of sin to cause without giving up sin, and obtain the
happiness which only comes from goodness without becom
ing good.
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It is owing to this that religion is the sleeping partner
it is in our week-day life. We fancy that so long as each
Sunday we profess to have certain beliefs and feelings we
may with full hope of reward and no fear of punishment
live in our professions, in our family, and in our dealings
generally, as if we had never heard of a self-Bacrificing
Saviour.
Certainly we ought to come to Jesus in our sins, but we
ought not to remain in our sins. And if we do come to
Him in earnest and take Him for our Captain, He will
enable us to fight and conquer those evil passions and dis
positions which produce so much of our spiritual distress,
debt, and discontent.
E. J. HAHDY.
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parson and of village church around which his tenderest and
earliest associations twine.

*

*

*

The Very Reverend Dr Reichel, Dean of Clonmacnois, was
last week consecrated Bishop of Meath by the Archbishop of
Dublin and the Bishops of Down, Kilmore, and Killaloe.

•

'

•

*

The Bishop of Lichfield has received the munificent gift of
10,000/. for the building of a chancel to the ancient Church of
Holy Gross, commonly called " The Abbey Church," Shrewsbury.

•

#

•

We hear the late Lord Shaftesbury was occupied during the
last months of his life in revising a history of his own life and
work, which is being prepared for the press by Mr Edwin
Hodder. The history of one whoBe life of philanthropic effort
extends over more than three-quarters of a century will be of
interest even to those whose religious views are not in harmony
The number of the Literary Churchman for Oct. with those of the late Earl. The less said in it about his
23 will contain a Sermon for All Saints' Day, by influence on the highest ecclesiastical patronage the better.

•
Rev. C. G. H. Baskcomb.
©tbinattons on Sunbag, September 20, 1885.
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Cuttcnt jFacts anO Botes.
A thoughtful observer says of the agricultural labourers in the
East and North Ridings of Yorkshire, that " one half of thorn,
politically speaking, will never be able to make up their minds
by the polling-day, and the other half have no minds to make
up." Now, then, is the time for the clergyman to instruct
"Hodge" what Disestablishment means for him—the loss of

•

*

The opening address of the Medical Session at King's College
was delivered by the Bishop of London. Dr Temple drew a
portrait of what should bo the ideal of a religious physician.
His remarks on the narrowing effects of science on the action of
prayer are not encouraging. But the limit to the evolutionary
hypothesis contained in the words " the theory of spontaneous
generation has been upset in every instance wherever it seemed
for a moment to be established," is to be noted.

*

#

*

The Bishop of Oxford, at the Conference which was held last
week in the Sheldonian Theatre, said that when ho was told that
the sovereign or fifty sovereigns which he gave yesterday to a
church were really given to the State, he resented the state
ment "as a gratuitous affront." His lordship seems to think
the best course is to entrust Mr Gladstone at once with the
settlement of the Disestablishment question.
He used,
according to the Times, the following remarkable words :
"You will, perhaps, remind me that operations against
the Church are not to begin immediately ; and why not ?
Because a great statesman has said that the Church
must be treated with 'equity and liberality;' and they
who will have neither of these things are anxious to wait till ho
is gone. This is the real meaning of the delay; and Church
men iu their Conferences and elsewhere should not be taken
in."

*
Grand Total

•

The Bishop of Edinburgh, the Right Rev. Dr Cotterill, has
issued a most touching pastoral to the clergy of his diocese, in
forming them that he is suffering from an incurable and painful
disease, which, according to Sir James Pagot's opinion, must
terminate fatally.

•

#

The Pastoral Staff which was presented at the opening of S.
David's Diocesan Conference to Bishop Basil Jones was designed
by Mr T. D. Sedding. It is six feet two inches high. The head
is silver, richly gilt, and adorned with jewels. The commission
to S. Peter is represented in frosted silver, and the motto
" Pasce oves meas " inscribed on it.

•

•

#

An earnest appeal is made on behalf of the fund for the
ereotion of a suitable house as a Parsonage for the parochial
district of St Philip's, Camberwell, which contains a population
of about 10,000, four-fifths of whom are poor, and many of the
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middle-class are in a very struggling position. The Church has
been erected chiefly by help from without, the resources of the
district being wholly inadequate for such a purpose.
The
Church is free and open, designed, as it was, mainly for the
poor ; and the permanent endowment for the Incumbent i8 only
200/. per annum. The Rochester Diocesan Society and the
Corporation of London have given each 200/. The total cost is
2,260/. towards which 1,150/. have been subscribed.
Contributions will be received, and gratefully acknowledged,
by the Incumbent, Rev. Dr Leary, 485 Old Kent-road, S.E., or
by the Churchwardens. Cheques should be crossed "Barnetts,
Hoare, and Co.," who have kindly opened an account for "St
Philip's Parsonage Fund."

*

m

*

An Association of ladies has been formed at 60 Cornhill, E. C.
under the name of "The Universal Type-writing Copying
Office," which undertakes the copying of Authors' Manuscripts,
Actors' parts, Sermons, etc., by means of Type writing instru
ments. The ladies (Misses Spiegel) are skilful operators, the
work done is marked by great neatness and legibility, and the
prices charged are moderate.

Even thus early the new Christmas Cards are beginning to
make their appearance.
Those issued by Messrs. George
Falkner and Sons show a decided advance as regards origi
nality of design, while they are marked by the same excellence
of printing for which this firm is already famous.

iRicfner Concerts.
The programmes of the, alas ! too short Autumn Series of
these Concerts have just been issued. The Concerts will be
given on the evenings of October 24, November 3, and Novem
ber 11. Herr Franke has also arranged for the return of the
Heckmann Quartet, who will give four Concerts at the Princes'
Hall, Piccadilly, during November and December.
At
present we have no definite announcements as to any perform
ances of German Opera.

j^^ot^TIKpoWence j&a
NOTICE.—The columns of the Literary Churchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites anil
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Dear Sir, — There was mention in your paper (some two years
since, I think) of a material for hangings in Churches and Mis
sion Rooms, linen or flaxen ; being in want of such a thing, I
should be very grateful if any of your readers could inform me
where the manufacture is carried on. I believe that Lloyd was
the name of the firm.
I am, dear Sir, faithfully yours,
S. F. Marshall,
The Rectory, Farnham Royal, Slough,
Sept. 27ib, 1885.

[Oct. 9, 1885

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir —Will you permit me to aak whether any of your readers
can inform me if they aro acquainted with any Jewish tradition
which may throw light upon the eighth verse of Psalm exiv.
" In exitu Israel "— " Who turned the hard rock into a standing
water : and the flint-stone into a springing-well." There is a
similar difference in the A. V. as well as in the Revised Version
in the two parts of the verse, and this difference appears greater
than can be accounted for merely by the customary nsage of
Hebrew poetry.
Is it not possible that there was a real difference in the nature
of the two rocks or stones struck in the wilderness, and also in
the character of the flow of water? And, if so, ought not
these differences to be taken into consideration in all typical
applications of the two miracles ?
Yours faithfully,
Belvedere, Bournemouth,
H. Morden Benkett.
Oct. 6, 1885.

jRotes anD Ctuenes.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —Will you or any of the readers of your paper kindly
inform me whether a clergyman of the Church of England can
legally refuse to marry a couple, one of whom is unbaptized ?
Now that a door to matrimony is opened through channels other
than the Church, it would seem unfair to compel him to cele
brate such a marriage, though no rubric, so far as I am aware,
releases him from the obligation.
I am, yours faithfully,
October 6, 1885.
H. H. C.
FUND FOR THE WIDOW OF THE LATE REV. W. O.
VAUGHAN.
We have great pleasure in acknowledging the following dona
tions to the above fund :
H. W. Prescott, Esq., 13 Oxford square, W., 5L
J. O. Burns, Esq., Knockmaroon lodge, Chapelizod, co.
Dublin, 1/.
" A Widow's mite," 10s.
Rev. H. T. Curry, Mickfield rectory, Stonham, Suffolk,
10s.
Miss Blandy, 1 Kingsclere villas, Milman road, Reading,
5s.
Mr W. Skeffington, 163 Piccadilly 1/. Is.
BOOKS REUEIV ED.
A batch of Books from
Niebet,
A pnrccl of Books from
Nigbi't and Co.
Batch of New Publications (or Children...
Griffith and Farran.
Hersier.— Sermons
J>ickin*t'.n.
Children's Services
Fisher Unwln.
Cross.— Bible Headings
Macmitlan.
Freeman.— P. T*T«-uti
Oxfurd.
Krnwde.
Harris—Out-kirts of Revelation
Helps to Worship
3Iowbray.
Hershon.— A Kabbinlcitl Cnmm. on Genesis
1 1 'Ml.hr & Stougnton
How to be Hnppy though Married
Fisher Unwin.
f Artistic Stationery
Plimpton.—The Wailing Church
I Co.
Pulpit Commentary : 11 Corinthians
Kegan Panl.
Thirty Thousand Thoughts
Keg.ni PauL
Tulloch.— Movements of Religious Thought
Longman.
Whitfield.— Light shining in Darkness ...
N Isbet ;:imI Co.
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BEMROSE AND SONS' LIST.
WILLIAM ARTHUR'S WORKS.

BEMROSE'S NEW CODE DRAWING

AUTHOR'S NEW UNIFORM EDITION.

The TONGUE of FIRE; or, The True Power of
Christianity. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 4s. 6d.

[Beady.

POSITIVISM and Mr FREDERIC HARRI
SON. Being the First Part of Religion without God and God
without Religion. Crown 8vo, sewed, 2s.
[Ready.
" The Christian " tays :— . . A clearness of analysis and a rigour
of argument that are very remarkable. . . . The venerated author,
with his erudition, covert humour, and dialectical power. Is laying the
whole Church of God under obligation."

AGNOSTICISM and Mr HERBERT
SPENCER. Being the Second Part of Religion without God and
God without Religion
[Nearly Ready.

DEISM and SIR FITZJAMES STEPHEN.
Being the Third Part of Religion without God and God without
Religion. By WILLIAM ARTHUR, Author of "The Tongue of
Fire,' Ac, ftc
[Shortly.

The PEOPLE'S DAY; An Appeal against a French
Sunday. Crown 8vo. sewed, Is.
The SUCCESSFUL MERCHANT. Sketches of
the Liie of Mr Samuel Budgett, late of Kingswood-hill. By WM.
ARTHUR
[Nearly ready.
Other Works in the Uniform Edition will be duly announced.
WILL BE READY IN NOVEMBER.

The OFFICIAL REPORT of the CHURCH
CONGRESS.

CHARTS. For hanging on the School Wall or Easel. 12 Chirts
white copies on a black ground. Each measuring 22 by .3 inches'
1 he Charts are issued in the following forms :—Mounted on stout
boards, varnished, eyeletted. and strung, each 2s., the set 21s
Mounted on both sides of six boards, varnished, eyeletted and
strung, the set 17s. 6d. Laid on linen, varnished, and mounted in
a metal lath, the set of twelve 21s. Laid on linen, both sides
and mounted in metal lath, the set of six 14s.

BEMROSE'S NEW CODE DRAWING CARDS
A Complete Course of Elementary Drawing for Standards I to IV
Two Packets, each containing 32 Cards, price la. 6d. ; or 16 Cards
printed on both Bides, price Is. First Series, Nos. 1 to 32 128
copies.
Second Series, Nos. 33 to 54.
[Nearly ready.
These Charts and Cards are expressly designed for the New •• Class
Subject " Drawing) of the Code 1885. They are arranged on a very
simple and progressive plan, beginning with vertical and horizontal
lines, right angles, and rectangular figures. These are succeeded by
sloping lines and the angles formed therefrom, and then follows
division of lines, angles and figures. The aeries is completed by the
drawing of common straight-lined objects, vases, and plans of schools
and town, ftc.
Specimens upon application.

REGISTER of CANDIDATES PRESENTED
FOR CONFIRMATION. Ruled and printed on good paper bound
in cloth. Register for 500 names, 3s. 6d. ; 1,000 names, 4s. 6d. : 2 000
names, 6s.

BEMROSE'S PREACHER'S BOOK.

Printed

and ruled, for Register of Services, Sermons, Collections, &o.
i cap. folio. With sixty leaves, price 5s. 6d. ; with 100 leaves. 8s ■
with 150 leaves, 10s.

HELD AT PORTSMOUTH,
On October 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9tb, 1885.
Containing the Sermons and the Papers in full, and Reports of all
the Speeches. An efficient Staff of Parliamentary Reporters has been
• n^aged.and the Speeches will be revised by the Speakers. Arrange
ments are made for the issue of the Volume early In November.
The Report will be supplied at Subscription Price by the Publishers
only, to whom all names and addresses should be sent direct.
Price to Subscribers, 6s 6d. in paper, 7s. post free ; 7s. 6d. in cloth,
As. post free ; and half-calf antique, 10s., post free 10s. 6d. After pub
lication the price will be 10s. 6a. in cloth.

The OFFICIAL REPORT of the CHURCH
CONGRESS.
Demy 8vo, cloth, price 10s. 6d. each.
1S82. Derby.
1883. Rending.
1881. Carlisle.

PARISH

and HOUSEHOLD SHEET

ALMANACK for 1888. This Almanack, 30 by 20 in., is printed in
Red and Black, with Daily Texts, Poetry, Addresses, and Miscella
neous Matter, and has a large and well-executed Illustration,
especially designed and engraved. It is attractive for the Cottage
VV alls, and is especially adapted for Localisation. Specimens, with
sogzestlons tor Localising, Terms, ftc, will be sent, post-free, on
application.
MISSION HYMNALS. Seven different Selections.
List, with Specimens and Terms, upon application.

The CLERGYMAN'S READY REFERENCE
REGISTER. Forming a complete Record of Private and Paro
chial Information ; containing Fourteen Register* arranged for
Services, Occasional Offices, Confirmations, Churchwardens* Ac
counts, Summaries, Parish Meetings, and Clubs ; with Private and
Miscellaneous Matter on an Original Plan. By Rev. THEODORE
Johnson.
A. Edition for 10 years, 230pp., in boards, prioe 10s. 6d. ; or in extra
strong binding, with lock and key fitted, price 14s. 6d.
B. Edition for S years, Hipp., containing the 14 Registers, in boards
price 68. «d., or in extra strong binding, with lock ana key fitted, price
10s. 8d.

COMBINED REGISTER of PREACHERS.
Or'KERTORY.and COMMUNICANTS. Ruled and printed on
good paper, bound in cloth. Registered for 250 names, 3a. 6d. : 600
names, 4s. 6d. ; 1000 names, 6s.

CHURCH DOOR CALENDARS. Space for each
day in the week for notices of Services, Lectures. &o. Specimens
on application. Size 161n. by loin. The set of Fifty-two. 2s 6d •
headed with name of Parish, 3s. 6d.
Oxford frame for ditto (without glass), 2s. 6d.
SERVICE TABLES (Choir Notices). Printed in red
and black, to be filled in with the Chants, Hymns, Tunes, ftc., for
Reading-desk. Choir, Organ, ftc. Specimens on application. Eight
varieties, Is 6d. per 100.

BAPTISMAL and SPONSORS' CARDS.
Printed in two colours. 8s. per 100 ; Is. 3d. per dozen ; 1 jd. each.
CONFIRMATION CARDS. Illuminated for framing.
First Quality, 32s. per 100 ; 5s. per doz. ; 6d. each. Second Quality
14s. per 100 ; Is. 8d. per doz. ; 2d. each. Size, 9in. by 6in. Plain
ones printed at cheap rates.
BANNS BOOK. 200 leaves, bound in calf, 12s. 6d. ;
100 leaves, calf, 8s. 6d. ; 100 leaves, lorrel, 7s. 6d. : fifty leaves, calf
(is. ; fifty leaves, forrel, 5s.

ECCLESIASTICAL and ACADEMICAL
COLO URS. By the Rev. T. H. WOOD. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.

BEMROSE'S

SUNDAY

SCHOOL

REGIS

TERS. (List on application.)
OFFERTORY FORMS, for recording the Offertories
made each Sunday, for posting on Church doors, Ac. Is. 6d. per
100, post free. Is. 8d. ; Oxford frames for do. (without glass) la 6d
See Illustrated Sheet of Specimens.
OFFERTORY BOOKS, containing three Offertory
forms on every leaf, two of which can be detached for posting on
Church doors, and one remain flzed in the book. Bound in cloth
100 leaves, 3s. ; 200 leaves, 4s. 6d. ; 300 leaves, 6s. each.
THE NEW CODE (1885-86) of MINUTES of
the EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, with the Revised Instruc
tions to Inspectors (1885) and Official Forms and Document*, with
Kxplanatory Notes, and acoplous Index. By THOMAS EDMUND
HELLER, Secretary National Union of Elementary Teachers
Eleventh Edition. (Revised and greatly Enlarged.) DemySvo
price la.
'

London : BEMROSE and SONS, 23 Old Bailey ; and Derby.
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Second Edition, crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.,

J. MASTERS and CO.'S LIST.
The
In the Press. A New Edition, Revised. Crown Svo.

EIGHTEEN
S.andLEO
the"
I.NOAISNATION.SERMONS
Translated witli of
Motes,
with theon
•• Tome
of S. Leo. II y WILLIAM. BKIGUT, D.D., Regius Professor of
Ecclesiastical History, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.
Just published, super royal 321110, cloth. Is. 6d.,
IN TIME Of NEED; or, Words in Season, for the use
ol District Visitors and others. By JESSIE E. CARTER.
Edited by the Rev. CHARLES B0D1NGTON, Vicar of Christ
Church, Lichfield.
The LOVE of the ATONEMENT : a Devotional
Exposition of the Kitty-third Chapter of Isaiah. By the Right
Rev. R. M1LMAN, D.D., Bishop of Calcutta. Fifth Edition.
Fcap. 6vo, cloth, 3a 6d. ; calf, £4.

MEDITATIONS on the SUFFERING LIFE
of our I. OKU. Translated from Pinart. Adapted to the use ol
the Anglican Church by A. P. FORBES, D.C.L., Bishop of Brechin.
Fifth Edition. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 5s. ; calf.los.

NOURISHMENT of the CHRISTIAN SOUL.
Translated from Pinart. Adapted to the use of the Anglican
Church by A. 1*. FORBES, D.C.L., Bishop of Brechin. Fourth
Edition. Foap. 8vo, cloth, 6s. ; calf, 10s.
Just published, in paper wrapper, price Sd.,

OUTLINES of PLAIN INSTRUCTIONS for
BIBLE CLASSES. Edited by the Rev. J. R. WEST, M.A.,
Canon of Lincoln, and Vicar of Wrawby.
"This Series of Instructions is Intended to assist Teachers In giving
an elementary knowledge of 'the way of salvation,' in consisteucy
everywhere with the teaching of our Prayer Book, and has au excel
lent method of applicability of its own.".—Editor's Preface.

OUTLINES of CHURCH TEACHING.

A

[Oct. 9, 1885

LEGENDS

and

THEORIES

of

the

BUDDH IST8. With Introductory Notice of the Life and Svstem
of Gotama Buddha. By B. SPENCE HARDY. Author of • A
Manual of Buddhism,' <fcc.
London : F. NORGATE, 7 King-street, Covent-garden.
In the Press, and Shortly will be published,

UNIVERSITY SERMONS,
BY

WILLIAM LEE, D.D.,
Late Archbishop King's Lecturer on Divinity In the University of
Dublin, and Archdeacon of Dublin.
With an Appendix,
Containing part of an Essay on Natural Religion, and a Short
Memoir of the Author.
DUBLIN: HODGE8, FIGGIS and CO.,
Publishers to the University.
LONDON : RIV1NGTON and CO., Waterloo-place.

NEW MUSIC.
The NEW PROCESSIONAL HYMN for a
DEDICATION FESTIVAL. Words by C. STREATFEILD
Music by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Price Id., or 7s. per
100. The beautilul Words of this Hymn ore joined to a spirited
and most effective tune.
"A really good Processional, with music of the right kind for
Church use. We recommend this for dedication and choral festivals."—
Church Times.

Series of Instructions for the Sundays and Chief Holy Days of the
Christian Year. ByC.C.G. With Prelaceby IheRev. FRANCIS
PAGET, MA., Regius Professor of Pastoral Theology in the
University of Oxford, and Canon of Christ Church. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 4s. tid.
HOMEWARD BOUND.
The Voyage and the
Voyagers ; the Pilot and the Port. By the Rev. F. E. PAGET,
M.A., Rector of Elford. Third Edition. Crown Svo, cloth, 4s.

J ust out, in Paper Cover, price fid. , or in elegant cloth, price Is. The
Words separately for distribution in Church, Id., or 5s. per 100,

A STUDENT PENITENT of 1695.

The STORY of the GOOD SHEPHERD. An

Diary,

Correspondence, etc., of a Student, illustrating Academical Lite at
Oxford. By the Rev. F. E. PAGET, M.A.. Rector of Elford.
Crown Svo, cloth, 4s. 6d.

By the Rev. J. M. NEALE, D.D.,
Late Warden of Saokvlllc College, East Grinstead.

SERMONS

PREACHED

in

SACKVILLE

COLLEGE CHAPEL, Second Edition. Four Vols. Urown
Svo, cloth.
Vol. I. Advent to Whitsun Day. 7s. 6d.
II. Trinity and Saints' Days. 7s. 6d.
III. Lent and Passion-tide. 7s. (id.
IV. The Minor Festivals. 6s.
Fourth Edition. Four Vols, Post 8vo, oloth, 10s. 6d. each.

COMMENTARY on the PSALMS, from the
Primitive and Medieval Writers ; and from the various Office
Books and Hymns of the Roman, Moiarabic, Ambrosian, Galilean,
Greek, Coptic, Armenian, and Syrlac Kites. By the Rev. J. M.
NEALE, D.D., and the Hev. R. F. LITTLKDALK, LL.D.
•»• A new edition of Vol. IV. is now ready, containing, besides the
Index of Texts, a new Index op Subjects lor the whole work.
The Index or Subjects may be had separately. Price Is. in paper
cover.

EMBER HOURS.

By the Rev. W. E. Heygate,

M.A., Rector of Brighstone, Isle o! Wight. Third Edition,
Revised, with an Essay on RELIGION IN RELATION TO
SCIENCE, by the Rev. T. S. ACKLAND.M.A.. Vicar of Newton
Wold ; Author of "Story of Creation," etc Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s.

MEMORIALE VITiE SACERDOTALIS; or,
Solemn Warnings of the Great Shepherd, Jesus Christ, to the
Clergy of His Holy Church. From the Latin of Arviscntt.
Adapted to the use of the Anglican Church by the late Bishop
of BRECHIN. Third Edition. Fcap. Svo, oloth, 3s. 6d. ; calf, 8»
Sixth Edition, much enlarged.
The PRIEST'S PRAYER BOOK, with a brief
Pontifical. Containing Private Prayers and Intercessions ; Offices,
Headings. Prayers, Litanies, and Hymns, for the Visitation of the
Sick ; Offices for Bible and Confirmation Classes, Cottage Lectures,
etc.; Notes on Confession. Direction, Missions, and Retreats;
Remedies for Sin; Anglican Orders ; Bibliotheca Sacerdolalis, etc.
One Vol. oloth
6s. nd. I Two Vols, oloth
7s. 6d.
One Vol. calf or morocco 10s. 6d. |
London : J. MASTERS and Co., 78 New Bond-street.

entirely new Short Service of Song, with PRAYERS, HYMN'S
and very Short ADDRKSSES. By C. N. STRKATFKtLO. The
Music specially written by BKRTHOLD TOURS, FRANK
BKAINE.nnd MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON. Avery original
and beautiful little Service of Song, suitable for any Short
"AFTER SERVICE," and specially suited for CHILDREN'S
SERVICES. The Publishers specially recommend this new little
work. Vide Church Timet notice of this Service, June 5, 1SS5.

"W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London, W.
THE all important announcement of the CHURCH
DEFENCE INSTITUTION, that Parish Churches are free and
open (though not true), testifies to the (National) Free and Open Church
Society's 28 years' work, admits that free seats are Indispensable to a
National Church, and binds all the members. Bishops, Church wardens
and Pew-holdcrs, to make them free by abolishing pew. allotment. To
aid herein, the Free and Open Church Society asks further subscrip
tions (members 6s).
E. HERFORD, Chairman.
30 Charing cross ; and Manchester.

REV. F. J. MIDDLEMIST Beeks Curacy or

Sole

Charge. Graduate of Keble. Nine years in Holy Orders. Musical.
Diocese of Winchester prelerred. Address, Brighstone, isle of
Wight.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms for the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefflngton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,

Rer. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.
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NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS PUBLISHED BY PARKER AND CO.
Just published, with Seven Illustrations, price 10s. 6d.,<
The GREEK ORIGIN of the APOSTLES' CREED, Illustrated by Ancient Documents and Recent
Research. 15y Kev. JOHN BARON, D.D., F.S.A.
Just published, crown 8vo, cloth, price 4s.,
The LIFE of the RENOWNED Dr PRESTON. Writ by his Pupil, Master THOMAS BALL, D.D., Minister
of Northsmpton in the year 1628. Edited by K. VV. HARCOURT, Keq., M.P.
Just published, with Medallion Portrait, 8vo, cloth, 10s. Cd.,
OSBORNE GORDON. A Memoir. With a Selection of his Writings. Edited by GEO. MARSHALL, M. A.,
Rector ol Milton, Berks, and Rural Dean of Abingdon ; sometime Student of Christ Church.
Just published, Second Edition, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 2s. <;d. ,

The SUFFERINGS of the CLERGY DURING the GREAT REBELLION. By the Rev. JOHN
WALKER, M.A., sometime of Kxetcr College, Oxford, and Rector of St Mary Major, Exeter. Epitomised by the Author of
' Tbe Annals of England.'
Just published. 32mo, cloth gilt, red edges, price Is.,
STRAY THOUGHTS : for EVERY DAY ill the YEAR. Collected and arranged by E. L.

THEOLOGICAL WORKS.
The TEACHING Of the TWELVE APOSTLES. AiSaxh rSr 8^«a 'Afooto'Awi'. With Introduction.
Translation. Notes, and Illustrative Passages. Edited by H. DE ROMESTIN, M.A., Incumbent of Frceland, and Rural Bean.
Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 3s.
" The standard edition of this interesting treatise
Every possible help Is given to the student
.
.
will be
found just what is needed."— Literary Churchman.
" By far the most tatiBfactory edition of the Treatise which we have yet seen."—Ecclesiastical Qazette.
" A roost useful little bock."— National Church.
" A useful little edition, which we would commend to our readers."—Spectator.
" As regards the present edition it may be confidently recommended as one of the handiest, cheapest, and most complete that have been
Issued."—Church Hells.
DE FIDE et SYMBOLO.
Documenta queedam nee non aliquorum S3. Patrum Tractatus. Edidit CAROLUS
A. lil'.V It'l "LEV, S.T.P., Horn. Margarets Projector, et Jidin Chrlsti Cauonicus. Editio Tertia, Recognita et Aucta. Crown tjvo,
cloth, -is. 6d.
A Translation of above in Preparation.
BT LEO'S EPISTLE to FLAVIAN.— The TOME of ST LEO. Translated with an Introduction. By the Rev.
CHARLES A.HEUltTLEY, D.D. 3. pp., crown 8vo, in wrapper, price 6<L
ST AUGUSTINE— DE CATECHIZANDIS RUDIBCS, and OTHER TREATISES. The Edition as Edited by the
late CHARLES MARRIOTT, with tbe addition of the Enchiridion. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
Also unllorm,
SAINT AUGUSTINE, on Instructing the Unlearned, concerning Faith of Things not Seen, on the Advantage of
Relieving, the Enchiridion to Laurentius, or concerning Faith, Hope, and Charity. Edited by Rev. H. DE ROMESTIN, M.A.,
Vicar ol Stony Stratford. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
The PASTORAL RULE of ST GREGORY. Sancti Gregorii Papse Regula; Pastoralis Liber ; ad Johannem
I''.|.iri.'ii|.uiu Civitatis Uimimae. With an EngUch 'Jianslution. By tbe Rev. II. R. BRAMLEY, M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 6s.
The CANONS. The Definitions of the Catholic Faith and Canons of Discipline of the First Four General Councils
of the Cmvcrsu! Church. In Greek and English. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2b. 6d.

The

CONSTITUTIONS

and CANONS ECCLESIASTICAL

of

the

CHURCH

of

ENGLAND. Referred to their Original Sources, and Illustrated with Explanatory Notes. By the late MACKENZIE E. C.
W A LCOTT. BO., F.S.A. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
A SHORT EXPLANATION of the NICENE CREED, for the Use of Persons beginning the Study of
'I neology. By tbe late A. P. FORBES, D.C.L., Birbop of Brechin. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
An EXPLANATION of the THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES- With an Epistle dedicatory to the Rev. E.
B. FUSKY, D.D. By the late A. P. FORBES, D.C.L., Bishop of Brechin. Third Edition. Pobc 8vo, 12a.

PAEKEB and CO., Oxford ; and G Southampton-street, Strand, London.

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 AND 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean o» WESTMINSTER.
Deputy-Chairman-ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr W. H. STONE.
Actuaky—STEWART HELDER, Est).
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1885 :—
Total Funds
„
Total Annual Income
Amount of Profits divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus ...

.„
_
...

£8,272,577
354,686
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 4s. Id. per cent, of the total revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac., may be bad on application to the Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
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SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
The LIKENESS of CHRIST. Being an Inquiry
Into the Verisimilitude ot the received Likeness of onr blessed
Lord. By the late THOMAS HEAPY. Edited by WYKE
BAYLISS, F.8. A. With 12 full-page facsimile plates in colours and
gold, and 39 engravings on wood, and M pages of text. 4to,
[In preparation.

APOSTLE of the GENTILES (The): his Life
and Letters. By the Rev. C. B. BALL. M.A, Author of 'The
Promised Seed,' Ac Post 8vo. Willi Map. Cloth boards, 2s. 6d.
[Ready in November.
OUR DAILY LIVES. Eighteen Lessons for Young
Women's Bible-classes. By SIBELLA E. BKYANS. Post 8vo,
cloth boards. Is. 6d.
[Ready in November.

DIOCESAN HISTORIES.
This 8eries, which will embrace, when completed, every Diocese in
Eng and and Wales, will furnish, it is expected, a perfect Library of
English Ecclesiastical History.
" They contain muoh valuable Information,
should belound useful by all."—Tiroes.

Their contents

BATH and WELLS. By the Rev. W. Hc.1T. With
Map. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d.
[ Ready in November.
Eleven other Volumes of this Series have already been published.

" GLAD SERVICE (A)." By Elinor Lewis, Author THREE MARTYRS of the NINETEENTH
of ' Hearts and Lives given to Christ.' Post Svo, cloth boards.
Is. 6d.
AIDS to PRAYER. By the Rev. Danibl Moore, M. A.,
Vicar of Holy Trinity, Paddington. With border lines in red.
Post Svo, cloth boards, Is. 6d,
[Ready In November.
TRUE VINE (The). By the Author of ' The SchonbergCotta Family,' &c. With border lines in red. Post 8vo, cloth
boards, Is. 6d.

FAMILIAR INSTRUCTIONS on the
CHURCH CATECHISM, arranged for every Sunday in the Year.
Post Svo, cloth boards, Is.

NOTES of

CENTURY. Studies from the Lives of Livingstone. Gordon, ud
1'atteson. By the Author of 'Chronicles of the SchonbcrgCotu
Family,' kc. Crown Svo, cloth boards, 3s. Sd.

PERILS Of the DEEP. By the Rev. E N. Hoam,
Author of • A Turbulent Town,' fcc.
large post 8vo, cloth boards, 4s.

NATURE and her SERVANTS.

By S. E. SPARKS.

Post Svo, oloth

By Theodoei

WOOD. Author of • Our Insect Allies,' Ac. With numeroiu
Woodcuts. Large pest 8vo, oloth boards, 5s.
[Ready in November.

INFANT CLASS SUNDAY - Our INSECT ENEMIES.

8CHOOL LESSONS.
boards, Is.

With Map and lllu»tratiOM,

Author of 'Our Insect Allies," fcc.
Foap. 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d.

By Theodore Wood.
With numerous Woodcau.

QUIET VISITOR (A). A Book for Lying-in Women.
' By the Rev. F. BOURDILLON. M.A., Author of 'Bedside Read
ings,' Ac. Post Svo, limp cloth, lOd.

Our INSECT ALLIES.

SICK BED SERVICES, Compiled from the Holy
Scriptures and the Book of Common Prayer. With a Selection
of Hymns. By the late Rev. Canon HAWKINS. Cloth boards.
Is. Sd.

PITCAIRN ; the Island, the People, and the Pastor. By
the late Rev. T. B. MURRAY, M.A. New Edition. Edited sod
brought up to date by the Rev. C.C. ELCUM. Crown Svo, doti
boards, 3s.

THOUGHTS for SAD DAYS.

Selected and EVENINGS at the MICROSCOPE. By P. a

Arranged by J. F. ELTON and L. BOURDILLON. Post 8vo,
cloth boards, Is. M.

THOUGHTS for GLAD DAYS-

By Theodore Wood.

With numerous Illustrations. Foap. Svo, cloth boards, 2s. M.

GOSSE, F.R.S. A New Edition. Post 8vo. With US Woodcuts.
Printed on highly-glazed paper. Cloth boards, 4s.

Selected and

Arranged by J. F. ELTON and L. BOURDILLON. Post Svo,
cloth boards, 3s.
DUST HO ! and other Pictures from Troubled Lives.
By H. A. FORDE, and ber Sisters.
Post Svo, cloth boards.
2s.
EVENING CHIMES. A Book for the Little Ones
to read at Bedtime. By the Rev. G. R. WYNNE. Post Svo, limp
cloth, 6d.

The PEOPLE'S LIBRARY-NEW VOLUME.
A Series of Works especially calculated for the Reading of theWorking
Classes, published at such a price as will bring them within the react
of tnose Classes.
Crown Svo, cloth boards, la. each.
The BRITISH CITIZEN : his Rights and Prmlegea.
A Short History. By J. THOROLD ROGERS, M.P.
Eight other Volnmes have been already published.

FORGET THINE OWN PEOPLE. An Appeal
to the Home Church for Foreign Missions. By the Very Rev C
J. VAUUHAN, D.D. Post Svo, paper cover, 4d.

SEARCHING for the STONE : By the Rev. A.

BOLD TYPE

BRIGHT PICTURES.

PRETTY TALES.

Price 2d.

N. MALAN, M.A., Author of ' The Young Guard of the King's
Army,' &c. Royal 32mo, limp cloth, 6d.

The CHILD'S PICTORIAL.
TEN SCHOOLROOM ADDRESSES.
by the Venerable Archdeacon NORR1S.
6d.

Edited

Post Svo, limp cloth

A MONTHLY COLOURED MAGAZINE
'

The CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY BIBLE, with
Commentary. Illustrated.
The OLD TESTAMENT. Part XIIL
chap. xlv. Royal 4to, paper cover, 6d.

Jeremiah to Ezekiel

The CASE for ESTABLISHMENT STATED
By the Rev. THOMAS MOORE, Author ol 'The Englishman's
Brief.' Post 8vo, paper cover, Is. ; or cloth boards, 2s.

' The printing of the col'lOHlred.pictM.es is very good, and the whole
iSls'eicellentr' It is -a welcome addition
workmanship ot the magazine*
to the literature of the nursery fSt.-J antes s Gazette.
i»: < . -A fsv- T
-..-;"
No. 8, w
contains-■_: V' October,
• *' *f»—'-"*•»
LITTLE FINA. by MjBramston. The LADY JANE, bj M"
Sltwell. The GOBLIN FACE, by Mrs Moleswortb, SOME DOGS
and CATS, by the Rev. J. G. Wood.

London : Northumberland-avenue, Charing-cross, W.C. ; 43 Queen Victoria-street, E.C. ; 26 St George's...
Place, S.W. ; and 135 North-street, Brighton.
Prinud lor the Proprietor by Revnell & Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-street, In the Parish oi S. James, W cstminster.sxtd
k ubllshed by W. SicErriNUTON and 8on, 103 Piccadilly, W.
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HODDER & STOUGHTON HAVE JUST PUBLISHED
THE LIFE OF A GREAT THEOSOPHIST.

JACOB BOEHME :
Theosophy.

His Life and Teaching.

By the late Dr H. L. MARTENSEN, Metropolitan of Denmark.

Studies in

Crown 8vo, 7s. od.

The CITY of GOD. A Series of Discussions in Reli ARABINICAL COMMENTARY on GENE
SIS. Translated from the Judseo- Polish, by PAUL ISAAC HEKgion. Hy Rev. A. M. FAIRBAIRN, D.D., Author of 'Studies in
SHON, Author of ' Treasuresof the Talmud,' fcc. With Introduc
the Life ol Christ,' lie. Second Edition. 8vo, 7a. 6d.
tory Preface by the Ven. Archdeacon FARKAli, D.D. 7a. 6d.

A COMMENTARY on the FIRST EPISTLE The PARABLES of OUR LORD, as Recorded by
to the CORINTHIANS. ByT. C. EDWARDS, M.A, of Lincoln
College, Oxford, Principal of the University College of WaleB,
Aberystwith. becond Edition. 8vo, 14b.
" The work of a sound scholar, of a learned, earnest, and philo
sophical theologian, of a mind masculine and accomplished ; it will
speed dy take Its place as the indispensable aid to the understanding
of this part of Scripture."— Expositor.
The Sixteenth Edition (Forty-fifth Thousand) of

NATURAL LAW in the SPIRITUAL WORLD.
By Professor HENKY DRUMMOND, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.
8vo, 7s. 6d.

Crown

; The WILL POWER: Its Range in Action. By J.
MI I.N Lit FOTHKRG1LL. M.D., Author of • Animal Physiology
lor Schools,' &e. 3s. fid. Handsomely bound.

The Clerical Library.
PRICE 6s. EACH VOLUME.
" A most attractive and useful Series, which will be found most help
ful to the clergy."—Church Advocate.

Expository Sermons and Outlines on the Old

St Luke. By MARCUS DODS. D.D., Author of ' The Parables, as
Recorded by St Matthew.' Crown two, 3s. od.

The DIVINE ORIGIN of CHRISTIANITY
INDICATED by its HISTORICAL EFFECTS. By RICHARD
S, STORKS, D.D., LL.L)., of Brooklyn. New and Cheaper Edition.
Crown 8vo, 6s.
"The facts are arranged in luminous order, and set forth with fervour
and eloquence. The union of close, cogent reasoning and eloquent
speech is remarkable." —Spectator.

The EXPOSITOR. Vol. I.—New Series.

The

Contributors include Prof. Agar Beet, Dr Cheyne, Prof. Davidson,
Dr Marcus Dods, Prof. Henry Drummond. Prof. Godet, Dr John
Ker, Bishop Lightfoot, Dr Maolaren, Dr Parker, and Prof. Stokes.
With Frontispiece. 7a. 6d.

The Theological Library.
PRICE 3s. 6d. EACH VOLUME.
A Series of Voluma on the Religious Questions of the Day.
" We strongly recommend our readers to get all the volumes, and
prove the excellence of each individual work."—Clergyman's Maga
zine.

Testament.

Is God Knowable P By J. IVERACH, M.A.
Life
: Is it Worth Living P By J. M. LANG, D.D.
Testament
Three Hundred Outlines of Sermons on the Does Science Aid Faith in Regard to Creation ?

Expository Sermons and Outlines on the New

By the Right Rev. HENRY COTTERILL, D.D.

New Testament.

Outlines of Sermons on the Old Testament. Is Dogma a Necessity P By the Rev. Canon MEYlilCK, M.A.
Outline Sermons to Children. With numerous
Are Miracles Credible P By J. J. LIAS, M.A.
Anecdotes.
Anecdotes Illustrative of New Testament Does God Answer Prayer P By R. M'CHEYNE
Texts.

EDGAR, M.A.

Pulpit Prayers by Eminent Preachers.
New Volume, Nearly Ready.

PLATFORM AIDS.
LONDON:

How is the Divinity of Jesus Depicted in the
Gospels and Epistles?
D.D.

By THOMAS WHITELAW, M.A.,

HODDER and STOUGHTON, 27 Paternoster- row.
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J. NISBET AND CO.'S NEW BOOKS.
CHRIST and CHRISTIANITY.

Studies in Christology, Creeds and Confessions, Protestantism

and Romanism, Reformation Principles, Sunday Observance, Religious Freedom and Christian Union
PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.

An EXPOSITORY COMMENTARY on the BOOK of JUDGES.
A. R. FAUSSET, M. A., Editor of Bengel's " Gnomon " in English.
HOR^l PSALMICffi.

Bv
*

By theBev.

Demy 8vo, 10s. (Jd.

STUDIES in the CL. PSALMS : Their Undesigned Coinei-

dence with the Independent Scripture Histories Confirming and Illustrating Both.
M.A Second Edition. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.

By the Rev. A. R. FAUSSET

FOUR CENTURIES Of SILENCE ; or, From Malachi to Christ.
By the Bev. B. A.
REDFORD, M.A, LL.B., Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics, New College, London. Crown
8vo, 6s.
" It would be difficult to speak too highly of the wide reading, the ean-ful and discriminating thought, and the wise and cautions judg
ments by which throughout the work la characterised."—Britiah Quarterly Review.

ZECHARIAH; His Visions and his Warnings. By the late Rev. W. Lindsay Alexandeb, D.D.
Crown 8vo, 6s.
THE THIRD THOUSAND OF

FRANCES RIDLEY HAVERGAL'S MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS (hitherto
Unpublished).

Edited by Her Sister.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

The LIFE of JOHN GORDON of PARKHILL and PITLURG. By his Widow,
Author of ' Work, Plenty to Do, and How to Do it,' etc. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, 5s.
PARABLES Of the LAKE J or, The Seven Stories of Jesus by the Sea of Galileo. A Sondsy
Book for Young Readers. By the Rev. J. R. MACDUFF, D.D. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3a. 6d.
" The introduction on teaching by parables Is a model of what a lesson to children should be, neither childish nor dull. The mid
explanation of the incident of the enemy sowing the tares will be new to many who are not ' young readers,' and indeed only specialist* will
fail to be instructed as well as pleased by Dr Macduff's minute and varied knowledge."—Academy.
" Dr Macduff's explanations are conceived in a spirit which is well calculated to assist little people In acquiring; a do* appreciation of
the Saviour's loving wisdom and intentions as exemplified In the parables."—Morning Post.

STRENGTH for the DAY.
A Daily Book in the Words of Scripture for Morning and Evening,
with an Introduction. By the Rev. J. R. MACDUFF, D.D, Author of 'Morning and Night Watches,' etc. Squaw
16mo, Is. 6s.
" An admirable gift-book."—Manchester Courier.

YOUR SUNDAYS.

Fifty-two Short Readings, especially intended for School Boys.

By the Bev.

GEORGE EVERARD, M.A Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.
" Admirably adapted for their purpose, and not nnsuited for family reading where there are young people."— British Quarterly Beview.

PLACIDA'S

GOSSIP;

or, Earthly Thoughts on Heavenly Subjects, Suggested by the Collect

appointed to be used on the Sundays and Holy Days throughout the Year.
Septuagebima. 16mo, Is.

GATES into the PSALM-COUNTRY.

First Series—From Advent to

By Mabtot B. Vikcent, DJ).

New Edition.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6<L

BIBLE HEATHENS; or, Church and World in Scripture Times.
GRANT, B.D.

By the Bev. Chables M.

Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The UNCROWNED PRINCE in ISRAEL.
C. W. MACKENZIE. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

A Cairn on a Neglected Grave.

ABYSSINIA. Translated from the German of Dr Henry W. J. Thuebsch.
Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.

By the Rev.

By Sabah M. S. Pebeiba.

JAMES NISBET AND CO., 21 BERNERS STREET, W.
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SPECIAL CHURCH DEFENCE HYMN!
"Bulwark of a Mighty Nation.
See the Church of England Stand."
WORDS by the Rev. GODFREY THRING.
MUSIC by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON.
This Hymn joined to a vigorous and spirit-stirring tune, is
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jFree OEDucation.
When the Birmingham Education League was formed
there were three points in its programme on which it
especially insisted. All education was to be compulsory,
secular, and free. By the Act of 1870 it Becured the first
of these objects ; but it was -foiled with respect to the
other two. The feeling both of Parliament and the
country was strongly expressed in favour of religion being
not altogether divorced from education; and for a time it
has seemed as though the controversy with respect to
making all the schools of the country secular and free
had come to an end.
The extension of the suffrage by the enfranchisement
of the agricultural labourers has shown that the con
troversy slumbered, and was not dead. The income of
these new voters is notoriously small, and it has seemed
to some Birmingham politicians that the offer of pro
viding education for their children at the cost of the
State might answer the double purpose of helping to
secure their suffrages at the approaching election, and
also of gaining the ends which the Education League
had in view. It is true the bribe is a small one, probably
in few cases it would amount to more than the cost of
two or three pints of beer in the we»k ; but then it would
be an immediate gain, it would seem at first sight to be
much more considerable than it would prove to be in
fact, and in the absence of a bribe from the other side it
might suffice to turn the scale in the voter's mind iu favour
of the promiser. With respect to gaining the end of the
Birmingham Education League, that would be understood
by members of that body, and the less said about it for
the enlightenment of the rest of the com munity the better
for the present. Once secure a second of the principles con
tended for by making all elementary education free, and the
third would follow almost as a matter of course ; for it
needs a very small amount of political forecast to be
assured that religious teaching would soon be banished from
elementary schools under the altered conditions in which
the whole question would stand by the schools being made
free.
Mr John Morley has already made this tolerably
clear by what he said in his speech at Cambridge on
Michaelmas-day.
" Of course I am one of those who
believe that the question will not end with free schools.
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You must bring this whole scheme of popular instruction,
which is mainly provided for out of the public purse,
under popular and elective management." Mr Morley is
an avowed secularist, and we imagine that no one can read
these words of his, and doubt that his intention is to limit
Government aid to schools under School Boards. There
are obvious reasons why those who are thinking, mainly of
the results of the approaching elections should not avow
this ; for the Roman Catholics, and Wesleyans, and other
Nonconformists have schools as well as Churchmen, and
as they have votes, which may be of importance, it is
desirable not to say anything which could divert these
votes in an undesirable direction.
"We may therefore assume that the consequence of
making education free would be the destruction of all
denominational schools at no distant date. The progress
of events has made them largely dependent upon the
children's pence and the Government grant for their
support. A few years since, when the cost of maintaining
them was much less than it now is, it might have been
possible to support our schools without the children's
pence ; but now, with tlie greatly increased expenditure,
the aspect of affairs is materially altered. To commend
the proposal of free schools, and to divest it of the
appearance of being a step towards secular education,
it is astutely said by some of its sopporters that an
addition to the income tax of three-farthings in the
pound would suffice to recoup managers for the loss they
would incur by not being allowed to levy school fees.
Possibly it might ; but then, with increased attendance at
school, the amount of the fees increases also, and it
would be difficult to keep enlarging the sum. Moreover,
the great difference in the fees charged in schools would
seriously complicate the matter. Some schools charge a
penny a week, others ninepeuce.
It would be hopeless
to expect that Parliament would allow any variation in
the sum it would grant, and the dispute which would
arise on this point, in consequence of the schools charging
higher fees claiming a larger sum from Government,
and those charging a lower fee, urging that all schools
should receive alike, would probably shipwreck the whole
proposal, to the satisfaction of those who made it ; as
they would gain their object of making schools free,
whilst they would seem to have fulfilled their promise
of additional help to voluntary schools, which others had
defeated. And still further, though we are told that
this addition to the income tax would make good the loss,
we have no assurance that Parliament would consent in
any case thus to commute the school pence, or that any
Government would even make the proposal after it had
answered its purpose by being dangled before managers'
eyes sufficiently long to prevent their making a great out
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school pence, that a great majority of voluntary schools
must, sooner or later, close their doors. A few wealthy reli
gious men might sustain their schools for a time, but sooh
a state of things could not be expected to last ; and the
number of schools that could look for such help ia small
indeed.
The cost would be so heavy that most people
would be unable to bear it for any length of time. More
over, when a strong and not very scrupulous party are
determined to overthrow a system, tbey ■will certainly
leave no stone unturned to make the destruction com
plete. If the enemies of voluntary schools are strong
enough to carry a Bill through Parliament for making
all elementary schools free, they will be strong enough
likewise to limit State assistance to whatever system
of schools they may approve.
They would urge that
the arrangement with the voluntary schools was at
an end ; that the new state of things was entirely
free from the obligations by which the Government
of 1870 felt itself hampered ; that private interference
with the system of popular education which the nation
through its representatives approved was not to be
endured ; and if enthusiasts chose to have schools for
the inculcation of their own peculiar religious views, it
would be only fair for them to bear the whole cost. It is,
therefore, more than probable that when legislation took
place on the subject, the managers of voluntary schools
would find themselves deprived not only of the children's,
pence, but also of the Government grant, instead of their
continuing to receive the State aid which is now accorded
to them, and their being recouped for the loss of school
pence by a further grant from the Imperial Exchequer.

There is a further consideration to be borne in mind
which supports the same view. The party which seeks
to make elementary education free, is the same which
has always opposed lightening the burden of local tax
ation by assistance from the Consolidated Fund.
If,
therefore, they should consent for a time to help voluntary
schools in the manner proposed by Mr Chamberlain, it
would be only for a short time, to smooth over difficulties.
For it is only natural to expect that when they had tided
over the first obstacles, and were able to carry through
Parliament what measures they wished, they would do
their utmost to throw the coat of elementary education
as far as possible upon the ratepayers.
They would
probably continue to make grants in aid from the Educa
tion Department to such schools as they would approre,
but these would be greatly reduced in amount, and would
probably be limited to such sums as would suffice to
retain the control of popular education in the hands of
the Education Department. If, then, the voluntary schools
were all closed, school fees abolished, and the Govern
ment grants diminished, it is tolerably certain that an
cry. Mr Morley's words are a tolerably clear indication additional sum of not less than ten millions a year would
that the Radical party would never agree to such a have to be annually raised by local rates for the main
proposal.
tenance of elementary education. This ia a formidable
It must be obvious, if no substitute is found for the amount, and when added to the rates for sanitary pur
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posea, local improvements, the support of the poor, the
repairing of roads, the development of hospitals and
lunatic asylums, and the cost of local administration,
would go far towards confiscating the beneficial interest
which many proprietors have in their estates.
For two reasons, those who advocate the change would
probably be able to contemplate such a result with equa
nimity, if not with pleasure. In the first place, it would
chiefly affect the upper classes who are a minority, whilst
it would for a time be little felt by the poorer classes who
constitute the majority ; that it might eventually ruin all
classes is one of those more distant contingencies that
would not be greatly taken into account. In the second
place, such excessive local taxation might prove a most
useful lever in procuring the confiscation of the Church's
revenues. After the speeches we have heard from the
leading men of the secularist and agnostic party, and after
the Bills which they have prepared for the uprooting of
the Church, aud which have either been introduced into
Parliament or published in popular reviews, it is no mere
conjecture on our part to say that the one special object of
their desire is to destroy the religious influence of the
Church. If, then, this would be furthered by a great in
crease of local rates, it is obvious to suppose they would
think such imposition a very good thing.
In the proposal for making elementary education free,
therefore, we see a deep-rooted design for diminishing
the influence of religion, and especially of the Church ;
the proposals to make the change without destroying the
voluntary schools we look npon as only intended to
soothe the fears of the timid, and to retain the allegiance
of such Liberals as are interested in elementary schools
until after the approaching elections. " In vain is the
net spread in the sight of any bird." But men are some
times more foolish than birds ; and partisanship is apt to
prove very blinding, and when the interests of their party
are concerned they are ever ready to persuade themselves
that what they wish to happen will happen. We can
only say in this case, if there are any who thus delude
themselves, we are sorry for them.
Before concluding this article it may be well to balance
the gains and the losses of a system of free schools. A certain
number of people who are well able to afford to pay for
the education of their children would be exempted from
that responsibility, and a still larger number of poorer
people who now pay a very few pence weekly for the same
purpose would be able to devote that amount to domestic
purposes. This sums up the gains. On the other side,
there would be a rate of an excessive amount levied upon
all the property of the country to support a system which
probably a majority of those who had to pay the rate
would cordially hate, and which it need occasion no sur
prise if many of them would refuse to pay except under
the- compulsory seizure of their goods ; whilst it is toler
ably certain that the additional burden would ruin numbers
of struggling tradesmen and others, and would possibly at
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no distant time prove so heavy a burden npon some kinds
of manufactures as to drive them from England, and so still
further reduce the employment available for the poorer
classes.
If we turn from material interests to those of a diffe
rent kind, we should find still worse loss and injury. If
the denominational schools of the country were destroyed,
and a system of purely secular education substituted for
that now in existence, it is certain that religious teaching
in elementary schools would soon cease. Probably it
would be made illegal, but if it were not, the same result
would speedily be brought about by other means. Several
School Boards have steadily refused to have religious
instruction in their schools ; in many others it has been
the rivalry of the denominational schools which has pre
vented a similar course being adopted ; there was a fear
that Board schools would be placed at a disadvantage if
religion was excluded. When there were no rival schools
to excite such a fear, the result could scarcely be doubtful.
Those of us who believe in Christianity cannot doubt that
with the declension of religious teaching the cause of
morality 'would grievously suffer, and that numberless
other evils would follow. If we would know to what
condition a nation is reduced that has cast off religion,
we have only to look at France ; and no lover of his
country could wish that England should become like
France.
Still further, we are satisfied that not only would the
cause of religion and morality suffer by the change, but the
interests of education itself would be greatly injured. It
is not an unfair thing to suppose that people in the future
will closely resemble what they have been in the past.
Until the Education Act of 1870 was passed, those who
now profess such a deep interest in the education of the
labouring classes were for the most part wholly indif
ferent to the subject. Birmingham was notoriously
deficient in school accommodation, and was behind other
towns of similar size and wealth. But when the work
could be done at the cost of the ratepayers, and the in
fluence of the Church could be lessened, and its schools
overwhelmed, then a new spirit was kindled. Let this
last-named incentive be removed, and unless we are
much mistaken the educational zeal of many will wax
cold. With Board schools in undisputed possession of
the field, with free Becular education secured, less
interest would be taken in the subject ; those who have
hitherto given freely of their time and of their money
would be driven out of the field ; everything would be
left to paid officials. Soon expenses would be cut down ;
the salaries of teachers would be diminished ; the stan
dard of education would be lowered ; and it would be
well if general apathy to the whole subject did not take
the place of the partisan zeal which is just now being so
lavishly displayed.
It is almost unnecessary to add that the proposed change
appears to us to be fraught with much evil and no good ;
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that alike to tlie material, religious, moral, ami educa
tional interests of the country it would be productive of
mischief and injury, and the one only thing to recommend
it is that its advocacy may possibly help to secure a Radical
triumph at the approaching elections. As we should
certainly not hail that result as a blessing, we can only
hope that our fellow-countrymen will have sufficient
discernment to value the proposal at its true worth.

C&urctj Congress.
Our comments upon the Portsmouth Church Congress
ceased with the Sectional meeting on Tuesday night.
" The Ee-arraugement " of the Prayer- Book Services was,
the Dean of Worcester considered, already provided for
by the Act of Uniformity Amendment Act, and therefore
need not be discussed. For additional Services he pro
posed to apply to " the Queen in Council " by means of an
Act which should allow special Services to be added to the
Prayer-Book, after they had been laid before Parliament
forty days. We agree with Mr Beresford-Hope, that " to
apply to Parliament " for Church legislation is a course
which "frightens" us, when we bear in mind what the
composition of the House of Parliament is, or, rather, is
likely to be. The Rev. R. W. Randall and Canon Hoare
for once agreed that what was wanted was not so much to
"mend " the Book of Common Prayer as to faithfully use
it. We hope the latter will become an example of this
faithfulness by a strict observance of the Rubric which
stands in the forefront of the Prayer-Book. We are not
much in favour of that passion for variety which seems
to be at the root of many of the suggestions which are
fi-om time to time made for the enlargement of the Book
of Common Prayer. Of old an autiphou was considered
enough to give a psalm a special character. And our
Services as at present arranged admit of much variety.
The different colours of the seasons, the hymns, decora
tions, etc., are sufficient to make a striking contrast
between Fast and Festival, whilst the selection of special
lessons and psalms, and " new Services " are, if we may
not use Mr Beresford-Hope's wicked word " connived at,"
openly allowed in every diocese in England.
The
Rev. A. T. R)binson's suggestion to have a selection of
psalms, and not to say them all in regular course, shows
what we may expect if once our Prayer-Book is tampered
with. Of all parts of the Old Testament the Psalter is
the most suitable for employment in Divine worship, and
its public recitation once a month, as every one knows,
falls far Bhort of primitive and mediaeval use.
Mr
Beresford-Hope is reported as saying that there is a
general wish that the Prayer-Book should be " not altered,
but revised." The two seem to be very much alike, but
we suppose alteration is intended to mean doctrinal change.
But whatever may be the difference intended, we believe
a large central body of Churchmen will be found to be
innocent of any strong desire for either. The Rev. J. W.
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Gedge's suggestion, " that children should be occasionally
taken to cplebratiou," was an excellent one. A children's
celebration, with bright hymns and accompaniments, is one
of the best means of impressing them with the idea of
worship, whilst it is a preparation for the time when tliey
will be admitted to Communion, and a following out of
the request, " Suffer little children to come unto Me."
The Bishop of Carl isle, who presided at this meeting, called
forth some amusement by affirming that he should not be
disposed to find fault with those who used their churches
too much, and used them " in some respects" which Lord
Penzance might not approve — a statement which was
received with cheers.
The debate on " Woman's Work in the Church " cannot be said to come up to the level of that at Beading.
The Bishop of Oxford's was decidedly the best Paper, but
that of Mr John Pares was an able and generous
vindication of women's work.
Dr Mackarness has some
practical knowledge of Sisters' work from the fact that
Clewer and Wantage, over which he holds visitorial juris
diction, are both in his diocese. The Girls' Friendly
Society was evidently in high repute with the Congress,
and justly so. To our mind, the Papers at the Sectional
meeting on " Religion and Art " were far more interesting
than those which were read at the session iu the Congress
Hall. More than one " duel " was the result of the views
which were propounded on this great subject That
between Mr Beresford-Hope and Canon Hoare was
perhaps the most exciting. The Congress throughout was
wanting in the combative element which has sometimes
been present at such gatherings in too large a quantity
Neither was the Portsmouth Congress marked by so great
debating power as many of its predecessors. Mr BeresfordHope contended that the " representation of the Crucified
One " was now fully accepted in English churches, and th:it
an artist was producing " a crucifix on a considerable scale
for S. Paul's Cathedral." This called up Canon Hoare,
who had been rather quiet on the whole throughout the
Congress, who thought " a crucifix had a degrading effect
on some minds." There was not much argument in
this, for the same may be said of the Bible. There is
nothing " men of corrupt minds " may not abuse. One
great way of teaching the doctrine of the Atonement
is to have before our " eyes Jesus Christ," " evidently
set forth crucified among" us. The Dean of Wells' remarks
on this subject were not such as might have been expected
from him. His notions that art raised "a spirit of criticism,"
and that a spirit of criticism was fatal to devotion ; and
that excellence in art " never coincided with intensity of
faith," showed a want of grasp of the subject. Mr
Courthope truly said that religion was the inspiring motive
of real art, and that art begins to decline " when it loses
the religious sense." Mr Buskin, we should have thought,
had shown to demonstration, that when builders, painters,
and sculptors were animated by devotion to their creed,
then the greatest achievements of art were produced. The
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criticism of detail, to which alone Dr. Plumptre's notions
can be applied, is provoked only where the creative
impulse of true art is beyond the appreciation of the
beholder. The beauty of works of art is not discovered by
analysis ; we do not get at the mind or soul of the painter
by criticism of a " finikin " nature. But genuine Christian
art produces "hallowed emotions," leads up the thoughts
and affections into the Infinite and Unseen, and is far
removed from the spirit of criticism.
The use of nude living models, which Mr Horsley, R.A.,
made the chief topic of his Paper, was hardly a sub
ject for a Church Congre&s, which is a mixed assembly.
His view, we see, has been since challenged in the Times
by another eminent Royal Academician. There are depart
ments of Art, Medicine, and Morals which are not the
better for being dragged into the public prints. The zeal,
however, of Mr Horsley is to be respected, in desiring to put
down what is inconsistent with modesty, and often has a
very demoralising effect. His protest against painting from
nude figures was warmly received by the Church Congress.
However, artists will be inclined to look at the subject
from a different point of view, as the public have done
with regard to Mr Poynter's doubtful picture " Diadumene." But moral risks must not be incurred even in the
interests of art.
The Dean of Manchester's Paper on " Evangelizing
Agencies" was characteristic of, his breadth of mind and
heart. The ministry of the Church is to the whole man,
according to Dean Oakley ; and his body, his recreations,
the drainage of his habitat, open spaces for air and recrea
tion—these come within the province of the parochial
clergyman's interest, as well as his spiritual needs and
aspirations. The Rev. W. C'arlile gave an account of the
origin and organisation of the Church Army, but did not
throw light on the point which many want to know, viz.,
what doctrine of Repentance is relied on by the Church
Arniy—Lutheran or Catholic i The discussion which
followed, if it may be called so, was in favour of " Evange
lizing Agencies" in general, and the Church Army in
particular. We are glad that Dean Oakley spoke in support
of " the admirable mission work of the Church of England
Working Men's Society," which we believe to be on
thoroughly Catholic lines, and to be devoid of the obnoxious
sensationalism which the Salvation Army trades in.
The " Working-men's meeting " was very successful. It
usually is. The Bishop of Winchester's address'seemed a
little over the heads of the audience. The Bishop of
Carlisle, however, appeared to be quite in his atmosphere.
Cheering and laughter seemed to alternate during his
speech. Dr Harvey Goodwin, as usual, managed to make
some good hits, and probably led a good many in that
crowd of three or four thousand to make up their minds
not to give their vote to any man who wants to pull their
Church to pieces.
We must pause again in our review of the Portsmouth
Congress. The Wednesday evening Sectional meeting,
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which was occupied with " the doctrine of Scripture
and the attitude of the Church with respect to War,"
was only noticeable as drawing forth from the Rev.
Aubrey L. Moore an able if not exhaustive Paper on the
subject. It appears to us that at Church Congresses
there are two classes of speakers, those who may be clever
and distinguished in many ways, but who have no special
acquaintance with the question which is before the meet
ing, and those who have a complete mastery of the
subject which has been entrusted to them. Mr Aubrey
Moore certainly falls under the second category. We think
he might have expressed himself a little more strongly
upon the view taken by "individual Christians" in early
times, that .all military service was incompatible with the
profession of the Christian religion ; for it is S. Basil, if
we mistake not, who recommends that those who have
shed blood in war be kept from Communion for three
years, because they have unclean hands. This view, how
ever, was hardly likely to find favour at Portsmouth,
where the political sting which Mr Aubrey Mooro
cleverly introduced in the end of his speech, on
"Jingoism" and the "policy of bluster," was received
with evident signs of disagreement.
But is it not
rather strong to say the Church never recognizes war
" as a right I "

h&^uRFprv-T- o>opies *
Certainly the Bishop of Peterborough's speech at the
opening of the Diocesan Conference is " the most impor
tant contribution that has yet been made to the ' Dis
establishment ' controversy from either side." We trust
that the Church Defence Institution will print it and
scatter it in a leaflet throughout the length and breadth of
the land.
Dr Magee has stripped the subject of the
many dissimulations which have gathered round it, and
displayed what Disestablishment really is in all its hideous
deformity.
It means, first, the secularization of our
Cathedrals and 10,000 older parish Churches. This, he
is right in saying, touches Churchmen far more keenly
than pecuniary spoliation. The one is robbery, the other
is desecration. Dr Magee deals with the concrete. A
parish church may be one day a concert -hall and another
a polling-place. When the Cathedrals are secularized, Mr
Bradlangh will have as good a right to the pulpit of West
minster Abbey as Mr Newman Hall or Dr Parker. " The
relative worth of religion and secularism" the State will
have no right to consider, when the Liberationist prin
ciples of religious equality have been accepted. Dr Magee
proceeds further, and asks, what is to become of the Altar
plate 1 Will the Liberationists be content to be deprived
of that " portion of the loot," the sacred vessels, for which
Churchmen have "a weak feeling of reverence" ? It is
well thus to bring home to our imagination all that " the
sacred principle of religious equality" really involves.
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Perhaps the most forcible part of the Bishop of Peter
borough's speech is that in which he examines the phrase
" unlimited trust in the wisdom of the English people."
He ridicules the notion that any people under the sun has
" unlimited wisdom." At the same time he seem3 on the
whole inclined to trust the new electorate, and credits it
with as much "intelligence" as the class already in
possession of electoral power. We cannot go so far as to
agree with the Bishop in this. One source of danger, we
believe, is in the lack of intelligence in many who will now
exercise the right of voting for the first time. We are ready
with Dr Magee to trust their fairness, but we fear agricul
tural labourers are not ready to give the time and attention
which is necessary to grasp the complicated questions,
social, political, and religious, upon which they are called
to form an opinion. It is true that the two grounds upon
which they will judge the question of Disestablishment
will be that of " right and wrong," " profit and loss," but it
must be remembered that they are between two fires. On
the one side, they are told that the State endowed the
Church, and that if the Church is disendowed their
children will be educated for nothing ; on the other, they
are told that the endowments of the Church are her own
and never belonged to the State, and that by Disestablish
ment they will be the losers in manifold ways. The
clergyman, when he puts the truth before them, is likely
to be regarded as " an interested party," or at least as
having a bias. " How will they decide to vote?" is a
question, we think, upon which it is hardly possible to
form a conjecture.
Dr Magee's adviee—in which he is backed even by the
Times—is, Churchmen should " be up and doing." We
place no confidence in Mr Chamberlain's assurances of
delay, whether they are the offspring of the Hawarden
influence, or of the craft of the electioneerer. If the ques
tion does not receive " final settlement " in the coming
Parliament, we shall only have to thank the zeal of
Churchmen which prevented the Liberationist from
carrying out immediately his programme. And if, on the
other hand, the attempt is made and is successful, we shall
only have to reproach Churchmen for their supineness.
Let us in the coming election send politics " on a journey
up to Jupiter," and Liberal and Conservative Churchmen
stand shoulder to shoulder in defence of the old Church of
England, and prevent the poor from being deprived of their
right of entrance to their Parish Church, and of the privi
leges of religion, and protect our consecrated buildings
from desecration. Next Sunday the subject of Church
Defence will be brought prominently before the people, and
the magnificent speech of the Bishop of Peterborough will
afford, we should imagine, a sufficient stimulus to arouse
the most apathetic Churchman to a sense both of his
danger and of his duty.
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correspondent who gives his experiences of a visit on a
Sunday morning to a village church three miles from
Ipswich. On arriving at the doors at the hour of moruLng
service he found them locked, and three or four parish
ioners " hanging about" the forbidden entrance. Presently
the Rector and Clerk were seen peering through a hedge,
who, observing the small group of would-be worshipper?,
with " an amused expression " turned on their heels and
began to make for the Rectory. However, one of the
company ran after them, and inquired whether there was
not to be a Service. The Rector replied that the Clerk sail
there was no congregation. Whereupon the unwelcome
visitor remarked that there were several persona waiting
at the gate. The Rector at first shielded himself by «iying
that they were not parishioners, and, further, that he had
a bad cold. He finally thought it wiser to offer to have
a Service, and the offer was at once accepted. There were
no hymns or sermon, and the service lasted little over
half-an-hour. The churchyard was uncared for, the paths
overgrown with grass, and the church covered with dust.
On inquiry in the parish the Rector, it was said, was
rarely seen, and the whole place was lifeless and neglected.
We forbear to give the name of the parish. But we are
not surprised at the temptation which the writer of these
experiences felt for the moment to turn Liberationist.
We trust such a state of things is very rare in these day?,
but it would be unreasonable to conclude that our " timehonoured National Church " ought to be overthrown
because some obscure parson in Suffolk neglected his duty.
The obvious remedy is a reform of Church discipline
which would hinder such abuses by a removal of a simpler
nature.

faster in ©. Raul's.

Easter in S. Paul's. Sermons, in Two Volumes. By
H. P. Liddon, D.D., D.C.L, Canon of S. Paul's. Lon
don : Rivingtons.
Pp. 288 and 311. 1885.
These two volumes contain thirty-seven discourses, all of
which, with one exception, were delivered in S. Paul's
Cathedral during the Eastertides of the last fifteen years.
Dr Liddon in a brief and modest preface tells us that
there " is very little pretence to system " in the treatment
of his great theme ; and that, from the nature of the case,
we may expect to find some repetition " in substance, if
not in words." With regard to the former, the sermons
bear out the author's description of them. There is no
consecutive arrangement or approach to a treatise, as, for
instance, maybe found in Dean Goulburn's excellent Banipton Lectures, which are upon " The Doctrine of the Resur
rection of the body as taught in Holy Scripture," and in
some more recent volumes. Dr Liddon's aim is different.
The Ipswich Free Press contains a remarkable account, His purpose is to vindicate the truth of the Mystery, the
headed " The Country Church and its Officials," from a actual Fact of the Resurrection ; for " the formation or
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recovery of religious convictions " exerts a first claim
" upon the preacher's consideration." As to repetition, this
was inevitable ; but we do not believe that there is any
living preacher but Canon Liddon, whose sermons upon
one single Mystery of the Faith, and preached for fifteen
years from the same pulpit, could have such freshness
as to have held spellbound the vast congregations which
have yearly assembled under the dome of St. Paul's to
listen to them. There is an increase of thought or new range
of application about them even when they are preached
upon the same text. This may be verified by comparing
the sermon which was preached in 1877 with that which
was delivered in 1879, both upon 1 Cor. xv. 14—"Chris
tianity without the Resurrection ; " or that which was
preached in 1871, upon 1 S. John v. 7, with that in 1882
upon the same text.
The opening sermon is the key-note of the rest. It is
occupied with showing " The Importance of the Resurrec
tion," and traverses the different arguments for a future
life. One great -secret of Dr. Liddon's attractiveness as a
preacher is his aptitude in bringing out of his treasury
tilings new and old. The preacher who deals only with
the past, however great may be his knowledge of the
thought of bygone ages, will not rivet the attention of a
general congregation. He must be abreast of the thought
of his own time. Now Dr Liddon is observant of all that is
passing around him. There is scarcely a sermon in the two
volumes in which, if there is not some direct reference,
there is not some covert allusion to the thoughts which are
at the time exercising men's minds. The preacher, if you
read between the lines, is discussing some theory which
has been set forth in speech or magazine, and the shallow
ness or untenableness of which he has felt it a duty to
expose. Take, for instance, the theory of " Conditional
Immortality." There is much in Dr Liddon's sermons
which is ad populum, and from which any attentive
listener may derive spiritual benefit, but there are also lines
of argument which those only can enjoy who ate familiar
with the intellectual currents of the day, and who can
therefore appreciate the delicate satire which lurks beneath
some brilliant passages. Dr Liddon says about " Con
ditional Immortality "—
" Of lute we have heard something of a phrase newto Christian
Mrs, 'Conditional Immortality.' We are told that man is not
immortal by the terms of his nature, that he may become im
mortal if he is saved by Cbrist. Unredeemed man, the man
sin dies in a state of nature, so no are told, becomes extinct,
if not at death, yet very shortly afterwards, when anything
that may survivo death will fade away into nothingness*. This,
it is said, is more in keeping with what we see around us than
the old Christian doctrine that every human being must neces
sarily exist, in whatever condition, for ever. .... Some
of the perrons who talk and think thus forget that the New
Testament treats man as a being who will live after death
whether in happiness or in misery. And others forget that,
before our Lord came, tfie best and most thoughtful men in
the heathen world woro satisfied of this truth ; as indeed any
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of us may be who will consider how generally unlike the spirit
or soul of man is to any merely material creature."
Then, in a masterly discourse, the preacher dwells upon
certain points of unlikeness between spiritual and material
beings, as the capacity for continuous progress in the
former, the self-consciousness of the human spirit, the
continuation of the elements of the material frame, etc.
These, of course, are used as " intimations," rather than
as demonstrations of the truth of man's immortality.
But this " solemn fact " of the eternity of our future
existence, though but " dimly apprehended by reason,"
is, the preacher affirms, " made certain by Revelation."
Another question of practical importance is more than
once discussed in these sermons, that of Cremation.
Upon this subject Dr Liddon well says in the sermon
entitled " The Raiser of the Dead : "
" If it could be shown that the dead could not be buried any
where in the soil without involving harm or danger to the
living, we should undoubtedly be right in entertaining this
proposal. The bodies of the dead would rise just as easily and
certainly out of the ashes that had been placed in an urn, as
out of the decomposed contents of any vault in this Cathedral,
or of any grave in a country churchyard. The mighty power
of Chbist would not work less effectively in the one case than
in the other. But, on the other hand, ought anything short of
a proved necessity, such as motives of convenience or economy,
to warrant a serious departure from the immemorial practice
of Christendom ? Cremation does not represent a new and
unthought-of improvement upon the custom of the world. Re
member that when Christianity appeared upon the scene the
Pagan world very generally burned its dead. The Church
deliberately substituted burial for cremation ; and we may not
lightly distrust the instinct of our first fathers in the faith.
Jesus Christ was buried, not burned. We cannot think of the
burning of His Sacred Body without a shudder."
Perhaps the suggestion that coffins should be made of
perishable material, and the body be buried in porous
earth, properly drained, and have space enough for quick
resolution into dust, may solve the difficulty. " The
earth is a slow crematory," it has been said, " the furnace
is a quick one ; " if then the process of resolution can be
quickened without resorting to the heathen practice of
cremation, the end will be obtained, and the dead no
longer imperil the health of the living.
In Dr Liddon's hands the Resurrection of Christ is not
only a miracle, but a Mystery. A mystery is something
more than a miracle. The resurrection of Lazarus is a
miracle, it is not a mystery. It is an enrichment of the
Gospel narrative, it is valuable as a type, near at hand,
of a Greater Resurrection, it is a powerful evidence of
Christ's Divinity ; but Christianity could do without it.
A mystery in the Life of Christ is one of those actions
which are realized in His Own Person, and which form
an integral part of the Christian religion. Moreover, a
mystery is an action in the Life of Christ which stands in
some vital relation to the human soul. The Mysteries of
Christ are not only objective truths, but are reiterated in
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His members. Thus, throughout these two volumes, the
preacher is not content with proving the fact of the
Kesurrection, but dwells upon its power as a living force,
which now quickens the souls, and hereafter shall extend Norwegian Pictures, Drawn with Pen and Pencil. Con
to the bodies of all those who are in union with Christ.
taining also a Glance at Sweden and the Gotha Canal.
With a Map and One Hundred and Twenty-seven Illustra
The effects of the mystery are especially considered in
tions from Sketches and Photographs. Engraved by K.
the sermons on " The Power of the Resurrection,"
Whymper, R. and E. Taylor, Pearson, and others. By
"Easter Hopes," " The Model of our New Life," "Seeking
liiCHARD Lovett, M. A. London: The Religious Tract
Society, 56 Paternoster-row, and 164 Piccadilly. 1885. Pp.
Things Above " etc. " Easter Hopes " appears to us to
224. Price 8s.
be the most searchingly practical, perhaps, of all the
The more we see of these "Illustrated Books of Travel"
discourses in the two volumes.
the more we wonder that they can be produced at the low price
Dr Liddon is rarely pathetic, and never sentimental. affixed to them. The paper and type are so good, the wood
His sermons are clear, direct, logical, vigorous expositions cuts so numerous and well -engraved, and the general Ket-np
of Christian truth, and are gathered up in their endings into so elegant, that each year, as the new volume appears, we are
some incisively-put practical lesson. He does not enter by impelled to express our cordial admiration of the taste aid
any deep analysis into the Mystery of the Resurrection, skill displayed, and the lowness of the price. In fact, we
but is content with maintaining its existence, its reality, and believe we have said something of the same kind before.
marking its bearings upon human life. The sacramental
At the same time, among the several volumes there art
teaching, we need hardly say, is not forgotten. In an better and worse ; and we should not be inclined to place the
exhaustive sermon on " The Lord's Day," in which volume before us in the same rank with the 'German,'
Dr Liddon asserts that he sees no harm in opening 'French,' or ' Canadian' Pictures, or even with the 'Scottish,'
museums and picture-galleries on Sunday, but he sees which perhaps it rather resembles in subject. The scenery ii
danger in that such a step would involve employment of fine, indeed ; but as depicted in this volume, it strikes us as
labour, and may be made the thin end of the wedge, and somewhat monotonous ; and there is less —very far less—ol
that parti-coloured web of mingled history and romance
so lead on to " the abandonment of an essential charac
which renders the topographer's task so easy to write, and so
teristic of the Lord's Day,"—viz., that it should be a day
pleasant to read. Nature, is stern, hard, without sentiment
of rest —he says of Early Communion :
or illusion ; and so it would seem are the people, if we are 10
" A Christian of the first or second century would not have judge by these pages. We must not therefore wonder or com
understood a Sunday in which, whatever else might be done, plain if the compiler, who has made the best of such materials
the Holy Communion was omitted ; and this great duty is best as came to his hand, has failed to reach the degree of succe«
complied with as early in the day as possible. When the that some other volumes of the series have shown.
natural power of the mind has been lately refreshed by sleep,
We must be careful to add, that there are, as there could
when as yet the world has not taken off the bloom of the soul's not fail to be, many pretty things in the book. We m«j
first self-dedication to God, when thought, and feeling, and mention the (frontispiece) view of the stupendous cliffs of [he
purpose, are still bright and fresh and unembarrassed ; then is Romsdal ; and the "Scandinavian Forest in Winter" on
the time, for those who would reap the full harvest of grace, to p. 18. The "North Cape," on p. 78. renders excellently rte
approach the altar. It is quite a different thing in the middle severe and impressive grandeur of the original; while of ill
of the day : even when serious efforts aro made to communicate the waterfolls depicted, the most striking appears to be that
earnestly. Those who begin their Sundays with the Holy Com rejoicing in the name of the " Skjscgedolsfos " and facing
munion know one of the deepest meanings of that promise, p. 189. Strange to say, we can find no mention of the Mael
' They that seek Me early shall find Me.' "
strom, which one would have supposed could not have escaped
As we read these sermons we derive a certain comfort notice in any book on Norway. Wo do not know whether it
be an error, or in strict fidelity to the local custom, ihat the
from the thought that London is not at present to be
young lady shown on p. 110, as driving a " Stockjsrre,' i*-i
deprived of Dr Liddon's eloquence, though it is difficult
a kind of gig, is driving on the left-hand side of the vehicle in
to be thankful to Lord Salisbury for this. Dr Liddon's stead of the right, and holding her reins with the rfj*< °ani1
sermons, especially at Easter, have become, as a contem
instead of the left.
porary remarks, quite " an institution " in the metropolis.
London is far from being rich in good preachers, and The Wreck. By Ethel. Illustrated by F. A. Fmier.
London : Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh. Pp.
could ill afford to lose " the eloquent Canon." We are
142. 1885.
thankful that his Easter discourses in S. Paul's have
This little book is an account, pleasantly told, of the bravery
been published. They can now be read in an authorised
of some fishermen, who went successfully to the rescue of »
form by those who cannot attend the cathedral during shipwrecked crew. The happy way in which the Vicar, Sir
Canon Liddon's Easter residence. They are models of Thomas Collingwood, mixes with the simple villagers « «
pulpit oratory.
very striking feature of the story, and apparently produced
the best results. There is some good teaching conveyed m
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this simple story.
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Church Defence Hymn. "Bulwark of a Mighty Nation."
WoitW by the Rev. Godfrey Turing, Compiler of 'The
Church of England Hymn Book.' Music by Martin S.
Skeffington. Price Id., or 6s. per 100. Words separately,
price 2s. per 100.
London : Skeffington and Son, 163
Piccadilly.
We are sure onr readers will be grateful to us for calling
attention to this Hymn, which is specially published for use at
the present crisis. The words are excellently suited to be
sung at any Church services during the next few weeks, and
the tune is a bright, melodious, and spirit-stirring composition
in C major.
Copies of this Hymn may also be had at the Office of The
Church Defence Institution, 9 Bridge-street, Westminster,
S.W.

m
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Our Parish Church : Twenty Addresses to Childrenon Great
Truths of the Christian Faith.
By the Rev. S. BarinqGould, M.A.
London:
Skeffington and Son, 1G3,
Piccadilly. 1885. Pp. lfiG.
Everything that Mr. Baring-Gould writes has a charm of
its own. He has the poet's gift of throwing something of the
brightness and clearness of his own intellect upon each, truth
of which he is speaking ; and this gives his sermons their
peculiar power and persuasiveness. This little volnme re
minds us, in several respects, of his " Sermons to Children
on the Apostles' Creed," published some years ago. But it
is arranged on a different plan, and illustrated from a far
more extensive circle of legends, reminiscences of travel,
little-noticed facts of nature, and other analogies, often
homely and plain, but effective just in proportion to their
homeliness. Any of these sermons preached ex tempore would
rivet, we are sure, the attention of any congregation of
children anywhere, whether rich or poor. Take for example
of the admirable homeliness of which we speak, the follow
ing exquisite illustration of the helpfulness of Grace to our
souls :
" Let me try to explain to you by an illustration what Orao e does
for us. You know, I dare say, a little foot-bridge over a river. It is a
plank or a pole thrown across from bunk to bank on which you may
walk across above the water. I dare say if the river Is swollen and
deep, if there be only a narrow plank or pole you will shrink, and say,
• O I this is dangerous I I wish there were something to hold by.'
Generally in such foot-bridges there Is not only the plank on which to
walk, but there is also the rail to which to hold. The rail without the
plank is no good at all, and the plank without the rail is insuffi
cient. Now we have a dangerous course to go through life—it is some
thing like passing over a deep and rolling river, and there is a great
danger that we may perish in it and lose our souls. So Goo has shown
us His Will, which is the plank ; and He has given us His help, which
is the rail ; so that by walking along the path of His Commandments
we may be stayed up by holding fast to bis Grace."— (Page 35 )
Now, everybody (in the country) knows so common a
thing as a foot-bridge ; but the spiritual insight which
discerns the underlying analogy between it and God's plan
of salvation, and can express it so plainly and tersely, belongs
to few.
The very ground plan of the book (though not new, as all
will acknowledge who remember the late Isaac Williams's
'Cathedral,' 'Baptistery,' and ' Altar,' not to speak of many
mediaeval writers) is founded on this process of symbolism.
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Each part of the fabric of the Church is taken as a type of
some Christian truth to be inculcated : the Font, of the Sacra
ment of Baptism and of spiritual graces in general ; the Altar,
of the Sacrifice of Our Lord; the Screen, of the Church,
visible and invisible ; the Prayer Desk, naturally, of Prayer ;
and the Pulpit, of Repentance. The Pillars are compared,
with much felicity, to the four "Main Truths " upon which
the dogmatic system of the Christian religion rests; the
Nave and Aisles, like and yet distinct, throe and yet one, as
typical, first of the Holy Trinity (the typo had better have
been left there, we think, for the sake of clearness, and the
following symbolism is even a little forced), and then,
secondly, of certain co-related virtues of the moral life.
The former type we must here quote :
" I have seen in Franconia a rock, out of which three springs of
crystal water rush, side by side, and after flowiDg a little space apart
they unite and make one river. The people thereabout greatly respect
these three springs that make one river, and there Is a magnificent
Church built on the top of a rock dedicated to the Holy Trinity,
because they see In the three fountains that make one stream, a figure
of the Three in One, and One in Three. But It Is also a figure of the
three parts that go to make up Holiness.

*****
" These three virtues are, 1, Truth j 2, Faithfulness ; 3. Justice ; or, as
it Is otherwise called, Righteousness. Let us take the South Aisle to
represent Truth, then the Central Nave is Righteousness, and the North
Aisle, which has a certain likeness to the truth, Is Faithfulness. I
have seen in the Vosges Mountains a chapel, called in German, •' Drei
Aehren," which means, three ears of corn. In It stands a statue,
holding a wheat-stalk with three golden ears growing on the same
stalk. There is a story told that in old limes the wild and barbarous
people in these mountains did not know the use of oorn, at least, not of
wheat ; and that one day a heavenly apparition was seen on the moun
tain side holding in the hand a stalk with three wheat ears on It, which
the wild people received, and sowed, and thence spread the wheat they
now cultivate. Truth, Righteousness, and Faithfulness, arc three
golden ears that contain many preoious grains, from which the harvest
of Holiness may be reaped."— (Page 52.)
We might easily continue to quote from this fascinating
book, for almost every page has something worthy of
admiration; some "jewel-five-words-long" of terse and
brilliant definition, some story or illustration, that wo should
like to put before our readers, but Mr. Baring-Gould would
hardly thank its should we transfer more of his treasures to
our pages. We can only conclude by saying that this is a
volume of especial beauty and worth, and that we are bound
cordially to recommend it.

jfleto Publications of ©. p. C. ft.
We have before us a small number of new books from the
venerable Society, merely tho acant couriers, we presume, of
its issues for this season ; and we give them early notice
accordingly. Leaving the story-books for the moment, we
take up first The British Citizen ; His Rights and Privileges.
AShortjHistory. By James E. Thorold Rogers, M.P. , a narrative
which is altogether happy in the time of its appearance ; now,
that is to say, that a vast mass of new electors, agricultural
labourers and others, are about to exercise for the first time,
without very clear political ideas, it is to be feared, the
franchise which was conferred upon them last year. This
admirable little book will tell them in simple and plain words
what has been the past history of their class, and of other
classes of Englishmen ; how land became private property ;
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how the serf sunk into servitude, and how he became free
again ; what is the nature and what are the securities of the
liberty of the subject ; what are his duties as an elector ;
and in fact just that information which he needs in order to
discharge his duty in an election intelligently, and with a
fair appreciation of the issues presented to him. We are
very glad to riud such a book issued by the S.P.C K. ; and if
only a copy could be put into every parish library in England,
and read by the working men, it could not fail to have an
appreciable influence for good in the coming election. One
omission we are surprised at, and should like to see supplied :
a chapter on the Church of England, and her right to her
endowments.
Another little book, particularly well suited for the parish
library, is Ways asd Means in a Devonshire Village. A
Book for Mothers' Meetings. By E. Cruwys Sharlaud, which
is full of capital hints for the wives of working men. It is in
the form of a story, which will render it still more acceptable
to them if road aloud ; and it is calculated to be well-nigh as
valuable to the wives as the book we last mentioned is to the
husbands among the agricultural population. We recommend
it heartily.
The rest we have to notice are story-books. Broken
Hearts ajie Still ; a sentimental title to a miserable kind of
story, realistic in parts, we fear, but not working out or illus
trating any moral problem that we can see. It is a curious
irony that the (very pretty) cover should be decorated with
heartsease I Very different is The Last Hope, by Eame
Stuart ; a spirited account of the siege and capture of the
city of Toulon, the "last hope" of the Royalist cause, by
the troops of the French Directory. Dngommier, Napoleon
Bonaparte, and other historical personages are introduced;
and the well-known historical events of the siege are fairly
adhered to. The author is, perhaps, somewhat hard on the
British commanders and soldiers. The Spaniards, on the con
trary, she extols as unduly.
Bound with a Chain, by Crona Temple, is a tale of some
north country town, and the good done by an earnest young
colliery owner, and equally earnest curate, working together.
The unvarnished and realistic descriptions of colliers and
colliery villages show considerable power, and the story is
one to attract some readers.
Another story, and one of considerable literary merit, is A
Nineteenth Century Hero, by Laura M. Lane. It jas the
advantage of having a distinct motif, i.e., the subject of
co operative trading, and of cooperation generally among
working men. The hero's fortunes in life turn in great
measure upon the founding and guiding a co-operative store
among his fellow- workmen ; and the story is so well managed
as not to be dull, although there are occasionally masses of
figures and details introduced. It would be just the book
for a parish clergyman to put into his school library, in order
to prepare the way for a similar movement.

Messrs jftisbet's jfteto Publications.
This old-established firm are early in the field for the
present season with a variety of new books, each of which
is deserving notice by merit of some kind. The first of these
-which we take up is, though a republication from the
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BomHetic Quarterly, a work of great and absorbing interest,
because of its momentous and important subject, and of the
ability and learning with which the arguments pro and c a
arc handled by representative divines. This is Immortality;
A Clerical Symposium.
We have here clever essays all on the same subject, all
marked by extreme ability, some by learning, all, it is per
haps needless to say, by a commendable sense of the gravity
of the subject. The Church of England is well represented
by Cannon Knox- Little and Prebendary Row ; while Pro
fessor Stokes discourses on the scientific aspect of the question ;
and Rabbi Hermann Adler vindicates, with a considerable
measure of success, the claim of the Old Testament Scrip
tures to have taught (at all events) an implicit doctrine of
immortality, from some perhaps, too-hastily expressed,
strictures of the first writer, Prebendary Row.
All possible varieties of doctrine are, in fact, here repre
sented, from the Natural Immortality of one writer, through
the orthodox and traditional doctrine, to the opposite pole,
viz., —the doctrine of the Conditional Immortality, Lt., the
Natural Mortality of man. No intelligent and competent
reader, however, could fail to find the volume a most deeply
interesting one : in such a discussion of this great subject as
probably has been seldom attempted, at least with the same
amount of endeavour for completeness, by focussing succes
sively upon the mind's eye, all the sides of this many-faceted
doctrine, since the "Phaedo"of Plato. We subjoin, as a
specimen, two paragraphs from Cauon Knox-Little's
exquisite essay :
" If, indeed, there be Intuitive belief in immortality—this ' innst
sense' will be witnessed to something like universally by rain. That
such is the case can scarcely be questioned.
'xdVrej ti 9fuv Kartovs 'avQpanroi,'
"'All men are craving for the gods' is a statement of a wide fuel:
this fact, of oourse, in its literal and detailed application is deaisd.
Bat such denial is beside the mark. It Is, of course, Impossible topmt
that every human being who ever lived had a conscious sense ot Im
mortality ; but truly it is equally impossible to deny that, *p*akioJ
broadly, mankind has had a conviction, mysterious, starttiuir— usually
more vivid as moral forces were more active in tie life—that be, 10
wonderful and gifted a being, does not And his ending in the grave. .
"This then, is the foundation of belief In the immortality of ■>»
To mankind at large it rests on that universal teaching of Qod to His
erealure which may be called intuition; to this, for the ohosen people,
was added the revelation of God in Uis unity, and man In bis digaity
and his sorrow, in his need of, and oearne** to God implied in tbt
moral law: to this has succeeded the full revelation of Christ to His
Church, to be proclaimed throughout toe world—the distioet and »eflnite declaration of eternal life. To all the word is spoken, softer «r
more clearly, which proclaims the immortality of man.
" i he clouds that gather round (he setting sun
Do take a sober colouring from an eye
That hath kept watch o'er man's immortality;
Another race is run, and other palm are -won."
" But the ' sober colouring ' becomes a gulden glory to the eye of
faith flxt-d on the revelation of the Incarnate Qod ; and the Christian's
voice can rise with the strength of certainty in the triumphant cry of
the great Apostle. ' 0, Death I where is thy sting! O, Grave where H
thy victory.' "—(P. 165).
We are particularly pleased with the next book before us~-,
Your Sundays: (Fifty-two Short Readings, especially In
tended for Schoolboys. By the Rev. George Everard). I*
has all the author's well-known and persuasive earnestneJJ,
and is full of felicties of thought, thought, alas? we fear
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that the ' ' schoolboys "for whom they are intended will not
appreciate as much as they deserve, or as much as grown
people. Take, for example, the excellent Reading on " the
need of holy awe and reverence in worship " and the sadly
needed warning that " one of the great evils abroad, even
amongst some Christian organisations, is the secular spirit
brought into meetings for worship. There is a noise and an
excitement which ill befits the holy fear we should ever
manifest in God's presence." Excellent, again, in the Reading
on "the feet beautiful upon the mountains " is the appeal to
the young to devote their lives to winning souls for Christ in
Holy Orders. We recommend the book.
Another " Sunday Book for Young Readers " is Parables
op the Lake : or, the Seven Stories of Jesus by the Sea of
Galilee. By J. R. Macduff, D.D., which is indcod a treasury
of noble and beautiful teaching, drawn from the old, but
perennial fount of the Parables of Jesus. The way in which
the Lake of Gennesaret and its scenery, is described — the
setting as it were of these inestimable par ables—is almost
beyond praise.
Two more volumes of Messrs Nisbet's ' Theological Library '
are still before us. Four Centuries of Silence : or, From
Malachi to Christ. By the Rev. R. A. Redford, M.A.,
L.L.B., .is, as its somewhat enigmatical title intimates,
an account of such intellectual and spiritual stirrings
as can now be traced during the long interval between
the close of the Hebrew Canon and the Coming of
Christ. It is but a mere sketch, but it is carefully and in
telligently done ; and the critical views expressed appear to
us generally just. His account of Philo is particularly good.
Zecsakiah: His Visions and Warnings. By the late
Rev W. Lindsay Alexander, D.D. , LL. D., Edinburgh, is, in
its present shape, a posthumous publication. The scattered
papers out of which it has been compiled appeared first in
various volumes of the HomiUlic Magazine ; and are here
formed into a connected whole. They are, however, of
sterling value, and (what is not invariably the case with
fugitive contributions to magazines) quite worth preservation
in this elegant and permanent form. Those have found diffi
culty in grasping the brief and mysterious parables of the
Hebrew prophet, will derive great help in their study of this
prophecy from Dr Alexander's careful and painstaking
discussions.

3 Ipae&et of Tgo?*' !5oofes.
Master o» His Fate : a Swedish Story. By A. Blanche.
Translated by Rev. M. R. Barnard. London : Griffith,
FarranandCo. 1886.
The Briny Deep. By Captain Tom. Loudon : Griffith,
FarranandCo. 1886.
Tbe Rover op the Andbs. By R. M. Ballantynb. Lon
don : James Nisbet and Co. 1885.
The Swedish story of A. Blanche is pleasant. A brave boy
interferes between a bricklayer and a little foster daughter
whom he tries to force to drink brandy. A scuffle ensues, and
the boy bites off half tbe bricklayer's ear. After that he is pur
sued by the ferocious and malignant man, and has hair breadth
escapes. Finally he becomes a doctor. The little maiden,
Lala, marries a delicate Russian prince, the doctor is called in
to gee and prescribe for him, the prince dies, and the princess
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throws herself into the arms of the doctor as soon as she is a
widow. This story is sufficiently different from the usual type
of boys' tales of adventure to make it agreeable to them. The
translation has been really well done by Mr Barnard, the school
boy slang of Stockholm has been rendered into easy English
schoolboy vernacular, not an easy task.
' The Briny Deep,' from a literary point of view, is very poor
stuff indeed, but boys are not fastidious, and so long as they
get adventure and fun, do not carp at the style in which the
adventures are recorded, nor at the quality of the fun. The
fun in ' The Briny Deep ' is very heavy. The story concerns
the voyage of the ship "The Flying Cloud" from London to
Rio. Of course there is a chapter devoted to " Crossing the
Line ;" also, of course, there is an adventure with a shark ;
also, of course, a storm and a man overboard. The fun, Buch
as it is, turns on the love-making of two feeble passengers!
the Rev. Mr Whitehead and Miss Black, and the climax con
sists of the interruption of their marriage at Rio by the dis
covery that Mr Whitehead, the missionary, is already a married
man with a family. The illustrations drawn by Captain W.
W. May vary iu quality.
Those of ships and sea pieces are
clever, we may say very good ; those of figures are as poor as
the text of ' The Briny Deep.'
' The Rover of the Andes ' is like all the rest of Mr Ballantyne's stories, interesting to boys —to boys only. The scene of
adventure is in South America. Thore is a negro, ' Quashy,'
who acts as clown in the piece. The hero is like all heroes in
boy's books, and the heroine is an Inca princess, that is, th
daughter of an Indian woman by an English father.
The book is perfectly harmless, and is better far than ' The
Briny Deep,' but not so good as ' The Master of His Fate.' Mr
Ballantyue has, apparently, not been himself iu South America,
and is not, therefore, able to give the lifelike touches which
reveal a knowledge of scenery and life gained from personal
observation.

T5DOK0 for <£irls.
Cassandra's Casket. By Emma Marshall. London: James
Nisbet and Co. 1885.
Grace Murrat. By Ella Stonb. London: James Nisbet
and Co. 1885.
Widow Win penny's Watchword. ByJ. J. Wrat. London:
James Nisbet and Co. 1885.
Placida's Gossip. First Series. London : James Nisbet and
Co. 1885.
Mrs Marshall is a popular writer of books for girls, her
stories are always wholesome, and 1 convey sound lessons,
though not very original. ' Cassandra's Casket ' is the story
of two little girls, she who gives her name to the book, and
another, a plain-faced, good little girl, named Nesta. Cassan
dra is not very truthful, rather wayward and selfish, and the
bad in her character is driven out by the example of Nesta,
who finally saves her from drowning at the expense of her own
life. The casket is a little silver egg-shaped box found on the
beach by Cassandra—it contains the miniature of a lady. She
does not at once tell of her find, and this leads to trouble. The
illustrations to this story are so bad that we wish they had
been omitted altogether ; rather none than such as arc bad in
drawing. Children nowadays have critical eyes, and take a
disgust at such illustrations as are not artistic.
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In this particular 'Grace Murray ' stands far, far ahead of words nnd points of humour which would not be comprehen
' Cassandra's Casket.' The illustrations are only in outline, sible at any rate by young children ; moreover, they are, of
but they are good, some of them very good. The eyes seem, course, somewhat fragmentary.
Little Chicks and Baby Tricks may be recommended
however, to be beyond the power of the artist. The plate
opposite p. 220 is simply ludicrous, because the eyes of all four for very little children. It consists of a set of simple rhymes,
with a number of coloured illustrations of babies and children
persons represented are peering out of their corners.
The story is of a girl who struggles to make herself a name in much variety of attitude and employment, takingly and
as an artist. It has no particular merit, a decent, colourless attractively drawn.
Messrs G. and F. have also published Lonopellow's
performance.
' Widow Winpenny's Watchword ' is not a story specially Village Blacksmith, with wood-cut illustrations, some of
intended for girls, but it is a very wholesome story of a pious which nrc excellent.
Messrs Griffith and Farran have also issued new editions of
woman, very suitable for their reading. The widow's watch
four Standard works, viz., Thomas a Kempis, Taylor's
word is, "The Lord is in it, and it is sure to come right. "
' Placida's Gossip ' is a collection of thoughts on subjects Holy Living and Dying, and The Christian Year ; they
suggested by the Collects. They take the form of letters are well printed and neatly bound in cloth.
Messrs Crosby Lockwood and Co. publish a 16th edition
written by Placida, containing the ideas suggested to her active
and thoughtful mind by the Collects for the Sundays and Holy- of that very useful manual Truths Illustrated by Great
days from Advent to Septuagesima. We have been much Authors.
From the Pall Mall Gazttte Office we have A Popular
pleased with this little book. There is originality in it. A
nice volume for a girl to read every holy-day ; it will stimulate Gutdk to Westminster Abbey with plans and illustrations
her mind to consider the words she prays, and draw from and an introductory chapter by Dean Bradley. It will be found
them fresh ideas. We are pleased to think that Placida will very useful, though the size (.a small quarto) is by no means
convenient.
continue her meditations.

Messrs ajOell0 ©arOner, Darton anD
<£o.'0 J!2eto U5oofc.0.
Among these the post of honour must, we think, be assigned
to Tilks from Dame Marjorie's Chimney Corner and
China from her Cupboard, which is an original and
exceedingly pretty book for children, including a number of
drawings in the shape and style of blue tiles, with accompany
ing verses, besides several designs of china which have been
selected and drawn by Mrs Burne from specimens in museums
and private collections.
Drawn and Coloured is the curious title of a very
charming little book for very young children by Miss Pym ; the
pictures, if not very original, are fresh and taking, the
rhymes simple and pleasing, and the getting up worthy of all
praise.
The annual volume of Sunday always deserves a good
word, its former high standard of interest and excellence is
well maintained both as regards letter-press and illustrations,
while its frontispiece and binding are attractive as ever. For
the nursery it may be heartily recommended.
Among Messrs Griffith and Farran's new publications for
the young, many of which we shall deal with in another place,
we are glad to mention the following:
Queer Pets and their Doinos. A capital present for
children, and they are many, who have a penchant for animals.
The book is nicely got-up and illustrated, and it is not one
of its least recommendations that the anecdotes are not ficti
tious. It may fairly claim to combine a good deal of instruc
tion with amusement.
We can hardly consider the next book, Child Pictures
prom Dickens, as suitable for children in the same degree.
It consists of a series of illustrated extracts from the novelist's
writings, such as scenes about Little Nell, The Fat Boy, Smike,
Oliver Twist, the Marchioness, etc. Necessarily there are

Jl3eto 9@usic.
We have received from Messrs Cramer and Co. a small
batch of their recent publications, of which perhaps the best
is Mr Henry Parker's Sacred Song "Jerusalem," which in
the hands of a good singer should be very successful ; the
change to the major key and the six-four time is particularly
effective : without equalling them, it would form no un
worthy companion to some of those popular sacred songs of
M. Gounod and M. Faure to which it bears a family resemblanco.
It is published in several keys with a<l lib.
accompaniment for harp and organ, anil it has also been
arranged as an Organ Solo by Mr Westbrook.
Another good Sacred Song is Mr W. H. Jude's " Behold
I stand at the Door. " A Song " Afterwards " by Mr John W.
Mullen is comparatively commonplace. Mr Henry Parker's
" March of the Trojans " arranged for the organ by Mr Westbrook makes an easy and effective organ piece. Sir Arthur
Sullivan's "Andante Pastorale" from "The Light of the
World " is well transcribed for the organ by Dr Gladstone :
it presents no difficulties beyond those that are involved in a
judicious selection of stops and iu delicacy of performance.

*&
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jFoc ail faints1 Dap.
Revelation iv. 4.
" Round about tho Throne four and twenty seats."
The seats here mentioned are in reality thrones. God
and His Saints are represented as on thrones. This, as a
devout writer has reminded us, sets forth the Rest, if we
may reverently use that expression, of OneWho fainteth not,
neither is weary,—the Rest of God in the very heart and
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midst of His Saints, and their rest in Him, near the
Divine Object of their highest holiest affections.
The beauty of the picture is exceeding great. The
Divine Creator is described as having rested from the
work of Creation. Now He may be regarded as resting
from that of Redemption, and the Incarnate Son from
the labour of intercession, and the Blessed Spirit too from
pleading for us with groaniugs which cannot be uttered.
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There is the great central Throne ; upon it is seated in
radiant yet tranquil Majesty, the Almighty and Divine
Occupier, the Moral Governor of all worlds and ages.
Round Him cluster the vanguard of His faithful and
beloved servants.
We think at once of the twelve
Apostles. They are all there —the true and faithful twelve.
Where (the picture is that of eternity, not of time, of
judgment past and ended, not to come),—where should we
Why four and twenty seats? We are forcibly reminded think of them but beside the Being Whom they love and
of our Blessed Saviour's promise and prediction to His serve, as they do none other ? Whom have they in Heaven
twelve Apostles that they should sit on twelve thrones but Him, and whom on earth could they ever have desired
judging the twelve tribes of Israel. They were to be the in comparison of Him 1
judges of His Israel in His new and heavenly Kingdom,
We might go on to traverse in thought the hierarchies
as judges had also been appointed by God to govern the of Heaven. What long procession should we find of
chosen people in days of old.
Martyrs and Evangelists, and noble souls, whose garments
Thus twelve " seats " or " thrones " would be accounted dipped in blood, or whose persons standing out (amid the
for, and twelve occupants found for them, having received spiritual darkness of the world) in the fiery beacon-light
their warrant from Christ their Lord. But there remain of their own saintly valour, have helped to fill the roll of
twelve other thrones to make up the four and twenty ( what we call the " Bed-Letter Days " of our Church.
The courses of the Jewish Priesthood were twenty-four And so, meditating thus upon the memories of such .is
in number, representing " here that of the Christian men term "departed worthies "(though those " worthies"
Church. The very number, being twelve of the Law and would have told us they were unworthy of the crumbs of
twelve of the Gospel, may serve to comprehend the God's mercies), we should come at last to gather up in
twelve Prophets and the twelve Apostles, with other like vision fond and reverent all that of pure human effort ,
significations."
all that of active virtue or passive patience has lapsed
The idea that the " thrones " should be occupied by from this world's feeble esteem to the higher patronage of
twelve Prophets and twelve Apostles seems consistent a better.
with the prayer found in the Collect for S. Simon and
Yet nearer home shall we draw this silvery cord of the
S. Jude, "O Almighty God, Who hast built Thy " Communion of Saints ? " If we do, we shall find that
Church upon the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets, there is hung upon it many a home-bom affection, love
Jesus Christ Himself being the head corner-stone,"— which touches us in the innermost circles of our homewords which have their origin in S. Paul's Epistle to the life.
Bound about the Throne,—yes, close round the Throne
Ephesiaus.
The " thrones " are equal in number with those that sit four and twenty seats—but look a little further off, beyond
thereon ; a fixed total of persons to take possession, a the vision (in the immediate foreground) of the four and
place for each of these. Not one throne too many, not twenty elders. There is a great crowd there. Why !
one short, an occupant for each, yet none without a seat. Lo ! we are come to an innumerable company of augele,
The Heavenly Kingdom has been prepared from the foun
to the general assembly and Church of the First-born, to
dation of the world, and the occupiers of the thrones are throngs of white-robed palm-bearers, and the final home
represented as sitting in the Sabbatic Rest of that King
of all Saints !
dom. The thrones are stationary. The Cherubic move
Take account in thought for one moment of some stately
ment of the throne in the prophet Ezekiel indicated the pageant passing onwards through yonder street, or pause
advance of the kingdom, but here the kingdom is before some monument which is just being unveiled
thought of as already come, and so the thrones are at after erection in memory of this or that benefactor of the
human race.
rest— standing still.
It would take much too long to dwell upon all the
There, close at the foot of the monument—there, again,
meaning and teaching contained and implied in the most hard by the leading figures in the passing pageant,—there
glorious picture which is put before us in the passage are a few persons. They are there to assist in the due
already quoted from. Suffice it now to take merely that execution of all that waits upon the formalities of the
one fact (though it be only a disjointed item taken from occasion. They are there to order, to carry out the wishes
a complete whole), that " round about the Throne were of him who is chiefly in command (at the moment). But
on all sides of them, beyond, far, far away, through the
four and twenty seats."
We are brought nigh to the very focus of Heaven's glory, broad square or long street, across you ample park, there
as we drink into the spirit of the words. What is it that is a throng, full of interest, full of devotion to the charac
we see 1 God is there—the Holy Trinity—Father, Son, ter who has passed on or away, loving to dwell upon his
memory, come there to do honour either to the moving
and Blessed Spirit.
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living figure in the procession, or to the memory of the
just in the erection of his monumental statue, as the case
may be.
Turn, onee again, in thought to the highest Heaven.
Close round the Throne the twelve Apostles —" yo shall
sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel,"—but, oh ! what multitudes in all the courts of
Heaven, right on to its outer gate. These are all one
family, nothing to molest their peace or mar their con
cord.
Now and then we realise in very slight degree the
blessedness of social rest, of rest which is not a lonely rest,
while yet it is not of such a social kind as to fatigue or
press or distract.
Occasionally the scattered members of a family will
meet together. The evil world without is for the moment
kept at bay. There is just then a brief taste of rest and
peace in the heart of the family circle. But how soon
some gap is made therein ; it is broken up once more. The
transient joy has quickly fled. It has been a fact, a
truth, but the fact and truth are not without alloy.
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heavenly Rest? Surely an uninterrupted and glorious
worship of God by " All Saints !"
And does not the Eternal Son plead that we may enter
into that Rest, and share the bliss of God and of His
Saints? Did He not verily plead it when, with the
Cross full in view, He prayed, saying : "That they all
may be one, as Thou, Father, art in Me and I in Thee ;
that they also may be one in us, I in them, and Thon in
Me, that they may be made perfect in one."
C. G. H. BASKCOMB.
The number of the Literary Churchman for Nov.
6 will contain a Plain Sermon..

Current jFacts anD jBotts.
The Bishop of Ely, wo regret to say, it still suffering from
congestion of the left lung. He will not be able to fulfil hia
engagements for some weeks. The condition of hia health has
occasioned considerable anxiety.

*

*

*

Addresses are being given on all sides on the question of
Disestablishment. The most eloquent defence of the Established
It is, therefore, a relief to think of the Rest of God and Church by the Bishop of Puterborougb, and that of Mr Bos worth
His Saints,— He in them, and they in Him. That is a Smith, a Liberal, have excited more than usual attention.
*
*
*
verity—how much more complete, lasting, real That (at
The return of the Revs. J. H. Pigott and H. Sampson to the
least) is capable of no ruthless termination, no cruel Church will be a cause of rejoicing to their friends. About a
breaking in of alien forces.
year since these two clergymen resigned their appointments and
There hovers around this glorious Rest of God and His joined the ranks of the Salvation Army.
•
*
*
Saints a certain august sense of consummation.
An amusing incident took plaoe during the Church Congress
In one way it might be said that " consummatum est "
at Portsmouth. A few persons who objected to the Church
at the Crucifixion, but that was the consummation of the
Congress held " a Protestant Congress,'' in which they were
Crown of thorns ; this is the consummation of the Crown able to have it all their own way, at the Bow-street Circus.
of glory— God glorified in His Saints. The very Presence, These gentlemen were surprisod, we are informed, that no Ports •
too, of God in that heavenly consummation seems Itself mouth paper would take up their cause. The surprise is how
to be a kind of summing up of Christian Doctrine. We men could be found so ready to make themselves ridiculous, and
Bee there not alone the Verity of the Incarnation or of the so eager that their folly should be known.
*
#
•
Resurrection and its Triumph, or of Ascensiontide, or
A course of lectures on " Church Doctrine " is to be delivered
Whitsuntide, but all of these gathered up together in the on Sundays after Evening Service in Great S. Mary's, Cam
Divine and Triune Presence (as indeed we also see them bridge, during the winter. From the names of the lecturers
exhibited through a large portion of the Church's Year and the subjects which are chosen, we think the series will bo
following on Trinity Sunday).
a most important one. The Rev. V. H. Stanton began last
As we contemplate with adoring awe the Rest of God Sunday on " the Holy Catholic Church. " The Hon. and Rev.
in the heart and midst of His Saints, and the great white A. T. Lyttelton will take "Dogmatic Religion ;" the Rev. P.
Throne surrounded by lesser ones, do we not seem to gather Watson, " Sacramental Grace ; " Canon Mason, ' ' Baptismal
up together into one grand and complete whole the very Regeneration;" and Rev. J. W. Hicks, "the Real Presence."
*
•
*
Sum of all holy doctrine ? No item has lost its- force or
Mr Gladstone has been written to in consequence of observa
meaning. We have there the whole Sum, if we may tions made by Mr GoBehen in Edinburgh, respecting Dis
reverently use the expression, the great Sum of the Mys establishment. Mr Gladstone, howeTer, declines to show bis
teries of the Godhead. We do not see Christ being hand farther, and bids his constituents wait until he comes among
crucified, or just risen from the dead, but everything (in them. He reminds them that his " particular observations "
the scheme of Salvation) has been enacted. Even the about Disestablishment " only relate to the Church of England.'
*
*
*
work of Divine Intercession shall be over when God's
The Dean of Wells has persuaded himself that "Free Educa
Rest in His Saints is fully realised.
tion " is the right thing, and hastened to inform Mr Chamber
What a gigantic consummation is that !
lain of his discovery. Further, he has sent the correspondence
Can anything bring before the mind more thoroughly to the Timet, and the result has been a leader in which that
the idea of Rest—perfect Rest in utter completeness.
paper says, " we are not fully convinced by Dr Plumplre'a
What must be the proper and devout outcome of such arguments."
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We have not space to do more than call attention to the ex
cellent letter of the Bishop of London to the Rov. Stewart
Headlam npon the Church and Stage Guifd, and especially to
his remarks on the ballet.

*

#

#•

The Church of England Funeral Reform Association had a
successful meeting during the Church Congress at Portsmenthj
and a conference was held in tho Chapter House of Winchester.
The Primate, in a letter to the Secretary, says the object " con
tinues to have " his " full concurrence and sympathy."

O^usic.
In addition to the short series of Richter Concerts which
we have already announced, we gladly call attention to
three other musical enterprises each of considerable import
ance.
1. The SATBHDAT-ArTKRNOON COSCERTB AT THE CRYSTAL

Palace, of which the first ten programmes are already issued
in extenso. These are full of interest, and combine very
happily many new works with a judicious selection from
the standard compositions of the classical masters. Our
musical readers will do well to apply for a copy of the
prospectus.
The first Concert, given on Saturday last, was chiefly
noticeable for the very graceful and expressive playing of
Miss Fanny Davies, who gave a rendering of Beethoven's
P. F. Concerto in G, which if as yet somewhat deficient in
power was poetical and admirable throughout : her first
appearance may be chronicled as a genuine and well-merited
success.
Mr E. Prout's not over-interesting Symphony in F (No. 3)
was splendidly played, but the two excerpts from Wagner's
"Die Meistersinger " were most indifferently performed ; it
would have been better to omit them if it was not thought
worth while to secure a more efficient rendering.
2. Messrs Novello announce a Beries of six Oratorio Con
certs, under the conductorship of Mr Mackenzie, to be given
on various Tuesday evenings, between November and April.
Many of the works selected for performance are of the
highest interest, and there should be little doubt as to the
complete success of the enterprise. A letter in the Timet,
however, calls attention to a grave blot in the scheme, viz.,
that no numbered and reserved seat can be obtained for less
than half-a-guinea, nor are any subscription tickets issued
except for the stalls. After the recent correspondence in the
Timet and elsewhere as to the prices charged for Concerts
in England, it is strange that Messrs Novello should have
decided neither to issue any subscription for the balcony nor
to reserve balcony seats, for which they charge five shillings.
Why, asks the Timet correspondent, should people who pay
that sum be compelled to go to S.James's Hall an hour before
each concert commences, in order to secure a good seat ?
3. In striking contrast to this are the subscription arrange
ments for Messrs Brinsmead's new enterprise, which is to
consist of a series of Symphony Concerti to be given at S.
James's Hall on four Saturday Evenings in November and
December, by an Orchestra of seventy performers under the
conductorship of Messrs George Mount and Wilhelm Ganz,
for which the price of a reserved balcony stall for the complete
series) is only 15s. , or 3s. 9d. per concert. Of course the ex
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penses of the Messrs Novello's oratorio concerts are much
higher, and we do not for a moment complain of the price
charged, but only of the fact that no seats can be reserved for
less than the subscription price of 21. 10s. for the stalls. Messrs
Brinsmead's preliminary prospectus lies before us, and the
programmes seem to be selected both with judgment and
enterprisa It is a remarkable feature that Programme-books
are to be supplied free of charge. We wish every success to
the undertaking.
Modern society seems to be continually pushing further the
division of labour, and evolving new and more highly vitalized
organs for its needs. The exchange of proiuclt is already almost
perfectly organised ; books, and especially the periodical press,
have.with the assistance of the electric telograph, almost overcome
the barriers of time and space in the exchange and transmission of
knowledge., or at all even's of news, which is one branch of
knowledge. But if the daily Press is ubiquitous, it is also
ephemeral.
It is continually imparting information and
answering questions ; but the information is seleoted by the
E litor, not his readers, and may, or may not, concern them ;
while the questions answered are not, in all cases, those which
they have (or would have) asked.
The latest development of enterprise professes to go beyond
even bo mighty an engine as the daily Press in both theso par
ticulars. Tlie Vnioeraal Knowledge and Information Office, of
19 Southampton-street, Bloomsbury-square," undertakes to reply
to all questions on any and every subject and in all known
languages " that any one may choose to put to it, and for the
insignificant fee of One Shilling, wuh a postage stamp to frank
the reply. This is a perfectly serious and apparently bona fide
proposal, though it does not mean that the " Great Unknown "
at the office in Southampton-street claims to be a conjuror, but
only that, by means of a largo staff of Specialists and Experts,
the office has access to that mass of knowledge, great boyond all
computation, which has been put upon record at different times,
by different people, and in a vast variety of published (and un
published) books, anoient an! modern. It proposes, in fuct, to
tap the retereoirs of knowledge for tho benefit of its clients ;
but to do so at a fee of one shilling seems almost too good to be
true. We are assured, however, that great nnmbers of
different questions are daily being answered for a great variety
of persons, and, as would appear from their printed testimonials
sent to us, very much to their satisfaction. Such being the case,
and the fee for testing the powers of tho erudite porsons who
compose the staff being only One Shilling, we can only adviso
any of onr readers who are puzzled by knotty points of any kind
to submit them to tho Merlins of the offices, and—to seo tho
result.
FUND FOR THE WIDOW OF THE LATE REV. W. C.
VAUGHAN.
We acknowledge with much pleasure the following furthor
donations towards the above fund :
Rev. Arthur Bellamy, Publow Vicarage, Pensford, 11.
Rev. T. P. Nunn, Pennard Vicarage, Glastonbury, 61
Mrs Blunt, Mailing Abbey, Maidstone, 21.
J. R. Edmonds, Esq., Charnwood House, Sileby, near
Loughborough, 1/.
Rev. E. T. Sylvestor, Deene Rectory, Wansford, 10s.
Rev. Geo. Grove, The Rectory, Govilon, Abergavenny.lOs.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.

|>^<^ont?^on^ence^^

T. Fisher Unwin.
A Diary of Golden Thoughts for the Year
Griffitk and Farran.
Adams.— Who was Fhllys ?
A Parcel of Books from the R.T.8.
NOTICE. —The columns of the Litkrahy Churchman are at A Pa' eel ot Vols, of .Serial- from the R.T.S
A 1'arcel of Hooks Iroin John ilogg
all times open to Correspondence, anil the Editor invites and A
Parcel of Books from Nisbtt and Co.
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the A Small Parcel from Wells Gardner and Co.
GrlfflthandFarran.
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does Burn*.— Tam o' Shauter
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address Burbidge.— Liturgies and Offices of the Church Bell.
Cassell.
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not Gaye.—The World's Lumber Room
Guide to Westminster Office
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
... Arrowsmith.
Lovart.—Too Fat
... S.P.C.K.
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR Lewis.—A Glad Service
lOffice of Christian
Maclaren.— Pictures and Emblems
•*' / Commonwealth.
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
... Hoiidcr&Stoughton.
Meller.— In the Footsteps of Heroes
... Macmillan.
Molesworth.— Us
THE OFFICIAL YEAR BOOK OF THE CHURCH OF
... Parker and Co.
Morgan.— Inter Flumina
ENGLAND.
... Longmans.
Overton.—Life In the English Church ...
... clarendon Preaa.
RETURN OF CHURCH EXPENDITURE FOR THE LAST
Owen.—Ovid 'Irlstia. Book I
...
Macmillan.
Patiison.—
Sermons
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.
... SketfingtonB.
Please Tell me a Tale
To the Editor of the L. C.
...
Griffith and Farrao.
Scott.—A Bunch of Berries
... S.I-.CK.
Sib, — Steps are being taken by our Committee to ascertain, as Three Martyrs of the Nineteenth Century
... Stock.
Tyinma. —Mystery of God
completely as possible, what has been raised and expended by Voices Crying in the Wilderness
... Macmillan.
... Macmillan.
(ho Church upon various branches of Church extension and Yonge—Nuttie's Father. 2 Vols
philanthropic work during the lasttwenty-five years. To obtain
MESSRS PUTTICK & SIMPSON,
the facta required, it is necessary in every case to make direct
application to the Secretary or Treasurer. As far as Diocesan Auctioneers of Literary and Artistic Property,
47 LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C,
organisations are concerned, I have been able for the most part
to secure tho names and addresses of the officers from the Beg to announce that their SEASON for the SALE by AUCTION of
BOOKS, MSS. AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, MUSIC, MUSICAL
Diocesan Calendars, but in the case of Societies or Institutions
INSTRUMENTS, PAINTINGS, ENGRAVINGS, FINE-ART
moro local in their character I have no such opportunity of
FURNITURE, and other Valuable PROPERTY, HAS COM
obtaining the needful information. I Bhall, therofore, feel greatly
MENCED ; and that their Warehouses are now open for the Re
ception of Property of the above description. Small consignments
obliged if any one will furnish mo with the name and address of
are received and Inserted la Sales of Property of a similar des
tho Treasurer or Secretary of any of the following (or kindred)
cription. Valuations made for Probale Duty, or for Public and
institutions existing in large towns or [districts, and supported
Private Sale.
wholly, or largely, by the voluntary offerings of Churchmen,
viz.: Church Extension Societies, Scripture Readers, Convales
cent Homes, Cottage Hospitals, Nurses' Institutions, Peniten
SURREY.
tiaries and Refuges, Orphanagos, Church Institutes, Reforma
A SCHOOL ol the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
tories, and Industrial Schools.
Should a local Guide or pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
Almanack be published, it might save trouble if a copy wore sent every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms tor the sons of Clergymen.
to me with a mark against the Institutions supported entirely,
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
or mainly, by the Church. There are obvious reasons why an vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skeffington and
effort should be made to render the roturns furnished by the
Son, 1(13 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,
Year Book as complete as possible ; I shall feel greatly obliged,
Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.
therefore, if those who have not returned the form of inquiry
upon Church Building and Restoration, etc., will kindly let me
HUMPHREYS'
havo it with as little delay as possible.
lIRON CHURCHES
Faithfully yours,
Frederick Bornside,
CHAPELS «nd SCHOOLS
1 MISSION AND CLUB ROOMS .
Hon. Editor and Secretary to the Committee.
i
50ON SHOW
i ALBERT GATE HYDE PARK.S.W.
Tho Parsonage, Hertingfordbury, Hertford,
N.B.Build«rof F»UiriiS.-<He«Kl liAiHtii
Oct. 20th, 1885.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE-l and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and such of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred 01om""aBeCUA.BMAN-ThePHYBiciAN-Dr
Very Itev. the Dean
WESTMINSTER.
W. H.ofSTONE.

.WmaHaJK
Actoarv-STEWART
HELDEK, »?<£
ESQ.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION, Ibt JUNE, 1885 :Total Funds
Total Annual Income
Amount of Profit* divided at the last Quinquennial Bonus

£3.272,577
354,Cti6
437.317

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 4s. Id. per cent, of the total revenue.
t onus of Proposal, Prospectuses.
to the Office, personally or by letter.
v
' 4c' may' be had on application
rr
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary
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By the BISHOP OP GRABAMSTOWN.

SHORT READINGS for the CHRISTIAN
YEAR. Fop Household and Personal Use. By E. W. UODLEY.
Wtth Introduction by the Right Kerercnd Bishop BROMBY.
Part I. ADVENT to EASTER. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 5s.
Part II. EASTER to ADVENT. Crown 8m Cloth, 5s.
(Each part may be had separately.)
" Four or fire minutes, in addition to the time usually occupied by
family prayers, niteht be most beneficially employed in going through
this course ot Readings, (or they contain a great deal of instruction in
a very brief compass."—The Church Times.
" A few comments on a short pissage of Scripture, often taken from
one ot the Lessons for the Day. They are simply expressed with a
special devotional purpose, and also contain very useiul geographical
and historic il information. Eaob would take but a few minutes to
read."—The Spectator.
41 These Readings come home to the heart and conscience. The Ian.
gnage is simple and fresh. A point is always made and impressed upon
the wind, to be carried away for meditation amongst the distractions of
' ranch serving,' and the many cares of the day."—The Gloucestershire
Cbrontere.
BT THE SAME AUTHOR.
PRAYERS and RESPONSES for the HOUSE
HOLD. Parti. Cloth, 9d. Part II. Cloth. 6d. Sixth Thousand.
Each Part arranged for Two Weeks. A Service for the use of
Schools, and Litanies for Advent and Lent, with other Prayers, arc
added to Part I.
" This book may be numbered amongst those which hare been the
means of promoting earnest religious rtfe In many a family. The com
piler has studie 1 the best models, and sometimes attains a verbal feli
city which is uncommon."-The Guardian.
" What we especially like is the rtal and pradieal tone of the peti
tions. We have seldom seen a book of Family Prayers so thoroughly
useable. We think that it will be acceptable alike to the elder and
younger members of the household."—The Literary Churchman.

Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d., by post, 3s. 9d.,

The PRESENCE and OFFICE of the HOLY
SPIRIT. Six Addresses given at the Church of S. Joha the
Evangelist, in the Pariah of 8. Peter's, Eaton-square, together
with Three Sermons preached at S. Peter's, Eaton-square.
London r W. SEEFFINGTOtf and SOW, 10* Plecadffly, W.

WANTED, the following works relating to
Convocation. Any portion of the following may
be reported, with price, to MESSRS W. SKEF
FINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly.
SYNODALIA. Edited by Warren.
2 vol*, Being
the first series of documents relating to Convocation, extending
from November '52, to June '£3.

The CHRONICLE of CONVOCATION; being
the third scries of Documents, &c.
Vol. from Feb. 10 '68.
1 thin vol.
Vol. from Feb. '».
,,
Vol. from May '59, to May '63, perhaps In 2 or 3 parts, paged 1.—
1144.
IS71 vol.
Paged 1-304.
Just out, in Paper Cover, Price 6d., by post «i d.,

A RANSOMED SOUL.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly.

A Christmas Tale of Village Life. By J. H.

Cloth boards, gilt lettered, toned paper, with the Collects for the Tear,
without the School Services, Is. M.

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

MOVEMENTS of RELIGIOUS THOUGHT in BRITAIN
during the NINETEENTH CENTURY :
Being the Fifth Series of St Gil«w' Lectures.
By JOHN TULLOCH, D.D., LL.D., Senior Principal in the
University of St Andrews, and one of Her Majesty's Chaplains in Ordinary in Scotland. Crown 8vo, price 10s. 6d.,
half-bound roxburgh.
Contents ;
I. COLERIDGE AND HIS SCHOOL.
VI. JOHN STUART MILL AND HIS SCHOOL.
II. EARLY ORIEL SCHOOL.
VII. FREDERICK D. MAURICE AND CHARLES
III. OXFORD OR ANGLO-CATHOLIC MOVEMENT.
KINQSLEY.
IV. MOVEMENT OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT IN SCOTLAND.
VIII. FREDERICK W. ROBERTSON, BISHOP EWING,
V. THOMAS CARLYLE AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER.
DR JAMES MARTINEAU, DEAN STANLEY,
AND PROFESSOR JOWETT.

LIFE in the ENGLISH CHURCH (1660-1714.)
By J. H. OVERTON, M.A., Rector of Epworth, formerly Scholar of Lincoln College, Oxford; joint Author of
'The English Church in the Eighteenth Century.' 8vo, 14s.

LONDON : LONGMANS, GREEN AND CO.

THE Edition
CHURCH
OF ENCLAND HYMN-BOOK.
A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICE, separately, Is. 6d. perioz.
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change It for any other Hymn-Book."— Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if your hope that It will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
'
•• Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."—Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my 6est to make It known."- Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of th» Church of England."— Bishop ol
Lincoln.
'
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, is admirable."—Bishop of Chichester.
" Year choice and admirable work.'— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unsplritual cant'—Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.
Many more also (unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.

GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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Published by PARKER and CO.
THE PRAYER-BOOK.
THE FIRST PRAYER BOOK OF EDWARD VI. Compared with
the SuccffsiveB Revision of the Book of Common Prayer, with
a Concordance to the Kubricks in the Several Editions. By
JAMES PARKER, Hon. M.A.,Oxon. New Edition. Crown Sto,
oloth, 582 pp., 12s.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HI8TORT OF THE SUCCESSIVE
REVISIONS OF THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. By
JAMES PARKER, Hon. M.A. Ozon. Crown Sto, cloth, 12s.
Also, now ready, a Cheap Edition of
THE FIRST PRAYER-BOOK, as Issued by the Authority of the
Parliament of the Second Year of King Edward VI. Filth Thou
sand, 24ino, limp cloth, is.
SECOND PRAYER-BOOK OF EDWARD VL Issued 155J. Third
Thousand. 24mo., limp oloth, Is.
THE CATHOLIC DOCTRINE OF THE SACRIFICE AND PAR
TICIPATION OF THE HOLY EUCHARIST. By GEORGE
TREVOR, M.A., D.D., Canon of York, Rector of Beeford. Second
Edition, Revised and enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.
THE PRINCIPLES OF DIVINE SERVICE ; or, an Inquiry concerning
the True Manner of Understanding and using the order for Morning
and Evening Prayer, and for the Administration of the Holy
Communion in the English Church. By the late Ven. PHILIP
FREEMAN, M.A. Two vols., 8vo, cloth, 16s.
CATECHETICAL LESSONS ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER.
Illustrating the Prayer-book from its title paee to the end of the
Collects, Epistles, and Gospels. By the Rev. Dr FRANCIS
HESSE Y. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 6s.

[Oct. 23, r885

FOR ALL SOULS' DAY.
2d. each, or 25 for 2s. 6d., post free,
VESPERS Of the DEAD. For use on the Eve of All
Souls' Day. Set to the ancient Plainsong. Words and Midi
complete. Aire ae a leaflet, for Congregational use, words oolr
2s. per 10O, post free.
"
Second Edition. 2Jd. ; or tor distribution, ls.9d. perdoi. post ir«,
The LIFE of DEPARTED SOULS. The Sermon
preached
St Barnabas,' Pimlico, on All Souls' Day,
Rev.
J, P.atF.DAVIDSON.
'• 1880,• br' lac
2d. each, or Is. Cd. per doz., post free.

The MEMORY of the DEAD. Words by Dr
FABEK. Music by the Rev. A. J. N. MACDONALD.
la per doz.. or 4s. per 100, post free,

BRIEF DIRECTIONS for MOURNERS, mi
for the BURIAL of the DEAD in CHRIST.
Is. Id., poet free.

The SACRAMENT ofEXTREME UNCTION;
its History and Use in the Church of England. Byths Eel. W
CROUCH.
is. 5ld., post free.

REQUIEM .ffiTERN
AM. A Manual of Ritual Mtuic
IRNA1T
for the Burial of the Dead.
To be obtained (by post only) of the Secretary, G. A. S., 39 Lombardstreet, E.C.

FOR ALL SOULS' DAY.
Now ready. Second Edition, Revised and much enlarged.,
In cloth, la. Id,, post free.
Also In limp calf, red edges, 3s. 6d., post free.

THE WAITING CHURCH.
DEVOTIONAL BOO K!S.
PRAYERS FOR MARRIED PERSONS. From Various Sources, chiefly
from the Ancient Liturgies. Selected and Edited by CHARLES
WARD, Rector of Maufden. Third Edition. With red lines on
toned paper, 24mo, cloth, 4s. 6d.
A CHEAP EDITION, on white paper, 24 mo, 29. ftd.
Fiftieth Thousand, 32mo, roan, gilt edges, 2s. M. ; morocco, 5s.
DAILY STEPS TOWARDS HEAVEN ; or, Practical Thoughts on the
Gospel History, and especially on the Life and Teaching of our
Lord Jesus Christ. For every day In the year according to the
Christian Seasons, with the Titles and Character of Christ, and a
Harmony of the Four Gospels. Newly printed with antique type.
LARGE-TYPE EDITION, square crown 8vo, cloth antique, red edges,

OFFICES AND OTHER DEVOTIONS FOR THE DEAD ASD
DYING.
With a Brief Catena of Authorities on the Intermediate State id:
Prayer for the Dead.
Compiled by WALTER PLIMPTON. Hon. Secretary to the GaUd i
All Souls.
To be obtained (by post only) of the Secretary, G. A. S., 39 Lombsri
street, E.C. ; or (by the Trade) of the ARTISTIC SrATlOSKKV
COMPANY, Limited, Plough -court. Fetter-lane.
HYMN FOR ALL SAINTS' DAY.

WHO ARE THESE LIKE STARS APPEAR
1NG? Music by RICHARD REDHEAD. 4to, wrapper, U

BODY'S (Rev. G.) The PRESENT STATE of
THE PSALTER: or. Canticles and Psalms of David. Pointed for
Chanting on a New Principle. With Explanations and Directions
By the late STEPHEN ELVEY, Mus. Doc, Organiat of New and
St. John's Colleges, and Organist and Choragus to the University
of Oxford. With a Memorandum on the Pointing of the Gloria
Patri by Sir G. J. ELVEY.
I. CHEAP EDITION (the Sixteenth), limpcloth, is. ; bound in
leather, Is. 6d.

"• FC^h8paRgp3ERI^A(LhMSF03UsfteeDth)' ""* ^ * «•
III. LARGE-TYPE EDITION for Organ (the Eighth). Demv
8vo, cloth, 5s.
"
'
J
The PROPER PSALMS separately. Fcap. 8vo, sewed, 6d.
The CANTICLES separately (Seventeenth Edition). Fcap. 8vo
Thit Plotter U uied at St. Qtor&fi Chapel, Windtor, and at manu
Catltcdralt.

PARKER and CO., Oxford; and 6 Southampton-street,
Strand, London.
This day, prioe Id., by post 1J4,

THE PEOPLE'S CHURCH.
Reasons against Disestablishment.
A Sermon on the Value of the National Church. SecondEditlon
BytheKev. 6. HARVEY GEM,
Formerly Rector of A>pley Guise.
London: W SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, w.

the FAITHFUL DEPARTED. A Sermon preached in labalun
at All Saints' Church, Margaret-street, on Suuday, Jane a,lsTi
Seventh Edition. 6d.
THE DEAD in CHRIST. A Word of Consolation to
Mourners. By the Rev. C. LUNDI BROWN. Super rojii,
32mo, cloth, red edges. Is. 6d. ; cloth limp, la
London : J. MASTERS and Co., 78 New Bond-street, W.
OPEN CHURCHES.
Friends of the Open Church System should circulate

HINTS for PRIVATE DEVOTIONS in
CHURCH.
By Rev. H. MORDEN BENNETT, M.A., Author of 'Sinpte
Church Teaching.' and other books favourably noticed by the Chur. 1
papers. Of the Author, Belvedere, Bournemouth. Ha. free ; JO fur ft,

" (XUR CHURCHES, Whose are They ? "

" ME

\J AND MY VOTE." In view of the coming Election lone
leaflets, written in easy colloquial language, are recommended for dis
tribution by the clergy and others. 2s. 6d. per loo, or jd. each.
CHURCH EXTENSION ASSOCIATION, A. MITCHELL,
6 Paternoster-row.
Just ready, 8vo, Is.,

EVOLUTION and the MORAL SENSE. A Lecture
delivered at S. Mildred's. Bread-street, in the City of London,
on July 29. 18&5. for the Christian Evidence Society. BytbeBer.
HENRY WOODWARD CROFTON, late H.M. Chaplain in ladii,
and some time Rector of S. Mary's, March.
London : RIVING TONS, Waterloo-place.

Printed for the Proprietor by «««™^9&1{«S». 16 Little Pulteney.treet, in the Pariah of S. James, Wct-in**,-*
jruousneu by w. Sieffingtom and Sos, 163 Piooadilly, W.
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NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS. TALES FOR YOUNG MEN & WOMEN
IN SIX HALF-CROWN VOLS.

The LIFE of the RENOWNED Dr PRESTON.
Writ by his Pupil, Master THOMAS BALL, D.D., Minister of VOL. 1.—BY THE KEV. F. E. PAQET, contains—
Northampton in the year 1628. Edited by E. VV. HAROOURT,
MOTHER and SON i WANTED A WIFE; HOBSONS
Esq., M.P. Crown 8vo, cloth, price is.
CHOICE.
' OSBORNE GORDON. A Memoir. With a Selection VOL. II.-BY THE SAME AUTHOR, contains—
of his Writings. Edited by GEO. MARSHALL, M. A., Rector
WINDYCOTE HALL ; SQUITCH; TENANTS at TINKERS'
of Milton, Berks, ond Rural Dean of Abingdon ; sometime Student
END.
of Christ Church. With Medallion Portrait. 8vo, cloth, price
VOL. Ill—BY THE REV. W. E. HEYOATE, contains—
10s. 6d.
TWO COTTAGES; THE SISTERS; OLD JARVIS'S WILL.
The SUFFERINGS of the CLERGY DURING
the GREAT REBELLION. Bv the Rev. JOHN WALKER, VOL. IV.-BY THE REV. W. E. HEYGATE, oontalns—
M.A.. sometime of Kxeter College, Oxford, and Rector of St Mary
JAMES BRIGHT, the SHOPMAN; The POLITICIAN; IR
Major. Exeter Epitomised by the Author of -The Annals of
REVOCABLE.
England.' Second Edition, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 2«. 6d.
VOL. V.-BY THE REV. R. KING AND N. BROWN, contains—
OUTLINES of INSTRUCTIONS or MEDIThe STRIKE; JONAS CLINT; TWO TO ONE; FALSE
TATIO.NS for the CHURCH'S SEASONS. By JOHN KEBLE,
HONOUR.
M.A. Edited, with a Preface, by R. IP. WILSON, M.A. Second
VOL. VI.-BY THE REV. J. M. NEALE, THE REV. E. MONRO, fcc,
Edition. Crown ttvo, cloth, 5s.
oontalns —
LETTERS of SPIRITUAL COUNSEL and
The RAILWAY ACCIDENT ; The RECRUIT; SUSAN ; SER
GUIDANCE. My the late Rev. J. KEBLE. M.A., Vicar of
VANTS' INFLUENCE, MARY THOMAS and CARO
Hurelev Edited by R. F. WILSON, M.A., Vicar of Rownhanis,
LINE ELTON.
fcc. New and Cheaper Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d.
Each Volume is bound as a distinct work and sold separately.

STRAY THOUGHTS: for EVERY DAY in
the YEAR. Collected and arranged by E. L. 32mo, cloth, gilt,
TALES ILLUSTRATING CHURCH HISTORY.
red edges, price Is.
By J. M. NEALE, E. MONRO, W. E. HEYGATE, H. C.ADAMS,
A. D. CRAKE, KING, fcc.
Notes of Antiquities of the District. By J. T. BLIGHT, Corre
With Woodcut Illustrations. In VolumcB at 3s. 6d. each.
sponding Srcretary for Cornwall to the Cambrian Archaeological
Adapted for General Reading, Parochial Libraries, fcc.
Association j Author of ■ A Week at the Laud's End,' fcc Crown ENGLAND. Vol. I.—The Cave In the Hiils, The Alleluia Battle.
8vo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations, price 5s.
Wild Scenes amongst the Celts, The Rivals, The Black Danes.
The CORNISH BALLADS, with other Poems. By ENGLAND, Vol. II.—The Forsaken, Aubrey De L'Orne, Alice of
the late Rev R. S. HAWKER, Vicar of Morwenstow ; including
Fobbing, Walter the Armourer, Agnes Martin.
m New Edition of ' The Quest of the Sangraal.' Second .Edition, FRANCE AND SPAIN —The Exiles of the Cebenna, The Dove of
fcap. 8vo, on toned paper, cloth, price 5s.
iabenna, Larachc, Dores de Gualdim.
AMERICA AND OUR COLONIES.-The Chief's Daughter, The
Convert
oi Massachusetts, Woltingham, The Catechumens of the
DEVOTIONAL BOOKS.
Coromnndel Coiist. Rcse and Minnie.
PRAYERS for MARRIED PERSONS. From EASTERN
AND NORTHERN EUROPE-—The Conversion of St
Various Sources, chiefly from the Ancient Liturgies
Selected
Vladimir, The Northern Light, The Croes in Sweden, lhe Luzurend Edited by CHARLES WARD. Rector of Man den ihird
House of Leres. The Daughters of Pola.
Edition. With red lines on toned paper, 24mo. cloth, it. 6d.
ASIA AND AFRICA— Lucia's Marriage, The Quay or the Dioscuri,
A CHEAP EDITION, on white paper, Mmo.cloth, 2s. 6d.
The Lily of Tiflis, The Sea- Tigers, the Bride of Ramcuttab.
Fiftieth Thousand, 32mo, roan, gilt edges, 2s. (Id. ; morocco, 58.,
VOLUMES.
DAILY STEPS TOWAEDS HEAVEN; or, ENGLAND— MedhcvulEXTRA
Period. The Orphan of Evesham, Mark's
Wedding. The White Rose of Lynden, The Prior's Ward. By
Practical Thoughts on the Gospel History, and especially on
the Rev. H. C. ADAMS. With Four Illustrations on Wood.
the Life and Teaching of our Lord Jesus Christ. For everyday
In the year according to the Christian Seasons, with the 1 ltles and
Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
Character of Christ, and a Harmony of the four Gospels. Newly ENGLAND: the Norman Conquest. The ANDREDSWEALD ; or,
the House of Michelham : a Tole of the Norman Conquest. By
printed with antique type.
the Rev. A. I>. CRAKE. B.A. With Four lllustiations by Louisa
LARGE-TYPE EDITION, square crown 8vo, cloth antique, red edges.
Taylor. Fcap. 8vo, 3d. 6d.
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J. MASTERS AND CO.'S LIST OF BOOKS.
FOR ADVENT.

Now ready. Royal ISmo, with Four Illustrations. Trice 2s. Od.

At GRANNY'S; or, Ten Days without lather and
Mother. A Story for Children.

FOOTSTEPS of the HOLY CHILD, or Lessons on the
Now ready. Small Svo, with Two Illustrations. Price 2f.

LETTY'S MISSION.

A Tale.

By Lady Dunboyne,

Author oi ' Summerland Grange," The Maitlituila Money i>ox,
' ihe black Sheep ot the Fariab,' Ac.

Incrnation. Edited by the Rev. T. T. CAKTi.u, M.A. ran 1.
Advent. leap, tiro. la. 1'art II. Chrlsuaaa, &c. 2s. M. la 1
Vol.,cloth, 3e. Od.
" The best popular Manual of the Church's teaching on the locamatlon that has come belore us."—Literary Churchman.

Now ready. Crown 8vo, price 3a. Od., a New Edition o(

The INCUMBENT of AXHILL.

A Sequel to

Chorister brothers.'

The ADVENT SERMONS. Illustrated by copious references
to the Advent Services. By the Iter. KICliARD TuMLlNs,
M.A. 2nd Edition. First and Second Series, In one vol., dolt,
2». Od.

Itojal lemo, with Twelve Engravings, Fourth Edition, price 2a. Od.

TALES for ME to BEAD to MYSELF.
Demy 16mo, with ornamental borders, a New Edition on toned paper,
price '4s.

LITTLE ALICE and HER SISTER.

The WATCH TOWER BOOK; or, Readings for the Hight
Watches of Advent, chiefly culled (roin the \\ ritings of the holy
Fathers of the First Four Centuries. By the Kev. (J. W. B,
CL A it KE, M.A. Font ttvo, 3s. tkl. Cheap Edition, limp cloth, u.

Edited by the

iter. W. UUESLE*. M.A.

The MESSAGE on RECONCILIATION.
By MISS STELLA AUSTIN.
MOTHER BUNCH. Small Bvo, 3s. 6d.
KENNETH'S CHILDREN, Small 8vo, 3b. 6d.
OTHER PEOPLE. Small 8vo, 3b. 6d.
GREAT GRANDMOTHER'S bflOES.
Small

Four AoWent

Sermons. By the Kev. F. G. LKE, U.C.L. Bvo, 2».

A
8vo,

3a. Od.

FEW DEVOTIONAL

HELPS for the OHUECH

SEASONS. Edited by Two Clergymen. Two Volumes. CM,
5s. Od. j calf, lis.
For Advent, Chriatmaa, and other Seasons until Lent. it.

OUR NEXT DOOR NEIGHBOUR. Small 8vo, 3s. 6d.
PAT. Small 8vo, 3s. 6d.
SHORT DEVOTIONS for the SEASONS. Compiled for
l'aioculul Distribution, by F. U. M. In one VoL, cloth limp, W.
UN OLE PHILIP, ismall 8vo, 3s. 6d.
Devotions for the Seasons of Advent and Christmas. Id., ot H.
BEN ORAMfcR i Working Jeweller. Small 8vo, 3g. 6d.
per lot).
FOB OLD SAKE'S SAKE. Small 8vo, 3s.
RAGS and TATTERS. Small Bvo, 3s.
DAILY MEDITATIONS FROM ANCIENT SOUBOES.
STUMPS. Square 16mo, 2s. 6d.
ADVENT. lSmo, cloth, Is.
SOMEBODY, Square 16mo, 2s. 6d.
"WINGS. Square l6mo, 6d. ; cloth, Is.
00N0I0NALIA. Outlines of Sermons for Parochial U*s
thiougtiout the Year. By the Kev. H. THOMPSON, M.A. Iairi
By MRS MITCHELL.
Edition, leap, gvo, cloth, 7a. od.
GOLDEN HORSESHOES. A Tale of the Time of
Edward 111. (Jrowu bvo, 5s.
HER MAJESTY^ BlAR. A Tale of the Time of OONOIONALIA. Second Series. Foap. 8vo, oloth, 6«. 61
Queeu JUizaUeth. Crown &vo, 5s.

The UiAittONi) RING. Orown 8ro, 5s,
NuRtON HALL. Orown gvo, 6s.
The LITTLE BLUE LADY, and other Tales.

SERMONS for the SEASONS of the OHUROH.
Small

SVO, i». OH.

The uEAUriFUL FACE.
HATHEKLElGH OROaS.

Trans-

laied from S. Bernard, svo, cloth, 3s. Od,

SOME THOUGHTS for ADVENT, CHRISTMAS, the
Small 870, 4s. 6d.
18mo, 1b.

FEAST of the HOLY INNOCENTS, and ErlFHA-JiY-nuiBy UEOKG-K CKAWFOKL) CAFFIN, Sector of brUapue,
Berks. Crown Svo, Is.

By MISS C. A. JONES.
DEATH, JUDGMENT, HELL, HEAVEN. Oonsideration!
LITTLE CAPTAIN DiOK. Small 8vo, 3s.
by Luis de U rauada. Foap. Hvo, olotu, •£&>
LiTTEE READY CRY. Small 4to, 3s. 6d.
OLD ORUMPiiT, the SHOEMAKER. A Tale of Two PARISH SERMONS for the ADVENT and CHRISTMAS
MiKSioiiH. tiuxnli 8vo, 2s.
SEASONS. By the Kev. J. R. WEST, M.A., Cauoa el Uoeola,
NOT UU1TE A HEROINE. Foap. 8vo, 3s.
and Vicar of V\ rawby. Foap. Svo, cloth, as.
STORIES for the OHRIBi'IAN 3f£AR. 8 vols., 2s.
eacu.
STOUlES on the CHURCH CATECHISM. 4 vols., EIGHTEEN SERMONS of S. LEO on the DfOAElfAas. Od. each.

STURtEtf of the WONDERFOL KINGDOM.
3e. 6d.

Small 4to,

TIoN. translated, with Notes, and with the " Tome " ol 8. Leo'a
the ortgiml. By WILLIAM mtliiiir, U.D.. Hcpn» Fiona**
ot Ecclesiastical History, aud Canon o( Christ Cliunrh, Onlort.
Second Edition, orowu svo, cloth.
[ Keady shortly.

LONDON: J. MASTERS AND CO.
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SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, AND CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.
MISCELLANIES: Prose and Verse.

By William The LIFE and TIMES of GENERAL SIR EDWAR t

MAGINN. Willi a Memoir. Edited by R. W. MONTAGU. 2
vole., crown 6vo, 24s.

STUDIES in SHAKESPEARE.

CECIL. Viscount Wimbledon. Colonel of an English Regimen
In the Dutch Service, 1(105 16(1, and one of His Majesty's Most
Honourable Ptivy Council, 1628-38. By CHARLES DALTON,
F.R.G.S. 2 vols., demy Svo. p ice 30s.

By the late Richard

GRANT WHITE. Editor of 'The Riverside Shakespeare ' ; Author
of ' England Without and Within.' Ac. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10a. 6d.

2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra. 21s.,

FORTY THOUSAND MILES OVER LAND AND
The LAST DAYS of the CONSULATE.

From the

French of M. KAURIEL, Member of the Institute of France, and
Secretary to the Academy of Inscriptions. Edited, with Introduc
tion, by M. L. LALA.NNE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10*. 6a.

WATER. I be Journal of a Tour throush the British Empire and
America. Br Mrs HOWARD VINCENT. With I llu»t rations,
engraved nnder the direction of Mr HENRY BLACKBURN.

A LARGER HISTORY of the UNITED STATES
NEW WORK BY WILL CARLETON,
Author of ' Farm Ballads,' ' Farm Festivals.' 4c.

CITY BALLADS. With numerous beautifully engraved
Woodcut Illustrations.
12s. Id.

of AMERICA, to the Close of President Jackson's Administration.
By IHOMAS WKNTWORTH H IUGINSON. Author ot • Younfj
FolkB' History of the United states.' Illustrated by .Maps. Plans,
Portraits, and other engravlnge. Small 4to, cloth extra, price 14s.

Small 4io, cloth extra, gilt edges, price

The LIFE

The JOURNAL of MARY FRAMPTON.

From the

Tear 1799 to the Year 1846. Including various interesting and
curious Letters, Anecdotes. &c, reUting to events which occurred
during that period Kditeu, with Notts, by her Niece, II AKK1ET
GEuKUIANA JIUMJV. 1 vol., demy »vu, cloth, price 14s.
" As Mary Frampton saw a good deal of society, and corresponded
with persons who tno\ed very close to the Throne, her notes are peculiail) interesting, throwing, as they do, side-lights on the political
events ol her time, and affording curious glimpses of social life."—
St James's Gazette.

Ready November 20.

and

LETTERS

of JOHN BROWN,

Liberator of Kansas and Martyr of Virginia
Edited by F. B.
SANBORN. Demy 6vo, cloth extra, with Portraits, Us. 6d.

The PURPLE LAND that ENGLAND LOST.

Travels

and Adventures in the Banda Oriental, South America.
W. H. HUDSON. 2 vols, crown 8vo, cloth, price 21s.

BERLIN SOCIETY.

By

Count

liy

PAUL VASILI,

Author of 'The World of London." Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER of HARPER'S MAGAZINE.
A Superb Number.
WITH DELIG-HTPTJL ILLITSTBATIOIiv-S BY
E. A. ABBEY, ALFRED PARSONS, P. H. CALDERON, G. H. B0UGHT0N, A.R.A., LEON B0NVIN,
WM. HAMILTON GIBSON, V. DIELMAN, ALFRED FREDERICKS, and other distinguished Artists.
And Contributions by R. D. BLACKMORE, WM. BLACK, EDWTtf ARNOLD. W. D. H0WELLS,
CONSTANCE FENIMORE WOODSON, WM. HAMILTON GIBSON, ELIZABETH STEWART PHELPS,
And Others.
NEW BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

NEW NOVELS AT THE LIBRARIES.

An entirely New and Delightful Book by HARRISON WEIR.
MR W. CLARK RUSSELL'S New Nautical Novel.
ANIMAL STORIES, OLD and NEW. Told in Pictures
A STRANGE VOYAGE. By W. Clark Russell,
and Prose. By HARRISON WEIR. Quarto. Isncy boards.
Author of ' Tlie Wreck of the Grosvenor,' 'A Sea Queen,' &c.
3 vols., crown 8vo, 31s. lid.

DEDHAM PARK.

By John Bradshaw.

3 vols.,

crown 8vo, cluth, 31s. 6d.

JOHN HAILE ; A Story of Successful Fai'ure.

By

the Author of ' Sleepy Sketches; or, How we live and how we do
not Live,' 3 vols., crown nvo, clotb, 31s. 6d.

MISS MONTIZAMBART.

By Miss Hoppus, Author

of * Five Chimney Farm,' Ac. 2 vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 21s.

Kilty-six coloured and plain pages of Illustrations, price as.
New Story by JULES VERNE
The VANISHED DIAMOND.
By Jules Verne.
Square crown Svo, cloth extra. With forty-eight lull page Illustra
tions, price 7s. 6d.
THE FIRST VOLUME. Cloth extra, price 7s. 6d. : gilt edges 8s

HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE.

A Charming Magal

zlne for Boys and Girls.
" It Is wonderful in its wealth of pictures, information, and interest "
—Vide Press.

London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE and RIVINGT0N, CROWN BUILDINGS,
188 FLEET STREET, E.C.
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HYMNS ANCIENT AND MODERN
REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION.
GRANTS of the Revised Book are made to FACILITATE ITS FIRST INTRODUCTION into poor parishes ;
and also in other cases where the assistance of a Grant is specially needed. Applications which require a reply mast
be accompanied by a directed and stamped envelope, and should be addressed to the Rev. W. PULLING, Eastnor
Rectory, Ledbury.
THE NEW SPi-CIMEN PAGE CATALOGUE (sent post-free on application), shows the exact sizes in which the
REVISED EDITION may be obtained, at prices varying from ONE PENNY to ONE GUINEA.

EDITIONS of the HYMNS only, at id., 4A, 6d.( 8d., 9d., is., 2s., 2s. 6d., &o. ;
The HYMNS With TUNES (Vocal Score), at 2s., 2s. 6d., 4s., 6s., and 21s. ;
TONIC SOL-FA EDITIONS of the HYMNS, at is. 6d., 2s., 2s. 6d., 4c. ;
The HYMNS bound with the BOOK of COMMON PRAYER, from 6d. ;
The HYMNS bound with the CHURCH SERVICES, complete from Is.
Cloth, bevelled boards, Red edges, price £1 Is.,

The Organ Folio Edition of Hymns Ancient and Modern,
WITH ACCOMPANY UNO TUNES (A MOST SUITABLE AND ELEGANT GIFT FOB ALL SEASON'S)
%* In this Edition the Name and Measure of the Tune mid its Com- I *.* Tht» handsome Edition is printed in Large Type, on thick paper
post- r, ami the name of the Author of the Hymn, are given on each J (ordinary music sizt-), and is apeelally adapted tor use at the Organ or
pae;e ; mid there are several additional Indices, especially to facilitate I Ttanoiorte. It is also a beautiful book for Presentation,
relerence to the Texts and Metres.
I
Now ready, 190 pp. demy ISmo. Long; Primer,

HYMNS FOR MISSION CHURCHES AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES.
Edited bt the compilehs of 'htmns ancient and modern.'

FOR THE USE OF CONGREGATIONS IN MISSION CHURCHES AND ROOMS, F<~>R COTTAGE LECTURES,
CLASSES AND GUILDS, AND FOR CHILDREN'S SERVICES.
Now ready in any of the following styles : —
2d. I Cloth limp, cut flush, Uttered blind
3d. | Cloth boards, turned in, lettered blind

Stitched
Stiff Taper Covers

4d6d-

HYMNS FOR ItflSSION SERVICES.
BT

THE

COMPILERS

WORDS ONLY.-DEMY ISmo.— LONG PKISIRK.
Stitched
Cloth, turned in

OF

' HYMNS

ANCIENT

AND

MODERN.'

WITH ACCOMPANYING TUN KS.— DOUBLE POST Hmo.
NONPAREIL,
s.
e. d
o
0 1 I. imp cloth, cut flush
_. o
0 8 Clotti boards, turned In. and lettered
Cloth boards, turned in, gilt lettered, red edges
1

THE ORDER OP CONFIRMATION; together with Appropriate Hymns selected by the Compilers of 'Hymns
Am- ent »nd .Modern.' To which hitve been added Devotions for Use in Church during ihe Service. Trice Id. ; poslf.ee, Hi.

THE MINISTRATION of PUBLIC BAPTISM t" be USED in the CHURCH- Together with Appropriate
Hymn* (.elected by the Compilers of 'Hymns Ancient and Modern;' and a Memorial ot the Baptism for the Sponsors. Price 1*1,
post free ljd.

THE ORDER for the BURIAL of the DEAD; together with Appropriate Hymns selected by the Compilers of
* 1 1 > inns Ancient and Modern.' Price Id., stitched ; post-free ljd. ; In black paper cover, 2d. ; post free, 2Jd ; in patent morucco, g*H
edges. *>d. ; punt free, 7d.
THE LITANIES with Accompanying Tunes from 'Hymns Ancient and Modern.' Price Id. ; post free, ljd.

HYMNAL ORATORIOS.
THE PRINCE Of LIFE: Being the Story of our Redemption, as illustrated by 'Hymns Ancient and Modern,'
and interspeised with Mediations from Holy Scriptuie. Arranged by HKNKY TWBLLS, M.A., Rector of Waltham, Leicestershire.
and Rural Dean. Trice fid.

The APOSTLE of the GENTILES: Being the Life and Writings of St Paul as illustrated by 'Hymns
Ancient and Modern,' and interspersed with Recitations from Holy Scripture.

By the same Editor. Price 6d.

CHEAT EDITION now ready, in One handsome Volume (932 pases). Tost 4to. cloth. Trioe 15».
(Forming a useful and desirable work for premutation to the Clergy.)
The FOUR GOSPELS, as Interpreted by the Early Church. A Commentary on the authorised English version o
the Gospel according to St Matthew, St Mark, St Luke, and St .John, compared with the Sinaitic, the Vatican, and Alexandrine MS3.
and also with the Vulgate, fly the late Fit ANCIS HENRY DUNWELL, R.A., V icar of Heoaall.

CATECHISM COMPANION to 'HYMNS ANCIENT and MODERN.'

Compiled by the Rer.

FREDERIC C. SKEY.M.A., Vicar ol Weare, Somerset. Poat free,6Jd.
tULL. LISTS OF 'HYMNS ANCIENT AND MODERN' will be sent post free on application ; also Detailed Price Lists of TKAYERS
WITH HYMNS, BIBLES, CHURCH SERVICES, Ac, to.
„
„ .
A DISCOUNT OF SO TER CENT. WILL HE ALLOWED TO THE CLERGY FOR CASH.
'■&-*-'■ * »nd Cheques to be crossed " Ransom & Co." and to be made payable to William Clowes and Sons, Limited, London.

^-J^ON: WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS, LIMITED, 13 CHARING CROSS, S.W
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SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE,
TITHES AND THE POOR. By the Key. T.
MOORE, Author 0! 'The Englishim u's Brief &c. limo , 4s
per 100.
Meets the I.lberatlonint assertion that a portion of Tithe watt
originally a^siyned to tlu- Supniirl ot the I'oor.
SPECIAL SERVICE on the DAY of INTER
CESSION in UKIIAI.r" of MISSIONS. Will Introduction by
II s Grace the Arclibisliop of CANTERBURY. 1/cap. 8T0..
stitched, per 100, 2*. ; Large Type, Demy Bvo., stltcuefl, per 100,
8*.; Welsh Version, stitched, per 100, !2».
SPECIAL SERVICE on the DAY of INTER
CESSION in BKil ALK of MISSIONS. By His Grace the Arch
bishop of YORK. Authorised for the Dioceses of York, Durham,
Carlisle, Chester, Manchester, aud iiipoti. Fcap , 8vo , stitched,
per 100, 2a.

DISESTABLISHMENT

and

DISENDOW-

Ml .NT. What they Mean, and Whut Must ('nine of Them. An
Address by WILLIAM CONNOR MAREE, Lord BHiop oi
Peterborough. Post 8vo, stitched, 5s. per 100.

The CASE for ESTABLISHMENT STATED.
By the Iter. THOMAS MOoKK, Author of * The Kngliahmau's
Brief." I'ngi Hvo, paper cover, 6d. ; or cloth bofird*, 2s.
"Mr Moo: e leluti-B Hit' tipecioiis Hrgmneiits of the Libt-riitloiiisU vrith
much vigour and ffueces«, and hit* new book wHl be valued by Church
men in tbc great contest which is ho near at baud " —Morning 1'us .

The ENGLISHMAN'S BRIEF on BEHALF
of His NATIONAL CHURCH. New, Revised, and Enlarged
Edition. Post Svo, paper cover, fld.
" We can thoroughly rccomni.nl It." -Church Times.
•' A concise, and, on the whole, a moderate defence of the Church of
England as an established and endowed Church."— St James's Gazette.

HEAR the OTHER SIDE. No. 2,129.

A Word

about Disestablishment and Disendowment.
By the Rev.
TRAVISS-LOCK.VFOOD, Rector of Widford, tlerts. 12tno, 8.-.
per 100.
MY VOTE. A Word about that and other thing9 with
the Farm Labourer. No 2,134. 12ino, 8s. per luu.
[A useful Tract for distribution among the recently enfranchised.]
A PRAYER with REFERENCE to the Ap
proaching general election. No.2,l:». For private
and family use. A leaflet. Od. per 100.
•'GLAD SERVICE (A)." By ELINOR LEWIS,
Author of ' Hearts and Lives given to Christ.' Post svo, cloth
boards, Is. fid.
TRUE VINE (The). By the Author of ' The Schonberg ■
Cotta Family,' Ac. With border Hucb In red. I'ost 8vo, cloth
boards, Is. od.

LOCAL PARISH MAGAZINE for 1886.
Can 1 Localize a Church Magazine in my Parish without a
loss ? This is a question often asked.
If a Clergyman can get 250 Monthly Subscribers to pay Id.
per month each, the answer is *' decidedly Yes."
Two hundred and fifty copies of the Dawn of Iknj, with a
four-pa^o wrapper, containing one page of Local Matter and
a Local Title-page, can be provided at 1-s per mouth. Sold at
Id. each they will produce £1 Os. 10d., or a profit of 2s. lOd.
If two pages of Local Matter are required in addition to
Local Title, the price of 250 copies per mouth will be £1 Is.
Terms for Additional Matter and Specimen Copy of Magazine
are being sent to all the Clergy.
The Magazine for 18SG has been made more generally useful
for a Parish Magazine. It will contain matter of current
interest, and will have articles by known writers on questions
of Church import. The question of Establishment, the duty
of Voters, A:c., &c, will come in for treatment, while illus
trated papers on recent travel and on the present condition of
the Church and Churchmen in the Colonies will also find a
place. One or two complete stories by knowu writers will
appear iu each number.
The large circulation of the Maga
zine hitherto—numbering 120,000 per month — warrants the
expectation that the future issue will be still greater.
GORDON : a Life of Faith and Duty. Illustrated by R.
ANDRE. Small 4to. With pictures in colours or tints on every
page, and with an attractive characteristic coloured picture cover,
Is.
LOB LIE-BY-THE-FIRE ; or the Luck of Lingborough. By the late M' a EWING. lilu.trated by ItANUOLI'H
(JALDECOl'T. Small 4to, paper boards, Is.

POEMS for CHILD LIFE and COUNTRY
LIKK. In Six Books, primed in Colours from Deeigna by it.
ANDKK. By the late Mrs EWING. Taper bo-rdx, 1-. each.
No. 1. Grandmother'* Spring. I No. 4. Mother 'w Birthday K< view.
,, 2. Convalescence.
., 5. The Poet and ih>- Itrook.
„ 3. The Mill stream.
1
„ fl. Baby ; Puppy ; Kitten.

JULIANA HORATIA EWING and HER
BOOKS. By HOUATIA K. K. (JATTV. With a 1'ortrait by
GEORGE l.'l'.ll". K.S.A. Illustrated by Facsimiles from Mrs
Ewing's Sketches, and a Cover designed bv Randolph Laid- colt.
Small 4to, paper board.-*, Is.
[Heady in November.

FAMILIAR INSTRUCTIONS on the THREE MARTYRS of the NINETEENTH
(JHUKCH OATECH ISM, arranged for every Sunday in the Year.
I'Odt 8ro, cloth boards. Is.

i'KN 1 UKY : Studies from the Lives of Livingstone, (indni, and
Patternm. By the Author of * Chronicled of the Schonberg-Cotta
Family,' &c. Crown Svo, cloth board*, 3s. 6d.

The CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY BIBLE, with
Commentary. Illustrated. The OLD TESTAMENT. Part XIV.
Kzekiel, ch. xlv., to Micah, chap. iv. Royal 4to, paper cover, Gd.

The CHILD'S PICTORIAL.

VoL l.

May to

December, i --v.. Small 4to. Ornaineutal paper board*. Is. 6d. ;
cloth boards, 2a.
The LIKENESS of CHRIST. Being an Inquiry
The chief contributors include Mr- Molesworth, Mrs Maequold, Mrs
into the Verisimilitude of tlie received Ltkenea* of Our Biased Sltwell. Mist BraniHion, Kev. J. G Wood.&c. The Illustrations are
Lord. By the late TlioMAS HKAl'Y. Edited by Wyke Bay da*, | by J. W. Morgan, Ksq., Gordon Browne, Ksq, and other known
F.8A- With Twelve full-pag-* f.c-simil*? Plates in Colours and artists
Gold, and Thirty-nine Kugravinga on Wood, and 84 pugta of text.
" The printing of the coloured pictures is very good, and the whole
4to.
[In preparation.
workman-hip oi the mignzine is excellent. . . . It In a welcome
addition to tue literature of the nursery."—St James's Gazette.

PARABLES of OUR LORD and SAVIOUR
JESUS CHRIST (The). With pictures bv JOHN EVERETT
Ml LI. A Is. R A. printed in Black and Red on flue paper. 4to.
Cloth boards, 3s. 6d. ; Cloth bevelled boards, gilt edges, 5s.

NATURE and HER SERVANTS. By Theodore
WOOD, Author of 'Our Insect Allies.' Ac
Woodcuts. Large post 8vo, cloth boards, 5s.

With numerous

The CHILD'S PICTORIAL: A Monthly Coloured
Msg»zlne. Small 4to, paper cover, price 2d. No. 7, NOVEMBER,
c muln- : —
The Lost Brooch. By Mrs Molesworth.—The Young Crocodile and
the Liz ml. — Some Dogs aud Cats. By Rev. J G. Wood. —The
White Baby (all true). By the Author of ' Black and White'—
'The Discontented foodie.' By Mrs Sltwell.—Crying Charlie io

London : Northumberland-avenue, Charing-cross, W.C. ; 43 Queen Victoria-street, E.C.; 26 St George'splace, S.W. ; and 135 North-street, Brighton.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW& STANDARD BOOKS.
W. M. THACKERAY'S HITHERTO UNCOLLECTED WRITINGS.
With Illustrations by the Author, large 8vo, 10s. 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS

ESSAYS,

SKETCHES,

AND

REVIEWS.

BEING VOLUME XXV. OF THE STANDARD EDITION OP THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
W. M. THACKERAY.

Volume XXVI., completing the "Standard" Edition, will be published at the
end of November.
ENGLISH LIFE in CHINA. By Major Henkt
KNOLLYS, Royal Artillery, Author of 'From Sedan to Saar
bruck,' Editor of ' Incidents In the Sepoy War,' ' Incidents In the
China War,' Ac Crown 8vo. 7a, 6d.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ADMIRERS OF RICHARD

A JOURNAL KEPT* by DICK DOYLE in

the YEAR 18*0. Illustrated with several hundred Sketches: by the
Author. With an Introduction by J. HUNGERKORD POLLEN.
and a Portrait. Demy 4lo, 21s.
[On November 12.
A DICTIONARY of NATIONAL BIO
•»• The Journal has been reproduced in facsimile, and is printed on
GRAPHY. Edited by LKSLIK STKI'H EN. Volumes I. to IV. fine paper. It is handsomely bound in oloth, and forms a very elegant
(Abbadie-Biber). Royal 8vo, 12s. 6d. each, In cloth; or in half- gift-book.
LIFE of HENRY FAWCETT. By Leslie Stephen,
morocco, marbled edges, 18s.
Author of ' A History ot English Thought in the Eighteenth Cen
•»• Volome V. will be published on January 1, 1886, and the subsequent
tury,' • Hours In a Library,' Ac With 2 Steel Portraits. Large
crown Svo, 12s. fid.
[In a fortnight.
volumes at intervals of three months.
Now ready (Sixpence), New Series, No. 29,

The CORNHILL MAGAZINE,
For NOVEMBER.
Contents.
rOTTRT ROYAL. By the Author of ' John Herring,' ' Mehalah,
Ac. Chap. 29. Two Stage Boxes. Chap. 30. Palma. Chap. 31.
A Spoke 111 the Wheel. Chap. 32. A Drop ot Comfort. Illustrated
by G Du Manrler.
W1IB SOME LIBRETTISTS
MY DESEKIER Illustrated by M. Fitzgerald.
OGHUKY BARROWS.
RAlNBtiW GOLD. By David Christie Murray. Book VI. How the
Rainbow Gold Grew Real. Chaps. 1-8.

GOD and the BIBLE : a Sequel to ' Literature and
Dognv" By MATTHEW ARNOLD. Popular Edition, with a
Preface. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d
LITERATURE and DOGMA: an Essay towards a
better Apprehension of the Bible
Popular Edition, Abridged,
with a new Preface. Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

The STORY of GOETHE'S LIFE. By George
HENRY LEWES. Second Edition. Cruwn Svo, cloth, 7s. 6d ; or
tree call. 12a, 6d

SCHOOL HYGIENE and DISEASES Inci
dental to SCHOOL LIKE. By RuBERT FA RyUH A RSO.V.
M.I", M.D„ Edin , F.R.C.P. Lond., late Leeturer on Materia
Mcdica at St Mary's Hospital Medical School, Ac. Crown Svo,
7s. 6d.

LIFE of FRANK BUCKLAND. By his Brother
in-law, GEORGE C. BOMl'AS. Editor ot 'Notes and Jottings
Iroin Animal Life.' Eighth Edition. Large crown 8vo. with a
Portrait. 12a- 6d.

The INGENIOUS GENTLEMAN, DON
QUIXOTE of LA MANCHA. By MIGUEL l)E CERVANTES
SAAV'EDRA. A Translation, iv ith Introduction and Notes by
JOHN OKMSIIY, Translator ot 'The Poem of the Cid. ' Compute
in 4 vols., Svo, £2 10s.

LEAVES from the DIARY of HENRY
GREVILLE. Editedby the VifCounKss ENFIELD. * irst Series
Svo, 14s. ; Second Series, with a Portrait, 8vo, 14s.

WALKS in FLORENCE.

By Susan and Joanna

IDiRNER. WMi numerous Illustrations.
additional matter. 2 vols., crown Svo, 21s.

HOURS in a LIBRARY.

New Edition, with

By Leslie Stephen.

First, Second, and Third Series. Crown svo, 9... each

The LIFE of GOETHE. By George Henry Lewes.
Third Edition, Revised according to the latest Documents. With
Portrait, Bvo. 16s.

A HISTORY of ENGLISH THOUGHT in
the EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Second Edition.
STEPHEN. 2 >ols., demy Svo, 28s.

lSyl.fc.SI.lfc

LIFE and WORKS of CHARLOTTE, EMILY, The SCIENCE of ETHICS; an Essay upon Ethical
and ANNE BRONTE. Library Edition, In 7 vols., each containing
5 Illustrations. Large crown svo. 6s. each.
• • Also the Popular Edition, In 7 vols,, fcap. 8vo, limp clotn,

Theory, as Modified tiv the Doctrine of 1. volution.
STEPli EN. Demy Svo. 16s.

By LESLIE

2s. 6d. each.

A SELECTION from the POETICAL WORKS

Mrs GASKELL'S WORKS. Uniform Edition in 7

of ROBERT BRO.vNING
First Series, crown Svo, 3a. 6d. ;
Second Series, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
A SELECTION from the POETRY of ELIZA
BETH BARRETT BROWNING. Fir t Series, crown svo, 3*. 6d. ;
Second Series, crown svo, 3s. fd.

*

vols each containing 4 Illustrations, :is. 6d. each, bound in cloth.
• • Also the Popular I diiion, in 7 vols., fcap. 8vo, limp cloth,
*
2s. 6d each.

Miss THACKERAY'S WORKS-

Uniform Edition

of MUs Thackeray's Works. Each volume lllustiated with a Vignette Title-page, drawn by Arthur Hughes and engraved by J.
Cooper. 9 vols., large crown 8vo, 6s. each.

AURORA LEIGH. By Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
With Portrait.
edges, 8s. bd.

Eighteenth Edition.

Crown svo, 7s. Od. ; gilt

NEW NOVELS AT ALL THE LIBRARIES.
Notice :— The 8eeond Edition Is now Ready of
ADRIAN VIDAL. By W. E. NoRRis.Author of
•NoNewThing, •Mademoiselle de Mersac,* 'Matrimony,' Ac. 3
vols.

RAINBOW GOLD. By D. Christie Murray, Author
of ' Joseph'B Coat,' ' Coals of Fire.' Ac. 3 vols.

London : SMITH, ELDER and Co., 15 Waterloo-place.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY
(LIMITED),

30-34, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.,
2, King Street, Cheapside, and 281, Regent Street, W.
A CONSTANT SUCCESSION OF ALL THE

NEWEST AND BEST BOOKS
ON THE FOLLOWING TEEMS :

TOWN SUBSCRIPTIONSFrom ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM,
According to the Number of Volumes required ; or,

From TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM,
For the Free Delivery and Exchange of Books in any part of London.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONSFrom TWO GUINEAS PER ANNUM.

PROSPECTUSES

POST

FREE

ON

APPLICATION.

TOWN AND VILLAGE BOOK CLUBS SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

BOOK SALE DEPARTMENT.
The following Catalogues may be had Gratis and Post Free : —

1. MUDIE'S CLEARANCE CATALOGUE of RECENT POPULAR BOOKS.
Greatly reduced in price.

2. MUDIE'S CATALOGUE of BOOKS NEWLY and STRONGLY HALF-BOUND.
Many being now quite out of print.

3. MUDIE'S CATALOGUE of WORKS by POPULAR NOVELISTS and OTHERS.
In Sets, all half-bound, for Public Institutions, &e.

4. MUDIE'S CATALOGUE of BOOKS in all KINDS of ORNAMENTAL BINDINGS.
For Presents, Prizes, and Private Libraries.

• *
*

All the Books in Circulation and on Sale at MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY
may also be obtained, with the least possible delay, by all Subscribers to

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, Barton Arcade, Manchester.
And (by order) from all Booksellers in connection with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
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NEW AND RECENT WORKS IN THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.
PUBLISHED BY

JAMES NISBET AND CO.
CHRIST and CHRISTIANITY.

Studies in Christology, Creeds and Confessions, Pre testantism

and Romanism, Reformation Principles, Sunday Observance, Religious Freedom and Christian Union.
PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D. Demy Svo, 10s. 6d.

An EXPOSITORY COMMENTARY on the BOOK of JUDGES.
A. R. FAUSSET, M.A., Editor of Bengel's "Gnomon " in English.

HORiE PSALMICiE.

By

By thefier.

Demy Svo, 10s. 6d.

STUDIES in the CL. PSALMS : Their Undesigned Coinci-

denee with the Independent Scripture Histories Confirming and Illustrating Both.
M.A. Second Edition. Demy tvo, 10s. 6d.

By the Rev. A. R. FA USSET,

An EXPOSITION of the THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES of the CHURCH of
ENGLAND. By the Rev. ROBERT LOUIS Cl.OQUhT. Demy 8vo, 16s.

The HEBREW FEASTS.

[Inaftwdavs.

By the Eev. Professor Green, D.D., Princeton Theological Seminary.

Demy Svo.

CHRISTIANITY, SCIENCE, and INFIDELITY.
Received Truths of our Common Faith.

A Se ies of Letters Vindicating the

By the Rev. W. II I LLIER, Mus. Doc. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

New and Revi«ed Edition, with Six New Plates, Royal Svo, 17s. 6d.,

The EMPIRE Of the HITTITES.

BJ' William Wright, D.D.

With Decipherment of Hittite

Insertions, by I'rofesior SAYCK, I.L.D. ; a llitiite Map, and a Complete Set of II It I ite Inscriptions by W. II. I5VLANDS, F.S.A.

The TEACHING; Of the TWELVE APOSTLES : A Page of First Ceutary Christian Life,
with Translation, Notes, and Dissertations. Iiy Canon SPENCE. MA., Vicar of S. Pancras. Crown 8vo. 6s.
" Canon Spenct 's note* ire (jt'ncrally excellunt. The excursus iu this volume are an note though far from exhaustive treatment of the
vevornl puiuti oi interest raise'-l by this treatise."- Academy.

The SELF-REVEALING JEHOVAH of the OLD TESTAMENT the CHRIST
of the NEW TESTAMENT. By S. M. BARCLAY. Demy 8vo. 7s. Id.
" Never, perhaps has the argument for (he doctrine been more clearly or exhaustively slated than in the prerent work."— Scotsnw).
" We can fairly commend the author for having ma'sVilled his statemi'ii's in a very striking and impressive manner."— Record.

NISBET8 THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.

Three New Volumes.

FOUR CENTURIES Of SILENCE J or, From Malachi to Christ.
By the Eev. E. A.
REDFORD, M.A., LL.B., Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics, New College, London. Crown
Svo, 6s.
" It would be difficult to speak too highly of the wide reidius. the careful and discriminating thought, and the wise and cautious judg
ments by which throughout the work is charnctetiHed."— Hriti*li Quarterly Review.
" Carefully and tntellig.'utly done. The oritioal views expressed appear to us generally just. The account of Phiolo Is particularly
good." — Literary Churchman.

ZECHARIAH ; HU Visions and his Warnings.

By the late Eev. W. Lindsay Alexander, D.D.

Crown Svo, b's.
•' Of sterling value. Those who have found difficulty In grasping the brief and mysterious parables of the Hebrew prophet will derive
great help in theirstudy of tins prophecy Irom Dr Alexander's careful nnd painstaking dlscuFsion."— Literary Churchman.

IMMORTALITY: A Clerical Symposium on What ate the Foundations of the Belief in the IuiBiortality of Man.
By the Rev. Prebendary ROW, M.A., Rabbi HERMANN ADLER, Professor G. G. STOKES,
F.R.S., Rev. Canon KNOX-LITTLE, Right Rev. Bishop of AMYCLA, Kev. Principal JOHN CAIRNS, D.D.,
Rev. EDWARD WHITE, and others. Crown Svo, 6s.
" Full of interest and suggestiveuesa."— British Quarterly Ueview.
" A work of great and absorbing interest, marked by extreme ability. No Intelligent and competent readei can fail to find the rolutne
a mist deeply interesting one."— Literary Churchman.

JAMES NISBET AND CO., 21 BERNERS STREET, W.
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Notice to ^ubscribets.
We have much pleasure in announcing that the
following important Papers will shortly appear in the
Literary Churchman.
the REVS.

W. J. E. Bennett

X^^ConTEfVPS' 788Q
LEADING ARTICLES:—
paos
The Primate's Primary Charge ...
- 458
Thr Church Congress
459
The Phesbm and Comino "Disestablishment"
Conflict.—No. I.
------ 460
Some more Thoughts on Sermons
- 4<>2
CURRENT TOPICS
REVIEWS :—
Church and State
A Kabbinical Commentary on Genesis -

4(52

-

Canon T. T. Carter
Dr Cutts
Canon Ftjrse
Chas. Gore

464
- 465

NOTICES :—
Archbishop Trench'.' Brief Thoughts and Meditations Saint Augustine on Instructing the Unlearned
Mr J. L). Knowle's P:intornl Comlorts
Mr T. !.. <>. I>avl .s'The Light of the Judgment •
Dr llofman'i Days and Nights with Jeeu.« ; or, Words for
theFnlth'ul
Dr Robert Young's Grammatical Analysis of !he Hebrew,
Chaldee, and Greek Sciiptures
-----Mr H. R Rawn«ley's Christ for To-Day
Dean Burton's Poems
-------The Life of I. eon I'apin Dupont
Hugh's .Sacrifice
K. T. s. Publications
Through the Meadows
-------The white Swan?, and other Tales
Fiiendship's Dinry
A Diary of Golden Thoughts for the Year Tarn o'Shanter
Druwinir Books for the Standards
The Daisy
Christmas Cards --------TBI Quarterlies
-.-.-.-Magazines of the MONTn
SERMON
CURRENT FACTS akd NOTES
RICHTER CONCERTS
CORRESPONDENCE -

-t->he Literary Churchman is published
every alternate FRIDAY.
The Subscription for one year, includ
ing Postage, is 9s. 6d.
Subscribers' names, with remittance,
received by W. Skemngton and Son,
163 Piccadilly, W.
N.B.—All Subscriptions are payable
in advance.

46S
466
4fl(l
467

S. Baring-Gould

467

Canon Gregory
407
4ti7
468
468
468
468
469
469
469
469
469
469
469
409
4C9
470
471
4 73
473
473

W. E. Heygate

W. H. HUTGHINGS
F, LAWRENCE

" The Value of Ceremo
nial in Divine Wor
ship."
" Eucharistic Worship."
" The Importance of the
Study of Church
History."
" Clerical Training"
" The Sacramental Prin
ciple."
I" The Use of the Imagi
nation in Religion."
I " On Carol Singing in
Church."
" The Vulgate."
" The Early Liturgies."
" The Origin of the Eucharistic Service."
' ' The Uses of our Cathe
drals."
" The Value of Inter
cessory Prayer."
\Ad Cleiitm. — "Our
Ideal."
| Ad Clerum. — "Ember
Thoughts."
| " Observance of Saints'
Days.''
"Meditation."
" Christian Burial."

The Dean of Lichfield " The Disendowment of
the Church."
The Dean of Lincoln "Almsgiving."
ST'ie Present and Coming
"Disestablishment"
Conflict. (A Series of
Papers).

Viscount Halifax
Earl Nelson

" Retreats."
" The Church in Relation
to Dissent."

" ChurcJi Restoration."
Wm. White, F.S.A.
Together with other important Papers by eminent
Authors.
The Writers mil of course be responsible for the opinions expressed
in their respective Papers.

The whole of the Fortnightly Numbers, from Nov.
SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS. 6th, 1885, to end of 1*86, POST-FREE for us.
t. s. d.
Names of NEW SUBSCRIBERS should be sent
0 a 0
Five Lines
0 0 6
Knch additional Line
with P.O. Order, us., payable at 21 Regent2 0 0
Column
12 0
Half Page across
Street, to Messrs SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163
i
10
0
Page
Displayed Advertisements will be charged according to the space
Piccadilly, London, W.
pocupied.
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Cbe Primate's l?timacp Charge.
It is not too much to say that the Primary Charge of
the Archbishop of .Canterbury is one of the most remark
able compositions ofihe kiud which has ever come under
our notice. It is remarkable in its conception. Charges
have not unusually dealt with certain Parliamentary
measures, which had occupied the attention of Churchmen
since the last Visitation ; or, have contained statistics of
local work ; or. have supplied representations of Churchlife in some particular diocese ; or, have repeated the
shibboleths, or denounced the opinions, of one or other
party in the Church, and have wound up with the
hopes and fears with which such Episcopal utterances
have been wont to draw to an end. Of late Prelates,
it is true, have used the opportunity of addressing
their clergy and church officers for wider purposes. The
Bishop of Lichfield, in his Primary Charge, dwelt upon
the various questions of faith and practice with which the
minds of Churchmen were at the time occupied. The
Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol delivered excellent
addresses at his Visitation " On the Being of God," and
Archbishop Benson's predecessor in his Third Quadrennial
Visitation, in 1880, gave a wide, too wide, view of " The
Church of the Future," its Catholicity, conflict with
Atheism, Deism, and Rationalism, which formed the sub
ject of one of our leaders at the time. But the present
Primate takes a theological ground for the sevenfold
division of his Primary Charge —the seven gifts of the
Holy Ghost. These, he says, " cover the whole area of
life, individual and corporate." We may not always
coincide with the Archbishop's definition of these gifts, or
with the division by means of which he has allotted to
each a certain vast district of Church life and organisation ;
but we are ready to bear testimony to the general accuracy
of these distinctions, and to the great ability with which
Dr Benson has handled his complex subject. If the Charge
be remarkable because of its fundamental conception, it is
equally noteworthy for its comprehensiveness. There is
hardly a feature of ecclesiastical duty and action upon
which he does not touch. And the whole is suffused by
that spirit of hope and brightness which seems to U3 to be
inseparable from his utterances. Whether on the subject
of Disestablishment the Archbishop is not too sanguine
remains to be seen.
In the commencement of the Charge, a succinct descrip
tion is given of the Seven Gifts of the Spirit. The Arch
bishop says of the gift of wisdom, it " fills man's thought
with worthy ideas of the end for which he it." This is ex
cellent as far as it goes, but there should be added, " it fills
man's thought with worthy ideas of Ood." So, again, the
gift of understanding not only " deals with expression," but
imparts an insight into the mysteries of Religion. The
gift of knowledge, also, has not to do only with doctrine,
but with the workings of God in nature and the analysis
of the inner life. These finer distinctions, it may be said,
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concern the operations of the Spirit in the individual
rather than in the corporate life of the Church. But it
must be remembered that the individual is the miniature
of the Church, and that the operations of the Spirit iu the
one will be analogous to His workings in the other. We
fully intended commenting upon the seven portions of
the Archbishop's Charge in order, but under present cir
cumstances it seems more important to single out one of
them for detailed remark— that on Disestablishment.
We must not, however, omit one observation. Whilst
speaking of worship in connection with the gift of Godli
ness, the Primate well says of music aud singiug : " Noone
can deny the reality, no one can undervalue the worth of
these things in the Temple of God and of the Lamb. No
one can thus sing to ' Jesus as the Lord but by the Holy
Ghost.' And deeper aud higher yet grows the power of
them, as we think of what is most sure to come, for it is
already on its way, the much more frequent celebrating
of the Holy Oominuniou, aud the larger use of ' keaveuly
music' in its celebration."
S. Paul's Cathedral has set an example iu this latter
respect, which we are glad to Bee " is already on its way "
to other cathedrals. The music at the Choral Celebration
of the cathedral of the metropolis will probably bear
comparison with that of any cathedral in Christendom.
We trust soon every cathedral will have its choral cele
bration so arranged that it may not appear to be an
adjunct to Morning Prayer, but the crown and climax of
the Service. To pass, however, from a subject of harmony
to one of discord, the part of the Primate's Charge which
has naturally attracted most attention is that on the
burning question of the day — Disestablishment.
The first point which the Primate makes clear is that
the Church, " as an established polity," was not an owner.
Church property, as it is called, is that which is held in
trust by " persons definitely known in particular places."
Disendowment, therefore, means the removal out of
parishes and villages, of property given at the first for
supplying those particular places with religious privileges.
If this money was at first given to the State, the Arch
bishop naively remarks, " neither State nor giver ever
betrayed the slightest consciousness of the fact." The
gifts were gifts given to God for the beuetit of Hia
Church, and to take them from God aud devote them to
some secular purpose is to rob God, if there is any way of
robbing Him. And if the prophet's words have any
meaning now, there is a way of defrauding the Most
High. " Will a man rob God t Yet ye have robbed uie.
But ye say, Wherein have we robbed Thee 1 I" tithes
and offerings." But the Archbishop does not make any
elaborate investigation of the origin of Church Property.
He is content, like the Bishop of Durham, that the
Establishment should be judged on its own merits. And
thus he shows the vast gains to the country which an
Established Religion occasions. Every creature in Eng
land has a right to the ministrations of the Church.
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In every remotest village there is an educated man, or a
family, placed there for the benefit of the surrounding
population. " The one fraction of the Tithe Rent Charge,"
of which lay rectors hold the chief part on the same tenure
— except that they need do nothing in return for it—secures
for the whole land a resident clergyman in every village,
and ministerial care for every cottager. Dr Benson wisely
warns those who think the property of the Church may
be taken away and their own remain untouched—" when
tithes go," he says, " all morals of property go."
Then the Archbishop turns to the positive side of the
subject, and asks who will be the gainers through this
revolution. To which he replies, not Nonconformists,
but the opponents of all religions. Let this be empha
sised—the pious dissenter is being made the tool of the
Secularist. The latter knows as well as Cardinal New
man, that the Church of England is " the great bulwark
against atheism," and when that is swept away the
different Nonconformist sects will fall an easy prey before
the Bradlaughite faction. If a " breakwater " is destroyed,
we can easily predict what will become of the vessels
which are moored in the still waters which are behind
it. The history of the Church of England goes back
into the remote past, and has its roots penetrating
deeply into the soil of the nation's life. Her dogmatic faith,
and her divinely-constituted organisation, form barriers
against unbelief which all the sects, if welded together,
could not equal for strength and persistency. This
those who deny God and hate all religion know full
well.
But they veil their designs, lest the coalition
between Secularism and Nonconformity should be
broken up. As the Bishop of Durham truly observes,
the only gainers by Disestablishment would be the
infidel. "The residuary legatees," says Dr Lightfoot,
" I cannot doubt would be irreligion and atheism."
The argument in favour of Disestablishment, which we
see advanced in some quarters, that the Church of
England is not without abuses, is indeed a weak one. We
do not deny that Disestablishment may cure them, as
decapitation is a sure cure for the toothache. But we
should be inclined not to resort to that remedy, because
of its efficiency. The cure may be worse than the disease.
Let us by all means seek to reform our abuses, and let
not those who point with the finger of scorn at them,
do what they can to stand in our way when we are
taking measures to remove them.
The Archbishop recommends all Churchmen, first, to
" dispel the ignorance of which wild hopes are born.''
" Spread true knowledge," says Dr Benson. Unfortu
nately true knowledge is " less concise " than the formulas
of insolent attack. It is always so. To attain to a real
knowledge of any subject demands a little patience and
time. Mr Moore's books are excellent, but we want
some clear extract out of their pages which " the agricul
tural labourer " can take in and assimilate in a few
minutes. We do not think the many useful leaflets have
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altogether met this need. Perhaps it is not possible to
put a complicated subject into such a shape as shall find
a lodgment at once in the bucolic brain. Another duty at
this crisis is " practical work." Nothing tells like it. We
may not be quite so sanguine as the Archbishop, who
appears to think that the cry for Disestablishment may
die down altogether, and that Disestablishment would
not lead to disruption. But we are confident that if
Churchmen—not only clergy, but laity—will only do their
duty at this crisis, that the Spirit of Strength will enable
the Church to be victorious over her foes, and to abide as
the great Witness for God in this land.

Cbe Cfjurcfj Congress.
We must complete our survey of the late Church Congress.
The work of the last two days remains to be noticed, but the
plethora from which our columns are suffering at this crisis
obliges us to pass over much which is worthy of remark. The
Thursday's subjects were most important. "The Teaching^
Work of the Church," covering as it attempted to. the
"Exegesis of Holy Scripture," "Doctrine and Ethics,"
and " Church History," would have more than sufficed for a
morning's debate, had it been confined to one of those three
topics. Professor Westcott's Paper upon the first head was,
of course, able. He appeared to us, however, rather to con
fuse the interpretation of a text with its application. The
division of the dominant tendencies of the age into those of
"correlation, progress, and consummation," is an excellent, if
not an exhaustive one. Canon Westcott appears to have an
especial reverence for Origen, and the part which he played
in Scriptural exegesis, it is a wonder therefore his Paper does
not enter more fully into " the mystical sense " of the Bible.
He rightly insists, however, on the typical value of the Old
Testament, and hints at the spiritual sense which Origen
loved to trace in the conquest of Canaan. S. Augustine's
fourfold division of Scriptural interpretation into that accord
ing to "history," "analogy," "aotiology, and allegory,-'
might have been with advantage expatiated upon in a paper
on the " Teaching Work of the Church." The province of
the Church was not very forcibly brought out in this debate.
The division of the "Teaching" functions of the Church into
Traditional, Conciliar, and Magisterial would have embraced
all the departments of this great subject.
The new Canon of Worcester's Paper was excellent in
many respects. Professor Creighton reminded clergymen of
the advantage of observing the black letter Saints' Days,
and occasionally preaching upon the Saints who are com
memorated by them ; and also of the duty of informing
themselves upon the ecclesiastical features of the neighbour
hood in which they reside, and of the points of interest in
the fabrics which are entrusted to their care. On this last
point he urged the importance of Dedication Festivals.
The afternoon meeting, which was upon "the Church of
India," which meant, as the President reminded the assem
blage, "two or three hundred thousand souls," was fairly
well attended at its commencement, but suffered depletion
from the proximity of the " Pusey Meeting. " The practical
discussion upon "Clergy Pensions " necessarily assumed an
C
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arithmetical character, which, however important the theme
may be, has no very exciting effect. Canon Blackley is a
specialist in devising plans for providing for the future, and
is always worth listening to on such subjects.
We saw the other day a Portsmouth clergyman described as
a very good fellow, only he had been suffering for many years
from " Pope on the brain." Antagonism to Disestablishment
now must have taken the place of the aforesaid malady, not
only in that worthy clergyman's cerebellum, but in the upper
region of Churchmen generally. This latter, however, is a
sign of vigorous health rather than disease, and we trust its
symptoms will grow more acute until the General Election is
over. ,The programme, then, for Thursday evening, " Church
Defence," was calculated to ensure a large attendance. The
Paper of the Rev. Edward Moore bore evidence of the thorough
grasp of the subject which the author of ' The Englishman's
Brief ' and ' The Case for Disestablishment Stated ' was known
already to possess. That the State endowed the Church ; that
the State has absolute ownership of the Church's property ;
that the State can dispose of it when and how it likes, are three
statements which a candid perusal of Mr Moore's Paper ought
certainly to demolish. If the State endowed the Church, and
has powers over her property, how is it that the State has
never before found it out? and if tithes belonged to the State,
why were they not subject to the jurisdiction of temporal
courts ? When the endowments of the Church are spoken of as
"National Property," the expression may either be trueor false,
according to the sense in which it is used. It is not National
Property in the sense that the State can justly use it as it
likes. It is National Property in the sense that the State
should see that it is used for ' ' the specific, religious, and
ecclesiastical" purposes for which it was created and dedicated
to God.
Mr Beresford-Hope followed with a Paper which was not
very distinctly heard. He dealt with facts, and marked the
outburst of Church-life since the days when the dangerous
concession of a two-day session of the Convocation of
Canterbury was " wrung from a bewildered and very timid
Government." Mr Beresford-Hope showed forcibly what the
Church had been doing during the last half-century in devo
tional ways, and the sums of money which had been spent in
Church building. Dr Augustus Jessopp supplied " the
historical aspects " of Church endowment, which we have not
space to criticise. It is sufficient to say that one strong point
in this Paper was the fact, which was well brought out, that to
confiscate the tithes of Rectors who do their work in their
respective parishes, and to leave the property of lay-rectors
untouched, who may spend their time in " the Riviera, Paris, or
Monte Carlo," is to act on a " very strange and unintelligible
principle."
The debate on ' 'Foreign Churches " was opened up by
Lord Plunket, who offended against something more than
good taste by saying that the Church of Rome only fed ber
children upon " husks, " for which Mr Gore presently very
properly called him to account. We should like to know
something about the mission and orders of the Spanish
Reformation, to which the Archbishop of Dublin referred,
before giving it any countenance.
We believe a petition
«oma time since was presented to Convocation upon the subJ60^ in which the irregularity of the movement was sternly
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animadverted upon. We must not omit to notice the " Sailon
and Soldiers' " meeting, a speciality of this Congress, which
was presided over by the Bishop of Newcastle, and was the
occasion of some excellent addresses.
The "Church Press " discussion was both interesting and
practical. The Rev. C. Bullock's suggestions, " utilise the
local press," have a parish book-shop, magazines, and almanack,
were good, but all this requires numbers and money, neither
of which exists in many parishes. The advice to start a
daily Church paper is unwise. But to remind the clergy
that whilst they can reach, perhaps, only hundreds from the
pulpit, they can influence tens of thousands through the press,
we are prepared to endorse.
The Congress Hall was completely filled on Friday morn
ings, when " the Spiritual Life," its intellectual trials, its for
mation, and difficulties, was the subject, we can hardly say
under discussion, but considered. The Rev. H. Footman
dealt with the intellectual trials which different systems of
unbelief occasioned, and showed that their remedy was " the
Word of God Incarnate, suffering, dying, and alive again,"
which was God's answer to " our baffled, yet yearning
souls." The Rev. J. C. C. Welldon spoke well upon the
danger to the spiritual life through the concentration of
attention upon second cause, and " the certainties of
mathematics."
He might have proceeded further, and
described the moral element which always enters into an act
of faith. The Rev. C. Gore's Paper did good service by showing
that objections raised against the Gospel were often only raised
against " some parody " of the Gospel. Prebendary Wilson's
was the model of what may be called a devotional paper.
The discussion on " Employers and Employed " occupies, in
the Congress programme, no less an important place than that
on Church Defence. It was, however, hardly the kind of
discussion which we anticipated. We expected to hear j
good deal about "Christian Socialism." There appeared to
be a lack of definiteness and of practical suggestions in this
debate, though an able survey of the subject was provide!
The dominance of the individual conscience in all political
and social questions was well maintained by Mr Richmond.
But we cannot say that this meeting was altogether suc
cessful.
The Portsmouth Church Congress, considering the time
when it was held, when the coming Election was absorbiig
the interests of Churchmen in a way beyond all precedent,
was as well attended as could have been expected ; and tie
debates, if not above the average, may be said to have been,
on the whole, nearly equal to it. But Church Congressei,
and Congress Bubjects, cannot be "always young." Theie
is much which we have been obliged to pass by withoit
remark, but we trust that in our three successive leaders ithave touched upon all the sali ent features of the Twenty-fifti
Church Congress.

Cbe Present anO Coming "£>i*»
establishment " Conflict.
BY

THE REV. THOMAS MOORE,
Vicar of Holy Trinity, Maidstone.

No. I.
For many years past the Liberation Society and ill
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adherents have maintained a well-organised, determined, and
long-sustained attack against the Church of England.
Its profusion—as its more recent name, "The Society for
the Liberation of Religion from State Patronage and Control,"
indicates—is to give increased spiritual and ecclesiastical
freedom to the Church. This it seeks to accomplish by putting
an end to the union between Church and State, and all that
may be involved in that union.
But the real objects of the Liberation Society as set forth
in its scheme for Disestablishment and Disendowment
are:
1. To take away from the Church of England every
Cathedral and ancient parish Church that she possesses.
2. To take from her every penny of her endowments, and
to devote all her endowments and other property to purely
civil and Secular uses.
3. To repeal every Charter and Act of Parliament securing
to the Church right or privilege, of, in fact, in any shape or
form recognising her as an ecclesiastical body known to the
law.
The effect of all these propositions, if embodied in an Act
of Parliament, would be on a given day after the passing of
such an Act, to turn the Church of England out of doors, not
only churchless, so far as the possession of places of worship
is concerned, but altogether penniless, and still further dis
solved as a corporate ecclesiastical body and disintegrated into
individual units.
All these revolutionary proposals were not embodied in the
Liberation Society's primary project, but seeing the clergy and
laity comparatively indifferent to its operations in years past,
and incredulous as to its power of attack, it has gradually
gathered strength, confidence, and boldness in its strategic
and open assaults ; and in order the more effectually to carry
them out, it has recently availed itself of tho ready alliance
of men who are not only opposed to the Church, but who are
deadly enemies to all forms of the religion of Christ alto
gether.
The accession of two millions of new electors, and the
formation of new electoral districts throughout the kingdom,
are regarded by the Liberation Society as offering it a favour
able opportunity for the supreme trial of its strength, and for
the delivery of its greatest ecclesiastical assault against the
Church.
Consequently it has not only for months past, on platforms,
in dissenting pulpits, through the Radical press, and by the
distribution of millions of publications, tracts, and leaflets,
been educating, from its point of view, the electors to vote
against the Church, but it has, through its almost perfectly
manipulated and far-reaching organisation, succeeded in
coercing, persuading, or influencing, as essential conditions
to their chance of election, over 400 Parliamentary candi
dates to commit themselves to the programme of Disestab
lishment and Disendowment. Much credit and praise are
due to the courage and enterprise of the Record in bringing
the latter fact clearly to light.
Now, the question comes, how are the clergy in their
several parishes to meet this bold and unparalleled attack on
the Church ?
To begin with, as a rule the clergy as a body stand at a
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great disadvantage. The subjects involved in the contro
versy are, with few exceptions, comparatively new to them.
They are subjects involving not only a general but a
specific knowledge of the history of the English Church
through all the eventful periods of her life, but they are
subjects involving an accurate knowledge of her " establish
ing," "endowing," her constitution and government, and the
modifications which have taken place at various times in her
relations with the State, &c.
In fact, to be able thoroughly to take an intelligent and
effective part in what will be the great religious and political
controversy in this country for many years to come requires
a comprehensive knowledge of the various relations of the
Church to the State—of the Church to the various religious
bodies outside her communion—as well as an accurate
kuowledge of the relations of these bodies themselves to the
State and to the law, and their entire subjection to State
control.
Now none of these subjects have to any extent been included
in the courses of instruction given at our schools, colleges, and
universities. Nor have any of them, strange indeed to say,
so far as we know, been included in the list of subjects
arranged by our bishops for the examinations of candidates
for Holy Orders ! so that it is no wonder that our clergy, as a
body educated and learned to a high degree on general subjects,
are utterly uninformed, as a rule, on the great burning questions
of the day, kuowledge with reference to which will become
every day more absolutely necessary.
But the Liberation Society's representatives and adherents
have for years of necessity given themselves, in their way,
and on their lines, to the specific study of these subjects.
Shallow and superficial their study of them may have been,
still it has been enough for their purpose, and especially as
Churchmen in the past did not take the trouble to expose
their misrepresentations and fallacies. Consequently, from
their point of view, they are " well up " on these questions.
Whatever else they don't know, they have learned their lesson
well in the "art of attacking the Church, and in the choice of
the weapons of the misrepresentation of history, mis-state
ments of facts, and in the employment of all manner of
fallacious arguments and exaggeration of the Church's defects
for the furtherance of their cause.
What is a clergyman to do when such representatives of
the Liberation Society come into his parish to disturb its
peace and poison the minds of his parishioners against the
Church ? If he be " well up " in the subject, let him answer
him publicly. If he cannot do so from a feeling of not being
sufficiently informed on the subject of controversy, let him
send at once to " The Church Defence Institution," 9 Bridgestreet, Westminster, which will advise him, and it may be, if
possible, send him an efficient Church advocate to reply.
Failing these means, let him Bend some of his most intelli
gent laity to the meeting of the Liberationist lecturer, and at
the end of the lecture or proceedings, let them in order
respectfully demand quoted authorities for every question
able and ambiguous assertion, and also specific references or
proofs for wild and reckless allegations to the prejudice of
the Church.
If none of these recommendations can be effectually carried
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out, better be altogether silent than risk being placed in the
position of humiliating and ignominious defeat.
But there are signs that the clergy and laity are every
where rousing themselves to a consciousness of the pressing
importance of all these subjects.
There is not a Churchman—clergyman or layman —who feels
inclined to devote himself to the study of these questions,
but may very soon so master one question at a time as to en
able him to take part efficiently and usefully to the Church
in its discussion.
Information there is to be had in abundance from books,
pamphlets, and leaflets of "The Church Defence Institu
tion " and the " Banner's Leaflets." Packages will be sent to
anyone on application for a few shillings.
In the meantime the present writer believes that he will be
contributing to the convenience of the clergy in the " matter,"
and render needless further inquiries as to handbooks, if he
appends hereto a list of a carefully-prepared series, even
though they are his own, which have been before the public
for some time, and of which bishops, clergy, and laity
throughout the kingdom have testified their greatest appre
ciation.
The writer feels that he is not at liberty here to quote the
prices, but he is sure that the Editor will do much to
help the clergy at such a time as this, and in such an
emergency. The books are—

sadness to the preacher, and a very hopeless one for the
people—bad for both. This must not be thought of.
2. The preacher can work himself up, excite himself, try
to feel more devout and say even more than he feels. This
course is exhausting, and even demoralising. The preacher
becomes unreal, which is very bail for him, and the congrega
tion unconsciously feel the unreality, and are not affected by
what they hear. This plan also must be rejected.
3. The preacher can pray quietly, implore the aid which
he so deeply needs ; read and meditate on his subject, and
then write or say what has been given him to write or say in
faith, commending himself, his flock, his sermon to the Holy
Ghost, and accepting the humiliation of seeming failure.
No man will be asked for more than he has power to do. Let
us do our best and be at peace.
In case of weariness or broken time, it is not without
benefit to work out the intellectual part of the sermon first,
and leave off ; the mind can then rest. The reasouing powers
are no longer taxed. The foundation is laid. After mental
repose and change of thought, the subject can then be taken up
again, and after fresh prayer the application and enforcement
can be added ; that which is called t6 ffiiniy at the end of
the Homilies of S. Chrysostom. This completion can tak*
place at any time, after the preacher's private prayers, or at
the close of the delivery of the sermon.
Speaking of change of thonght, one might say that it is as
profitable to the mind as change of air and scene is to the body ;
OHUEUH MANUALS of OHUEOH INSTRUCTION and this change may be had not merely by reading Scripture,
and OHUEOH DEFENCE, on OHUEOH AND Theological books, History, Biography, Poetry, &c, He, and
STATE QUESTIONS. By the Eev. THOMAS in pastoral intercourse and conversation, but by reading
other men's sermons, not with a view of adapting them or
MOOEE, Vicar of Holy Trinity, Maidstone.
appropriating them in any way, but simply as a change of
The CASE for ESTABLISHMENT STATED.
preaching atmosphere. We know how apt we all are to ran
The ENGLISHMAN'S BbllEF on behalf of his NA on in the same groove. Our individuality leads us off uncon
TIONAL OHUKCH.
sciously into our old roads. Whatever we are expounding,
TALK on TITHES. Why pay them?
after awhile, we slide off into a sameness of thought and
The above are published by the Society for Promoting Christian often of expression, which, if it does not weary our hearers,
Knmcledge.
The ESTABLISHED CHJKCH QUESTION. How at any rate fails to arouse tbeni. They, through us, want a
to deal with it. [Specially written for popular Parochial use in change of air—not novelty, but freshness.
classes for the youDg and Parochial Libraries.)
If this be so, we can hardly do better than read continually
The DEAD HAND in the FBEE CHURCHES of the sermons of great preachers, now one and now another.
DISSENT.
We shall be travelling, as we read, in a new country, behold
The above two are published by Walter Smith, 34 King-street,
new scenes, and men of other manners, and get out of our
Govent-garden.
selves. Like travelled Englishmen, we shall still be English,
Further aspects of the question the writer will deal with in
still our proper selves, not imitators ; but we shall be enlarged
another article, in which it will be his endeavour to give the
and refreshed and invigorated- I have felt the benefit of the
clergy other practical suggestions.
method which I am now recommending to my young brethren,
hardly worn and oppressed with the toils and weight of their
work as preachers—who would often gladly be bearers
only, but may not.
I was asked this year, by an earnest young Priest, what I
W. E- HEYGATE.
recommended him to do when he felt dull and dead, and
could not rise to the work of preparing a sermon. What
preacher has not felt as he did? Was it not a good sign that
he felt and lamented an infirmity, which he knew not to be
common to all t
We call the attention of our readers to the important
Wisely, or unwisely, I answered as follows :
letter of the Archbishops on the forthcoming election.
There are several ways of acting—
1. To preach on in deadness and dulness without hope of The advice which it contains is momentous. The Pri
doing good, simply as a professional duty, is a course full of mates avoid all reference to Party Politics, and simply

©ome 8®orc Cfjoucjbts on Sermons.
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endeavour to impress the new voters with a sense of the
solemu responsibility which the exercise of the Franchise
involves, especially at this crisis.
The future of this
great country depends on the issue of the General Elec
tion, and every elector should endeavour to acquaint him
self with the questions upon which he will have to vote.
The " Whig Manifesto " will also be before our readers.
A stronger protest against Disestablishment we have not
seen. Coming from such a quarter, it is especially
weighty.
The usual Octave of services and sermons at All Saints',
Clifton, is now being held. The subject of the sermons is
" The Kingdom of our Lord and of His Saints," which
is distributed amongst the following preachers : the Rev.
J. P. F. Davidson, Chaplain of S. James's Home, Fulham ;
Rev. T. R. Wallacy, Vicar of Thorgauby ; Rev. Dr Sandersou, Head Master of Lancing ; Rev. W. S. Newbolt, Vicar
of Malvern Link ; the Rev. T. T. Carter, Hon. Canon of
Christ Church ; the Rev. J. R. Illingworth, Rector of
Longworth ; the Lord Bishop of Lincoln ; Rev. H. ScottHolland, Canon of S. Paul's ; Rev. W. H. Hutchings,
Rector of Kirby Mi9perton ; and the Rev. A. T. Worlledge, Prebendary of Lincoln, Principal of Leeds Clergy
School. One feature of this Festival is the catechising by
the Vicar, Rev. R. W. Bandall, an opportunity of hearing
which is afforded on the Sunday afternoons of November
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advice I turn to Ely for it." His adherence to the faith
was strong ; perhaps all the strouger for having known
something of intellectual trial.
Bishop Woodford was the founder of the Theological
College in his dioce3e, which has done, and is doing, such
excellent work under the principalshipof Canon Luckock.
For Borne time Dr Woodford's health hass been failing,
and he himself has been painfully conscious of the fact.
The Bishop of Ely was never married. He was always
surrounded either by students, curates, or chaplains, in
the different stages of his life at Bristol, Kempsford,
Leeds and Ely, and lived without any of the surroundings
either of pomp or of luxury. He was beloved by all who
really knew him. He devoted himself to his diocese,
which he ruled more by example than by precept.
Having no natural love for the country, he was destined,
both as parish priest and bishop, to spend the greater
part of his time in agricultural spheres of duty, and he
adapted himself to his environment. He received his
last Communion at 5 a.m. on Friday morning before his
death from one of his chaplains, and his holy life ended
with a holy death. He was thoughtful of others and calm

and bright to the last.
His sermons, which have been published by Messrs
Masters, will keep alive the impress of the man who
delivered them. Those who are familiar with his style
of preaching, will catch still in his grand ' sentences
1 and 8.
culminating in the text, or rather swoopiug down upon
There are brief addresses between the Early Cele
it, the echoes of his voice. May we trust that, as his
brations on " the seven points of the Order of Holy memory will not perish, so his work at Ely may not
Communion." A sum of 8701. is needed to meet " Church suffer through his removal, but that one of like mind and
Expenses," which, we trust, the collections through the spirit may succeed him.
Octave will amount to. The All Saints' Festival at
Clifton has become quite an institution, and those who
Perhaps no greater contrast could be found than that
avail themselves of this rich opportunity of edification and between the two prelates who have just gone to their
worship ought to give liberally to the Church which rest. Dr Fraser was, we say it in no invidious sense, a
provides it.
thorough man of the world. He had many qualities
The death of two bishops within three days is a rare
occurrence. Bishop Woodford, of Ely, was a man of faith
and devotion. In early life he will be remembered as a
popular preacher in Bristol. Every church was crammed
where it was announced that he would preach. His
sermons were always written, but he had the gift, not
only of writing pure Saxon, but of preaching what he
had written with a perfect delivery. He was compared
to Melvill, but of a very different school of thought.
Woodford was, as the Guardian aptly describes him,
" the image of the best of the Caroline bishops." Always
strictly Anglican in his views, he was, when Incumbent
of S. Mark's, Easton, credited with extreme opinions,
because in those days it was easy to acquire the character
of being extreme. He was not the reflection of Samuel
Wilberforee though his favourite. He was too original
to be an imitation of another. Bishop Woodford wa3 a
man of clear judgment and decided mind. It was only
lately that one of the bishops said to us, " If I want sound

which eminently fitted him for such a post as Bishop of
Manchester. He was warm-hearted, large-hearted except
to Ritualists, and had great intellectual powers. He had
no love for town-life, and so found his way to Manchester.
He was naturally impulsive ; and some influence in
later life seems to have rendered him less generous than
heretofore towards those who differed from him. Even the
Times allows that in the difficulty of Miles Platting " he
must be admitted to have managed with something less than
his usual good temper and tact." He was no theologian, a
fact which was painfully manifest from the habit which
Dr Fraser had of making offhand assertions upon
questions of divinity with which he was but imperfectly
acquainted. The influence of Bishop Hamilton, to whom
he was firmly attached, became less visible as Cholderton
was only to be distinguished through the haze of the
past. However, when it is remembered that Dr Fraser
was raised to the See of Manchester without any pre
liminary apprenticeship in town work, it is surprising how
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lie managed to acquit himself so well when called to the
ecclesiastical rule of a vast city.
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Dr Fraser must not be estimated by rash utterances,
which we have often criticised, and which he regretted as
soon as he had given vent to them, but by his life of toil. The Cask for Establishment Stated. By Thomas
For this, all will respect him. Nothing is calculated to win
Moors, Vicar of Holy Trinity, Maidstone. S.P.C.K.
the esteem of the Lancashire folk so much as the fact that Letters on the " Disestablishment " Question. By
Rev. Morris Fuller, Rector of Ryburgh. Griffith,
a man is a hard worker, and this, without doubt, the late
Farran and Co.
Bishop of Manchester was. In matters of education he
The question of Disestablishment seems coming to the
played a large and important part, which contributed to
front at the General Election, and, although we do not
the passing of the Act of 1870 ; but it must ever be re
ourselves think that it will be dealt with by the new Par
membered that he laid down definitely that " unless the
liament, there are many signs that it will be the question
education of the country could be maintained on a strictly
of the hour for the Parliament after it. If the matter were
religious basis, it was hardly worth having."
to be settled by argument^eason, knowledge—such as are
It may be significant of the tastes of the two deceased evidenced in the publications before us —the friends of the
prelates, that one has found a resting place in the Church would have no fear for the result. Unfortunately,
cathedral at Ely, whilst the other reposes far from the din however, triumph and not truth is the objectof the political
of cities in the rural churchyard of Ufton Nervet.
demagogues, and the most sacred causes are apt to go down
before the passions of the hour. The immediate duty 0'
We have received the Third Annual R?port of the " Theo the Church is thoroughly to inform the popular mind on the
logical Reading Society," which is a Society so excellent in merits of the controversy, and to make it a standing point
its object, and in the method which it adopts for attaining of her policy and discipline to keep before the minds of
it, that we again call the attention of our readers to its her children the history and claims of their Church. While
existence. The Committee consists of the Ven. F. Lear, there is a great deal of activity in many quarters, to which
Archdeacon of Sarum, the Ven. Archdeacon Sir Lovelace a decided impulse was given by the recent Church Congress
at Portsmouth, the existence of much supineness and apathy
Stainer, Bart., Bev. J. Bell-Cox, Vicar of S. Margaret's,
Liverpool, Rev. H. Briggs, and Rev. J. Harry Buchanan. in the country has also to be deplored. The wise words of
The members bind theinselvts to read theological books at the letter of the Bishop of Bath and Wells to his clergy
least half-an-hour each day, a small fine being exacted in should be well laid to heart by all Churchmen : " I would
recommend you, in view of the active exertions now being
case of default. The Committee have drawn up a list of
made for the destruction of the Established Church and
works which are suggested for study during the year 1885the falsehoods that are spread about it, and the bribes
1886, and classified. They are divided into " Biblical,"
" Liturgical," " Dogmatic," ■' Devotional," " Miscellaneous," offered to the poor and ignorant to induce them to help
forward its overthrew, to diffuse true and sound informa
" Patristic," " In Memoriam." The first book recommended
tion among your people as to the true connection of the
under each head respectively is as follows : ' Analysis BibChurch with the State, and the priceless advantage to the
lica, Kibler,' ' Dowden's Annotated Scottish Communion
poor of the Church, which ministers the Gospel to them
Office,' ' Milligan on the Resurrection,' ' Life of Prayer,
without money and without price, at the same time that it
Hutchings,' ' The Gospel and the Age, Magee,' ' S. Clement
leaves absolute liberty to all men to decline its ministra
of Rome (Appendix) Lightfoot,' and 'Memoir of Rev.
tions
if they so please."
James Skinner.' This selection is sufficient to show that
The S.P.C.K. Committee, always showing itself alive to
the Committee of the " Clerical Reading Society" is devoid
the wants of the Church, has issued a series of leaflets and
of any narrowness in its choice of subjects or authors. We
pamphlets, bright, striking, likely to be extremely service
should have added to the list, or perhaps placed upon it,
able. One of them, now before us, Mr Moore's pamphlet
the independent study of one of the works of the Fathers
contains, within narrow limits, a complete manual of the
in the original. We observe that no less than £15 lis. 7d.
subject. The controversy is one that requires some skill
appears in the balance sheet for fines, so that there must
and learning for those who would adequately expose the
be a good many defaulters, only five members having read
crafty untruths and misrepresentations of the Liberationthroughout the year without a single fine. The money has
ists. Mr Moore carries the war into the enemies' country,
gone to a good object— to the Building Fund of Holy
and shows how the Dissenters avail themselves of endow
Trinity Church, Ilkeston. All particulars concerning this
■Society, which we hope may increase in numbers, may be ments, are bound by Acts of Parliament, and have to resort
to the Court of Chancery. He exposes the evils of their
obtained from Rev. J. Harry Buchanan, Ilkestone.
system, and the evils that would follow Disestablishment
He is especially good in explaining the subject of tithes,
and in once more exposing those fallacies respecting the
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tithes, which are constantly being exposed and constantly
cropping up again ; but indeed all his work is good.
The Rev. Morris Fuller's pamphlet consists of some
letters which he contributed to the Norfolk press, in reply
to the diatribes of a Liberationist lecturer. Mr Fuller
has done yeoman's service to the cause in a part of the
country where Mr Joseph Arch is the Radical candidate.
We cannot but think that if the friends of the Church
would act according to the example of Mr Fuller, and
meet their foe3 on the very spot and at the very time of
the adversaries' attack, this would be one of the best ways
of stimulating and instructing the people. It is the man
who knows a subject thoroughly that can play with it ;
and Mr Fuller, being already the author of a well-known
work on the history of the Church, can deftly handle
his subject within the limits of a newspaper correspon
dence.
Of course there is a certain likeness in all
this defensive literature ; but Mr Fuller, in tracking
his opponent from point to point, is a model for
literary controversialists. One point to which he has given
special attention is the alleged tripartite division of tithes,
on which he promises us a separate essay. He challenges
the theory that the poor were ever entitled to a third of
the tithe.
" The poor were to be chargeable upon the parishioners as
well as the persons, and not a syllable is said about any charge
upon the tithes, nor any claim to any division of the same.
The poor were relegated to the charity of the faithful and the
tender mercies of their neighbours. No doubt the poor were
much assisted by the clergy of that day, as they are now, both
by their private benevolence and the excessive poor's rate
the clergy pay on their incomes (more than any other pro
fessional men), by the offertories of the Church and almsgivings
of Christian people ; but division of the tithes they had never, nor
were they ever relieved out of the Church's exchequer, or by the
Bishop himself, except under the head 'for pious and other
charitable uses or purposes.' ....
"P.S.— Since writing the above I have been honoured by the
following from Professor Freeman, one of our greatest living
historians : ' I know of no English authority for the alleged
tripartite division of tithes. I have never specially worked
at the subject, but I think that if there bad been such a thing
I should have come across it somewhere.' The Bishop of Chester
(Dr Stubbs) also writes me: 'The practice never was adopted
in England. The passages alleged in support of it are either
altogether unauthoritative, or merely statements of an ideal
state of law conformable to the usage of some foreign churches."
Mr Fuller's little book suggests excellent methods for
meeting either general or desultory attacks, and he has
done much good in giving it a more than local circulation.
There is one point which ought especially to be brought
out by those who are pleading the case of the Church, and
a most effective one in controversy. The question beyond
any other is a poor man's question. To mention one point,
which haB been hardly touched upon, we know the Church
is the great supporter of hospitals and all charitable in
stitutions. If the Church had to raise an immense
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Sustentation Fund for its ministers, the beneficent work
of the Church would be materially limited. "When Henry
VIII. dealt with Church property the result was most
disastrous for the poor. The Church property, which the
bad king gave to his favourites, or lost to them at the
dice-tables, might have saved our poor rates, and our educa
tion rates. The loss of Church hospitality and sympathy
fell ruinously on the commonalty. If there should ever be
Disendowment, the cry for Disendownient ought sooner
or later to revert to those who laid unholy hands on the
lands and property of the Church. The Church is now
the home of every poor man, and the Church's title is
bound up in that same Magna Charta which secures him
his laws and liberties.

a Rabbinical Commentary on Genesis.
A Rabbinical Commentary on Genesis. Translated
from the Judseo Polish. By P. J. Hershon. London :
Hodder and Stoughton. 1885.
Mr Hershon, already known by his 'Treasures of the
Talmud,' has translated into excellent, fluent English this
curious book," Go ye and See," a Rabbinical Commentary,
composed by the Rabbi Jacob, a Polish Jew, and pub
lished at Frankfort in 1693. It is, however, by no means
an original commentary. Mr Hershon says, " It is based
on the Talmud, or on writings which have themselves
been inspired by that famous book. Indeed, this is the
case with all Jewish literature dating subsequently to
the sixth century of the present era. There is probably
not a strictly Jewish book that is not dominated by the
Talmudic spirit, the Talmud being freely drawn upon for
matter, and appealed to as authority. All denials not
withstanding, the Talmud is not only the foundation, but
the very material of which modern Judaism is built ; and
modern Judaism finds its expression in such works as
this. It is commonly alleged by the Jews, when con
fronted with the extravagancies, puerilities, and
malignities of their sacred Talmud, that they know no
thing of the original, that it is antiquated, and is no longer
binding on them. In one sense this is true, for only the
learned can read it, and none but experts can understand
it ; but in a practical sense the assertion is false, seeing
that their devotional books, including the liturgies, are
impregnated with the Talmud from beginning to end.
Thus, even were the Talmud destroyed, its influence would
still be exerted from every Jewish book-shelf, though the
Talmud itself would not be there. In this way their
household sayings, their national proverbs, their antiGentile maxims, their sectarian prejudices, and their gro
tesque superstitions, are kept alive among the Jew3,
although the book from which they are 'culled has been,
in a certain sense, nominally dead nearly a thousand
years." Some years ago the late Mr Emanuel Deutsch
created quite a sensation by an article on the Talmud in
the Quarterly Review, laudatory, culling carefully from
it some of its few moral plums, and as carefully concealing
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its utter triviality, its grossness, and its—there is no other
■word for it — its drivelling idiotey. Mr Hebshon has done

Here and there we have a pretty anecdote, and here
and there— but only here aud there, a useful suggestion.

good service in bringing into the blaze of common criti
cism this Commentary on Genesis, which is simply made

A Babbi invited a Prince to dine with him on the Sabbath,
and gave him cold meats ; the Prince dined with him on

up of Talmudic sentences and traditions and opinions con
cerning the text of the first Book of Moses. Nothing can

an ordinary weekday, and had a hot dinner. "The cold
meal tasted best," said the Prince. " It was best spiced,"

prove more convincingly to the reader, that Christianity
has sucked into itself the whole juice and spirit of
Mosaism, and that to the Jew is left nothing what

answered the Jew, that is, it was spiced with obedience.

ever but the empty rind.
Nothing is more con
vincing of the truth of S. Paul's saying that the
veil is on the heart of the circumcision in the read
ing of the Old Testament. Judaism seems blinded to all

"A woman wishing to rebuke her daughter-in-law, rebukes
her own daughter, that the other m»y take the hint. So God
said to Abraham, ' Wherefore did Sarah laugh?' in order that
Abraham should understand that he himself had done wrong in
sneering."

that is good and pure and elevated in the Pentateuch, and
grovels and gropes in a blind and imbecile manner among
the words and letters of the Sacred Text, not understand
ing them or their value.
Mr Hershon has exercised a wise discretion in omitting
the filth with which a Rabbinical teacher bespatters the
sacred text. The Talmud is a cloaca maxima, and no com.
mentator who puts his hands into it for the extraction of
anything can keep them clean.
Messrs Williams and Norgate are now publishing an
English translation of

the

Jerusalem Talmud by

Dr

Schwab. Only Berakoth is as yet issued, but that con
tains any amount of puerilities and nastiness. We will
make a quotation or two from the Commentary to show
of what stuff it is made up, and to justify our opinion.
"God blessed the Sabbath with a good Bmell, so that the
eatables prepared for the Sabbath smell better than those pre
pared on week days."— (P. 16.)
" Rabbi Joshua asked : ' Why must a female perfume herself
and dress better than a man ? ' They answered him : 'Adam
was made of eartb, and earth never spoils ; but" Eve, being
made of a rib, and flesh if it be not salted Boon putrifies,
therefore must women perfume themselves and dress well.' For
this reason also, women have good voices, because woman was
made of bone, and if you strike one bone against another it
sounds, but beat earth against earth it produces no sound. For
hia reason also, can a woman in anger be pacified less easily
than a man, because she is of bone, and you may all day long
pour water on a bone, it will not melt ; but pour water on earth
and in a little while it softens. "—(P. 26.)
In building Babel,
" If a man fell and was killed, no one was concerned, for there
were many thousands to carry bricks ; but wben a brick happened
to fall, they were much distressed and wept."— (P. 56.)
" And the Lord said, ' Because the cry of Sodom and
Gomorrah is great.' (Gen. xviii., 20.) Great in Talmudic
dialect means a girl ; accordingly the verse is thus explained.
A girl in Sodom gave some water and a piece of bread to a poor
man. Now the men of Sodom were bo wicked that they had
forbidden acts of charity. When they heard what the girl had
done, they took the girl, smeared her with honey, and exposed
her to he stung to death by wasps and flies and bees —and
she screamed in her agony. This is what is meant by the
Bacted te-t "_(P. 103-4.)

\

Bkikf Thoughts and Meditations. By Kiciiard Chesevix Trench, Archbishop of Dublin. London : MicnulUn
and Co. Pp. 144.
These are Short Headings by the late Archbishop of Dublin
on selected passages of Holy Scripture. The book contains
thirty-four in number. The subjects are well-chosen, and the
medications pious and practical. The book is marked bj
that culture and sobriety of statement which may be found in
all the Archbishop's writings. We think he is a little hard
upon S. Chrysostom, in the meditation on "Humility." S.
Chrysostom's writings are fnll of eloquent reference to that
virtue, and if these are put together he will be found not
to have mistaken the real nature of true lowliness. We do
not know whether these ' Brief Thoughts ' are intended for
private devotion, or for reading at Family Prayer, or to be
used by the clergy as the substance of sermons. The last one
is adclerum. There is not one in the volume which may not
be with advantage turned to homiletic purposes.
Saint Adodstine on Instructing the Unlearned, ic
Edited by H. De Romkstin, M.A., Vicar of Stony Stratford.
London: Parker and Co. Pp. 251. 1885.
This volume contains, in a convenient form, S. Augustine's
celebrated treatise on "Instructing the Unlearned," in which
he sets forth " the art of catechizing," no easy one to acquire.
After delivering various precepts on the subject, he adds "a
a pattern, two addresses."
The Bishop of Hippo's brief
work on 'The advantage of Believing,' in which he disputes
with the Manichees, und the 'Enchiridion to Laurentius,"
upon faith, hope, and charity, are also included ia this book.
" The English version," Mr De Romestin tells us, "is based
on that in the Library of the Fathers," and keeps as closely as
possible to the Latin text.
This volume may brine some of
S. Augustine's practical treatises within range of the general
reader, who stands aghast before the portly tomes in which
those works remain to many entombed. Even ' the Library
of the Fathers ' is rarely perused save by the theological
student.
Pastoral Comforts ; or, Scripture TextB with Prayers
thereon Illustrating the Office for the Visitation of the
Sick. For the u-.e of the Clergv, District Visitors, and In
valids. By the Rev. J. D. Knowlks, M.A., Vicar 0'
Glossop and Rural Dean. London : Skefhugtun aud Sun,
1G3 Piccadilly. 1885. Pp.174.
There can hardly be but one opinion respecting ibis admix-
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able little book; viz., that it is one of the very best of its I ward by the compiler, is " to give unity, definiteness, and
class. The great Divines of a hundred or a hundred and fifty point to the teaching of the Church." Only one volume has
years ago—Spinekes, Jeremy Taylor, Law — have each left as yet been issued, and that only takes us to the sixth Sunday
something which may be put beside it; but of late, we fear, after Epiphany. The contents are divided into weeks, after
there has been little published in the way of direct devotional a rather quaint fashion. Thus Advent begins with " Entrance
exposition of Holy Scripture. There can be no doubt that week;" then comes "Bible week;" "Minister's week;"
The first week of
this is a distinct gift; and Mr Knowles has shown that he " Approachment week;" and so on.
possesses it.
He has here given to the public about sixty Epiphany is " Young People's week ; " the second, " Marriage
readings, remarkably persuasive, soothing, and instructive in able and married people's week;" followed by "Infirmity
character, and which cannot fail to be valuable and effective week," &c. The Collect and its teaching; Gospel and Epistle,
in the sick-room whenever used. They could only have been with various extracts from a great variety of authors bearing
written by one who was familiar with the exercise of the thereon, hymns and passages of poetry, make up the week's
pastoral office and the many calls for dealing with souls provision, together with a selection of text called respectively
which it contains ; and to all those engaged in visiting the " Words for the Day " and for the night. The extracts are
sick, to the clergy and district visitors, in particular, it will be taken from a wide field, in which all schools of thought seem
found of great service. The general plan is particularly to be represented. We do not see the reason for putting only
worthy of attention.
Each reading consists of a carefully- initials to each, instead of giving the authors' names at full
constructed cento of quotations from Holy Scripture, not length, while these, together with the abbreviations, occupy
always or even generally consecutive, but so arrang d as to a separate place. It would be pleasanter and less trouble to
harmonise with and deepen each other's effect, and to converge have the name of the writer attached to each extract.
upon the special lesson which is the subject of the letter. Grammatical Analysis of the Hebrew, Chaldee, and
Then follows a prayer, still further working upon and develop
Gkef.k Scriptures, Consisting of the Original Text Un
abridged, the Parsing of every Word with all its Prefixes
ing the same devotional ideas: the whole calculated to occupy
and Affixes, and a Literal English Rendering. By Robert
(possibly with some further amplifying by way of explanation
Yodno, LL. D. The Book if Psalms in Hefirew. Edin
in the earlier portion) some ten or fifteen minutes, which
burgh : George Adam Young and Co. 1885. Pp. 5'i.
would be :ib"Ut the usual lengih of a sick call.
This is one out of many volumes similar in character which
We cordially recommend the book.
the laborious and learned industry of Dr Young has given
to students of the Sacred Records in the original languages.
The Light of the Judgment. Nine Plain Advent Addresses.
By T. Lewis O. Dames, M.A.. Vicar of S. Mary Extra, Strictly speaking, however, it is not a "grammatical analysis "
Southampton.
Loudon: Skeffington and Son. I'd. 111. of more than one language, viz., the Hebrew, which is taken
1S85.
as the basis of the Lexicon ; though no doubt a considerable
This is an extremely useful little volume of really plain ad
amount of information respecting the Greek synonyms of the
dresses. The author will not have us call them sermons, words treated of is incidentally given. There can be no
because they are not doctrinal expositions of the Mysteries of doubt that much is doue here, and in similar volumes, to
which Advent reminds us, nor cast in an hortative mould' render the attainment of an adequate acquaintance with the
But the thoughts which they contain svggett much practical Hebrew idiom easier to students.
We may mention the
application. The addresses are in triplets. The first three are lengthened " Paradigms of the Hebrew Verb " as a particu
upon the "Judgment of Man," "of Conscience," and " of God." larly useful feature.
It is ingeniously printed with the
By the judgment of man is intended what moral theologians "servile" letters in lined or "open-faced " characters, which
call "human respect."
The second three are on "our renders the Hebrew far more simple to the beginner ; and we
Thoughts," "Words," and "Deeds "in "the Light of the have not detected any misprints in the Hebrew, though
Judgment ;" and the last three ate concerned with "Alms," certainly there are some in the Latin portions, e.g., senix for
"Prayers," and "Fasts" in "the Light of the Judgment." srnex on Gen. xix. 31, which must be mere carelessness.
These deal with sins of omission in respect of the three notable (But this is in the '• Tetraglot Concordance.'')
duties. As there are four weeks in Advent, this arrangement
The volume is to be decidedly recommended to the notice of
is rather a drawback. Still, the fourth address, where one is students ; and the Psalms will be of particular value to them
needed, may well be one of preparation for Christmas and since portions of these are so often set for the purpose of
continuation of the same thoughts. In preparing to draw near examination.
to the Altar, we are told, "if we judge ourselves, we shall not
Christ for To-Dat. International Sermons. Edited by
be judged of the Lord."
There are some hard words which
the Rev. II. D. Rawnsley. London : Swan, Sonnenschein and Co. Pp. 2,0. 1885.
are too apt to creep into " Plain " sermons, and which may
We cannot say much in praise of this volume of sermons.
well be eliminated as, e.g., "prima facie," "stereotyped,"
"exterminate," "masquerading," "articulately-speaking," It consists of twenty discourses, contributed by English and
American divines. The main idea, it appears to us, in this
etc.
volume is that Christianity must adapt itself to the fluctua
Dats and Nights with Jescs ; or. Words for the Faithful
By the Rev. C. F. Ikiffman, D.D., Hector of All Angels' ting opinions of different generations, and that 'Christ for
Church, New Y01 k City, l'otl, New York.
to-day ' is not necessarily, as S. Paul thought, the same as
This is another of the many books intended to supply daily he was for "yesterday," and will be for ever. Christianity is
teaching to Church people. It is lather on a different plan very much what you may like to make it, when it is divorced
to any we have seeu in England, but the object, as put for- from "dogmas, codes, and creeds." There are, however,
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two fine sermons in this book, one by Dr Farrar, and the
other by Canon Scott-Holland. The former, on " the Duty of
Governments," is marred by the Archdeacon's usual faults of
style, but whether its statements be agreed with or not, is a
forcible appeal to those in power to act righteously. The
latter is on " What God is," and beneath an exuberance of
language which is rather bewildering, lays hold of the truth
that "God is Love." It is a good sermon for those to read
who may hare been disturbed by Mill's insertion, that he
could not believe God to be both Almighty and Beneficent.
Poems.
By John William Br/RrjON, B.D., Dean of Chi
chester. London: Macmillan and Co. 1885. Pp. 147.
These poems sustain a high level throughout, rising often
into passages of great beauty, as, for instance, the requiem
prayer in "The Day of the Duke's Funeral" (a fit epitaph
for Gordon), and the closing lines of "A Century of Verse."
" S. Paul Preaching at Athens " is also a strong specimen of
melodious verse. The readers of these poems cannot but be
glad that Dean Burgon was prevailed upon to give them to
the world.
Tub Lin or I.eon Papin-Dcpont.
London : Burns and
Oates. Pp. 447.
This memoir of the "Holy Man of Tours" will be read with
interest, even by those who do not share Leon Dupont's reli
gious convictions. Apart from the miraculous events which are
related in this book, there is much to admire in the character of
this devout layman. His ideas in some respects were, we admit,
rather grotesque. To express his hatred for the Devil he used,
we are told, ludicrous language. His Satan was certainly not
Milton's. The popular idea of the Devil was the one which
supplied M. Dupont with matter for banter. Thus, he was in
habit of rallying Satan "about his horns, his snout, and his
tail," and representing the Evil One as " biting," " chewing,"
or "smoking like a cigar," the last-named extremity. These
comic allusions were not made, it must be remembered, in a
spirit of mere levity, but had their foundation in a consummate
abhorrence of the great Enemy of souls. There is no need to
comment upon their vulgarity.
The devotion of the subject of this biography for Holy Scrip
ture is more likely to come within range of the sympathy of
English Churchmen, than bis grotesque allusions to the Devil.
M. Dupont complains that "the mine of spiritual wealth,"
which the Scriptures contain, is " left comparatively unex
plored." He always kept, during the latter years of his life, a
lamp burning before the Bible, to Bhow bis reverence for the
Word of God. Another devotion, the "cultus of the Holy
Face," is one with which Roman Catholics will chiefly associate
the memory of the "Holy Man of Tours." He commenced it
as a specific devotion in 1351. Devotions to different members
of Our Lord's Sacred Humanity "can have," as Dr Pusey said
in that most valuable composition, his ' Letter] to the Bishop
of London,' published in the early days of the Oxford Move
ment— " nothing in common with anything peculiar to the Roman
System. They are founded on the doctrine of the Incarnation."
The extent, however, to which M. Dupont carried his favourite
devotion, and the account of the cures connected with it, will
certainly be regarded as "peculiar" to the Church in which M.
Dupont was reared.
We have some idea, a vague one, and
cannot remember the circumstances, that M. Dupont at one
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time provoked the displeasure of the authorities of his own
Communion.
His contact with the Anglican Communion, representee in the
person of Mr W. Palmer, is curious and amusing. M. Dupont
thought the Church of England did not hold the doctrine of the
Real Presence, because a "Mrs Bruce," who was an English
lady with whom the " Holy Man of Tours " corresponded, did
not believe it, and "Crossman's Catechism " did not contain it.
Mr Palmer very properly pointed ont that althongh the aforesaid
lady was not acquainted with the doctrine, and Crossman's Cate
chism did not teach it, the Chnrch Catechism did. However, a
man like M. Dupont, with his education and surroundings, would
not be likely to think any other Communion right but his own.
Hugh's Sacrifice. By Cecil Marrtat Noeris. Illustrated
by Harry Furniss.
London : Griffith, Farran, Okeden
and Welsh. Pp. 182. 1886.
This is a good story for schoolboys. Hugh and Frank are
two brothers, who are left orphans.
Hugh is a strong, fine
character; Frank, weak and selfish.
The latter gels under
bad influence which brings him into trouble, and ends with an
accident which nearly cost him his life.
Mr Everard, the
schoolmaster, is a good and kindly man who was deceived by
' Hugh's Sacrifice,' but afterwards learnt the truth, when
Hugh's character emerged from a cloud in which his unselfish
ness for a time caused it to be enveloped. Boys who are
going to school for the first time may read this tale with
profit as well as amusement.
The piety, however, which is
prominent in the closing pages of the story is more sentimen
tal than sacramental.

IE. C®. Ipublications.
Assyria: its Princes, Priests, and People. By H. A. Sues.
RT.S. 1885.
Not the least admirable of these excellent volumes on
" By-paths of Bible knowledge." Mr. Sayce's name is suffi
cient guarantee that the work is thoroughly well done,
and the information of the most reliable, and brought
up to date. In a small compendium we have a summary of
Assyrian history, an account of the Assyrian religion, country
people, their manners and customs, government, art, and
literature. If we may-offer a suggestion to the publishers, it
is that they should give with each volume of the series a list
of the previous volumes of the "By-paths" issued. The
Religious Tract Society has conferred on the clergy and read
ing public a real boon in these admirable volumes, in afford
ing them information otherwise only accessible by over
hauling many scattered notices in the publications of English
and foreign societies connected with Biblical science and
Oriental antiquities.
The Life and Times of Chrysostom.
By the Rev. B.
Whei.erBush. R.T.S. 1885.
This is a book made up largely from second-hand authorities,
Neander, Cave, Milner, Robertson, Milman. ThatMrBushis
a Greek scholar we very much doubt, from his printing Greek
without the accents in two or three places. Mr Bush's atti
tude towards S. John Chrysostom's faith is that which he
would assume towards a red-hot coal that has spirted on to
the hearthrug.
He has to pick it up and handle it, but he
does it with trepidation, doubt, and shrinking. The literary
style of the book is of the weakest.
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The Life of Jf.sus Christ the Saviour. By Mrs S. Watson.
R.T.S. 1885.
We are at a loss to know what could have induced the
publishers to produce such a book as this. It is a thin,
watery dilution of Dr Farrar's 'Life of Christ. ' It is poorly
■written, and contains nothing showing independent research.
It wholly lacks vigour. It is not graphic. It is possible
that the book may be useful to such as cannot get hold of
better books, and that is the utmost we can say for it.
The Life of Lives ; or, the Story of Jesus of Nazareth in
its Earliest Form. By the Rev. W. S. Lewis. R T. S.
1885.
Mr Lewis takes the Gospel of S. Matthew as the primitive
Gospel, and shows its unity of scope, and the nature of Christ
as exhibited by it. Now, though his object is excellent, he
begs the question in asserting the Gospel of S. Matthew to
be the earliest Gospel as it stands. What seems to be clear
from the passage of Papias, the disciple of St. John the
Divine, quoted by Eusebius, is that S. Matthew wrote only a
collection of the sayings of our Lord in a book, and that
this was couched in the Hebrew language The gospel is a
diatessaron composed of four separate collections of memora
bilia. Its ground-work is the collection of the discourses of
the Lord by S. Matthew. The doings of Christ were separate,
probably in disconnected anecdotes sent round to the churches
to be read at the Eucharist. These were afterwards woven
in with the logia, the discourses.
S. Mark*s Gospel is
composed in somewhat similar manner of anecdote, and some
of the anecdotes used in S. Matthew are used also in S Mark,
word for word. That the first evangelist did not amplify
the Mark Gospel appears from his arranging the order of his
anecdotes differently. In the Clementines we have quota
tions from the lost Gospel of the Hebrews, which show us
that that Gospel was composed in precisely similar manner. At
the Eucharist, as we learn from the earliest liturgies, there
were several lections read, first from the Pentateuch, then
from the Prophets, after that from the Gospels, then lastly
from the Epistles. For this purpose, in the first age, various
of the sayings and doings of Christ were sent to the churches,
and read by them at the Eucharist after the Prophetic lecture.
The several churches made collections of these anecdotes, and
thus the several Gospels, canonical and others (S. John ex
cepted), came into being. No sooner was a church founded
by an Apostle, than there arose a demand for this sort of in
struction, and it was so supplied by the Apostles. Later still
the Epistle was read. We think that Mr Lewis would have
been well-advised had he studied the critical history of the
Gospels before writing a work which demands above all
things a knowledge of this subject. The book is wellintentioned.
In Southern India. By Mrs Murrat Mitchell. E. T. S.
18S5.
An exceedingly interesting account of the progress of mis
sionary work in the Madras Presidency, abundantly ill ust rated
by engravings from photographs. The missions are of all de
nominations, except Roman Catholic. Of these latter, Mrs
Mitchell tells us next to nothing.
Most of the missions
visited seem to have been those of dissenting Protestants, and
the religion taught was of the vaguest, and sadly mixed
with error ; still we cannot but be thankful that Christianity
of any sort, meagre and dilute as it may be, is given to the
Indiana in place of the gross superstitions of Hindooism.
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Ttirougii the Meadows.
By Fred. E. Weatherly.
Illustrated by M. E. Edwards and J. C. Staples. Hildesheimer and Faulkner.
The White Swans ; and other Tales. By Hans Ander
sen. With Illustrations by Alice Havers'; Hildesheimer
and Faulkner.
'
It has come to he a recognised fact that Messrs H. and F.
always produce one or two of the most charming books of
each Christmas season, and this year furnishes no exception
to the rule, for it would be difficult to imagine two more
exquisitely and tastefully got-up hooks than those named
above. We hardly know which to admire the most. Our
readers must choose for themselves ; we can assure them that
in either case- neither they nor the fortunate youthful re
cipients will be disappointed.
Friendship's Diart. Hodder and Stoughton.
This is a nicely -printed and prettily got-up book, and
constitutes a considerable improvement on the ordinary
birthday book, in that each day of the year has allotted
to it a complete blank page, surrounded by a tasteful
wood-cut border.
A Diart of Golden Thoughts for the Year.

T. Fisher

Unwin.

A small oblong volume, containing very brief extracts from
well-known authors for every day of the year, neatly arranged
with a coloured border round each page.
Besides the various new publications of Messrs Griffith
and Farran, which vje have already noticed, we may call
special attention to their new edition of Burns famous
poem, Tam O'Shanter, the coloured illustrations by
Geo. Cruikshank. The book is beautifully printed by Messrs.
Clay, and is indeed exquisitely got up in every respect.
From the same publishers we have the sets of Drawing
Books for the Standards, Geometry, etc.
Also a tastefully got-up reprint of The Daisy, written
about the year 1806, containing a series of amusing and very
quaintly illustrated " cautionary " stories in verse.

Cbristmas Cams.
Christmas Cards have already begun to make their ap
pearance. Among the first samples we have received, are
those of Messrs Davidson Bros, of Jewin street, and many
of them, if without special originality, are characterised by
excellent taste. For the most part the colourings are light
and delicate, rather than glaring ; it is a feature that there
are a number of designs specially suited to children.

Cf)e duartetlies.
The current number of the Quarterly opens with an
article on "The Revised Version of the Old Testament," in
which we fancy we can trace tHe same hand which contributed
so greatly to sway public opinion respecting the Revised
Version of the New Testament ; and the present contribution
is no less notable for the great learning shown and the direct
ness with which many of the couclusions of the Revisers are
challenged. Several of his points we think the Reviewer
makes good ; and wc shall hope to see more from the same
writer upon the subject. The rest of the articles are not such
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as to call for especial remark, if we except the last two: "Our
l)uty to South Africa" and "The Comiug Elections." The
former is evidently the work of a cool and clear headed man,
who has sensible and straightforward views about the imbroglio
which has lasted so long in South Africa. Ho says " the grand
error hitherto is generally acknowledged to have been repeat
edly putting things straight at the cost of the English tax
payer, and immediately leaving them to local control to get
into a muddle again." His view is that the Cape Colony has
as much on its hands as it can do well in developing its own in
dustrial an d commercial interests, and that to ex pect it to add to
this the task of governing vast native territories with hundreds
of thousands of native inhabitantsis sure to end, as it has always
ended— in confusion and disaster. That task, he thinks, must
be undertaken by the mother country. He would set up in
South Africa a ''National Dominion " in several Presidencies,
with a complete establishment of Civil Service administrators,
" the whole to be absolutely self-supporting." We should doubt
whether it could possibly be made to be this; but the scheme is
a striking one.
"The Coming Elections" is timely, sensible,
and, on the whole, hopeful in its outlook.
The Church Quarterly Review has appeared earlier than
usual this time, and has also several particularly noticeable
articles.
" Freeman tie's Bumpton Lectures " is a seasonable
counterpoise to a book, the exceedingly vague speculations of
which certainly ought not to have been permitted to pass
without grave notice and rebuke. " Buddhistic Theosophy " is
a solid and (despite its hard name) very r< alable account of
that strange recent upgrowth of "occultism " out of the old
sapless root of Buddhism, in India and elsewhere, which
recent exposures have, happily, been effective in discrediting.
" Luca della Hobbia and his School'' is very interesting, and the
facts will be new to some readers.
A discriminative and
rather critical review of Dr Lansdell's book ou "Russian
Central Asia " follows. One very timely article, citing various
cogent facts, is entitled " Did the State Endow the Church ?"
and we have some good sound theological reasoniug in one
headed "The Apostolical Succession." The forty pages of
"Short Notices" are able as ever; indeed we often think them
the very best part of this admirable Review.
We notice in the October number of the British and
Foreign Evangelical Review an exceedingly powerful and
masterly review of Professor Druinmoud's "Natural Law in the
Spiritual World," which is by very far the best we have seen
on the subject, and goes far to pulverize that popular book;
and, secondly, a far different one ou " The Communion
Office of the Scottish Church." Here the writer, whoever he
may be (presumably a Presbyterian) is plainly ultra crepiilam ;
and besides that his article is disfigured throughout with an
excessive aud quite needless acerbity of tone, he shows signs
of fatal uufamiliarity with his subject.
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is manifestly much superior to any previously employed, is to
be forthwith applied to all the chief pictures of the Brunswick
Gallery, and that the prints will be published in England at
the low price of 31s. 6d. for each part containing ten plates.
This will be good news for lovers of art The plate before
us is wonderfully good. A kind of catalogue rahotni of Mr
J. W. Waterhouse's works, with specimens ; an illustrated
description of "Art in Egypt," by William Holmed^n ; and
"A Chapter on Chairs," by J. Hungerford Pollen, are each
good in their several ways. We may mention that this part
begins a new volume.
In the Portfolio we have the continuation of Mr VV. J.
Loftie's interesting articles on Windsor Castle, with a view of
the Memorial Chapel erected by the Queen. He well describes
the pictures and articles of vcrtu contained in the Long
Gallery, and among them "what seemed to me one of the
most precious things in the whole collection," thus :
" At the extreme end of the corridor. In a deeply recesned window,
stands on tall supports of wrought ormolu a crystal casket, whose
history and origin are unknown, except thai it is some three hundred
years old. It is of exquisite work aud exquisite material, and so clear
that you can see through it like glass. Within is a white slk pillow,
and on the pillow a little stubby book open. Below an inscription,
newly cut on a gold plate, tells you that this is the pockvt Bible of
General Gordon, and that it was presented to the Qaeeu by lus
•later."
Oxford men will have pleasure in finding in this number a
pleasant view of the striking, though bizarre, porch of
S. Mary's at Oxford. The writer of the notice seems to be
under the impression that the porch exists now in its original
condition.
That is, however, not the case; it has been
recently " restored," though all the old features have been
reproduced with great fidelity.
Macmillan requires special notice this month on account
of a thoughtful poem by Lord Tennyson, with which it opens,
oddly, and not very appropriately entitled, " Vastness," but
a lovely poem, and showing all his old sweep of thought and
mastery over the music of verse. It is a kind of bird's-eye
view of the warring passions of our times ; and the poet
rightly and powerfully insists on the absolute need of a
Future Lifo to give worth and seriousness to all the doings of

this life :
"He that has loved for the lust of the minute, and died in the doing
it. flesh without mind ;
He that lias nailed all flesh to the Crois, till Self died out in the Ion
of his kind.
" Spring nud Summer and Autumn and Winter, and all these old revo
lutions of earth ;
All new ohi revolutions of Empire—change of the tide—whit is all of
it worth ?
" What the philosophies, all the sciences, poeay, varying voices of
pruver ?
All that is noblest, all that is basest, all that is filthy with all that is
fair?
" What is it all, if we all of us end but In being our own corpse-coO"
at last ?
Swallowed in Vnslne-s. lost in Silence, drown'd in the deeps ot *
The Magazine of Art comes decidedly to the front this
mi-Hiiin^lt'ss Tast ? "
Longman has three stories this month. " White Heather
month, with " Cascade with the Watchtower," by Jacob van
Ruysdael, an excellent example of the master, and beautifully is pleasant, but we do not like the episode of the secret
"Aie'me" appears to us altogether inane: and
reproduced by a new process of photo engraving by the Berlin marriage.
Photographic Company.
We understand that this process " The Stone Dog," despite the utter absurdity of the plot, is
for obtaining copies of the paiuting3 of the old masters, which told with a dreary realism that impresses the reader in spit*
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of himself. The Rev. J. H. Overton contributes a sketch of
"The Wesleys at Epworth," which is readable and inter
esting.
BlAckwctd is essentially political this month ; and really
we cannot wonder now that we are on the verge of perhaps
the most important Election of this generation. We could
wish that its opening article, " The Duty of the New Electo
rate,'' should be widely read and acted upon.
Myra's excellent publications for ladies continue to main
tain their high standard of usefulness and excellence. The
November number of The Jo'irnal has a good Coloured Autumn
Panorama of new Paris patterns and models.

11 >f ®€MI05 4jfor aiment.
TREMBLING AT THE JUDGMENT.
Acts xxiv. 25.
"Felix trembled."
And well he might ! for he was now brought face to face
with three things which had never troubled him before,
but either of which was enough to make him tremble.
The first thing was Sin ; the second was God ; the third
was Judgment to come.
The verse from which I draw
my text speaks also of righteousness and temperance, but I
do not think it was either of these that made the covetous
old Judge tremble. I believe it was "Judgment to come,"
and that subject would include the other two things I
have named ; and I think the Apostle would speak of
them in the order I have named them.
He would first speak of Sin. No doubt he knew that
Felix was what even the world would call a bad man, by
which would be meant a man not living up to the light
of his conscience ; and he must have been a very bad man
to have "hoped that money should have been given
him of Paul, that he might loose him." I want you to
grasp the position here, for it is all important. You see,
Felix was Paul's judge. And that Judgment-seat was
corrupt. Sometimes (though I believe rarely in our own
country, thank God) a judge shows partiality. He leans
to one side, not " rightly dividing the word of truth."
When this is the case it is bad enough, and the world
cries shame. But in the case of Felix it was much worse
than this. Put it to yourselves. What would you think
if the presiding Justice at your own Petty Sessions took
a man charged with drunkenness, or some other grave mis
demeanour, aside into the ante-room and hinted to him
that if he would privately give him a present of money he
would be discharged from custody ? Nothing less than
this was the sin of Felix. He held in his hands
the scales of justice, and he held them not evenly.
He sat in the * place of God to judge a fellow man, and
refused to pronounce just judgment, in the hope that
money should be given him by the accused to secure his
• Cf. 2 Cor. il. 10 and v. 20.
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release. It was indeed an awful sin, and it revealed a truly
pitiable state of moral corruption in that man's nature.
Even heathen Emperors of Borne in the second century,
like Adrian and Antoninus, gave their proconsuls most
stringent commands to see that fair judgment was meted
out to all Christians who were charged before them. " By
Hercules," wrote the former Emperor, " if the charge be a
mere calumny, do you estimate the enormity of such
calumny, and punish it as it deserves." Yet Felix, know
ing well that the charge against Paul was a calumny,
scrupled not to withhold judgment, nay more, to " leave
Paul bound" simply to "show the Jews a pleasure."
I do not think I need say any more in order to fix your
thoughts on the one main point which I wish to impress
upon you. I sum it up thus : Felix stood to S. Paul in
the relation of a judge. In that capacity he was utterly
unworthy of his position. He would prostitute the sacred
cause of justice for his own venal purposes. His judg
ment-seat was corrupt I You are no longer surprised, then,
that when the Apostle reasoned of "Judgment to Come "
he touched a raw place, even in the hardened soul of the
tyrant. The arrow got in between the joints of the
harness, and effected a wound. It was not mortal, but it
was sore. " Felix trembled." He saw the greatness of
his Sin, and though he repented not, he " trembled." He
saw— can we doubt it 1— the spotless purity of God painted
by the Apostle in vivid contrast to the baseness of his
owu character, and though the "Goodness of God" did
not in his case " lead to repentance" (Rom. ii. 4), he
felt a twinge, and " trembled." More than all, he heard,
doubtless for the first time, of that terrible but just Judg
ment to come, which must one day be his portion, and
which would, unless he repented, bring about such a
terrific retribution for his misconduct in the Judgmentseat ; and hearing all this, can you wonder that he winced
under the castigation and " trembled ? "
It is a subject, brethren, and a lesson very suitable for
this holy season into which we have now entered. Holy
Advent speaks to us very much, and very solemnly, of
that which caused Felix to tremble. I suppose there is
scarcely a well-ordered Church in the land which does not
at this time each year resound with solemn warnings on
this subject, calling on sinners everywhere to " Prepare to
meet their God." And although this has been going on
year by year for something like twice a thousand years,
the warning is needed still, and will be till the end of
time. There is not one person now before me in this
church who does not need it, and for this twofold reason,
viz., that " all have sinned, and come short of the glory of
God," and " all must appear before the Judgment-seat of
Christ." Following the line of thought I have indicated
above in the history of Felix, I would endeavour to-day to
bring you for a few momeuts, first of all :
I. Face to face with your own sin. Until a man has
fairly faced this great enemy there is little hope of
j " reasoning " with him with any success, either about
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judgment to come or anything else. I grant that to one
who is pure-minded the recollection of past sin causes
mental pain of the most acute description ; I know also
that the feeling of being awakened to sin for the first
time comes as a shock often so severe as to make a man
most intensely miserable for days or weeks, or even more.
Many people have, alas ! been brought to insanity by the
vehemence with which their whole nervous system has
been upset from this cause. I am not at all sure that it
was not a shock of this kind that overcame Judas Iscariot
after his base betrayal of our dear Lord, and so drove him
to despair and to self-destruction. It is undoubtedly an
awful thing to discover ourselves as being rebels against
God, despisers of His goodness, wanton rejectors of His
mercy. But I will tell you what is more awful still. It
is—Not to feel your sin .' The poor sinner just roused to
a sense of his miserable state may indeed with reason feel
great dejection, but the man who ought to tremble is you
who are still unconscious of your peril, you who have re
mained so long insensible to every argument that has been
addressed to your mind, and to every effort that has been
made with a view to rescue your perishing soul. It is to
you that I speak, and that not in anger, but in love, when
I say—Face your sin ! It is of no use trying to run away
from it. The " trees of the garden " (Gen. iii. 8.) are not
thick enough to hide your sin, though they may serve for
a moment to hide the shame expressed on your face. You
have played the coward too long. Like the vagrant thief
who skulks behind the hedge at the sound of the police
man's step, so you have over and over again fled from the
warning voice of conscience which would arrest you and
bring you to book. You put on an air of unconcern which
is unreal, and hide yourself from yourself (but oh ! re
member, not from God !) in order to avoid facing the sin
that has separated you from God.
A priest one day watched from his sacristy the people as
they came into church. One face arrested his attention. It
was that of a man who plainly bore the mark of Cain upon
his brow. Sin, shame, and woe were all plainly revealed in
the lines of that face. " I will seek him after service " said
the good priest to himself, " and see if I can help him."
Service ended, the man of God went into the porch and
awaited his friend. He approached. But only by his
clothes could he be recognised. The face was not the
same. Every trace of shame and woe was gone. An
air of calm and manly humility lit up the features which
had been so dark. " Nevertheless, I will speak to him :—
Friend, a word with you if you will. Step in here. When
you came into church you were miserable. Is it not so 1 '
" Even so, sir, very miserable." " And now you are
happy ? Is that so 1 " " Very happy, sir, very happy."
"And may I ask what has wrought the change in so
short a time 1 " The priest's kindly manner bespoke
confidence, and the other replied, "Sir, I have been
during the last half-hour face to face with my sin, and
I have found strength to resolve to go forth and fight
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it. Hitherto I have been afraid of it. Now, I begin
to think it is afraid of me. Pray for me, that I may
overcome." Oh ! brethren, face your sin, and pray.
Then fear not.
For the battle is not yours, but His!
IJ. I have said, and I believe, that Felix was brought
by the Apostle's reasoning face to (ace with God. You
will understand in what sense 1 mean this. I mean that
not only his sin troubled him, but that he felt a passing
tremor of awe at the revelation of God's goodness con
trasted wfth his own wickedness. Now, to face God is
the solemn duty to which I now call you. It is a fiercer
ordeal even than the last, that of facing your sin. But it
must be done. All religion has this object, to bring men
face to face with God. Indeed, I might define religion as
being a revelation from God how to face God. If man
had never sinned, there was nothing in God to make Him
repellent to man. Far from it. Adam feared not to meet
God's face—till he sinned. But sin has brought it about
that " no man can see God's face and live." (Ex. xxxiii. 20.)
Even so holy a man as the loved disciple S. John, wheu
in vision he saw Jesus Christ in His glory, could not
bear the sight. " When I saw Him, I fell at His feet as
dead." (Rev. i. 17.) When Jbsds Christ came into the
world men saw God face to face, but the Godhead was
purposely veiled under the humanity of Jesus, for this
very reason, that only in this way could God once more
come into the world and hold personal converse with
man. So you see there is a very wide margin of interpre
tation to be understood in the expression, "seeing God."
The vision which I have said Felix had was as far removed
in character from that of S. John in the Isle of Patmos
as any two things could be. But in both cases the result
was similar. Felix trembled. S. John fell at His feet as
one dead. So plainly are we taught how awful a thing
it is to meet God. My brethren, shrink not from the
ordeal. This Advent make it your business to seek out
God. In every means of grace you may find Him. In
the Holy Eucharist He specially manifests His presence,
and to this great Sacrament I lovingly bid you, and
suggest to you that the spirit in which you should come
to that Feast of Love is best expressed in the Psalmist's
words, "Thy face Lord will I seek." (Ps. xxvii. 9.)
III. But if these exhortations are in vain ; if you will
not face your sin, nor seek unto God, then I can only
reason with you as Paul reasoned with Felix, and leave
you to a profitless trembling at the fear of Judgment to
come. The certainty of that Judgment is established
beyond all possibility of doubt or cavil by almost every
book of Holy Scripture. How terrible a trial it will be,
even for those that pass through it in safety, Jesus CHKist
has Himself declared. Prophets and Apostles, Saiuts and
Doctors of the Church, Martyrs and Confessors, Priests
and holy Laymen, have all combined in different ages to
force upon men this great question, " Are you ready to
face the Judgment Day ? " Many writers have powerfully
described what that day will be like, according to their
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imagination ; famous preachers in every laud and in every
age have declaimed upon the same topic with consuming
eloquence ; but oh ! my brethren, the nature of that Day
is like the time of its coming, known to no man, " no not
the angels in heaven, but my Father only." (S. [Matt,
xiiv. 36.)
Most earnestly do I beseech you who are here to-day to
ponder well and often throughout your life, the great
fact that " It is appointed unto men once to die ; after this
the Judgment." Well might poor Felix tremble at the
thought of it. Would that his trembling had had some
good result. But it had not. It was two whole years
after this that he " left Paul bound—to show the Jews a
pleasure." So do men too often allow the precious
moments of conviction, the passing throbs of religious
emotion to glide away, unaccepted, and therefore unblessed.
Then are their hearts harder than before, their life more
careless, their chance of Salvation more hopeless, their
doom more certain. As with Felix, so with them, " He
that is unjust, let him be unjust still." (Rev. xxii. 11.)
So that the last state of that man is worse than the first.
J. HARRY BUCHANAN.

which ho warned his people against the revolutionary measures
which are now in the air. Mr Bennett dealt in an able and
solemn manner with his subject, showed the causes of and
lessons to be gathered from the French Revolution, and reminded
the new voters that a grave responsibility rested upon them, and
that if "Confiscation of Church Property " is the policy adopted,
it will be but the beginning of a similar end to that upon which
be was speaking, when "the horrors of the Reign of Terror "
should be repeated " in the streets of London," if we as a nation,
" led by some crafty politician in Parliament, become robbers
of Churches and robbers of God."

The number of the Literary Churchman for Nov.

The first two concerts of the short Autumn Season have
worthily upheld the high reputation of these most excellent
entertainments. It is true that no special novelties have been
introduced, but they are scarcely expected, nor, indeed, are they
necessary, for so short a season. Among the most successful
pieces have been the introduction and closing scene from
"Tristan," and the grand love duet from Act I. of "Die
Walkiire," magnificently given by Madame Valleria and Mr
Edward Lloyd. The programme of the final concort (Novem •
ber 11) includes " Gewitterzauber und Einzug der Obtter in
Walhall," from " Gotterdtimmerung," and Beethoven's Choral
Symphony,
We are glad to hear that the recent series of provincial
concerts has been successful, and we hope before long to hear
that Herr Franke's indefatigable efforts will enable him to an
nounce a series of German Opera.

20 mil contain a Plain Sermon, for Advent.

Current JFacts anD Jftotes.
The next Church Congress is to be held at Wakefield. We
hope " the Wakefield Bishopric Fund " will be helped forward
by this annual gathering of Churchmen, as the Southwell
bishopric waB materially aided by the Derby Church Congress.

*

»

•

The Rev. John Wordsworth was consecrated Bishop of Salis
bury by the Primate and the Bishops of London, Winchester,
Rochester, Lincoln, and Nottingham, on. the Festival of S.
Simon and S. Jnde, in Westminster Abbey. The sermon was
preached by Canon Jelf.

* ,

*

*

We regret to hear that Canon Gregory is for a time disabled
by an injury of the leg, and was unable to preach at S. Paul's on
Sunday last.

*

•

•

*

#

*

Bishop Wilkinson, of Zululand, and the Dean of Salisbury have
been elected patrons of the Free and Open Church Association.

»

*

*

The Commemoration of Benefactors took place last Sunday at
Great S. Mary's, Cambridge. The morning preacher was the
Hon. and Rev. A. T. Lyttelton, and in the afternoon the sermon
was preached by the Bishop of Lichfield.

•

•

*

The Rev. Walter Loch, Sub-Warden of Keble and Fellow of
Magdalen, has been elected a Member of the Council of Keble in
the place of the late Dr Bailey, President of Magdalen.

Eicfjter Concerts.

j*(^<^r^po'nrye^

At the opening of the nave of S. Alban's Cathedral the sermon
was preached by the Archbishop of York. Sir Edmund Beckett
has expended, we understand, some 30,000/. upon this work.
NOTICE.—The columns of the Literary Churchman are at
The Archbishop, referring to Disestablishment, said it was no all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
small boon that 20,000 "advocates for the cause of the poor" Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
were spread throughout the length and breadth of the land.
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
•
*
•
The Yorkshire Pott states that Dr Ellicott and Dr H. Goodwin necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
would both like to exchange their present positions for the
bishopric of Ely. The former from his love for his University, CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERT BRIEF.
the latter from a desi re for a more active sphere of work in a more
THE UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION
southern diocese. We should be sorry to see Dr Ellicott wear
OFFICE.
the mitre of Bishop Woodford, and we should have thought the
To the Editor of the L. C.
Bishop of Carlisle at his time of life had better not begin new
Sir,—In thanking you for the kind notice accorded to this
work, though his appointment would not be unpopular.
Office in your last issue, will you be good enough to allow me to
•
#
•
The Rev. W. J. E. Bennett, vicar of Frome Selwood, delivered a point ont that the one shilling fee applies only to simple ordinary
lecture on "The French Revolution," last week, at Frome, in questions, and that difficult questions or inquiries of an intricate
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character are charged for by special agreement, or the charge is
left to the liberal decision of the Management.
19 Sonlhampton-street,
Tours obediently,
Bloomsbury-square,
IIavelock Fisher.
London, Oct. 28th, 1885.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —It may interest yonr readers to know that in a few days
there will appear (as I am informed) a full and accurato List,
taken from the Parliamentry Records, of the number of attend
ances of every Member of Parliament at the several Divisions
during each Session of the present Parliament, which will give
the constituencies a fnir opportunity of judging of the efficiency
of their representatives.
I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
London, 27th October, 1885.
Elector..
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, — I have to thank you for the kind tone of your remarks
upon what I said as to the Prayer-Book at the late Church Con
gress. But I must point out that I was misunderstood. I
deprecated a "Revised" Prayer- Book, and recommended instead
enriching the Book by such supplementary services as might be
introduced, without having recourse to Parliament, of which I
have a great dread. Incidentally, too, I argued that the Denn of
Worcester seemed to me to undervalue actual legal oppor
tunities.
Tours faithfully,
A. J. B. P.KRESFORD-HoriC.
Bedgebury-park, Cranbrook, October 31, 1885.
FUND FOR THE WIDOW OF THE LATE REV. W. C.
VAUGHAN.
We acknowledge with much pleasure the following further
donation towards the above fund :
Mrs Bull, Mossley Vicarage, Congleton, 5s.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Baring-Gould.— The Birth of .fesus
Skefnngtons.
Ba-kcomb.—Advent Watchwords
skeffingtons
Black. — White Heather (3 vole);
Macinillau and Co.
Courthorpe.—The
Liberal Movement in English /1 Murray.
x. ,
J.iierature
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Hodder & Stougliton
Kwtng.-lob l.le-by-ilie-Kire
S.I'.C.C.
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Nisbet and Co.
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Sight Singing for Schools
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8
f Faulkuer.
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) Murray.
Wlglesworth.—Songs of Perseverance
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Just published, crown Rvo. price 3s. 6d.,

DAYS OF REMEMBRANCE.
A MEMORIAL CALENDAR,
Beautifully printed with Carmine borders and rules, with spices tot
Obiiuary Records, and a suitably selected Text for every day In
the Year.
Dublin: [IODGF.S. FIGGIS and CO.
London: SIMPKIN. MARSH ALL and CO.,
AID GRIFFITH, FARRAX and CO.
Theological Library of the lale Br M. KALISCE, and
tevral small Theological Libraries.
MESSRS PUTTICK and SIMPSON will SELL by
AUCTION", at thrir Nou<»p, 47 Leicester-square. W.C.on
WEDNESDAY, November 18. and Two Follow,..;; [>i.y«, at t«n
minutes punt 1 o'clock precisely, (he THKOUiGK'AL LIBRARY o(
the late DrM, K\LISCH (removed from Snurli KensinstonKcomprising v iluable 1 iermnn Theological and Philological Work*— Hebrew
Rooks — Modern Editions of Ancient Classic-. Ac. ; also several Smal
Theological Libraries.
Catalogues on receipt of 2 stamps.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the flrst class for tlie sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations ot
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms tor the sons ot Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishop3, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skeffington and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to tbe Principal,
Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

1 HUMPHREY'S■

1 IRON CHURCHES.
CHAPELS me SCHOOLS
. MISSION AND CLUB ROOMS
J '■

"

SO.ov .p-tioy

J.ALBERT GATE HVBE PA.RK.S..YV,

Eyre and Spottiswoode.
" The Variorum supersedes all other Teacher's Bibles."— Graphic
" A Library in itself. . . . Not only a teacher's but a preacher's
Bible."—Church Review.
- Thofe who know the most will find the most in It."—British
Quarterly Review.
" No minister's or teacher's library, and no intelligent English home,
ought to be without a copy"— Literary World

THE VARIORUM
TEACHER'S BIBLE.
Nonpareil 8vo. (7| X Si X 1} inches), 1.250 pages.
Prices from 10s 6d.
" Really appears to be the most complete BIBLE AND ITS EX
PLANATION, pos-slble within a single volume. "—The Times
" Specially called for by the Revisers' New Edition."—Contemporary
Review.
WARMLY RECOMMENDED BY ARCHBISHOPS, BISHOPS,
AND THE CLERGY.
Before buying- a Teacher's Rlble. send lor ■' Contents and Rerfe*V^
viz.: A pamphlet of H pages, describing and analysing the" aid'
(Irom the Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bible), iu the words of tne
Reviewers and of eminent Biblical Scholars.
Post free of the Publishers, or through any Bookseller.

EYRE and SPOTTISWOODE,
GREAT NEW STREET, FLEET STEEET, EC.
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THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY'S LIST.
Just Published. Price 8s. in handsome cloth, gilt edges.

NORWEGIAN

PICTURES.

Drawn with Pen and Pencil.
With a glance at Sweden and the Gotha Canal. By RICHARD LOVETT, M.A. With a Map and one
hundred and twenty-seven Illustrations, engraved by E. WHYMPER, R. TAYLOR, PEARSON, aud others.
" One of the most charming books on Norway that has appeared for a long time. It is thoroughly creditable
to all concerned in its production, and well-deserves to be one of the successes of the season."— Academy.
" The illustrations to the present work show no decline from the high standard of excellence attained in the
former volumes of this Pen and Pencil Series." — Morning Post.
"An extremely well got up, handsome, aud useful book for a present."—Scotsman.
NEW LIVES OF OUR LORD.
The Life Of Lives J or, The Story of Jesus of
Naiaretb in Its Earii. si Form By the Kev. W. S. LEWIS, M.A..
Author ut ' The Great Problem ; or, Christianity as It is,' etc,
Crown 8vo. 2*. «d. clot 11 boards.

The Life of Jesus Christ the Saviour.
By Mm WATS' IN. Spcca'ly designed for thoughtful young men
and women. With many Pine Engravings. Crown Hvo. 5a. cloth,
bevelled boards.

NEW MISSIONARY BOOKS.

Hinduism Past and Present.

BY-PATHS OF BIBLE KNOWLEDGE.
NEW VOLUMES.

The Dwellers on the Nile. Chapters on the
Life, Literatuic, History, and Customs of Ancient Egypt. By
E. A. VVAI.L1S BUDGE, M.A.. Assistant in Depsttment of
Oriental Anilqulties, British Museum. With many Illustrations.
Crown Svo. 3s cloth boards.

Assyria : its Princes, Priests, and People.
By A. H. SAYCE, LL.D.. M.A., Deputy Professor of Comparative
Philology, Oxford, Author of ' Fresh Light Irom the Ancient
Monuments,' ' Popular lntroductlen to Ezra, Nehemiah, aud
Esther,' Ac. Illustrated. 3s. cloth boards.

By J. Egypt and Syria.

MURRAY MITCH ELL, M.A., I.L.D. With an account of
Recent Hindu Reformers, and a brief comparison between Hin
duism and Christianity. Crown Svo. is cloth boards.

Their Physical Features in

Keiailon;to Bible History. By Sir J. W. DAWSON. Principal of
McGill College. Montreal, F.G.S.. F.R.S., Author of ' The Chain
of Life in Geological liiue,'&c. With many Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 3s. cloth boards.

Jottings from the Pacific. By the Rev. W.
WYaTT GILL. B.A., Author ol ' i.ile in the Southern Isles,' and
joint nu'hor of ■ Work and Adventure in New Guinea.' Illustrated.
Crown Svo. os. cloth boards.

COMPANIONS FOB A QUIET HOUR.
NEW VOLUME8.

In Southern India. A visit to some of the Songs of Spiritual Thought.
chief Mission Stations in the Madras Presidency. By Mrs
MURRAY MITCHELL, Author of 'In In. .la. a Missionary's
Wife among: the Wild Tribes of South Bengal." etc. With a Map
and many illustrations. Crown Svo. 6s. cloth boards.
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

By George

R A WSON. Is. 6d., cloth boards.
This little book contains some of George Rawson's best known
hymns, but also a considerable number that have never appeared
before.

Everyday Life in South India; or, The

Hymns of the Present Century.
Trans
lated Irom the German by Rev.JOHN KELLY, Editor of • Present

Story of Coopooswamey. An Autobiography. With many fine
Engravings. Imperial 16tno. 3i. fid. cloih boards, gilt edges.

Day Tracts,' and Translator of ' Gerhardt's Spiritual Songs.' Is. 6d.
cloth.

PRESENT DAY TRACTS.
NEW STORY BOOKS.
SECOND SERIES. 4d. each In cover.

Reaping the Whirlwind; a story of Three No. 37— The Christ of the Gospels.
Lives. Vol. VII. of the Sunllower Series ol books lor young ladies.
3s. 6d cloth.

A

Religious Study. By HENRI MEYER, D.D.

38.—Ferdinand Christian Baur, and his
The King's Service. A story of the Thir y No.Theory
of the Origin of Christianity and of the New Testament
Years' War. By the Author of 'The Spanish Brothers,' etc. With
many Illustrations. Imperial l.iino. 3s. fid. cloth boards.

Wriiings. By the Rev. A. B. BRUCE, D.D., Author ol ' The
Training of the Twelve.' &c.

By

No. 39.—Man. Physiologically considered.

Miss K KVKKKT1' GRKKN, Author of 'The Mistress of Lydgste
Priory.' With Illustrations. Imperial 16mo. 2s. tld. cloth boards.

By ALEX. MACALI.STER, M.A., M.D., Professor of Anatomy
In the University of Cambridge.

Uncle Roger; or, A Summer of Surprises.

The Master's Likeness. By Joseph John No. 40. — Utilitarianism. An Illogical and Irre
ligious Theory of Morals. By the Rev. J. RADFORD THOM
son, Auhor of 'Uncle Ben's Stories.' Illustrated. Imperial
SON, M.A.
li3mo. 2s. fid. cloth boards.
BOOKS FOR EVERYBODY.
Plea*e write for the Society's Illustrated List of Books for Presentation, and the Selected and Descriptive List of Books.
LONDON : 56 PATERNOSTER ROW.
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Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., F.C.S., F.I.C., &c„ Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society, and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes:— "1 have tested the conatitueuts
of the TINTA FRANCISC A, and fail to detect the slightest evidence of the presence of anything that has not
been derived from the juice of the grape. I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from the
FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE, and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS
NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

TlNTA FRANCISCA,

C&e Special mint for
Dol" ©oramunion.

[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen HalfBottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
It is used in 5,000 Cathedrals, Churches, &c.
Among MANY HUNDREDS of the Clergy who have sent most favourable
Testimonials, or at whose Churches this Wine is used, may be named—
BISHOP WORDSWORTH (the Late, of Lincoln).
BISHOP OF WORCESTER.
BISHOP OF RIPON (the Late).
BISHOP OF GRAHAMSTOWN.
CANON KNOX LITTLE.
REV. G. STOPFORD RAM.
REV. PREB. DANIEL MOORE.
CANON ELIOT.
CANON CADMAN.
REV. JOHN STORES.
REV. BERDMORE COMPTON.
REV. BENJAMIN WEBB.
CANON ASH WELL (the Late).
DR FRANCIS HESSEY (the Late).
CANON P. G. MEDD.
REV. R. T. WEST.
ARCHDEACON BLUNT.
REV. C. BODINGTON.
REV. E. S. TALBOT.
ARCHDEACON BURNEY.

BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.
BISHOP OF TRURO.
RIUHT REV. BISHOP JENNER.
REV. H. MONTAGU VILLIERS.
CANON FURSE.
CANON MASON.
CANON MATHER.
THE REV. DR FORREST.
THE REV. DOCTOR MACLEAR.
CANON G. E. JELF.
THE DEAN OF LICHFIELD.

CANON T. T. CARTER.
DR W. UAIG-BROWN.
REV. W. BEN HAM.
REV. G. T. PALMER.
ARCHDEACON DARBY.
REV. J. H. BLUNT (the Late).
REV. C. S GRUEBER,
REV. W. H. HUTcHLNGS.
REV. DR WACE.

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

THE Edition
CHURCH
OF ENCLAND HYMN-BOOK.
A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymus for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, separately, la. 6A. per dot
OPINIONS OF THE BISHuPS.
"Should be sorry to change it for any other Hym^-r.ook.'*— Bishop ot f.onilon.
"Strongly impressed with rhe care bestowed ; I shall be surprtaed If yuur hope that ft wilt make way among the thoughtful ifl duippointed."— Itlfhop of Durham.
" Your plan :ipp ;ir- to be the right one ; I hope it will be auecesarul."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my be^t to make It known." --Bishop of Hath and Welja.
* Realizes Hh title : fairly and fully represents the teaMnug, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of Kngland."-Bisbop &
Lincoln.
•* The arrangement, aa far aa I can judge, ifl admirable."— Bishop of Chichester.
11 Ynur choice and ndmlable work."— litshop Cleveland Coxe, Itishop ol Western New York.
" 1 know of no 1 1 ymiiiiry which contain* more beautilul compositions, more lull ot spiritual unction, more free from what oce may call
unspiritual cant."— Bishop .Medley. Metropolitan ol Canada.

Many more also Unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. .Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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THE NATIONAL SOCIETY'S NEW AND RECENT
RELIGIOUS PUBLICATIONS.
JUST OUT.

CHRISTMAS AND REWARD
THE LIFE OF OUR LORD.

CARDS.

Illustrated by highly- finished Pictures, being faithful Reproductions from the Italian Painters of the 14th, 15th, and
16th Centuries.

I. THE CHILDHOOD OF CHRIST.
1.
Z
.1.
4.
;.
6.

THE ANNUNCIATION. By Fra Angelica
THE NATIVITY Hv Fra filipp. l.ippl.
THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI
Hv Rcrnnrtllno I.nlnl.
THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE. Uy Fra Miirtolommeo.
THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT, lit Gentile da Fubnano.
CHRIST AMONG TH£ DOCTORS. By Kra Am ceifco.

III. THE PASSION OF CHRIST.
1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.

THE
'IHE
THE
THE
OUR
THE

ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM By Kra Angelioo.
LAST SUPPED Uv l>
In di lionlnsegna.
AGUNY IN THE GARDEN
By Uaudeuzlo Ferrari.
BETRAYAL. Hy I- ra Angelica
LORD BEFORE PILATE. Hy Ducciodi Boninseana.
CRUCIFIXION. Bt Fra Angellco.

IV. THE GREAT FORTY DAYS.

II. THE MINISTRY OF CHRIST.

I. THE ENTOMBMENT. Hy Metro Ferugino.
THE BAPTISM OF OUR LORD. Ily Gaudenzlo Ferrari.
■i. THE WOMEN AT THE SEPULCHRE. Ily Fra Angellco.
THE MARRIAGE AT CANA By Kra Ang.lico.
THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT. Hy Kra Angellco.
3. OUR LORD S APPEARANCE TO ST.
St. MAKY MAGDALENE. By
Kra Auuelico.
OOR LORD WALKING ON THE SEA. By l.odovico Card! da
4. THE JOURNEY TO EMMAUS By Ihiceio di Boninsegno.
< .iron.
:> THE DOUBT OF ST THOMAS. By (iroa da Conrglisno.
5 THE TRANSFIGURATION. By Fra Anirellco.
6. THE ASCENSION
by 1'ieiro Feruyino.
«■ THE RAISING OF LaEARUS. By Gaudi-nzio Ferrari.
The rrnphi'cy and Ku.ttlmvnt of each event in the Life of our Lord nre primed on the back ol eaoh Card In Ihc word* of Holy 8criplurc.
'Ihe Four Sets, which are suitable as Clirisnnas, Lent, and Fasti r Cards, and for Reward Card?, are issued in neat wrappers, and Bold
*' M n/iti it , price 2*. I'd. t act), tMZe h l.\ 1$ inches.
1.
■-'
r
4.

The Life Of Our Lord and Saviour JeSUS Christ.
the Fourteenth. Hiteenth. and Sixteenth Centuiie..
fin iti board", bevelled. •_ i 1 1 ed^es. price 21a.

The
The
The
The

Story
Story
Story
Story

of
of
of
of

the
the
the
the

Illustrated from the Italian Painters of

Wilh a Preface and Sou* by FRANCIS T. l'AHiltAVK.

Richly bound in

Childhood of Christ. By B. E. H. Price 4*.
Ministry of Christ. By K. E. H. Price 4s.
Passion of Christ. By B. E. H. Price 4s.
Resurrection of Christ. By. E E. H. Price 4s.

Kacho! the abive four volume* is illustrated by six pictures from the Italian Painters of the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth
Certurits.

NATIONAL

SOCIETY'S

DEPOSITORY,

SANCTUARY,

WESTMINSTER.

Messrs SKEFFiNCTON'S LIST of Cheap SECOND-HAND THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.
Forlong (Major Gen. J. G. R.)

Rivers of Life; or Sadler (M. P.)

Sou- n s and Streams ol ttte Faiths of Man in all Lands. Showing
the k volutions of Kaithi from t lie rud< st Symbolism to the luteal
Spiritual Development. Wilh Maps, Illustrations, and separate
Chart of Faith Streams. 2 vols. 4to, cl. th, uncut (pub. £6 6s.),
£2 7s. (Id.
[Quarlicll, 1*83.

St Mark's Gospel, with notes.

Svo, clinh(|>ul> 7s. fid >. 4s lid.

Scott (Thos.)

Crown

[Ibid, I-N4.

Holy Bible, Old and New Testaments,

with expianatoty Notes, Practical Observations, and Copious
Marginal References. Mxth i di ion, 6 vols., 4to, strongly bound in
half brown calf, antique, £1.
[1823.

Lange (J. P.) The Life of our Lord Jesus Christ. A Com-

Short (Chas.) and Lewis (C. T.) A Latin Dictionary

pi. te Critical Examination ot t lie Origin, Contents snd Con
nections of the Go>pels, translated from the German, edited, with
additional .soles, by Marcus liods, L> D. The ordinal eilitiun.
• vols., 8v«, cloth ipub. 35s.), 18b fid.
[ I". & T. Clark. 1N64
Lightfoot (J. B.)
St Paul's Epistle to the Galatians.
A revised text with Introduction, Notes, and lii.-seriai.ins. Hvo,
cloth pub Via.). 7s.
[\lacinillnn, I8fi.v

fi.uudt d mi Andrew's Kiiii inn ot Freund's Latin Dictionary. Re
vised, Enlarged, and in great part Rewritten, Royal svo, cloth,
gotid a- new l|ub. £1 5f.). lfis.
I Oxford, 18*0.

Miller (Hugh)

Stanley ( Dean).

1 he Epistle to the Corinthians, with

> lineal Notes and Disserta.luus.
18s.) lOs.

Third edition. Svo. cloth tpub.
[Murray. ISfio.

(Dr John). History of Religion in England.
The Testimony of the Rocks ; or Gtology StOUghton
iurn the opening ot the Long 1'arlianient to the end ol the

In its Ifearit.ga on the two 1 heologit *, .Natural and Kevealed. hvo
clulh (pub. /a. fid ), 3s.
[ Edinburgh, 1S57.

Mihnan (Dean)

History of the Jews.

3 vols, crown

Hto. cloth (pi.b W*.i. 7b.
[Murray. INvl.
Paley (Dr W. ) Works ; with a Biographical Sketch, hy
Key. L>. S. Wajland. Fortran. 5 vols., fcvo, cloth (pub. £1 IS*.;,
7a 6<1.
[London, 1837.
Perowne (J. J. S.)
The Book of Paalms.
A new
translation, with Explanatory .Notes lor English Heailers.
Abridged Edition. Crown 8vo.cli.th (pub los. fid ), «s.
[11.11.
Pound
(TAT.)
The Story of the Gospels in a Single
Narrative, showing in a new translation their Unity. To which it
lidded a like continuous Narrative in the Original Greek. 2 vols.,
Svo, cloth (pub. 3Asi. b».
Kivlngmna. It-f.9.
Procter (F ) A History of the Prayer Book ; early edition.
Crown svo. cloth (puh. 10s. fid.). As.
[ Macmillan.
Rushbrooke (W G ) Synopticon. An Exposition of the
Common Mailer ot Ihe Synoptical Gospels. 4to. .tiongly bound in
half calf, neat, red edges, nearly new (cost £.i 8s.). Hi 7". fid.
[.tlacniillun. l«so.
Sadler (M. P. ) St Matthew's Gospel, with Notes Critical
and Practical. Crowu 8vo, cloth (pub. "s. 6d.), 4s. fid.
[Bell, 1882.

Ki>e teenth t entury. New and revised edition, fi vol"., crown 8vo,
cloth (pub. £2 fts ), £1 68.
[Hodder and Stoughlon, 18M.

Tracts lor the Times.

Complete, including Tracts 89

and '.i0.

7 vols., 8>o,cloih, scarce, £1 lit.
Another copy.
8 vols.. *vo, cloth, £1 7s fid.

Waterland (Dr) Works.

[1840.
Tracts 1 to 88.

With Review of His Life and

untitles by I'.i-hop V >n Milde t.
Third edition, with copious
Indexes fi vols, Bvo, cloth <pub. £2 lis.), £1 4a,
[t ixfoid. l(-5ti.

WestCOtt (Canon).

A Survey of the History of the

Canon nl I lie New Testament d..iiiiu' the First Four Centuries.
Third edition. Crown Svo, cloih (pub. 103 6d.). 5s 9\
[Macmlllan. 1870.

White (J. T ) and Riddle (J. E.) A Latin-English
liiciiuuary. Fcurih edition. 2 vols., ro>al bvo, clotii tpub fi 28.),
£1 Is.
[Longmans, 1*72.
White (J. T.) A Latin English Dictionary.
Abridged
from the above work, Fourth edition, royal tsvo, cloth (pub. ivb.i.7f.
[Ibid, 1679.

Young (Peter.)

Daily Readings for a Year on the Life of

our Cord Jesus Christ; original svo, edition.
21b.), 128.

2 vols., cloth .pub.
[Hell, 1S«3.
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NOW READY.

This Day, Id., or 6s. per 100. Words only 2a.
per 100.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL

SPECIAL CHURCH DEFENCE HYMN!

ADVENT, 1885, to ADVENT, 1886.

LESSON
BOOK.
Fcap. 8vo, <Mpp., cloth, gilt lettered.

By Rev. W. C. INGRAM, M.A.
Printed and Published by \V. H. LEAD, Leicester.
Single Copy, post free for 8 penny stamps ; 6s. the dozen.
Special Edition for the Clergy and Superintendent*, containing
interleaved Lesson Book and Churchman's Almanack, bound in
leather. Price 1». 9d. each, post free.

All parcels delivered free.
Press Notices.
" The adoption of Mr Ingram 'a p an must be productive of good, and
In many schools would probably wean substituting order for chaos."—
Church Times.
" The System Is a happy expedient for teaching the teachers, and en
suring that the plnn of their work shall be fairly complete and adequate ;
and the sub-tance of it oriholox.'' — Liternry Churchman.
'•The I.rs-uiis are really good."—Literary Churchman.
" Tiie Lessons are thoroughly good. We heartily commend the
system to those who are interested in Sunday School work."— Ecclesi
astical Gazette.
" Sunday Schoul teachers will And it a useful vade mecum, quite re
markable lor completeness and compactness combined."— Church
Review.
" We can cordially recommend the ' Sunday School Lesson Book.' by
the Kev W. C. Ingram, and its accompanying ' Scholar's Companion. '
-John Bull.

THE SCHOLAR'S COMPANION
To the Sunday School LeN»on Book. 4* per 100.

ORDER of CHILDREN'S SERVICE,
Printed on Card. is. 3d. per 100.

The DISTRICT VISITOR'S BOOK
(a great help to systematic parochial work).
In cloth, 2d. each. Is. Ud. doz.-n, pout tree, Irom
W. H. LEAD, Leicester.
Just Ready, 400 pp., crown 8vo, price 6s,

THE CHURCH OF IRELAND:
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.

"Bulwark of a Mighty Nation.
See the Church of England Stand."
WORDS by the Rev. GODFREY THRING.
MUSIC by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON.
This Hymn, joined to a vigorous and spirit-stirring tune, is
specially published for use at the present time.
THE ARCHBISHOP OF YORK writes :—" Thank you for the
Hymn-tune with appropriate wurds. 1 hope the use of them ma; do
good."
THE BISHOP OF DURHAM writes:-" The Hymn is likely to be
very usetul. The words are vigorous and stirring."
THE BISHOP OF ROCHESTER writes :— " The words are stirring
and full ot pathos."
THE BISHOP OF PETERBOROUGH writes :-" The Hymn his
bis Lordship's approval."
THE BISHOP OF BATH AND WELLS writes :-" I thank you
very liestily tor the Church Defence Hymn. The words are beautiful.
true, and touching, and expresses the best feelings of many hearts at
the present anxious time."
THE BISHOP OF WINCHESTER write* :—- It is very good, I
think, and stirring. As music and hymns often more more tbtu argu
ments, I hope it will have a considerable effect."
THE BISHOP OF CARLISLE writes :-" I wish it every success. . .
It may hi ve much influence for rood."
THE BISHOP OF EXETER writes :—" Many thanks for Mr
Thriiig's hi art-stirring 1 1 > run. ivnich I hope wiH do much good at tha
epoch of our nation's hist. try."
THE BISHOP OF BEDFORD b -g« to thank Mr Skeffington for the
Church Defence Hymn, which he thinks excellent.
Copies may also be had at the Office of the CHURCH
DEFENCE INSTITUTION, 9 Bridge-street, Westminster.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

WANTED, the following works relating to
Convocation. Any portion of the following may
be reported, with price, to MESSRS W. SKEF
FINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly.
SYNODALIA. Edited by Warren.
2 vols. Being
the first series of documents relating to Convocation, exieri'iiaf
from November '52, to June '53.

The CHRONICLE of CONVOCATION; being
the third series of Documents, &c.
Vol. from Feb. 10 '58.
1 thin vol.
Vol. from Feb. '59.
Vol. from May '69, to May '63, perhaps in 2 or 3 parts, paged 11144.
1871 vol.
Paged 1—304.

By the Rev. HENRY SEDDALL, LL.D.,
Just out, in Paper Cover, Price fid., by post 64 d.,
Rector of Vastina, Diocese of Meath.
Author of ■ Kdward Nangle, the Apostle of AcMll.' ' The Missionary
History of Sierra Leone,' ' Malt a. Fast and Present,' &c.
Contents :
Fretace :- Early History — invasion— Reformation — Hostile Camps—
Church and State — Union with England — The Cominsj Struggle—
Disestablishment— Reconstruction — Progress - Modem History —
Church Work.— Appendix :— Bishops of the Church of Ireland
from 1635 to 1885.
Dublin: HODGES, FIGGIS and CO., Publishers to the University
London: HATCIIARD and CO., Piccadilly.

A RANSOMED SOUL.
A Christmas Tale of Village Life. By J. H.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

EVOLUTION and the MORAL SENSE.

A Lecture

delivered at S. Mildred's. Bread-street, in the City of London,
on July ^9. 1885 tor the Christian Kvidenoe Society. BytlieKtr.
HKNKY WOODWARD CKOFTON. late H.M. Chaplain in Indii,
and some time Rector of S. Mary's, March.
London: RIVINGTONS, Waterloo-place.

By the BISHOP OF GRAHAMSTOWN.

This day, price Id., by jxst tjd.

Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d., by post, 3s. 9d.,

THE PEOPLE'S CHURCH.
Reasons against Disestablishment.

The PRESENCE and OFFICE of the HOLY
SPIRIT. Six Addresses given at the Church of S. John the
Evangelist, in the Parish of S. Peter's, Eaton-square, together
with Three Sermons preached at S. Peter's, Eaton-square.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

A Sermon on the Value of the National Church. Second Edition.
By the Rev. S. HARVET GKM,
Formerly Rector of A-piey Guise.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

AND CHURCH FORTNIGHTLY.
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BLACKWOOD'S EDUCATIONAL SERIES.

WALTER SCOTTS LIST.

STANDARD READERS.
Each book is illustrated with beautiful Wood Engravings, printed
on superfine paper, and strongly bound.
BOOK
pn.
BOOK
pp
BOOK
pp.

I. 40 Lessons.
112 BOOK TV. 60 Lessons. 208
Nd.
pp. In. 3d.
II. 40 Lessons. 128 BOOK V. 60 Lessons. 224
9d.
pp. 1s 4d.
III. 60 Lessons. 176 BOOK VI. CO Lessons. 250
pp. Is. fid.
18.
FOR INFANTS' CLASSES.
FIRST PICTURE PRIMER. 32 pp. Sewed, 2d.; cloth, 3d.
SECOND PICTURE PRIMER. 32 pp. Sewed, 2d.; cloth, 3d.
To accompany above,
PICTURE READING SHEETS. 1st and 2nd Series.
Unmounted in Wrapper, price 3s. fid. each Set.
Alio mounted In vrHoik Style* at 14«. ind 17s. fid. ench Set.
INFANT PICTURE READER. Illustrated. 64 pp. Cloth
limp, 6d.

GEOGRAPHICAL READERS.
PRIMER.
BOOK I.
BOOK II.

96pp.,9d.
96 pp., 9d.
156 pp., Is.

BOOK III.
BOOK IV.
BOOK V.

192 pp.. Is. 3d.
256 pp.. Is. 6d.
256 pp., Is. 6d.

The Canterbury Poets.
NEW EDITION OP THE POETS.
IN SHILLING MONTHLY VOLUMES.
Handsomely Bound in Cloth.
The series will include nil the best poets in the English Language
— British and American - and will be the most comprehensive series
ever issued. The e» iting has been entrusted to able and eotnpetenwriters, who have each in their Introductions-critical and biographit
cat—treated con amore the Poet of their choice.
VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED.
COWPER. With Introduction by Eva Hope.
KEBLE'S CHRISTIAN YEAR.
COLERIDGE.
SKIPSEY.

With Introductory Essay by Joseph

SHELLEY.
With Introductory Essay by Joseph
SKIPSEY.
LONGFELLOW. With Prefatory Notice by Eva Hope.
BLAKE. With Introduction, Biographical and Critical,
by JOSEPH SKIPSEY.
CAMPBELL.

With Prefatory Notice by John Hooben.

HISTORICAL READERS.
SHORT STORIES from the History of England. 160 pp.
Is. Another Edition 1?» pp. lOd.
HISTORICAL READERS. Book T. Pp. 156. Is. Book
II

l'p»'(

In 4<t.

Rook III.

I"p. 251

Id. fid.

COMPLETE HISTORY of ENGLAND. Pp.208. Is. 4d.
Catalogue with Specimens post-free to Head Teachers on application.

WORDSWORTH. With Introductory Essay by A. J.
SVMI.NGTON, F.K.S., N.A.
POE.

With Prefatory Notice by Joseph Skipsey.

WHITTIER.

Edited by Eva Hope.

CHATTERTON. With Biographical and Critical In
troduction by JOHN RICHMOND.

WM. BLACKWOOD and SONS. London and Edinburgh.

SECOND EDITION.
SHORT READINGS for the CHPISTTAN
YEAR. For Hnu«eholt and Personal U-e. By K. W. BODLEY.
With Introduction by the Kisrht Reverend Bish"p BROMBY.
Part I. ADVENT to EASTKR. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 5«.
Part II. EASTER to ADVENT. Crown 8to. Cloth, 5s.
(Each part may be had separately.)
•' Four or five mlnu es. In addition to the time usually occupied by
family p-aycrs mi _'ht be mn*t bcneficlsllv employed in going: through
thiscnurse ot Rending, fitr they contain a great deal of in miction in
a very brief compass "—The Church Times.
" A few comment* on a short p issage of Scripture, often taken from
one ot The Lespous ftr the Day They arc simplv expressed with a
ipeciil devoti-mal purpose, a id also contain very useful geographical
and historic! I information. Each would take but a few minute* to
read."—The Spectator.
"These Readings c >me home to the heart and conscience. The lan
guage !a simple and fresh. A point is always made and impressed upon
the mind to be carried away for meditation amongst the distractions of
' much serving,' and the many cares of the day."—The Gloucestershire
Chronicle.
BY THE SAME AUTII'iR.
PRATERS and RESPONSES for the HOUSE
HOLD. Parti. Cloth, 9d. Part 1 1. Cloth, fid. Sixth Thousand.
Etch Part arranged for Two Weeks. A Service for the use of
Schools, and Litanies for Advent and Lent, with other Prayers, are
added to Part I.
" Till, book may be numbered amongst those which have been the
mean* of promoting earnest religious life in many a family. The com
piler has stadle I the bes* models, and sometimes attains a verbal .ellcity which is uncommon."—The Guardian.
'• What we especially like is the real and practical tone of the peti
tions. We have seldom seen a book of Family Prayers so thoroughly
useable. We think that it will be acceptable alike to the elder and
younger members of the house told."—The Literary Churchman.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly.

BURNS. 2 vols. Is. each. Edited by Joseph Skipsey.
Vol.1. POKMS. With Biographical Notice.
Vol. 2. SONGS. With Critical Estimate.
MARLOWE.
TINKKKToN.
KEATS.

With Introductory Essay by Percy E.

With Introductory Sketch by John Hoobkn.

VICTOR HUGO.
Translated and Edited by Dean
CAKK1NGTON.
Ready Nov. 28th, 18*5,
In cloth, price la. Red roan, gilt edges, elegant, 2s. fid.,

SHAKESPEARE'S SONGS, POEMS, and
SONNETS.
SHARP.

Edited

with Prefatory Notice, by WILLIAM

The Canterbury Parchment Poets.
PRINTED ON ANTIQUE LAID PAPER.
Price 3s. Cd. per Volume.
VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED.
MARLOWE
VICTOR HUGO
COWPER
KEATS
CHRISTIAN YEAR
BLAKE
December Vol. —Shakespeare's Sonnets and Poems.
ALSO, UNIFORM WITH THE ABOVE,

The POEMS of GEORGE HERBERT,
TO WHICH ARE ADDED
SELECTIONS from his PROSE, and WALTON'S " LIFE."
With Facsimile Page of Herbert's MS
Edited, wilh Prefjtory Notice, by ERNEST RHYS.
To be had, bound in cloth, red edges. Is., red roan, gilt edges, elegant,
2s. 6d.. nnd Paicbment. rough edges, gilt top, 3s. 6d.

N.B.— ANY ONE OF THE ABOVE, POST FREE, 2d. EXTRA.
Cloth boards, gilt lettered, timed paper, with the Collects for the Year
without the School Services, la 6d.

24 WARWICK LANE, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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THE GOSPELLER.
An Illustrated Magazine for the Parish.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN TWO EDITIONS.
HALFPENNY EDITION.
A Broadsheet of Four Pages, with a large Origin 1 Illustration by our own Artist on the front page. Printed in bold
type, suitable for the aged and uneducated.
" The sound but unobtrusive catholic doctrine lo be found in its pa«es. ilh> happiness wirh which the stories and short paragraphs
are snleoted, and lastly, the vigour aud ^ood taste oi the Migravings, combine to place it ia the very first rank of Parish Magazines."—Church
Keriew.
*#* Terms for Localising upon application to the PMishtrs.

PENNY EDITION.
DEMY OCTAVO

THIRTY-TWO PAGES.

Stitched and Trimmed in Wrapper.
Besides containing a similar Illustration, and th ; whole of the articles in the Halfpenny issue, this Edition contains
Serial Stories by well known Authors, Reviews of Books, Suuday School Heading, etc., etc.
{gj* Being a very convenient size, this edition is specially adapted for

LOCALISING.
For this purpose the inside sheets are supplied at a cheap rate, viz. :

100 for 5s.
Partly printed covers can be had at the rate of Is. 4d. per 100.
Specimens free upon receipt of address.
May be obtained through all Booksellers, or from

A. R. MOWBRAY and CO.,
116 S. Aldate, Oxford ; and 65 Parringdon- street, London, E.G.

THE "PARISH TRACTS?
2s. per 100, by post 2s. 3d.
This well-known series of TRACTS has been before the public for over five years. The Tracts have
circulated very largely in INDIA and the COLONIES, as well as iu nearly every parish ia England. The
List is as follows : —
1. THE REASON WHY.
13. FAITH and TBB FAITH.
14. LENT
2. DO THIS.
15. REPENTANCE.
3. CALVARY.
16 EASTER COMMUNION.
4. TIIK DYING AND THE DEAD.
17. PRl VA • K PHAYKR.
5. HOLY thi;hsi>aY.
6. WORKING MEN.
18. THE REAL PRESENCE.
7. DAILY SERVICE.
19. THE GOSPEL.
8. CONVERSION.
20. HARVEST THANKSGIVING.
21. SUNDAY.
9. CHURCH or CHAPEL.
22. ADVENT.
10. CONFIRMATION.
2t. DKA IK.
11. HOLY ISAPI1SM.
12. JUDGMENT to COMB.
24. HEAVEN or HELL.

The Complete Set, of 24, Bound or Loose, Is. post free.
N.B. — For the approaching Advent Season, many of the Series will be found specially helpful, e.g.,
Nos. 12, 15, 22, 23 and 24.
" In the ' Parish Tracts ' we seem to recognise an unusually strong and telling faculty of potting religious truths into clear and definite
forms, aud iuto such language as the poor aud uuinstruoted will understand."— Literary Churchman.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

"THE '/SMS OF THE DAY."
A Series of popular Lectures on the following subjects :
1. CATHOLICISM.
2. RITUALISM.
3. PROTESTANTISM.

I
I
I

4. EVANGELICALISM.
6. METHODISM.
«. UNITARIANISM.

Price Id. each, or 7s. per 100, or Bound Is., post free.
These works are Sold only by the Author,

REV. J. HARRY BUCHANAN, HOLY TRINITY, ILKESTON, NOTTS.

AftD church fortnightly.
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A SELECTION OF

A. R. MOWBRAY & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.
BY THE REV. A. D. CRAKE.
The DOOMED CITY; or, The Last Days of Durocina. By the Rev. A. D. CKAKK. Cloth to. 6J.
[Nearly rendy.

MEDITATIONS on the EUCHARIST.
Mons. DE I. A BOUILLKRIE.
Price Is. M.

HOLY TEACHINGS from NATURE.
EVANUS. A Tale of the Days of Constantine the Great.
By the same Author. A new Ediiloii, cloth, to. Cd.
The VICTOR'S LAUREL. A Tale of the Tenth
Persecution in Italy. By the same Author. Crown 8vo, cloth,
3». 6d.
PAIRLEIGH HALL. A Tale of the Neighbourhood
of Oxford during the Civil War*, liy the same Author. Crown
8to, cloth, to. tiJ. Five Illustrations.

By

Translated from the French

By the

same Author. Translated Irom the French. Price Is. 6d.
BEFORE the ALTAR.
The Devout Christian's
.Manual, for Attendance ttnd I'oimnunion at the Holy Eucharist,
Sacrifice, and Sacrament. Published in three editions. Kdition
A. small type, is. ; roan, 2s.; calf, 2*.6d Edition B, medium
type, is.; call and morocco. 3a. fid.; and with Common Prayer,
cloth, la. id. Edition C. large type, Is.
The BREAD of LIFE. A Manual of Instruction and
Devotion lor the nlensed Sacrament. By the Kev. A. D. CRAKE.
Calf 5a. Cloth, 1b. Cloth extra, -s.

The LAST ABBOT of GLASTONBURY. A The SCHOOLBOY'S BOOK of PRIVATE
T*le<>( the Dissolution of the MonnKterfe*. By the same Author.
DKVuTION. By Rev. A. 1). CRAKE, B.A. Revised and En
larged Edition. Cloth boards, red edges, is. Od.

Crown mo, cloth, :is. Od. Klve lllusl rations.

The CAMP on the SEVERN.

A Tale of the The COMMUNICANT'S GUIDE. A Complete

Tenth Persecution In Great Britain. liy the ham Author. A
new Edition. Crown sro, cloth, *.fs. Two Illustrations.

NOWELL, NOWELL, NOWELL. An Old Carol,
the Pictures by WYNDHAM 11 UGH KM. Nineteen Sketches
ud Four Coloured 1'latea. 1'rice is. Cloth, 2s. Fifth Thousand.
''One of the moit charm ;ng books prepared for Christmas "—Eccle
siastical Gazette. " The Pictures are exceedingly ptetty/'-Llterary
Churchman. "A very charming gilt-book for this seuson."— Penny
Fort.

MY SUNDAY

FRIEND VOLUME, 1885.

Kdited by the Rev. Canon CUItTKIS Containing original lllus.
tritious by WYNDHAM HUGHES. Including the beautiful
series of the Apostles Kvaugeiists. Pictorial boards, Is. Cloth
boards, gilt, la.

"The GOSPELLER" VOLUME, 1885.

Folio

Kditlon. Original full-pasre Illustraiions by WYNDHAM
HUGHES, and printed in bold type. Pictorial wrapper, Is.

"The GOSPELLER" VOLUME, 1885. Octavo
Edition. Cloth board*, gilt, 2s. lid.

M •unit, bv the Uiglit Kev. the Lord Bishop of ARGYLL and the
ISLh-S. 106 pp. Price 6d.
The PURE OFFERING.
An Illustrated Altar
Bonk for the Use of Young Persons. Compiled by ReV. C. S.
GRUKBElt. The Book couslsts nl a Preparation, the Order of
the Holy Communion, and a Thanksgiving. New edition, 28. 6d.
Calf ; mi moroccj, 5s.

A PLAIN COMMUNION BOOK. By Rev. E. C.
DERMER, B.D. Cloth, id. An edition with illustrations, is.
HELPS to WORSHIP. A Manual for Holy CommaDion ini'l Daily Prayer, 'tec 'tnmonded by the Lord Bishop of
Oxford. 60th Thousand. IK- my IStno, cloth. Ud, cloth board*, la.
Royal 3 .'[no, cloth boards, 7d., or with Common I'rayer, lOd.
S. JOHN Of the CROS3.
Part I. " The Exterior
Life." Paper, Sn.6d. Tart II. " The Interior Life." Paper, 2u.fld.
JButh Paris in one vol , cloth, 6s.

A BOOK of PRIVATE
SCHOOL GIRLS.
boards, is. 6d.

DEVOTIONS for

By the Kev. A. D. CRAKE, B.A.

Cloth

PRIEST'S BOOK of PRIVATE DEVOTION.

NINE LESSONS With CAROLS. Festal Service
lor Christmas fire as used In Truro Cutbedral. Price 2 1.
DOROTHY; or, Getting One's Own Way.
Cloth, gilt, ?s. ofl.

ByG.ER

Compiled by the late Kev. J. ULDKNOff D.I>..and the Ker.
A. U. CRAKE, li.A. t'arelully revised. Third Edtlou. Cloth,
5s , and in a variety of choice leather bindingB.
OXFORD CHRISTMAS CARDS, designed by
WYNDHAM HUGHES. Three kinds. Id. each.

MY SUNDAY FRIEND.
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine for Children.
Edited by

the Rev.

CANON CURTEIS.

Price One Halfpenny.

The GOSPELLER ALMANACK, 1886.
A Sheet Almanack
for the
the Parish.
Parish.
.nack for
One Penny.
any.

Printed in
in two
two colours.
colours.
Printed

Five original
original Illustrations
Illustrations by
by 1Wyndham Hughes.
Five

V Specimens and terms for quantities and localising free upon application to the publishers.

A new and complete Catalogue free upon application.
May be obtained through all Booksellers, or from

A. R. MOWBRAY and CO.,
116 S. Aldate's, Oxford; and 65 Farringdon-street, London, E.C.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESSES : " MOWBRAY, OXFORD."

" ANGLICANUS, LONDON."

Price
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PUBLISHED BY MESSRS HATCHARD.
ANGLICAN HTKNOLOGY.
Being an Account of the 325 Standard Hymns of the highest
merit according to the verdict of the whole Anglican Church. By
the Rev .1 AMES KING. MA.
Lecturer to •' The Palestine Exploration Fund," Vicar of St
Mary's. Berwick upon-Tweed. Crown, 8vo cloth, price 6s.
"'Anglican Bymnology ' will delight all whoare fond of knowing
something about what they sing." — The Graptiic.
"'Anglican Hymnology' isa really Interefting book. One can read
It, and alter an interval read it again."—The Churchman.

1. SHORT COMMENTS ON S. MATTHEW AND S- MARK,
For Family Worship. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
2. TOUCHSTONES ;
„
Or, Christian Graces and Characters tested. Fcap. Bvo, ewa,
2s. 6d.
3. SHORT LECTURES ON THE SUNDAY GOSPELS.
Advent
Easier. lfth
17th Thousand.
..
_
- oa»j
Easter totoAdvent,
Thousand. \/ *°*P8vo'
**"

4. THE PARABLES OF OUR LORD.
3,iiii Thousand. Fcap. svo, large type, clotb. 3s.
5. THE PATHWAY OF SAFETY.
Or. Counsel to the Awakened.
29lst Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, large type, 2s. 6d.
HOMELY TALKS WITH YOUNG MEN ON THE YOUNG MEN OF
Cheap Kdition. small type, limp, la.
THE BIBLE. By the Author of ' Joined to an Idol.'
6. THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.
With a preface by the Rev. Canon WESTCOTT, D.D. Crown 8vo,
53i d Thousand. F< ap. t>vo, cloth, large type, 2tj. 6d.
320 pngea, cloth. 38. 6d.
Cheap Edition, small type, limp. Is.
" An excellent book, and will be found useful for reading to Young
7.
PORTRAITS
FROM THE BIBLE.
Men's Guilds, and for youths to read themselves."— Literary Church
Old Testament. 3711. Thousand I „.
gv0 e,otn g^ fid. each.
New Testament. 25th Thousand!
r
'
man.
8. OUR CHURCH AND HER SERVICES.
HERALDS OF THE CROSS.
31st Thousand. Fcap. Svo, large type, cloth, 2s. 6d.
Chapters on Missionary Work. By F. ARNOLD-FORSTKR.
9. COTTAGE SERMONS ;
Large-paper Kdition. fully Illustrated. Small 4to. 10s. 6d.
Or, Plain Words to the Poor.
Small-paper Edition, crown 8vo. 5s.
12th Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
10. COTTAGE READINGS.
7th Thousand. Fcnp. svo. cloth, 2a. 6d.
FROM CROWN TO CROWN.
A Tale of the Early Church. By the Author of ' The Martyrs of 11. THE EARNEST CHURCHMAN;
t )r. v\ hv 1 am a Member 01 the Church of England.
Visne and Lyons.' Small crown 8vo. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.
lOih Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
12. DECISION.
,
, „ . „
S9ih Thousand. 18mo, large type, cloth. Is. 60.
MORE HALF HOURS WITH MY GIRLS.
By Lady BAKKR(Amy Marryatt). Author of "Half Hours with 13. CONFIRMATION ;
Or, Are you Heady to Serve Christ?
my Girls," Ac. Fcap. 8m.. cloth. 3». od.
5urth Thousand, ismo, cloth, 6d. ; sewed, 3d.; or 2a. «d. per dona,
" Sensible and practical, with a wide range of subjects. We recom
post free.
mend their perusal to laoies who have anything to do with the Instruc
14. COUNSELS TO THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN CONFIRMED;
.
tion of girls."—Church Bells.
Or, Now is the Time to serve Chriat. A Sequel to • UouflruiaUoa
10th
Thousand,
(loth
Is.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
15. BAPTISM SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
18th thousand. Ismo. limp cloth. Is. ; sewed. rjd.
FRIENDLY WORDS FOR OUR GIRLS,
16. THE LORD S SUPPER S M*LY EXPLAINED.
16th Thousand. Square fcap. 8vo, limp cloth, Is. 6d. ; paper Is.
"5th Thousand. ISino, limp cloth. Is, ; tewed, od.
" Is adapted, and It seems to us with great fitness, to the spiritual
wants of young girls ot the humbler class— milliners, factory girls, 17. THE EARNEST COMMUNICANT.
domestic servants, and so on. Prnyers to use on suitable occasions,
A Preparation for the l.oro's J abie.
Red Rubric Ediilou, cloth. 2s. ; roan, 3s. ; morocco. Ac 4s. to nt.
hymn* to read over, and brief paragraphs of wise and kind advice, it
Common Editiou. 47»th Thousand, Is. ; roan, 2s. ; morocco, «-,
provides for this particular class ; thoroughly practioal."— Literary
Churchman.
3s. to 218.
By the Rev. Sir EMILIUS BAYLEY, Bart.
1. DEEP UNTO DEEP.
Being an Inquiry into some of the Deeper Experiences of the
Christian Lite.
Second Edition, crown 8vo. 420 pages, cloth, price 6s.
"A practical, searching, and devotional Inquiry. For the afflicted
especially the work will indeed be of inestimable value."— English
Churchman.
2. THOROUGH. Being an attempt to show the Value of TBOROUG H.
NESS In several Departments of CHRISTIAN LIFE. Third
Edition, revised. Small crown 8vo. cloth, 420 pp. 68.
" A practical volume which will be read with pleasure by those to
whom it is addressed, whilst the sincerity which marks every page,
and the thought which it suggests will make that reading profitable to
both young and old, and we are glad to recommend it to our readme."
—John Bull.

THE COMING ELECTION.

18. FAMILY
PRAYERS FOR FOUR WEEKS.
Ut series. 125m Thousand I r cap. svo. 2a.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

6d. ; roan, «. «••
2nd Series. 27th Thousand. J morocco, 7a each.
'Two volumes bound in one, roan, 7s. Od. ; morocco, 10s. M,
FAMILY PRAYERS.
Complete Eight Weeks. Very laree type.
Square crown hvo, cloth, 6b, ; roan, 9s. ; morocco, 12a.
PRAYERS FOR PRIVATE USE.
mid Thousand I81110. cloth, la. ; roan, 28. ; morocco orcaHJJ.
WORDS OF PEACE :
Or, the Biessinxs and Trials ot Sickness.
71st Thousand. Fcap 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.
THE HOME BEYOND ;
Or, A Hapoy old Age.
173rd Thousand. Fcnp. 8vo, cloth, Is. «d.
FERVENT PRAYER.
4-n.i Thousand. Imoo. limp cloth. Is.
GODS MESSAGE TO THE POOR.
22ud Thousand. 18mn, cloth. Is. 6d.
THE LABOURING MAN'S BOOK.
54th Thousand. ismo cloth, la. bd.
THE STORY OF RUTH.
14th Thousand. I8n»i, limp cloth. Is.
A PLAIN HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
9ih Thousaud. 18m0, limp cloth. Is.

26.
TRAVELLERS' TALK ON ENGLAND S CRISIS.
By the Ifev. SAMUEL WA1NWR1GHT, D.D.. Author of 27.
■ Modern Avernus,' Ac. Crown 8vo, 5s.
" The various characters are drawn with much acuteness and percep 28. GREAT TRUTHS IN VERY PLAIN LANGUAGE.
tion. . . . We would end this brief notice of this powerfully
37th Thousand. 18mo, limp cloth, Is.
written book by a repeatal of the wish that each of our senators,
hereditary or representative, would read and profit by its experienced
wisdom, enlightened teachings, and most timely cautions."— English
Over Two Million Copies of this Author's Work* hare been SoldChurchman.
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SEELEY and CO., Essex Street, Strand,
Late of 54 Fleet Street.
Dedicated, by permission, to Her Majesty the Queen.
WINDSOR.
edge*.

By the Rev. W. J. Loftie.

la a few days, price 21s.,
With Twelve Plates and numerous Vignettes.

Imperial 4to, oloth, gilt

•»• Also a Large-paper Edition, with Proof of the Plates. Price £4 4«.
Next week, price 16s.,
ISIS and THAMESIS: Hours at Oxfordand Below. By Professor A. J. Church. With Etchings and Vignettes
•.* Also a Large-paper Edition, with Proof of the Plates. Price £2 2s.
In December,
With very numerous Plates and Vignettes.

The PORTFOLIO VOLUME for 1885.
gilt eagei, or 4^s., halt morocco.

Price 35s., cloth,

Shortly, price .58.,

TheCON
ARTISTIC
DEVELOPMENT of REYNOLDS and GAINSBOROUGH.
WAY. With Sixteen Illustrations.

By W. M.

NEW BOOK BY PROFESSOR SEELEY.—Shortly, price !».,
A BRIEF HISTORY Of NAPOLEON I. By Professor Seelet. With Portrait.
NEW STORY BY PROFESSOR CHURCH.— Shortly, price 6i.,
WITH the KING at OXFORD : a Story of the Great Rebellion. By Professor A. C. Church. With Coloured
Illustrations.
NEW STORY BY THE AUTHOR OF 'BELT AND SPUR. '-Just published, price 5s.,
BORDER LANCES. By the Author of ' Belt and Spur.' With Coloured Illustrations.
By the same Author,
BELT AND SPUR. 5s.
|
THE CITY IN THE SEA. 5a.
STORIES OF THE ITALIAN PAINTERS. 5s.
NEW TALE EXPLANATORY OF THE PRAYER BOOK, BY MRS CAREY BROCK.—In a few days, price 5s.,
CHURCH ECHOES : a Tale Illustrative of the Daily Service of the Church. By Mrs Carey Brock, Author of
' Sunday Echoes In Week (lay Hours.'
By the same Author,
CHANCES AND CHANCES. 5s.
CHILDREN AT HOME. 5s.
WORKINO AND WA1T1NU. 5s.
THE RECTORY AND THE MANOR. 5*.
MAROARET'S SECRET. 5s.
HOME MEMORIES. 5s.
CHARITY HKLSToNB. 5s.
THE VIOLETS OK MONTMARTRI. 5s.
M1CIIKI.INK. 5s.
DAME WYNToN. 3s. dd.
MY FATHER'S HAND. 2s.
ALMOST PERSUADED, Is.
SUNDAY ECHOES in WEEK-DAY HOURS. A Series of Illustrative Tales. Eight Vols. 5a. each.
•'Mm Carey Brock Is a writer of standard reputation, who has achieved a series of successes. Her tales are old favourites. They are
clever, original, aud extremely well written to boot. '—Times.
NEW STORY BY THE AUTHOR OF 'A NEST OF SPARROWS.'—Next week, price 5s.,
A CRIPPLED ROBIN. A Story by M. E. Winchester, Author of 'A Nest of Sparrows.'
By the same Author,
A CITY VIOLET. 5s.
i
CHIRPS WITH THE CHICKS. 2s.6d.
A NEST OF SPARROWS. 4s.
A CABIN ON THE BEACH. 6s.
UNDER THE SHIELD. 6s.
1
A WAYSIDE SNOWDROP. 3*. to.
NEW STORY BY MRS MARSHALL.—Shortly, price 5s.
UNDER the MENDIPS : A Tale. By Mrs Marshall, Author of ' In Colston's Days,* *c &c.
Cheap Edition of
AMYOT BROUGH. By E. Vuccekt Britok. One Vol., price 5s.
Just published, price 5s.,
CHAPTERS on FLOWERS. By Charlotte Elizabeth. A New Edition, with 16 Coloured Illustrations.
Just published. Tenth Thousand.
" The most wonderful shilling's-worth that modern literature has to offer."— Daily News.
A CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE. Ridden, Written, and Illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robiks
pk.nnell.
" The letterpress is bright and pleasant. The illustrations are very good Indeed."—St James's Gazette.
" Not only the most attractive shilling book that has appeared for many a day, but also the cheapest."—Cambridge Chronicle.
Tenth Thousand,

THOUGHTS on CHRISTIAN SANCTITY.

By the Rev. H. C. G. Moule, M.A., Principal of Ridley

Hall, Cambridge. Price Is., cloth.
" We heartily recommend this little book."— Record.
Just published,

THOUGHTS on UNION with CHRIST-

By the Uov. H. C. G. Moule, M.A. Price Is., cloth.

Just published.
PAUL the APOSTLE : » Poem. By Josepii Bevan Braithwaite. Price 3s. Cd., cloth.
" There are order, detiniunecs, add a handling of the subject that bespeak genuine power."— Christian.

LONDON: SEELEY AND CO., ESSEX STREET, STEAND.
And all Booksellers.
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ESTABLISHED 56 YEARS.
FUNDS OVER THREE MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.
THE

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
1 & 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER. S.W.
OPEN TO THE CLERGY AND THEIR LAY RELATIVES.
STrusttta.
HIS GRACE THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.
THE VERY REV. THE DEAN OF YORK.
THE RIGHT REV. THE LORD BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.
THE ARCHDEACON OF MAIDSTONE.

^reaiUent.
THE RIGHT HON. AND RIGHT REV. THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON.

Chairman.
THE VERY REV. THE DEAN OF WESTMINSTER.

Dqjuuhffiftaitman.
ROBERT FEW, Esq.

$I)tjBfctan.

acinars.

Dr STONE, H"Dean's yard, S.W.

STEWART HELDER, Esq.

Sccrttara.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Esq.
Attention is particularly requested to the following points respecting this Society, as being of rpeciul
importance to Clergymen and their Lay relatives desiring to assure their lives ;—
1. SECURITY.— The security offered by thin Society for the due fulfilment of its engagements consists of Funds, amounting to 13.S72.5r*
created from Premiums accumulated at compound iuterest, together with an Annual Income derived from Premiums and Interest on tht*e
funds of £354.fl~<l. The average rate of interest on the Investments at the cloae of the year I8S4-5 whs £4 Is. 2d. per cent. The (nvwttntDU
compiise Mortgages of Freehold Kstates In England and Wales, of Long Leaseholds in the cities of London »ud Westminster, of K«u«
under Acts of Parliament, and of Life Interests and Kevereiona ; Kailway, Gas, and Waterworks Debenture Mocks; and Loans on uv
Society's Policies within the surrender values.
2. BONUS.—This Society being purely mutual, has no rroprietors, and consequently no Proprietors' Fund upon which to pay interest.
All the Prolits are the property of the Assured Members. The total Profits realised aud divided since the establishment of the Society amount
to £1,619.812, of which £4:17.347 was distributed at the last Quinquennial lion us among 7 XHi Policies. Of these, 1,070 were then. By meat"
of Bonus, not only altogether released from the payment oi Annual Premiums, but had, in almost every case, additions made to the stum
originally assured.
■1. PREMIUMS.— The Rates of Premium for which assurances may be effected in this Society are less than those charged by the i*"*'
majority of Life Acsurance offices. One-fifth of the Annual Premium may remain a charge upon the Policy, to be paid wholly or in par*
at eucli Quinquennial Division of Profits. Assurances upon lite are granted for any amount not exceeding £7,500.
4. MANAGEMENT.—This Society neither employs Agents nor allows Commission for the introduction of new business, whereby «■' '
moderate computation It is estimated that a saving of nearly *X000 per annum is effected. The expenses of management on all account*
were in the past financial year only £4 4s. Id. per cent, of the Total Revenue, or £6 l*s. tid. per cent, of the Premium Revenue. So tast
tor £6 I2s. I'.d. out of every £100 received for premiums the whole business of this Society is conducted.

NO LIABILITY INCURRED BY THE ASSURED.
The business of the Society Is chiefly with a class of persons in which the average daration of life Is allowed to be beyond that ordinarily
found in the community at large. The experience of the duration of Life among the Members has continued to be very favourable, (be
Claims by Death having for the last four years been 35 per cent, less than the expectation, as against 31 per cent, for the previous Are !""•

Qualification.
The following may make an Assurance upon his or ber own Life, and also for his or her own benefit upon the Life of any other ptrsoe,
provided He or She may have an Interest in such Life to the amount of the capital sum to be assured :—
1. Any Clergyman of the respective Churches of England and Ireland, or of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Scotland.
2. Any Wife, Widow, Child, or Grandchild, or any Father, Mother, Brother, Sister, Uncle, Aunt, Nephew, or Niece of any inch CleqTT'
man.
3. Any Father, Mother, Brother, Sister, Uncle, Aunt, Nephew, or Niece of the Wife or Widow of any suoh Clergyman.
4. The Wife or Widow of any Son, or the Husband or Widower of any Daughter, of any such Clergyman.
6. Any Director, or other person holding any office in the Society.
Any person not thus qualified may mike Assurances upon Life, if the persons upon whose lives suoh Assurances are to be made are thenselves qualified.

Copies of the 5Gr7i Annual Report and Trospeclus, Forms of Proposals, §-c., may be had upon applkaiw
in the Office, 1 and 2 Tns Sanctuary, Westminster, S.W.
Printed tor the Proprietor by Keynell, & Co. Limited. 16 Little Pulteney-etreet, in the Parish ol S. James, Westminster, and
Published by W. SKEFriNOTON and Sok, 1«3 Piccadilly, W.

b<jr?i^±j^r~¥
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Post free, 9s. 6d. per annum.
Price 4d.

Bishop EllicotVs Commentary.
The NEW TESTAMENT COMMENTARY

for ENGLISH

READERS.

Edited by tbe Right Bey. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. In Three Volumes, 111. each.
Vol. I.—THE FOUE GOSPELS.
VoL II.-THE ACTS, ROMANS, CORINTHIANS, GALATIA.NS.
Vol. III.—THE REMAINING BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

► The

OLD

TESTAMENT

COMMENTARY

for

ENGLISH

READERS.

Edited by tbe Right Rer. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. Complete in 5 Vols., 21s. each.
Vol. I.-GENESIS TO NUMBERS.
■
Vol. III. - KINGS I. TO ESTHER.
Vol. II.-DEUTKRONOMY TO SAMUEL II.
1
Vol. IV.-JOB TO ISAIAH.
Vol. V .-JEREMIAH TO MALACHI.

CASSELL AND COMPANY, LIMITED, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.

Works by Archdeacon Farrar.
The LIFE Of CHRIST. By Archdeacon Farrab, D.D., F.E.S.
ILLUSTRATED EDITION, with about 300 Original Illustrations. Extra crown 4to, cloth, gilt edges, 21s. ; morocoo antique, 42s.
LIBRARY EDITION. 31st Edition. Two Vols. Cloth, 24s. ; morocoo, 42s.
BIJOU EDITION. Fire Volumes, in box, 10s. 6d. the set.
POPULAR EDITION, in One Vol. 8vo, cloth, 6s. j oloth, gilt edges, 7s. fld. ; Persian morocoo, gilt edges, 10s. 8d. tree-calf, ISs.

The LIFE and WORK Of ST PAUL.

By Archdeacon Fabrar, D.D., F.B.8.

LIBRARY EDITION. 19th Edition. Two Vols., cloth, 24s. ; morocoo, 42s.
ILLUSTRATED EDITION, complete in One Volume, with about 300 Illustrations, t\ Is.; morocoo, £2 2s.
POPULAR EDITION. One Volume, 8vo, clotb, da. ; clotb, gilt edget, 7s. fid. ; Persian morocco, 10s. 6d. ; tree calf, ISs.
The EARLY DAYS Of CHRISTIANITY. By Archdeacon Fabbab, D.D., F.B.S.
LIBRARY EDITION. 9th Thousand. Two vols, 24s. ; morocoo, £2 2s.
POPULAR EDITION. Complete in One Volume, clotb, 6s. ; oloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d. ; Persian morocoo, 10s. 6d.; tree-calf, lis.

CASSELL AND COMPANY, LIMITED, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.

^

A CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE, giving particulars of about One Thousand Volumes, published
by Messrs CASSELL and COMPANY, ranging in price from
THREEPENCE TO TWENTY-FIVE GUINEAS,

*

will be sent on request post free to any address.
CASSELL AND COMPANY, LIMITED, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.
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Now ready.
Price 4d., interleaved Cd. ; cloth, lOd. ; roan tack, 2«. (postage Id )

The

CHURCHMAN'S

[Not. ao, iJ

JAMES NISBET & CO.'S

DIARY: An

Almanack for the Year of Grace, 1886, and Directory for the Cele
bration of the Service ol the Church.

NEW WORKS.

MANUALS OF PRAYER.
HEBREW FEASTS in their Relation fc
The CHURCHMAN'S GUIDE to THE
Recent Critical Hypotheses Concerning the Pentsteoeb. !'
FAITH and PIKTY. A Manual of Instruction and Devotions.
Compiled by ROBERT BRETT. Fifth Edition. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ;
antique calf or plain morocco, 8s 6d. Two Vols., cloth, 4s. i limp
calf, lis. ; limp morocco, 12s.

A BOOK of PRIVATE PRAYER for
MORNING, MID-DAY, NIGHT. AND OTI1KR TIMES, with
Rules for those who would live to God amid the business of Daily
Life. Edited by the Rev. T. T. CARTER. Eleventh Edition.
Limp cloth. Is.; cloth, red edges. Is. 3d, ; roan, Is. 9d.| French
morocco, 2s. ; limp call', 3s. 6d.

The MANUAL: a Book of Devotion.
By the Rev. W. E. HEYGATE. Twenty-first Edition. Cloth
limp. Is. ; boards, Is. 3d. ; leather. Is. (id. ; French morocco, 3s. ;
limp calf, 3s. 6d. Cheap Edition, Ad. A Superior Edition, 12mo,
cloth, Is. 6d.

POCKET MANUAL of PRAYERS for
the HOURS, *c, with the Collects from the Prayer Book. New
Edition. Royal 32mo, cloth, 1b.; limp roan, 2s. ; calf, 3s.
This popular Manual has been revised by Beveral clergymen, and
Important additions have been made for the purpose of rendering it
more suitable for private use, and especially for Retreals
Just published, price Id.,

WILLIAM HENRY GREEN, D.D., Edln.

CHRISTIANITY, SCIENCE AND IN7IDELITY. A Series ot Letters Vindicating the Received Tn.ii
of our Common Faith. By the Rev. WILLIAM HILLIEE.1I;
Doe. Second Edition. Small crown Svo, 2s. ed.

CHRIST AND CHRISTIANITY.

London : J. MASTERS and CO., 78 New Bond-street, W.

G. BELL AND SON'S BOOKS.

Studies t

Christology, Creeds and Confessions, Protestantism snd Bo=r
ism, Reformation Principles, 8unday Observance. Kelleiooi in-dom and Christian Union. By PHILIP SCHAFF. D.D. Des
Svo, 10s, 6d,

AN EXPOSITION OF THE THIRTY-NINE
ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Sj Hi
Rev. ROBERT LOUIS CLOQUKT. Demv Svo, 6s.
[Nextim

AN EXPOSITORY COMMENTARY OK
THE BOOK OF JUDGES. By the Ker. A. R- FAUSSETJU
Edltor of Bengel's ' Gnomon ' in English. Demy Svo, 1*. »

The CHURCH in its RELATION to HORJE PSALMIOrE.
the STATE. A Sermon preached at S. Mark's, North Audleystreet. By the Rev. J. M. AYRE, M.A.

Crown 8vo,5i

STUDIES IN THI

CL.
Their Undesigned
Coincidence
with theiw
'»jj9»■ ■
dentPSALMS
Scripture: Histories
Confirming
and Illustrating
the Rev. A. R. FAUSSET, M.A. Second Edition. Vtaj -r10s. 6d.

BIBLE HEATHENS; or, Church and World
in Scripture Times. By the Rev. CHARLES M. GRANT. fu
St Mark's, Dundee. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Crowp 8vo, 4s. ,

A GUIDE to the TEXTUAL CRITICISM of HINTS AND OUTLINES.
the NEW TESTAMENT. By EDWARD MILLER, M.A,
Rector of Bucknell, Oxon.
Crown svo, 9s.,

The LITURGIES and OFFICES of the
CHU RCH, for the Use of English Readers, in Illustration of the
Growth and Devotional Value of the Book of Common Prayer,
with a Catalogue ot the Remains ol the Library of Archbishop
Cranmer. By EDWARD BUKBIDGE, M.A., Rector of Backwell, Somerset.
Crown Svo, Ss.,

CHRISTIAN HYMNS and HYMN-WRITERS.
A Course of Lectures. By Rev. J. E. PRESCOTT, DJX, Arch
deacon and Canon of Carlisle, Examining Chaplain to the Bishop
of Carlisle, formerly Fellow of Corpus Christ! College, Cambridge.

For Children'*

Services, on Chnreh Lines. By Uie Hev. C. A. OOODHAET.H *
Vioar of St Barnabas, Sheffield.
Author or ' Lessons on iLitany,' ' Proverbs,' fee. Crown Svo, la
Comtbntb.—Children's Services and How to Conduct Them-Of*
of Service.—Lectionary founded on Epistles and Gospels- -tl°t!i:_
Addresses for the Church Seasons. Advent to Trinity.—OotU»» '»
Flower Sermons.—Miscellaneous Outlines, Ac.

THE LIGHTHOUSE OF ST PETER; ■»*
other Addresses. By the Rev. A. N. MALAN, &k-\fsZi
'Young Guard of the King's Army,' • Searching for toe *"""
Ac. Small crown Svo, Is 6d.

CHRIST OUR LIFE: Readings for j*"|

PREBENDARY SADLER'S WORKS.

Services and Quiet Meditation. By the Rev. K. WHIT*"*
M.A., Vicar of St Mary's, Hastings. Crown 8vo, S». "*.

SUNDAYS. Fifty-two Short ReaM^
CHURCH COMMENTARY on ST. MAT- YOUR
especially Intended for School Boys. By the Kev. GE°B
THEW, ST. MARK, and ST. JOHN. 7s. 6d. each.

CHURCH

DOCTRINE - BIBLE

TRUTH.

33rd Thousand. 3s. (id.

The CHURCH TEACHER'S MANUAL of
CHRISTIAN INSTRUCTION. 34th Thousand. 2e. Od.
The ONE OFFERING.

Eighth Thousand.

2s. 6d.

EVERARD, M.A. Crown 8vo, 2s. «d.
" Admirably adapted for their purpose, and not unsulted fW
reading where there are young people."— British Quarterly Hw>e •
" It has all the astkor'e well known and persuasive earaestotii
Is full of felicities of though!. "—Literary Churchman.

The SECOND ADAM and the NEW BIRTH. CONVERSATION : Why don't we do ffl°£
loth Edition. 4s. 6d.

The SACRAMENT of RESPONSIBILITY.

Good by it? By the Rev. G. S. BOWES.Author ^*™t
[S«»t»
Itself tbe Illustrator,' A-o. Crown 8vo, 2s. Sd.

4th Edition, 2s. Od. Cheap Edition, utb Thousand, Od.
London; GEORGE BELL and SONS, 4 York-street, Coven t garden.

JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners-street, W'
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Notice to ^uoscrioeriBu
Nov. 6, 1885.
We have much pleasure in announcing that the
following important Papers will appear in the
Literary Churchmak.

^fte
FRIDAY, NOV. 20, 1885,

I !J&m^ouTErvPS' rm^

THE REVS.
" The Value of Ceremo
nial in Divine Wor
ship."
" Eucharistic Worship"

W. J. E. Bennett
Canon T. T. Carter
Dr Cutts

" The Importance of the
Study of Church
History."
" Clerical Training"

LEADING ARTICLES :—
pao*
TbE DlSENDOWMENT OF THE CtlURCH 487
Suggested Texts for Chdrcu Defence Sermons 491

CURRENT TOPICS
REVIEWS :—
Rationalistic Sermons -----" The Sacramental Prin
Outskirts of Revelation
----ciple."
NOTICES :—
Mr K. H. Parr's The Path of the Juat and other Sermooa '" The Use of the Imagi
The Preacher's Book
nation in Jteligion."
Advent Watchwords
..---.-" On Carol Singing in
Mr M. Rainsford's No Condemnation—No Separation Church."
Christ in the Covenant; or, The Character and Claims of the
S. Baring-Gould
" The Vulgate."
Redeemer
" The Early Liturgies."
Dr Stanford's From Calvary to Olivet
Mr S. Baring Gould's The Birth of Jeaus
- - " The Origin of the Eu
Girlhood Days
charistic Service."
The Waiting Church
" The Uses of our Cathe
Helps to Worship
Canon Gregory
Mr A.N. Nalan's Searching for the Stone - drals."
Fearless Frank
-Mr W. Davenport Adams's The Merry Monaroh ; or, Eng
' " The Value of Inter
land under Charles II.
cessor;/ Prayer."
The Cruise of the Thesus
Ad Clerum. — " Our
Lob Lie-by-ihe-Fire
Ideal."
Howto be Happy though Married
W. E. Heygate
Messrs John Hocn's New Publications - Ad Clerum. — "Ember
Three Fairy Princesses -------Thoughts."
Merrie Games In Rhyme
" Observance of Saints'
Mixed Pickles
Days."
Slate and Pencil Vania
Christmas
Cards
"Mediation."
W. H. Hutchings
SERMON
" Christian Burial."
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€&e DisenDotoment of tbe Cf)ttrc&.
It will be necessary to preface this subject with a brief
account of the growth of the Church in this island, and
of the nature and method of its endowments.
The
history of the introduction of Christianity into England
is almost lost in the mists of antiquity. " We see," says
Fuller, " that the light of the Word shined here ; but we
see not who kindled it." It seems most probable that
Christianity reached these shores from Gaul—following in
the wake of Roman civilisation. At all events we may
feel sure that in the course of the Roman occupation of
the island, which lasted for nearly four centuries, Chris
tianity made considerable progress among the Celtic races
who had established themselves in England long before
the first Roman invasion of the island by Julius Ciesar.
At all events there can be no doubt that there was a
flourishing Church in this country in the beginning of the
fourth century. For at a Synod summoned by Constan
tino to meet at Aries, in Gaul (August 1, a.d. 814), there
were, amongst the assembled Bishops, three from Britain f
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namely Eboriua, Biahop of York, Restitutio, Bishop of
London, and Adelfius, Bishop of either Colchester or
Lincoln, most probably Lincoln. This Church was,
however, overwhelmed and swept into corners by the flood
of the Saxon invasions of the middle of the fifth century.
And so for a time heathenism reigned again ; until
through the pious zeal of Celtic missionaries from the north,
and of the ancient British Bishops from the west, and the
mission of Augustine from the south, Christianity revived,
and the Church was firmly planted amongst the AngloSaxons before the end of the seventh century. Augustine,
the monk, the head of the mission sent by Pope Gregory
from Italy, had been instructed to settle a complete form
of Church government for the whole island. There were to
be two Provinces, that of London and that of York, each
with twelve Bishops Suffragan . Augustine during his life
time was to retain the primacy over the whole island. But
after his death, the Church was to be governed by the
Metropolitans of London and York, who were to be inde
pendent of each other, though acting in concert, " Communi
consilio, et concordi actieue." All this was, however, a
prospective arrangement. For many years afterwards
there were not more than seven Bishops for the whole
Saxon heptarchy, corresponding to the seven Saxon princi
palities. However, at a Council held at Herutford,
September 24, a.d. 673, it was resolved " that more Bishops
should be made, as the number of believers increased."
But this matter was for the present passed over. " Sed
de hac re ad presens, siluimus " (Bede iv. c. vi.). It would
appear that Gregory's scheme did not succeed in planting
more than two bishoprics. Even in those early times,
this Nation maintained its independent character. During
the Heptarchy, a Kingdom and a Diocese were almost co
ordinate ; and the Kings, the Clergy, and people had a
united influence in the selection of the Bishops. The
Dioceses were then very large ; the Mercian Diocese more
especially. From that time down to the present it has
been the wisdom of the Church to subdivide the Dioceses,
as the increasing population rendered such a subdivision
necessary.
It must further be remembered that at this time the
Church was in the strictest sense a Missionary Church.
There were then no Parishes. The head of the Mission,
often a Bishop, would plant himself at some convenient
centre in the district in which he was appointed to labour,
and, assisted by a staff of missionaries and lay-helpers, he
would labour in the work of gathering in the heathen
into the fold of Christ.
But "the workman is worthy of his hire ;" and it is the
Divine appointment that " they who preach the Gospel
should live of the Gospel." Hence the necessity for endowments. But these did not come all at once. At first
the missionary Bishop and his staff would live in common,
supported by the free-will offerings of those amongst
whom they laboured. But as the work prospered, and
the knowledge of Christ spread, it became necessary to
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build churches and to plant a resident ministry under their
Bhadow. This was often done by a Saxon thane, or Lord
of the manor, who, having himself accepted Christianity,
would not only build a church, but also a manse, and set
apart a permanent provision for the minister, whether by
a gift of land, or by tithes of his estate, or in some other
way,—such offerings being regarded as given to God for
ever for the support of a succession of ministers through
all time. A vast number of these gifts continue to this
day. They bear witness to the piety of our forefathers.
They have been passed onwards, some of them for twelve
centuries, through a long succession from one to another
of those to whom for the time has been committed the
oversight of the flock in the places out of which these
endowments have arisen. Here, then, we find the origin,
the germs of our invaluable parochial system. The Lord
of a manor would build a church for the use of his de
pendents, and would give perhaps the tithes of his estate
for the support of a permanent ministry for that district,
which hence by degrees acquired the character of a parish,
the different sizes of the parishes corresponding to the
varying sizes of the estates held by their owners, who had
made this provision for a continual supply of ministers,
who should perform Divine service, and watch over the
spiritual interests of the people inhabiting these districts,
in continual succession to the end of time.
Here, then, we have the origin of our parochial system,
which the great Archbishop Theodore developed and
completed in the seventh century.
Now these, it will be seen, were voluntary offerings
made by private individuals out of their own proper
resources. They were in no sense State gifts,—althongh
even if they had been, and if they had been offered to
God, for His service, like private gifts, they would have
been on religious grounds inalienable, just as these private
gifts undoubtedly are.
It will now be necessary, for the further elucidation of
this subject, to consider a little more at length what are
the endowments of the Church of England.
I have already noticed that at first the Clergy were
supported by the voluntary oblations of the people. These,
it seems, were of two kinds. There were (1) the Weekly
or Daily oblations, which were made at the altar, at the
celebration of the Holy Communion, where the people
offered not only bread and wine (out of which was taken
what was needed for the Holy Eucharist) ; but also other
necessaries ; and frequently sums of money for the main
tenance of the Church and the relief of the poor. Then
there was also (2) the Monthly oblation, which, like the
other, was purely voluntary, giving another opportunity
for those who were able, and devoutly disposed, to cast
something more into the treasury of God.
Amongst other endowments of the Church were the lands
and possessions which were given as voluntary offerings
to the Church. At first these offerings were but small,
because of the persecutions which befell the Church in the
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first ages, and which led the early Christians, as a rule,
to part with this kind of property, which, when they had
sold, they divided the proceeds, giving part to the Church,
part to the Bishop, part to the Clergy, and part to the poor.
It may here be mentioned, to the honour of the Church,
that all methods of augmenting the Church revenues that
were considered detrimental to the common rights of
others were generally condemned. For example, if a
father disinherited his children to make the Church his
heir, no Bishop would accept his offering. It is said that
St Augustiue refused some estates so offered, because he
thought it more just and equal that they should be
possessed by the children or parents, or next kindred, of
the deceased persons.
With regard to " Tithes," as one of the endowments of
the Church, the question at once arises, whether, under
the Christian dispensation, they were due as of Divine
right. Such certainlyappears to have been the general belief.
But at all events, the principle of setting apart a portion
of our substance for the maintenance of God's service
was regarded as agreeable with the Divine will. If it be
asked why Tithes were not exacted by the Apostles from
the beginning of Christianity, or by the Fathers in the
ages immediately following, the answer is a very simple
one. As long as the Jewish economy lasted, Tithes con
tinued to be paid to the Priests and Levites under the
Jewish dispensation. Other means, therefore, were had
recourse to, in the earliest days of Christianity, for the
support of the infant Christian Church. We read of the
early Christians at Jerusalem that " they had all things
common." But there was no community of goods, in respect
of right or possession, absolutely or universally enforced,
as a necessary and permanent institution of the Church ;
and St Augustine distinctly tells us that there is no notice
of any such practice in any Gentile Church. The principle
of " Tithes " is obviously suited to a more settled state of
things, where some whole State or Kingdom embraces
Christianity ; and especially where the Civil power favours
the Church. In England, where the Church and State grew
up together, like twins, from the beginning, and where it
would be more correct to say that the Church established
the State than that the State established the Church, these
Tithes were soon instituted, both as following a Divine pre
cedent, and as supplying the most simple and natural mode
of endowment for the Church. And being once established,
they have continued by an inalienable right to this day.
Ever since their establishment in this country they have
been recognised by the State, which has hitherto always
protected the Spiritualty in the possession of their rights.
The " Tithe Commutation Act " of 1835 made no differ
ence in this respect. It simply commuted the " tithes "
for a rent-charge, the amount of which is adjusted an
nually according to the average price of corn for the pre
ceding seven years ; and the loss to the Clergy, in the fact
that they now derive no advantage from the improvements
in land, is generally regarded as compensated to them by
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the more simple method of receiving their rent-charges
provided by this Act.
Amongst the endowments of the English Church should
also be mentioned " First Fruits." These endowments,
like " Tithes," can be traced to the Hebrews, by whom they
were known as " primitive." They formed a large pro
portion of the revenues of the Jewish priesthood. From
the Jewish Church this institution passed to the Christian,
when in the course of time it became an important item
in the Papal revenues. These " First Fruits " were the
whole of the first year's income of every benefice, together
with the annual tenths of such benefice " in perpetuo,"
to be paid by the incumbent for the time being. It did
not, however, accord with the views of Henry VIII. to
allow this large source of income to go out of his domin
ions. So in 1535 he caused an Act to be passed assigning
these First Fruits and Tenths to himself and his suc
cessors, Sovereigns of England. This unrighteous Act
remained in force until the time of Queen Anne, who in
February, 1704, generously made over, or rather restored
these First Fruits and Tenths to the Church, to be applied
to the improvement of the incomes of the poor benefices.
In 1838 this thoughtful deed of the Queen was endorsed
by the Nation, when an Act was passed appointing a
" Body Corporate, called the Governors of Queen Anne's
Bounty, for the augmentation of the maintenance of the
poor Clergy." That such augmentation was needed is
evident from the fact that at that time it was found that
there were no less than 5,597 poor livings not exceeding
501. per annum, some of them being under 101. per
annum.
There is one other kind of Church property which de
mands a separate notice, namely " Advowsons." These
are of the class described in law as "hereditaments in
corporeal." An advowson (Latin, advocatio), is the right
of presentation to a living, the person presenting, now
called the " patron," being assumed to be ready to defend
his nominee ; and, if necessary, to plead the rights of the
Church in suits at law. When Lords of manors first built
churches on their own estates, and appointed the Tithes of
those manors to be paid to the officiating ministers, the
Lord who thus built a church and endowed it with glebe
or tithe, or both, had, of common right, the responsibility
of nominating a minister to officiate in the church of which
he was the patron. The title of patron thus came origin
ally from the owner of the manor, though it is now claimed
by private persons and corporations, both lay and
ecclesiastical. Advowsons were thus originally appen
dant to the estate. Lords of manors were originally
the only founders and patrons of churches ; and so
long as the advowson and the estate went together, the
advowson being annexed to the possession of the manor,
as not a few have been from the first down to the present
time, it is called an " advowson appendant ; " and in these
cases it passes with the manor as part and parcel of the
estate. But when from any cause the advowson has become
B
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detached from the manor by legal conveyance, it is called
an " advowson in gross," or " at large," because it is no
longer tied to the manor or lands, but to the person of
the owner, whoever he may be. And under the existing
laws, not only the advowson itself, but the next or succeed
ing presentations may be conveyed by the owner ; the
person upon whom has devolved the power to present
becoming, pro hac vice, the patron.
Now nothing can be more clear, from the facts already
recited, than this, that the Church was not indebted
for her endowments to the State ; and hence that what
the State did not give, the State has no right to take
away. There is not a word in any Act of Parliament to
justify the assertion that the State endowed the Church.
The inequality of the endowments of the Church is a
standing evidence that they were not created by any general
national act, but rather, as we know them to have been,
by many separate acts of private individual benevolence,
the amount of the endowment varying according to the
ability or piety of the donor. Hence, also, the property of
the Church is not vested in any one Church Body. It is
vested in thousands of corporations, Borne sole and some
aggregate, which so far as the temporalities are concerned,
are independent of each other. So with regard to " Tithes."
The earliest Acts of Parliament, which relate to them, assume
their existence already. They were not of State or Parlia
mentary origin, but of private or local. When Henry VIIT.
dissolved the Monasteries and despoiled them, he justified
this act not upon the false ground that they were State
property, but upon the ground, too often true, that they
were, many of them, nests of immorality and corruption.
It is further remarkable that when, at the time of the
Norman Conquest, William I. set his foot upon all
the landed property of the kingdom, and confiscated it,
taking away its original title and succession, so that such
of it as was not actually taken away from the original
owners had to be redeemed, he was very careful to exempt
the Church's buildings and landed estates, and the charges
on land belonging to the Church. He regarded these as
sacred, and laid no hands upon them, on the ground that
they had been set apart for religious uses—for the main
tenance of the Church of God in this Eealm, for His
worship and for the support of His ministers.
But it is constantly alleged that at the Reformation an
old Church was displaced, and a brand-new Church created.
It cannot be too frequently repeated that this statement is
absolutely without foundation. All persons of ordinary
education know that no old Church was displaced, no new
Church was created in the sixteenth century. The historical
continuity of the ancient Church of this Kealm has never
been broken. It is true that with the united action of the
Sovereign, the Church and the legislature, the abuses and
errors which had crept into the Church of England during
her partial and enforced subjection to the Bishops of
Rome were happily removed ; and so our English Church
came forth again, the same that she had ever been before ;
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only purified of her corruptions, and restored after the
model of primitive Christianity.
Again : if we come to another great crisis in our
National history, I mean the period of the Common
wealth, it is often said that this was a time of great
religious liberty. But what are the facts 1 Why simply
these ; that large numbers of the Clergy, including some
of the best and holiest, were driven, in numbers not far
short of 2,000, out of house and home ; and that the use
of the Prayer-Book, even in a private house, was prohibited under pain of fine or imprisonment. The sect of
the Independents soon gained the supremacy ; and it was
only the death of Oliver Cromwell that prevented them
from becoming the Established Church of the Nation.
But it is well worthy of our attention that Oliver Crom
well never in any of the rash enactments of that time set
up the claim that the State had endowed the Church,
and that therefore he was justified in applying her endow
ments to secular uses. Such proposals are new and start
ling ; and that they should be made in this nineteenth
century, in an age which boasts of its enlightenment, may
seem strange indeed to all but those who know how great
is the power of evil in the world.
Exaggerated statements are continually being put forth
as to the wealth of the Church. For example, I have
seen it stated that it may be reckoned at about four
millions a year. I believe that the value of Church
property is much nearer three millions than four. Bat
even if we accept the higher figure, and suppose the four
millions to be equally divided amongst all the clergy, it
would barely give them 2001. a year each. Again, it has
been stated recently that by the confiscation of the
property of the Church the agricultural interest would
derive an enormous pecuniary advantage, and the farmers
would become much richer, and be able to pay their
labourers some 2s. or 3s. a week more wages. It has recently
been publicly stated in answer to this, upon the high
authority of the present Bishop of Winchester, that if all
the property of the Church were confiscated, it would not
yield a halfpenny a head per week of the population.
The object of this paper, however, has been to show
that from the very first the endowments of the Church hare
been regarded as of a sacred character. Amongst all the
changes, national, political, and social, through which this
country has passed, this principle has ever beeu maintained.
I cannot believe that, at this crisis, England is going to
cast aside her religion. But this she would certainly do,
if in an evil hour she consented to the disendowment of
her National Church. In the midst of the irreligion and
infidelity by which we are surrounded, I believe that
the heart of this Nation is sound ; and that when the
day of trial comes, the great majority of our people
will be on the side of honour and justice, of religion, and
of God.
EDWARD BICKERSTKTH, D.D-.
Dean of LkhjUld.
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On the one side there are the considerations of the unity,
the power, the office and place of party.
On the other the retention, the maintenance and upholding
of the grand old historical Mother Church of England a3 the
And How to Treat them.
ancient Church of the nation, the Church of their fathers,
the Church of their infancy, childhood, manhood, life, and
BY THE REV. THOMAS MOORE,
the Church of their God in the land.
Vicar of Holy Trinity, Maidstone.
They must make their choice, and individually each man
I.
'• Who for one morsel of meat sold his birthright."— must incur and bear the responsibility of his decision.
What shall that decision be ?
Hebrews xii. 16.
Shall it be a selling of the vast interests involved in the
What a summing up is here of the transactions of a life !
Church
of England for a mere mess of party political pottage
There may have been much that was good in Esau. He may
in the course of his life have been true to some good principles, or advantage, or shall it be, as in every case we hope it will,
may have done many noble actions, and may have been dis a decision in favour of the retention of the Church of Eng
land as the Church of God in the land, as the Established
tinguished by many great achievements.
But, whatever may have been his previous or subsequent and Endowed Church of England, to be handed down inviocharacter, bis course of conduct or his commendable charac tatc to succeeding generations as preceding generations have
teristics, all his possible good principles, noble aspirations, handed down to us.
Each man must decide according to his own light, judg
and possible brilliant achievements are over-shadowed by this
one thing, that he sold his birthright, that is, that he parted ment, knowledge, and conscience the tremendous issues at
with his noble heritage, and "for one morsel of meat, sold stake.
II.
his birthright "—that is to say, that to appease the present
"
The
Lord
forbid
it
me,
that
I should give the inherit
momentary pangs of hunger, he deliberately parted with all
that which, from a spiritual, moral, and temporal point of view, ance of my fathers unto thee."—1 Zings xz\. 3.
These were the noble words of Naboth as a subject to Ahab
ought to have been inexpressibly dear to him.
So far, he was a man of expediency and not a man of as his king.
Ahab coveted Naboth's vineyard.
principle.
Naboth had spent on his vineyard his skill, capital, time,
He was tempted in a moment of physical and moral weak
ness to sacrifice to his present pressing wants that on which he and labour.
By these he had made it what it was—a valued possession
ought to have set the highest value, and which once parted
which Ahab coveted.
with could necer be recovered.
Ahab determined to have the vineyard as necessary to his
For a mere "morsel of meat he sold his birthright," and
all that was i nvolved in it. When he was satiated with his morbid idea of happiness.
But with a show of professed plausible fairness he ap
mess of pottage, then came reflection as to tho terrible price
he had paid for it Regrets and tears were then freely proached Naboth saying, he would give him a better vine
yard for it, or give him equitable compensation in money —
indulged in as to the bad bargain he had made.
But they were of no avail to recover his bargained away that is to say, he was ready to give him his life interest in his
temporary possession—a possession which belonged not abso
and irretrievably lost birthright.
This brief narrative and its outlined results teach us some lutely to himself, but which he held beneficial life interest in,
on sacred terms of trust as the rightful inheritance of his
needful lessons suitable to the present time.
The Church of England, with her ancient Ecclesiastical successors, which he had no right to part with at any con
constitution, her noble and historical Cathedrals and sideration whatever.
Naboth fully appreciated the responsibility of his situa
Churches with their endowments, all of which have been the
contributions and gradual growth of centuries, are the tion.
priceless heritage of not only all Churchmen, but all English
He estimated at their right value"Ahab's plausible proffered
bribes, and spurned them as they deserved to be spurned.
men.
He resolutely adhered to the law of his God, the law of his
The time has come in the nation's history when a certain
fathers, and the lawful rights of his successors, and detersection of the community have proposed to altogether confis
cate these from their sacred uses, and to entirely alienate minately refused in the face of kingly persuasions, kingly
bribes and kingly terrorism, to part with that possession which
them to secular purposes.
was not his to alienate, but which belonged as a family in
Will Churchmen and Englishmen consent to this ?
heritance primarily to God, and secondly, to his lawful de
To them the proposal is made, and they must decide.
Churchmen and Englishmen thus appealed to have in many scendants.
case3 to decide not only between the interests of the Church
His noble words were the words of our text, "The Lord
and the interests of the political party to which they belong, forbid it me, that I should give the inheritance of my fathers
but they have to decide between their own individual unto thee."
spiritual and ecclesiastical interests aud the exigencies of
In these days there are made to us proposals that we should
that political party of which they are members, that is to part with that which is the greatest of all religious inheri
say, they have to decide between principle and expediency.
tances in the land—our National Church—which with her
The act of decision cannot be evaded ; decide they must
spiritual and ecclesiastical constitution, with her glorious
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sanctuaries of worship, and with her endowments, have been
handed down to us through centuries of eventful history, as
a sacred trust for the spiritual benefit of ourselves and our
successors.
With a presumptuous audacity unparalleled in the nation's
history, attempts are made to seduce us to part with this
inheritance on the assumption that a better one will be given
us, >'. e. , that it is proposed to reduce us to a purely spiritual
Body without buildings or endowments, and tbat equitable
money compensation shall be given to the existing bishops
and clergy, if they will only be parties to its alienation from
themselves and the faithful laity of England
Mingled with these proposals, there are submitted con
siderations that to do so may be essential to the unity of the
political party to which Bome of them belong. The questions
are, how shall such proposals be met ?
Shall they be in the smallest degree entertained, or totally
and unreservedly spurned ?
Shall the delusive promises of the gift of a better inherit
ance be considered for a moment, or shall the idea of equit
able compensation, however liberal it might be, be enter
tained ?
Shall the idea of temporary advantage to political part}' enter
for a single moment into the momentous question to be
decided ?
Shall not the unwavering answers of all true Churchmen be,
"The Lord forbid it me, that I should give the inheritance
of my fathers unto thee ! "
Where could we find a better religious inheritance ?
An inheritance which has taken centuries of piety, wisdom,
experience, sacrifice and liberality to build up, and which, not,
withstanding all the accretions of imperfections, defects, and
abuses which have adhered to it in the course of time, and
which with God's providence and God's help we are deter
mined to get rid of, is of inestimable value to the English
people and nation, and which for its priceless value and the
religious privileges, blessings and advantages which it con
fers on all who will partake of them, it is unparalleled in
the history of Christendom. NO, emphatically NO, if we judge
Churchmen and Englishmen aright—differ as they may upon
all other subjects, they will with one mind and with one voice
resolutely say in the face of clamorous political parties,
expediency-mongering statesmen and vacillating rulers of the
people, " the Lord forbid that I should give the inheritance
of my fathers to thee.
III.

" If thou altogether boldest thy peace at this time,
then shall there enlargement and deliverance arise to the
Jews from another place, but thou and thy father's house
shall be destroyed ; and who knoweth whether thou art
come to the kingdom for such a time as this?"—
Esther iv. 14.
Brave words these, spoken by a noble man of dauntless
courage, spoken at a time when the lives of his people were
doomed to destruction.
Haman, from implacable hatred to the Jewish nation, had
procured the decree of Ahasuerus that all the Jews in his
dominion should be destroyed.
Mordecai, made acquainted with this fact, as a noble
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patriot and religious man, resolved that this decree should
never be executed, and that his people should be saved.
He knew his power, and his agent, to thwart Hainan's
wicked purpose, and to achieve, the salvation of his doomed
people.
His power lay with his relative Esther, the queen of the
misled and deluded King who signed the decree. The
words of our text were the message that he sent to
Esther.
She was alarmed, she hesitated, she faltered and trembled
at the situation in which she felt herself placed.
The message of Mordecai imposed upon her a mission, 3
responsibility, and a duty.
It suggested to her that she might be a providential agent
raised up by God to avert this impending calamity to her
people in the words, "and who knoweth whether thou art
come to the kingdom at such a time as this," and further it
intimated to her that if for any consideration in her place and
power she altogether held her peace at such a crisis, then
God might deliver His people from some other source, but she
and her father's house would be destroyed. The roles of the
king's court precluded her entering into the royal presence
unbidden. That fact appeared for the moment to be a justi
fiable excuse for not attempting the redemptive mission that
Mordecai's message had imposed on her.
But ultimately she resolutely determined to brave all
dangers, and to go into the presence of the king unbidden, and
pray for the doomed lives of her people, saying, "If I perish,
I perish."
She did so.
The astonished king, ignorant of the terrihle consequences
of his decree, granted her prayer. Her people were saved.
It is not necessary to establish any parallel between these
historical circumstances and the threatened destruction of the
English Church as the National Church of the country.
We seek not so to do.
But the principle is the same.
England's Church has been threatened.
Her Doom has been determined on by a certain sectioo of
the nation.
Plans have been subtly and secretly laid to comjass her
downfall.
The knowledge of these plans has in time providentially
come to Churchmen and Englishmen. To all of us there
comes the terribly earnest appeal of Mordecai to Esther,
" Shall we hold our peace at such a time as this?" when
such tremendous issues may be trembling in the balance.
Shall we from any consideration whatsoever be coerced into
silence, and prevented from warning all concerned of the
possibly impending danger?
The answer is NO, a thousand times NO.
For who knows but that we are all come to the kingdom
at such a time as this, and that not only will our faithfulness
be tested as to how we conduct ourselves in the crisis, but
the very continuance of our National Church to us may de
pend on the answer we individually give, as " to whether we
hold our peace at such a time as this."
Let each one of us speak out in becoming, dignified, hut
earnest aDd resolute words, in pulpit, on platform, in the
press, and in society, according as we have opportunity, that
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this would-be predicted sentence of destruction against the every Christian shared. Our Lord's Prayer, " that they all
English Church shall be reversed, and that the words disesta may be one," cannot be fulfilled, unless union is restored
blishment and disendowment shall never be written in the with that Communion which contains the largest number
Statute Book of England concerning her, and then indeed we of Christians, and which is, whatever may have been the
shall have the satisfaction of knowing that so far we have faults and errors in its popular teaching and practice,
fulfilled our mission, and performed our duty as Churchmen
still " the great Apostolic See of the West."
and Englishmen, in our being privileged to live in the present
We admire Dr Ryle for his vigorous denunciation of
crisis, and to come to the kingdom at such a time as this, to
the
Liberationist movement, but we consider him simply
save the English Church and Nation from such a dire calamity.
infatuated if he supposes that the rulings of the Privy
Council, which he does not himself obey, can be enforced
upon the clergy of the Church of England. He himself
states that there are 1,600 clergy in the English Church
Union, and thousands of others who sympathise with
At the Liverpool Diocesan Conference the Bishop them, who do not own the authority of the Privy Council
remarked upon the political changes which are " in the in matters of doctrine and worship.
He might have
air," and the organised attack against the Established added bishops, too. What, then, can be the object of
Church, which is in a more tangible region,— " on almost bringing out as clearly as he could the internal divisions
every political platform in the land." Dr Kyle is always of the Church at a time when we should show an
a gloomy prophet, but we do not think in this instance unbroken front? Why his object is patent. It was a
his vaticinations are of a darker character than is justified last endeavour to vindicate his own conduct with regard
by the outlook. His recommendations to the clergy to to the prosecution of Mr Bell-Cox. We leave to the judg
make themselves acquainted with the literature which is ment of all fair-minded persons whether the Bishop's
now being circulated in defence of the National Church, remarks, instead of exculpating his conduct in this case,
and to spread it amongst their people, were forcibly do not place it in a worse light. He allows one clergy
put— " information, information, information," says the man to be attacked by a man who has no kind of con
Bishop of Liverpool, " is the first weapon that must be nection with the Church whose worship he disturbs,
used if we want to defend the Church."
whilst under his eyes there are "lawless" Low Churchmen
who never think of obeying the plain rubrics of the
It may not have occurred to his lordship that the per
mission, and something more,—of the prosecution of a Book of Common Prayer, and who are uumolested.
certain zealous and hard-working clergyman in Liverpool,
We are not surprised that Dr Ryle should take alarm
with the anything but " dim and distant prospect " of at the cry of Disestablishment, for if the English Church
his being thrust into prison because he obeys the literal were disestablished to-morrow, the narrow clique which he
orders of the Prayer-Book as to the ceremonial of Divine represents would find itself nowhere, and High Church
Worship — is calculated to do far more harm to " the men and Broad Churchmen would divide the spoils— that
Establishment " than anything that Dr Ryle can say in its is, if there are any to divide.
defence is calculated to do good. The prosecution of
The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol has just delivered
Mr Bell-Cox can now be pointed at by those who are
aiding and abetting the Liberation ist movement, with the a very important Charge during his Visitation of the
finger of scorn and reproach. Moreover, the Bishop of Archdeaconry of Bristol, dealing with the question—
Liverpool has done more than any man living to injure " Are we to modify Fundamental Doctrine ? " The
the Conservative cause in Liverpool. It was hoped by Charge begins with some general comments upon the
those who are too sanguine, that he would redeem the attitude of many in the present day towards the doctrines
error of his appointment by Lord Beaconsfield, by the of the Faith, and upon what should be the proper posture
sensible line which he would take when the responsibility for a believer who comes into contact with scientific
of a bishop was laid upon him ; but his subsequent con inferences, which appear to be opposed to fundamental
duct has only justified the outcry which his nomination doctrines of the Church —that of patient and trustful
waiting until the voices of God in Nature and in His Own
to the See of Liverpool at first called forth.
Word are resolved into harmony.
Dr Ryle showed his lack of proper feeling on this occa
The dogmas which Bishop Ellicott describes as " funda
sion, in choosing this very time, when all should be united
as one man in order to overcome the common foe, to make mental " are " the Origin of Man," " the Fall of Man,"
an attack upon the English Church Union, and upon its " the Incarnation and Atonement," and " the Future of
chief, which was as indecorous as it was ill-founded. The Man." We think he might have usefully considered the
desire for " the restoration of visible unity " with the rest Being of God and the doctrine of the Holy Trinity as vital
of Christendom, which Lord Halifax referred to and the truths, which are certainly not without their assailants.
Bishop of Liverpool took exception to —we should have But we have only a partial account of the Charge before
thought was one which not only all bishops and clergy, but us, and may find what we desiderate in its published form.
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The Bishop, of course, does not preteud to do more
than select from the articles of faith, certain which are
especially said, by those who in the present day appear to
have such a great interest in the welfare of the Church, to
need " considerable modification."
The Bishop gathers up his strength in his attack upon
the theory of evolution. If we read him aright, he
appears to think that it is onr duty to hold that man's
body as well as soul is a " special creation." We think
it is hardly necessary to take up this position. Dr Pusey
has taught that " theology does not hold the transformist
theories excluded by Holy Scripture, so that they spare
the souL" If the truth be preserved that the soul is a
direct creation of God, and infused by Him into the
body of man, we may leave the question whether the body
is immediately, or by derivation, formed from the dust.
Dr Ellicott's treatment of the doctrine of the Fall is
Dot expressed in theological language. That man had
originally a " distinct bias to good " is true, but it is
an inadequate way of saying that he possessed a spiritual
life and was endowed with a triple perfection,—natural,
preternatural, and supernatural.
The Bishop of Gloucester very properly connects to
gether the two truths, the Fall and Redemption ; the one
cannot stand without the other. We can hardly see, how
ever, why he goes out of his way to condemn the felix
culpa, and at the same time accepts Martensen'a treat
ment of the subject which really amounts to very much
the same thing. If through the Fall, human nature
through union with the Bedeemer has not only regained
all it had forfeited, but is raised into a higher state, we
can detect no reason why the Western Church should
not continue to sing " O felix culpa, qure talem ac tantum
meruit habere Redemptorem ! "
We find in the Charge no adequate account of the
place which the Sacraments hold in the economy of grace.
It appears, viewed historically, that wherever the reality
of the Sacraments as channels of the Incarnate Life is
impugned, there sooner or later disbelief in the Mystery
of the Incarnation follows.
" The Future of Man " brings out some solemn eschatological teaching, very much opposed to Archdeacon
Farrar's mode of dealing with the letter of Scripture.
Annihilation and Universalism are both strongly con
demned, as well as what is euphemistically called, " Eter
nal Hope."
We think the Bishop of Gloucester's Charge, on the
whole, an excellent one. It lacks the definiteness of
"scientific theology," and betrays, perhaps, an undue
love for such works as those of Corner and Martensen,
which, however valuable in themselves, need to be tested
by the writings of the Fathers of the Catholic Church,
to whom, we observe, but little reference is made in these
addresses. However, we shall be able better to judge of
Bishop Ellicott's Visitation utterances when we have
them before us in their final form and completeness.
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Rationalistic Sermons.
Sermons. By Mark Pattison, late Hector of IineoU
College, Oxford. London : Macmillan.
Winged Words; or, Truths Be-tol<L By Rev. H. B.
Haweis, M.A. London : Isbister.
Those who have read the singular and decidedly un
satisfactory autobiography—or chapter of autobiograpb;
— of the late Mark Pattison, will turn with some int«re=;
to the present volume of sermons. It is to be obserred
however, that the sermons do not synchronize witli the
autobiography, but belong to an earlier date, and hb
friends would have shown greater care for his memorj
and reputation if the sermons alone had been published.
It would have been especially interesting to hare seen
the sermons of the last dozen years of his life. Occa
sionally in this volume we are reminded of Sir
Barnes Newcome lecturing ou the Poetry of the Affec
tions.
Mark Pattison was, on the whole, the greatest
literary character that the University of Oxford has pro
duced for many years. Within his own range, and as a
writer of remarkable knowledge and singular Muteness1,
he will always hold a very high place among the men <f
letters of the Victorian epoch. As a theologian be ws«
nothing and was nowhere, and had no grasp whatever of
the queen of sciences. He seems to be utterly out of
sympathy with the Church to which he belonged, and
pronounces that " the Church of England has ceased to
be an intellectual power in England." The literature of
University sermons is at times somewhat arid, but there
is something absolutely unique in these sermons, in toe
scantiness of the references to revealed truth. So far as
we see, the name of the Lord Jesus does not occur in
them from first to last.
Even when preaching on the
affecting circumstance of the death of a Lincoln under
graduate by drowning, he speaks no word of Him Who is
the Resurrection and the Life.
Yet the volume of sermons is remarkable, and, although
the course of controversy has somewhat shifted its
channels during the fifteen years which have elapsed since
they were preached, it is well worth study, both for the
subject-matter and for the style. It is a model of a
terse, incisive, philosophical style. The author is a great
master of sentence-making and of phrases. One. cm
hardly glance at a page without seeing something that u
striking for its form or substance. He especially delights
in flinging off some apothegm in the way of a wide-sweep
ing generalisation, which often is not without its weak
point when analysed, and illustrates the old warning,
dolus latet in generalibus. The discussion which he gi«»
to the Th eodice of Leibnitz is very striking, though not
satisfactory, and often as the relations between Greek
philosophy and Christianity have been discussed, he b»
something fresh to say about it, as when he points out that
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literature, or " culture," is the true equivalent to the word
QiXoacxpla. His many remarks on University educa
tion, in which he has evidently been strongly influenced
by the writings of Cardinal Newman, are uniformly
good. We must just give a specimen of the style :
" Society exists, and acts and moves, according to laws laws
which no education can counteract. When we bok upon the
mass of mankind, upon the mass of those classes which are
called the educated classes, when we contemplate society in
masses, the astonishing phenomenon is presented to us that
though the mass passes judgments, maintains opinions, holds
views, asserts its will, and exercises a choice, not any one of the
individual minds who compose the aggregate does any of those
things in his own persoD. The average individual citizen thinks
as those with whom he lives think, acts as those about him act.
He has no spontaneous judgment, no real free-will.
His
mental movement is as inevitably determined by the movements
of the mass as are the movements of the parts of tho glacier by
the direction of tho wholo glacial mass.
Public opinion
governs the world, yet public opinion is the opinion of no one
in particular ; it is each appealing to everyone else. Men lean
against each other, and the whole community stands upright,
though no separate member of it is an equilibrium. Yet are
they quite unaware of the fictitious character of their opinions,
and of the illusory natnre of this seeming free agenoy. Each
man is so certain of the exclusive truth of his opinion that he
is ready to use force to compel the dissentient to come in to it.
It is only the philosophic observer who has risen to tako a
survey of human history as a whole, who can trace the genesis
of opinion, who can see that the individual is a molecular unit,
that what society thinks and does is determined by a law from
which there is no escape."
There are many very neatly put sentences in these pages.
He says of the Gospel : " At once rational and super
natural it is supernatural by its profound rationality." It
is not very encouraging, however, to find him saying in
his next sermon : " The state of rational theology in this
country is at this moment one of utter abandonment." He
has the old superstition that in the Anglican there is a
suspicion and hostility against natural science. At the
present time such a feeling is most unjust. The religious
mind will thankfully accept any demonstrated truth,
knowing well that one set of truths can never be antagon
istic to another set of truths, but that both will be fully
reconciled on a higher plane. " It is to be feared," he tells
ufl, " that the Church of England is passing into a position
of antagonism to knowledge." He speaks of a synthesis
between science and religion ; but he does not attempt to
make that synthesis possible, and indeed elsewhere speaks
of it as a dream that has passed away. " A frightful gulf
now yawns between religion and science, and a bridge
between them is considered almost hopeless." Siding with
so-called science, he says : " The extinct forms of animal
life are not fixed unalterable types, but are developments
from more elementary forms, and are in themselves transi
tional to other forms." But this is simply the Darwinian
hypothesis, resting mainly upon Mr Darwin's experiment in
pigeons, and the great hiatus in his theory, which Darwin
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never propounded as being more than a theory, is that no
recorded observations trace such transitional develop
ments. He holds that " virtue was undermined by tha
confessional," a sweeping instance of indiscriminating
bigotry. He calls the period of the Antonines " a period
of civilisation and culture such as the world did not see
again till the first half of the eighteenth century, after
the peace of Utrecht." We should certainly demur to this
literary judgment, and should place that half- century
which included such names as Shakespeare, Bacon, Spenser,
Milton, beyond those of the wits of Queen Anne. To
anything like dogmatic theology he has the utmost
aversion. The words of Christ, to him, are merely moral
and contain little or none of doctrinal truth. It is melan
choly to think of a gifted and most learned man, having
the splendid opportunities of a University pulpit, being
content spargers ambiguas voces, and with the ardent
hopeful life of the University before him, to make no effort
to win those generous aspiring souls to the cross of the
Redeemer.
We feel, however, that we owe our readers some apology
for bracketing with Mark Pattison's Sermons such a book
as Mr Haweis' last volume of Sermons. Mr Pattison is at
least always learned and lucid, and there is something
stately in the march of his sentences and the development
of his thought. Mr Haweis' is jerky and spasmodic in
style, with little of real depth and continuity. His com
placent title for his book in no real sense is justified by
true t*ta rrtpoima. In his volume every high aim of
the pulpit is abdicated or forfeited. We know of no
sermons in the language which approach so nearly to
absolute buffoonery. It may be all very well to discuss
politics and general literature, the sewage of big towns
the question of marriage between first cousins, and the
Deceased Wife's Sister Bill (Mr Haweis is stiongly in
favour of marriage with a deceased's wife sister) in a
magazine article or newspaper leader. But to take the
precious half-hour of the Sunday morning, which in the
case of the majority is the only opportunity for the
inculcation of religious truth, for the discussion most suited
for the week day lecture hall, is almost a sight to make
angels weep.
Yet it is, perhaps, better that Mr Haweis should be
occupied this way than by inculcating his peculiar system
of opinions, that appears to us to be both opposed to the
formularies of the Church of England and to the Scripture
teaching on which those formularies repose. "The Jeho
vah of the Jews .... we do not believe in then
any longer." Is Christ God 1 Yes, says Mr Haweis,
" in the same way that a drop of sea-water is true ocean.1'
He regrets that S. Paul's Epistles are "tainted with
the doctrine of Vicarious Atonement." As for the Divine
sentence after the Fall, "This will not bear investigation
. . . . The serpent's word was correct—more correct
than that attributed to the Lord God." With regard to
the curse upon the woman, Mr Haweis uses the vulgar
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joke : " I am not at all sure that all the women in church
to-day are subject to their husbands, but I am quite sure
that a good many husbands are subject to their wives."
He objects greatly to the habit of " Bible-thumbing," from
which he appears tolerably free himself. It would answer
no useful purpose to continue these deplorable quotations.
Mr Haweis wants to see the pulpit set free, and
clamours for " an unfettered clergy." It is hard to see
how Mr Haweis could possess a greater freedom than
that which he gets or takes. It would be easy for any man
to fill a church who abandons all self-respect, and
cultivates such ad captandum art. We should like to hear
Mr Haweis preach on the text : " Woe is unto me if
1 preach not the Gospel."

HDutsktrts of Eetielation.
Outskirts of Revelation. By Hevrt Harbis, B.D.,
Rector of Winterbourne Bassett, Wilts, and late Fellow
and Tutor of Magdalen College, Oxford. Frowde.
We have read this little book with unusual pleasure.
In fact it was impossible to lay it down until finished. In
some respects it reminds us of Professor Drummond's
' Natural Law in the Spiritual World,' but while less
original it is less liable to adverse criticism. With the
exception of one paper, the first and the fullest, on " The
Serpent in Paradise," all the papers were read at the
meetings of the Calne Valley Clerical Society within
recent years. Our only complaint, and it is a compara
tively unusual one, is of the brevity of the papers, each
one of which would well bear considerable expansion. Mr
Harris is uniformly thoughtful and moderate, and every
page shows indications of his being thoroughly well ac
quainted with the literature of modern controversy. His
remarks on subjects in Genesis may be well compared
with Mr Gladstone's essay in the November number of
the Nineteenth Century on Dr Reville's " Prolegomena to
the History of Religion." Mr Harris seems hardly
disposed to accept the history of the Fall literally, and
without discussing the subject we would draw his atten
tion and that of his readers to the late Professor T. R.
Bilks' admirable little book, 'Difficulties of Belief in
Connection with the Fall.' Mr Harris has some very
interesting remarks on the geological record of the exist
ence of pain and death in the world before the fall of
man. lie ascribes this to the agency of the "subtle"
serpent—the word "subtle" having an evil sense—the
devil and his angels having attacked the lower forms of
life before their malignity centred on man, " the roof and
crown of things." And yet all things were " very good,"
" good, that is to say, in respect to their original idea and
purpose ; good also in anticipation of that perfect condi
tion at which they will ultimately arrive." The last section
of this essay is on " Scripture and Evolution," which is
more fully treated of in the last two papers on " Revela
tion and Science," and " Some Special Forms of Unbelief
at the Present Time."
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Mr Harris has some good remarks on that regularity
of nature on which the whole edifice of physical science
re9ts. It is evident, however, that this assumed regularity
of nature, which we accept as ascertained truth, cannot be
tested either in that far past or that far future which are
beyond our ken.
" We do not know, we never can know with certainty, til
that nature has gone through in the past, or all that lies before
her in the future. It ia true that we cannot appeal to the
future for the confirmation of what I am now saying, but there
are one or two points at least in nature's past history which
science itself is compelled to recognise as exceptions to thi*
general law, or if not as exceptions, it is at least bound to con
fess that they lie altogether out of the reach of ita comprehen
sion and explanation. The first introduction of life into the
world is one of these exceptions ; the first coming of matter into
existence, and the first impulse that was needed to set it in
motion are other exceptions. And with instances such as these
before ua, what right have we to assume as a matter of course
that nature never has been and never can be otherwise than
regular in her operations ? "
Logically speaking, the inference of such regularity is
an instance of imperfect induction. It is a hypothesis
unsusceptible of our verification either in the past or
future. This supposed law, however true for all practical
purposes, cannot logically be used as a lever to upset faith
in miracles.
This, too, is very good :
" It is a little hard on the Bible that it should be called upon
to accommodate itself to each successive theorj that happens to
find favour for the time in scientific or social circles. Only a
lifetime or so since, the variety subsisting between the different
races of men was pronounced to be too marked to be consistent
with the supposed assertion of Scripture that all men are de
scended from a single pair. And now mankind in all its
varieties is regarded as but the last in a series of developments
out of the primtive germs of life, with which the earth seems
to have become impregnated at some unknown but very remote
period of its existence."
There are two other interesting papers to be mentioned
(1) The Intermediate State ; (2) the Future of the Jews.
The author treats both subjects with great courage and
the utmost reverence. They are well worth repeated
perusal. Mr Harris does well in reprinting at length a
review in the Guardian by the late Professor Mozlev, as
we understand, of a previous work of his on ' Historical
Religion and Biblical Revelation.' The slightest remains
of Canon Mozley are so much gold dust, and we thoroughly
endorse his view that Mr Harris has much reflective
power, and has done good service.

vi^y^H> r/e^j^^M
Thk Path of the Just, and other Sermons. By K.
Park, M.A., Vicar of S. Martin's, Scarborough.
Rivingtons. Pp. 304. 1885.
This is a very useful volume of sermons —in
distinctly Anglican, and in style earnest and simple.

Hi smno
London:
doctrine
Some of
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the discourses seem to be more " instructions " than sermons.
The Bishop of Ely complained in his Preface to Canon
Luckock's ' Footprints of the Son of Man,' that sermons
were "almost exclusively hortatory," and rarely contained
explanatory teaching. The people of S. Martin's, Scarborough,
have no ground for making the same complaint, if the volume
before us be a sample of Mr Parr's pulpit utterances during
the twenty-two years which he has spent in his present enre.
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the Epistles, Gospels, and Lessons for the Sundays from
Advent to Whitsun-tide. There are also Sermon Sketches
provided for Christmas Day, New Year's Day, Good Friday,
and Ascension Day.
We trust this newly-designed work, which has been exe
cuted by three clergymen with considerable labour and care,
may serve the purpose for which it is intended, to aid " the
hard-working, over-wrought Parish Priest in preaching Sun
day after Sunday to his people."

Mr Parr says upon " Conversion"—
•■The Church calls it by the name of repentance, that ' penitence Advent Watchwords. By the Rev. C. G. II. Bascomb,
which it another Baptism, but rougher and more troublesome.' Its
M.A. London : Skeffington and Son. Pp.83. 1885.
seat is in the will, but the feelings also mast be touched. There must
This
book contains twenty-eight short readings or medi
be contrition, real sorrow for sin, with firm purpose ot amendment;
there must be confession, a diBtinct telling to God of the sad tations for this season of Advent. Such subjects as the
catalogue of Bins. In extreme cases, or when repentance has been following are treated—''Watching," "Prayer," "Suffering,"
deferred to the sick-bed, we arc bound to counsel that Confefslon be " Individuality," " Success," " Disappointments," " Heaven,''
made in Hie presence of God's minister, that so the individual Absolu
"Hell," "Memory," "Personal Return of Christ," &c.
tion may be pronounced ; for this is the remedy which Christ has
The readings, for they are not strictly speaking meditations,
committed to His Church."
are marked by sobriety of thought and made attractive by
This is Prayer-Book teaching, plainly and honestly put.
poetic touches which show an appreciation of the Beautiful as
But we should have put "may " for "must" with regard to
well as alove of the True. For reading during Advent, for those
"the feelings" being "touched."
Contrition is "dolor
who have little time at their disposal, these ' Watchwords,'
animi " of necessity, but the " appetitus sensitivus" may or
will be found most useful. Mr Bascomb, however, appears
may not share in it. Yet it generally does. But feelings
on page 5 to confnse "patience," with "conformity of will."
cannot always be excited, and people torment themselves too
No Condemnation—No Separation. By the Rev. M.
much about them.
Rainsford, B.A., Minister of Belgrave Chapel. London:
As the conduct of Jael has lately been much discussed, we
Hodder and Stonghton. 1885. Pp. 269.
may mention that there is an excellent sermon, on "The
This is a lengthy but most inadequate exposition of the
noise of archers in the places of drawing water," in which
eighth chapter of S. Paul's Epistle to the Romans. From the
neither the actions of Heber's wife nor the praise of Deborah
Apostle's words about there being "no condemnation to them
is, after "eighteen centuries of Christian teaching," regarded
which are in Christ," the author gathers the Calvinistic
as the standard of those who are " in the very midst of the
doctrine of indefectible grace : and the baptism which places
full light of Christ's Gospel.
Christians "in Christ" is not, in his view, the baptism of
Tub Preacher's Book. First Series. Advent to Whitsun water and the Spirit, but an apprehension by faith of justifica
tide. By Three Clergymen. London : Skeffington and
tion, the term baptism in this connection (Oh. vi. 3, 4), being
Son. 1885.
merely a metaphor for that presence of the Holy Ghost which
This is a book of an entirely novel kind. It is not exactly
a book of "Sermon Helps," of which there are many, but "immerses us in Christ." The new nature, the being born
again, is the effect of the word of God, and needs no other
constructed upon a new plan, which our readers will like to
outward means for its production. In passages where this
have described. The object of the work is to save time and
erroneous doctrine does not appear, Mr Rainsford is
labour in the case of those who are overworked, or who for
suggestive, but there is little of special value in his
other reasons find the composition of sermons a weekly
Lectures.
burden.
This book, which is the size of the usual "sermon case," Christ in the Covenant ; or, The Character and Claims of
the Redeemer. London : Griffith, Farran and Co. Pp.
may he taken into the pulpit by those who have not the
viii. 149.
memory or fluency which stands in need of no mannscript,
The object of this little book is to help men to think more of
or it can be used in separate leaves, if supplied in this form,
Christ's work, and to take it to heart, and make it influence
It contains on each page one sermon sketch, and on the oppo
their daily life. It takes the form of meditations for a month,
site leaf a blank page, upon which the preacher may inscribe
and, used as the author intends, will be found to quicken the
his own thoughts, or make any additions which he may desire.
spiritual
apprehension and supply food for thought and incen
The points arc so arranged as rather to suggest and stimulate
thought than to simply supply its place. Further, there is a tive to action.
valuable appendix of illustrations, anecdotes, and extracts, From Calvary to Olivet. By Charles Stanford, D. D.
referred to in the Sermon Sketches, which may be delivered
London : R. T. S. 1885.
memoriter or read from the end of the book.
This is a collection of sixteen homilies or rather meditations
The divisions of the Sermon Sketches are in very thick on the events of the Great Forty Days, written with more
type, so as quickly to catch the eye; sub-divisions are given than ordinary care and beauty of expression. As sermons,
in small capitals, and Scriptural quotations in italics.
they would in our judgment require much altering and
The matter of these Sketches is "almost entirely original," adapting, but as Scripture readings or material for preaching,
while the thoughts of the best writers are " incorporated into we can scarcely praise too highly the wealth of exposition and
the Notes and Illustrations." The subjects are taken from patristic illustration contained in them.
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The Birth op Jesus. Eight Discourses for Advent, Christ
mas, and Epiphany. By S. Baring-Gould, M.A. Lon
don : Skeffington and Son. Pp. 98. 1885.
This is the first part of a new " scries of Lectures," of
which the " Passion of Jesus " has been already published.
The author intends to deal with the Mysteries of Christ's Life,
Death, Resurrection, and Ascension, in the volumes which will
follow.
The work before us, ' The Birth of Jesus,' contains four
sermons which are suitable for Advent, which are upon " The
Expectation of the Gentiles," "Christ, the end of Creation,"
" Foreshadowings of the Incarnation," and " Foreshadowings
of the Passion." There are also two sermons for Christmas
itself, one for Holy Innocents' Day, and one for the Epiphany.
We agree with the author when, in speaking of the Expecta
tion of the Gentiles, asserts that there was some truth in
heathen religions, but it appears to us to savour of exaggeration
to describe the mythologies of the heathen as " real religious
systems;" neither should wc go so far as to affirm that, in
Ecclesiastes, the life of the soul after death is spoken of as
"most problematical," and in saying this, we are keenly alive
to the pessimistic tone of certain parts of that book. There
is a mistake at page 4—" Ecclesiasticus should be Eccle
siastes."
These sermons ate, we need scarcely say, far removed from
the common run of discourses. They display a width of
reading, exuberance of fancy, quickness in seeing resem
blances where few would detect them, and an originality of
treatment, for all of which Mr Baring-Gould, their author, is
justly noted.
The following extract from the sermon on " The Slaying
of the Innocents " will serve as a specimen of Mr BaringGould's work :
" Herod intended to Include the Son of God among the murdered
babes of Bethlehem. The daughters of Rachel wept over their little
ones, and the streets and homes of the little town streamed with their
innocent blood ; but the tyrant's policy could do no more- it could not
reach Jesus, and the whole scheme ended in recruiting the army of
martyrs in Heaven. The children were not capable of knowing what
an honour It was for them to suffer for the sake of the Saviour of the
world ; but it was revealed to them as soon as they had passed through
the veil. They left this world of tears to enter at once into the tearless
land. God asked of them but a momentary suffering, and that over,
they woke in Paradise."
These Discourses, or rather lectures, contain many out-ofthe-way facts and illustrations, which the preacher may readily
turn to account.
Girlhood Days.
By the Author of 'Chaucer's Stories
Simply Told,' Sec. London : Griffith, Farran, Okcden and
Welsh. Pp. 192. 1886.
The writer of 'Girlhood Days' displays a considerable
insight into the characters of girls in their "teens," and goes
back to stories of "childhood's companions" to interest them.
The book contains vivid pictures of the home life of three girls
and the incidents of the happy days of ' 'Auld Lang Syne. " The
story of " the room" in the Grange, which was popularly sup
posed to be haunted, is well told. But we think ghosts are
better left out of children's books, even though they turn out
to be nothing but the rattling of ill-fitting windows.
The Waiting Church. Compiled by Walter Plimpton.
London : Artistic Stationery Compuny.
Second Edition.
1885.
Our ideas respecting the dead, our realization of inter
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communion with them, and the limits of prayer, have of late
been greatly widened. The Dean of Wells' work on, " The
Spirits in Prison," and Canon Luckock's "After Death, "not to
mention others, have done much to dispel certain prejudices
which had made the practice of praying for the rest and joy
of those who have departed this life in the faith " to be
well-nigh forgotten " in onr country. This little book is
compiled for the purpose of helping those who believe in the
efficacy of prayer for the departed. It opens with an intro
duction "on the Intermediate State," which, if its statements
be a little strained, is nevertheless well put together. Then
follows an office for "a Good Death." This reminds us that
many years ago a Society called the "Bona Mart" wis
formed, and, if wc mistake not, an office book for the use of
its members was published by Rivingtons, but we do not
know whether it still exists.
' The Waiting Church ' pro
vides devotions for a death-bed, as well as commemorations
of the departed. Besides " Offices," the book has also some
twenty pages of excellent hymns. Bat S. Ambrose " Dt
Bone Mortis" (sic) needs correction.
Helps to Worship. Compiled by the Rey. Charles Botd,
M.A., and Rev. H. G. Meara, M.A.
London: A. K.
Mowbray.
This Manual of Devotion, which has been dedicated by
permission to the Lord Bishop of Oxford, has attained tbe
" fifty-fifth thousand," and needs no commendation. It is to
be obtained bound up with the Book of Common Prayer, or
by itself. The former is a convenient volume for use at
church, neatly bound in cloth with red edges.
Searching for the Stone. By Rev. A. N. Malax, M.A.,
F.G.S. London; S. P. C.K. Pp.95.
This is a curious title. At first it is suggestive of s
surgical rather than a moral process, but we soon discovered
that the stone in question was no calcareous deposit, bat
" the Philosopher's Stone," to the discovery of which men
devoted their lives in bygone ages.
Mr Malan uses the
search for it as a type of moral alchemistry. He begins
with "The White Stone" of the Book of Revelation, and
then proceeds to treat of "Wisdom," " Righteousness,"
"Trial," "Truth," "Charity," 4c, in a way usefnl for boji.
The strong power of a mother's love is a great point with tbe
author. The book is simply written, and in an earnest spirit.
The standpoint is moral not theologic. Thus, no allusion is
made to "Kochmah" in its personal meaning, nor any
distinction drawn between Fear and Wisdom, as the last and
the first of the gifts of the Spirit. But we can commend it,
especially for its warm and sympathetic tone and practical
teaching.
Fearless Frank. A Tale told in Easy Language. Br Mart
E. Gei.lie. Fully Illustrated. London : Griffith, Farrtn,
Okeden and Welsh. Pp. 157. 1885.
A simple narrative of happy days passed by some cousins
on a visit to their Scotch relations during the absence of their
father, one of those brave sailors who undertook a periloos
voyage to find the North Cape ; not so perilous, however, »»
that attempted by the children, who, tired of waiting for bii
return, started in a small boat in quest of him. How merci
fully they were rescued in time to welcome their father make!
a happy termination to an interesting story. The book is suit
able for quite young readers, and especially those fond of pen
of the farm-yard, etc.
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The Mbert Monarch ; or, England under Charles II. By
W. H. Davenport Adams. In Two Volumes. London :
Remington and Co. 1885.
Mr Davenport Adams is an indefatigable book-maker_
We have had books of all sorts compiled by him. He is not
an original writer, but a great collector. There can be no
question that he has chosen a good subject for his present
work; any book carefully done on the social history of
England at any period must be interesting. The period of
the reign of Charles II. was one of re-action against the
hypocrisy and stiffness of Puritanism, and, unfortunately at
the same time, against virtue and religion. Only in Queen
Anne's reign did the English character recover its equilibrium.
In dealing with this period, therefore, we desire to see the
various groups, the elements mixed together and fermenting.
We must unfortunately see the scum and filth at the very sur
face, in the Court, where profligacy, profanity, and prodigality
ran riot ; but we know, and ask to be shown, that there is a vast
mass of good and generous matter below, which would in time
clear itself of all the vileness that was thrown up, and would be
ready to be poured forth in the clear, vigorous English cha
racter of the Georgian period. Mr Adams does not help us
here. His book is heaped up of extracts, snippets from all
kinds of anthorities.amusing, interesting, but not systematised,
digested, and uninstructire. This is the great misfortune of
Mr Adams. He seems mentally incapable of digesting his
information. The book wants unity, wants individuality. It
is wholly barren of that philosophic spirit which should per
vade all historical work. In the first volume wo are given
the diarists, Evelyn and Pepys, the musicians, the dramatic
authors, the three concubine duchesses, and Dryden. In the
second volume we have the actors, the actresses, the poets,
the prose writers, and an account of Rochester and Bucking
ham. That is all. One instance of Mr Adams' utter want of
the first elements of a good book-maker may be quoted.
There is not only not an index to tho book, but there is no
index to the chapters. The head line throughout the volumes
is the title of the book, and if the reader wants to refer to a
certain chapter, he must fumble through the book, cut page
after page, to discover the page where the chapter begins. Mr
Adams gives us dates of tbe publication of plays of the
dramatists, utterly uninteresting to the general reader, and
easily procurable by anyone who wants to make a speciality
of the writings of a certain dramatic author. This is but an
example of the lack of power of Mr Adams to write a read,
able book. He does not know what to leave out. Still there
is, as there must be with such a subject, plenty of amusing
matter which can be read with interest ; but the book is one
to dip into, not to be read through.
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" the Mad Interpreter," who finally was disposed of hy a
shark, the histories connected with the faithful dog "Jack,"
and monkey "Jumbo," attacks upon slavers, scenes in Znnzibar, "Tackling a Peruvian Frigate," &c, to show tho
many attractive features of this volume.
' The Cruise of
the Theseus ' is well got-np, has several illustrations, and
is certain to be a favourite with boys.
Lob Lie-by-the-Firb. By Juliana HosATiA Ewiho. Lon
don : S.P.C.K.
This story would be sufficient in itself to prove the genius
of the author. The " little ladies of Lingborough " lose a
diamond and find a baby, and the book tells what they did
with him, and how tbe passion for wandering hung about the
Gipsy waif. The picture of the death of tbe Highlander,
M'Alister, is powerfully and touchingly drawn. How " Lob
Lie-by-the-Fire" became the Luck of Lingborough is told in
a manner which will not allow the interest in the story to flag
for a moment, whether the reader be old or young. The illus
trations, which are by Randolph Caldecott and overflow upon
the cover, add to the attractiveness of the volume.
How to be Happt though Married. Being a Handbook to
Marriage. London : Fisher Unwin. 1885.
This is a clever, readable, and entertaining book. It con
tains many pithy sayings and amusing anecdotes.
Here is a droll tale from the chapter on Honeymooning,'1
The anthor is remarking on the want of knowledge of each
other which sometimes makes a bridegroom indiscreet on a
honeymoon tour. A newly-married man took his bride to
Switzerland, and insisted on her climbing the bigh peaks with
him. She was carried up by the guides, and was miserable.
The bridegroom spoke in expostulation, in honeymoon whis
pers, which the rarefaction of the air made perfectly audible,
" 0, dear ! you said you were always happy with me." " Yes,'
sobbed the bride, " but I never meant above the snow-line."

Carlylo had a maidservant who, though "abounding in
grace," was careless and untidy. One day Carlyle burst forth
at her: "lean tell you, that if you don't carry tho dish
straight, so as not to spill the gravy, so far from being tolerated
in heaven, you won't bo even tolerated on earth."
A merchant in the city was accustomed to demand an exeuse
from his clerks whenever they arrived late. The excuse giver,
he invariably added, " Very well ; but don't let it happen
again." One morning a married clerk, being behind time,
had to explain the cause was an addition to his family. "Very
well," said the merchant, "don't let it happen again."
Two Irishmen, walking along the same street, from opposite
directions, smiled and nodded to each other from a distance.
Drawing nearer, they discovered that they had made a mistake.
Tag Cruise op the Theseus. By Arthur Ktuonr. London : Equal to the occasion, one exclaimed : "Och ! you thought it
Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh. Pp. 361. 1886.
was me, and I thought it was you, and now, sure, it's nayther
This book is dedicated to the Right Reverend Bishop of us."
Sir David Baird and some other officers were confined by
Tozer, to whom, as bishop for many years of the Central
African Mission, " some of its scenes " are familiar. It is Tippo Saib, at Bangalore, chained together by twos. " God
" a yarn," a sailor's yarn for boys, written by one who is full pity the lad that '» tied to our Davie," exclaimed Sir David's
of admiration of the British Navy, which he describes as " the mother when she heard of it, for he was a bad-tempered
finest service in the world and one with splendid traditions." man.
This delicious book abounds with good storiee, of which the
Boys will be charmed with the exciting stories in which ' The
Cruise of the Theseus ' abounds. We have only to mention above are culled quite at random.
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Messrs 3!o&n Fogg's Ji3eto Publications.
Youno Dats op ADTnoRg. By Ascott R Hope. With
Illustrations. Pp. 380. Price 3s. 6d.
The idea of this book is better than the title. The com
piler gives us eight sketches of authors who, in their boyish
days, encountered more difficulties and adventures than fall
to the lot of the average schoolboy. The sketches are very
varied. " Boys in Arms " deals with the Chondu rebellion, and
the outbreak of the scholars of Vannes in Brittany against
the first Napoleon. " A Poet's Boyhood " tells us of the childish
days of Heinrich Heine. The9e foreign sketches will scarcely
be as popular as " The Midshipman of the Old School," which
describes the stirring adventures of Captain Basil Hall, or the
" Working Boy," whici tells us of the struggles of William
Hutton, the Birmingham bookseller and book-writer. One
of the most interesting parts of the book is the story of a
story-teller's boyhood, which introduces us to that most
charming of writers, Hans Christian Andersen. ' Young Days
of Authors ' will prove a welcome addition for the parish
library, and provide a suitable school-prize for a thoughtful
child who cares for something more than mere fiction.
In Perils Oft. Romantic Biographies Illustrative of the
Adventurous Life. By W. H. Davenport Adams. With
10 Illustrations on toned paper. Crown 8vo. Pp. 544.
Price 6s.
This very handsome book offers an attractive table of
contents for all who love to read of ' ' moving accidents by
flood or field." Beginning with the story of Sir Sydney
Smith, the hero of S. Jean d'Acre, and ending with the
death of General Gordon, the martyr of Khartoum, we have
eleven chapters in all, each devoted to the adventures of
one man. The stories are not, of course, new, but they are
told with great freshness and graphic power. The variety
of subjects ought to provide interesting reading for all tastes.
The singular fortunes and misfortunes of Lord Dundonald,
the less-known adventures of Arminius Vambdry, the
Hungarian dervish ; the Eastern travels of Dr Joseph Wolff ;
the Arctic sleigh -journey of Lieut. Schwatka, will interest
some readers. Others will prefer the better-known story of
Sir Samuel Baker, and the Albert Nyauza, the life of Sir
James Brooke, the White Rajah, and the more recent adven
tures of Palgrave, Professor Palmer, and EdmondO'Donovan,
the plucky Special Correspondent of the Daily Newt. Alto
gether we can highly recommend ' In Perils Oft' to our
readers, old and young.
Evbrt Cloud iias its Silver LininQ, and other Proverb
Stories for Boys and Girls. By Mrs J. H. Riddel, Mrs M.
Douolas and other Authors. Illustrated, small crown 8vo.
Two series. Price 2s. 6d. each.
The idea of taking a proverb as the foundation for a story
strikes us as excellent. The materials would be almost in
exhaustible. Each of the stories before us is by a different
author, and, as a whole, the tales are very unequal. The
illustrations in the second series are better than those in the
first volume, some of which are very poor.
A Popular Technical Dictionary op Commercial and
Genkral Information. By Edward T. Blakeley, F.S.S.
(of the Board of Trade). Second edition, small crown 8vo.
Pp. *84. Price 3s. 6d.
A book which appears in its second edition may be said to I
have passed its examination with honours. It will suffice to i
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say that Mr Blakeley has utilised the information gained in
that mysterious office, the Board of Trade, by compiling a
dictionary of wonderful comprehensiveness. The book is
not intended only as an adjunct to the merchant's desk ; the
youth at school preparing for business life, the civil service
candidate, or the writer for the press will find the ' Technical
Dictionary ' of great use. The book is supplemented by a
valuable table of the money, weights and measures of all
nations.
Toothsome Dishes ; Fish, Flesh, and Fowl, Soups, Sauces,
and Sweets, with Household Hints, and other useful infor
mation. Edited by Carrie Davenpokt. Pp. 100 Price Is.
Housewives of small means, for whom this book is chiefly
intended, will rind Toothsome Dishes' a wonderful shillingsworth.
Three Fairt Princesses. Marcus Ward.
Under this title Messrs Marcus Ward have reprinted three
tales, which are very old favourites with children, viz., ' SnowWhite,' ' The Sleeping Beauty,' and ' Cinderella,' with a aet
of cnpital illustrations in outline and in colour by Caroline
Paterson.
The result is a very attractive little gift-book
which we can cordially recommend.
Merrie Games in Rhyme. By the Hon. Emmeliki M.
Plonket. Wells Gardner and Co.
A book for children, very quaint and original both in de
sign and execution, including a series of nursery rhymes and
verses set to music, which can at once be sung and acted in
the nursery. The music is bright and taking, though simple,
and the mode of playing the game may be learnt from the
illustrations which abound throughout the book. Both letter
press and illustrations are variously printed in red and black,
the binding is appropriate and attractive; indeed the whole
volume is charming in its originality.
The same Publishers send a Story for boys and girls, by
Mrs Field, entitled Mixed Pickles, illustrated with wood
cuts by Miss Pyra.
Slate and Pencil Vania. Being the Adventures of Dick
on a Desert Island. Decyphered by Walteh Crake.
Marcus Ward and Co.
The letter-press of this book is of quite secondary import
ance, including merely a few words on each page to describe
the pictures, which consist of some twenty-four spirited and
well-drawn coloured illustrations, by Mr Walter Crane, which
will assuredly prove most attractive to children. As for the
general getting-up of the book we cannot give it higher praise
than to say that it is worthy of its publishers.

Cbnstmas Cams.
Messrs Hildesheimer and Faulkner send with their annul
samples a few words explaining their reasons for issuing
them so much in advance of the Christmas season, viz.,
that the cards take a long time in preparation, that many
people prefer to buy cards early in order to secure certain de
signs of which the stock might be exhausted later on, while
others are purchased for sending to friends living in far away
parts of the world ; these latter reasons appear also to fur
nish a sufficient excuse for drawing our readers' attention to
them thus early.
We are glad to be able to say that Messrs H. and F.'s pub
lications are, as heretofore, conspicuously free from any ap
proach to coarseness of design or colour ; on the contrary,
they are marked by singular purity and chasteness. There
are some capital folding-cards of various shapes, among which
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may be named Nos. 659, 660, 873, 909, 942. Exceedingly
pretty for young children are those numbered 628, 631, 764,
75, 662. Some good humorous designs will be found in Nos.
656, 690, 693.
Many of the samples have gilt and bevelled edges, which
adds much to their richness of appearance.
Mr Bernhd. Ollendorff sends, as usual, a capital and wellvaried selection of Cards. As they are not numbered we can
only in general terms say that they are worthy of much com
mendation and recommend our readers to ask for and inspect
them in making their purchases. They include an unusually
good assortment of small Cards of a less expensive kind, while
among the more elaborate designs are some good folding- Cards
of various shapes with tasteful and well executed watercolour drawings.
It will be remembered that Mr Arthur Ackermann, in
addition to publishing some excellent Cards of his own,
is also the sole importer and agent in this country for the
artistic publications which are sent over year after year
by the American firm, Messrs Praxq. Messrs Prang's
designs certainly exhibit no falling-off from their previous
efforts. Among them are some capital pictures of birds,
animals, flowers, landscape and figure subjects, besides two or
three of a high-class comic nature. There is a particularly
good folding screen containing a Calendar for the New Year,
some small hand-screens edged with lace, and as usual the
reverse sides of the Cards are, in their way, no whit less artistic
than the designs themselves. We cordially recommend them.
A prominent place among Messrs Eyre and Sfottiswoode's
productions must be assigned to their Calendars, which have
the special merit of being useful as well as ornamental ; these
are of various designs and shapes, and among them we must
not omit to mention the "plate " and " ye palette " Calendars,
each of which have mottoes for every day and Scripture Texts
for Sundays and Festivals. The more expensive specimens
include padded, folding and other Cards, richly mounted with
satin and edged with lace. There are also coloured Photo
graphs, some good Comic Cards, with many other varied
designs. Tbe whole of Messrs Spottiswoode's productions are
characterised by excellent taste and artistic merit.
The Artistic Stationery Company send a crewel card with
greetings for 1886.

':^M"^mm^m--M'
jFor 9Dtient.
Amos iv. 12.
" Prepare to meet thy God, 0 Israel."
There are certain truths which, just because they are
always present to our minds, and evident to our senses,
we accept as a matter of course, and go on thinking very
little about them, and not letting thorn influence us in
the least. " The journey of life." How often we have
heard those words, how true we know them to be, what
little effect the solemn truth they convey has upon us.
And yet that truth is a most solemn one, full of warning,
full of suggestion, full of promise.
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We talk about "our place in the world," and it is quite
true that we have a place in it. We talk about " our
work in the world," and that is true also. God in His
wisdom and love has given to each of us our place and our
work ; but then the mistake we make is just this : we
live on as though we should never be taken out of our
place, as though our work here were to be eternal. We
poor mortals seem seldom able to lay hold of more than
half a truth, but there is its other half, though we caunot
or will not see it. Our place we only occupy for an hour
as it were. Our life's work is only a day's work, and
before long others will sit in our seat and take up our
work from which we have been called. " What is your
life ? It is even a vapour, that appeareth for a little
time, and then vanisheth away."
Yes, life is a journey, though when we spend the
greater part of our life in one quiet spot we can scarcely
realise the fact. But just take yourselves away from
home for a couple of years and then come back. Ah,
then the truth comes home to you. When you lived at
home always souls came and went, saw joy or sorrow,
were born or died ; but you were in the midst of it all,
and so scarcely realised it. But returning after such a
short absence as I have been supposing, the changes
startle you. Young men and women you have known
have left the town to work elsewhere ; others just begin
ning life have been called into the unseen world, and old
people whom you honoured and valued, who never met you
without kind words and pleasant smiles and a warm grasp
of the hand, are no more amongst men,—their lips silent,
their faces fixed, their hands cold in death, their souls,
we humbly trust, with the waiting saiuts in Paradise.
You feel almost like a stranger in a strange laud, though
the place is the same, and the same strong tide of life is
flowing through it. Then you realise, indeed, that life is
a journey. " We are strangers before Thee, and sojourn
ers, as were our fathers. Our days on the earth are as a
shadow, and there is none abiding."
But we ought not to need the continual stir and
change of a town, or, indeed, the quieter slower change
of a country village, to bring this truth home to
our souls. " Examine your own selves." You middleaged people, what of your own lives ? AVhere are your
happy childish days 1 Gone. Where are all the hopes,
joys, fears of your youth 1 Left behind. Where is the eager
brightness with which you faced life in its reality, making
up your minds to win a place in the world ? The bright
ness has faded from your lives, but it has not passed
away. It still shines upon younger people. You have
passed away from it. You have children of your own,
perhaps ; but where are the little curly heads you used to
stroke, the lips you used to kiss, the little forms you used
to linger so lovingly over as they lay in their beds at
night, sleeping the dreamless sleep of childhood ? You
love them still and they love you, but they are men anil
women now, beginning the world for themselves. Your
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lives, I hope, have been happy lives, they must have been
bo in the truest sense if you have tried to serve God and
work righteousness,—but for all that you can see that
you and yours have no home here, that you are only
pilgrims journeying on.
And now, good people, travellers all, I have a question
to ask you. Where are you going ? "What is to be the
end of it all? Whom shall you meet at the end of
your journey ? Where shall you rest 1 Tour hearts
answer. And yet some of you, perhaps, would like to 1
stifle the answer if you could. But my text gives it, does
it not ? You are passing on to meet God. Each soul in
this church, each soul in the wide world, is to meet his
Maker face to face. Whatever our lives may have been,
careful or careless, moral or immoral, prayerful or pro
fane, lives of repentance and faith, or lives dead whilst
lived,—before God we must all stand. And what shall
His minister do but cry " Prepare." Listen to His many
voices to-day. The year has nearly gone. The bright
ness of spring came and went, the summer hours with
their light and beauty are no more. Autumn has passed,
and the fields " stand reaped and bare," and now the days
are short and dim, and the leaves and flowers are dust
beneath our feet. The year is dying, and as he passes,
warns us of the flight of time, and says " Prepare." The
Church's season lifts up its voice also. Advent points
to all the joys of Christmas, to the coming of God to be
man amongst men, the baby in the manger-cradle ; but it
also points with warning finger to the hour of that other
coming, when He shall descend in power and great glory
"to judge both the quick and the dead." Christ's Bride,
His Holy Church cries to you to-day, " Prepare." And
God's voice of Revelation, the voice of the Holy Spirit,
speaking through men of old time cries to us in the text
" Prepare." " Prepare to meet thy God."
And there is need for preparation. I am sure you will
admit that. I asked you just now to think of the past, so
that you might realise how continually you are travelling
on to an unseen future. But I ask you to think of the
past now for another reason. For you it has gone. You
can call nothing of it back. It is a memory, and that is
all. You love to think of it sometimes, with its pleasant
pictures of early days, early friendships, growing strength,
brightening hopes ; its earliest pictures of all, the first
home, the strong fatherly care, the tender motherly love.
It fills your mind with sweet thoughts, and if tears come,
they are not always tears of sorrow. But sometimes memory
comes to you as an unwelcome, unbidden guest, tears down
a veil you would have prayed him not to touch, and
shows you the hasty word, the profane word, the act of
passion, the act of lust, the cheat, the lie. You had
hoped the past had buried it, and now it starts forward,
not its ghost but the thing itself, to hold yon speechless,
to shame you almost to despair. And this is what memory
is to you, a dream ; and yet a dream that has all the
pleasure or the pain of reality. Now the past is no
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mere memory with God. For Him the Past is Present.
All those sins which we would, if we could, shut out from
our thoughts, are written in His Book and live before
Him. And we are passing on to stand before One to
" whom all hearts be open, all desires known, and from
whom no secrets are hid." Oh, solemn thought, men and
brethren, what shall we do ?
Thank God there is a way of escape, and yon have
heard of it often. Those sins can be blotted out as
though they had never been. Can we not all repent and
turn to our Father through Jesus Christ our Lord? "I
am sorry for my sins. I have done amiss and dealt
wickedly. I have misused, or not used at all, my baptis
mal grace. I have sinned against heaven, and before
Thee, and am not worthy to be called Thy Son." Let us
make that our prayer first of all, offering it up through
that Blessed Lord Who is the channel of Prayer and the
channel of Grace, and our Father will receive us
graciously and love us freely, and we shall know that
henceforth we are no more alone, that Jesus Christ is
leading us as we more and more submit our wills to His
will, and seek no longer to please ourselves, but to please
Him.
This is the first step in our preparation, but though
nothing can be done until this is done, it is only the first
step, not the end, only the means to that end. Hence
forward, if we are to be really ready for the call, our
journey must be " the life hid with Christ in God."
We must always seek to realise the continual presence
of God, "about our bed, about our path, spying out ill
our ways." A solemn thought, but to the earnest soul a
truly comforting thought. Realising this we shall long to
be pure, and so we shall be continually driven to seek
through prayer that gift of purity which He alone can
give.
And this will lead us to obedience. What were the
words which the Psalmist wrote of the Lord Christ?
" I delight to do Thy will, O my God." What said onr
blessed Lord of Himself ?
" Not as I will, hut as
Thou wilt." In each thought and action of our lives
we can put up the silent prayer, " My God is it right
that I should do this ? Give me plainly to see, and then
make me strong to do Thy will. In all I think and do,
and say, Thy Will be done."
Then there is that command of our dear Lord's, of
which, alas ! so many well-disposed people think so lightly.
He blessed and brake the bread. He blessed the cup.
He nave of both to each. "This is My body," he said,
" This is My blood." " Do this in remembrance of Me ;'
and for many it seems as though the words had neTer
been spoken at all. But they were spoken, and what
can those expect who hear, and do not obey ? Disobedi
ence is a poor preparation. Those who, with hearty
repentance and true faith, draw near humbly to the Altar
of God, know best what strength is given them there.
I " Prepare to meet thy God."
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Then, again, do you think we look enough to the example
of Jesus Christ ? We lean upon His Death, and never
can dwell too deeply and devoutly upon it, for we know that
therein Hk atoned for our sins, dying that we might live.
We glorify His Ascension, because we know that therein
He is exalted in royal splendour to the Eight Hand of the
Moat High, and there " ever liveth to make intercession
for us." But we too often overlook the lesson of His
Perfect Life. It was not for nothing that He spent thirtythree years amongst men, living their life, sharing their
joys and sorrows, yet without stain. Perfect Man as
well as Perfect God, Hk lived to set us an example,
that we should follow in His steps. Do we ? Alas !
the best amongst us will admit how sadly they fail.
And yet there is the standard, and we are called upon
not to look upon it as impossible to attain unto, not as
something on which we can only look and sigh because we
cannot be fashioned like unto it. Listen to the plain
command, " Let thiB mind be in you which was also in
Christ Jesus." The Holy Spirit of God will help us so
to live if we will only ask Him. What a world this
would be if all men lived the life of Christ : —spotless
purity, honesty, truthfulness, gentleness, forbearance, un
selfishness, constant prayer and praise, a full trust in and
constant communion with our Father, the perfect, beauti
ful child life. Why Paradise would have come back
again. " That is a beautiful picture," you say, " but it is
only a picture." Shall we try to make it a reality and
resolve, by God's help, in this Advent season, to begin the
Christ life ourselves, and to live it before all the world 1
For see what our reward shall be. We shall be fellowworkers with Christ, and when the work is over it shall
be told of us that we have helped to win the world to Him.
But then the reward will be more personal than that, for
in so doing we shall, with fear and trembling, have worked
out our own salvation through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Having so prepared to meet our God, the past, with all
its failures and sins, need not trouble us very much ; if we
are faithful unto death need not trouble us at all. For
we need not look back any more. When memory brings
back to us happy hours, gentle words, kind deeds, loving
faces, we shall say, " 1 shall have them all again in the
happy world I am daily preparing for." When memory
comes in that other guise of which I spoke just now, and
strives to frighten us with its dismal picture of old follies
and old sins, we shall be able to say, " These do not
trouble me at all. I have laid my sins on the Lamb of
God which taketh away the sin of the world, and prepar
ing, as I humbly believe I am, to stand before him, I know
that those sins will never arise in judgment against me.
' This one thing I do, forgetting those things which are
hehind, and reaching forth unto those things which are
before, I press toward the mark for the prize of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus.' "
Then, when the words are again spoken, " Prepare to
meet thy God," and we rise up and leave the world behind
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us, we shall have no need to fear, for the Mighty One into
Whose Presence we are going is, we know, Our Father,
Who forgave us long ago for His dear Son's sake, and we
shall be glad to be at rest with Him ; and in that hour
which lies beyond, that most solemn hour when the Judg
ment shall be set, and the Books be opened, and for the
last time the cry is heard through all the world by quick
and dead, " Prepare to meet thy God," we shall stand
before the Throne in calm confidence, knowing that the
Judge is our Brother in Whom we have trusted, to Whom
we have lived, in Whose footsteps we have followed, and
Who has told us Himself that with His own hauds IIe lias
prepared a Heavenly Home for us where for ever we
shall dwell with Him.
SAMUEL PASCOE.
The number of the Literary Churchman fur Bee.
4 will contain a Plain Sermon for Third Sunday in
Advent (the Bmber Season, etc.)

Current JFacts anD jftotes.
A successful Dedication Festival has just been held at S.
Martin's, Scarborough. On the eve of the Festival the sermon
was preached by the Very Rov. tho Dean of York, who dealt
with the burning question of the day, " Disestablishment." On
S. Martin's Day the preachers were the Rev. Basil R. Airy,
vicar of Whitwell, and the Rov. W. H. Hutchings. During the
Octave, Canon Hole, Revs. T. Watson, T. Palmer, Newton Mant,
and C. H. Shebbeare preached, and a solemn Te Deum brought
the week's Festival to a close. Addresses were also given at
Holy Communion each morning.

#

#

*

The Bristol Timet gives an account of the S. Raphael's League,
which was formed in 1878 in consequence of the closing of S.
Raphael's church by Bishop Ellioott. It appears some seven
hundred persons still remain upon the roll. The rejection of
the Report of the Sub-committee, which rooommended the re
opening of the church last December, is severely animadverted
upon. The re-opening of the church must evidently wait until
Bishop Ellicott's removal.

*

•

*

Church Defence Lecturers havo been vigorously at work since
our last issue. The Rev. Thomas Moore has addressed meet
ings at Sheffield and Derby. Dr Hayman has been making a
tour of the Dioceses of York, Ripon, Carlisle and Manchester,
and has had large audiences everywhere. Mr Helm at C 1chester ; Mr Dale Hart at Kensington ; Mr Curtis Bennett at
Cheltenham, &c, have all given addresses in defence of the
Church, showing her right to her own property and the advan
tages of an Established Church, not only to Churchmen, but to
the whole nation.

*

#

*

The Rev. J. 0. Cox, LL.D., has just concluded an effective
mission at Hanley. There were out-door processions which
attracted large numbers who were thereby drawn to the Missionhall. Thorough Church Teaching, and nothing olse, will
produce such substantial results as those which marked the close
of this Mission in tho Staffordshire Potteries.
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Dr Fairbairn explained last week the objects of the Dissent
ing institution of which he was to be the head at Oxford. It is
intended to create "a faculty for theology," a somewhat curious
title, for Nonconformists. It is said that this " theological " esta
blishment is to be next door to the Pusey House.

*

*

*

The Hulsean Lecturer h.s taken a profoundly interesting
subject for his course at Cambridge—"S. Augustine, and his
place in the History of Christian Thought." Mr Cunningham
proposes for his different discourses— " the Possibility of attain
ing Truth," "the Origin of Evil," "Human Freedom," and
" the Kingdom of God," &c.

*

•

•

We regret to hear that the state of Dr Liddon's health is still
far from satisfactory. His medical advisers wish him to take
six months' entire rest, and to desist from writing the ' Life of
Dr Pusey.' The materials of the first volume are now complete.
We trust Dr Liddon may be able again to take up the work, for
no one can really take his place. His intimate personal acquaint
ance with Dr Pusey, and through him with the Oxford Move
ment, cannot be handed over to any successor, however com
petent in other respects he may be.

*

•

•

The late Dr Woodford has left the chief part of his fortune
to the Ely Theological College, to which he contributed 10,000/.
during his lifetime. It was founded by Bishop Woodford in
1879, and enlarged in 1883.

*

*

*

The six acts whereby a bishop gets full possession of his See
—nomination, election, confirmation, consecration, doing homage,
and enthronisation—have been completed in the case of Bishop
Wordsworth, who has been enthroned in the Cathedral Church
of Salisbury. A large congregation assembled to witness the
ceremony. The Bishop celebrated the Holy Communion, and
delivered an address.

*

*

»

The Loan Collection of Egyptian and Soudanese arms, accou
trements, and relics has just been opened in the Grand Saloon
at Drury Lane. Lord Wolseley has sent, amongst other things,
the chain armour given him by the Khedive, and Arabi's
pistols ; Sir Gerald Graham contributes the kourbash given him
as a parting present, and Osman Digna's Koran ; Admiral Hewett
exhibits his Abyssinian robes of honour ; Colonel Kitchener lends
his Arab costume and a piece of carpet from Gordon's room at
Khartoum ; and there are many other interesting relies.

e^usic.
Since our last issue several musical events have taken
place which may fairly be considered of the first interest and
importance. Taking them in order, we have first Messrs
Brinsmead's new Symphony Concerts, started to supply a
much-needed want during the winter months, with the
business arrangements, such as the prices of the various
seats, the free distribution of Programme books, &c, most
liberal. We may say at once that one of the first elements
of success was conspicuously present in the shape of an
orchestra of really tine material, such a band is fully compe
tent for the execution of any music. The programme of the
first Concert was less satisfactory. Mendelssohn's lovely
Overture, " Melusina," was most welcome, but decidedly less so
was the one movement from Moskowski's Symphonic Poem
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" Johanna d'Arc," while the choice of the Soloist for the
greatest of all PF Concertos (Beethoven's in E flat), was to
speak mildly, not a wise or fortunate one. The production of
Mr E. Proofs Symphony in F (No. 3), which was well given
under the direction of the Composer, was commendable as
recognising native talent, which should by all means be duly
represented in such a scheme. The picturesque and splendid
rendering of Liszt's Rhapsodies by the Richter band unfor
tunately 'provokes comparisons, and tried by this test the
rendering of the Rhapsodie in F under Mr George Mount
was comparatively colourless. There is much to praise in
Messrs Brinsmead's spirited enterprise, and We hope that
judicious management and first-class playing will secure the
success which we cordially wish for it. We should mention
that Mr Maas was the vocalist.
Of even higher importance is Messrs Novello's new series
of Oratorio Concerts, of which the first was given on Nov.
10th, at St James's Hall. The want of some London Society
other than the Albert Hall Choral Society, for the perform
ance of Choral works, has long been recognised, and we sin
cerely hope that the support accorded to Messrs Novello will
be such as to enable them to establish their Concerts upon a
permanent basis. They have secured the services of an ex
cellent band, and the voices of the chorus seem fresh and
full of vigour. A more complete measure of precision may
be looked for after they have served a little longer under the
baton of Mr Mackenzie, to whom Messrs Novello have wisely
entrusted the Conductorship. His own "Rose of Sharon"
formed an appropriate work wherewith to inaugurate the
Season, and it was on the whole exceedingly well given, the
blemishes being few, and none of them of the first import
ance, while the rendering of the solo music by such a quartet
of artistes as Mesdames Albani and Trebelli, and Messrs E.
Lloyd and Santley, was as near perfection as possible It is
not necessary to speak of Mr Mackenzie's work in detail, it is
unequal, some portions bearing the unmistakable impress of
genius and inspiration, others being far less interesting, bat
it is full of promise, and its reception by the large audience
proved that it has taken a firm hold on public favour. The
programmes for the remaining Concerts are most interesting, in
deed the performance of Liszt's "St Elizabeth, " for a repetition
of which we have so often pleaded since it was given years ago
by Mr Walter Bache, will be one of the most important
musical events of next year, since the veteran composer will
be present in person. The next Concert, Gounod's "Morset
Vita," is fixed for December 1.
The last of the Autumn Richter Concerts was remarkable
for the usual splendid rendering of Beethoven's Ninth Sym
phony, in addition to which were given two excerpts from
Wagner, and Weber's Overture to "Euryanthe." On this
occasion, Herr Franke appeared as one of the leaders of tlie
first violins, in which post his numerous friends were very
glad to see him. A suggestion made in the Times that an
entire act of one of Wagner's Operas should be given during
the next season will be cordially endorsed by many of Wag
ner's admirers. The second act of " Tristan " would perhaps
serve well for the experiment.
Another important musical event is the re-appearance at
the Prince's Hall of the Heckman quartette, for which we are
indebted to tha energy and enterprise of Herr Franke. Our
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space will only permit us to say that their playing is of the
very first order, and those who are interested in such music
nhould, on no account, fail to attend one ur more of the series
of Concerts which are given under the management of If err
Schulz Curties.

This Day, Id., or 6s. per 100. Words only 2s.
per 100.

FUND FOB THE WIDOW OF THE LATE REV. W. C.
V AUG HAN.
We acknowledge with much pleasure the following further
donation towards the above fund :
MrsH.,1/.

WORDS by the Rev. GODFREY THRING.
MUSIC by MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON.

BOOKS rir.U^l v in.
Blackwood.
A Igebra for Beginners. Part II
Nelson a.
Archie Dlgby
At Granny's
Masters and Co.
Nelhons.
At 1 he I'aator's
Macmillan and Co.
Benson.—The Seven Gifts
Biesell.—The Pentateuch
Ilodderft Stougbton
Murray.
Brewer.—The Charch of England
Bruce.— The Life of General Napier
Murray.
Bryaas.— Our Dally Lives
8.P.C.K.
Budge. —The Dwellers on the Nile
K.T.S.
Seeley and Co.
Carey Brock— Church Echoes
Dunboyne.— Letty'B Mission
Masters.
Partridge.
Klliot.— Crowned
Every Day Lile in South India
K.T.S.
Uatchards
From Crown to Crown
Goulburn.— Holy Week in Norwich Cathedral... KivfngtODS.
Green.— Natural History and Sport
...
... Reeve and Co.
Nelsons.
Hoare.— Seeking a Country
Macmillan and Co
In Memorial!!
Ijimb —Mrs Leicester's School
Macmillan and Co.
Kmn-toiiM.
l.ee.— Middle Class Education
Wl.iti-.kcr.
Macdonell — Auf Wache
Marcllffe.-Tbe Looking Glass
Bemrose.
Miller.— A Guide to the Textual Criticism of the
Bell and Sons.
New Testament
Mitchell. — Hinduism Past and Present
R.T.S.
Moore. — Aids to Prayer
8.F.C.K.
Mowbray and Co.
My Sunday Friend
New English Dictionary. Part II
Clarendon Press.
Nelsons.
Paull. -The Children's Tour
Elliot stock.
1'erowne. — Our High Priest in Heaven
Plain Church Teaching
Masters.
Haukin.— Handbook ut the Church of Scotland Blackwood.
bchures.— Tho Jewish People. Two Vols.
Clark.
Macmillan & Bowea.
Scott. - Ulfllas
Smith.— Life of Willism Carey
Murray.
Well-t Gardner.
The Family Lesson Book
1 he Incumbent of Axhlll
Masters.
Nchtons.
Thoughts of Heaven
Three Fairy Princesses
Marcus Ward.
Macmillan and Co.
Wallace.— Bad Times
Watchwords
Griffith and Farran.
Werry.—Charcombe Wells. 2 Vols.
K Hot Stock.
Maislmll, Norman
Wooder.—.firtheticlsm
and Co.
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By the BISHOP OF GRAHAMSTOWN.

SPECIAL CHURCH DEFENCE HYMN!
"Bulwark of a Mighty Nation.
Se9 the Church of England Stand."

This Hymn, joined to a vigorous and spirit-stirring tune, is
specially published for use at the present time.
THE ARCHBISHOP OF YORK writes :—" Thank you for the
Hymn-tune with appropriate wurds. 1 hope the use of them may do
good."
THE BISHOP OF DURHAM writes :-" The Hymn is likely to be
very useful. The words are vigorous and stirring."
THE BISHOP OF ROCHESTER writes :-•■ The werds are stirring
and full of pathos."
THE BISHOP OF PETERBOROUGH writes :-•• The Hymn has
his Lordship's approval."
THE BISHOP OF BATH AND WELLS writes :-" I thank you
very lieanily for the Church Defence Hymn The words are beautiful,
true, and touching, and expresses the best feelings of many hearts at
the present anxious time."
THE BISHOP OF WINCHESTER writes :-" It is very good, I
think, and stirring. As music and hymns often move more than argu
ments, I hope it will have a considerable effect."
THE BISHOP OF CARLISLE writes :-" 1 wish it every success . .
It may hrtve much influence for good."
THE BISHOP OF EXETER writes:-" Many thanks for Mr
Thring's heart-btirrlng bymu, which I iiope will do much good at this
epoch of our nation's history."
THE BISHOP OF BEDFORD begs to thank Mr Skeffington for the
Church Defeuce Hymn, which he thinks excellent.
Copies may also be had at the Office of the CHURCH
DEFENCE INSTITUTION, 9 Bridge-street, Westminster.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

WANTED, the following works relating to
Convocation. Any portion of the following may
be reported, with price, to MESSRS W. SKEF
FINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly.
SYNODALIA. Edited by Warren.
2 vols. Being
the first series of d jcuineuu relating to Convocation, extending
from November '52, to June '53.
The CHRONICLE of CONVOCATION; being
the third series of Documents, fee.
Vol. from Feb. 10 '58.
1 thin vol.
Vol. from Feb. '69.
Vol. from May '59, to May '63, perhaps In 2 or 3 parts, paged I.—
1144.
1871 vol.
Paged 1—304.

Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d., by post, 3s. 9d.,

The PRESENCE and OFFICE of the HOLY
SPIBIT. Six Addresses given at the Church of S. John the
Evangelist, in the Parish of S. Peter's, Eaton-square, together
with Three Sermons preaohed at S. Peter's, Eaton-square.

This day, price Id., by post l|d,

THE PEOPLE'S CHURCH.
Reasons against Disestablishment.

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

A Sermon on the Value of the National Church. Second Edition.
By the Kev. S. HARVEY (J KM,
Formerly Rector of Atpley Guise.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,

London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 183 Piccadilly, W.

SURREY.
By the Rev. G. D. DAVENPORT, M.A.,
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Hoys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms lor the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skeffington and
Son. 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,
Rev. SAMUEL J. EALE3, M.A., D.C.L.

Curate-in-Charge of S. Saviour's, Faversham.
This day, price fid., by post 7d.,

THE LIFE OF CONVERSION.
Addressed to Church People, and Adapted for General Use.
Very helpful and useful to the Clergy.
London : W. SKKFFINGTON and SON, 183 Piccadilly, W.
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MEW BOOK, BY HKS CAREY BEOCK, EXPLANATORY OF THE PRAYER BOOK. Jnst published, price 5s.,
CHURCH ECHOES : a.Talp Illustrative of the Daily Service of the Prayer- Book. By Mrs Carey Brock, Author
of ' Sunday Echoes in Week-day Hours.'
" Mrs Carey Brock is a writer of standard reputation, who has achieved a series of successes. Her tale* are old favourites, They ire
clever, original, and extremely well written to boot."— Times.

TALES BY MRS CAREYCHILDREN
BROCK.AT HOME.

CHANGES AND CHANCES. 5s.
WORKING AND WAITING. 6s.
MARGARET'S 8ECRET. 5s.
CHARITY HELSTONE. 5s.
MICIIELINK. 5s.
MY FATHER'S HAND. 2s.

5s.
THE RECTORY AND THE MANOR.
HOME MEMORIES, is.
THE VIOLETS OK MONTMARTRE.
DAME WYNTON. 3a ed.
ALMOST PERSUADED, la.

SUNDAY ECHOES IN WEEK-DAY HOURS.
A SERIES OP ILLUSTRATIVE TALES.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5. EPISTLES AND GOSPELS.
THE COLLECTS
6. THE PARABLES.
THE CATECHISM.
7. THE MIRACLES.
JOURNEYS OF ISRAELITES.
8. THE EXAMPLE OF CHRIST.
SCRIPTURE CHARACTERS.
Crown 8vo, is. each Vol.. In clotb.
V Nearly a quarter of a million of Mrs Brock's Tales have been sold.
London: SEELEY AND CO., Essex-Btreet, Strand; and all Booksellers.
Published this day, 8vo, price id. ,

THE OFFEKTORY SENTENCES SET TO MUSIC,
For Parish Choirs,
BY MARTIN 8. SKEFF1NGT0N.
This new and complete setting is specially intended for Parish Choirs. The Mnsjc is very tuneful and varied, to
suit different Choirs, there is little or no repetition of words, or musical difficulty, and the price is fixed so low aa to bring
the work within the means of almost all choirs. A specimen copy for 4|d.

NOVELLO,

EWER AND

CO.,

By the Rev. CHR. RIDLEY PEARSON, M.A.,

COUNSELS of the WISE KING,
Applied to Daily Life.
This work aims at making the Book of Proverbs
more practically useful. One of its inspired sayings are
appropriated to every day throughout the year, and to
each a proverb is attached (1) a brief and simple inter
pretation, (2) a series of illustrations from Holy Scripture,
and (3) a practical application. Complete in One Vol.
Price Bs.

1

s

Berners- street,

London,

W.

OCIETY for PROMOTING CHRISTIAN

KNOWLEDGE.
The Committee are prepared to receive APPLICATIONS from the
Parochial Clergy for FREE GRANTS of TRACTS for
ADVENT and CHRISTMAS.
In consequence of the large demand for grants of Tracts for the
seasons, Ihe Society expresses its hope that only the Clergy of the
poorer parishes will apply for gratuitous grants.
For other parishes these Tracts will be furnished, on the application
of the parochial Clergy, at half-price.
Forms of Application, whether tor gratuitous grants or for grants st
half-price, may be obtained from the Secretaries, 8.P.C.K, North
umberland-avenue, W.C. Communications respecting this ou~tr aho*l<i
be sent separately from letters on other business, and should be
marked on the outside of the envelope " Application for Tracts."

The book is Intended as a help in private devolion. for reading at
Family Worship, Ac. while the matter it contains is specially adapted
to working up Into Sermons. Complete for the whole year, In one vol ,
price C-s.

A RANSOMED SOUL.

W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1C3 Piccadilly, London, W.

A Christmas Tale of Village Life. By J. II.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

Just out, in Paper Cover, Price Ad., by poet 6|d.,

THE CHURCH OF ENCLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and Hymns for the VISITATION OP THE SICK, separately, Is. 6U per dot

OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
" Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymn-Book."— Bishop of London.
" Strongly Impressed with the care bestowed ; I shall be surprised if your hope that It will make way among the thoughtful is disap
pointed."— Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; I hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make It known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes Its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England."— Bishop of
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I can judge, Is admirable."— Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no Hymnary which contains more beautiful compositions, more lull of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
unsptrltual cant."— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan oi Canada.
Many more also tunsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press —as favourable—
previously atlvertised.

GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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Socictu for Promoting Christian iinouilrogc.
ALMANACKS TOE THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1886.
THE CHURCHMAN'S ALMANACK,
WITH AN ENQRAVING Or

THORNEY

ABBEY.

Containing the Table of the Lessons for each Day in the Year—Universities—Theological CollegesRoyal Birthdays—Sovereigns of Europe—List of Archbishops and Bishops—Her Majesty's Ministers—
House of Lords—Lords-Lieutenant in England and Wales— Governors of Colonies, &c.—
Inspectors (H.M. and Religious) of Schools —Courts of Law—Societies in Connection with
the Church—Jewish Calendar—Weights and Measures—Bates of Postage—Telegraph
Charges—London Bankers—(The Lower Houses of Convocation and the House of
Commons are omitted, as the elections will take place late in the year), &c.

> On a large sheet
■ roller, cloth back
Small Svo, in red and black
interleaved for Accounts, cloth gilt
in glazed frame
in separate pages, mounted

s.
0
1
0
0
0
0

d.
1 Royal 32mo, stitched
0
paper cover
2
interleaved for Accounts, cloth gilt
•——
roan tuck, Ac
10
8
calf tuck
3

...
...
...
...
...

s. d.
0
0 1
0 6
1 0
1 s

<n

THE CHURCHMAN'S POCKET-BOOK,
Containing a DIARY and CASH ACCOUNT for each Month, 4c, Ac.
Price, roan, Is. 9d. ; French morocco, 3s. ; morocco, 2a 8d.
The CHURCHMAN'S POCKET-BOOK contains, besides the matter in the Churchman's Almanack, a great amount of
information on matters generally interesting to Churchmen.
The PRAYER-DESK ALMANACK, for use in the Prayer-Desk, Lectern, or Vestry, with Table of Lessons.
In Red and Black, Imperial 8vo, 8d.

THE CHURCHMAN'S REMEMBRANCER AND CLERGYMAN'S
OFFICIAL DIARY.
With Table of Lessons—Diocesan (Religious) Inspectors—Postal Information—Royal Family—
Ministers, Ac. —List of Archbishops, Bishops, Ac. — Societies and Institutions in
Connection with the Church of England—Cash Account for each Month, 4c.
limp cloth, Is. 6d. ; limp roan, with Blotting Pad, 2s. Cd.

THE CHILDREN'S ALMANACK,
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.
With Coloured Frontispiece, 4to, 1 d.

THE HOME ALMANACK,
With Illustrated Title-page and Six large Woodcuts, Id.

• THE COTTAGER'S SHEET ALMANACK,
With Illustrated Heading and Engraving of York Minster (West Doorway).

Price Id.

THE PAROCHIAL OFFERTORY.
Post 4to, the leaves perforated, stitched in paper cover, 8d.
• Thtte Almanack) can bt adapted for Local Utt, and the Society undertake/ to print Local Information if required.

London : Northumberland-avenue, Charing-cross, W.C% ; 43 Queen Victoria-street, E.C. ; 26 St George'splace, S.W. ; and 135 North-street, Brighton.
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MESSRS NELSON'S NEW BOOKS.
BEAUTIFUL PRESENTATION VOLUME.
G>mpl*twn 0/ the Liornry and Presentation Edition of
" The Land and the Book.'' Division III., entitled: —
LEBANON. DAMASCUS. AND BEYOND JORDAN.
Biblical Illustrations drawn from the Manners and
Customs, the Scenes and Scenery of the Holy Land.
By William M. Thomson. D.0., Forty-live yearn a
Missionary in Syria and Palestine. With 147 Illustra
tions and Maps. Imperial tiro, clolh extra, richly gilt
side, back, and edges.
Already issued, untform with the above.
Division I.—SOUTHERN PALESTINE and JERUSA
LEM. Price 21s.
Division II.-CENTRAL PALESTINE and PHOENI
CIA. Price 21s.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION.
THE MOUNTAIN. By Jules Michelet, Author of ' The
Bird,' ' The insect,' Ac. With 17 Illustrations. Pott 8vo,
cloth extra.

4s.

8s.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CHRISTMAS BOOK.
THE LAND OF OREECE. Historical and Descriptive.
By 1 11 aim. 1. s lltNiiv Hanson, Author of ' The Siege
of Troy, and the Wanderings of Ulysses,' Ac, With 44
Illustrations. Imperial 8vo, cloth extra.

NEW WORK BY EVELYN EVERETT-GREEN.
WINNING THE VICTORY; or. Di Pennington's Reward.
A Tale.
By Evsltn Everett-Green. Author of
• Fighting the Good Fight,"The Heiress of Wylmington,' 4c. Post 8vo. cloth extra.

3s. 6d.

6s.

BEAUTIFUL BOOK FOR THE YOUNO.
THE CHILDREN'S TOUR; or, Kvery-day Sights In a
Sunny Land. By M. A. Paull, Author of 'Tim's
Trouble*,' Ac. With 12 Full-page Illustrations. Small
4to, cloth extra, gilt edges.

NEW EDITION. ENLARGED.
EGYPT PAST AND PRESENT Described and Illustra
ted. With a Narrative of its Occupation by the British,
and of Recent Events In the Soudan. By W. H. Daven
port Adams. With 100 Illustrations and Portrait of
General Gordon. Post 8vo, cloth extra.

3s. 6d.

NEW EDITION, ENLARGED.
HEROES OF THE DESERT. The Story of the Lives of
Moffat and Livingstone.
By the Author of ' Mary
Powell.' New and Enlarged Edition, wtth numerous
Illustrations and two Portraits. Crown 8vo, cloth extra

3s. 6d.

ARCHIE DIQBY ; or, An Eton Boy's Holidays By G.E.W ,
Author of Harry Bertram and his Eighth Birthday.'
With Six Illustrations. Post 8vo, oloth extra.

2s. 6d.

Phick.

21s.

5s.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.
THE PLANTS OF THE BIBLE. By John Hutton
Balfour, M.A., M.D., F.K.S.S.L. and E, F.L.S..
F.B.C.S.K New and Enlarged Edition. With nume
rous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth elegant.

2s. 6d

NEW WORK BY THE REV. E. N. HOARE, M.A.
SEEKING A COUNTRY : or. The Home of the Pilgrims.
By the Rev. E. N. Hoare. M.A , Rector of Aorise,
Kent; Author of 'Heroism in Humble Life,' 'Roe
Carson's Enemy,' Ac. With 31 Illustrations. Post 8vo,
cloth extra.

2s. 6d.

SALOME 1 or, ' Let Patience have her Perfect Work.' By
Mrs Emma Marshall, Author of 'Mrs Haycocks
Chronicles,' Ac. Post 8vo, cloth extra.

Favourite Hymns Finely Illustrated.
FORMING BEAUTIFUL PRESENTATION VOLUMES.

Is. 6d.
each.

Foolscap 8vo, cloth extra, bevelled boards, gilt edgeB.
Piles Is. 6d. each. The Designs by Clark Stanton,
A.R.S. A., and other eminent ArtiBts.
THAT OLORIOUS SONG OF OLD. With 15 Illustrations.
JUST AS I AM. With 15 Illustrations.
NEARER, MY GOD. TO THEE. With 10 Illustrations.
ROCK OF AGES With 10 Illustrations.
JESUS, LOVER OF MY SOUL. With 16 Illustrations.
ABIDE WITH ME. With 16 Illustrations.

NEW EDITION, ILLUSTRATED.
THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE- Its Rise snd Progress. With
a Description of the Country, its History, Government,
and Peoples, and an account of the latest conquests in
Central ABia. By John Gedoie, F.R.G.S. With Two
Coloured Maps and numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra.
"An excelletit book of reference—the best of its kind
which we have as yet seen, numerous as have of late been
such candidates for public favour."—Athenaeum.

NEW STORIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Each with Illustrations, and In attractive Binding.
AT THE PASTOR'S. By the Author of the ' Swedish
Twins,' Ac. Royal 18mo, cloth extra.
THANKFUL REST. A Tale. By Annie S. Swan. Author
of 'Aldersyde,' ' Carlowrie,' 'Shadowed Lives,' Ac,
Large foolscap 8vo, cloth extra.
" THY KINGDOM COME." A Tale for Boys and Girls.
By the Author of ' Little Haxel,' Ac Large fcap. 8vo.
cloth extra floral design.
CORDS OF LOVE : or. Who Is My Neighbour ? By M. E.
Clements, Author of 'The Story of the Beacon Fire.'
Large fcap. 8vo, cloth extra, floral design.
" SHELTERING ABMS : " or. The Entrance of God's Word
Gives Light. By M. E. Cleuexts, Author of 'The Story
of the Beacon Fire.' Large fcap. 8vo, cloth extra, floral

Price.

4s.
I

Is. 6d.
each.

design.

THE LORD S PRAYER,

Is.

With 13 Illustrations.

THE CHILDRENS TREASURY OF PICTURES AND
STORIES FOR 1886- Small 4to. Pictorial Boards.
Price Is.
THE "STAR BOYS'' SERIES. Each Illustrated with
0 Engravings. Bound ill clolh, beautiful colour design.
THE STAR BOYS. Translated from Kari. Otto
TllELEMANN.

6d.
each.

THE BOY FRIEND. By the Author of ■ The Babes
In the Basket,' &c.
ONLY A SLIP. By Elmer Burleiou, Author of
' Owen's Hobby.'
THE LOST BOOK. By Annie Lucas, Author of
' I.eonle,' &c,
ONLY JOHNNY BROWN By the Author of ' Dreams
and Deeds.'
LEON, AND THE LESSON HE LEARNED. By the
Author of ' Dreams and Deeds.'
THE LITTLE CHIMNEY SWEEP. By W.N. F.

THE STORY OF THE RED CROSS KNIGHT. From
Spenser's 'Fairy Queen.' By R. A. Y. With 11 fallpage Engravings. Large fcap. 8vo, clot h extra.
FAMOUS CAVERNS AND GROTTOES. Described and
Illustrated. By W. H. Davsnport Adams. With 38
IlluHtrations. Post svo, cloth extra.

2s.

FAMOUS CAVES AND CATACOMBS. Described and
Illustrated. By W. H. Davenport Adams. With 40
Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth extra.

2s.

BEAUTIFUL GIFT BOOKS.
Each richly Illuminated. Cover in Colours and Gold.
Ribbon style. Gilt edges.
THOUGHTS OF HEAVEN, OUR HOME ABOVE. Beauti
fully Illuminated.
THOUGHTS FOR SUNRISE. Dally Morning Texts and
Morning Hymns. Beautifully Illuminated.
THOUGHTS FOR SUNSET. Daily Evening Texts and
Evening Hymns. Beautifully Illuminated.

Is.
each.

*#* T. Nelson &• Son's Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue post-free on application.
THOMAS NELSON & SONS, 35 and 36 Paternoster Row, London, E.C. ; Parkside, Edinburgh ;
and New York.
Printed tor the Proprietor by Ketnell & Co. Limited. 16 Little Pulteney-street, in tbe Parish of 8. James. Westminster and
Published \y W. Skefpincton and 8on, 163 Piccadilly, W.
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Price id.

SEELEY and CO., Essex Street, Strand,
Late of 54 Fleet Street.
NEW BOOK, BY MR8 CAREY BROCK, EXPLANATORY OF THE PRAYER BOOK,
CHURCH ECHOES: a Tale Illustrative of the Daily Service of the Prayer- Book, By Mrs Cabby Brook, Author
of * Sunday Echoes in Week-day Hours.4 Trice 5b., clotb.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR
CHANGES AND CHANCES. S».
CHILDREN AT HOME. 5s.
WORKING AND WAITING. 5s.
THE RECTORY AND THE MANOR.
MARGARET'S SECRET. 5a.
HOME MEMORIES. 5s.
CHARITY HELSTONE. 5s.
THE VIOLETS OK MONTMARTRE.
MICHEI.INE. 5a.
DAME WINTON. 3s. 6d.
MY FATHER'8 HAND. 2s.
ALMOST PERSUADED, la.
SUNDAY ECHOES IN WEEK-DAY HOURS ; a Series of Illustrative Talea. 8 vols., each 6a,
NEW STORY BY THE AUTHOR OF 'A NKST OF SPARROWS.' Jn«t published, price 5a.
A CRIPPLED ROBIN. A Story by M. E. Winchester, Author of 'A Nest of Sparrows.'
By the same Author,
A CITY VIOLET. 5a.
!
CHIRPS WITH THE CHICKS. 2a. 6d.
A NESTOF8PARROWS. »«.
A CABIN ON THE BEACH. 5a.
UNDER THE SHIELD. 5s.
I
A WAYSIDE SNOWDROP. 3s. «d.
Dedicated, by Permission, to Her Mh jeaty the QUEEN. Juat published, price 21a.
WINDSOR: a Description of the Castle, Park, Town, and Neighbourhood. By the Rev. W. J. Loftie.
Imp. 4to.,
with Twelve Plates and numerous Vignettes, Cloth, gilt edges.
•»• Also a Large-paper Edition, with Proofs of the Plates. Price £4 4s.
Juat published, price 16a.,
ISIS and TH AMESIS : Hours on the River from Oxford to Henley. By Professor A. J. Church. With Etchings
and Vignettes.
•«* Also a Large-paper Edition, with Proofa of the Platea. Prioe £2 2a.
JuBt published.
The PORTFOLIO VOLUME for 1885.
With very numerous Plates and Vignettes. Cloth, gilt edges,
35a. ; or halt morocco, 42a.
Juat published, price 5a.,

The ARTISTIC DEVELOPMENT of REYNOLDS and GAINSBOROUGH.

By W. M.

CON WAY. With Sixteen Illustrations.!
NEW BOOK BY PROFESSOR 8EELEY. Shortly, price 5a.,
A BRIEF HISTORY Of NAPOLEON I. By Professor Seeley. With Portrait.
NEW STORY BY PROFESSOR CHURCH. With Coloured Illustrations, price 5s.,
WITH the KING at OXFORD : a Story of the Great Rebellion. By Professor A. J. Church.
NEW STORY BY THE AUTHOR OF 'BELT AND SPUR.' Juat published, price 5a.,
BORDER LANCES. By the Author of ' Belt and Spur.' With Coloured Illustrations.
By the same Author,
BELT AND SPUR. 5s.
I
THE CITY IN THE SEA. 5a.
STORIES OF THE ITALIAN PAINTERS. 5a.
NEW STORY BY MRS MARSHALL. Shortly, prica 5a.
UNDER the MENDIPS : A Tale. By Mrs Marshall, Author of ' In Colston's Days,' Ac.
Cheap Edition of
AMYOT BROUGH. By E Vincent Briton. One Volume, price 5s.
Ju6t published, price 5a.,
CHAPTERS on FLOWERS. By Charlotte Elizabeth. A New Edition, with 16 Coloured Illustrations.
J uat published. Tenth Thousand.
44 The most wonderful shilling'a-w»rth that modern literature ha* to offer."— Dally Newa.
A CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE. Ridden, Written, and Illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robins
PENNEI.L.
41 The letterpress la bright and pleasant. The Uluatrationa are very good Indeed."— St Jamea'a Gazette.
44 Not only the moBt attractive Bhilling book that haa appeared for many a day, but alao the cheapest."—Cambridge Chronicle.
Tenth Thousand.
THOUGHTS on CHRISTIAN SANCTITY.
By the Rev. H. C. G. Mouli, M.A, Principal of Ridley
Hall. Cambridge. Price la., cloth.
44 We heartily recommend this little book. "—Record.
Juat published.
THOUGHTS on UNION With CHRISTBy the Kev. H. G. C. Moule, MA Price Is., cloth.
London : SEELEY AND CO., Essex-street, Strand ; and all Booksellers.
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REPORT OP THE DIRECTORS
OP THE

GRESHAM

LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

To the Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders,
HELD ON NOVEMBER i7, 1885.
CHIEF OFFICE - ST. MILDRED'S HOUSE, LONDON.
The Director! have now to present their Report on the operations
of the 37th financial year of the Society ending; 30th Jnne, 1885, and
on the Tiiennlal Valuation ol its affairs.
During the year 7,394 proposals were made to the Society for assur
ing the sum of £2,655, 728, and 6.13f Policies were issued, assuring an
amount of £2.136,899. The immediate Annuities granted during the
year were for the yearly payment of £8,606 19s. 9d.
The income from Premiums, alter deducting the amount paid tor re
assurance, was £667,414 13s. 2d., including £7S,098 0s. 4d. In premiums
for the first year of assurance.
The balance of the Iuterest account amounted to £149,628 Is. 10d.,
which together with the premiums, raised the income of the Society to
£717,042 T»i. od. for the year. The interest which had beoome payable,
but which had not been received at the date of closing the accounts. Is
Included in the item of " Outstanding Interest and Kent "among the
Assets.
The claims made upon the 6oclety and admitted under Life Assurance
Policies, were for an amount of £265 581 2s. 3d., whilst the claims
under Policies for Endowments that hid matured, nmounted to
£116.769 12s. 7d. The sum of £46,317 Is. 9d. Wat paid for the surrender
of policies.
Alter providing for these amounts, for the annuities falling due
within the year, tor office expenses, and other charges on the I no
of
the year, there remained a balance of £157,798 17s. Od., which aug
ments the fund available for the exiting Policies of the Society. This
fund amounted at the end of the financial year to £.1,671,300 Os. 9d.,
which, with the amount of £71,281 14s. Id. reserved for the settlement
of claims outstanding, for the payment of annuities not applied for,
ami lor oth.r purposes specified in the Balance-Sheet, makes up the
total of Assets to £3,642,581 14e. 10d., as shown in the second schedule
appended to this Report
The accounts have been doly audited by Mr William W. Venn
(Notary Public), a I'olicy-holder, on behalf of the Policv -holders, and
by air John G. Ladbury (Chartered Accountant), and Shareholder of
the Society, on the part of the Shareholders. The whole of the
securities and documents representing the Assets of the Society have
been verified, both by the Directors and by the Auditors.
The Directors having reported on the general operations of the Society
for the financial year, now turned to the subject of the Triennial
Valuation o( the Assurance and Annuity Contracts in force on the 30th
June, 1886.
The results of the Valuation are fully stated in the Report of the
Actuary, Mr The* O. Acklaml, K.I. A., of which the Directors commu
nicate the following extracts :—
Basis or the Valuation. -1. Mortality.— The valuations of
the Society's Policies have hitherto been based upon the mortality tables
known aa the" Experience o( the Seventeen Biltish Companies," but
these tables, which represent the experience of assured lives prior to
1838, nave been entirely superseded by the tables published more
recently by the Institute of Actuaries, which include Ihe experience of
assured lives up to 186), and are generally acknowledged to be the beat
existing exponent of the mortality among assured lives. 1 have there
fore adopted In the present valuation the" Institute ol Actuaries' (Hm;
Experience 1 able." The valuation is thus conducted upon the most
modern and extensive data available, while the reserves brought out by
the tables adopted are proportionately somewbnt higher than those
brought out by the tables hitherto adopted.
The pure endowments, whloh are mostly upon the lives of yonng
children, have necessarily been valued by a different table, as the
" Hm " table does not contain data under the age of ten years. 1 have
adopted the " Carlisle "table for the valuation of the pure endowments.
The immediate annuities efficted prior to Dec. 31, 1883, have been
valued by ihe table of mortality adopted at lormer valuations—viz.,
the" Seventeen otficea' Experience." At the above date the published
rates at which the society granted annuities were reconstructed, and
based upon the experience of Government annuitants (I860, male and
female). I have therefore employed this table, Which brings out a
much larger resetve, tor the valuatlun of annuities effected since Dec. SI,
2. Interest.—The rate of interest assumed throughout in the
valuation of the assurance contracts is 3t per cent,, this being a rate
which may lalrly be reckoned upon In the future upon securities of the
first class. Any higher rate realised upon investment would of course be
an element ol prufit. The immediate annuities have been valued at
the rate of 4 per cent., wbicb 1b well within the average rate yielded by
the tunds of the Society. I he rates of interest actually realised during
J"e ?*•' Iriennlum on the total funds of the Society (invested and un"■/S1"!) have been *■ follows :-i882-3. £4 4s. »d. per cent, i 1883-4,
*« »• Sri. pet cent ; 1884-5, £4 5s. 9d. per cent, showing an Mirage

rate over the whole period since the last valuation of £4 45. 5d. per
cent
Cases in Force.— It will be observed that the Society had on Its
registers on June 30,1883, the date of the valuation, 41.927 polidrt,
assuring, together with bonus additions, the total sum of £15.831.253
2s., and giving rise to an annual premium income, reduced by applica
tion of bonus, of £574,V62 28., exclusive of £4,014 la. 3d. extra premium
for temporary risks, and for lives accepted at an increase on the tabu
lar rates.
The sums re-assured amounted to £69,298. subject to the yearly pay
ment by the Society of £2,236 3a. 6d. as re-assurance premiums.
It will be further observed that at the date of the valuation there
were in force 2,180 contracts for annuities, amounting to £96,031 Its.,
of which the yearly sum of £93,652 18s. is now payable by the Society,
and the remainder at deferred periods, subject to the payment in the
mean while. to the Society of premiums amounting to £606 3s. 3d. per
annum.
There were also 280 contracts for Deferred Annuities In Italian
Rentes, involving a future payment by the Society equivalent, with
bonus additions, to £4,'i30 16s per annum, subject to the payment io
the meantime to the Society of a snm of £2.440 6s. per annum.
Results or the Valuation.—The liability under the policies in
force at the date ol the valuation is shown In tue statements appended
to this report
The difference between the present value of the Sums assured and of
the net premiums constitutes the amount required for the assurance
fond or reserve which, at the date of the valuation. Was determined by
mathematical calculation at £2,636,912 6s., and is entered in the balancesheet at that ii.: nre. under the bead " Assurance Fund."
The present value of the annuity contracts was, at the date of the
valuation, £804,093 4s., whilst the present value of the net premituH
income to be received by the Society in respect of the annuities (or
deferred periods was £3,996 8s. The difference io amount between
these values, £800,096 16s., determines the sum required to be set apart
to meet the payment of the annuities as tbey fall due, and this amount
is entered in the balance-sheet under that figure. The deferred annui
ties in Italian Rentes have been valued as a distinct ehHS. The nominal
capital of " Rentes " required for this class of policies is £17.359, the
present value of which Is £16,925 16s,, and Is entered for so much in the
balance-sheet
The general fund which appears upon the books of account as avail
able tor assurance fund, annuity fund, and Italian Rentes annuity fond,
amounts to £3,462,034 18s., constituted as follows :—
Assurance fund
£2,1135,012 6 0
Annuity fund
800,096 16 0
Italian Rentes annuity fund
16,925 16 0
Total
£3,452,034 18 0
Upon reference to the balance sheet it will be observed tbst us
available Assets of the Society, after making allowance for the Share
Capital and outstanding liabilities, amounted on June 30 last te
£3,549,588 Os. '.id. The total liability under the Assurance and Annuity
Contracts of the Society at the same date was, as above shows,
£3 492,034 18s. The difference between these amounts, £97,553 Is. 9d ,
represents the Surplus Fund, which is available for distribution amongst
the Policy-holders and Shareholders of the Society,
Aotlng upon the above Report, the Directors declare as divisible
surplus the sum of £96.000, which Ihey recommend for division among
the Policy-holders and Shareholders.
Eighty per cent, of the amount declared as surplus divisible will, on
the am h June next, be apportioned, ss usual, to holders of pnrticlpttlnc.
policies in force at the date of the balance-sheet, and will be applied in
augmentation of the sums assured. The usual options will be allowed
to trie Policy-holders In selecting the mode in which their bonus may
be applied, but subject in all respects to the conditions of their con
tracts, and to the regulations of the Society as stated in the notices to
be issued when the requisite calculations in detail shall have been com
pleted by the Actuary.
The Directors retiring on the present occasion are Messrs B. C. T.
Beadnell, William Thorothwaite, and George Tyler, who, being elhriMe
and willing to serve again, are recommended by the Board to constitute
the list lor re-election.
Mr Venn and Mr Ladbury retire as Auditors, but, being eligible.
they again offer themselves for election, the former on behalf of the
Policy-holders, and the lattei on behalf of the Shareholders.—By order
of the Board,
_^
JOSEPH ALLES, Secretary.
li-thirovembS.tttt.
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jQotice to Subscribers.
Nov. 6, 1885.
We have rnuch pleasure in announcing the
following important Papers.
THE REVS.

W. J. E. Bennett

" The Valut of Ceremo
nial in Divine Wor
ship."
" Eucliaristk Worship."

LEADING ARTICLES :—
paoh
The Crrr Temple Conference
r
- 611
Ember Thoughts ------- 513
" The Importance of ike
Suggested Texts for Church Defence Sermons- 515
Dr Cutts
Study of Church CURRENT TOPICS
616
History."
REVIEWS :—
"
Clerical
Training."
Two New Commentaries
----- 617
Canon Furse
Jacob Boehme
------- 519
"
The
Sacramental
Prin
NOTICES :—
Chas. Gore
ciple."
Mrs Carey Brock's Church Echoes
520
Mr J. S. Brewer's The Endowments and Establishment of
" The Use of the Imagi
the Church of England •'•-»», . i
r 430
nation in Religion."
Messrs Nelson and Son's Stories
521
The Old Paths and the Good Way (Jer. ri. 16) ; or, The Un
" On Carol Singing in
broken Continuity of the Church of England 531
Church."
Mr H. Morden Bennett's Hints for Private Derations In
S. Baring-Gould
" The Vulgate."
Church
----------- 621
" The Early Liturgies."
Expository Sermons on the New Testament - 521
" The Origin of the EuThe Revelation of Jesus Christ, with Notes for the 141,000,
charistic Service."
&0
.
- 522
Mr P. Norton's Ethics of the Holy Ghost ; or, Bible Readings
" The Uses of our Cathe
522
on the Fruit of the Spirit
Canon Gregory 522
drals."
Daisy Plains
At
Granny's
;
or,
Ten
Days
without
Father
or
Mother
522
I " The Value of Inter
522
Mrs Molesworth'a Us cessory Prayer."
523
The Sermon on the Mount. Illustrated
Ad Clcrum. — " Our
The Incumbent of Axhl
hill
11 522
W. E. Heygate
■■•
A Ransomed Soul. A Christmas Tale of Village Life
- 623
Ideal."
Mr Cornelius Brown's True Stories of the Reign of Queen
Ad Clerum. — " Ember
Victoria
- »22
Thoughts."
Mr H.C. Adams's Who was Philip?
523
" Observance of Saint*'
Please Tell me a Tale
523
The Leisure Hour for 1881
52J
Days."
W. H. HUTCHINGS
The Sunday at Home for 1885
523
Meditation."
The Child's Pictorial «8
Punch and Judy and some of their Friends
- 623
Christian
Burial."
F- Lawrence
Magazines or the Month - ' -" - 623
Church Music and Christmas Carols
524
The Dean of Lichfield " The Duendovment of
The Boys' Own Paper Christmas Number
...
- 624
The Girls' Own Paper Christmas Number
- 624
the Church."
Myra's Journal Christmas Number ------ 684
The Dean of Lincoln " Almsgiving."
My Sunday Friend
554
The Story of the Ministry-The Passlon-the Resurrection 524
Christmas Cards; - '
■
- 5a4
" Suggested Texts for
Thomas Moore, vicar of
Church Defence
SERMON
5?5
Sermons, and How CURRENT FACTS and NOTES
- 527
Holy Trinity, Maidstone
to Treat Them."
MUSIC 527
CORRESPONDENCE
-628

Canon T. T. Carter

Viscount Halifax

" Retreats."

Cbe "Citj? Cemple" Confidence,

Earl Nelson

" The Church in Relation
to Dissent."

A Conference of a somewhat peculiar character was held

" Church Restoration."
Wm. White, F.S.A.
Together with other important Papers by eminent
Authors.
The Writers will of course be responsible for the opinions txprefied
in their respective Papers.

The whole of the Fortnightly Numbers, from Nov.
6th, 1885, to end of 1086, POST-FREE for us.
Names of NEW SUBSCRIBERS should be sent
with P.O. Order, us,, payable at 21 RegentStreet, to Messrs SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163
Piccadilly, London, W.

last week in Dr Parker's " City Temple," under the presi
dency of Mr J. Guinness Rogers, who is a Liberationist
Lecturer. The meeting was arranged for the purpose of dis
cussing the question of Disestablishment, and several clergy
men, to our surprise, attended. The Chairman explained
at the outset the exact limits within which the subject was
to be viewed. First, politics were to be" excluded. This was
a very necessary provision, but one which it was difficult to
comply with, for the Chairman himself, before he sat
down, made an allusion to Mr Gladstone to the effect that
he " wondered " why Churchmen did not allow Mr Glad
stone to disestablish the Church, as he would he sure to
deal with it " leniently." Further, Mr Rogers proposed
to " shut out " from consideration any " schemes " for diseudo wmeut .

When proposals for the extraction of a tooth
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are debated, it is always wise to keep the particular in
struments by which the operation is to be performed out
of sight, and such precautions would be doubly necessary
if the tooth in question was sound and doing excellent
duty. Even the Liberation Society seems to be ashamed
of its own proposals, and Radicals are anxious to disown the
Radical Programme. We are not surprised at this. A
more barefaced scheme for depriving the Church of her
property and position than that contained in the twentyeight proposals of the Liberation Society it is hardly
possible to conceive. Mr Guinness Sogers would have us
draw a great distinction between a " scheme " for disendowment and " practical suggestions " for the same, and
says the Liberationists only meant the latter. We are very
thankful to them for showing their hand as they have
done. Their " practical suggestions " would soon have be
come something more than " a scheme," if Churchmen had
remained in a state of apathy. The Liberationists have
aroused the zeal of Churchmen, and it is that which has
made their "practical suggestions" impracticable. And
Mr Guinness Rogers is by this time aware that, whether
it is disendowment or " religious equality " which he has
most at heart, he is not likely at present to get either.
Canon Curteis, in the report which we have seen of this
Conference, appears to have said that the presence of the
bishops in the House of Lords, and the present division of
our cemeteries, " had been handed down to the Church as
an inheritance, and that Churchmen did not care for them."
Certainly our experience of the opinions of Churchmen
differs from that of Canon Curteis. We find that they
care very much that the " inheritance " which in these
respects they have received from their forefathers, they
should hand down untouched to their own descendants.
We suppose, at such a Conference as that which was held
at the City Temple, a Churchman may be tempted to
stretch a point in order to meet, as it were, half-way the
Nonconformist brother ; but there are limits to concession,
and Canon Curteis, if he is rightly reported, seems to us
to have outstepped them.
Mr H. Price- Hughes followed on the Wesleyan side.
His view that disestablishment would bring Churchmen
and dissenters more closely together is not an uncommon
one, but we believe it would turn out to be fallacious.
He gave but one ground for thinking that this would be
the case, and that was, that there were " hundreds of Con
gregational ministers " who would join the Church if she
were separated from the State. But men who disbelieve
in Episcopacy, as a necessity of Church life, would not be
converted to this view simply because the English Church
was disestablished. We believe disestablishment would
only accentuate doctrinal differences which now stand
behind the union between Church and State, which draws
off the attention of opponents from deeper grounds of
division.
Mr Hughes, however, made some hits in his speech
when he touched upon "a scheme of Church Reform
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as an alternative to disestablishment," which, we agree
with him, may be worse than disestablishment itself ; and
when he referred to the " Christian home policy," which
"put the innocent in prison while the guilty go free"—a
remark which elicited considerable applause.
It was hardly an opportune time for discussing the ad
vantages and disadvantages of disestablishment when we
were upon the threshold of a General Election, at which
this was " a burning question." And the Conference which
commenced in a platonic spirit soon gathered warmth and
vehemency. The Rev. H. C. Shuttleworth and Mr W.
M. Statham in different ways dealt with the theme ; the
former, though apparently opposed to disestablishment,
avowing himself in favour of "a sweeping scheme of
Church Reform," the latter warmly objecting to dis
establishment at any price, as " prejudicial to the national
life "—a statement which was received with evident dis
favour.
The best speech which was made was, to our mind, that
of Canon McColl, though he was taken by surprise and
expected to have to address only a sort of " symposium,"
and not a large assemblage. He spoke to the point, put
his finger on the flaws in Mr Newman Hall's historic
allusions, and reminded that gentleman, who had said mnch
about the connection between Church and State in Pagan
times, that under the Roman Republic there was perfect
religious equality, and every god in the Empire had a
place in the Pantheon. He completely answered the
" taunt " of Mr Hughes, that under present conditions an
Agnostic Prime Minister might have the appointment of
the bishops of the Church. He informed the Wesleyan
minister that the conoS d'elire might soon become a reality
in such a case, and that he, Canon McColl, would be ready
to make it so, by " going to prison " rather than elect a
man whom he conscientiously disapproved of, and he
believed that his colleagues in the Ripon Chapter would not
shrink from taking the same course.
One clergyman who was present seemed to think that
it was necessary as a preliminary to " prove " that the
Church was established. This was none other than the
Rev. Stewart Headlam, who observed that " the Chairman
was more established than he was," which is in some senses
quite possible. If Mr Headlam meant that there was
no particular Act of Parliament from which the Establish
ment of the Church dated, he was quite correct. If such
a statute existed, no doubt, as Mr Moore says, some record
of it would be found. Nevertheless the Church is at
present established, and it is useless to attempt to " prove "
what no one seriously denies. Professor Amos, in his
' Science of Law,' lays down five points which constitute
the Establishment of the National Church : the Sovereign
must be a member of the Church, the bishops sit in the
House of Lords, the formularies are sanctioned by Act of
Parliament, breaches of Ecclesiastical Law are cognizable
in Courts of Justice, and the bishops and many clergy
are appointed to their positions by the Crown. All these
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from the first with indistinct but not uninfluential expecta
tions of earthly advantage is uncertain. Archbishop Trench
seems to incline to the view that the man who offered himself
to Christ and was repelled (Matt, viii.), was no other than
Judas. " He to Whom all hearts were open, saw as with a
glance in the heart of this offerer what perhaps at the moment
was altogether concealed from himself. There is nothing to be
gotten, He tells him, no worldly advantage to be gained,
through a following of Him, Who, Son of Man though He
be, is yet poorer even than the poorest—as though He already
beheld in spirit the unhappy disciple, who, defeated in his
hope of a kingdom of this world, and of a place there among
the chief, should seek to redress a little wrong which he had
suffered by purloining from the common stock, and should
end with making merchandise of the Lord of Glory Him
self."* If indeed this man were Judas, and if he forced
himself into the Holy College against this solemn warning,
we have a terrible lesson against thrusting ourselves into
sacred offices against the admonitions of conscience, and the
grave silence of anxious friends.
However this may be, the world was in the heart of Judas,
like the thorns of the parable, and a grovelling inclination not
cast out became a ruling passion. The man became a thief,
a hypocrite, a double-dyed traitor.
2. The repellent power of goodness. Repellent ? Is good
ness less attractive than mammon ? This depends upon our
selves. Never was One so attractive as Curist, never One
so hated. If the attractive power had been allowed by Judas
to draw him away from his sin, to draw him up, all had been
well. But as it failed to do this it became reproachful, pain
ful, hateful j it repelled, exasperated, drove into enmity.
How could it be otherwise ?
To hear that a man cannot serve God and mammon, and
yet to chng to mammon ; to hear " Blessed are ye poor," to
JUDAS ISCARIOT.
be with One purposely homeless, penniless, calling on His
[Ad Clerum.]
The monstrous character of the sin of Judaa probably gave followers to follow Him, and yet to bo covetous; what a
rise to the strange notion that he delivered his Master into revulsion must this have occasioned ! What a deep and wide
the hands of His enemies, in order to force Him to declare and daily deepening and widening chasm between the Master
His power, and to assume His kingdom. There is nothing to and the disciple yawned and gaped !
All these severe warnings, casual as it seemed, or direct,
be alleged in Bupport of this strange opinion except the
only
served to exasperate. "Hast thou found me, 0 mine
revolting nature of the crime, and the apparent surprise of
Judas at the result of his treachery. With regard to the enemy? " " Everyone that doeth evil hateth the light."
At last Judas encountered a special provocation, or rather
latter fact, it may be allowed to possess some weight, but not
enough to overpower the evidence for the common belief ; brought a stinging vexation upon himself. Vexed, as worldly
but with reference to the former, without attempting to men are vexed at any lavish expenditure on Christ, indignant
extenuate the exceeding wickedness of the sin, it is reason with what he accounted waste, angry at losing that share of
able to consider that if comparatively spiritual men like the the money which he might have filched, he stirred up his
eleven failed to realise the Divine Nature of the Lokd, it is brethren to murmur, was rebuked, and silenced. The context
no wonder that such a man as Judas should recognise nothing in the Gospel connects the betrayal with these circumstances.
but the human ; that all unimpassioned deliberate sin under " Feelings of revenge and ill-will " were aroused. " Thwarted
the Eye of Heaven against the Majesty of God is a mystery. aud disappointed respecting the money spent on the oint
How men can have the heart to do and the courage to do ment ; that disappointment was accompanied by something
what they do against their Creator is a marvel, is simply in of a reproof from our LoRD."t
Probably he had before been vexed at only one stater being
explicable, a mystery of iniquity.
found
in the fish, and that paid away ; at the feeding of
But other reasons require careful consideration, and repay
thousands gratuitously ; at the wish to make Christ a King
very serious thought.
after one of these miracles being checked ; and now a reproof
1. The attractive power of the world.
Whether Judas had any good feeling about him when he comes to exasperate still more.

conditions are certainly to be found in the Church of this
land, therefore it is established. But Mr Stewart Headlam would change all this, and much more too, for he
suggested that Nonconformists needed reform as much as
other people, for their " narrow doctrines had alienated
many secularists." It may be possible that his own
opinions need a little reforming too, for, however much we
may respect his purity of aim, we very much distrust his
" views " and their tendencies.
Dr Parker brought this happy -family meeting to a close,
and generously stated that he had no wish to take a brick
from a single church, or to have any share in the "loot
or spoil." This pathetic announcement is reassuring.
It reminds us of Mr Spenlow's nobleness of character
and superiority to all mundane desires. " I am actuated,"
said he, " by no mercenary conditions ; few men are less
so, I believe."
Whether any rapprochement between the Church and
Dissent is likely to be gained by such Conferences as that
at the City Temple may be a matter of doubt, but the
good spirit and temper which on the whole pervaded the
proceedings is unquestionable. There appears to us to
be a danger in such gatherings, and that is, lest the indi
vidual opinions of Nonconformists, which are broached on
such occasions, should be taken as in any sense represen
tative, and thus Churchmen should trust to irresponsible
assurances of goodwill and moderation which would soon
vanish if Liberationists could only get a majority in
Parliament.

OEmber Ctjougrjts,

attached himself to Christ, and fell back from it because he
never renounced the world; or whether he joined Chbist

• ' Studies on the Gospels,' page 173.
t J. Williams' ' On the Fastion,'
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3. But behind all this, another power was in action, a power
of darkness. Against him Judas had been cautioned in the
parable of the Evil Spirit returning with seven others ; in
that of the enemy who sowed tares ; in the awful thrilling
warning, '-Have not I chosen you twelve, and one of you
is a deviL "
It is said at the last Supper, " Then the devil entered into
Judas Iscariot," but not surely for the first time ; only in full
and final possession. Surely all along Satan stimulated the
love of money, the impatience, the anger, the revenge.
This influence alone is enough to account for the result ;
just as it accounts for the Fall, and for Idolatry, and for every
form of lie and hatred. Only, Satan would have been power
less had not the bosom sin been retained ; had there been true
conversion, self-renunciation, any such love of Christ as to
become a predominant affection.
And so Judas became what he became, and did what he
did. Quid non mortalia pectora cogis auri sacra fames ?
0 my God, into what depth of wickedness can I not descend,
and in what cannot I lie, lost for ever and ever ? What can
1 not do ? What can I not be ?
For, one of the twelve, a pillar, a throne, a friend of Christ,
even such an one
Continued to love silver more than Jesus, in His presence.
Continued to live apart inwardly from the eleven and from
their Lord.
The nearer, the farther ; the more enlightened the darker ;
the colder for the heat of God's love.
Warned but alienated, washed but not clean, spared from
exposure but only hardened.
At last seeking out the enemies of his Master.
Agreeing to sell Him. Seeking how he may conveniently
betray Him.
Keeping up false appearances of fidelity.
Appointing Gethsemane, the place of teaching and prayer
as a place of betrayal, and a kiss as its symbol.
Yes kissing that blessed Face, "which angels with joy and
wonder do behold," in betrayal.
Bidding the foe to hold Him fast, stifling the inward mis
giving, and every emotion of gratitude.
Not knowing himself till too late —too late.
Alas, what a devil may a man become who might have been
higher than the angels !
Thus Judas stands through the ages a pillar of salt ; dis
tinguished with what a distinction ! foretold in prophecy and
type, inscribed " who became the traitor." His " will ever be
a name of scorn. "
If, indeed, we need the warning, " Remember Lot's wife,"
we surely need also to remember Judas, and to be on our
guard :
1. Against every bosom sin, every root of bitterness, espe
cially covetousness.
Is it strange that God's messengers
should be guilty of this low passion 1 If it be strange, it is
no less true. Behold Balaam " whose eyes are open. . . .
which heard the words of God, and knew the knowledge of
the Most High, which saw the vision of the Almighty, falling
into a trance, but having his eyos open."
Behold Gehazi, companion of the great prophet Elisha.
Behold bishops and popes of former days.
Think of
Simony, its meaning and those who had practised it, " His
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! conversation was without covetousness," writes Abp. TreDch of
Hildebrand, "in all ages a rare grace among Churchman, ti
whatever branch of the Church they may belong."—('Medie
val Church History,' p. 130.) The possession of religionknowledge, and a high ideal and high profession are n
security : witness the Pharisees. Above all, let us look at
Judas ; and he that thinketh he standeth let him take heed
lest he fall.
The fact is, that unless the heart, emptied for awhile of
evil, is filled up by God, some debasing affection qnicklv
will rush in. It cannot be empty : and Satan is on the watci
always. If he has been driven out of his fortress on one side,
he re-enters it on the other, where no guard is kept. Perh-aps
he makes a feint to retire on one side whilst he assaults the
other.
In this way ill-will, and revenge, and enmity may lay hold
of us as they seem to have laid hold upon Judas. If we
seek preferment, and do not obtain it, we may become bitter
and vindictively set ourselves against the Church and against
the Gospel Such things have been already, and may be
again.
It is said that Arius became heresiarch from vexation at
losing the Patriarchate of S. Mark.
2. There is great danger in not rising to the height of the
standard proposed to us. The children of good parents, if
they do not imitate them, too often become sadly unlike. It
is either more and more like, or more and more unlike.
" My falw voluptuous pride, th-it took
Full easily all impressions from below.
Would not look up, or hall despised the height
To which I would not or I could not climb—
I thought I could not breathe in that fine air,
That pure serenity of perfect light.

•

*

•

•

*

" It was my duty to have loved the highest :
It purely was my profit had I known :
It would have been my pleasure had I seen."
We perceive in the Gospels that the minutest circumstances
were observed by those to whom —under God —we owe them,
signs of Godhead, or perfect manhood, coruscations of light,
emanations of the highest wisdom, throbs of sorrowful com
passion, tenderest sympathy, which led those who were truehearted to trust and love more and more each day of the
Sacred Ministry ; whilst Judas noticed none of these things
or despised them ; but watched the alms-bag, and had sharp
eyes to discern and criticise the prodigality of love.
Others rose to the standard as they discerned it ; he did not ;
and so he fell down, down, lower and lower.
Assuredly we also, if we do not rise to meet our privileges,
shall sink all the lower for them, until we come to dislike
them as a call to that for which we have no taste. They will
repel us in the end by a righteous nemesis because we re
pelled them. But it is too painful to pursue the thought to
its legitimate end.
0, Almighty God, Who into the place of the traitor Judas
didst choose thy faithful servant Matthias to be of the
number of the twelve Apostles; grant that Thy Church,
being alway preserved from false Apostles, may be ordered
and guided by faithful and true pastors ; through Jescs
Chbisi our Lord.—Amen.
W. K. HEYGAfE.
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©uggesteD Certs for Cbtircb Defence
Sermons,
And How to Treat them.
BY

THE REV. THOMAS MOORE,
Vicar of Holy Trinity, Maidstone.
IV.

"My Kingdom is not of this world."—St John xviii.
36.
This text is frequently persistently and mischievously mis
quoted and mis-applied.
It is alleged, in fact, that in and by these words our Lord
condemned any union between Church and State. Neither
in the words of oar Lord, nor in the circumstances which
called them forth, nor in the objects which He appears to have
had in view, nor in the false charge made against our Lord
which His words were intended to meet and refute, was there
anything to show that when our Lord spake these words, He
intended to condemn any union between Church and State, or
that when He spake them, He had any possible future rela
tions of Church and State in His mind.
Yet these words' of our Lord are quoted, and have been
traditionally quoted, as if He had uttered them as condemna
tory of what are called " Established Churches," or as if they
were expressive of some fundamental principle incompatible
with any settled arrangement or alliance between the spiri
tual and civil powers. For all this neither in the text nor
context is there an atom of foundation. Our Lord was
accused of trying to make Himself a King, and of endea
vouring to Bet up a kingdom in opposition to Caesar. His
answer was thus :—He did not deny that He was a King.
He did not disclaim the idea of His purpose to set up a king
dom. But He affirmed that His kingdom was of such a
nature that Caesar had no reason to fear competition or
rivalry for earthly dominion from Him, because His kingdom
was " not of this world. " It is only a slavish parrot-like repeti
tion of the traditional mis-interpretation and mis-quotation of
this passage that could find in it any logical reference to the
relations between Church and State.
So far as the Church of England as a Church having some
relations with the State is concerned, we have never under
stood her in any way to say or claim anything contrary to
these words of our Lord.
She claims to be—and is primarily as her distinguishing
characteristic—a purely spiritual and ecclesiastical body. As
to her spiritual authority for her orders, faith, and essential
principles of worship and government, she is certainly "not
of this world. "
All these are of Divine origin. Much that is human may
mingle with them, and so far defects and abuses may mani
fest themselves as human excrescences adhering to things of
Divine origin ; but these do not alter the foundations on which
the Church is built, nor the source whence she sprang, nor
her essentially spiritual character.
It is impossible for anything in the shape of an institution,
however Divine it may be, having for its members imperfect
men and women, not to have human relations, and not to ex
hibit some imperfections in these relations. It is beyond
the reach of possibility for any religions society, whether it
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is what is called established, or unestablished, or disesta
blished, if it claims the protection of the State in which it
exists, and if the State grants such protection, not to be to
some extent in one way or another recognised by the State,
privileged by the State, regulated by the State, and con
trolled by the State. Hence, of necessity, at once some kind
of relation or union between such a society and the State is
immediately established. The question then is what kind of
relation or union is it to be ? It is not a mere question of
relation or no relation, or union, or nonunion between
Church and State, for relation and union of gome kind there
mnst be.
The question is, what form shall this union or mere relation
assume ?
There may be some things, or indeed many things, in the
long existing and gradually extending relations between the
Church and the State in this country, which it is not only ex
pedient but necessary that we should revise, modify, and
readjust ; but there is nothing in the requirements of our
Lord's teaching to render an absolute abolition of the rela
tions between Church and State necessary, nor is such an
abolition as is regarded as freeing the Church from State
control in matters of religion possible.
For further elucidation of the important and but little under
stood principles here enunciated, and for their illustration
see, 'The Dead Hand in the Free Churches of Dissent,' by the
same writer.
V.

" Whose is this image and superscription ? "—8. Matt,
mi. 20.
Our Lord's question, addressed to his cavilling opponents,
is expressive of a principle of wider application than to the
special case and circumstances which gave rise to it.
It may be taken that our Lord laid down the principle that
the lawful duty of citizens was to see that property was ap
propriated to such divine and lawful human purposes as those
to which it had been devoted by the persons who had rightful
disposing power over it.
The circumstances of the case detailed in the text do not
materially concern us. It is the principle enunciated by
our Lord as underlying His words with which we have to
deal.
What is lawfully and of moral right devoted to Cajsar or
the temporal power, let Caesar or the temporal power have.
What is lawfully and of moral right devoted to Divine and
religious uses, or, in other words, to God's Church, let the
Church have.
In the words of our Lord, "Render therefore unto Cfesar
the things which are Caesar's ; and to God the things that are
God's."
This is the Divine rule which is to guide and regulate our
conduct with reference to all supposed or alleged conflicting
claims between Church and State, or between the spiritual
and temporal powers. These powers are not necessarily in
antagonism. Men may try for selfish ends to make them so,
or make them appear so. But there is no essential reason
why they should be so. As one of our Reformation Statutes
has it—2+ Henry VIII.—cap. 12, sec. 1., " Both their authori
ties and jurisdictions do conjoin together in the due adminis
tration of justice, the one to help the other.''
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We confine our f resent remarks to the respective rights of
Church and State in property, and to the duty of men who
may at the same time be members of the Church and subjects
of the State to regard the rights and vested interests of
both.
In discriminating between those mutual well-defined rights
and vested interests in property, the question of our Lord
comes in helping us in the knowledge and performance of our
twofold duty, in our twofold capacity as members of the
Church and subjects of the State.
Whose is this image and superscription we ask, on the one
hand, of all temporal things which belong unto Caesar? The
answer is Caesar's image and superscription. Then our duty
is to render such things unto Caesar.
Whose is this image and superscription we inquire, on the
other hand, borne upon the Church's possessions ?
The answer is God's. It is God's name that is upon them
all. It is His sacred superscription which constitutes the
writing that is upon them. To God they were given. To
God they were consecrated. Their use was given to His
Church and her Ministers and members, not for general pur
poses, but for God's honour, glory, worship, and for the spiri
tual and ecclesiastical uses of all subjects of the kingdom,
who will use them on the lines laid down in her terms of
Communion exclusively for, and consistently with, these
purposes.
The foundation and memorial stones of our Cathedral, Parish,
and other Churches were laid in the names of, and bearing
the sacred names of the Holy and Blessed Trinity.
The deeds of the Consecration of these buildings record
their dedication to God's Services, and their perpetual separa
tion from " all profane and common uses." On these condi
tions they were built, put in trust, and consecrated.
Their very construction and architectural symbols proclaim
their solemn dedication to Religion and Christianity, and
for the most part their very internal arrangements declare the
same appropriation and ownership.
The same may be said substantially of the Church's en
dowments. Their Charters and deeds of gift declare them as
given " to God and His Church for ever."
God's name—His superscription and sacred ownership are
inscribed upon the Church's buildings and property every
where. They are not Caesar's property. They were never
given to Coesar. No, not in a single instance. They were in
every case given to God and to His Church, and to God and
to His Church they belong. They are God's property and
under Him they are the Church's property, to hold and to
use for His Service, for His glory, and for the spiritual good
of the people for ever.
Let us then see to it that we render unto Caesar only that
which is Causar's, and that we do not give to Caesar that which
sacredly belongs to God and His Church. Give to the State
all that belongs to the State. But when men would move
the State to lay spoliating hands upon the property in build
ings and endowments devoted to God and His Church, let our
cry be—" This property is not Caesar's. It is God's, and as such
it shall not be given to Caesar, nor be disposed of by Coesar. We
demand its continued appropriation to the sacred purposes for
which it was given."
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The noise, excitement, and turmoil which is inseparable
from a General Election can hardly be said to be favour
able conditions for a due observance of the Season of
Advent. A time of struggle between the two great
political parties is one in which those who are committed
to it " would confess "— Dr Liddon remarks in one of his
S. Paul's sermons— that " it is easier to lose moral ground
than to gain it." We are thankful to say this week
will see an end of the appeal to the country, aud we trust
as the echoes of the conflict die away, the consideration
of more momentous issues will begin to take their place.
Advent is a time for serious thought, and for preparation
for the Festival of the Saviour's Birth and Christmas
Communion. In the presence of the interests of the
Eternal World, political questions which have their day
will, we trust, assume only their due measure and pro
portion.
The election, which is now being brought to a close, in
one way may be regarded as a Conservative triumph, as
the appeal to the intelligence of the country, which
may surely be regarded as at its highest in the Metro
polis, and the large Towns and Boroughs generally, has
been decidedly favourable to Lord Salisbury's Ministry.
The country has at least made up its mind about two
things : the Disestablishment of the Church, and the
" Radical Programme." The people have emphatically
renounced both. As we are writing the final results of
the county divisions have not all come iu. Neither party,
it appears, is likely to have more than a small majority,
which is unfavourable to carrying on firmly the Queen's
Government, and involves the danger of the temptation of
coquetting with the Irish vote.
We are thankful that the couutry generally has pro
nounced unmistakably against Mr Chamberlain's Sorialistic principles, aud as strongly in favour of the Established
Church. We are grateful to Mr Chamberlain for bringing
out into stronger relief the attachment of the people to
the National Church. Those who care more for politics
than for the Church of God of course will not be kept
back from voting for a Liberationism provided he espouses
their views on politics. On the other hand, those who
regard a man's principles, whatever may be his assurances
as to his vote during the existence of the New Parliament,
will certainly vote as much against a Liberationist in /xuie
as against one in esse. We should not like to take a man
into our employ who expressed himself in favour of
stealing our spoons, but promised not to do so, because m
present it seemed not an opportune time for appropriating
them. As we look upon robbing God as a graver offence
than robbing man : any man we hold, who was iu principle
a Liberationist, whatever may be his politics, ought to
have no support from a Churchman. We rejoice therefore
iu the defeat of Liberatiouists aud iu the prevalence of
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moderate political views, which the General Election of
1885 bears witness to • but from the near balance of parties,
unless there can be some coalition between Conservatives
and sensible Liberal leaders, we may expect factious
opposition to a Government not backed by a sufficient
majority to be stable and independent, and perhaps at no
far distant time a dissolution and the strife again which
surrounds the hustings and the polling-booth.
The references which were made by Mr Beresford-Hope,
at the recent Church Congress, to the representation of
the Crucifixion which he said was about to be placed in
the Cathedral of the Metropolis, seem to have very much
disturbed " the National Club." The link between cause
and effect is not given, and therefore many are very much
puzzled to know what the National Club has to do with
the ornamentation of S. Paul's Cathedral, which, consider
ing the noble work which is being done within its walls,
most sensible men would be inclined to leave in the hands
of the authorities. Whilst the minds of most people are
filled with but one topic—the Election,— this Club is
religiously occupied with another subject ; they, or, rather
some of its members, are filled with " feelings of alarm "
because a representation in relief of the Passion is to be
put over the Altar of S. Paul's.
We heard the other day of an ultra-Protestant parent
who so dreaded idolatry that he had his children's bed
rooms adornsd with the text of Scripture— " Confounded
be all they that worship carved images." If not already
a member, he is certainly ripe for election into the ranks
of a society which has been silly enough to petition the
Bishop of London " to employ his influence" to keep the
Dean and Chapter of S. Paul's "from any design tending
to superstitious practices and idolatrous worship." Had
the National Club existed in the days of Moses, they
would certainly have addressed a memorial to him to stop
Bezaleel from making " two cherubims of gold," and
placing them above the Mercy Seat in the Tabernacle. If
the representation in stone of the Crucifixion after God
has assumed a Human Form be " idolatrous," much more
must carved angels in the Old Testament have been so.
We should recommend those members of the National
Club who signed the aforesaid memorial, when the
tremor of their alarm at Mr Beresford-Hope's announce
ment has subsided, the quiet study of a subject which
they have evidently overlooked—" the relation of Art to
Christianity." It is the province, says a Lutheran, "of
art to be a priestess, offering to the nations the mysteries
of a higher world in the form of the beautiful."
We are thankful to the Dean and Chapter of S. Paul's
for having enlisted the artist's skill, so that before the
" eyes " of the crowds which enter S. Paul's, " Jesus
Christ may be 'evidently set forth' crucified among "them.
Suchaworkof art will be a moving appeal to the bystanders
when the voice of the preacher is silent, whispering—
" Behold what I have borne for thee ! What hast thou
done for Me ? "
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By the death of the Rev. William Charles Macfarlane,
the Church has lost one of her most faithful priests. Mr
Macfarlane laboured as incumbent of Dorchester for
nearly thirty years. It was fortunate, humanly speaking,
that such a man should be the vicar of a church rich in
historical associations, and affording scope for a solemn
ceremonial by means of which the late vicar strove to
teach his people that a church was a place of worship.
The idea of worship has no very strong hold on our
people. A church is to many but a place of instruction,
or at most for prayer for what may be needed. Both are
true descriptions as far as they go, but the Church is pri
marily for the worship of Almighty God, and this truth,
both by ritual, and by teaching, and by example, Mr
Macfarlane endeavoured to teach his parishioners. He
made his way not only by goodness but by consistency.
Without attractive gifts (which are sometimes superficial),
by the quiet influence of a holy life, he made himself
respected and beloved.
The fifty priests which assembled to follow him to his
grave, and the manifest grief of the large congregation
which filled the Abbey church at his funeral, are evidences
of the esteem and affection in which he was held. He was
enabled to build schools, school-chapel, parsonage house,
and restore many parts of the Abbey Church, aided by
the architectural skill of the late Sir Gilbert Scott. It is
said that the amount of 15,00(M. was expended on these
works, a large portion of which Mr Macfarlane con
tributed out of his own means. But his chief memorial
will be the Missionary College of S. Peter and S. Paul,
which accommodates a principal and fifteen students, and
of which he was the founder.

Ctoo Jfteto Commentaries.
1. The Pulpit Commentary —2 Corinthians. Expo
sition by the Rev. Archdeacou Farrar, D.D. ; Homiletics by Rev. David Thomas, D.D. ; Homilies by
various Authors.—Galatians. Exposition by the Rev.
Prebendary E. Huxtable, M.A., late Sub-Dean of
Wells, and Vice Principal of Wells Theological College ;
Homiletics by Rev. Professor Croskery, D.D. ; Homi
lies by various Authors. London : Kegan Paul, Trench
and Co., 1 Paternoster-square. 1885. Pp. 676.
2. A Commentary on the First Epistle to the
Corinthians. By Thomas Charles Edwards, M. A.,
of Lincoln College, Oxford, Principal of the Univer
sity College of Wales, Aberystwith. Second Edition.
Loudon : Hodder and Stoughton, 27 Paternoster-row,
and Hamilton Adams and Co. 1885. Pp. 491.
The ' Pulpit Commentary,' after a certain amount of
lying up in harbour, has again got under way. We
reviewed Archdeacon Farrar's Commentary on First
Corinthians in our number of February 1, 1884. Nearly
two years have therefore elapsed between the appearance
of the two parts of the Commentary. We can hardly be
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surprised therefore at the present volume having been
" contrived a double debt to pay " and combining within
the same covers the very able comment on the important
Epistle to the Galatiaus by Prebendary Huxtable, to
which, on every ground, we give a hearty welcome and
general assent.
The Second Epistle to the Corinthians is, perhaps, the
most personal and autobiographical in character of all S.
Paul's Epistles. The present Commentator calls it very
happily the Apostle's " Apologia pro vitd sud, the im
passioned self-defence of a wounded spirit to erring and
ungrateful children." More perhaps than any other of his
writings does this Epistle draw the veil from the Apostle's
personal character and spiritual history. But for this we
Bhould have known little or nothing of the "visions and
revelations of the Lord " vouchsafed to the Apostle ; of
the ecstasy in which he was caught up into Paradise ; of the
strange and humbling " thorn in the flesh," wherewith he
was tried ; of the yearning tenderness with which his
affectionate nature held in memory his converts in the
various churches ; nor indeed of his " labours more abun
dant," of which we have so touching a list in xi. 23-33. It
follows therefore that while the personal interest of the
Epistle is pre-eminent over every other, its doctrinal rela
tions are secondary ; and this fact will determine the
character of the comment we are to look for. It is a task,
as it strikes us, to which Dr Farrar's mind is peculiarly
suited ; and accordingly there is very much of especial
value to be found in this comment. S. Paul here, to a
great extent, speaks of things personal to himself as an
individual ; and no one has greater sympathy with the
Apostle as an individual, than Dr Farrar ; or can inter
pret more happily the labouring anacolutha in which
the Apostle's burning thoughts struggle to find utterance
in human speech. He is quite at his best all through
the comment here given ; and we do not know any in
which wide and competent learning, much spiritual insight
and a brilliant literary style have combined more happily
to elucidate the Apostle's meaning as well as to produce a
new treatise upon an epistle of surpassing interest. We
give as a specimen the striking comment on v. 4. ■' Not
for that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon."
" More literally, since we do not wish to strip off (our bodily
garment), but to put another garment over it. S. Paul here
repudiates the Manichean notion that the body is a disgrace, or
in itself the source of evil. He was not like Plotinus, who
' blushed that he had a body ; ' or like S. Francis of Assisi,
who called hia body ' my brother the ass ; ' or like the Cure
d'Ars, who (as we have said) spoke of his body as ' oe cadavre.'
He does not, therefore, desire to get rid of his body, but to
' clothe it over ' with the garment of immortality. Inciden
tally this implies the wish that he may be alice and not dead
when the Lord returns (1 Cor. xv. 35-54). Mortality ; rather,
the mortal ; that which is mortal. Might be swallowed up in life.
As in the case of Enoch (Gen. v. 24) and Elijah (2 Kings ii. 11),
who entered into life otherwise than through ' the grave and
gate of death,' St Paul wishes to enter the ' building from
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God,' without having been first buried in the collapse of the
'soul's dark cottage battered and decayed.' He desires to put
on the robe of immortality without stripping off the rent garb
of the body."— (Page 120.)
Mr T. C. Edwards' Commentary on the First Epistle
to the Corinthians has a plainness, directness, and precision
of tone and doctrinal statement which, together with his
official position, no doubt goes far to account for the some
what remarkable fact that it is in the second edition
almost immediately after the issue of the first. But Mr
Edwards (who modestly speaks of himself as an " unknown
writer") is unusually well qualified for a commentator.
His Introduction to the Epistle is every way excellent.
He has collected ample stores relating to the " literature r
of his subject, and he wields his knowledge with an ease
and skill which bespeaks considerable vigour of mind.
We are sorry to find him doing something less than justice
to (S. Thomas) Aquinas and De Lyra, and indeed to
the Patristic commentators generally. He congratulates
the reader in one place of his Introduction on not being
" vexed with allegorical, moral, anagogical senses." This
points to what appears to us the chief fault in what is
unquestionably a valuable commentary, and shows abun
dant intelligence and learning, viz., a certain want of
imagination which fetters an expositor down to the
ground of the bare literal sense. The sacred writings with
all their myriad relations to the moral and physical ami
political orders, though in the first place, of course,
declaratory of the spiritual order, can least of all dispense
with a degree of imagination in the task of comment ;
and without it we think no commentator can rise into the
first rank. It is the possession of this (though he has
many other merits and some considerable defects) which
in our judgment has given Dr Farrar the remarkable
success he has obtained as an expositor of Scripture. Mr
Edwards' expositions, though learned, clear and pious, seem
to us somewhat cold. His mind would appear to have
somewhat of the temper in this respect as well as of the
merits of his great favourite as a Commentator, John
Calvin. Him he styles " a prince of Commentators," and
well-nigh exhausts language upon his " profound thoughtfulness, sobriety of judgment, fearless honesty, fine culture,
and instinctive sense of proportion." He seems in some
sort to have taken him as a model ; and actually selects
for especial praise Calvin's monstrous principle " that the
interpretation of Scripture must be entirely independent
of all Church authority." He does not seem to perceive
that in throwing off the control of the consentaneous
interpretation, " the glossa ordinaria " of the Church, he
either opens the door to hopeless arbitrariness in each
writer and to mere anarchy as a result ; (to which indeed
this boasted principle has led the modern critical school of
divines in Germany) ; or else to the despotism of the
individual commentator, which in fact replaces the
traditional " despotism " (if it is to be called so), and that
with not a thousandth part of the credentials to show.
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Of this, in fact, Calvin himself is a conspicuous example :
and yet his admirer, Mr Edwards, can censure S. Thomas
Aquinas as a" dogmatist ; " but then he is in agreement
with the one far more than with the other. Voild tout.

3acot) TBoe&me.
Jacob Boehme. His Life and Teaching. By the late
Dr Hans Lassen Martensen, Metropolitan of Den
mark. Translated from the Danish by T. Rhys Evans.
London : Hodder and Stoughton. Pp. 344. 1885.
Dr Martensen is well known as the author of ' Chris
tian Dogmatics,' and ' Christian Ethics,' two famous works
which have been translated into English, one from the
German, and the other from the original Danish, and form
volumes of Clark's ' Foreign Theological Library.' Dr
Martensen, as a Lutheran, of course regards Christianity
from a Lutheran standpoint, but his treatises are worthy
of most careful study by students generally.
The work which is before us has some relation to the
two former, not only as bearing the impress of the same
powerful mind, but as a continuation of the same subject.
It is " simply a fragment " on mysticism, which is a third
branch of Theology. Dr Martensen informs us that in
early life he was drawn to the study of " mediaeval mys
ticism," and especially to Eckart and Tauler as its ex
ponents. Afterwards, he turned to the philosophut Teutonicus,the shoemaker Jacob Boehme, for his illuminations.
We cannot think that the change was for the better.
Jacob Boehme first saw the light of day in 1575, at Old
Seidenberg, near Gorlitz.
His parents were peasants,
and only able to give their boy the same amount of educa
tion as that which the village children received. He
became a farm-labourer— a class of which at present
we hear very much.
He is one of many who
have attained to eminence after having followed
the plough. Ferguson, when keeping sheep on star-light
nights, began his astrouomical calculations. Whilst
wrapped in a blanket, he marked the motions of the
stars by means of a thread of beads. And Jacob Boehme,
when a shepherd boy, was vouchsafed, so we are told'
certain inward visions which appear to have had the
effect of making him anything but attentive to his agri
cultural duties, and so he was apprenticed to a shoemaker.
But the motto " ne sntor supra crepidam " was not heeded
by Boehme, for he lectured his fellow-workmen about
religious matters, and was soon dismissed from this em
ployment. However, after some wanderings and a vision,
which he describes as " a condition of blessed peace, a
Sabbath of the soul, that lasted seven days," during which
he was inwardly encircled "by a Divine light"—he re
turned to the last, and became a master shoemaker in
Gorlitz, and married, with the usual results. Visions
however continued, and as he could not remember them,
he took notes of them. The "Morning Redness" was
the result of this, a work named the ' Aurora,' which has
been described as " the Root of Philosophy, Astrology,
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and Theology, on the proper basis of Nature." This
treatise brought upon him persecution, and for a time he
had to leave the town. The magistrates, however, re
lented, allowing him to come back on condition that the
book was given up, aud that Boehme should henceforth
stick to his last.
This he did for some five years, but it was pain and
grief to him. He received another inspiration.
The
sound of the Greek word Idea more than " electrified "
him. As Napoleon astonished his general by pointing up
to the sky and saying " There, there, don't you see it, it's
my star, it is a sign of victory," so Boehme surprised Dr
Kober, by suddenly exclaiming,—" I see a pure and
heavenly maiden ! "
This maiden, in Boehme's writings, is " the heavenly
Sophia or Wisdom, who reflects the glory of God, of the
world, and of man."
Boehme commenced writing again in 1619. His re
markable works are divided into speculative, psychologi
cal, polemical, practical and Theosophic. His collected
writings fill seven volumes. He died in 1624, as he lived,
—a Lutheran. On his death-bed, he asked to have the
door set open, as he heard " sweet, harmonious music."
On his grave was set a cross with three symbols —"a lamb
(' veni '), an eagle (' vidi '), and a lion (' vici ')." On the
tercentenary of his birth a monument was erected to his
memory, on which occasion scholars and shoemakers
united to honour this singular and gifted man.
Dr Martensen entitles his work 'Studies in Theosophy,'
because it contains not only an able summary of Boehme's
system, but his own comments upon it. Theosophy is, it
may be remarked, a species of philosophical mysticism.
It is a very different thing from the mysticism of a S.
Bernard or the S. Victors, though it has points of contact
with it. Mystical Theology has for its object the training
of the soul in the paths which lead to perfection and union
with God. It was not the product of the twelfth century,
for in the fourth or fifth Dionysius, or some one who goes
by his name, wrote on it. Contemplative piety existed, in
fact, from the first. But Theosophy, though Dr Martensen
would father it upon the Jewish Kabbala, seems to date
from Jacob Boehme, or perhaps from Paracelsus—Boehme
was either the Moses or the Joshua of the present form of
Theosophy. Theosophy is speculative : orthodox Mysticism
is mostly affective. Theosophy is based on the idea of a
wisdom which comes directly from God, and enables its
possessor to apprehend revealed truths and the world by a
sort of intuition. Dr Martensen defines it— " A wisdom
which has God not only as its subject, but as its principle,'
and has"for its basis the Divine revelation in Scripture and
in nature." All this sounds very well, but an investigation
of Boehme's writings will lead to the discovery of an odd
mixture of spiritual and natural ideas, of alchemy aud
speculative mysticism. How far Scripture was always
the " basis " of Boehme's theories may be gathered from
the fact that when the Pentateuch did not coincide with
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his notions, he said, " the dear Moses has here a veil exhibit the beneficent work of the Church upon the souls of
before his eyes?" Dr Martensen does not attempt to men and over their daily lives ; but the work before us ii
justify the author when he thus deals arbitrarily with every way good, and indeed exceptionally good of its class.
It is from the pen, as our readers will have noticed, of a
Holy Scripture.
practised and popular writer, and the bits of ethical and
Boehme is sometimes inconsistent with himself too,
liturgical lore are so wrapped up in the pueris crustula Uandi
in the doctrinal statements which he makes. Thus, in
Doctores of incident and adventure, as to make the book very
treating of " the dark Nature-Principle in God," Dr interesting even to young readers.
Martkssen observes :
The framework of the story is the familiar one of the erection
" It is impossible to praise him for consistency in his opposition in a populous and neglected district belonging to a manufac
to the false doctrine," i.e., of the Necessity of Evil. "He turing town of an Iron Church, under a devoted and Catholicvehemently defends himself against the view that the Fall of minded clergyman. Thenceforward the Daily Service and all
Lucifer and Adam was necessary, and that they could not have the Offices of the Church are put in action to lighten and
resisted the temptation. Again and again he says emphatically, purify the lives of the parishioners, most of them, of course,
that they fell by their own fault, especially Lncifer, who applied poor working people. The Index consists, broadly speaking,
himself to 'the selfish art,' gave himself a false imagination, of the names of all the component parts of Matins, Evensong,
and thereby introduced appalling confusion into the world. But and Litany ; Confession and Absolution, Lord's Prayer, Verwe find passages in Boehme the tendency of which is wholly sides, Psalter, Te Deum, and so on, taken seriatim, and of
different, as when he says in his preface to ' The Three Princi which each gives its name to one or more chapters. The
ples,' 'In all creatures there is a poison and malignity; and underlying sentiment and teaching of each is treated of more
it must be so; otherwise there were no life and no mobility, nor or less closely and successfully in these : and the skill with
would there be any colour nor virtue, thickness nor thinness, or which this is done, so as not to become wearisome or mono
any perception whatever ; but all would be as nothing. In this tonous, deserves great praise. The book appears in a happy
high consideration it is found that all is through and from God moment in this season when so many books are wont to be given
Himself, and that it is His own substance, and that He has as presents : sometimes, it is to be feared, with but small fitness
created it out of Himself. And the evil belongs to the form and for the purpose beyond a handsome cover and pretty illnstiamobility, and the good to the lore, and the auttere, tevere, or tions. Here is the handsome cover and pictured frontispiece
contrary will belongs to the joy.' "
to catch the eye of the donor, and a book of sterling value as
This passage, it has been urged in Boehme's favour, well to benefit the recipient : and we cannot but heartily
must not be "unfairly pressed." But we believe it is a recommend it to those who require a book for a Christmas
clue to what Dr Martensen admits is the " most erroneous present.
We observe that the author has not included the " Occasional
point" in this visionary's teaching, viz., that, " in his very
conception of God, there seems to be a prelude to the Offices " Baptism, Confirmation, Marriage, Ordination, and
doctrine of the necessity of evil in order to the manifes especially the Office for the Holy Communion, in the plan of
her present book. It strikes us that they would lend themselves
tation of Light."
with even more facility to a series of stories on a similar plan ;
The work before us is one of great value, whatever may
and we should be glad to see a companion volume embodying
be our views as to the theories of Jacob Boehme. This these subjects, from the same hand.
presentation of Boehme's Theosophy, through the medium
of Dr Martensen's summary and criticisms, will be TnE ENDOWMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CHUICB
of England. By the late J. S. Brewer, M.A Secood
found to be a great help towards the elucidation of much
Edition Revised. Edited by Lewis T. Dibdin, M.A.
that is obscure in his teaching. The influence of Boehme's
M urray.
writings upon William Law, from whose translation
Mr Murray has done excellent service by reprinting Mr
the extracts in this book are taken, and the fact that Brewer's excellent book, which has, we believe, been done
Sir Isaac Newton was attracted by his speculations, some primarily at the suggestion of Dr Wace, the Principal of
of which Newton is said to have turned to account, give King's College. Mr Brewer was one of the most accurate,
additional interest to the German mystic's " Life and impartial and enlightened of historians ; there is a growing ap
Teaching." The Translation, which is made from the preciation of his writings, and of regret that their extent is so
Danish, is excellent, and, considering the obscurity of the limited. We cannot do better than advise our readers, who
have not yet done so, to make full acquaintance with these
subject, clear and comprehensible.
brilliant and instructive pages. To some extent he goes over
the ground occupied by his writings on the time of Henry VIII.,
the subject of the confiscation of the Endowments of the
Monastic houses— "a total loss to the original possessors and
no advantage to the nation at large." He shows that the
Church Echoes: A Tale Illustrative of the Daily Service of nation has at no time made any endowments in favour of the
the Book of Common Prayer. By Mrs Caret Brock, Church.
Author of 'Sunday Echoes in Week-day Hours.' London:
" The nation may be acquitted of all such grand designs an 1 amitbli
Seeley and Co., 46, 47, and 48 Essex-street, Strand (late of weakness, for as neither at the first, so never afterwardi, did this
64 Fleet-street). 1886. Pp. 459.
nation in its corporate capacity bestow endowments on the Church.
It is nothing new to have a volume of tales aiming to Quite the reverse ; both nations and rulers have ever shown thenuelrvi
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Seeking a Country. By Rev. E. N. Hoare. This is a
more willing to take than to bcstow-and the glare irony of the naked
facta sounds like a sarcasm on all such theories. For the Church baa story worked up out of the hacknied incidents of the sogrown up by iU own unassisted efforts without any aids or endowments called Pilgrim Fathers' settlement in New England. Old
from the State."
' Miles Standish ' illustrations by Gilbert are used np to
Again he writes :
illustrate
it.
" No Chancellor of the Exchequer includes a single ittm in his budget
for the expenses of the National Church, and no House of Commons
Thoughts or Heaven.
A Christmas present, very
would allow it if he did. Preabyterianlsm has had its Regium Donum ; prettily got-up. A daily text-book in gold and colours, with
Haynooth its annual grant. Science, geography, maritime adventure sacred verses for each day, as well as texts. A pretty
and experiment, any pressing temporal necessity, And a flexible and I
exorable Chancellor of the Exchequer. But the Church never. The | Christmas present
comparison of commerce and manufacture, dally increasing the wealih
of the nation and altering the proportions of our population, until The Ot.n Paths and the Good Wat (Jer. vi. 16); or,
their religious instruction becomes unmanageable, outstrips the re
The Unbroken Continuity of the Church of England. A
sources and machinery ol the Church. But the nation, as such, has
Dialogue between a Clergyman and a Dissenting Parish
ioner. By the Rev. Geo. Pope, M.A., Rector of Rempnever touched the burden so much as with its little finger. It has left
stone, Notts. Price One Penny. London: John Hall.
the Church alone and unaided to struggle with the rising flood of im
morality, atheism, and discontent. Yet but for those cffjrts govern
18S5.
ment would have been paralysed, and commerce engulfed in revolution.
Orthodox and excellent teaching upon a subject all impor
Establishment, then, is wholly a benefit on one side, and that on the tant now as always. The care and skill with which the case
side of the nation, not of the Church.1'
for the Church is presented is indeed manifest. We cannot
We had marked various other passages for citation did but think, however, that it would be vastly more effective if
out space permit. We strongly recommend the work as de popularized in tone and diction ; and it is obvious to remark
serving a permanent place in any choice library. It has been that it can hardly be thought really " a dialogue."
carefully edited by Mr Dibdin, who has added some useful
notes to enable the reader fully to grasp the author's meaning. Hints for Private Devotions in Church. By Rev. H.
Mordf.n Bennett, M.A., Oxon. Bournemouth : W. Jarvis.
1885.
We thoroughly sympathise with the object of this earnest
little tract. That a habit should be formed among ChurchAt the Pastor's. This is a delightful Swedish story of folk of turning into church frequently in the week, and at
a kindly Pastor who took a poor little blind orphan girl into times when no public service is going on, in order to offer up
his house to be brought up with his own children. The blind their own private devotions, would be good in two ways—it
girl discovers an old Scandinavian Sea king's gold torque, and would foster a reverent and devotional habit of mind, and it
store of coins Roman and Byzantine, and this forms a small would make our churches far more familiar and home-like,
fortune on which she is educated, and finally becomes the both to rich and poor. At Bournemouth, where there are
superior of a little asylum for blind girls. The tale is fresh, large numbers of leisurely residents and many beautiful
graceful, and altogether commendable.
churches, the question has doubtless assumed a practical
The Children's Tour. By M. A. Paull. An account shape.* Mr H. Morden Bennett's excellent little tract will
of an English family visiting Switzerland, Italy, and return help the movement in the right way : but it strikes us that
ing home through Paris. The children's remarks on what the "Hints" as to Devotions might with advantage be far
they see are natural ; the parents explain the strange sights more particular and detailed than they are. Those who want
to them. We are pleased to note the absence of narrowness such leading at all want a good deal more of it.
in the way in which the author speaks of the Roman
Catholic objects of devotion and ceremonies. Some Protes Expository Sermons on the New Testament. London :
Hodder and Stoughton, 27 Paternoster-row. 1885. Pp.
tant minds are, as Hood says in his Ode to Rae Wilson, like
290. Price Cs.
gold wire, which the further they are drawn out, the
This volume consists of thirty-one sermons by various popu
narrower they become. The author of the ' Children's Tour '
lar preachers of the present day, all Churchmen, with two or
is very fair, without that bitterness and misrepresentation
three exceptions. They are said to be "gathered from fugitive
which we often meet with. It is a nice book as a children's
or unpublished sources," a phrase which we do not profess to
Christmas present, and is well illustrated and prettily bound. interpret ; but the sermons themselves are well-chosen and
One little correction we may give. The children wonder why good. A volume, however, of sermons which are connected
a peasant removes his hat on passing a church door, and the by no unity of subject is practically only a bundle of loose
parents explain that it is probably out of respect to the sermons bound together. It would have been better also for
Church or the Madonna over the door. The real reason is a more comprehensive index at the beginning. If we should
respect to the Blessed Sacrament in the Tabernacle.
attempt to discriminate between these sermons, which are all
Archie Digby ; or, an Eton Boy's Holidays. Archie is very good, but altogether different in character, we should
the model of a high-principled English schoolboy. He perhaps give the preference to No. XIL, on S. Luke xvii. 17,
nearly drowns a consiD, and gets a groom dismissed, who, entitled "Where are the Nine?" by Canon Ltddon. No
perhaps in consequence, gets an attack of pleurisy, and breaks doubt his permission has been obtained for its publication
a blood vessel—all through thoughtlessness. This brings out
the manliness and truthfulness of the boy's character. A here.
. But query, are not 8. Peter's, and other, of the f»™°»»
really good book for boys, holding up before them the ideal
churches, kept shut habitually, except at the times of Daily Service T
type of the honourable English school-boy.
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Thb Revelation op Jesus Christ, with Notes for tbe decorative borders, half-titles, engrossed text and full-page
144,000, etc., etc. London : Field and Tuer.
and other illustrations, many of which are worthy of high
We have omitted the greater part of the title of this booklet, praise. The book is well printed in small folio, handsomely
which is one of the many attempted explanations of the Reve- bound, and has a valuable preface by the Bishop of Ripon.
lation of S. John, giving the English text and copious notes For those who want a sacred rather than a secnlar book for
on the same page. The writer, without controverting the their Christmas gift, we can imagine nothing better or more
"year day " interpretation, argues for a literal, future, and opportune.
final fulfilment of the things which must be hereafter, seeing,
for instance, in the action of Nihilists and Dynamiters, " the The Incumbent op Axhilu Second Edition. London: J.
Masters and Co. 1885.
spirits of devils working miracles " (Ch. xvi. 14). The
We can only afford a short space to the notice of a second
brochure is worth examination, though of no particular
edition of a very charming story.
'The Incumbent of
originality.
Axhill,' is written in admirable taste, good style, and is a
Ethics of the Holt Ghost; or, Bible Readings on the pleasant story. The ladies act and speak as real ladies,
Fruit of the Spirit. By the Rev. P. Norton. With a
Preface by the Rev. C. Bullock, B.D. London : Nisbet sweet, refined, healthy-minded ; the schoolboys act and speak
as schoolboys. The characters are perfectly natnral, and are
and Co.
The second title of this book doe3 not express very clearly well defined. We do not know when we have derived so
its contents. These are not " Bible readings," but simple and much pleasure from a short novel in one volume as we have
from this. It is vastly superior in every way to the average
very useful addresses on the effects of the Holy Spirit's in
fluence on the life and character of the Christian. We can novel that ladies write, and with which the lending libraries
are stuffed. It is a book to be asked for at these libraries,
recommend them to oar readers as thoughtful and devout ex
and the subscribers should insist on being given it. We can
positions of the divine catalogue of spiritual fruit.
promise them great enjoyment if their taste has not been
Daist Plains. By the Author of 'The Wide, Wide World.'
London: James Nisbet and Co., 21 Berners-street. Pp vitiated by coarse naturalistic novels of low and vicious
life.
467.
This is an American story of the same stamp as ' The A Ransomed Sool : A Christmas Tale of Village Life. By
Wide, Wide World,' but hardly likely to command the same
J. H. London: W. Skefflngton and Son, 163 Piccadillv
1885. Pp. 45. Price 6d.
popularity as the latter work once achieved.
Here is a simple story in verse, which, though it be truly
At Granny's ; or, Ten Days without Father or Mother.
" simple woodnotes wild," yet evinces much elevated feeling,
London : Masters.
This is a very pretty and natural story for small children, a good eye for the salient points of description, and a flowing
showing how extremely hard it is to be good " apart from and easy style, though too prolix and full of colloquialisms. If
mother dear and father's gracious eye" We wonder if there it be the end of narrative to please the reader, we think that
is "foundation in fact "for the little boy who, being told many readers will be pleased with this unpretending tale in
that his mother's absence would last as many days as he had verse, and it can hardly offend any. The author's style
requires pruning and condensation. He should read Crabbe's
fingers, proceeded to attempt to curtail the number by attack
' Tales of the Village,' a work to which his own vein of poetry
ing his own digits with the breakfast knife.
seems somewhat similar; and perhaps look at it in the light of
Us. By Mrs Moles-worth. Illustrated by Walter Crane.
a model.
London : Macmillan.
Mrs Molesworth yearly favours children with a charming
story. This year it is of that horror of their imaginations,
being stolen by gipsies. The engaging pair of twins, having
once got into mischief by setting the little dog to relieve them
of their superfluity of boiled bread and milk, get into the
hands of gipsies, who beguile them under pretext of match
ing tlie bowl their dog has broken, and they are only just
saved by one of milder mood, from being sold to the manager
of a circus. All is supposed to have happened some
sixty or seventy years ago ; but it is very difficult to avoid
anachronisms, and neither rural police nor papier mache'
desks existed when little boys wore nankeen monkey suits.
The Sermon on the Mount. Illustrated. London : Hodder
and Stoughton.
Though the pressure on our columns is very great, we must
not omit at this juncture to invite our readers' attention to
this handsome volume, which is precisely fitted for those who
wish their Christmas gift-book to consist of something less
ephemeral than many of the publications issued for the
Christmas Season. The sublime words of our Lord have
here been illustrated with becoming and reverent care, with

Trce Stories of thr Reign of Qoeen Victoria. By
Cornelius Bhown. London: Griffith, Farran, Okeden
and Welsh. Pp. 29?. 1886.
Contemporary history is, as a rule, the least generally
known. Many a schoolboy, and many a grown man, knows
more about the reign of Queen Elizabeth than about that of
Queen Victoria. Tbe events of our own days are mostly
chronicled in newspapers and gazetteers in the form of dry
facts. It is a good idea to arrange these facts in an interest
ing narrative form, and the compiler of these Stories of the
Reign of Queen Victoria has done bis work very well. Tbe
stories are anything but dry, and are brightened by frequent
quotations from Tennyson. The English of the book is,
at times, rather slipshod, and the mistake of writing "no
less," when the author means " no fewer," is constantly made.
Mr Brown also speaks of "a good Catholic" as though thtt
title belonged exclusively to the Roman communion. These
blemishes, however, are very slight, and "Our Rough Islsnd
Story," from the death of William IV. to the close of 1884,
is told ia a most interesting manner. We must specially
commend a copious index which greatly adds to Che value of
this most useful volume.
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Who was Philip? A Tale of Public School Life. By
ihe Rev. II. C. Adams, M.A. With Eight Illustrations.
Cloth elegant, 5s. London : Griffith and Farran. Pp. 377.
This is an excellent story of public school life by a tried
hand. Schoolboys are merciless critics of any subject belong
ing to their own world, but Mr Adams has long ago proved a
past master in the mysteries of school.
'Who was Philip?' is more adapted to the elder boys.
The plot is intricate, and many of the incidents sensational.
That of a clergyman and assistant-master being accused of
forgery, and actually singing as a leading' tenor in a musichall, is, to say the least, unusual. We recommend our
readers to get this story, and to find out for themselves who
Philip was.
Please Tell Me a Tale. A Collection of Short Origina
Stories. By S. Baring-Gould, Miss Charlotte M. Yonoe,
Minn C. R. Coleridge, &c. London : Skeffington and Son.
1885. Pp. 122.
Without doubt this is a story-book which cannot fail to attract
and rivet the attention of little ones of tender age. It contains
fifteen tales, just long enough to suit quite young children,
although we must confess to have found considerable pleasure
ourselves in reading them. The names of the writers are enough
in themselves to render commendation needless, and it is diffi
cult to select any particular Btory for special praise where all are
so good. It is not often we meet with such a charming collec
tion as is contained under the quaint title ' Please Tell Me a
Tale.' We have said that these stories are of the character
which delights young children, but it must not therefore be
supposed that they are babyish. Indeed, " Gottlob's Pioture,"
by Mr Baring-Gould, is rather above the comprehension of a
■mail child, but it is so beautifully written that it has all the
charm of a fairy tale. The moral is not given, but it can be
easily drawn from it.
The little volume is most tastefully got np in a delicate and
really beautiful cover, with flowers and lettering, etc., specially
designed—quite aisthetic 1 If we mistake not, it will be one of
the most popular gift-books for children during this Season.
The Leisure Hour foe 1885.
The Sunday at Home fob 1(585. London: Religious Tract
Society.
These two volumes are as handsome and as welcome as
ever, they do indeed contain a veritable storehouse of letter
press and illustrations, and they will furnish many a home
with a gift book of which it will not be easy to exhaust the
contents. The quality and quantity given for the money is
remarkable even in these days.
The Child's Pictorial. S.P.C.K.
This magazine, which was commenced in May, is now
bound up into a volume, and in this form will be welcome to
those who want a taking but inexpensive gift-book for young
children. It appears to be under active and enterprising
management.
Punch and Judy asd some of their Friehds. London :
Marcus Ward.
Another of Messrs Marcus Ward's very charming books for
children, in which the tales of both Punch and Judy, and the
other characters are told by Mr F. E. Weatherley, and are
illustrated by Patty Townsend, the coloured designs are un
usually graphic and good, in short, author, artist, and pub
lishers have successfully united in producing a most attractive
little volume.
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9@aga5incs of tbe egontb.
It was, of course, to be expected that the election struggles
now occupying the attention of the United Kingdom should,
have their reverberations in the Magazines. We find them
more serious and less light-hearted than would usually be the
case at the approach of Christmas.
The English Illustrated Magazine for December is,
indeed, the " Christmas Double Number," though there is
nothing specially Christmas-like about it. It is, however, a
superb number, consisting of 12C pages, variously dealing with
scenery, politics, fiction and poetry, and profusely illustrated
with wood engravings of that exquisite quality of which this
has set the fashion. More than that, there is not a word or
a picture that can offend the taste of the most scrupulous,
and this we hope the conductors will always bear in mind is
needful in a magazine to be read in the family. We may
mention the opening article, " Kiss and be Friends," by the
Author of 'John Halifax, Gentleman,' as a genial and wellintentioned attempt to bring about a better state of feeling
between the English and Irish peoples. The Author declares,
and we cannot but think that there is much truth in her
words, that " if any happy future is to come, the reform
ought to be social, not political, and to spring from the
upper, not the lower class." The Bishop of Ri pun's verses,
entitled "Dirk Willemzoon," are pretty. Mrs Oliphant con
tributes a story, "Dr Barrere," of which the incidents seem
to us exceedingly improbable, to say the least.
In Blackwood we have, besides large instalments of the
stories, "An Incident of Russian Aggression," "Establish
ments and Disestablishment " (which intimates that large
reforms are needed in the Church of England, but does not
give the least hint of what kind such reforms are), "Remi
niscences of an Attache," which is full of interesting matter,
and a particularly clever and able view of the state of English
trade and the causes of the present depression, under the
transparent fiction of " The Great Britain Industrial Com
pany." We hope our friends will make a point of reading it.
Cornhill has three stories, all of them good ; and the
same thing may be said of the three other articles which
make up the number; a readable account of "The New
Star in A ndromeda," of which many readers will be glad to
learn something ; "Rusticus in Urbe," an account of a visit
of agricultural labourers from Norfolk to London ; and
" Superfine English," a sprightly criticism of some prevailing
idolafori, with many of which we cannot but agree.
Good Words (which, like others, puts on no Christmas
face) finishes Mr James Payn's story, " The Luck of the
Darrells," with a"fytte"of strong sensation indeed. The
shipwreck scene of the two lovers is so simply and powerfully
sketched as to make the heart ache for long. The eleven
other articles are bound, we suppose, to be miscellaneous, as
they are ; but are readable, and in some way instructive.
In the Atlantic Monthly there are going on, we may
remind our readers, not less than three serial stories, each by
one of the best known writers of the day, American or
English. "The Princess Casamassima," by Mr Henry James ;
"A Country Gentleman," by Mrs Oliphant; and "The New
Portfolio," by Mr 0. Wendell Holmes, all are good of their
kind, and will, we think, not rank among the least successful
efforts of their various authors.
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The Contemporary Review consists as usual of wellchosen and thoughtful contributions, though we cannot
say that we think much of the Dean of Wells' scheme
of Church Reform in his essay (with which the number
opens) on "Disestablishment anil Disendowment." We have
not space to transcribe in toto what the Dean calls his "little
draft for a Church Reform Bill," but the gist of it is (1) to
create a Parochial Council in every parish, to manage all the
Church property, &C-, of the parish, to say what is to be
done with the offertories (the good old churchwardens will
apparently find their occupation gone) ; and secondly, to give
the majority of this Council a vrlo on all nominations to the
benefice, without (as it seems) any limitation as to what
should be tenable grounds of objection to any clergyman.
We think that would never do. Principal Fairbairu on
" Reason and Religion," and Professor E. A. Freeman on
" Bulgaria and Servia," are each able essays.
When we come to the Nineteenth Century wemaymake
a very similar remark upon the opening article which we find
in it, viz., Professor Huxley's rejoinder to Mr Gladstone's
article of last month, under the title of " The Interpreters
of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature." He controverts,
as was to be expected, the positions of his opponent ; but his
admission is worth noting, that "the antagonism between
science and religion, about which we hear so much, appears
to me to be purely factitious."
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Anthems, etc. We have not seen the other numbers of this
periodical, but it numbers among its contributors the names
of some good composers.
From the Religious Tract Society we have the Christmas
numbers of the Boys' and the Girls' Own Paper, each of these
is first rate in its way and may be heartily recommended.
Messrs Mowbray send the annual volume of their excellent
little parochial magazine My Sunday Friend.
Very pretty and especially attractive to ladies is the
Christmas Number of Myra't Journal, which has some eightyfour pages of illustrated letter-press, coloured fashion plates,
full-sized cut out paper pattern, a new design for embroidery,
besides a beautifully executed chromo-lithograph picture
"Once upon a Time" from the oil painting by Heywood
Hardy.
It will be remembered that the National Society brought
out last year a useful and attractively got-up book for chil
dren, entitled 'The Story of the Childhood of Christ.'
They have just published three companion volumes, entitled
respectively 'The Story of the Ministry,' 'The Passion,*
and 'The Resurrection.' Each of the books is beautifully
illustrated by six pictures from the Italian painters of the
14th, 15th, and 16th Centuries, and is handsomely bound
They are eminently suited for sacred gift-books.

Christmas CaiDs.
We must finally say a very cordial good word for the Christ
mas number of the Monthly Packet, an extra number, con
sisting of twelve stories, very various in subject and in merit.
In nothing, as it seems to us, is imagination, and sometimes
humour, shown more than in the fanciful titles whicli the
writers have given to their contributions. We should be
inclined to give the palm either to " Dea ex Machina," or to
one with the brief title "Nan." No one would expect pathos
to be the congenial product of one of the new race of Ladies'
High Schools, yet the writer of l,Nan" has found it there.
We would also call our readers' special attention to the moral
of Miss Coleridge's "Worth While."
Among many and various small publications for the Christ
mas Season are the following.
From Messrs Patey and Willis a small batch of Church
Music including a series of nineteen Christmas Carols edited
by W. F. Trimnell, of these many are already well-known,
No 13 is an arrangement of the Adeste Fideles taken we
believe from one of the books originally arranged for the
Albert Hall Choir by Gounod, the same Composer's Nazareth
is given in fragmentary form, i.e., the melody of the first three
verses is printed while the refrain is given hs a unison chorus
with the original elaborate accompaniment simplified and
arranged for the organ. Another collection of twelve
Christmas Carols will be especially welcome for a very effective
setting of " Hark, what mean those Holy voices " by Sir
Arthur Sullivan, and a pretty Pastoral Carol with nn inde
pendent accompaniment by Mr Herbert F. Sharpe entitled
" The Shepherds went their husty way." The selection also
includes compositions by Dr Gauntlett, Dr J. F. Bri'ige, and
Michael Watson. There are also two Christmas Anthems,
forming two numbers of "The Lute," a series of Part Songs,

Messrs Gurney and Son enter the lists with a series of de
signs, of which the mo3t original and successful will probably
be some "old style" Card< and legal-looking documents
engrossed on antique paper with rough edges, they have also
some good patterns executed on dark grounds which are very
effective.
After the encomiums we have bo recently bestowed on
several of Messrs Marcus Ward's Christmas Gift-Books for
children, our readers will not be surprised to hear that the
Christmas Cards issued by the same Firm are no less worthy
of praise. We believe there are about 500 varieties,
the prices varying from one halfpenny to several shillings.
It is satisfactory to note that the very cheapest Cards are, in
their degree, characterised by the same good taste as the more
expensive productions. Among the latter, intending purchasers
should not fail to inspect an entirely new series in book form,
covered with a sort of white padded silk. The most beauti
ful of these is No. 6,030, by Miss Kate Greenaway. Others
are 3,625, 3,635, and 3,673. There are some good hunting
and yachting sketches, &c, some really beautiful screens,
among which our readers will be especially pleased with No.
2,4',8, a design of The Four of Fra Angelico's Angels in
Gothic ivory mounts with exquisitely carved ivory backs,
forming a handsome screen for standing on table, &e. ; and
last, but not least some capital Cards for children.
Messrs Raphael Tuck and Son's publications are as usual
on the largest and most important scale, both as regards
number and variety. They include, we believe, some
2,000 separate designs, many of them being apparently
planned and executed regardless of expense. A noticeable
feature among them is the series of satin Cards, which are
remarkable for their softness and delicacy ; but there are
others even more elaborate and beautiful ; for instance, " Old
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Father Thames," a set of six sketches of some of the most
lovely view poiuts on the Thames, from Isleworth to
Twickenham, and some exceedingly beautiful folding
Cards mounted with plush and embossed satin, with silk
fringe. A genuine work of art is to be found in Mr
Crickmore's etchings of four of Constable's pictures in the
National Gallery, and a novel idea is realised in an educa
tional series consisting of 22 pictorial maps of Great Britain,
with the leading places of interest sketched on each map, and
a letterpress description on the reverse side.
Certainly
Messrs Tuck have well maintained their high reputation by
their new publications.
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CtjitD ©unDap in 90toent.
1 Corinthians iv. 1-2.
"Let a man so account of us, as of the ministers of Christ,
and stewards of the mysteries of God. Moreover, it is required
in stewards that a man be found faithful."
" Ministers and Stewards." Simple words these, denot
ing a humble lot in life. Whether we take the word in
its limited meaning as " a rower," one of a boat's company,
or in its more general sense as a servant, we see that S.
Paul, when he speaks of "a Minister," means one whose
calling it is to obey rather than to command. In all
well-appointed households are to be found those who give
their orders and bear rule, those who, receiving the ordera
so given, are bound to fulfil them and to submit to the
rules of the household. Our word " Servant," used in the
sense familiar to us all, conveys exactly to us the meaning
of S. Paul's word " Minister."
The word " Steward " takes us a few steps higher in the
social scale, but we know that it also implies a compara
tively humble position, though that position is one of
responsibility, "a confidential position" as we say.
Here, again, the word in its modern sense means just
what S. Paul meant by it when he used it.
The Steward is a man into whose hands property is
placed. It is his duty to take care of it just as though it
were his own, to see that the lauds are honestly farmed,
and the buildings fairly treated by the tenants, to be the
medium between those tenants and the landlord, to
receive the rentsof the estate and to pay over to the landlord
every penny that remains after all legal liabilities have been
discharged. If he fails in any of these duties, he proves
himself an incompetent or a faithless steward. When he
fulfils them diligently, earnestly, thoroughly, and in the
spirit of justice, he secures the confidence and esteem of
his employer and of the tenants with whom he has to
deal. But though he occupies, as a rule, a higher position
than the tenant, he equally occupies a position inferior to
that of the man he serves. A steward, however cul
tivated he may be, whatever may be his social position, is,
as far as his official duties are concerned, only a servant
after all.
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Now S. Paul deliberately applies these words to the
clergy : " Let a man so account of us, as of ministers and
stewards." He not merely admits, but claims that the
parson's place is a lowly place, his lot a humble lot. And
this, which is the plain teaching of the New Testament,
has been the joy and pride of all true-hearted members
of the succession from the beginning. How patient and
humble were our Lord's apostles, how willing to suffer all
things, to stand in the back-ground continually, to efface
themselves, or to become as the offscouring of the world
for His sake. So it was with the great men who followed
in their footsteps, men, many of them possessed of learn
ing and genius, which, if devoted to the service of the
world, would have won for them wealth, and honour,
and fame. They gave it all to God's Church, and lived
and worked all their lives in the spirit of true humility,
in poverty, and loneliness, and reproach, "trodden under
foot." The badge of servitude has been joyfully worn
by God's messengers through the ages even to our own,
as the lives of Wesley, and Simeon, and Martyn, and
Keble, and Pusey bear witness. They could not do and
be otherwise remembering Whose messengers they were,
messengers from Him Who came to be the Servant of
all, to give His life a ransom for many. No parson
can ever bear the full message of God to the people who
is not a truly humble man.
But side by side with this truth is placed another.
Bishops, Priests, and Deacons are servants, but whose
servants are they ? Modern forms of religion—most of
them less than a century old — will answer that question
at once, as with one voice, " The people choose them, the
people set them apart, they must do what the people bid
them do, and teach what the people bid them teach. So
long as they obey and please the people they shall be per
mitted to keep their places.
When they cease to be
obedient, they must be dismissed, for they are the
ministers of the people." That is not what God's Holy
word says. Look at the text again . It does not say " Let
a man so account of us as of the ministers of the people,"
but " Let a man so accountof us asof theministers of Christ."
No. We must quietly but firmly declare the falsity of any
such assertion. We would rather be silent than so teach.
We would rather be driven from our homes than so teach.
We should be false to Him Who has given us our com
mission if we dared to alter or trim our teaching, or keep
back part of the message because it may happen to be un
palatable. " Woe is unto me if I preach not the Gospel."
The Truth which Christ has given to His Church,
that Truth which He—ever dwelling in the midst of His
Church — watches and defends, " the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth," we are sworn to declare, and
we dare not peril our souls and the souls of those we
teach by breaking our oath. That must be clearly under
stood .
"Ministers of Christ." What an honour is conferred
upon such ministers, humble though they are. Think of
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their work. It is to go to the heathen abroad, or to the
heathen and the slumbering ones at home, and by the
Holy Spirit's help to rouse them to a sense of the eternal
realities in the midst of which they are living : to show
them their sinfulness in the sight of God, to point out to
them the way of Salvation, to direct their look to the Cruci
fied One with the cry, " Behold the Lamb of God,
Which taketh away the sin of the world," to stir them to
sorrow for sin, to seek to win them to the Faith, to urge
them to a hearty and real repentance, to make them living
souls.
But this is not all. Teaching is an essential part, but
is after all only a part of the work of the clergy. Not
merely are they " Ministers of Christ," they are also
" Stewards." And here it is one's plain duty to speak of
the work which the clergy have -of late been doing and
for which they have been roundly abused by those who,
if they had any sense of shame, should have held their
tongues. If the word " Steward " means anything, it
means, as we have seen, one who is in the confidence of his
master and has charge of his master's property. What
would be thought of the servant or the steward who, when
left in charge of the mansion, never looked to locks, or
bolts, or bars, allowed it to be broken into and its valuables
stolen without lifting a hand in its defence? Well, we
need not say what the world would think, because we all
know. In just the same way are the clergy stewards,
placed in charge of the property which the piety of
individuals has given to Goo'sChurch through the centuries.
Against the House of God the thieves have come up, and
because the stewards have acted as true stewards should
act, raised the " hue and cry " and assembled their fellowservants in defence of God's heritage, the robbers have
vilified them. Could the clergy, as honest men, have done
otherwise ? Of course, no human power can destroy God's
Church. If every penny of her property was stolen from
her and every Parish Church in the Kingdom sold for
building material, and priests were hung here and there
from the steeples—as they were in the days of Edward
VI. —those who remained would gather their flocks in
the barn or by the hedge-side and the Faith would
prevail. But for all that we should be faithless stewards
if we did not manfully defend that which is rightly God's.
Church Defence is one department of the work which
His stewards have to fulfil.
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the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, and
at once the life which was far off is brought nigh, and in
the act the Lord Jescs Christ has taken it and placed
it within the city gates : it has become a member of CnRisT,
a ehild of God, and an inheritor of the Kingdom of
Heaven. What that child's future may be no human
being can foretell. It may pass on to dwell with the
Saints in light, or it may, when it arrives at consciousness,
drift away into the world and sin like the Prodigal Son,
and unlike that Prodigal never return to sue for pardon
and to know the peace of home ; but in this life it can
never forfeit all its privileges, can from the depths of sin
call God its Father, and the Lord Christ its Brother ; if
it will, may turn, and repent and live. How great, howsolemn, how comforting a mystery is this, and what honour
and responsibility does God confer upon the man chosen
to be its steward.
And shall we not say that the second Mystery is still
more solemn, more comforting, more awe-inspiring J I
need not here repeat our Lord's teaching, or the true story
of the institution of that Blessed Sacrament. Yon know
it well. But think of the scene so familiar, thank God,
to many of us,—the bread and the wine reverently offered,
the solemn words spoken, and then the coming of the
Lord Himself veritably present beneath the veil of the
bread and wine. There to the faithful He gives Himself
at the hands of His steward, and we draw near, meekly
kneeling, and receive the Body of our Lord Jbsus Christ,
which was given for us, and the Blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ which was shed for us, and we know and believe
that both are given to us for the preservation of our bodies
and souls unto everlasting life. I say we know and believe,
but we can never fully understand, and this side of the
better world, study, think, pray as we may, we shall only
be able to see dimly and to look just below the surface of
the unfathomable mystery which the Lord Christ works
at the hands of His stewards.
" Oh, how great and
honourable is the office. Oh, how clean ought the steward's
hands to be, how pure his mouth, how holy his body."
You know how, through our branch of the Church
Catholic, the golden chain of a due and pure succession of
Christ's ministers is being continued and added to, link
by link. Next Sunday will witness in our stately cathe
drals, and here and there in some venerable parish church,
a scene which, though countlessly repeated, is perpetually
But what of the "Mysteries of God" which these new, which fills the heart with reverence, with thankfulness,
stewards have to defend and dispense 1 How awfully with gladness, with an exulting hope, a hope that surely
solemn is the mission entrusted to these same unworthy shall never be made ashamed. Men who have been taught
feeble servants. The teaching of which I spoke just now and trained and tried will be set apart to the sacred office
is in the case of actual heathens only meant to lead them of a Deacon, and will lie enrolled amongst the great
up to the gate of the City of God ; in the case of the company of those who from the Church's earliest days
careless, sleeping Christian is meant to waken him not have been ministers of Christ. And then there will be
merely to the responsibilities but to the privileges and others, clergymen already, who having served honestly
blessings of that glorious place. The steward of the and faithfully as Deacons, and having satisfied their Father
Mysteries of God stands at the Font and takes the uncon in God as to their store of knowledge and their spiritnal
scious child into his arms, and baptises it in the Name of fitness, will at his hands (and another mystery is this)
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"receive the Holy Ghost for the office and work of a
Priest in the Church of God," and they will go forth
possessed, in the name of the Lord Cijiust, of the power
to hind and to loose, to be the dispensers of the Word
of God and of His Holy Sacraments. Again, I say, what
an awful responsibility will rest upon these men.
How shall you receive them ? What can yon do to
help them ?
They are human and will often make mistakes. Yon
must bear with them, remembering that they are of flesh
and blood like yourselves. You must listen earnestly and
with attention to what they say, remembering that—if
they are true men—they are giving you not something of
their own devising, but that which God has given to them
for you. You must pray over their teaching, and, if you
are not satisfied about it, go humbly and trustingly to
God's Word for light (according to the wholesome rule of
our Church in her Sixth Article). If you are true and
loyal Churchmen you will do more than that : you will
honour them for their message, remembering Whose Am
bassadors they are.
There is one thing I trust you will never' fail to do.
You will never fail to pray for them. You see their pro
minent, often elevated position ; at times you delight in
their eloquence, you admire their piety. Sometimes you
see their failures, their mistakes, their foolishness, their
vanity. Sometimes, but thank God very rarely, you see
a terrible fall. But you do not see the inward struggles,
the temptations, the doubts, the fears that assail them ;
the troubles that pour in at times like a flood, the hopes
dying down, the prospects blasted, the bitter assaults of
the devil. Oh, my brothers, pray for them. Cry unto
God for your clergy that they may have grace to live the
lives they preach, to minister with clean hands and a pure
heart with deepening faith and reverence, to teach the
whole truth pure and undefiled, to persevere through all
discouragement to the last. If the people do not pray
for their clergy God's Church will never prosper. A
praying people will mean a living, growing, in-gathering
Church, and a holy, self-denying, faithful Ministry.
SAMUEL PASCOE.
The number of the Literary Churchman for Dec.
18 will contain a Sermon, for Christmas Day, by Rev.
Philip Neale.
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there is a special service during Advent, on Thursdays, the
preacher each week being the Rev. W. H. Hatchings, rector of
Kirby Misperton.

#

*

*

The Church of England Working Men's Sooiety has been
doing excellent work all through the election in the cause of
Church Defence. Mr Charles Powell has been here, there, and
everywhere giving addresses. Arrangements for an annual
Festival at Derby in January are being made, whon the Bishop
of Southwell has promised to preside in the Drill Hall.

*

#

*

We are thankful that at last a bishop has been secured for
Bloemfontein. The Rev. George W. H. Knight-Bruce, who is
in charge of the district of S. Andrew's, Bethnal -green, has
been offered and has accepted the offer of the bishopric.

•

•

#

The Convocations of Canterbury and York were dissolved on
the 17th. The writs for electing new members are returnable
on the 13th of January.

•

*

#

The Rev. H. Maxwell Spooner, vioar of Boughton, Kent, has
been appointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury to be one of
his Grace's chaplains.

*

*

•

The Liverpool Ritual Case was advanced a stage last week at
York Minster, when it came on before a Surrogate. The ques
tion of costs was bronght forward by Mr Law ton, who stated
that the defendant had not obeyed the monition of the Court.
The Court was adjourned to December 3.

*

*

•

Messrs Kegan Paul have issued a limited number of copies of
the last volume of General Gordon's Journal, which extends
from November 22 to December 14 of last year. It is printed
in facsimile from photographic negatives, and will be valued as
a memorial of the great Christian hero.

•

•

•

We are pleased to note the appointment of the Rev. J. 0.
Johnston, late Principal of S. Stephen's Home, Oxford, to the
All Saints' Vicarage in that city. The Church, standing in
" the High," is in an excellent position for doing good work.

•

*

*

The Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths have just given a
donation of 100/. to the Missionary Work of the Religious
Tract Society.

•

#

*

We regret to hear of the indisposition of the Bishop of Win
chester. His lordsbip is not allowed either to reoeive or write
letters. All communications should be addressed to his private
secretary or to one of the archdeacons.

tf©U8!C

Current jr tiers anD jtfotes.
We Ree the Bishop of Liverpool has granted a faculty for tho
erection of Chancel gates in the Church of 8. Agnes, Liver
pool, which have been provided by the generosity of the founder,
Mr H. Douglas Horsfnll.

*

*

*

At Canterbury Cathedral the special preachers for Advent are
on Wednesdays, Dee. 9, Rev. H. Venn, vioar of Siningbourne:
16tb, Rev. J. Cullin, Six-Preacher ; and on 23rd, Canon F. J.
Holland. A part of the "Messiah" will be rendered, with
orchestral accompaniment, on Christmas Eve. At York Minster

The last Saturday Concert at the Crystal Palace was
noticeable for an exceedingly fine performance of Berlioz'
remarkable symphony, " Episode de la vie d'un Artiste."
The ovation received by Mr Manns at the end of the
concert was well earned by his masterly direction of the
work. A welcome novelty was a Concerto by Handel for
Harp or Organ, with accompaniment of two flutes and
stringed orchestra, which proved so fresh and captivating that
it at once laid hold of the sympathies of the audience and is
certainly entitled to an early repetition ; the harp was most
admirably played by Mr E. Lockwood. We must not omit
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to notice the excellent singing of Miss Amy Sherwin, who is
making rapid strides in her profession. She is the fortunate
possessor of a very sweet voice and her method of using it is
thoroughly artistic.

;j^<^or7r^o^^e^M^#^
NOTICE. —The columns of the Literary Churchman are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites an<l
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily share those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND AS OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MOST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, —Allow me to draw your attention to a misprint in the
Leading Article in your issue of 20th inst.
The Council of Aries is stated to have been held in 814. It is
a mistake for 314, and 500 years is of importance in such
a matter. Perhaps you may think it of sufficient importance to
notice and correct the error.
Yours truly,
J. P. Power.
Barkestono Vicarnge, Bottesford, Nottingham,
Nov. 28, 1885.
[We regret the printer's error. — Ed. L. C]
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BOOKS RECEIVED.
Arthur.- The Successful Merchant
Bemroie.
Brown.—The Altar Hymnal
Griffith andFamm.
Carter.—The Lord's Prayer
Hatchard.
Curwen. -Studies in Worship Muslo
Ourwen,
Daisy Plains
Nisbet.
Fowle. - Simple Village Sermons for Church I g)tenwf0IU%
Seasons
f
Green.-The Hebrew Feasts
Nisbet and Co.
H.rdman - stories ard Teaching on the Litany fckeffinsioos.
Harris.— Historical Religion
Frowde
,,,
.... ,.,...
j
( Inglis and Co. (MelHingslon. - I he Australian Abroad
< bourne!
Hood.—The Throne of Eloquence
Hodder A Stooghton
Jones.— Stories of the Prayer-Book
Sonnenschem.
Jones. —Stones on the Collects
...
Virtue.
Jones.— Little Jeanneton's Work
W.Gardner.
Ketne.— Voiceless Teachers
—
... j ana'£0 '
'
Kruckenberg.— A Thought and a Prayer for 1 sk(.mn „, on,
Kvery l>;iy in the Year
J
&
Malnn —I he Lighthouse of S. Peter
..
... Nisbet and Co.
Olssen.- Revelation
W hit taker, NX
( >ur Friends in Paradise
W. Gardner.
Pitcalrn.— A Golden Thread for Very young 1 nk(.ffl ,
Children
I
■
Marcus Ward.
Punch and Judy
.. Trilbner and Co.
Religious Progress
.. H oggis, Figgis A Co.
S. diall.— Tin- Church of Ireland
.. Hodder AStougbtoa
Sermon on the Mount (The)
..
Scoit.
Shakespeare's I'oems
.. Wells Gardner.
Stokes.—The Teacher's Gradual
..
National Society.
The Ministry of Christ
...
«.
,. National Society.
The Passion
.. National Society.
The Resurrection
.. J. Gemmell.
The Pastor's Diary ...
The Minister's (>uide and Visiting Book. 1886 .. Hodder A Stoaghton
.. Klliot Stock.
Tolstoi.— What I Believe
.. Kegan Paul.
Tolstoi.—Christ's Christlvnity
.. Wm. Isbister.
Tytler.— Her Gentle Deeds
f Swan, Sonnergcheui,
•• \ and Co.
Wilson.—Nature, Man, and God
... Gardner.
Williamson.- Disestablishment
... Nisbet and Co.
Whitfield.—Christ our Life

CLERGY MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED a.d. 1829.
OFFICE—1 and 2 THE SANCTUARY, WESTMINSTER. 8.W.
Open to the Clergy and suoh of the Laity as are connected with them by kindred or marriage.
Chairman—The Very Rev. the Dean 01 WESTMINSTER.
Depdtt-Ciiairmam— ROBERT FEW, Esq.
Physician—Dr W. H. STONE.
Actoary—STEWART HELDER, Esq.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION, 1st JUNE, 1885 :—
Total Funds
Total Annual Income
...
Amount of Profits divided at tbe last Quinquennial Bonus

£3,272,577
354,680
437,347

NO AGENTS EMPLOYED AND NO COMMISSION PAID.
General Expenses of Management £4 Is, Id. per cent of the tota' revenue.
Forms of Proposal, Prospectuses, Ac, may be had on application to the Office, personally or by letter.
MATTHEW HODGSON, Secretary.
Published this day, 8vo, price 4d.,

THE OFFERTORY SENTENCES SET TO MUSIC,
For Parish Choirs,
BY MARTIN S. SKEFFINGTON.
This new and complete setting is specially intended for Parish Choirs. The Music is very tuneful and varied, to
suit different Choirs, there is little or no repetition of words, or musical difficulty, and the price is fixed so low as to bring
the work within the means of almost all choirs. A specimen copy for 4Jd.

"Not only among the author's best efforts, but take a high place among all the settings we have
noticed—a really intelligent rendering of the words."—Church Times.
NOVELLO,

EWER AND CO.,

1

Berners-street,

London,

W.
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Messrs MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

DR LITTLEDALE ON THE FUTURE STATE.

THE HOMILETIC MAGAZINE for DECEMBER
Contains Dr R. F. LITTLEDALES Contribution to the
CLERICAL SYMPOslOM on.
"IS SALVATION POSSIBLE AFTER DEATH."
Price One Shilling.

A NEW BOOK BY HIS GRACE THE ARCHBISHOP OP
CANTERBURY.

THE HEBREW FEASTS, in their Relation to
Recent Critical Hypotheses concerning the Pentateuch.
WILLIAM nOBY GREEN, D.D. Edin. Crown 8vo, 5«.

By

ANARTICLES
EXPOSITION
OF THE THIRTY-NINE
OF THE CHURl H OF ENGLAND.
By the
Rev. ROBERT LOUIS CLOQUET. Demy 8vo, 16s.
DELITY. A Series of Letters Vindicating the Received Truths
of our Common Faith. By the Kev. WILLIAM IIILL1EK, Mus.
Doc. Second Edition. Small crown 8vo, 2h. 64.

for

The SEVEN GIFTS. Addressed to the Diocese of
Canterbury in his Primary Visitation. By EDWARD WHITE,
Archbishop of Canterbury. Crown 8vo, 68.
BISHOP TEMPLES BAMPTON LECTURES.

Popular Edition.

The RELATIONS between RELIGION and

CHRISTIANITY, SCIENCE AND INFIHINTS AND OUTLINES

NEW BOOK BY LORD TENNYSON.
TIRESIAS : and other Poems.
By Alfred Lord
TENN YSON, Poet Laureate. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.
[Ready, December 8th.

Children's

SCIENCE. Eight Lectures preached before the University of
Oxlord in the year 1884, on the Foundation of the late Rev. John
Bampton, M.A., Canon of Salisbury. By the Right Rev.
FREDERICK, Lord Bishop of London. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Services, on Church Lines. By the Rev.C. A.GOOOHART.M.A.,
Vicar of St Barnabas, Sheffield.
Author of ' Lessons on the
Litany,' ' Proverbs,' &c. Small crown 8vo, 2a.
Contents. —Children's Services and How to Conduct Them.— Order
of Service.— Lectionary founded on Epistles and Gospels.—Outline
Addresses for Church Seasons. Advent to Trinity.—Outlines for
Flower Sermons.—Miscellaneous Outlines, Ac.

A NEW BOOK BY THE BISHOP OF RIPON.
TRUTH in TALE : Addresses chiefly to Children. By
the Right Rev. WM. BOYD CARPENTER, D.D., Bishop of
Ripon. Crown svu, 4s. fid.

CONVERSATION: Why don't we do more

A NEW BOOK BY THE VERY REV. THE DEAN OF
ST PAUL'S.

Good by it ? By the Rev. G. S. BOWES. Author of 'Scripture
Itself the Illustrator,' Ac. Crown 8vo, 2s. fid.

THE LIGHTHOUSE OF ST PETER; and
other Addresses.
crown Svo. 2s 6d.

By the Rev. A. N. MALAN, M.A.

Small

The DISCIPLINE of the CHRISTIAN Cha
racter. Sermons preached in St Paul's Cathedral by the
Very Rev. R. W. CHURCH, D.C.L., Dean of St Paul's. Crown
8vo, 4s. 6d.

WITH CHRIST in the SCHOOL of PRAYER.
By the Rev. A. MURRAY, Author of 'Abide in Chrlst,"Like
Christ,' Ac. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.
By the same Author.
38th Thousand. Crown 8vo, 2s. fid.
ABIDE in CHRIST. Thoughts on the Blessed Life of
Fellowship with the Son of God.
16th Thousand. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6&
LIKE CHRIST. Thoughts on the Blessed Life of Con
formity to the Son of God. A .Sequel to ' Abide in Christ.'
JAMES NISBET and CO., 21 Berners-street, W.

WHY DISESTABLISH the CHURCHP
A Sermon.
By S. BAfiVEY GEM. M.A.,
Formerly Rector of Apsley Guise. Prioe Id.

WITH 100 PICTURES BY LINLEY SAMBOURNE.
The WATER BABIES : A Fairy Tale for a Land
Baby. By CHARLES KINGSLEY. With One Hundred Illus
tration by LINLEY SAMBOURNE. Fcap. 4to, 12s. 6d.
M ARIUS the EPICUREAN : His Sensations and
Ideas. By WALTER PATER, M.A., Fellow of Brasenose
College, Author of ' The Renaissance,' ' Studies in Art and Poetry,'
&c. Second Edition. Two vols., demy Svo, 12s.

ULFILAS, APOSTLE of the GOTHS. Together
with an Account of the Gothic Churches and their Decline. By
CHARLES A. ANDERSON SCOTT, B.A., Naden Divinity
Student at St John's College, Cambridge. Crown Svo. 6s.
NEW AND POPULAR EDITION.

The LIFE of FREDERICK DENISON MAUAlso by the same,

THE

PEOPLE'S

CHURCH.

A Sermon.
Second Edition. Price Id.
London: W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly.

RICE. Chiefly told In his own Letters. Edited by his Son
FREDERICK MAURICE. Fourth and Popular Edition. Two
vols. Crown Svo, 16*.
NEW PART (XXI.).—" VERSE TO WATER MUSIC." Price 3s. «d

A DICTIONARY of MUSIC and MUSIBy the Bev. G. D. DAVENPORT, M.A.,
Curate-in-Charge of S. Saviours, Faversham.
This day, price Oil., by post 7d.,

THE LIFE OF CONVERSION,

CIANS (AD. 1450-1885). By Eminent Writers, English and
Foreign. With Illustrations. Edited by Sir GEORGE GROVE,
D.C.L., Director or the Royal College of Music. Svo. Parts I.
to XIV., XIX. to XXI., 3s. 6d. each. Parts XV. and XVI , 7s
Parts XVII. and XVIII., 7s. Vols. I., II., and III.,8vo, 21s. each.
Vol. 1.—A to Impromptu. Vol. II.— Improperla to Plain Song
Vol. III.—Planche to " Sumer," &c.

Addressed to Church People, and Adapted for General Use.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF

Now Ready. Third Edition.

The ENGLISH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE

PLAIN C H U E C H TEAC HING for Week-days
throughout the Year. Specially designed for Cottage Reading.
120pp., small crown 8vo. Bevelled boards, gilt lettering, red edges,
49. ; plain limp clotn, 3s.. postage 6d. extra.
" As an Advent or Christmas gift, ' Plain Church Teaching ' can
•carcely fail to become a help and blessing to members of the Church,
both rich and poor."—Scottish Guardian.

TEACTS for the CHUECH'S SEASONS. (No. 1.
ADVENT). 2s. «d. per 100.
List of books, &c.. published by the St Giles' Printing Company,
forwarded on application. Address, The Manager, St Giles' Printing
Company, Johnston-terrace, Edinburgh.
London : MASTERS and CO., New Bond-street.

IS NOW READY, PRICE ONE SHILLING.
The number contains, among other Items :—
Pictures Engraved after :—
Sir Frederick Lelghton, P.R.A,
Harry Furniss.
E. Burne-Jones, A.R.A.
Frederick Noel-Paton.
Frederick Watts, R.A.
G. L. Seymour.
Hugh Thomson.
H. Macallum.
And Stories and Essays by :—
The Anthor of ' John Halifax,
Henry W. Lucy.
Gentleman.'
H. R. Robertson.
D Christie Murray.
S. J. Weyman.
Mrs Oiiphaut.
Tbe Bishop of Ripon.
And other Writers.
London : MACMILLAN and CO., 29 Bedford-street, W.C.
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Professor J. REDWOOD, Ph.D., P.C.S., P.I.C., &c, Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society, and Public Analyst for Middlesex, writes :—" I have tested the constituent!
of the TINTA FRANCISC A, and fail to detect the slightest evidence of the presence of anything that h»s not
been derived from the juice of the grape. I therefore certify that THIS IS A PURE WINE, resulting from the
FERMENTATION OF GRAPE JUICE, and that IT CONTAINS NOTHING THAT HAS
NOT BEEN DERIVED FROM THAT SOURCE."

TlNTA FRANCISCA,

Ctjc Special ffliw for
I£olp ©ommunion

[SAMPLE GRATIS AND CARRIAGE PAID.]

Per Dozen Bottles, Carriage paid, 36s. Per Dozen HalfBottles, Carriage paid, 20s. 9d.
It is used in 5,000 Cathedrals, Churches, &c
Among MANY HUNDREDS of the Clergy who have sent most favourable
Testimonials, or at whose Churches this Wine is used, may be named—
BISHOP WORDSWORTH (the Late, of Lincoln).
BISHOP OF WORCESTER.
BISHOP OF RIPON (the Late).
BISHOP OF GRAHAMSTOWN.
CANON KNOX LITTLE.
REV. O. STOPFORD RAM.
REV. PREB. DANIEL MOORE.
CANON ELIOT.
CANON CADMAN.
REV. JOHN STORRS.
REV. BERDMORE COMPTON.
REV. BENJAMIN WEBB.
CANON ASHWELL (the Late).
DR FRANCIS HESSEY (the Late).
CANON P. G. MEDD.
REV. R. T. WEST.
ARCHDEACON BLUNT.
REV. C. BODINGTON.
REV. E. S. TALBOT.
ARCHDEACON BURNET.

BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.
BISHOP OF TRURO.
RIGHT REV. BISHOP JENNEB.
REV. H. MONTAGU VILLIERS.
CANON FUR8E.
CANON MASON.
CANON MATHER.
THE REV. DR FORREST.
THE REV. DOCTOR MACLEAR.
CANON G. E. JELF.
THE DEAN OF LICHFIELD.
CANON T. T. CARTER.
DR W. HAIG-BROWN.
REV. W. BENHAM.
REV. G. T. PALMER.
ARCHDEACON DARBY.
REV. J. H. BLUNT (the Lat*).
REV. 0. S. GRUEBER.
REV. W. H. HUTCHLNGS.
REV. DR WACE.

W. E. SKEFFINGTON, 13 Trinity Square, Tower Hill, London, E.C.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND HYMN-BOOK.
Edition A, cloth, red edges, price is. 6d. ; Edition B, cloth, red edges, 8d.
CHILDREN'S HYMNS, and HymnB for the VISITATION OF THE SICK, sepajultkly, la. 64 petdoi
OPINIONS OF THE BISHOPS.
"Should be sorry to change it for any other Hymu-Book."—Bishop of London.
" Strongly impressed with the core bestowed ; I shall be surprised it your hope that It will make way among the thoughtful is dlnppointed."—Bishop of Durham.
" Your plan appears to be the right one ; t hope it will be successful."— Bishop of Winchester.
" I will do my best to make it known."— Bishop of Bath and Wells.
" Realizes its title : fairly and fully represents the teaching, and ministers to the worship, of the Church of England." -Bishop ■
Lincoln.
" The arrangement, as far as I oan judge, is admirable.*1—Bishop of Chichester.
" Your choice and admirable work."— Bishop Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of Western New York.
" I know of no llymnary which contains mure beautiful compositions, more full of spiritual unction, more free from what one may call
onspiritual cant.**— Bishop Medley, Metropolitan of Canada.

Many more also (.unsolicited) from the Clergy in town and country. Opinions of the Press—as favourable—
previously advertised.
GREAT REDUCTION to the CLERGY on FIRST INTRODUCING IT in their CHURCHES.
LONDON : W. SKEFFINGTON AND SON, 163 PICCADILLY, W.
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FOR THE NEW YEAR.
By the Rev. CHR. RIDLEY PEARSON, M.A.,

COUNSELS of the WISE KING,
Applied to Daily Life.
This work aims at making the Book of Proverbs
more practically useful. One of its inspired sayings are
appropriated to every day throughout the year, and to
each a proverb is attached (1) a brief and simple inter
pretation, (2) a series of illustrations from Holy Scripture,
and (3) a practical application. Complete in One Vol.
Price 6s.
The book is intended M a help in private devotion, for reading at
Family Worship. Ac, while the matter it contains is specially adapted
to working up into Sermons. Complete for the whole year, lu one vol.,
price 6s.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1G3 Piccadilly, London, W.
Just out, iu Paprr Cover, Trice fid., by post 0$d.,

A RANSOMED SOUL.
A Christmas Talc of Village Life. By J. H.
London : W. SKEKKINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, W.

By the BISHOP OF GRAHAMSTOWN.
Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d., by post, 3s. 9d.,

The PRESENCE and OFFICE of the HOLY
SPIRIT. Six Addresses given at the Church of S. John tire
Evangelist, In the Parish of S. Peter's, Eaton-square, together
with Three Sermons preached at S. Peter's, Eaton-square.
London : W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 1(13 Piccadilly, VT.

THE NEW CIFT-BOOK FOR CHILDREN.
PLEASE TELL ME A TALE ! A Collection of
Short, Original Stories for children from Four to Ten years or age.
By CHA.KLOTTE M. YONGE, S. BAKING-GOULD, LDCV
MASSKY. Dr II AKI'M AN. A. M. HEATHCOTK, Mies C. E.
COLKHlDGE.and other Eminent Authors. Cloth, price 3s. i'.d.,
by post 3s. u.l. The publishers believe that this really elegant
volume will prove one of the most successful Children's Books of
the season. It has a frontispiece, and a specially designed cloth
binding of great beauty ; in White, Terra-Cotta, or rich Blue
shades ; while the Tales will be found most interesting, and
thoroughly suitable for Children. Three editions have already been
sold in three weeks.
" Overwhelmingly attractive."— Yorkshire Post.
" A high place must be given to this volume of capital stories."—
Scotsman.
" Will be welcome in any family where young children are to be
found."— Morning Post
■' We seldom meet with such a charming collection of tales. .
tastefully got up in a delicate and really beautiful bindlog."—Literary
Churchman.
" These charming stories will delight the little occupants of the
nursery when toys and other treasures fall to please."— Brighton
Gazette.
By LUCY MASSEY, Author of 'The Cottage on the Shore,'
'Mrs Harker's Christmas,' &c.

VILLAGE TALES for BOYS and GIRLS. An
eutirely new and most interesting collection of Tales suitable for a
Bible Class or Mjht School, for Beading at Village Entertainments,
or for a School Prize, fcc. Elegant cloth, this day, price 3s. 6d., by
post 3s. 9d. Very strODgly recommended.
By the Rev. C. G. H. BASKCOMB, M.A., Author of
'Forty Thoughts for Forty Days.'

ADVENT WATCHWORDS;

being 38 Short

Readings or Meditations, one for each day during the Season of
Advent. This day, price 2s.; by post 2*. 2d. N.B. -One of these
short meditations would make an excellent six or seven minutes'
Sermon or Church or Family Ueadiug lor each day in Advent.
This day, 2s. Gd. ; by )io3t, 2s. 8d.,
By the Rev. S. BARING-GOULD.

ADDLESTONE COLLEGE,
SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the Bret class for the sons of Gentlemen. Boys pre
pared for the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautllul and healthy situation.
Special terms tor the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishops, and Officers of both Ser
vices.
Terms and Prospectuses on application to Messrs W. Skefflngton and
Son, 163 Piccadilly, or to the Principal,
Rev. SAMUEL J. EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

The BIRTH of JESUS; being Eight entirely New
Sermons fur ADVENT, CHRISTMAS, and EPIPHANY, forming
a companion v -In
to the same Author's ' The Passion of Jesus,'
and ' The Seven Last Words."
By EDITH PITCAIRN. This day, price 1 s. Cd.
Preface by Canon BODY.

With

A CHH.DK.EHft
GOLDENbeingTHREAD
FOR VERY YOUNG
a series of Sunday and Day School LesBont
on the Klemenury Truths of the Christian Faith. The lessons are
in really tdmple and interesting language fur young; children, and
will, It is hoped, supply a much-felt want.
SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, "VV.

MU DIE'S SELECT LIBRARY
(LIMITE D),

30-34 New Oxford Street, W.O. ; 281 Kegent Street, W. ; 2 King Street, E.O.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS AND PRIZES.
I. A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE LIBRARY.
From £1 Is. per annum, for the Newest and Best Books.

II. STANDARD BOOKS IN ORNAMENTAL BINDINGS.
Carefully and tastefully bound on the premises by the most experienced workmen.

III.

WORKS BY THE POPULAR AUTHORS.

Either In Set* or teparately, all well bound in half-roan, half-perslan, half-morocco, etc.

All Lists and Prospectuses post-free to any Address.
MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, New Oxford-Street, London.
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SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
The LIKENESS Of CHRIST. Being an Inquiry
Into the Verisimilitude of the received Likeness of Our Ble*sea
Lord. By the late THOMAS HEAl'Y. Ktlited by Wyke Baylis*.
F.8.A. With Twelve full-page fttc-simile Plates in Colours and
Gold, and Thirty-nine Engravings on Wood, and 84 pages of text.
4to.
[In preparation.

PARABLES of OUR LORD and SAVIOUR
JESUS CHRIST (The). With pictures by JOHN EVKKETT
BIILLAIS, R.A. Letterpress printed in Black and Red on best
paper, 4to, cloth boards, 3e.6d.; cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edgew, 5s.

DIOCESAN HISTORIES.
This Series, which will embrace, when completed, every Diocese in
England and Wales, will furnish, it is expected, a perfect Library of
Entrlirth Ecclesiastical History.
"They contain much valuable information. . . . Their contents
■bonld be found useful by all." —Times.

BATH and WELLS. By the Rev. W. Hunt.

With

Map. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d.
Eleven other Volumes of this Series have already been published.

Brevier, 8vo, limp cloth, red edges, Is. 6d. ; paste grain
roan, 2a. 2d.

COMMENTARY on the BOOK of COMMON
PRAYER, for Teachers and Students.
Also bound with the Prayer-Rook, cloth, red edges, 2s. 6d. ; Imitation
seal, 3s. 2d. ; paste grain roan, 3s. 4d. ; limp calf, 4s. tid. ; florentine
leather, 6s.

The CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY BIBLE. The
New Testament. With Commentary by various Authors. With
Two Haps and numerous Illustrations. Royal 4to. cloth board*,
red edges, 6*., or in Six Parte, 80 pp., paper wrapper, 6d. each.
Cases for binding the Six Parts, is. 6d. each.

The CHURCHMAN'S FAMILY BIBLE. The
Old Testament. With Commentary by various Authors. With
numerous Illustrations. Now publishing iu Monthly Part*. 80 pp..
paper wrapper, 6d. each. Part 15 now ready. To be completed
in ubout eighteen Montbly Parts.
This Commentary is a reprint of the Society's Commentary on
the Bible.

Seen Through its Explorers. By C. H.
APOSTLE of the GENTILES (The) : his Life AFRICA.
EDEN, Esq., Author of ' Australia's Heroes,' &o. Crown 8vo,
and Letters. By the Rcr. C. It HA I. h. II. A., Author of 'The
Promlwd Seed,' Ac. Pout 8vo. With Map. Cloth boards, 2». ed.
OUR DAILY LIVES. Eighteen Lessons for Young
Women1., liiblc-classes. By SI UK I. LA E. BRYANS. I'ost -vo,
cloth board*, If). 6d.

"GLAD SERVICE (A)."

By ELINOR LEWIS,
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Cbe Closing gear.
" Time," said an old author, " is a vessel that never
anchors." It takes all its voyagers onward without ever
suffering them to pause ; and the farther they go the more
the pace accelerates. " When we are young," remarks
Madame de Gasparin, " our years are ages ; in mature
life they are three hundred and sixty-five days ; in old
age they have dwindled to a few weeks." We seldom re
flect how fast we are moving, except at such times as the
present, when we have to write, or to reflect upon, titles
like that at the head of this article, " The Closing Year."
" The inaudible and noiseless foot of Time " sweeps on all
human things to an unknown Future. The Present is
realised only as it becomes the Past ; and so it is not till
we come to gather up the various strands of thought and
action that we have to chronicle as belonging to the year
1884, that we gain any adequate idea how much has
happened, even in the most uneventful year.
And that cannot be said of the year that is passing
away, though it be by no means an " Annus Mirabilis." But
so far as the economic aspects of the year are concerned,
there is but little to chronicle ; and that little is not en
couraging. Trade has not revived to any appreciable
extent ; it gives no sign of being about to revive. France,
Germany, Belgium, America, are competing more and
more with our manufactures in the markets of the world ;
and closing their own home markets to us by protective
duties, which foster home industries. Thus England sees
one outlet after another for her productions being narrowed
or closed ; and under such conditions it is no wonder that
many manufacturers and artisans are crying out for com
pensating duties to obtain something like Fair Trade, or
at all events a contribution to our revenue. Every year
makes it clearer that sooner or later an attempt will be
made of this kind ; and it certainly seems fair, since
Great Britain is the entrepot for the produce of the world,
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that such produce should at all events pay warehouse fees
to this country.
One bright spot on the sad-coloured landscape of the
year is the abundance of the harvest, which was matured
and gathered in during a long stretch of such bright hot
weather as we have not for years past enjoyed in England ;
and which reached, we believe, generally speaking, a yield
of thirty bushels of wheat per acre, twenty-nine and ahalf bushels being considered an average. Other coun
tries, however, having a similarly abundant yield, the
price of wheat has ruled as low as thirty shillings a
quarter ; a price which farmers complain does not repay
them for the cultivation of their land. Thus, unfortu
nately, agriculture still languishes, notwithstanding the
abundant harvest ; and we fear it will continue to languish
xintil the energy and intelligence of the British farmer has
so modified the, culture of the land in these isles as to
bring it into accordance with the altered conditions.
"When that is accomplished, the old prosperity will doubt
less return to the culture of the soil ; and with it to
tithe-owners and to glebe farms ; a consummation which
is much to be hoped for !
One other signal blessing is here to be acknowledged ;
our exemption so far, on this side of the Channel, from the
outbreak of the cholera which has been devastating various
countries on the Continent. In Italy alone as many as
eleven thousand persons, of whom about half were Nea
politans, have fallen victims to it. In France, a total is
acknowledged of four thousand five hundred deaths from
this cause, of whom nearly nine hundred were in Paris,
sixty at Nantes, thirteen at Tport, and the remainder at
Marseilles, Toulon, and other districts in the South of
France.
Italian trade has suffered greatly during this time, there
being a decrease, counting exports and imports together, of
not less than seventy-six millions five hundred and fifty-six
thousand lire ; and the same thing may be said of Spain,
though in that country it was not so much the disease itself,
as the strictand rigorous quarantine adopted inordertokeep
it at arm's length ; and doubtless the recent riots in Madrid
between the troops and police who were upholding the
Ultramontane clergy, and the students of the Univer
sity, of whom over twenty were wounded, and the whole
body of professors and students expelled by armed force
from the University buildings, which remained for some
days in the possession of the soldiers, must also have had a
further depressing effect.
The two great political events of the year have been
the lengthened conflict over the Franchise Bill, which was
passed by the Lower House and rejected by the House of
Lords, upon the very intelligible and common-sense
ground that it was but a single part of a scheme of Reform
which required to be brought before them in its entirety
by the introduction of a Redistribution Bill. This having
been now accomplished by an amicable agreement between
the Government and the chiefs of the Opposition, the first
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half of the measure, i.e., the Franchise Bill, has become
law ; while the Redistribution Bill, which makes such ex
tensive changes as the disfranchisement eo nomine of all
boroughs under fifty thousand inhabitants, and the transfer
of their members to new districts to be created, is expected
to pass without difficulty shortly after Christmas. It is
well, of course, to avoid a conflict between the two Houses ;
well also, to broaden the basis of the Parliamentary fran
chise. But it may perhaps be doubted whether in addiDg so
large a number as two million* of voters to the electorate
the value of a vote is not permanently lessened to all those
who possess it already; since it is evident that a far greater
number of votes will be required in future to return
a member to Parliament, and consequently that each of
these votes will have less weight in itself. There is the
further danger that the equalisation of the franchise in
counties and boroughs now accomplished, and the destruc
tion of all picturesque varieties in the electoral unit, which
is henceforth to rest upon numbers alone, will inevitably
and at once throw all power into the hands of a single
class, namely that of the artisan and labourer, which will
in the future be omnipotent at the polls on account of its
numbers.
Hence many thoughtful minds are looking
towards the adoption of some method of " proportional
representation " as the only mode by which either property,
knowledge or intellect can retain any influence at elections.
The difficulty hitherto in its way has been the apparent
complexity and want of clearness of its methods of count
ing ; but this certainly ought not to be insuperable. The
other great political event is the British expedition for the
relief of Khartoum, which, as we write, is laboriously
making its way up the Nile, to the number of six thou
sand men, soldiers, sailors, Canadian voyageurs, and
kroomen, to join hands with General Gordon at the for
tress town in which he has held out so long. By the time
these lines meet the eyes of our readers, there should be
good hope that his purpose is on the point of being ac
complished. Of the difficulty which the administration of
Egypt baa hitherto presented to Great Britain, or of the
course which its history will probably take in the future,
this is not the place or this the time to speak. Among
minor political events we may notice the rejection by the
House of Lords in March of the proposed Bill for Opening
Museums, &c, on Sunday ; the passing of a resolution in
favour of the Deceased Wife's Sister Marriage Bill by
the House of Commons on May 6th, by no less a majority,
we regret to say, than 238 to 117 ; and the explosions of
dynamite in the same month in Scotland-yard and S.
James's-square, and the recent attempt to blow up London
Bridge, useless and barbarous outrages, which injure
unoffending individuals, but have no political significance
beyond their testimony to the abiding hostility towards
England of the American Irish.
We have also to chronicle the East London Mission,
which under the guidance and inspired by the zeal of the
Bishop of Bedford appears to have been, as far as we can
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judge from attendance at the Services, a success. It was
at anj' rate, a splendid effort on the part of the Church of
England to preach the Gospel to the poor. From the
variety of methods which were employed to reach the
masses, it is evident that the Apostolic longing, "that I
might by all means save some," was acted upon.
We record two events of historical interest—the
Wyclif commemoration in the spring, and the Seabury
commemoration in the autumn of the present year, each
of them appealing, though with varying force, to large
sections of the community, and the latter, happily
serving as a link of connection and goodwill between
the Churches of England and Scotland (which have
such intimate and interlacing interests as to be almost
like one), and the great daughter Church of America. In
January last a judgment was delivered in favour of the
Bishop in the cause of " Heywood v. Bishop of Manches
ter "—i.e., the Bishop's refusal to admit to the vicarage of
S. John's, Miles Platting, the nominee of the legal patron,
Sir Percival Heywood, from the mere apprehension that
Ritualistic practices would be continued, was upheld.
While such incidents as this are possible, the hardly-won
standing ground of the High Church Party within the
Church of England is not as yet secure. A similar punish
ment has been meted out at Prestbury to another good
and true confessor for the liberties of the Church—Mr
Baghot de la Bere. The comfort is that the adversary
takes nothing in the long run by attacking this or that
congregation. Individuals indeed Buffer hardship, but the
cause does not perish ; as we said a year or two ago, with
regard to S. Alban's, Holborn, so now, with regard to
Prestbury, where the Rev. F. Gurney will doubtless carry
on faithfully his predecessor's work. A pleasanter task it
is to notice such events as the opening of the Pusey Memo
rial Library, which we trust will have great success in its
work at Oxford, and the organisation of a Diocesau Con
ference for London, the first time, we believe, in all its
long history of 1280 years, and therefore an event requir
ing to be duly chronicled.
The obituary of the year contains many names, some of
them of the first rank, both in Church and State. The
sudden and unexpected death of Prince Leopold George
Doncav Albert, Duke of Albany, in his thirty-first
year, during a brief stay on the Continent, is a striking
reminder of the frailty and insecurity of life, and that in
every rank and station, even the highest.
The deceased Prince had, from his boyhood, been
delicate in the extreme, and had suffered from more than
one severe attack of illness. Yet as he had grown up to
the period of, manhood, it might have been hoped that
he would have been long spared to be of service to the Com
monwealth. He had of late years shown a real capacity
for public service in the special line which he was begin
ning to follow, i.e., that dealing with art, science, and
literature. And this bad much in it which reminded
the observer of his father, the late Prince Consort.
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The public service loses much by the death of Sir
Bartle Frere. He was a man of high personal character,
and conspicuous devotion to Christian principle, while his
services to our Indian Empire in various capacities, which
culminated in the Governorship of Bombay, were nume
rous and splendid. When he became Governor of the
Cape of Good nope, and H.M. High Commissioner for
South Africa, it was his lot to be associated for some
yeai-s with a policy which was considered by many high
handed and aggressive, and aroused intense hostility in
one of the great political parties. Even when his policy
had been reversed on the accession of the Liberal Govern
ment, and the question had become in a great measure
" ancient history," the resentment which had been con
centrated upon him personally did not die away, nor
were his earlier services remembered as they ought to
have been.
It was a curious coincidence that his death should have
taken place in a few months after that of the Zulu King,
Cetewayo, whose dethronement and captivity he had
been, more probably than any other person, powerful in
effecting. Sir Bartle Frere, however, passed away after a
long and lingering illness, of which the successive inci
dents were attended by the general sympathy, which was
due and becoming. Onthe contrary, the suddenness and
unexpectedness of the death of Professor Fawcett form
perhaps, its most striking feature. Though blinded by
an accident, in early manhood, he had been a strenuous
worker and a prominent and leading politician through
out his life. He was not only a Postmaster-General of
marked administrative power, and the author of more
than one important addition to the valuable services which
the Post Office renders to the nation (such for example as
the Parcels Post), but he was also Professor of Political
Economy in his own University of Cambridge, and him
self the author of a very valuable manual of that science.
The fortitude and courage with which he strove against
and overcame the deprivation of sight, which would have
crushed most men, commanded universal sympathy, and in
this and other respects, it may unquestionably be said that.
his life is one which has a moral, and may be pointed to as
a pattern. His death at this juncture is a sad loss to the
far from popular cause of " Proportional Representation,"
which we referred to above.
Three of our English Bishops have been called away
during the year : Dr Jacobson, Bishop of Chester, wjiosfl
resignation of his See was speedily followed by his death ;
Dr Bickersteth, Bishop of Ripon ; and Bishop Piers
Claughton, formerly of Colombo, but for many years past
Archdeacon of London and Chaplain-General of the
Army. We may also mention here the death in May
last of Dr Bosworth Smith, Presiding Bishop of the
American Church, and, we believe, Senior Member of the
whole Anglican Episcopate, and in February that of the
(titular) Danish Bishop Martensen, a theologian of justly
high repute.
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guarantors, we do not know that any event of the first
consequence to us in England has been overlooked.
It is a time of much discouragement and many cars
to which our English State must look forward in the
coming year, with the hostility of the disloyal classes in
Ireland as stubborn and as ferocious as ever, with de
pressed agriculture, a falling trade, and a growing degrr?
of pauperism, with the Egyptian imbroglio to be faced,
and the difficulties of long standing in South Africa re
quiring military action ; there are but too many caaw
for disquiet and anxiety waiting for us as a nation and i
Church in the coming year. But " sufficient to the daj i'
the evil thereof." We will not attempt to meet evil half
way, or to greet the New Year with words of ill omen.
Whatever be the future, it is to be met bravely and faith
Among laymen of distinction, we have to regret the
fully, in reliance upon the help of that Divine Providence,
loss of Colonel Bagnall, President of the E. C. U. South
which
Staffordshire District, a model English Churchman, and
". . . disapproves that care, though wise in show,
an epistle of good works " known and read of all men ; "
That with superfluous burden loads the day,
Mr J. W. Henley, Hon. D.C.L., Oxon, for many years
And when God sends a cheerful hour, refrain?."
M.P. for Oxfordshire ; Mr John Hullah, Professor, we
It is therefore in trustfulness and good hope that we
believe, of Music, at King's College, London, to whom
the popular study of music has, for many years, been venture once more to wish our readers
under great obligation ; Mr Henry G. Bohu, bookseller
A Happt Christmas and New Year.
and publisher ; and Miss Susannah Winkworth, translator
of 'Theologia Germanica,' ' Niebuhr's Life and Letters',
and ' Tauler's Sermons.'
Two Deaneries have fallen vacant, those of Bangor and
Gloucester.
Among the Clergy, more or less distinguished by their
official rank, or their record of work done, we may mention
Dr C. O. Goodford, Provost of Eton College ; Dean Law ;
Canon Girdlestone ; the Rev. Mark Pattison, Rector of Lin
coln College, Oxford, a Bcholar whose reputation for ability
stood to the end of his life far higher among those who
knew him best than would appear to have been justified
by anything that he had actually published ; Dr Townsend, the Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin ; Pre
bendary Hawker, Treasurer of Exeter Cathedral ; and
the Rev. J. Thorp, formerly Principal of the Oxford
Diocesan Training College.
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So long a list of deaths implies of course a record of
corresponding length of those who have filled up the
vacated places. New Year's Day saw the consecration of
Canon Barry to be Bishop and Primate of Sydney, N.S.W. ;
and the same month the elevation of Archdeacon Chester
to be Bishop of Killaloe ; February that of Canon Stubbs
to the Bishopric of Chester, and of Dr Ridding, Head
Master of Winchester School, to the newly-founded See
of Southwell, who will be, we trust, the first of a long
line of Prelates ruling that diocese. Then, in May, Dr
Linton was consecrated to the new See of Riverina,
N.S.W., and Canon Boyd Carpenter to succeed Bishop
Bickersteth at Ripon. In June, two missionary pre
lates were sent forth, the Hon. and Rev. A. Anson to
be Bishop of Assiniboia in Western Canada, and the
Rev. James Hannington to be Missionary Bishop of
Eastern Equatorial Africa. Dr Henderson has become
Dean of Carlisle, Canon Lewis, the Rector of Dolgelly
Dean of Bangor, and Dr Gifford Archdeacon of London'
The new Provost of Eton, Dr Hornby, is understood to
be one whose heart is with the old traditions of the School,
and will uphold them in their entirety. The Rev. H.
Scott Holland has succeeded to Dr Stubbs' Canonry at S.
Paul's, the Rev. Capel Cure to Mr Boyd Carpenter's at
Windsor, and the Rev. J. Price to the Canonry at Bangor,
vacated by Dean Lewis.
Thus ends our survey of the year, and if we add to it
the Church Congress at Carlisle, highly successful indeed,
but leaving, we regret to hear, a heavy liability upon the

The public meeting which was recently held at Ports
mouth, for the purpose of inviting the Church Congress
to meet iu that town next autumn, was not allowed to
pass without interruption. There are some men who do
not mind making themselves ridiculous if only they can
obtain prominency, and a public meeting is a great oppor
tunity for such persons. Two clergymen, a Commander,
and a "Mr Brooks," with some thirty supporters, attempted
to turn a meeting presided over by the Mayor, and at
which the Vicar of Portsmouth, Archdeacon Emeryi
Canon Jacob, Vicar of Portsea, Alderman Baker, &c,
took part, into a bear-garden, by opposing the object for
which it was convened. These gentlemen grounded their
protest upon the fact, that the Church Congress did not
confine itself in selecting speakers to that particular school
of thought, if such a dignified term may be employed in
such a connection, to which they had given their adhe
sion. Evangelicals may well say "save me from my friends/1
Low Churchmen may differ widely from High Churchmen
on many matters, but on the question of whether pro
fanity is allowable they are certainly at one. Amongst
the delicate and refined rhetoric of the opponents of Church
Congresses, we may quote but one instance. Mr Brooks
observed that he objected to bringing the Church Congress
to Portsmouth because it was " only inviting the devil in
a sandwich." We will not comment upon this expression,
save to say that it is questionable whether Archdeacon
Emery was at all wise in justifying such an institution as
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the Church Congress before such critics. There are times
when silence is goliieu, and the proverb about pearls holds
good. It is sad, however, to see clergymen who ought to
kuow better figure in such a disgraceful scene. One great
benefit of Church Congresses is in bringing together men
of different opinions, and in hearing opposite sides discuss
Church questionswith freedom and decorum. But the dregs
of the Low Church party have neither the culture nor the
governance of temper necessary for such a rapprochement ;
but we are thankful to say, however, that the real Evan
gelical keeps aloof from such men, and has himself long
since become an integral part of Church Congress gather
ings. "Why High Churchmen may not belong to Societies
such as the E. C. U. or U. B. S., as well as Low Church
men belong to their Societies, it would be difficult to
say ; but then argument is thrown away upon men who
yield themselves up to passion and prejudice. We are
glad to see that 1,000?. has been already promised towards
building a temporary hall for the Church Congress at
Portsmouth, for which 3,000?. will be required. It is a
long time before next October comes, and may we hope
that in the meanwhile these few rabid opponents of Church
Congresses will be brought to a better mind. Instead of
" inviting the devil " to Portsmouth, it seems as if some
contrary process, that of exorcism, were more needed in
that place.
The discussion about Gregorian music, which has filled
columns of our contemporary the Church Times, was, of
course, the great subject at the annual general meeting of
the London Gregorian Choral Association. Earl Beauchamp, who presided, seems to lay to the door of ' Hymns
Ancient and Modern ' the reaction which is supposed to
have set in with regard to the use of the ancient Church
tones for the Psalter. We cannot agree with the chair
man in all the hard things which he said against ' Hymns
Ancient and Modern.' We have too keen a remembrance
of the days of Tate and Brady, not to be thankful for the
vast change which ' Hymns Ancient and Modern,' more
than any other book, has helped to bring about. That
some of the hymns are " feeble and flabby " we may admit,
■without condemning the whole as " that unhappy compila
tion," or believing that it had " dealt a deadlier blow " to
Church music than any other book, or that the Church
would be better if it were put " at the bottom of the sea."
Without entering upon the discussion between Angli
cans and Gregorians, for which we oould certainly find no
room in the Literary Churchman, and without taking
up the hopeless position of the Bishop of Carlisle, who
thinks that a man is born the one or the other, and that
there is an end of it,— we think that there are two ways
of viewing the matter, and that these must be kept dis
tinct, one is that of taste, and.the other that of principle.
"With regard to the former, Gregorians are commonly so
shamefully sung that they have no chance in competing
with Anglicans, and therefore, to those who are drawn by
what is pretty and tickles the ear, Anglicans will
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gain the day.
With reference to the latter, there
can be no doubt which kind of chant the Church has
adopted, not only in ancient, but, as Dr F. G. Lee
at the meeting observed, in modern times, and the Latin
Church has doubtless wise reasons for not departing in
this respect from ancient precedent. The difference be
tween Anglican and Gregorian has been neatly put by the
most eloquent preacher of the day. " In the one," he
said, " you attend to the tune ; in the other, to the words."
Whilst Anglicans are attractive, Gregorians have a sim
plicity, majesty, and self-restraint about them ; but it
requires certain dispositions in the worshipper to appre
ciate them, and the exercise of certain virtues when they
are abominably rendered. The Bev. W. Miller contended
that there had been no reaction against Gregorians, but the
statistics which Mr Robert Turner produced from Mr Mackeson's ' Guide to London Churches ' went far to prove the
contrary. We quite agree with Mr Turner that of late
years music has become too elaborate, and that choirs have
too often ceased to bear in mind that they should lead
congregations. But there are parts of our worship where
elaborate music may be rightly employed, provided the
psalter is sung to plain song, and the hymns are simple
and well known. We have one word of advice to give,
whether Gregorians or Anglicans are used —let choirs
give time to practising them, and not think the anthem
the only thing worth taking pains about.
We have received ' A Letter from a Layman to a
Layman ' on the subject of " Evening Communions,"
published by Messrs Bell and Sons. The letter is really,
at least two-tbirds of it, nothing more than a number of
extracts from the correspondence columns of the Guar
dian and elsewhere, from letters which have been
written in support of, or at least in toleration of this
violation of Church rule and custom. The writer has
himself a preference for Early Communions, provided
they do not interfere with his breakfast, for he says, " with
the injunction to come fasting to the administration I
have no sympathy." It appears to us that from his own
point of view, viz., that the time when the Celebration
takes place is a mere matter of personal convenience and
to be decided by private judgment, he may make out his
case. But he must not attempt to find authority for such
a practice as Evening Communion. The practice of the
Church from the earliest records is against him, and the
practice of the Catholic Chuich throughout the world in
the present day is against him also. He might as well
try to prove that we should keep Saturday and not Sunday,
because it was the original day of the Sabbath, as to prove
that now we Bhould celebrate in the evening because '' the
Feast of the Holy Eucharist was originated in the
evening." His other position is a logical one. It is this.
The time for celebrating should be settled iu accordance
withconvenience, many people can onlycomein the evening,
therefore there ought to be an Evening Communion. Our
reply is, that the Church has disallowed Evening Commu
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nions. And if it be said what the Church disallows in
one century she may allow in another, we agree ; but
until the Church alters a custom by authority, a layman
must abide by the rule. If any individual can alter for
himself what has been settled by the authority of the
Church, he may end by tampering with the Bible, as
Luther did, when he condemned the Epistle of S. James
as an Epistle of straw, because its teaching was not in
accordance with his private judgment. The pre-Reformation Canon-Law of England is unrepealed, and Canon 36
of those made in King Edgar's reign, a.d. 900, is certainly
iu opposition to a Layman's opinions.
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Chronicles; and (2) that meantime the ancient traditional
'consentiens fama,' the indirect help of the Septnagint coming
throuyh tlie Book of Eira, the points of resemblance of style,
words, &c, some of which hare been presented to view above,
and the fact that the narrative ' breaks off * during the lifetime
of Ezra, combine to form no despicable form of evidence, eren
though it be not entirely conclusive, in favour of holding Ezr»
for the writer of the Chronicles."—(P. vi.)
Zockler, no favourable critic, accounts for the subordinate
resemblances of plan and form, as also for the well-marked
and somewhat striking verbal and orthographical similari
ties, by the theory that the three books of Chronicles,
Ezra and Kehemiah are indeed from three independent
hands, but that all three have passed under the hand of a
literary reviser ; and that, " iu all probability this redactor
was the author of Chronicles, as a compilation presuppos
ing the existence of the other two, and adapting itself to
them." The present editor does not apparently deal dis
tinctly with this view, which has many points of plausi
bility about it. Another very important and interesting
question is what were the authorities followed by the
writer or compiler of the Chronicles, whoever he may
have been. Both in the authorised version and in the
existing Hebrew text (of ix. 1), the authority cited is
" The Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah," or rather
"The Book of the Kiugs of Israel." But what work is
intended here I It would seem that our present (Books of)
Kings cannot be the authority meant, far the simple
reason that these latter works are found repeatedly not (o
contain the facta for which authority is cited (see 2 Chron.
xxiv. 7, xxvii. 7, xxxiii. 18, 19). We are then to suppose
that there were one or more historical works on a large
scale, upon which these annals were founded, and which
have now perished,— like the Prophecy of Ahijah the
Shilouite, the Visions of Iddo the Seer, the Acts of Jehu
the son of Hanani, and the other writings, ten in all in
number, which are quoted iu various parts of the " Books
of Chronicles."
The ' Contents and Objects of the Work ' are adequate!;
treated ; and the notes throughout appear to us brief an 1
sensible. There may be differeuceB of opinion as to the
sufficiency of particular comments. For example, we <iv
not think the episode of Uzzah at all adequately explained ;
and the caveat against "strained ideas of sacramental
virtue " (p. 242) comes with the worst possible grace in a
comment ou that tragedy which teaches more significantly
almost than any other in the Scripture, and enforces the
sacramental principle. It is far from being sufficient to
suggest that sacraments demand "reverent treatment,''
because of " their sacred associations and suggestions "
(p. 243). It is in such views that the weakness of this
otherwise very meritorious work lies.

The Pulpit Commentary. Edited by the Rev. Canon
H. D. M. Spexce, M.A., the .Rev. J. S. Exell, M.A.
I. Chronicles.
Exposition and Homiletics by Rev.
Professor P. C. Barker, M.A., LL.B.
Homilies by
Various Authors.
Loudon : Kegau Paul, Trench
and Co., I Paternoster-square. 1864. Pp. 458.
We mentioned some time ago the appearance of the
volumes of this Commentary upon I. Samuel and
I. Kings, and the series is now being filled up by
an edition of I. Chronicles.
We hardly see why
I. and II. Chronicles have been divided, since they
were unquestionably one iu the Hebrew ; and still less
why they should have been disjoined from the Book
of Ezra, which (as the present editor allows) is certainly
au immediate continuation of the closing verses of
Chronicles. It would have been quite possible to make
room for these by condensing the somewhat exuberant
' Homilies ' and 'Homiletics;' and so to have combined
subjects which have been separated altogether arbitrarily.
Respecting the questions of date and authorship, which
are especially difficult and uncertain iu the case of this
book, the present editor has little to add (nor is it to be
expected) to the conclusions of his predecessors. He
agrees on the whole with Zikkler (iu Lauge's ' Bibelwerk ')
in laying down as the two extreme limits of time between
which the composition of the book must have taken place
—"several years subsequent to the Return and the year
B.c. 410 or thereabout—how much nearer the latter than
the former still uncertain." The entire discussion of the
authorship question strikes us aa hardly sufficiently
thoroughgoing, and the editor's summing-up is a master
piece of obscurity :
"Though it cannot bo said that we have the firmest ground
of all on which to assert his workmanship of Ezra in Chronicles,
yet these two things may be said with tolerable confidence: (1)
That the more it may become possible to identify Ezra as the
compiler of the whole of the book that goes by his name (except Thb Diocesan History or Winchistxr. By the Rer.
probably the first chapter), the more near may we feel that wo
William Benham. S. P. C. K.
are api roaohing a reasonablo decision as to the compiler of
That most useful -and excellent series put forth by the

Diocesan Oistcrp of CfHincfjcstcr.
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S. P. C. K. of Diocesau Histories has now reached the
Diocese of Winchester, in some respects one of the most
interesting of all.
Perhaps on the whole this is almost a disadvantage to a
historian who must compress all that he has to say within
the bounds of one small blue volume. Thus, Chichester is
so treated as to be a complete record of the tones of
thought and habit of the English Church, while we feel
that York suffers from compression. And this is some
what the case with Winchester. Mr Benham has produced
a fair and creditable outline, and it is unreasonable to
complain that he has not brought in more matter, when
there is really no room for it. We note, however, three
slips, which no doubt will be corrected in another edition.
William Rufus was not buried in the Lady Chapel of
Winchester Cathedral, but at first in the middle of the
choir. His raised coffin-lid being found to form an obstruc
tion, the tomb was removed into the space between the choir
and the Lady Chapel. The Queen of Henry IV. was not
Joan of Burgundy, but Joau of Navarre, the Dowager
Duchess of Brittany ; and the mother of George III. was
never Queen-Mother, only Princess of Wales.
The history of Winchester chimes in with that of the
entire English Church. It has been the scene of more
than one memorable crisis, such as S. Dunstan's contention
with the secular Canons, King John's Absolution, and
Queen Mary's marriage ; and it has had a large proportion
of remarkable men as Bishops—Henry de Blois, Ethelmar,
William of Wykeham, Cardinal Beaufort, Waynflete, Fox,
Gardiner, Andrewes, Hoadley, Wilberforce, were all men
far removed from the commonplace, whether for good or
evil.
We observe, by the way, that Mr Benham avoids the
vexed question whether Gardiner was or was not a perse
cutor, and even leaves out those affecting and enigmatical
words on his death bed, when he confessed himself to have
sinued with S. Peter. Neither does Gardiner's predecessor,
Fox, come off with what seems to us a sufficiently full
record. We are told that he contributed to the decoration
of the Cathedral, but not what the very remarkable work
consisted of ; nor do we hear of his daily devotions within
his exquisite empty chantry, outside which lies his ghastly
effigy as a corpse. Gardiner followed his example in this,
and accordingly was credited by Protestant imaginations
with having died on the thirty-ninth day of a complete
Lenten abstinence. Indeed, in spite of his having died
in London, a chamber is shown at Farnham Castle as the
spot where this total abstinence took effect.
Surely we ought to have been told something of all this
and of the curious revolution in architecture exemplified
in the two chantries of these successive Bishops.
Coming down later, it seems to us that the diocesan
history within the present century has been far too much
abridged. The Rev. Frederick Ireaiouger's work for
Sunday Schools, Dean Bennell's sermon at the Consecra
tion of the first Bishop of Calcutta, which was not pub
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lished because of the unpopularity of the new episcopate,
Dr Nott's work on the restoration of the Cathedral, correct
as far as it went, though performed in the dark ages of
compo architecture—none of these should have been passed
over without a word. Nor do we find any account of the
curious solemnities of the bishops' installation, when they
ring themselves in at the little church of S. Lawrence, as
representing the original mother church of Winchester.
The book seems to lack the intimate knowledge that a
resident in the diocese might have brought to bear on it,
though we note one observation on the former Hampshire
village use that is perfectly correct, namely, the reading
the Ante-Communion Office from the desk, and unrobing
from the surplice in public before mounting the pulpit.
On the other hand, this work does not take those wide
views which make the book on Lichfield a Church history
in itself. Our judgment on it is, that it is a good and inter
esting performance, but not one of the best of the series,
nor so good as the importance of the See deserved.
In the list of consecrations of churches, it would have
been well to have distinguished which were of new
churches and which were only of existing churches with
additions to their chancels.

^m^B^^^^Mmm
Occasional Sermons. Selected from the Published Sermons
of the Rev. E. B. Pdset, D.D. With a Preface by Rev.
K. F. Wilson, Vicar of Rownhams and Canon of Salisbury.
lo84. London : Walter Smith. Pp. 400.
The description of these Sermons as " Occasional " is an
exact one.
They are not selected " for any particular
reason," bat in a miscellaneous manner, without reference to
any inter-connection between them, nor to the sequence of
the Church's year. And yet there is some sort of method in
the choice, which we will leave., Canon Wilson himself to
explain :
" The idea is somewhat of this kind. The first three Sermons desei lbe
in some sort the habitual attitude of the Christian soul towards Goi>.
The five following describe the habitual exercke of the Christian soul
as regards its inner life. Then follow loving warnings from our Lord
or from the Holy Ghost, through whom Hi spake after Ills Ascension,
lest we should deceive ourselves in easy scli-securlty as to our spiritual
condition. While the last three Sermons describe the spiritual Ule In
Its resulting comforts and encouragements."
The Sermons to which the writer of the preface alludes
are the first three, upon " Faith," " Patience," and " Joy out
of Suffering." The five following are upon " Self Knowledge,"
"The Besetting Sin," " Victory over It," " Distractions in
Prayer," and "Review of Life." We cannot say that we alto
gether grasp " the idea " in Canon Wilson's arrangement.
We expected the first three from his classification to be on
the theological virtues. However, it is quite enough that these
Sermons are Pusey's to make the book " a manual of moral
and dogmatic theology," and something more, for, uuiiko
manuals which are most useful and also dry, Dr Pusey's ser
mons have in them what, to use S. Bonaventure's language,
may be called " Stimuli amoris," inflaming the soul with the
love of our Lord. We note in this volume as especially useful
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the sermous on " TheSacredness of Marriage," "The Blas
phemy Against the Holy Ghost," "Everlasting Punishment,"
" The Losses of the Saved," and " The Miracles." Those who
do not possess Dr Pnsey's works will do well at least to pur
chase this volume. It will enable them to meet some of the
controversies of our age, and some of the temptations which
belong to all time.
A Teak's Plain Sermons on the Kfistles and Gospels.
By the Rev. J. Wilmot-Buxton, M.A. London: Skeffington and Son. First Quarterly Part. Price 2s. 6d. Pp. 132.
1884.
There is only one fault we have to find with Mr Wilmot-Buxton's sermons, and that is, some of them have a superfluity of
the anecdotal element. They form a sort of repertory of historic
allusions, showing how much the author has read, marked,
and learnt. This " embarrassment of riches " has, of course,
its value, for the preacher can pick and choose what he likes.
This instalment contains seventeen sermons for the Sundays
from Advent Sunday to Quinquagesima.
The subjects
which are treated are : "The Battle of Life," ''The Un
fading Crown," ''God's Messengers," "Rejoicing Religion,"
not a very happy title, "The Voices of God," "Emmanuel,"
"Redeeming the Time." These extend to the end of the
year. After which come Epiphany discourses, &c. As a
specimen of Mr Wilmot-Buxion's best style, and redundancy
of illustrative reference, we give the following. He is enforc
ing upon mothers their duties and responsibilities, as " God's
messengers : "
" A French bishop once said, * the hope of France Is in her mothers.'
So is the hope of Kngland and of eve ry country. The English men
and women of the next generation will be what you make them. It
will not be the School Board, or the College, or the Act of Parliament,
which will form their character, but the homt will be the chief
teacher. A wise writer of the past says ' one good mother is worth a
hundred schoolmasters.' The lessons which last our lifetime are not
those which are learnt from a book, but taught by example. And the
earliest example set before a child's eyes, the model most frequently in
his sight, ia bis mother. It has been truly Bald that, although women
may have produced no woik of surpassing power, have written no
' Iliad,' no ' Hamlet,' no ' Paradise Lost ; ' have designed no Church of
8. Peter's, composed no ' Messiah,' carved no Apollo Belvedere, painted
no ' Last Judgment,' although they have Invented neither algebra, nor
telescopes, nor steam engines, they have done something greater and
better than all this, it is at their knees that virtuous and upright men
and women have been trained—the most excellent productions in the
world. It was the gentle schooling of Monica which turned Augustine
from a profligate to a saint. It was the memory of a mother's lessons
which changed John Newton, of Olney, from a blasphemous sailor to
an earnest minister of God. It was a mother's influence which made
George Washington a man of such truth, such nobleness, such power
that he swayed the people of America as one man, &c, &c.-'
These sermons are the very opposite of what is dry and
commonplace, and the Catholic teaching in them is plain and
vigorous.
Thirty. Thousand Thoughts. Volume III.
(X. VirtueB,
including Excellences. Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth
Parts.
XL The Mosaic Economy.)
London: Kegan
Paul, Trench and Co., Paternoster-square.
188*.
Pp.
516.
This gigantic work is slowly developing itself, but cannot,
as we calculate, be yet near its conclusion, if Us conductors
intend to carry out the title they have chosen for their enter
prise, as doubtless they do. For this third volume has reached
the highly respectable number of 10,791 quotations ; that is,
about one- third of the whole number promised ; so that we
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must expect eight or nine volumes of the work before it
comes to the completion its conductors have planned for it.
Notwithstanding its " longsomeness," no fair critic can deny
that it contains much that is useful and valuable to the preacher
and not less to the liit<frateur, who will often find it conve
nient to have quotations upon this or that subject collected
for him, and published in this unexceptionable shape. It is
true that such a person will in all probability wish that they
were somewhat less trite than many of those before us ; and
also that they had been chosen with a more catholic taste,
and with a knowledge and appreciation of other literatures
than our own. But chacun a les defauts dt set qualitc's ; and so
we suppose has every book. By the time it is finished it will
be a veritable library ; a library which in competent hands and
for some purpose may be found sufficiently comprehensive in
itself : a dictionnaire det dictioanaires —without which (as it
used to be said in booksellers' catalogues) "no gentleman's
library can be considered complete." And such works, we
fancy, are not considered less fit for their high places because
hypercritical minds venture to think them a little—dull.
Annus Sanctus : Hymns of the Church for the Ecclesiastical
Year. Selected and Arranged by Okbt Shipley, M.A.
Vol. I. London and New York : Burns and Uates. 1884.
Pp. xxxi., 231, 140, 36.
This work, in which, and in the subject of which, we should
ordinarily have felt the greatest and most friendly interest,
has been compiled upon a principle very characteristic of that
small class of persons who have left the Anglican Church for
Romanism, and who arc, of course, hostile and hitter towards
the Communion they have quitted, i.e. , that of the exclusion
of all versions made by persons who were not members of the
Church of Rome. While there are, of course, many pious
and some beautiful renderings in this large collection, yet the
narrowness of the principle works out its own penalty. For
most of the best versions are, in fact, by Anglic.un ; and their
exclusion delivers over the collection, as a whole, to a bald
mediocrity.
The compiler, indeed, is, it would seem, of
opinion that, "whether or not, in such a book as this, poetical
talent be superadded to the gift of faith, is a matter of secon
dary moment " (p. 3, Preface). Of the degree of good taste
that has been employed in the formation of the collection
before us the reader may judge from the following excerpt
from p. 9 of the Appendix :
" Now at the supper of the Lamb
Watchful and clad In garments white,
Let us, who through the Red Sea came,
To Christ our Lord sweet hymns indite.
Whose holy body for our food
Was on the cross' altar broiled,
By tasting of whose holy blood
We lead to God a life unsoiled."
Further comment is unnecessary.
John Knox. By W. M. Taylor, D.D., LL D. London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 27 Paternoster-row.
1884. Pp.
211. Price 2s. 6d.
A sensible and adequate memoir of the Scottish reformer ;
somewhat thin and brief, as was inevitable from the limits
within which it is contained ; and also in our view (though
not in that of the author and his friends), far too laudatory.
And he has been guilty of an obvious non sequitur when he
argues that because governments and Christian men alike
once thought it their bounden duty to apply force to religious
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dissidents to oblige them to conform (and that no doubt, as The Adventures of Six Yodno Men in the Wilds of
Maine and Canada ; or, The Knockabout Club. By C. A.
he says, was the case with all parties and persuasions alike in
Stephens. London : Dean and Son. 1884.
the Middle Ages), that therefore no union between Church
and State is to be desired, and that any such union does Ziozao Journeys in the Western States of America.
The Atlantic to the Pacific. By H. Butterworth. London :
harm. We entirely traverse his words when he says :
Dean and Son. 1884.
" The world has been slow to come to It, but no perfect liberty either
These two books are companion volumes, each costs five
in Church or in State is possible save through the separation of the one
from the other, and the restriction of each to its own proper domain." shillings, and is the most marvellous five-shillings' worth we
know. Both are profusely illustrated, and the illustrations,
-(Page 136.)
It may very well be the case that the attainment of this though unequal, are often excellent. They are both American,
object, which Liberationists and political Dissenters have so and both purport to be the logs of clubs, the first of a bicycle
much at heart, " shall bo the beginning of another era, as club, called the Knockabout; the second of the Zigzag. The
strongly marked as that which began in the overthrow of the former contains a hundred, the latter a hundred and fifty illus
Papal Church three hundred years ago ; " but if the lessons trations. The letterpress of both is most spirited, the inci
of history are at all to be trusted, that era will be one of dents full of interest. The Zigzag series of imaginary travels
renewed growth to Romanism, and of ignominious disaster in America, and elsewhere, were started for the purpose of
and rout to the already disorganised forces of Protestantism. teaching geography in an agreeable manner ; and they have
already reached a sale of a hundred thousand in America,
Not an unfit moral, perhaps, for the Life of Knox !
where they have been used in schools for collateral readings.
The Wonderland of the North-West, the Yosemite region,
We have received from Messrs Griffith and Farran a case the Yellowstone-park, Dakota, the Salt Lake, are all described
with five little attractive volumes in it, with illustrated and their natural curiosities done justice to. The frontispiece
borders prettily painted. Faith, Hopf, Love, Mercy and of the " Zigzag journey " is a marvellous picture of the even
Peace, and the Golden Text-Book of selections from the ing sun streaming through the grand canon of the Colorado.
' Christian Tear,' are the titles of these works, texts on one Some drawings are given of the Hoodoos. "In shape, these
side of the page, and "sacred song " on the other, forming Hoodoos are unlike anything elsewhere known, being a cross
the letterpress. Some of these little works have prefaces by between the usual spire and steeple form, and the slenderCharlotte M. Yonge. Just the books for Christmas and New based and flat, tottering, table-topped sandstone monuments
Year's gifts.
near the Garden of the Gods, in Colotado ; and while lack
A Caskbt op Pearls (F. Warne and Co.) is a little book ing the symmetry and beauty of these, surpass both in wild,
with texts for morning and evening and delightfully illus
weird fascination. Here the sharp-cornered fragments of
trated, though we fail to trace any correspondence between rocks of nearly every size, form, formation, and shade of
the text and the pictures. Rats of Light, by the same colouring, by a peculiar volcanic cement, attached sidewisc.
editor, E. Keary, and designer, W. H. S. Thompson, is a endwise, and upon the tops, sides, and apparently unsupported,
book of the same kind, but the illustrations are of flowers, upon each other, represent every form, garb, and posture of
and are not so good to our mind as the 'Casket of Pearls.' gigantic human beings, as well as of birds, beasts, and reptiles.
—Ivy Leaves, which are selections from Frances R. Haver- In fact, nearly every form, animate or inanimate, real or chi
gal (James Nisbet and Co.)—Traveller's Joy (Griffith and merical, ever actually seen or conjured up by the imagina
Farran)—Silvern and Golden (S. P. C. K.), which teaches
tion, may here be observed."
a very useful lesson, not only to ladies, " the governance of
An interesting account of the origin of Mormonism is also
the tongue "—Threads of Gold (S. P. C. K.), by W. given in the " Zigzag journey."
Francis H. King, which consists of well selected extracts
These two books are among the best books we have seen
from the writings of the Saints, are all suitable for gift- this Christmas for presents to boys.
books, and are so small that they may be easily carried in
The Little Old Portrait. By Mrs Molesworth. Lon
the pocket.
don : S. P. C. K. Pp. 147.
This story of 'The Little Old Portrait ' is one which teaches
Matiiieson's Vade Mecum for Investors for 1885. Giving
the Latest Information Regarding All Classes of Stocks, many a lesson. First, in what true nobility consists.
Shares, Bonds, &c, Officially Quoted on the London Stock Secondly, what it is which brings about revolutions, the great
Exchange.
London : F. C. Mnthieson and Son, 'Bar
tholomew-house, Bank, E.C. ; Effingham Wilson, Koyal inequality of condition between class and class. It is a tale
of the French Revolution, and of the sufferings which led to
Exchange.
Such a book of reference as this cannot fail to be of use to it and resulted from it. Edme'e, the daughter of the Countess
a great many persons. All the chief investments of every de Valmont, becomes fond of a boy who was only a farmer's
class, from British, Indian, Colonial and Provincial, and son, when herself but a little girl. Mrs Molesworth gives a
Foreign Government securities, to Corporation Stocks at home true picture of French manners and character. The interest
in the fortunes of the farm-boy and the Countess's daughter
and abroad, Railways, Banks, Gas Companies, Mines, Water
works, and all the varieties of modern associated enterprise, increases as the story advances, and reaches its climax when,
are here arranged in order, with full particulars as to each. in the midst of the Revolution, Pierre makes his way to Paris
To the man of business it will be almost indispensable ; to and rescues Edme'e, just in time to let the dying Countess
the occasional investor not less useful, because it will supply, know that ber child has some protector. The way they escape
partially at least, his ignorance and want of familiarity with from Paris in disguise is graphically related. A book we can
thoroughly recommend.
the financial world.

a^ultum in Ipattio.
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Little People of Asia.
By Oura Thorne Miller.
London : Griffith and Farran. Pp. 405.
This is one of the most amusing books we hare met with
for a long time. The way in which different Peoples—Turks,
Syrians, Persians, Tartars, Siamese, Eskimo, Chinese, Japan
ese, &c, treat their babies, is graphically described both in
the letterpress and in the numberless illustrations.
The
wonder is the babies can survive the kind attentions which
await them when they are nshcred into this world. One baby
is " salted," another "oiled," another " buttered," another
"dyed," another "covered with snow,"&c. Little People,
not Asiatic, will delight in this volume. We have two faults
to find. The spelling will not approve itself on this side of
the Atlantic of such words as " travelers," " jeweler,"
"bazar," "laborer," " neighbors," &c. And we must take
exception to the exclamation " Goodness !" at page 49. But,
notwithstanding these blemishes, ' Little People of Asia ' is
amusing and instructive, the illustrations excellent, and the
"get-up" of the volume most attractive. Just the book for a
present to children—and mothers, too.
The Christmas Nombek op the Monthly Packet. Edited
hv the Author of the 'Heir of Redelyffe.'
London:
Walter Smith. Pp. 253. 1884.
The Proverb this year is " May-be was never a honey-bee,
Nothing venture nothing win," which Miss Yonge philosophi
ses about in her preface very cleverly, commenting, as usual,
on the stories which form the number. The first is one by
Miss C. B. Coleridge, entitled " Primroses," a flower which
has acquired political significance, but which is here the name
of a charming young lady, Primrose Penreath, whose destiny
seemed to hang on a game of cards, " on a desperate chance,"
in which Colonel Vyner was the winner, but ultimately the
loser. Miss Coleridge shows that what we venture must be
our own, and " the risk must never be of truth and honour."
" The Flight of the Wingless " will please those who have a
literary turn. Its moral is, don't try to turn "may-be"
into "is" loo soon. Or, as Lord Beaconsfield would say,
"Everything comes if a man will only wait." The author is
anxious that it should be known that "Giant's Robe" had
not been read before "The Flight of the Wingless" was writ
ten. "Venture" is another good story, in which the risk is
not of the " wrong sort," but based on that which turns out
a failure. The character of Francia Oenis is w. 11 drawn.
The Number, as usual, is full of interesting stories, among
which may be mentioned "Soaring," "Mademoiselle
Fe'licitc," and the "Knight of the Burning Brand," which, if
not quite up to the mark of some of its predecessor?, is still
an exceedingly good one. Next year's proverb is, "Dearest
is dearest," which may be taken in two ways, " what costs the
most is the best beloved or valued," and the opposite, " the
most beloved is the most costly."
Messrs Ilildesheiiner and Faulkner have added to their pub
lications noticed in our last number some other books for young
children, which are well worth attention. Among these we
think the palm must be given to Little Miss Mahioold,
which has some quaint verses by Mr F. E. Weatherly appro
priately and charmingly illustrated by Miss Jane M. Dealy,
although some of the illustrations have done duty before in
the same artist's former work, Sixes and Sevens, which will
be remembered by many of our readers.
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A very pretty companion volume to this is The Song or
the Bell, the verses (also by Mr F. E. Weatherly), would be
suited to slightly older children. The illustrations are by M.
Ellen Edwards and John C. Staples.
Tom the Pipek's Son, There's mast a Slip, and A Dat
with the Harriers are three new companion volumes to the
' Maids of Lee ' and the ' Men of Ware,' and the illustrations,
both in colour and in outline, are designed in similarly happy
fashion.
Many of those who may just now be weighing the merits of
the various illustrated magazines, with a view of becoming
subscribers next year, would probably be guided to a speedy
decision after inspecting a portfolio of proof impressions of
engravings originally published in Messrs Macmillan's Eng'.Uh
Illustrated Magazine. Each of the selected engravings is a
veritable work of art. And the collection as just published
by Messrs Macmillan in its elegant portfolio would make a
most handsome Christmas or New Year's Gift.
Those who want short attractive tales will do well to pro
cure Christmas Gleams, edited by W. Earl Hodgson, and
published by Messrs David Bryce and Son, of Glasgow.
Mabel in RhtmeLahd (Griffith and Farran), is the title
of a well got up and quaintly illustrated child's book, the
heroine in a dream meets in person many heroes of veilknown nursery rhymes, such as The Man in the Moon, Little
Bo-Peep, Jack and Jill, and others, with whom she holds
amusing conversations. It is well calculated to please yourg
children.
Those on the look-out for a religious gift-book for a child
will do well to procure The Story op the Childhood or
Christ (National Society). It is told in simple language,
and has several capital full-page coloured illustrations. The
binding, too, is very attractive.
Messrs Mowbray's annual volume of The Gospeller would
make a useful gift for a cottage home.

a^cssrs ©riffitb ano jfarran's Bern
Publications.
Messrs Griffith and Farran'a books for boys »Dd girls, if
not so numerous as last year, are as attractive as usual. The
first we take up is The African Cruiser, a tale by S. Whit
church Sadler, R. N. It contains au account of a midship
man's adventures on the West Coast of Africa. Boys will
delight in the story, because it is full of pluckinesa. The
effect of the first gale, the arrival of "Yellow Jack," the
excitement of chasing and boarding the first slaver, the
equally stimulating effect of being pursued by a hippopotsmus, " the magnificent spectacle of an African tornado,'' and
"the night attack," are incidents enough to make this story
a favourite. The religious toue is good. The value of prayer,
the importance of Church Missions, and the duty of deliver
ing the slave from his thraldom, coming in naturally in toe
narrative. But, as the midshipman is made to tell the story oi
his own exploits, he strikes us as a little too egotistic
Sunntlakd Stories is a book suitable for little girls, quite
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a contrast to the one Which we have just noticed, which was
fnll of daring adventure. 'Sunnyland Stories,' however, as
the terra implies, have a brightness about them, and Goldi
locks and her simple tales teach many a lesson—gratitude,
not "to give oneself airs," and to remember those whose lot
is hard and who know no parents' smile, being amongst them.
The prettiest story is that on "The Fairy Spectacles," which
shows how " stupid old " things, when seen through them, are
" full of wouder and beauty." There are several illustrations,
which always heightens the value of a book to little people.
Aunt Mart's Bran Pie, by the same author, contained
something more than toys and sweetmeats—it contained six
rolls, upon which were inscribed the same number of stories
which were Aunt Mary's, and were said to be better than
"any ever read out of books," of course, until this book was
written. The faces strike us, in the picture of " The Opening
of the Pie," as too demure. The conduct Of "the disobe
dient chicken," and the retribution he received—and, indeed,
the contents of Aunt Mary's Bran Pie generally—are sure
to interest and amuse quite young children.
Parted ; a Tale of Clouds and Sunshine, by N. D'Anvers, is
faithfully described by its title. The author shows his insight
into character, and portrays the heroine, Nelly, with all her im
perfections, in a lifeUke manner. The youngest children will be
amused by the deluge of pomatum which Bobby brought upon
himself, whilst old ones will be touched by the pathetic story
of ' ' Beauty " and her mistress. There is real art in the way
the darkest cloud and the brightest sunshine are brought
together, when Nelly flung herself into her father's arms after
long separation, and Ally's death had just emptied the little
cottage on the cliff of all a fond parent loved. ' Parted ' is a
story we can strongly recommend for its truthfulness to
nature.
Grandfather, by E. C. Phillips, price 2s. 6d., is rather a sad
story about two orphan girls who lost their mother when four
and twelve years old. A parrot plays a very important and
amusing part in the tale. " Becky," a faithful servant, who had
received as a legacy from a former mistress a dog who became
her inseparable companion, and with whom she held conversa
tions, exclaimed on the evening of Mrs Tracey's death, when
she hail been told that the home was to be broken up and the
two children sent to their old grandparents, "Poor bairns!
trying life with such old fogies." Polly overheard the re
mark, and repeated it at a very untoward time. The way
"Polly "and "Fluffy" formed part of the family circle is
delightful, and reminds us of S. Francis, who called birds
and animals his brothers. Moreover, the tale teaches that
"spoiling" is a mistake, and that we must always " dale to
be true."
Tub Bor Slave of Bokhara, by David Ker, is a story
told by the hero himself of his experiences as a slave
in Central Asia. There is a reality about the narrative
which cannot but have an effect upon the reader, though, ou
the whole, we think there are too many heads cut off, or, as a
French chapelier said in alluding to the Reign of Terror, '"it
was a bad time for hatters, sir." The interest in the story
never flags, and the wonderful escapes show that truth is
Bometimea stranger than fiction. Throughout it is delightful
to remark how true the hero was to his faith, although his
fidelity nearly cost him his life. The book is full of the most
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interesting adventures amongst a people of whom few know
much. Boys will delight in this narrative, and also girls,
though they will shudder a little at some of the scenes in it.
Thb Wilo Horseman of the Pampas is by the same
author, who in this volume takes a very different part of
the globe for the scene of the narrative. We have found
the story as interesting as the former. The book will delight
elder boys, as it is full of daring adventures of a youth iu
South America, the truth of which is vouched for by the
author, who was himself the hero of one at least. It is
hardly likely that any readers of this book will be tempted
to imitate this youth. The writer shows a great knowledge
of boy nature. The suddeu appearance of venomous snakes,
red Indians, and, above all, the much-dreaded Wild Horse
man— only to be overcome or annihilated, cannot fail to in
terest. The hero, too, is high principled and courageous.

Recent Publications of tfje Eetigious
Cract ^ocietp.
This influential Society is again, as in former years, prompt
and able iu catering for the public instruction ; and, besides
other works to which we shall shortly accord soparate notices,
we have pleasure iu drawing special attention to one which
from the high rank of the author, and the extreme beauty
and value of the illustrations and general appearance,
deserves to be counted as among the more notable of the
books of the year.
Canadian Pictures, Drawn with Pen and Pencil. By the
Marquis of Lorne, K.T.
"The Confederation entered into iu 1867," says the former
Governor-Geueral of the Dominion, in his remarkably sen
sible and business-like Introduction, ". . . . has been a most
successful one. It would be difficult now to find anywhere a
man of any mark who would vote for its repeal. Each year
strengthens the pride felt iu its increasing cohesion, and the
feeling of brotherhood is cemented by the growing knowledge
that each section has of the other. The two sea-boards on
the great oceaus, the three gigantic tracts, each so different,
but each so vital—the region of forests, the regiou of prairie,
the region of mountain and valley—of which the old provinces,
the central territories, and British Columbia, are respectively
the types, are now known each to the other, and each is felt
to be of vital importance to all.'' The first three chapters
give general descriptions of the conditions of Canada, pre
paratory to a more detailed survey, which then proceeds from
east to west, taking the Maritime Provinces, Ontario, Quebec,
the Indian territories of the North- West, the Neiv Territories,
and lastly British Columbia, iu consecutive chapters. Lord
Lorne has the gift of clear, succiuct, aud orderly narrative
and description, and every reader of this volume will have
in it the materials for as complete a knowledge of the great
Domiuion of the North- West as is possible to be given. We
seem to see the trick of the pen which is long habituated to
writing reports, in the multiplicity of facts and details which
are crowded into every page and almost every paragraph. The
book naturally overflows with statistics from the first page
to the last, though the author does once say of Manitoba,
that "theieis little use iu specifying its condition to-day,
for to morrow the change will have beeu so great that the
statistics would be already stale."
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Of the multifarious illustrations it would be difficult to
speak too highly. They are mostly from photographs or
sketches by Lord Lome, and are beautifully engraved. The
volume, like its predecessors of the series, is a very handsome
one, and will form an appropriate and acceptable gift-book.
The Mela at Tulsipur, by the Rev. B. H. Badley, M.A.,
is an illustrated book for children's reading. It consists of
a series of familiar descriptions of itinerant preaching and
other missionary work in India, interspersed with transla
tions of native stories. A Afela, we should explain, is a reli
gious fair, when the people flock together for the purpose
partly of following the rites of their religion, partly of
amusement All this is very interesting, the book is cheer
fully written, and very suitable for children. One exception,
the chapter as to the "Children's Meeting," children's
preaching, and so on, seems to us very undesirable. We
should certainly not read that to children ourselves, or suffer
them to read it.
Another very pretty and nicely-executed book is The
Sweet Stout of Old ; a Sunday Book for the Little Ones,
by Hesba Stretton. It consists of the Life of our Lord,
very sweetly and simply told, and illustrated with twelve fullpage chromo-lithographs. It is so seldom that it is possible
to commend unreservedly any paraphrase of the Scripture
narrative that we are the more glad to find here one such
which is in all respects satisfactory. Mothers will find it
exactly what is wanted to read to very young children on a
Sunday afternoon, or at other times.
We may class with it, though intended for the use of older
persons, The Story of Joseph, Read in the Light of the
Son of Man. A Popular Exposition. By Alex. Macleod
Symington, D.D. Dr Symington has taken the story of
Joseph and filled in the probable details—the mise en scene, by
the help of extant monuments, traveller's note-books, and
such like ; and we think that most readers will find it greatly
elucidated and themselves helped to a fuller understanding
of it. Dr Symington does not, however, as far as we have
noticed, refer to the identification of Joseph, by Brugsch Bey,
with Baba, who was Viceroy under King Aphophis of the
eighteenth dynasty, and whose tomb is still extant (' Egypt
under the Pharaohs,' Vol. I., p. 261). Also it is, perhaps,
hypercriticism on our part, in these days, but the Greek
quotation on p. 184 is not properly accented, and we do like
to see this done when use is made of that language.
The fifth volume of Present Day Tracts contains Nos. 25
to 30, by various writers, most of which we have noticed
from time to time as they appeared, and are now bound
together in a neat volume, suitable for the library shelves.
Lastly, we have to notice a really handsome story-book,
Lenore Annandale's Stort, by Evelyn Everett-Green.
There is not much novelty nor what is called sensation in it ;
and some of the characters are unfortunately named. "Mrs
Boghey," for instance, gives the reader a mental contortion
every time he comes to it. But the author lias not only a gift of
imagining bright piquant conversations, which certainly many
lady writers have, but also a good idea for individual charac
ters, and some power of distinguishing them in description
which many as certainly have not. It is quite a book which
young ladies will like, and would make an admirable Christ
mas present.
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Cf)ti0tmas Dag.
Isaiah xi. 6.
"A little child shall lead them."
I have heard the story of the breaking loose of some
tame elephants in India, seized witli sudden madness.
They tore up whatever came in their way, killed their
keepers, dashing them on the ground, and kneading them
with their huge feet, and consternation prevailed. Then
the wife of one of the elephant-keepers sent her little
child, aged seven, in among the savage, frenzied beasts,
and the child called them, and put out its hand to pat
them. Thereupon, suddenly, the elephants stopped, their
fury abated, and they allowed the child to lead them back
to the place where they were usually kept. The prophet,
in the words of my text, is picturing a still more striking
scene. He shows us a whole menagerie of wild beasts, the
lion and the tiger, the wolf, the bear, the cockatrice (or
adder), and the asp ; all these various beasts, with their
several natures, subdued, laying aside their powers of evil,
the wolf dwelling with the lamb, not rending it, the leopard
lying down beside the kid, not mangling it, the bear with
the cow, unmolestiug it, the venomous serpents forgetting
to use their poisonous fangs, and a little child leading
them.
The scene is very peaceful and beautiful. It is a sceue
on which we delight to look, and which we hope to see
realised. Indeed, to some extent, but only to a very
limited extent, is it reproduced among us in the Christian
world now.
The scene is allegorical.
You have heard, doubtless, that the Hindoos believe in
a transmigration of spirits. They believe that after death
the soul of a very proud and passionate man animates a
lion, that a crafty man's soul goes into the body of a fox,
that a venomous-tongued woman's spirit is translated on
death to live in the body of a viper, that a gross soul
enters the body of a swiue, and so on. And you may, per
haps, have seen on old cathedrals and churches carvings
in stone and wood, representing various animals, the lion,
the pig, the wolf, the bear, the goat. These are symboli
cal of various characters, or, I may say, of various vices
prevalent amongst men. Well, in the portion of the pro
phecy of Isaiah from which my text is taken, he is speak
ing of men under the figure of beasts. He means the
proud, passionate man when he speaks of the lion, and
the cruel, heartless man by the wolf, and the rough and
ungentle man by the bear, and the spiteful and slanderous
by the asp and the adder. By the lamb he means the
gentle and patient ; the timorous and modest by the kid ;
the good, yielding, and kind by the cow ; and he means by
his picturesque and poetical description that the time will
come when men's naturally vicious propensities and bad
passions, and brutal natures will be subdued, and they
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■will not hurt and offend in God's Church, but they will be
harmless, self-controlled, and submit to be led in the Way
of Righteousness by that little Child Jksus Christ, who
was born of Mary, at Bethlehem, this Christmas morning.
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that "they do not hurt nor destroy in all God's holy
mountain ; " all we can say is, that there is much less harm
and less destruction done now than was, and that many a
man by nature inclined to evil has laid aside his unregeneNow, my brethren, is not this a true picture of the rate nature, and has become gentle and righteous.
And now, surely, we have here a very important lesson
work of the Gospel ? Has not the history of the progress
of the Truth shown us the conquest of the powers of evil, We must try, to our uttermost, to conquer what is savage
the subjugation of bad passions, the transformation of and brutal in us, to expel what is of the earth and vicious
bad men ? Surely it has. "What is Christ's grace doing in us, and to be harmless, and more than that, good-doing,
in the Holy Mount of Christ's Church, and to be meek
now ? Is it not altering our natural evil natures, and con
trolling our headlong passions, so that we become gentle, and suffer the Little Child of Bethlehem to be our Leader.
disciplinable, not self-willed, bat yielding, patient, loving, We have all of us, in us, the power of harming and
destroying ; but, under the Gospel, we have all of us, in
humble, forbearing ?
Yes it is. Look at your own hearts. What are your us, the controlling power to make that evil innocuous.
own natures ? There was a great man in heathen times
You know the terrible power of those explosive com
called Socrates. Some one remarked to him that his face pounds that have been discovered and used with such
looked like that of a criminal guilty of all kinds of vices. fearful results, in recent years—nitro-glycerine and dyna
" Yes," answered Socrates, " so I am by nature. But mite. Now, it is possible to render them quite harmless
philosophy has taught me to subdue my evil passions." by mixing a sufficient quantity of what is called kietelghur
Have you not evil passions, bad tendencies in you ? Has with them ; and indeed they must not legally be sold
not Christianity done much to control them, to soften the without some to reduce their explosive powers.
roughness of nature, and sweeten what is bitter in you 1
We are all of us explosive compounds, full of passions
What Christianity does in you, it is doing in the world. and propensities for evil which, if allowed their way, will
We who live after the Gospel has been preached and prac
do much wreckage in the moral world ; but then Chris
tised for nearly two thousand years can little imagine how tianity supplies the kieselghur, the element which renders
miserable the world was without it. Yet we have only to us innocuous ; and we must examine ourselves and see
look now into heathen lands, and we see what a difference how far we have suffered the Gospel to penetrate into us
the Gospel has made to us who enjoy its light and teach
and modify our natures.
ing. I was speaking only the other day to someone who
When the nitro-glycerine is mixed with kieselghur, the
had lived many years among the North American Indians, work is a very delicate one, entirely performed by hand,
and he said to me, " The difficulty with them is, that you and slow.
The earth and the liquid are constantly
may be kind to them and live with them for years, and kneaded and worked through the fingers until the whole is
seem to be the best of friends, and then, all at once, from thoroughly fused, for any little knot or undigested lump,
some freak, which they cannot themselves account for, such as is sometimes seen in bread, would present a detonaor maddened by some sudden passion, they will murder tive point which a blow would explode. So roust our whole
nature be thoroughly kneaded and worked together with
you."
Very shortly after I heard much the same said of the the Gospel, not a little here, and a little there, but sifted
savages in Africa, by one who had been long among them. and interpenetrated in all parts, or there will remain in us
They are like animals, they have no power of controlling the power of doing harm, the want of perfect control over
their furious passion. AVhen once passion rises to a our evil powers.
height, it sweeps everything away that has been taught
" A little child shall lead them."
them, and they act as madmen or wild beasts. Now, it is
To-day we stand round the crib of Bethlehem. There,
rare amoDg us Christians to find this. We have all, more on the straw, in that manger-cradle lies the little Child
or less, gained control over ourselves, we are all, more or who is to lead His people. He will lead them through
less, led by the little Child of Bethlehem.
sorrows, through privation, by away that will try them,
But then we are far yet from the complete realisation over rough roads, and by narrow paths. He will lead
of the promise of Isaiah. Alas ! there is still a great them by the right way, the way of the Cross, but thereby
deal of anger, evil-speaking, hard-hearteduess, selfishness, He will lead them to everlasting bliss.
immorality in the world among Christians, and the wolf
"A little Child shall lead them ! " Are we teachable ?
cannot be trusted altogether with the lamb, and a good Are we meek and lowly of heart, ready to take His yoke
number of wolves come among the lambs in sheep's upon us and His light burden, and follow him whitherso
clothing. Nor can the child be trusted to be among bad ever He leadeth ? Are we not led by our own wills, led
and vicious tongues, or it will pick up a good deal of evil. by our passions, led by our momentary impulses. " With
There is much to be learned, much to be unlearned, much righteousness shall He judge the poor," says Isaiah, " And
to be given up, and much to be acquired yet, before the reprove (that is, argue) with equity for the meek of the
Reign of Peace can come over the earth. It is not true earth : and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his
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mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the
■wicked." The prophet shows us what will be the eud.
For a time Christ leads, for a time He reasons with man
with equity, speaking to his conscience, showing him what
is just and righteous ; but if in this time of grace he
does not lay aside his savage, and brutal, aud evil nature,
and become gentle, spiritual, and good, then His spirit will
no longer strive with man, and He will smite the earth,
and destroy from its face all those who oppose Him, all

our readers to judge. We have not much to say about the lata
Canon, because of the proverb, de martuis nil bi'm bomim.

*

*

*

Canon Liddon's Advent Sermons at S. Paul's have attracted
as usual immense congregations. In one on False Shame, the
eloquent preacher pointed out with delicate discrimination the
good aide of the Salvation Army and the secret of its success,
which was that "according to their light they were not ashamed,
nft<r their own fashion, to confess Christ before men." Will
not Gonoral Booth make capital out of this acknowledgment !

*

who refuse wilfully to be tamed, all who maliciously injure
others, and then, then at last the prophecy will be fully
accomplished. " The wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and
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•

The Bjshop of Ripon received a warm and hearty welcome
last week at Huddersfleld, at a great meeting held in the Town
Hall.

the leopard shall lie down with the kid ; and the calf, and

*

*

•

the young lion, and the Catling together ; and a little Child
shall lead them. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all
My holy mountain : for the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."

Churchmen owe a debt of gratitude to the Rev. M. Pocoek for
having recently set before the readers of the Guirdian in .1
forcible letter the real nature of Wyclif's teaching, which a
frothy adulation is calculated to obscure. The points which Mr
Pocoek remarks upon are those which in our Leader Bone weeks
S. BARING-GOULD.
since we condemned. We marvel when we find those who up
hold the rights of property loving to honour Wyclif. We heard
The Next Number, Januiry 2, 1885, will contain a
a Socialist say, that he reverenced Wyclif, not for his religious
Plain Sermon suitable far the First Sundry in the New
views, but for their political tendencies. " We are reading him
Year, by Eev. W. E. Coohlan.
eagerly," he added, " because we believe that his doctrine of
dominion interpreted into nineteenth century language means
■ the land for the people.' "

Current jFacts anD /Rotes.

At the first meeting of the present session of the E. C. V.,
Mr Courtenay read an interesting paper on "Ciurch Music and
Congregational Snging" — a subject at present attracting much
attention. The Earl of Devon was in the chair. Mr T. Lay
man strenuously opposed Mr C mrtonay's views.
Harmony
amongst musical people is a rare acquirement. With the Rev.
E. Hoskins' remarks, that congregational music should be em
ployed at Matins and Evensong, and " more Bkillod music*' might
be used at Celebration, we thoroughly agree.

»

#

*

*

An announcement has appeared in the Weekly Reghter that
the only son of the Bishop of Rochester has joined the Church
of Rome. One evidence that the leakage in that direction is not
confined to one school of thought.

•

*

«

*

Wo understand that it is proposed to hold a conference of
Churchmen early next year on the subject of bow best to defend
the interests of the Church before the new constituencies. The
supporters of an Eitablished Religion recognise the importance
of taking some measures for ventilating the subject amongst
those who are to bo entrusted with votes. Liberationists are
also keenly alive to the gravity of the issue. The political
education of " Ilidga" will evidently not be neglected.

•

*

NOTICE. —The columns of the Litkrart Churchmak are at
all times open to Correspondence, and the Editor invites and
welcomes the free expression of opinions, especially from the
Clergy. But it must be clearly understood always that he does
not necessarily snare those opinions. The name and address
of every correspondent must be confided to the Editor, not
necessarily for publication, but as a pledge of good faith ;
AND A3 OUR SPACE IS LIMITED WE MUST REQUEST OUR
CORRESPONDENTS TO BE VERY BRIEF.
VISITATION

#

Dr Deane, Q.C., under commission from the Archbishop of
Canterbury, attended at tho Board room of Queen Anne's Bounty
Office, Westminster, on December 11th and prorogued the meet
ing of Convocation to the 20'h day of Fobruary next.

•

^<^or^^on^encej^

*

By the death of Rov. E. Girdlostone, Cmon of Bristol, agri
cultural labourers have lost a friend, and High Churchmen an
enemy. Whether his wish to be buried in surplice and hood as
he preached three weeks since before the Prince of Wales is an
instance of "the rating passion strong in death," we must leave

OF

THE SICK.

To the Editor of the L. C.
Sir, — I should like, with your permission, to venture to add
one remark to the paper of so high an authority as Canon
Butler, I do not remember to have seen it noticed elsewhere,
but I have myself often found the greatest interest shown by
the sick at the repetition of Hymns. The reading of tbem has
not the same effect. Those which I have used are frcm ' Hymns
A. and M.' :
"Rock of Ages,"
"The King of L,ove,"
"Sun of my soul,"
" Jcsn, the very thought of Thee,"
" Abide with me ;"
and also
Chriithin
close my
favourite

some of the Lines on "Holy Communion" in the
Year, after Holy Communion. It is my custom to
visit with one of these. The sick come to have their
hymns which they ask for. I have also known them

loarnt.
Sandford St Martin, Dec. 6.

En. Marshall, F.S. A.
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Messrs HATCHARD'S LIST.

SERMON OX DEMAS.
Sib, —For sermons on Demas reference may be made to
Richard Sibhs' ' Sermons,' fol. p. 183, 1630 : on 2 Tim., iv. 10 ;
Professor Heurtley's 'Parochial Sermons,' Vol. 1., p. 18, OxF.,
1851 : on 2 Tim., iv. 6-10 -S. Paul and Demas ; Adam Little
ton's 'Sermons,' Lond. 16S0: on Col. iv. 14, § iv.
See also R. W. Evans' 'Scripture Biography,' Ser. I., Lon.,
1834, pp. 278-90, for something " simile aut secundum."
Sandford St Martin, Dec. 6.
Ed. Marshall.
Sib, — In reply to " F. C." I would refer him to Manning's
'Sermons,' Vol. III. (3rd Ed., 1844), Sermon XI.
Tours, Ac,
G. Woollcombb.
34 Richmond-hill, Clifton, Bristol, Dec. 5.
The rubric after the Collect for S. Stephen's Day is, —
" Then shall follow the Collect of the Nativity, which shall be
said continually unto New-Yoar's Eve."
As the year formerly began with March 25, I presume that
the words of tbis Rubric must have been at some time altered.
If so, when ? And by whose authority !
H. W.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Griffith. Farran & Co
Austin.— Two Stories of Two
Nisbet.
Hell.— Songs in Many Keys
Cambridge Press.
Cheyne.— H»sea
Clergyman's Almanack and Diary lor 1885. ...
Consecrated Recreation
Nisbet.
Conder.— Kittle Geography
Sunday School Union
Cornish. — Holidays at Krinnicombe
Masters.
Kverard.—'• Kvery Kye "
Nisbet.
Hodder & Stoughton
Kxpoeltory Sermons and Outlines
Elliot Stock.
Exprritnentura lirevirwimum
Griffith and Farran.
Holland —Mabel In Khymeland
Macmillan
KingBley's Daily Thoughts
Blackwood.
l.ee.— Glimpses in the Twilight
H. T. Clark.
Lebmann — Scene* from the Life of Jesus
liuckock.— Footprints of the Son of Man. 2
Rtvingtons.
Vols
\ Christian Coin in on Maclaren— A Year's Ministry
j wealth.
Haichards.
Moore —Meditations for Advent
Palmer.
ISeale.— Romance in Reality..
Hildrsheimer and
Parcel of Children's Books ...
Faulkner.
Parcel of New Publication*...
Griffith and Farran.
Poems of Keats
Macmiilau.
Poynder.—The Lord's Body
Slmpkin.
Prool Engravings from tue Englisu Illustrated
Mnguzine
„
Macmillan.
Stalker— The Life of Christ.
H. T.Clark.
The Bibllotheca Sacra
Goodrich.
The Starlight Crown
ISiibet.
The World of Prorerb and Parable
Hodder A Stoughton
The Expositor. Vol. VI II
Hodder A Stouguton
The Childhood of Christ
National Society.
The Pastor*! DUry and Clerical Record
Gemtnell.
Trench. — Brief Thoughts and iledhations
Macmillan.
Ward.—The Wish to Believe
KfL'.in PauL
Wray.—The Man with the Knapsack
Nisbet.
Wrijjhtsoo. — Confirmation Addresses
Hatch ards.
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THE GROVE COLLEGE,
ADDLESTONE, SURREY.
A SCHOOL of the first class for the sons of Gentlemen. Roys pre
pared tor the Public Schools and for Competitive Examinations of
every kind. Quite near to London. Beautiful and healthy situation.
Special terms lor the sons of Clergymen.
Reference to many Noblemen, Bishop*, and Officers of both SerTlces.
Term* and Prospec^ses on application to Mea«rs W.Skeffingtonand
Son, 16.J Piccadilly, ur to the Principal,

Rev. SAMUEIy J EALES, M.A., D.C.L.

The UNIQUE GRANDEUR of the BIBLE.
By the Rev. Prebendary ANDERSON, of Bath.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

MEDITATIONS for ADVENT.
By the Rev. DANIEL MOORE, of Holy Trinity, Paddington.
Square crown Svo, 3s. Od.
EDWARD NANGLE : the Apostle of Achill
A Memoir and a History.
Jiy the Rev. HENRY SEDDALL, LL.D.,
Crown Svo, Illustrated, fis.
With an Introduction by the Most Rev. Lord PLUNKET, D D.,
Bishop of Meatb.

TOUCHSTONES;
Or, Christian GmceB and Characters Tested.
By Bishop OX EN DEN. Fcap Svo. cloth, price 2«. 6d.
*' Many beautiful thoughts and much en meat counsel.1'— Rock.
'• Earnestly written, and. an their name Indicate", in each cape go
directly to the point."—Churchman.
" Many wipe Hnd timely counsels are given in this book. It Is a very
useful addition to popular Christian literature."— Christian.

A LAMP AND A LIGHT.
Short and Simple Chapters on Texts of Scripture.
By the Rev. F BOURD1LLON, Author of • Bedside Readings," &c.
Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s.
" Short and pithy expositions on well-known texts."—Ecclesiastical
Gazette.
"Sweetly persuasive, and tenderly comforting."— Sword and Trowel.
" Impressive, and well calculated to produce lasting results for
good."— Rock.

HERALDS of the CROSS;
Or, the Fulfilling of the Command.
By Miss F. E. ARNOLD-FoKSTKR. Chapters on Mission Work.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, oloih extra, 5-*.
"Told in a beautifully simple style, sure to interest children, for
whom the hook is intended."— Graphic.
v
" Emphatically a successful book, and cannot fail, we should thinkto become a general favourite in Christian families interested in mis
sionary work ; and we do not think anything bo good of its kind has
been published for thirty years.'1—Church Missionary Intelligencer.

HATOHARDS, 187 PICCADILLY, L0ND0K.
Complete in 1 VoL for the whole year (Jan. to
Dec.) Price 6s., by post 6s. 5d.
BY THE REV. CHR. RIDLEY PEARSON, M.A.,

COUNSELS OF 7HE WISE KING,
Applied to Daily Life.
This work aims at making the Book of Proverbs more
practically useful. One of its inspired sayings is appro
priated to every day throughout the year, and to each
proverb is attached (1) a brief and simple interpretation,
(2) a series of illustrations from Holy Scripture, and (3) a
practical application.
The hook is intended as a help in private devoli in, for retding at
Family Worship, &c, while the matter it contains is specially adapted
to workiug up into Sermoua. Complete for the whole >ear prke tie.
W. SKEFFINGTON and SON, 163 Piccadilly, London.
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THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY'S LIST.
THE MARQUIS OF LOKNE'S NEW BOOK.
One of the Cheapest Gift- Books of the Season.
Imperial 8ro, 8s., handsome cloth ; or 25b. in morocco elegant
CANADIAN PICTURES. Drawn with Pen and
Pencil. With numerous fine Engravings by E. WnVMPEH, from
Sketches by the Marquis of Lornk, Sydney Hall, and other*.
"Most Interesting— an extremely pleasant book. The Illustrations
by Mr Sydney Hall and Lord Lome largely contribute to the attrac
tiveness of this very attractive volume."— Saturday Keview.
THE WYCLIFFE QUINCENTENARY.
New and Cheaper Edition.
JOHN WYCLIPFE and his ENGLISH PRE
CURSORS. By Professor LECH1.ER. D.D.. oi the University
of Lelpslc. Translated from the German by PETER LOR1MER,
D.D. New Edition, very carefully revised. With a Supplemental
Chapter on the Successors of Wycliffe. By S.G.GREEN, D.D.
8vo. 8s., cloth boards. Portrait and Illustrations.
This book is re-Issued in connection with the Five Hundredth Anni
versary of Wycliffe '« Death, December 31st, 1384.
WYCLIFFE ANECDOTES. Compiled by the Rev.
S.G.GREEN, D.D. Uniform with the ■ Luther Anecdotes.' With
Illustrations. !6mo. Is. 6d. , cloth boards.
" Contains in compendious form most of the notalle facts about
Wycliffe."—Pall Mall Gazette.

The MELA at TULSIPUR. Glimpses of Missionary
Life and Work in India. A Book for the Children. By ibe K« v
B. II. BADLEY. M.A.. for Ten Years a Missionary in North
India. With many fine Engravings. Quarto. 4s., cloth gilt.
Melas are great heathen religious festivals held in many parti of
India, and frequented by great multitudes.
Three Shillings nnd Sixpence each.

DEARER than LIFE.

A Story of the Times of

Wycliffe. By KM MA LESLIE. With Illustrations. Imperii!
16mo,3s. 6d., cloth, gilt.
This tale is published in commemoration of the quincentenary of
WycUffe's death. It is by a practised writer, and gives a lively and in
teresting picture of England in the fourteenth century.

APPLES and ORANGES: Familar Talks with the
Children on Fruits. By Mrs DYSON. With Engravings. Crown
8vo, 3s. Ad., cloth board*, gilt edges.
A most interesting book for children. Lessons of the highest viloe
are drawn from familiar objects, and taught in away likely to prore
very attractive to young readers.

WIND and WAVE FULFILLING his WORD,
A story of the Siege ot Leyden, 1574. By HA1UUKI I £.
liUltCU. With Engravings. Imperial lflmo. 3a. 6d.. doth gilt.
A very good historical story. The plot is Interesting, and the inci
dents of the famous siege are powerfully described. A capital gift or
prize book.
COLOURED GIFT BOOKS.

STORY-LAND. By Sydney Grky.

With Thirty-two

Coloured Illustrations by Robert Barnes. Quarto, Hand? ■ ■
HANDSOME ANNUAL VOLUMES.
bound in colour* d boards, 6s.
The Annual Volume ot the
" Mr Barnes's Illustrations deserve much praise. The colouring it
LEISURE HOUR : The Family Journal of Instruction bright and nice. The drawing Is ppirited, and the children look u if
and Recreation. Contains 708 payes of Interesting reading, with they flourished on the wholesome food ot the nursery."*—Saturday Hea Coloured Frontispiece and numerous Illustrations.
view.
It forms a handsome Illustrated Book for a Christmas or New Year's MY COLOURED PICTURE STORY BOOK.
Present, and a most appropriate and instructive volume for a School,
With Twenty-four full-coloured page Pictures and Forty Vignrtt. >
Family, Institution, Ship, or Parish Library. Price 7s., cloth ; 8s. 0d.,
comprising our Pretty Village, I. nil. Antoine. The Little Cousin
gilt edges ; 10s. 6d., half calf.
from India, Blackbird's Nest. 4s., in cloth, gilt edges.
THE ANNUAL VOLUME OF THE
A New Sunday Book by Ilesba Stretton.
A Sunday Book
SUNDAY at HOME.
The Family Magazine for The SWEET STORY Of OLD.
for the Liftie Ones. ISy IIKSBA STKETTON. Auihorof'J^
Sabbath Reading:. Contains 828 pages, with illustrations in
Bica's First Prayer,' Ac. With Twelie Coloured Pictures by H ff.
Colours, and numerous superior Wood Engravings.
Maddox. Quarto. 3s. Bd. , cloth boards. The story of the lAt 4
A very suitable Book for Presentation. It contains a great variety
Jesus told us so as to Interest young children.
of Interesting and Instructive Sabbath Keaolng for every Member of
the Family, and is profusely Illustrated. Price 7s., cloth ; 6s. 6d., extra DAILY TEXTS for the LITTLE ONES. Ukigilt edges ; 10s. 6d., half calf.
trations by Agnes Gardner King, l'rinted In Culuur by EAwwA
Evans. Oblong 4to. 2s., cloth boards, coloured edzei.
NEW STORY BOOKS.
A Text for every day of the Year, and a fine full-page Illustritla
Five Shillings each.
for each month. A pretty gift-book for children.

LENORE ANNANDALE'S STORY.

By Miss

E. EVERETT GKEKN. *\ 1th Illustrations. Crown 8ro, 5s , cloth.
The third volume of the ' Sunflowers ' Series. A very well-written
Story, containing ceveral good character studies. The plot of the tale
Is well sustained, and the Interest kept up well throughout.
The DOCTOR'S EXPERIMENT. By the Author
of * Under I' Ire,' * The Boys of II iglifield,' &c. With Illustrations.
Imperial Iflmo. fij>., cloth hoards, gilt edges.
A story of schoolboy life, full of incident, containing the Inter
history of the principal chaiacters.
Four Shillings each.
SHADOWS: Scenes in the Life of an Old Arm-Chair.
Hy Mrs O. F WALTON. Author of ' Christie's Old Organ,' Ac.
Illustrated. Imperial l-imo. 4s.. cloth boards, gilt edges.
A new story by thin widely-known writer. The pathos of the new
story is very tender and powerful, and the incidents tire worked out in
a masterly way.

TEXT-BOOKS FOR PRESENTATION.
Just published.

PEARLS from DEEP WATERS.

Morning «■.

Evening Texts for a Month. With an Introduction by U. J. U
Neatly printed in Colours. Is., cloth boards.

FLOWERS from the KING'S GARDEN
Gathered for the delight of the King s Children st Morn i
Eventide. With Introduction by D. J. Legg. Is, cloth I) ="
coloured edges.
WHITE as SNOW. A Text and a Meditation i
Each Day of the Month. By Lady HOPE, of Carriden. B».i
fully printi d in Colour, with Floral Designs. Is., cloth boui'.
A THREEFOLD CORD. A Precept, Promise,
Prayer for Every Day in the Year. New and Improved Win
Printed in violet ink. iid.. cloth boards.

POCKET BOOKS AND ALMANACKS FOR 1885.
The Scripture Pocket-Book: containing a variety of The Illustrated Sheet Almanack. With fioe I
Commercial. Political, Municipal, and Social Information. Frontis
piece in Oil Colours—Portrait of Wycliffe. Is. 6d., roan, gilt
edges.

The Young People's Pocket-Book : containing a
variety of Useful ana Interesting Information. Frontispiece in
Colours— Samuel anointing David. Is., roan tuck, gilt ed^es.

gravings, nnd with handsome Coloured border. On a »ta«!.

The Pocket-Book Almanack,

interleaved

ruled paper, gilt edges. Adapted for Pocket-Books. 2d,

The Tract Society's Penny Almanack. •
book with cover. Id.

The Child's Companion Almanack : For the Home The People's Almanack. Large Page Engwi
and Sunday School. With hk'h-class Engravings by Whytnper,
Barnes, Lee, and others, and Front Page in Colours. One Penny.

For General Distribution, and specially adapted tor loctlintial
purchasers printing their own wrapper. One Penny, in scour.]

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, LONDON, 56 PATERNOSTER ROW.
The Society's Publications for the Present Book Season include Books for all Readers, adult and youthful, Colour
Picture Books for the infants, and a host of Packets of Coloured Cards, &c, &c.
PLEASE WRITE TO THE SECRETARIES FOR CATALOGUES.

AND CHURCH FORTNIGHTLY.
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A. R. MOWBRAY AND CO.'S LIST.
The GOSPELLER ALMANACK for 1885.
Much altered and Improved. In Two Colours. Id.
[Now ready.

The ILLUSTRATED CHURCH ALMANACK
for 188S. A New Sheet, with Five Large Plates. Id.
[Now ready.
Both these Almanacks can be used for Parish Localising. MBtter
may be omitted, and local news inserted. The name of the parish at
the heading for Is. (id. extra.

BREAD Of LIFE (The). A Manual of Instruction
and Devotion for the Blessed Sacrament. By the Eev. A. D.
CKAKE. Cloth limp. Is. ; cloth extra, 2a.
BEFORE the ALTAR.
The Devout Christian's
Manual. Published In Three Editions. Edition A : small type,
Is. ; roan, 2s. : calf, 2s. 6d. Edition B : medium type. Is. ; calf aud
morocco, 3s. 6d. Edition C : lurge type. Is.

The COMMUNICANT'S GUIDE.
My SUNDAY FRIEND. A New Volume, Edited by
the Itev. Canon CURTKIS, with Preface by the Lord Bishop of
L Kill'' Hi l.l-i. Many Illustrations. Price Is. and 2a.
[Now ready.

A Help to

tlie Worthy Reoeivinu of the Blessed Sacrament. Compiled by
ALEXANDER, Lord Bishop of ARGYLL. 100 pages. Cloth, 6d.

LESSER HOURS of the DAY (The). From the
Priest's Book of Private Devotion. New Edition. Cloth, Is.

NOWELL, NOWELL, NOWELL.

AnOldCarol,

the Pictures by WYNDH AM HUGHES. Nineteen Sketches and
Five Coloured Plates. Price Is. ; cloth. 2s.
[Third Thousand now ready.

The LAST ABBOT of GLASTONBURY. A
Tale of the Dissolution of the Monasteries. By the Rev. A. D.
CRAKE. Cronn 8vo, cloth, 3s. (id., Four Illustrations.
[Now ready.
PAIRLEIGH HALL. A Tale of the Neighbourhood
of Oxford during the Civil Wara. By the same Author. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3s. (id. Five Illustrations.
[Ready.

A PLAIN COMMUNION BOOK.

By the Eev.

E. C. DERMER, B.D. 6d. An Edition with Illustrations, Is.
PLAIN PRAYERS. A Manual in large type. Illus
trated. Edition A. lu wrapper, 3d. Edition B, cloth, nd. Edition
C, with an Appendix. In cloth, Is. Edition D, containing all that
Is In Editions A and B, and the Office of Holy Communiou, 9d.

PLAIN PRAYERS for CHILDREN.

By the

Author of ' Plain Prayers.' 2d.

The CAMP on the SEVERN. A Tale of the Tenth PRIEST'S BOOK of PRIVATE DEVOTION.
Persecution in Great Britain. By the same Author. A New
Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. Two Illustrations.
[Ready.

Compiled by the late Rev. J. OLDKNOW, D.D., and the Rev
A. D.CKAKK. B.A. Carefully Revised. Third Edition. Cloth,
5s. Also in leather, 7s. 6d. to lis. 6d.

The VICTOR'S LAUREL. A Tale of the Tenth
Persecution in Italy. By the same Author. Crown 8vo, cloth,
3s. 8d.
[Now ready.

The GOSPELLER
A Monthly Broadsheet with a
large Illustration on the front page, and printed in bold type. id.

EVANUS. A Tale of the Days of Constantino the Great.
Bj the same Author. A New Edition, cloth, 3s. 6d.
[Now ready.

LEGENDA MONASTICA, and other Poems.
New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 4a.

other Verses. By Mrs C. N. STKEATFIELD. A Cheap Kdilion,
limp boards, 6d.
[Ready.

MY SUNDAY FRIEND. Edited by the Rev. Canon
CUKTKIS. An Illustrated Monthly Magazine for Children, id.
NINE LESSONS with CAROLS. Festival Service for Christmas Eve. Ae iu use at Truro Cathedral. 2d.

TEACHINGS about HEAVENLY FOUND AFTER MANY DAYS.

THINGS. By C. A. JONES. With about Fifty Illustrations.
New and Cheap Edition, limp boards, la. Ad.
[Now ready.
The GOSPELLER.
New Volume.
WYNDHASI HUGHES' Cartoons. Price is.

The
Partly

A

[Ready.

A LITTLE GARLAND of the SAINTS, and

EARLY

Also in a New Form,
The GOSPELLER.
Thirty-two pages, Id.
folded sheets only for parish adaptation, 5s. per 100.
printed covers. Is. 4d. per 100.

Containing
[Eeady.

A Story of the

London Mission of 1874. By C. A. JONES, Author of ' Stories for
the Christian Year,' fcc Cloth, la.

STORIES of our GUARDIAN ANGELS. By
MAKGAKET FLEMING. Seven Coloured Illustrations. Cloth,
is.

OXFORD CHRISTMAS CARDS.
WYNDI1AH HUGHES. Printed in Outline.
each. 8s. per 100.

Designed by
Three Sorts. Id.
[Now ready.

OXFORD SIXPENNY SERIES.

UNCLE FRED'S VISIT, and How it Ended.
6d.

READY PRINTED MISSION MEMORIAL
CARDS, from 3s. per 100. Several New Designs.

A STORY of CHRISTMAS-TIDE.

By Ellen

LIPSCOMBE. Ad.
HELPS tO WORSHIP. A Manual for Holy Commu
nion and Dally Prayer. With Recommendatory Notice by the Lord
Bishop of Oxford. Thirty-first Thousand. Cloth, 9d. ; cloth gilt,
la. ; roan, 2s. ; calf and morocco, 3s. Ad.

*.* Any Copies of the above posted on receipt of the
advertised price.

A. R. MOWBRAY AND CO.,
116 St Aldates, Oxford; and 65 Farringdon-street, London, E.C.
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SEELEY AND CO.,
46, 47, and 48 ESSEX STREET, STRAND
(LATE OF 54 FLEET STREET.)
JUST PUBLISHED.
.
PARIS in OLD and PRESENT TIMES; with especial reference to Changes in its Architecture and Topo
graphy. By l\ G. HAMERTON. With Twelve Etchings and numerous Vignette*. Cloth, gilt edges, prioe £1 Is. Large Taper Copies,
" Mr lUmcTiOT1 writes ofJ'aris as if he loved and admired it. . . . There Is not a dull or tedious paragraph in the volume. The
Illustrations are abundant, all of the best,"— Saturday Review.
STRATFORD-ON-AVON, from the Earliest Times to the Death of Shakespeare. By SIDNEY L. LEE With
Fourteen Copper Plates and Thirty Vignettes. Cloth, gilt edges, price £1 Is. Large Paper Copies, vellum, price « 4s.
" Thoroughly good in every way, and well worthy the attention of any who are looking ont for a really valuable and acceptable Christmas gift-book."— Guardian.
_
JUST PUBLISHED.
.
-„...,.
SOME ACCOUNT Of AMYOT BROUGH, Captain in His Majesty s 20th Regiment of Foot, who fought
(but with no great glory), under H.R.H. the Duke of Cumberland, in the Low Countries, and had the honour to be wounded in the left
shoulder, under the ey.» of Geueral Wolfe, at the taking of Quebec. By E. VINCENT BRIION, 2vols.. price 12s.
"A beautiful historical novel. . . . Wo can only urge all who love to read of peaeefnl homes and stirring camps, of maiden modesty,
and manly valour, to read ' Amyot Brough ' for themselves,'"— Academy.
JUST PUBLISHED.
The CHANTRY PRIEST of BARNET: a Tale of the Two Roses. By Professor A. J. Church. With
Coloured Illustrations. Price 5s.
_
" Likely to be a very useful book, as it certainly Is very interesting, and well got up.' —Saturday Review.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
THE STORY OF THE PERSIAN WAR. 5s.
ROMAN LIFE IN THE DAYS OF CICERO. 5s.
STORIES FROM LIVY. 5s.
STORIES FROM HO HER. 6«.
THE STORY OF THE LAST DAYS OF JERUSALEM. 3s.
STORIES FROM VIRGIL. 5s.
ATKAVELLER8 TRUE TALE FROM LUCIAN. 3s. 6d.
STORIES FROM THE GREEK TRAGEDIANS. 5s.
HEROES AND KINGS. Is. 6d.
STORIES OF THE EAST FROM HERODOTUS. 5s.
" Stories of ancient times which have endeared the name of the writer to boy readers."—Daily News.
JUST PUBLI8HED.
STORIES Of the ITALIAN ARTISTS, from VASARI. By the Author of ' Belt and Spur.' With
Coloured Illustraiious. Frice 5s.
" A delightful introduction to the study of the old masters."—Journal of Education.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
BELT and SPUR. With Coloured Illustrations. Fourth Thousand. Price 5s. "A sort of boys' Froissart, with admir
able Illustrations." 5s.
The CITY in the SEA. With Coloured Illustrations. Third Thousand. 5s.
" Full of interest for all who care for one of the most, brilliant and romantic chapters in the history of civilisation.'*—Pall Mall tiaiette.
JUST PUBLISHED.
AMONG the STARS; or, Wonderful Things in the Sky. Astronomy for Children, By A. GIBERNE. Witb
illustrations. Price 0s.
" An attempt to teach astronomy to small children
Very well done."— Saturday Review. _
BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
SUN, MOON and, STARS. Tenth Thousand. Price 5s.
■ Ought to have place in village libraries aud mechanics' Institutions. Would also be welcome as a prixe book."— Pall Mall Gazette.
The WORLD'S FOUNDATIONS. Geology for Beginners. By A. GIBERNE. With Illustrations. Third Thousand.
(Totli, price 5s.
"The exposition is clear, the style simple and attractive."— Spectator.
JUST PUBLISHED.
IN the EAST COUNTRY. By Mrs MARSHALL. With Illustrations. Price 5s.
" It would be uulair to our readers to spoil their interest in what is in truth a very charming romance. We shall therefore refer them to
the volume itsell."— Court Circular.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR,
IN COLSTON'S DAYS. 5s.
HELEN'S DIARY. 6s.
NOWADAYS. 5s.
CONSTANllAS CAREW. 5s.
Mrs MAIN WARING'S JOURNAL. 5f.
CHRISTABEL KINGSCOTB. 5a.
MEMORIES of TROUBLOUS TIMES. 5s.
The OLD GATEWAY. 5s.
BROTHERS and SISTERS. 5s.
The RoCHKMONTS. 5s.
Mrs WILLOUGHBY'S OCTAVE. 5s.
EDWARD'S WIFE, 5s.
LADY ALICE. 5s.
BENVENUTA. 5s
VIOLET DOUGLAS. 5a.
LIFE'S AFTERMATH. 5s.
DOROTHY'S DAUGHTERS. 5s.
MILLICENT LEGH. 5s.
A LILY AMONG THORNS. 5s.
JOB SINGLETON'S HEIR. 5s.
HEIGHTS aud VALLEYS. 5s.
JOANNA'S INHERITANCE. 5s.
' Very sound-hearted and sensible tales of modern life."—Guardian.
" Mrs Marshall's peu, busy as it is, does not give any sign of falling."—Spectator.
JUST PUBLISHED.
A CITY VIOLET. By M. E. WINCHESTER, Author of ' A Nest of Sparrows.' Price 5s.
" Will afford pleasant reading during the long winter evenings to many a lad or lassie."—Court Circular.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR;
A NEST of SPARROWS. Fourth Edition. 5s. I
A. WAYSIDE SNOWDROP. Second I
CHIRPS with the CHICKS. «s. 64
UNDER the SHIELD. Third Edition. 5s.
I
Edition. 33. M.
|
A CABIN on the BEACH, ts.
" \\ e can conoeive no more healthy reading for children."—Academy.
ENGLAND'S TRAINING.

JUST PUBLISHED.
An Historical Sketch. By the Author of 'Essays on the Church,' rSc.

Price 3s. 6<L

LONDON : SEELEY and CO., ESSEX STREET, STRAND.
Printed for the Proprietor by Retnelu A Co. Limited, 16 Little Pulteney-etreet, in the Parish of 8. James, Westminster, and
Published by W. Skefeington and Sos, 183 Piccadilly, W.
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